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Hidepot'r400/arch/d

#18 change 10172 edi
 /RE/R40CSequencer. dee

1/11/16 by lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_1400 (binaryt+
 

  

chikin in order to move to documents (o the new branch

. #17 change 9346 edit on 2001/11/06 bylefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_2400 (binaryH}

sequencer spec backup

. #16 change 8606 edil on 2001/10/26 by Hefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_1400 (binaryth)

Sequencer spec V1.0.

#15 change 8175 edit on 2001/10/22 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+1)

sequencer v1.0 BACKUP GNIE.Ynot yet complete. 

.. #14 change 8081 edit on 2001/10/19 by Hefebv G@illefebvre laptop 1400 (binary+])

One before laet major architectural revision ofthe sequencer before the implementation
spec, Control flow is complete and was accepted by SW team. Remains before freezing 1.0:external and internal interfaces

.. #13 change 7930 edit on 2001/10/17 byllefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_1400 (binary 'D)

version 0.8 ofthe sequencer spec. It contains the new control flow porcedure as well as
updated external interfaces.

. #12 change 7380 edit on 2001/10/05 by llefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_1400 (binary)

version 0.7 ofthe sequencer. Interfaces and control managment added

. HLL change 7261 edit on 2001/10/03 by Hefebvi(@llefebvre_laptop_1400 (binaryth)

backup of the sequencer +register loading diagram

.. #10 change 6865 edit on 2001/09/24 by Hefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+1)

new spec ofthe Sequencer.

.. #9 change 6790 edit on 2001/09/21 by llefeowr@llefebvre laptop 1400 (binary+D

E spec backup + HZ stats + SC spee backup

.. #& change 5698 edit on 2001/08/24 byHefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 Cbinary+b
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Ex, 2043 --- R400_Sequencer(version 0.1 to 1.2).doc

 
version 0.4 of the sequencer

. #7 change 5289 edit on 2001/08/13 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_1r400 (binary+D

added an exemple ofregistry file management

. #6 change 5260 edil on 2601/08/13 by Neiebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400 (binaryD

updated spec for acqueneer

. #5 change 4001 edit on 2001/07/05 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+D
lockin is on

. #4 change 4000 edit on 2001/07/05 by Hefebvr@llefebvre laptop 1400 (binary)

sequencer checkin

#3 change 3999 edit on 2601/07/05 by pmitchel@pmitchel_iris (binarytt)

changefile type to lock

. #2 change 3330 edit on 2001/06/07 by Hetebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary)

safety backup

. #1 change 3105 add on 2001/05/25 byMefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_1400 (binary)

vackup sequencer
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te fepot/4ad/doc_lib/d /RACO_Sequencer.doc
.. #62 change 118771 edit on 2003/08/29 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400_montreal (binary+ 1)
  

Fixing number ofbits in the anto-coant.

.. .. branch into //depet'r600/r100_doc_lib/design/blocks/sq/R4 00_Sequencer.doc#l
branch inte //depot/vamato/logacwr400/doc lib/design/blocks/sq/R400 Scquencer.dec# 1

‘OL change 114724 edit on 2003/08/04 byHefebwr@illefebwr_r400_montreal (binary+l}
 
 

Corrected the max number for mem exports to be § instead of 9

.. #60 change 109934 edit on 2003/07/09 byllefebvr@llefebvr_r400_montreal (binary+1)
Fixing VC table.

.. #39 change 107233 edit on 2003/06/20 byHefebvr@llefebwr_r4U0_montreal (binary+1}

Backup, ne major changes.
 8 change 103316 edit un 2003/05/30 by Hefebvi @ilefeb w_1400_tmontreal (binaryt by

Added comments about address register.

.. #57 change 101984 edit on 2003/05/21 by llefebvr@llefebvre laptop 1490 (binary+l)

more precisions on XYST generated register.

... #36 change 101037 edit on 2003/05/14 by Hetebvr@lletebwr_14G0_montreal (binary+t)

Fixing the spec some morc to match R500. Added some diagrams (SQ internals}

.. #55 change 100004 edit on 2003/05/08 byletebvr@ilefebwr_r4C0_montreal (binary+D

Someinterface updates. 

.. #54 change 98760 odit on 2003/05/62 bylicfebvr@llcfcbvr_r46G_montreal (binary 1)

forgot to remove | waterfall signal

.. #53 change 98500 edit on 2003/05/61 byLefebvr@llefebvr_r10G_montreal (inary+t)
Refreshing the interfaces per Andi’s last mail.

#52 change 9S401 edit on 2003/04/30 by liefebvr@llefebvr_r40G_montreal (binary+1)

Updated the SQ->SPinterfaces for the R500.
Page 1 of 8

bx, 2044... RAQU_Sequencer (version 1.4 to 2.11).doc

.. #41 change $0832 edit on 2003/01/30 by lefebvr@illefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+ 1.

wording change for the predicate override bit.

.. #40 change 78984 edit on 2003/01/23 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400 (binary+1)
small correction on memoryexport buffersizes.

#39 change 77093 edit on 2003/01/16 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_1406 (binary+)
Modified the alloc instruction to include a no-serial bit.

.. #38 change 77001 edit on 2003/01/15 by lefebwr@llefebwr_r466 (binaryt1}

interface change from the SX (alloc deailoc bus} and interface change from the SP
(predicates and kill mask).
.. #37 change 74942 edit on 2003/01/07 by iefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+!)

New revision of the spec

.. #36 change 59941 edit on 2002/10/29 by lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r403 (binary+})
backup and $Q->SP interface change.

#35 change 58563 edit on 2002/10/22 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+)

Detined the memory exports better.
.. #34 change 57527 edit on 2002/10/16 by llefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+})

Clarifications and minor updates. Version 2.08.

.. #33 change 56881 edit on 2002/10/14 byllefebvr@llefebvre_laptop1400 (binary+})
Loops, jumps and calls are now using a 13 bit address whichallows to jump aud call and

loop around any control flow addresses (does not reqpires to be even aryrnore)

.. #32 change 56634 edit on 1002/10/11 by lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop1499 (oinary+i)
Revision 2.06 ofthe spec.

431 change 50456 edit on 2002/09/16 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+)

Newspin of the SQ spec including some interface changes and auto-counter architectural
changes (for multipass pixel/vertex shaders}.

Page 3 of 8

Ex. 2044 --- R400Sequencer(version 1.4 to 2.11).doc

... #51 change 97450 edit on 2003/04/24 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+1)

Updated stall conditions.
Made swizzle change:
Added more R506specit

 
 

... #50 change 97161 edit on 2003/04/23 by Ilefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+1)

interface name changesfor the SQ>SPfetch swizzles

... #49 change 97092edit on 2603/04/23 byIlefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+1)
Added SP stall conditions to the 8G 

.. #48 change 96572 edit on 2003/04/19 by Hefebwr@illefebvr_r400_montreal (binary+!)

Documentation changes for R500.
. #47 change 93456 edit on 2003/04/02 by Hefebwr@ilefebve_1400_tmontreal (binuryt ly

update to the control flow instruction.
Adding timing diagram for the SQ--VC/TPtransfers.

. #46 change 92587 edit on 2003/03/28 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_1466 (binary+ D

added swizzie codes to the spec.

.. #45 change 87762 edit on 2603/02/28 by Hefebvr@lltefebw_1400 (binary+)
Added the new SX interface.

.. #44 change 82838 edit on 2003. ‘Q7 by Hefebw@ilefebvr_r400(binary+D)

small update regarding the implementation change for the Pos Allocated / PC allocatedbits.

#43 change 81 538 edit. on 2603/02/03 by Hefebwr@)ilefebvr_r400 (hinary+1)

Missed bits 41 and 42 in the SQ_EXECinstruction format. Those are RESERVED aswell.

.. #42 change 81401 edit on 2003/02/03 by Nefebwr@ilefebvr_r400 (binary+!)

refined the interfaces te the SP te specify wich signals should or shouldn't be pipelined.

Page 2 of 8

bx, 2044 --- R400Sequencer(version 1 4 to 2.11}.doc

.. #30 change 49717 edit on 2001/09/05 by Hefebw@ilefebvre_laptup_1400 (binary)

updated spec.

.. #29 change 49244 edit on 2002/09/02 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r406 (binary+ D
new spec

.. #28 change 48839 edit on 2002/08/29 by Hefebwr@lilefebvre_laptop_ri00 (binary+ D
Updated the SQ>SP interface. Added comment on the Constant load bus.

#27 change 48097edit an 2002/08/26 by Hefebwr@ilefebvre_laptap_r4d6 (binary+ 1
Added ihe new SQ->SPinstruction interface.

.. #16 change 46138 edit on 2002/08/14 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+ D

Changed the MASK mnemonics ta KTLT.
Added DS'l opcode.
Added MUL_PREV2 opcode
Reerdered the opcodes in primlib and SP.
Implemented the new KILL and SET SCALAR opcodes, they are now all comparing the

ALPHAchannel to 0.0f (instead of comapring against the RED channel).
 

 

. #23 change 44021 edit on 2602/08/02 by Netebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+)}
New parameter gencration schemeincluded in the spec.

#24 change 41 606 edit on 2662/07/19 by Hefebwr@illefebwre_laptap_race (binary+)

SQ backup
. #23 change 40691 edit on 2002/07/15 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binarvt+ D

New sequencer spec.

.. #22 change 37951 edit on 2002/07/03 byllefebwe@ilefebvre_laptop_ri00 (binary+1)
Backup

#21 change 31433 edit on 2062/06/03 by llefebw@ilefebvre_laptap_r400 (binary+1

Backup and minor updates.
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... #20 change 27717 edit on 2002/05/13 byllefebvr@Ulefebvre_laptop1400 (binary+!)
Changed CF opcodes, $Q->SP interface and 8P->S0 conslunt index loud interface.

.. #19 change 26057 edit on 2002/05/02 by lefebr@llefebvre_laptop_r40U Coinary+!)
Modification on the Control flow instructions.

... HLS change 23957 edit on 2002/04/19 by liefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+}.

The new control flow scheme is nowincluded in v2.0 ofthe sequencer spec.

.. FLT change 23946 edit on 2002/04/19 by liefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+!)

Last version of the spec with the old cortral flaw scheme

. #L6 change 20326 edit on 2002/03/25 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r100 (oinary+!)
Upated the interfaces and added an exporting rule section.

#15 change 20199 edit on 2002/03/22 by lefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+)

Some minor changesto the SQ interfaces.
.. #L4 change 19503 edit on 2002/03/18 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+}.

Changed the interfaces to reflect the fact that the PCs are nowin the SX blocks

 .. #L3 change 17380 edit on 2002/03/04 byliefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r409 (binary4
New revision of the sequencer spec.

... #L2 change 14466 edit on 2602/02/04 by liefebvr@flefebvre_laptop_1400 (binary+1)

Version 1.7 of the Sequencer spec.
.. HEL change 13088 edit on 2002/01/15 by Hefebw@illefebvre_laptop_1400 (binaryt fy

redondant opcodes corrected.

.. FLO change 13957 edit on 2002/01/15 by liefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r409 (binary+|)
‘There wa

has a correct vers small error in the control flow section. Checked in the spec so that Richardon to build the assembler on.   

... #9 change 12798 edit on 2002/01/09 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+!)
Page 3 of &

bx, 2044 --- RAUU_Sequencer (version 1.4 to 2.11).doc

opened the files with the wrong client

41 change 10705 branch on 2001/11/26 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlhora
(binary+1)

another rename to match r30@

.. .. Branch from //depotr400/doc_lib/parts_lib/sq/R400_Sequencer.doc#3
(depot/r4 od/dec_lib/partslib/sq/RA00_Sequencer.doc
.. #3 change 10699 branch on 2001/11/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro
(binary+)

  

doing rename properly
 branch from //depetir400/doc_lib/blacks/sq/R406_Sequencer.dacés

.. . branch inte //depot/ri00/dec_lib/parts/sq/RA0G_Sequencer.doctl

.. 72 change 10698 delete on 2001/11/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro (binary+!)
  
 

fix mistuke

.. #1 change 10691 branch on 2001/11/26 bypmitche! @pmitchel_r40Q_win_marlboro
(binary+)

rename "blocks" to "parts_lib™
 branch from //depotir400/dac_lib/bla: RAGG_Sequencer.doc# 1 #2

fidepot/ra00/doc_lib/blocks/sq/R400_Sequencer.doc
..#3change 10697 add on 2001/11/26 bypmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore (binary+D
  

recover

branchinte //depat/r400/dec_lib/parts_lib/sq/R400_Sequencer dac#3
.. #4 change 10695 delete on 2001/11/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_mariboro (binary+1)

rename

33 change 10593 edit on 2001/11/26 by llefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 Ginary+

closing for Paul to movefiles around

 change 10676 edit on 2001/11/26 bylefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+1)

changedthe file type to binary and locked
 .. .. branch inte //depot/r400/doc_lib/parts_lib/sq/R400_Sequencer.docit

.. #L change 10674 add on 2001/11/26 by Hefebvr@llctcbwre lapiop r400 (binary)  

Page 7 of 8
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new revision of the sequencer spec v1.6

#8 change 12335 edit on 2002/01/03 byllefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+

backup of the spec
. #7 change 11833 edit on 2001/12/17 by Hefebvi@iilefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+D

backup

.. #6 change 11563 edit on 2001/12/11 byllefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+b
Version 1.5 ofthe sequencer spec. See Revision changes of the document fordetails.

. #S change 11443 edit on 2001/12/10byHefebvr@lefebvre_laptop_r4uc (binary+ 1

backup. Updated the constant memory management section by copying stuff from the
R400 state management document by Mike Mantor 

#4 change 11393 edit on 2001/12/07 byHefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+))

backup.
. #3 change 11306 edit on 2001/12/06 by Hefebvidiilefebvre_laptop_r400 (binary+

New revision of the sequencer spec.

.. #2 change 11246 edit on 2001/12/65 byllefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop1400 (binary+ 1
Updated the register spec.

. #1 change 11061 branch on 2901/12/03 bypraltchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro
(binary+}

mv doc_lib/parts to doc_lib/design/blocks

branch from //depotir400/doc_libiparts/sq/R400_Sequencer.doc#t #3
Hdepotr4uo/dec_lib/parts/sq/R4U0_Sequencer.doc
.. #3 change LL048 edit on 2001/12/03 byHefebve@ilefebwre_laptop_r400 (binary+})

 

submited for Paul to move stuff around again.

branch into //depot/r400/dec_lib/design/blocks/sq/R400_Sequencer.dac#L
.. #2 change 10774 edit on 2001/11/27 by llefebvr@!lefebvre_laptop_r400_emu (oinary+!)

Page 6 of 8
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new spin on the sequencer spec
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Hdepotir400/arch/doe/chip/r400spec.doc

#6 change 3996edit on 2001/07/05 by pmitchel@pmitchel_iris (binary+1)

change Meiype to prevent simultaneous open for edit

.. #5 change 2314 edit on 2001/04/23 by smorcin@smorcin_r400 (binary)

Updated area to new area estimate, post texture path changes
checked in top level spee for larry to add to it

.. #4 change 871 edit on 2001/02/02 by smorein@smorein_r400 (binary)

Added a bunch of new docnments, also updated area.

.. #3 change 585 edit on 2000/12/19 by smorein@smorein 1400 (binary} 

newaree estimate and intial re spec.

#2 change 496 edit on 2000/12/11 by smorein@smorein_r400 (binary)

added block descriptions, addedtiling

.. #1 change 130 add on 2000/11/15 by smorein@smorein_r100 (binary)

Adding the initial versions of several specs.
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/depotir400/arch/doc/chip/R400 Top Level Spec. DOC

#7 change 3995 edit on 2001/07/05 bypmitchel@pmitchel_iris (binary+1)

change file type to prevent simulizreous open for edit

.. #6 change 3091 edit on 2001/05/24 by lsciler@ma_Isciler (binary)

Updated RB and MC block diagrams

. 45 change 2950 edit on 2001/05/17 by smorein@smorein_r400 (binary)

updated spec, finally checked in

.. #4 change 2359 edit on 2001/04/26 bylefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_1400 (binary)

updated top level spec to match RE and SC specs

.. #3 change 2347 edit on 2001/04/25 by lseiler@ma Iseiler (binary)

Added text about the RB and MC plus descriptions of some RB features

#2 change 2314 edit on 2001/04/23 hy smorein@smorein_r400 (binary)

Updatedarea to newarea estimate, post texture path changes
checkedin toplevel spec for larry to add to it

.. #1 change 1741 add on 2001/03/15 by smorein@smorein_r400 (binary)

adding first real version oftop level spec.
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/idepot'r400/arch/doa'gfx/S P/S haders.doc

#19 change 10769 delete on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore (binary)

mv to doc_lib/paris

. #18 change 10501 odit on 2001/11/21 by askondo@andi_r400_doos (binary)

opcode update
  

 . branch into /depol’r400/doswee kib/parts/sp/Shaders doc#1
«#17 change 1U5OU edit on 2! /11/21 by askende@andi_r40U_docs (binary)

updated a couple of opeodes

.. #16 change 9723 edit on 2001/11/12 by askende@andi 1400 docs (binary)
newrevision

#15 change 6889 edit on 2001/09/25 by askende@andi_decs (binary)
newest version

te change 5466 edit on 2001/08/17 by askende@andi_docs (binary)

newrev of the spec
at mm change 4960 edit on 2001/08/01 by askende@andi_decs(binary)

new rev

#12 change 4929 edit on 2001/07/31 by askende@andi_docs (binary)
elerev

. FLT change 4033 edit on 2001/07/06 by askende@andi_dccs (binary)

update of the specs

.. #10 change 3585 edit on 2001/06/20 by askende@andi_dees (binary)
new rev

.. #9 change 3574 edit on 2001/06/20 by askende@andi_docs (binary)
new rev

Page 1 of 2
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. #8 change 3565 edit on 2001/06/19 by askende@andi_docs (binary)

now row

. #7 change 3560 edit on 2601/06/19 by askende@andi_docs (binary)
Tew Tey

. #6 change 3558 edit on 2001/06/19 by askende@andi_docs (binary)
another rev

#5 change 3553 edit on 2001/06/19 by askende@andi_docs (binary)

another rev (rev.03) of the shader spec

. #4 change 3138 edit on 2001/05/29 by askende@andi_docs (binary}

more updates to the spec

. #3 change 3020 edit on 2601/05/21 by askende@andi_docs (binary)

another revision ofthe shader spec

#2 change 2712 edit on 2001/05/09 by askende@andi_docs (binary)

more updates

. HL change 2700 add on 2001/05/09 by askende@andi_docs(binary)
Shad cifications 

Page i of 2
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Change 175294 on 2004/06/24 by mmanlor@PL_wrnantorLT_1400_witt

< initial checkin of osm random generator with minor changes to supporting files>

Change 172110 on 2004/06/07 byHefebvr@llefebvr_r400_linux_mariboro
Fixing bad resource hang unthe verlex shader.

Change 171407 on 2004/06/02 by Hefebvr@lllefebvr_r400_linux_mariboro

Fixing Qnan issuc

Change 168815 on 2004/05/19 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400_linux_marlboro

Integrate ofthe number of RS stations tixes trom Xenos.
Chango 168560 on 2004/05/18 by Icfebvr@llcfebvr r400 linux marlboro

Rack integration of the AddreValid fix from Kenos

Change 168033 cn 2004/05/14by Hefebvr@ilefebvr_1400_linux_mariboro

Integration of Randy's Kill maks changes from Xenos.

Change 167975 on 2604/05/14 byHefebwr@ilefebwr_r400_linux_maribaro

Blanket integrate of the Xenos emulator files for 8Q,SP.8X to RAGG.
Change 167630 on 2004/05/13 by mmantor@FL_mmantorLT_r460_win

<made alterations to tpformatter to work in sp standalone envircnment made vsp
more hardware like in pred, kill, mova, write enables and update on testbench>

Change 155924 on 2004/03/17 bylofebvr@llefcbvr 1400 cinu montreal
 Integration from Xenos

functionnal change here.
the valid bit change. th  psx tracker data ony, no 

Change 155819 on 2004/03/17 byHefebwr@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
Integration of the gpr c ug base address change Hrom Xenus.

Change 154760 on 2004/03/12 by kryan@kryan_1400_win_marlboro_XP
Integrate changes from Xonos/devel to my r400/branch to r466/devel

Integrate Kenos/devel to rid branch

Page | of 75

Ex, 2048 --- R400 Sequencer Ernuiator FH --- folder_history

This rakes the ernulator write to PV/PS on all units even when the operation is
predicated. Unlythe writes io the registers are blocked on predication (and pred vector
vector}.

 ‘ill

Change 149424 on 2004/02/16 byHefebwr@llefebve_1400_emu_montreal

Fixing REP bug.

Change 149402 on 2004/02/16 by Hefebvr@illefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
This fixes the COND_EXEC_PREDopcodeso it returns the thread with the correct

resource when the predicate vectoris dirty.

Change 148881 on 2004/02/12 by Hetebvr@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

The predicate clean bit was overwritten instead of being “anded" in creating less clauseboundaries than it should have onihe ensulutor.

Change 148666 on 2004/02/11 by Hefebvr@illefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
This isafix for the control flow instruction mismaich in the case of a

COND_EXEC_PRED opcode. The emulator wasn't updating the resource field whils the HWwas,
  

Change 148344 on 2004/02/16 byNetebvr@llefebwr_1400_eru_montreal

Enabling PRED_CLEANinstructions in primlib. Fixed a probiem with
CGND_EXEC_PREDCLEANENDopcodeinthe emulater.

Change 148246 on 2004/02/09 by donaldli@donaldl_xenos_linux_orl

Added flat_shading signal for use in the SX parameter subtract function.
(ic. if flat_shading is true, ignore infinity checks; just de subtract. Result
should be zero.)

   

Change 148084 cn 2004/02/09 by Hefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Implemented the REP function in the emulator.
Change 147954 on 2004/02/07 by donaldi@donaldl_xenos_linux_orl

Fixed bug when cafling parameter_sub during creation of vectors
Ge. lessthan@ and greaterpointS parameters were swapped).

Change 147952 on 2004/02/07 by unmanior@unnantor_xenus_linux_orl

<added test bench for DiffEng param_sub in the sx for numericalverification>

Change 147697 cn 2004/02/06 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Page3 of 75

- Added YIELD* keywords to the Shader Assembler.

- Added processing for serial bitin SQ and Shader Assembler.

- Changed handling of Control flow constants in Emulator
Lo nore closely mati Ure lardware.

Change 154141 on 2004/03/10 by Hefebvri@Hefebvr_r400_linux_mariboro

integration of the valid bit bug fix from Xcnos

Change 153494 on 2004/03/08 by efebvri@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Integration of the VS_DONE_EVENTchange trom Nenos.
Change 152749 on 2004/03/04 by Ucfebwr@llefebvre laptop r460 emu

Tntegration of the PRED_COND_CAT J. change to R406.

Change 152663 on 2004/03/04 by Netebvr@Hlefedvre_laptop_ri00_emu

Fixing COND_JIMP and COND_CALLpredicated. Also fixing bit mask problem in theSX that controls the tracker.

Change 151381 on 2004/02/26 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Integration of the cond prod ite fix from Xcnos 

Change 151315 on 2004/02/26 by lefebvr@llefebvr_r400_linux_marlboro

Removing the storage for RT parametersin the emuitor from the register space and theSX.
 

Change 151063 on 2004/02/25 by Hefebwr@lefebwr_r400_1 ux_miarlboro

incorporating Vom's changests the emulator.

Change 149973 on 1004/02/19 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400. ux_marlboro
Validated Tur's fix.

Change 149972 on 2004/02/19 by Hetebvriglefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
Fixing the control flow machine in the cmulator to remove an extra trip to the RS on a

COND_PRED_EXEC opcods

Change 149638 on 2004/02/17 by Hefebvn@iilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
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‘The emulator now ignores the MSBof the countfield.

Change 147181 on 2004/02/04 by Hofebwe@llefebvre laptop 460 emu

Adding Sy--S2X¢ event dump file,

Change 146961 on 2004/02/03 by mearl@mear!_xenos_linax_orl
Updated the cmulator to match the hardware.

Change 146954 on 1004/02/03 by Hefebw@illefebvre_laptop_r406_ermu

Fixing alloc with no serial tolowed byserialized instruction bug (emulator wasn't
stopping).
Change 146738 on 2004/02/02 by untmanlor@FL_uanunturL T_r460_witt

<added checking of vector and scalar results all the time, constant address and export
control&fog overlay, More values are randomized
Change 146655 on 1004/01/31 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl

<added include directoryfor crayola_enum.h and fixed vectpipe makefile to use env
variables for dep dir>

Change 146634 on 2604/01/31 by mmantor(@FL_mmantorLT_r400_win

<saved environment updates, problem with last checking»

Change 145651 on 2004/01/31 by mmantor@FL_mmantorL T_p1G0_win
 <preparing for intrinsity release, updated makes to be compatible with multipledirectories using SROOT and SBRANCH environment,

variables and cleaned up sp_vector.v for readabilt
functionally equivalent>

 
and removed unused signals, 

Change 146535 on 2004/01/30 by llefebvr@ilefebvr_r400_linux_marlboro
Adding Tom's changes to the emulator and SP testbench.

Change 146499 on 2004/01/30 by Hefebwri@Hefebvr_r400_linuxmarlboro

Removing IW accurcate flag

Change 146490 on 2004/01/36 by Hefebvr@alefebvr_r400_emn_montreal

Removing numbers.h
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 Chuuge 146478 on 2004/01/36 by Helebwe@illefebwe_1400_linux1

Fixing badcasting in the 1B

Change 146091 on 2004/01/25 byIefebvr@llefebwe_r400_emu_montreal
Fixing SX buffer size management problern when EXPORT_BUFFERsize > 128.

Change 146069 on 2004/01/29 by mmanion@mmant enos_limux_orl

<updated makefilc for standalone rand vector generator for vsp>

Change 146053 on 2004/01/29 by mmanton@FL_mmantorLT_r400_win
«added newfiles for last checkin

Change 146062 on 2004/01/29 by mmantor@FL_mmantorLT_r400_win

<repartition mare vector scaler pipe (vsp) into seperate class to support lower level
random test bench and intrinsityefforts.

moved all math from sq_alu.cpp to vsp.cpp>
Change 145619 on 2004/01/27 by Ilefebvr@llefebve_1400_emu_montreal

Added VS_FETCH_DCINE eventandinterface pulseto the CP for the
PL_LIMEBUFFERearly de-allocation ofthe vertex butter.
Change 145089 on 2004/01/23 by Ilefcbvr@llefebwr 1400 cmu montreal

Added event propagation to the SX (from the SQ}. Need to tis it off in Xenos to the BC.

Change 143941 on 2004/01/26 by Hetebvr@llefebvr_r400_linux_mariboro
 

i) Fixed Kill and waterfall issue (400s¢_Killgt_O1 cpp)
2) Fixed waterfall and mova co-issue problem (only in non-optimized mode)
3) Fixed SX durapfile WAN sign propagation probiern 

Change 143832 on 2004/01/19 by mmantor@FL_tmmantorLT_ri00_win
<updated the vectpipetest.exe do process interleaved threads, all opcodes and

changed tb_vector back lo simple design. All ope pass 460000 instruction random
 

testing >

Change 113255 on 2004/01/15 by flefebvr@lefebwr_1100_emu_montreal
Added VS_FETCH_DONEcontrolflow instruction.
Added VS_FETCH_DONEpulse to CP interface.Placed the hooks for when the event will be created.
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Adding more dumpinfo in the SX-2RR color dump.
Adding bug fixes in 27 bit adder path (not used).

Changc 138986 on 2003/12/26 by mmanton@mmantor xenos linux orl

<claiged csilo uly make one pass fur paragen and genindex and write re dump
files correctly, fixed a timing loop in pix tthreadbuffer > 

Change 138150 on 2003/12/17 by tlefebvr@'lefebwr_r100_emu_montreal
Removed power of 2 specific wrapping to allow any size VTX and PIX RS.

Change 138102 on 2003/12/17 by Hefebwr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal

Added programable VTX and PIX RS
Added pregramable SX export buffer siz:
Added progratuable mamber of EA buffers in S20.
Added programable State export slots in SX.

 
 
es (from state register).

Change 138048 on 2003/12/17 byllefebvr@llefebvr_r100_emu_montreal
The emulator now outputs an error message and exits uppon bad usage of the address

register.

Change 137942 on 2003/12/16 by Hetebvr@llefebvr_r400_linux_mariboro
The testbench now compiles and runs on Linus.

Change 137854 on 2003/12/16 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!

Change emulator so param cache reads for params not exported by the VS
still show up in sq_sx_pcaddr.
Fix cf_resource_change logic in the cfs so it catches the clause boundary
where a cf instr with only tex instr gels sent to the alu cbs,

 

Change 137313 on 2603/12/12 by mmanion@FL_mmantorL T_r400_win

<update for standalone vp test>
Change 137273 on 2003/12/12 by Hefebvr@efebwre_laplep_1400_eniu

 
Fixing another data scrmable on PRUNC

d MAX4vte match exactly numeri
Medificd MAXand Min opcodes to removethe subtract that could cause an LSB

missmatch on the compare.Fixed Nan on FLOORscalar.

 

Change 137256 on 2003/12/12 by lefebvr@!lefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
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Change 143096 on 2064/01/14 by larlogs@hartugs_xenos_linux_orl

Change to fix ferret dump filefor VGL_SQ_Verts interface. ‘his change passed
regress_e and perts_lib_relpl.
Change 141968 on 2004/01/09 by Hefebwr@llefedvre_laptop_r400_emu

Adding wamingsfor bad register settings on VS_CONST_BASE and VS_CONST_SIZE
(surm must be < 512).

Change 141694 on 2004/01/08 bylefebwe@llcfeovre laptop r400 cmu

Fixing DB_ALU_SIZE to say we need 2X the numberof constants than highest use inastate
Fixing VS_NUM_RHGtesayit is number ofregisters -1
Fixing bug in predicated loop end where the jump backto the start of the loop wasnttaken

Change 140866 on 2604/01/06 by Hefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r406_emn

This is the newalu code as provided by Tom. uses the new 27 dit adder.
Passed release_parts_lib, the eraulator regreszion and the tb_eqspsx regression. also

passed 4000000 vectors on the SP testbench.

 
  

Change 149078 on 2003/12/29 by lefebwri@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Fixing flush te zere preblem on MUL_PREV2
Fixing CONST abs modifier probdicm.

Change 139972 on 2003/1 2/29 by Hefebvr@lefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Reverting Tom's changes(try 3}

Change 139970 on 2003/12/29 by Hlefebwr@llefedvr_r400_emu_montreal

Reverting Tom's changes(ry 2)

Change 139968 on 2003/12/29 by Hefebwr@llefebvr_ri00_emu_montreal
Reverting Tom's changes. eybrake the random tests with LSB missmatches.

Change 139346 on2603/12/23 by Hefebwr@illefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Fixed SX te send Nens on invalid positions.
Fixed waterfalling on CONSTopcodes.
Added ¢ debug info to SX->PA dumps.

 
 

 

Change 139084 on 2003/1 2/22 by Hefebwi@lefedvr_r400_emu_montreal
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This is fixing the Nan anddata scramble on scalar TRUNC. 

Change 137124 on 1003/12/12 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_ri0G_emu
This is fixing the CONST opcodefailure. This is an SQ onlychange so it will not affectthe SP tevtbenct.

Change 137080 on 1003/12/11 by mmantor(@FL_mmantorLT_r4¢0_win
<tmp remove scalar prev opcodesfor standalone testing>

Change 137063 on 2003/12/11 by Hefebwr@Uefebvre_laptop_r400_enm

Changing swizzles on CUBEinstruction to exactly match SP.

Change 136833 on 2003/12/10 by Hlefebwe@llefedvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing PRED_SET*®apcades ta match HW behavior
Fixing bad channel select on KILL* and MAX4 opcodes.

Change 136832 on 1603/12/10 by mmantor@FL mmantorLT r460 win

<added ull ups aud provide pred upcode swizzle changes and kill in Ure standalone
vectpipetest>

Change 136727 on 1003/12/10 by mmantor@FL_mmantorLT_r4¢0_win
<added all vector ops>

Change 136641 on 2003/E 2/10by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptopr400_emu

Fix for vector TRUNC +/- 3 clamping issues.
Change 136533 on 2003/12/09 by unantor@FL_mnanturLT_r460_wint

add VectPipeTest that test the vectorpipeofthesp.

Change 136540 on 1063/12/09 by llefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
This viiwuld fix TRUNC nanfailures and DOT2Add INF and NANfailures.

Change 136519 on 2003/12/09 by Uefebvr@iilefebvre_laptopr400_emu

Another pags on the SP files to be more ITW lookalike.

Change 136387 on 2003/12/09 by llefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r406_emu
This is the new SP files more HWlookalike. Also fixes DOTZADD SRCCswizzle

issues.
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Change 136287 on 2003/12/68 byllefebvr@ilefebwre_laprep_r460_ermn

The TRUNC was rounding instead of clamping when dealing with negative numbers
(LSB of mantissa only)
Change 135538 on 2003/12/64 by vromaker@vromaker_ernul_r400_linux_marlbore

- updated vtx and pix thread buffer sizes

Change 135361 on 2003/12/04 byHefebvr@ilefebwr r400 cmu montreal

This should fix -/6 probleras in CUBE (501-502). And TRUNC te +0 issue (runc_02).

Change 131820 on 2003/12/02 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_r100_emu_montreal

Fixing the CUBE cpoode. It was reading from SRCB.X while if should have read fromSRCAW.

Change 134536 on 2003/12/01 by llefebvr(@ilefebwr_r40U0_emu_montreal 
Fixing bad ewizziein the case ofa co-

vector op. Emulator was doing x and wwhil
ued 2 operand scalar op along with a 3 operandhould have been z and w. 

Change 133958 on 2003/11/25 by llefebvr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

There was a parenthesis problem in the if causing the fix for the +/- zero not ta work on
the Muladd. This is fixing it.

 

Change 133810 on 2003/11/25 by Hefebvr@lefebwr_s400_ernu_montreal

Fixing Add/MulAdd +/-0 problemin the emulator

Change 133619 on 2003/11/24 by lefebvr@!lefebve_1400_emu_montreal

Fixing additiennal control flow entry in the SQ dumps

Change 133415 on 2003/11/21 by tlefebvr@!lefebwr_1100_emu_montreal
Fixed the wrong function for the +/- Zero bug on the Muladd engine.

Change 133358 on 2003/11/21 by Hefebvr@iefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Adding RETAINPREVopcodeio the scalar engine as opcode 0x32 (last ong).
Opcode has syntax:

RETAIN_PREVRx; Where Rx is anyregister. To just retain the predicate vector use:
RETAINPREV Rx@:
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Change 130083 on 2003/11/04 byHefebwr@ilefebwr_ra0d_emu_montreal

This should fix NAN sign propagation on the SUBs* opcodes(including SUB_PREV).
Change 129772 on 2003/11/03 byIlefebvr@ilefebvr_r400_ermu_montreal

 This fixes a problem were the dummyline in the SP->SX dumpto signify a dumpfree
done on memory export was places between phases 2 and 3 of an export instead of being
between two exports. This change will only affect the TB_SQSPSX and TB_SX

 

Change 129642 on 2003/10/31 by Llefebvr@lefebvr_1400_emu_montreal
New ExecuteVHinst function more flexible and hence moresuitable te the testbench.

Change 129587 on 2003/10/31 by Ilefebvr@llefebvr_r400_eru_montreal
 Tusluuciation of mullipie memories in the emulator to ullow for use of

SQ_DERUG_MISC.DR_EN_MEMORY_X and DR_REAT)_MEMORYregister fields.

Change 12945+ on 2003/10/36 by lefebvr@llefebvr_r100_eru_montreal
This should make the CUBE opcode match exactly HW even if SRCA andB aredifferent.

Change 129388 on 2003/10/36 by etebvr@llefebwr_r400_ermu_montreal
‘The emulator docs not clamp the W channel anymore on a clamped CUBE operation.in order to mimmic HWbehavior. Thi

Change 129348 on 2003/10/36 by mearl@mearl_xenos_linux_orl

Added twoprimitive interpolation backin.
Change 129150 on 2003/10/29 by Hefebvr@ilefebvr_1400_linux_suaribory 

Increasing VCmini countte Ilfifo_size+2.

Change 129117 on 2003/10/28 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl
Changed sq_sx_pcaddr.dinp generation.

Change 128927 on 2003/10/28 by Hefebvr@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Fixing precision problem in all PRED*vector opcode. Emulator was rounding.

Change 128679 cn 2003/10/27 by llefebvr@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

This fixes an emulator dump problem related to VSISR address when vix_countis on but
VSR_continuedif off.
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Fixed bad SRC selection for Te in cube opcode.
Fixed +/. 0 problem in the multiply engine

Change 133025 on 2003/11/20 by meari@mearl_xenos_linux_orl
Fixed 2 primitive per clockinterpolation bug in the emulator.

Change 132250 on 2003/1 £/17 by efebw@llefebvr_r400_linux_marlbora

Changing emulator andtests to meet with the new cube swizzles wich now are for SRCA
stead of zzyx). Also change the assemblerto accept the new swizzle code. zeny (

Change 131172 on 2003/LL/10 by Hefebwr@llefedvre_laptop_r406_emu

This tixes KILL* and PREDSET_INVopcodes when working with denorms.

Change 130817 on 2003/L L/07 by Hefebwr@llefedvr_r400_emu_montreal

Fixing SIR NaN sign propagation
Fixing PRED* flush of denormsto U.
Also fixing +/-6 flush to zero problems in multiple cther opcodes.

Change 130473 on 2003/1 L/06 by llefebwr@llefebwr_1400_cmu_montreal

Now asing SRCB.z for input argumentof the Z channel ma computation when Z winsin
a cube opcode.
Change 130441 on 2002/L L/06 by licfebwe@illefcowr 1400 cmu montreal

Removal of duplicate code.

Change 130337 on 2003/1 L/05 by Hefebvri@letebvr_s400_emu_montreal

Fixing the CUBE opcode. Was broken because the ermulator wasn't taking into accountthat SRCA and B had a different set fo swizzles.

Change 130281 on 2003/1 L/US by Hefebwi@iefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Fixing SRCC valid GPR valid channel.
Putting the SERIAL on therightline the the cubic pixel shader program.

Change 139716 on 2003/1 1/04 by mmantor@FL_mmantorLT_r46d_win

<changes to enable standalone vector pipe random testbench>
Change 130154 on 2003/1 1/04 by Hefebwe@illefebwr_1400_emu_montreal

Updated DU'IZADD opcode to propagate NAN from SRCCas well.
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Change 128526 on 2003/10/24 by mearl@meari_xenos_linax_orl

Took out two prim per clock to get regression to pass.

Change 128365 on 2003/10/24 by meal@utearl_xeuos_linux_orl

Added 2 primitive interpolation in SQ and SPI. Fixed a bug in sx_parameter_cache.
Fixed synthesis

bugs in SC.

Change 128179 on 2003/16/23 by Hefebwr@llefebvr_1400_emu_mortreat

This should fix the bad data type on a position tree done in the sp->sx emulator dump
file. This will only affect the TE_SQSP.TB_SQSPSX and TB_SXtest benches as they are the
only ones using this field.

Change 127742 on 1603/1 0/22. by Hefebvr@llefebwr_r400_linnx_martboro
 Removed the warnings from the sp->sx trackers and sx

Now emulator is always executing the scalar instruction even in the case of a3 operand
vector opcode. This is to match with randomshaders,

 

Change 127044 on 2003/10/16 by lefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r460_emu

There was a bug in the post steer valid bits sent te the TP and VC. Thisis fixingit.
Change 127009 on 1663/L 0/16 by Hefebwe@llefebvre_laptop_r406_emu

This fixed the pixel auts counter bug in the interpolators.

Change 126957 on 2003/10/16 by lefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r40¢_emu

 Now pushing the PERFORMANCE_STOP events to the RS.
Fixed the predicate jump bug (wasn't reading the correct bit in the contral flow

instruction}.

Change 126833 on 1003/10/15 by delifton@dclitton_xenos_linux_orl
Sitall chranys to log cevult for numbers less draa 1.0 to natch HW.

Change 12569! on 2003/10/15 by delifton@dclifton_xenos_linux_orl

Another timing related change. Changed twos
post-process (effects log of number less than 1.0). Aligned inputs
to high precision pipeline to reduce muxing. Improved carrysave add
of multiplier results. Regenerated math tables to reclaim precisionand fix roll-over mismatches.

 
to oncs comp on log 
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Change 126641 on 2003/10/14 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laplep_1400_eniu

Adding conditional predicate_jmp and conditionnal_predicate_call. These are
performance optimizations only and are not in use at the moment. 

Change 126433 on 2003/10/13 by mearl@mearl_xenos_linux_orl

Fix One Prim Per Clock bug in sq_ptr_buff. Revert changes in sq_pix_ctl to make
2 prim interp changeseasier. Put known primdata data on all quads across packer
te iterator interface. Fix dumps for no_inc_pix_cntsignal.

Change 126362 on 2003/10/13 by rramsey@rramsey_xcnos_linux_orl

Change sq_sp_interp dump so it contains all of the pass_count and wrap passes
through the interpolator
Add spi_sp tracker (enabled with ENABLESP]TRACKERdefine)

 

Change 125881 on 2003/10/09 by Hefebvi@lefebwr_1400_cinu_tiontreal

Now doing a MAX on the vector and scalar MOV A opcodes to match HW.

Change 125617 on 2003/10/08 by Ilefebvr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
Now passing the ROMdata at ihe end of each line in the dump file. This is for RSP usagein testbenches.

Change 125370 on 2003/10/07 by mearl@mearl_xenos_linux_orl
  Fixed the SQ knthe RTtra g when bad pipe ex.ers in the SC festhenchbefore a good pipe. Also, updated 

Change 125266 on 2003/10/67 by Hletebvr@ilefebwr_1400_eme_montreal

Added RSPfields to the dumpsto allow for easier testbench integration.

Change 125023 on 2603/10/06 byHefebwr@illefebwr_t40d_emu_tmontreat

Cleaned up the COND_PREDEXECUTE and PREDLOOPcode in the emulator. No
bug fixes hero, just made the cods casier to read and reraoved dead paths.

Change 124883 on 2003/10/03 by Hefebvi@llefebwe_1400_emu_iuontreal

Fixing issue with NANs and TRUNC,FLOGR.RACT.Also, now SIN retams +/- 0 on
input +/- 0.
Change 124851 on 2003/10/03 by Ilefebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal

Interpolation precision change to meet HWand timing.
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Change 123136 on 2003/09/24 by Hefebvr@lefebvr_rd00_ernu_montreal

First pass at redundantpipe in the emulator. For now, only on the VC->SQ and SQ->VCinterfaces.

Change 123082 on 2003/09/24 by meurl@meurl_crayola_linux_orl

tb files updated for ONE_PRIM_PER_CLOCK,bugfix in interpolators for
ONE_PRIMPERCLOCK

Change 122815 on 2003/09/23 by lefebw@lefebvr_r400_linux_ 

Added more perf counters to the SQ to account for SIML12-3

Change 122728 on 2003/09/22 byllefebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
Made the auiocount write to all channels like the AW does, Auto coun!in X, 0 inallother channels,

Change 122683 on 2003/09/23 by mearl@mearl_crayola_linux_orl
 One primitieve per clock changesin the back of the SC andfront ofthe SQ. Right now,

the ONE_PRIM_PER_CLOCK define in
header and SC_SQinterface vare needed for this change. Will update this to

ONEPPC,since this already e in
header.y. Also, the sim.cfg file does not have an ifdef, so is hardcoded to one prim

 

 per clock.

Change 122677 cn 2003/09/23 by dclifton@dclifton_xenos_linux_orl

Changed initial twos comp on exp opcode to ones comp for timing improvementinhardware.

Change 121928 on 2003/09/17 by Hefebvr@lefebwre_lapiop_1400_eniu

Fixing multiple SEMD related staff.

Change 121897 on 2003/09/17 by delifton@delifton_crayoia_linux_orl
Change in HW structure l improve Gimning

Change 121632 on 2003/09/16 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptep_r400_erau

 
Made the XYs

directly in the shader. Also mo:
fields for SIMD memerycontrol.

cating point numbers instcad of fix point se you can usc them
od regress_¢ tesis that this change broke. Also added register

Change 120731 on 2003/09/11 by Ilefebvr@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
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Change 124843 on 2003/10/03 by Hefebw@llefebw_1400_linux_marlbore

‘These are register changes related to new arbitration policies for the ALU engine.

Change 124643 on 1603/10/02 by Hlefebw@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
Fixing hang on pred_optimization test.

Change 124518 on 2002/10/02 by Hefebwei@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

This implements the cond pred optimization in the emulator in order to match ITWin thenumber of clause boundaries.

Change 124434 on 2003/10/01 by mmang@iramangxenos_linux_orl
 1. Tumed on 3 simds in emulator (sc_interp.cpp.

sq_block_model.cpp, and user_block_model.cpp).
2. Turmed on 3 sinds in rll Gsc_packer.v, 

 ind hooked up correctly.
:packer.vrelated to having a 2

bit simd_id_sel.

Change 124011 on 2003/09/30 by Hefebw@llefebwr_r403_emu_montreal

Autoreg change ic remove the no_stalls opcodes and replace them with _pred_clean.
Documentation only should not be a functional change. I had to remove some refrences to
_ho_stall in the enmlator code as well.

Change 123879 on 2603/09/29 by Hefebwr@ilefebvr_r403_emu_montreal

Fixing some RSP problems on the Sq->TP/VCinterfaces. These problems only show up
when RSP is turned on (it is currently off).

Change 123610 on 2603/09/26 by Hlefeburgillefebvr_1400_erm_montreal 

Trying to FLX bad NANhandling on the scalar pipe.
Change 123497 on 2003/09/26 by Hefebwe@llefedvr_r400_emu_montreal

Added the SP->SX RSPinterface. Also added past_steered bits to all interfaces for
tracker purposes only (mot HW). Theseare the valid bits of the SPs AFTER the data was steered
to goto the RSP.
Change 123278 on 2003/09/25 by Hefebwe@llefebwr_1400_cmu_montreal

Added IP redundant pipe. Also renamed aif redundant pipes to use SP instead of SQ.
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Thave removed the predication optimization on waterfall fram the ermilator. The HW
does not do it. Lines are marked with @@ OPTIMIZE so we can know what was removedin
order to putit back ifneeds be.
Change 120546 on 2003/09/10 by llefebwr@llefedwr_r400_smu_montreal

Addingthe scalar engine change. This change is currently disabled. To enable, changeline #105 ofsclartunc.h trom:

int64 ComputcMantissa$X(unsiencdint point, unsigned int slope,
unsigned int slope_derivative,
unsigned int. sloped_derivative,
unsigned int delta, unsigned int ddelta,
unsigned int dddelta, MeParam2 *params,
int gen_type, intnew_struct— 0);

 

Ce

__inté4 ComputeMantissasx(unsigned int point, unsigned int slope,
unsigned int slope_derivative,
unsigned int doped derivative,
unsigned int delta, unsignedint ddelta,
unsigned int dddelta, MeParam2 “parain
int gen_type, int new_struct = 1);  

Change 120264 on 2062/09/09 by Hefebw@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
Now writing the channel valid mask in hex in the dumps.

Change 120038 on 2002/09/08 by chammer@jchammer_400_win

Changed width of dealloc from 3 to 4 bits since it can now accumulate to $ in 1 prim perclock mode.
Load print datz ity bad pipes’ lo maich hardware.

Change 119590 on2003/09/08 by Hefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Rearranged the functionsin the shader pipe for SP testbench purposes. No functionnal
changes per say.

Change 118543 on 2004/08 ‘28 by Hefebwri@itefebvr_r400_emmn_montreal

Adding thread type te SX interfaces for memory export validation.
Also made sure to invalidate the Parameter cache intcrface reads whencver generating a

parameter.

Change 118335 on 2003/08/27by efebwri@lefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Addedthe thread Id identifier to interfaces for tracking purposes of memoryexport tests.
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Change 118345 on 2003/08/27 by Hefebvr@lefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Missingafile in the changelist.
Change 118332 on 2003/08/27 by Ilefebvr@llefebve_1400_emu_montreal

Aassive changelist of mostly non-functional stuff with two exeptions:

1) Nowchecking for INF in the DOT path and doing as per the numerics spec.
2) Changed the VCmini instruction countlimit from 16 to 32 as instracted by BrianBuchner.

 

The rest of the changelistis the first pass to correct the invalid channels inthe GPRsin
order for thera not to be compared. This is mostly onty adding bits at the end ofthe dumps forthe trackers to have the information needed to know what's valid and what's not. Interfaces
changed are:

1) intemal SP GPR
2) SP->SX

 Intemp (PC data}
P interpolaters7

Change 118211 on 2003/08/26 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
changes to get fake_last set correctlyin tp_sqsp.dmp

Change 117786 on 2003/08/22 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_lar “p_r400_emu

The loop index clamping wasn't done correctlyas I was trying to force negative values on
unsigned variables.

Change 117596 on 2603/08/21 byllefebvr@iilefebwre_laprop_r400_erm
 in. This isa I broke prettymuch all waterfall tests with my previous che

Change 117545 on 2003/08/21 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

This is an attempt to fix the bug 2515. I made sure a pixel wasn't considered in
subsequent passesifit was written. [ will need sunshineto test it as I can't run the app
Change 117283 on 2003/08/26 by Hcfebvr@llofebwre laptop rid crau

 
 

 For parameter cache (interpolators) exports, I w: ng a different function to eutputthe
results to a file. | did not bother opening upthe file in this function as | suspected the position
export flnction would open it for me. Coviously, if you export position last this doesn't work.I
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Made the SX performance counters unified in one SX. Also added some performance
counters to monitor the SX->RB performance. All of theze are non-windowed yet. 

Change 113865 on 2003/07/29 by llefebvr@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
This

undet/defline 41
OFF.
     2 emulator intoasingle‘multiple SIMDengine. Can toggle on/off by

sq_block_model.cpp (define ENABLEMULTIPLESIMDS). Currently

Change 113818 on 2003/07/29 byIlefebvr@llefebw_1400_emu_montreal

Now routing SIMD id te the SQ and TP dumps.
Added 4 GPR banks to support up to 4 SIMD engines all having the sarne GPR addressifferent data.
Added 4 allocation engines to generate these addr
The nuniber of SIMD engines is user defined il ix a 4define in sy/user_bleck_mudel.h,

current, setiing is 4 but only 2 are used as the SC and VGT never send more than that for naw

 
 

  

Change 113562 on 2003/07/28 by Ilefebvr@llefebwr_r100_emu_montreal
Cleaned and Fixed memory exports.
Made the resource register pick the VC ifa vertex Unread is entered.

Change 112593 on 2003/07/23 by lefebvr@iletebvre_laptop_r400_emu
 infinite loop problem on 0 count cxce ends because of not setting correctly the

end of programflag in the SQ.

Change 112528 on 2003/07/22 by hartogs@il_hartogs2

Madethe sird_id field between the VGT andthe SQ two bits for up change te three ormore SIMD sets.

Change 112332 on 2603/07/22 byllefebvr@!lefebwre_laprep_r400_erma

Thad the old outpui order for cube: ma,faceid,sc,tc. [ changed it for the new one:
te,se,ma,faceid.

Change 112254 on 2003/07/21 by Hefebvr@ilefebwre_lapiop_1400_emu

‘This is the CUBE opcode changethat takes into account the recent HWchange.| also
modified one test case that was wrongfully picking Was the FACEID (it is Y). 
Change 111835 on 2003/07/18 by llefebvr@lefebw_r400_emu_montreal

 Splitting the ALU CONSTANTpert counters into SIMDGand 1. T have added the
SIMDI version of the counters at the end of the enumeration notto disturb again the currentorder.
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 modified the functiun to check for file open aud open it inet. This fixes die numerous bugs the

compiter guys were seing when exporting position last. This bug would only show up if dumpfiles ere activated.

Change 117162 on 2003/08/19 by lefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r40d_emu
Fixing CUBEinstruction by move the "2.0 from red to blue

Change LI7L49 on 2003/08/19 by llefebvr@ilefedvre_laptop_r40¢_emu

Nowclamping to -256 if overflowofthe loop index register.

Change 116305 on 2003/08/13 by chammer@chammer_4ed_win

Added one prim per clock to SC. This codeis ifdefc and can be enabled by
uncommenting out ‘define ONEPRIMPERCLK in gfx/sc/sc_types.h as well as in
gix/sq/sc_so.h

Change 115549 on 2003/08/08 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400_emn_montreal

Now writing DEADDEADin the parameter cachesat alloc time.
Any DEADDEAD pixel or vertex will go thrs CLAMP anchangeis it

 is a DEADDEAD. 

Change 115328 on 2003/08/07 by lefebwr@llefebwr_s400_emu_montreal
 The HWhas 2 26 bits normilizer so 1 increased the emulator's precision to match. This

fixes r40Gsq_cipple_G1.cpp. I had te re-goldenize 1 test in the regres: ite. 

 Change 115032 on 2003/08/05 by grayc@grayc_craycla2_linux_orl
 erformance counters

register names
added back Laurent changes for
modified sx v for new pertorman

 
 

 

Change 114997 on 2003/08/05 by Hefebw@illefedvr_r400_emu_montreal

Forgot ic flush denorms prior ta check for == 0. This was causing some tests to
missmatch on the SX->SP parameter sub interface.

Change LI4LL6 on 2062/07/31 by grayc@graye crayola2 linux orl

backing cut changes Tur SX Perf Counters

Change 114066 on 2003/07/36 by Hetebvr@lletebvr_s400_emu_montreal
Aligned correctly the sq sp intorp.dmp
Made a small change to generate -C in the param_bub engine of the 3X when both

operands are the same and SRCAis negative. This isto match the HW algorithm.

Change 114014 on 2003/07/20 by Hefebvr@letebvr_s400_emu_montreal
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Change 111444 on 2003/07/16 by Hefebwi@lefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
Added sin/cos comer cases.

Change 111399 on 2003/07/16 by efebwe@llefebw_1400_emiu_tnontreal

Fixing HOS anomaly because efbad SIMDsetting in the SQ.
Adding the auto-generated parameterin the assert for too many parameters in the RT SQ.

Change 111003 on 2003/07/14 by lefebwe@llefebwr_1400_cmu_montreal

Changing the RT assert to <= instead of <

Change 111901 on 1003/07/14 by Hefebw@llefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
Adding the SIN/COS opcedesin the enmulater.

Change 110861 on 2003/07/14 by Hefebwi@Hefedwr_s400_emu_montreal 
 SQ now only reading TP interface data when Phase==3 AND TP SQ VALID.Also

added an assert wheatrying to interpolate more than 4 parameters in RT mode. 

Change 110814 on 2003/07/14 by jhoule@jhouie_r406_win_lt

Added separate valids for TP_SQ and TP_SP data.
This will cventually allow simplicr 1liColor data return from TP.

  

Change 110319 on 2003/07/10 by lefebw@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Wasn't setting the VC counters correctly in the $Q. Was causing a hang whenever an appwould use a mini-fetch.

Change 109729 on 2063/07/08 by Hefebw@ilefebwr_1400_cmu_inontreal

Fixed the pixel counter in the SQ. This value is not used vet.

Change 108547 on 1003/06/36 by Iseiler@lseiler_r40¢_win_mariboro
in evenly.  Push oul MemExpuits before processing cer

Change 108285 on 2003/06/27 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r4du_emu

Swapping write priority te a GPR. Was vector haspriority over scalar, now IS scalar has
priority over vector.

Change 108154 on 2003/06/26 by hartogs@iil_hartags2

Hopefully fixed VGT alloc/dealloc for multi-SIMD vectorsets
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Added simd_id fields io vgt_sy interface aud vet_cegeninterface
Put pipedisable comments into several dump files.
Put an "Assert(0)" into the sq_block_model.cpp to prevent access violation.

 

Change 107916 on 2003/06/25 byHefebvr@ilefebwre_laptep_r400_erau
Madeali the necessary changes for the color buffers to be enlarged without actually

enlarging them sof don't break anything.

Change 107624 on 2003/06/24 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_erau
Now enlarging valid bit mask to be quad aligned for pixel vectors (in order to get LOD

right to the TP).

Change 107575 on 2003/06/24byNetebvr@iletebvre_laptop_ri00_erau

Added back pressure ability from the VC to the SQ using the Meza and mini counters.

Change 107515 on 2003/06/23 by mini@mzini_r400_win

Added vc_sq_syncinterface
Change 107512 on 2003/06/23 by mzini@mzini_r400_win

Created VC_SQ_Syncinterface

Change 107026 on 2003/06/19 by Hefebvr@ilefebwr_s400_linux_mariboro
both the emulator and AW 1) Added a guard bit to the parameter sub engine of the SXi

this was causing a failure on a WOM. test.
2) Fixed zere detection problemin parameter_sub engine of the HWwere an explicit 1

was addedall the time even when the number was 6.0. s was causing r400sx_wrapper_01 .cpp
to fait (this is a test that I wrote to duplicate the WOLtest that wasfailing in order to run it on
HW)

 

Change 106833 on 2603/06/18 by Hefebwr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Added loop index clamping to range -256,255
Changs 106809 on 2003/06/18 by llefebvr@llefebve_1400_emu_montreal

Wasusing the textureCF machine for the VCincorrectly. Caused the VC tofail

Change 106526 on 2603/06/17 bytlefebvr@ilefebwr_1100_eme_montreal
Was incorectly reading unitialized data.

Change 106470 on 2003/06/17 byrramsey@rramsey_craycla_linux_orl
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Change 105336 on 2003/06/10 by Ilefebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
 erfalling wasn't ticd to write mask of GPRs hence ercating corruption when running

in optimized mode.

Change 105295 on 2003/06/16 by Ilefebvi@iilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
 Badinitialization for optimized waterfalling that caused linux to loop in itelly.

Change 105276 on 2003/06/16 byHefebvr@lefebve_1400_emu_montreal

Changing the order of waterfalling to match HWonthe interface. Hmulator was doing
LSB->MSB while HWwas doing MSB->LSB

Change 105001 on 2603/06/09 by Hefebvr@illefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
Added waterfail write masks to the emulator
Fixedthe ALU instruction dump file to work with waterfall

Change 104944 on 2003/06/09 by llefebvr@ilefebwr M00 emu montreal
 
 Modified the enmulator to generate the sate red

instruction. Only the number of passes is correct
er of passes than tie HYon a water[all

point not the write mask.

Alse corrected 2 MOVAtests where the address register wasn't loaded correctly beforeuse.

Change 104090 cn 2003/06/04 by llefebvr@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
{ade 2 different counters for fetch, cst and instructions.

Change 104059 on 2003/06/04 byHefebvr@)llefebvr_r400_emu_miontreal

Added a RT only instruction shader dump

Change 103964 on 2003/06/04 byHefebvr@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

  
i) Adding nm to the SX
2) Fixing uniti! ables in the SQ.
3) Fixing RT/Normal constant and instruction loads (arbitrated on a 32 bit basis new)
4) Fixing cylindrical wrap preblem in SX
5) Added performance counters for SIMDO/L

Change 103846 on 2003/06/63 by rramsev@rramsey_craycla_linwx_ort

Fix a problem with the control flow dump logic that was causingzero-count execs to be left outofthefile
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Change interpolalors so sx_sp_pedata durup is mol written
for param_gen or gen_index passes (param cache is not actually
read for these)

Clean up sqsp_interp dump
Change 106404 on 2003/06/16 by Hefebw@illefeowr_1400_emu_montreal

Initializing GPRS with DEADDEAD forferret tracking purposes. Each threadisinitiafized with this at GPR allocation time.

Change 106347 on 2003/06/16 by Ucfebwe@llefebwr 1400 cmu montreal

Made the wrapping test >= instead of >

Change 106339 on 2003/06/16 by Hefebwrigillefebvr_1100_emu_montreal

Fixing 8Q->VC bad headerin dump.
Fixing bad move clanping

Change 106263 on 2002/06/16 by mzini@mzini_r40U_win

Removed y and z from the index field in sq_vc.dmp file AGAIN!
Change 105093 on 2003/06/13 by Hefebwr@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Emulator now clamps the address register to the range -256...255.
Change 105000 on 2003/06/13 by lickebwe@llefebwr 400 cmu montreal

Fixing 8Q->VC damp ta be correctly aligned.

Change 105865 on 2003/06/12 by Hefebvr@lefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Fixing bad write mask setup on waterfall of lots of vertexes. Also enable
waterfall_optimize on exports.

Change 105795 on 2002/06/12 by Hefebwri@ilefebvr_r403_emu_montreal

Fixing waterfalling on a MOVAinstruction.

Change 105772 o1 2063/06/12 by Hefebw @llefeb w_1400_emu_rmontreal

Fixed a bug that caused generation of INF in the interpolators when param @ was INF
regardless of param 1 and 2. Also realigned the sq_sp_interp.dmp.
Change 105645 on 2003/06/11 by Hefebwr@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

‘There was a problem in the way the masks were set when waterfalling. [f multiple
vertexes were using the same constant on the second pass, only one ofthem wasset. 
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Change 103806 on 1063/06/03 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win

fix commentline in SqSplnterp_Dump
Change 103675 on 2003/06/02 by mzini@mzini_r400_win

Added simd_id to sq_ve and ve_sq dumps

Change 103552 on 2003/06/02 by Hefebw@llefebwr_r409_emu_montreal
Added SIMDID to TP interfaces.

Change 103230 on 2002/03/30 by mzini@mzini_r400_win

Added simd_idto SQ_VC and VC_SQ
Change 101734 on 2003/03/20 by Uefebwe@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emiu

fixing scalar trunc preblem.

Change 100741 on 2063/03/13 by lefebw@llefebwr 100 emu montreal

Fixing range undeflewcheck of GPRs whenusing loop indexing and negulive siep.

Change 100446 on 2003/03/12 by llefebvr@llefedvr_r400_emu_montreal
was not checking for < BASE for constant indexing range checking.

Change 100178 on 2003/05/09 by lefebwe@illefedvr_r400_emu_montreal

bug with the VC arbiter.

Change 99938 on 2003/05/68 by hwise@fl_hwise_r400_win

SC, SQ, & VGT Emulator Update:
- Added shader pipe disable support for multiple SIMs

 Change 99863 on 2003/03/68 by Ilefebw@llefebvr_1400_emu_montreal
 Fog changes: Serialized Cog in ihe SP afler dhe default setlings for exports.

Fixed assembler to pat 6 in scalar write mask for RW compatibility with od shaders

Change 99556 on 2003/05/07 by Hefebw@illefebvr_1400_emu_montreal
fixing the RT assertion 

Change 99443 on 2003/05/66 by Hefebw@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Added an assert for bad constant registry setting regarding RT.
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Change 99149 on 2003/05/05 by Iseiter@iseiler_r400_win_marlbora

Eliminate two vec warming messages
Change 98355 on 2603/04/30 by hwise@tl_hwise_r400_win

ROM/GFX Emulator Update:
1) Removed register fields from ROMBADPIPEDISABLEREGISTER

- DISABLE _SP_VTX- DISABLE SP PIX
2) Added register ROM_SIMD_PIPEDISABLEREGISTERwithfields

+ DISABLESIMDO_VTX
+ DISABLESIMDC_PIX.
+DISABLESIMDIVTX
+ DISABLESIMD1_PIX.
+ DISABLE_SIMD2_VTX (reserved forfuture use}
+ DISABLE_SIMD2_PIX (reserved for future use}
+ DISAREE_SUN3_VTX (reserved for fiture use)
+ DISABLESUMD3PLX (reserved for future use)

3) Fixed bug in ROM block wherepost write trigger function for
ROM_BADPIPEDISABLEREGISTER wasnot namedcorrectlyin
rom.mblk files causing function to never be called

4) Added posi write trigger function for newregister
ROM_SIMDPIPEDISABLEREGISTER

5) Updated PA, SC, SQ, and VGT blecks to use new SIMDO Helds
when determining bad and/or disabled pipes

6) Added "TO DO" comment where SIMD logic needs to be added
7) ModifiedInitRomStrapsQ to use ROMROMBADPIPEFUSE_REG.devForce()

to sef the T.ASER_FUSESrather than ROM. ROM_BAT)_PIPE_FUSE_REG writeQ
since this is a read-only register without a default setting

 

 

Change 98272 on 2003/04/30 by llefebvr@tlefebwr_r40G_emu_montreal
This should fix Ken's bug. Ken please confirm byronning this in your sand box...

Change 97578 on 2003/04/25 byllefebvr@llefebvre_lapiopr400_emu
Added SIMDL DISABLEregister ficld.
Added MEMORY_READ register field
Added perf control to control performance durups.
Fixed the overwrite I made in cf_machine.cpp with previous checkin.

 

  

Change 97404 on 1003/04/24by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
Making the SX more HWalike for memory exports.
Fixing the wrapping bug in the control flow machine (related to jumping in the

instruction store).
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Change 95216 on 2003/04/11 byllefebwr@llefebwr_r4U_emu_montreal

Added a VC emptyshell. Need to add the interfaceto it. SQ is ready.

Change 94942 on 2003/04/16by Hefebvi @tleleb w_1400_erntu_tmuntreal

changed the comment name for tree_done_position to FDP
Changs $4940 on 2003/04/10 by Ilcfebwr@llcfcbwr r400 cmu montrcal

Adding pas_free_done to the sp_sx.dmp far the SX testhench

Change 94875 on 2003/04/16byHetebvr@illetebwr_r406_emu_montreal

Sx nowsends R400_NANAdded number of s
 othe PA when VS_EXPORT_MODE ==7.

ands tu SP_in_dump.
 

  
Change 94729 on 2003/04/09 byllefebwr@lefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Added the bit necessaryto add the VC engine. Also modified the control flow instruction.

Change 94688 on 2603/04/09 by graye@grayc_crayola?_linux_orl
correct filename

Changc 94344 on 2603/04/07 by grayc@eraye crayola2 linux orl

move appending of $TestPath into dump_point class forthe rb,s: 

Change 94334 on 2003/04/07by llefebvr@lletebwr_1406_emu_montreal

Fixing small discrepencies in the SP dumps. I also had a bad addressing on constants
whenusing coustanl 0 on SRC B. Please Gang inidate a driver emulator drop and confine this isfixed indeed.

 
  

Change 93911 on 2003/04/04 byLefebvr@llefebwr_r40G_emu_montreal
 Twas not pushing the IP to and from the stack in the right order whenever moving to and

from the RS. Also, now using a single table line in the SX export table wher doing mem-exporis
and finxing ad onal entries in CF dump

 
 

 

Change 93644 or: 2003/04/04 by Hefebvr@lletebvr_r40G_emu_montreal
added channel masking to the SX.

Change 93506 on 2003/04/02 by lefebvr@lletebwr_r400_emu_montreal

adding jump/call address to the dump.
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Change 97321 un 2003/04/24 by nunantor@FL_uinantorLT_1400_win

<Hixed a bug with
passes to do interpolation:

sp_pedata.dmp. ‘The emulator was making the incorrect numberof
 

Change 97064 on 2003/04/23 by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added NOG_SERIAL register.
Changed pred_set opcodes to use Winstead of X (may break some SQ tests that will

have to be fixed).

Change 97003 on 1603/04/22 bylefebw@lefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Added end of shader markers to shaders dump.

Change 96997 on 2063/34/22 byIlefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added commen
Added VCE damy
Made emulator always step on serial so it is deterministic. 

o SX dumps.

Change 96369 on 2003/04/18 byIlefebw@llefebvr_1400_emu_montreal
adding some more code t the VC.
Fixed thread going always back onserial.

Change 96031 on 2063/04/16 byfrising@frisingr400_win_marlboro
Move computation of a_mul_b_exp_flip_predict before a_mul_bexp in muladd. This

wasthe original intention and T stspect. a copy/paste error af some point. Tn arly case, it shold
not change the results. 1 checked with AndyG and apparently the HWis already doing #

  

Change 95739 on 2063/04/15 bylefebwr@llefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
added the newperformance counters in the 3Q.

Change 95669 on 2003/04/15 by llefenr@ilefebvr_r4Uc_emu_montreal

New dumps with shaders and number of vertexes i pixels por shader. Nocde to validateIcad on the R500.

Change 95601 on 2003/04/15 byHefebwr@llefebvr_1400_emu_montreal

The SQ nowsends data ta the VC. A dump: sq_ve.dmphas also been added for test
bench purposzs.

Change 95456 on 1003/04/14 by Llefebwr@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
Added the 8Q.>VCinterface and VC->SQinterface.
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Change 93480 on 2003/04/02 byIlefebwr@efebwr_r400_emu_montreal

There was an crror in the dump cormmontline for number of bits in EXEC subword.

Change 93403 on 2003/04/62 by Hefebw @ilefebwr_1400_ce_monteeal

Adding CONTEXT_DONEevents to the RS (not sending them to the CP).Fixing the problem with the SP->SX interface (was making | too manytransfert because
y line inscrtcd in the dump).

 
 

Change 92966 on 2603/03/31 byHefebvr@ilefebvr_r400_ermm_montreal

Added the dummy free doneline in case there is no export as a last clause instruction.

Change 92927 on 2603/03/31 byLefebwr@llefebvr_r400_enu_montreal

removing the from ithe CF|AT.U and RS dumps,it confuses the PLT routines:

Change 92640 on 2003/33/28 byHefebw@illefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
Added the instruction tore read address to the CF instruction and ALU dumps.

Change 92630 on 7663/03/28 byllefebur@illefebvre_laptop_r4d0_emu

Fixing MAX4 problem with NANs.
Change 92626 on 2663/03/28 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing the write enables ofthe SP durnps.

Change 92563 on 2663/03/28 byHefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added number of uperands in die SP duiups.

Change 92409 on 2003/03/27 by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing the sign extention.
Change 92390 on 2603/03/27 by Hefebw Gllefebvre_laplup_1400_emu

fixing more alloc problems with events that were hanging SqQ and SC teats.

Change 92227 on 2003/03/26 by licfebwr@llcfebvre laptop r400 cmu
This should fix that. Letme know.

Change 92184 on 2063/03/26 by lefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
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The SQ was uot allocating in order fur colors. This was causing Ube SOX Lo tnissbelrave.This is fixed 

Change 91585 on 2003/03/21 by Hefebvr@lletebwr_r10G_emu_montreal
Fixing wrong aluld numberin arbiter.
Fixing mem exports some more.

Change 91363 on 2003/03/26by [lefebvr@lefebwr_r4uu_emu_montreal

fliping mask bit order

Change 91261 on 2003/03/20 by Llefebvr@letebw_r400_emu_montreal
 Major changes to the SQ/SX. Maditied the SX to accept out oforder exports and madeit

closer to HW. Also nowmatching the HWinterface for allocs’deallocsin the SX.
Change 91256 un 2003/03/20 by Hefebvi @ileieb wre_laplop_1400_ enig y HADLUE_I Ss

fixing predication bug

Change 91169 on 2003/03/26 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P41400_win
fix typos in two dumpfile names (pix/vtx was swappedfor contro! flow dumps)

Change 90027 on 2003/03/13 by Hetebvr@letebvr_r400_emu_montreal
Fixed the Nan Check
Added more fields to sp_sx.dmp and sx_sq_addr.dmp for Sx testbench.

 

Change 89938 or 2003/03/13 by rramsey@RRAMSEYF4r400_win

swap order of d0,1,2 in dump header
Change $9768 on 2003/03/12 by lefebwe@lletebw_r400_emu_montreal

changing namie expert to Export because of name clash on linux.

Changes 89716 on 2003/03/12 byIlefebvr@lsicbwr r400 cmu montrcal

SP data dumps.

Change 89381 on 2003/03/10by llefebvr@letebwr_r406_emu_montreal
Added dumps for ALU instructio: 

Change $9037 on 2003/03/07 by Llefebvr@llefebwe_r400_emu_montreal

fixing dumps and memoryexport test
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Added dumpsfer the reservation stations.

Changs $7112 on 2603/02/26 byIlcfebvr@lUctcbwre laptop r400 cmu

added predicate (export write mask) ty tie SP->SX interface. Also added Ureut in
emulator dump.

Change 87027 on 2003/02/26 byHefebvr@illetebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Fixed Trunc.

Change 86925 on 2003/02/25 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptopr400_emu

modified dealloc code slightly to improve debugging of deallocs.
Change 86890 on 2603/02/25 by Lefebvi@llsieb we_lapiop1400_eru

Fixing Inf and DOT's.
Aligning RT_CONSTANTS with cleaner register boundaries.

Change $6634 on 2003/02/24 by mmantor@FL_ounantorLT_1400_win

added thread id to sp->sx interface dump
fixed sx to sp parameter data dump
added sq t c_ptr dump
added texture cylinderical wrap contral to sq
  

Change 86257 on 2603/02/22 by mmantor@FL_mmantorLT_r400_win

Set ClarmpedAddr = Addr before clamping so if ne reason to clamp the address is
defined. Stops emulator from crashing.
Change 86096 un 2003/02/21 by Lefebvi @lleleb w_1400_enu_tmuntreal

That should do it. I wasn't carefull enough about the clamping rules to the GPRs when the
pointer was in fact used to read constants...
Change 85184 on 2003/02/19 byLefebvr@illefebwr_r400_emeu_montreal

fixed clamping of-0 fo -0.

Change £4039 on 2003/02/18 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_r40G_emu_montreal
Flushing denorms to 0 is now done onall three parameters ( forgetto do it on PO in the

emulator.

Change $1940 on 2003/02/18 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_r40G_emu_montreal
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Change 89017 on 2603/03/07 byHefeburZisefebvr_r400_emm_montreal

 Modifiyng dumps not to exceed 32 bits/col (PLI need}
Change $9007 on 2003/03/67 byllefebvr@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Added control flow instruction dumps

Change $8898 on 2063/03/06 by ramsey@RRAMSEYP41400_win
Add new block level dumps to SQ for the vertex input controller (cnabled with SqDump: 

aly
sq_sp_visr_wr.dmp - writes to staging registers
sq_sp_vec_epr.dmp-reads from staging regs/writes to gprs
sq_vec_gpr_req.dmp - gpr allocate requests from the vertex controller
 

 

Change $8859 on 2603/03/66 by Hefebw Gilefebwr_1400_cuu_montreal

fixing ZL} bug due to GPR addressing change te match HW.

Change 88737 on 2003/33/06 by grayc@grayc_crayola_linux_orl
changes for dumpfiles

Change 88687 on 2003/03/03 by lefebwr@Nefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
Fixing |/-0 bug in cmu and typesetting.

Change 88554 on 2003/03/65 by Hefebvr@illefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

More SQ RS dumps.

Change 88079 on 2003/03/63 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Changed vertex GPR addressing ta match HWexactly.

Change 87922 on 2003/03/61 by mmantor@FL_mmantorLT_r460_win
1. fixed a texture wrap bug.
2. fixed ansclang for large vertices with lots of primitives culled where more Uran the

max parameter cache space (2.5 times) could be required to operate. Put a fix that forces a
partial fill of any vector being assembledif the previous vector had mere than 4 outstanding
deallocates out and a new vector (fpos} arrives at the packer input. This forcesall the de-
allocates to happen on the partial fill vector which will fro pace and allow the final vericx
vector te process and etc. Added outstanding deallocate count to dump files sc_sq and
s¢_pix_vect_erp_out

  

 
 

Change 87226 on 2003/02/27 byHefebwr@efebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
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Fixing claraping problem in the emulator.

Change 84892 on 2003/02/17 by Hefebwr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
 Code cleanup and fixing the problem with INF on the recip opcode.

Change 84554 on 2603/02/14 by llefebwr@ilefebvr_r400_emm_montreal

fixing the clamp of the NANsto G and 1. They now gothru the clamp modifier
unchanged.

Change 84487 on 2603/02/14 by HefebvrMlefebvr_1400_emu_montreal

repairing instraction count pert’ counters.

Change 84204 on 2003/02/13 by Llefebw@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

DOT now retums an R460_WNAN instead of the NAN it was provided with

Change 83623 on 2003/02/11 by Hefebwr@llefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
there was a typo in the interface. The context id was sent as the channel mask and viceversa lo the TP...
Alsoadded PCexports to the sp_sx.dmpfile for the SQ/SP testbench

Change 83566 on 2003/02/11 by hartogs@fl_hartogs2
Modified dump sp_sx.dmp to be more friendlyfor testbench trackers.

Change 83491 on 2003/02/11 byllefebwr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

adding first of new context arbitration restriction for position export,
Change 83290 on 1003/02/10 by Hefebw Qielebwr_1400_ciu_monteeal

changing default primitive type to be PRIM_NROMALinstead of RT.

Change 83285 on 2003/02/10 by mmanter@FL_mmantorLT_r400_win
fixed a bug induced by last chunve that caused a the program to cradi: wiresq_dumipswhere not enabled.

Change 83166 on 2003/02/10 by mmantor@FL_mmantorLT_r400_win
1. added state cata and missing terms te the sc_packer dump.
2. added a dumpfor the sx_sp interface that delievers attribute data to the interpolators.

Reaganized thesqProcessPixel and Interpolate cade to enable these dumps. Still need to make
futher modifications to make dump work properly for cylinderical wrap.
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Change $3000 on: 2003/02/07 by sallen @sallen_1460_lin_inariboro

ferret: tp_sq add ferret bits, to be unused soon
clean up a few comparitor outputs

Change 82812 on 2003/02/07 byHefebvr@lletebvr_r406_emu_montreal

Added a new performance select counter to count the numbers of stalls due uniquellyta
position export buffer full in the 

Change 82646 on 2003/02/06 byIlefecbw@licfebw r400 cou montroal

now when overflow shifting we do this signed like the HW.

Change $2206 on 2003/02/05 byletebvr@lletebwr_r400_emu_montreal

added channel mask to the SQ->TPinterface for ferret interface checking.

Change 82048 on 2003/02/65 byllefebwr@itlefehvr_r406_emu_montreal

Masking out bits [31:24] on the read of a CF_LOOF register. Now, the emulator will
always return 06 for bits [31:24] whenreading such a register.
Change $1837 on 2003/02/04 by Llefebvr@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Trying to tix cyl wrapping bug. Also removed some warnings in sq_aluh.
Change 81790 on 2003/02/04 by Ilefebw@llcfcbw 406 cmu montroal

New muladd anddot code as provided by Tam

Change 81577 on 2003/02/03 by llefebvr@lletebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Emulator not behaving correctly when interpolating more than 1 param (in flat shading
mode), This is fixed and I amwriting directed tests to make sure HWis correct as well.

Change $1430 on 2803/02/03 byllefebwr@lefebwr_r4UG_emu_montreal

New muladd code with exponent prediction

Change 81246 on 2003/02/61 by vallen@ivallen_1460_lin_tnarlboro

ferret: comparitor work continues
makefiles nowsupported (start to phase out cons)
initial tp4 checking
add emu changes for mem id. etc

 

Change $1131 on 2003/01/31 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptopr400_emu
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Change 78889 on 2003/01/23 by llefebwr@Uefebwr_r4U0_ermu_montreal

Fixing underflowcrror in the interpolators

Change 78834 un 2003/01/23 by Hefebvi@llelebw_1400_emu_mmuntreal

Was overwriting the booleans at address 0 with the new ones. This is now working fine.
Changc 78816 on 2003/01/23 by Ilefcbvr@lcichw r406 cmu montroal

Forgot. to add the CNDE,GT and DOT2ATD in the non-coissuable instructions list

Change 78672 or, 2003/01/22 byHefebvr@lletebwr_r406_emu_montreal
 fixing the Frac problem with infinities.

Change 78584 on 2003/01/23 by Hefebw@ltefehw_r400_enn_montreal
 

Thad a bugin the read register interface for RT fetch mernory.It is now resolved.
Change 76324 on 2003/01/21 byLefebvr@lletebw_1406_cmu_montreal

fixing a bug with the CONST opcodes and a memoryexport bug when exporting more
than 1 pixel per block.
Changc 77874 on 2003/01/20 byIlefebvr@llcichwr r406 cmu montrcal

Fix for the scalar fract.

Change 77517 on 2003/01/17 bymmang@mmangr400_win

Added new hardware accurate sqrt function code.

Change 77429 or 2003/01/17 bylefebwr@illefehvr_r40G_ermu_montreal

Fixing some FRACprecision issues along with MULADD problem with swizzle ofSRCC.

Change 77415 on 2603/01/17 by Iseiler Blseiler_1400_win_arlbure2

fixes for more wamings

Changs 77293 on 2003/01/16 byIsciier@lsciler r400 win mariboro2

Changed XOR to {= on lines 133, 513, and 515 to eliminate VCC waming message

Change 77210 on 2003/01/16 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_r40G_emu_montreal
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Added luop relative indexing modes to texture Fetches.

Change $1096 on 2002/01/41 byllefebvr@lefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

The emulator was doing the ANDofall channels in orderto kill a pixel or not. The right
thing to do is the OR as specified by the DX API

Change 81054 on 2003/01/31 by llefebur@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Enabling GPR writes on the kill instructions (where previously not writting anything).
Change SLOL5 on 1603/01/31 byllefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

fixing a MOVA problem in the emulator when dealing with large primitives.

Change 80459 on 2003/01/29 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixing bug in SQ where SQ was reuding instruction 0 whenit wanted to du a NOP.
Fixing overflow in DOT introduced by previous change (revert).

Change 80490 on 2004/31/29 byIseiler@lseiler_r400_win_marlboro
fixed linux warnings

Change 80277 on 2603/01/29 by llefebur@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Refined the overflow checkfor the DOT opcodes add.
Change 86103 on 2603/01/28 bylefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_c400_emu

 changing the order of the processing of the DOT product to match HW. This does not
modily the output.

 

Change 79829 on 2603/01/27 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
 Fixing the access violation exeption

Aliso making RealbO' the default setting for the emulator. Emulator should now be100% HWaccurate in the SP.

Change 79344 on 2003/01/24 by mmantor@fl_mmantorxp_r400_win

changed order of new_vector and dea!tocate_pein the icik transfer. The sc_random test
identified a bug where a new_vector andit's deallocate_pc can come in one transfer and the seq.
scheduled their execution incorrectly.
Change 78933 on 2603/01/23 byllefebw@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Now flushing denormsresulting of the normalization at the output of the interpolators.
Fix for the depth export.
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Added a Na_Serial bit 1a the alloc instruction. Ry seting this the SQ will not wait for
texture data to have returmed before allowing the alloc to go thra.

Change 76862 on 2603/01/15 by licfebwr@QUlefcbvr 1400 emu montroal

Tried to do the other opcodes as well where the denortflushes where not dune right.
These include maxmin,max4,trunc,frac and floor.

Change 76782 on 2003/01/15 byHefebwr@illefebvr_1400_emu_montreel
new muladd code and det4 code. No functionsal changes cleanup only. Provided byTom

Change 73807 on 2003/01/10 by Hefebwr@lefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

SX performance counters nomenclature change.
New dut product cude (aclivaied using RealDot Reg Key)

Change 75716 on 2003/01/10 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing 2D shader bug where the sequencer was exectuting twicethe last instruction.

Change 75569 on 2003/01/69 by Hefebvr@illefebvre_laplop_400_enmu

Fixing exponent underflow in the mul part ofthe interpolators.
Change 75305 on 2003/01/68 bylicfebwr@illefcbvre laptop 406 cmu

Now using the new mul Add function.

Change 75032 on 2003/01/07 byHefebwr@Hefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

fixing another problem with the cylindrical wrapping.

Change 74951 on 2663/01/07 byHefebwr@jllefebvre_laptopr400_erm

adding scalar CONST opcodesto the emulator. Not tested.
Change 74888 on 2603/01/67 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu

Found a major bug in the SQ. This shouldfix the cverified with Jeff.  wrapping problem. Needs to be

Change 74756 on 2603/01/66 bylicfebwr@lllefebvre laptop r400 cmu

‘wasn't performing a denormm flush to zero on the input of the fract. Also doing it for thefloor function as well now

Change 74712 on 2003/01/06 by Iseiler@lseiler_r400_win_marlboro2
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eliminated VCC waming messages

Change 71397 on 2003/01/03 byLefebwr@lletebw_14d0_emu
Added Soft RBBMresetfeature to the SQ.

Change 74359 on 2663/01/03 bylefebwr@llefebw_r400_emu

Adding the additionalrestrictions on the MUL_PREV2 opcode.
Change 74297 on 2003/01/03 by sallen@sallen_r40C_lin_marlboro

change all occurancesof sbfloat<8,23,127> to proper mfloat<8, 23, 128>

Change 74163 on 2063/01/02 bylefebwr@lletebvr_r4c0_emu
Tremoved lhe input nudifiers on previou:

Tom's request.
 ur for te _PREVscalar opcodes per

Change 74144 on 2003/01/02 bylefebvr@lletebwr_r400_emu
There was a conflict between the counters of the SX and these cf the SQ. I made thecounters ofthe SX start at 0x30 to remove the conflict.

Change 73968 on 2002/12/21 by mmantor@FL_mrmantorLT_r400_win
fixed for the vertex version ofbad pipe to work. The sq changes corrected thestecring of

vertex data to the correct gpr's and the sx solved a hang when odd numberof pipes were disabled
andthe vet. change corrected the pc deal location generation circuit

Change 73536 on 2002/12/27 by lletebvr@lletebvre_lapiopr400_emu
New DOT code based on the newest muladd function.

Change 73502 on 2002/12/27 by Hefebwr@!lefebwre_laptop_r400_enmn

Changing the XY import to the SP as per Tom Frinsinger’s proposal.
Change 71733 on 2002/12/17 by llefebvr@liefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

New MulAdd has been added to the emulator. It is disabled by default. To enable please
set NewiMul Add registry key or erivironement variable io 1
Chanec 71681 on 2002/12/17 by Icfebwr@llcfcbwre laptop r400 emu

Flushing denormstc 0 before the SET*,CDN"instructions before doing the test.

Change 71542 on 2002/12/16 byllefebvr@lletebvre_laptopr400_emu
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The emulator was off by| bit in the adder. Need to update golds... They shouldnot.
missmaatch by more than 1 LSB. 

Changc 68349 on 2602/12/04 by Ilefebwr@licicbwre laptop r400 cmu

Enror in the emulator inplermentation of TRUNC.

Change 68191 on 2002/12/03 by llefebvr@iletebvre_laptopr400_emu
newimplementation of the DOT product. Currently tumed off by default. Necd to sot

RealDOTte | in registryfile to turn it on. Changed regular mulladd to reflect implementation
changes as weil

Change 68039 on 2002/12/03 by lletebvr@lletebvr_r400_linux_marlbors

fixed a NaN propagation problem (the sign wasn't switched correctly)

Change 67086 on 2002/11/26 by Hefebvr@!lefebvr_r400_linux_marthora

fring typo
Change 67080 on 2602/11/26 by llefebwr@iletebwr_r400_linux_mariboro

fixing HWaccurate boundary problems with SUR and range checking INF*C

Change 66324 on 2002/11/22 by Hefebvr@lletebvre_laptop1400_emu
Implemented the performance counters in the $0 and SX.

Change 65882 on 2002/11/21 byllefebwr@lletebvre_laptopr400_emu

Fixing trunc opcode
Change 65734 on 2002/11/26 by efebvi@llelebwre_lapiyp00_er

added performance counters in SQ.

Change 65556 on 2062/11/26by lefebvr@iletebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Bug in dhe emulatur dealing with large values being dune or Novred. This should fix a

bunch of regression tests

Change 65367 on 2062/11/19 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptopr400_emu
This wasn't hung. Just tock a lot of time. I reduced the loop count to something more

reasonable. Also changed the R400_NAN to FFCOOOGd,
 

Change 65261 on 2062/11/19 by Hlefebvr@llefebwre_lapiop_r100_emu
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The SQ wasn't stuffing the vertices correctly in the GPRs whenthere whers bad pipes

Change 71161 on 2062/12/13 byHefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_ci00_emu
Reverting the -ZERO change for the mul only. Now when doing amul only +ZEROisadded as source C.

Change 70456 on 20: 2/11 by Hlefebwr@llefebvre_laptopr400_emu

Adding -0 for straight mul!s in IIWaccurate version instcad of 0 for bettcr precision.

Change 70403 on 2002/12/11 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

fixing Hushing to 0 the denorm BEFORE the NAN check...

Change 70159 on 2002/12/10 byllefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing overshifting in the interpalators adder

Change 69667 on 2062/12/09 by Hefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
fixing overshifting in the pararneter_aib function of the SX.

Change 69637 on 2002/12/69 by llefebur@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing underflow condition in the interpolators. Also flushing denorms fer scalar tablefunctions

Change 69604 on 2602/12/69 by Hefebwriilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Backing out the change to the muladd that broke many regression tests.

Change 69176 on 2002/12/06 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

sdding debug info ta the parameter subtract.

Change 69158 on 2002/12/66 byHefebw@llefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
 More HWprecision fixes for the interpolators. Now matches perfectly HW for regular

caves. SUll a problemwith very large numbers (oul they are not used in the regression yel).
 

Change 68741 on 2002/12/65 by Hefebwr@lefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
providing rcad path on the RBBMforthe instruction store.

Change 68507 on 2602/12/04 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
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Fixing the FRAC opcode error with negative numbers.

Change 65199 on 2002/LL/19 by Hefebwr@lefebvre_laptop_rt00_emu
There were two problems with this test:
1) The first pass pixel shader wasn't exporting anything Lhus the SX waar't sending

anything to the RRs hence the hang. You should never have a dummypixel shaderif there are
pixel generated.

2) The time allowed to the test was too short. I incremented it to 10600 (was 1 000).

T took the opportunity to de seme code cleanup as well. Rerun other memory exporttests
to make sure? did not break anything. 

Change 64957 on 2002/11/18 by llefebwr@lefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Flipping face bit meaning in SQ ( had it backwards}

Change 64913 on 2003/11/18 by Hefebur@lefebvre_laptopr400_ernu

Fixing 2 HWaccurate problemsdealing with comer cases on RECIP and RECIPSQRT
scalar opcodes.

Change 64793 on 2002/11/18 by mkelly@0_tnkelly1400_win_laplop

 * addr400sc_sp_sample_cntl_01 to SC regress_e to lock in this test and help minimize
future debugging efforts.

  

Change 64467 on 2007/11/15 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing cube bug in SP.

Change 64130 on 2602/11/14 byHefebur@illefebvre_laptop_r406_emn

Fixing RT interpolation problem.
Change 63968 on 2002/LL/14 by llefebwGillefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

fixing FOG export bug in SX.

Change 63642 on 2062/11/13 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu
fixing full absolute constant problemsin the emulator.

Change 63217 on 2002/LL/LL by llefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
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Fixing an error withloops in the SQ tat cauvedif Lo luop indefinitely. Alyy adding sume
more pradication tests.

Change 63153 on 2002/11/11 byHefebvr@ilefebwre_laptopri00_emu
fixing error that produces black output whenever using HW accurate mode.

Change 63113 on 2002/L1/1E by lefebwr@llefebwre_laptop_r466_ema 

Submiting an example of how to use the SQ generated counters.
Change 62908 on 2602/11/08 by Llefebwr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_ema

removed the fix to float before the auta-counters. One must now subtract 2**23 before
using them.

Change 62859 on 2002/11/08 by Llefebvr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed an exponent underflow problem in the HW accurate interpolators.

Change 62797 on 2062/11/08 byHefebvr@ilefebvre_laptopr400_emu
Added the write 6 fonctiomalityto the PCs (bit 6 vector destination address).

Change 62709 on 2602/11/08 byllefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing the bug introduced byusing the scalar address for the vector data in the GPE 

Change 62558 on 2602/11/07 by askende@andi_cravola_emu
reversed the order in which the vector and scalar results are written in the GPRs.
Scalar first and Vector second.

Change 62485 on 2002/11/07 byLlefebvr@llefebwe_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed a predication bug whereif a pred set was done last. it wouldn't count toward the
optimisation.

Chanec 62057 on 2602/11/06 byIlcfebvr@llcfcbwre laptop r400 emu
 Swapping die center/centroid sainpling te reflect SC change.

Change 61970 on 2002/11/06 by llefebvr@iletebwre_lapiopr400_emu
 Fixing the interpolator:

sampling modes (center/centre!
blom. This problom only shows upin tests that change the id.

Change 61027 on 2002/11/01 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptopr400_emu
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Pipe Disable Change. This changecreates a separate set of ROM_SP_disable bits for the
vertex shader path and the pixel shader path.

Changs 59417 on 2602/10/25 by Ilefebwr@liciebwre laptop r400 emu

hnplemented the 4 IT buffer performance optimization in tre emulatur

Change 59135 on 2002/10/24 by llefebvr@lletebvre_laptopr400_emu
Using getPicld instead of gctReal for NAN detection in hops of fixing linux IIWaccurate

bug

Change 59077 on 2002/10/24 byllefebvr@llefebwre_lapiop_r4ud_emu

Fixing a problemin the SQ RS managernent where the call retum address wasn't save
correctly in somecases. Fixes the advanced_test.

Change 58939 on 7002/10/23 bylefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emn

Underflow of the exponent fixed.
Change 58930 on 2602/10/23 byllefebvr@llefebwre_lapiop_r400_emu 

Fixes in HWaccurate stuff.

Change 58812 on 2662/10/23 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_la; top_r400_emu
Implemented Cube Opcede.
Added CNTX register for rea:

purposes.
 g of the CST store using the RBBMbus for debug

Change 58676 on 2002/10/22 byHefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixing aproblemwhere dhe predicate bils were not set correctly wichcaused problems

with predicated texture Fetches.

Change 58567 on 2002/10/22 byHefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Pulsing the RB for CACHEflushesevents in the VIX shader (and derivative flush

events).

Change 58306 on 2002/10/22 byllefebvr@ilefebwre_laptopr400_emu
Fixed GradF ills and Floor vectorinstruction.

Change 58287 or 2002/10/21 by Llefebvr@liefebwre_laptop_r400_emu
 Primlib was not passing NANDscorrectly for ALU constants.

State changes are no more required for memory exports. I charged primlib to reflect this.
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Flipped GPR_MANAGEMENT fields to natch CP.Removed ficat to fix on the XYload.
Modified tests that used the feature accordingly.

Change 60854 on 2062/10/21 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixing the sending CENTERSonly to the interpolators. Previously the emulator would

onlyrecaive centers if centroids were also sent. Now you can send only the centers.

Change 60720 on 2002/10/31 byHefebw@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
added 2 bits of precision to the muladdto match R306 vertex shader precision.

Change 60690 on 2002/10/31 by llefebur@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Problem with the predicate optimization resulting in this hang.
Change 60388 on 2602/10/30 by HefebGillefebvr_1400_| xnurlbore

fixing HWaccuraie bug on Linux.

Change 60279 on 2662/10/20 byIlefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixed the _prev opcodes. Nowusing the getSignbit instead of isNeg for NAN

compatibility.

Change 60038 on 2002/10/29 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Renamed Real time parameter registers to be more explicit.
Implemented alpha fo mask in the SX
Implemented ALPHANCBLENDin the SX

 

Change 59911 on 2062/10/29 by mmanter@mmantor_r400_win
sq_block_model.cpp - made seperate line counters for icading of sq pixel vector data

with a buffer count for the optimized quad transfers when quads from different rows can be sent
togeather.

sx_block_mode.cpp/h seperated the quad fifo's so that even odd pairs are always read
togeather to prevent reodering in the rb's

sc files added bad pipe to the packer and the optimized quad xfers

Change 59731 on 2002/10/28 byllefebur@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Memoryoverrun in the interpolators that was corrupting the state of the SQ. Also change
the pred clr opcode te write MAX FLOATinstead of £600 in the GPRs.

Change 59460 on 2002/10/25 by hartogs@tl_hartogs
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Change $8052 on 2002/10/18 byllefer@iefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu

ABS modifier now applics to both constants.
Added apperture checks to prevent memoryspills for memory exports.

Change 58005 on 2002/10/18 by lefebur@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emn

Fixing ri OQvgt_vbs_export_very_very_simple_G4 memory exporitest.
Change SS001 on 2602/10/18 by llefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Various fixes to the assembler and the emulator to allow for debug exports.

Change 57713 on 2062/10/17 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
added u debug address export destination

Change 57655 on 2002/10/17 byllefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

allowing PC allocs in the debugging mode.

Change 57534 on 2602/10/16 by lefebw@ilefebvre_laptup_1400_cie

allowing position allocs in debug mede.
Change 57526 on 2002/10/16 bylicfcbwr@llcfebvre laptop r400 cmu

fixing a debug export bug (wasn't letting position thre).

Change 57498 on 2002/10/16 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added Predicate Exits support for loops in the emulator.

Change $7434 on 2002/10/16 byHefebur@llefebvre_laptopr400_ernn

‘Not doing the range checking correctly for scalar ops. Was causing an error in 1 vgttest.
Change 57142 on 2602/10/15 byllefebw@llefebwre_laptop_cl00_emu

Added the TREE compliarit opcodesto the scalar pipe. Uipdared Primlb in consecpience.

Change 56880on 2002/10/14 bylefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
   Loops, jumps and calls are nowusing 4 13 bit address which allows to jump and call and

loop around anycontrol flow addresses (does not requires to be even anymore).

Change 56697 on 2062/10/11 by lefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
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Added a SQ_RE pulse interface fur menury export synchronization.

Change 56607 on 2002/10/11 by llefebvr@iletebwre_lapiopr400_emu
Widened the event interfaces from4 to5bits.

Change 56332 on 2602/10/16by llefebvr@iletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Missblending the fog in the color. Was shifting and shouldn't.

Chanac 56280 on 2002/10/10 byIefebvr@ ‘cbwre laptop 1400 emu

HWaccuracy problemin interpolators fixed (HOStests).
Abs is now executed before the negate

Change 56093 on 2002/10/09 byllefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r408_emu
Hw irate bug fix whicn meldiplying a number by 6 the fit was returming a very stallbut non-zere number.
 

Change 56036 on 2002/10/09 byHefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added the context ID to the SQ->TPinterface. The name of the signal is SQ_TP_ctx_id.

This is needed for multisampling resolves.

Change 56028 on 2002/10/09 by llefebvr@iletebwre_laptopr400_emu
Fixed Nan*6 cxeption case in the ITW accurate modeofthe muladd.

Change 55864 on 2002/10/68 by Hefebwr@iilefebwre_laptap_r400_ema

Fixed a hang in the SQ where if you didn't to a Tfect because of control How the SQ
would wiat forever after the TP. This enables the use of the new 2D pixel shader.
Change 55794 on 2602/10/08 byllefebwr@illetebwe_laptop_r400_emu

Added range check.
Also the test was clamping the values to infinities where clamped prior to the interface.

Change 55320 on 2602/10/04 byLlefebvr@ilefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Updated the DOT2ADD apcade to meet newspecification.
Checking in the test that reproducesthe driver's setup for multiple textured triangles.

Change 55267 on 2602/10/04 byIlefebwr@lliciebwre laptop r400 cma

Fixed a bug introduced in vgt400_hos_PNT_OL. The arbiter wasn't setting deallocation
counts right.
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Change 53879 on 2662/09/26 by Hlefebwr@)lefehwe_Japtop_ra6o_ema

Fixed the SETs opcodes. Cleaned up the SX. Added an address buffer for memory

Change 53821 on 2002/09/26 by Lefebvi@ilelebwe_laplop1400_ens

Fixed the "last" bit warming that was not placed for the right condition.
 

Chango 53670 on 2002/09/25 by Ilefebvr@llctcbwre laptop r400 cmu
 The SQ was missreading the SQ_SAMPTLING register wich was causing the interpolation

of the data with the wrong LJs. Also fixed primlib to add the | parameter only Sk'T and KILLscalar instructions.

Change 53592 on 2002/09/25 byLlefebvr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

corrected some minorerrors in the vertex shader code for multiple state exports.

Change 50793 on 2602/09/11 byHefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Fixing XYreadsin the shader pipe.

Change 50772 on 2002/09/11 by Hefebv@llefebwre_laptopr466_emu

Fixing the CP 2D test problem
Change 50725 on 2002/09/11 byLlefebwr@iletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed SQ dumpfile to output generated pararneters as well.

Change 50697 on 2062/09/11 byHefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixing the CP 2D bugs.

Change 50488 on 2002/09/10 byllefebwr@ilefebwre_laptopr400_emu

Added data dependant masks to the PCs.
Change 50464 uu 2002/09/10 by lefebvi@llelebwe_laplup1400_emu

Fixed HWaccurate bug in the interpolators that caused inacuracies whenever the Liswhere small.
Fixed the SP SX interface to make
Made the SX more flexible for

it more IIWaccurate for the SX-RBRC testbench.
ple pixel exports to the same location.

 
 

Change 50234 on 2062/09/09 by Hefebwr@llefebwre_laptop_r466_ema 

correction to the sub-normalized number interpretation of the Ls.
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Chunge 55126 on 2602/10/63 by lefebw Ollefebvre_laptup_1400_emu

raultiple fixes for memoryexports.

Change 54892 on 2002/10/02 by Hefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixed some memory export bugs.

Change 54819 on 2002/10/02 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

fixing sub scalar.

Change 54748 on 1002/10/62 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added a clear vertex readycounters in order to clean up the SQ counters on context
charges.
Chuuge 54680 un 2002/10/01 by Hefebw @llefebvre_laptop_r460_cmu

Fixed problems with negative numbersin the muladd HWaccurate routine.
Fixed HWaccurate problern in the TP whereit was not reading from the good vertex

buffer index in HW accurate mode. This changes makes the whole mini-regression work in fullHWaccurate mode.

Change 54604 on 2002/10/61 byllefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing a HWaccuracy bugin the interpolators. mantissa of the A-B and A-Cwas
subshitted byonc.

 

Change 54515 on 2002/10/01 by Hefebw@illefebwre_laptop_r46d_emm

Fixed HW accuracy problem in mull_add tinction where the wrong variable was used to
shift the mantissa of the result of the mulpriorto the add.
Change 54332 on 2602/09/30 by llefebwrDllefebwre_laptop_r406_emu

Fixed a bugthe driver's corapiler found where the SQ wasn't stopping on an KXHCENL)in some cases.
Also fixed the arbiter's rales te make sure the now PC allocation scheme was respected.

Change 54149 on 2002/09/27 by Hefebw Qllefebvre_luplop_1400_cme

Fixed the Sequencerto allow for early allocation of the PC. ALowing memory exports to
occurat any point.
Change 54018 on 2602/09/27 by Lefebvre@llefebvre_laptop_r400_eme

Fixed an error in the control flow machine where the iast bit was set too early.
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Change 50231 on 2002/09/69 by Hefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r4cd_emu

Corrected bad overflowhandling in the IIW accurate MULADD.

Change 50050 on 2602/09/66 by HefebQlefebvre_laptup_400_enme
 Fixed SWAP error that caused miss

Added count reset capabilit
Added better comments for the PARAM SITADDregisterfickd.
Fixed some HWaccurate bugs.Adiled new MOVA write back to GPRs feamre.

gold images.
  

Change 49961 on 2007/09/06 byctaylor@t_ctaylor_r400_dtwin_marlboro

Make MPASSPIXVEC_PER_PASS 20 b:due io FPL restrictions.
Add PA_SC_CNTT_STATUS MPASS_OVERFLOWstatis flag
Changed name and added new event for controlling MPASS pixel shaders
and SQvertex and pixel counters.
Added SC->CP VizQuery and MP PixShader dumps.
Made window_offset register fields 15 bits instead of 16.
Added SC MP PixShuder logic.
Added new signal to SC->SQ interface to prevent incrementation of pixel count for"discarded" MP Pix Shader Pixel Vector
Fixed MSAAbug where samples 4-7 were net being set to 0 when MSA wasdisabled.Fixed both EMU and RTL

 ince SQ auto-inc cannot be any bigger

 

 

Change 49761 on 2002/09/65 bysallen@sallen_r400_lin_marlboro 

terret: add some interfaces for gc comparitors

Change 49690 on 2602/09/05 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r406_emu

Added HW accurate scalar operations but for the SQRT. Tested T.og and Exp to same
extent. Using Khan 6X Scalar implementation

Change 49621 on 2062/09/05 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added GEN_INDEX_VTXfield ls the SQ_PROGRAM_CNTL rewister.
Changed name of GEN_INDEX field to GEN_INDEX_PFX.

Change 49556 on 2602/09/64 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixed another Linux compilation error

Change 49549 on 2662/09/64 by Hefebwr@lefebvre_laptop_r46o_emu

removed some wamings and a Linux error.
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Change 49548 on 2062/09/04 byHefebwr@ltefehwre_laptop_ra60_emm

Updated the SX->SQ position ready interface to add one morebit.
Added code for the HW accurate scalar pipe (not used yet). 

Change 49374 on 2002/09/03 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win

added sc output of centers and xy data. Also passed the xy data on the ij bus between the
SC and SQ

Change 49353 on 2602/09/03 byLlefebwr@lletebwre_laptopc400_emu

Added Idle end Idie1_7functions for SQ idle status report

Change 49276 on 2002/09/03 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptopr400_emu

 
Added the RECIP_PF and RECIPSQ_FF
Reorganized the opcode enims La match
Added a moredetailed description of the KO_RY control register,
Updated primlib to reflect the opecde changes.

Change 49038 on 2002/08/30byllefebvr@lleiebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Added debug dumps for interpolator inputs and vertex shader exports ta parametercaches,

Changes 48886 on 2002/08/29 by Ilefebwr@llcfcbwre laptop r400 cma

Tplemenred the -MAX FLOAT changesfor the MUTT.PREV2, LOG and EXP opcodes.
Implemented the HWaccurate version of DOT3,DOT4 and DOTJADD. All vector

opcodes are now HWaccurate.

  

 Change 48796 on 2002/08/29 by Llefebvr@ilefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Changed to MU.PREV? instruction ta output-infinity also if SreC is <0 (per Andy
Gruber's request).

Chanec 48770 on 2002/08/29 by Ilefebr@lctcbwe laptop r400 emu

Trnplementsd the new "9 bits constant" reds. Ifsel we use the constant addr sured
absolute address in the constant store @ve do not add the VS_CONST_BASEor
PS_CONST_BASEto the address specitied in the instruction). Gnly available for constant A.

 

Change 48237 on 1602/08/27 byllefebwr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Added Eventfiltering in the SQ
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 The SQ-28C dump was not showing all transactions that. occured. This is naw
corrected. Also changed the default 2b shader directory Gif your $BKANCH and $ROOT
variables aren't set).

Change 46246 on 2002/08/15 byLlefebvr@lietebwe_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed an instruction wrapping problem in the 8Q

Change 46140 on 2002/08/H by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Changed the MASK mnemonics to KILL.
Added DST opcode
Added MULPREV2 opcode.
Reordered the opcodes in primlib and SP.
Implemented the new KILL and SET SCALAR opcodes, they are now all comparing the

ALPHA channelto 0.0f (instead of comapring against the RED channel). 

Change 46049 on 2002/08/14 by sallen@sallen_r466_lin_mariboro

ferret: change booi/beclean to boolnumber & test
change pix maskte TP SP pix mask, etc
more sgspsx tweaks

Change 46036 on 2062/08/14 by Hlefebwr@llefebwe_laptop_r466_emu

Fixed the claraping problem. Note howeverthat now there is no triangle drawn in the test
oceause the claraping causesthe trianglc to be degenorate.

Change 45961 on 2602/08/14 byLlefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_1400_emu

Now allowing one position vector io be exported in memory export mode to "ping" the
PAthat everything is done.
Change 45752 un 2002/08/13 by Hefebvi@lleieb we_lapiop1400_emu

Signal name change on the TP_SQ interface and backup of the not yet working fully
memory export in the SX.
Change 45388 on 2002/08/12 by Lefebwr@ilefebwre_| topf400_emu

Changed the SX aliacation strategy to better maich the FW in MRT cases. The new
allocation scheme puts all MRIs ina single block instead of interleaving the MRI's together like
the previous implemetation.
Change 45216 on 2002/08/09 by sallen@sallen_r40¢_lin_marlboro

ipce_t4 changes for TP_SQ interface

Change 45200 on 2002/08/69 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_lapiop_r400_emu
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Added vetler Idle Status reporting in the SO that new lakes te VGT interface inte

account (previous version was not taking the staging registers into account just the interface)

Change 18140on 2002/08/26 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Fixed 3 bugs in the HWaccurate interpolators:
1D Detection of I and Q was wrong
2} Detection of A == Owas wrong
3) Denormalizetion of second paramter was done in the inverse direction of whatitshould have been
This fixes beth primlib template siraple triangle.cpp and milestenc tri.cpp tests

 

Change 48080 on 2002/08/26 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

There was an indexing problem with the writting of ihe STs im the GPRs.

Change 47880 on 2002/08/23 byLlefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

This is the real fix for bug 299. The other one created nastyside effects in the VGT

Change 47751 on 2002/08/23 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
There wasan error in the SQ that made it wrap around when the

SQ_PS/VS_CONST BASE value was too high. Thisis fixed.

Change 47592 on 2002/08/22 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu
NewVector was not handled correclty when not associated with a pixcl vector.

Change 46827 on 1602/08/19 byHefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_ernn

For SX quad Fito reasons we are now forcing memory exports to occurin order.

Change 46728 on 2002/08/19 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed another MAX GPR bug in the Vertex shader.

Change 16550 on 2002/08/16 by Hefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
Added more checks for the Idle SQ function.

Change 46516 on 2002/08/16 by llefebur@illefebvre_laptop_r40g_emu

Fixed the maximum GPR (64)allocation problem. Gne can new run shadersthat use 64
GPRs. The meaning of the VS‘FS NUM RIG has changed it now represents the INDEX OF
THE MAXIMUM GPR NUMBER.This change will break the HW.

Change 46315 on 2002/08/15 by llefebwr@Uefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
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Corrected a bug in MULPREV, ADL)PREV and SUBPREV wich where using
incorect source operands.
Change 45127 on 2602/08/09 by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

The SQnow uses the information in state registers to allocate regular PS/VS shaders. The
size tield is ONLY USED for memory writes.
Change 45015 on 2002/08/08 bylicfebwr@llefebvre laptop 400 ome

Fixed the fog blend logic in the SP and added SETNEs missing opcode.

Change 44461 on 2002/08/06 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed a problem in the SQ relatedto the 2D shader. Now the SQ runs even when the
END flag is not associated withay instruction (it adds a NOP to EXEC_END» with u count of
oF

Change 11350 on 2002/38/06 by Hefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
There was a bugin the SQ that made the lastiteration of a loop read invalid loop indexesThis is wow fixed, 

Change 44321 on 2003/08/63 by askence@askende_r400_Hinux_emu
added hardware bit accurate imploracntation for some ofthe vector instructions

Change 44252 on 2002/08/05 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

New counter based predication scheme.

Change 44232 on 2602/08/65 byllefebwGillefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed a parameter generation bug in SQ wich was causing the emulator to crash for test.
r460su_point_sprite_Ot.

Change 44054 on 2002/08/62 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixed Uhe suulator to add automralically the generated patanteters lo the mamber of

interpolated parameters in order net to screw up the parameter cache pointer computation in the
VGwhen generating parameters.

Change 44026 on 2602/08/02 by licfcbw@llefebvre laptop r406 cme

Implemented the new parameter generation scheme. See SQ spec for details.

Change 13826 on 2002/08/01 by askende@askende_r100_linux_emu
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mods related ly matching the hardware accuracy

Change 43756 on 2002/08/01 by askende@askende_r400_linux_ermu

new mod on the interpolators to get it to match hardware
Change 43742 on 2002/08/01 by sailen@sallen_r400_lin_mariboro

 ferret: move HWrelated rom test_lib/tools/ferret to parts_lib/srcvtest/ferretutils
‘ociated changesadd interface changes for tp4_ te testbench

make some tweaks for gc testbench
 

Change 43661 on 2662/08/61 by Hefebw@lefebwre_laptopr466_emu

dumping in Hex format
Chauge 43394 on 2002/07/31 by llefebvi@ileleb we_! op1400emu

HWaccurate interpolators in the SU. ‘fo turn on, set HardwareAccurate environment
variable to 1 (or HKEY_LOCALMACHINESOFTWAREMATI
Techn ologies\‘Emulator\\Debug\\HardwareAccurate to 1 ifin windows). Off by default.
Change 43234 on 2002/07/30 byLlefebvr@iletebvre_laptop_r400_emu

The LOD correction bits are now correctly propagated to the TP.
Chango 43129 on 2002/07/36by Ilefebvr@ilcicbwre laptop r406 cmu

Tnitialized the staging registers to prevent the NAN error message in the interpolators tobe issued without a valid reason
Corrected a typo wich prevented the control How booleans to be written correctly.

 

Change 42994 on 2602/07/29 byllefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

 Added the register to disable HWdefection WPS
Fixed infinite looping problem when ending a shader on a NOP
Fixed the BW jump problem.

Change 41911 on 2002/07/23 by hwise@itl_hwise_r400_win

Fixed tyne casting bug when getting eventld from
vgt_sq_verts_data VGT_SQvsisr_data}0/
Chanac 41828 on 2002/07/22 by mmantor@mmantor r400 win

connected event and event_id into the pa_sc interface
fixed misc dump files for test bench working
added lod_correct values to sc_sq interface
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(offset refers ta dword offset and index used to refer ta
constant group. Also real-time vs. non-real-time is implied
bythe queve from which the packet is read rather than being
encoded in the index)

d) Replaced NUM_CONSTANTS ordinal with NUM_DWORDSwhere numberof shad to be converted inlo dwords via microcode
e) Send CO. PREFETCHpackettothe Microengine rather than

the LOADCONSTANTCONTEXT
3) CONST_PREFETCH

a) This is anew packet
4) DRAW_INDX

a) Removed INDEXoffset. ordinal from packet. his is nowstate
that must be updated prior to the drawpacket)

 
 

 
 

 
  

CP Pre-F etch Parser
LD) Added state to hold ALU and Texture write enables used when

parsing SET_CONSTANT and LOADCONSTANT CONTEXTpackets
2) When parsing TOAD_CONSTANT_CONTEXTpacket, td CONST_PREFETCH

packet to the Microenginerather than the LOAD)CONSTANTCONTEXT

 
 

  

CP Microengine
1) Updated logic for reporting Microengine IDLE state
2) Added ¢ fot of support lugic for niulti-conlext
3) Fixed IP stack popping bug when returning from subroutine

 

SQ Register Write Decode Legic
1) SQ no longer pads 2 dwords benween groups of 6 dwerds when

decoding register addresses

Primlib updates for new packet formats
1) Added BOOLEANCONSTANT,and LGOP_CONSTANT to enum

CONSTANT_TYPE
in render_engine.h

2) Updated RENDER, ENGINE member functions lo support uew PM4
SET_CONSTANT packet format,
a) RENDER_ENGINE::Load_Alu_Constants()
b} RENDER_ENGINE::Load_Texture_Constants()
¢} RENDER ENGINE::Open_Set_Constant_Packet()

3) Updated member function RENDER_ENGINE::Load_Draw_CommandQ to
support new 3DDRAW_INDX_? and DRAW_INDX PM4 packel fortats

 
 

 
 

CPfull-chip tests
1) Updated packet creation within tests to match the PM4 spec

changes

 

Change 39130 on 2602/07/09 byllefebvr@llefebvre_lapiop_r400_emu

Fixed scalar trunc, floor and frac opcodes.
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Change 41596 on 2002/07/19 byHefebur@iMefebvre_laptap_r400_emu

Corrected the VGT->SQ event interface. Corrected the GFX_COPY_STATEproblem
Change 41029 on 2002/07/17 by LlefebwrMllefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Placed the hooks far HWaccurate interpolation (not used yet)

Change 40887 on 2002/37/16 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Implemented the new bad pipe interface between the VGT andthe SQ. The VGT doesnt

pad anymore and so the SQ is responsible to "jump" over a bad pipe whenfilling the reservationstations

Change 40867 on 2002/07/16 by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Minor changes to he addressing ruulines of the SO in preparation !

implem etation
for multipass 

Change 40695 on 2062/07/15 bylefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
 Fixed the event interface in the SQ where it was g a NULL pointer az a valid mask

bit field wich was then crashing the numerical library. This changes should fix both the vertex
and the pixel event interface. The primlib_vgt_event_initiator.cpp now works correctly.

 

Change 39443 on 2002/07/10 by hwise@fl_hwise_r4d0_win 
CP. SQ, and Fri > Updates for PM4 packet format changes

Packet Change:
1) SET_CONSTANT

a} Updated CONST_IDfield to include "booleans"and "loop"
b) Removed ALU and Texture constant grouping and now use

DWORLDoffset in packet
c) Removed CONST_WRITR_ENARLF. field from ordinal] (the ATU andTEX write enables are now set with the

LOAD_CONSTANT_CONTEXT
packet)

d) Replaced CONST_INDEX with CONST_OFFSETbecause meaning changed
(alfset refers to dward offset wid iudex used te refer te
constant group. Also real-time vs. non-real-time is implied
by the queue from which the packet is read rather than beingencoded in the index)

2}LOAD CONSTANT CONTEXT
a} Updated CONST_IDfieldto include "booleans"and “loop”
b} Removed ALU and Texture constant grouping and now use

DWORLoffset in packet
c} Replaced CONST_INDEX with CONST_CFFSETbecause meaning chenged
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Change 38783 on 1002/07/08 byHefebvriilefebvre_laptop_r400_erm

Changed the TP_SQ/SQ_TPinterface rs_line nameto thread_id to match the HW. Made
the corresponding ferret changes.

Change 38277 on 2002/07/65 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laplup_r400_emie

Implemented correctlylines and points in the SQ.
Change 37942 on 2002/07/63 by llcfebwr@licfebvre laptop 400 cmu

New interpolation scheme for ST generation for points and lines. Also made the correct.
changes for flat shading of points and lines.

Change 37862 on 2062/07/03 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu
Changed the interpolation equation from C+P*(B-C}J*(A-C) tu AtT*(B- A} FAC-A) lo

match with the changes that. occuredin the SU to da lines and points cleanly.

Change 37822 on 2002/07/03 byHefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Added Call stack size checksin the SQ.

Change 35516 on 2062/06/21 byllefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Solidified the interpolators in order to make the HW accuratetransition easier.
Change 35484 on 2002/06/21 byllefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Predication optirnization problern fixed in Sq.

Change 35195 on 2062/06/20 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
corrected ite sq lesis to use the new prinalib include.

Change 34940 on 2002/06/19 by kmahler@kmahler_r400_win_devel_views

Shader assembler and SQ block changes to support new ALU packing including new
absolute modifier in source operand.

 

This alse inchides syntax checking for new restrictions on export register usage. That. is,
the destination operands of both the vector arid scalar operations must be an if one is an
export. The building of the implicit NOP had te be changed te suppert ction. Syntax
checking was added to ensure that only onc constant register uses an absolute modificr. The co-

issue delimiter must new be *|" for shade ions not equal to "1.0". Version "1.0" mayuse
either the new delimiter, "|", or the old one, ":".

 
 

 
 

   

Change 34183 on 2002/06/17 by lefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
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huplenented scalar exports

Change 34451 on 2002/06/17 by llefebvr@ilefebwre_faptopr400_emu

Changed the encoding of the SQ_PROGRAM_CNTL.VS_EXPORT_CNTregister. Now
a value of Omeans 1 parameter and so forth. Everyonereading the register must now add 1 to
have the correct nurnber of parameters. This allows to cover the range 1->16 with only4 bits.

Change 34419 on 2002/06/17 by llefebvr@iletebvre_laptepr400_emu

Added MOVAopcodeto the vector path and MOVA TRUNC opcode to the scalar
path...

sChange 34233 on 2662/06/14 bylefebwr@llefebwelaptopr460_emu

Implementedall the new predicate set instructions (vector andscalar).
Chuuge 34172 on 2602/06/14 by lefebvi@ileiebwe_laplup1400_enu

Added/Removed vectorand scalar cpcodes to comply with the new ALU formatas
specified by Andy Gruber.
Change 33840 on 2602/06/13 by llefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

implemented more scalar apcodes:

Change 33485 on 2002/06/12 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu 
 Implemented most of the remaining vector opcodes. Includin

are still not implemented since theyare still changing
pixel kills. The pred_set 

Change 33165 on 2002/06/11 byllefebvr@lefebwre_laptop_r400_emu
 Fixed parameter cache addressing error when exporting more than one colorin the VS.

Change 32964 on 2662/06/10 by Hefebwr@llefebwre_laptap_r406_emn

Fix for rid0vgt_hos_cubic_pes_pnt_discrete_O1 crashing when vertexTail = 0.
Change 32633 on 2002/06/07 by Llefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

added an assert for NANs in the interpolators.

Change 31997 on 2062/06/05 byHefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
Added 8Q_ prefix to allocation_type enum because of a name clash in windows.h 

Change 31843 on 2002/06/04 byllefebwr@lfefebvre_laptopr400_emu
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Change 30106 on 2062/05/26 by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_diwin_marlbora

RemoveFloatParts usage. concerned about speed/memoryrqmts.
Change 30068 on 2002/05/24 byctaylor@ifl_ctaylor_r400_dbwin_marlboro

 Update $Cand SP to use denormalized SEAM720 (exp f 6) for IY data

Change 29937on 2062/05/24 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
Fixed a event related problem that would have hanged the sequencerin the future (when

events are fumed ori)

Change 29859 on 2002/05/24 by llefebwr@letebwre_laptepr400_emu
1 field to use this Changed the SQ.PROGRAM_CNTL.VS_EXPORT_MODEre;enumeration instead: 

: Position (L vector).
Pasition (2 vec!

  

 
  

Do not use second position export.
point sprite  

ise edge tlags arid Kill flags. 
Changed all eruulatorfiles (and primlib) to match with the new setting. No impact cn the

RTL (notusing the feature yet).

Change 29678 on 2002/05/23 byllefebvr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Implemented the debug features of the SQ (untested and unused at the moment).

Change 29461 on 7002/05/27 byHefebwr@ilefehwre_laptap_ra66_ema

Corrected the "opcode 15 not supported"error frora the primlib_tex teat.
Change 29385 on 2602/05/21 by Llefebwr@llefebwe_laptop1400_emu

Fixed an arbitration problem in arhiter where bvo exparting vectors could have the same
thread id (causing a hang in the SX).

Changs 29075 on 2002/05/20 by Ilefebvr@llcicbwre laptop r400 cmu

 Fixed a problem in the vertex input engine of the SQ where the SG was invalidating the
last vertex sent if the continued signal was asserted

Change 29039 on 2002/05/20by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptopr400_emu
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Added CONDITIONALEXECPRED_NC_STALL and

CONDITIONAL_EXEC_PRED_NO_STALT._FEND controlflaw opcodes to the SQ per Andy
Graber's request.

 

Change 31717 on 2062/06/64 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixed the ABSOLUTEVRELATIVE nameclash in the 8Q enum by changing the names

to ABSOLUTE_ADDR/RELATIVE_ADIDR. Fixed some wamings Tixed the
SQ_SC_dec problem where the SQ should have pulsed twice the SC on a mew vector butit
was only pulsing once.

  
 

Change 31527 on 2602/06/63 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Updated the objParser. Added a bypass ofthe interpolators ifall parameters ofthe
primitive are the seme.
Change 31234 on 1002/03/31 by askende@andi_crayol 

fixed a clamping related bug. Numbers greater than 1.0 weren't being clamped when
clampingis on.
Change 31115 on 2002/05/31 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added safety checks in the sq vertex processing

Change 30964 on 2002/05/20 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu
Implemented the Eventinterface in the 3Q (for vertices).

Change 30942 on 2602/05/30 byllefebur@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

updated the VGT->SQ interface (and corresponding blocks) to match HWin nameandsize and add the Event field.

Change 30570 on 1002/05/29 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_Japtop_r400_ernu

fixed a parameter cache deallocation synchronization problem
Change 303L1 on 2002/05/28 byllefebwrGillefebvre_laptop_r400_emu 

removed useless code.

Change 30310 on 2002/35/28 byHefebw@llefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
The Coissuedinstruction flag was not reset properlyin sq_alu.cpp. If one mulAdd was

done in the shader the scalar path was turnedoff the remainder of the shader program. This isnow corrected.
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Added support for RECIPSQ, LOGs, kXPs. Software implementation only using the Cstandard funtions.

Change 28843 on 2002/05/17 byllefebwGllefebvre_laptop_r406_emu

Documented all control flow instruction types in sq.blk (and sq.desc)

Change 28778 on 2002/03/17 by askende@andi_creyola_emu_w
fixed the swizzie logic

Change 28375 on 2002/03/16 by llefebvr@illlefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Changed the Allocate_size field of the Alloc instruction to match the encoding oftheHW.
The cueuding isu0G -> 1 buffer
Gt > 2 buffers
 

1s > 16 buffers

Change 28208 un 2002/03/15 by Hefebw @llefebvre_laplup_r400_eme

Added the enumeration fields in autoreg tor both ALU and Control Flowinstructions.
Not a functionnal change 

Change ZS110 on 1602/05/15 by llefebwGllefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Replaced the reduce precision delat interpolation scherne with full precision
interpolation.

Change 27976 on 2002/05/14 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

New SQ register map.
Added EXEC_END.CEXEC_END, CPEXECEND. Removed the ENDinstruction. 

Change 27873 on 2002/33/14 by jhoule@jhou!e_r400_win_marlbore
Seuyucucer was calling Get(NewTP_SQ_pix_tnusk instead of GetTP_SQ_pix_inusk.
TP returns correct masks now Gras previouslyall Ts to be conservative).

 
 

Change 27413 on 2002, ‘10 bylefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added texture pipe predication support.

 Change 27370 on 2062/33/1d byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_maribora

Added pix_mask support (always retums L111 from TP).
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Added sreSwizzle (ThistrPacked) culled from the $Q (arbiter) in order lo keep 3 channels
SP->TP path

Adapted tp_dumpsto representall ofthose.

Change 27266 on 2062/05/09 by viiu@vliu_M460_cnvliul00_win_evd
Fixed the compile error after rernove of the me block

- everyone, please do a clobber under emu_lib and rebuild
since the ar_*.* files under ar_code will still be there ifnot removed

   

 Changes 27260 on 2602/05/09 by Ilefebwr@llctcbwe laptop r400 emu

Added the pixel masks to the TP->SqQinterface. Implemented the JUMP opcode. 

Change 27218 on 2002/05/09 bylletebvr@lletebwre_laptopri00_emu
Added the Wfield to the SP->TPinterface.
huplemented CALL, LOOP anid COND opcodesin the control fluw urachine.

Change 27011 on 2002/05/08 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptopr400_emu

Changed the numberofbits of the event_id field from 2 to 4 in the sequencer and the
corresponding interface per Mike Mantor’s request.

Change 26974 on 2662/05/08 by Hefebwr@llefebwrelaptopr466_emu

Added constantrelative indexing via addr
(vector 0 only) in the SP.
of little use right now.

 register support and predication support
The pred sct and mova instructions are still not implemented so this is

  

Change 26955 on 2062/05/08 by Hefebwr@lefebwre_laptop_r406_ema 

Addedrelative constant and GPR addressing capabilities to the SQ.
Change 26797 on 2602/05/07 by Llefebwr@llefebwe_lapt: yp_400_em

 
Changed the mbfloatsin the interfaces for mfloats in order to use IEEE floats instead of

doubles in the SP, SX, and RBs. Added the control_flow_store to the 83Q.
Change 26750 on 2002/05/07 byllefebvr@ilefebvwre_la; yp_r400_er

Corrected a problem in the $Q when loading multiple stages in the vertex staging
registers.

Change 26569 on 2602/05/06 by Ilefebwr@liciebwre laptop r400 emu

Added readState and WriteState utility functions to the control flow machine in the SQ.

Change 26522 on 2002/05/06 byllefebvr@lletebvre_laptopr400_emu
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Change SQ input to allow new_vector and pe_deatioc to happen
on the same quad from the SC. Laurent L. needs to verify that
this change is OK, butit fixes the scissor_rect_0/ hang and
passes chip regression.

Change 23010 un 2602/04/12 by Iefebvi@ileiebwe_laplup1400_enu

Added the #detine in vatout that makes the deallocation ofthe PC occur on the last
primitive instead of having to add another null prim.
Change 22994 on 2602/04/12 by Llefebwr@llefebwre_laptopc400_emu

Added the SQ->SCinterface dump and corrected a small bug in the other interface
dumps of the SQ.SXthat made the dumpsslightly out of sync with what was actually sent overthe interfaces.

Change 22976 un 2002/04/11 by hartugs@il_hartogs

* sqblock_model.cpp --> Flipped #if switch to new dealloc mode. Fixed variable namettypo.
* interconnect.cpp, interconnect.h --> Added Dump Comment() routine to theInterconnect

class to allow comments in Ube dutep file. T used Uns to print puckel boundary
comments into the VgtPaClipP dump for easier cross-checking with the other

 

dumps.
* vetpa_ifh > Changed the “deallec_siot" field from a ‘Bool! to an unsigned long.
* vetouth, vetout.cpp --> Coded now dealloe made.

nods! .cpp --> Changed deallocate_slot from bool tc ulong.
.h--> Changed deallocate_sict from bool to ulong.

, the dealloc value can be greater than one, however, the dealloc
dees NOT occur on the prim using the verts.

 

  
 

  

Change 22823 on 2002/04/11 by llefebvr@iletebwe_laptop_r400_emu

Added the SC_SQ_provok_vix to the SC->8Q interfuce (Randy you must set the correct
value if you wantflat shading to wari).

Added the following interface dumpsto the SX:SX->RB
SX->RB_uuads

Added the two ring wrapping modes for the SQ instruction store.

Change 22547 on 2002/04/09 byIlefcbvr@llcichwre laptop r400 emu

Added the capability to dump interfaces to a file to the SQ and SX blocks.

The SQ can now dump the following interfaces:
SQ>8X
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‘There was a problem in the SQ whenever there where two EXECinstructions in a raw.

is now fixed.It fixed the regression and hopefully will fix all other tests using the same
template.
 

 Change 26466 on 2002/05/06 byllefebwr@illefebvr_r400_linux_marlboro
fixed linux compilation errors 

Change 26365 on 2002/35/03 by Hefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
This is the new control flow sequencer. Expect things to be a bit unstable while this

major change settles in. I knowI broke | regressiontest (r400vgt_index_size_O1) but the
integration took so long that I decided to checkthe change in anyways and fix the problem from
the TOTT. Sorry for the inconvenience.

   

Change 26344 on 2002/05/03 bv hartozs@ft_hartogs

Added a. connt the VGT_SQ interface to verify the proper operationofthe interface. ‘the added codeis #ifdef'ed out and is not
afunctional change.

Change 24998 on 2002/04/25 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Smail correction in the SQ again because of a bug in the flat shading control code.

Change 24929 on 2062/04/25 byHefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fix forthe flat shading (there was a shifting problemin the SQ)

Change 23847 on 2002/04/18 bylefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_rie0_emu

Fixed a small bug in the SC that made the SQ stall whenever the IJ buffers wherefilledup.

Change 23698 on 2602/04/17 by Hlefebvr@illefebvre_laptap_r4go_ernn

Updated the SQ>TP and TP--SQ interfacesto match the HW in names.
Change 23236 on 2002/04/15 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added an error checkin the SQ to report an error when trying te dealocate an empty
parameter cache.
Change 23080 on 2002/04/12 by rramscy@RRAMSEY P4 r400 win

Fix bug in interp bb logic
Add commentline dump to sc dump class
Add state dump to sc
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SP.>8X
SQO>EP

The SX can now dump the following interface:SX-2PA

 $9 on 2003/04/69 byllefebur@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emn
loaded in R2.x Added the auto-count to the vertex shaders. The auto-generated counter is

ifS8Q IMPORTS EXPORTS.GEN INDEXis set.

Change 22449 on 2002/04/69 byHefeburiilefebvre_Japtop_r400_ermu
Added the new PC dealloc scherne (the old oneis still there and is the one active for

now).

Change 22354 on 2602/04/08 by Hefebw @llefebvre_laptop_1400_cmie

Added the cylindrical wrapping logic in the interpolators.

Change 22138 on 1602/04/65 by llefebwr@llefebvre laptop 406 emu

Modified the SQ_IMPORTS_EXPROTS.VS_EXPORT_MODEregister tu reflect the
proposed change of the PA review.

Change 22048 on 2002/04/05 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added the SQ_CP eventinterface.
Added support for centers/centroid sampling.
Put provok vertex to 2 if set to last in state (TEMP/ CLAY will confirm).

Change 21910 on 2062/04/64 byHefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Tnplemented:
1) Real tine interpolation
2) Aute counters for pixel vectors.
3) Flat Shading.
4) Facen
5) XYbaffers
6) Sprite texture courdiuate generation

 

Change 21673 on 2002/04/03 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Implemented Real time and multi-state manag coment in the SQ (not tested)

Change 216530 on 2602/04/63 by Llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added the setConiextNumberQ functions whereverit was necessary in both the SQ andthe SX blocks.
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Change 21539 or 2602/04/63 bylefebvr@iletehvre_laptap_r400_emu

Added the event pipelining from the CP (interface back to the CP not done yet).
Change 21480 on 2002/04/02 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win

Remove OLD_SCstuff from PA and make sureal! the sc interface includes are in the
new sc directory and being called from there

Changs 21275 on 2002/04/61 byIlcfebvr@llcfcbwre laptop r400 cma

Now using the get functions on all context register reads from the SX and the SQ.

Change 20682 on 2002/03/27 by llefebvr@iletebwre_laptopri00_emu

Newinterfaces between SC,SQ,SP and SX are now implemented and functional.

Change 20483 on 2002/03/26 byfhanle@jhoule_r400_win_marlbora

Implemented new Const/Instrcla:
Integrated with Primlib so thatit p: egression
TFetches don't seem to pass, but VFetches are OK.

 
 

Numerous changes:
s const & and plain & for read/write in SQ classes
s accessor methods for set) and get)

- Created newInstr/Coenst classes, with inheritance (no more unions)
- Creaicd *Packedclasses, which are used in the SQ
  

Change 20198 on 2062/03/22 by llefebwr@llefebwe_laptop_r466_ema 

Added masking support for the Parameter caches. Added supportto write the color
buffers out of order to the Export buffer.

Change 19923 on 2062/03/21 byHefebwr@ilefehwre_laptop_ra60_emn

Added pixelkill functionalityin the SX. Fixed the SP->S%interface names to matchthose of the ITW.

Change 19634 on 2002/03/19 by lefebvi@ileieb we_laplop1400_eru 

removed debug traces
Change 19617 on 2062/03/19 by Hcfebvr@ilctcbvre lapiop 1400 emu

Corrected a bug in the SX that was causing the last quad ofthe triangle to be sent twice to
the Rb. Also added debug traces in the SX.
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Change 18029 or 2002/03/07 by askende@andi_cravela_emu_w

updated the ALU instruction opcode cnumerated type te match the latest shader spec

Change 18028 un 2002/03/07 by askende@andi_crayela_ciie_w

updated the opcode enumerated types to matchthe latest shader spec
Change 17825 on 2002/03/07 bysallen@satlen r4G0 sun marlboro

ferret. - new interface routines
- debugging
- 8Q_SP drives only pixel data

Change 17818 on 2002/03/07 byllefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Changed the alit instraction packing so that it is consistant with what was dane in the
texture instraction packing and with the Shader pipe spec (byte 11 = MSR, byte 0 = LSB)

Change 17757 on 2602/03/06 by Llefebvr@llefebwre laptop r400 emu

Added cude to support the Coutrel Flow insuructiou Execute. This cude is nul activated
yet

Change 17676 on 2002/03/06 bysallen@sallen_r400_sun_marlboro
ferret updates - emulator building .pipe files

Change 17543 on 2602/03/05 by llefebwr@lletebwre_laptopr400_emu

Changed registers writes to be uint32 instead of uint8 for texture state
Change 17503 on 2602/03/05 by Llefebvi@ilelebwe_laplup1400_ermu

Anothertry to solve the endianess problem

Change 17498 on 2002/03/05 byllefebvr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu
endian chock for unix...

Change 17398 on 2002/03/04 by sailen@sallen_r4U0_sun_marlboro
re-add ferretinterface class necded

Change 17385 or 2002/03/04 bysallen@sallen_ré400_sun_mariboro

ferret updaie for new interface driven pipe model
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Change 19600 on 2602/03/19 by sallen@sallen_1400_sun_inarlbore

ferret shader pipe testbench work.

Change 19449 on 2062/03/18 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added RC_SC to chip.cpp...

Change 19434 on 2602/03/18 byjhoule@jhouler4u0_win_marlboro
Removed hard-codedtexture addresses.
Changed alignment multiply from 6 to § in SQ.

Change 18970 on 2003/03/14 byllefebur@illefebvre_laptop_ri00_emn

Added the new SC_SXinterface. Added SX_RB_quad interface. Added RB_SX
interface. Modified SX_RB toreflect the HWinterface.

Change 18930 on 2002/03/14 bysallen@sallen_r400_san_martbora

add export tweak for shadertesting
Change 18463 on 2002/03/11 by sallen@sallen_r400_sun_marlboro

timing tweaks for ferret / shader pipe

Change 18443 on 2062/03/11 byHefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
 the life of ferretAdded shadertype to the SP->SX data interface to si

Change 18345 on 2602/03/11 by llefebur@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed a reservation station management problem in the sequencerrelated to pixel shaderstalls.

Change 18337 on 2002/03/11 by Hefebwr@islefebvre_laptop_r406_ernu

Added export buffers into the SX block. Splitied the interface from the SQ/SP to the SX
inte 2 interfaces (data, control). Repaired compilation prebloms offerret because of namespace

i Removed the VS_EXPORT_MASKregister (replaced bya value of 0 in COUNTX
 
Change 18326 on 2002/03/11 by sallen@sallen_r400_sun_mearlboro

ferret shader pipe drive interp data in 512 chunks

Change 18033 on 2602/03/07 bysallen@sallen_r400_sun_marlboro

ferret update for work with shader pipe
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Change 17049 on 2602/02/28 bysallen@sallen_r400_san_martbora

 clean up places
add Ist stage ofinterface based file/pipe in ferret
fix a few makefile gotchas
Tix a makefile out of order build thal prevented 4 clear build frum working

Change 16800 on 2007/02/27 by hartogs@itl_hertogs
Split VCT inte its own block.

Change 16798 on 2602/02/27 by sallen@sallen_r400_suin_marlbora

ferret intertaces driven from run.cpp now
change Interface base class to drive ferret data

Change 16466 on 2002/02/25 by jhoule@jtuule_1400_win_imaribore
New 1.30 instruction.
Started integrating commoninstr/const class shared between TP and PrimLib.

Change 16395 on 2602/02/22 by viiu@vlin_1400_cnvliul 00_win_evd

Added support for BUILD_CONFIGenvironmentvariable

Change 16305 on 2002/02/22 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlbore
Changed TPConst and TPinstr to have:

- pack and unpack instead of writeTo and readFrom
- packing io vector<uint32>&
- DWORD granularityfunction calls

Change 16176 on 2002/02/21 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro

Changed tp_const and tp_instr te be ina tibrary in omm_lib/sre.
That way, code can be shared between emulator and primlib.

Change 15645 on 2002/02/15 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
 Removed relative paths lor murbers.: (includes Churlton Wang's chungelist)

Change 15436 on 2002/02/14 by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Corrected a small bug in position oxport.

Change 15382 on 2002/02/13 by llefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed an error in the constant load of the SQ.
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Change 15305 on 2602/02/12 by Hefebvi@lleieb we_laplop_1400_enu

Added a count++ in handleregister_fn so that the constant data is written to sq
memory...

Change 15275 on 2002/02/12 by Llefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added validbits between SQ and TP

Change 15268 on 2062/02/12 byHefebvr@iletebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Write the vertex data as bytes in the memory

Change 15243 on 2002/02/12 by sallen@sallen_r4G0_sun_maribera

addferret interface class with just one shader pipe
Change 15221 on 2602/02/12 by lefebvi@ilefebwe_laplup_1400_emu 

Updated SQ to take texture write masks into account

Change 15219 on 2062/02/12 byllefebvr@lefebwre_laptopr400_emu
Updated TP->SQ interface to add write masking capabilities

Change 15218 on 2002/02/12 by llefebvr@iletebvre_laptopr400_emu
Corrected an error in t sturc statc management

Change 15217 on 20 2/12 by Hefebwr@llefehwre_laptap_r400_ema

The SX now only exports the valid positions to the VGT.

Change 15177 on 2002/02/11 byllefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Interface sync problem on the PA-2SQ vertex interface corrected

Change 15149 on 2002/02/11 byyalang@ygiang100_win_raarlboro
Added: Ferret hooks to shader Pipe

Change 15072 of 2002/02/11 by llefebwr@lletebwre_lantop1400_emu 
Corrected a memory alignement problem that corrupted the state of the arbiter. Also

modified simple triangic to load both the pixel and the vertex shaders.

Change 14992 on 2002/02/08 byLlefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
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force the disabling of CP micracede

Change 11318 on 2002/01/31 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
Removedall temporary registers from the SQ (but for the CNT registers wich areuveded until we iuplement CF). P:. auilib now reeds to send ihe correct PM4 packetstu the CP itt

order to adjust the SQ registers before sending thefirst primitive

 
   

 

Change 11215 on 2062/01/30 byHefebvr@llefebwre_laptopr400_emu
Added multiple triangle support in the interpolaters. Also added PC allecation scheme.

Also added the SP->Parameter cache dummyinterface.

Change 13962 on 2002/01/28 by rbeaudin @rbeaudinr400_win_marlbore

start of making the transaction engine working

Change 13934 on 2602/01/28 by Hefebwr@illefebwre_lantop_r400_ema

Added fields to the SQ_SP_Interp interface.
Change 13924 on 2602/01/25 byllefebwr@llefebwe_laptop_1400_emu

Added two $Q->SP dummyinterfaces to help with HWblockleveltesting.

Change 13871 on 2002/01/25 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
Now uses standard header <iostream>.

Change 13829 on 2002/01/25 by llefebwr@iletebvre_l: op_r400emu

Added SX_PAinterface fixed remaining bugs regarding register integration.
Change 13785 un 2002/01/24 by Lefebvi@ilslebwe_laplup1400_enu

Fixed the registers but the writes do not go thru because of a primilib problem?

Change 13725 on 2062/01/24 by hwise@il_hwise_r460_win
Titegtated "play urea” register spec into the cmulater tree

Change 13669 on 2002/01/23 by llefebvr@lletebvre_laptopr400_emu

Added SX->SQ interface. Updated the Arbiter to take into account co-issuc cxportingrestrictions...

Change 13592 on 2662/01/23 byllefebw@ilefebwre_tar 

Added File headers to all SQ and SX files.
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There was an error in the vertex input fuactiun of dhe seyuencer it is new fixed and you

can load 4 partial group of vertex,

Change 14979 on 1002/02/68 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_c100_emu
Cheking in the last modifications of the 3Q 8X before trying to integrate the PA block.

Change 14941 on 2003/02/02 byjhoule@ijhouie_r400_win_marlbora

Was calling wrong function for filling TPlnstr.
Change 14939 on 2002/02/68 byjhoule@ijhoule_r400_win_mariboro

iostreara.h --> iostream

Change 14791 on 2002/02/06 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Removed all sequencer reluted texture pipe hardcuded portionsofthe texture request. 

Change 14783 on 2002/02/66 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixed the order in which the instructions are written to memory.
Change 14721 on 2002/02/66 by llefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Updated the SQ->SXinterface to reflect that the ParameterCaches are now in the SXblock.

Change 14627 on 2002/02/65 byllefeb@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu

Created vertex sp and pixel sp. Simplified the shaders to their simplest expression for the
/22 milestone. Updated the goldenimagestoreflect the change.

Change 14530 on 2002/02/64 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Wot seeing the correct data when using IM_LOADS.

Change 14381 on 2002/02/61 by hwise@fl_hwise_r4d0_win
1) Moved RBBM_CNTL and RBBM_SOFT_RESETprimaryregister

aperture addresves te mutch the VO addres
2) Removed REBM_*_ ASSERTregisters
3) Added han dleRegister Ac () functions to PA and SQ

block classes te catch register read/write access
broadcast by RBBM (stub with small decode cxamplc}

4} More changes to PM4 decede of IM. AD and S9ET_CONSTANT
5) Removed a few PM4 type3 packet definitions from primlib

that will not be added to R4Ui) as was previously thought
6) Updated priralis pm4lib.cpp Promo4Lib constructor to
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Change 13589 on 2002/01/23 by llefebwr@iflefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Added the SX blockto the cmulator.

Change 13450 on 2002/01/21 by Hefebu Gllefebvre_laptup_400_eme

Added the Idle function. Updated sanity. Won't regress because oftrarnebutter0. Ray is
working onit..
Change 13387 on 2602/01/21 byllefebwDilefebvre_laptop_r400_eme

Added Vertex functionnalities to the SQ. Remaining interfaces to be added are SQ->SK
position

and SX->PA position.
Change 13288 on 2602/08/18 by lefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added lexture pipe functionalityto the SQ.

Change 13153 on 2602/01/16 by llefebwrQUlefebvre laptop r400 emu
Added the PAO vertex interface

 Change 13149 on 2002/01/16 by llefebwr@efebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Refined the interfaces

Change 12931 on 2002/OL/11 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

added the GPR allocation for the static mode only for beth Vertices and pixel.

Change 12791 on 2002/01/10 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_eme

Fixed an interpolation problem when using more than 2 interpolated parameters

Change 12782 on 2002/01/10 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Fix for Jocelyn to work on the TP. This compiles aad mins but gives incorect results fornow.

Change 12750 on 2002/01/09 by lleFebwr@llefebvre_laptopc400_emu

Added TSTATE MEM BASE ADDRregister and TSTATE MEM WORD COUNT
registers in order to be able to load the texture state from memory. also added a dilexported
functionin the SQ to to this. Added a texture state store to the SQ.

Change 12674 on 2002/01/09 by lefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
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Added a condition in Ure arbiter ikat prevents groups of pixel/verlices runt passing cachother

Change 12633 on 2062/01/09 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r100_emu
There was a color channel alignement problem in the RB. IT is now fixed butthe golden

image have to be regenerated yet again. It should be in tones of red and yellow (NOTblue and
green)

Change 12617 on 2062/01/08 by askende@andi_crayola_emu_w
rearranged the order of the channels (abercr wzyx)

capability in the GPR write backlogic.
.and completed the mas k
 

Change 12613 on 2002/01/08 byllefebvr@lletebwre_laptoprt00_emu
channel Write Mask instruction read errorin the SQ cerrected

Change 12609 on 2002/01/08 by Hefebvr@iilefebwre_laptop_rao0_emn

Changed the channel order to RGBA(R in LSB A in MSB). Emulator wise it meansthatR is in field 0 andAin field 3.

Change 12605 on 2602/01/68 by Llefebvr@iletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Intermediate changes compiles and runs but doesn't give the right answer
Changec 12577 on 2002/01/08 by Ilcfcbwr@llcicbwre laptop r400 emu

Added sources as const variables instead of regular.

Change 12565 on 2002/01/07 by askende@andi_crayola_emu_w

l.added support for argument selection being a constant

“added masking capabilities for the write bacl into GPRs

Change 12554 on 2002/01/07 by askende@andi_crayola_emu_w
checking in for backup purposes

Change 12509 on 2662/01/07byHefebwr@lefebwrelaptopr466_emu

reduced the size of the SQ_TP interface and added some comments in arbiter.cpp
Change 12441 on 2602/01/04 by askende@andi_crayola_smu_w

Backup do not syneto this changelist if doesn't compile
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Change LI581 on 2001/12/12 by roeaudin @rbeaudin_1r400_win_marlbore

changing omu Lib structure
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Change 12388 on 2602/01/64 by Hefebw Gillefebvre_laptup_1400_emu

interleaving ALU clauses

Change 12342 on 2062/01/03 byllefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
added readysignal between the PA and the SQ

Change 12328 on 2002/01/03 by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu

added scalar aupportin the sequencer. No scalar cxports yet.

Change 12177 on 2001/12/21 byllefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

rnajor changes in the SQ block. Nowsupports clauses. Nottutly tested but otherwise
operationnal.
Change 12084 on 2601/12/20 by Hefebw Gillefebvre_laptup_1400_emu

sbfleats instead of sfleats

Change 12964 on 2001/12/19 byHefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
New interface definition between SQ and TP

Change 12060 on 2601/12/19 by Hefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
constants are now working

Change 12008 on 2001/12/19 byHefebwr@illefebvre_laptap_r406_ernn

Changed constants order. Added Constant read support, compiles and runs but doesn'twork.

Change 11940 on 1001/12/18 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_1406_emu

repaired a probiem with RB valid bits. Added constant support, need to load them usingthe MC.

Change 11912 on 2001/12/18 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
 new ALUinstruction format and clamp instructions now in the performance em

First golden image can nowbe generated.
Change 11764 on 2001/12/14 by askende@andi crayola cmu w

rearranged the ALU instruction word definition

added the clarnping fer the ALU results
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Change 173774 on 2004/06/15 by donaldli@donaldl_xenes_linex_orl

1. Changed DEBUSSY_PATHto VERDIROOTinbuildtb_gate.
2. Updated sq to sp trackers to not compare the shader pipe defined by

ROMSIMDSEL[1:0] and ROM_PIPE_SEL [3:0] ifrsp is enabled
 Change 170775 on 2004/05/28 by blaukins@bhankins xenes_| uxOrt

back integrate sx from xenos

Changs 169691 on 2004/05/24 by rramscy@rramscy xcnos linux orl

integrate xenos changes back to r400 for pa and vgt
I verfied milestone_tri passed tb_pa and wgt_th, but did not do a full
blocklevel regression. release_partslib passed.

Changs 169281 on 2004/05/21 by rramscy@rramscy xcenos linux or!

integrate xenas changes to r406 for sq, sprsn, spi
take top-level-registers to r4QU, but only sc_cptir0 is instanced as an example

Change 158319 on 2004/03/29 by dclifton@dclifton_r400
Updatesfor ramand bist changes

Change 154269 on 2004/03/11 by rramsey@rramsey_xenoslinux_or!

integrate fix for constant store hang

Change 153809 cn 2004/03/09 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400_linux_1 

Integration of the Loop rep fix.
Changs 153542 on 2004/03/08 by donaldi@donaldl xcnos linux orl

Qualified RSP comparing of data with sq_ve_fetch_type to fix erroneous mismatches.

Change 153493 on 2064/03/08 by mearl@mearl_1400_linux_orl
Took out LOD Correction from SC, SC/SQ interface, SQ, SQ/TP interface.

Change 153372 on 2604/03/08 by womaker@womaker_1400_linux_marlboro
 - hooked ud, ul,

(instead ofthe versionandu3_TPSPdata_valid signais up to thier respective shader pipes
nat ORed all the valids together) 

Change 153086 cn 2004/03/05 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl

remeved LOD changes
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integration from //depot/xenos

Change 151426 on 2004/02/26 by donaldi@donaldl xcnos linux orl

Tnlegrated [rum xenus:
1) Took out RT streara togic in se_packer
2) Integrated SC_B back with SC
3) Updated files to accomodate GATE level sims 

Change 151419 on 2004/02/26 by danh@danh_1400_win

integrated trom //depot/xenos

Change 151418 on 2004/02/26 by danh @danh_1490_win
integraled from //depot/xenus

Change 151366 on 2004/02/26 by danh @danh_r400win

integrated from //depot/xenes

Change 151318 on 2004/02/26 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!

Fix exec machineso it doesn't change resource orserialize bits when
sending back non-exec instr (pred jump, loop_end, etc)

Change 151211 on 2004/02/26 by bhankins@bhaal |xenos_linuxorl

Add support for generating event quadsfrom sx to be#b.
Support is disabled for nowin src/common/sx_defines.v
This code supports behavioral memoryonlyfor now.

Change 151177 cn 2004/02/25 by rumsey@rramsey_xenes_linux_orl

 
Changecfseject to use bit from cf instr, and fix bug with ejection
ofa partially executed instr.
Change status reg and vix_ctl to use vgt define for fetch_done

 

Change 151101 on 2004/02/25 by donaldii@donaidl_xenos_linux_orl

Removedreal-time stream reg mers in SX and removed the i/o signal
8Q_SX_rt_sel between the SQ and SX.  

Change 151067 on 2004/02/25 by vwromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlbure

- waterfall fix for pipelined AIS thread buffer update Gound by random &0e)

Change 150962 cn 2004/02/25 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400_linax_mar‘boro
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Change 153085 on 2004/03/05 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_or!

Correct Virage 90nm changes and SX gate level simulation changes
Change 153082 on 2004/03/05 by danh@danh_r400_win

Virage 90 nm changes and SX gate level sirmilarion changes

Change 152936 on 2604/03/05 by danh@danh_r400_win
integrated from //depot/xenos

Change 152848 on 2004/03/05 by mmantor@jmmaritor_xenos_linux_test
 ixed a bug in the loading of aluconst, back integrated removalof realtirne space from

aluconst and tcxconst moms and control logic in rbi and al! hookups, altered sq rearess percarlos test set>
 

Change 152426 on 2004/03/03 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marloore

- bug fix for AIS update state machine: need to look at both unregistered
and registered updatesin state 6

Change 152169 on 2604/03/02 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

- eddede signal to enable/disable early thread buffer updates(it's
called cnable carly update and it's ticd high)

Change 152105 on 2004/03/02 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Fix loop index relative addressing for negative indices and error cases
Change 151675 on 2004/02/27 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

- fix for ATS update state machine

Change 151644 on 2004/02/27 byvromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
 - fix for random 92d failure: reset ppb_exec_cnt when new C!

ne (was using an old
exec count in a case where the pred condition failed)

- removed a RT test trom the sq mini regress list

= passed to execstate 

Change 151466 on 2004/02/27 by danh@danh xcnos linux orl

backed out change #168

Change 151457 on 2004/02/27 by danh@danh_r460_win
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‘This is fixing the RSFULL andGPRSTALL performance counters,

Change 150374 on 2004/02/21 by mmantor@mmantor xcnos linux test

<fixed 4 syutliesis error and cabled the 256 deep export buffers>

Change 150220 on 2004/02/20 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
replace the old vtx/pix tex cf trackers with ancwunificd trackeradd ve cf tracker
rove some r400-anlysx signals inside an ifdefdelete absolete trackers

 Change 150184 on 1004/02/20 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_s400_linuxmarlboro
Adding anuther minor [ix un the latency counters,

Change 150005 on 2004/02/19 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- fixed a bug in the pipelined thread buffer update that was causingafailure in random
testing

Change 149787 on 2004/02/18 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Add register bits for disabling arb and cfs eject.
Add clause eject capability to cfsm and logic to the thread arb
to drive the eject.
Remove a stage from the cfs ppb and the isr from thetif in orderto reduce the amount ofwork that can be aheadofthe next best thread.
Fix 3 bug with SQ_SP_fetch_swizzle mux between tp and ve values.
Swap phasing of fetch and alu instruction fetch is reads to match upbetter with when the cfs can deliver an instr.
Update control flow tracicer tu be able tu bandic clause ejection.
Fix some compile warnings in th_sqsp

 

 
 

 

Change 149566 on 1604/02/17 byrramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
fix some bad logic that synopsys was complaining about

Change 149537on 2004/02/17 byjhoule@jhoule1406_linux_marlboro

tp_sqsp.dmptracker update
TP_SQSP_Durp

anged serialization to he exactly what the RTT. spits instead of the hastardized 4x32
controled with Use_New_TP_SQSP_Dump environmentvariable}

- Added RSP data per pipe (only available when using newserialization)
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+ Added rf_expand_enable *"RIGHT AFTER xyzw_parily*** in order w get packed
formats to work properly

TexturePipe:
- Added functions to prepare RSP data for the TP_SQSP_Dump
Testbench:
- Added rf_expand_enable *JUIST AFTER” xyzw_parity (this affects the old path); wastied to U
- Connected data_format instead oftying it to 6h26 © T32323232FLOAD
FormatOracle:
- Added column representing the encoded format sent to the formatter
- Keot weird issue where DCN (and other formats) have 2x16 channels in TP instead of

2x8(.8). Doesn't seem to be used anyways.

 

Change 149472 on 2004/02/17 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_l inux_test

<back ont usage of 412 export buffer locations until prabiem debugged>
 Change 149458 on 2004/02/17 by mmantor@mmantor_xenes_linux_orl

<the remainder of my previous check in that got left out byerror>

Change 149382 on 2004/02/15 by mmanton@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl
 

<added counter to sq for flow control of sx alloc table, hockup state contro! for depth of
sx buffers and sct the default depth to 256 and al hook up of event quads for sq and sx> 

Change 149282 on 2004/02/13 by Hefebve@iilefebwr_r4060_linnx_mariboro

Adding Event performance counters.

Change 149131 on 2604/02/13 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linwx_marlboro

- fix for ATS update fo take waterfalling inta account
- only change to CFS wasto assign sore signals to logic expressions

Change 149113 on 2004/02/13 by Ucfebvr@llefcbwr 400 linux marlboro

Fixing latency counters. They were incorecily counting event treads.

Change 149058 on 2004/02/13 by donaldli@idonaldl_xenos_linux_orl
 Bug fix: dclayno comparcflagsto linc up with SP to SX data.

Change 148947 on 2004/02/12 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!

change 2 loop int to a unique name tor synthesis
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Change 147378 on 2004/02/04 by danh@idanh_r400_win

status update

Change 147377 on 2004/02/04 by de @dauh_xeuos_linux_orl

Changed typel_export_size generation, now when vs_export_mode= 0 or Tit will be al
position export.
Change 147106 on 2004/02/63 by danh@danh_400_win

status update

Change 147059 on 2004/02/03 by danh@danh_r400_win
status update

Change 147047 on 2004/02/03 by mearl@imearl_r40U_win

update status
 Change 147045 on 2004/02/03 by dank@danh1400_win

status update

Changs 146966 on 2004/02/03 by mearl@imearl 1400 win

update status

Change 146945 on 2004/02/02 by danh@danhr400_win

status update

Change 146923 on 2004/02/02 by danh@ldanh_r400_win

status update
Change 146705 cn 2004/02/61 by mmanton@mmantor_xenos_ii 

<moved a register fram sq to sp for te and ve fetch address so the min latency Through sp
is 3 clocks in prep for intrinsity and movedextraregister to backof sp for either future remove
or use for top level routing and sent export simd sel 2 clockslater once for minimal latency and
other for register movement. also changed trackers and mvocd register in rsp>

 

Change 146511 on 2004/01/36 by vromaker@womaker_r400_linux_mariboro

- AIS now asserts ais_done back to the thread buffer without any delays
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Change 148704 on 1604/02/11 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marthare

 
- signal name change only in CFS (changed cfi_no_pred to cfi_pred_clean}
- added reset for pc_base and export_id fields ofstatus register

Change 148410 on 2004/02/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_mariboro

- change to handle concurrent updates from all 4 AIS's that go te an ALU State Memery
- the update info from each AIS is registered, anda state machine sequences the writes

Change 148380 on 2664/02/10 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linwx_orl
 Send simid_id to sx from sq one clock earlier, then register and break up selects to

redundancymuxes in sx.

Change 148246 on 2004/02/09 by donaldi@idonaldl_xenes_linux_orl

Aadted flat_shading signal for nse in the SX parameter subtract function
Ge. if flat_shading is trae, ignore infinity checks, just do subtract. Result
should be zero.)

Change 148146 on 2004/02/09 by ramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Changesto allow the thread arbiters to pick the best thread everyfour
clocks, rather than picking one and holdingit until the cf machine takesit.
Also breaks tics between expert arb and thread arbs by having the space
allocs happen as a separate process not requiring the thread_arbs.

 

Change 147861 on 2604/02/06 by vromaker@vromaker_1406_linux_marlbaro

- fix for non-delayed AIS update ofthread buifer
- required that all ais update inputs to the thread buffer be qualified with thread type
before being used

Change 147453 on2004/02/05 by donaldi@idonaldi_xenos_linux_orl

Allow disabling of clocks to cach of the vgp's in the SP. Disabling clocksis
done either when redundancyis used or when disabling of a simdpipe.

  

Change 147418 on 2604/02/05 by mearl@mear!_1400_win

update status
Change 147416 on 2004/02/05 by amys@lamys_xenos_Inxrgs_orl

added path for xenos path for fullchip, so trackers won't break xenos build everytime an
integration is done
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~ ATS now asserts ais_update backto the thread buffer without anydelaysif the last.instruction
of a clause is not a pred_set or a Kill Cif it
written back to the SQ)

 he update is delayed until the SP data is

Change 146497 on 2004/01/30 by dank @danhr400_win

status updaic
Change 146431 on 2004/01/30 by danh@danh r460 win

status update

Change 146361 on 2004/01/30 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

picked two tests

Change 146353 on 2064/01/36 by dank @danh_raoo_win

status update
Change 146329 on 2004/01/30 by dank @danh1400win

status update

Change 146132 on 1004/01/29 by danh @danh_r400_win
status update

Change 146056 on 2004/01/29 by rramsey@IRRAMSEY _P4r40¢_win

get rid of someinvalid testcases
Change 145994 on 2004/01/28 by dank@daiktc400_win

status update

Change 145934 on 1004/01/28 by dank@danh_r400_win
status updale

Change 145919 on 2004/01/28 by mearl@meari_r400_win

update status

Change 145847 on 2004/01/28 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4r400_win

update with 1/28 regression results
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 Change 145615 cn 2004/01/27 by bhurkins@bhankinus xenus_witt_orl

update status

Change 145611 on 2604/01/27 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
newpath

Change 145568 on 2004/01/27 by vromaker@vromaker_r4Q0_linux_marlboro

status update on r400sq flow control rts 16 and 19

Change 145549 on 2004/01/27 by danh@danh_r400_win

status update, picked new test

Change 145535 on 2004/01/27 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl

|bx_instr[4:] is now nsed for the mux select. of tfetch_swapped_bit.

Change 145533 on 2004/01/27 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl 
[tx_instr[4:0] is now used for the mux select of tfetch_swapped_bit 

Change 145355 on 2004/01/26 by Hefebvr@illefebwr_r400_linux_mariboro

Added 4 performance counters to the SQ te measure the latency of pixel and vertex
threadsfrom the time theyenter te Sq te the timethey leave.

Change 145135 on 2004/01/23 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linwx_or!
 Update vield_cptimize testso it tests the logic better

Fix cfsm clause boundary detection for yield_optimize and add setting
of exem_updating to EX_EXECstate whenit is going to update

Change 145037 or 2004/01/23 by mearl@mearl_r400_win

update status
Changs 144945 cn 2004/01/23 by ctaylor@ctaylor_xenos_linux_orl

Fixed tracker bug for
NOP.RETURN.LOOP_START,LOGP_END,CONDCALL,CONDJUMP and ALLOC where
vc_request field was left out of tracker compare so all subsequent fields came from the wrong
column in the dumpfile.

Change 144878 on 2004/01/23 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win

update with 1/22 regressionresults
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update status for kill tests.

Change 144029 on 2004/01/26 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!
clean up ct!_flow_seq
add ais_ihread_type le ais_update soup in cls

Change 143983 on 2004/01/26 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
- small update to load and hold the vtx and pix constant base registers the same
way as the input staging register

Change 143952 on 2004/01/20 by mearl@mearl_xenos_linux_orl

i. Added EOPto se_pix_vec_grp_out.dmpfile to keep track of RT streams for th_sqsptestbench
sc_durnps.cpp

 
2. Fixed bug: when SIMD w7 0 badpipesis followed by SIMD w/ 2 bad pipes,

wrong SP is selected.
sq_vinx_cty

3. Madetiming fixes
sc_packer.v

Changs 143929 on 2004/01/26 by danh@danh 1400 win

status update

Change 143883 on 2004/01/26 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_mariboro

status update, picked new test

Change 143755 on 2004/01/19 by vromaken@pvromaker_r400_linux_martboro

status update, picked another test
Change 143726 on 2004/01/19 by bhankins@bhankin 

Meds to support tbh_sqsp testing with xenos

Change 143618 on 2004/01/18 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_ori
Rework ctl flow sequencerso it can start a newthread every 4 clocks

Change 143377 on 2004/01/16 by dant @danh_1400_win

status update
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Change 144816 on 2604/01/22 by smoss@smoss_xenos_linux_ort

correct brain dump
Change 144711 on 2004/01/22 by ramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Add vs fetch doneto SQ
Fix testbench handling of vizq events again

Change 144679 on 2004/01/22 by meari@mear! 1400 win

update status

Change 144636 on 2004/01/22 by vromaker@vromaker_ri00_Hnux_marlboro

updated status and picked a test
 Change 144611 on 2004/01/22 by Hefebwr@illefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Update status.
Change 144609 on 2004/01/22 by Hefebwe@llefebwr_r400_linux_marlboro

Putting back the fix of Dan Harmon for back to back exports inadvertly reverted by MikeM.

Change 144482 on 2004/01/22 by licfebvwr@llefcbwr 400 cmu montreal

picking up sometests.

Change 144466 on 1004/01/22 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
 updated test.cfg for some missing dumps

Change 144373 on 1004/01/21 by dank @danh_r400_win

picked a new test
Change 144326 on 2004/01/21 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r406_win

update status with 1/21 results

Change 144186 on 2004/01/21 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl
fixed ps_const_max typo

Change 144030 on 2004/01/20 by Hefebwi@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
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Change 143312 on 2004/UL/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r4ud_linux_marlborc

- removed the SQ SP thread ID and type ports from the SQ; theywere
conditionally compiled ‘ifdef SIM, but that was not working forXeHOS

- the trackers now reference these signals at the SQ level

Change 143243 on 2004/01/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linuxmarlboro
- fixed it to AIG FIFO byadding an input staging register and

loading it on valid transfers from the insir fercher
 

Change 143160 on 2004/01/15 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- fixes for unconnected ports
- had to make some changes to tb_sysp aid siut.ciy based onite removal of
SQ_SP_instrnct_start

- also qualified predicate and valid bit writes with waterfall mask in ais_output

 

Change 143119 on 1004/01/14 by danh@danh r400 win

status updule

Change 142926 on 2004/01/14 by mamsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
changctracker to look at sq port rather than connecting signal

Change 142689 on 2004/01/13 by danh@danh1r400_win

status update

Change 142672 on 2004/01/13 by delifton@dclifton_r400

Update for changes in sp.

Change 142573 on 2004/01/13 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl

  S8Q_SP_vsr_rd_addris now ux — 2 (VSRs
selected}

'y compared when SQ_SP_gpr_input_:

Change 142569 on 2004/01/13 by bhankins@bhankinsxenos_win_orl
update status

Change 142543 on 2004/01/13 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_win_orl

update
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Change 142336 on 2004/01/13 by blakais@bhurkin |XxerlGs_wink_orl

pick test

Change 142533 on 2604/01/13 by bhankins@bhankins_xenes_win_orl
update status

Change 142219 on 2004/01/12 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4r400_win

update with 1/11 regression results

Change 142212 on 2004/01/12 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_! s_orl

this is val's changetor a timing tix in the pa and Vic's changes for the sq which include
coding of special flow control optimizations and some timing fixes for the sq>

 Change 142124 on 2004/01/16 by dank@danhr400_witt

Status update

Change 141976 on 2004/01/09 by danh@danh_1400_win
Status update

Change 141969 on 2004/01/09 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl
   

aig inste[L5] Coxpertbi
this allows back to back export i

ow forces prev vector mask qandprev scalar mask gto 0,
tructions te work properly.

Change 141964 on 2004/01 ¢ by danh@idarhxenos_linux_orl

gen_index_cycle now forces a count_matcn{3:0]
Change 141926 on 2004/01/09 by mearl@mearl_r400_win

update status

Chanec 141921 on 2004/01/09 by rramscy@RRAMSEY P4 1400 win
 upd talus

Change 141806 on 2004/01/09 by amys@amys_xenos_linux_orl
modificd read-back of sq flow control reg byinsertingabit so that the read-back

matches the spec

Change 141650 on2004/01/08 by rramsey@mramsey_xenos_linux_orl
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<removed o_rbi_rd_data from the reset clk precess>
 Changs 140451 on 2004/01/02 by mmantor@mmantor xenes lim

Sanotier Lining fio

Change 140441 on 2004/01/02 by mmanion@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl
<fixes for timing paths in the sq and pav>

Change 140380 on 2003/12/31 by vromaker@yvromaker_r400_linux_martboro

- tix for dropped real_time tlag: moved export_posbit into the "flags" field
(it was usingabit that was set aside for the extra_in field)

Change 140356 on 2003/12/31 by rrumsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Fix a dug that was allowing the texconst mem to be written when full (no phys addr
available)

Change 140331 cn 2003/12/31 by meark@mearl_xenos_linwx_orl

Fixed bug: was using thread type instead of fetch type.

Change 140313 on 2003/12/31 by jearroll@jcarroil_r40¢_win
added latest status; picked new test

Change 140276 on 2003/12/36 by danh@danh_r400_win

Status update
Change 140205 on2003/12/36 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_wit

updatetest status, pick another one

Change 140203 on 2603/12/36 by danh@danh_1400_win
Stalus update

Change 140174 on 2003/12/30 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4400win

update states

Change 140155 on 2003/12/36 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win

update with 12/36 regression results
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Add SQ_CP_vs_felch_doue to sy, Wed low for now
Fix the wayvizq_start events are handled in th_sqsp

 

Change 141118 on 2004/01/08 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_marlboro
updated status - picked tests

Change 141461 on 2004/6L/08 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r406_win

update with L/$ resuits
Change 141385 on 2004/01/08 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linux_orl

Initial add of thread done/eventlogic in sx

Change 141155 on 1004/01/07 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
Fix a bug thal was seuding wiiles to the wrong pleys addr if'a new
pa was allocated hefore the write acthaily happened.

Change 140800 on 2604/01/06 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4r460_win
update with 1/6 status, pick a test

Change 140787 on 1004/01/06 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl

<mnore timing £1 
 Change 140701 on 2064/01/05 by rramsey@ramsey_xenos_linux_orl

add an se state push for the vs_done event

Change 140613 on 2004/01/05 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
updated status, picked new tests

Change 140594 on 2004/01/05 by rramsey@RRAMSE Y_P4_r406_win

update with L/L regression results

Claarge 140876 on 2004/01/05 by dan @dailtr400_win

Status update.
Change 140556 on 2004/01/05 by smossGismoss crayola win

update with latest status

Change 140496 on 2004/01/04 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_Hnex_orl
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Change 140117 on 2063/1236 by dank @danh_r4eo_win

Status update.
Change 140051 on 2003/12/29 by mearl@meari_r400_win

update status

Change 149950 on 2003/12/29 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_taartboro
status update - emulator fix was made for scalar const opcodes

Change 140036 on 2003/1 2/29 by jearrall@jecarrofl_r400_win

Updated jcarroll status
Change 139909 on 2003/12/28 by trator @uantor_xenos_linexorl

<timing fixes>

Change 139795 on 1003/12/23 by danh@danh r400 win
Stalus update.

Change 139383 on 2003/1 by claylor@ctaylor_xenos_linux_crt
Fixed bug in control flow sequencer where whenthread was put back onto thread

buffsr due to alloc cfi, the no-serializs bit was being taken frombit 40 of the cf's opcode instead
ofthe execute stale machine opecde so it was the right bit from the wrong instruction. Things
have been working mostly due to the fact that bit 40 of most of the other CFI opcodesi: rvedand therefore 0.

  
 

Change 139373 on 2003/12/23 by tlefebwr@llefedvr_r400_emu_montreal

updated status for SX->PA missmatches,

Change 139338 on 2003/12/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_rarlboro
- fix for scalar const ops: y and x swizzle fields used for gpr address bits [5:4]

and [3:2] were swapped 

Change 139327 on 2003/12/23 by ramsey@jrramsey_xenoslinux_orl 
add simd idte sp out mismatch message
make sx_rb_colortracker multi-threaded per sx/rb interface

Change 139316 on 2003/12/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r4.06_linux_marlbaro

status update - took another test
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Change 139223 on 2003/12/22 byHefebvr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Now working on SX->PA misstaatches.
Change 139193 on 2003/12/22 by rramsev@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_win

update status

Change 139142 cn 2003/12/22 by tlefebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
The SX->RB tracker is bad. Added a comment to explain the situation.

Change 139097 on 2603/12/27 byctaylor@ctaytor_xenos_linux_ort
 Fixed bug related to clamping of GPR addresses which are out of range. Old cede

clamped to absclute zero instead ofthe base for the current thread.

Change 139066 on 2003/12/27 by bhankins@bhankins_xerias_linux_ort

Add tbtrk_sx_be_quad tracker (Cl version only)
Change 139057 on 2003/12/22 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win

update moretests, pick another one

Change 139050 on 2003/12/22 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4r400_win
Update with new regression results, pick a test

Change 139045 on 2003/12/22 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_ar!

Fix phasing of thread_count in sq_ais_output.
Fix o_gprsm_busy from sq_vix_ctl and change thread counter to only
reset on RST_VTX_CNT event.

 
  

Change 138986 on 2003/12/20 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl

<changed csim to only make onc pass for param gen and gen index and write the dump
files correctly, fixed a timing loop in pix tthread buffer >

Change 138662 on 2003/12/19 by mearl@mearl_1400_win

update status
Changs 138656 on 2003/12/19 by daah@danh1400win

Status update
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Change 138138 on 2003/12/17 by bhankms@bhankinsxenos_linus 
 L. Modify detailed quad fifo te kccp mrt quads and mem cxport quads together

2. Change NEW_BC defines to C1

Change 138087 cn 2003/12/17 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win

latest repression status
Change 137854 on 2003/12/16 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!

Change emulator so param cache reads for params not exported bythe VS
still show up in sq_sx_pcaddr.
Fix cf_resource_change logicin the cfs soit catches the clause boundary
where a cf instr with only tex instr gets sent to the alu cfs. 

Change 137773 on 2003/12/16 by vromaker@vromaker_r408_linux_marthare

- fixed a predicate override bug: pred_overide is driven from the done bits if
the previous operation was a waterfall, but it must onlybe driven forthe first
instruction following a waterfall. The bug occurred on back-to-back waterfalls
where the pred_override was being drivenfor ull cycles of Ure second waierfall.

~ this fix caused r400sq_gpr_index_O1 to pass
 

Change 137753 on 2003/12/16 by danh@danh_r400_win
Status update

Change 137701 on 2003/12/15 by rramsey@rmramsey_xenoslinux_orl
 Add new_sf (cingle-file) versions of PLI routinesthat allow trackers

to only open their dumpfiles one time.
Modify a few trackers and models to use Ute new _sfroutines te verily
they are working
Fix a problem with the cfsm not ignoring clause boundaries for unexecuted
predicate control flowinstr.

 

Change 137566 on 2003/12/15 by donaldi@donaldl_xenos_linux_orl
Added tracker for RSP ta SX data.

Change 137560 on 2003/12/15 by danh@danh_r400_win
Updated status.

Change 137415 on 2063/12/15 by jcarroll@jcarroil_r4¢_win
Picked tests
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Chunge 138588 on 2003/12/19 by vromuker@vromaker_1400_linuximaribure

 - fixed a copy-paste error in the new cade that generates src_c_sel for scalar consi ops

Change 138586 on 2003/12/19 by mearl@mear!_1400_win
update status

Change 138491 on 2003/12/18 by Hefebwi@iefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Til lcave tho const add test to Vic since he is working on it with Dan. I'll focus instead
on coissue_frac_01.

Change 138489 on 2003/12/18 by mearl@mear!_1400_win

update status
Change 138486 on 2063/12/18 by dan @daihc400_win

Status update.

Change 138455 on 2603/12/18 by mearl@mear!_1400_win
update status

Change 138309 on 2003/1 2/1S by danh@danh_r400_win
Status update.

Change 138289 on 1063/12/17 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_ort

Fix a bug with pred_override that can occur when a clausestarts
‘with two predicated alu instructions. pred_override needs to use
the isr version of the pred bits in this case because the pred regi
can't be intit'ed until after the the last instr of the prev clause has
8 chance fo retum its pred vahies and push thera hack to the thread buffer.
‘This fixes r400sc_spsample_cntl_47 and hopefully manymore.

  
  

  

Change 138288 on 2063/12/17 by vromaker@vromaker 1400 linwx marlboro

- fix for scalar const opcudes: sre_c_sel and gpr_tead_en lugic way updated

Change 138212 on 2003/12/17 by mearl@meari_r400_win
update status

Change 138152 on 2063/12/17 by danh@danh_r400_win

Status Update.
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Change 137401 on 2002/12/15 by rramsey@RRAMSEY24r400_win

update with weekend's results

Change 137238 on 2003/12/12 by vromuker@vromaker_400_linux_teartbure
took a fewmore tests

Change 137205 on 2002/12/12 by mearl@mear! 1400 win

updated stanis

Change 137188 on 2003/1 2/12 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4r400_win

update with latest regression results

Change 137166 on 1063/12/12 byvromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_martbare

- increased the depth of the sq-ve request fifo: this is a temporary fix while the
mini and mega dec signals from the VC are added to the vc rp sp dumpfile

Change 137163 on 2003/12/12 by mea l@ueari_1400_win

updated status
Change 137146 on2003/12/12 by vromaker@vromaker 1400 linux marlboro

updated status

Change 137103 on 2003/12/12 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl

~<fixed bug in the emu for redundancy control, added new inputto the sq called
sx_sp_alluc_table_lree >

Change 137104 on 2603/12/12 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl

«This changed changed SC and SX top level ports by added thread_type from sq_alloc
through the sx so tracker at sx_rb workscorrect and fixed some cther minor bugs>

Change 13691 7 on 2063/12/11 by meari@mear!_r400_win

updated status
Change 136893 on 2063/L2/L1 by mearl@meari_r400_win

updated status

Change 136888 on 2003/12/11 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linux_orl
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Change 136537 on 2003/12/09 by untantor@umtantor_xeuos_linexorl
Change defined "C1" switch to "NEW_RBC"in sx rt andrelated vepp files

<fixed allocation counter for ea and cleaned up controls for rest of the counters and fixed
Change 136871 on 2003/12/11 by mearl@meerl_1100_win a bug in the spi_sp tracker by removing deley on sq_sp_simd_id becauseof pipelining the vertex

and pixel input data>
updated status

Change 136424 on 2003/12/09 by mearl@meari_r400_win
Change 136867 on 2003/12/11 by rramsey@ramsey_xenos_linux_arl

update status
don't reset current_context at eo_rt load

Change 136358 on 2003/12/09 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro
Change 136773 on 2003/12/16 by danh@danh_1400_win

updated status for r400sq_auto_wrapping_memories_O1 (test issue)
Updated status.

Change 136334 on 1003/12/09 byrramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_riGG_win Change 136758 on 2003/12/16 by bhankins@bhankinsxenes_!
update dot2add status, take more tests 

fix ifdefcudif wiiseatele
Change 136337 on 2004/12/09 by mmantor@}FT._mmantorf.T_r400_win

Change 136713 on 2003/12/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
<took test with >2 exports>

updated status
Change 136326 on 2003/12/09 by meari@meari_r400_win Change 136691 on 2003/12/16 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linux_orl took a fewtests

Add ability for both 1400 and xenes versions ofsx to coexist
Rewrite memoryread mux select logic in sx_bc_if.vfor better synthesis Change 136192 on 2003/12/08 by mearl@mear!_1400_win
Add quad x and quad jenals to BC interface.
Update 'copy_virage _' files to reflect memory updates Removed more SC pipe disable tests.
Change "NABLE_SX_TO_RC' compile switch to'C
Remove obsolete cade (sx_export_buffers_common vlogic is newin sx_rb_if.v) Change 136174 on 2003/12/08 by danh@danh_r460_win
Update virage .cnt Hles

  
 

   
 NAAR

Updated r400sc_* status
Change 136672 on 2003/12/16 by mearl@mearl_r400_win

Change 136166 on 2663/12/08 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
updated stats

working on r4QU0sp_coissue_add_UL.cpp
Change 136596 on 2003/12/09 by vromaker@vwomaker_ri00_linux_marlboro

Change 136153 on 2063/12/08 by vromaker@vromaker 1400 linux marlboro
- added a couple wire names for ppb read datain cfs

    - added Isdb di for Ubtrk_sqvix_rs_inputin tb added ry name bya few Lests
- changed checking ofpredicate to registered version in above trk to fix false mismatch
- bit 95 ofvo'tp instruction was wired to 6 causing a misrnatch, so Change 136141 on 2003/12/08 by mearl@mear!_r400_win

I changedit to the actual instruction bit 95 Gwhich is only used bythe sq)
Removed pipe disable tests, renamed and moved to the ROMblock

Changs 136574 on 2003/12/09 by danh @danh1400win 
Change 135135 on 2063/12/08 by mamsey@:ramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Updated r4ugs rts_™ status
Add a bit to pix thread counter to handle larger thread butter.
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3. Tixed bug in alloc/deatlac block where free logic was searching all 256 lacations of

 

 

Change 136102 on 2003/12/08 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4400win the buffer when. only 128 are enabled.A, connect SX_SQ_free_export_eddress_bufto indicate last quad of memory export has
update ‘sorted bytype! page with latest results been created and written to the detailed quad fif

5. fix minor bug in sx-rb interface logic that would have shown up with larger export
Change 136063 on 2003/12/68 by tenranlurn@uimnartur_Xeno: buffer.

<another synthesis issue> Change 135598 on 2003/12/05 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
Changs 135995 on 2003/12/08 by danh@danh r400 win removed reference to intemal tracker

Updated r40dsc_sp_sampte_enti* status Change 135584 on 1663/1 2/05 by tramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_ort

Change 135987 on 2003/12/08 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP41400win absolute address mode (const_addr_mode = 3'b001) should apply to all src constants

update with status from 12/8/2003 Change 135537 on 2003/12/04 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linwx_maribore

Change 135983 an 2003/12/08 by dclittan@dclifton_r406 - increasedsize of thread buffers: vbr from 16 to 42 threads, pix from 48 to 64 thread
- fixed gpr dealloc bugthat resulted in reduced performance

Updated for newsq rams - testbench and tracker changes were made to supportthe larger numberofthreads 
- emualtor change (separate checkin) was also made for the bigger thread buffers Change 135975 on 2003/12/08 by mmanton@mmantor_xenos_!

Change 135234 on 2003/1 2/04 by ittiantor@untantor_xenos_linux_orl
<fixed leda errors for synthesis>

<1, wired sit d2 and simd3 pipe_disable_vtx for proper vertex steering with 2 and 3

 

Change 135943 on 2603/12/07 by vromaker@womaker_r400_linux_martboro simds.
2. Improved usaged of gpr input (interp/Vex data) port by pipline the vtx input

- connected resource management registerto thread buffers controller
(programmable thread buffer size} data and changing input arbiter. Still need to make a changed in sq_pix_ctl to

- fixed typo and leda error in sq_vtx_ctl remove
busysignal on last 4clockcycle so interleaving can be tighter and in both machines

Change 135932 on 2003/12/07 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or! load to the thread buffer sooner once cormmmitted.
fix a problem with vizq_start events und how they cause slate lucksim the lb. 3. changed SIMD2_PRESENT_TMPts SIMD2_PRESENTin sy cede, still needs to
this should fix the vgf_event tests be removed from

th_sqsp and checkother parts of the design such as the sp and rsp.>
Change 135879 on 2003/12/05 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl

Change 135151 on 1003/12/03 by mearl@mearl_xenos_linux_orl
<fixed a synthesis problemduring elaboration in th

will redunancy su Ural boil: verlex and pixel input contre
  sq_input_arb.vand fixed a probiem

s would send siud_id with there Took out the SC_SP_lusl_quad signal frum the top of thee SC
between the sq and sp and SPT

  
respective request. to the spi. This change renarneda top level p:
Sq_sp_interp_simd_id changedio sq_sp_simdid>

 

Change 135088 on 1003/12/03 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
Changc 135600 on 2003/12/65 by bhankins@bhankins xenos linux orl

 
Add a unique ve'tg update for pending bits to the thread status regs

 
1. add behavioral support for sx to be interface. Disabled. so theydon't clobber each other.
2. fixed bug in alloc/deallac black to hold off resetting alloc bit until the last bank of Don't compare fetch constants for VC mini_fetches:

memoryis read for a particular address. Change tex_instr_seq so fetch type (ve'tp)is determined based on the fetch opcode
rather than thread type.
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Fix a problen in sx_export_coutrol wheu a pos free_doue lappened onthre sarc clk as a
pos_dec when exporting aux vectors.

 

Change 134818 on 2003/12/02 by Hefebwr@ilefebwe_1400_linux_mariboro
Nowusing the sq_aiq_bX_rts signal to drive the alu active counter. It used to be driven

byais_busy which was also high when doing TP and VC fetches.
 

 Change 134653 on 2003/12/02 by bhankins@bhankins xenos_linux_orl

- replace rf implomentation of the quad buffer fifo from the sc with an implememtation
using hs ram

- add new star processor to support hs ram

Change 134460 on2003/12/01 by smoss@ismmoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

removed bad path for sx_defines.v

Change 134408 on 2603/12/61 byrramsey@rramsey_xenos_finnx_or!

Fix HULO instruction split
 Change 134404 on 2003/12/61 by bhankins@bhankin

L. Added SX_INDEXSIZE and SX_INDEX_SIZE_EQ_8defines to the rtl, defined in
sx_detines.v and set equal t

2. Moved sx_defines.vte parts_lib/sre/coramon
3. Renamedsx inputs that conncct to the STAR processors to match the names in theTST module

  

Change 134359 on 2003/11/36 by mmantor@immantor_xencs_ii 
<removed delayin/outs from tb 

 Change 134302 on 2003/11/28 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_|

<remove delay chain from sq>

Change 134126 on 2003/11/26 by donaldl@donaldl xcnos linux orl

Updated tbuwud_fake_rb to create multiple file pointers based on iead_id[5:0] aud.
thread type. Needed becanse the quad_index [7:0] can come in out of order from the
SX. The quad_index[7:0} and op bit are stored in a fifo and eventually sent backto the SX.

 

Change 134106 on 2003/11/26 by donaldl@donaldl_xenos_linux_orl

Removed pred_killtype and pred_kill_valid inputsignals since no longer used.
(ie. they are being delayed intemally.
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all the sx data comes from usx_0

Change 132675 on 2003/11/18 by danh@darh_xenos_linux_orl
Added the tbtrk_sq_sx_pceadidr tracker.

 Change 132687 on 2003/11/18 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl
Initial Release.

Change 132649 on 2003/11/18 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- alu_instr_seq timing fixes for constant store read: first the register stage
on the offset was moved alter the sum2 adder, then the init_done_bits signal
was changed from a combinational ACS state machine output te aregistered
one-dit state machine output fo help the path to the new sum? register

- read bull status read Liming fix - moved the status read back oue cycle by
sending the unregistered, rotated request vector tc the arbiter and registering
the winner out of the arbiter: the output of the status read mux was
then registered

 

Change 132516 on 2003/11/16 by rramsey(@eramsey_xenos_linwx_ori

Add a mova test to the sq regression.
Change 0_inc in pix_ctl to use sr version instead ofnxt vane
out of the ppb.Fix instr base cale in rbbm ifso rtfnrt determination is correct.
Stop vec_grp tracker from comparing pix aute_count cycles.

Change 132219 o1 2003/11/16 by smess@smnoss_craycla_lnux_orl_regress

<Orlando Hardware Regression Reaults >
Change 132123 on 2003/11/14 by rramsey@rramsey_xenes_linux_orl

Fix a bug in aluconst_mem related to rt constant reads.
Fix const_map_cnatl so deatlocate_cnt gets updated correctly when alloc and
context_done happen on same clk.
tb_sqsp was missing some primitive boundaries in the pkr for RT prims.

 

Change 131826 on 2603/11/13 by rramsey@irrarnsey_xenos_linux_or!

get rid of ifndefs so ves will compile
Change 131814 on 2603/11/13 by delifton@idclifton_xenos_linux_orl

Added register for undriven signal

Change 131722 cn 1003/11/13 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!
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Change 133815 on 2063/11/25 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linwx_orl

Increase depth of color buffer to 256. Onlythe first 128 locations are enabled for now
Change 133588 on 2003/1 1/24 by dclifton@udclifton_r400

Removed delay chain I/Ofrom SP's

Change 133300 on 1063/L1/21 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore
timing fix - stopped using any unregistered status read bits

Change 133275 on 2003/11/21 by mearl@mearl_xenos_linux_orl

1. Took out delay chain in the SC and SC_B blocks.

 ated changes.sc_packer.v
sc_packer_pke.v

3. Real-Time tracker changes
bk model .cpp
interp.epp
types.
compare.v

thsc.v
tbirk_sc.y

 

 
 

 

 

Change 133264 on 1063/11/21 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linux_orl
 1. Restructured ex to have an sx-rb interface block sx_rb_if, readyiz

a Similar sx_bco_if hleckfor xenos.
Removed delay chain
Changed input quad fifo to dum_mem for now.
Removed some unused signals.
Changed pav.tree per Vivian's request to change test signa! name.

 

Uitewene
Change 132894 on 2003/1 L/19 by mamsey@rramsey_xenoslinux_orl

Fix SQ_VCdec signals in tb_sqsp.
Change tbtrk sqve so it docs not compare fetch addr for m
Fix problem in tex_instr_seq that was allowing mini fetchesto start
out of phase.
Add more info to msgs from pedata trackerto tell which set of pe data
ismismatching. Also tum off sxl compare sinceit is redundant now that
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Add capability to damp Cadence shra instead of fsdb. Knabled by defining
DUMP_SHMin tb_sqyep/vesopts 7file

Change 131537 on 2003/LL/12 by lefebwr@llefedwr_r400_linux_marlboro

1D) added register stage to line up pred_override bits with SP phase
2) made the waterfallpredicated override an or instead of an and.

 

Change 131465 on 2063/LL/L1 by donaldi@idonaldl xcnos linux orl

Whenin the VS_EVENT srate and gcing to (OLR, update d_sp_sel[4:0] as a default
based on disablewtx_3,2,1,0 instead of U. ‘This is to fix a bug where the correct
6_sp_vsr_valid bit was not being set because the disable simd tlags were not being
considered (when going from VS_EVENTto IDLE).
  

Change 131241 on 2003/L 1/11 by kineekine@kineckinsxeuus_linex_ort
Removed event windew from VC counters.

Change 131082 on 1063/1 L/10 by kmeekins@kmeekins xenos linux orl

to_vew

Fixed instantiation of vc now that delay is removed.
 

sq fetch atb.v

Changed the bus width of vc_mini_count_q to accomidate the +2 modification.
vermi_requestor.v

Tncreased the uvemi_input_fifo FIFO depth to 8
Added the FIFO full tu the performance rnonitor.

tp.blk,Vev,
ve_perf_config txt,
vc_perfnon.v,vantiy

 

 Added the FLF'O full for the vermi_inpat_fifo to the performance monitor.

Change 130763 on 2063/L 1/07 by Ucfebwr@Ulefebwr r400 linux marlboro

Reverting timing fix that broke r4003q_corist_index_04 cpp test. 

Change 130661 on 2003/1 L/07 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
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Another alternpt to keep te pe_oul_ppb from overflowing

Change 130571 on 2003/11/06 by Hefebvr@ilefebvr_r4U0_linux_mariboro

This fixes the bad pix/vtx GPR inputarbitration performance counter.
   Change 130421 on 2003/11/66 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linux_orl

- sq-sx thread id added to sq output andinto and through the sx
- updated sx-rb trackers to use sq-sx thread id- removed cbs: code from sx
+ fixed sx bug where an ca from one export to memory was resetting the valid bits for

the other export to memory

 

Change 130346 on 2003/L1/05 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl

Removed spi delay_in and delay_cut ports.

Change 130127 on 2003/11/04 by vromaker@vromaker_re400_limux_martbora

- instruction writes to the different SIMD memories now happen
independently and no longer wait for all SIMD memories to beavailable

Change 130094 on 2003/11/04 by rramsey@ramsey_xenos_linux_or!

Fix scalar tracker so it comparesall 128 bits based on write masks
It was only comparing the lower 3 bits based on bit 0 of the write mask

Change 130079 on 2003/1 1/04 by rramsey@irramsey_xenos_linux_ar!

Couple oftiming fixes for aig and cfs
Fix a bug in the rbbm if that was allowing map copies to happen beforemem ites
Fixaproblemin the testbenchthatwas causing some incompletes
 
 

Change 130072 on 2003/11/04 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!

Update tracker to work with now sp sx dumpfile that has all free-done
entries as unique lines between exports

 Change 129926 on 2003/11/03 by smossi@jsmoss_crayola_Hnux_orl_regress

some housekeeping and removed bad path
Change 129723 on 2003/11/01 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- fixed pix ctl output buffer overwrite bug
- backed timing fix out of status reg and pix thread buff
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combined neverilag and ves simulators to one build

Change 128659 on 2003/10/27 bydonaldl@donaldl_xenos_linux_orl
 Delayed rom_rsp_sh: * mux shift selects 1 clk to fix synthesis timing.

 Change 128656 on 2003/10/27 by donatdl@donatdl_xenos_linux_orl

Changed vc_req's and tex_req's dependencies on vc_pending_q and
tp pending q.

Change 128647 on 1003/10/27 by rramsey@sramsey_xenos_linux_or!
 

 
Change aissoPS sre sel gets priority over PV
Add predicated jumps and calls to cfs
Fix fetch_type connection in sq and tex_instr_seq

 

Change 128645 on 2063/10/27 by Hefebwr@ilefebwr_t406_linux_martharo

Incrementing the numberofin flight testure requests from 6 to 7.
Change 128601 on 2003/10/27 by mmanton@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl

<Enable $Q use of 128 locations in export memmory instead of117 locatic
added countersin sq arbiter to give priority to struction pipe that has the fewe:
when both control ficw machines are available. This changlist reguires both an emulator and
hardware rtl code updates>

 
 

Change 128592 on 2003/10/26 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl 

Changed sc_ri_valid to fix the condition when end_of_prim and end_ot_vector do not
occurat the same time, the sc_packer will send realtime fill quads.
Change 128526 on 2003/10/24 by mearl@imeurl_xenos_linux_orl

Took out two prim per clock to get regression to pass.

Change 128393 on 2003/10/24 by Hetebvr@ilefebwr_r400_linux_mariboro
 This should fix dhe instruction count beiug olf. The bad utachine (cfst was used to

determine the thread type and hence some pixel shader instructions were counted as vertex onesand vice versa.

Chango 128365 cn 2003/10/24 by mearl@mearl xenos linux orl

Added 2 primitive interpolation in SQ and SPI. Fixed a bug in sx_parameter_cache.
Fixed synthesis

bugsin SC.
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Change 129444 on 2.003/1 0/30 by Hefebvr@ilefebvr_r400_linux_martbara

Fixing dangling wires in the sq related to performance module.
Fixing shader due to Kill opcode mbler change.
Fixing trakcer problem in the TB_SOSP when autecount vtx is on.

 

Change 129408 on 2003/10/30 by mamsey@irramsey_xenas_linusx_orl

¢ continuous assignments into always blocksto help sim time
triarb xfc path to help timing

Fix a problem with detecting serialize for the cf state machine  

Change 129348 on 2003/10/36 by mearl@mearl_xenos_linux_orl

Added twoprimitive interpolation back in.
Change 129239 on 2063/10/29 by dauh@darhxenos_linux_orl

- spi_interp_cil LJ buffer changed from cne 16x20 memory to two 16x10 memories.
- added additional SQ_SF_interp_qd[0:1]_prim_sela signals to improve spi input

timing.
Change 129213 on 2003/10/29 by lefebwr@llefebwr_r400_linux_mariboro

Added VC_PERF_ACTUAL_STARVED performance counterin the SQ.
Change 129150 on 2003/10/29 by licfebwe@llefobwr r400 linux marlboro

Increasing VC mini count to i fifo_size +2.

Change 129066 on 2003/10/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- added vtx input optimization for autocount on and continued off
alization problem for vix autoceunt

- made pix thread batttiming fixes: rechiced oad on status read
data bit 19, which is the event bit, and also tried ta reduce
the load on pop_thread (part of the came path)inthe status register

- backed out a timing fix in alu instr scq that was causing a movatest to fail
- fixed lke ACTO_COUNT_SIZE definition

 

Change 128816 on 2003/10/27 by Hefebvri@llefebvr_r400_linux_marlboro
Adding VC performance counters in the SQ.
Removed the SX->RB warnings on non-initialized GPR chamels.

Change 128675 on 2003/10/27 by smoss@ismoss_xenos_linux_orl
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Change 128209 on 2003/1 0/23 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_martbare

- timing fixes for constant store read address
Change 128195 on 2003/10/23 by ramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Fix a problem with yield_optimize

Change 12848 on2003/10/23 by Hefebw@llefebwr_r400_linux_marlboro
Fixed problemin the active counters wien both pixels and vertexes were processing atthe same time.

Change 128019 on 2063/10/23 by mamsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

ge back to prev version

Change 127895 on 1063/10/22 by vromak er@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbaro

- timing fixes for gpr alloc
Change 127872 on 2063/10/22 by mamsey@irramsey_xenos_linux_orl

fixes for MT3 functions

Change 127861 on 1003/10/22 by Hefebw@llefebwr_r400_linux_marlboro
Fixing TP and VC syne stalls for both pixel and vertex threads,

Change 127742 on 2003/10/22 by Hefebwr@illefeowr_r400_linux_marlboro
 Removed the warnings from the sp->sx trackers and sx

Now ernulator is always executing the scalar instraction even in the case of a3 operand
veelur upcode. This is iu inutch with random shaders

 

Change 127730 on 2003/10/22 by mamsey@rramsey_xenoslinux_orl

Fix a bug with start_of_clause
Change 127580 on 2003/L0/21 by daul@danhxenos_linux_orl

Changed any_pred_hi and anv_pred_lo generation, now the predicate and valid bits are
now related to the thread that the CFS is working on.
Change 127397 on 1003/1 0/20 by Hefebw@llefewr_r400_| ux_marlboro

Added an event windowfor pixels. There was a problem in the global event window asif
both pixels and vertexes were turned on at the same time, as soon ag one wentoff it was tuming
off the whele window. Thisfixes pixel counters being 0 for some tests.
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Change 127325 on 1603/10/26byvromaker@vromaker_1400_linnx_martbaro

- updated VC injecter to handle multi-cycle returns (the number ofcycles, 1 to 4, is
read from the ve_rp_sp.dmy 

Change 127313 on 2003/10/26 by dclifton@delifton_1400

Updated to testbench changes.

Chanec 127269 on 2003/10/15 by rramscy@rramscy xcnos linux orl

Change behave mem_model in spi so its read diy matches the real mem
Send interp_valid and ij_line Iclk early to account for 2clk read dly

 
  

Fix spi_sp tracker so it works with early valid
Change thread_buf and cfs machines so only fetches can modify the

The alu machines only read the value outofthe buifer. fetch pendingGel rid ofa bunch uf extra else’ clauses 

Change 127051 on 2003/10/17 by rramsey@RRAMSEYb4400win

udpate spreadsheet with 10/17/03 results
modify script 90 it automatically handles reports with/without rentime

 

Change 127079 on 2003/10/17 by smossi@jsmoss_xenos_linux_art

initialized mernorycontroller fer sc and sx to allow real memories to workin tb_sqsp
Change 126983 on 2003/10/16 by vromaker@wromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

fixed code that was causing a latch in synthesis

Change 126908 on 2603/10/16 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_ori
absolute modifier for constants should agplyto all source constants

Change 126823 on 2003/LQ/1S by rramsey@ramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Add save tracker te ec testbonch when running with orlando trackers
Rework some ofthe alu/tex constant logic to get rid of the bug that
was allowiug threads before all of Uke constants furtheir context had bee:

 

  
Change 126796 on 2003/10/15 by vromaker@vwromaker_r100_linux_marlboro

 - hooked up the acw alu_arb_policy andt
temporarily tied the tx_cache_sel input to
since it is being incorrectly set to 1 bybru

 _cache_sel register bits (but€ vix thread buff low 
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Change 125697 on 2003/16/68 by daugd@dougd_r400_linnx_martboro

fixed bug in eqn for *sync_glu_stall
Change 125660 cn 2003/10/68 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl

Fix compile warnings for sq (Several missing ports)
Fix cornpile warninginsx_parameter_caches
Fix SQSPfetch_simd_sel so it lines up with the data coming out of the GPRs

 

Change 125598 on 2003/10/68 by dougd@)dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

Expanded the read back mux for rhbmdiagnostic readsto include the extra memories for SIMD2 and SIMD3.

Change 125556 on 2003/10/68 byrrams rramsey_xenos_linux_or!

Increase sq_tp_maxcount from 6 to 7
Fix a problem with the smd mux for vix_alloc_size in export_alloc
Fix a problem with pc_alloc_free_cnt in export_alloc(alloc and dealloc on same clk
wasbroken)
Make alu ctl flow andinstr trackers work with multiple simd's
Also change ese irackers to use common code fur pix/vix by selecting the type will
a parameter

Change 125540 on 2003/10/08 bydclifton@delifton_1400
Added needed include files. Strange how these compiled beforethis.

Change 125509 on 2003/10/07 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

change perfcounters alu(G/1}_fifo_empty_simd* to count
alu(O/L)_stall_simd* instead.

 

Change 125370 on 2603/10/67 by mearl@mearl_xenos_finux_ort
 Fixed the SQ bug when bad pipe exists before a good pipe. Also, updatedthe RT trackers in the SC testbench. 

Change 125278 cn 2003/10/07 by dougd@dougd_1400_linux_marlbore

Added a new state register, vc_fifo_depths[1reqfifodepth to
sq_rbbm_interface.v and wiredit up to the compare logic for
ve mini count q in sq fetch arb.v.

 

Correcied a type in sq_vtx_ctl.vthat affected synthesis.

Change 125260 on 2003/10/07 by dclifton@dclifton_ri00
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Change 126483 on 2003/10/13 by mearl@ueurl_xenos_linwx_orl

Fix One Prim Per Clock bug in sq_ptr_buff. Revert changes in sq_pix_ctl to make
2 prim interp chang sier. Pat known primdata data on all quads across packer
te iterator interface. Fix dumps for ne_inc_pix_cnt signal.

  

Change 126450 on 2003/10/13 by donaldi@idcenal dl_xenos_] X_orl

Delayed SQ_S_sp_simd_id an extra clock to line up for reduduncy use.

Change 126362 on 2003/L0/13 by rramscy@rramscy xenos linux orl

Change sq_sp_interp dump so it containsail of the pass_count and wrap passes
through the interpolator
Add spi_sp tracker (enabled with ENABLESPITRACKERdefine)

 

Change 126324 on 2003/10/13 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

Added logic to generate read enables for the 4 map rams in sq_ahiconst_rams.v
Added SQ_CONTEXLMISC_YEILDOPTIMIZEregister to sq_rbbm_interface.v

Change 126234 on 2003/10/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore
- added export arbiter module that will Limit the number of color buffer export

threads to one every 4 clacks
- hooked up the export blocker outputs and cormmented out the previous exportig code

ort alloc arbiter inputs to cxp alloc ctl module so that the buf avail
counter will be updated by the export allocs

- added lagic ta supper. the export. arhiter to the vertex and pixel thread buffers
ert the export arbiter to the thread arbiter

- separated the exportalloc request out ofthe alu request logic in the status register,
and added an output for the export alloc request

 

  

Change 126226 on 2003/10/10 by cbrennan@cbrennan_c400_emu

Release from my emu branch: texture stacks for IP as well.Leda rule tweaks
add more .rg files

Change 125806 on 2063/10/09 by cbreman@cbreunan_1400_release

Temporarily reduce the num SQ_TP vectors in tight back to 6 until fifo overtlows can befixed.

Change 125780 on 2003/10/09 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linwx_orl

update sx test inputs to match the established convention
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Updates for a couple offifas in sq and new block in sp

Change 125959 on 2003/10/06 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
Fix sq_sx file read in th_sqsp
Add new tracker for shader writes to gpr
Add myselfto failing regression email list

 

Change 124864 on 2063/10/03 by ramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
add some missing wire declarations

Change 124830 on 2003/10/03 by mamsey@irramsey_xenos_linux_orl

move an adderin front of aregister and change to a fifo with registered
outputs to help timing

Change 124797 on 2603/16/03 by douged@dangd_r406_linex_marthore

Removed all references to SIMD! DISABLE in sq.v and sq_rbbm_interface.v.
 Added 32 new performance counters: many are for SEMD2 and SIMD3 but

vthicr existing counters were exparded to differentiate belween vertex.
and pixel counts. There are now 95 performance counters in the sq.

 

Change 124774 on 2603/10/03 by smi ismoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
re-cnabled behavioral memories until real memories are working

Change 124741 on 2603/10/03 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linux_orl

fix name on sx test pin
Change 124738 on 2003/10/03 by smuss@sunoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress 

<Orlando Hardware Regression Results >

Change 124634 on 2063/10/02 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_orl
adding cond_pred optimize to control How sey

Change 124434 on 2003/L0/U1 by mmang@iramangxenos_linux_orl

1. Tamed on 3 simds in emulator (sc interp.cpp.
sq_block_medel. anduser_block_model.cpp).

2. Tumed on 3 simdsin rtl (sc_packer.y,
tb_sqgp.v, and vgt.v).

ed bug in chip_vctree to get SQ_VC_simd_id
and TC_VC_simd hooked up correctly.
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4. Fixed bug in sc_packer.v related to having a 2
bit. sirmd_id_sel

Change 124292 on 1003/L0/01 byrramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_or!
Change 5q_vet_rtr to be driven based on fifo full, rather than bythe vsrload state machine

Change 124203 on 2003/10/01 by dougd@dougd_r40U_linux_marlboro

The four existing SYNC STALL counters were separated into
(8) pix and vtx stall counters.The two ALU INSTRUCTION ISSUED counters were madeto increment
by 12,3 or 4The two CF INSTRUCTION ISSUEDcounters were made to increment
by1,2,3,4,5 or 6.
Added‘ ifdeP's ty sq_perfinon_wrapper for SIMB1, SIMD2, SIMD3.

perfmon event window:
An enable for the performance counters is generated by events receivedfrom the VGT andor SC which create a windowoftime when the counters
will be active. All of the perf counters are now contrelled bvthis enable.

 

Change 123984 on 2003/09/36 by bhankins@bhankin  ;Xenos_linux_ort

change names of sx i/o ROM _MCn_disable signals
Change 123966 on 2003/09/36 by sme! @smoss_xenos_linux_ort

using real memories for sqsp

Change 123952 on 2603/09/26 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_orl
<added changes for 2 priminterpolation to the spi and sq and ali top level interconnects,

and sq_sx_sp_simd_id for redundancy control, and all changesto test bench as well as some
neverilog error messages. Some other misc top level clean up>

Changs 123918 on 2003/09/25 by rramsey@rramscy xcnos linux or!

Change ip_sysp dump lo use FMT_32_32_32_32_FLOAT
Remove a monitor from totrk_se for now since it ‘aken for ONEFPC
Needto register the if inputs to aiq since they are put in the fifoone clk after the transfer
Fix the exce am se itis 4 clks oven when switching clauses
Removeone clk of latency on tp_dec from feich_arb
Fix the strap bits in sq.v so the tp and ve cfs and if machines get
two read cycles out of $ when we have twoinstruction stores
Change the tp_sq dec input and Force the tp_sp formatin tb_sqsp
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Change 123260 on 2003/09/25 by mmangiZimmangxenos_linuy_orl

. For Vivien E., added new simd memories and star patch in/out wires.

. in vertex thread buifer, fixed bug in simd2 alustate registers.

. in pixel thread buffer, fixed bug in simd2/3 cf state read data.
Adjusted sid id bus width for sq to tp tracker.
In sq.v, added vertex shader and pixel shader constant base and

size connections to simd2/3 aly instruction sequencers.

 weeRe  

Change 123113 on 2003/09/24 by Hefebvr@ilefebwr 400 linux marlboro

Fixed the antocountpixeltiming by removing 5 pipeline registers in the SQ contrat path
Also fixed the counter's with back to 17 bits Grom 19) int both the vertex and pixel path such
that wh hits the SP it is of the correct 23 bits width (17 bits count + 2 bits phase + 4 bits

his fixes r40Gvet_multi_pess_pix_shader_91 at the sqspsx testbench level.  
Change 123082 on 2003/09/24 by meurhG@meurl_crayola_linux_orl

tb files updated for ONEPRIMPERCLOCK,bug fix in interpolators for
ONE_PRIMPERCLOCK

 

Change 123076 on 2003/09/24 by donaldl@donaldl_xenos_linux_orl

Connected ROM block redundancysignals
Added sq export address butfer support.

Changs 122865 on 2003/09/23 by dousd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

fixed typo

Change 122699 on 2003/09/23 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

fix typo (change blocking to non-blocking assignment)

Change 122683 on 2003/09/23 by mearl@mearl_crayala_linesx_ort

Oneprimitieve per clock changes in the back of the SC andfrontof the SQ. Right now,

  to
ce Unis already e2 itt

eaderv. Also, the sim.cfg file does not have an ifdef, so is hardeaded ta one prim  per clock.

Changs 122558 on 2003/09/22 by dousd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

1. changed sq_stdrisdks2p8x1 04cm isw6 to sq_stdrfsdks?p8xl¢Scmisw0 in
sq_ve_skid_bufw

2. added timing fixes to sq_aluconst_mem.v, sq_aluconst_rams.v and
sq_instruction_store.v
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Fix die Uf’ se ils sale mnachine is 4 clks between clauses and change
it so G count execs can be merged into the instruction ahead of them
Fix the tex_instr_seq for the case where tp_dec happens on the same
clk the fee state machine kicks off (instr were getting dropped)
Check in Scott's vet change to clamp vix_reuse based on good pipes

 
  

Change 123798 on 1663/09/29 by donaldi@dcnaldi_xenos_] X_orl

‘leraporary hook-up of SQ_SX_interp_Zprim to zero going to SX until
SQ changes for 2 prims is complete.

Change 123755 on 2003/09/29 by mearl@meari_xenos_linux_orl

Fix for timing problems, submitting new memories, using real memories for regressions.

Change 123528 on 2003/09/26 by llefebwr@llefebwr_r400_linux_maribora
    The sp: ip aud sy-ve dackers nuw all uve the pt ered valid bits Lo kuow

whatis valid. Thns they are now compatible with the redundant pipe. They should track correctly
in any bad pipe configuration. ‘hey however don’t compare the RSP data for now (waits for the
HWimplementation)

 
 

Change 123515 on 2003/09/26 by bhankins@bhankins_xenos_linux_orl

- add sx_redundancy.v to hierarchy to try and improve ontiming
- add EXPBUB_112DEBP switch. commentoutin sx_detines.v to enableall 128 locations of the color export buffer to be used
-add ONE STAR PROCESSORswitch. commentout in sx defines.vto use

two star process
- add support for thread id and threadtype for debug.

c changesfor timing which don't change the logic

 
 

 
 

Change 123485 on 1003/09/26 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
Tremoved these files prematurely.

Change 123462 on 2003/09/26 by delifton@dclifton_r400

disabled USE BELIAVE MEM. Changed 8x104 ram in sq to 8x105.

Cuuuge 123343 on 2063/09/25 by dougd@dougd1400_linux_taarlbore

adding the x05 virage memories and deleting the x1 04 used in the sq_vc_skid_buf
Change 123331 on 2003/09/25 by dougd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

usq_aluQ1_state_mem is used twice as the instance name so I changed
the Ind one to usq_alu23_state_mem.
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Change 122520 on 2003/09/22 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linuxmarlboro

timing fixos - added registers for vs and ps base andsize after the
context register read mux

Change 12240? on 1603/09/20 by mmang@mmang_crayola_linux_orl
1. Added simd2 and simd3to cade.
2. Added simd2 to synthesized code.
4 q.blk and sq_rbbm_interface, added

DR_READ_MEMORY, DR_WEN_MEMORY_2, and DR_WEN_MEMORY_3
toSQ_MISC_DEBLG register.

eader.v, turned on SIMD2_PRESENT.
sc_packer.v, tumed on SIMD2 but don't use it

with SIMD2_PRESENTTEMP.
q_dluconst_ment.v, sy_aluconst_top.y, sy_efe.v,

and sq_instmetion_store v, hookedup DR_WEN_MEMOR Y_2
and DBWENMEMORY3 to appropriate SIMD2/3 memories.

‘q_sxport_alloc.v, handle position/main export id
and parameter cache thread base for 2/3. Beable
to handle one type down simd0/? and a different typedownsimd2/3 oF sane clock.
Tn sq_pix_ctlv and sq_vtx_ctl.v, multiple simd

gpr_allec blocks return different acks, spr bases,
and gpr maxes.

q <xp alloc ctrl.v, handic position/main export
buffer management. Be able handle one type down
simd0/1 and a different type down simd2/3 on the sameclock.

16. In sq_pix_thread_butt.yand sq_vix_pix_thread_butty,
added muxing end memories to handle status bits, cfs
state, and alu state. Simd? mirrors simd6, whilesindmirrors sind.

Ti. Tn sqstamis_reg.v, added simd2/3 arb requests and
status bit writing from simd/3

12. In tb_sgep.y, fixed seme bugs related to pspv_wr_en,
pred_override, const_addr, and const_valid hook ups.

13. In tbirk_spsx.v, SIMD_FPRESENT conditional delaying
aud management of tread_id and Uiread_type fortracker,

14. In tbtrk_sq_pix_rs_input.v and tbtrk_sq_vix_ts_inputy,
temporary kiug to hock up bObL_predicate instead of

   

 
  

ot    
 

 
oo

  
  

 

  

  prey, added simd2/3 tracking of
 gpr_int_wen inter?16. In sq_tex_instr_queue.v, get gpr_max from eppropriate

simd data.<enter description here>
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Chuuge 121731 on 2003/09/17 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_win

add runtime to report
update spreadsheet with 9/17/2003 results

Change 121629 on 2003/09/16 by danh@danh_cravolal_linux_orl

emoved XYpipe delay, XYdata is now processed by the interpolatars

Change 121559 on 2603/09/16 bytien@tien_1500_emu
Reverse order of TP (vfetch and tfetch) const

Change 121537on 2003/09/16 by smossi@jsmoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

increasing interface idle timeout for randoms
Chunge 121348 on 2003/09/15 by dougd@iduugd_1400_linux_marlbore

i. corrected the trigger events for VIX_SWAP_IN, VEX_SWAPOUT,
PIX_SWAP_IN, PIX_SWAP_OUT, CONSTANTSUSEDSIMDO and

CONSTANTS USED_SIMDG.2. made event counters for these used multibit increment values
3.added "+incdir+SPARTS_LIB/src/gix/sp"to ves_top.ini to pick up

sp_defines.vincluded in sq_ais_outputv

  

Change 121332 on 2003/09/15 by rramsey@rramsey_craycla_linux_orl
Change gix_ctl so deallocs with real pixel vectors don't free param
cache space until interpolation is almost. complete
Wire up the vc_sp valid signals correctly
Fix sx_sp_pcdata tracker

  

Change 121292 on 2003/09/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_mariboro

fixed incorrect loading of Isop indices from the thread buffer inta
the ctl flow sequencer, this was causing a problem with the test
ri00sq_const_index_07

Change 121278 on 2603/09/15 bydclifton@dclifton_1400

Added to SC include directory list

Change 121219 on 2003/09/14 bysmossi@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
<Orlando Hardware Regression Results >

Change 121157 on2003/09/13 by smess@smoss_craycla_linux_orl_regress
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Change 120423 on 2003/09/16 by donaldli@donald!_crayola_linux_orl
 Added redundancylogic.

Change 120397 on 2003/09/16 by rramsey@eramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Add code to keep the ve and tp inject routines trom cicbbering each other
Fix ve inject routine so it handles formats that require double returns

Change 120296 cn 2003/09/09 by dougd@dougd_1400_linux_marlboro

added ‘include "register_addr.v"

Change 120270 on 2003/09/09 by Hefebwr@ilefebwr_1400_linux_mariboro
Now reading the SIMD_ID fromthe dump in the tacker. Nol doing anything withit

however. Tt is jist read in orderto get to the valid data afterit

Change 120190 on 2003/09/09 by dougd@dougd_1400_linux_marlboro
changed SQ_RB_event te 3Q_RB_event_pulse and declared as cutput from sq.v

Change 120087 on 7003/09/68 by dougd@idougd_r400_linwx_mariboro

Fixed 2 bugs in Real Time address logic in aluconst.
Added correct default value for INST BASE VTX in sq rbbm interfacc.v
Fixed bug in Real Time write data buffer in sq_instruction_store.v
Added missing input/output dectarations for SIMD2 & SIMD3signals to

sq_aluconst_top.v
Clean up missing SIMD2, SIMD3 wire declarations in sq.v for the aluconst, is and cfc

 

Change 119982 on 2003/09/08 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
added defanits to case staternents

Change 119853 on 2603/09/06 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
Changes to make quad processing resources programmable

Change 119747 on 2663/00/08 by dani @idanh_cravolal_linex_ort

Removed SQ_SP_interp_mode, SQ_SP_interp_buff_swap, added all SPI Redundant SP
ports‘conncetions.

 Change 119736 on 2003/09/65 by danh@danh_cravolal_linux_orl

removed SQSP_interp_mode,SQ_SP_interp_buff_swap, added SQ_SP_interp_simd_idfor Redundant SP
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Xenos updates

Change 121065 on 2003/09/12 by donaldi@idcnald!_crayala_lnux_orl

Registered ROM_EN_RSP and ROM_PIPE_SEL[3:0].
Change 120916 on 2003/09/12 by donaldi@idenaldl_crayola_linux_orl

Removed SPtoSQ killtype and kill_vatid signals and addedthem intemally
in the SQ. Dene to save some gates and alse te avoid having to add
redundancylogic te them.

Change 120887 on 2003/09/12 by bhankins@bhenkinscrayola_linux_orl

- Add sx_mem_export.v medule to capture pixel addresses and
calculate rb id values for use in export to memory
Add support for redundancy logic. Inputs are current
tied low in Lb_sysp.v aud chip_sx.tree,
Add non-synthesizable logic to route thread id and thread
type from sq through sx and out to rb for test. Allows
tracker te identify export te memories, and te dis i
between them. Tisd low in chip_sx.tree and tb.
All associated I/O and logic is qualified on ‘ifdef SIM.
Remove the register in sx_export_control_common.vthat was
requiring somesigrials on the sq alloc interface ta be present
one clock before the valid. Now, allsq_sx_exp_ signals are
expected to be valid only when sq_sx_exp valid — 1.
Add a register in the gencration ofthefinal pixel add:
value for export to memory, to iry and improvea

 
 
 

  

 
 

 
 

  
 

Change 120645 on 2003/09/11 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
 Remove some um

Add reset condition for primdata pipe stages in qdpr_prec
Fix a bug with tp_countin fetch_arb when renning with the VC
Trcrease loop_ent for ve inject in th_sqsp

Change 120592 on 2003/09/10 by vromaker@vromaker_ri100_linux_marlboro
changed $Q_hs_belk, TST_SQ_rf_star_wrcek, TST_S3Q_hs_star_wrck so they

are defined withoutike [6:0] rage
 

Change 120510 on 2003/09/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_lHnux_marlbore
fix for SQ VC simd idtypo

Change 120426 on 2063/09/10 by donaldi@idonaldl_craycla_linux_crt

Added redundancylogic.
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Change 119733 on 2003/09/05 by danh@danh_crayolal_linux_ori

removed SQ SP interp mode, added SQ SP intcrp simd id for Redundant SP
capability.

 Change 119857 on 1003/09/04 by dclifton@dcliften_r400
 added sq_export_blocker to makefile
Fixed TP SP data valid signal

Change 119422 on 1003/09/04 by mmang@immang_crayota_linx_orl

removed ve_sp tor now

Change 119294 on 2003/09/03 by vromaker@)vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- instatiation of sq export blacker at sq top level
- thread buffer timing fix related to status read/export count update

Change 119193 on 1063/09/03 by vromaker@vromaker 100 linux marlboro

new file Lor urbitrating belween exporting direads

Change 119127 on 2003/09/02 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro
Added the oxtra memorics and their support to the instruction and
constant stores to support 4 SIMD's. These memories andtheir
required wiring and control are instantiated with ‘ifdef and use
the SIMDn_PRESENT macros defined in header.vRemoved the use of SIMD! macro.

   
 

Change 118878 on 2003/08/30 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

fix a deadiack condition between the input. arb and vtx input controler

Change 118743 on 2003/08/29 byviviana@viviana_crayola2_syn
Configurationfile to build the virage memories with 2 register in the

320x372 cle memory.

Change 118694 on 2002/08/29 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

changes for random backpressure

Change 118622 on 2003/08/28 by llefebvwr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
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Modified the Orlando trackers to only compare valid clamnels. This replaces Uhe
OXDEADNEAD vahies we had previoushy. Note that ary uninitialized charmel will generate a
tracker wamingstill.Modified interfacesare:

1) SX->SP parameter cache date
2) SP>SxX
HS 

1 lefi alone the SX->P Ainterface as we did not have problems overit. The qualifiers are
there however if anyone wants to do it.

Change 118589 on 2003/08/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_mariboro

oo tix for loop index clamping and constant address generation (both index and offset

“enti * changed the connection of the real time bit such that it now goes directly from the AIO
tele ATS outpit. mux (and not thrithe ATS)- sq_tests.simpleregindexing tests now pass

Change 118531 on 2003/08/28 bydclifton@delifton_1400
tied the upperbit of sq_tp_trk_simd_id low.

Change 118490 on 2003/08/28 by dclitton(@@delifton_1400
Clean up of unused signals, fix of STAR signals in sp.v

Change 118397 on 2003/08/27 by stross@smoss_craycla_linnx_orl_regress

<Orlando Hardware Regression Results >

Change 119215 on 2003/08/26 by vromaker@vromaker_rt00_linux_marlboro

changed define for SQ_VC_MINT_MAXCOUNT from 16 t9 32

Change 118200 cn 2003/08/26 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

 
Change 118130 on 2003/08/26 by delifton@delifton_1100

Added thtrk_sqvc, fixed vector engine assignments. 

Change 118128 on 2003/08/26 by delifton@delifton_r40d
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adding sq-ve tracker (not debugged yet- just checking in working copy}

Changc 116380 on 2003/08/13 by mmangi@mmang crayola linux orl

i. Added separate gpr allocation/deallucation
ds (SG
 sq_vtx_thread_buff, sq_pix_ctl, andsq_v

. Made thread arb poll cfs rtr on a4 clockintervalin orderte ensure the arbiters
stayed in phase between simds

. Created new interface signal between:
thread_arb and export_allec to leck export_id
and parameter cache base for each sind. In
addition, created registers for these values
for cavh sad im order to ensure they gotallacated in order.

4. in output, used simd to mask pix_ctl gprwrites to different simds.
In tb sqsp, added simd id and gpr write address

to texture latencyfifo to help trackers and
read inject return files.
In tex_instr_queue, grab appropriate gpr_maxbased cn simd id.

we

w  

 

 w

a

Changc 116303 on 2003/08/13 by danh@danh 1400 win

Updated failing tests stat 

Change 115781 on 2003/08/11 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4r400_win

update sq status
add runtinic colurin lo report so it works wilh ihe spreadsheet script 

Change 115728 on 2003/08/16 by rramsey@rramsey_craycla_linux_ort

Change SQ to hold offpopping the RBBM skid fifo while map copies are in
progress. This fixes the problem where gfx_copywrites were being missed
if they were less dian 8 clks apart.
Get rid of extrs write into RRRMskid fifo for reads, and instead zero out
we andre outof fife if it's empty. ‘he fifo was overflowing ¢ filling
entry was a read, since one additional entry etting pushed.

x Sp pcdata tracker now ignores 4fScaddf (unwritten pe locations)
ixaproblemin the sqsg testbench that waz causing rbbmwrites to be dropped

ifthe sq exerted back pressure.

 
 

    

Change 115620 on 2003/08/08 by dougd@dougd_1100_linux_marlboro
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Added definable # of simd’sto sp.

Change 117937 on 2003/08/25 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_raarlbore

Fixed some wiring errors in the wrapper that prevented some counters from working.
Change 117706 on 2003/08/22 by mmantor@mmantor_crayola_linux_orl

<added new ports and/or expanded to two bits to vgt, sy, and pa for simd_id with
modificati. s to their test benches and addedifdef with bad pipe signals to input of vet, replaced SIMD1 macro with
SIMD1_ PRESENT macroin the SC fites>    

Change 117704 on 2003/08/22 by mmantor@mmantor_crayola_linux_orl

“Fixed conflict between vec_3op_no_swap and scalar_const_op to control swizzle
correctly for the scalar engine and deliever the special spr read address created in the
sq_ais_output bluck=

Change 117631 on 2003/08/21 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linuxmarlboro

- fix for VC_SQ_data_rdy(this was being as:
cause any ofthe tests to fail...)

erted too often, bui did not 

Change 117627 on 2003/08/21 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_lHnux_marlbore

VCtracker added to tb_s p

 Change 117504 on 2003/08/21 by mmang@immang_crayela_linux_ort

Increased simd_id wiresto 2 bits throughout SQ. SC extemal
interfaces are still only 1 bit.

2. Made SQ simd 1 blocks conditional based on SIMD'LPRESENTin
header.v. Realigned some code in anticipation of SIMD2 and SIMD3.

Change TE7311 on 2663/08/20 by rramsey@iramsey_crayola_linux_arl 

Changes to se for 4 qd/clk picker in KILL_ALLPIXELS mode
Check in sc momory updates for Vivian
Add some missing connections in sqsp te fix compile warnings
Ge Lo a global define for ull trackers to comticl x vs 0 ristmatchAvarning

(MISMATCH_X_VS_0)

 

Change 116887 on 2003/08/18 by dougd@dougd1100_linux_taarlboro
restore the ‘ifdef USE_BEHAVE_MEMthat was removed for
testing of virage behavioral mo 

Change 116795 on 2002/08/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_lnex_marlboro
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1. change all hs virage memories & files ta have suhword sive in name
2. added diagnostic write enable from rbbm interface register to the modules

with extra memories to support multiple SIMDs
Change 115595 on 2003/08/08 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro 

fixed the path for the real time bit down the alu pipe!to reach the constant and instruction stores.  

Change 115581 on2003/08/08 by rramscy@RRAMSEY P4 r400 win

update sq status

Change 115492 on 2003/08/07 by mmang@immangcraycla_linux_ort

change orderof include paths for ster_addrv 
Change 115436 on 1603/08/07 by dan @danh_r460_win

 
Updated status (lines 271-284).

Change 115426 on 2063/08/07 by dclifton@dclifton_r400
Added another block

 Change 115274 on 2003/08/06 by smi Gismoss_crayola_win
monitor strange nesim errors

Change 115254 on 2003/08/06 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win

fixing deaddead
Change L15241 on 2003/08/06 by dougd@duugd_1400_linux_marlbore

1. corrected the connections te sq_perfmon_wrapper to enable theALU active counters.
 
 

ns ( [0:6] } to scalar
ie syallies

2. changed a few 1 bit vector declar:
on 5Q outputs because it caused errur  

Change 115159 on 2002/08/06 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Change sq alu instr seq so apr rd cn is not asserted when reading constants
Changes to thread_arb, ctl_flow_seq, and status_reg to get memexports flowing 

Change 115122 on 2003/08/06 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P: r40¢_win
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Update with Aug6 sanity results wid add a new worksheet tut has failures sorted by
failure type

Change 115115 on 2003/08/06 by smessi@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
Randy's keeping me honest

Change 115114 on 2003/08/06 by rramsey@ramsey_craycla_linux_orl

add some missing dummy dumpfiles
Change 115049 on 2003/08/65 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_win

Put some comments on all ofthe failing tests so we can try to bin the issues for
debugging

Change 115047 on 2003/08/05 by rramsey@erramsey_crayola_linuwx_orl

Adal register to hold pipe disable bits te th_sqsp
Hook sx instance up to correct set of RBBM signais in to_sqsp
Increase depth of sc state avail fifo since some events need
to go throughthat path

Change sx pa tracker to always opens its files so it doesn't
cause hangs when the files are empty
Add deacddead and a selectable x_vs_( misraatch disable (reports
a warning rather than a mismatch) to tbirk_sx_rb.v

 

Change 114774 on 2003/08/04 by rramscy@RRAMSEY P4 r400 win 

update sqspsx stamis

Change 114796 on 2003/08/04 by danh@danh_r400_win

Updated r400sq_* status.

Change 114427 on 2003/08/01 by smo: sraass_craycla_linux_orl_regress

added rb_sx dump
Changs 114404 on 2003/08/01 by amys@amys_r400_regress_linux

changes madeto fix running nesim using Orlando trackers

Change 114305 on 2003/07/41 by vromaker@womaker_r109_linux_marlboro
cleaned up the path of ism_state downthroughthe
instruction pipelines and removed the defparamsused in the
multiple instantiations of several modules.
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Change 113207 on 2003/07/25 by danh@ldanh_r400_win

Updated the r400sq_* status.
Change 113039 on 2003/07/24 by danh@danh_cravolal_linwx_orl

Changed 31 mst_addr_rel generation so it matches the emulatar cade. 

Change 112899 on 2003/07/24 by danh@danh_crayolal_linux_orl
Changed src_c_const_addr_rel generation.

Change 112882 on2003/07/24 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4400win

update sqspsx status
Change 112600 on 2003/07/23 by rramsey@rramsey_craycla_linux_ort

Change sx-rb trackers so they always open theirfiles at time U0,
that way they don't cause hangs for tests that don't hit any quads
Hookup the rea! pixel mask in the sx rb color tracker

Change 112375 on 2003/07/22 by wronraker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
- fixed VC interface counter

Chango 112335 on 2003/07/22 by danh@danh 1400 win

Updated the r400sq” status.

Change 112289 on 2003/07/22 by dclitton@dclifton_1400

Updated staging registers in sp_macc.
scalarlat.

Test. signals connected.
 

Change 112108 on 2003/07/21 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4_1400_win
update with 07/21 status  nd seme comments on the failing tests

Change 112073 on 2603/07/21 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_martboro

- fix for SQ_VC interface
- TP SQ dec was hooked up to the interface counter
- timing fix in vtx theead buffer
- simd_num connected thr: ptr buff and pix ctlto pix thread buff
- performance fix in pix ctl

Change 112034 cn 2003/07/19 by rramsey@rrarsey_crayola_linux_orl
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Chunge 114167 on 2003/07/31 by dau@dauhr400_win

Updated the r400sq_™ status.

Change 114159 on 2003/07/31 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r4@0_win
update status. remove some CP tests that don't anything al sqsp.

Change 113990 on 2002/07/30 byrramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Changes to supportreal time prims.
Tests that draw rt only now drive sc inputsREBM stream is held off while each rt prim processes so
it code/const/params are not clobbered

 

Change 113953 on 1003/07/30 by danh @danh_r400_win
 Updated r400sq_* status.

Change 113538 on 2003/07/28 by dougd@ldougdr400_linux_rariboro

added definet+virage_ignore_read_addx to support virage behavoral models
Change 113548 on 1063/07/28 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_raariboro

Added missing register stage in memory address path that caused
memory failures only with the virage behavoral model.

Change 113503 on 2003/07/28 by rramse IRRAMSEY_P4_r400_win
update sq stats

Change 113302 on 1603/07/25 by danh@danh_r460_win
Updated r430sq_* status.

Change 113293 on 2003/07/25 by rramsey@RRAMSE Y_P4_r406_win

update sq status

Chunge 113286 on 2003/07/25 by vromuker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlbure

- afew more fixes for SQ_VC/TPinterfaces; ihe sq mini-regress now passeswith the VC turned on

Change 113223 on 2003/07/25 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

uncomment driver for SQ_SP_interp_xyline
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Change ves build script so coveris off by default
Get rid of some cornpile warnings in tb_:
Change sx rb color tracker so it docan't use the sx rb quad dump
to get pixel masks

 

Change 111986 on 2003/07/18 by dougdg@dougdr4060_linux_marlboro 

Added dummy memsforall virage memorie that didn't alreadyhave them.
Moved memory data output register in sq_cfc.v into the memory and dummy memory.
Replaced all virage memories, ctc. to get the memory needed for sq_cfct.v

Change 111905 on 2003/07/18 by ygiang@ygiangr400_pv2_marlboro

added: new perf counters for sq hardwere
 Change 111807 on 2003/07/18 by unnantor@uunantor_crayola_|

<added new dummyfile for test cases that needed it>

Change 111736 on 2063/07/17 by mmang@immang crayola linux orl

Added sp->ux export arbitration between mull d cugines.
Added register after instr_start OR of multiple simd engines by
taking unregistered signal out cf sq_ais_output.

 
 

Change 111732 on 2003/07/17 by rramscy@RRAMSEY P4 r460 win

Update with regression results, plus a couple of my own

Change 111726 on 2003/07/17 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

modified $valueSplusargs to keep cadence happy

Change 111692 on 1063/07/17 by dank @danh_r400_win

Updated the ri00sq* status.
Change 111650 on 2003/07/17 by namsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Add pasx done to testhench timeout logic

Change 111628 on 2003/07/17 by smoss_crayola_linux_or!_regress
changed tbmod_fake_pa for nesim because all requests weren't occur this was also

true for ves but sim was passing. changed buildt for nc to not run asim after a compile
  

Change 111612 on 2003/07/17 by moev@moev2_c100_linux_marlboro
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Clean up Files no longer used by the verification flow

Change 111603 on 2003/07/17 byrmoev@moevl_1400_linux_marlbore

SQ changes to test Virage's HS memories.
Change 111419 on 2003/07/16 by rramsey@rramsey_craycla_linux_orl

Connect ‘I'S'T_awt_enable to vc_skid_buf and wire it up to the top level

Chanec 111381 on 2003/07/16 by rramscy@rramscycrayola linux orl
 Fix compile result check in buildtb

Tie off sx related done signals when the sx is not there
and spit them cutifit is there and the tb hangs
Don't source sx_sp_pcdata dtimulus when using live sxRemove extraifdef

 

Change 111353 on 2603/07/16 by bhankins@bhankins_crayola_limex_ort

when the sx is present, include the ex trackers in on the decision to stop the simulation
Change 111345 on 2003/07/16 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_win

Fix the update script to haridie ‘run tirne’ being reported
Redethe last status update to the spreadsheetsince ‘run time!
caused all the fields to get shifted

Change 111342 on 2003/07/16 by sm (@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

<Orlando Hardware Regression Reaults >

Change 111317 on 2003/07/15 by mmang@mmangcrayola_linux_orl
Blocking/non-blocking fix found by synthesis.

Change 111305 on 2003/07/15 by smoss@lsmoss_crayola_win

updats

Change 111303 on 2003/07/15 by rramsey@iramsey_craycla_linux_ort

allow pa/sx requests before the rbbr file is empty
Chanec 111286 on 2003/07/15 by rramscy@rramscy crayola linux orl

need to wait for vc_doneif serialize and vc_pending

Change 111275 on 2003/07/15 byrramsey@ramsey_craycla_linux_orl
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 Enlarge export memories for performancefillrate (emulator, sq, sx, rb, ferret gc,
tb_sqsp, tb_sx)

. Fix Sx diff engine Gnterpolators} for shift bug with added guard bit

. Fix compile/src code problem with s-blocks memories
Added ihe sx Lu tb_sysp by default, can still disable by macro
Added mode to tb_sqsp and th_sx to run interfaces at max rate

_ Initialized state in ve to allow cp surtace synchronizer micro code to invalidate tc/ve
. Addedtest signals to sc.v, sc_b.v, sq, sp, spi, ex and testbenches

THES CIIANGES REQUIRES THE RELEASE OF SC, 8C B, SQ, SFL SP, SX, RB,
sre/chip’chip_“*.tree files,

paris_lib/sim/test/gc/vcs_top ini, gc/tb_sqspith_sx updates andthe emulator togeather

 
 

 LABRte  

 

Change 110512 on 2003/07/11 by mmans‘@mmang_crayola_linux_orl
Fix for Vivian for synthesis in loop i607 and il.

Change 110467 on 2003/07/11 by Hefebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal

Disabling the COND EXEC PRED optimization.a COND EXEC PREDin the SO is
nowthreated like a regular EXEC. We can re-enable this optimizationin the future by putting
the tread back lo lhe RS BEFORE muking the predicate compare because now we are
comapring a dirty predicate bit set andit causes corruptions. This fixes mova_test.cpp
TEST_CASE=pMova_const.

 

Chango 110451 on 2003/07/11 by dclifton@)delifton 1400

Fixed typo for spi ram compile

Change 110401 on 2003/07/11 by viviana@viviana_crayola2_syn

Changed the sq’ve 103 memory te 104.

Change 110316 on 2603/07/16 by viviana@iviviana_crayola?_syn
 Changed the vc memory to 104 bits wide, deleted the 163 memory and rebuilt all

memories with latest version of virage. 

Change LLOL77 cn 2003/07/16 by rramsey@eramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Changesto get simd_id piped down the vertex side and into the thread
 
  

 
 

ryin sq ve skid buf inercased by I bit, so this willanew memory to be checkedin before running without USE_]
 

Change 110083 on 2603/07/09 by dougd@dougd_r490_linux_mariboro

added data output mux to select between the two memories (SIMD1, SEMD9)
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add SX_RE.GCK_SIMso the sx trackers know where they are running

Change 111132 on 2063/07/15 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!
just copying randy

Change 111123 on 2003/07/15 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

had a type in the ve_pending icgic
Change LLLLO7 on 2063/07/15 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!

updated

Change 111993 on 2003/07/15 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or! 
 

decapitating tb_.
 

Change Li L088 on 2003/07/14 by dougd¢idougdr400_linux_raariboro

added logic to support pregrammable memorysize for texcenst andaluconst stores.

Change 110899 on 2003/07/14 by rramsey@ramsey_crayola_linux_ori
 change tp/vc pending bits so they look at tgt_instr_str_vc_q bits to

determine what type of fetch is being issued

Change 110886 on 2063/07/14 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_lmux_ori
maskotf serialbit tor first instruction of a clause.
this change fixes e2blit_src_8888 and probably some other hanging
€2/ep tests

Change 110884 on 2063/07/14 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win

update with latest regression results
Change 110880 on 2003/07/14 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

 he no SX build
ofaREMOVESX itdet®

Add back in a signal declaration to
Move some signals to the other half 

Change 110669 on 2003/07/12 by smoss@smoss crayola linux orl regress
removed errant else

Change 110640 on 2003/07/12 by mmantor@mmantor_crayola_linux_orl
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for RRRMdiagnostic reads. The mux is controlled bya rbbm registerbit
in the SQ_DERUGMISC register.

Change 110066 on 2003/07/09 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

~ fixed 4 bug in tex inst: sey relaicd to back-to-back constant reads

Change 110035 on 2003/07/09 by moev@moev2_r400_linux_marlbora
Changed the IIS Star Processor connections to match the clicnts. In particular Biraf‘ail &

Err_pipor

Change 109931 on 2003/07/09 by Hefebwi@iefebvr_r400_emu_moritreal

Fixing yet another mova problem when the mova is not back to back with it's use and
there is only one waterfall pass, PVPS detection wasn't re-enabled correctly. Fixes
micva_Lesis.cpp TEST_CASE=imovas 12_nop_check

Change 109814 on 2002/07/08 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_mariboro

- contains RT bit connection from pix inputctl to pix thread buff
- added SQ_TP_simd_id output to top level

Change 109777 on 2003/07/08 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

Change 109679 on 2063/07/08 by Ucfebwe@llefebwr 1400 cmu montreal

Fixed r400sp_mova_tests.cpp TEST_CASE=mova5i2.

The PVPS detection was rightly disabled during the watertail but wasn't re-enabled for
the following instructions of the clause. I used the waterfall_done signal to re-enable the PVPS.
detection after the waterfalling.

Change 109671 on 2003/07/08 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlbore

- updated tex instr seq to sync to the texconst phase
- changed fetch erb to output both the mega grant and the mini

grant to the tex instr seq

Change 109590 on 2063/07/07 by viviana@viviana_crayola?_syn

Corrected another non-blocking assignment to blocking in a combinational logic block.
Change 109565 on 1663/07/07 byvivianaGviviana_crayola2_: 

Corrected non-blocking assignments to blocking in combinational blodk.

Change 199466 on 2003/07/07 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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fixed error in bit width of ais_real_time

Change 109126 on 2003/07/02 by dougd@dougd14190_linux_marlboro
pipelined the Real Time bit frorn the pix thread buffer down through
both arbiters, the vc. tex and alu instruction pipelinesto the alu,
tex and cfc consiant stores to enable reading the real time constants.

 

Change 109043 on 2003/07/03 by vromaker@womaker_r400_linux_marlboro
made all loop counter variables unique for sythesis

Change 108947on 2603/07/02 by delifton@dclifton_1400

Updated makefile for latest changes. Fixed testbench test signals into SP and SPI.
Change 108763 on 2003/07/01 by Hefebvi@iilefebwr_1400_emu_tnontreal

Updates for r400sq_const_index_Ox.cpp

Change 108760 on 2003/07/01 by Hefebwr@llefebwr_m400_linux_mariboro
Fixed r400sq_const_index_9.

the GC becanse cf bad ferreticp ring 
1p. Now works on the SQSP testbench. Still has issues on

uffer synchronization.
Fixed:

1) Badclamping ofthe address register in the SP
2) Bad error handling of an out of range address in the SQ

Change 108744 on 2003/07/01 by vromaker@romaker_r400_linux_marlboro
 - registered winner_ack out of thread arb for timing

- connected correct instruction store read output based on SIMDI
for VCctl flow instruction reads; now SQ_VC interface appears to
be driven correctly

- minor change to tb_sqsp (commented out random stall for TP_SQfetch
stall, which no longer exists}

Chrauge 108676 on 2003/07/61 by duusd@dougd140 )linuxmarlboro

generated trigger signals tor SIMDO,SIMD1 pertmmon counters
Changc 108585 cn 2003/06/30 by rramscy@rramscy crayola linux orl

hook up the sx_rb_quad_masksignals to the fake_rb's
not sure howthis was working at all with the live SX
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Fix the fetch_addr swizzle generation for vertex fetches (needto use  [21:30] instead of [27:26])
Fix a bug in sq_vix_ctl related to gpratlocation (size requested was
off by a clock}

Chungs 108063 on 2003/06/26 by viviauz@viviena_crayclu2_vyn

Regenerated the high speed memories to add two instances ofthe 1280x128 and twoinstances of the
409696.

Change 108024 on 2603/06/26 by rmantan@FT._mrnantor!.T_r400_win

remove template tile having problems in ncverilog

Change 107822 on 2003/06/25 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_win

and another syntax error

Change 107820 on 2003/06/25 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4_r400_win
fix decimal vs hex problem

Change 167817 on 2003/06/25 by thsien@thsien_r400_LT

correct syntax error

Change 107801 on 2003/06/25 by srayc@graye_crayola2_linux_orl

fix syntax

Change 107757 on 2003/06/25 by mmantor@mmantor_crayola_linux_orl
 <1. sy_alu_instr_seq.v - Us pop

and fast_in_:
2. sq_target_instr_fetch.v - Fixed a bufin the the target_instruct_fetch

write to the queue to prevent dropping last_in_shader andlast_in_clause
ifthe queue is full when first trying to send instruction. >

‘al fo qualify bast_ins
  

 

Change 107717 on 2003/06/24 by mmaalor@imantor_crayola_linux_orl

<added new regressiontest for cyl_wrap and changed vcs for texcenst mem and fixed
wrap bug in contrcller during interpolation and added a dum mem config for the texconst
memory >

  

Change 107579 on 2003/06/24 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboroe

neverilog will error with
outpui [0:0] SQ_SP_instruct_start
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Change 108536 on 2063/06/30 by suuss@stmtoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

removed rand function warning

Change 108524 on 2003/06/30 by dougd@dougd1400_linux_tarlboro
generate read enable for sq_hs_sms_sq_shsdi_320x96cm4 in sq_texconst_mem
and read enable for sq_stdrfsdks2p64x32cm4sw0 in sq_texconst_rams

Change 108511 on 1002/06/30 by rramsey@ramsey_crayola_linux_orl
changes for new sp top level

Change 108315 on 2003/06/27 by mmangs@mmangcrayola_linux_orl

Qualify constant address register write using constant waterfalling mask
Change 108230 on 2003/06/27 by rramsey@rrainsey_crayolu_linux_orl

left some signals out of 4 sensitivity fist

Change 108222 on 1063/06/27 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
I have too many i's

Change 108208 on 1003/06/26 by dclitton@dclitton_r400
Changes to gct the th sqsp to work in modelsim

Change 168188 on 1603/06/26 by mmang@immang_crayala_linnx_ort

For pixel quads, enable al! pixels of a quad when anypixel is hitfor gpr write enables and constant address waterfalling sequencing.
Another update will fix constant address register writing.

 
 

Change 1 08146on 1003/06/26 by rramsey@irramsey_crayola_tinux_orl

Split src_swizzle out of SQ_SP_instr bus so fetch ewizzle can be
driven during unused phasc
Add interp_xyline from $C to SPI to drive read address for xy buffer
Clean up sume compile warnings in sc_iter
Change the existing maoc to handle the swizzle being driven for all
4 phases and add the fetch address swizzling
Fix param_gen and gen_index pipeline length around the interpolators
Replace sre ¢ swizzle.z with sre c swizzlex forall instructiother then MULADD and CNDx
Fix the generation of init_cycie_cnt_q in sq_pix_ctl for interpolation
involving param_gen and gen_index params
Add compares for SQ_SM_export_mask_we and SQ_SX_Kill_mask to tbirk_spsx
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wire SQ_SP_instrict_start.because it considers the Lst declaration a vector and
the Ind one a scalar.

Change 107389 on 2003/06/22 by mmang@mmang_craycla_linux_erl

 
 

1. made chang:a clock sooner)vector.v to grab pred/kill results
ince Vic a register delayto

sp_scalar_lut.bvrl. May have to change backlater.
2. Took awayregistor delay in sfe oe ais oulputto account

aregister ing and registering:
th simd engines for SQ_SX_sp signals

in sq_alu_insir_seq.v, backed out Laurent's previous
ix for constant watertalling and made ditterent change
   

 
 
   dues not happen early enoughfavailable for ATS state machine

. in sq_export_alloc.v, added connections for second simd
engine to handle sx export allocation and deallocation.

. In sq.v, added muxing between simd0 and simdl
Sq_ais_output O_SX signals.

_exp_ullou_ctriv, added sid] commections for
Sx export control logic.

. In sq_pix_thread_butt.v and sq_vtx_thread_buff.v,added
A) Simdl logic for ALU memory write (register delayed

simdl information to avoid overlap with sirad0)
B) Appropriate read mux for simdO/simal for control

flow memory(based on status simd nur).
C) Added simdl status register write data connections.

i Sq_status_reg.v, added connections and muxing for second
simd engine statusbits write.

9. Added a variety of connections for simdl to tb_sqsp.v.
16. Added delay pipe for thread_id and thread_type for

in order ta correctly rack sp fosxinterface. @btrk_sy '
11. Fixed bug in sx related to using correct export id during

free done processofpixelto rb buffers
(sx_export_contrel_commen.v)

1h registers to be
S

 
 

~

 
 

  

Change 107266 on 2003/06/20 by vromuker@vromaker_1400_linux_maribure

reverted a change that was made for VC testing (and that did not work correctly}

Change 107174 on 2003/06/20 by vromaker@vromaker 1400 linux marlboro

- swapped PS and ID gpr write phases

Change 107015 on 2003/06/19 by viviana@viviana_crayolal_syn
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 Re-rancover on the high speed memories to add fuse_box3i
Also deleted fuse_box29files no longer used,

files previously deleted.

Change 107009 on 2003/06/19 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_rearess
update

Change 106949 on 2003/06/19 by smossi@jsmoss_craycla_linux_orl_regress

 removed sq_tp_stall signal in anticipation of new sq_tp
Change 106751 on 2003/06/18 by danh@danh1400win

Updated r4d0sq_* statns.

Change 106611 on 2003/06/17 by danh@danh_crayolal_linux_orl
 Changed the cfs_return_addrs_y[51:0] generation: so te correct ch_return_addr{3:0]_y, 

oer will be written into the thread buffer CF'S mem whena thread is returnedte the threadbuffer.

Change 106597 cn 2003/06/17 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r400_win
more status

Change 106528 on 2003/06/17 by rramsey@sramsey_crayola_linux_orl
hook up iterator_SP_cntxO so realtime works correctly

Change 106375 on 2003/06/16 by danh@danh_r400_win

Updated the r400sq* status.
Change 106357 on 2003/06/16 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

fix latencyoftp/sp signals in tb_sqsp after tp_formatter change
clean up the fetch swizzie warning msg in tb_sqsp
add new momoryto sq/to.f
fix fech_swizzle signal width in tex_instr_seq

 

Change 106293 on 2003/06/16 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

code fix to prevent latches
Change 106277 on 2603/06/16 byviviana@viviana_crayola2_syn

Extra bit added to pixei state data.
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Changed the "pix: check for buf avail and export count < 16"section of the aln_req
generation,

added parentheses around the alloc_size_q & sx_buf_avail logic.
Change 105811 cn 2003/06/12 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

 update spsx tracker so msg signal names match the rt! signal names
fix a typo in a pix_rs_input msg

Changc 105809 on 2003/06/12 by rramsey@rramscy craycla linux orl

some of the compares had not been npdated with the new
ve fieid in the dump file

Change 105784 on 2003/06/12 by rramsey@rramsey_craycla_linux_orl
fix width of uutt_params_y

Change 105770 om 2003/06/12 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4r400win

picking moretests, adding comments to tests with known issues
 Change 105750 cn 2003/06/12 by susess@sinoss_craycla_linux_orl_regress

removed sqsp_simdl instruct_start to coincide with @105565
Changs 105592 on 2003/06/11 by Hcfebvr@ilofebwr 400 linux marlboro

Added storage element in the SQ to store the valid addresses of the mov. that they car:
de restored at anyinstruction that uses the address register. The way it wascurrently would only
work ifthe use ofthe address was directly following the MOVAinstruction. This fixes
r400sq_const_index_O2.cpp.

 

 

Change 105537 on 2003/06/11 by vwromuker@vrunaker_1400_linux_maribore

- added sq_fetch_arb to and removed sq_thread_buff_cntl from system_sq.vepp
made a timing fix to gpr alloc

Change 105525 on 2603/06/11 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP41400_win

picking moretests

Change 105465 on 2003/06/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
 in pix_thread_buff

erface is connected te ve instruction seq
}fetch stall replaced by TF_SQ_dec (but nottested at GClevel)

- 8Q_TE_gapr_wr_addr and SQ_TF_clause removed from top level (and tb updated)
- fetch arbitration for VC and TP updated
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Change 106273 on 2003/06/16 by dauh@danhcrayclal_linux_ori

Changed T3_1P_REQBIFODEPTH (128 to 256) &
TB_TE_REQFIFO_ADDR_WIDTH(7 to 8) to resolve fifo overflow.
Change 106191 on 2003/06/14 by vivianaG.viviana_crayola2_syn

48x154 memorychanged to 48x1 55

Change 106196 on 2003/36/14 by viviana@viviana_crayola2_sya
Changed the width of the state memory to 155 bits.

Change 106078 on 2003/06/13 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r406_win

more statue updates
Change 105982 on 2003/06/13 by bhankins@ibhankinscrayola_linux_orl

advance sq-sx control signals by one clock to solve sx timing issues
add support for updated sx hierarchy

Change 105943 on 2003/06/12 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_arlboro
Added a 2nd write buffer te aiuconst, texconst and instruction store to handle
real time writes from cp mixed with non real time writes. This code passes the
mini-regress on tb_sqysp and cp_lec_tex, cp_fec_alu, cp_im_load_basic on the ac
testbench but Fails cp Ice tex rtandep Ice alu rt. It appoars work for non-rcaltime.

 
   

Addedreal time prim bit from pix_ctl ta TSMin pix_threac_butf when loading a
pixel thread. This bit will allow reading real time constants from the constantstores.

Added VC_wake_up logic.
Change 105924 on 2003/06/12 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbure

timing fixes

Change 105914 on 2002/06/12 by danh@danh r400 win

Updated r400cl* status,

Change 105891 on 2003/06/12 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1406_wrin
more status updates

Change 105889 on 2003/06/12 by danh@danh_crayclal_linux_orl
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- recoded a few lines in gpr alloc to see if it will help timing

Change 105457 on 2003/06/10 by danh@,@deanh1400_win
Made changes in regards to my simulation results.

Change 105437 on 2003/06/16 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4_r406_win

picking some tests to debug
Change 103417 on 2003/06/10 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_r466_win

update status for jun 9 regression

Change 105283 on 2003/06/10 by Hefebwe@llefebwr_r400_linux_marlbora
Theave added the wriie enables ic qualify the data sent to die SX. This is needed when

daing predicated exports or constant waterfalling on exports. This fixed
r4UUsq_const_index_OL cpptest.

Change 105277 on 1003/06/10 by dougd@dougd 1406 linux marlboro

added eutput VC_cik_ ate sq_rbbin_interfuce.v and wired itty
8Q_VC_wake_up in sq.v

 Change 105952 on 2003/06/09 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!_regress
a few cadence related changes

oved rbbm_event_type to occur after the read of rbom_re
mporarily disabled randomization on the clock for the tb_sqsp dumpfile

 

 
Change 104848 on 1063/06/08 by grayc@graye_crayola2_linux_erl

Tix sind] _valid -> vine_const_valid

Change 104797 on 2003/06/07 by grayc@grayc_crayola2_linux_ert

add VC ports
modify SP-80 pert names

Change 104715 on 2063/06/06 by dank @danh_r400_win

Updated per simulation results.
Change 104661 on 2003/06/06 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

fixed typo  
Change 104616 on 1003/06/06 by Hefebwr@ilefebvr_r400_linux_marlboro
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HWwas clamping to 0 on a GPR addressing error. Tt should clamp to GPR_hbase of theshader.

Change 104696 on 2003/06/06 by dougd@dougd1400_linux_mariboro
added missing case value that was causing synopsysto infer latches

Change 104555 on 2003/06/06 by danh@danhr400_win

adc chanecs per simulation results.

Change 104554 on 2003/06/06 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

fixed typo-
d_rd0_addr wasassigned in two process blocks
and d_rdl_addr was not being assigned at all.

 

Change 104302 on 2603/06/65 byashisha@@ft_ashishs_r406_win
  upacted the script since it was just fetching data till 4000 rows. Now itw: h data till

10000 rows (break: after it finds null rows) and then sort them accordingly...
 

Change 104251 cn 2003/06/05 by rramsey@ramsey_craycla_linux_orl

Fix some wiring issues in tb_sqsp
Add warning msg to tb_sqsp to tell when a trying to swizzle
fetch addres: ince this is not supported yet in the SP
(didn't makeit a failure since some tests are passing with swizzle
-- they must have the same valie in all channels}
Fix predicate compare in pi input tracker
fetch_swizzle bit ofinstr needed te be muxed based on thread_type
in sgtp tracker

   

 

Change 104211 on 2003/06/05 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP41400_win

status from 6_42003

Chanec 104159 on 2003/06/04 by danh@danh crayolal linux orl
 Changed vount_ratch [3:0] generation, when parani_gen_cycle is leigh all

count_match[3:0] bits will now go high.
 

Change 104139 on 2003/06/04 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
turn off debug print for this one too

Change 104076 on 2003/06/04 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_mariboro
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Change 163256 en 2003/08/30 by dousd@dougdr400_linnx_maribore

tived bug in wrapping logic for rtn_ptr, read_ptr and stop_ptr for addressing the mappingtable address freclist

Change 103204 on 2003/05/29 by duusd@deugd_1400_linux_taurlbore

initial submit ofa submodule to count and bin pixels for pertinon
Changc 103141 on 2003/05/29 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

- added simed_num input to the thread buffers (ied lowin sq.v) and commected
it down to the status regs

- added simd_num to the staging registers in the CFS
- connected simd_num thru the target_instr_fetch and tex_instr_queue
modules (so it is an output of the tex_instr_queue)

 
 

Change 103074 on 2003/05/29 by viviana@viviana_crayola?_syn

Added a ‘include of sq_reg.vfor synthesis purposes.
Change 102924 on 2603/05/28 byviviana@)viviana_crayola2_syn

Added an additional 48x176 and 16x176 andrebuilt the memories,

Change 102411 on 2003/05/23 by dougd@dougd1400_linux_marlboro
Simulation only protocol checking logic was moved to a cleck process block
to prevent a difference in order of evaluation between ves and neverilog
from causing a faise error assertion due to a race condition in simulation.

Change 102365 on 2003/05/23 by vromaker@vwomaker_r400_linux_mariboro
 moved wire declaration of sx_exp_buf? full0 Gud others} before the

instantiation of the status registers to fix neverilag warning

Change 102264 on 2003/05/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_marlboro
 

- updated pix thread buffer for simdlt (and re
- renamed state_read_phase to arb_phiase
- fixed CFSMserialize detection (had to add case of fetch initiated by current clause)
- removed reference to sq_thread_buff_cntl in tracker

   noved ctl sub module and redundant logic}
 

Changc 102193 cn 2003/05/22 by danh@danh 1400 win

updated per simulation results.

Change 102154 on 2003/05/22 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4_r400_win
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fixed bug in the loading ofthe write dala bulfer.

Change 104075 on 2003/06/04 by delifton@dclifton_r400
added test controller

Change 104046 on 2003/06/04 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!_regress

removed print statements

Change 104031 on 2003/06/04 by rramscy@rramscy crayola linux orl
Fix ckers so they actually compare, and compare the correct data

Change 104026 on 1003/06/04 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_ri0G_win

update makefile with spi block, memory changes, etc

Change 103932 on 2663/06/03 by mmanton@jmmantor_crayola_linux_ort

update for new pipe disable routing
Change 103931 on 2003/06/03 by danh@danh_r400_win

 Updatedper sirmulation results.

Change 103849 on 1603/06/03 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
Fix a bug in sq_input_arb that was allowing the state machine te go
to TOLEeven thongh a pixel thread was active. This contd allow a vbr
andpix threadta try and write into the GPRs atthe sametime
Turn fex ctlilowtrackers back on in tb_sqsp
Fix TP_SP_data_valid connections in tb_sqsp
Modify alu ctlflow trackers so they can skip over expected instrwithserialize bits set if the etl does net serialize them

 
 

 
 

Change 103379 on 2003/05/30 by danh@danh_r400_win

updated per simulation results.

Change 103369 on 2003/03/30 by vromuker@vromaker_400_linux_tmaribure

- tix for width mismatch on thread_idinput ofvtx TB status regs
- initist pass of VC/TP fetch arbiter (not instantiated in sq.v yet)

Change 103365 on 2003/03/30 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

Added missing wire declaration for parami_wrap_Q 
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Update with 5/1 7/63 status

Change 102995 on 2003/03/22 by dougd@dougd14100_linux_marlbore
Added the following new fields to control registers in the robm interface:
8Q_CONTEXT MISC_PERFCOUNTER_REF

QCONTEXT MISC!YEILDOPTIMIZE
8Q_FLOW_CONTROL_VC_ARBITRATIONPOLICY
8QFLOWCONTROLSIMDi_DISABLE
8Q@ DEBUG MISC DB READ MEMORY

  

Change 102052 on 1663/05/22 by danh@canh_crayotai_linux_or!

instr_ptr and instr_ptr_q are nowonly compared when event_vid_q is low.

Change 102042 on 1003/05/22 by danh@danh_r400_win

updated per simulation results.

Change 102039 on 2003/05/22 by dougd@dougdr100_linux_tmarlboro
restored the missing line ".pb_event_state (pb_event_state)."to the

instantiation of sy_export_alluc in sy.v thal sometiow was removed when aimerge was done tithe last submit

Change 102013 on 2003/05/21 by danh@danh_r40¢_win
Made changes per the simulations I ran today.

Change 101908 on 2603/03/21 by mmang@immangcrayola_linux_ort

Fixed bugin waterfalling by grabbing register input of done_bits
instead ofregistered value when performing init_done_bits operation. 

Change 101906 on 2603/05/21 by dougd@dougd_r400_linex_marthora

 
added a 2ndread port for VC to texconst and redesigned sq_texconst_wrt

perform opportunistic writes because the write access slot was given up for VC reads
Change 101883 on2063/03/21 by rramsey@iraimsey_crayole_linux_erl

fix pe write addr generation in ais_outputfix cf state machine so unexecuted conditionals don't cause a thread
to ond
turn off ef trackers for now
fix a problem in the test bench related to draw pkts with no drawinits
(some cp tests do thi   it

Change 191881 on 2003/05/21 by danh@danh_creyolal_linux_or!
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Changed PR_REAT)_3 state, it now uses pi_interp_cnt_q instead of interp_cnt_q.

Change 101841 on 2003/05/26 by askende@askende_r400_linux_marlboro
checking in the interpolator contro! latency changes in SQ and SP.

Change 161642 on 2663/05/19 by vromaker@womaker_r400_linux_marlbare

- made top level SQ signal changes/additions for SP simd0 and sirndl
- added an alu thread arbiter, pairs of alu ctl flow scq, instr
fetch, instr que, and instr seq modules, and ais_outgut for simdl

- thread buif cntl sub module removed from vtx thread buffer, andits
logic moved up to the thread buff level (this still needs to be done
for the pix thread buffer}

- only one status reg read mux and arb request shifter is needed in the
thread buffer to support 4 arbiters (since the tafe mem can only be
read by one arbiler per cycle), so ihe duplicates were remuved

 

 
 

Change 101575 on 2003/05/19 by smossi@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

changed delay on tp_sp signals
Change 101378 on 2003/05/16 bysmoss@smoss_craycla_linux_orl_regress

added field tor TP_SP_rfexpand_enable
Changs 101314 on 2003/05/16 by moev@moev 1400 linux marlboro

updates

Change 101168 on 2003/05/15 by rramsey@rramsey_craycla_linux_orl

fix a problem with my param cache allocate fix and fill the hole
in our spsx trackerthatlet the problemslip through myregressions
tne write addr was not. being checked)

Change 101103 on 2003/05/14 bysmess@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
<Orlando Hardware Regression Reaults >

Change 161064 cn 2003/05/14 by danh@idanh_1400_win

Updated fields in regards to mysimulation results.
Change 101009 on 2603/05/14 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Changesfor parameter cache deallocation. Need te multiply dealloc
count by (vs_export_count +1) sc the correct nurmber of lines are
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Adda couple of missing wire declarations to sq

Change 100468 on 2003/05/12 by dougd@idougd1490_linux_marlboro
removed incorrect dit width assignments to co_rt_aluconst and eo_rt_texconst to prevent

compile errors with ncverilog
 

Change 100453 on 2003/05/12 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
Update for top level sp changes

Change 100316 on 2003/05/16 by smossi smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

nesim for sqsp and sx

Change 100167 on 2003/05/09 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_win

Updating statis

Change 100164 on 2003/05/09 by dousd@dougd1100linuxmarlboro
ifdefd connections in sq.to sq_aluconst_top.v for the extra SIMD1 memory

Change 160154 on 2003/05/09 by rramsey@ramsey_craycla_linux_orl

Changes for instruction store addressing (wrapping and absolute)
Add absolute addressing for cf and exec addresses to cfs
Add wrapping for jumps and calls te cfs
Add wrapping for execute addre: OC
Fix wrapping in instr_feich (vtx wrap at pix_base-1)

 

These changes fix cp_event_timestamp_instruction_loadingstall at tb_sqgy 

Change 100118 on 2003/05/09 by duugd@deugd_1400_linux_marlbore

added 2nd memoryto sq_ctc to support SIMD andifdefd the connections in sq_cfc and
sq.v

Change 100015 on 2003/05/08 by mmantor@mmantor_crayola_linux_orl

<sq_ais_outpns - re-orderedkill_mask going to the sx so bits flaw in order msb->lag
Sp2(v3-v0)spO0{v3-v0)) ta match exp.

- removed improper- cnabic cxport mask forall exports
SX_PA_int - fixed checker ck to back transfers
SX_RB_interfaces.v - hooked up to 7 bit sx_rb_index and rb_sx_index instead ofincorrect 8 bits
sx.v- changedinterfaces for sx_rb and rb_sx interfaces to become 7 bits instead of $

 inal update of kill mask with predication mask
  
 

  

bits
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freed.

Change 100885 on 1003/05/14 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_?: 

update validation report
Change 100881 on 2003/05/14 by danh@danh_r400_win

Changed the lines of the simulations that | have run.

Change 100877 on 2003/03/14 by rramscy@rramscy crayola linux orl
 Fix ues related to parameter cache allocation/deallocation

1) Moveallocate subtract for pe_free_cnt soithappens when
an allocating vix thread wine arbitration instead ofwhenthe thread is sent to the CFS. This puts the arbitration/
allocate path at four clks (from six) so we can correctly
allocate every [uur clo

2) Deallacs were being cropped in sq_ptr_bnff on back to back
rowtransfers if the first of the pair wasthe last row
(end of buffer) and the second ofthe pair had dealloc.

3) Deallocs need to be accumulated in sq_ptr_buff since multiple
row transfers of a pixel vector can be marked with dealloc
and the deallocs are put in the eventfifo at end_of_buffer.

 

  

Clean up some duplicate code in to_sqsp and set the default dump
level backto 1 (instead of 3).

Change 100801 on 2003/05/13 by dougd@idougd_c400_linux_mariboro

corrected port width mismatchesin sq_alucenst_top; removed unused input and output
from sq_const_raap_cntl and init's instantiations in sq_ahiconst_top and sq_texconst_top

Change 100795 on 2003/05/13 by dougd@doug ir400_linux_marlboro

corrected signal names fo bi ports of sq_efc

Change 100748 on 1603/03/13 bydank@danh_crayolal_linex_or!
instr_ptr and instr_ptr_q are nowonly compared when event_vid_q is low.

Change 100631 on 2603/05/13 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_raarlboro

Added ‘define SIMD! to header.w and corrected connections for SIMD] in sq.v
Change 100629 on 2003/05/13 by ramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Update tb_sqsp for latest SP top level changes
ro data when writing for re_dly 
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th_sw.v - changed sx inputs to he 7 bits instead of 8 bits on the above index interfaces
tomad_fake_sp.v - reordered the kill mask and enabled channe! mask for exports

ort_buffers.v-moved register after export mems and only load when memory
lient read muxecs added input rotate m ‘or export to memory operations and

indivual write address for each memory and set up predication, kill_mask, alpha kill.and channel
ask in the determination of writing data inte the export buffers

SX_export_control.y - removed dead clack on rb and pa data fetch interface and client
and made arbiter behave as round rebin and removed unecessary second input register, added
support for z render targets and multiple render targets and clean up items

cx export alloc dealloc.v - enabled channcl mask, kill mask, cxport mask, and apha
test conditioning of valid bitsa doubledthe free rate>

 

    

 
 

Change 99918 on 2003/05/08 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

fixed typo
Change 99912 on 2603/05/68 by dougd@dougd_1400_linux_marlbure

doubled the instruction store memory, changed the access allocation to accom date
SIMD1 and VC, and ‘ifdefid the connections for SIMD1in sq.v

 Change 99520 on 2603/03/67 by mmang@in crayole_linuxorl 

Bug occurred where first_in_clause wasgetting lost wheninstr_queue
was full. Previously, intemal first_in_clause register was cleared
with tif_rts. Had to delayclearing to tif_rts & tiq_ttr.

 

Change 99346 on 2003/05/66 by mmangé ang_crayola_linux_ort

Fixed bug Ccreated)related to initializing the constant address
register valids at the beginning ofa clause. I used ais_4
which in some cases wastoo late. Created newais_init_that is 3 clocks sooner.

 
 

Change 99315 on 2003/03/06 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_rartbara

fixed typos that were causing cp_e2polyscanlines_simpleto fail
Change 99123 on 2003/05/65 by rramsey@ramsey_crayola_linwx_orl

 Add same contrat ta hold af?
increase utb_tpreqfifo depth
Change writes into vix/pix done fifos so they only happen on the Firstdraw init for a context

yputs ar. vs/ps done events

Change 99043 on 2003/05/65 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- added VC ctl flowseq, instr fetch, instr que and instr seq, and top level 10s- made someleda fixes
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- udded non Gime multiplexed gpr wrile address output te VC aud TP (gpr_dsi_addk[6:0)

Change 99041 on 2803/05/05 by rramsey@RRAMSEY4r400_win
 Regressionresults from 5/4/03

3451 tests: 66% Pass, 1296 Fail, 23% incomplete
 

Change $8861 on 2663/05/02 by smoss@smoss_cravola_linux_orl_regress

more sq stuif
Change $8318 on 2603/05/02 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

added missing dump

Change 98793 on 2003/05/02 by ramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
Checkin Dan's fixes fer te coutrol Mow trackers
Turn intemal trackers back on in ib_sqsp

Change 98773 on 2003/05/02 by mmang@mmangcrayela_linux_orl
 1. Added constant address register valids to validate the

address register data. The valid is set when address register
is written. If valid is not set, sequencer will not waterfall
those verticescrpixels. Tl isables waterfalling tor
predicated o! s and improperlyinitialized contantaddr stoi

 

   
  

 

we

  did not account for predication o registers.
. Fixed bug where ais_load_done_bits was not hooked up. This
signal disables previous vector/scalar management which needs
to be turned offduring constant waterfalling. With bug,
pvps logic went unknown which caused unknowns to eventually
propagate in and out of the gprs

. Bixed bug where non-optimized offset was not being determined
properly. non_opt_offset is determined by a priority encoder
of pO done, pl donc,p2 donc, and p3 donc.. With advent of constant address register valids, created
waterTall_aclive_y lo properly inil and av i
different pixe! and vertex donebits.

we

ry

w
  
 

 

Change 98759 on 2603/05/02 byviviana@viviana_crayo 
Memory increased from 48x155 to 48x17.

Change 98577 on 2003/05/01 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orlregress
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Change 98283 on 2003/04/30byvivianaGiviviana_crayola2_syn

Files no longer used in tho SQ.

Change $8274 un 2003/04/30 by rramisey@rransey_crayula_linux_orl

change if( DEBUGPRINT) to ‘ifdef DEBUGPRINT so trackers
workat ge level

Change 98261 on 2603/04/36by ashishs@il_ashishs_1400_win

added the script for updating the XLS hadware regression data. Can have more
enhancements depending on requirernents

Change 98144 on 2603/04/29 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Addintemal trackers to th_sqsp, clean up memery files listed in th.f
Remove DEBUGPRIN'F from tb.f, it should be specified in vesopts£

Change 98142 on 2603/04/29 by rramsey@rramsey crayola linux orl

tinting Fix for rbi_addr

Change 98149 on 2003/04/29 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl
fix a typo ina signal path

Change 98132 on 2003/04/29 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

update trackers for new fields in dump files and make themworkFor events

Change $8079 uu 2003/04/29 by rrasey@rranse! ayola_linuxorl 

Fix a bug with alul's trigger
Add define control for commentprinting

Change 98067 on 2603/04/29 by danh@danh_crayola_linux_orl 

Made type_serislize_] and vc_reqnest_} changes.

Change 97992 or: 2003/04/28 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
fixed some Leda reported problems

Change 97991 on 2063/04/28 by dougd@dougdr409_linux_maribora

added R500 dual read ports and extra memories.
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reverting changes due lu uver-cuginesred process

Change 98571 on 2603/03/61 by smess@smoss_crayola_linux_ori_regress

sometimeit helps when you save the file first
Change 98569 on 2003/03/61 by smoss@stmoss_crayola_linux_ori_regress

added }SUBDUMP option for VCS

Change 98599 on 2003/05/01 by smess@smoss crayola linux ori regress
 removed tb_sqsp 

Change 98162 on 2003/05/61 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_lmux_marlbore

- added bits and re-arranged the order ofbits in the datas register
-udded VC support in thread buifers (ve request fruit slalus register,
read muves, connectians ta other mochiles, etc.)

- removed is_subphase and made isphase 3 bits
- removed cfc_phase
- expanded state_read_phase to 2 bits
- changed the strapping and phase relationships on the ctl flow segs
- SQ_SP_fetch_swizzle and SQ_SP_feich_rescurce outputs added
- disabled internal SQ trackers and changed to DERUGPRINT ifdefin tb_sqsp.v

 
 
 

 

Change 98398 on 2063/04/30 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!_regress
new sq stuf

Change 98397 on 2003/04/30 by grayc@lgrayc_crayola?_linux_ort
new tb

Change 98367 on 2003/04/20 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_ori

these trackers were fooking at the wrong register stage to determine
thread_id and thread_type

Change 98343 on 2603/04/30 byashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win

Correcting an error from script since it wasn't updating the user's comments and locked
byuser correctly. Also adding an empty XLS file which is used by the script to add and mergedata

 

Change 98307 on 2003/04/30 byashishs@fi_ashishs400_win

fixed a small errorin the script because of which it wasntgetting the commentsfrom the
report. Also updated sorme comments.
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Change 97962 on 2003/04/28 by danh@idanhcrayola_finux_orl

Made signal changesin regards te dmp file changes.

Change 97961 on 2003/04/28 by dauh@daulcrayula_linux_orl

Made signal name changes in regards to .dmp file changes.
Change 97958 on 2003/04/28 by danh@danh crayola linux orl

Made signal changesin regards ta the .dmp file changes.

Change 97956 on 2003/04/28 by danh@danh_crayola_linux_orl

Added jump_call_addr registers.

Change 97892. on 2663/04/28 by danh@idanh_crayola_linwx_ort

no changes made.
Change 97732 on 2003/04/25 by danh@idanh_crayola_linux_orl

Changed signal names per sq_pix_control_flow_alu dmp

Change 97708 on 2063/04/25 by ramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_or!
Moveinc for event thread countto front ofevent fifo
Theywere still happening on the same clk as real threads

Change 97670 on 2003/04/25 by rrammsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Change buildtb and buildkdb to use thf for libraries and compile options
to keep fromhaving te add files in be places
Couple of bug fixes/enhancements for th_sqsp
Fix path define for sp_macc tracker when running tb_sqsp

  

Change 97538 on 2003/04/24 by ygiena@ygiangr400_pv2_marlboro
added: more sy per? counters

Change 97402 on 2003/04/24 by kmeckins@kmeekinscrayola_linux_orl

 Initial reicasc.
Tracker used to test the inputs and outputs of all MACCunits within the shader pipes.

Change 97152 on 2003/04/23 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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added logic Ly control vix perf counters to sq_vix_cil.v and sq.v; fixed bug in write logic
in sq_ahiconst_wrt_hufv

Change 96990 on 2003/04/22 byviviana@viviana_crayola?syn
Ran coveron the sq_rf.cnt te add the new 16x170 and 48x170 memories.

Change $6981 on 2003/04/22 by viviana@viviana_crayola?_syn

Added TST_awt_enable to the interfaces with ss/sq_pix_thread_buff.v and
ss/sq vin thread buff.
Replaced the 16x155 and 485x155 memories with 16x176 and 48x1 70respectively.
Replaced the memory to be compiled in buildtb from the 155 to the 170. 

Change 969418 on 2003/04/22 byvivianai@viviena_crayola2_syn

Changed the nameof the FIFO.

Change 96947 on 2663/04/22 by viviana@viviara_crayola2_syn

Removed width from paramenter definitions.
Change 96946 on 2003/04/22 by viviana@viviana_crayola2_syn

Added done_vectorto sensitivity list at line 902.
Removed ‘SQSRCRPHASE trom sensitivity list at line 1018.
Added isr_thread_type_gte sensiti st at line 1233.

 

 
Change 96876 on 2003/04/22 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

onlycompare if one ofthe vector unit bits is valid

Change 96738 on 2063/04/21 by mmang@mmang_cravela_linux_orl
Fixed bug in sq_ais_cutput.v related to address register write and
predication. Fixed a varietyof tests to not use nninitialized gpr
or address registers. 2 tests still fail because of previous vector

vizzie bug, 1 test still fails because of MOVA hardware bug,and
§ cause ofpredicated address register write causes

XXOXXEX which causes waterfalling to hang.

 
 

 
Change 96623 on 2003/04/21 by bhankins@bhankins_crayola_linux_orl

add support for including SX units into tb_sgsp.v

 Change 96455 on 2603/04/18 by bhankins@bhankins_crayola_linux_ovt 

initial checkin to optionally include (not included by default) two Sx units
with associated support logic and trackers.
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Change 95810 on 2003/04/16 by dougd@dougd_r400_iinux_marlboro

fixed bug in the pix cntx counter increment signal where beth cvent and pix wore trying
te increment during the same cycle

 Change 95623 on 2003/04/15 by mzini@imzini_crayola_linux_orl
New SQ trackers

Change 95621 on 2003/04/15 by mzini@imzini_crayola_linux_orl

Using an unregistered data-readysignal now is trigger compare

Change 95490 on 2003/04/14 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
fix for CFSM eud-of-clause detection

Change 95457 on 2003/04/14 by danh@danbcrayola_linux_ort
Initial Release

Change 95404 on 2603/04/14 by rramsey@iransey_crayola_linux_orl

Temporary tix tolet tlush events flow through the SC if they are noi
preceded by a draw_init.

Note flushes arc still broken if you want to use them for syncing state changes,
for example changing dad_pipe.

Change 95391 on 2003/04/14 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

Change SQ_DEBUSSYoption ta centro! only SQ dumping
Add SP_DEBUSSYoption te control dumping of SPsAdd soe intemal trackers

Fix width on fp_sqsp_thread_id

Change 95174 on 2003/04/11 by hartogs@fl_hartogs
Added hooked up new "thread_type”signal from $Q module. Enhancedtimeoutdetection.

Change 94999 on 2003/04/10 by yeiang@yaiangr4U0_pv2_marlbore

fixed: sq perf counter "sq vertex vectors sub"

Change 94873 on 2003/04/10 by askende@askende_r400_linux_marlboro

releasing the following changes:1. creation of the new SPI block
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Change 96445 on 2003/04/18 byrramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_ori

Move comparesinto a task, add a flag
to enable marking x vs 0 compares as wamings

 

 Change 96389 on 2603/04/18 by mzini@rmzini_crayola_linux_orl

‘Lemporarity removed the checking of control bits until the hardware catches up

Change 96318 on 2003/04/17 by rramscy@rramecy crayola linux orl

change Openning to Opening

Change 96278 on 2003/04/17 by scamlin@scamlin_crayola_unix_or!

Change 96252 on 2003/04/17 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_ori

Add new signal between sq_vtx_cti and sq_input_arb to markgpr_Id_busy
which fixesadeadlock condition where gpr_Id state machine is waiting

from the arb, which is waiting on vsr_ld machine not busy, which
is waiting on the gpr_id machine to finish.
Add a reset for sp_sel in sq_vix_ctl when the vsr_id machine goes from Id

le. This is needed ifthereisvalid datasitting in the vat fifo since
aver load will happen on the following clock.
Connect pred kill valid bits int sqsp.
Fix typo in visr_wyrtracker.

  
  

   

Change 95859 on 2003/04/16 by ramsey@mamsey_crayola_linex_ari
fix width

Change 95847 on 2003/04/16 by rramsey@rramesey_crayola_linux_orl

script to build the verdi kdb for tb_sqsp

Change 95839 on 2603/04/16 by rramscy@rramecy crayola linux or!
1 Multiple changes out the SO ty get tb_s

uncovered by the new testhench
sq_gpr_alloc - wrap was broken for vertex side if ptr wrapped exactly at max
sq_rbbm_interface - context/new_Id sent to constant mems was being pulled fromwrong,

  usp working, and ly [ix bugs

 
 

f skid buffer
sq_pix_thread_buff- charge to send context_done event back tc CP on the pixel side
buildtb, to_sqsp, totrk_* - changes for new sp/spi configuration and new dumpfilefields
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72. top level changes to support. & SP instances
3. tracker changes tc support a few IO name changes

Change 94834 on 2003/04/69 by mumantor@mmantor crayola linux orl

<fixed a problem in pur_buif where be tangs on an eveutthut is mut a pixel event

Change 94830 on 1003/04/69 by mmantor(mmaritor_crayola_linux_orl
 <SQ/SX/SP out oforder thread compiction and remove redundant storage in sp for sq/sx

commiunitcations some sq cis bug fixed and texture kill mask generation and other misc thing:   

Change 94724 on 2003/04/69 by mzini@mzini_crayola_inux_orl
Mew SQ trackers

Change 94718 on 2003/04/09 by viviana@viviana_crayola_Enex_orl

SQ trackers for the sequencer control flow instructions.

Change 94518 on 2603/04/68 by wromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

fix for bug caused by revource change betwee EXEC control [lowinstructions

Change 94535 on 2003/04/08 by ramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_or!
don't inc vtx thread counterif thread is an event

Change 94211 on 2603/04/67 by hartoas@tl_hartogs

Template Debussy waveform file.
Change 93959 on 2603/04/64 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlbure

temporarily disabled PVPSsrc select swizzle because it was causing SP tests
from Andi's mini_regress to fail

Change 93788 on 2003/34/63 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_marlboro

scdded event_context register to correctly capture context when sending a vix event to thethread buffer.

Change 93640 on 2003/04/63 byhartogs@ifl hartogs

Added includefile "vat_reg.v" to prevent compiler errors during Modelsim compile.
Fixed wire definition to match cutput port definition

Change 93583 on 2003/04/03 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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mave event Tifers ta inputs of SQ in ptr_butf and vix_ctl and remove from
thread_baff_cntl, modify cntx0-17 busy counters in ptr_buff te use new event logic, add
RST_VTX_CNT functionality to sq_vtx_ctl, add SQ_CF_event and SQ_RB even! functionality
to pix_thread_buff and vix_thread_buf, remove obsolete SQ_CP_event functionality from
thread_buff_cntl.
 

Change $3489 on 2003/04/02 by wromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marfboro

added end ofclause detection for serialization and resource change te CFSM;
fix for first in clause related te PVPS deicction;
added SQ_SP_thread_type and SQ_TP_thread_type outputs to sq.v
added predicate to Tex 1Q - now predicate goes from TCFS., thra TIP, thru TIQ,to theTES:
removed q! pipeline stage for SP predicate data in AIS Output,

Change 93099 on 2003/04/01 by hartogsi@ti_hartogs

Fixed logic that holds off SCinjector
Fixed bug in threaded empty signal for tp_sqsp_dmp_not_empty.
Hackedlogic that frees state contexts so thatit sorta works.

Change 93054 on 2603/04/01 by rramsey(@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl 
PVIPS detet ations need to be made on post-swizzled component selects

Change 93053 on 2003/04/01 by dougd@dougd_r400_| x_imarlboro
added context_id orstate to event info stored in the status_reg to correct a bug inthe state

logic supparting entxd ard cntxt 7 busy

Change 93026 on 2003/03/31 by graye@graye_crayola_linux_orl

minor changes for gc testbench

Change $2970 on 7003/03/41 by dougd@dongd_r400_limex_marlboro

added pix event_id to qualify evenis to increment the cntx17 busy counter. Also added
‘include "vet reg.v" and removed hard coded parameters.

Chruige 92904 on 2003/03/31 by lartugs! f_hartogs

Added TP_SP latencycontrols requested by Mantor.
Chanec 92884 on 2003/03/31 by hartoesGifl hartogs

Cleaned-up some "TODO"iterns.

Change 92679 on 2003/03/28 by hartogsi@il_hartogs
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Change 91976 on 2003/03/25 by hartags@fl_hartogs

Changed dump file name frorn tp_sq.dmp to tp_sqsp.dmp.
Change 91763 on 2003/03/24 by hartogsi@tl_hartogs

Qualified use of “q_skid_rbbm_a” with "!q_sicid_empty". This was done to avoid X's on
sel_gix vetdraw_initiator" which corrupted a counter "map_copy_cntr". The corruption of

"map_copy_entr” could onlybe corrected by reset.

 

Change 91754 on 2603/03/24 by ramsey@uramsey avola_linwx_orl 

Fix for gpr write tracker

Change 91569 on 2003/03/21 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_maribora
added Real Tine input to eachof the constant store to enable die correcaddressing of

RT constants from the SQ

Change $1422 on 2003/03/20 by dougd@dougd_r100_| x_inarlboro
fixed bugs in the rbi_rd_state machine

Change 91219 on 2003/03/26 by dougd@dougd_r400_tinux_marlbore 
fix bug in real time write address logic

Change 91126 on 2063/03/19 by dougd@dougde400linux_marlbore

fixed bug in incrementing pix_entx17_cnt with back to back events

Change 90960 on 2003/03/19 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
added new sy Wackers

Change 50915 on 2003/03/19 by dougd@idougdr400_linux_marlboro
added /O TEST PORTSforbist and scan

Change $0861 on 2603/03/19 by rramsey@rrausey_crayola_linuxorl

Changes to sp_sel and valid logic to get bad_pipe working

Change 90773 on 2003/03/18 by dougd@dougd 400 linux marlboro

added logic te drive SQ_CNTX0_BUSY, SQ_CNTX17_BUSY.This change should
complete this functionality.

Change 90733 on 2003/03/18 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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Hooked-up new thread-id ports on SQ. Testhench should now handle most. tests.

Change 92451 on 2003/03/27 byhartoss@fl_hertogs
Added severai missing input ports to sub-medules.

Change 92422 on 2003/03/27 by hartogs@ifl_hartegs

Deleted reduntant wire declaration that was causing an error in rodelsim.
Added explicit declarations for a bunch of implicitly used wires. The lack of the

explicit declarations was causing wamiings in Modelsim.

 
 

Change 92324 on 2063/03/27 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_maribore

fixed bug with address wrapping in the gpr_wr_addr generation for pix and vtx
Change 92303 on 2003/03/27 by tuantor@uanatitor_crayola_l _ort

<export_id expandedfrom one to four bit, end_of_clause added to CF'S-IP interface and
last_in_clause flag passed down with instruction to eventuallytrigger afree_done. thread
outputs added to the SQ_SP and SQ_TPinterfaces for testbench, and added sq_sx contral
for exp_table read >

 

 

Change 9226? on 2003/03/26 by hartogs@fl_hartegs

Added untested code for random backpressure on the SQ_TP interface.
Added untested code for random starve pressure on the TP SF interface.

Change 92142 on 2603/03/25 by hartogsGifl_hartogs

This version passes milestone_iri. Trackers and injectors are ready for multi-threading
whenthose signals become available.
Change 92139 on 2003/03/25 byhartogs@#fl_hartogs

‘This version passes the "milestone_tri” test completely. Hirst working version for texturefetch.

Change 91978 on 2003/03/25 byhartogs@ft_hartogs

Incremental check-in. This version will run “milestone_tri" to cornpletion (including
injecting the texture tetch data}; however the simulation mismatches on the SPSX tracker.
Change 91977 on 2003/03/25 by hartoss@ift hartogs

Changed "check flags" on one of the SQ memories to minimize garbage output duringsimulation.
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added counters and control for pix catx0, cntxl7 busy

Change 90622 on 2003/03/17 by hartogs@ifl hartegs linux

First crack at VCS build script for tb_sysp

Change 90551 on 2003/03/17 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro
added code in sq status reg te decement the thread counters in sq vtx enthused for

SQ_CNTX0_busy. SQ_CNTX17_busy

Change 90313 on 2003/03/14 byhartogs@ifl_hartegs

Added multi-threaded code to thtrk_sqtp.v. (Thread id and type are hard-coded to 0 and
1, respectively, until these signals are available from the sq.)

Fixed port maine typos in tbtrk_spexy.
 

Change 90002 on 2003/03/13 by viviana@viviana_crayola_lhnux_orl

Corrected come signal paths to work at the gc level testench

Change 89954 on 2603/03/13 by viviana@viviata_crayola_linux_orl

Trackerto test the interface betweenthe Vertex Input Controlofthe sq and the
VSR's of the SP, during a write.

Change 89810 on 2003/03/12 by hartogs@fl_hartegs

Minorcorrectionsto tbirk_sqtp.Modularized the SP/SX tracker.

Change 89746 on 2003/03/12 byhartogzs@ift_hartegs

Modularized the SQTP tracker (per Chris Gray's request)

Change 89740 on 2003/03/12 by hartoas@fl_hertegs
Semchow this one slipped through the cracks. This one should have been changed when

the "pe_free_cnt_a” signal widthwas increased from 7 t9 8 bits. 
Change 89588 on 2003/03/11 by hartogs@fl_hartegs

Added tp_sq.dinp to List.

Change 89538 on 2603/03/11 by hartags@fl_hartogs
Interim Check-in
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Change 89518 on 2063/03/11 by hartogs@fl_bastogs

Dummyfiles currently uses bytb_sqsp testbench.
Change 89516 on 2003/03/11 by hartogs@fil_hartogs

Interim check-in

Change 89515 on 2003/03/11 by hartogs@fl_hartogs
Changed “pe_fice_cnt_q"to 8 bits so that it could represent the maximumfree count of

128. Propagatethis change to
ss/sq_status_reg.v and to ss/sq_vtx_thread_buff.v. Added ifdef SIM codeto check forovertlow and undertlow ofthis
counter,
Added condition for simultaneous cccurrance of pc_alloc and pb_dealloc_vid.

 

Change 89474 on 2003/03/11 by vramaker@wromaker_r400_linux_martboro

change to make texture requests wait on elu_instr_pending
Change $9448 on 2003/03/16 by mmantor@mmantor_crayola_linux_orl 

<1. Added timestamp to dum_mem read and write from same location error message. 2.
Moved #lat/gourcud shading and provoking vertex to sq-pc from the sx and worked onptr
instead of data 3.Added control for the texture cylinderical wrapsubcycling. 4. Add rt parameter
cache ptr sclection in sq 5.Clamped and wrapped pc pt sq 6. Added support for points and
lines in the parameter cache ptr determination. 7. prep seperate write address for export to
memory8. tmp fix for deallacation of export memorydeailocation. 9. remave some cld
comment out code and redundant logic >

 
 

 
 

Change 89039 on 2063/03/07 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro
added ‘include “register_addr.v"

Change $8929 on 2003/03/06 by wromaker@wromaker_r4Q0_linux_marlboro

fix to CP'S that prevents a newthread from entering when the thread ID
in the input pipe stage is different than the thread ID in the output pipe stage;
also Changed iiangle size bo 150 for sq_lests lest case pred_ey_vec 

Change 88816 on 2003/03/06 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
added ports to support cntx@ busy, cntxl7 busy

Change $8639 on 2003/03/05 by wromaker@vwromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

afew minor updates, mosthy cormment related, added q2 verison of
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MOVArelated change - dre to the extra cycte required by SP for timing,
had to conditionally mux the interface register onthe last phase of the address
load ints the constant waterfalling logic (te be used instead of last quarter
of the address registor since the start of thc CWT logic nowoverlaps ihe
address register load by one cycle)

 

Change 87440 on 2663/02/27 by mmang@mmang_crayola_linux_orl

Predicated parameter cache writes.
Change 87408 on 2003/02/27 by womaker@vwomaker_r400_linux_marlboro

Change 87398 on 2003/02/27 by donald@donaldi_cravola_linux_orl

Created early version of pix_winner_g going from sq_alu_thread_arb to
su_pixthread bull in order lo create a registered version of alu_winner_Linal.
Toone ta reduce critical path of the allocation_available signals in
sq_exp_alloc_ctri.v

 
 

Change 87269 on 2003/02/27 by donaldi@donaldi cravola linux orl

Removed allocation of 48 locativus for vix pass tire

Change $7207 on 2003/02/26 by hartogsi@ifl_hartogs
Added commonts that question a fewlines ofcade.

Added ifdef SEMcheck for overflow and underflow onthe the pc_free_cnt_q signal.
 

Change $7205 on 2003/02/26 by hartogsi@fl_hartegs

Changed dealloc_cntsignal g: & into the event fifo so thatit is masked-out (zereed) for
two_clock_xfer that is net end_of_buiffer. This change was made because | observed the logic

the new signal lhe event Lilo with ie dealloc count, and thon pusting dre dealluc coud
in again with the pix_vector_valid signal later.

Changed ef_pop signal so that it will not pop a non-zero dealloc untess the newbit is
not set. This change was made because the absence of the change above allowed a new signal to
29 in with a non-zero dealloc_cnt which was then permaturely popped instvertex vectorto be done.

Added sume TODO comments for some hardcoded parameters that shiuuld come Trou
antoreg inchide files.

Added some ifdef SIMcode that checks for under flow of vtx_sync_cni_q (which was
an observable result of the problems above).

 

    

   

Change 87184 on 2003/02/26 by dougd@dougd_r406 aux_marlboro

when vet_end_of_vector accurs on the Ist and only data, the daia sent to the SP is
delayed by 1 cycle but the ver_wrt_addr was not. Fixed
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stale_lead_ptr for ase ine state read addr calouallionin vix thread bell

Change 88552 on 2003/03/05 by dougd@doug¢r400_linux_marlboro

needed to subtract RT base address (SQ_FETCH_RT_6) from incoming address for RTwrites and reads.
 Change 8851? on 1603/03/65 by ramsey@ramsey_crayola_linux_!

Fix 6 bug with the valid bit inits that was causing tril28_pix4 to fail
Change the var Id machine to alternate between bufd and buf so pattern
i istic and can be compared vs emulator

 
 is

Change 88400 on 7003/03/64 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

fix for dealloc_space width, status register and thread buffer updates for
status register writes, status register fix for clearing the event_valid (and all

on apop; new_thread flag now generated i felch module and
send dowm thru the ATQ; fix for the setting of thread_valid stanis

 
    

Change 88117 on 2003/03/03 by hartoss@fl_hartegs
Added dum_mem_p2 model back inte the code with USE_LBEHAVE_MEMcompilerdirective.

Change 87997 on 2003/33/63 by dougd@dougdr400_linex_marlboro
missing term in eqn for skid re hold for tex rt rd caused tex rt rd req to assert for only

1 cycle and not wait for the data ack

Change 87726 on 2603/02/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

ancther merge fix
Change 87675 on 2063/02/28 by cramsey@irramsey_crayola_linux_ori

Change cf machine to use programbase derived off of isr, and then
register that value on load_osr for sending to the tip

Change 87632 on 2003/02/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

another merge fix

Change 87622 on 2003/9: /28 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_marlboro
bad merge- retry...

Change $7620 on 2003/02/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
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Change 86676 on 1663/02/25 by vromaker@vromaker_r406_linux_marlbara

fixed gpr address calculation for CONST scalar opcodes
Change 86599 on 2003/02/24 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

corrected error introduced in the last version

Change 86412 on 2003/02/24 by dougd@dougd_r100_linux_marlboro
fixed bit width mismatch in the wrt addr assignment when doing RT

Change 86136 on 2003/32/21 by dougd@dougdr40e_linux_marlbore

fixed bug in o_vector_valid - it counted a single vert as two when there was only one vert
in the vector and end_of_vector was also asserted.

Change 86121 on 2003/02/21 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marthoro

changed cont
pipeline r

 ‘t_id (state} used for CFC readsto be thatfrom the input
sister

 
 

Change 86092 on 2003/02/21 by vromuker@veomaker_r400_linux_tuarlbury
added code to disable PVPS detection on 2nd thru lastiterations of a
const waterfall loop; added last_in_shader output from CFS thatis separatefrom the cfs last instr status bit that is sont backto the thread buffer

Change 85975 on 2003/02/21 by hartogs@fi_hartces

The version has codein the testench to track the SX butter availability and to free buffersafter
the SP has exported the data to the SX.It also has the SQ/SP instruction interface time

de-tnultiplexed
and split out by field.

Change 85737 on 2003/32/20 by donaldl@donaldl_craycla_linux_orl
Fixed alu_reg equationfor handling last_instr_g and first_thread_q.
Changed uxt_pia_last_allue courter tu uxt_pix_fust counter.

Change $5668 on 2003/02/20 by vromaker(@vromaker_r400_linux_raarloore

updated fifo ctl to output a regi
logic to use the counter for

stered count, and changed the ctl
empty, etc. 

Change 85659 on 2003/02/20 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

now enable PVPS detection only on 2ndto last consective instructions
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of a Unead: also added more support lor MUL_CONST (force wre_c_sel.x tu GPR}

Change $5653 on 2003/02/20 by vromaker@vwromaker_r4Q0_linux_marlboro

fixed so that only vertex valid bits are swapped (pixel valid bits are
swapped on input from SC)

Change 85650 on 2063/02/20 by womaker@womaker_1400_linux_mariboro

fixed thread changed detection logic-the first_in_group and last_in_group
outputs nowmark the start and ond of an unintcrrupted stream of targct instructionsfromthe same thread

a hange 85648 on 2603/02/20 by womaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

reorderd LOD correction bits to match valid_bits
Change $5595 on 2603/02/26 by scanilin@scatlin_crayola_unix_orl

added testreg

Change 85525 on 2063/02/20 by scamlin@scamlin_crayola_unix_orl
change test port name

Change $5487 on 2003/02/20 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_mariboro
fixed bug in "doubic mode" vsr address ecneration. Also added logic te choose correct

SP fromthe IDLEstate when some SF's have been disabled by the BAD_SPbits.
a >35fic} 0 oe iv405 on 2603/02/19 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_maribore

 system_sq.vepp and ves.ini to find the new virage hs memories. Backed out thenew hs ram in texconst because it doesn't work.

Change 85398an 2063/02/19 by pmitchel @ipmitchel_r400_laptop

recovering deleted file
Change $5337 on 2003/02/19 byscamlin@scamlin_crayola_unix_orl

delete these files and use the _rt!v versions

Change 85336 on 2003/02/19 by scamlin@iscamlin_crayola_unix_orl
new virage hs memories
modified default parameter values to work around a synthesis hang

Change $3215 on 2003/02/19 by donald@donaldi_crayola_linux_orl
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Change $4304 on 2003/02/13 by wromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

removed some commented out codc from ais outpul, addeda pipeline stage to the
ctl_flow_seg and decoupled the CFS and EXECstate machines- the arbiters now issue a thread
every four cycles

Change $4229 on 2003/02/13 by ygiang@ygiangr400_pv2_marlbora
added: more sq perf counters

Change 84111 on 2003/02/14 by dougd@dougd_r400_tinux_martbore
 fixed a bug in the VGT_SQ interface to allow beth indxvalid and _end_of_vector on

the first and only date transfer of a vector. Also added a simulation only protecel monitor to
detect _end_of_vector when no dataat all had been sent for the vector.

 

Change 83695 on 2003/02/11 by yeiang@ygiang_r400_pv2_marlbora

added: more performance counters for sq
Change $3645 on 2003/02/11 by hartogs@fi_hartogs

Update. Testhench can run non-fetch tests.

Change £3482 on 2003/02/11 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro
changed sq_vt
vs using stat

‘%_thread_bufferto use the status_reg at state_head_ptr_gq for events instead
;data_o  ofa!

Change $3434 on 2603/02/10 by donaldl@donald!_cravola_linux_orl

Updated nxt_pos_alloc_incr and nxt_pc_alloc_incr equatis
inslead of ulu_rey to validate then.

 ns to use thread_valid_q 

Change 83323 on 2003/02/10 by hartogs@fl_hartogs

Updated... still in progress.
Change 83322 un 2603/02/10 by hartugs@fl_hartogs

Added unconnected port to modules with new perfor signals.

Changc 83315 on 2003/02/10 by womaker@wromaker 1400 linux marlboro

minor updates (2 few comment changes, insignificant code change}

Change $3246 on 2003/02/16by vwromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
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Added nxt_pix_alioc and nxt_pix_last_allac counters.

Change $5031 on 2603/02/18 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_lnux_taarlboro
‘ast! optimization within EXEC_END added; also fixed last so that without
optirnization, it will be set on the last target instruction in the EXEC_END (was
setting it on the first instruction of an EXEC_END, which for the majority of
ourtests is the same as the last instruction of an EXECEND

 
  

Change 84707 on 2003/02/16 by vromaker@wromaker r400 linux marlboro

the EXSMwas draining valid instrections from the exec ppb ona thread buffer update -
fixed by

adding the thread id to the ppb, then checkingit to see if it is the same as
the thread that’s being updated before removingit (if the thread id is
different then it is not removed and the drain is complete}

 

Change 84689 on 2063/02/16 by vromaker@vromaker_r406_linux_tmartbora

another CFS fix - this time for subroutine calls, but in generalit should affect al! flowcontrol instractions

Change $4525 on 2003/02/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_raarlboro

fix for loops - was using nesi_level trom the register that was changed to the output pipe
stage

Change $4577 on 1603/02/14 byystang@ivgiang400_pv2_marlbore

added: more sq performance counters

Change 84449 on 2003/02/14 by mmang@mmang_crayola_linux_orl
Made in it_pred dependent upon new_thread instead of first_in_group.

Change 84433 on 2003/12/14 by dougd@dougdr40e_finex_marlboro

changed logic for exp buf cmpty to used only the buffer counts and not their control
(update) signals. This signal is used to turn offthe clocks for the SP,SX and TP

Change 84436on 2063/32/14 by douad@dougd_r400_linex_mariboro

added logic and wires up to sq to provide events to trigger the perfinon counters
Change 84495 on 2003/02/14 by vwromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

rainor updates: some comments added/removed; also removed winner_ack input fromstatus reg
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fix for bug 1255 - srcc 7 swizzle set to src cx swiszle for dotzadd

Change 83159 on 2003/02/69 by dougd@dougd_ri00_linux_marlboro
pertmon signals

Change 83028 on 2603/02/68 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_raarlbore

fixed pos and pc alloc terms by using winner_sel instead of winner_ack
Change $3012 on 2003/02/07 by donaldi@idonaldl_craycla_linex_orl

Added next parameter cacheaficcation counter.
 Change 83008 on 2062/32/07 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

youre kill/pred lixes

Change 83001 on 2003/02/07 by dougd@dougd_r4ue_linux_marlbore

roi addr in was shifted down bytwobits incorrectly.

Change 82694 on 2003/02/66 by dougd@duugd_1400_linux_marlbory

brought signals up to sq for pertinon
Change 82630 on 2004/02/66 by donaldi@donald! crayola linux ort

Created exp_buf_empty signalto indicate the export buffers are empty.
This replaces the old SX-SQ export bufferinterface signals with the new ones.

 

Change 82515 on 2603/02/06 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_rarlborg
ALU 10 gpr address wrapping: MUL_CONST support DOTZADD fix

Change 82428 on 2003/02/66 by donaldi@donaldi_crayola_linux_ort

Created next position allocation counter to det
been allocated for the previous threads.

 tineif all positions have

Change 82287 on 2063/02/05 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_tinux_martbora

tex 1Q gpr address wrapping; reraoval of pop_pending logic
 Change 82200 on 2603/02/65 byscamlin @scamlin_crayola_unix_or!

 forgot these fuseboxes

Change 82192 on 2002/02/05 by hartogs@fl_hartogs
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Changed wire declaration fo match associated port. declaration

Change $2199 on 2003/02/05 by hartogsi@il_hartogs
Changed te reflect changes in unit undertest.

a 0hhange $2186 on 2603/02/65 by hartogs@fl_hartogs

Deleted extra commaat the end of the argumentlist. THis comma was creating a port
mis-match during sim load.

Change $2113 on 2003/02/05 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

intemal module signals brought up te sq level for pertmon

Change $1944 on 2003/02/64 by donaldi@donaldi_cravola_linux_orl

Changes for new SX-SQ export buffer availability interface.

Change £1943 on 2003/02/04 by donaldi@donald!_cravela_linux_orl
Changes for new SX-3SQ export buffer availability interface.

raChange $1893 on 2663/02/04 by dougd@dougd_r403_linux_maribora

fix bug in rt wrt logic
Change $1633 on 2003/62/63 by vromaker@-vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

fixed alu phase for Id_pred

Change 81624 on 2003/02/03 by vromaker@vwromaker_r400_finux_marlboro
new one-clk Id_pred signal

Change $1559 on 2003/02/03 by vromaker@vromaker_r4U0_linux_marfboro

misc updates

Chung81538 on 2003/02/03 by dougd@dougd1406 

corrected a typo to the last submit
Change 81528 on 2003/02/03 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

added input regs to TP_SQ_thread_id and TP_SQ_stall

Change $1249 on 2003/02/01 by vromaker@wromaker_1400_limux_marlboro
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Change 80057 on 2003/01/28 by wromaker@womaker_1400_linux_marfboro

updates for mova, kill mask, absclute constants

Change 79927 on 2003/01/28 by duugd@dougd_1400_linuxmarlboro

fixed bug in vsr_Id_state VSR_LD
Changs 79871 on 2003/01/28 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

corrected range on sp_prd_data_q[15:G] from [ij to 4-48] in for loop
 Change 79731 on 2003/01/27 by dougd@dougd_1400_linux_marlboro

fixes bug where vsr_Id_state gets stuck in stateVGR_LD

Change T9716 on 2903/01/27 by vramaker@vromaker_r400_linux_martbors

fix for thread arbiter priority encoder; updatesto kill mask and predicate loading from SF
Change 79542 on 2003/01/26 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

added inputs i_rbi_m_rd_req and address logic ta support diagnostic read support for RealTime

Changs 79540 on 2003/01/26 by dougd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro
 fixed typo that produced latches in synthesis

Change 79498 on 2003/01/25 by wromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

updates for kill mask

Change 79443 on 2663/01/25 by hartogs@fl_hartogs

Aade two wire declarations match their associated port declarations.
Change 79383 on 2063/01/24 by dougd@dougd_c400_linux_marlboro

changes to SQ_FLOW_CONTRGI register

Change 79347 on 2003/01/24 by dougd@dougd_r400_| x_inarlboro
fixed bug in vet interface (end_of_vtx_vector can be valid when indx_valid is not)

Change 78932 on 2063/01/23 by dougd@dougdr403_linux_marlbora

changes necessary to simulate with rf rams from latest virage cormpiler
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misc ppdates - needlatest merged versions of files.

Change $1227 on 2003/01/31 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_marlboro
inverted kill mask data from SP

 Change 81099 on 2603/01/31 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_limux_|
 change arbitration policyfor sq instruction store so each client has

its own phase in the 8 clock cycle, with CP accesses happening
opportunistically

Change 80876 on 2003/01/20 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_raarlbore

pred_override update (for waterfall); instr store read requests output from CFS and TIF
Change $0801 on 2603/01/30 by dougd@duugd_1400_linuxmarlboro

fixed typos that caused wamings in synopsys

Change 80742 on 2002/31/30 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
removed reset from the register for VGT_send and VGT_event to comply with

convention of block input going only to input of one register and no gates

Change 80731 on 2003/01/30 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
added ati_dff_in to ROM_SPx_disable_vtx, TP_SQ_data_rdy, TP_SO_type

Change 80540 on 2003/01/29 byhartozs@fl_haricas

Added SC tracker (btrk_sc) to the tb_sqsp testbench. 

Change $0494 on 2003/01/29 by donaldi@donaldl_craycla_linux_orl
initial

Change $0177 on 2003/01/28 by mmantor@FL mmantorLT r400 win

got b: ye stituulus to work for sy/sp lest bench and reset multipass counter during reset

Change $0168 on 2003/01/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
fix for 48:16 priority mux

Change 80102 on 2003/01/28 by hartogs@ft_hartcgs

Added sc_iterater module wrapped speciticallyter sqsp testbench.
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Change 78924 on 2003/01/23 by donaldl@donaldl_craycla_linux_ort
Initial

Change 78850 on 2603/08/23 by scanlin @scalin_crayula_uuix_orl
add rtl versions

Change 78849 on 2003/01/23 by scamlin@scamlin crayola unix or!
addrti version

Change 78803 on 2003/01/23 by dougd@idougdr400_linex_marlboro

replacedlatest version of this virage rf ramwith the one from previous virage compilerbecause latest version doesn't wok

Change 78788 on 2003/01/23 by mmantor@mmantor_crayola_linux_orl

-<fixed bugs created by seperation of alloc machine and interp machineto align all data to
the sx and sp interfaces and moved thread counterafter delay pipe

Change 78706 on 2003/6122 by vromaker@wromaker_1406_linux_marlbare

fixes for pred_set/kdill; tex_arb_policy added
Change 78428 on 2063/01/22 by scamlin @scamlin_crayola_unix_orl

virage a04 new register files

Change 78427 on 2063/01/22 by scamlin@iscamlincrayola_win
riod for a4

Change 78248 on 2603/01/21 by hartogs@fl_hartogs

Updated for VGT and RBBM stimulus.
Updated for changes in ur der test. 

Change 78247 on 2603/01/21 by hartogs@t_bartogs

  Added this port to the instance "uscalar"to file sp/vector/sp_vector.v.
PRED SET EXECUTEO, // TODO -- added unconnected output port te avoid

warnings during sim lead
Apparently the sp_scalar_lut module added an output port (single bit).

 

Also added these ports to the instance "u_sq_tex_ctl_flow_seq" in sq.v
ais_updaied, i/ listed unconnected port to aveid load warning
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wais_thread_idQ, ff listed urncurmected porl le avoid load
warning

aisupdate is single bit, and ais_threadid is 6 bits.

Change 78147 on 2063/01/21 by ygians@ygiangr490_pv2_marlboro
added: SQ performance counters

Change 77896 on 2003/01/20by vromaker ivromakerr400_linuxmarlboro

fix for opt. const waterfall (const scl delayed onc cycle)

Change 77794 on 2003/01/19 by wromaker@womaker_1400_linux_marlboro

fix for const waterfall optimization (decode signal was missing a bit}; also tix for
multiple free_done
Change 77751 on 2003/01/18 by nnnantor@uumantor_crayula_linuxorl

<fixed a bug with sc_sample_cntrl by adding an isr register version to maritain during
interpolation while the alloc machine moves ahead. Also fixed the context_id in the event fifofor 2clk transfers>

Change 77460 on 2003/01/17 by vromaker@vwromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

fix for early push into exec ppb - was pushing conditional executes withouttesting thecondition...

Change 77449 on 2003/01/17 by mmanter@mmantor_crayola_linux_ord

<fixed a bufwith ij read ac neration when using centers and centroids, sent
free_buif a clock earlier so they (oneters and centriods can run at rate continously and added
flowcontrol to the alloc sm for max_pass_rd_cnt independant of pb_rts >

 

Change 77428 on 2003/01/17 by womaker@-wromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

fix for bxec SMstate EXNEXT CEI-if ppb_op is not ALLOC,assumesit's some type
of EXEC and jumps to EXEC
Changs 77426 on 2003/01/17 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

anotherfix for tmp_max_rd_pass_cnt had to be delared as 2 bits before the PPE}

Change 77421 on 2003/01/17 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_martboro
 added ports to sq_rbbm_i

sq_perfmon module
rface and wires to support rbbm access for the new

Change 77419 on 2003/01/17 by vromaker@wromaker_1400_limux_marlboro
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Change 76791 on 2003/01/15 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro

some of the TP,SP.SX clock gating logic added

Change 76773 un 2003/01/15 by duugd@idougd_1400_linuxmarlboro
delete obsoletefiles

Change 76676 on 2003/01/14 by scamlin@scamlin crayola win

update hs ports

Change 76588 on 2003/01/14 by scamlin@scarmlin_crayola_win

virage star simulation

Change 76327 on 2003/01/15 by vwromaker@vramaker_1400_linux_martbora

Change 76236 on 2003/01/13 by dousd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

fixed bug Unt loaded v_gpr_addr aud v_gpr_base tuo early

Change 76086 on 2003/01/12 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
 adding missing signal to sonsitivitylist

Change 76016 on 2003/01/11 by womaker@vwromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

fixes for constant watertalling

Change 75969 on 2603/01/10 byhartogs@tl_hartogs

Added unconnected ports in instantiations to avoid warning message while leading intothe simulator.

Change 75887 on 2003/01/10 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro
 routed gated clu:

problem with Pawer ©
frum sy_tbbin_interface up to sq.v aid then buck tu get wound a

wnpiler 

Change 75798 on 2003/01/10 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro
fixed bug with fifo control when the SP GPRsare full

Change 75472 on 2003/01/09 by dougd@dougd_r400_tinux_maribore
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fix for max_rd_pass count.

Change 77199 on 2002/31/16 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
update for mova interface

Change 77182 on 2003/01/16 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

Change 77173 on 2003/0L/16 by vromaker@vromaker 1400 linux marlboro

Change 77133 on 2003/01/16 by scamlin@scamlin_crayola_win

Change 77107 on 2003/01/16 by tutantor@uanatitor_crayola_l _orl

<tixed performance bug preventing at rate interpolation with two interpolants>

Change 76992 on 2003/31/15 by fhsien@fhsien_r400_linux_marlboro
Change MES_ALL parameter for more virage memory

Change 76991 on 2003/0L/15 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro
fixed typo in last submit ofthisfile

Change 76949 on 2003/01/15 by askende@askende_r460_Hnux_marlbora

releasing top 1O changesrelated to the new Export Status Control interface between SQand SX

Change 76829 on 2003/31/15 by dougd@ldougd_r400_linux_marlboro

added SX_SP_exp_bufavail, SX_SQexp_count_rdy to support clock gating

Change 76813 on 2603/0L/15 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

CFS now luoks ut ais_update to clear alu_instr_pending: alse const waterfall fixes

Change 76816on 2003/01/15 by thsien @thsien_r400_linux_marlbore
Change MES ALL parameter to OFF

Change 75802 on 2003/01/15 by scamlin @fl_regress_p4j_crayola_win
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changed "input [5:0] sclk_global" to "input. sclk_gtobal"to prevent problems with
synopsys

Change 75456 on 2603/01/09 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

re-release of AIQ, AIS, and CPS; mova depaidency stall added

Change 75419 on 2063/01/68 by hartogs@itl_hartogs
First submission -- no trackers / no injector / no synchro-nothing. Just an SQ and four 

SP's

Change 75418 on 2003/01/68 byhartogs@tl_hartogs

Fixed not-smari compiler enrer that shows up in Modelsim (but presumably not in VCS).
Change 75417 on 2603/01/68 by vromaker@veomaker_r400_linux_arlbure

testing

Change 75416 on 2002/0L/68 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

testing

Change 75398 on 2002/01/68 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore
what the heck again

Change 75397 on 2003/01/08 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

what the heck is going on with sq_alu_instr_seq.v

Change 75344 on 2003/01/08 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_marlboro
edit comments

Change 75343 on 2003/01/68 by dougd@dougd_r100_linwx_marlboro
changes for vgt-sq-sp vertex vectorloading performance improvement

Change 75346 on 2003/0108 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbara

fix for NOP in CFS; reducedtriangle size in sq_tests
Change 75023 on 2063/01/67 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlbore

fixed bug in d_rtr-whendata_cnt==2

Change 74776 on 2002/01/06 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
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fix for bug 1635: tet instr fetch updated to pass last_in_gronp correctly

Change 74489 on 2003/01/04 by dougd@dougd_r400_iinux_marlboro
"interp_cnt_q=" was changed to “interp_cnt_q<=""

Change 74435 on 2063/01/03 by dougd@dongd_r40r iaux_tmarlboro

removed unused signal from port lists
Change 74403 on 2003/01/63 by womaker@ vwromaker_:400_linux_marlboro

fix for bug LOL} Gast_in_group/last_in_shaderissues with multiple consecutive EXEC’s,
and multiple instr’s in the last EXEC)

Change 74242 on 2003/01/02 by wromaker@,vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

added fast optimiztion enable to exec ppb

Change 74199 on 2003/01/02 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
more fixes for milestore_tri (zpr_base was off for both gpr read and write)

Change 74166 on 2063/01/02 by vwromaker@womaker_1400_linux_maribore

fixes for milestone_tri tests
Change 74008 on 2003/01/61 by vromaker@vwomaker_r400_linux_marlbore

split the pixel input state machine in two

Change 73136 on 2062/12/23 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_mariboro
added output o_sq_soft_srst to sq_rbbm_interface 

Change 72904 on 2002/12/20 by womaker@ womaker_r4Q0_!inux_marlboro

fix for pix ctl (buff swap used instead of free buffin ptr buff)

Change 72839 un 2002/12/20 by vrumaker@ vromaker_1400_linux_tarlboro

more pix_ctl (pc) and vtx_ctl (vc) stuff; added some_q's to registered signal names,
made performance chages to pix_ct! (pism)
Changs 72723 on 2002/12/26 by womaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

more updates for pisra name change to pix_ctl (PC)
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update

Change 70178 on 2002/12/10 by womaker@womaker_1400_linux_marlboro
fix for consts; top level changes

Change 69908 on 2062/12/16 by dougd@dougd_r403_linux_marlbore

brought SQ_hs_<signals> to ge level andtied to logic lowthere
Change 69710 on 2062/12/09 by vromaker@-vromaker_1400_linux_marlbore

more const waterfall fixes

Change 69670 on 2002/12/09 by vromaker@vromaker_r1400_linux_marlboro
uiise fixes fur yes compile

Change 69656 on 2002/12/09 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

add hs wrapperfiles

Change 69651 on 2002/12/09 by vwronmaker@ wromaker_1400_linux_tarlboro

constant waterfalling code added te ATQ, AIS, and AIO
Changc 69125 on 2002/12/06 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

added hs memories and processors to perforce. added ge level connections to sq.v. ifdef
in sq.v to enable hs behavorial memories for simulation. 
Change 68379 on 2062/12/04 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro

iuslaitiated STAR hs processor, fuse_bon and wiring 

Change 68158 on 2002/12/03 by vromaker@womaker_1400_linux_marlboro
fix for event_idio CP ( to 5 bits! mi fix for continued & end of vector;
addition ofij buffer optimization for centers only’centroids only

 

Change 67962 on 2062/1 2/03 by wromaker@ wemaker_1400_tinux_marthore

control flow updates; thread buff/status register clean-up

 Change 67336 on 2002/11/27 by dougd@dougd_1400_!
fixe 

Change 67331 on 2002/11/27 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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Chunge 72720 on 2602/12/20 by vromaker@veomaker_r400_linux_tuarlbure

 input arb fix for pix req while pix busy, renamed pism to p:
inake newdirectories pe and ve

ctl and visra to vix_ctl and 

Change 72632 on 2002/1 2/19 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

fixed bug in loading texture constants whenthere are stalls in the data stream from therbom

Change 72217 on 2002/12/18 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro
fix for CFC read from ALU CFS L

Change 7I8L7 on 2002/12/17 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_limux_marlboro

Change 71495 on 2602/12/16 by vromaker@veomaker_r400_linux_arlbore

Change 71347 on 2002/12/16 by dougd@deugd_r400_linax_marlbore
Changes for synthesis: added a register stage to sq_const_map_ent! to improvetiming;

changed direction of TST_SQ_rf_star_f>_out_fusebox in to output because fuseboxis
internal to sq

 

Change 71059 on 2062/12/13 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_Hnux_marlboro

 fix for SC packer 9, ation (quad ctl interface to SQ)

Change 7046? on 2062/12/11 by dougd@dougd_r40e_Hnux_marlboro

made integer variable names unique for each process block
Change 70353 on 2002/1 2/11 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_maslbore

default clause in case statement was Ist in list of cases- it must be last (or synopsys
chokes}

Change 70341 on 2002/12/11 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linwx_marlboro

fix for lod_correct bit width change

Change 70330 on 2002/12/11 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
added 1 bit to the width of isr_loop_index_qto makeit matchit's connections

Change 70179 on 2002/12/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
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type in port narne of unused input

Change 67098 on 2602/11/26 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlbore

cl flow update

Change 67077 on 2002/11/26 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore
fixes for milestone cvent bugs; functional changesto ctl flow

Change 66948 on 2602/1126 by dougd@dougd_r400_linw_martboro

initial submit ofsq rfproc and fusebox

Change 66939 on 2002/11/26 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

STAR RF memories for synthesis arid simmilation: inchides the rf proc and fase_box in
sq.vand all of the necessary wiring

Change 66739 on 2002/11/25 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

fix for sy_busy

Change 66453 on 2002/11/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
fix for thrcad butfer read address wrapping

Change 56229 on 2002/11/22 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro

added missing connections between sq_rbbm_interface and the constant store modules

Change 66186 on 2002/11/22 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

fix For predicated_q

Change 66177 on 2002/11/22 by dougd@idougd_r100_linux_marlbore
fixed synopsys warning of cip_qf[0] not being in the eventlist: changed it to cip_q

Change 66043 on 2002/1121 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbara

fix for bug 818 (thread buffer head andtail ptr wrap problem)
Change 66017 on 2002/11/21 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboroe

add the new Virage STAR rf memories (v and .ctme}

Change 65339 on 2002/11/21 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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fix bugs for synthesis. replaced dum_merm_p? on Virage rf with Virage verilog modelsfor simulation

Change 65700 on 2002/11/26by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_mariboro
fix for bug 799 - a typo in the generation of pyps_disable was causing the problem

Change 65386 on 2002/11/19 by dougd@dougd_r4u0_linux_mariboro

fix minor coding crror introduccd in last version

Change 65321 on 2002/11/19 by dougd@doug d_r400_linux_mariboro

fixed a bug in new clock gating logic and changed the clockfo the sq_phase_gen module
from scik sclk_const_memto generate is_phase when the instruction_store is being loaded
from the RBBM and scik_sq has not yet been tured on. sq_vtx_thread had a port size mismatch
on the read addr input 

Change 65065 on 2002/11/18 by dougd@dougd_r4Ut linux_marlboro

added scan test bus. divided sq modules into 9 groups and generated a reset in the
rbbm_interface for each group

Change 65064 on 2062/1 1/18 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_mariboro

changed default value of parameters to prevent errors in synthesis
 

Change 65063 on 2002/11/18 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_maribore

correct coding errors in the instantiationsof the virage memories

Change 64944 on 2002/11/18 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_mearlboro
fix for simple_loop

Change 64899 on 2002/11/18 by wromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

misc bug fixes

Chung64341 un 2002/11/15 by duugd@dougd1406 

fixed bug in clk gaier enable signal
Chanec 64304 on 2002/11/15 by dougd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

the ROM_SPx_disable_vix inputs were not connected to sq_vism.v

Change 64138 on 2002/11/14 by vromaker@wromaker_r400_limux_marlboro
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Change 63869 on 2002/11/13 by desiree@idesires_t400_sum_martboro

added Virage STAR memories and interconnect
 Change 63865 on 2002/11/13 bydesiree@desires_r400_sun_marlboro

added STAR Virage memories

Change 63828 on 2062/11/13 by womaker@vwomeaker_1100_linux_mariboro
fix for tri32_pix4 (pismwas asserting RTR to ptr_bulfincorrectly)

Change 63824 on 2062/11/13 by dougd@dougd140i linux_marlboro

added bad SP disable logic
Change 63821 on 2002/11/13 by duugd@dougd_1400_linuxmarlboro

added rbbm diag read support and fixed RI operation

Change 63829 on 2002/11/13 by dougd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

nurnerous changes lo add robin read diagnostic feature. Also: corrected the
copy_context in the const_map_cnth made all non-constant store rbbr accesses decode
e going thru skid butter.
 
 

Changs 63494 on 2002/11/12 by wromaker@vromaker 1400 linux marlboro

removed forcing of PS on PREVopcodes

Change 63373 on 2002/11/12 by vromaker@womaker_r400_limux_marlboro
 another fix for pspv_wr_en - alu_phase swapped for loading ofpipeline registers

Change 63245 on 2062/11/11 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_martboro

delayed mask and predicate input to pgpv_epr_we bytwo cycles instead of delaying the
alu_phase mux select two cycles
Change 62913 on 2002/11/08 by vronmaker@ wromaker_1400_linux_iarlbore

fix for valid bits (they were swapped in ais_output!

Changc 62866 on 2002/11/08 by womaker@wromaker 1400 linux marlboro

fixed pspv_gpr write enables

Change 62309 on 2002/11/07 by wromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
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dot2add sreCz swizzle =x

Change 64003 on 2002/LL/14 by dougd@dougd_r100_linex_marloore
allow the mapping tables to be copied onlyon the 1st draw command after a

gix_copy_state

Change 63931 on 2002/1 L/14 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

fixed bug in sq rd addr reraapping

Change 63882 on 2002/11/13 by dougd@dougd_r400_linex_mariboro

tixed connection errors introduced bymergeoffiles moditied to add new Virage STARmemories

Chuarge 63879 on 2002/LL/13 by desiree@desirce_1400_sun_tarlbure

added Virage STAR memories and interconnectionsto them

Change 63878 on 2002/11/13 bydesiree@desiree_r400_sun_marlbore
 added connections for Virage STAR memoryin visrm_skid_buf

Change 63877 on 2002/11/13 by desiree@desiree_r400_sun_mariboro
added Virage STAR momory

Change 63876 on 1662/11/13 by desiree@idesiree_r400_sun_martbora

added connections to Virage STAR memory in robm_skid_buf

Change 63875 on 2002/11/13 by desiree(@desiree_r400_sun_marlboro

added Virage STAR memory

Change 63874 on 2002/LL/13 by desiree@idesiree_r400_sun_marlboro
added Virage STAR memoryandinterconnect

Change 63873 on 2002/LL/13 by desiree@desiree_r400_sun_marlboro

added Virage STAR memory
Change 63870 on 2602/1L/13 by desiree@desirce_r400_sun_marlbore

added Virage SPAR memories and interconnect
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input arbitration fix - added pipelined pix_wr_busy ta PISM

Change 61975 on 2002/11/06 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_marlboro
updates for new gpr write enables

 Change 61827 on 2002/11/08 by dougd@dougd_r400_linnx_marlboro  

rake o_sp_ver_read assert 1 tick earlier to correct a problem with changes in the SQ_SPinterface

Change 61631 on 2002/11/65 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_martbora

more predicate updates including pred_override, and delayed thread butterwrite back

Change 61283 on 2602/11/63 by vromuker@vromaker_r400_linex_uarlbore

had to move vtx input grant out one cycle to get the VSR grp writes
lined up with the correct phase 

Change 60956 on 2002/LL/GL by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- removed special case for scalar PREVopcodes
- removed old gpr write enable trora SQ_SP interface

Change 60919 on 2002/LL/OL by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlbore

predicate and SP write enable updates

Change 60678 on 2002/10/21 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

remove wire declarations that use ‘defines for real time paramater registers

Change 60544 on 2602/1 0/20 by doned@dongd_r460_Hnonx_martboro

remove _rt_param* regs to coincide with new emulator
Change 60093 on 2002/10/29 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- added special case for scalar PREVopcodes
~ started predicate updates

Change 59942 on 2002/10/29 by dousd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

added "ifdef" for virage mem S

Change 59546 on 2002/10/26 by dougd@dougd_r100_linux_marlboro
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added clock gaters wad ups for resets

Change 59428 on 2002/LU/25 by wromaker@womaker_140' nux_marlboro

updates
Change 59279 on 2002/10/25 by vromaker@womaker_1400_linux_marlboro

ininor updates

Changes 59186 on 2002/10/24 by dougd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

many changes to support RBBM diagnostic read access to the constant memories inaluconst and texconst

Change 59171 on 2062/10/24 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
delayed const to SP by one cycle

Change 59088 on 2002/10/24 by vwromaker@vwromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

- big update for pv/ps detection (it was moved from in front of the
AIO to after the AIG)

- constants fixed io properly add base and index (no wat
- constants fixedtoproperly map src A,B,Conto cO and cl
- ALUinstr queue uses new reg storage (also, controller was renamed}

Ling yet) 
 

Chanec 58116 on 2002/10/18 by womaker@wromaker 1400 linux marlboro
new Tnstr Quene files

Change 57672 on 2002/10/17 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_limux_marlboro

minorfixes related to CFS state mem expansion

Change 57639 on 2002/10/17 by vwramaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- more control flow updates
- output rotated requests from vex thread buffor

Change 57520 on 2002/10/16 by duugd@)doug d_1400_linux_imaribore

add | bit te size ofvsim_event_id
Changs 57405 on 2002/10/16 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

fix bug introduced in the previous version that caused o_new_context_ldto goto "X"fustafter reset
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- fixes to param cache write ptr, and param cache free counter

Changc 55389 on 2002/10/04 by wromaker@wromaker 1400 linux marlboro

paral cache write aid dealloc update

Change 55202 on 2002/10/03 by dougd@dougd_r400_iinux_marlboro
fixes bug reported in Bugzilla: Bug 495 where wrong data was written to

Sq_instruction_store memorydue to interruption or pause of write data on rbbm bus

Change 53025 or 2002/1W/03 by dougd@dougdr400_iinux_marlboro

add FIFO_NAMEto skid buffer ati_fifo_cntl in rbbm and vism
Change 55017 un 2002/10/03 by duugd@dougd_1400_linux_marlburo

added "FIFONAME"to skid buffer ati_fifo_cnti in rbbm and vism

Change 54932 on 2002/10/02 by womaker@wromaker 1400 linux marlboro

pisin updated for case when paragon and genindex detected

Change 54925 on 2002/10/02 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
added the followi

context_misc_sc_outey
and gen_index_vix_set

  2 rbbm register outputs from rbbm interface:
|_screen_Xy_set, context_misc_sc_sample_cnthset. gen_index_pix_set 

Change 54872 on 2002/10/02 by vromaker@ vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
 - double buffer for dealloc space added to exit SMso it can handle

a second dealluc reyuest while the first one is still in progress

Change 54688 on 2002/10/01 by vwromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

event_vid wascollideing with cfs_update : fixed
Change 54647 on 2002/10/01 by vwronmaker@ wromtaker_1400_linux_imarlboro

- exp_cnt_q (export count) added to sq_export_alloc
sx update 
 ed - added thread type into logic}

Change 54498 on 2062/10/01 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro

changed the REN inputon the single port use of dum_mem_p? from 1'b1 to ~>wen to
prevent the warming messages displayed during simulation
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Change 37379 on 2602/10/16 by douzd@dougd_1400_linux_marlbore

fixed bug in decoding GFX_COPY STATE

Change 57210 on 2062/10/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
CFS: added control flow instructions

Change 56223 on 2002/10/14 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

added barrel shifter and arbitration winner translation logic necded to remove shifting
function of sq_status_reg

Change 56824 on 2063/10/13 by dougd@dougd_r400_lHnux_mariboro

increase size of pix thread buffer from 16 to 48: fixed bugs in the arbitration winneraddress translation

Change $6409 on 2602/16/10 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_marlbora

update to cond exec
Change 56155 on 2002/10/09 by vromaker@wvromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

updates for conditional execution
 Change 56142 on 2002/10/69 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- fix for tp_done/ais_pop collision- added conditional execution to CFS

Change 55772 on 2002/1 0/68 by dougd@douger400_linex_marlboro

changed sq_cfc to have three sets of read ports controlled by ii ;sub_phase

Change 55732 on 2663/1 G'07 by donad@idougdr400_ltinex_mastboro

modified port list of instantiations of sq_statusregister to match latest version of thatmodule.

Change 553670 on 2002/10/67 by dougd@deugd_1400_linux_marlbore

increased number ofstatus registers trom 16 to 48
Change $5666 on 2062/10/07 by dousd@dougd r400 Linux marlboro

changed output name of alu(tex)_req_g to alu(tex)_req_out_g on sq_pix_thread_buff

Change $5620 on 2002/10/07 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linex_raarlbore
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 Change 54445 on 2002/19/20 by dougd@idougdr4ue_linux_marlboro

changcd bit ficlds on i addr into match rbbm addr to make a dircct match ofbit ficlds
Cust to makeit easier to understand)

marlboro  Change $4212 on 2062/09/28 by dosgd@dougd_1400_lin 

corrected bit widths on some signals that caused errors in synthesis
Change 54232 on 2062/39/28 by dougd@dougdr400_linwx_marlboro

increased size of vtx_alloc_space because vs_num_reg is | less than the actual value we
want to reg

Change 54231 on 2002/09/28 by dousd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

corrected the ‘defines in the parameterlist of the instantiation of sq_threac_buff_cntl
from those for "vtx"to those for "pix"

Change 54166 on 2002/09/27 by vwromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

- SC_SQ inter fice updates
~ also connected VGT_SQevent to sq_vism

Change 53873 on 2002/09/26 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
defined wires for vss and vdd for virage memories

Change $3800 on 2601/09/26 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- fixes for events flowing thru SQ
- cleared up issues with making individial vtx and pix thread buffers (and shared

thread_bulf_enti)
- fixed PV,PS bigs

Change 53737 on 2002/39/25 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
reduced size of cfc constant store

Change 53736 on 2662/39/25 by dougd@idougdr466_lnnx_martboro
added 2 bits to width of visra skid buffer

Change 53735 on 2002/09/25 by dougd@dougdr400_linwx_marlboro

changed sizes of virage rams Tor rapping tables

Change 53730 on 2002/09/25 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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set all generate flags fo “true”

Change 53434 on 2062/09/24 by vwromaker@vromeaker_1409_linux_marlboro
afew port mismatch fixes

Change 53376 on 2002/09/24 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_marlboro

removed redundant declaration that caused synopsys compile error
Change 53375 on 2002/09/24 by womaker@ vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- fixes for moving event thru the SQ
- tixes for dealloc, and state_ditf in thread bi £8

Change 53204 on 2002/09/23 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

correctedmix of assigments: next_old_context <= old_context_g; _/svnopsys doesn'tlike "<=" mixed with "="

Change 53136 on 2002/09/23 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
remove "wire [7:6] tempé = i_addr_in/6," which cause synthesis error

Change 53039 on 2002/09/23 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
new modules to increase size of pixel thread buffor

Change 52738 on 2662/09/20 by vromaker@,vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

event fifo to pism/ptb fixes

Change 52350 on 2002/09/18 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

pir buff fix to work correctly with split. Z-cycle transfers

Change 52270 on 2062/09/18 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro
corrected width of constant assigned to alloc_size_q from 2 to 4

Change 52212 on 2062/09/18 by dougd@dougdr409_linuxmarlboro

modified fix to sq_valid_2_q that was entered in the previous version
Change 52164 on 2002/09/17 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_maribore

added more to fix for sq_qual_2_q cf previous version
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added support for real time mode

Change 50564 on 2002/09/16by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
update

Change 50503 on 2062/09/10 by vromaker@womaker_1403_linux_maribare

another PV/PS phase swap bug fix
Change 50458 on 2002/09/16by dougd@dougdr400_linux_mariboro

these Files moved ts directory where theyare used

Change 50294 on 2002/09/09 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
update to write enables due lo PV, PS cycle swap

Change 50193 on 2002/09/09 by wromaker@wromaker_1400_iinux_marlboro

updated kill mask out to SX

Change 50165 on 2002/09/09 by wrunmaker@ wrontaker_1400_linux_imarlbore

fix for pc write one cycle early
Changc 50034 on 2002/09/06 by dousd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

initial submission of skid buf ram for sq_robra_interface 

Change 49979 on 2002/09/06 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

minor udpates

Change 49848 on 2602/69/05 by vramaker@vromaker_r400_finux_martboro

- added predicate, kill mask, pv/ps detection
- swapped PVand PS write gpr phase

Change 49671 un 2002/09/05 by duugd@doug d_1400_sun_tiaribure

changed sizes of new_maprar, map_ram and freelist to cover full size of texconst_mem

Changc 49291 on 2002/09/03 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

removed context_misc_screen_xy_in_epro_set from sq.v and sq_rbbm_interface.v.
added address decoding for real time constantsinsq_rbbm_interface.v 

Change 49226 on 2002/09/02 by dougd@dougd_r400_sun_marlboro
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Change 52160 on 2602/09/17 by duugd@dougd_1400_linux_marlbore

 make sc_valid_2_q stay asserted until there is a SC_SQ_vahd

Change 51789 on 2002/09/16 by dougd@dougd_r400_linax_marlboro
fixed bug with SQ_RBBrs outputting x's; fixed bug with code added ta support rbbm

diagnostic read of constant store memories

Change 51740 on 2002/09/16 bytien @tien_r400_devel_marlbcro
Interface change for post-June 15th inst/const

 Change 51673 on 2662/09/15 by douad@dougd_r400_linux_marlbore

fixed bug in rbbm diagnostic read interface
Change 31539 on 2002/09/13 by duugd@dougd_1400_linuxmarlboro

commect acs_rd_req to sq_alucenst_top (that input was floating)

Change 51526 on 2002/09/13 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
- gpr dealloc connected
- static gprallocation added (but not enabled)
~ ppb btwn pism and ptd added

Change 51368 on 2602/09/13 by dougd@idougd r400 linux marlboro

added some of the port. connections necessaryto support RRRMreading ofthe constant,store memories

Change 50967 on 2002/09/12 by dougd@dougd_r400_linex_marlboro
changed port name "i_context_switch”to "i_map_copy_start" for aluconst and texconst,

changed "i_state_change_flag" to "i_read_base_Id"and added ports based on state change based
on gfecopy_state to sq_cic

Change 50916 on 2002/09/11 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

conmect coutex|_swilch based on glx_copy_state in rbi; connect loading miechunianfor
eo_tt start addresses for aluconst and texconst

 

Change $0896 on 2062/99/11 by vromaker@vromeaker_r400_linux_taarlboro
fixes for bug326 and 329 - tests still fail, but for different reasons

Change 50723 on 2007/09/11 by dougd@ijdougdr4ee_linux_marlboroe
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inttial checkin

Change 49220 on 2002/09/02 by dousd@dougd r400 Linux marlboro

brought in 3 more bils of rbi_addr and divide it by 6 W get the correct t
address because the 6 Dwords in each constant are no longer packed on boundarbut on boundaries of6 Dwords.

re Constant
of 8 Dwerds  

Change 49065 on 2002/38/20 by dousd@idougd r400 linux marlboro

add “vs_num_reg + 1fogic and increase port size by 1 bit

Change 49059 on 2002/08/30 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

fixed a fewtypos for the new SP instruction decode

Change 48976 on 2002/68/30 by dougd@dougd_r400_linwx_martboro

make o_v_Id_ontlpkt deassert the next clk after receiving i_vtb_rtr
Change 49974 on 2002/08/30 by wromaker@vromaker_r400_linwx_marlbore

- needed to drive acfsreading one cycle earlier for ACF'S IS read
- updated/added new SQ_SPinstruction interface

Change 48932 on 2002/08/29 by dousd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

replaced address constant with value defined in sq_reg.v

Change 48844 on 2002/08/29 by dougd@dougdr400_Hnex_marlboro

added support for gen_index (auto-count), vet events and fixed some bugs

Change 48558 on 2002/08/28 by vramaker@vromaker_r406_linux_martbora

- fix for out-of-order thread processing: the 2 alu ctl flow sequencers
now share oneinstr store read slot instead of alternating between two
different slots (which allowed one to get ahead opf the other)

~ thread counts from: VISMund PISMto ais_outpul added at SQ level
 

Change 48384 on 20: 8/27 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_martoore

- updates for ptr buffipism to alien quad mask correctly
- additions for thread_count

Change 48164 on 2602/08/26 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
- fixes for individual macc write enables
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 - added the prev_pus_alice inputs to the status regs (and logic lo
generate them in the tread buffer)

Change 17553 on 2002/08/22 by vwromaker@vromaker_1409_linux_marlboro
- ptr buff changed for out-of-order quads
- pism: now add 1 to ps_nurm_reg to get the number of GPRsto alloc

Change 47168 on 2002/08/20 by vromaker ivromakerr400_linux_marlboro

connected param gon pos te pisrn

Change 47110 on 2062/08/26by dougd@dougd_r40¢ ux_marlboro

added the two rbbm registers that were missed in the last version

Change 47072 on 2002/08/20 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

updated param_wrap wires  
Change 46976 on 2002/08/20 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlbora

adding the remaining rbbm register outputs to sq_rbbm_interface and wired them up in
Sq.v

Change 46809 on 2002/08/19 by vromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
updated pism connectionsto local registers

Change 46714 on 1062/08/19 by vromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_martboro

updated local register inputs to PISM

Change 46643 on 2002/08/16 by dougd@dougd_r400_| :<_miarlboro

added vet_event to port. Hist.

Change 16642 on 2002/08/16 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlbero
added register outputs from rbbm_interface and vget_event from sq_vism

Change 46637 on 2002/08/16 by vwromaker@womaker_1400_linux_marlboro
fix for alloc size

Changs 46629 on 2002/08/16 by womaker@-vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
more Fixes for alloc size
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changed default parameter values SUATEWIDTH =64, CFSSTATEWLIDILH = 32;
STATUSWIDTH=24; to prevent index select errors in synthesis

 
 

Change 44356 on 2002/08/06 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
 changed default parameter value of 16 te STAT!

direction does not match array direction in synthesis
WIDTH = 32; to prevent error: slice 

Changc 44355 on 2002/08/06 by dousd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro

changed defanit. pararneter values (was 8): STATR_WIDTH = 64; STATUS_WIDTH =
32; so that select index would not be out of bounds and cause synthesis to error

Change 44314 on 2062/08/05 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
more delay for Pree_doue

Change 44294 on 2002/08/05 by wromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marfboro

- 3 cycie delay added for free done
+ port width fixes

Change 44234 on 2002/08/05 by sallen@sallen_r400_lin_marlboro

ferret: finish up backdoor ucode loading, pli changes, etc
Change 44201 on 2002/08/05 by womaker@-vwromaker_e400_linux_marlboro

- free_done fix: don't send on param_cache (vtx shdr) done
- sq: added SQ_SP_vsr_vu_valid
- updates to VISMto handie end_of_vector with invalid data

Change 44010 on 2002/08/02 by vrunaker@ vromuker_1400_linux_inarlbore

- multi pixel vector fixesVISMfixed for 32 vertex test

Change 43237 on 2002/07/30 by womaker@vwomaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- temp fix to pir buff te delay free_buff te SC- comments in thread arb
- re-enabled alu interleaving

 Change 42997 on 2002/07/29 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

how grants pix while pix is bi
ips idle if request is present

- interleaving disabled in sq.v  
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Change 46574 un 2602/08/16 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_riarlbure

 fix For SQ_SX_export_id Qwas connected to wrong signal)

Change 46517 on 2002/08/16 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_mariboro
fixed thread read state machine typo

 Change 46382 on 2002/08/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r4Q0_linux_marlbore

fixed pop thread te be onlyone cycle

Change 46251 on 2002/08/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

updates for popAvinner_ack status rea conflict

Change 45784 on 2002/38/13 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlbore

tived synchronization ofwrites to R AMby removing input flap on i_fexconst_phase to
be compatible with same change made in sq_texconst_mem.v sometime ago. Also updated loca
testbench for sq_texconst block.
Change 45466 on 2002/08/12 by askende@askende_r400_sun_mariboro

checking in with Vie's permission chang s related ta vsr_vu_valid

Change 45406 on 2002/08/12 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
add change to deassert q_ins_sel when j_ins_rtris returned.

Change 45291 on 2062/08/69 by dousd@dougd_r400_linwx_marlbore

removed "[0:0}"from "input [0:0] clk," ins
error during synthesis. Removed divide-by-3 codeinerror.

 atatus_reg.vto prevent synopsys tcl script
instruction_store.vto prevent synthesis 

Change 45271 on 2002/08/69 by dougd@dougd_r4ue_linux_marlboro

add i texconst rtr to deassert q tex sel

Charge 45079 on 2002/08/68 by efong@efong_crayola_iinux_evd
removed alt the hackedfiles

Change 44548 on 2002/08/06 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

~ status register shift connection bug fixed

Change 44376 on 2002/08/06 by dougd@dougdr400_linex_marlboro
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Change 42996 on 2002/07/29 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- fixed priority cncoders (was reverscd)

Change 42684 on 2002/07/26 by vromaker@veromiaker_r400_linux_arlbore

- reverted valid_bits to go trom Isb to msb
Change 42415 on 2062/07/25 by dousd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

added ati_rbbim_intfto complere the RRR_rd path

Change 42246 on 1002/07/24 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_limux_rnarlboro

- fixed thread_id width (caused Ind pix vector to be same as Ist}

Change 42150 on 2002/07/24 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbora

~ fixed ais_acs_rd_addrfor synthesis
Change 42144 on 1602/07/24 by womaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- thread_id width fixes

Change 42107 on 2002/07/23 by markf@imarkf_r460_linux_marlboro
Updated SC--SQ interface

Change 420965 on 2003/07/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

- forced sq-tp pix_mask io OxF
Change 42084 on 2602/07/23 by vromuker@veomaker_r400_linux_tuarlbure

- fixed SQ_SC interface connections

Change 42069 on 2062/07/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlborg
~ reversed order uf valid_bits (aka pix_travk}

Change 41959 on 2002/07/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r4U0_linex_raariboro

~right shift 1 inte MSB of valid bit tring (instead of Loft shift into LSB)

Change 41839 on 2602/07/22 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore
- new, wider SC interface
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Change 41838 on 2002/07/22 by vrunaker@ vromaker_1400_linux_iarlboro
delete

Change 41931 on 2002/07/22 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
added ‘include “./misc/sq_defs.v"

Change 41826 on 2002/07/22 by dougd@dougd_r4ut iaux_tmarlboro

changed parameter STATUS WIDTII valuc from 4 to 16 to prevent compilation
problems in synthesis

Change 41823 on 2062/07/22 by dougd@dougd_r40_iinux_martbore

changed order of output declarations te come before their reg declarations so that
synopsys would not declare the outputs as wires

Change 41864 on 2002/07/22 by dougd@dougd_r400_iinux_martboro
 created sq_rbbm_skid_bufwith virage mem to replace ati_skid_buff

Change 41796 on 2002/07/22 by womaker@,vwromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- make the thread_id width consistent at 6 bits (exceptat the state mem address port)
- updated the SQ_TP and TP_SQ interiace (got rid of SQ_TP_clause_num) 

Change 41748 on 2002/07/22 by womaker@romaker 1400 linux marlboro

fixed state width for sythesis

Change 41592 on 2002/07/19 by vromaker@wromaker_s400_linux_marlboro
- interleaving is enabled
- fix for interleaving: cis_type strap on ALU CFS 1 corrected to 2
 

Change 41459 on 2002/07/19 by womaker@womaker_r4U0_limux_marlboro

- morc thread id updates duc to new location of thrcad id in status register

Change 41453 on 2002/07/19 by vronmaker@ wromaker_1400_iinux_tarlboro

- ppb logic tix
- fixed updatedfield position of thread_id w/in status (was causing
astatc mem read address crror since SMRA = winner[status/thread id]]

Change 41326 on 2002/07/18 by womaker@vwomaker_1400_linux_marlboro

+ corrected exptype tor pix w/o z
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fixes for 2 pix vectors

Change 39002 on 2002/07/09 by vwromaker@vwromaker 1400 linux marlboro
isc

Change 38998 on 2002/07/09 by vromaker@.vromaker_1400_limux_marlboro
temp file

Change 38997 on 2902/07/69 by vromaker@vwramaker_1400_linux_marlbora

not sure - checked in due to clean up

Change 36278 on 2002/06/25 by dougd@dougd_r400_! marlboro  

added input VGT_SQ_event; changed VGT_SQ_vsisr_donble ta
VGT_SQ_vsisr_continued  

Change 36192 on 2002/06/25 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

added commections aid function to support SQ_RBEM_cuixl7_busy &
SQ_RRRM_cntxG_busy, however,at this time both of these signals are the same

Change 36176 on 2002/06/25 by markfi@markef_r400_Hnux_marlboro
Tied SQ_RBBM_aortrtr to SQ_RBBM_itr

Change 35129 on 2002/06/20 by vwromaker@womaker_s400_linux_marlboro

changes for latest emulator
Change 35005 on 2002/06/19 by vrunaker@ wrontaker_1400_linux_imarlbore

more busybits

Change 34969 on 2002/06/19 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
fis for CFI fetch(alloc had to update CFI pir, added a few busy siguals

Change 34833 on 2002/06/18 by vwromaker@.vromaker_s4Q0_iinux_marlboro

fix for wrong thread typo

Change 34806 on 2002/06/18 by wromaker@womaker_r400_linux_marlboro

took away 1 cycles of delay on pix_gpr_wr faddr, en}
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- fixed cfs_export_id_y tu load global_export_id_gy only when allucating
- ord more signals together in TIF to get a. solid busy output

Change 41297 on 1002/07/18 by dougd@dougd_r100_linux_marlboro
fix typo in previous checkin

Change 41259 on 2003, /18 by dongd@dougdr406_linux_marlbore

intitial checkin of skid buffer used in sq_vism.v
Change 41218 on 2002/07/18 by dougd@dougd_r400_linwx_marlboro

more changes to support synthesis

Change 41217 on 2002/07/18 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
- fixes fur susx export

Change 41188 on 2602/07/17 by efong@efong_crayola_linux_evd

put in ‘endif
Change 40943 on 2002/07/16 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro

original submission ofvirage memory *.ctme files. The *.vtiles were modified to
support synthesis,
Change 40937 on 2002/07/16 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linex_marlboro

- added aln_instr_pending status bit
- added new SQSX_exp andSQSX_tree interfaces(free is noi functional)

Change 40686 on 2002/07/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

- updated decade Tor exports to be the same as in the ATQ: thisfixes extraneous GPR writes

Change 40559 on 2002/07/15 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

- udded 2nd alu cfs updale interface Le Unread bull
~ State read addr now statusthread_idfwinner] as it should have been
~reg'd cis_phasein thread butt to match reg'd update data

Change 39972 on 2602/07/12 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

fixes for 2 pixel vectors

Change 19731 on 2002/07/11 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linex_raarlbore
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Change 34778 on 2007/06/18 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlhora

fix for pix shader alu instruction
Change 34632 on 2002/06/17 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlbore

added a full subtract of the instruction store base address from the rbi_addr before doing
the divide by3 to get the memory addr
Change 34631 on 2002/06/17 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

hack to delay SC input 16 cycles

Change 34606 on 2002/06/17 by dougd@dougdr400_linex_marlboro

commented out the change made in the last version because it needs to be released at the
sunie Gime as another change in Ube sy te work properly

Change 34588 on 2002/06/17 by vromaker@vromaker_r4ud_linux_raarlboro

added delays for SQ SP interp ctl and SQ SP epr write for interp data

Change 34547 on 2602/06/17 by douzd@dougd_1400_linexmarlboro

fixed bug in o_vector_valid whereit wassetting one too many bits.
Change 34539 on 2602/06/17 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux raarlbore

temp hack to param cache write addr and enable to move them out 1 cycle

Change 34347 on 2002/06/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

fixes for sending interp cti to SX/SP

Change 34111 on 2602/06/14 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marthora

got rid  emp hack
Change 34086 on 2602/06/14 by rbell@.crayola_misc_linux

Fixed runsim fo retur: re no larger than 755
Fixes for the full chip build

Change 34083 on 2002/06/14 by vromaker@wvromaker r400 linux marlboro

sending correct export address in SP instruction

Change 34962 on 2002/36/14 by dougd@dougd_r100_linex_marlboro
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replaced the v2k indexed part select implementation with muxes

Change 33977 on 2002/06/13 by vromaker@vromaker_140' inux_mariboro

changed polarity of exp_pix
Change 33940 on 2002/06/13 by womaker@ vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

inany updates... some vZk removal

Change 33853 on 2002/06/13 by rocll@rbcil crayola sun evd

Had to create more "hacked"files...port mismatches. Must be fixed later

Change 33801 on 2002/06/13 byroell@rbell_crayola_sun_cvd

Fixes/hacks to getthe first chip integration compile to work. 

Change 33723 on 2002/06/14 by dougd@deugd_r400_linux_martbora

added context_valid from aluconst_top te sq_vism to enable/stall loading of control
packet from vgt until the alu constant store has been loaded forthis state. 

Change 33615 on 2002/06/12 by wromaker@vwromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

misc updates... alu_req logic updated in sq_status_reg
Changes 33554 on 2002/06/12 by vromaker@vwromaker 1400 linux marlboro

moved gpr_rd_en one cycle earlier for srcA

Change 33536 on 2002/06/12 by vromaker(@vromaker_1400_limux_marlboro

sending srcA gpr read addr one cycle earlier

Change 33519 an 2062/06/12 by dougd@dongd_r400 linax_martbora

fix bug in o_context_valid being set correctly
Change 33509 on 2002/06/12 by womaker@,vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

fixed exporting bit by putting pred_sel bit in correctly

Change 33492 on 2062/06/12 by vwromaker@vromeker_1400_linux_marlboro
various updates - instr start asserted to SP

Change 33348 on 2002/06/11 by womaker@wromaker_r400_!inux_marlboro
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fix bug in o_context_switch in sq_rbbm_interface andset map_copy_entr to ¥d7af reset
in sq_const_rap_entl

Changc 32159 on 2002/06/05 by dousd@idougd r400 linux marlboro

add decode of gix_draw_iniliator to rbbi
map_copy operation in const_mapcntl

 n_ierfuce to generate conlext swilcl tu force a

Change 32104 on 2062/06/05 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_mariboro
connected SQ_TP_send to internal SQ_TP_vid

Change 31996 on 2002/06/05 by dougd@dougd_r4ut Hinux_mariboro

o_v_grp_addr wasbeing incremented 1 cycle too early. Fixed.
Change 31953 on 2002/06/05 by vromuker@ vromaker_1400_linux_inarlbore

updated texture pipe output format

Change 31884 on 2002/06/04 by dougd@dougd 1400 linux marlboro
initial checkin

Change 31883 on 2002/06/04 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
fixed bug

Change 31880 on 2002/06/04 by dousd@)dougd_r400_linux_marlbors

changed the timing ofthe CP write to use the same non-registered input address mux asthe reads

Change 31875 on 2002/06/04 by vrumaker@ wronaker_1400_linux_iarlbore

updates

Change 31866 on 2002/06/04 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_mariboro
added conmeciiors to u_inst_base_via aad o_inet_base_pix

 Change 31821 on 2002/06/04 by dougd@dougdr4U0_linux_marfboro

fix bug in previous version

Change 31818 on 2062/06/04 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_mariboro

removed register stage for address into RAM
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fixed tex instruction read pointer

 Change 33233 on 20)  6/1) by vromaker@vromakerr400_limux_aarfoore

SX exp added tgt instr cnt from CFS to TIF fixed; alloc stuff added
Change 32898 on 2602/06/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_raarlboro

fixed sq-sp gpr_rd_em, changed "state"to “context_id”in instr pipes

Change 32795 on 2002/06/07 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

more updates

Change 32774 on 2002/36/07 by dougd@dougd_r100_linux_marlboro

fix typo bug in last version

Change 32767 on 2062/3607 by dongd@idougd_r460_ltimy_mastbora

added input i_vtb_ttr to complement o_v_Id_cntl_pktto form handshake
Change 32678 on 2002/06/67 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

fix bug in address decode logic

Change 32472 on 2062/06/06 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
thread buff - arb interface updates

Change 32366 on 2002/36/06 by dougd@idougd_r400_lnux_marlboro
initial checkin

Change 32295 on 2602/06/66 by wromaker@vromaker_r400_linwx_marlbore

commented out fsdbdumpmem

Change 32275 on 2002/06/66 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

updated lex isl const_iidex field to the new formal 
Change 32269 on 2002/06/06 by dougdi@dougdr400_linex_marlboro

remove input register on i texconst phase to sync data xfor to sq

Change 32225 on 2602/06/66 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
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Change 31805 on 20 604 by douod@idougd_r400_linnx_martbora

connected o_is_data to read_data
Change 31790 on 2002/06/04 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

 changed <= to = in combinatorial blockstosatisfy Leda

Change 31699 on 2002/06/64 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
 initial checkin of usefisl files

Change 31693 on 2002/06/04 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marfbore

updates
Change 31621 on 2002/06/63 by vromuker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

updates

Change 31586 on 2602/06/03 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

updates

Change 31449 on 2602/06/63 by dougd@dougdr400_linex_marlboro
rade temporary fix (marked with TIXME comment} to continuc using

TP_SQ_clause_aumin the port list instead of the newer (replacement) TP_SQ_thread_id which
was declared a wire set to "0" to keep gc_test.v working.

Change 31428 on 2002/06/63 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

added temporywire o_vs_base_set = o_vs_program_base_set;

Change 31427 on 2002/0603 by dougd@dougd_r460_lHnnx_martbora

replaced i_cf_addr with i_aluO_cf_addr, i_alul_cf_addr, i_tex_cf_addr and replaced
i_alu_phase with i_is_sub_phase.
Change 31389 on 2602/06/03 by vromaker@vromuker_r400_linex_tuarlbore

updated

Change 31361 on 2002/06/62 by vromaker@vromaker r400 linux marlboro

updates

Change 31279 on 2062/03/31 by vromaker@vromaker_r100_linux_marlboro
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updates
 Change 31031 on 2002/05/31 by dougd@dougdrat iux_marlfbore

added functionality for o_vs_first_thread
Change 30987 or 2002/05/36 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

added vs_instr_ptr, vs_resource and vs_first_thread as outputs From sq_vismn

Changes 30971 on 2002/05/30 by wromaker@vromaker 1400 linux marlboro

updates

Change 30816 on 2002/05/30 by vwromaker@vwromaker_1400_linux_marlboro

fixed dlocking assignment on SQ_SP_apr_wr_en

Change 30762 on 2002/05/29 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_martbora

fixed various bugs
Change 30562 on 2002/05/29 by wromaker@vwromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

fixed input_sel outpat

Change 30559 on 2062/05/29 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
ux sel connected the gpr input mu

a sange 30516 on 2062/05/29 by dougd@idougdr403_linux_marlbore

added connection to gen_index_set output from sq_rbbm_interface
Change 30462 on 2002/05/28 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

o_V_gpr_we was "X" so hardwired o_v_gpr_we = l'bl; as a temporary fix.

Change 30458 on 2002/05/28 by vromaker@womaker 1400 linux marlboro

updates

Change 30349 on 2002/05/28 by dougd@idougd_r400_linux_marlboro
wircd up eutputs from new registers to old versions of same outputs. This is tempory

until we switch over completelyto the new register spec. 

Change 30284 on 2002/05/28 by dougd@ijdougdr400_iinux_marlboro
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initial version

Change 29767 on 2002/05/23 by vromaker@vromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
updates
 Change 29750 on 2662/05/24 by wromaker@womaker_r400_linux_maribara

updates.. nowhas clk and reset inputs...
Change 29311 on 2002/05/21 by womaker@vwromaker_r400_linux_marlboro

added SQ_CTLPKI WALVEH backin

Change 29136 on 2002/05/20 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
updates...

Change 28916 on 2002/05/17 by womaker@wromaker_r4U0_!inuz_marlboro

new sq files for clause-less state management: initial, not complete. versions
 Change 28866 un 2002/05/17 by duugd@dougd1400_linuxmarlboro

minor logic fixes
Change 28533 on 2002/05/16 by dougd@dougd r400 linux marlboro

tempory use to allow compile until new register spec is implemented.

Change 28531 on 2002/05/16 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro

added temporary include of
iniplerented

q_reg_old.vto allow compile until the newregister spec is
 

Change 27919 or 2002/05/14 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
 this is the cld register spec which is needed while we are still using rtl based on this spec

Change 27917 on 2002/05/14 by dougd@dougd_1400_sun_taaribure

changed ‘include "register_addr.vto ‘include "../sq_register_addr.vto allow compilation
ofrtl based on old regi spec 

Change 27837 on 2002/05/14 by dougd@doug d_r40c inux_marlboro

added prefix sq_ to module and file aame

Change 27828 on 2002/05/14 by vromaker@wromaker_1400_linux_marlboro
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added output "o_coutext_switel:” to sy_rbbrn_iiterface and connected it to

sq_ahiconst_top and sq_texconst_fop in sq.v
<enter description here>

Change 30286 on 2062/35/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
removing from tis

Change 30284 on 2002/03 /2¢ by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marloore
movedfile from tis to cfs

Change 30282 on 2002/03/28 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

updates...

Change 30159 on 2002/05/27 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
updates

Change 30053 on 2002/35/24 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
rbi_acs_rts was wired to beth o_aluconst_rts and o_texconst_rts from sq_rbbm_interface:fixed

Change 30048 on 1002/05/24 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
checkpoint update

Change 30021 on 2662/35/24 by dougd@dougd_r400_linx_martboro

extended duration of i_map_copy_active to hold rtr inactive 1 more tick to allow pa to beallocated.

Change 29966 on 2002/05/24 by dougd@ldougdr400_linux_marlboro

changed include file

Change 29948 on 2062/35/24 by dousd@idougd r400 linux marlboro
 
 

rbbin_interface supports bull old and new register ‘defines and has all le new slate
sq.v instantiates this sq_rbbm_interface.register

Change 29802 on 2002/05/23 by dougd@dougd_r400_linux_marlboro
fixed various bugs

Change 29768 on 2002/05/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r4U0_linux_marlboro
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added fiforegsctl to sq/mise

Change 27332 on 2002/05/10 by dougd@dougd 400 sun marlboro

added u divide by 3 ty the incoming RBI address lo generale the correct instruction
memoryaddress

Change 27179 on 2002/33/69 by dougd@dougd_r100_sun_marlboro
changed size of outputs o_inst_base_vtx and o_inst_base_pix from $x because they are

not state(context} registers

Change 27099 on 2002, /08 by dougdi@dougd400_sun_mariboro
 added outputs for the initial set of state registers in sq.v

Change 27893 on 1607/05/68 by dougd@dongd_r400_snn_martboro

changed the values assigned to i_is_phase
Change 27092 on 2002/05/08 by dougd@idougd_1400_sun_marlboro

added sq_ as prefix to module and file names

Change 27088 on 2002/03/68 by dougd@dougd_r400_sun_mariboro
added sq_ as prefix to module and file

Change 27087 on 2602/03/08 by dougd@dougdr400_sun_marlboro

added sq_ prefix to module and file names
Change 27050 on 2602/03/68 by vromuker@veomaker_r400_linux_marlbore

updates
 Change 25913 on 2002/33/68 by dougd@dougd_r400_sun_marlboro

 tits module was renuried le sy_iusiructionstore.

Change 26907 on 2002/03/08 by dougd@dougd_r400_sun_marlbero

this file was renamed to sq vism.v

Change 26905 on 2002/05/68 by dougd@dougd_r400_sun_mariboro

changed some IO names
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Change 26903 on 2602/05/08 by dougd@dougd_1400_sun_rmiaribure

changed module name from vism to sq_vism. changed some LO names.

Change 26952 on 2062/05/07 by dougd@dougd_r400_sun_maribore
renamed module from is.v to sq_instraction_store.v

Change 26785 on 2002/05/07 by dougd@dougd_r4u0_sun_mariboro

initial version is incomplete and in development.

Change 26731 on 2002/05/07 by vromaker@vwomaker_1400_linux_marlboro
delete

Change 26729 on 2002/05/07 by wromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
delete

Change 26726 on 2002/05/07 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
submitting all...

Change 26717 on 2002/05/07 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
sadf

Change 26716 on 2602/05/07 by womaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
asdf

Change 26713 on 2062/05/07 by vromaker@wvromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
asdf

Change 26584 on 2002/05/06 by dougd@idougd_r400_sun_mariboro

added outputs o vism busy(te arbiter} ando sp vsr read to shaderpipe to control
reading VSR during GPR loading. Removed input i_gpr_phase_muxas it was unused.

Change 26219 on 2662/05/03 by dougd@dougdr400_sun_marlboro

initial submit for sq/vism ril
Change 26218 on 2002/05/03 by dougd@idougd_r400_sun_marlboro

initial submit for sq/is rtt
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update

Changc 21642 on 2002/04/03 by womaker@vromaker r400 sun marlboro

SP_TP_const tu 48 bits

Change 21626 on 2002/04/03 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
latest fixes

Change 21468 on 2602/04/02 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlbora
more fixes

Change 21425 on 2002/04/02 by womaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
latest fixes

Change 21081 on 2062/03/29 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro

Change 21079 on 2602/03/29 by vrunaker@vromuker_r400_surt Iberg 
initial version

Changc 21075 on 2002/03/29 by vwromaker@vromaker r400 sun marlboro
initial version

Change 21074 on 2002/03/29 by vwromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro

update

Change 71073 on 2602/03/29 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sin_martbora
initial version

Change 20660 on 2602/03/27 by womaker@vromaker_r400_sun. 

module name updated to sq

Change 20657 on 2002/03/27 by vromaker@wvromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
position_space -> pos_avail. buffer_space -> buf_avail

Change 20655 on 2002/03/27 by womaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlbora

added SQ_TP_type, 8Q_TP_send, un_TP_SQtype, TP_SQrdy
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Change 26217 on 1602/03/63 by duuzd@duugd_1400_sunmarlboro

imtial submit For sq/cfc rtl

Change 26216 on 2002/35/63 by dougd@idougd_r400_sun_marlboro
initial submit for sq/texconstrtl

Change 26214 on 2002/03/63 by dougdGidougdr400_sun_marlboro
initial submit for sq/aluconstrtl

Change 26208 on 2002/03/63 by dougd@dougd_1400_sun_marlboro
intitial submit.

Change 25779 on 2002/05/01 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_sun_marlboro

latest. updates

Change 25625 on 2662/04/20 by vromaker@wromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
updates

Change 25183 on 2062/04/26 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro

file updates
Change 24711 on 2002/04/24 by womaker@ivromaker_400_sun_marlboro

ping-pong buffer (ct! and storage, wicth parameterized)

Change 24469 on 2002/04/23 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
 mux to select gfx register data based on state (context)

Change 24081 on 2002/04/19 by wromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
initial versions

Change 23514 on 2602/04/16 by vromaker@vromuaker_r400_sun_inarlboro

updating with latest versions
Change 21716 on 2002/04/03 by vromaker@vromaker r400 sun marlboro

update

Change 21714 on 2002/04/02 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
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Change 20654 on 2002/03/27 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro

un SQ TP pmask-> un SQ TP pix mask (for n= 0..3)

Change 20652 on 2002/03/27 by vromaker@vromaker_1r400_sun_tartboro

latest version - renamed trom sequencer_top.v
Change 19789 on 2002/03/20 by vromaker@vromaker r400 sun marlboro

re-added SQ_SP_ijline, fixed SP_TP instr and const widths

Change 19752 on 2003/03/20 by wromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro

put SQ_SP_stail back in

Change 19726 on 2007/03/20 bv vromaker@wromaker_r400_sun_marlbora

updates
Change 19653 on 2602/03/19 by womaker@wromaker_r400_sun_marlboro

updated sq top

Change 18260 on 2002/03/08 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_marlboro
initial version

Change 18287 on 2002/03/68 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_sun_rnarlboro
initial version

Change 18256 on 2002/03/68 by vromuker@vromuker_r400_sun_tmarlboro
initial version

Change 11197 on 2001/12/63 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro
ray bluck dirs tu gfx
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Change 216876 ou 2005/04/08 by womker@MA_VIC_P4

updated overview, removed some out-of-data info

Change 216874 on 2005/04/08 by womaker@MA_VIC_P4
update

Change 191268 on 2004/10/12 by rramsey@rramse 7Xenoswin_orl

Add a page for newCurCattabic

Change 188248 cn 2004/09/17 byIseiler@iseiler_win_! 

Fixed a minor bug in the stencil function table
Changs 149989 on 2004/02/19 by Isciler@sciler r400 win marlborol

Fixed big in 7plane figure

Change 138566 on 2003/12/19 byHijero@tltrank

Added 3 new packets for improved type-0 packet processing:
Incremental_Update_State/Const/Instr

Change 137750 on 2003/12/46 by fliljero@tlknarf
 Added optira: Event Writc* packots & new opcodes

Change 137101 on 2003/12/12 byfliljero@fl_trank

Added Wait_RezEq & Wait_Reg_Gte PM4 packet descriptions
Changs 137025 on 2003/12/11 byfliljero@fl knarf

updated documentation on error checking and removed reference to type-1 packet.

Change 136809 on 2003/12/16 by flijero@fl_knarf
Updated description for MEM_WRITE_CNTRto include how to change the core clockinterval frum 1 <--> 16.

Change 136780 on 2003/12/16 byHiljero@fl_knarf
Updated Me. Init packet for [leader Durnps & Error checking...added note about

recompiling microcode te enable these debug only features.
 we 136762 on 2003/12/16 by fliljero@fl_knarf
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Change 129511 on 2003/L0/3t by tien@ma_spinach

Some additional info on perf and debug rogs

Change 128832 or 2003/10/27 by Geu@ina_spinact

Added info to pertand debug regs..
Change 127821 on 2003/10/22 by bbuchner@fl bbuchner 400 win

Updates

Change 127682 on 2003/10/21 by tien@ma_spinach

A little more one perf regs
New debug regs doc

Change 127399 on 2003/10/21 by tien@ma_spinach

Added some info the the perf counters for TP/TPC.
This is tough:-) but kinda fun :-)

Change 127841 on 2003/10/21 by tien@ma_spinach
Filled in results for
Added tri_juice cases
Added mipfrac — 0 case
Added z_frac= 0 case
Will define perf counters for TPC/TP here for the heck ofit..

  

Change 126714 on 2003/10/15 by jayw@ma_jayw_It
old update with Jolu's change

Change 126588 on 2003/10/14 by tien@ma_spinach
Filled in numbers for a bunch of cases

Change 126058 cn 2003/10/16 by frising@frising_r460_win_mariboro

-updaie scalar mova instructions to retum MAXS(SreC}

Changc 125972 on 2003/L0/09 byfrisine@frising r460 win marlboro

supdate vector mova insiniction to be hwo operand with result to GPR being max af
operands. Scalar mova instractions were updated to always return srcCw,

Change 125952 on 2003/10/09 by beiwang@ibei_pc
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Updates related tu CP_MEQ

Change 136362 on 2003/1 2/08 by flijero@_frank

Updates to MEQ related registers & busysignals
Change 135746 on 2063/12/05 by Cifero@i_kual

Updated CP Interrupt packet for performance

Change 134564 on 2003/12/01 by fliljcro@il knarf

Max Buffer Size in Indirect Buffer Packets is [19:0]... Spec had [22:0]

Change 133990 on 2003/11/25 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_it
v1.80- Indicated that NO ZERO sf mode is unsupported for Xonos (vill currently only

work in Ue VC path}

Change 133807 on 2003/11/25 by alleng@lalleng_7400_win_marlboro8200

Deleting old files...
Change 133806 on 2003/11/25 by alleng@alleng_r400_win_marlboro_8200

Lieleted old files.

Change 123805 on 2002/11/25 by allcng@ialleng 1400 win marlboro 8200
Deleted old files...

Change 132833 on 2003/1 1/19 by fhljero@tl_knart
changed R400 reforence te Xenos

Change 131864 on 2004/11/13 bv frising@frising_r400_win_marthora

For cube instruction SrcA swizzle is now zzxy. Alsotried fo clarify the differences
between what's shownin the numerics dac and what actually happens in the HW for cubeinstruction.

Change 130982 on 2003/11/16 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Submit delta doc for R400_R500 tvout changes
Change 130037 on 2063/1 L/04 by fliljero@fl_knarf

Added registers and PM4 packet changesrelated to the Software Managed InstructionStore...
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Added description and restrictions on KB->MH and MH->RB requesis routed throughMCCT.

Change 125904 on 2003/10/09 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_it
VL79

- Added stack map support
- Changed SIZE packing for 2D te allow for common decoding bctween stack maps and

2D maps
- Stated that SIZE. values must contain w-t, h-1, and d-1- Added "Stack"line to the maximumtexture sizes

 

Change 125618 on 1662/10/08 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r40G_win
siball updating

Change 125614 on 2003/10/08 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win

fix Hyperlink, add DTO description, Test counter description

Change 124923 on 2063/10/03 by Jhoule@jhoule_doc_it
VL78

TFetchlnstr:
- Removed unsupported opcodesforthe sake ofclarity
TFetchConst:
- Moved DIMfield to last DWORD (kept the old one temporarily)
- Added ANISO_BLAS field
Fortnats:
- Added FMT_DXT3A_AS1111

Deprecated the ARBITRARYFILTERfields from TFetch instr+const.
Change 124599 on 2063/10/02 by fliljero@i_knaf

no change

Change 124344 on 2003/L0/01 bylseiler@ilseiler_1400_win_marlboro
Changes tu deptComats to nuke HW rire efficient

Change 124325 on 2002/L 0/01 by filjero@ail_knarf

added 2nd interrupt from MC to RBBM.
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Change 124286 on 2003/10/01 byfilijera@afl_knarf

added MCO|MCL_RBBMintsignals
Change 123990 cn 2003/09/30 by ero@fl_knarf

added changes to set_state and load_constant_context

Change 123796 on 2003/09/29 by vbhatia@vbhatia_r400_win_marlboro
Slight update of fint49, to reflect changes in tp_fint_encode hardware

 

Change 123793 on 2603/09/29 by tien@ma_spinach
First check-in

Change 123764 on 2003/09/29 by vguel@f_vguel3

closed bug 104

Change 123315 on 2603/09/25 byfliljero@fl_knarf
Updated Const_Prefetch packet to issue only once per LCC packet. When the LCC

ordinais repeat, they also repeat in the Const_Prefetch packet. Formerly, there was a new
Consi_Pretetch packet for each repeat ofthe ordinals.
Changs 123064 on 2003/09/24 by filjcro@tl knarf

Updated Subbik_Prefetch packet. ta send the Header only once, followed optionally byeach ordinal on a mismatch.

Change 123059 on 2003/09/24 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
closing bug 40 and 116

Change 123057 on 2003/09/24 by tien@ma_spinach

Upadted for the week 9/24

Change 123011 on 2003/09/24 by csampayu@il_csampuyo_r400

Closed bug #s 121, 123
Change 122955 on 2003/09/24 by mkclly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Closed bugs 90 and 91.

Change 122890 on2003/09/23 by tiljero@i_knart
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Change 121306 on 2003/09/15 by vitu@lvitu_r40_cnnbdv3_win_cvd

Test tiling library

Change 120795 on 2003/09/11 by filjjero@O_knaf

added zpass_done info to the event_write packet
Changc 120701 on 2003/09/11 by Ikang@lkang r400 win tor

deletion

Change 120598 on 2003/09/16 by tien@ma_spinach

More updates afetr email from JOcelyn

Change 120486 on 2003/09/16 by tien@ma_spinach

Updates for the week
Change 120303 on 2003/09/09 by fliljero@fl_knarf

added predicated bin test results (RT/aRT) to State Managementregister w/index=CxD

Change 120271 on 2003/09/09 by  ero@il_knarf
 Update Event Write packet for newfunctionality for the zpass_done event... clears the

context valid flag, which in turn will cause the contextto be rolled on the next state packet.

Change 120048 cn 2603/09/68 byjayw@ma_jayw_It

changed pmask order in cache for 4-sample
Jolfound beter arrangement. cue read for prask and stencil
no ram line overlap.

Change 119978 on 2003/09/08 by fghodrat@ima_fehodrat
moved to xenostree

 Change 119939 on 2603/00/08 by filjera@rl_knarf

added 128-bit write enable to the MHfield to the CP_DEBUGregister.
Change 119760 on 2003/09/05 byalleng@alleng_r400_win_marlborce_8200  

Added new tests to pv_results
Added VGTand PArates to the phantom template
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  made drawing change to reflect changes ta SRCO & SRCI removal of MICROM, MRT.

& MRMaspossible sources. also removed the BOOLEANsas a possible source for SRCL.

Change 122794 on 2063/09/23 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_lt
Update for the new Ws which has 11b mantissa (126 total}

Change 122741 on 2003/ ‘23 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_r400

Closed bua# 117. Some housckceping

Change 122572 on 2003/09/22 by efong@efong_1r400_win_tor_doc

added in dglen

Change 121971 on 2003/09/18 by cfong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

Wew update to remove people who havefeft sand new PEYs
 

Change 121907 on 2603/09/17 by al leng@alleng1406win_mariboro_8200
Minorfixes, rearranged, added SC efficiency, vector ratios, etc...

Change 121826 on 2603/09/17by vliu@vliu_r400_cnnbdv3_win_cvd
Initial revision

 
 Change 121788 on 2003/09/17 by tiea@ma_spinach

Updates for the week

Change 121752 on 2603/09/17 by koyu@kyu
added SQ spreadsheet, added -optimize to pmfopt redundant LCC and SET_CONST pkts

Change 121616 on 2002/09/16 by aileng@allengr400_win_tmarlboro_¥200

Added now perl script to go direct from phantom.csv to the file.xsfile. 

 Currently need bo takethis file, phantom
test_sam. txt files created by running thetest in one
pert2xls.ph).  

alexts (iu py), and Cie planter. csv and
rectory and execute this script (perl

Cannot be ran on linux and requires the CLE32 perl module installed.

Change 121318 on 2003/09/15 by claylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_win_mariboro

Removed as these were redundant drawings.
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Change 119726 on 2663/09/05 by fliljero@A_knarf

added predicate_diseble bitto CP_DEBUG
Change 119667 on 2003/09/05 by Hliljero@!l_knarf

removed DATA ordinal from the MEM_WRITE_CNTR packet description

Change 119663 on 2003/09/05 by fHlillero@i_knarf
 added MEM_WRITE_CNTR opcode

moved SET_RIN_MASK/SELECT opcodesto unnsed locations

 

Change 119540 on 2003/09/04 by tien@ima_spinach
UPdated some m: fields 

Change 119483 on 1003/09/04 by frising@ifrising_1400_win_martbaro
WL FT
-Added new compressed texture formats: FMT DXT3A4, FMT DXTSA and FMT CTX1

along with associated decumentation
-all Chese Turmats support degaimas
-DXN now also supports degamma
removed some cruft :)
-ciosed open question on supporting color keying

Change 119460 on 1663/09/04 by mkelly@fl_mkelly400_win_laptop

Branching exarnple slides.

Change 119373 on 2602/09/04 by fghedrat@ma_fehodrat
update Lody list

Change 119321 on 2002/09/03 by tien@ma_spinach

More changes
Change 119315 on 2003/09/03 by licu@ma_spinact

Something wacky with the clientspec, need ta check in to re-update, plus some more
updates form mtg.

 Change 119301 on 2003/09/03 by filjero@tl_knarf

 tnade updates to the event write packet and added newa:
CP_MECFEVENTSRC
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Change 119277 cn 2003/09/03 by fzhodrat@ina_fehudrat

Rename cepm_r500.dec Lo cg_pm_xenos.doc

Change 119259 on 2003/09/03 by tien@ma_spinach
Updated for this week

Change 119253 on 2003/09/03 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Added new document.

Change 119223 on 2003/09/03 by o@il_knarf

added CP_PROGCOUNTER,
related updaie to CP_MECNTL,
related update to EVENT_WRITEpacket, &
related new PM4 packet MEM_WRITE_CNTR

 
  

Change 119196 on 2003/09/02 by Tghodrat@ma_fghodrat

eg and pm spec for xenos
Change 118796 on 2003/08/29 by keli@keli_r400_win_ter

updates
Chanec 118786 on 2003/08/29 by kcli@keli 400 win tor

Toronto Virage Meraries Generation 

Change 118771 on 2003/08/29 by Hetebvr@llefebvr_r400_montreal

Fixing numberofbits in the auto-count.

Change 118731 on 2603/08/29 by keli@keli_t400_win_tor

Document for Code coverage, formal verification, leda and synthesis report and web page
poncration

 Change 118709 on 2003/08/29 by Liljero@il_Miljerus

added real-time versions ofthe predicate registers: BIN_MASK & BIN SELECT
Chanec 118570 on 2003/08/28 bykryan@kryan 1400 win marlboro DOCS

- Clean up

- Update some references and outdated facts.
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Added to Perforce so | can edit it on multiple machines :-}

Changs 116974 on 2003/08/18 byticn@ma spinach

Fixed the eucuding. 16EXPANDare going to need their own |-}

Change 116968 on 2003/08/18 by tien@ma_spinach
Describes how DATA FORMATis encoded to reduce logic after walker.

Change 116959 on 2003/08/18 by tien@ma_spinach
Filled in morestufffor test list
Added to-do list

Change 116958 on 2003/08/18 by claylur@f_ctaylur_1400_win_iaribore

Added SC biock diagrarns from Mike Mantor

Change 116957 on 2003/08/18 by jayw@MA JAYW

updated priusk wid stencil

Change 116952 cn 2003/08/18 by beiwang@bei_pe
Added reminder for tPDEX test during Dynamic CKE test

Change 116856 on 2003/08/18 byjayw@ma_iayw_It
no change

Change 116789 on 2003/08/15 by jayw@MA_JAYW

1 and 4 sample cacheline arrangement. updated

Change 116785 on 2003/08/15 bytmartin@tmartinM06_win
added r400vc_fetch_mods_01 and r400vc_array_size_OL

Change 116764 on 2603/08/14 by tien@ma_spinach
Added info

Change 116749 on 2003/08/15 by tien@ma_spinach
Added someinfo.

Change 116748 on 2003/08/15 by tien@ma_spinach
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Change 118408 on 1003/08/27 by fliljero@if_knarf

updated/added coherency registers and interfece
updated/addedpredicate registers and description

Change 118393 on 2003/08/27 by tien@ma_spinach

Updated the list
Merged cl and non-cl rtl tasks

Change 118362 on 2003/08/27 by filjero@fl_knaf

added type-3 predicated packet related information

Change 117997 on 2002/08/25 by tkang@!kang_r400_win_tor
incremental update for physical partion

Change 117602 on 2003/08/21 by tiea@ima_spinach

Updated
Change 117591 on 2003/08/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Slides for Perforce Branching presentation.
Change 117496 on 2002/08/21 by frising@trising r400 win marlboro

VET6
-changedpolarity of INDEX_ROUND bit in vertex fetch instruction

Change 117394 on 2063/08/20 by tien@ma_spinach
Gradienttask added

Change 117320 on 2003/08/20 by jyarasca@jyarasca_r4.00_win_cvd

Updated scheduling information on 247 Linux and 247 Chip Linux

Change 117312 on 2003/08/20 by licu@una_spinach

Change 117236 on 2063/08/20 by ticn@ma spinach
Added some more tasksto lst

Change 117002 on 2003/08/18 by tien@ma_spinach
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Adding...

Change 116699 on 2003/08/15 by jayw@ima jayw It

visio bugs present

Change 116634 on 2063/08/14 by ashishs@t!_ashishsr400_win
 
 

  updated the tracker with 5 more ALU instructios
ALUinstructions therebyincreasing the project overall %c:

Also updated the total count onfete
 

Change 116622 on 2003/08/14 by mkelly@fLmkeliyr400_win_laptop

Update commentin Li
Copy _I] to _12 and use 144 vertices per packet
Update test_list and tracker accordingly.

 

Change 116617 on 2003/U8/14 by csarmpavo@tl_csampayo_r40d

Renamend sheetl. updated schedule

Change 116407 on 2063/08/13 by jasif@jasif_1400_win_tor
 Made some additions. Will add some more tomorrow 

Change 116385 on 2003/08/13 by ygiang@yziang r400 win marlboro p4

updated:pvresults

Change 116378 on 2003/08/13 by ygiang@ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

updated: performance excel sheets

Change 116369 on 1663/08/13 by frising Gifrising_r460_win_martboro

ne changes,just atest.
Change 116347 on 2003/08/13 by jimmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor

Add a section on clock muxing conditions to the R560 RIF implementation specs
Add atable of RSUO pin and KUMstraps.

Change 116338 on 1662/08/13 by jeox@FL JCOX3

Make ready to posttest plan status on web

Change 116194 on 2003/08/12 by tmartin@tmartin_r100_win
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added r400ve_endian_swap01 and r400vc_eudianswap02

Change 115764 on 2003/08/11 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 115683 on 2003/08/08 by koyu@kyaCA

added cycles/inst for vertex shader and pixe! shader

Changes 115607 on 2003/08/08 by mkclly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Negative ALU VS constant clamping, negative index clamping with negative stepping

Change 115561 on 2003/08/08 by ero@il_knart

renamed references from R406 to Crayola

Change 115547 on 2003/08/68 byFliljera@fl_knarf 

Removed all references to PIO/Push mode andits associated regis
CP_CSQ_CNTL
CP_'RING| INDIRECT] INDIRECT2| REAL_TIME|IB_ST| RT_ST!_PUSH

 

Change 115546 on 2003/08/08 by ero@fl_knarf

renamed to use Crayola rather than R400
 Change 115486 on 2603/08/07 by mkelly nkelly_r400_win_laptop

First test of series which checks positive alu constant index clamping.

Change 115463 on 2003/08/07 by fi ero@fl_knarf
Baseline for the PM4 Spec(afterthe start of Xenos)

Change 115462 on 2003/08/07 by flijero@f_knarf

added note to cover te sce PM4 Spec Crayolafor the latest PM4 data

Change 115461 on 2003/08/07 by Dijero@f_knal

Baseline for Crayola CP Spec (atter the start of Xenos}
Change 115460 cn 2003/08/07 by cro@t} knarf

added note on cover to see CP Spec Crayola for the latest CP data.

Change 115388 on 2003/08/07 by ashishs@il_ashishsr406_win2
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Change 114564 cn 2003/08/G1 by aashker@aashkar?crayola_win
ers for the software
 Updated Spec with the addition of bit 19 in the interrupt regist

interrupt (SW_INT). This interrupt is moving to the CP from the MH.

Change 114: on 2003/08/01 bytmartin@tmartin_r406_win
fixed the total test count because cometests were left out

 Change 114556 on 2003/08/01 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win 

added r4U0ve_fetch_mode_i andr4i0ve_fetch_mode_62

Change 114343 on 2003/07/31 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Add memory export test, update test list uid tracker

Change 114314 on 2003/07/31 by kryan@kryan_r400_win_marlboro_DOCS

Update with latest changes to Shader Assembler

- Update CUBE Vector ALUoperation opcode syntax to take twasource

operands.

- VFETCHinstruction modifications

. Update offset field in VFETCH instruction to be 23 bit signed value
 instead of unsigned 8 bits from previous de

. Modified syntax to add FETCH_TYPE (MEGA’MIND and COUNT
optionalfields from Vfetch instruction

Change 114266 on 2003/07/31 by tmartin@iimartin_r406_win

added r400vc_addr_spanningOL
Change 114226 on 2003/07/31 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win

add description of fep clack.

Change 114162 cn 1003/07/31 by alleng@alleng_r400_win_marlboro_8200
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updating the tracker for all the tests added in fast week and current week

Change 115373 on 2003/08/07 by ceampave@itl_csampayo_r406
Updated status for the test r4Osx_vtx_export_full_sequential_O

Change 115276 on 2003/08/06 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_it

Changed the weights tc give less pointy tents.
This forces a mutliplicr instcad of a shifter, but quality is decmed important cnough to
 
Change 115225 on 2003/08/06 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_it

Document describing the new HiColor accumulation scheme
Change 115185 on 2003/08/06 by kevino@kevinu1400_win_imalboru

Updated document to reflect what is in REL code for tca regs

Change 115176 on 2003/08/06 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Add 3.4.9.21 for the cases right edge of icon/cursor is aligned with right edge of graphicswindow.

Change 115166 on 2002/08/06 by koyu@kyuCA,
added new fields for SQ

Change 115088 on 2003/08/05 by jimmylan@ijimmylan_r400_win_tor
 rename scan ports from *BIF_*to*BIFTOP_*

Change 114954 on 2003/08/05 by mkelly@ifl_mkeliy_1400_win_laptop

Add 3 simple tests

Change 114824 on 2062/08/04 by allong@iallong r400 win marlboro $200

Fixed lryperlinks

Change 114814 on 1003/08/04 by alleng@ialleng_r400_win_marlbero_8200
Updates...

Change 114724 on 1663/08/04 by lefebvr@llefebvr_r400_mentreal

Corrected the max number for mem exports to be 5 instead of 9.
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Ron with updated hw

Change 114063 on 2063/07/30 by imartin@tmartin 400 win

uioved Ute sectionof the clamping text

Change 114059 on 2003/07/30 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_lt
Hardcoded weights for anisotropy fix (not yet official).

Change 114044 on 1003/07/40 by csarnpavo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Updated description ofsection 1.2.7

Change 114018 on 2003/07/30 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win
added strides/offsets tests

Change 113992 on 2003/07/30 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_r406
Update individual requirements based on combinedinteraction

Change 113980 on 2003/07/36 by jimmylau@jimmylan_r400_win_tor

Remove ROM_strap_vcoref & ROM_strap_calref from the interface with strap bleck
because they arc sharcd with ROM strap pad rx manual impedance &
ROM_strap_pad_tx_manual_impedance.

Add ROMstrap R_PRXLEACK_EN, which shares with bit 0 of ROMstrap
PADCURRENT

Change 113956 on 2003/07/30 by jiezhouG@jiezhou_r400_win
Initial reiease

Change 113883 on 2003/07/29 byalleng@alleng_1100_win_marlboro_8230
 Includedinitial idl

Rearranged a bib.
ie and busy counts, 

 Change 113792 on 2003/U7/29 by csarmpayo@itlcsampayo_r400

Adjusted block schedules as per latest plan

Change 113761 on 2003/07/29 by mzhu@mzhu_craycla_win_tor

Test data clamping in test case 3 for fix point alphe format in 3.4.9.18 64bpp sraphics
with graphics and overlayalpha blending mode 1
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Change 113507 on 2003/07/28 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r40d

Some housekeeping
Change 113483 on 2003/07/28 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated

Change 113282 on 2003/07/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Updated status for tests r460sx_vix_point_size_export_1-C4 and added themto test_list

Change 113286 on 2003/07/25 byjayw@ma_iayw_Ik

Working document for register read allocation across RB and DBs.
Change 113262 on 2603/07/25 by unartin@unuriin406_win

no new tests just some updates

Change 113136 on 2003/07/25 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Updated test descriptions.

Change 1131360 on 2003/07/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 113128 on 2003/07/25 by kevina@kevine_r460_win_marlboro

updated tables with reg addresses

Change 112980 on 2003/07/24 by mkelly@! ‘_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 112914 on 1003/07/24by allengz@alleng_ri00_win_marlboro_8200 
Bri ging the R400 docs up to date and checking in pm4play.bat

Change 112872 on 2063/07/24 by tmartin@tmartin_r460_win

added r400vc_base_addrrange_pei_OL
Changs 112683 on 2003/07/23 by chwang@chwang_r400_doc_win

Update.
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Change 112321 on 2603/07/22 by jhonle@jjhoule_dac_It

 Updated with full channe! separation, meaning that the $b can now be OR'd together tocreate Mid and IliColor.

Change 112257 on 2003/07/21 by frisine@fiisingr400_win_tturlboro
0.990,
-foed small typo in CUBEinstruction comments

Change 112232 on 2003/07/21 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win

Added 5 tests. All test the dynamic addressing range of the VC when vertex buffers arestored in the trame buffer.

Change 112229 on 2003/07/21 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r460_win_marlboro

Add the beginnings of a TC denis registers dacument for review.

Change 112227 on 2003/07/21 by enewman@enewman_ri00_linux_marlboro
fixed port_matcher command line switches and p4 label commandline switches

Change 112113 on2003/07/21 by rthambim@rthambim_r400_win_tor

Modified top level diagram and added comments.
Change 112100 on 2003/07/21 by firising@frisingr4C0_win_marlboro

vLGS
-remove per-quad value for USE_REGLOD since wecan doit per-pixel full speed.

Tsote that value 1 is mow the only‘Yes’.

 Change 112085 on 2003/07/21 by jyar cai yarasca_1400_win_evd

Updated times

Change 112078 on 2003/07/21 byjimmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor
Updates cr sections abuul slave interface changes and ROM strap location: table, aller

Specs review

Change 112077 on 2003/07/21 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor
Updated schedules for simulation regressions.

Change 111975 on 2003/07/18 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r40o

Adding point size export medetest. Updated test_list andtest tracker accordingly.
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Chrarge 112633 on 2603/07/23 by kevino@kevine1400_win_imalbora

Madetabletitles captions and updated table of tables

Change 112640 on 2003/07/23 by kevino@kevino_1400_win_marlboro
Added fetch gen and TCD debug tables

Change 112628 on 2003/07/23 by efong@lefongr400_win_tor_doc

updated visio diagrams

Change 112627 on 2003/07/23 byefong@efong_1r400_win_tor_doc

Updated the test_control section cfthe document

Change 112623 on 2003/07/23 byjowang@jowang_R400_win

submit. for kaleidoscope snapshot.

Change 112603 on 1602/07/23 by jimmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor
Elaborate when the strap valid signals should be asserted in the ROMstraps section.

Change 112518 on 2603/07/22 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

added r400vc_base_addr_rangeagpO1
Change 112513 on 2063/07/22 by cbrennan@cbreanan_r400_win_marlboro

Allocated most of Ray's parts.
Added headings for more stuf to come.

Change 112496 on 2003/07/22 by brianf@ma_bfavela

Updated performance numbers with "better" architecture

Change 112470 on 1003/07/22 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Fixed Table 22 to include the MH_TC_mcNsourcebit.

Change 112465 on 2003/07/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..
Change 112329 on 2003/07/22 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_It

Updated notes below in order to explain the 16.2 and 32.2 precision decision.
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Change 111937 on 2003/07/18 by frisig@frisingr400_win_mariboro
v.74
-Give a rea! explanation of how FMT_l_REVERSE differs from FMT_1

Change 111949 on 1003/07/18 by frising@frising_1400_win_mariboro
v.0.99m
-fix MAX4instruction. [lad comparision order backwards.

Change 111666 on 1063/07/17 by jimmylau@jimmylan_1400_win_tor

Minor changes to tix typos and to reword some paragraphs slightly.

Change 111558 on 2003/07/16 by jimmylau@jimunylau_r4.00_win_tor
Initial Revision

Change 111534 on 1003/07/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri0d
Some housekeeping

Change 111517 on 1063/07/16 by Iseiler@lseiler_r460_win_marlbora
Minorfixes, additional test routines

Change 111482 on 2003/07/16 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

added r400vc_addr_alignment_O1

Change LIL4L3 on 1662/07/16 by smbura@embura_r400_win_marliboro
tp_ch_bleud update.

Change 111336 on 2003/07/16 by frising@frising_r400_win_mariboro
v.O.991
-add scalarsin and cos instructions

Change 111385 on 1603/07/16 by frising @ifrising_r400_win_marthora
v.L99
-add scalar sin and cos instructions

Change 111285 on 2003/07/15 by gregs@eregs_r400_win_marlboro

typo in a signal name - corrected
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Change 111281 cu 2003/07/15 by briaf@tuna_blavela

More changes

Change 111229 on 2003/07/15 bybrianf@ma_bfavela
Updated summaryto include MH.

Change 111206 on 2003/07/15 by alleng@allengr400_win_mariborc_8200

Added a couple moretidbits regarding capture

Change 111200 on 2003/07/15 by brianf@ma_bfavela

Fixed hyperlinks

Change 111187 on 2003/07/15 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated test tracker

Change 112168 on 2003/07/15 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Updates conceming the MHS.

Change 111147 on 2003/07/15 by ashishs@i_ashishsr400_win

updated tracker
Change 111109 on 2603/07/15 by brianf@ma_bfavela

More performance updates

Change 111030 on 2003/07/14 by allengi@alleng_r00_win_marlboro_8200
Added more datato the results tab...

Change 110917 on 2003/07/14 by mzhu@imzhu_cravola_win_tor

Add 3.4.9.20 Multiply overlay alpha with global alpha for per pixcl overlay alpha olendmode

Change 110885 on 2603/07/14 by brianf@raa_bfavela
Fixed DC so it doesn't error

Change 110883 on 2603/07/14 by brianf@ima_bfavela

Updated performance
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Major change, with left-alignment. instead or right shifts.

Change 109715 on 2003/07/08 by rthambim@rthambim_1400_win_tor
Updated the spec with review feedback.

Change 109789 on 2003/07/08 by rihambim@irthambimr400_win_ter

updated the spec with review feedback-included ordering info io read req, modified
timing diags; added comments to unused ports.

 

Change 109676 on 2603/07/68 byjimmylau@jimmylan_r400_win_tor

Fix typo in the MH-BIF signal in the master specs

Change 109493 on 2003/07/07 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Some housekeeping

Change 109402 on 2003/07/06 by gregs@laptopL

Change 109352 cn 2603/07/04 by jimmylau@jimmylau_ri00_win_tor

Update the section onstrap interface after the review meeting.
Change 109187 on 2003/07/63 by jowangi@jowang_R400_win

Includes 3 0bpp for twin single and dual-link TMDS.

Change 109175 on 2003/07/02 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr466_win
updated lest_list wid wackers

Change 109106 cn 2003/07/03 by alleng@alleng_r400_win_marlboro_8200
Removed one ofthe RB tabs

Change 109104 on 2003/07/03 by allen allenr400_win_iiarlbure_8200

Added a few minor updates from Ke... 

Change 109094 on 2003/07/03 by mocv@mocv

updates to the status of the tests.

Change 108965 on 1003/07/02 by alleng@alleng_ri00_win_marlboro_8200
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Change 110825 on 2003/07/14 by jacarey@O_jourey2

Fix ‘l'ypo in REBMSpec Diagram

Change 110516 on 2003/07/11 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r406_win
Update PLL dividers' values

Change 110504 on 2002/07/11 by iezhouG@fiezhou_r400_win

update pil divider’s value

Change 110337 on 2003/07/10 by vohatia@vbhatia_r40C_win_martboro

Updated tp and ve path formatter status

Change 110255 on 2003/07/10 by Iseiler@ilseiler_r400_win_marlboro2

Minortext edits, updated pdf version

Change 110236 on 2063/07/10 by mzhu@mzhu_creyola_win_tor
Add Multiplying overlayalpha with global alpha in 11.10 Overlay Keyer. itis used for

overlayper-pixel alpha blending mode.

Change 110173 on 1003/07/10 by dglen@dglen_r400
Deleted file
Superceded by R500 Display Colour Spaces.xis

Change 110159 on 2003/07/16 by dglen@dgten_r408

Spreadsheet for matrix, gemma and color conversions in R500 display path (DCP and TV
out)

Change 199959 on 1063/07/09 by jimmylau@jimmylau_r4.00_win_tor

Update to the BIF slave interface specs after the review meeting
Change 109954 on 2003/07/09 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400_montreal

Fixing VC table

Change 109817 on 2003/07/08 by rthambim@irthambim_1490_win_tor 
Fixed naming convention.

Change 109812 on 2003/07/08 by jhoule@jaoule_doc_it
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Updated with specific registry setrings for capture

Change 108939 on 2063/07/02 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win
corrected small error with SU

Change 108933 on 2603/07/02 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win

updatedthe tracker to include author for CL/VTEtests so that its easy for debugging thenumber of tests in cach block

Change 198927 on 2063/07/02 by ashishs@f!_ashishs_r400_win

updated tracker to include this weeks PAtests

Change 108905 on 2003/07/02 by ygiana@yaiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4 
addec: Test list for Perfsuite performace tests

Change 108866 on 1063/07/02 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
updated for some bugs

Change 108861 on 1603/07/02 by rthambim@rthambim_r400_win_tor

Added source/frequencyinformation for clock signals.
Change 108824 on 2003/07/02 by jacarey@ti_jcarey_desktop

 Update Min / Max functions in emulator to match hardware.
Hardware produces a 32-bit signed extended result of16-bit comparision value.

Change 108746 on 2003/07/01 by smburu@ismburu_r400_win_marlboro

tp_hicolor update.

Change 108746 on 2003/07/01 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Fixed a mistake aboutthe size of the RB queue. It is 2, not4.

Change 108736 on 2003/07/01 by smburu@lsmbunt_r400_win_marlbora

tp_hicolor update.
 Change 108702 on 2663/07/01 by alleng@alleng_1400_win_mariboro_8200 

Added RE(C1) tab, addedtests to wtx tab, et al

Change 108692 on 2003/07/01 by georgev@devel_georgevia2_r40C_win_marlboro
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Added bsub run options

Change 108680 on 2003/07/01 byjacarey@il_jcarey_decktop
Add section documenting CP Idling before writing certain controlregisters.

Change 108579 on 2003/06/36 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 108526 on 2003/06/36 byashishs@l_ashishsr400_win

updated the tracker

Change 108516 on 2603/06/36 byfrising@ifrising_r460_win_marlboro
v.0.99k.
-remave references to R406_TP_NAN

Change 108514 on 2003/06/26 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlbora
new

Change 108418 on 2003/06/27 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win

inajor updating for DC split
Change 108407 on 2003/06/27 byfrising@frisiagr460_win_marlbero

-fixed sraall typo, no version bump
Change 108496 cn 2003/06/27 byfrismg@frising_r4G0_win_marlboro¥ ee) B_PSUC “win

 34 2_FLOAT vertex only format.-removefast float stuff
-remove TP NAN support

Change 108359 on 2003/06/27 by gregs@aregs_r400_win_marlboro

added CG_VC_pm_enbregister bit

Change 108350 on 2003/06/27 by soagshaw@sbagshaw
minor updates to contents & table of contents

Change 108338 on 2003/06/27 byTrising@frisingr400_win_marlboro
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Change 107722 on 2003/06/24 by csampayo@iil_csampaye_r4d0
Added footer

Change 107709 on 2003/06/24 by frising@frising1400_win_uurlburo
0.991
-fix typos with set* scalar i-document correct bchavior w

uctions
th not cqual predicate instructions and NaNs

 
 

Change 107687 on 2003/06/24 byfrising@trising_r400_win_marlbora
6.995,
-add cube instruction updates (Aw9 operand,etc)

Chungs 107637 on 2003/06/24 by ueev@mnoey

update to current state of testing

Change 107634 on 2003/06/24 by bbuchner@fl bbuchner r400 win

updated slides

Change 107630 cn 2003/06/24 by trisina@frisingr400_win_martboro
v7
-update cube instruction to take @vo operands. Output producedin a different ordertou.

Change 107622 om 2003/06/24 by smburu@smburu_r400_win_marlboro

hicoior status update.
Change 107617 on 2003/06/24 by georgev@devel_geurgevi2400_win_iatbora

Added "nodump" message to instructions.

Change 107537 on 2003/06/23 by georgev@devel_georgevh?_r400_win_marlbora
Added new way uf doing things.

Change 107536 on 2003/06/22 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win
added review
updated block diagram of cache

Change 107479 on 2003/06/23 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r4005 

added RP block diagrams for L1 and L2 request processing
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vL98
-show scalar instructions SUB_CONST_6and SUB_CONST_1 as negated adds ta beconsistent with other subtraction instructions

Change 108325 on 1662/06/27 by frising@)frising_+400_win_marlbore
V.B99}
-misc updates andclean-up

Change 108322 on 2603/06/27 by rthambim@irthambim_r400_win_tor
Initial revision for R599.

Change 108317 on 2003/06/27by brianf@ima_bfavela

MCMHPerformance Spreadsheet
Chuuge 108311 on 2003/06/27 by rile vini@rthamtbintr400_win_lor

Added pci-express changes.Initial revision for R5QQ.

Change 108284 on 1063/06/27 by gregs@gregs1406win_marlboro
fixed bug in PMESTBCLY macro

Change 108282 on 2003/06/27 by jiezhou@jiezhou_1400_win
add pelx aga slave mode for one-shot debug control

Change 18273 on 2003/06/27 by jimmylau@jimmylan_rao0_win_tor

Update BIP slave interface specs tor R300.

Change 108167 on 2003/06/26 by vohatia@,vbhatia_r40C_win_marlboro

Update status for addresser and formatter

Change 108103 on 2063/06/26 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw
 
 

PrograryTucludes in g Guide updated for R500.nination onthe Scaler

Change 107862 on 1003/06/25 by smburu@ismbura_1400_win_marlboro
tp hicolor update.

Change 107724 on 1003/06/24 by csarmpayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Addfooter (this time saved update)
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Change 107419 on 2003/06/23 by ashishs@Fi_ashishs_r400_win

updating trackers and test list

Change 107282 on 2063/06/20 by mocv@invev
Status as of 6/20/03

Change 107253 on 2662/06/20 by Hefebwe@licfebvr r400 montreal

Rackup, no major changes.

Change 107197 on 2003/06/20 by vohatia@vohatia_r400_win_marlboro

Status update for formatter

Change 107086 on 2603/06/19 by bouchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win

ADDed MI block diagram and description. Minorfixes
Change 106800 on 1003/06/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_ri00_win_laptop

First VC test documented

Change 106777 on 2003/06/18 by smbura@embura_r400_win_marlboro
tp_hicolor status update.

Change 105696 on 2003/06/18 by smbura@ismbura_r400_win_marlboro

Update oftp_hicolortests.

 Change 105643 on 2003/06/17 by csampayoGi_csampayo_r400

Updated FC column to contain selected test counter

Change 106643 on 2062/06/17 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_r40G
Added full clip columm

Change 105642 on 2003/06/17 by csarmpavo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated schedule, added full chip column

Change 105640 on 2063/06/17 by csampavo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added full chip column
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Change 106634 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@tl_ceanpuyo_r400

Updated schedule, added full chip column

Change 106631 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@ti_csampayo_r400
Updated schedule, added full chip column

Change 106623 on 2003/06/17 by georgev@devel_georgevh2_r400_win_maribora

Added changes from TP mecting.

Change 106525 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400

Update header

Change 106524 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400

Update header
 Change 106523 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@fl_ peyo_r40e

Update header take 2

Change 106521 on 2603/06/17 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r406

Header update
Change 106519 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Header update

Change 106516 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@ifl_csampeyo_r400
Some housekeeping

Change 106509 on 2003/06/17 by csampayo@iil_csampaye_r400

Some housckecping

Change 106493 un 2003/06/17 by csampayo@l_csampuyo_r400

Some housekeeping
Chanec 106436 on 2003/06/16 by ashishs@f ashishs r400 win

minor updates

Change 106410 on 2003/06/16 by alleng@allengr400_win_marlboro_8200
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Presentation for RSG0 DCDO Debug bus included.
Changes started to R400 Debug Bus specification docurnent to describe changes to debug

‘er DC/DO split. require

Change 105676 un 2003/06/11 by csampayo@ifl_ceampayo_r406

Update tests regs and to include more functionality
Change 105633 on 2003/06/11 by jowang@jowang R400 win

programming gnide: bypass made only

Change 105615 on 2003/06/11 by beiwang@bei_pc

Added itemsleft from line coverage.

Change 105476 on 2003/06/10 by csampayo@t_csampayo_r400
Initial check in

Change 105436 on 2603/06/16 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r460_win

 removed null request from L2.A F.

Change 105426 on 2003/06/16 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win
updated all extemal /O
modified clamping

Change 105497 on 2003/06/16 by geargev@devel_georgevh2_r400_win_marlbora

Added things to check test descriptions.

Change 105349 on 2003/06/10 by yeiang@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

added: excel perf results template
Change 105347 on 2003/06/16 by mzhu@mzhu_cravola_win_tor

Add 3.4.9.19 dara clamping in FIT PWT. made

Change 105335 on 2603/06/10 by ygiang@ysiangr400_win_marlbore_p4
testing auto update for web

Change 105333 on 2603/06/10 by yziang@ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

removed auto update
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Updates to standalone playback info.

Change 106395 on 2003/06/16 by jasif@jasif_r100_win_tor
DAC Report.

Change 106329 on 2663/06/16 by alleng@ialleng_r400_win_marlbora_8200
Initial submission

Change 106294 on 2663/06/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 106291 on 1003/06/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
updated

Change 105938 on 2003/06/12 by vbhatia@ivbhatia_r40G_win_marlboro

Updated weeklyregression status for deriv and eniso
Change 105882 on 2063/06/12 by jbrady@jbrady_r400_win

Remove border color, add thread_type.
Change 105862 on 2003/06/12 by jbrady@jorady 1400 win

Update to reflect current. vcrg partitioning.
Added clamp module.

Change 105849 on 2063/06/12 by ashishs@fi hishs7400_win
adding place holder for some ofthe tests that will be planned for later

Change 105838 on 2003/06/12 by ashishs@¥i_ashishs_r40Q_win

added 2 bugs that were currently found in SQ waterfalling

Clrnge 105834 on2003/06/12 by aileng@ulleng1400_win_inarlboru_8200

Added miscellaneous test, added results colurmn tor a coupte ofsheets
Change 105776 on 2003/06/12 by smburu@ismburu 1406 win marlboro

to_hicolorstatus.

Change 105768 on 2003/06/12 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw
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Change 1 05310 on 2003/06/10 by moew@moev

Updated tested blocks

Change 105299 on 2003/06/10 by ygiune@ygiang1400_win_muarlbora_p4

updated:pv Xsheet
Change 105286 on 2063/06/10 by pmitchcl@pmitchel entire depot win

 moving resnits to dac_Ub/pv_results

Change 105038 on 2003/06/09 by csarnpavo@itl_csampayo_r400

Updated header. Some housekeeping

 Change 195039 on 1603/06/09 by ashishs@ifi_asi

updated
Change 105017 on 2063/06/09 by mzhu@mzhu_craycla_win_tor

Update clamping and rounding for PWL LUT modein 11.8

Change 104949 on 2002/06/09 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Update floating point LUT fill pattem in 3.4.4.

Change 104946 on 2003/06/09 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer

Updated test descriptions.
Change 104736 on 2063/06/06 by ashishs@f_ashists1400_win

updated the tracker and test_list for the newly added 4 tests

Change 104633 on 1003/06/06 by jacarey@fi_joarey_desktop
Document reselling of read registers Lo zero on reset.

Change 104629 on 2603/06/06 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updates to the MHS.

Change 104557 on 2063/06/06 by efong@eforgr400_win_tor_doc

Updated Linux machines assignments
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Change 104473 cn 2003/06/05 by jowang@jow aigR4CO_wit

added/modified after iest plan review

Change 104466 on 2003/06/05 by vbhatia@vbhatia_r400_win_marlboro
Update LodDeriv and LedAnise status of 06/05/63
Also added latest tcd status as mentioned by Kevin ©.

Change 104360 on 2003/06/05 by ygiang@ysiangr400_win_marlboro_p4
added: new pysheet

 Change 104355 on 7003/06/05 by yeiang@ysiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

relocated: pef excel sheets
Chuuge 104347 on 2003/06/05 by ygiang@ysiung1400_win_iearlburo_p4

relocating files

Change 104338 cn 2003/06/65 by moev@moev
changed WSO connectivity t¢@ WSO_P

Change 104330 cn 2003/06/05 by ygiang@yetangr400_win_marlbore_p4
fixed:link

Change 164325 on 2063/06/68 by ygiang@yeiang_r406_win_marlbore_p4

added: pertormarice excel sheets to perforce

Change 104324 on 2003/06/05 by jacarey f_jcarey_desktop

Reset. VS & PS Te-alloc fifos when ME, oververites the *_Avail_Count counters

Change 104326 on 2003/06/05 by smburn@smbura_r100_win_marlboro
Updated status fot tp_hicolor.

Change 164298 on 2603/06/05 by kearrell@kcorrell_r400_docs_marlbora_nb

documented change in DC tag definition - increased request sequencefield
Change 104273 on 2003/06/05 by jmarsano@MA_IMARSANO

Added AT PG and DEIS'T sections
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Update for 64 bpp sraphies bit depth and graphicsoverlay blendusing per-pixel alpha.
from graphics channel (chapter 11.9 Graphic Kever}.

Change 103433 on 2003/05/36 byashishs@ll ashishs r40¢ win

updated

Change 103432 on 2003/05/26 by ashishs@H_ashishsr400_win.
updated

Change 103386 on 2003/05/36 by omesh@ma_omesh
 Mestly complete spreadsheet. What is missing is:

1) Tests yet te be written: HiC and RB Register Readtests.2} The correct test writer information for someofthe te:
3) Filenaries aud testeases for some uf Frank Hyien's te: 
However, | believe the counts are accurate of the existing tests.

Change 103349 on 2003/05/36 by khabbari@khebbari2 r400 win

test plan updated

Change 103343 cn 2003/05/46 by gregs@aregsr400_win_marlboro
added two signals for DC/DO debug bus connections

Change 103316 cn 2003/05/36 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_r400_montreal

Added comments about address register.

Change 103185 on 2003/05/29 bykhabdari @khabbari2_r400_win

7506 test plan added

Change 103148 on 2003/05/29 by kmahler@kmakler_ri00_doc_lib
Updates for Random Shader Generator

Change 163144 on 2003/05/29 by omesh@ima_omesh

Made come nore updates to reflect current status. Still need to update Frank Hsien and
Mark's tests into the spreadshoct, along with [lier Stencil and Mer Z tests. Other categorics to
add include the ZPASS countertests,ete,

 

Change 103099 on 2003/05/29 by jacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

Added oper-comp te document.
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Change 104244 on 2663/06/05 by uhu@inzhu_craycla_win_tor

Update alpha pattern in 3.4.9.18

Change 104156 on 2063/06/04 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
updated the tracker

Change 104154 on 2003/06/04 by bouchner@fl_bbuchner_r40¢_win

 updated L1 and L2 request fifo contents

Change 104036 on 2003/06/04 by rfevwreau@rfevreau_r400_win

Updates

Change 104014 on 2003/06/04 by jacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Documentation for new debug bit in the CP.

Change 103838 on 2063/06/03 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Rename 2 LUT modes: 226-entry table mode and piece wise linear mode
Add clamping and rounding for PWL LUTmode

Change 103836 on 1003/06/03 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
 Rename 2 LUT modes: 256-cntrytable mode and picce wise

Change 103818 on 1663/06/03 by jhoule@ajhoule_doc_it

Updated RF expand table.
Negative indices indicate added precision (8.8 -> 7..-8, 16.9-> 15..-8, 32.8->3 

Change 103794 on 2003/06/03 by tien@ma_spinack
Addedalitte bit more info

Change 103783 on 2003/06/03 by ticn@ma spinach
Tuitial Checkin

Change 103568 on 2003/06/02 by mzhu@mzhu_craycla_win_tor
Update 3.

(per pixel graphis
 
 9.18 for 64bpp graphics with graphics and overlayalpha blending mode 1

alpha mode} 

Change 103567 on 2003/06/02 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
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Change 103063 on 2003/03/29 bycsarnpayo@tl_csampayo_r400

Updated status for r400sq const index 03

Change 103960 on 2003/03/29 by ceatmpayo@il_csampayu1400

Added max constant memory addrs reg indexing test. Updated test_list and test tracker
accordingly.
Change 103041 on 2603/05/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win 

updated some description as well as TBL's

Change 103035 on 2003/03/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
added tie r00sq_tunc_OL test bug

Change 103033 on 2002/03/29 by ashishs@¥fi_ashishsr400_win

added r400sq floor O1 test to the tracker

Change 103025 on 2003/03/29 by ashishs@ ashistsr400_win

corrected the schedule. Had incorrectly put the new 7 tests under APril20 when they were
supposed to be in May25
Change 103018 on 2663/05/29 by ashishs@¥fi_ashishs_r400_win 

added 6 new tests to the tracker

Change 102980 on 2063/05/28 by jowang@jowang_R400_win
add dual-link TMDS tests (uot complete}

Change 192937 on 1003/05/28 by gregs@gregs1400_win_marlboro

new part

Change 102934 on 2003/03/28 by umes@ura_oiesit

Updated atleast some more of the KB ‘Test plan spreadsheet. WII try to finish bytommorow.

Change 1028993 on 2003/05/28 by mdesai@MA_MDES al

Added status for week ending 5/30

Change 102744 on 1003/03/27 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r40G_win
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new th dividerslip test.

Change 102708 on 2003/05/27 by smburun@smburu_r100_win_marlboro
First tp_ch_blend status report.

Change 102686 on 2003/05/27 by mpersand@mpersand_r400_win_tor
Rev 0.2 Mahendra Persaud
Date: May27, 2003
Update test flow section plus other general clean up.

Change 102623 cn 2003/05/26 by mpersand@mpersand_r400_win_tor
Added new tests for R500.

Change 102613 on 2003/05/26 by mpersaud@ampersaud_1400_1 lr
Initial Rev.

Change 102612 on 2003/05/26 by rfewreau@rfevreau_r400_win
Updated with due dates

Change 102610 cn 2003/05/26 by jasit@jasit_r400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 102698 en 2003/05/26 by chwang@ichwangr40d0_doc_win

Latest update.
 Change 102603 on 2003/05/26 by mpersaud@mpersaud_1400_win_t

Initial Rev.

Change 102413 on 2603/05/23 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Update 3.4.9.17 for 8K virtual desktop support

Change 162496 on 2003/05/23 by georsev@devel_georgevh2_r466_win_marlbara

Documented gnuzip feature for memh test bench.
Change 102376 on 2003/05/23 by enewman@enewman_1400_linux_marlbore

initial p4 submission
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Change 101984 on 2063/05/21 byHefebwr@illefebvre_laprop_réoa

more precisions on XYST generated register.
Change 101957 on 2003/05/21 by khabbari@khabbari2_r400_win

£500 changes

Change 101939 on 2003/05/21 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r160_win
cleaned up interface names
added 8 Dword 1.4 changes

Change 101923 on 2003/05/21 by jacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

Clarification that [sync flushing occurs only before the first "draw" packet after thelransilign.

Change 1G1917 o2003/05/21 by mzhu@mzhu_cravola_win_tor

Add a newtast (test 28) in chapter 3.4.8.4 for the case moving cursor hot spot from
outside of cursor image size to inside and only capture the second frame.

 
 

Change 101892 on 2003/05/21 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated RSCODVwerk.xls
Change 101800 on 2003/05/26 by jacarey@fi_jcarey_desktop

Correction to Gradfill prim type for rectangles.

Change 101688 on 2003/05/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Added bug# 116

Change 101680 on 2003/05/19 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptep_r400

added arbiter to TP/VC output conirol flow machines.
 Change 101645 on 2003/05/19 by timanlon@FL_intianturLT_r400_witr

minor changes to the sq_ve interface drawing.

Changc 101636 on 2003/05/15 by ashishs@ii ashishs r400 win

updated for the new perspective tests added...

Change 101625 on 2003/05/19 by jacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop
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Change 102326 ou 2003/05/23 by udessi@MA_MDESAI

Added addresser section

Change 102323 on 1603/03/23 by imuskatb@imuskatb_1400_win_cnimuskaib
updated for RS00

Change 102292 on 2003/03/23 by mzhu@imzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add GRPIVOVL SURFACE OfFSETprogramming in 3.4.9.17 for SK virtual desktop
support

Change 102205 on 2003/05/22 by mzhu@mzm_craycla_win_tor

Add 3.4.9.17 for 8K virtual desktop
Add 3.4.9.18 for 64bpp graphics wi

pixel gray alpha mode)

support
graphics and overlayalpha blending mode 1 (per  

Change 102146 on 2003/05/22 by mkelly@flmkeliyr400_win_laptop

Final, 4 textures on an RT rectangle...
Change 102113 on 2003/05/22 by rfevreau@rfevreau_r400_win

Updates
Change 102018 on 2003/05/21 by csampavoG@ifl csampayo 1460

Updated test. desert list. and fest. tracker jon, tes  

Change 102016 on 2003/03/21 by mzhu@mzhu_craycla_win_tor

Add support for 64 bpp graphics bit depth and graphics/overlay blend using per-pixel
alpha from graphics channel (chapter 11.9 Graphic Keyer).

Tncrease GRPH/OVT,_X/Y_END fram 13 bits te 14 bits to support. SK virtual desktop

Change 102014 on 2003/03/21 by mzhu@mizhu_crayola_win_tor
 Increase GRPH/OVL_X_ENDres ‘s from 13 bits te 14 bits to support 8K virtual

desktop
Add registers DXGRPH_16BIT_ALPHAMODE and

DxGRPH_I6RITFIXEDALPHARANGEfor 64 bpp graphics bit depth and graphics/overlay
blend using per-pixel alpha from graphics channel.
Change 102004 on 2063/05/21 by vohatia@vbhatia_r400_win_marlboro

‘TP/LC Standalone testbenches weekly progress spreadsheet,
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Miscellaneons Corrections te documents wrt. 2D Coherency Rectangle Updates.

Change 101602 on 1063/03/19 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r0G_win
added clamping logic

 Change 101476 on 1002/05/17 by gregs@gregs1400_win_cc

memory interface changes
Change 101380 on 2603/03/16 by jacare’ _Joarey_desktop

Clarifications to pre-write-timer and pre-write-limit usage.

Change 101350 on 1003/05/16 by bDouchner@ifl_bbuchner_r40G_win
update L2 drawing
update snoop signals

Change 101317 on 2003/03/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri0g
Update tests req counts

Change 101315 on 2003/05/16 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r40¢

Update test req counts
Change 101307 on 2063/05/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Initial check-in

Change 101304 on 2062/03/16 by bouchner@ifl_bbuchner_r40¢_win
fined L2 raddy aud waddr signal names

Change 101278 on 2003/05/16 by mkelly@flmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Update.
Change 101239 on 2003/03/15 by ashishs@f_ashists1400_wia

updated for r400sq_trunc_U1

Change 101256 on 2003/05/15 by csarmpayo@ifi csampayo 1460

Updated status for test r400sq_pressure_context_combo_OL

Change 101247 on 2003/03/15 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cevd
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Added clear tu the new interface

Change 101236 on 2003/05/15 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 101225 on 2003/05/15 by bouchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win

Added C1 changes, modifications to drawings.
Describe the RG index processor
add L1 drawing
add clamping interface

Change 161235 on 2003/05/15 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlbora

update
Chunge 101188 on 2003/05/15 by mkelly@fimkelly400_win_laptup

Update...

Change 101155 on 2003/05/15 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win
labeled myselfin the owner colurmn ofsome tests

Change 101137 on 2003/05/15 by csampayo@itl_csampayo_r406
Updated test statu: ests:
1400sq_auto_wrapp memorics_O1
r400sq_vs_memory_wrap_01
Sorted test_list

   

Change 101046 on 2603/05/14 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor
Added section on randomdelays

Change 101037 on 2003/05/14 byHefebwr@ilefebwr_1400_montreat

Fixing the spec some morc to match R300. Added some diagrams (SQ internals)

Change 101033 on 2003/05/14 by chiwang@chwang_1400_duc_win

Formatting update.
Chanec 100995 on 2003/05/14 by jasifGjasif r400 win tor

Updated state diagrams and errors that the model will print.

Change 100993 on2003/03/14 by chweng@chwangr400_doc_win
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Micracode Update for 2D surface coherency

Change 100274 on 2003/05/09 by jowang@jowengR400_win
updated hot-plug detection logic to support dual-link

Change 100246 on 2003/05/05 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated the excel tracker sheet and the test_list up-to-date
Change 100222 cn 2003/05/0by gregs@eregs1400_win_marlboro

update

Change 100163 on 2003/05/09 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4r460_win
draw ing to describe instruction store addi ess wrapping in the
contral_flow_seqand target_instr_feteh blocks

Change 100159 on 2003/05/09 byjacarey@il_jcarey_decktop
Document setting of bit 20 in ID Bocleans as Default_Sel

Change 100132 on 7603/05/69 byalleng@alleng_r460_win_marlbore_8200

Updated these iwo files with new information
Change 100004 on 2003/05/08 by Hefebw@illefebve_1400_montreal

Someinterface updates.

Change 99995 on 2003/05/08 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Checkpoint...

Change 99985 on 2003/05/08 byIseiler@iseiler_r400_win_rmariboro2

New 20Dtiling forrnats
Change $9987 un 2603/05/08 by Iseiler Disciler_r400_win_iuarlbore2

Update HierStencil description

Change 99927 on 2003/05/08 by mocv@mocv

Virage Star Memory System verification test plan (block level}

Change 99921 on 2003/05/08 byjmarseno@MA_IMARSANO
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TMDS update spec.

Change 109991 on 1063/03/14 bychwangi@chwang_r400_doc_win
Updated.

Change 100975 on 2003/03/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated the tracker and test_list
Change 100964 on 2003/05/14 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 100945 on 1003/03/14 by jacarey@fi_joarey_desktop
Clarifications to Set_Constant and LCC packets worl. write cables fur each CONST_ID

type.

Change 100888 on 1003/03/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update.

Change 100832 on 2003/05/13 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated request state machine diagram.
Change 109802 on 2603/05/13 byjast @jasif_r400_win_tor

Expandedforcible signais section

Change 100704 on 2003/05/13 by frising@frising_+400_win_marlboro
WALZ
-GRAT_EXP_ADRIST_H|Varly exists in texture constant now.
-SelkHterd Weights rnarked as not supported on r400
-Add L024 bit option to REQUEST_SIZE for C1

Change 100627 on 2003/05/13 by xcorrelli@kcorrell_r400_docs_marlboro_nb
Fixed info field width and ve field width in TC/MHinterface tables

Change 190583 on 2003/03/12 by aabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_evd
R500 interface changes

Change 100549 on 2003/03/12 by jecarey@Wi_jcarey_desktop
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Adied SAMPLE instructiontolist

Change 99916 on 2003/05/08 by bouchnen@fl_bbuchner_r100_win
 
 

added L1/L2 request proc: 2 description
updated for 512 bit wide cache

pdated external interface signals
 

 

Change 99999 on 2003/05/68 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr190_win_laptep
Update with some more useful info on contro! flow looping...

 Change 99782 on 2003/03/67 by mdoggett@mdcggett_r400_win_platypus
Format 22, 23 moved to 32BPP in format conversion table.
Inierlace selection bit changed from 20 te CO.Format 40 woved wit Formal 11 wad 12 in format conversion table.
SM4 removed.
Completed updates to R500 version of TC.
Manyunlisted changes.

Change 99777 on 2603/05/67 byfrisin frisingr400_win_marlboro
W196
-update rules tor masking with Color/Fog export.

Change 99536 on 2063/05/07 by czampayo@fl czampayo 400

Updated tests status

Change 99510 on 2003/05/07 by jacarev@tl_jcarey_desktop

Updates to document for usage of "flush done"flag in the microcode.

Change 99502 on 2662/05/07 byjrarsano@MA_IMARSANGO
TST validation documents

Change 99471 on 2003/03/66 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406
Tnitial check-in

Change 99456 on 2002/35/06 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4¢0_win
removed the modules fromthe excel sheet

Change 9945? on 2003/05/06 by frising@frising_1400_win_marlbaro
v.95
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-Update spec to show Ural masking of expurts is allowed for all exports now (possible
only exception fag - TRD).

Change 99445 on 2003/05/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
removing the button from the sheet, since it wasn't enabled

Change 99433 on 2663/05/06 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_14.06

Some housekeeping
Change 99386 on 2003/05/06 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Update

Change 99385 on 2003/05/06 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update comments, new Levis checking RT Constant index ing..

Change 99380 on 2003/05/06 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

Fix for 2D Coherency(Flushing TC)
Change 99190 on 2003/05/05 by eregs@eregs_r400_win_marlboro

update
Changes 99076 on 2003/05/05 by kcorrell@kcorrcll r400 docs marlboro nb

First update for RSOO. Taciudes changes ta ATC and TC interface for R500 feature
support

Change 99068 on 2603/05/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
SORTconstants and flew control testing

Change S8g9U on 2003/05/02 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlborc

naracs changes again ..

Chauge 98760 on 2003/05/02 by lefebvi @ileleb w_r400_tnontreal

forgot to remove | waterfall signal.
Change 98670 on 2003/05/01 by jbrady@ijbrady 1400 win

Addsignals te SQ interface for flow control, count_lo, fetch_type. Add L1_request signal
first_instr_of_vv.
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Change 98162 on 2603/04/29 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Maximum pixel shader nested, control flow subroutines in RTS, with
non-RTS in front and back containing sirapic pixcl and vertex shaders.

Updated $Q duc with RTS tests needed.

Change 97906 on 2003/04/28 by ashishsi@il_ashishs1400_win
added a bugfor the 2 failing CL teats

Change 97768 on 1603/04/25 bygregs@laptopt

all names on DC interface changed.

Change 97727 on 2003/04/25 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update 11.2.1 DCP Window Contratler for ICP_DMIF_ST7.E,

Change 97706 on 2003/04/25 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop
Add KBBM_DB_soft_reset to RBBM

Change 97673 on 2003/04/25 by mpersand@impersaud_1400_win_tor
Rev 0.06 Mahendra Persaud
Date: April 25, 2603
Expanded CLIENT_DCCIF_we?_reg_aligné4byte to 2 bits

Change 97672 on 2003/04/25 by mpersaud@impersaud_r400_win_tor
Rev 0.02 Mahendra Persaud
Date: April 25, 2003
Updated CLIENT_DCCIF_reg_we?
Fxpanded on some block descriptions
Updated diagrams

 64byte functionality.

Change 97636 on 2003/04/25 by bbuchner@fi_bbuchner_r400_win
added L2 cache drawing
fixed cache tag size (stored)to 22 bits
fixed memoryrequest to include 26 bits of address and sec. mask

Changc 97613 on 2003/04/25 by khabbari @khabbari2 r400 win

not_last_line_pair is added

Change 97525 on 2003/04/24 by Ikang@ikangr400_win_tor
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Change 98628 on 2603/03/61 by fisine@ifrising1400_win_uarlbore

GBOx
-fined typoin float] 6<->float32 conversion table

Change 98626 on 2003/03/61 by mkeliy@Hl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update.

Change 98544 on 2003/05/61 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptep
Added detail on loop

Change 98539 on 2663/05/61 by kmahler@kmahler_r466_doc_lib

Some minor updates.
Change 98518 un 2603/05/61 by cuewera@enewata_1400_linux_arlbore

fixed typos, cleaned up some stuff

Change 98590 on 2063/05/61 by llefebwr@illefebvr_s400_montreal
Refreshing the interfaces per Andi's last mail.

Change 98409 on 2003/04/30 by grege@aregs400_win_marlboro
update

Change 98401 on 2063/04/30 byHefebur@iilefebvr_r400_montreal

Updated the SQ->SFinterfaces for the R500.

Change 98394 on 2603/04/30 by boloemer@ma_bbloemer

Updated description of DR AMsoftware command unit

Change 98305 on 2003/04/30 by moew@moev

 Updated Tile Enable control register to match verilog

Change 98296 on 2003/04/2¢ by jayw@ma_jayw_It

rainor updates
Change 98285 on 2663/04/30 byfliljero@ft_frank

latest updates
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de split update

Change 97523 on 2003/04/24 by bouchner@fl_bbuchner_ri60_win
added top level cache controller

Change 97450 on 2003/04/24 byllefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r406

Updated stall conditions
Made swizzic changs:
Added more R506specifics.

Change 97441 on 2003/04/24 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
Rev 0.01 Mahendra Persaud
Date: April 24, 2003Tuitial revision.

Change 97440 on 2003/04/24 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
0.65 Mahendra Persaud

124, 2003
Added CLIENT_DCCIF_we7_reg_ulignédbyte signal lo interface.
Fixed some signal descriptions and updated some of the timing diagrams
 

Change 97493 on 2003/04/24 byjacarey @tl_jcarey_desktop
REBMDocument Updates for DB

Change 97280 on 2003/04/23 by jowang@jowangR40c_win

try to update diagramso that it looks nice after rotate.didn't work.

Change 97278 on 2603/04/23 by jowang@jowang_R406_win

modified after design review 04/23/03
Change 97277 on 2003/04/23 by jowang@ijowangR400_win

updated after the design review 04/23/03

Change 97272 on 2063/04/23 byfrising@itrisingr400_win_mariboro
Spazzed out on that last check-in. Should have read that i bpp textures are filterable. No

version bump.

Change 97261 on 2003/04/23 byfrising@frising_r400_win_marlboro
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v.LGL
-show that. 1D textures formats are filterable
-remove REQUEST LATENCY fields
-misc clean-up

 

Change 97254 on 2003/04/23 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win

added Request Generator Drawing

Change 97181 on 2003/04/23 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win
O.L of Vertex cache document

Change S7I61 on 2603/04/23 byllefebvr@lletebvre_laptopr400

interface name changes for the SQ->SP fetch swizzles.
Change 97140 on 2003/04/23 by csanpayo@ilcsumpayo_r400

Update using Laurent's inputs

Change 97092 on 2663/04/23 by llefebvr@illetebvre_laptop_r400
Added SF stall conditions to the SQ spec.

Change 97084 on 2003/04/23 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
cv 0.04 Mahendra Persaud

Date: April 23, 2003
Fixed some of the port names ta make thera more consistent

 

Change 97077 on 1003/04/23 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 97063 or 2003/04/23 by keorrell@ik correll_r400_docs_marlbora_nb

updste MH_TCn_rtr signal description
Change 97033 on 2003/04/22 byfrisine@frising_r400_win_marlboro

vhS4
-update meva™ instructions to return SrcA (like a mov) on the vector side and SreC.WW

replicated on the scalar side.
-updaic pred* instructions to only usc Wchannel of operands.
-update GPR write-backtable to show that scalar component is used whenbeth scalarand vector write masksare enabled.

 

 Change 97032 on 2003/04/22 byfi  ing @trisingr400_win_marlboro
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Change 96851 on 2003/04/22 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop
in TBs if Enabled in ME INIT Packet. 1. Add detection of Typo-0/1 Packet

2. Unit-Level Test Added to verify.
3. Update to PM4 Spec te document addition

Change 96715 on 2603/04/21 byjowang@jowangR400_win
Rotate the diagram by90 degrees for r300 tmds dual link.dec

Change 96713 on 2603/04/21 by jowans@jowang_R400_win

updated dataSynchronizer document for R500

Change 96699 on 2003/04/21 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Test. all 32 RTS boolean bits in the pixel shader.

Change 96592 on 2003/04/20 by gregs@aregs_r100_win_cc
update

Change 9687? on 2063/04/19 bylefebvr@ilefebwr_r400_montreal

Documentation changes for R500.
Change 96524 on 2603/04/18 by jhoule@jhoule_doc_it

Changed GetCompTexL OD and SetTexLOD opcodes to work with a single LOD
component.

Removed 1D restriction for FMT_l* forraats.
Indicated that arbitrary filters are now unsupported.
Realigned every row willl autu-fit to fix incomplete fast lines

Change 96500 on 2003/04/18 by fliljero@tl_frank

latest updates
Change 96403 un 2003/04/18 by jacarey@il_jearey_desktup

‘Type 0/1 Krror Checking in [Bs (ME_LNIE, Interrupt Kegisters)
Un-Link Diagrams from PM4 Spec

Change 96286 on 2003/04/17 byjacarsyi@fl_jcarey_desktop 
L AMGINVALIDTAGto bit 31 of CP_MILI_TAGSTAT?register
2. Added enumeration for the perfornance counterselects in the CP and RBBM
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V..OSP
-mise updates’corrections’ clean-up

Change 97039 on 2002/04/22 by Ichen@ichen_crayalad
update

Change 96906 on 2003/04/22 by bouchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win
VC DOCS

Change 96888 on 2003/04/22 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Keep track of RSGG DV work.

Change 96884 on 2003/04/22 byjasift@jasif_r400_win_tor

Keep track of outstanding DV wark

Change 96881 on 2002/04/22 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r40¢_win
duallink trads clock

Change 96875 on 2003/04/22 byfliljero@fl_frank

changed data from one pass to the next to better insure proper validation
Change 96872 on 2603/04/22 by jiezhou@ijiczhou_r400_win

delete old diagram

Change 96860 on 2003/04/22 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
New delta doc.
Updatedtest. fist.

Change 96854 on 2003/04/22 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r100_win_tor
Rev 0.03 Mahendra Persaud
Date: April 21, 2003
Update after interface review.

general description cleanup
- update interface names
- moved surface number to address bits [5:4] during surface register write
- added functionality to red signal(not wired to zero anymore)- removed client :¢'s from read return interface.
- update timing diagrams
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Change 96284 on 2003/04/17 by eeorgev@devel_georgevh2_r460_win_martboro

Added MCMHcoverage.
Change 96130 on 2003/04/17 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Update port names to match R500 naming convention.

Change 96964 on 2003/04/16 by sregs@aregs_1400_win_marlboro
update

Change 95964 on 2003/04/16 byjacarey! f_jcarey_desktop

Add new debug registers that record when read tags are outstanding te the CP.
Change 95946 on 2003/04/16 by jucarey@f_joaey2

Removed Snooping Comections to LMA Engine from Diagram

Change 95302 on 2603/04/16 by mpersaud@mpersaud r400 win tor
Add to source control

Change 95773 on 2003/04/15 by jowang@ijowangR400_win
First revof dual link TMDS block diagram

Change 95760 on 2003/04/15 by sbagshaw@sbag shaw

added detail that power management for DC block must be enabled to use "one shot”
clock er clock branch stopping feature oftest debug circuitry
Change 95740 on 2003/04/15 by grege@aregs1400_win_imarlboro

update

Change 95666 on 2062/04/15 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r40G
Sore housekcoping

Change 95653 on 2003/04/15 by csampayo@fi_csampayo_r400
Add "Owner" colurin

Change 95525 on 2603/04/15 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2

Updates to Document
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Change 95606 un 2003/04/15 by jacerey@il_jcarey2

Baseline of Ideas for Pre-emptive Ring Hardware in CP

Change 95542 on 2003/04/14 by shaw@isbagshaw
Changed references to PIXCLK torefer to pixel PLL source clock branch instead of a

particular display controller's pixel clock branch
Changed all references of DISP] PCLK to PLXICLK.
Changed all references of PCLE te PIX2CLEK.
All prior references to "Primar lay controller pixel clock” changed to "Primary pixcl

PLL source clock”. Similarly, al! prior references to "Secondary display controller pixel clock”
changed to "Secondary pixel PLL source clock".

 
 
  

      

Change 95512 on 2003/04/14 byjacarey@il_jcarey2

Miscellaneous Updates

Change 95471 on 2003/04/14 by jacarey@fl_jcarey2

Added some packet restrictions for BitBlt and HostDataBlt:
For HostData_Blt: Neveridentify a brush even though the ROP code is set to OxCT

For BitBlt:Never do a simple Bilt with a raone opaque source, SRC_TYPE=C, or a
mono transparent source, SRC_TYPE=1, and a ROP codeset to source capy, OxCC.

 

Changes 95460 on 2603/04/14 byfrisine@frisine 1460 win marlboro
V16S
-Add Fields to vertex fetch instruction to support mega‘m ini fetches.

Change 95443 on 2063/04/14 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor
Fixed section on integration.

 Change 95223 on 2003/04/11 by gregs@eregsr400_win_marlboro

updatc

Chunge 95214 on 2063/04/11 by jac eyGlljearey2
Baseline CP Review Slides

Change 95139 on 2003/04/11 byjiezhoudé 

for sclk_r_vza_tst

Change 95109 on 2003/04/11 by mkellv@_mkelly1400_win_laptep
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update

Changs 94342 on 2003/04/07 by sbagshaw@isbagshaw
Added new t

data output interfacesfr
 
 

 , "DISPOUT_INTERF ACESpuwersiate”, ty verily the Display Oulput
ction properlyin different power states. 

Change 4201 on 2003/04/07 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Test Bus Proposal

Change 94195 on 2003/04/07 by ashishs(@il_ashishsr400_win

closed a bug
Change 94183 on 2003/04/07 by vguel@f_veoel2

updated bug status

Change 94179 on 2003/04/07 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

updated

Change 94030 on 2603/04/04 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Updates to the MIIS section.

Change 93969 on 2003/04/04 by ereas@gregs_r400_win_marlborc

update

Change 93958 on 2603/04/04 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw

RAD DCTest Debug document put inte proper documentation template. Section
explaining hew to specify ciock domain for each bit of DC_TEST_DEBUG_DATA added. 

Change 93988 on 2003/04/04 byjacarey@il_jcarey_dedctop
Updated Documentation for addition of Pre-Fetch Matching fur Loup and BuuleuConstants

Change 93733 on 2003/04/02 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2
closed a bug

Change 93664 on 7003/04/03 by fliljero@fl_frank

latest passing updates
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Test. smallest. 7, offset and scale to produce a discemable difference
in the “buffer (1 lsb}.
 

Change 95968 on 2003/04/10 by grege@laptop]
update

Change 95039 on 2003/04/10 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Fixed case c6 of crtc display parameters tests
 Change 95022 on 2003/04/10 by khabbari@khabbari2_™4600_win

1500 changes

Change 94731 on 2603/04/69 by efevreau@rfeweau_r400_win

Took out dispout_gpios from black level regression

Change 94703 on 2003/04/09 byjasif@jasif_1r400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 94683 on 2603/04/09 byjasif@jasifr406_win_tor

Updated
Change 94680 on 2003/04/09 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Added section on managing devel and desplit branch

Change 94556 on 2002/04/08 by grege@aregs1400_win_marlboro
update

Change 94544 on 2003/04/68 by rfewreau @irfevreau_r40U_win

Updates to xls files and Makefile

Change 94458 on 2003/04/68 byjusil@jasif1400_win_tor

Describes how to use perforce branching mechanism for de split changes.
Change 94419 on 2003/04/68 byjacarey@fi jcarcy2

Proposal #2 for test interface

Change 94395 on 2003/04/68 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4_r400_win
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Change 93520 on 2003/04/62 by jowang@ijowangR400win

ne dithering donc in blank pixel for DVOA
 Change 93501 on 2003/04/62 by ashislis@fi_a

updated
Change 93481 on 2003/04/02 by csampayo@fl csampayo 1400

Initial check-in

Change 93463 on 2003/04/02 by jacarey@tl_jcarey_desktop

1. Move RB_CLRCMP_MSK_Hil and RB_CLRCMP_DST_HIinitialization for 2D tothe 2D Indirect Buffer
2. Mask for RR_CLRCOMP_M:
3. Updated PM4 Spec According
4, Updated CP Unit-Level Tests

 

   
1.0 is dependant on the pixel type

ccordinaly
Change 93456 on 2003/04/62 bylefebr@ilefebvr_r400_montreal

update to the control flowinstruction
Adding timing diagramfor the SQ->-VC/TP transters.

Change 93409 on 2603/04/62 by ygiane@ygiang r400 win marlboro p4

updated sp test excel sheet

Change 93373 on 2003/04/02 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr4C0_win

filed bug for SQ tests failing due to Laurent's change #92966

Change 93269 on 2003/04/01 by gabarcaigabarca_crayola_win_evd

fixed horz paremeters cases c&, 9, still don't know why c7 does not emulate properly
Change 93211 on 2003/04/01 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Thitial version.

Change 93199 on 2002/04/01 by grese@aregsr400_win_marlboro
update

Change 93176 on 2003/04/61 by gregs@pregs1400_win_marlbora

first power estimate
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Change 93130 or 2603/04/61 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated Power Menazement Section,
Change 93121 on 2003/04/61 by veoelGfi_veoel2

updated to remove bug 788

Change 93110 on 2003/04/01 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win
updating table 

Change 93065 on 2603/04/01 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win

updating in pelk ere selection
Change 92948 un 2603/03/31 by jiezhou@jiezhou_1r400_win

take debugtest out from test plan.

Change 92850 on 2063/03/31 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc
Added in Verdi Training docs

Change 92846 on 2003/03/31 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
updated

Change 92637 on 7003/03/28 by filjero@ifl_frank

added dummy writes to instruction memoryso that it does not retum unknowns whenread

Change $2627 on 2003/03/28 by alleng@alleng_r400_win_marlborg_§200
Initial submit

Change 92587 on 2003/03/28 by Iefebvr@ileicbvre laptop r400

added swizzle codesty the spec.

Change 92433 on 2003/03/27 by mpersand@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
Rev 0.98 Mahendra Persaud
Date: March 26, 2063
Update section 4.1 with new display parameters and formulas.

Change 92425 on 2003/03/27 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win
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Update with SC test coverage...

Change 92165 on 2003/03/26 by jacarcy@Il jcarcy desktop

Visio Updates iy Scratch Register Interrupt Function in the CP  

Change 92099 on 2003/03/25 by rfevreau@rtevreau_s400_win
Submitted

Change 92036 on 2003/63/25 by abeandin@labeandin_r400_win_marlhora

added build sequence

Change 91961 on 2003/03/25 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer

Updated test plan with more test. description andeffort. estimate.

Change 91878 on 2003/03/M by jacarey@il_jcarey_desktop
Add Test_Select to R400 documentation for the scratch register compare interrupt

Change 91821 on 2003/03/24 byjacarey@ifl_jcarey_desktop

Scratch Register Interrupt
Change 91812 on 2603/03/24 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Double MCLE frequency to reduce MHlatericy to less than 40%of HTOTALfor
MH_DC_LATENCYI test

Set SCLK to 440MEHz for all MH_DMIFDCPte:
Force drif model rts delay signals to 0 on block lev

 
 | simulation for all MH_DMIF_DCPlesb

Change $1806 on 2003/03/24 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

Fix typo in section 7.2
Change $1790 un 2603/03/24 by astrisis@lasbistis1400_witr

updated

Change 91783 on 2603/03/24 by keorrell@kcorrcll r400 docs marlboro nb

Update to reflect changes to address decision tree and that primarytarget is now pci-
express

Change 91625 on 2003/03/21 by nbarbier@nbarbier_1400_win_tor
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initial release

Change 92381 on 2003/93/27 by dwong@cndwong2
Added CP_RBBM_dma_busyto Bit 2 of the RT discrete signals

Change 92378 on 2003/03/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400win_laptep

Add test requiremeni...
Change 92370 on 2003/03/27 by jacareyi@fl_jcarey_desktop

 Fix typo in RB_BUFSZ equation in the CE_RB_CNTLregister

Change 92347 on 2003/03/27 byjiezhouGijiezhou_M460_win
update

Change 92330 on 2003/03/27 by ashishs@ifi_ashishsr400_win

filed bug for the hang caused by Laurent's change #92184
Change 92325 on 1003/03/27 by kcorreil @kcorrell_1400_docs_mariboro_nb

updated address translation diagram for rom reads, removed summaryofregisters infavor of a referenceto the blockfile

Change 92272 on 1603/03/26 by rfewreau@rfevreau_r400_win

Updated numbers

Change 92265 on 2002/33/26 byjirmmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor
Initial revision of BIF test plan.

Change 92238 on 2003/03/26 byjiezhou@icn_jiezhou

updating
  Change 92204 on 2603/03/26 by ashislis@tl_asiriviesr400_witt

documented the SQ bug by Laurent
Change 92175 on 2003/03/26 by gregx@laptop]

reverted ROM_AP_SIZE definition

Change 92174 on 2003/03/26 by mkeliy@il_mkellyr490_win_laptop
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Made additional change to tmds hpd overridetest.

Change 91582 on 2003/03/21 by grege@aregs 1400 win marlboro

vatiuus minur changes

Change 91540 on 2003/03/21 by jacarev@il_jcarey2
Scratch Compare Interrupt Diagram for R400

This is the same logic that is being added for R390 as requested
byJeffrey Cheng. The difference from R390 is the location ofthe
interrupt control andstatus bits. Thisis indicated on the diagram.

Change 91514 on 2003/03/21 by abcaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

added directory description

Change 91495 on 1003/03/21 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_ri00
Updated status for the following tests:
¥400sq_flow_contrel_02
r400sq_flow_control_03

 

Change 91489 on 2663/03/21 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400
Some housekeeping

Change 91474 on 2003/03/21 by jacarev@itl_jcarey_desktop

1. Removed PREFETCHDISABLEOVERRIDEfrom CP_DEBUGregister in CP

Spec. 2. Updated PFP pscuducode for lndirect_Buffer aad Endirect_Bulfer_PFD packets.
Change 91438 on 2003/03/20 by csampayo@fl_csampayo3

VGToutput path stress tests
Change 91334 on 2603/03/20 by dwong@cndwoug2

include descriptions on FLUCcompression

Change 91347 on 2603/03/20 by mdoggctt@mdogectt 400 win platypus

Major change to cache design. Partial spec update to newdesign.
LI removed, L? replaced wi read port 138 word memories
Added new Set, Halfline, Slice creation in Cacheline Formats section, removed old LL

Tags.
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3D 64BPP and 128BPP special cases removed,

Change 91332 on 2003/03/20 byjhoule@jhoule_doc_It
 Minor correction to the Numbers table

uINT gamma'd gave values from Oto 15, but the range’ entry was[-8..9) instead of [0.
16}.

(reported by Daniel Willhite)
No version burap

Changes 91289 on 2603/03/20 by abcaudin@abcaudin 1400 win marlboro

added gfx  ine description

Change 91277 on 2003/03/20 byeregs@greger400_win_marlboro

iodft insertion complete

Change 91262 on 2603/03/20 by delen@dglen_rad0

Updated with R500 line buffer size and core clock speed
Change 91227 on 2603/03/20 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

For MH_DC_LATENCY tests in chapter 3.3, force_read_delay_busy is forced to be less
than or equal to forceread_delay_idle. This makes draif modelto send overlay data notlater
than graphics deta for the first chunk of each line

 

Change $1209 on 2003/03/20 byjacarsy@il_jcarey_desktop

i. Updated bit width of Non-Prefetch counters in the CP_Non_Prefetch_
CP Spec.

2. Addition of INDIRECT_BUFFER_PFDpacket to the PM4 Spec.

 vnirs register in

Change 91124 on 2003/03/19 by gregs@laptopl

differential pads dit + clean-up

Changes 90952 on 2003/03/19 by sbagshaw@sbaashaw

DMIF Lest xitnurt pixel clock uf 400 MHz. MH-DMIFlatency lests
modified so some use graphics & overlay surfaces whereas others cnly use a graphics surface

Details and procedure for CRTCinterrupttest clarified.

 

Change 90883 on 2603/03/19 by mkcllv@fi mkelly 1400 win laptop

SC debug register coverage...

Change 90874 or 2003/03/19 by abeandin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro
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Change 90613 on 2603/03/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ra0o

Control flow, predicate and multi-context and multi-prim test. Upfdated test_list
accordingly

Change 90606 on 2603/03/17 by guburca@eaburca_crayola_win_cvd
added timin lines

Change 90592 on 2003/03/17 by mocv@mocy

updates ta inchide dbist.

Change 90492 on 2003/03/17 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r400_win
400lastrelease

Change 90257 on 2003/03/14 by pregs@eressr400_win_martboro

memorystrobe signals’ names back t¢ MnWDQSn and MnRQDS&n
Change 90251 on 2003/03/14 by mkellv@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

s¢_sp centers/centroids parameters 13, 14, 15

Change 90225 on 2003/03/14 by rthambim@rthambim_r400_win_tor
Added pci/agp address expansion, initiator register list.

Change S016] on 2603/03/14 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

sc_sp sample control parameters 8 - 13
Change 90160 on 2003/03/14 by jacursy@M_jeareydesktop

Another Stall Condition for Indirect_Buffer packet

Change 90158 on 2003/03/14 byjacarey@tl_jcarey_desktop
Updated Pseudocode for PREFETCH_DISABLE mode.

Change 90122 on 2003/03/13 by gregs@laptopl

updats

Change 90107 on 2603/03/13 by georgev@devel_georgevh2_r400_win_marlboro

Fix _ to /typo.
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more emulator information

Change 90871 on 2003/03/19 by abeaudin@abcaudin_r190_win_marlboro
remove doc

Change 90876 on 2603/03/19 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro
newemulator emulator information:

Change 90869 on 2603/03/19 by abcaudin@abecaudin_r400_win_marlboro
remove doc

Change 90783 on 2003/33/18 bysbagshaw@sbagshavw
DMIF Systeand Siress levts (section 3.3 and 4.3) modified Lo utilize real display nude

timings and clack speeds

Change 90763 on 2062/03/18 by abeaudin@iabcaudin_r400_win_marlbore
answers to software questions

Change 90744 on 2603/03/18 by mkeliy@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Test para_enable bit, update register coverage...

 Change 90739 on 2603/03/18 by jacarevi@fi_jcarey_desktop

Add stall conditions for IB21init wr-t. in-flight indirect bufferinits.

Change 90715 on 2063/03/18 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
added r400vgt_hos_pat_adaptive_complex bug

Change 90699 on 2003/03/18 by gregs@gregs400_win_marlboro

DRAMRST, TEST YCLK, TEST MCLKpads

Chenge 90670 on 2003/03/18 by udegest@MA_MDOGGETTLT
some modifications towards version 6.5.
version6.5 not yet completed.

Change 90659 on 2003/03/18 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep

Update..
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Change 90102 on 2663/03/13 by georgev@ldevel_geargevh?_r400_win_martboro

Updated sheets.
Change 90076 on 2003/03/13 by grege@zgregs_400_win_marlboro

update

Change 90033 on 2003/03/13 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr190_win_laptop
sC_sp sampling through interpelators, parameters 3 - $

Change ¥: 3 on 2003/03/13 by jacarevi |_Jcarey_desktop

Updates for Prefetch-Disable Mode te Fetching indirect Buffers
Change 89973 on 2603/03/13 by geurgew@devel_geurgevie2_1400_win_inurtboru

First Revision.

Change 89959 on 2602/03/13 by georgev@ma geargev

Exupty fur first rev.

Change 89951 on 2003/03/13 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptop
Prim typs detection on gpr position 0, and 9-15

Change 89899 on 2003/03/12 by gregs@laptop]

parallel ROMsupports 2 and 4Mbit parts.

Change 89876 on 2002/03/12 byjimmylau@] mmylau_r400_win_tor

Adddetails for the following R400 changes:

1. BIB coherency
2. 64-byte PCI and AGP writes
3. BIF performance counter
4. FW splitter thal splits 128-bit data irom FW to 64-bit daig ta HDP
5. Rugfix for AGP8x AD calibration

 

Change 89890 on 2003/03/12 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Primtype detection in the pixel shader, gpr positions 2 - §

Change 89764 on 2003/03/12 by gregs@aptap]

update
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Change 89759 on 2003/03/12 by geargev@idevel_georgevh2_r400_win_marthara

Added some more description.
Change 89756 on 2003/03/12 by mdoggeti@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

Minor modifications

Change $9739 on 2003/03/12 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop
Update to proposal.

Change 89737 on 2003/03/12 by gregs@laptopt

strap for "rom on vip" is 0661 new.
Change 89729 un 2003/03/12 by sbagshuw @sbagshuw

Sections 3.1 and 4.1 for LYCCIF tests updated with new parameters from Mahendra’s
testing.
Change $9601 on 2003/03/11 byjacareyi@fl_jcarey2

Proposal for Pre-Fetch Disabling

Change £9596 on 2063/03/11 by sregs@eregs_r400_win_marlbore
update

Change 89577 on 2003/03/11 by tien@ma_spinach

Added extra location for SAMPLELOCATIONbit
Change $9569 on 2603/03/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly:400_win_laptep

Check POLY, PORN, LLNE prim type detection in SP on parameter 0

Chanac 69556 on 2003/03/11 by erces@aregs r400 win marlboro

update

Change 89544 on 2003/03/11 by mkelly@H_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 89501 on 2003/03/11 byfiezhou@en_jiezhou

update from testplan review
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Added pass-thrutest with large (>64 indices) vertex vectors. Updated test_list andtest.
tracker accordingly

Changc 89021 on 2603/03/07 by mkcllv@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

Update...

Change 88919 on 2003/03/06 byjiezhou@en_jiezhou
updatc

Change 88913 on 2003/63/66 by csampayn@fl_csampayo_r406

Adding mixed VGT 2/1 output vectors tests

Change 88919 on 2603/03/06 byashishsi@ifl_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 88905 on 2003/03/06 by gabarca@pabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated reg table adding timing caics

Change 88847 on 2003/03/06 byjacarey@ifl_jcarey_desktop

Fix typo in prn4 spec.
Change 88832 on 2003/03/06 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlbore

update

Change 88766 on 2003/03/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
updated for texture wrap bug whichhas been closed nuw

Change 88746 on 2603/03/06 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
 Completesinitial check of

checking $O POINT(r400s
(400sc_sp_sarmple_a BB

and 8Q POLYChis checkin}

  type detection in the pixel shader
sp_sample_entl_09). SQ LINE 

  

Change 88591 on 2003/03/05 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Change overlay base address to be different with graphics base address in chapter 3.4.8.8.

Change 88577 on 2003/03/05 by gregs@gregsr400_win_maribore

update
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Change 89429 on 7003/03/10 by caampayo@ifl_csarnpayo_r400

Updated VGTtests status to 100%forall tests that pass hardware compare
Change 89424 on 2003/03/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Update VGT and SUsections

Change 89384 on 2003/03/10 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptep
Update.

 Change 89373 on 2663/03/10 by yolana@yeiangr400_win_marlbora_p4

updated: sp verification spreadsheet
Change 89331 on 2003/03/10 by ukelly@el_imkelly1400_win_laplop

Update...

Change 89313 on 2002/03/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Some housekeeping updates.

Change 89312 on 2603/03/10 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400
Housckeeping schedule

Change 89118 on 2003/03/07 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

New test checking single/dual vertex vectors ofvarious sizes. Updated test_list and test
tracker accordingly
Change 89108 on 1603/03/67 by omesh@ma_omesh

Updated the spreadsheet to sore extent, but still haven't finished...

Change 89075 on 2003/03/67 by fliljero@rl frank
lates! fail results 

Change $9066 on 2003/03/07 by moev@moev
r400 structure test

Change 89032 on 2603/03/67 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_14060
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Change 88553 on 2003/03/05 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated section 9.4.

Change 88534 on 2603/03/65 by ukelly@tlukellyr400_win_lupiop

MultiPass Indirect Butter multiple looping...
Change 88515 on 2003/03/05 by mkclly@fl mkelly 1400 win laptep

MultiPass Indirect Ruffer / SCpixel LOOP interaction / 2 Segment / 2 Pass 

Change 88445 on 2003/03/64 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400

More VGTpass-thru tests checking grouper data types

Change 88405 on 2004/03/64 by mahn@imzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add BASEADDRESS = 384MB - (KB case for graphics, overlay, icon and cursor in
chepter 3.4.7.2, 3.4.7.3, 34.84 and3.488.

Change 88370 on 2003/03/04 by grege@gregs400_win_imuriboro

update

Change 88360 on 2003/03/64 by grayc@araye 1400 win
initial release of block validation blocks

Change 88347 on 2002/03 /4 by mkeliy@H_mkellyr490_win_laptop

Update.

Change 88327 on 2603/03/04 byfliljero@ft_frank

added wait_gfx_idle(); to force synchronization
Change 88312 on 2003/03/64 byfliljero(@fl_frank

rem-mappedreal-time SQ constant regs moved fo.a 16 wordalignment - from Ox? 2420to 12500

Change 88220 on 2003/03/63 by jiczhou@icn jiczhou

first testplan review

Change 88147 on 2063/03/03 by tien@ma_spinach
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Let's try Uhis again. sarie as prev rev.

Change $8146 on 2003/03/03 by tien@ma_spinach

Updated to include new bits in r40TxVixinstConstSqTp.xls
Change $8116 on 2603/03/03 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Change overlay gamma correctionregister default values to be linear.

Changes $8023 on 2003/03/03 by ashishsi@il ashishs 1400 win

updated CL special cases %

Change $8004 on 2003/03/03 by georgev@devel_georgevh2_r100_win_marlbora

Updated to reflect newtests,

Change 87906 on 2003/03/01 by gregs@igregs_r400_win_cc
CXTALISHV2, PGTMDSSHVA4

Change 87776 on 2003/02/28 byfliljero@ifl_frank

update

Change £7764 on 2063/02/28 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SUtests

Change 87762 on 2003/02/28 byllefebvr@illetebvr_racq
Added the new SXinterface.

Change $7752 on 2603/02/28 by rising @frisingr460_win_martboro
VL6S
-add CLAMPDISABLEtovertex fetch constant.

Change 87636 on 2003/02/28 byerezs@igregs_r400_win_marlbore

update

Change 87501 on 2003/02/27 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Update 5.9.16

Change $7476 on 2003/02/27 byfliljero@il_frank
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Closing Bug# 72

Changs 86772 on 2603/02/25 by jiczhou@en jiczhou

update

Change 86764 on 2003/02/25 by nbarbier@inbarbier_1400_win_ter
More updates to the Code Coverage Section.

Change 86735 on 2003/02/25 by hdone@hdong_r400_win-_tor
revert #11

Change 86713 on 2003/02/25 byashishs@il_ashishs_r400_win

updated for r460s¢,_1 6tex_interp_combo_0t

Change 86709 on 2003. byjacarey@ifl_jcarey_desktop
Initial Baseline

Change 86701 on 2003/02/25 by hdons@hdong_1400_win-_tor

delete displ(2)_x_end, end displ(2)_y_end.
Change 86691 on 2603/02/25 by donaldi@fl_donaldl_p4

SC clock diagram

Change 86673 on 2003/02/25 by scamlin@scamlin_crayola_win
sy clocks

Change 86661 on 2003/02/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Simple RTS for Christeen...
Change 86605 un 2603/02/24 by csanpayo@tlcsampaye_1400

Adding pass-thru tests with 32 bit indices

Changs 86600 on 2603/02/24 by nbarbier@inbarbier 1400 win tor

More updates to Code Coverage Section.

Change $6575 on 2003/02/24 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
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excel spreadsheet to track progress of test run die dre ge lestbench:

Change 87468 on 2003/0 regsr400_win_marlboro

update

Change 87452 on 2603/02/27 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add 5.9.9 More tests to improve code coverageAdd 5.9.10 Read F, V and H count when CRTCis disabled

Change 87298 on 1003/02/27 by mkelly@AL_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Update.

Change 87190 on 2062/32;26 by srege@iaptop]
updated widths of uew memiury pads + inital distribuliva

Change 87189 on 2003/02/26 by gregs@laptop]

<updated board straps — added TVDACplacement>
Change 87175 on 2003/02/26 by csampayo@fi_csampayo_r400

 Update test to use all $ contexts, update test tracker accordingly
Change 87168 on 2003/02/26 by csampayo@tl csampayo 400

Add new VGT pass-thrnatests

Change 87160 on 2063/02/26 by sbagshaw(@sbag shaw 
 fixed some details of SCL_CP_coefficient_ram SCL system test

Change 87131 on 1003/02/26 by shagshaw@ishagshaw

procedure and description for SCL_CP_coefficient_ram system test changed to correctmithods.

Change 86921 on 2003/02/25 by grege@eregs1400_win_inarlboro

ESD power and groud pads tor memory interface
Change 86915 on 2003/02/25 by gregs@zrcgs 1400 win marlboro

new crayola memory pads (breaks, corners, dcap, etc.)

Change 86894 on 2003/02/25 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_1400
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Clarification of write confirm interval as experimental for R400
in the MELNIT packet. 

Change 86490 on 2003/02/24 by jonnho@jcnmho crayolad
New schematics fur NPL

Change 86489 on 2003/02/24 byjennho@jennho_crayolad
Updated schematics based on the lastest RTL changes.

Change 86488 on 2003/02/24 by gregs@iaregs_1400_win_marlbora

update

Change 86444 on 2003/02/24 bynbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Added section for additional tests reqnired to sarisfy code coverage (Section 9).

Change 86429 on 2003/02/24 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd
Fixed viewport x, y start becauase the surfacealso rotates

Change 86428 on 2003/02/24 bytshah@fl_tshah

Fixed wrong connection in VGT
Change 86415 on 2003/02/24 by jacarev@ti_jcarey_desktop

Comment to cp_int_cntl register

Change 86414 on 2003/32/24 bytshah@i_tshah
Clock diagrain for KS tile (RBBM-VGT-IDCT}

Change 86410 on 2003/02/14 by ramsey@RRAMSEYP4r400_win

Add clock gating diagramfor sc_b
Change 86390 on 2003/02/24 by jacarev@0L_joaey_desktup

Fix typo in indirect_buffer packet

Change 86374 on 2003/02/34 byjiczhou@icn jiczhou

update

Change 86371 on 2003/02/24 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
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Clarified 7.3.2: we want underline aid blink at the sane thie

 Change $6358 on 2003/02/24 by mkellv@ii_mkellyr4U0_win_laptop

Update SC status, re-assign most of the remaining cases to STRESStesting.
Change $6308 on 2003/02/23 by eregs@laptopl

added DRAMSED pins

Chanec $6288 on 2603/02/23 bygrogs@erege r400 win cc

new memory pads updated

Change $6181 on 2003/02/21 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

after code coverage

Change 86144 on 2003/02/21 by nbarbier@nbarbier_1460_win_tor

Test Pian Updete.
Change $6098 on 2003/02/21 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Some housekeeping

Change £6022 on 2003/02/21 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw
R400 DC test plan with updated numbers for CRTC timings for most modes te account

for latency from Mernory Hub (MA) to Display Composite Pipe (ICP).

Change $6005 on 2003/02/21 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 85948 on 2003/62/21 by mdaggett@MA_MDOGGETT_1T

Updated conditions for instruction andslice state transistions
Change 85933 on 2003/02/21 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated

Change 85893 on 2003/02/21 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Update 3.4.9.13 and 3.4.9.14 to cover three cases in different display area, icon onty,

cursor only and icon is overlaped by cursor.

Change 83774 on 2003/02/20 by csampayoiG@tlcsampayo_r400
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Change 85397 on 2603/02/19 byashishsi@ifl_ashishs_r400_win

updated
Change 85388 on 2603/02/19 by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win

updated for the week of Feb 22nd

Change 85360 on 2003/02/19 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win
updated for 3 tests (need to be updated for 7 more)

Change $5345 on 2003/02/19 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 85340 on 2003/02/19 by jieziou@en_jiezhou

Change FRC crtc from interiaces mode te progress mode

Change 85335 on 2003/02/19 by georgev@devel georgevh2 r400 win marlboro

Updated.

Change 85316 on 2603/02/19 by tshah@tl_tshah
clock diagram for the PD teara

Change 85294 on 2003/02/19 by flillero@fl_filjeros 

changed name of regclk_active signal coming trom RBBM.
divided logic cloud into 2 separate clouds for the enables since they do not use the came

logic to generate the enables.

Change 85269 on 2003/02/19 byfrising@ma_frising
v.67
-FMT_1011_11_AS16161616 andFMT111i10_AS16161616 arenot

degammable.

Change 85204 an 2003/02/19 by jacar ‘@fl_jcarey_desttop

Fix typo for trans_bitblt for clr_cmp_srefields
Change 85203 on 2603/02/19 by csampayoiGifl_csampaye 

ore format updates

Change $5182 on 2003/02/19 by bhankins@/_bhankinsr400_win
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Adding paint size clamping tests

Change $5692 on 2002/02/20 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Set different surface address from 0 - 256MB forgraphics, overlay, icon and cursorin

chapter 3.4.7.2, 3.4.7.3, 34.8.4 md3.488.

Change $5669 on 2003/02/20 byefevreau @rfewreau_r400_win

Added 3 new tests for code coverage: 1} x2 on D2
2) x2 with cursor codes 1, 2,3

Change 85602 on 2003/02/20 by mzhu@imzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update tests in 3.4.9.13 and 3.4.9.14
Change 853539 on 1003/02/20 by udegeett@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

version 1.0 of out of order data return for ‘1C. Will be eventually merged into IC spec.

Change 85504 on 2002/02/20 by grege@arega_r400_win_marlboro
update

Change 85486 on 2003/02/20 by gregs@aregs1400_win_marlboro
update

Change 85475 on 2603/52/20 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laptap

RTS rectangle walk direction x_dir = 0, y_dir=1

Change 85417 on 2603/02/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

Some format cleamp

Change 85416 on 2003/02/19 by csampayo@#l_csampayo_ri00
Some schedule update

Change 85411 on 2003/02/19 by smess@smoss_crayola_win

update
Change 85493 on 2063/02/19 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlboro

rainor update
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initial checkin

Change 85164 on 2003/02/19 by mkcliy@fl mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update.

Change 85140 on 2003/02/18 by csampayo@#ilcsampayo_It_400
Added charts

Change 851 26 on 2603/02/18 by gregs@)laptop!

DRENBtor dvo clock and control is high

Change 85118 on 2003/02/18 byjling@jlingcrayolad

Added OF. signal fram Strohe to data nearpadin visio diagram

Change 85998 on 2003/02/18 byscamlin@scamlincrayola_win
renamed and added stuff based on PD feedback

Change 84981 on 2003/02/18 by jiezhou@icn_fiezhou

updating test plan to reflect hardware changes
Change 84967 on 2603/02/18 by gregx@laptop]

update

Change 84922 on 2063/02/18 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Tuitial checkin

Change 84920 on 2003/02/18 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
 Correctregister setting in 3.49.13 and 3.4.9.14

Change 84914 on 2003/02/18 by mhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add 3.49.16 Data pattern for Graphics and Overlay Keyer Code Coverage

Change 84903 on 2003/02/18 bygreex@laptop]

improvements

Change 81897 on 2063/92/17 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
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Add 3.4.9.13 Test ¥CbCr -> sRGB -> YCbC:
Add 3.4.9.14 Teon and Cursor Daia Clamping.
Add 3.4.9.15 Color Space Conversion Data Clamping

Change 84773 on 2003/02/17 byjiezhou@ien_jiezhou
updating for the second review

Change $4568 on 2003/02/14 byjhoule@IMA_JHOULE
v 166:

 
 

Changed FMT_.Stencil reads can 8”formats to onlyfetch the Z value, as this wasthe original scheme.
edone by using FMT_&8 8S using another constant

Updated degamma comments to account for the fact that NUMFORMATALL must be
set to RF. since degamma only makes sense on uRF source.

Change 84541 on 1063/02/14 byjlina@ijling_crayolat

Removed VMODEC/1 fre memory section
Change $4535 on 2603/02/14 by veoel@f_veoel2

updated register coverage

Change £4527 on 2063/02/14 by jling@jling_crayolaG
R400io pad drawing (premlinimary)

Change 84505 on 2663/02/14 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Real Time Stream Line List Frimitive

Change $4420 on 2603/02/14 by csampayo@itlcsampaye_r406
Added multi context tests

Changes $4336 on 2003/02/13 by jowans Mowang R400 win

updated aller code coverage review

Change $4299 on 2003/02/13 by mkelly@i_mkelly1400_win_laptop
RTS intertwined with Hi-Z viz query

Change 84278 on 2003/02/13 by georgev@devel_georgevh2_r400_win_marlboro

Updated with new tests.
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Final description of mipfilter point (potential reuse of trijnice}

Change 83555 on 2003/02/11 byjiezhou@cn_jiezhou
clock diagram for design review

Change 83549 on 2003/02/11 by jacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Allow SRC_ELW t= DST_H/Wforall AlphaBlend OPs in Microcode
Updated associated documents.

 

Change 83530 on 2063/02/11 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
6.9.20
Added mip rounding in LOD computation pseudo-code

Change 83515 un 2603/02/11 by jiezhou@en_jiezhuu
Increase H-total in LIMIF stress tests.

Change $3493 on 2003/02/11 byjimmylaugijimmyiau 1400 win tor

Update the table for AP_SIZE in section 6.1 because AP_SIZEis thie same for a.
particular aperture size strap, regardless of multifunction.

Change 83389 on 2003/02/10by nbarbier@inbarbier_1400_win_tor
Updated document with list of signals in DC/IO interface that don't go through DCIOblock.

Change $3328 on 2003/02/16 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Updated replication table

Change 83253 on 2003/02/10 by csampayo@ifl_csampaye_r400

Housekeeping SU section
Change $3238 on 2603/02/16 by csampayoi@fl_csampaye_r400

Update real time parameter registers

Change $3233 on 2003/02/16by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Use all 4 SQ parameters for RT streams..

Change 83138 on 2003/02/09 bygregs@laptop!

update for netlist rev4.
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Change 84270 on 2003/02/13 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Fixed

Change 84264 on 2603/02/13 byalleng@alleng_r400_win_marlboro
Initial submission of R400 notes

Change 84235 on 2003/02/13 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1403_win_laptep
Checkpoint...

Change 84122 on 2003/02/13 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

Update.
Change $3959 on 2603/02/12 by yeiunw@yxziangr400_win_inalboro_p4

updated: cp entri reg for perf counters

Change 83839 on 2063/02/12 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_win_platypus
Changed all Two Layer L2 Block Offsets.
Changed SM3
Added formats 34,55,36 changed 7,16, 17.
Updated top level to reflect blocksplit.

Change $3798 on 2003/02/12 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

Changed all Two Layer L2 Block Offsets
Changed SM3.
Added formats 54,55,56 changed 7,16, 17.
Updated top levelto reflect block split.

 

Change 83705 on 2003/02/11 by jiezhou@en_jiezhon

updating from the design review
Change $3646 on 2003/02/11 byjiezhou@icn_jiezhou

update

Change 83605 on 1003/02/11 byashishs@fl_ashishs160_win
updated

Change 83597 on 2003/02/11 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Change $3084 on 2003/02/08 by jimmylau@jimmylau_r4uu_win_tor

Modify diagram on section 6.1 to illustrate change of LIDP/VGA/RBBMinterface
Add tables in section 6.1 to illustrate the new strap settings for memory/register/ROM

aperture size
Adi description to the PCT spec. Rew2.3 support

Change 83080on 2003/02/08 by arege@laptop]
MC_IO_wr_strb + DRAM_SEL + VREFs

 Change 82947 on 2003/02/07 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updates to SQPROGRAM_CNTL
Change 82944 on 2603/02/07 byjucarey@l_juaey2

Update Spec

Change $2939 on 2003/02/67 by jowang@jowang R400 win

added Early? and Barly? states

Change 82927 on 2003/02/ by nbarbier@nbarbier_r490_win_tor
Minor changes

Change 82845 on 2003/02/67 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Add missing sq_basic_test test case

Change 82838 on 2003/02/67 byllefebwr@llefebvr_r400

small update regarding the implementation change for the Pos Allocated / PC allocatedbits.

Change 82398 on 2003/02/07 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr493_win_laptop
Validaie dur quad deallocation in pixel vector buffer is guud. 

Change $2734 on 2003/02/06 by gregs@iilaptop]
added VREFs

Change 82699 on 2003/02/66 by csampayo@ftl_csampayo_r400

Remove non-existing tests (randomized)
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Change 82684 on 2603/02/06 by ubarbier@ubarbier_1400_win_ter

Updated Section 8.

Change 82683 on 2063/02/06 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r400
Adding Marl iest List tracker

Change $2639 on 2003/02/06 by georgev@devel_georgevh2_r400_win_marlbore

Really SQ, that's whyit's deleted.

Change $2560 on 2003/02/06 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated to CL/VTE to 99%. Changed the Yatormula to account for the CL_POINT_SIZE
register not being used.
Change 82534 un 2603/02/06 by rlewreuu@irfevreau_1400_wilt

First test using ico file for data

Change 82543 on 2063/02/06 by dwong@endwong2
added details on reset schemes

Change $2508 on 2003/02/06 by jacarey@il_jcarey_desktop
Update NQ Flag for Micro Enginc's DMA Engine

Change 82497 on 7003/02/06 by gregsG@igregsr400_win_marlbaro

update

Change $2489 on 2003/02/06 byashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change $2429 on 2603/02/06 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Simplified version of r400sc_rts_12 for regress_¢

Change 82426 on 2003/02/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change §2278 on 2063/02/05 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400

Update to better see register coverage
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fixed bug introduced earlier

Changc 81620 on 2603/02/03 by ercas@eregs r400 win marlboro
cleaned SEAG interface

Change $1538 on 2603/02/03 bylefebvr@iletebwr_1400  
Missed bits 41 and 42 in the SQ EXECinstruction format. Those arc RESERVED as 

well,

Change $1486 on 2003/02/03 by ygiang@ygiangr4U0win_marlborop4

added: sp coverage
Change 81412 on 2603/02/03 by usttistis@lashishs1400_win

updated

Change 81401 on 2003/02/03 by llefebvr@illetebvr r4cd

refined the interfaces to the SP to specify wich signals should or shouldit be pipelined.

Change $1382 on 2003/02/03 by jacare’ "yidiil_jcarey_desktop
Add clock gating diagram to spec.
Addnote that debug data V/O is asynchronous.

Change 81347 on 2003/02/02 by gregs@laptopt

update
Change 81312 on 2603/02/02 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_ce

update

Change 81261 on 2003/02/01 by gregs@grege_r400_win_cc
added note that debug busis avyuchrouous und there shopuld be no registers un inputs or

ourputs

Change $1219 on 2003/01/31 by Ichen@lchen_crayalad
MEM10 schematics and netlist

Change 81215 on 2003/01/31 by Ichen@ichen_crayolad
version 4
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Chumge 82256 on 2063/32/05 by csammpayo@ilcsainpayo_1400 

Add fieldto PACL_HMHANCE

Change 82239 on 2002/02/05 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4¢0_win
updated

Change $2235 on 2003/02/05 by grege@gregs400_win_marlboro 

netlist revision 4

Change $2213 on 2003/02/05 by jacarey@fi_jcarey_desktop

Correct miscellaneous typo's in the documetn
 Change 82184 on 2003/02/05 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_1400

Tacrease max memory size for tests. Update spreadsheet.

Change 82156 on 2063/02/05 by seorgev@ma_georgev
Renamedfile.

Change 82059 on 2663/02/05 by gregs@zrezsr400_win_marlboro
revision 4 netlist release

Change S1SSL on 2603/02/64 byHefebwDilefebwr_1400

added some more cormments in the spreadsheet.

Change 81860 on 2063 04 byjacarey@fi_jcarey_desktop
Miscellancous Documentation Updates 

Change $1791 on 2003/02/64 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

RTS intertwined with Viz Query and kill pix post detail mask.

Chunge 81731 on 2603/02/64 by ukelly@fl_kellyr400_win_laplop

Viz Queryintertwined with RT strearns, complete...
Change 81712 on 2003/02/64 byjacarev@! jearcy desktop

Update write-only stats of microcode read address registers.

Change 81667 on 2003/02/03 b egs@iaptop]
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Change 81159 on 2003/01/31 by vesel@fl_veoel2

updated VOT register coverage from TE setup

Change 81126 on 2003/01/31 by Miljeru@ll_frank

new drawing tor PD team
Change 81080 on 2003/01/31 by jacarey@!  jearcy desktop

Fix Typo in ME_INIT packet

Change 81008 on 2003/01/31 by jacarey@ti_jcarey_desktop

. Correct Width of Microcode RAMread and write registers

. Fix re-ordering yucue dala available delermtinatiun
Document updates for #1

 1
4

Change 80832 on 2003/31/20 byHefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_1100
wording change for the predicate override bit.

Change 80785 on 2003/01/30 by jacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop

Clarify thatME_INITinvalidates pointers only ifprocessed in a non-real-time stream.
This docs not happen ifit is processed in arcal-timestream.

Change 80783 on 2003/01/30 by georgev@ma_georgev

First part ofregisterlist for tests. Not finished due to pending changes.

Change 80707 on 2003/01/30 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update comments, RTS with SC quad order enable toggling

Change 80686 on 2003/01/30 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr190_win_laptop
RTS and SC FIFO sizing combinations...

 

Change 80682 on 2663/01/20 by jacarey jcarey_desktop

Pseudocode Update #2 for today
Change 80580 on 2003/01/30 by jacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop

Update ME_INET in Psendocode Land

Change 80679 on 2002/01/30 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptop
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RTS combinations with Vix and Pix pipes 0/2 disabled with
SC one quad per clock toggled, shader back pressure,
interpolator shading toggling

 

Change 80664 on 2003/01/30 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop
 
 

Reserved bits inCP_DEBUGregister are preserved
. Added default for CP_INT SUAregister.
. Add number_dwerd~0 check for PolyScanLines and HostData_Bit packets.
. Associated Gacumentation updates for above items.
. Update full chip tests for above items,RwNe  

Change 86563 on 2663/01/29 by csampavo@ifl_csampayo1400

Updated VGTsection
Change $0479 un 2603/01/29 by mkelly@O_mikelly_1400_win_luptop

vtx and pix pipes 2 and 3 disabled with KS triangles and rectangles and non-RT'S
stipple lines, complete
Change $0426 on 2003/01/29 by rfevreau@irfevreau_r400_win

Changedtests to use bitmaps for cursor data

Change £0422 on 2063/01/29 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_decktop
Add note to spec regarding the preservation of "reserved"bits in the cp_cebugregister.

Change 80423 on 2003/01/29 byjennho@ijennho_crayolad

Added ADDR/Command/RD_DATA/DIMsignals floorplan.
Change $0401 on 2603/01/29 by csampayoi@tlcsampaye_r400

Update VGsection

Changes 60398 on 2603/01/29 by csampayo@itl csampaye r400

Adding new VGTtest for missing reg coverage:

Change 80305 on 2003/01/29 by mkelly@if_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Chock stippled linc integrity with real time streams, complcte.

Change 0022 on 2003/01/28 by nkociuk@ma_nkociuk

update TP pertcounter events
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Change 79549 on 2003/01/26 by gregs@ilaptopt

update
Change 79547 on 2003/01/26 bygreas(@laptopl

update

Change 79527 on 2603/01/26 by gregs@laptopl
mem interface clean (except address from MCs) 

Change 79368 on 2003/01/24 by gregs@gregsr400_win_mariboro

update
Change 79284 un 2003/01/24 by geurgev@inu_georgev

Added a few tests. Yung needsfile for his nefarious purposes.

Change 79270 on 2003/01/24 byjimmylau@jmmylau 400 win tor

First draft of BIF colierency test cases for R400

Change 79256 on 2003/01/24 by ashishs(@fl_ashishsr400_win
updated

Change 79235 on 2603/01/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
 

RTprovoking vertex looking good through interpolator on one parameter.
 

Change 79191 on 2003/01/24 byefong@iefong_r400_win_tor_doc

moved gard ta Htist88 and syang to Itisl86

Change 79181 on 2003/01/24 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri00
Updated VGTsection

Change 79176 on 2603/01/24 by fhoule@/MA_JHOULE

Changed DXTfrom4/6 to 8 always.
Onlykeptfirst 2 sheets (should be cnough). 

Change 79174 on 2603/01/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Add modified and shortened version of r1GGsc_rts_69 (back face check on nonRT vs RT
prims) to regress_¢
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Change 79996 on 2003/0128 by gregs@pregs406_win_marlbora

first release of the new mernorypads.
Change 79984 on 2003/01/28 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Polymode RTS test

Change 79957 on 2063/31/28 by kcorrell @kcorrell_r400_docs_marlbore_nb
edited hi interface description

Change 79899 on 2603/01/28 by hartogs@ifl_hartogs

Updated VGT_SQ interface descripttion.
Change 79824 on 1003/01/27 by csumpayo@il_csummpayo_1400

Updated VG'L status

Change 79818 on 2003/31/27 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400
Adding new VGTfifo tests

Change 79762 on 2003/01/27 by tshah@tl_tshah
added RBBM CGM soft reset (hardware cmulator! tests! dec)

Change 79738 on 2063/01/27 by lefebwr@illefebvre_laptap_r400

some updates.
 Change 79725 on 2003/01/27 by @zregsr400_win_marlboro

mem interface tests PASSED.

Change 79674 on 2003/01/27 by seorgev@ma_georgev
First revision.

Change 79649 on 2603/01/27by Ichen@ichen_crayalad
checked in the shivah NPL schematics

Change 79613 on 2603/01/27 by ashishs@fl_: hishsr460Q_win

addedtest description and updated tracker
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Change 79161 on 2003/01/24 by mkelly@Efl_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptop

Final, validating Fixcl Shader facebit detection from sc sp with nonRT and RT primtives

Change 79155 on 2003/01/24 by javarev@ll_joaey_desktup

Clarity updaie of constant write enables for LCC packet.
 Change 79094 on 2003/01/23 by ashishs@tfi ashishs r4C0 win

updated to remove the clip errar detect 0%

Change 79063 on 2003/01/23 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r406
Initial checkin

Change 78984 on 1003/01/23 by HefebvrMilefebyr_r400

small correction on memoryexport buffer sizes.
Change 78972 on 2003/01/23 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r460_win

changed the syncgentestlist

Change 78962 on 2603/01/23 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Update for MH-DClatencytests in chapter 3.3

Change 78947 on 2603/01/23 byjimmytau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor

Update after review on Jan 23, 03
 

Change 78917 on 2603/01/23 by jacarey@lL_jowey_desktup 

Fix LCCand Set Constant for incremental register updates.

Change 78913 on 2003/01/23 by efong@efong_r430_win_tor_doc
Added iz roject linux assignments excel ypreadsireet

Change 78876 on 2002/01/23 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptop

Validate face bit in pixel shader for multi-tile coverage prims

Change 78874 on 2003/01/23 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

updated to have perceniages for the CL/VTEregisters with comments
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Chunge 78771 on 2603/01/22 by jeunho@jenibio_crayulad

Preliminary r400 MEM LO ring visio diagram.

Change 78733 on 2003/01/22 by ashishs@fl_eshishs_r400_win
updated

Change 78717 on 2003/01/22 byjimmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor
Initial Action iteras for BIF

Change 78693 on 2003/01/22 by ereas@gregs_r400_win_ce

update

Change 78663 on 2003/01/22 bygregs@aregs_r400_win_ce

update

Change 78658 on 2003/01/22 byjacerey@fl_jcarey_decktop
Update for AlphaBlend forARGB1555 and AlphaSource Blending

Change 78557 on 2663/01/22 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Changed *FLOATformats to havefast path available under VFetch only.
This means TPetches only do 32b/clock.

Correcied cycle multiplier for FMT_32_32_32_32 @was set to x3 instead of x4).

Added REQUEST_LATENCYfield te constants. Controls out-of-order behavior.

Change 78432 on 2003/01/22 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Fix Typo in Reolean Descriptions

Change 78374 on 2003/01/21 by Ikang@ikengr490_win_tor
update

Change 78369 on 2003/01/21 by gregs@eregsr400_win_cc

Tuesday
Changs 78345 on 2003/01/21 byashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

updated
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Add MH-DClatencytests in chapter 3.3

Change 77887 on 2603/01/26by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri00
Some CL housekeeping

Change 77866 on 2003/01/26 by ashishsi@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 77848 on 2003/01/20 byjacareyi@fl_jcarey_desktop

Nate to Ply_NextScan and NextChar packets about required preceeding packets.

Change 77665 on 2063/01/17 by jennho@jennho_crayolad
<Prelintinary R460 MEM 10 tining spreadsheet.>

Change 77661 or 2003/01/17 by jennho@jennho_crayola)

«Preliminary R460 MEM 16 timing spreadsheet.>

Change 77619 on 2603/01/17 by eregs@igrege1400_win_iiarlburc

Friday update
Changs 77558 on 2003/01/17 by mkellv@f mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update...

Change 77534 on 2003/01/17 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Rectangie and triangle real time stream initial functional

Change 77520 on 2003/01/17 byjacarey@ii_jearey2

Aiscellaneous Comments to Registers
Change 77493 on 2003/01/17 by georgev@ma_georgev

Added descriptions of SQ_TESTS.

Change 77490 on 2003/01/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
updated

Change 77459 on 2063/61/17 by Ichen@lchen_crayolaé

initial release of the MEMIO schematics and spice netlist
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Change 78304 on 2603/01/21 by fisirg@urising

wAEGS
-Z export from pixel sahder nowin X channel.
-updated mova, kill and predicate instructions coissue rules now that we have a separatebus for movaresults.
-add note saving input modifiers do not apply to PreviousScalar
-show nat used opcodes.
-add clamping to mova result sent to SQ.
-add 6 new scalar instructions that operate on a constant and GPR and associateddocumentation.

Change 78286 on 2003/01/21 by graye@grayc_r460_win

commections ofetx pipeline

Change 78267 on 2003/01/21 by jennho@jennho_crayolad

Preliminary NPT. schematics, not simulated yet.

Change 78098 on 2063/01/21 by srege@eregsr400_win_cc
Mondayupdate

Change 78045 on 2063/31/20 by alleng@alleng_r400_win_marlboro

Added updatedinformation regarding the RB performance counters...
Change 77987 on 2063/01/20 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406

Initial checkin

Change 77984 on 2003/31/20 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Update DMIF model force signal names for MH-DClatencytests in chapter 3.3

Change 77922 on 2003/01/20 byashishs: Lashishsr40U_win

updated

Change 77916 on 2003/01/20 by jacarey@fl_joarey_desktup

1. Pixel Shader and Micrecode to Set Bé tor AAFONTpackets.
2. Vertex Shader to ignore BLO for packets with Embedded Source.
3. Updated RB BlendControl Settings for AlphaBlend Packet.
4, Associated Documentation for above changes.

Change 77910 on 2003/01/20 by mahu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
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Change 77457 on 2003/01/17 byjacarevi |_Joarey_desktop

1. Updatcd RB BlendContrel for AlphaBlend Packet2. Added Microcode for Source Rotation for 2D.
3, Updated Docurnentativn for Source Rotation aud RB_BleudControl

Change 77306 on 2003/01/16 by gregs@zregsr400_win_marlboro
fixed AGP clock layer (damaged byaccident..)

Change 77297 on 2003/01/16 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlbara

Thursday update

Change 77273 on 2003/0L/16 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 77174 on 2003/3L/16 by georgev@ma_georgev
Added newlist of SQ tests for Florida.

Change 77167 on 2003/01/16 by jennho@jennho_crayelad

<rv350 mem 10 timing spreadsheet>
Change 77102 on 2003/08/16 by mkeliw@A_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update

Change 77097 on 2063/BL/Lé by kcorreil @kcorrell_r400_docs_marlboro_nb
Fixed error in male iuhs word, mhbulis_word (ade description umutch bardware),

Updated update path to read cache from merge logic
 

Change 77093 on 2003/0L/1é by Hefebwr@illefebvr_1400
Modified the alloc instruction to inchide 4 no-serialbit.

Change 77086 on 2003/01/16 by mkelly@Fl_mkelly_r460_win_laprop

12 nonrealtime packets of one triangle, cach with 16 rea! time rectangle streams...
Change 77014 on 2003/0L/15 bygrease 

updated address and CKE pads.

Change 77001 on 2002/01/15 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_1400
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Taterface change from the SX (alloc dea!loc bus} and interface change from the SP
(predicates and kill mask).

Change 76917 on 2063/01/15 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Addtest 3 for full width icon and cursor at 3.4.9.12

Change 76894 on 2003/01/15 by ashishs@ilashishsr400_win

removed vap vtc vecO 13 since redundant with vap vte vec0 05

Change 76893 on 2003/01/15 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated

Change 76880 on 2003/01/15 by veoel@fi_vgoel2

updated bug report to date

Change 76868 on 2003/01/15 by lseiler@Iseiler_r400_win_marlboro
Fixed a bug in the 3D tiling equation

Change 76849 on 2063/01/14 by gress@laptopL

updated MCLKtemplates, macros, connections.
Change 76833 on 2003/01/15 byfrising@ma_frising

v.64
-no functional changes just clean-up.
--take description of unused field in texture fetch instruction state thatit is unused.above unused field.

rge comments 14.) and 16) in R4G0_DATA_FORMATtable section.
--make fexthre constant fields fit on to two pages,

 
 

Change 76816 on 2003/01/15 by ashishs@#fl_ashishs_r400_win
updated

Change 76812 on 2003/01/15 by ashishsi@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated
Changs 76807 on 2603/01/15 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

removed rUUvie_pos_neg_cornbo_t4 since redundant with r4U0vte_pos_negcombo_U1
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updated for read test

Changc 76388 on 2003/01/13 by ercas@iaptopL
 work in progress un meriory interface.

Menday01-13-04
data and strobe templates + data PadL ist

 

Changs 76366 on 2603/01/13 by ashishsi@fl ashishs 1400 win

CLAVTR final synch complete

Change 76364 on 2003/01/13 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

added 3 tests (2 barycentric and 1 DX/OGL spacetest to individual submission count)

Change 76361 on 2603/01/14 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

CL/VTEare perfectly updated after this submission
Change 76311 on 2003/01/12 by ashishs@fl_ashishs400_win

updated

Change 76298 on 2003/01/13 byjiezhou@en_jiezhou
update dto increment(1 3bits frac represents 20bits frac)

Change 76299 on 2003/01/13 by mkellv@f_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 76278 un 2603/01/15 by mikellyG@f_mikelly_1400_win_luptop

Update...

Change 76269 on 2003/01/13 by ashishs@fl_ashishs r400_win
updated for r4GGvte_coverage_O2(removed)

Change 76263 on 2003/01/13 by ashishs@#il_ashishsr400_win

updated for r400vte coverage 02 since that test is deleted. Just decrcased the count from
the VT coverage.

 

Change 76199 on 2003/01/13 byjacarey@il_jearey_deskiop
 Documentation for the 2D Endian Mede Programming
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Change 76746 on 2603/01/14 by grege@ laptop]

updated DIMpads and macro.

Change 76730on 2063/31/14 by grege@laptop]
Tuesday (01-14-03) workin progress

Change 76723 on 2003/01/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

updated

Change 76708 on 2003/01/14 by fhoule@MA_JHOULE
163
FMT_2101910 was wrongly set as degamma’able.
The new FMT_2101010AS1616_16_16 must be usedinstead.

 

Change 76701 on 2003/01/14 byfiezhouGicn_jiezhon

updating fre settings
Change 76644 on 2003/01/14 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated HOS status

Change 76582 on 2003/01/14 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Update plan chart...

Change 76578 on 2003/01/14 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update SC...
Change 76576 on 2603/01/14 by kcorre!ll @kcorrell_c400_docs_marlboro_nb

Added position of 3 bit endian field in ‘Vag Buffer Contents table.
Changed mhr_mhsinterface definition to support 128 bit transfers.
Fixed a couple of typo's.

Change 76387 on 2603/08/14 by mkelly@f_kellyr400_win_lupiop
OGL Rasterization validation...

Change 76417 on 2603/01/14 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptop

Simple test, validate DX rasterization rales...

Change 76391 on 2003/01/12 by grayc@arayc_r400_win
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Change 76196 on 2003/01/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
1.62.
- Added formats FMI2101010_AS16161616,

FMT_10_11_11_AS16161616, ud FMT111110AS16161616, whichis
equivalent to the oid TFetch values.

- Changed FMT2161010, FMT_10_11_11, and FMT_11_1110tobe fast and
unfilterable (equivalent

to the old VF ctch).- Added Filterable? column.
- Added comments regarding undefined behavior whenfilter is not set to Point

 

Change 76174 on 2003/01/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
16h
Single LOD_BIAS, located where LOD_BLAS_H was
Added GRAD_EXP_ADRIST_{AlV} which should a

the dual-bias scheme (non-square-pixel resolve, and scanlin:
chip).

ieve the intended functionality of
erleaved rendering under multi-

 
 

Corrected minor typo (performace -> performance) on Features page.

Change 76169 on 2003/01/13 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r406
 
 

plan for the VGT end SU and updatedstatusfor the followingtests:
xt dma index primtypes 02

r00vgt_real_time_events_O7

Change 76117 on 2003/01/13 by ashishs@ifi_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 76067 un 2003/08/12 by grege@luptop]

update - pad ring - work in progress

Change 76066 on 2063/01/12 byjiezhou@icn_jiezhou
Tuidial release

Change 75932 on 2002/0L/10 by gregs@aregs400_win_marlboro
update

Change 75926 on 2003/0L/10 by rherrick(@ma_cherrick_crayola

Implemented DC Urgentlatency checker... Also implemented parser hooks to support
Bandwidth checking parameters.
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Change 75914 on 2603/61/16 byjiezhou@ien_jiezhou
make tests smaller

Change 75815 on 2003/01/10 byjacarsyi@il_jcarey_desktop

Update equation used by micro engine for 1D sources for the SRC_X / Yterms.

Change 75811 on 2663/01/16byrfewreau@rfevrean_1400_win
Cursor test fixes

Change 75642 on 2663/61/09 by csampayo@ifl_csampaye14.06

Added 1 VGT performance and 1 VGT debug case, updated test_list and tracker
accordingly

Change 75512 on 2903/01/69 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

1. Add level of indirection te the AndMask and Or_Maskin the Reg_RMWpacket.
. Updated Associated Unit Te:

3. Updated PM4 Spec Accordingly.
4. Added Note to Polyline packet, that the scan_count needs to be 1 or greater.
  

Change 75336 on 2003/01/08 by hartogs@fl_hartogs
Sec version update info in document.

Change 75303 or 2003/01/68 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Stress vox end pix pipe disable combinations with stippled LINE_LIST

Change 75236 on 2003/01/08 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

updated for clip disable count

Change 75232 on 1003/01/08 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
updated for newtests. Alse reduced the countfor clip disable tests from 4 to 1

Change 75199 on 2603/01/68 byashishs@2fl_ashishsr400_win

updated(removed r100cl_ucp_pointlist_O1)
Change 75197 on 2003/01/08 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

1. Reduction of queue sizes in CP for area savings.
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Change 74689 on 2003/01/06 by ashishs@lfl_ashishsr400_win

updated

Change 74686 on 2003/01/06 by ustristisi@lllashistisr400_win

updated
Changc 74684 on 2003/01/06 by jacarcy@fl jcarcy desktop

Update width of brash offset to reflect 24 bits supported by the VGT

Change 74668 on 2003/01/06 by vgoet@ti_vgoel?

added bug 1040

Change 74619 on 2603/01/06 by shagshaw@shaashaw

completed subsections of section 7 regarding the DAC outputinterface and DACautomatic device detection circuit

Change 74589 on 2003/01/06 by ukelly@l_ukelly1400_win_luptup

Update...
Changs 74510 on 2003/01/04 byerces@laptopl

added BADPIPEDISBLE_REGISTERlogic diagram

Change 74337 on 2003/01/03 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

256 points per packet, all 15 legal combinations of vtx pipe disable

Change 74351 on 2003/01/63 by rfevrean@irfevrean_r400_win

Newgoldens, put rg files back to 31 tests
Change 74331 on 2003/01/03 by csampayo@ifl_csamp: 

Closed bigs 102 and 103

Change 74279 on 2003/01/03 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
 

gave credit to vivian for herthree read tests

Change 74201 on 2603/01/02 byfiezhc (Qen_jiezhou

update for frame rate conversion SCL_VIDCAP_frame_rate_conv
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Change 75191 un 2603/01/68 by jhoukk@MAJHOULE

Added 1C/UP replication table and associated explanation.Added a fewtables to table of content.

Change 75183 on 2003/01/68 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4

latest version of sq top level blockdiagram

Change 75173 on 2003/01/68 by csampayo@#tl_csampayo_r400
Added new VGT pass-thra blocktest, updated test_list and test tracker accordingly.

Change 75002 on 2603/01/67 by gress@gregs1400_win_marlhoro
DDCidata, DDCicik, VSYNCA, HSYNCA, VSYNCB, and HSYNCBnow incluided inDETchain.

Change 74942 on 2663/01/07 byHefebwrZillefebvre_laptap_r400

New revision of the spec.
Change 74928 on 2003/01/07 by jiezhou@icn_jiezhou

update FRC DTC_INCparameters

Change 74922 on 2003/01/07 byjiezhou@icn_jiezhou
See the reversion description

Change 74919 on 2003/01/67 by mdoggett@mdaggett_r400_win_platypus

Fixed figure for TCA
Change 74887 on 2003/01/07 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlboro

update

Change 74783 on 2003/0L/06 by grese@arcgs 400 win marlboro

added bad pipe disable register drawing.

Change 74742 on 2003/01/06 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
updated comments for r4G0cl ucp cube OL

Change 74715 on 2003/01/06 by jacarev@fl_icarey_desktop

Clarification of Invalidate_State packet w.r.t. use of Mem_Write
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Change 74196 on 2003/01/02 byfrising@ma_frising
v0.99

-MUL_PREV2 s
returns -MAXFLOATif s 

instruction now checks if PreviuusScalur or iuputl.x isa NaN and 

Change 74194 on 2063/01/02 byfrising@ma_frising
v.92

-MUL_PREV2 scalar instruction now checks if PreviousScalar or SrcC.X is a NaN and
returns -MAXFLOATifso.

Change 74184 on 2003/01/62 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_[t_réo0

Updated test. and test_list for test r40Gvgt_real_time_events_06 and undated
description/status on the test tracker for tests:

ri00vet_real_time_evenis_04
r400vat real time ever
r00vgt_real_time_ever 

Change 74154 on 2003/01/02 by gregs@pregs400_win_marlbaro

update
Change 74152 on 2003/01/62 by grege@gregs_r400_win_marlboro

update

Change 74142 on 2002/01/02 by grege@gregs_r400_win_marlboro
update

Change 74133 on 2003/01/02 by gregs@gregs1400_win_marlboro

update
Change 74124 on 2603/01/62 by gregs@gregs400_win_imarlboro

< ROMstraps re-arranged >

Change 74199 on 2003/01/62 by csampayo@fl csampayo It 00

Some housekeeping

Change 74983 on 2003/31/02 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw
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 Added description of Scaler double bulfered registers in section 9.5, section 7 started
with description offunctionality and contrals of DAC output interface

Change 71027 on 2003/01/01 by gregs@laptopl
update

Change 73990 on 2003/01/01 by gregs@gregsr400_win_cc
XYZ

Change 73877 on 2002/12/31 by mkellw@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 73655 on 2002/12/29 by nbarbier@inbarbier_1400_win_tor
Added Stress test fur digpuut.

Change 73552 on 2002/12/27 by Ichen@iichen_crayola0

fix a typo
Change 73548 on 2002/12/27 by Ichen@chen_crayolad

update the r400 MEM IO spec basedon latest into
Chanec 73425 on 2602/12/26 by mkelly@f mkelly 1400 win laptop

Update.

Change 73424 on 2002/12/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep

Update tracker.

Change 73328 on 1602/12/24 by gregs@greps1406_win_cc

added iodft modules configuration in column AC + modifications in VBA write pad_dataroutine.

Change 73234 on 2002/12/23 by cuewnan@ qrewmar_1400_linux_tarlbore

updated for NL 3.0
Chanec 72971 on 2002/12/20 by jhoule@MA JIIQULE

Minor corrections and additions to the LOD calculation

Change 72964 on 2002/12/28 byjhoule@MA_JSHOULE
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small update

Change 72481 on 2002/12/19 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r100_win_platypus
Changed formats 50, 51, 52, 53 in format conversion table. Added format 51 to sourceaddress table
Added 3D linear LI Tag, removed 3D noise Li Tag.

Change 72477 on 2002/12/19 byjhoule@MAJHOULE
Renamed lod to lod_comp in the pseudocode

Change 72429 on 2002/12/19 by csampayo@iilcsampaye_It_r4uv

Closed bug# 70
Change 72392 on 2602/12/19 by keurrell@kcorrell_r400_ducs_tearlbore_nb

updated implementation description

Change 72323 on 2002/12/18 by gregs@laptopl

added speed seusor register

Change 72297 on 2002/12/18 by gregs@laptop!
re-arranged analog and other display pads

Change 72284 on 2002/12/18 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

AlphaBlend PM4 Packei Update

1. Micracods Updates
2. Documentation Updates3. Unit. Test.

Change 72262 on 2002/12/18 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
 

LOD computation update, with more complete anisotropy.
Explunalion of clamping, which must be done aller LOD biases are applied,itself done

after all of the specified pseude-cade.

 
 

Also updated some Visio links, but sore are screwed up —( 
Change 72248 on 2002/12/18 by jacarey@l_jcarey_desktop 

Add note for holding "event triggered"on the visio diagram.

Change 72164 on 2002/12/18 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop
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VO9TE
Better description of LOD computation.
Updated do-code, 
Update TP_TC interface (pitches).

Change 72948 on 2002/12/20 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Added Genlocking test to dispout stress test section.

Change 72807 on 2002/12/20 by gabarca@gabarca crayola win cvd

fixed viewport start spec
 Change 72717 on 2002/12/20 by arege@gregs_ri00_win_marlboro

rev3 netlist

Change 72710 on 2002/12/20 by smass@ismass_crayola_win
SUtests

Change 72657 on 2002/12/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

Updated ststus for tests:
r400vat_real_time_evet
r400vgt_real_time_ever

04
“05
  

Change 72591 on 2002/12/19 by beiwang@bei_depot

Copied over white box testing item from testenv/verification/MC MH Test Plan.dac

Addedin color preliminary thoughts of how to implement these tests/checks/monitors.
Change 72541 on 2002/12/19 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4C0_win

update

Change 72527 on 2002/12/19 by smessG@ismoss crayola win
SU tests

Change 72526 on 1002/12/19 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor
Added mono colour reg test, misc reg test, ovse col sell, ovse col scl2, and

ovsc_col_sel3.

Change 72483 on 2002/12/19 by jiezhou@icn_jiezhou
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Add register to arm signal to mask false falling/rising edge triggering

Change 72149 on 2602/12/18 by smoss@smoss crayola win
SUtests

Change 72082 on 2002/12/18 by csampayo@#tl_csampayo_1400
Updatedtest status and test list for the following tests:
r400cl_clipedgeflagsfrustum_corners_01
r408cl_clip_edgeflagsfrusthm_corners_02

Change 72057 on 2003/12/18 by jasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 71957 on 2002/1217 by gregs@aregs1466win_martbora

new order of Toronto pads
Change 71955 on 2002/12/17 by grege@gregs_400_win_marlboro

added DEBUG_legacy_test_en signal

Change 71837 on 2002/12/17 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_mariboro
update

Change 71819 on 2002/12/17 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win
SUtests

Change 71728 on 2003/12/17 by lveiler@lseiler_1400_win_imailboro

Fixed a bug in address.c for computing 3D tiled addresses (the spec hadit right) and in
finding the 3d Y address for a device address (both address.c and the spec were wrong)

 Change 71718 on 2063/12/17 by csampayo@f_csampayo_r400 

Sarne housekeeping

Change 71667 on 2002/12/17 byjacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop
Add AA Font Micrococode
Add associated unit-leveltest
Update PM4 Spec fer AAFon! and AlphaBlend PM4 Packets

 
 

Change 71577 on 2002/12/16 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
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added bug 957

Change 71575 on 2062/12/16 byscroce@scroce_t100_win_marlboro
Updated for newtests written

Change 71562 on 2662/12/16 by gregs@eregsr400_win_marlboro

update
Change 71536 on 2002/12/16 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r406

Added Bug# 10) and 102

Change 71459 on 2002/12/16 byjiezhou@en_jiezhou
make the viewport size suuller

Change 71390 on 2002/12/16 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

More updates for full chip sims
Change 71336 on 2602/12/15 by scroce@seroce_r400_home

Updated tests that were recently written,
Changes 71334 on 2002/12/15 by arces@laptopL

fixed DEF file generation

Change 71291 on 2002/12/15 by greas@llaptopl

added fake connections to memory pads

Change 71194 on 2002/12/13 by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_r460_win

updated for change # 71914 by mmang
Change 71184 on 2002/12/13 by csampayoW@fl_csampaye_lt_r400

Updated status for the following tests:
r400su_pclymede_cullingface_01
r00su_polymode_cullingface_02
r400su polymede lines degen triangic 03

 Change 71169 on 2002/12/13 byrfisette@: tte

Updated TST block spec to reflect ports in the IODFT block
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Change 70436 an 2662/12/11 byjhoule@MA_TAC FE

Describedserialize heuristic for both ALU and TEX instructions.

Change 70411 on 2002/12/11 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Added EXCLUDE_PRIMLIR for primlib tests

Change 70337 on 2002/12/11 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Removed HDCP env varsettings

Change 70324 of 2002/12/11 by mdoggett@imdoggett_r4uu_win_platypus

Updated format 29 in L2 cacheline format conversion table required adding new SMLOand SMILE

Change 70285 on 2062/12/11 by ashishs@f1_ashishs_r400_win

updated count for frastum clip block. CHECKPOINTfor teat tracker for CL/VTE
Change 70281 on 2602/12/11 by ashishs@ifl_ashishs_1460_win

updated the test tracker. Increased the count for blocks where new tests were added. As
ofthis checking the tests required match up the tests required in the approach plan.

  Changc 70269 on 2002/12/11 by rhorrick@ma rhorick crayola

Updated Register Write section...

Change 70239 on 2002/12/10 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlboro

update

Change 70229 on 2002/12/16 by gregs@gregs1406_win_marlbaro

<ROM_GN_VIPstrap is OL01 >
Change 70221 on 2002/12/16 by csampayoi@fl_csampayo_r406

Updated stanis of VGT tests r400vet_real_tire_events02, _63
Some housekeeping

Changc 70128 on 2002/12/10 by arces@grege r400 win marlboro

update

Change 69936 on 2062/12/16byjowang@jowangR100_win
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Change 71138 on 2602/12;13 by gregs@pregs_i00_win_marlboro

TO<->MCinterface cleaned (the interface is not functional).

Change 71137 on 2602/12/13 by grege@aregs_1400_win_marlboro

<ROM_ON_VIPstraps changed >

Change 70998 on 2602/12/13 by rherrick(@ma_therrick_crayola
New deposit... Tuming over to Steve for an edit...

Change 70939 on 2002/12/13 by jiezhouG@icn_fiezhou
Add in SCL stresstests

Chunge 70929 on 2002/12/13 by jacarey@f_joaey_desktop

Clarify that “dummy” cwords in the ib_prefetch* packets are set to Oxdeadbeef
bythe Pre-Fetch Parser.
The emulator is being updated to match the RTL.

Change 70842 on 2002/12/12 by csampayo@itl_csampayo3_r400

Sorae housekeeping
Change 70691 on 1602/12/12 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

update for new tests

Change 70670 on 2062/12/12 byjiezhou@en_jiezhou
Adddetailed discription for Frame rate conversiontest

"SCI.VINCAP_frame_rate_conv"

Change 70564 on 2002/12/11 by gregs@iaptop]
ROM_ON_VIP straps changed to 0011

Change 70479 on 2602/12/11 by mzhu@imzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add description for CRTC_TRIG_OCCURRED and CRTC_TRIG_INTERRUPT
Change 70453 on 2002/12/11 by vgocl@fl_vgorl2

added bug 928 and clased bug 898
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T test in mannal ratia / accuinit
2 tests in CRC generation
1 test in mode change
1 teat in black pixel / line goncration

 

Change 69929 on 2002/12/10 by seruce@scruce_1400_win_marlbore
Addedtestlists

Change 69887 on 2002/12/10 by rherrick@ma cherick craycla

Turning it over to Steve for the next npdare.
 Change 69867 on 2002/12/10 by moev@P4CLIENT=moev_r400_san_mariboro

Spread sheet describing port interfaces betweensystem blocks,TSTblock and 10.

Change 69863 on 2002/12/10 by rherrick(@ma_rherrick_crayola

New update including Multiple Client random test coverage

Change 69847 on 2002/12/10 by scruce@scruce_r400_home
Added sometest names

Change 69780 on 2002/12/69 by rherrick@ima rherick crayola

More details included... Stilt missing multiple client random seciion and a review oftheDRAM/RBEMfeatures...

Change 69736 on 2062/12/09 byscrece@scroce_r400_win_marlbore
Added Lest tallies

Change 69684 on 2002/1 2/69 by rithambim@irthambim_r400_win_tor
Initial revision.

 Change 69683 on 2002/12/69 by riambin@rthaubirn1400_win_tor

Updated the strap table.

Change 69583 on 2002/12/69 by rherrick@ma cherrick crayola

Checkpoint on the MC testplan for Steve Croceto use...

Change 69544 on 2002/12/08 by gregs@laptop]
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ranoved MODEDDC2CLE

Change 69468 on 2002/12/07 by gregs@laptopl

added cormments on ROM_PORTusage.
Change 69270 on 2002/12/06 by mdoggeti@mdoggett_r400_win_platypus

‘Table of contents, figures and tables updated.

Changes 69217 on 2602/12/06 by arces@laptopL

added delay chains

Change 69208 on 2002/12/06 by mdoggeti@mdoggett_ri00_win_platypus
Version 0.36.
Comecled labeling of SALO Le SAS.
Correcied positions of sectors for SM7 and SM&
Updated TCA, I'CB and TCG block diagrams and descriptions to match currenthardware.

Change 69151 on 2002/12/06 by rnerick(@ma_rherrick_crayola

Update environment spec to be closer to reality... Included randomization controlssection...
 

Changes 69065 on 2002/12/06 by jacarcy@il jcarcy2

Clarify Ring ButferSize in DWORDS.

Change 68997 on 1002/12/05 by gregs@greger400_win_marlbore

update

Change 68985 on 2002/12/05 by vgoel@f_venel?

added bug 898
Change 68982 on 2002/12/05 by rtharabim@rithambim_r400_win_tor

Initial revision.

Change 68965 on 2002/12/05 byIchen@lchen_cravolad
fix the DIFFSTR name

Change 68962 on 2002/12/05 by Ichen@chen_crayclal
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Change 68428 on 2002/12/04 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

Fix Type in Cond Write Packet in PM4 Spec.

Change 68327 un 2002/12/04 by jacersy@_jearey_desktup

Update Alignmentofthe Ring, Indirects, and Real-Time Bases
Changc 68323 on 2002/12/04 by rnorrick@ma rhorrick crayola

Further described the DC client characterization with the MH qnenes and RR quenes.

Change 68322 on 2002/12/04 by rherrick@ma_rherick_crayola

Feedback from Testplan review (December 002) incorporated into document...
Seutions stil needing detail include the DRAMTuning reg verification support, power
management. verification support, and TKOS parameter verification support.

 
 

Change 68167 on 2062/12/03 byfrising@ma_frising
v.0.99d

-Update FLOOR. opcodes to match r406 shaders.dac v.1.91
-Updated LIT macro

Changc 68164 on 2002/12/63 by marklec@markice crayola

2nd attempt at changing permissions

Change 68162 on 2002/12/03 by marklee@merklee_crayola
delete

Change 68160 on 2962/1 2/63 by marklee@imarklee_crayola

attempt to change permissions
Change 68148 on 2002/12/03 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlbore

update

Change 68144 on 2002/12/02 by frising@ma_frising
v9)

-FLOGR opcode was not producing correct results for negative 'integer' inputs.

Changed from:
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update ike spec based ondiscussions with BOB

 Change 68¥61 on 20 DUS by jesif@jasit_r400_win_tor

Updated register settings of veountBy2 and seqpcikby? tesicases.
Change 68928 on 2002/12/65 byashishs@fi_: shishs_r400_win

added bug for r40Ucl_edgeflags05/06/07

Change 68917 on 2602/12/65 by veocl@fl veocl2

updated to added bug $97

Change 68908 on 2002/12/05 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

updated

Change 68825 on 1002/12/05 by dalen@idgten_r460

Added 30 bpp option to progressive YPbPrtimings
Change 68775 on 2002/12/65 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

cancelled 2 tests from the Approach plan and updated tracker since were redundant

aOde!frustum_sitnple31 (tcl_clip_frustum_simple_0U)2.r400cl frustum simple 02(tci clip frustum simpic 02)

Change 68762 on 2003/12/05 by scamlin@scamlin_crayola_win

12/4/2002 area update for orlando blocks

Change 68506 on 2002/12/64 byrherrick(@ma_rherrick_crayola

T hope | waited long enoughforthe file to write out befire submitring... 7 didn't last
time)...

Change 68503 on 2002/12/64 by rherrick@ma rherrick crayola

Updated Table of Contents.

Change 68499 on 2002/12/04 by rherrick(@ma_cherrick_crayola
First pass at pcrmutations of surface accesse: 

Change 68439 on 2002/12/04 by rherrick(@ma_therrick_crayola

Beginning of MH Testplan... NOT READY FOR CONSUMPTION!
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FE.GOR:

If (SreA < 0.08)
Result = TRUNC(SreA) | -1.07;Else
Result = TRUNCGrcA}

To:
FLOOR:

Result — TRUNC(SecA)
TP CCSrcA < 0.0F) Bde (Src I= Result) )
Result += -L.6f

-Note that emulator was calling math libraryfloor function so this should not be anemulationissue.

Change 68140 on 2002/12/03 by marklee@marklee_crayola

check in global clocks diagram for Eric N.

Change 68139 on 2602/12/03 by murkles@murklee_crayola
checkin this file tor Eric N.

Change 68133 on 2002/12/03 by grege@arcgs 1400 win marlboro

update

Change 68962 on 2002/12/03 byjiezhou@icn_jiezhou

change DMIFstress tests active size from 2560x64 to 2560x16

Change 68048 on 2003/12/03 byserace! croce_r400_win_mariboro
Addedaline

Change 68034 on 2002/12/63 by rhemick(@ma_cherrick_crayola

Tritial Deposit... Describes Rlack Rox MCVerification recpirements.

Change 67940on 2002/12/62 by meari@mear!_r400_win
fixed the offset problem

Change 67933 on 2002/12/02 by frising@ma_frising
v.L.90
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-While we don't allowCTT relative addressing into the export file on r400, future chips
based on r400 may. This check-in moves the export masking behaviorbit (bit[6] ef vector
destination pointer) to bit{L 4] (bit[6] of scalar destination pointer). Bit{6] of vector destination
pointer now controls logical vs. CLI relative addressing into the register or exportfile. When
exporting, thisisa Must Be Zero (logical) field for for software on 1406. This will provide

   
 
 

 
-Software will need to coordinate this charige with ermulaior release.

Chanec 67917 on 2002/12/02 by ctaylor@fl ctavior 400 win marlboro

Add Multipass Pixel Shader Description.

Change 67873 on 2002/12/02 by keorrell@kcorrell_r400_docs_marlboro_nb

update, especially in the implementation section

Change 67866 on 2062/12/02 byjiezhouGen_jiezhou
initial release

Change 67842 on 2602/12/02 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Delete test requirement for rect_vO-v3, covered in CF legacytests

Change 67834 or: 2062/12/02 byjacerey@il_jearey_desktop
Remove ME_HALT and ALU_COUT32 Booleans

Change 67779 on 2002/12/02 by ashishsi@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 67702 on 2002/11/30 bygregs@gregs_400_win_ce

W4SB512/012, SS'T45LBO10, and ROMon VIP straps changed.

Chanec 67647 on 2002/11/30 by srogs@eregs 1400 win cc

updated memory clock domain - work in progess

Change 67599 on 2002/11/29 by sbagshaw@isbagshaw
added new document scctions and reorganized cxisting document to new scction

headings

Change 67572 on 2002/11/29 by dglen@dglen_r400
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MAG_ANTSO_WALK controls if aniso walk is done when anisotrapy filter is enabled
and magnifying.

MIN_ANISO_WALKcontrols if aniso walk is done when anisotropyfilter is enabled
and minifying.

 

ANISO FILTERstill contry: is enabled. When enabled the axis
controis the LOD calculation so having MAGANISG WALK and MIN_ANISO WALI
disabled while having ANISO_FILTER enabledisallowed. When ANISO_FILTERis disabled,
MAG_ANISO_WALK and MIN_ANISO_WALKareignored.

       

This allows the anisotropy walk ts be completely orthogonal to mag and ilters
meaning we support anisotrapy walking with point, linear and arbitrary filters min/mag filters

 

Th:
as follows
 clually more powertul than the D3D API. D3D drivers should program the HW’

o be compliant with the cefrast: 
 if ( (tag==ansiv) |] (nin anise) ) {

AWSTO_FTETER = enabled, max set. as specified.

if (mag==anise) {
MAG ANISO WALK = enabled;
MAG_FILTER — Hnear,

} else {
MAG_ANISO_WALK = disabled;
‘program MAGFILTER as usual1j

if (min—aniso} {
MIN_ANISO_WALK = enabled:
MUN_FILTER=linear,

} else {
MIM_ANISO_WALK~ disabled;
# program MIN_FILTERas usual1t

 

} else {
ANISO_FILTER = disabled,
# program MAGFILTER and MINFILTERas usual

}

Other notes:
-MAG_ANISOWALKand MIN_ANISO_WALKare not available in instruction word

and must be programmed through constant.
-MAG_ANISO_WALK and |ANISO_WALKare forcedto 1 (en:

anisotropy is enabled for FetchMultiSample.
   cd) when

Change 66971 on 2002/11/26 by gabarca@gzabarca_crayola_win_cvd
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Added some IBM Bertha panel cases

Change 67519 on 200Z/11/28 by dglen@dgienr400
Addedlots of detail for all TVtimin: 3, all panel and projector timings except IBM T221. 

Change 67376 on 1002/11/27 by bblocmer@ma_bbloemer

Update.

Change 67343 on 2002/11/27 by tshah@il tshah

typo fix in EXTERN_TRIG_CNTL register

Change 67276 on 2002/11/27 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Updated with more optimal values (easier precision to reach in hardware).

Change 67275 on 1602/11/27 by jhowle@MA_IHOULE

Updated packing scheme.
Change 67273 on 2002/11/27 bv mkeliy@E_mkelly_r400_win_laptep 

‘Verify SU_SC_MODEpersp corr disable
  

Change 67258 on 2662/1 L/27 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
First draft of IO pad functional spec.

Change 67215 on 2602/11/27 by jowang@jowangs_R400_win

updated start phase
Change 67172 on 2003/11/27 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

update

Change 67066 on 2002/LL/26 by grege@arces 400 win marlboro

update

Change 67058 on 2007/11/26 by frising(@@ma_frising
v.60
-add MAG_ANISC_WALK and MIN_ANISO_WALKfieldsto texture constant toconform te D3D.
Here's howit works:
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The prevention cf negatifve oversan is only done if one or both di
timing

 lays are in VGA

Change 66688 on 2002/11/25 by mkcliy@fl mkelly 400 win laptep

Update SC HW cour ds Lests...

Change 66570 on 2002/11/25 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd
VGA DISPinterface signals changc to avoid negative overscan

Change 65640 on 2002/11/25 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 66603 on 2002/11/25 by ashishs@fi_: shs_r400_win

updated

laptop]
 

Change 66550 on 2002/LL/24 by gregs@)
update

Change 66367 on 2002/11/22 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_40o
 Updated test list and test tracker for the following tests:

r400vet real time cvetr
r4O0vgt_real_time_events_| 

Change 66356 on 2002/11/22 by gregs@gregs1400win_marlboro

Friday update
Change 66347 on 2002/11/22 by sbagshuw @sbagstiaw

Revised 0.5 DC System testplan based on feedback from meetings and
wrote detailed test descriptions and procedures for manytests.

Change 66283 on 2602/11/22 by jiezhou@icn_jiezhou

Add two more tess and more parameter settings.

Change 66270 on 2002/11/22 by rfisette@rfisette_r400_sun_marlboro
Design specification for the Test Controller (TST) block.

Change 66256 on 2002/11/22 by gregs@greg: 00_win_marlboro
<fixed R300 numberof instances value >
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Change 66176 on 2902/11/22 by jacarey@ifl_jearey_desktop

Update Address Maskfor Reg_ RM‘PM4Packet.
Associated Documentation Updated 

Change 66168 on 2002/11/22 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Close a bug...

Chanec 66127 on 2002/11/21 by gabarca@gabarca crayola win cvd

de skew should only affect h disp start

Change 66124 on 2002/11/21 by gregs@grege_r4190_win_marlboro

update

Change 66118 on 2602/11/21 by dglen@dglen_r4a0

Updated with some new modes for digital TV.
Added Vstart phase for progressive.

Change 66089 on 2002/11/21 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added bug¢7
Chanec 66088 on 2002/11/21 by jowangz@ijowang R400 win

updated with a. column for required 4 of taps

Change 66034 on 2002/11/21 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add LB_DATA_GAP_BETWEEN_CHUNKS

Change 66006 on 2062/11/21 byjacarey@il_jearey_desktop

Update to RegRMWPacket...Streamlined Thanks te Harry...
Change 65997 on 2002/11/21 by grezs@gregs_r400_win_marlbore

update

Change 65972 on 2002/11/21 byjiezhoui@ien_jiezhou
minor text updated

Change 65964 on 2002/11/21 by mkellv@ii_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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cp FEOTOHNC|12 12 12 Oo 12 o 6 0 aLOD.CO%
perf  FL_IOHNC 3 3 306 3 a 6 0 8 100.00%
quickomu FL JOHNC 16 16 1 0 16 Oo 8 Qo 0100.00%
wh FL_ICHNC 7 7 7 0 F Oo 0 o @  100.00%
sc FLIOHNC 26 20 26 o 320 o 06 Q q100.00%
su FLJOHNC 3 3 3. 003 a 6 8 6 100.00%
vat TL JOUNC 3 3 300 ~=3 o 0 0 0 109.00%
yte FLJOHNC iL 1 1G 1 eo 8 o Q  100.00%

 

 99 on 2002/11/20 by csampayoZiflcsampayo_r4u0

Some VGT housekeeping
Change 65588 on: 2002/11/20 by jacersy@il_jearey_desktup

Sbpp-to-1ébpp ‘LU Issue for 2D

Change 65570 on 2062/11/20 by rbell@rbell crayole win cvd3

Added CP ig the chip_vidfull conf

Change 65561 on 2662/11/20 by rbell@irbell_crayola_win_cvd3
Added a section for Vidco IP fullchip sims

Change 65539 on 2002/11/26 by rthambim@rihambim_r400_win_tor

Fixed syntax in naming.

Change 65537 on 2002/11/20 by rthambim@rthambim_r400_win_tor

Added3gio ports,

Change 65500 on 2002/11/20 byjiezhou@cn_jiezhou
initial release

Change 65351 on 2062/11/19 by csampayo@iflcsampaye_r400

Closed bugi# 73
Change 65312 on 2002/11/19 byfrising@ima_frising

v.0.99e
change R100_FPNAN to 0xFFC00000 (from 0x7FC00000) to match intel for indefinite

floating point operations.
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Refiesh for to: HUrOw’'s Slalus ICELINR...

Change 65958 on 2002/11/21 by frising@ma_frising
v.59
-A marco that computed texture constant offsets somehow got corrupted with the 1.58

check-in causing offsets to be off by one. Folks should move to this version immediately. Sorry.
Thank'sto John Careyfor catching this.

Change 65950 on 2002/11/21 byjucarey@fi_joarey_desktop
Add Reg_RMW (Read'Modif'y/Write) to the PM4 Packets
Documentation UpdateAssociated Unit-Level Test

Change 65863 on 2062/11/21 by jacarevi@fi_jcarey_desktop
Reverl B7 2D Boolean Setting.
Tt is onlyset based on the src_type==5

. Emulator Update to CP

. Verilog Update to Micro Engine- Rernove Unit Test

. Update CP Documentation

 
 Awe

Change 63731 on 2002/11/20 by dglen@dgienr400
Minorclcan up

Change 63722 on 1602/11/20 by delen@dgienr46o_del!

Majorupdate offormulas.
Corrected many TVtimings

Change 65679 on 2002/LL/20 by sbagshaw@sbag shaw

added blockselect addresses for BI debug blacks
added placeholders forlists of BIF debug values on debug bus

Change 65637 on 2002/LL/20 by jacarevi@fi_jcarey_desktop

#ExpectedRuns #Runs #Fail #Pass #NotRun
   

el EL_JOHNC 3 3 w wt o o a OQ 100.008
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Change 65318 on 2002/11/19 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2

updated to include bug 788

Change 65307 un 2602/LL/19 by veoel@fl_vgoul2

updated for number of HOS tests written,
Change 65303 on 2002/LL/19 by nluu@nluu 1400 doclib cnnb

update

Change 65297 on 2002/11/19 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_cnnb

- update

Change 65274 on 2002/11/19 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update regress_e tests...
Change 65267 on 2602/LL/19 by mkelly@fl_mkelty1403win_laptep

Update local Grlando bug tracking matrix.

Change 65263 on 2002/11/19 byashishs@fi_ashishsr4¢0_win
updated.

Change 65254 on 2002/1 L/19 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2

added second exportrelated bug
Change 65237 on 2002/LL/19 by sbagshaw @sbagsliaw

Updated DC Debug Bus document to include 3 changes that are necessary for
AUTOREGgenerated blockfiles.

Updated indirect debug register allocations for each major subblock in DC
Updated debug trigger logic descriptions for value and edgepattern triggering

functionality

 
 

Change 65234 on 2002/11/19 by csampayo@itl_csampayo_1400

Added 3 new VGT tests and updated test list and test tracker accordingly

Change 55229 on 2602/LL/19 by vaoel@fl_veoel2

added bug 785
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Change 65172 on 2002/11/19 by mpersaud@inpersaud_1400_witt_Lor

Added DCCLF_clk_on description

Change 65072 on 2002/11/18 byjowang@jowangR400_win
update with interlaced nomectature

Change 65066 on 2002/11/18 by gregs@greger400_win_marlbore
<rev 8.0 - dit>

Change 65042 on 2002/11/18 by imuskatb@im skatb_r40C_win_cnimuskatb

updated test doc

Change 64983 on 2002/11/18 byjowans@jowang_R4C0_win

updated with mare M3tests and testlist

Change 64837 on: 2002/11/18 byjacerey@fl_jcarey_decktop
RB_BLENDCONTROL.Color_Dither_Modeis set te DITHER_LUTfor GradFill

packets
where the DST_TYPE != 2bpp

Change 64852 on 2002/11/18 by jasif@ijasif_1400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 64849 on 2602/11/18 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw

added new columnfor test type -- chip level or chip andblocklevel
added more test descriptions.

Change 64846 on 2002/11/18 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 64933 on 2002/11/18 byjacarsy@fl_{carey_desktop

Add note for ME_RTS generation for read operations initiated bythe micro engine.

Change 61829 on 1002/11/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
added triangles with edgeflags and texture test to the tracker

Change 64701 on 2002/11/16 by gregs@laptopl
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Change 64379 on 2002/11/15 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
Mode 13, mode 62, mods Xhave ATTR PCLKEBY2= 1

Change 64309 on 2602/11/15 by mikelly@f_uikelly1400_win_luptup

Log an SC bugzilla on color prob on prim edges...
Chango 64144 on 2002/11/14 by jacarcy@il jcarcy desktop

TRE. Update to Set 2D Raclean RO for LUT Color Sources
2. CP Spec Updates for #1
3. CP Spec Update tor the CP_DMA_STAT Register

Change 64064 on 2002/11/14 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update local, Orlando bug tracking info.

Change 61059 on 2002/11by vgoel@fi_vpoel2
updated

Change 64022 on 2002/11/14 by mkellv@.fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Add textured line to regress_e
Change 64000 on 2002/11/14 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlbore

< fixed some wire in DVO interface >

Change 63978 on 2062/11/14 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 63959 on 2002/11/14 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

split the DisplayEnable test in three
Change 63920 on 2002/11/14 by grayc@graye_r400_win

needs to be updated ... will add back in later

Changc 63819 on 2002/11/15 by delonG@dglen 400 dell

Majorupdate to outline. VGA block spec is now best source for details.

Change 63811 on 2002/11/13 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r100
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update

Change 64590on 20 L/S by donaldi@sft_donatdl_p4

Added sc_packer debug bus (DEBUGPKR_3).
Change 64571 on 2002/LL/15 by grege@aregs™400_win_marlboro

update

Change 64546 on 200Z/LL/15 by sbagshaw@sbag shaw

Debug document medified to include interface to 12 bit debug bus value and enable
directlyfrom DCblock.

Change 64447 on 2002/LL/1S by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
updated for HOS tesly written: se far

Change 64418 on 2002/11/15 byfrising@ma_frising
v.89

-show FRACTinstructions being implernented as: SRC + -FLOOR(SRC)
-This should new sync the instructions with v.0.99b of numerics doc

Change 64493 on 2002/LL/15 byfrising@ma_frising
v.0.99b

int
ent shader pipe instructions is WZYX order.

--fix a couple typos
--start sync to v.1.99 of shader pipe spec.
 

 

 

Change 64389 on 2007/11/15 by jasif@ljasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 64381 on 2002/LL/15 byfrising@ma_frising

WL 88

specify that Result.X of CUBEinstruction returns 2.0f * MajorAxis instead of max toavoid confusion. Sce numerics doc for details of CUBE instruction,  

 -specif'y functionof all instructions in WZYX order. Nothing changing here; it's jus
spec consistency(and happeris to reflect the actual order of operations in the shader pipe
hardware}.
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Added bug? 87

Change 63793 on 1002/11/13 by arege@zregs_1400_win_mariboro
added CGMclock monitoring pin

Change 63776 on 2002/LL/13 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_r406

Closed bua# 86
Change 63751 on 2002/11/13 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 63732 on 2002/LL/13 byfrising@ma_frising
V.LST

-when using absolute constant addressing all constants in instruction are absolute. ‘Lhis
allows compiler to easily perform mov operations on absolute constants.

-Document instruction word in WZYX order(Le. high bits to low bits). DocumentationIssue on 

-lots more workcleaning up instruction word documentation (please study).
-It may not have been clear in the past but indexing of cxports is net permitted. This

update should makethat obvious.

-temoved following export restriction which no longer applies: '1) When doing a Scalar
export of ‘pixels’ or ‘position’, onlythe 'W' component will contat scalar result. The other 3
components will be expanded to 6.0. When exporting to ‘parameters’the scalar resultis put into
all4 components!

  

Users shonid just use the scalar and vector destination masks appropriatelyto achieve
whateverresult they want.

-when exporting, bit 6 in instruction word nowcontrols masking behavior during
parameter exports when beth scalar and vector masks for a component are 0. See table 3.2.1.4

Change 63680 on 2662/1 1/13 by jacarey@ti_jcarey_desktop

Inm_Load and Im_Lead_Immediate packets write the SQ_PS_PROGRAMregister for 
 updates. This is documented in the PM4 spec now.

Change 63675 on 2002/LL/13 by gregs@pregs1400_win_marlboro

«<TEST_MCLKtste bug fixed >
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Change 63654 on 2602/11/13 by heiwang@bei_depat,

Updated for me_client_intfc block AGP/Multi-Sample functionality as well as more
details for Protacol engine
Change 63653 on 2002/11/13 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update the ard milestone tests

Chanec 63604 on 2002/11/13 by donald@fl donaldl p4

Initial -- Debug bus,bit definitions.

Change 63562 on 2002/11/12 by gregs@laptop!
cece

Change 63552 on 2002/11/12 by csampayo@itl_csampayo_tt_r4o0
 

 
Updated test_list and test tracker for the following tests:
rO0vet_muiti_pass_pix_shader_07
r400vet_multi_pa: 

Change 63509 on 2002/11/12 by frising@ma_frising

 -add nets that Constant0 refers to the first constantir instraction while Constant] and
Constant? refer to the second and third constants in the instraction respectively. 

-added note that the GPR write-back table rules only apply when the scalar and vector
destination pointers are the satae. This should be obvious,but clarity never hurts.

-when doing an export and both scalar aad vector channels are masked a 0.0f is now
generated

-updated Exports Types and Addresses section to match whatis in SQ doc.
-tried to clean-up export rules section.

-removed previmis vector and previous scalar from source selects in instraction word.

-added clamping code to LOG_CLAMPEDinstruction.
-fixed a bunch of typos and other misc clean-up including a cougie places where I was
ABGRs with my WZYXsin the instruction definitions. Tried to be consistent whento bits in instruction word.
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Change 63189 on 2002/11/11 by peterp@@MA_PRTR_E.T
Added common format for MCand MH

Change 63174 on 2002/11/11 by peterp@MAPETE_LT

Added common format te cp and rbbm.

Change 63155 on 2002/11/11 byjacerey@fl_jcarey_decktop
Add CP_RT_STATregisterto spec.

Change 63149 on 2002/11/11 byjowang@jowangR400_win

add full/emptytests
Change 63148 un 2602/11/11 by gubarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Added VGA_DISPsync_en

Change 63098 on 2002/11/11 by jacarey@il jcarey desktop

1. Performance Signals lor RTEE
2. Split Busy Signal from the CSF into a real-time and non-real-time version

Change 63094 on 2002/11/11 by jacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop
1. Add register to micro engine guts for timing

. Add FIFQsfor T: 2 in the Synchronization Logic
3. Update CP's Performarice Counter Selects in perfcount.doc  

Change 63077 on 2002/11/11 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw
Revision 0.35 of R400 DC (Torunt) Tes! Plan [or System: wid Stress lesis

Change 63062 on 2002/11/11 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated
Change 63053 on 2002/11/11 by mpersaud@impersaud_1400_win_Lor

Added debug signals and WALL/FREQUENCY/SIZE values to the decifinterface,

Change 62983 on 2002/11/09 by peterp@MA PLETE LT

Added common format for Analog and BIF

Change 62925 on 2002/11/08 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Change 63500 un 2602/LL/12 by csumpayo@f_esuny 

Some housekeeping

Change 63490on 2062/11/12 byjacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop
Add Write Confirm Signals to CP_STAT Register

Change 63478 on 2002/11/12 by ramsey@RRAMSEYP41400win

Update quadorder drawing and add it to the se spec
 Change 53454 on 2002/LL/12 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

update

Change 63447 on 2002/LL/12 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update 11.16 Cursor_Crtl

Change 63398 on 2002/11/12 byclaylor@fl_ctaylor_1400_win_marlboro
Adding SC visio and xis files for documentation

 Change 63336 on 2003/11/12 by jacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop

Baseline Debug Decurents for the CP and RBBM
Change 63285 on 2002/LL/11 by peterp@MAPETELT

Added common format to CG, ROM, DBG

Change 63274 on 2062/LL/11 by csampayo@fl_csampay: 
Closed bug# 83

Change 63262 on 200Z/LL/LL by gregs@gregs400win_marlboro

backup of drawings

Change 63253 on 2OG02/LL/1L by grege@gregs_1400_wit_imarlboro

update
Change 63197 on 200Z/LL/1L by ramscy@RRAMSEYP4 1400 win

 details intra-tile quad processing order when
pa_su_sc_model_cnthQUADOKDERENABLEis set
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Latest uRF expand positionings for 16 or 32 bpp post-blender conversion (before
fix2float convert, which happens on SP side).

First 2 sheets arc current POR.
Others are dropped alternatives.

Change 62916 on 2662/11/08 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_it_r4oe

Updated status in test tracker and added to test_list: ri0Gvgt_real_time_events_61

 Change 62909 on 2002/1 L/G8 by bblocmer@ima_bbloemer 

Added MC MH ‘Test Plan

Change 62868 on 2002/L1/C8 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_It_r40d
Added bugt 86. Some housekeeping

Change 62857 on 2002/11/68 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Added VIP block select and group debug signals.

Change 62813 on 2002/11/68 by javarey@fl_joaey_desktop

1. Update CP Spec for Debug Signals
2. Update One of the 2D Unit Tests to Read Back Debug Information 

Change 62898 on 2602/11/08 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor 

Update 3.4.9.4 Color Space Conversion

Change 62771 on 2002/LL/C8 by grege@gregs1400win_mariboro
update

Change 62759 on 2002/11/68 by mzhu@omzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add DxCRTC_FLOW_CONTROL_POLARITY, DxCRTC_TRIG_INPUT_STATUS

wd DxCRTC_TRIG_POLARITY_STATUSregister bits
Change 62748 on 2002/1 1/8 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr40U_win

update

Change 52743 on 2002/LL/68 by jacarev@ti_jcarey_desktop
 Add RBBM_BIF int to the RBBM's performance counters.

RTL and Spec Update.
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Change 62732 on 2002/11/08 by mpersand@impersand_r400_win_tor

Added state machine diagrams.
Change 62711 on 2002/11/08 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

updated for last 3 vte tests viz r4G0vie_pos_neg_combos_01/02/63
 Change 62511 on 2062/11/07 byimuskatb@imuskatb_140G_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 62447on 2002/11/07byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

Added note to RBBM specregarding the performance counters.
Change 62444 un 2002/11/07 by ja ey@Ml_jearey_desktup

Updates for the CP_S'TAT register

Change 62432 on 2062/11/07 by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd
added perf count signals

Change 62338 on 2002/11/07 byjasif@jasi?_r400_win_tor
Updated

Change 62361 on 2002/11/07 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r400 

Housekeeping update

Change 62266 on 2002/11/07 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Updates for Soft. Reset to Register Descriptions

Change 62198 on 2002/11/06 by sreas@laptopl
<enter description hupdatecree

Change 62131 on 2002/11/06 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
Onc test in cach set of the VCA to CRTC parameters section should do display capture.

Tests in the display section aormally do capture
 

Change 62066 on 2002/1 1/06 by mpersaud@impersaud_r400_win_tor
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Update 3.4.9.4 Color Space Conversion

Change 61803 on 2002/11/05 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_dezktop
Update format ofthe Grad_Fill packet per discussion on 11-05-2002.

Change 61761 on 2062/11/05 by dwong@endwong2
 Added details on endian swap and an extra field for indirect buffer swap setting

Change 61728 on 2002/11/65 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Added description of VESA modetests

Change 61698 on 2002/11/05 byimuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_laptop
updated docs

Change 61664 on 2002/11/05 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlboro

adding idmodule + new straps

Change 61642 on 2002/11/05 by nizhegimzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add one intermediate result traction bit for Overlay Matrix Transtorm in chapter 11.6
and Matrix Transform and Adjustmentin chapter 11.18
Change 61620 on 2002/11/05 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

add “Out SRGB->YCbCr"and "Out sRGB->TVRGB" for overlay pixels

Change 61592 on 2062/11/05 by vgoel@f_vgoel2
updated to close bug 608

Change 61582 on 2602/11/05 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
Added to source control

Change 61541 on 2002/11/04 byja 400_wint_lor

Updated.

Changc 61526 on 2002/11/04 by rfevrcauGirfevreau 1400 win
x2 Mag tests

Change 61518 on 2002/11/04 byjowang@jowang_R00_win
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added VIP_DISP_cof_fop and VIP_DISP_pul_fcp to interface with DISP/CRTC

Change 62062 on 2002/LL/06 by peterp@MA_PETELT

Added common synthesis report format tio DC block. Combined DC and VIF results intothe DC results.

Change 62055 on 2002/11/66 by mzhu@imzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update 3.4.9.4 Color Space Conversion
Change 62037 on 2002/LL/66 by mzhu@mzhu_crayela_win_tor

 Update constant matrix for TVRGR output in 11.18 Matrix Transform and Adjusim

Change 62033 on 2002/11/06 by Ikang@ikang_r400_win_tor
update on SCLEK dynantic clocking

Change 61984 on 2002/11/66 by beiwang(@ibei_depot

Updated the bus interface to MH and RB
Change 61964 on 2002/LL/G6 by jacarey@ti_icarey_desktop

Update Sott Reset Description
Change 61936 on 2002/LL/06 by gabarca@gabarca crayola win cvd

clarified erph_pack in spreadsheet,

Change 61912 on 2002/1 L/G6 by jacarev@tl_jcarey_desktop

Update to GradFill Description in PM4 Spec

Change 61857 on 2067/11/05 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Change name of overscan test to overscanColourSelect.
Change 61850 on 2002/LL/65 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated

Change 61843 on 2002/LL/05 by sregs@aregs_1100_win_marlboro
dft update

Change 61837 on 2002/11/05 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
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added back-to-back writes 16 HOST

Change 61484 on 2002/11/64 by dwona@endwong2
added in performance counter

Change 61480 on 2602/LL/64 by jacarev@fl_jcarey_desktop

Fix Typo in MPEGINDEX packet docurnentation.
Change 61470 on 2062/11/04 by peterpQ@MAPETELT

VG1, PA and SC updated with common format for area and synthesis date
 Change 61467 on 2062/11/04 by grayc@grayc_r400_win

beter debug sateents

Change 61453 on 2002/1 1/64 by jacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Update MPEG Index Packet
1. Remove "Dummy"and "Mask" DWORDs
2. RectLivt primbype is assumed, so CP only outputs 3 indices (Original +2)

Change 61449 on 2062/11/64 by jasif@jesif_400_win_tor
Updated

Change 61444 on 2002/11/64 by peterp@MAPETELT

Updated SQ with common format ofreporting area and synthesis date

Change 61429 on 2002/1 1/04 by bolocmer@ma_bbloemer

Traproved figure insertion, T hape.

Change $1416 on 2002/LL/64 by jacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop
Update the Microcede RAMSize(s

Change 61403 on 2002/11/04 by ashishs¢ ashishs_r400_win

updated
Change 61360 on 2003/1 L/G4 byimuskatb@imuskatb_1400_win_cnimuskath

updated

Change 61342 on 2002/LL/€4 byfrising@ma_frising
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V.EAS
-At request of SW merged PYPE/S TAH fields in constants. These are SWonly bits

used by PM4captureutilities.
-Fixed 3Dsize typo, had width, height, height instead of width, height, depth
-Make addressing mode names consistent with SP; now have logical and current loop

index relative addressing
-Mark R400DATAFORMAT63 as reserved
-Clean up and clarify RAUG_DATAFORMAT Notessections based on feedback

Chanec 61310 on 2002/11/04 by jacarcyi@fl jcarcy desktop

Update per Lili Sinclair's E-mail.

Change 61187 on 2002/11/01 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r100_win_platypus

Added degammadxt. Updated formattable with new _as_LG_16_16_16 formats.
Updated L2 c: ne Format conversiuutable. Added degarmta Gxt section wiih cywations fur
calculating different dxt intempotations.

 
 

Change 61163 on 2002/11/01 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
updated

Change 61151 on 2062/11/61 by frising@ma_frising
vAL8S
-clarifed howconstant and register addressing works. For nomenclature I settled on

absolute, logica! and relative addressing. New tables added.-documented how constant? works.
-Wrote a blurb and added a table on GPR write-back precedence.
-Cleaned up ALU instruction format table

   

Change 61074 on 2002/11/01 by vgoel@f_veoel2

updated tracker for closed bugs

Change 61068 on 2002/11/01 by gregs@arege_r100_win_marlboro
update

Change 61055 on 2662/11/61 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Added viewport X and Y stert
Change 61036 on 2062/11/01 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2

Update RBRM's Performance Counter Signal List
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Change 60810 on 2002/10/31 by csampayoi@tlcsampayo_r400

Added new SU test, updated test Hist and test tracker accordingly

Change 60808 un 2002/10/31 by bblucmer@imna_bbluemer

Updates tor the designreview.
Change 60786 on 2002/10/31 by mzhu@mzhu crayola win tor

Update for re-organizing the MH data in reac_haff modnle.
Add MH-LCinterface signallist, MH return data format and DMIF output data format in

Appendix

Change 60768 on: 2002/10/31 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Fix Name of Signal From the RBBM.

Change 60738 on 2002/10/31 byhartogs@fl_hartogs
Added section for determining the required it data size based ontie draw initiator and

the grouper progrataminy registers.
Added section an generalsanity checks for grouper programming in major mode 1
Updated event enumeration to match block tite (added several events}.
Added DIPT_2D TRI STRIP to the prim type enumerationin theVGT DRAW INITIATORregister.
Added VGT_GRP_2D_TRI enumerationto prim type field of

VGT_GROUP_PRIM_TYFEregister (and deleted some unusedprim type snumerations)
Updated Major Mode0 settings table for 2D compond index changes. Added

2D_TRI_STRIP entry to this table.
Changed address of manyof the GFX registers registers to match addresses in the block

 

  

file.
Added VGT_MULTLPRIM_ IB RESETINDX register with description.
Changed VGT_VTX_TIMROUT_RRG to VGT_VGT_VTX_VECT_EIECT_REG

register
Added VGT_DMADATAFIFODEPTH register- Added

GT_DMAREQFIFODEPTHregister
Added VGT_DRAW_INIT_FIFO_DEPTHregister
Added VGT_LAST_COPY_STATEregister.
Added section called “Draw Initiator Programming”containing two subsections:

“Number of Indices” and “Using the Multi-prim Index Buffer Reset Functionality”

 
 

Change 60701 on 2002/10/31 by goorgev@ma gcorgev

Put in documentationfor floating point numbers.

Change 60669 on 2002/10/31 by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd
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Chuarge 60996 on 2002/LL/GL by ubarbier@uburbier_1r400_win_luor

Updated GENERICA & GENERICB muxes.
Added GENERICCpad to interface.

Change 60992 on 2002/11/01 by peterp@MA_PETE_LT
 Synthesis results from SPX 

Change 60988 on 2062/1 LOL by rthambim@rthambim_r400_win_tor
Updated the strap table.

Change 60985 on 2002/LL/GL by dwong@cndwong?

Added in xDCT performance counter details
 Chrarge 60981 on 2002/LL/GL by rlranbin@rthambirnr400_win_lor

Added new clock enable signal-BiF VGA_busy.

Change 60937 on 2062/11/01 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr493_win_laptep
Broken cut line list cases from parameterized test
Update tracker

Change 60934 on 2002/LL/G1 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
Rev 0.7 - Update port names to CP

Change 60913 on 2062/LL/GL bypeterp@MA_PETE_LT

Started entryof date field for synthesis results - corrected RB/RC area
Change 60910 on 1002/LL/GL by jacarevi@fi_jcaey2

Update Cp’s Performance Monitoring Signals.

Change 60859 on 2002/10/31 by bciwang@bei depot

Updated Froiucol Engine Drawing

Change 60850 on 2002/10/31 by vgoel@tlvgoel2
updated with new bugs and closed datos for some bugs

Change 60825 on 2002/10/31 by grege@zregs1400_win_marlboro

update
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ODD_EVEN_MD_PGSEI. is 1 in all modes

Change 60634 on 2002/10/31 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r100_win_tor
Rev 1.1 Mahendra PersaudDate: Oct 31, 2002
Added VIP signals te CP
Moved and renamed document to ...\dec_lib\design \piocksichip\R406 - DC_CPInterface.doc

Change 60628 on 2002/10/31 by smess@ismoss crayola win
sutests

Change 60627 on 2002/10/21 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add dual displaytests in 3.4.9.12

Change 60624 on 1602/10/31 by khabbari@khabbari_r460_win

disp signals added to disp/cp inteface doc
Change 60620 on 2002/10/31 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_c400_win_laptep

Update screen scissor and window scissor tests for tracking

Change 60565 on 2062/10/20 bysrege@iaptop]
update

Change 60393 on 2002/10/20 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2

Fix Typo in CP_PERFMON_CNTLregister description
Change 60376 un 2002/10/30 by mpersaud@uipersaud_1400_win_tor

Updated with Appendix A - MH_DCCInterface

Change 60360 on 2062/10/20 by grege@laptop]
added IO_RBBM_generice_y signal

Change 60295 on 2002/10/30 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update 3.4.9.4 Color Space Conversion
Add 3.4.9.16 double buffer registersAdd 3.4.9.11 DCP CRC

Change 60294 on 2002/10/30 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
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updated

Change 60264 on 2002/10/30byfrising@ma_frising
v.LS
-bring up te date with v.0.99a of R400numerics.doc. Inchides adding newinstructions,

updating existing instructions, and moving te counter based predicate scheme.

Change 60178 on 2002/10/29 by frising@ma_frising
v.0.994,

-Syne up with v.1.8 of shaders.doc that I've been editing and will check-in soon.

Change 60167 on 2002/10/29 by gregs@grege_r4190_win_marlboro

update

Change 66126 on 2662/16/29 by rhell@rbell_crayala_win_cvd
Finished MS3 D2tests

Change 60112 on 2002/10/29 by vgocl@fi_veoel2

added rpatch bug for tessellation 11.5

Change 60078 on 2662/10/29 byjowang@jowang_R400_win
added CRC generation

Change 59994 on 2062/10/29 by jacarey@al_jcarey2

Add registers for the CP Performance Counter
Change 59989 on 2062/10/29 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2

RBBMPerformance Counters

Changes 59944 on 2002/10/29 by csampayo@ifl csampayo 406

Added bugi# 83

Change 59941 on 2002/10/29 by llefebvr@lletebwre_lapiopr400
backup and SQ->SPinterface change.

Change 59932 on 2002/10/29 by nluu@niuu_r400_doclib_cnnb

+ update interface to add start_of_cycle and op code signals
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Added Bugzilla report# to bugi# $1

Changc 59681 on 2602/10/28 by csampayo@fl csampaye 406

Some housekeeping

Change 59677 on 2002/10/28 byjacarey@itl_jcarey2
Ada:
1. ROP7:4 !- ROP3:6 flag for oper—emedecade
2. Sre_Clip_Disable Flag for oper=gmedecade 

Change 59592 on 2002/10/27 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_It_r400

 
and test tracker status for the following tests:

Bi ix_shader_OL
i_pass_pix_shader_02
|pass_pix_shader_U3
;pix_shader_04

pix shader 05
|pass_pix_shader_06

 

 

Change 59437 on 7002/10/25 by ashishs@iifl_ashishsr460_win

update
Change 59405 on 2602/10/25 byIseiler@isciler_1400_win_marlboro

Added a column for device address

Change 59397 on 2062/10/25 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlbore
updated the busely strap encodings.

Change 59395 on 2002/10/25 byjacarey@il_jcareyZ

Remove CP_CONTEXT_IDregisterit will be in the VGT
Change 59371 on 2062/10/23 by jacursy@Ml_jcarey2

Update Performance Conections.

Chango 59342 on 2002/10/25 by jacarcy@il jcarcy desktop

Document CP_CONTEXT_ID register.

Change 59317 on 2002/10/25 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
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- cycle is 1 cluck shurter, strobe is asserted L clock aller data is driveninstead of 2clocks
- decodes are don't cares when notin active cycle
- ready should be high bydefault

Change 59930 on 2002/10/29 by grege@gregs_r400_win_marlboro
added Test Controller connectionst DFTcells. 

Change 59934 on 2002/10/29 byjecarev@fi_jcarey_desktop
Source clipping is only done by the CP for ROPsthat include a source term.

Change 59873 on 2002/10/28 by gregs@gregs1400_win_marlboro
i df cells inserted-fixes.

Change $9867 on 2602/10/28 by Hising@uafrising
Wee

ated to counter based predicate instructions.
is ofwork on 32-bit rounding issues. Still more to do especially for 16-bit FP and

conversion between formats and things like RF expansions.  

Change $9820 on 2602/10/28 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Add matrix transform constant in 11.18

Change 59816 on 2602/10/28 by rfeweau@rfevwreau_r400_win

New goidens

Change $9789 on 2062/10/28 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
AlphaBlend, AAFONT and Load_Execute marked as "Not Curreatly Supported”

Change 39716 on 2002/10/28 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added bug# 82

Change $9693 on 1602/10/28 by jacarey@fi 

Swap bits for oper=gmcdecede flags
Change 59683 on 1002/10/28 by csampayo@fl csampayo 1400

Try again

Change $9682 on 2002/10/28 by payo@itlcsampayo400
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Update RBRMDebug Register

Change 59314 on 2002/10/25 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2
Updates to RBBM specto clarify wait_until, nqwait, and Isync wait conditions. 

 Change 59255 on 2603/10/24 by grave@eraye_r400_win
initial release

Change 59211 on 2002/10/24 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

update

Change 59151 on 26  2/10/24 byfrising@ma_frising
WALT
~ Rework of degamma contralto be morein line with hardware schedule :) Perhaps

ly, this resulted in a cleaner SW interface and easier HW implementation. ‘Lhis
 

- Removing of DEGAMMA_CNTL_ALL

- Adding 4new DATA_FORMATs: FMT_8888AS16161616.
FMT_DXTI_AS16161616,FMT_DXT23AS161616 16nd
FMT _DXT4_5AS16161616.

   

dated DATA_FORMATtable. This is aow much cleaner. FOLKS SHOULD
 

- FMT_DXN is no longer a degammable format.

- Update DATA_FORMATnote 7.) to say
"7.) Chunmels being degarmn'’d remain unsigned repeating Traction afler degamunta.
Enabling degamma.in any channel does not change the format. in which the data is stored

inthe L2 cache. This enables software to make trade-offs between high quality degamma and
performance. Specifically, formats FMT_$888, FMT_DXT1, FMT_DXT2_3, and
FMT_DXT4_4are stored in the L2 cache as 4x8 while their *_AS161616_16 counterpartsare stored as 4x16."

  
 

Change 59115 on 2002/10/24 by jacarey@ti_jcarey2

REBMSpec:
1. Add Extern Trig Cntl Register and Diagram
2. Update text for ngwait and gui_active related items.  

Change 59100 on 2002/10/24 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4¢0_win 

update
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Change 59060 on 2002/10/24 by tshah@fl_tshah

included description for CP_PIPE busyfor Wait until condition. Hysteresis for
GULACTIVE

Change 59054 on 2002/10/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update screen scissor test narae in works..

Chanec 59053 on 2002/10/24 by mkcllv@ifi mkclly 1400 win laptep

SC Clip Rect tests, LINE_LOOP, STIPPLE, FSAA permutations... 
Change 58970 on 2002/10/23 by ashist  @iil_ashishsr400_win

Tests guard band clipping
4 primitives in 4 quadrants.
Fach primitive has 6 vertices and first vert. on vertical guard band.

Top Left Quadrant, gouraud shading
Top Right Quadrant, FLAT SHADING with START vertex es provoking vix
Lower Right Quadrant, FLAT SHADINGwith END vertex as provoking vtx
Lower Left Quadrant, SIX TEXTURES, with CCLOROastransparent

  

Acthod: 6 Vert Strip, tirst vert on vertical guard band
Expected Results: 4 primitives, four quadrants, no clipping, no discarding

 Change 58948 on 2002/10/23 by rthambim@irthambim_r400_1
Initial revision.

Change 53906 on 2062/10/23 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Add in Colour Spaces.xls in perforce

Change 58841 on 2002/10/23 byfrising@ma_frising
v.LS6

x up mapping of YCrCb te GPR in DATA_FORMATtable. Now Z(B)=Cb, ¥(G)=¥,
X(RJHCr. (Cb are Cr were swapped vel

-coorespondingly rename border colors to ACDYCr Black and ACDCFY Black. Note this
is just a rename and does notaffect actual values since Cr and Cb use the same value.

 
 

   

Change 58817 on 2002/10/23 by vgoc! veocl2

added vertex export bug report resulting from réddvet_hos_PNT_adaptive

Change 58806 on 2002/10/23 by rbel@sbell_crayola_win_cvd
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Change 58562 on 2002/10/22 by Hefebw@ilefebvre_laptap_r400

Updated the SX interfaces.
Change 58525 on 2002/10/22 byjowangz@jowang_R400_win

Modified M3 Test Plan after the review

Change 58522 on 2002/10/22 by georgev@ima_georgev
Updated to reflect changes and new stuff.

Change 58425 on 2002/1W/21 by khabbari@iichabbari_r400_win
added framerate convtest list

Change 58419 on 2002/10/21 by Hising@ina_fising
O97
initial check-in.

Change 58369 on 2002/10/21 by frising@ma_frising
VSS

- Added DEGAMMA _CNTL_AI stant to indicate if degammed
textures should de storedas&-bit or 1é-bit in TC. Notedthatthis ficld is not currently supported.
Also noted what the default conversionare in licu of this support along with bringing all the
degamma documentation inline with the current degammaplans.

  
   

- Added REQUEST_SIZE field to texture and vertex constant to indicate if read requestsshould be 256 or S12 bit.

- Defined R400_TP_NAN to be Ox7FEQG000 (used for out of range vertex felches}

-*16EXPAND is converted to 16.16 signed fixed point now.

- *MPEGis clamped to [-256..255] pre filter Gvas [-255..255])
Change 58350 un 2602/10/21 by rlevreau@rfevreau_1400_win

New goldens with PCIK set to 165MHz
Test List update

Change 58329 on 2002/10/21 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update DXGRPH_P| and DxOVL_PITCH

Change 5$321 on 2002/10/21 byjowang@jowang_R40d_win
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updated

Change 58891 on 2062/10/23 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Add ROP comment to GradFill Packet

Change 58743 on 7002/10/22 byfrising@ma_frising
6.98
-added cubs instruction implementation
mise clean-up.

Change 58728 on 2003/10/22 by grege@gregs1400_win_mariboro

update
Change 58697 un 2002/10/22 by sinuss@stnoss_crayula_win

su tests

Change 58679 on 2002/10/22 by grege@aregs_r400_win_marlboro
fixed Generic pads

Change $8630 on 2002/10/22 by rbell@rbell_crayoia_win_cvd
Completed some more D2 tests

Change 58617 on 2007/10/22 byjacarev@f_jcarey?

Update tor Clearing the Register Update Flag

Change 58615 on 2602/10/22 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2

Document Updares for Tacremental Register Updates

Change 58696 on 2002/10/22 by grege@aregs1400win_marlboro
<added CONFIG_XSTRAP3 register and nurmber of straps >

Change $8503 on 7603/10/22 by kmahler@kmehler_r400_doc_lib

Added More details and added Proposal for new PMLibraryand Real-Time support.
Change 58563 on 2602/10/22 by llefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r406

Defined the memory exports better.
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added M3 comments

Change 58318 on 2002/10/21 by mzhu@mzhu crayola win tor
 
 

Update interface vigne
DCP_DMIF_ovil_pitch and D

3, DCP_DMIF_ztphd_pilch, DCP_DMIF_grphi2_pitch,
‘P_DMIF_ovi2_pitch 

Change 58308 on 2002/10/21 bypaulv@MA_PVELLA
Updated MHS portion spec withlatest and greatest features, info, etc

Change 58307 on 20: O/21 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_It_r400

Cleaned uptests, added | new VGTtest to test_list and updated the test tracker
accordingly

Change $8257 on 2602/16/21 by khabbari@khabbari_r4g0_win
added frame rate conv

 Change 58254 on 2002/10/21 by mzhug nzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update 11.1.2 and 11.1.3 for DLGRPH and DIGKPH doublebutter registerAdd 11.20 for DCP CRC

Change 58253 on 2002/10/21 by mzhu@mzhu crayola win tor
Add 8-bit 2101010 modetests in 3.4.9.9

Change $8251 on 2002/10/21 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update DxGRPH double buffer register
Add DCP CRCregister

Change $8213 on 2002/10/20 by gregs@iaptop]

update
Change S816L on 2002/10/19 by grege@laptop]

initial device id numbers

Change 58120 on 2602/10/18 by csampayo@ifl csampayo 1406

Added bug# 88

Change 58995 on 2002/10/18 by vgoel@fl_veoel2
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updated for new bug

Change 58080 on 2002/10/18 by gregs@greger400_win_marlbore

update
Change 58073 on 2002/10/18 by grees@gregs_r400_win_maribore

device_id update

Chane 58032 on 2002/10/18 by jacarcy@fl jcarcy2

Update diagram for clock gating

Change 58003 on 2002/10/18 by jas ‘@jasif_ri00_win_tor

Updated test names and status.

Change 57994 on 2602/10/18 by ashishs@tlashishs_r460_win

updated a comment
Change 57991 on 2002/10/18 byjacareyi@il_jcarey2

Update documents for Incremental Register Update

Change 57976 on 2002/10/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
 Highlighted the bug "r400cl_bary_texture_G8.cpp"

Change 57941 on 2002/10/18 by bbloemer@ima_bbloemer

Updated docfile.
Change 57939 on 2602/10/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

updated test_list and ‘lracker for the corresponding change in file name viz
rA40Gcl_gabnd_G4 to r100cl_gband_06
Change 57935 on 2002/10/18 byashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

Deleted test r400cl_aband_04 and renamedit to r406cl_ghand_06. Also updated the
Validation_Approach_plan doc since it had some errors with tests name and numberings.
Chanac 57933 on 2002/10/18 by jacarcy@il jcarcy2

i. Remove legacyversions of packets that were struck through
2. Add Incremental Register Write Suppert
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Change 57494 on 2002/10/16 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win

update
Change 57475 on 2002/10/16 byashishsi@il_ashish: ;400win

updated

Change S7A71 on 2002/10/16 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Completed host arbitrationtests.

Change 57470 on 2B02/1W/16 byjacareyi@il_jcarey2

Documentation Updates for Programming Max Count while processing 

Change 57459 on 2002/10/16 by mkellvG@f_uikelly_1400_win_luptup

Add r4Q0se_parameterizedline_list_(i to tracker...

Change 57435 on 2002/10/16 byashishsi@fl ashishs 1400 win

update

Change 57394 on 2002/10/16 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor
Add 8-bit 2101010 graphics format
Add PEX_TYPEforselecting cclor space conversion parameiers

Change 57382 on 2002/10/16 by jacarey@fl_jcarey2

Updateto transfifo clock
Change 57363 un 2602/10/16 by cfoug@efongr400_win_tur_doc

Coverage Metrics Proposal and users guide

Change 57337 on 2002/10/16 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Update fur sclk. 

Change 5 53 on 2002/10/15 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r4u0

VOT housckeeping

Change 57252 on 2602/10/15 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added bug# 77
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Change 57890 on 2002/10/18 by jucarey@L_jomey2 

Added src_data_format to the alphablend packet.

Change 57866 on 2062/10/17 by grayc@grayc_r400_win
for safekeeping ... expanded ontest description

Change 57848 on 2002/10/17 by csampayo@itl_csampayo_1400

Added bug# 78

Change 57834 on 2002/10/17 by grege@eregs1400_win_marlboro

added R300 power

Change 57824 on 2002/10/17 by grege@gregs_1400_win_marlboro

scaled from R300 part - ready.

Change 37784 on 2002/10/17 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Referto the PA register spec fer the format of the destination clipping parameters in the

PMé4 spec.

Change 37667 on 2002/10/17 by gregs@aregs1400_win_marlboro
update

Change S7661 on 2062/10/17 by gregs@pregs™400_win_marlbora

addedto the discription of ROM_CLKregister

Change 57576 on 2002/10/16 by grege@laptop]

work in progress

Change 37574 on 1002/10/16 by gregs@!aptop]
work in progress

Change 37527 on 2003/10/16 byllefebur@llefebvre_laptop_r400

Clarifications and minor updates. Version 2.98.
Change 37510 on 2062/10/16 by csampayo@fl_cs: npayo_r400

Added 1 new HOS with index reset test, updated test_list and test tracker
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Change $7247 on 1602/10/15 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1460

Added 5 new VGTindex reset tests and updated test_list and test tracker
Change 57202 on 2002/10/15 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated test_list arid test tracker for the following VGT tests:
r400vat_vix_ex,
riddvat_vtx_exp
r400vet vix export

     rery_ver
very Very simple03

Change 57196 on 2002/10/15 by jacarev@P!_jcarey2 

Update tor SCLE_REG

Change 57184 on 2002/10/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update.

Change 57177 on 2002/10/15 by beiwang@bei_depot
Updated the MCCI block diagram with the latest AGP path

 Change 57175 on 2602/10/15 by jacarev@ifi_jcarey?

1. Add CP_PERFMON_CNTLto CPregister set
2. Docuracntation Updates for Clock Gating

Change 57163 on 2002/10/15 by jowang@jowang_R400_win

updated test plan with M3 features for 20bpp and CRC

Change 57157 on 2002/10/15 by smorcin@smorein_r400

updated with register names

Change 57146 on 2002/10/15 by kmehler@kmshler_ri00_doc_lib
Added some minordetails, but not sure what?

Change 57086 on 2002/10/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE.
134
Added MIF PACKINGbit allowing to disable packing of the mip tail.

Change 57052 on 2002/10/15 by jacarey@l_jcarey2

Clarify the number of DWORDsfor ALU and Texture constant updates.
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Change 56993 un 2002/10/14 by csampayoi@flcsampaye_1406

Closed bugs63,71,74. Added bugi# 76

Change 56977 on 2002/10/14 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
update

Change 56944 on 2002/1U/14 byjacar ifjearey2

Update Diagram for Dynamic Clocking in the CF

Change 56936 on 2602/10/14 by csampays@tl_csampayo_r400

Added 3 new VGTtests, updated test_list and test tracker

Change 56928 on 2002/10/14 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

update.

Change 56918 on 2062/10/14 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_Itr400
Some VGT housekeeping

Change 56881 on 2062/16/14 by Hefebwr@lefebwre_laptop_r406
 Loops, jumps snd calls are now using a 13 bit addres: allows to jump and call and

loop around any control flow addresses (does not requires to be even anymore)

Change 56872 on 2002/10/14 by Iseiler@seiler_r400_win_marlbora

Updated Zplane format to include MultiSample bit

Change 56865 on 2002/10/14 by vgoel@f_veoel?

added frame buffer dump mismatch issne for tiled on and off mode

Change 56855 on 2062/10/11 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 56838 on 2662/10/14 by keorrell@kcorrell_r400_docs_marlbara_nb

update of MH document up to chapter 13
Change 56659 on 2602/10/11 byjayvw@MA.  AYW

old needs updating
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Change 56475 on 2002/1W10 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Fix LUTfill for Floating point 16161616 mode - (00006 - Ox3BEF)

Change 56461 on 2002/10/16 by ubarbier@ubarbier_1400_win_tor

Added CRTC1 & CRTC? enable and freeze signals
Added CRIC1 & CRTC2 interrupts.

 Change 56403 on 2602/10/16byjas f r400_win_tor

Updated test names and status.

Change 56398 on 2002/10/10by grayc@graye_r400_win
updates

Change 56386 on 2002/10/10 by rherrick@ma_rherrick_crayola

Implement Mult-sample stimulus application by TC client...

Change 56354 on 2602/10/10 by gregs@gregy1400_ _iiaribore

added block_busy_extender
Changs 56350 on 2002/10/10 by jacarcy@tl jcarcy2

Update pseudocode for LCC packet as processed by Real-time

Change 56318 on 2002/10/10 by rfevreau@irtevrean_1400_win

Added a sleep to the job file and added new DVOtestlist

Change 56314 on 2002/10/16 byjacarey@fl_jearey2

Clarification on ME1 for Mask Bit 9

Change 56313 on 2602/10/16 by csampayo@itlcsampaye_r406

Adeed bug 73

Change 56303 on 2002/10/16by jacarey@fl_jcarey2
Added Default Reset Contre! to ME init packet (bit 9 of mask)

Change 56713 on 2002/10/09 by gregs@laptopl

update
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Change 566L2 on 2002/10/11 by jacarev@tL 

Update for DPSRCSOURCE

Change 56604 on 2062/10/11 bylefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400
Revision 2.06 of the spec.

Change 56601 on 2002/L0/1L by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Completed b&woffset fleating point tests

Change 56593 on 2002/L0/11 by jacarey@ifi_jcarey2

Make SQ_CP_*eventid buses $ bits to cover all detined events.

Change 56586 on 2002/L0/11 by dwong@cndwong2

changed the real-time signal names wired inta CP Gram overlay)

bits $ and 6 of connections to the CP_rts_discretes input bus are changed to
DISPx_CP_flip_proceed
Change 56581 on 2002/10/11 by tshah@il_tshah

description cf RBBMDEBUGregister write - oop in KBBM's BIF_PIPE
Change 56579 on 2002/10/11 by kmahlor@kmahler r460 doc lib

Some updates fo support Random Shader Generator.

Change 56574 on 2002/L0/1L by kmehler@kmehler_r400_doc_lib

Some mere updates, This document is now mostly ready forthe initial review to allow
the first phase of development to begin.

Change 36558 on 2002/LU/L1 by jacarev@f!_jcarey2
B4 and B9 Booleans necdto be set for NextChar

Change 56544 on 2002/10/11 by jluulk@MA_JHOULE
O18:
Various updates in descriptions.
Updated TP TC interface to 9 bits of pitch cverywhore.

Change 56495 on 2002/10/10 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_14060

Added bug# 74
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Change 56212 on 2002/10/09 by csampayo@ilcsampayo_400

Soms VGT housekseping
 Change S6171 on 2602/10/69 by csampayo@f_csampayo_1400

1. Updatedtests r400vgt_index_min_max_O1 and _02 for multi-context
2. Added new VGTtests ri00vet_index_min_max_03 and 04
3. Updated test list and the test tracker

  

Change 35126 on 2002/10/09 by mpersand@impersand_r400_win_tor

Bumped document revision

Change 56123 on 2002/10/69 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Added TV_DOU T_interlace_en and TV_DOUT_tvout_en to interface.

Change 56082 on 2062/10/09 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Added VIP_CP_eof_acktolist.

Change 56051 on 7003/10/09 by gregs@aptop]

pin_strap_buscfg is 2 bits widw now (was3 bits)
Change 56048 on 2602/10/09 byjacarey@fl_jcarev2

Invert polarity of the MH_CP_writecleansignal

Change 56033 on 2002/10/09 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptop
Packed color example usage fur VFD

Change $6008 on 2002/10/69 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

* Rasterize 256 triangles, 1 packet. Each triangle should hit 4 quads.
The test moves the triangle 2 quads at a time in X and
2 quads in increasing Y.

* [Ipdate test_lst
* Update tesi documentationin test tracker

 
 

Change 55960 on 2602/10/68 by nbarbicr@inbarbier 1400 win tor

Added description of 2nd DVO CRC.
Added description of TMDS data synchronizer.

Change 55950 on 2002/L0/08 by grege@gregs1400win_marlboro
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<DEVICE_ID - work in progress >

Change 55945 on 2002/10/08 by ashishs@#fl_ashishs_r400_win
update

Change 55935 on 2062/10/08 by jacarey@ifl_jcarey?

Update description of the BO 2D Boolean for monochrome sources.
Change 55922 on 2002/10/08 byjacarey@tl_jcarey2

OnlySet BG Boolean for solid brushes if SRC_TYPE != Mono

Change 55904 on 2062/10/08 by bryans@brvans_crayela_doc
Update schedule tu mininize Linux usage afler midnight

Change 53891 on 2002/1W08 by rhesrick(@®ma_rherick_crayola

Removing FETCHSHADOWfrom queuemar/checker... Implementing setting of SCLK
period in parser... Changing IDLE to work on SCLK instead of MCLK... Beginning
impiementation Fetch Multisample in checker Gvanted to regress and check this change in before
heading forward from this point)

Change 55869 on 2002/10/08 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

a sange 55848 on 2662/10/08 by mpersaud@impersaud_1400_win_tor

Update port names to match verilog implementation
Change 55816 on 2002/10/08 byjacarsyi@il_jcarey2

Update spec for dst clip parameters te be positive only.

Changs 55795 on 2002/10/08 by smoss@smosz crayola win
su less

Change 53763 on 2602/10/08 by grayc@grayc_r400_win
initial release

Change 53758 on 2002/10/08 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Add Clay's multi-chip tests to SC special cases documentation
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Change 55440 on 2602/10/04 by pregs@isregs_r400_win_marlbaro

update
Change 55399 on 2002/10/04 by jacareyi@il_jcarey2

Miscellaneous Updates for New 2D Packets

Change 55398 on 2062/10/04 byjacarey@ifl_jcarey2
i. Removed Width from compound indices
2. Added 27_Tri_Sirip compound indice3. Mise. Comments.

 

Change 55342 on 2062/10/04 by sregs@gregs_r400_win_marlbore
update

Change 55332 on 2002/10/04 byllefebwr@llefebvr_r4uu

Small update regarding allocs.

Change 55327 on 2602/10/04 by alleux@allengr400_win_mariburu

Additional information regarding the color arid depth cache tests...
Changc 55302 on 2002/10/04 by jimmylau@jimmylau 1400 win tor

Updates SCL-CRTC interface specs based on interface review on Sept 25, 02

Change 55285 on 2002/10/04 by mkelly@8_mkelly1r400_win_laptop

Enter new SC perf test

Change 55209 on 2062/10/04 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added bugi# 70
Change 55208 on 2602/10/03 bygregs@laptopt

added issnes/notes related ta padring.

Change 55199 on 2062/10/03 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Added 4 new DMA swap tests and updated test_list andthe test tracker

Change 55179 on 2002/10/02 by gregs@laptopt
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Change $3731 on 2602/10/07 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo1400

Added bug# 72
Change 55727 on 2002/10/67 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_1400

Added VGT indexsize test and updated test_list and test tracker

Change 55696 on 2062/10/07 by grege@aregs1400_win_marlboro
AGP bug “AD_76stitch"- fixed

Change 53679 on 2602/10/67 byjacarev@fi_jcarey?

Added write confirm function for DMAengine at end of table.
Change 55669 on 2602/10/67 by rbell@rbell_crayula_win_cvd  

Completed half res tests

Change 55570 on 2002/10/07 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_[t_r40d
Added bug? 71

Change $5555 on 2002/10/67 by chwang@chwang_doc_1400_win_cvd
Update.

Change 55544 on 2002/10/07 by imuskath@limuskath_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 55527 on 2002/10/07 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SU tests

Change 35513 on 2002/10/66 byashishs@fl_ashishs160_win
update

Change $5506 on 2002/10/66 by Ikeng@kangr400_win_tor

updates
Change 55494 on 2002/10/65 by gregs@ilaptop] 

update - tests passed.
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added DVOpowerpads + added ESD pads (not distributed yet) + equlized sides to
approximately the same size + clean-up

Change 55164 on 2002/10/03 by mzhu@mzhu crayola win tor

Modify the 3rd milestone tests

Change $5163 on 2002/10/63 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2
Updates to Gradfill packet
Update to comment on setting the 2D B3 Boolean

Change $5162 on 2002/10/03 byjacarev@il carey2

Boolean B3 should be '6' for SRC_TYPE~0.
Mark Earl will check-in the emulator update.

Change 55136 on 1002/10/03 by mpersand@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Updated interface as per interface spec review on September 27
Change 55094 on 2062/10/63 by kmehler@kmahler_c460_doc_lib

Anotherintermediate revision... getting closer :}

Change 55083 on 2062/10/03 by smorein@smorein_1400
initial version of performance counter spec, block leads and arch need te view and edit

Change $5036 on 2002/10/63 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406

VGThousekeeping
Change 54988 on 2002/10/63 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_evd

Completed digital output tests and teapottest.

Change 54971 on 2002/10/03 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Minor updates ly register defwult values and minimal power-up sequence.

Change 54899 on 2007/10/02 by grege@gregs1400win_mariboro

open issuce update

Change 54893 on 2002/10/62 by gregs@gregs400_win_marlboro

Fixed the PadList name :)
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Change 54882 on 2002/10/02 by gregs@gregsr400_win_urarlburc

DEP generator pages cleaned-up.

Change 54810 on 2002/10/02 by cszampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400
Forgot to save previous updates

Change 54802 on 2002/10/02 by csampayoi@ilcsampayo_r400

Added 3 new VGT tests with negative index offsets and updated test_ list and the testtracker

Change 54725 on 2062/10/02 by kmahler@kmahler_r430_doc_lib

Another intermediate revision ofthe initial spec.
Change 54701 un 2602/10/01 by gregs@grege1400_win_urariburc

update Cluesday}

Change 54679 on 2002/10/01 bytshah@fl_tshah
vat skew count changes in decoument and code -- threshold must be a non-zero evennumber

Change 54634 on 2002/10/01 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SUtests

Change 54610 on 2662/10/61 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add LUTand frame bufferfill pattem for digital output
Change 54584 on 2662/10/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_400_win_laptep

Update more stipple test docurnentation....

Changs 54567 on 2602/10/01 by ercas@grege r400 win marlboro

added tux fur core_volt_onti[?:0] pins

Change 54559 on 2002/10/01 byjacarey@iil_jcarey2
Partial updates for new 2D packets

Change 54523 on 2002/10/61 by mkellyv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update new window offsettests.
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Change 54264 on 2002/09/30 byjeox @jcox_r400

Fix macro for dating chart
Change 54263 on 2002/09/30 byjcox@ijcox_r400

Fix miscellanems issues with Emulation regression summary and detail charts

Change 54261 on 2062/09/30by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Update usage of regress_r400

Change 54252 on 2002/09/29 by csampayo@flcsampayo_It_r4uu

Updated status for the VGTtests:
rA00vet_index_offset_04
AOOvet_index_offset_05

Change 54248 on 2002/09/29 by gregs@llaptopl

Sundayupdate

Change 54184 un 2602/09/27 by rfevreau@rfevreau_1400_wit

Added new job file and rg tiles tor VIP full chiprun
DVO Testlist update

Change 54165 on 2602/09/27 by joox@ijcox_r400

Add Emulatortest plans to web

Change 54162 on 2062/09/27 bygregs@laptopl
Friday update

Change 54124 on 2602/09/27 by jeox@web_sync

Changes to publish charts to web (add close workbook macro)
Change 54120 un 2602/09/27 by gabarca@gabaica_crayula_win_cvd

updated, stil! not with the meeting conclussions

Changs 54118 on 2002/09/27 by joox@ifl joox2 web

Add macros to cutput charts to web

Change 51069 on 2002/09/27 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r100
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Change 54518 on 2607/1601 by mpersand@impersand_1400_win_tor

Added to CRTC_TV.doc
Change 54490 on 2002/10/01 byjacarey _jcarey_desktop

Miscellaneous clarifications to the RT event engine diagram.

Change 34476 on 2062/09/20 by kmahler@kmahler_r400_doc_lib
More updates to the initia! design dec.

Change 54464 on 2602/09/30 by gregs@gregsri00_win_marlboro
added DEBUGbusconnections

Change 54447 on 2002/09/30 by grege@gregs_1400_wit_imarlboro

closed ring with comers.

Change 54416 on 2002/39/30 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETTLT
Added FetchMultiSample.

Change 34370 on 2002/09/20 by jacarev@ifl_jcarey2
Added compound index details for Stretch Bit Support.

Change 54347 on 2003/09/30 by jacarev@itl_jcarey?

Add register to the poll_valid signal to align with data.

Change 54321 on 2002/09/30 byimuskatb’@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change $4331 on 2062/09/30 by chwana@chwangdoc_ri00_win_cvd
Update.

Change $4279 on 2002/09/30 by vgoel@fl_vgoel?

added bugzilla number 435
Change 54269 on 2602/09/30 by jeox@jcox_r400

fix size of chart
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Updated bug# 67

Change 51055 on 2002/09/27 by dougd@doug
Updatedarea of sq block based on netlist submitted 9/27/02

Change $4049 on 2002/09/27 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Sore housekeeping ...
Change 54043 on 2602/09/27 by kevinco@kevino_r400_win_mariboro

latest

Change 54028 on 2002/39/27 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Clean Up Spev per actual conmections.

Change 53988 on 2002/19/26 by gregs@aregs1400win_mariboro

update

Change 53953 un 2003/09/26 by snuss@stnuss_crayoka_wit
SUtests

Change 53900 on 2002/09/26 by jacarevi@fl jcarcy desktop

Make 2D Default registers write only. Readable via the ME_STATMUX

Change $3857 on 2003/09/26 by jacarev@tl_jcarey_desktop

Update Event_Write packet to include all events 

Change 53850 on 1602/09/26 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r460_win_tor

Updated interface documentafter review meeting.
Change 53842 on 2602/09/26 by rfevreau@riewreau_r400_win

Docs updates

Change 53894 on 2002/09/26 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_: 

updated

Change 53802 on 2662/09/26 by veoel@fl_vgoe!?

updated for closed bugs
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Change 53795 on 2662/09/26 byprunstad@prinstad_r466_win_mart

Updated mh area.
Change 53760 on 2002/09/26 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

Close out two bugs

Change 53709 on 2002/09/25 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r40¢_win_cnimuskatb
Ist draft of sample counter test

Change 53699 on 2002/09/25 by gregs@prege_r400_ |marlboro

update
Chuuge 53678 on 2602/09/25 by csumpayo@tlcsumpaye_r406

Closed bug# 66.

Change 53638 on 2002/09/25 bytien@ma_spinach
updated TF and TC areas

Change 53622 on 2002/09/25 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
updats

Change 53614 an 2062/09/28 byjasi sif_1406_win_tor

Updated regression test names.

Change 53607 on 2002/09/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Poly offset / scale tests

Change 53556 on 2002/09/25 byjacarey@ifl_jcarey_decktop
Update CP's Buffer Sizes to a 2°20 DWORD limit.

Change 53534 on 2602/09/25 by csampayo@ifl_csampaye1406

Added Bugzilla report# to bugi# 67
Change 53531 on 2002/09/25 by tshah@ifl_tshah

Logic for bield Affecting Operation @ AQ)
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< NEW- using rv350 pads now >

Change 53382 on 2002/09/24 by imuskatb@imuskatb r400 win cnimuskatb

first pass Lor M3 test

Change 53372 on 2002/09/24 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb
updated teat lib

Change 53368 on 2062/09/24 by khabbari@khabbari_ra60_win

test plan tor Ib released

Change 53367 on 2002/09/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Tog bug, rectangle list broken when CI. clipping enabled andclipped

Change 53361 on 2062/09/14 by peorgev@ma_georgev
Added PV to master document.

Change 53359 on 2062/09/24 by allens@alleng1406_win_marlboro

Initial checkin of PerformanceVerification test plan...
Change 53356 on 2002/09/24 by khabbari@khabbari_r400_win

added HTOTALBY_8to the interface

Change 53347 on 2002/09/24 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Update to HOS lest description.

Change 53288 on 2002/09/24 byjacareyi@fl_jcarey_desktop
 Add Fix2Flt_Reg PM4 Packet For Video Folks,

PlM4 Spec Update for Packet
Add Opeude to pai4_it_opcudesNew Test Inchided  

Change 53266 on 2062/09/24 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc
The Excel spreadsheet version of the R400 Regression milestones.doc

Change 5324? on 2002/09/24 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

added blink_sequencel test
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Chuarge 53503 on 2602/09/25 by utkelly@l_imkellyr400_win_laplop

Log potential bug

Change 53502 on 2062/09/25 by mkelly@ifl_mkellyr493_win_laptep
Log potential bug

Change 53499 on 2002/09/25 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

PolyOffset combinations...

Change 53496 on 1602/09/25 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Document r1G0sc_poly_otfset_03 test

Change 53477 on 2002/09/24 by grege@gregs_1400_win_marlboro
update

Change $3472 on 2002/09/24 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_mariboro
update

Change 53466 on 2062/09/24 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400  

Try again
Change 53464 on 2062/09/24 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_400

Added bug#67

Change 53454 on 2002/09/24 by efong@efong_r430_win_tor_doc
Initial Leda Proposal

Change 53451 on 2002/09/24 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r40e

Added now VGT test. Updated test list and test tracker

 Chuarge 53423 on 2002/09/24 by csumpayo@iflcsaipayo_1400

Closed bug# 61 and added bugit 66
Change 53396 on 2002/09/24 bysregs@aregs 1400 win marlboro

package.xis is now the official r400spreadsheet.

Change $3395 on 2002/09/24 by egs@aregsr400_win_marlboro
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Change 5320 on 2002/09/23 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r4d0

Added now VGT index reset test. Updated test list and test tracker 
Change 53167 on 2002/09/23 by jacarev@l_joarey_desktup 

1. Comment Only Correction to the Micrecode
2. Update Brush_X and Brash_Ypointers in PM‘ specto be ofthe range 0.6 to 7.0

Change 53165 on 2063/09/23 byfrising@ma_frising
wLSS
Updates to FetchMuitiSample:
-Added Point Filter to MSAA_FILTER_FUNCTION. This will be used to return a

specific sample.
-OFFSET_Z will be used Le specify which sample io return.
-For fetchuiltisample constant, renamed OUTfileds to RESU!.T and COTOROfields to

MSAA. Also swapped their locations. ‘Lhis maybe slightly unexpected for SW bi akes
RESULT_FCRMATalign with DATA_FORMATwhichis more consistent for TC/TP. Note
these fields may go under an additional name change once the naw MS.AAregisters had been
named. all in the name of consistency.

 

 

Change $316? on 2602/09/23 byjacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop

Clarifications to LCC and Set_Constant Packet
Change S31 LL on 2602/09/23 bytshah@il_tshah

Only CPQ_DATA_SWAP bit controls the CP_PUSH_* data swap

Change 53072 on 2002/09/23 by efong@efong_r490_win_tor_doc
Updated

Change $3056 on 2602/09/23 byjacarev@i carey_desktop

Documented ROP3's that are supported in R400 for 2D.
Chunge 53020 un 2602/09/23 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_wit_cuitnuskalb

updated

Change 53019 on 2002/09/23 by mkeliv@ll mkclly 1400 win laptep

Poly Offset, SMSAA, HOS

Change 53097 on 2002/09/23 by jacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop
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1. Update for oper=chi epack function for Dst_Type=2
2. Updatesizes for physical memories.

 
 

Change 52992 on 2062/09/23 by mpersaud@mpersaud_1100_win_tor
Rev0.7 Mahendra Persaud
Added TV_CRTC_framestart_freg[ 1:0] port.

Change 52951 on 2002/09/22 by rihambirn@irthambirn_r400_win_tor

Expanded the address width from MH to BIP.

Change 52950 on 2002/09/22 byrthambim@rihambim_r400_win_tor

Added status signals.

Change 52949 on 2002/09/22 by rthambim@rihambim_r400_win_tor

Included Multi-Function changes.

Change 52866 on 2062/09/20 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400
Added 2 new VGTtests and updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly

hange 52854 on 2002/09/20 by mzhu@imzhu_crayola_win_tora

Add test plan for 3rd Milestone features
Change 52843 on 2002/09/26bygregs@igregs_1400_win_marlbore

Friday's update

Change 52804 on 2602/09/20 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Log potential texture / baryc bug

Change 52794 on 2002/09/26 by mkellv@fi_mkellyr40c_win_laptop

Review and update SC test validation tracking...

Change 52756 on 2002/09/20 by csampayv@hesumpeyo_lt_1400

Added bug# 63
Chanec 52730 on 2002/09/20 byrhorrick@ma rhorrick crayola

Implementing SWAPraodein parser through to client interface... Changeall tests to
include SWAPNONE required field...
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added deafirt values for ram_pads_reg.

Change 52449 on 2002/09/19 by kmahler@kmahler_r190_doc_lib
Added Primlib documents to doc_lib.

Change 52431 on 2662/09/18 by gregs@erezs1400winmarlboro

It passes read_write test.
Change 52430 on 2002/09/18 bygregs@gregs_r400_win_marlboro

added note about auto-increment of index register

Change 52429 on 2002/09/18 by csampayo@fi_csampayo_r400
Added 5 new VGTprintevls ud updated test_list and test wacker wccordingly

Change 52426 on 2002/09/18 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlboro

added ROMpads control register

Change 52411 un 2602/09/18 by bryaus@bryans_crayula_doe

Update for 0/16
Changc 52401 on 2002/09/18 by imuskatb@imuskatb r460 win caimuskatb

updated test list and dates

Change 52388 on 2002/09/18 by gregs@eregsr400_win_marlboro

fixed couple of bit fields XSTRAP2register

Change 52382 on 2062/09/18 by mdoggett@MA_MNOGGETT_I.T
Added DXN

Change 52363 on 2662/09/18 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Add more description in 11.1.2 and 11.1.3 for double buffer in horizontal retrace

Change 52342 on 2002/09/18 by mkelly@fil_mkelly1400_win_laptep
close bug

Change 52334 on 2602/09/18 by mpersand@mpersand_r400_win_tor

Added vsyne and hsync going to dac capture model
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Also innplementing paris of RANDOMmuds on address iransactions...

Change 52722 on 2002/09/20 by rbell@rbell_crayoia_win_cevd

Updated
Change 52648 on 2062/39/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added I new VGT event handling test and updated the test_list and test tracker
accordingly
Change 52615 on 2602/09/19 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor 

Update test plan for third milestone

Change 52610 on 2062/09/19 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_[t_roc
Some VGT housekcepins

Change $2551 on 2002/09/19 by rramsey@RRAMSEYb4r400win

Clean up RTS dafain the SC
Change sc_walker se that hw_scissor is passed down instead of recalculated in the walker
Removeregisiry check for covered edge biasfix,it's always cn now
Add covered edge bias fix to RTL (sc_pipe)
Clean up some compile warnings in the gpp
Add some documentation on line_stipple

 

Change 52531 on 2002/09/19 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 52596 on 2062/09/19 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr493_win_laptep
 Cycle SC_SAMPLE_CNTL permutations with all primtypes

Cycle MSA A, 192 packets

Change 52487 on 2062/39/19 by imuskatb@imuskatb_14100_win_cnimuskatb
updated test list

Change $2482 on 2662/09/19 by mkelly@fL_mkelly1400winlaptop

Primitive should be gouraud shaded,itis flat shaded.
Related to PARAM GEN=truc, CENTERS ONLY, and SAMPLE CENTER
IfPARAM_GEN-—false, gouraud shading works as expected.

Change 52475 on 2002/09/19 by gregs@gregs1400_win_marlboro
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 Change 52324 on 2002/09/14 by jacarev@ifl_jcarey_desktop

Intrinsic function for unpacking colors to 8888 format

Change 52300 on 2002/09/18 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laplop

Cycle primitive types through all MSAA and JSS modes.
Change 52295 on 2002/09/18 by nbarbicr@nbarbicr r400 win tor

Added MOUT_TIC tests for M3

Change 52294 on 2002/09/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Adding it for Tien (he had problems}

Change 52268 on 2662/09/18 by csampayo@A_csampayo_r400

Added bug# 61
 G@fi_jcarey_desktopChange 52263 on 1602/09/18 byjacarey

Update for Alpha Color Defaults for RGBS6§ brush color format

Change 52257 on 2002/09/18 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
updated

 Change $2230 on 2002/09/18 by jacarev@il_jcarey_desktop
 

Update to SRC terms for smmall_text and hostdata_blt* packets (i.e. 32-bit SRC_OFFSET)
Updated the fixed constants that are in the C7 vertex shader constant.

Change 52229 on 1662/09/14 by jacarev@Fi_jcarey_desktop 

Update for 32-bit SRC_Offset term for Small_Text and HostData_Bit* packets
Clarification for Foreground and Background Colors = Dst_Type format

Change 52226 on 2602/09/18 by efong@elongr400_win_tor_doc

Added in a whole bunch of visio diagrams for someof the models

 Change 52221 on 2002/09/18 byjacarey jcarcy desktop

Update CP_STQ_AVAIL reaister fields

Change 52204 on 2062/09/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r199_win_laptop
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RB asserts when polygon wil MSAA = 0.1.2.3 followed
bypoint Hist MSAA = 5. Tf polygon MSAA = 5 or 7 the
test completes as expected.
$rs00/devel/te Ust/sre/chip/gfx/pa/bugs

 

make r400sc_sp_sarmple_cntl_O8_bug.emu

Assertion failed: (coverageézerrmask}
/rb_color_model.cpp, line 334
mako[2}: [run emu] Error 3 (ignored)

 
G, Tile ./..7././emu_lib/model/gfird

Change 52182 on 2002/09/17 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated DAC, TMDS & DVOsections tor M3 requirements.

Change 52181 on 2002/09/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Housekeeping update

Change 52180 on 2002/09/17 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400
Added 4 new VGTprim tests and updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly.

Change 52165 on 2062/09/17 by sbagshaw@sbagshaw 
modified to add additional details to one-shot mode
ronamcd all of the registers to have a DC prefix

Change 52045 on 20 VOSITT by kevino@ikevino_r400_win_marthora

tctux for texture offsets (sample shitt}

Change 52031 on 2002/09/17 by vgocl@f_veoel2

added bugs 385, 386

Change 52039 on 2002/09/17 byimuskatb@imuskatb_110G_win_cnimuskatb
update

Change $2025 on 2602/09/17 by smoss@smose_crayola_win

bug in primlib
Change 52024 on 2002/09/17 byrfewreau@irfevrean_r400_win

Updates
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1) Predicate stack as a destination operand cannot be an export register, thus all predicate
setting operation must have a GPRas the destination.

2) Predicate sciting operations CANNOTspecify clamp, negate and absolute modifiers.

3) Kill operations CANNOT specily CLAMP.

4) ALUinstructions that export to Position, Color, cr Fog cannot be predicated.
5) KILL, MOVA, and PRED SETtype instructions maynet be coissucd with cach other.

Added restriction that the shader pragram cannot use the Address Register Relative Mode
within an exec_end or a cexec_end low-level control flowinstruction.

Change 51767 on 2002/09/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Update

Change 51748 on 2002/09/16 by mkelly@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update

Change 51741 on 2002/09/16 by vgucl@i_vguel2

added potential bug with dumpviewin displaying outpui oftest with high tessellationlevel

Change 51672 on 2002/09/15 by gregs@laptopL

< added comments about TST_CG_test_sel signal >

Change 51561 on 2662/09/13 by sregs@sregs_r400_win_marlbore
Friday update

Change 51498 on 2002/09/13 by mkelly@f_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update
Change 51490 on 2002/09/13 by csanpayo@flcsampuye_lt1400

Added to test_list and updated status for test:
r400vet_muiti_prim_reset_index_all_01

 

Change 51449 on 2602/09/13 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlbore

<minor updates>

Change 51438 on 2002/09/12 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop
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Change 52020 un 2602/09/17 by chang @chwangdoc400_win_evd

Update.

Change 52018 on 2002/39/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_400
Housekeeping update

Change 52009 on 2003/09/17 by mdogget(@MA_MDOGGETT LT
Added L2 Block OF ots

Change 51990 on 2002/09/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to status of a HOStest.

Change 51904 on 2602/09/16 by sbagshaw@sbag shaw

R466 Test Debug Rus for Toronto Crayola blocks

Change 51897 on 2062/09/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Added 3 new VGTprim tests and updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly.

Change 51864 on 2603/09/16 by mpersaud@mpersaud_1400_win_tor

Added Q@DCCIF_W2S56ONLYand Q_DCCIF_WC_TIMEOUT[S:0] to interface
Change $1792 on 2602/09/16 byfrising@ma_frising

WLS?
-MSAA_NUM_SAMPLESnow replacesARBITRARYFILTERin FetchMultiSample

constant. Users will be expected to setARBITRARYFILTERviathe instruction when/if
needed. Use of constant value for this case will be undefined (and will likely resuit in
MSAA_NUM_SAMPLES being used). 

Change 51786 on 2002/09/16 by kmatler@kmahler_r400_doc_hib

Added description for using Control Plow Boolean Constants and Control Flow LoopConstants.

Change 51784 on 2002/09/16 by kmahter@kmahler_r460_doc_lib
 Changed format of Fetch instruction that only perform "Set" type operations byremoving

the destination operand and the ‘base’ source operand(the constant register operand).
 

Added the following syntax changes:
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Adjust Registers for Visibility
 Change 51430 on 2602/09/13 by vaocl@fl vgocl2

updated bugs whichare resolved

Change $1331 on 2002/09/13 by gregs@gregs1400_win_marlboro
< SDI and SDP swapped >

Change 51314 on 2602/09/13 by jacarey@f_jcarey_desktap

Removed ROP=0xCC note from PM4 spec fer brush types 6x6 and Ox7

Change 51233 on 2002/09/12 by veoel@fl_vgocl2

added bug 365, PA hanging if vertex export is enabled.

Change 51228 on 2002/09/12 by whui@whui_r400_win_tor
update idet_status

Change $1201 on 2002/09/12 by csampayo@fl_csampayo1400

1. Added 3 new VGTprovoking vbx tests
2. Updated test list and test tracker

Change 51196 on 2602/09/12 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated test after picasso change

Change 51090 on 2002/09/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep 

Update

Change 51969 on 2002/09/12 by jacarev@fi_joarey_desktop
Update for opsr-gmcdecode: Brush Type Oxé and 0x7 set bit 15 of result

Change 51068 on 2602/09/12 by jacarey@fi_jcarey_desktop

42x1 Brush Typesare not converted to 22bpp by the CP.
Change 51044 on 2002/09/12 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 51093 on 2002/09/12 by jowang@jowans_R400_win
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add large v downscale case ta debrig

Change 51001 on 2062/09/12 byjowang@jowangR100_win
added debug scaling tests

Change 50985 on 2662/09/12 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update STEREOSYNCalgorithm
Change 50910 on 2002/09/11 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlbore

update

Change 50873 on 2662/09/11 by efong@efong_r400_win_ter_doc
Updated

Change 50836 on 2002/09/11 by kmahler@kmahler_r400_doc_lib

Madethe following changes:
1) Removed ALL referencesofclauses.

2) Moved Texture Instrution definitions trom chapter 3 into Appendix
3) Romoved remaining portion of Chapter3, since the information was duplicated in

Chapter 4. Chapter 4 is now chapter3.

4) Made majorrevisions to Chapter 8 "Programming Syntax AndUsage"

- Re-ordered sections to improve flow.
- Updated the low-level control flowsyntax.
- Added detailsforthe mid-level control flow syntax.
- Updated predication instruction syntax and description
- Removed previous vector and previous scalar syntax frora ALU source operands.
- Enhanced register indexing.
- Updated ALUinstruction syntaxte properly describe vector and scalar operations that

do net conform to the general syntax: mova type, kill type, and predicate setting typs operations.
- Corrected the usage of inslructivn’ where ‘operation’ was ricant in dic description ofALUinstructions

 
 

 

 

5) Removed chapter 16 “Program text file format”since it was redundentinformation.
6) Made minor enhancementste descriptions.

7) Added Cross-Keferences where appropriate and started using a standard for these
using the form:
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bug fix

Change 50623 on 2062/09/16by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 50615 on 2662/09/16 by rbell@rbell rayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 50605 on 2002/09/16 by subad@MA_SUBA

Updated Area numbers of PCL) with the new code

Change 50578 on 2002/09/16byjacerey@Hl_jcarey_desktop
Update POLYLINE pseudocode.

Change 50566 on 2002/09/10 by graye@igrave1400win

added minutesfor last two meetings

Change 50539 un 2002/09/10 by mkelly@l_mikelly1400_win_luptop

Updates...
Changc 50485 on 2002/09/16 by csampayo@fl csampayo 1400

Format update

Change 50456 on 2002/09/10 by Hefebvr@letebvre_laptop_r400

New spin of the SQ spec including some interface changes and auto-counter architectural
changes (lor multipass pixel/vertex shaders}.

 

Change 50441 on 2002/09/10 byjimmylauG@jimmylau_1400_win_tor

Ainor changes in CRTC testplan document
Change 50413 on 2002/09/10 by jacursy@M_jearey_desktop

Added Cache_Flush_andinvalidate‘I'S to Hvent_TimeStamp_Write packet

Change 50403 on 2002/09/10 by jacarcy@il jcarcy desktop

Add Result Reuse to Diagram

Change 50398 on 2002/09/10byjacarey@fl_jcarey_decktop
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see section header_nurnber:"header_text" on page 7

This allows hardcopyreaders the ability to easily locate a reference (see section
8.4.2.3.1: "Vector Operations" on page 38 for an example).

8) Modified the Appendix:

- Removedthe Following due to duplication:
- Syntax Reference.- Control Flowfrom Instruction Refercace.

- Moved BNF further down.
- Revised Instraction Reference.
- Updated examples to mid-level syntax
 

Change 50802 on 2602/99/11 by jcoxn@jcox_1400_win
Moving le r406/web directory

Change 50800 on 2002/09/11 by jeox@jcox_r400_win
Initial Checkin of R406 Web

Change 50799 on 2002/09/11 by mkelly@tl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..
Change 50758 on 2002/09/11 by csampayo@#tl csampayo 1400

Some housek eeping updates

Change 30728 on 1002/09/11 by mkeliy@tl_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Logged sq dump bug for record keeping

Change 50722 on 2002/09/11 by rfevrean @irfevrean_r400_win
Test #7

Change 50707 on 2002/09/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Simple triangle, polymode back face tri fill

Change 50647 on 2002/09/10 by sregs@aregs_1i00_win_marlboro
update (only 3 ERRORsin build_ic Jog)

Change 30632 on 2002/09/10 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
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Update Indice count for Polyline packet,

Change 50347 on 2002/09/09 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r1400
1. Added SU multi-contexttest
2. Updated test_list and test wacker aceurdingly

Change $0340 on 2003/09/69 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated after mecting

Change 50339 on 2002/09/09 bv gregs@gregsr400_win_marlbara
update

Change 50332 on 2002/09/09 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

added timing for each VGA made

Change 50326 on 2002/09/09 bynbarbier@nbarbier_1190_win_tor
Updated DVGspecs.

Change 50296 on 26 2/09/08 by hartogs@tl_hartegs 
Added section on determi

initiator and the grouper regst
Added section on sanity checks for programming the grouper in major mode L

 ing the required amount of input data based on the draw  

Change $0249 on 2002/09/69 by veoel@fl_vgoel2

closed bug issue for PNTQL

 Change 50246 on 2002/09/69 by mhu@inzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update ICON and CURSOR X2 magnification algorithm.

Change 50213 on 2002/09/€9 byfrising@ma_frising
VALS
-Addin 32 it clear color to texfiire constant layout for FetchMultiSample

This involved replacing CLAMP_Z (which did nothing for FetchMultiSample) with
FILTER FUNCTION. Notc that FILTER FUNCTIONis3 bits (from 6).

Drivers will be required to do a resolve pass when using fast color clear for multisarnple
render targets > 32 bits prior to a multisampe feich. Currently we only have one such format
(Axi6)
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 Tu the future (r[v]45 itinay be desireable le [etch individual samples intu the shader
pipe. This might he accomplished by a FT.TER_FUNCTION opcode that ustimps the clear color
bits. In this case (low performance anywa' fast color expand might always be required. But
again, this has not yet be dezigned andis future looking...

  
 

Change 50206 on 2002/09/09 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
sutests

Change 50185 on: 2062/09/09 byimuskatb@irnuskatb_140¢_win_cnimuskatb
change test to crteZ

updated test list

 Change 50184 on 2002/09/09 byimuskatb@imuskatb_ri00_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 56171 or 7002/09/09 by efong@lefong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 50160 on 2002/09/09 by chwane@chwang_doc_400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 50156 on 2062/09/09 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r40G
Updated status for bugit 48

Change 56147on 2662/09/09 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Update STEREOSYNC algorithm
Change 50142 on 2602/09/09 by graye@graye_r400_win

update to add cp functions for mti_pli.dll compile

Changs 50127 on 2002/09/09 bycfong@icfong ri00 win tor doc

Updated

Change 50052 on 2002/09/06 by gregs(@gregsr400_win_marlbore
jo internal.v ready - memory connection missing.

Change 50032 on 2002/09/06 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
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Change 49903 on 2002/09/06 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update with msaatests from yesterday

Change 49888 un 2002/09/06 by jacursy@Ul_jeareydesktop

Document clearing of B4 and C2.x boolean if ROP[7:4 | |= ROP|3:0] for Blt and Textpackets.

Change 49883 on 2002/09/06 by jacarevi@ifl_jcarey_desktop

Update for ‘Timing

Change 49873 on 2002/09/05 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated disp duc

Change 4986on 2002/09/05 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Added buai 47

Change 49830 on 2002/09/05 by vguel@f_vevel2

added bugzill bug 337
Changc 49832 on 2002/09/05 by csampayo@fl csampayo 400

Added and closed bug# 45

Change 49828 on 2002/09/05 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Updated interface and top leve! diagram net names to match code.
om Change 49822 on 2002/09/65 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r4a6

1. Added I new VGTtest for event handling
2. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 49810 on 2062/09/05 by frising a_fising
WLSt
-Remove FMASK_BASEfrom FetchMuitiSample constant. Larry tells methis is nowencoded at a fixed offset from COLORO BASE.

Change 49802 on 2002/09/05 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Added a HOS Tri-Patchtest.
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Updated to give more} detuil about which tesle need to be covered for which texdimensions

Change 50914 on 2002/39/06 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1199_win_laptop
Initial check of sc sample control for centers and centroids in the sc_sp

Change 50011 on 2662/09/66 by mzhu@mzhu_crayola_win_tor

Date: September 6, 2662
Add more description for LUT BLACK OPPSET and WHITE OFFSETin chapter 11.8
Change icon mix algorithmfor data clamping in chapter 11.14
Change cursor mix algorithm for data clamping in chapter 11.16

 
 

 

Change 49997 on 1002/39/66 by mkelly@itlmkelly_r490_win_laptop

Update new stippletests
 Change 49994 on 2602/09/06 by jacarev@ti_jcarey_desktop

Correct booleans again for tansbitbit
Change 49991 on 2002/09/66 by jacarev@fi_jcarey_desktop

Update boolean: settings for

Change 49986 on 2002/09/06 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated after meeting

Change 49983 on 2002/09/66 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated for review
Change 49982 on 2002/09/66 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400winlaptop

Update

Change 49952 on 2002/09/06 by rbcll@rbell crayola win cvd

updated list (all tests should be dune nowt

Change 49943 on 2002/09/06 by vgoel@itl_vgoel2
entered bug 48

Change 49933 on 2002/09/66 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_14060

Updated Viz Query controls. Updated test status
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Change 49786 on 2002/09/05 by askencde@andi_r400_docs
new rev. 1.7

Change 49760 on 2002/09/05 by kcorre!l Zi correll_r400_docs_marlboro_nb

updated version - submitted now to update gart documentation

Change 19722 on 2002/09/65 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
 Added two HOStests (Tri-Patch and Line-Patch)

Change 49717 on 2002/09/05 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400

updated spec.
Change 49704 on 2602/09/65 by ukelly@O_imkelly_r400_win_laplop

Log a local sc bug

Change 49698 on 2602/09/65 by bouchner@fl bbuchner r460 win

updated spec tu match changes made for TE ting

Change 49695 on 1002/09/65 by mkelly@il_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Update

Change 49581 on 2602/09/65 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Added CSC tests, and updated LUT Hist (gamma 2.5 Hil}

Change 49595 on 2062/09/64 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

1. Added bug test. cane
2. Updated bug# 43 on Bug Tracker

Change 49594 on 2002/09/04 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
added bug 32 te bugzilla (bug 333)

Change 49574 on 2002/09/04 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SU test

Change 49572 on 2002/09/04 by efong@efongr400_win_tor_doc
Initial version
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Chunuge 49564 un 2602/09/04 by bryans@bryaus_crayola_doc

Update for new regression times

Change 49562 on 2602/09/04 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win
removed unused interfaces.
fixed output unit data types for don't care data

Change 49547 on 2062/09/04 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update to be current with Bugzilla

Change 49546 on 2002/09/04 by rfewreau@irfevreau_r400_win
Minor fix

Change 49543 un 2002/09/64 by juwaus@jowangR400_wit

updated with testcase names

Change 49525 on 2062/09/04 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Change test name, update tracker.

Change 49479 on 2002/09/04 by mpersaud@impersaud_r400_win_tor
Updated interface and top level diagramto reflect removal of hdsiewfilt and addition of

syncgen.

Change 49477 on 2062/09/04 byjacarey@fl_jcarey?

Clarified Brush Expansion
Change 49462 on 2002/09/64 bybryans@bryans_crayela_doc

Update as per status meeting

Chanec 49417 on 2002/09/03 by gabarca@gabarca crayola win cvd

Finished cleaning up Uke test plan aud gave a name to exchlest

Change 49374 on 2002/09/03 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win
added sc output of conters and xydata. Also passed the xydata on the ij bus between the

3C and 8G

Change 49354 on 2002/09/03 by mkellv@ii_mkelly1400_win_laptop
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Change 4923? on 2602/09/02 by askende@landi_r400_dacs

fixed a typo on MUL_PREV2
Change 49141 on 2002/08/31 by askende(@andi_r400_docs

new revof the spec .rev.1.6

Change 49139 on 2002/08/30by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated test names

Change 49133 on 2002/08/30 by csampayoiOtlcsampayo_r400

Revised tests requirements for VGT and SU
Change 49074 on 2602/08/30 by coumpayo@ilcsampaye_1406

Closed bug# 24

Change 49072 on 2602/08/30 byrfewrsan@irfevreau 1400 win

Updated to documentation

Change 49066 on 2002/08/30 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406
Updated status for the following tests:
r4Odvgt_supps opOl
r40dvet_suppre: op _02
r40evel suppresssop_03r400vet_suppress_eop_04

 
 

Change 49055 on 2002/08/30 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r400_win

added start phase

Change 19049 on 2002/08/30 by prayc@grave_r490_win
added initial notes for running a chip level graphic tests

Change 49017 on 2662/08/36byjayw@ivA_TAYW

added 3d addressingtotile address
Change 48997 on 2602/08/30 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Update chapter 10.6 - 16.12

Change 48971 on 2002/08/30by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
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Tuidial check of MSAA ceulennost determination.

 Change 49340 on 2007/09/03 by efong@iefongr4UU0_win_tor_doc

Updated to the last review
Change 49336 on 2002/09/63 by brvans@bryans_crayola_doc

Update

Change 49332 on 2602/09/63 by viiu@ivliu 1400 cnvliul00 win cvd

Update

Change 49306 on 2002/09/63 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 49296 on 2002/09/03 byjhoule@MA_THOULE

Bringing back the PostJunel5 into official location.Version is 1.49

Change 49290 on 2002/09/63 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Renamed SAMPLEPOSITION to SAMPLE LOCATION in TRetchInstr,
Helps to reduce confusion with TP loops . anisotropy walktaking

point/bilincar/arbitrary samples at different positions).
  

Change 49285 on 2602/09/03 by gregs@aregs_400_win_marlboro

Update ROM/CG/CGM/DBG

Change 49282 on 2002/09/63 by chwans dichwang_doc_r400_win_cevd

Update.

Change 19267 on 2002/09/03 by efong@efong_r490_win_tor_doc
Updated

Change 49244 on 2003/09/03 bylefebur@lefebwre_laptop1400
new spec

Change 49234 on 2602/09/62 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated
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Potential bug in line texturing/window scissor

Change 48962 on 2602/08/20 by jacarcv@tl jcarcy desktop
 Removed StalMex Comectious fomV

The connectionsare listedin the CP Spec
Diagrain:

Change 18937 on 2062/08/29 by gabarca@eabarca_crayola_win_cvd

 assigned test names except render gr S text display

Change 48903 on 2002/08/29 by khabbari@ikhabbari_e400_win

added urgency signal to lb/dep interface
Change 48900 un 2002/08/29 by jacarey@ll_joarey_desktup

Updates for controlling queued vs. non-queued transactions from micro engine.

Change 48390 on 2002/08/29 by jayw@MA JAYW

first ry ut fragnuent surface addresses anid formats

Change 48888 on 2003/08/29 by jacarey@ti_jcarey_desktop
Update sign cxtensien note for the PLY NEXTSCAN packet.

Change 48882 on 2002/08/29 by grege@gregs_1400_win_marlboro

<pad-ring in progress >

Change 48874 on 2002/08/29 byIkane@lkang_r400_win_tor

update

Change 18865 on 2002/98/29 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1490_win_laptop
* Basic multi-texture tests

* 16 paraneter, 64 dword texture lest
* Expand VED to handle up to 16 tesmires,

see r4QUsc_tri_l6par64dwords_01.cpp for example useage

 

Change 48858 on 2002/08/29 by rbcli@rbcll crayola win cvd
Finished more D2 tests

Change 18839 on 2002/08/29 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r100
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Updated the SQ->SP interface. Added comment on de Coustuni lvad bus.

Change 48832 on 2002/08/29 by jacarey@Efl_jcarey_desktop
Remove direct access to the IbL and Ib2 bas ze fetchers

Change 48824 cr 2002/08/29 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop

Clarification for memory usage For Brush and Palette

Changs 48814 on 2002/08/29 by mdogectt@MA MDOGGLTT LT

Updated L2 formats table. Added L2 sector address maps. Started adding new L1 block
offset calcs per format.

Change 48813 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlbore
added rb_assert iexk case.

Change 48810 on 2002/08/29 by efong@lefongr400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 48805 on 2002/08/29 byfrivas@:FL_FRivas

Update to HOS section for new RECTpatchtests.
Changes 48786 on 2002/08/29 by jacarcyi@tl jcarcy2

Micra Engine Updates for NQ Flag

Change 48778 on 2002/08/29 byjacareyi@il_jcarey2

Add NQ Flag Processing...

Change 48768 or 2002/08/29 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Updated dex
r400vet om
1400vet_mul

 
 
 

iption for the following tests:context 04
|context_05
_cotext_06
_context_O7
|_context_08

j_context_O9context 10
_context_11 

Change 48756 on 2002/08/29 by rbell@sbell_crayola_win_cevd
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Change 48487 on 2002/08/28 byashishs@il_ashishs_r400_win

CLtests: adding more UCP combetests and updating tracker.
Change 48463 on 2002/08/28 byjacareyi@il_jcarey_desktop

 Miscellaneous Spec Updates
Comments in Microcode for ID Processing.

Changs 48462 on 2002/08/28 by jacarcy@fl jcarcy desktop

Add B19 Raolean and Remove SRC_SC_ROTTOM_RIGHT_GIMC default valne

Change 48429 on 2062/08/27 by tshah@Hl_tshah

performance counters added with document changes

Change 48421 on 1662/08/27 byashishs@f1_ashishs_r406_win

opened bug r400cl_bary_texture_08_bug.cpp again and modified desciption.
Change 48419 on 2002/08/27 by vgoel@f_vgoel?

updated bug report

Change 48414 on 2002/08/27 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
deleted a redundant row related with the bug test -400cl_bary_texture_08_bug.cpp

Change 48409 on 2002/08/27 byashishsi@fl_ashishsr400_win

deleted a redundant rowrelated with the bug test e400cl_bary_texture_@$_bug.cpp
Change 48406 on 2602/08/27 by gregs@gregy1400_win_itaribure

Based onb RV350 design - R400 package definition (FC BGApinout done(first
revision)}.

Change 45402 on 2602/08/27 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r406

1 Updatedtest VFD for sourcing tex coord fram vertex
2. Updated Bug ‘fracker accordingly

Changs 48389 on 2002/08/27 by mzhu@mzhu r400 win tor

Update description for overlay gamma correction

Change 48371 on 2002/08/27 by srayc@grave_r100_win
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finished premiulti ied ulplia, sunse date changes

 Change 48677 on 20) 8/28 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Updated the ATTR_PPAN =8, 8 dot case
Change 48569 on 2002/08/28 by jowang@jowang_R400_win

updated for tests and precision

Change 48568 on 2002/08/28 by jayw@MA JAYW

frag in progress

Change 48619 on 1002/08/28 by vaoel@tl_vgoel2

entered non-reported bug reports to bugzilla and entered their bug number

Change 48638 on 2002/08/28 by venelG@fl_veoel?

added few moretests (hos and tone mapping, stereo vision}
Change 48623 on 2002/08/28 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2

Mono Brosh Unpacking

Change 48596 on 2062/08/28 by khabbariG@ikhabbari_r400_win
tvout spec for standard tv released

Change 48587 on 2002/08/28 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

fixed contorl signal cre calculation
updated quick_dacb test
added hpd to API
added hpdtest.

Change 18547 on 2002/38/28 by seorgev@ma_georgev
Better support for floats andints in range.

Change 48537 on 2602/08/28 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

JSS 4x4 simpletriangle
Change 48503 on 2602/08/28 byrbell@rbell_cray 

updates
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update for 8/23/2004 minutes.

Change 18341 on 2002/08/27 by jacarev@fl_jcarey2
Final Update from Joe

Change 48. on 2002/08/27 byygieng@yziang_r400_win_marlbora_p4

added: moresp tests
Change 48323 on 2602/08/27 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2

Update Foreground and Background Color Processing

Change 48322 on 2002/08/27 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4¢0_win
update

Change 48290 on 2002/08/27 by jacarev@El_jcarey2
Correction to CP STAT

Change 48289 on 2002/08/27 by brvans@bryaus_crayule_doc

Update status
Change 48284 on 2002/08/27 by gregs@aregs 1400 win marlboro

< fixed PLL post divider control registers >

Change 48283 on 2002/08/27 by jacarev@fl_jcarey2

Update CP_STATregister bits

Change 48267 on 2603/08/27 byjacarey@f_jcarey2
Add Boolean 19 (Misc Command)

Change 48266 on 2602/08/27 byjacarev@fi_jcwev2
More Updates

Change 48264 on 2062/08/27 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Bugtest case

Change 48259 on 2662/08/27 by csampayo@fl_csampayo1400

1. Added I new 8U peintsprite test
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2. Updated test_list and test wacker accordingly

Change 48244 on 2002/08/27 by tshah@fl_tshah

rbbrn interrupt logic and fewchanges in documentation
Change 48235 on 2002/08/27 byjimmylau@jimmylay_1400_win_tor

Update CRTC implementation specs :
update section on forcing H_CCUNT & V_COUMT

 

Change 48226 on 2602/08/27 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Update for arch/arch_<archname> h change

Change 48223 on 2002/08/27 by jacarey@fl_jcar 
Updated SumallText Uulity

Change 48218 on 2002/08/27 by mkellv@E_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Bug...

Change 48210 on 2002/08/27 byjacarey@fl_jearey2

Utility to generate smalltext characters.
Changs 48187 on 2002/08/26 by gcorgev@ima gcorgev

Added a few more comments.

Change 48184 on 2002/08/26 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
added actual VESA modetest

Change 48183 on 2002/08/26 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
detailed VESA modes

Change 48179 on 2002/08/26 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updated schedule Gut bypass, d2 tests)

Change 48168 on 2002/08/26 by gregs@arege_r100_win_marlboro
update ...

Change 48155 on 2002/08/26 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win
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Memory crash when shaderfile doesn't exist.

Change 48035 on 2002/08/26 by rfevreau@irtevreau_14100_win
Update

Change 48028 on 2662/08/26 bytshah@fl_tshah

more description For rbbm_int_* registers for reset condition
Change 48021 on 2602/08/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

‘Textured line where ST are exported directly to RGBAto visulize texture coordinates
in color. Currentthere is a bug in the LLC quad pixel ST value when the primitiveis
not quad-aligned.

Change 48009 on 2002/08/26 by rlewrewu@rfevreau_1400_wilt

Updates

Change 47998 on 2002/08/26 by kevino@kevino r400 win marlboro
Renaned TP io TPTC

changed "L2 filter no grouping" to "64 unique probe addresses"

Change 47985 on 2062/08/26 by efong@efongr400_win_ter_doc
Newversionofit after review

Change 47982 on 2002/08/26 by efong@lefongr400_win_tor_doc

Deieted User Simulation Model Guide because renamed to Videolp User SimulationModel Guide

Change 47981 on 2002/08/26 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

Changed namefrom the R100 User Simulation Model guide to VideoIP
Change 47968 on 2602/08/25 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated list of tests

Change 47967 on 2062/08/25 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400
 1. Added 1 new SU gaint sprite tests

2. Updated test_list and the test iracker accordingly
 

Change 47954 on 2002/08/25 by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd
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updated Est clk traisfer of the ve to sy interface to define quad task Lily in the correct

hardware/ermlator order sp3 => spa

Change 18144 on 2002/08/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Expanded format to include Bugzilla reportand, sorted bydate.

Change 48123 on 2002/08/26 by efong@efongr400_win_tor_doc 

Updated with the chip level archs and configs
Change 48097 on 2002/08/26 by nbarbier@inbarbier_r400_win_tor

HP?)Updates

Change 48096 on 2002/08/26 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptep
Update

Change 48092 on 2002/08/26 by llefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400
Added the new SQ->SPinstruction interface.

Change 48070 on 2002/08/26 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 48064 on 2002/08/26 by chwans @chwang doc 00 win cvd

Update.

Change 48060 on 2002/08/26 by imuskatb@irnuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 48081 on 2602/08/26 by viu@vlin_r400_cnviiul 00_win_evd

Update
Change 48043 on 2002/08/26 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 48042 on 2002/08/26 byashishs@fi_ashishs1G0_win
update

Change 48039 on 2002/08/26 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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changed mono_reg_test name with mano_and_memory_mapped_reg_test

Change 17927on 2002/08/23 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated test plan

Change 47906 on 2002/08/23 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Add CRTC Event Trigger Signal Generation
Add Force V COUNT, IE COUNT andficld polarity now
Add Force H_COUNTnow
Update SterenSync
Update digital I'vtiming
Re-order chapter 10.6 - 10.10

 

Change 47895 on 2602/08/23 bymkel} fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Tine list, start vertex at -8190 in HWspace,clipped at -4996 Screen Space
*|ine list, textured

 Change 47874 on 2602/08/23 byfrisins@ma fr
e

 -renove siatetienl about always using centticd sampling will j
We may give meaning to both. No version bump

Change 47867 on 2002/08/23 byfrising@ma_frisin:&
vs
-Added SAMPLE_POSITIGN to texture instruction.

Specifies sarnpling position for gradient/LOD correction. Centroid oftragment should
always be used with jittered super-sampling.

0=Centroid of fragment
=Cenler of fragnient

Change 47781 on 2002/08/23 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Some D2 updates
 Change 47777 on 2602/08/23 by rbell@rbell_crayula_win_cvd

Completed B&Woffset tests

Change 47775 on 2002/08/23 by kevinc@kcvino r400 win marlboro

Updates

Change 17774 on 2062/08/23 by omesh@ma_omesh
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 Anupto date spreadsheet with accurale numbers showing RB directed tests slatus. This
does not yet inchide fests for Gamma/Degamma and T also think Frank mayneed to update hissection.

Change 47768 on 2002/08/23 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlibore
ist cut at TP verification xls

Change 47743 on 2002/08/23 by csampayo@iil_csampaye_r400

Update format

Change 47741 on 2002/08/23 by veoel@h_veoel2

closed bug 6 and added bug 14

Change 47720 on 2002/08/23 by yeiang@yaiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

update

Change 47717 on 2062/08/23 by mkelly@fil_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Simple single line list

Change 47687 on 2002/08/22 by efong@efong_1400_win_tar_doc

Updated
Change 47632 on 2062/08/22 by viiud@vlin_r4CG@_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Fixed calour space Excel sheet.

Change 47661 on 2062/08/22 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Add é4bpp digital output format

Change 47595 on 2002/08/22 by tshah@f_tshah

typo fix for real tirac busy cquation page-29

Chunge 47579 on 2602/08/22 by dulen@dglen_1400_dell

Adding new tile
Change 47535 on 2002/08/22 by veockG@fl veocl2

 updated statusofbug reports

Change 47522 on 2002/08/22 by csampayoiG@tlcsampayo_r400
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modified the insiruction interface from SQ to SP

Changs 47324 on 2002/08/21 by veoclG@f vgocl2

verten export bug related with number of position exports

Change 47305 on 2002/08/21 byjimmylan@jirmylau_r400_win_tor
Make chanecs to CRTC Controlicr Implementation specs
modify sections on: Generation of V_UPDATEaddsections on CRTC_BLACK_COLOR

disable CRC in a safe place within the frameforce VSYNC next line mode
digital TV timings
sample CRTC counts
CRIC siapsitotsCRTC flow contrat

 
 

   

 
Change 17242 on 2002/08/21 byjacarey@fl_jcarey_desktop

Document Brush_Decode_Idle boolean

Change 47232 on 2002/08/21 byjacarey@il_jcarey_desktop
 1. Clarify clearing of 2D Allocation Flags

2. Added Brush Decode Busy boolcan as bit 19...

Change 47229 on 2002/08/21 by veoel@t_veoel2

added bug report for vertex export instruction emO

Change 47219 on 2002/08/21 by jacarevi@fl_jcarey_desktop

Fix order of background and foreground calors

Change 47176 on 2002/08/26by frising@me_frising
VAT
-Make TRI_JUICE field 2 bits 1330) with valuss: 0=0, 1= 1/6, 7=1/4, 3=3/8. Also

noted that trilinear filtering reraains piecewise linear and continions.
-Fix COLUR_FORMA'T OUT and COLORNUMBEROUTT

(used for fetchenulitsample) that were accidentally munged in a prior check-

 
 

  
in texture constant

 

Change 47174 on 2662/08/26 by delen@dglen_: 400_dell
Ainor fixes to section 7

Change 47173 on 2002/08/20 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
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1. Added 10 new VGT muiti-context rests
2. Updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly

Change 47517 on 2002/38/22 by dglen@dzienr400_dell
Added CRTC snapshot description

Change 47509 on 2002/08/22 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Removed somesignals between dispout, crtc and the tvout.Added interface with DCCG

Change 47491 on 2602/08/22 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptep

Add two test descriptions, update comments in tes
Change 47461 on 2602/08/21 by cownpayo@ilcsaripayo_1400

Updated for new vettests

Change 47454 on 2062/08/21 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win
CL testr40dcl_ucp_pointiist_OL
64 point sprites with 6 textures and 6 ucp's enabled with point size set in PA_SUstate

register and also in PA_CL_POINTregisters tor clipping. Point Sprite UCP modeset to '3' viz.
ahvays expand and clip.
Change 47447 on 2003/08/21 by @efong_r490_win_tor_doc

updated

Change 47434 on 2002/08/21 by delen@dgien_r400_dell
Changein section 7.7

Change 47424 on 2002/08/21 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updated for blending tests

Chunge 47411 on 2602/08/21 by grege@zregs 400_win_imarlboro

<display names changes update ++ >
Change 47344 on 2602/08/21 by vaocl@fl veocl2

addedissue related with loading floating point texture image in local tone-mapping

Change 47336 on 2004/08/21 by askende@andi_r400_docs
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update LXGRPH register double buffer with SEERKOSELECT

Change 47131 on 2002/08/20 by frising@ma frising
V.LAG
-Updated descriptions of get opcodes. Most notably specified that GetWeig

retums 2 horizontal and vertical lerp factor.
Specified that the DATA_FORMATfield in texture constant car use any of the data.

formats in the DATA FORMATtable while the coorcsponding ficld in the vert struction
can only use data formats valid for vertex data (also documented in DATA_FORMATtable).

 
 

  

Change 47120 on 2002/08/20 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Update test plan for third milestone
Change 47113 on 2602/08/20 by rbell@rbell_crayule_win_evd

Completed alpha made 2 tests

Change 47111 on 2002/08/20 by mpersaud@mpersaud r400 win tor

Updated inierfuce diagram aud added lid slew filter ay its own block.
 Change 47099 on 1002/08/20 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

hite offset tests Addtest plan for third milestone. Update blacks

Change 47065 on 2002/08/20 by mzhu@mzhe_r400_win_tor 

Add LUT floating point data process, update DxGRPHregister double butter with
STEREO_SELECT

Change 47061 on 2002/08/20 by dulen@dglen_r400_dell

Update to Display Outline for new CRTCfeatures

Change 47035 on 2062/08/20 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cevd
Added Lotals, first D2 test is done.

Change 47021 on 2002/08/20 by vliu@viiu_r400_cnvliul00_win_cvd
Initial revision

Change 47007 on 2002/08/20 by viiu@viiu_r400_cnviiul 00_win_cvd

Update
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Change 47004 un 2602/08/26 by viiu@vliu_1400_crvliul00_win_evd
Initial revision

Change 46950 on 2002/08/20 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETTLT
Updated DCCclients and GRBG clients. Added separate VGA input to MHC.

Change 46945 on 2002/08/20 by jacarey@il_jcarey2
Clarifications to Source and Destination formats for 2D

Change 46924 on 2602/08/19 by gabarca@eabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated registers

Change 46914 on 2002/08/19 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r400

1. Added 2 new VGT test for multi context coverage
2. Updated test_list and the test tracker appropriately

Change 46911 on 2002/08/19 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_cnnb
- update forces

Change 46895 on 2002/08/19 by mkellv@_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
 Primlib utility to check for double hit pi sc quad pair proc out.dmp

Concentric circle test. to do a preliminary check on the new wiility

Change 46891 on 2002/08/19 by Ikang@ikangr400_win_tor

updated for MZ & M3

Change 46883 or 7602/08/19 by ninuGniia_r406_doclib_canb

- update forces
Change 46851 on 2002/08/19 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Added double-buffer tests

Change 46859 on 2002/08/19 byrfevreau@irfevrean_14100_win
Updated Status

Change 46847 on 2002/08/19 by csampayoi@tlcsampayo_r400
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Change 46724 on 2002/08/19 by chwang@chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd

Update.
Change 46695 on 2002/08/18 by csampayoWtl_csampayo_r400

1 Added & new SU polymoade tests
2. Updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly

Changc 46651 on 2002/08/16 by gabarca@zabarca crayola win cvd

Updated interface with display

Change 46594 on 2002/08/16 by graye@grave_1400_win

doc to track minutes of validation mecting

Change 46565 on 2002/08/16 by peterp@MA_PETE_1.T

Corrected SQ and TC "RV4190 Qty”factors
Change 46569 on 2002/08/16 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_evd

updated

Change 46559 on 2002/08/16 by vgoel@il_veoel2
 updated the “bug closed” and "change number’ bugs4 & 5

Change 46554 on 2002/08/16 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2

added bug report for multi-context HOStest (bug 8)
Change 46547 on 2062/08/16 by jacersy@fl_jcarey2

Update for 2D Constants

Change 46536on 2002/08/16 byjacarey@tl_jcarey2
Miscellaneous

Change 46534 on 2002/08/16 by vgoel@fl_veoel2 

added description for fix for bug 5 and € reported and added bug 7 description

Change 46513 on 2002/08/16 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
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Added instructions al the lop

Change 46813 on 2002/08/19 by smess@ismoss_crayola_win

Bug

Change 46778 on 2002/08/19 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 46777 on 2062/08/19 by csampayo@tl csampaye 40g

1. Added 4 new 5U polymede degenerate tests
2. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly  

Change 46766 on 2062/08/19 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cevd
updated

Change 46761 on 2002/08/19 by efong@iefongr4U0_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 46758 on 2002/08/19 by ntuu@nluu_r400_doclib_cnnb

- update
Change 46751 on 2602/08/19 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

corrected last submission

 Change 46750 on 2003/08/19 byashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win

Hardware Accuracyrelated bug reported and documented.
(r400cl_bary_texture_08_bug.cpp, interpolator bug) 
Change 46749 on 2002/08/19 by viu@lvfin_r400_cnviiul 00_win_cvd

Update

Change 46735 on 2002/08/19 by jusif@jusif1400_win_tur

Updated.
Change 46726 on 2002/08/19 by sbagshaw@sbag shaw

R400 Programming Guide for Toronto R400 Blocks
Kaleidoscope LP
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Change 46512 on 2662/08/16 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updates
Change 46500 on 2002/08/16 byjacarev@fi_{jcarey2

Updates for 2D Brush Decoding.

Change 16383 on 2002/08/15 by jowang@jowang_R100_win
changed coefficient range tests

Change 46324 on 2002/08/15 by vesel@tl_vgoel2

added black pixels in white triangle bug
Change 46270 on 2002/08/15 by grege@gregs1400_win_inarlboro

< changed direction of anatog ports in ie.v >

Change 46269 on 2002/08/15 by arege@gregs 1400 win marlboro

< added scratch register >
 Change 46267 on 2002/08/15 byjacarey |_jearey2

Update for Imracdiate Data Writes

Change 45260 on 2062/08/15 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated format

Change 46255 on 2002/08/15 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400
1. Added 3 newSU tests
2. Updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly

Change 46243 on 2002/08/15 by ygiang@ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4
update

Change 46239 on 20:  2/08/15 by vgoel@FLvgoel2

reported two bugs

Change 46236 on 2002/08/15 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updated schedule
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Change 46206 un 2002/08/15 by jucersy@_jearey2

Update Liescription of Vertex and Pixel Constants for 2D Processing.

Change 46187 on 2002/08/14 by georgev@me_georgev
Updated spreadsheets.

Change 46183 on 2002/08/14 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
Added handshake section

Change 46163 on 2002/08/14 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Update alpha blend and force graphics or overlay data to "0"for overlay-only or
grephics-onlycase
Change 46138 on 2602/08/14 by lefebvi @ilelebvre_laptop_1406

Changed the MASK mnemonics to KILL.
Added DST opcode.
Added MULPREV2 opcode.
Reordered the opcodesin primlib and SP.
Implemented the new KILL and SET SCALAR opcodes, they are now all comparing the

ALPHA channelto 0.6f (instead of comapring against the RED channel)

Change 46126 on 2062/08/14 by efong@efong1400_win_tor_doc
New document on chip integration tests

Change 46125 on 2662/08/14 by efons@efong_1400_win_tar_doc

Updated
Change 46111 on 2002/08/14 by mkellv@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update...

Changs 46099 on 2602/08/14 by askende@andi 1400 doce

new rev of the spec.

Change 46096 on 2002/08/14 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
Updated specs to match Xillcon's tvout.

Change 46024 on 2002/08/14 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Update blackAwhite offset
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Change 45683 on 7602/08/15 by gabarca@gabarca_crayols_win_evd

Updated sec 16
Change 45674 on 2002/08/13 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Addedsection 16 Changesrespect to previous ATI chips
 

Change 45673 on 2002/08/13 by mkelly _inkelly14100_win_laptop
Expand line width basic functionality...
 Change 45657 on 2002/08/13 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_r400

1. Started log for bug #3
2. Expanded format to include accounting of bugs

Change 45615 on 2062/08/14 byjhonle@MA_JHOULE

Updated various TP/TC features.
Change 45512 on 2602/08/12 by askende@andi_r400_docs

newrev. 14

Change 45507 on 2062/08/12 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Update algha blend mode 1 and3

Change 45462 on 2002/08/12 by chwang@chwang_doc_ri00_win_evd

Update.
Change 45423 on 2602/08/12 by cfong@efongr400_win_tur_doc

Updated

Change 45420 on 2002/08/12 by chwang@chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd
Update.

Change 45414 on 2002/08/12 by csampayo@jfl_csampayo_It_r4uu

Updated status for the following tests:
r400su_point_sprit a1r4Q0su_point_sprite_03
100su_point_sprite_04
r400su_peint_sprite_05
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Change 46010 on 2603  8/14 by jacareyG@f_jcarey?

 

Update Setting 2D Boolean BO if Brush_Type=0xF and SRC_TYPE = Color
Change 45994 on 2002/08/14 byjhoules 

TFetchInstr:
Added SetGradientsHand SetGradients¥ opcodes.
Changed SetFilter¢Weights opcode number.
LOD BIAS {IV} arc now7 bits, range [-4, 4)
Added USE_REGGRADIENTS

TreichConst:
Changed description of TRE_JUICE.

Change 45907 on 2002/08/14 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Updated.

Change 45889 on 2002/08/14 byjecarev@fl_jcarey2
Updates to Diagrams for Timing...

Change 45888 on 7002/08/14 by jacarey@ifl_jearey2

Update for Im_Load
Change 45863 on 2602/08/13 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

put chapter 16 ina table

Change 45832 on 2002/08/13 by gabarca@igebarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated list of functional changes respect to previous chips

Change 45810 on 2002/08/13 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated functional changes respect to previous chips

Change 45734 on 2602/08/13 by grege@zregs1400_win_tarlboro

added examples ofpowerstate transitions programming via CP real time command
streams + added description of spread spectrum circuits and registers.
Change 45743 on 2602/08/13 byjacarevi@fl_jcarey2

Correct SRC_Xcalculation for HostLiata* Packets
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r400sa_point_sprite_06

Change 15495 on 2002/08/12 by mzhu@mzhu_r100_win_tor
Update for alpha blend key mode

Change 45398 on 2002/08/12 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated DISPOUTAdded TAKENte double buffer
Mz Dispouttest
Updated Quick Emp

Change 45391 on 2007/08/12 by tshah@tl_tshah

typo - CP_RBBM_dma_busy is used for one of the wait until conditions

Change 45379 on 2002/08/12 byashist ifl_ashishs_r400_win

2nd bug tested and documented
Change 45364 on 2002/08/11 by ygieng@yglang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

added: dot3 and dota shader tests

Change 45316 on 2002/08/69 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
1. Updated image size fortests: r400su_point_sprite_OL and 02
2. Added 4 more SU point sprite tests
3. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 45308 on 2062/08/69 by tho@tho_1400_win
new doc

Change 45305 on 2002/08/69 by tho@tho_1400_win

ran regress docs
Change 45292 on 2002/08/69 by whui@whui_r400_win_tor

update surface properties registers

Change 45262 on 2002/08/09 by gcorgev@ma acorgev

Updated.

Change 15232 on 2062/08/09 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r199_win_laptop
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Update...

Change 45220on 2002/08/09 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Nan retain/kill on 2 vector exports from shader bug...
Change 45195 on 2602/08/09 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_ter

Initial Revision

Changes 45189 on 2002/08/09 by bryans@bryans crayola doc

Update per last meeting

Change 15177 on 1002/08/09 byeregs@eregs_ri00_win_marlbore

updated direct access to ROMpins (for writing).

Change 45156 on 1662/08/69 by dcliftan@idcliftan_rada

Updated zmin/zmax pinout info, updated area estimate
Change 45045 on 2002/08/08 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

CLtest:
A test to determineifthe clip guard band works properly andthattrivial reject works.

update to test tracker andtest list.
 Change 45021 on 2602/08/08 bynbarbier@inbarbier_1400_win_tor

Updated GENERICA & GENERICE inputs.

Change 45018 on 26 2/08/08 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Update to HOS tests. Added edge detector test to “sheet L” and accounted forit in thetotals.

Change 11992 on 2002/08/08 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Updated status of different HOS tests.

Change 44907 on 2662/08/08 by csampayo@ifl_csampaye_1406

1. Initial check in of Bug Tracker
2. Addod bug test case

Change 44840 on 2062/08/08 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2

Correct nete for vat_busy status signal.
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Change 44512 on 2662/08/06 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Textured pixel shader anti-aliased line example with VED support
Change 44469 on 2002/08/06 byjacarsyi@il_jcarey2

Updated Interface from SQ for Events...4-bit event 1D
CP can ignore events that it does nothing for...

Changs 44458 on 2002/08/06 by ashishsi@fl ashishs r400 win

update

Change 44454 on 2002/08/06 byjasit@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 44416 on 2002/08/06 by tha@itho_r400_win

updated
Change 44406 on 2002/08/06 by vliu@viiu_r400_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 44397 on 2002/08/06 by chwang@chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd
Update.

Change 44378 on 2002/08/06 byjacareyi@fl_jcarey2

Update for oper-gincdecode
Change 44372 on 2002/08/06 by efong@iefougr400_win_tur_doc

Updated
 Change 44358 on 2062/08/06 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r40¢_win_cnimuskatb

Updated enulator lo new crte Block file
Updated Picasse to new register names
Updated Display Manager to handle LMDS stream
Completed Tmds stream HbraryAdded onc tmdstest for M2

Change 44282 on 2002/08/05 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Update setup document
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Change 44839 on 1602/08/68 by jacarey@fi_jcarey?.

Remove 3D from the GradFill and AlphaBlend 2D packets.
 Change 44771 on 2002/08/67 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2

Corrections ta Packet Pseudocade.

Change 44759 on 2602/08/07 bydclifton @dclifton_1400
Updated for clipped potymode lines and points and updated point-line geomeiry drawing

Change 44741 on 2063/08/07 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

 
Updated status for the following tests:

sprite_O1 cpp
sprite_02 cpp

Change 44684 on 2002/08/07 byIkang@ikangr400_win_tor
ind milestone review

Change 44580 on 2002/08/07 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb
TMDS M2 Test
Updated Test list

Change 44665 on 2002/08/67 byjacarey carey2

1. Specify limit of ordinal #3 and #4 replications for the LCC:packet

Change 44663 on 2002/08/07 by grayc@zgrayc_r400_win
describes block owners‘chip level verification

Change 44636 on 2002/08/67 by mkelly@E_mkellyr400_win_laptop
More JSS coverage...

Change 44537 un 2002/08/66 by grege@gregs_1400_win_inarlboro

spread spectrum
Change 44519 on 2002/08/06 by jacarev@fi jcarcy2

1. Docurment oper=gmedecode in instruction table
2. Add 4 gprs to the micro engine
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 Change 44272 on 1662/08/08 by scroce@iscrace_r4 win_mariboro

Sore added info for the setup document
Change 44228 on 2002/08/05 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_r400

Added section 1.8

 Change 44211 on 2002/08/65 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Update CP_STATregister and clarified that the CP_RBBM_t_busysignalis not active

ifthe RTRE is just performing polling operations.

Change 44192 on 2002/08/63 by wlawless@wlawless

new sample mask diagram

Change 44179 on 2002/08/65 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2

More Updates for Timing.
Change 44178 on 2002/08/65 by jcox@jcox_1400_win_orlande

added web macro

 Change 44176 on 2002/08/05 byjacarey¢
Shallow FIFOs Added Between PFP and Micro Engine for Timing..

Change 440965 on 2002/08/62 by mkelly@i_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

* Implement vertex kill in the VFD for vertex buffer and constant
* Create a new class called PRIMITIVE_AA for AA dumpfile analysis
* Update tracker / test list

Change 44081 on 2002/08/02 by efong@efongr400_win_tor_doc

updated
Change 44071 on 2002/33/62 by juayw@MA_JAYW

pre vacation check in.

Change 44063 on 2602/08/02 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptop

Simple Polyoffset check, needs SC fix to work...

Change 14953 on 2062/08/02 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2
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Update 2D Spee lor SRC_X pointer for sinall_text and host_data_bit
Mest. ofmicracede for Hostdata_Rit® packets
Bito!t packeis share subroutine with hostdata_bit packets.

Change 44048 on 2002/08/02 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlboro
<updates>

Change 44021 on 2002/08/02 by llefebvr@Hefebvre_fay P_T4BB 

New parameter generation scheme included in the spec.

Change 43965 on 2602/08/02 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Run line and point prims through JSS and MSAA...

Change 43913 on 2002/08/02 by jacareyi@il_jcarey2

Added oper=SIGNEXTfor Micro Engine.

Change 43841 on 2062/08/01 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Update alpha fil pattem

Change 43815 on 2062/08/01 by mzhu@mzhu_1490_win_tor

Update LUT_INC, add UPDATE_TAKEN
Change 43814 on 2602/08/01 by scamlin@scamlin_crayola_win

orlando updates

Change 43779 on 2002/08/01 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
 Update bit widths of texture constants that are written

for Smail_Text and HastData_Rlt* packets.

Change 43775 on 2662/08/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Bresenham Contro!, converted R206 test...

Change 43773 on 2002/08/01 byjacarey@ifl_jcarey?
Added Soft Reset control for the ROMblock.

Changs 43751 on 2002/08/61 by trivas@iFL_FRivas

Update to HOS tests. Added complex modeltests to tracker.
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3. Jump Address Added to Micro Instraction Format.

Change 13496 on 2002/07/31 by rhemick@ma_rherrick_crayola
Implementabsolute register directives for INFINITE control over specifying registeroffset values.

Change 43493 on 2002/07/31 by mkellv@.fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Testing lots of SC features with stippic enabled...

Change 43483 on 2062/07/31 by peterp@MA_PETE_1.T
Corrected
Changedutil

 
 

el cell detinition used by "Top"trom "SQ"tab to remove [REFerror.ation factor to 70%.

Change 43423 un 2602/07/31 by jloule@MAJHOULE

Renamed PX_COORDNORM to amore accurate V'X_C
values intact, but sense more consistent.

 ORDDENORM, keeping 

Change 43417 on 2002/07/31 byfrising@ma_frising
6.98 check-in

Change 43325 on 2062/07/31 by jacarey@il_jcarey2
Addl 6 and Sub16 instructions sign-extend bit 13 (Used for 2D)
Min/Max and SCOMPassumethat signbit is bit 13 (Used for 2D)

 

Change 43249 on 2002/07/30 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor

add the smooth scroiling for the gfx

Change 43229 on 2002/07/36 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Linestipple variations...
Change 43220 on 2002/07/36 byjacarey@fl_jcareyZ

Update Which Rocteans are Set for 2D Packets with Source
Update Pitch = Pixels/32 in SRC/US1_PITCH_OFFSET values.

Changs 43105 on 2002/07/36byfrivas@TL FRivas

Update to HOS auto indexing tests.

Change 43095 on 2062/07/30by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
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Change 43728 on 2602/08/61 by vgoel@tlvgudl2

modified tracker to update hosstatus

Change 43710 on 2002/38/61 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Update for color cursor mode 2, LUT_BLACK_OFFSET/LUT_WHITE_OFFSETand

LUT_INCimplementation
 

Change 43706 on 2062/08/01 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r40G
Update

Change 43699 on 2662/08/61 byfrivas@IFL_FRivas

Added two HOStests for precision.
Change 43687 on 2602/08/61 by ushislis@fl_ shis_r400_wit

update

Change 43685 on 2002/08/01 by rbagley@rbagiey_Itxp
R400 Shader Programming Model

Checking in Laurent's revision of sequencer related updates. Also addedinitial
specification of two language levels; this is out of date, updates in progress.

 

Change 43638 on 2602/08/61 by mkeliy@ifl_mkelly_1r400_win_laptep 

S58 3x4 simple triangle

Change 43631 on 2062/08/01 byjecarey@fi_jcarey2
Update pseudocode for the ME_ENIT packet.

Change 43571 on 2002/07/31 by csampayo@fil_csampayo400

Updates

Change 43543 on 2002/07/31 by grege@gregs400_win_imarlboro

<addedIQDC_xtalin signal>
Change 43509 on 2002/07/31 by jacarey@fl jcarcy2

Documentation Updates
1. Viz Query
3. Memory Size Updates
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SU tests

Change 13984 on 2002/97/20 bykcorrell @kcorrell_1400_docs_marlboro
updated area estimate for MH.

 Change 43077 on 2002/07/30 by efong@efongr400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 43995 on 2002/07/29 by hartogs@ft_hartegs

Updated register addresses.

Change 42958 on 2002/37/29 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb
Updated de_crte interfaceAdded some more M72 test ta CRTC

Change 12949 on 2002/07/29 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr190_win_laptop
128 packets, one triangle per packet, each hitting a subsamgie
in sue JSS pixel. For cach ISS_SAMPLESEL,eachof 16 158 pixels
are tested. ISS_SAMPLESEL is cycled from from 0 to &. This test
ensures the tested JSSSAMPLESELis a uriique value when compared
to all non-tested J88_SAMPLESELs.

 

 ng@efong1400win_tor_doc

updated

Change 42788 on 2002/07/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r40G
1, Added 2 new SU tesis
2. Updated test_list andtracker, accordingly

Change 12781 on 2002/37/26 by thsien@thsien_ri00_win_marlboro
Update Depth tests

Change 42737 on 2002/07/26 by serace@scroce_r400_win_marlbara

Forgot te update TOC
Change 42735 on 2002/07/26 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Updating a bit to reflect changes in the release procedure and environment

Change 42725 on 2002/07/26 by jusif@jasif_1400_win_tor
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Updatedafter Testlist review meeting.

Change 12718 on 2002/07/26 by semara@isemara_r100_win_tor
fix the index

Change 42654 on 2002/07/26 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 42652 on 2002/07/26 by semara@isemara_400_win_tor

 edit section £1 in the test plan
edit section 4 in the displayinterface

Change 42596 on 2002/07/26 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
test list for ms,

Change 42530 on 2002/07/25 by ashishs@fl_ashichsr400_win
CL TESTS:testing guard bandclipping of edgeflags.

Change 42514 on 2662/07/25 by douzd@doug

updated area for SQ based on synthesis results
Change 42504 on 2002/07/25 byjasi 400_win_tor

Finished graphics section

Change 42499 on 2062/07/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Basic MSAA finctionality tests..

Change 42442 on 2002/07/25 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

iraproved description of LUT andfixed test case

Change 42367 on 2602/07/25 by uzhuG@umhu_r400_win_ltor

Update DCP_tests_ms2.xls trom Richard
Chanec 42362 on 2002/07/25 by mzhu@mzhu r400 win tor

Update er: cs and overlayalpha blending

Change 42269 on 2002/07/24 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor
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Change 42033 on 7002/07/23 by mkellvG@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
 Update and corrected schedule test count versus sheet | counts.

Change 42000 on 2002/07/23 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

added the VGA_CURSOR_BLINKINVERT register

Change 41983 on 2002/07/23 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SUtests

Change 41973 on 2002/07/23 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor
Finished text modetestlist.

 B Change 41971 on 2002/07/23 by Diving@ine_Gising
v.LAs
-Add NEAREST_NO_BORDERbitto texture cor which controls if nearestfiltering

will every sample border color/texel. Whenthis bit is asserted the mapping for the clamping
icy wheo nearestfiltering should be:

Wrap/Repeat > Wrap/RepeutAinror -> Mirror
Clampto last texel -> Clamp to last texelMirrorOncetolast texel > MirrorOnceto last texel
Clamp half way to border eclor -> Clamp to last toxe!
MirrorOncehalfway to border color -> MirrorOnceto last texel
Clampto border cclor -> Clampto last texelMirrorOnce to border color -> MirrorOnceto last texel

 
 

 
 

Change 41921 on 2002/07/23 by subad@MA_SUBA, 
updated urea. Area decreased by re-stracturing ix_fiul, oned and Wied muxes

Change 41905 on 2002/07/23 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

update
Change 41898 on 2602/07/23 by stnoss@stnoss_crayula_win

shortened tests

Changc 41883 on 2002/07/22 by gabarca@gabarca crayola win cvd

Updated as per Joveria’s test leist and last meetings

Change 41881 on 2002/07/22 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri00
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Fininshed hdp section andrevised text. section

Change 12258 on 1002/07/24 by semara@semara_r100_win_tor
adding section 7, 8, and 9

Change 42234 on 2002/07/24 by mkeliyi@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

* Update to ISS test* New MSAAtestvo
* Update tracker
* Update SC test_list

 
 2 all 8 subsamplesin basic hit tests

Change 42233 on 2002/07/24 by nluu@mhu_1100_doclib_ennb

- update specs for fast client protocol

Change 42140 on 2662/07/24 by imuskath@irnuskath_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated crtc.cpp to consider h_sync_start
fixed orte_test.cop
wrap around conter test in picasso
updated test list

Change 42100 on 2002/07/23 by trising@ima_frising
wb 44
-[t just occurred to me that having just one bitis insuffici his. You really need 3

(one each tor x,v,7}, otherwise you'd get the wrong results if, for example, the user set WR AP_S
to CLAMP and WRAP_T to CLAMPTO _RORDER. [ don't wantto usethreebits, so I've
reworked things. The bit is now called NEARESTCLAMPPOLICYand hasthe following
behavior when nearest Filtering:

 
 

Wrap/Repeat -> Wrap/RepeatMirror -> Mirror
Clamp to last texel -> Clampto last texelMirrorOnceto last texel > MirrorOncetc last texel
Clamp halfwayto border color -> Clamp to last texcl
MirrorOnce halfwayto border color -> MirrorOnceto last texel
Clap io border color <> Clanto border colurMirrorOnce to border color -> MirrerOnce to border color

 

This should allow D3D and OGLto setthis bit ‘once’ and forget aboutit.
Change 42086 on 2602/07/23 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4C0_win

update
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1. Added 2-D primitives ta VGT section
2. Various format updates

Change 41867 on 2602/07/22 by gabarca@gabarca crayola win cvd

updated

Change 41862 on 2002/07/22 by jasit@jasif_r400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 41822 on 2003/07/22 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
* Basic JSS ft
* Updatete:
* Update tracker
* Added Plan vs. Aduul graph to Wacker sheet “schedule”
 

Change 418ion 2002/07/22 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 41784 on 2002/07/22 by grege@gregs400_win_imarlboro

<registers update>
Change 41781 on 2002/07/22 by frivas@PL Rivas

Update. Changed name of a VGT HOStest to be completed.

Change 41778 on 2002/07/22 by viu@vi_s400_cnviiul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 41774 on 2002/07/22 by imuskath@limuskath_r400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated
Change 41756 on 2002/07/22 by chwang @chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 41743 on 2002/07/22 by tho@tho_1400_win
updated

Change 41742 on 2002/07/22 by tien@ma_spinach

updated TP/TC area estimates
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Change 41731 on 2602/07/22 byefong@iefong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 41730 on 2602/07/22 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Improve test description and conveyanceof test purposein the image

Change 41729 on 2062/07/22 by efong@efong_r400_win_ter_doc
Updated

Change 41728 on 2002/07/22 by rbell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Chuuge 41717 on 2002/07/22 by georgev@inu_georgev

First revision from verification spec.

Change 41663 on 2062/07/19 by jacarey@ifl_jcarey2
Fix Number of Bits Needed in the Brush, Palette, and Immed BasePointers.

Change 41654 on 2002/07/19 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 41643 on 2002/07/19 by jasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 41620 on 2002/07/19 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_400_win_laptop

1. Re-wrote JSS test to match latest SC spec.
2. Update test_Ust
3. Updaic tracker

Chunge 41600 un 2002/07/19 by lefebvi @ilelebvre_lupiup_1406

SQ backup.
Chanec 41597 on 2602/07/19 by fhoulk@MA JIICULE

Pre-SIGGRAPHsubmit(sinceit's exclusive open}

Change 41582 on 2002/07/19 by dclitton@dclitton_r400
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Change 41332 on 2002/07/18 by jacarey@ifl_jcarey2

Update Brush Address Range
Change 41330 on 2002/07/18 byjacarevi@fl_jcarev2

Updates

Change 41321 on 2002/07/18 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Data written to Immd_Write_Confirm address generates a write confimation.

Change 41308 on 2002/07/18 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Update...
Change 41298 on 2602/07/18 by nzhu@iizhu_r400_wintur

update for 2nd milestone part

Change 41296 on 2002/07/18 by arezs@grege r400 win marlboro

<fixing previous mistake>

Change 41294 on 2002/07/18 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlbore
<moving from parts lib te dec 1id>

Change 41293 on 2002/07/18 by seorgev@ma_georgev

Updated for newtests.

Change 41287 on 2002/07/18 by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 41275 on 2602/07/18 bybryans@brvans_crayola_doc
Documentthat explains the new Chip Init library (usage and organization)

Change 41267 on 2002/07/18 by jacareyifl_jearey2

Clarification ta LCC packet on preservation/setting ofvalid flag.
Change 41260 on 2002/07/18 byjacarevi@il_jcarey2

   Update pseudocode for the is: ce of even ators to the scan converter forconfim.
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Added description of rectangle primitive output. Updated state register description

Change 41550 on 2002/97/19 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
new x.ydim  

Change 41531 on 2002/07/19 by bryans@bryans_crayola_dac

Update
Change 41524 on 2002/07/19 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Minor changes to dac

Change 41450 on 2062/07/19 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Correct Lypu in diagram for write confinmation logic.

 Change 41447 on 2002/07/19 byjacarev@ifi_jcarey2

Write Confirmation Counter for CP/SC data coherency.
Change 41401 on 2002/07/18 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r4060

1. Added 4 newSU edgetlag tests
2. Updated framebuffer size for 2 tests
4. Updated test list andtest tracker accordingly

Change 41388 on 1602/07/18 by gabarcaigabarca_crayola_win_evd

linked the test list excel into the "regression test table" icon at the end ofthe document

Change 41374 on 2002/07/18 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

moved to the blocks/VGA directory

Change 11371 on 2002/07/18 by gabarca@pabarca_crayola_win_evd
moved to the design/block/VGAdirectory

Change 41353 on 2002/07/18 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 41352 on 2602/07/18 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Format change only.
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 Change 41287 on26 718 by jaywQ@MaA_IAYW

Thursday moming, minor updates
Change 41255 on 2002/07/19 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated

Change 11225 on 2002/07/18 by jacarev@fl_jcarey2
Revert Last Change

Change 41213 on 2002/07/18 by jacarev@ifi_jcarey2

1. Update LCC and Constant_Prefetch Packet formats
2. Constant write enables cleared for incrernental update of constants.

Change 41208 on 1662/07/18 byFliljero@aft_frank

updated LoadConstant_Context write to BUFFER_BASEto match latest spec
Change 41183 on 2002/07/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_400

1. Added 2 newtests ta SU
2. Updated SU test_Hst
3. Updated test tracker accordingly
 

Change 41153 on 2002/07/17 byjacarey joarey?

Updates for interpreting the 2D constants in the GMC.

Change 41148 on 2002/07/17 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2
Deseribe how the 2D Default Values are Applied by the CP.

Change 41112 on 2002/07/17 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SU Tests

Change 41107 on 2002/07/17 by javarey@f_joaey2

1. Update Bit Width for Brush Address to HW support Logic
2. Revise 2D Default Registers

Change 41083 on 2002/07/17 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4C0_win

update

Change 41075 on 2002/07/17 by jowang@jowans_R400_win
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more complete test plan

Change 41032 on 2002/07/17 byjayw@MA_JAYW
adding tile doc and minor depth address correction.

Change 40985 on 2662/07/17 byrbell@rbeil_crayola_win_evd
initial release

Change 40978 en 2602/07/17 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated new fields

Change 40959 on 2062/07/16 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r400
1. Added 2 new Lests to SU

2. Updated test_list andtest tracker
 

Change 40947 on 2002/07/16 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r40G_win_cnimuskatb
Updated test list for M2

Change 40929 on 2002/07/16 byjacarey@il_jcarey?

Update text for 2D/4D transition determination.
Change 40885 on 2602/07/16 byjayvw@MA_JAYW

fixed errorin tile address

Change 40881 on 2062/07/16 by mpersaud@mpersaud_1400_win_tor
Simplified write acknowledge return interface between dccif and client.

Change 40873 on 2002/07/16 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

updates

Chunge 40854 on 2602/07/16 by Misieu@ifhisien_1400_win_marlbure

Update for Z tests
Chanec 40782 on 2602/07/15 by cfong@icfong r400 win tor doc

Updated with M2 teats

Change 40771 on 2002/07/15 by csampayoi@tlcsampayo_r400
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Change 40609 on 2002/07/15 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 40605 on 2002/07/15 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 40600 on 2002/07/15 by javww@MAa JAYW

Monday morning release.
start of cam and non-camtags and.
address generation

Change 40599 on 2002/07/15 by chwang@chwang_doc_1400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 40595 on 2002/07/15 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
updated after test plan review

Change 46593 on 2062/07/15 by imuskath@imuskatbr460_win_cnimuskatb

Updated
Change 40589 on 2002/07/15 by tho@tho_r400_win

updated

Change 40582 on 2002/07/15 by tho@tho_r4¢0_win
update

Change 40574 of 2602/07/15 by efong@iefong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 40571 on 2602/07/15 by uluu@ulue_400_doclib_cunb

- update

Changs 40564 on 2002/07/15 by jacarcyi@il jcarcy2

Updated Draw_Indx

Change 40535 on 2062/07/15 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
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1. Added SU test tc validate provoking vertex
2. Updated SU's test_list accordingly
3. Updated the VGTtest r100vat_provoking_vtx_all_01
4, Updated test tracker with status for the test: r400su_provoking_vix_rectangle_01

Change 40710 on 2002/07/15 by jayw@MA_JAYW

finished start of depth tile address calc

Change 40698 on 2002/07/15 by jacarey( jearcy2

Update to ME_INIT for Header Dump Function

Change 40697 on 1002/07/15 byjasif@jasif_r100_win_tor

Updated.
 Change 40693 on 2002/07/15 by tha@itho_r400_win

updated
Change 40691 on 2002/07/15 byllefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r400

New sequencer spec.

Change 40666 on 2002/07/15 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Header Dump Can Be Used for Real-Time Streams

Change 40660 on 2602/07/15 byjacarey@fi_jcarey2

Update Header Dump Base Address Size 

Change 40647 on 2002/07/15 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor
M2 VGAtestlist.

Change 40632 on 2002/07/15 byjacarey@! carcy2

Added a couple paragraphs to describe the Brush Decode support logic for tis ME.

Change 40630 on 1003/07/15 byjacarev@ii_jcarey2
Added Local Addresses for Brush Decode Hardware

Change 40520 on 2002/07/15 by grege@agregs400_Hnux_marlboro

<update>
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MB_INIT side affect: trvali dates "valid flags"in the PFP.

Change 10473 on 2002/07/14 by vliu@vlix_1100_enviiul00_win_cvd
Added conditional_write(...) function,

Change 4013? on 2002/07/12 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 40121 on 2002/07/12 by jayw@MA_JAYW

Fridaynight checkin with template

Change 40120on 2002/07/12 byfhsien@fhsien_1400_win_marlboro
Update for Z_functions

Change 40039 on 2002/07/12 by efong@efongr4lti)_win_tor_doc

Updated for VCD and FSDB and VPD support

Change 39993 on 2602/07/12 by Hising@uafrising
v.42
-allow TP touse FORMATCOMP_* and related number format info for multisample

fetches. Typically, the driver will want to make sure COLOR FORMAT OUTis consistentwiththese.

 
 

 Change 39979 on 2002/07/12 by rbeli@rbell_crayoia_win_:

Secondarysurface address test
Change 39977 on 2002/07/12 by rbell@rbell_crayule_win_cvd

updated for more milestone 2 and 3 tests

Change 39969 on 2062/07/12 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Update test plan for Zid milestone

Change 39915 on 2002/07/12 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update CL status

Change 39912 on 2002/07/12 by ikane@ikang_r400_win_tor

update
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Change 39862 on 2002/07/11 by gubarca@zubarca_crayola_win_cvd
t

Change 39847 on 2002/07/11 by caampayo@fl_csampeyo_It_400
Updated VGTsection categories

Change 39830 on 2002/07/11 by csampayoi@flcsarmpayo_it_r4a0

Updated the I1OS Primitive Tesscilation sub-section of the VGT section

Change 39819 on 2002/07/11 byfrising@ma_fising
v.Al
-multisample fetch basically done (note a few unused fields had to be moved in the tex

constants}
-updaied note on how degamma’d textures are stored in L2 (always 16 bit url}

Change 39812 on 2002/07/11 byjacarey@il_jcarey2

Real-Time Micro Engine does not have the direct write-back path as the Non-RT micro
engine.

Change 39309 on 2002/07/11 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
1. Beolean BO is set for trans
2.ME INIT

- Fixed type offor vertex shader base size
- Added note that pixel shader base must be greater than vertexshader base address.

3. Added notes to set BO boolean for some cfthe new 2D packets.

 ith t packet

 

Change 39764 on 2002/07/11 by georzev@me_georgev

Fixed registers.

Change 39759 on 2002/07/11 by imuskatb@imuskatb_1i0G_win_cnimuskatb
Updated v1.2

Change 39739 on 2662/07/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Update showing priorities for Friday's meeting...
Change 39708 on 2002/07/11 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2

Fix ‘Typos in Instr_Prefetch and Set_State Packets
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Change 39399 on 2802/07/16byjimmylau@jimmyltas_r400_win_tor

Add section 10.4 in CRTCarchitecture and irapicmentation specs, for double buffered
registersAdd seciiuus 3
double buffered regist 

 
to 5.8 in CRIC lediplan, [or overscutl, interlaced lining mode anders. 

Change 39359 on 2002/07/16byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_evd
Updated for Kscope

Change 39350 on 2002/07/14by roell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Changed name of doc
Change 39347 un 2602/07/16 by sttoss@sinoss_crayula_win

SU tests

Change 39346 on 2062/07/10 by rbell@rbell crayola win evd

Updated file capture format, added optimal macry signal capture

Change 39331 on 2602/07/10 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SU Tests

Change 39273 on 2002/07/09 byjacarevi@il_icarey_desktop
Context is on data bits 12:16‘ff

Change 39245 on 2002/07/09 byjacarey@il_icarey_desktop

Micra Engine Updates

Change 39237 on 2002/07/09 byjacarey@il_jcarey_dezktop

 
Change 39220 on 2002/07/09 by csampayoiGiflcsampaye_r4U0

1. Added1 test to SU suite
2. Updated test_list accerdingly
3. Updated relevant status on the test tracker

 

Change 39124 on 2062/07/09 by ygiang@ygiangr100_win_marlbore_p4
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Change 39679 on 2002/07/11 by jayw@MA_JAYW

GL rev mark

Change 39678 on 2062/07/11 by jayw@Ma_JAYW
thursday update

Change 39662 on 2007/07/11 by rbell@rbell_crayoia_win_cvd

updated schedule

Change 39637 on 2002/07/11 by smoss@smoss_crayola_’ 
account for differences in tests written and schedule

Change 39578 on 2002/07/10 byjacarey@fi_jcarey2
Miscetlaneous

Change 39572 on 2002/07/10 byjiramylau@jiramylau_r400_win_tor
Update sections 5.6 and 5.7 after test plan review,to add more end cases and more

detailed explanation to each test cases.

Change 39571 on 2002/07/10 by jacarev@fl_jcarey2
Clarifications for ALU and Texture write enables for LCC and
Set_Constant packets.

Change 39567 on 2062/07/10 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2
Miscellanesous Corrections for 2D Packets

Change 39563 on 2602/07/10 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_1400

Minortextual updates

Change 39563 on 2002/07/10 by csampayo@fl csampayo 7400

Modified Provoking Vertex sub-section to include provoking vertex und edge flags 

Change 39552 on 2002/07/10 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_1400
Added Rectangle List Processing sub-section te the SU section

Change 39486 on 2002/07/10 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r400_win
line buffer te an for phase 2 released 
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added: shader test. for debug

Change 39088 on 2002/07/69 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Updated status for LUT Host RW

Change 390978 on 2002/07/69 by csampayo@#l_csampayo_r406

Updated status for the following tests:
rO0vet cdgctlags triangic fan OL
O0vat_edgeflagstriangle wiflags_O01

   
 

_edgeflagstriangice_strip_01
ruuvat_edgeflagstriangle list_U1
r400vat_edgetlags quad_strip 01 

 r400vgt_odgeflags_quad 1
100vgt_edgcflagspolygon01

Change 39962 on 1603/07/69 by mk elly@Al_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

VED Edge flag support for Constant to EX1 operation with example test.
Change 39045 on 2002/07/09 by jayw@MA_JAYW

no change

Change 39016 on 2002/07/09 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor
Updated revision number

Change 39015 on 2002/07/09 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Tie off ICON_DCCARB_rawap & CURSOR_DCCARB_rswap to zero in DCCARB as
itis not generated byeither bleck 

Change 39004 on 1662/07/09 by brvans@bryans_crayola_doc

There are 2 copies in the depet of this document: This one (version 41.2)is cut of date.
The most up to date one (version 4.4) resides in doc_lib/testenv.Ileft that copythere sinceit
applies to both emulation and simulation.

Change 39003 on 2662/07/09 by brvans@bryans_crayola_dac

Updated as per status meeting
Change 389L1 on 2602/07/08 by jacarev@£l_jcarey_desktop

Remove Set_CfConstant PacketI
2. Added code for new Set_Constant packet
4. Preparations for writing constants to extemal memory
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Change 38829 on 2002/07/68 byIseiler@iseiter_r400_win_martbora

RB Arch spec: modified export buffer depth storage, added explanations
Change 38815 on 2002/07/08 by tho@tho_r460_win

updated

Change 38813 on 2002/07/08 by mmanter@mmantor_7400_win
assigned quadid to the lod correct term

 Change 38785 on 2662/07/08 by csampayoQifl

Added status for the following SUtests:
r400su_provokingvtx_point_O1
r400su_provukingvix_line_O1
r4g0su_prevoking_vtx_triangle_Ot

‘|_csampayo_r406

  

Change 38743 on 2002/07/08 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Update for double buffer register

Change 38735 on 2002/07/68 by imuskath@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated (ist draft) of Dispout Test plan
Change 38722 on 2602/07/08 by rbell@rbell_crayvola_win_cvd

updatedtest list after test plan review

Change 38697 on 2062/07/08 byimuskatb@imuskatb_1406_win_cnimuskatb
Updated

Change 38670 on 2002/07/08 by chwang@chwangdoc_riU0_win_evd

Update.

Chunge 38661 un 2002/07/08 by efoug@icfongr400_win_tur_doc

Updated
Change 38658 on 2002/07/08 by jasif@ijasif r400 win tor

Updated.

Change 38654 on 2002/07/08 by nlkuu@niue_1400_doclib_cnnb
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VED edge flag support and example, note: waiting on bug fix in cegen.cpp to be checkedin.

Changc 38344 on 2602/07/05 by erces@gregs 400 win marlboro

addedindirect access to ROMmemory

Change 38339 on 2062/07/08 by subad@MA_SUBA
updated arca of tcd. Arca incrcased by 2 sq.mm. bcos the correct arca cstimate of

degamma logic was entered. Originally an estimate was entered.

Change 38338 on 2002/07/05 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 38312 un 2002/07/05 by jacursy@M_jearey2

Clears 2D blag when writing tothe CONTEX| ALLOCATIONFLAGS

Change 38294 on 2002/07/05 byjacarey@fl jcarey2

New Addresses Por Setting tle Context Allocation Flags and lke associated 2D Mag.

Change 38285 on 2002/07/05 byjacarey@iil_jcarey2
Updates to ME INET

1 Instruction Thresholds need to be programmedfor Real-Time
2. Side affects that occur when re-programming MAX_CONTEXT

Change 38275 on 2002/07/05 by tho@thor460_win
-updaied test ducurent

-updated model document.

Change 38271 on 2002/07/08 byrbell@rbe!l_crayola_win_evd
Added auto fill tests

Change 38257 on 2602/07/65 by bryans@brvans_crayola_doc

Add legacyversion of display format (this needs to be updated)
Change 38254 on 2062/07/05 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Update with misc. tasks

Change 38126 on 2002/07/04 by roell@rbell_crayola_win_evd
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- update

 Change 38652 on 2002/97/68 by tho@tho_1400_win
updated

Change 38648 on 2003/07/68 by viiu@vliu_1400_cnvlinL00_win_cvd

Update
Change 38643 on 2602/07/68 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskath

Lipdated files for TMDS
Added new CMDKeys for DAC

Change 38642 on 2002/07/08 by efongi@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

updated

Change 38618 on 2062/07/68 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 38421 on 2602/07/65 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_evd

updated open items
Change 38412 on 2602/07/65 by nbarbier@inbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated TMDS test descriptions

Change 38392 on 2002/07/05 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_It_r40o
 Added Edge Flag Processing and Provoking Vertex Processing sub-sections (in the 8U

Section). Updated format of complete SU Section

Change 38371 on 2002/07/05 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_It_ri00
1. Added edge flag and provoking vertex sections to SU Polygon Mode 2. Moved

1460su_edge_flez01 to ‘opriate section 
Change 38348 on 1607/07/65 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated as pre mecting July 3

Change 38347 on 2002/07/65 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Added autefill test

Change 38125 on 2002/07/64 by mzhu@mzhu r400 win tor

Update for double buffer register

Change 38097 on 2062/07/C4 byIkeng@ikang_r400_win_tor
update

Change 38095 on 2062/07/04 by bryansi@bryans_crayola_dac

Update tor July 1 week

Change 38070 on 2002/07/64 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated Milestone 2 Tests

Change 37973 on 2002/07/03 by jasif@jasif_ri00_win_tor
Updated.

Change 37981 on 2602/07/03 byllefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400

Backup
Change 37950 on 2003/07/03 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 37926 on 2002/07/63 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Updates for Stiall_Text and HostDala_Bit packets wit. SRC_X termcalculution.

Change 37925 on 2002/07/63 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win

updated the sc_sq interface definition
Change 37903 on 2002/07/63 by rbell@rbell_crayule_win_evd

Updated schedule, added more alpha blending tests

Change 37852 on 2002/07/63 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptop

Good test for basic checks of sequence/scan conversion/shader operation...

Change 37847 on 2002/07/03 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
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Added zeru expansion texts

Change 37832 on 2002/07/03 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Update for MH data return
Change 37831 on 2002/07/03 by hartogs@fi_hartogs

in description of register VG'l_HOUSMAlevels from 1 thru 15 inclusive to 1 thu 14 inclusive.
‘This change was actually checked in by Brian Buchner yesterday, but he did not update

the revision numberor log.

 THSSLEVEL, changed valid discrete 

Change 37798 on 2002/07/02 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated
Chunge 37794 on 1002/07/03 by cfong@efongr400_win_tur_doc

updated

Change 37742 on 2062/07/02 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Updates:
i. Updated description/status for the following tests in the tracker:

r400vgt_provekingvtx_all01 r400vgat_hos_cubic_pos_pnt_discrete_61
2. Sorted test_! 

Change 37706 on 1602/07/02 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

 Cleaned up descriptions oflegacy non-stat 3
DISP_START, BYTE PAN ard ATTR_PPANare loaded every line

 Change 37705 on 2002/07/02 by tho@t

updated cursortest goldens
updated milestone 2 test list

 Changs 37702 on 2602/07/02 byjasif@ijasif r400 win tor

Updated.

Change 37690 on 2062/07/02 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Changed format to removedlevel skipping.

 Change 37681 on 2002/07/02 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r400_win

tessellation engine creation
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Change 37536 on 2002/07/02 byjacarey@il_jcarey2

1. Update PIP Pscudocode for the case where the INDX BASE/Sizc arc not presentin
the draw_indx packet.

2. Updated algoriilin Por draw_inds in the PM4 Spec.

Change 37534 on 2002/07/02 byjacarey@il_jcarey2
1. Update description for LCC packet.
2. Strike through packets that were obsolete/changed as of June 15th

Change 37477 on 2002/07/01 by csampayo@flcsampayo_r400

i. Updatedthe display size, test description and cther minor test format changes for the
following tests:

r400vgt_dina_swap_indxlé_OL.cpp
r400vgt_dma_swapindx32_01.epp

2. Updatedthe tests descriptions on the test tracker for above tests

  
3. Deleted the following test from the test tracker and adjusted

Schedule accordingly:
r400vgt_hos_PNQIpIncont_13_16_texture_lightingprojection cop

 

Change 37456 on 2662/07/01 by gregs@ereger400_linux_marlboro
<reset bring-up >

Change 37429 on 2002/07/01 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

update
Change 37376 un 2602/07/61 by mkelly@ti_uikelly_1400_win_laptop

Aore tests validating reference vertex delta pixel calcs for barve interp.

Change 37217 on 2002/06/28 byIkang@ikangr400_win_tor
update

Change 37199 on 2002/06/28 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated VGALIDP

Change 37174 on 2002/06/28 by csampayoi@tlcsampayo_r400

Added the following new VGT tests and updated test tracker and test_list.
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Change 37677 on 2002/07/02 by bbuchnen@fl_bbuchner_ra6d_win

updated tess level constraints
Change 37675 on 2003/07/62 byvliu@vliu_r400_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Update.

Change 37664 on 2002/07/02 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2
Added Microcode for 2D Paint Packet

Includes use of subroutines... i.e. Call & Return 

Change 37612 on 2062, 07/02 byjeyw@Ma_JAYW
 

 
Change 37613 on 1667/07/02 byfrivas@FT_FRivas

update io numberof tests in "Schedule" sheet
Change 37607 on 2002/07/02 by er 3_r400_win_marlboro

added hardwired at the top of chip.v options (straps).

Change 37595 on 2062/07/02 bychwang@ichwang_doc_r400_win_cvd
Update.

Change 37594 on 2002/07/02 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 37563 on 2602/07/62 by jacarevi@£i_jcarey2

Update for the arbitration in the RCIU

Change 37562 on 2002/07/62 by tho@tho 1400 win

updated

Change 37537 on 2002/07/02 by jasit@jasif_r400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 37549 on 2002/07/62 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated for alpha blending
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Change 37170 on 20 1/06/28 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated,
Change 37101 on 2002/06/28 by jasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated

Change 36997 on 2002/06/28 by Ikane@lkangr100_win_tor
clock specs for bif and de

Change 36991 on 2002/06/2¢ by grege@aregsr400bnuxmarlboro

type fix>
Change 36983 on 2602/06/28 by jucarey@ll_jowey2

Add Liefauits to the Spreadsheet

Change 36929 on 2002/06/27 by aregs@zregs 1400 hnux marlboro

< added [O_CG_reftlk >

Change 36895 on 2002/06/27 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Update overlay zcre cxpansion

Change 36880 on 2002/06/27 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated status. Reorganized features into more subsections.

Change 36872 on 2002/06/27 by gabarca@eabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Completed VGAHDPspec (except perform arice)

Change 36862 on 2002/96/27 byfrising@ma_frising
Changes:
-Add INDEX_ROUNDlivid to vfetch instruction (O=round, l=tuncate lo negative

infiniry}
-Make OPFSE'!' X in vietch instruction a signed 23-bit integer.

Change 36843 on 2002/06/27 by mpersaud@mpersaud r400 win tor

Updated documents to reflect actual DCCIF implementation

Change 36842 on 2002/06/27 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r100_win_tor
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Cleared up operation of IDCTinterface.
General document clean up and maintenance

Change 36836 on 2002/06/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Perspective-Correct barycentric coordinate interpolation simple tests verifving combos ofref v0 locations.

Change 36831 on 2002/06/27 by jayw@MA_JAYW

pro- ist triange render check in

Change 36824 on 2062/06/27 by jacarey@fl_jcarey2

Document Polarity Inversion ofthe Deatlocation FIFO Booleans
used by the Micro Engine.

Chunge 36802 un 2602/06/27 by nhu@inzhu_r400_win_tor

Correct Y_alpha for graphics and overlay alpha blending

Change 36792 on 2002/06/27 by tho@tho_r4C0_win
emfeaturelist added

Change 36785 on 2002/06/27 by trising@ma_trising
Another 1.40 checkpoint.
-declare noise texture and related funcrionality as being unsupported on 1400.
-adjust fetch opcodesfor fitture orowth. 0_.15=fetches, 16.23 = gets, 24.31 = sets
-move height specifier in SIZE fleld up 3-bits to allow for future growth of max 7Dtexture size.
-added DXN compressed 2 channel texture format for normals (and colors}
-specify that number format conversion will happen for compressed texture formats (e.g.

 

 
 make SIGINT ALT. apply to unsigned biased RF numbers. Evan

pointedoutthatthis *2-1 type mapping. Persumably since we havethis for
signed numbersthis is straight forward to add. 

-Until we understand what MS reallywants, we are keeping our getgradients as is and not
adding a setgradicnty/texldd,

Change 36784 on 2002/06/27 by gregs@gregsr400_linux_marlbore
<remove ROMstrap cmu desktop >

Change 36778 on 2002/06/27 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated status for the following VGTiests:
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Add moredetails forCON and CURSOR implementation. Lpdate LU’ host readiwrite.

Changc 36510 on 2002/06/26 by mkclly@fl mkelly r400 win laptep

Update SC plantest approach for barye interpolation reference pixel delta calculution.

Change 36508 on 2002/06/26 by gregs(@gregsr400_linux_marlbore
<resolving top level chip connections ... >

Change 36488 on 2662/06/26 by whni@whui_r400_win_tor

Test plan for R400 DCT

Change 36489 on 2002/06/26 by chwang@chwang_doc_400_win_cvd
Rename,

Change 36179 on 2062/06/26 by chwang@chwang_doc_ri00_win_evd
Featurelist for R400 IDCT.

Change 36476 on 2062/66/26 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4_r400_win

Clean up SC dumps
Remove pa sc.dmp since it is redundant
Add sc_rbbm.dmp which only contains sc relevant reg we 20 tb_se runs faster
Rearrange dump levels so only block level interfaces are dumpedat level 1.
hw accurate intemals are dumpedat level 2, and non-hwaccurate are dumpedat level 3

Update emu_dumps block diagram to reflect changes

 

  Change 36473 on 2002/06/26 by iu tein:

Updated

Change 36431 on 2002/06/26 by rhemick@ma_rherrick_crayola
 Docurecutati Multi-streaned RB Client interface...

Change 36394 on 2002/06/26 byjacarey@il_jcarey2

Updates for Constant Write Enables Controlled by the LCC Packet
and not the Set_Constant packet.

Change 36362 on 2662/06/25 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_1406

Updated status for following tests:
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  r40Gvgt_immed_index_tri_list_01
rOOvat_immed_index_tri_fan_01
r400vgt_immed_index_rectangle_list_01
r400vet_immed_index_polygon_01
r400vet_immed_index_quad_strip_01
r4O03vet_immed_index_quad_list_Q1

 

Change 36772 on 2002/06/27 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
Correct REDD_LINE_COUNT logic for color cursor

Change 36755 on 2003/06/27 byjacarev@il_jcarey2

Add Pixel and Vertex Shader Booleans and Status Signals.
Chunrge 36747 on 2002/06/27 by jucarey@f_jomey2

Update Pseudocode for the POL YLINE PM4 Packet.

Change 36731 on 2002/06/27 byjecarey@fl_jcarey2
Add Vertex and Pixel Dealioc FIFO Full Signals to Boolean Register

Change 36713 on 1002/06/27 by mkelly@tl_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Update

Change 36597 on 2002/06/27 byjacarey@f_jcarey2

Miscellaneous Typos
 Change 36614 on 2002/06/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo 

Updated stanis tor the following tests:
r4uUvet_dma_index_quad.

 
Change 36531 on 2602/06/26 by uhu@inzhur460_win_tur

Add DMIF data return order

Change 36526 on 2002/06/26 by arcge@arcas 400 win marlboro

DRAM_select

Change 16521 on 2002/06/26 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
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r400vet_dma_index_tri_list_ot
r4uUvat_dma_index_tri_fan_(1
mO0vat_dma_index_tri_strip_01
r400vat dma index tri wflags 01

 

 Change 36274 on 2002/06/25 byashivis@f_auitivtesr400_witt

update

Change 36258 on 2602/06/25 by Ikene@ikang r400 win tor

updates

Change 36191 on 2002, 6/23 by grege@aregs1400_Hnux_marlboro

 isc names changes >

Change 36171 on 2002/06/25 by jowang@ijowang_R400_win

added SHIFTINBLACK and BLACKCOLOR*
Change 36163 on 2602/06/25 by dclifton @dclifton_1400

Identified gradients as subpixel gradients

Change 36159 on 2002/06/25 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Update draw_indx pseudecode.

Change 36157 on 2002/06/25 by efong@iefongr400_win_tor_doc

Updated with autoreplication and autocentering for extended is done
Change 36154 on 2602/06/23 by jucareyG@L_joaey2

Make microh to microm and mrh te mm

Change 36145 on 2002/06/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_400
Variuus updates to VGT section. Added test numbering to CL/VTEsection

 Change 36134 on 2002/06/25 by rfevreau@irtevreau_r400_win

Updated TMDSschedule

Change 36124 on 2002/06/25 by rbell@rbell_crayoia_win_cvd

Added alpha blending tests, update schedule for this
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Change 36091 on 2062/06/25 by jacersy@IL_jearey2

Add note on management of the extemal memorysurfaces for 2D.

Change 35994 on 2002/06/24 by csampayoi@flcsampayo_It_r400
Update to fix counters for some tests in the CL/VTE section

Change 35974 on 2002/06/24 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 35961 on 2002/06/24 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_lt_r4oo

Updated status for the tellowing VCTiests:
rodvet_dma_engine09
r400vet_dmia_engine_10

 

Change 35947 on 2002/06/24 by pregs@eregsr400_linux_martbaro

intel agp stp/busyprotocol.
Change 35890 on 2002/06/24 by grezs@aregs_1400_linux_marlbore

fixing i/o

Change 35867 on 2062/06/24 byjacerey@fl_jcarey2
Status Spreadsheet Updated

Change 35862 on 2002/06/24 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 6/24
Change 35830 on 2602/06/24 by frivas@iFL_FRivas

Update. Finished HOS PNQtest.

Changs 35826 on 2002/06/24 byjacarsy@il jcarcy2

Updates for Post-Jane Sth P t Changes

Change 35818 on 1002/06/24 by trivas@FL_FRivas
updats to IOS PNQ test

Change 35817 on 2002/06/24 by efong@efong1400_win_tor_doc

Updated so that 06/22/02 done on 06/30/02
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Change 35743 on 2002/06/24 by frivas@FT._FRivas

Update
Change 35739 on 2002/06/24 byjacareyi@il_jcarey2

1. Microcode RAM is singie-ported

Updated Sections:GAL
7.28
729
7.43
744

Change 35732 on 2002/06/24 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 35641 on 2062/06/21 by ashishs@fl_eshishsr100_win
update

Change 35639on 2002/66/21 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_1400

Updated status for the following te
r400vet reuse index triangle list 02
r400vet_reuse_index_triangle_list_03

   

Change 35617 on 2002/06/21 by frivas@FL_FRivas

update to HOS PNT tests
Change 35604 on 2602/06/21 by jusif@jast LD1400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 35597 on 2062/06/21 by khabbari@khebbari_r400_win
auto cuef cal released

Change 35571 on 2002/06/21 byjasif@yasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 35548 on 2062/06/21 byjacarey@fl_jearey2

Add TC_RBBM_busyand add to RBRBMSTATUSregister
Change TP_RBBM_busy to TPC_REBM_busy
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Change 35814 on 2002/06/34 by efong@iefong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated
Change 35807 on 2002/06/24 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

updateto test counts in Schedate sheet

Change 35834 on 2002/06/24 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
update to HOS PNOtest

Change 35799 on 2002/06/24 by chwanz@chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd

Update.
Change 35793 on 2002/06/24 by viiu@vliu_1400_cuvliul00_win_evd

Update

Change 35787 on 2002/06/24 by frivas@FL_FRivas
no change

Change 35784 on 2064/06/24 by tho@tho_1400_win
updated

Change 35773 on 2062/06/24 by rbeli@irbell_crayola_win_cvd

Added overlay matrix transtorm tests

Change 35769 on 2002/06/24 byctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_win_marlboro

Added Raryc description tc help define Shader Pipe usage for pixel interpolation

Change 35765 on 1002/06/24 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2
Updates for Microcode Width Increase to 74 bits

Change 35762 on 1002/06/24 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 35746 on 2002/06/24 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r4C0_win

update
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Change 35546 on 2002/0 ‘21 by jhoule@MAJHOLLE
Check in for Ticn to look at a bit.

Change 35545 on 2002/06/21 by ukelly@t_ikelly_r400_win_luplop

Update
Change 35527 on 2002/06/21 by jacarey@Ei jcarcy2

Clarify Event Tritiators that generate signals from SQ and RC>

Change 35517 on 2002/06/21 by jacarey@tl_jcarey2

Update Documents

Change 35508 on 2002/06/21 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Simple CL test
Change 35501 on 2002/06/21 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updated some graphicste: testplan
Added two overlay basic tests (8888 and 2161016)

 

Change 35494 on 2002/06/21 byjacarevGi jearcy2

Fix Typo: Tl Constant should be TO for Source infor 

Change 35352 on 1002/06/20 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 35330 on 1007/06/20 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

update

Change 35315 on 2002/06/20 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 35282 on 2602/06/10 by jacarey@fi_jcarey2
. Increased Depth of the Scratch Memory
. Added Incremental_Update Bosiean
Added Context_Dirty Boolean

 I

3
Change 35264 on 2002/06/20 by fhsien@fhsien_1400_win_marlboro
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Update errors

Change 35218 on 2002/06/20 by peorgev@me_georgev
Added changes from Lauraunt.

Change 35199 on 2662/06/26 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 35176 on 2002/06/26by jacarey@fl_jcarey2

Document that Type-0 packets cannot be used for instruction memory
updates.

Change 35157 on 2002/06/20 by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_1400_win

update

Change 35153 on 2002/06/26by georgev@ima_georgev
Added new tests to list.

Change 35101 on 2002/06/20 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2

SRC1 into shifter is only5 bits.
¥. Change 35097 on 2002/06/20 byjacareyi@fl_jcar

Fix Height and Width parameter sizes in packets

Change 35084 on 2062/06/19 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r40G
Updatedstatus for the following tests:
r00vet_draa_s _
r400vet_draa_engine_02

jat_dma_engine03
r400vet dma cngi
r4Q0vet_dma_engit

 

 

  r400vet_dma_engine07r400vet_dma_engine08
Chanec 35082 on 2602/06/19 by mpersaud@mpersaud r400 win tor

Updated spec to be inline with actual implementation

Change 35033 on 2002/06/19 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
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Change 34918 on 2062/06/19 byfrising@ma_trising

Another 140 chechpeint.
-ge only with YUVreplication (remove YUintorpolation)
-rough in DXNI and DXN2 compressed normal formats

Change 34914 on 2062/06/19 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Add emulate’simulate updated command line options (used for launching the emulation
and simulation from the Makefiles/perl scripts)

Change 34769 on 2062/06/18 by efongGiefong_1400_win_tar_doc

Updated ... changed overscan to be done

Change 34756 on 2602/06/18 by tho@tho_r400_win

-matrix transform and adjustment. complete with debug test
-ycber subsampling complete with debug test

Change 34750 on 2002/06/18 by imuskatbh@imuskatb r460 win cnimuskatb

updated

Change 34747 on 2002/06/18 by imuskatb@imnuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb
updated

Change 34731 on 2002/06/18 by bryans@brvans_crayola_doc 

Updateto reflect the additions in TESTINFO cbject:

getArchitectureQ
getConfiguration)
getSimModeQ
getSimTypeQ)
getTimingModeQ)
getTeatMode(}

 - removed reference to Architecture object ( cured for te new chip library)

Change 34738 on 2002/06/18 by imusxatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 34722 on 2002/06/18 byrfewreau@irtevreau_r400_win

TMDS schedule updated
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Updated 6/19/02

Change 35948 on 2002/06/19 by Ikene@ikangr100_win_tor
updated emulation in vga, scaler, crtc. Ib, & dispout.

Change 35028 on 2603/06/19 by jowang@jowanz_R400_win

updated
Change 35008 on 2002/06/19 by jacarevG@fi_jcarey2

Updates for IM_Load_Immediate Suppert

Change 35907 on 2002/06/19 bytho@the_1400_win
-2x magnify cursor complete

-color cursor complete

Change 34985 on 2003/06/19 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
1. Preparations for Context Management
2. Event Timestamp Discards Data If Event ID Dees Not Match
3. Added DMA_Data_Source and Context_Dirtylocal Addresses.

Change 34977 on 2002/06/19 byjacarey@fi_jcarey2
Additions to Micra Engine Address Map
1. DMA_Data_Sonrce
2. Context_Dirty Roslean

Change 34959 on 2002/06/19 byjecarey@fi_jcarey2
Update Base Addresses for Determining Incremental Updates.

Change 34953 on 2002/06/19 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update ta include control of 2 WRITE CNABLE and ZFUNC... awaiting support
updates to RB emu_lib...

Change 34936 on 2002/06/19 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated
Change 34920on 2602/06/19 byjowang@jowang_R400_win

updated version
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Change 34690 on 2067/06/18 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc
 Updated and put in who is responsible for M2 stuff

Change 34679 on 2002/06/18 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated

Change 34654 on 2002/06/18 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Multiplierin the Micro Engine is 14x14

Change 34629 on 2002/06/17 byjasif@ljasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 34623 un 2002/06/17 by tho@tho1400_win

update

Change 34614 on 2002/06/17 by jowang@jowang R400 win

updated horizontal filter Giot complete}

Change 34608 on 2002/06/17 by snezana@snezana_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 34501 on 2002/06/17 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 34591 on 2002/06/17 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 34582 on 2002/06/17 by brvans@bryans_crayola_doc
update...

Change 34571 on 2662/06/17 by panlv@MA_PVELLA
 Forgot te save changes from previous submission.

Change 34567 on 2002/06/17 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated MHS with latest specifications and hardware changes.

Change 34557 on 2002/06/17 by jusif@jasif_1400_win_tor
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Updated.

Change 34552 on 2002/06/17 byjacarey@il_jcarey2
Remove Slow Client Protocol from the RBBM documentation

Change 34550 on 2662/06/17 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

 updated table of vga extended reg
Change 34534 on 2602/06/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to PNL tests

Change 34530 on 2002/06/17 by ashishs@fl_eshishsr400_win
update

Change 34527 on 2002/06/17 byfrivas@iFL_BRivas

Update to HOS PNLtest.
Change 34515 on 2002/06/17 bytrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to HOS PNTusing discrete tessellation with lighting and texturing.
Changes 34508 on 2602/06/17 byfrivas@TL FRivas

Update to HOS PNT with discrete tessellation and orthographic projection

Change 34509 on 2002/06/17 by trivas@iFL_FRivas

Update to HOS PNTtest.

Change 34498on 2062/06/17 by mkelly@tl_mkelly_r460_vwin_laptop

Test SC rectanglelist vertex order interpretation...
Change 34491 on 2602/06/17 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Update to PNT HOS test that uses only a single PNT in wireframe mode for continuoustessellation that varies between 1.0-14. with reuse 4-16.

Chanec 34485 on 2002/06/17 by frivas@TL FRivas

Update to HOS PNT texture and lighting test.

Change 34479 on 2002/06/17 by trivas@FL_FRivas
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Change 34415 on 2662/06/17 by rhell@irbell_crayola_win_cvd

Changed to tesichip arch and testchip.conf
Change 34414 on 2002/06/17 by chwang@chwangz_doc_r400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 34413 on 2002/06/17 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 34412 on 2002/06/17 by imusxatb@imuskatbr400_win_cnimuskatb

Disconnect Test + golden
updated crtc emu doc

Change 34403 on 1002/06/17 by efong@iefong_1400_win_tar_doc

Updated
Change 34369 on 2002/06/16 by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_1400_win

update

Change 34294 on 2062/06/14 byjasif@ijasif_1400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 34290 on 2002/06/14 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_lt_r400

Various document updates
Change 34281 un 2602/06/14 by Ikang@ikang1400_win_tor

updated scaler emulation schedule

Change 34269 on 2662/06/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update

Change 34264 on 2002/06/14 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r4U0_win_ter

Updated Auto-d: ion section.

Change 34242 on 2002/06/14 by Kcorrell@kcorrell_r400_docs_marlboro

update
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Update to HOS PNTtexture andlighting test.

Change 34475 on 2002/36/17 by ramsey@RRAMSEYP4_ri0G_win
Add documentation on sc dump points

Change 34457 on 2002/06/17 by tho@tho1400_win

updated
Change 34454 on 2002/06/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to HOS PNT test with changing normals.

Change 34452 on 2002/06/17 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 34443 on 2002/)6/17 by chwang@chwangdocr400_win_cvd

Update
Change 34439 on 2002/06/17 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated
Change 34438 on 2002/06/17 by imuskatb@imuskatb r400 win cnimuskatb

Updated

Change 34437 on 2002/06/17 by jacarey@tl_jcarey2

Remove Constant Flag frorn the write requesters.

Change 34436 on 2002/06/17 by Frivas@FT._FRivas

Update to HOS PNTtexturetest
Change 34431 on 2602/06/17 bv jacarev@ti_jcarev2

1. Set_Constant: Qualified incrementing coherency counter with
CONST_WRITE_ENABLE.

2. Updated 2D-10-3D mode determination.
Change 34417 on 2002/06/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to HOS PN test that adjusts normals durmeg runtime.
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 Change 34221 on 2602/06/14 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

Added in newvertical replication tests
Change 34207 on 2602/06/14 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 6/14

Change 34295 on 2002/06/14 by snezana@snezana_crayola_win_cvd
updated for alu inside framecatl

Change 34183 on 2002/06/14 by efong(@efongr400_win_tor_doc

Juststrikethrough on the tap configuration
Change 34146 on 2002/06/14 by cumantor@Quanuntor_r400_witt

moved specto sc directory and added a test bench documentta the directory

Change 34141 on 2002/06/14 by tien@ma spinach

Updated TP and TC areas

Change 34061 on 2002/06/14 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb
Updated

Change 33916 on 2002/06/13 by jasif@jesif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 33910 on 2602/06/13 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

addtest cases for prphics/overlay blend

Change 33835 on 2002/06/13 by mzhu@mzhu_r100_win_tor
add test plan for second milestone

Change 33820 on 2662/06/13 by hartogs@fl_hartogs
New revision is 0.96
Added diagram to show VGT configurations.
Updated Tessellation Engine fixed function table.

Change 33807 on 2002/06/13 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd
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Added in openissues add register bit to select if line compare happens in curmpered Eneof the next

Change 33796 on 2002/06/13 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated open issue: readback ef VGA DISPinterface

Change 33794 on 2662/06/13 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
 

Updated open iss es and legacyreg list
Change 33757 on 2602/06/13 byIkang@ikangr400_win_tor

Incorporated emulation, netlist, & chip integration schedules

Change 33619 on 2002/06/12 by imuskath@imuskatb_1406_win_cnimuskatb
wrap around text
updated display config to support sync_a_start
vgarender test V1.U- test run only

Change 33577 on 2062/06/12 by hartogsi@fl_hartogs
New revision numberis 0.95
Updated ali register definitions to reflect new “driver Friendiy” address assignments.
This was architecture-wide change made on 5/13/02.
Changed GFX_COPY_STATEregister description to reflect actual hardwareimplementation.
Deleted GFX_PIPE_CNTLregister.
Added enamerations to the VAT_EVENT_INITTATOR register
Added section aboutrestrictions for fields in VGT_GRP_PRIM_TYPEres
Removed TESS_INPUT_MODEfield trom VGT_HOS_CNTLregister.
Changed VGT_SQ interface (in agreement with Laurent Lefebvre) so that the

VGT_SQ_end_of_vtx_vect and VGT_SQ_state signals are “don’t care”if the
VGT_SQ_continued signalis set.

  

 

 ter.

Change 33532 on 2002/06/12 by frising@ma_fising

Another checkpoint. Start clcaning up usages tables.

Change 33518 on 2602/06/12 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Update - Added a test to HOS PIT section. The new test implements lighting with
moving normals.
Changs 33490 on 2002/06/12 by frivas@iFL_FRivas

Update to HOS PNQ test.
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Change 33195 on 2002/06/11 by csampayo@itl_csampaye_1400

Edited Windows Registry, Test Format and Test Samples sections
Change 33177 on 2602/06/11 by jowang@jowang_R400_win

modified spreadsheet for 10 tap H
updated Ibsctp to output fixed point coetsto file

 

Changc 33172 on 2002/06/11 by csampayo@tl csampayo r406

Update stains for the foltowing test:
r400vet_hosPN’!cp_qn_disc_14U4littex_proj_01

Change 33148 on 2002/06/11 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Update to HOS tests of PNT and PNL

Change 33147 on 2002/06/11 byfrivas@HFLRivas

Progrese on HOS tests documented.

Change 33098 un 2002/06/16 by bryans@bryans_crayolu_doc

Update based on today's discussion
Change 33070 on 2062/06/10 by tho@tho r460 win

icon cursortestlist updated

Change 33054 on 2002/06/16 by mkelly@#_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update, se tests...

Change 33041 on 2062/06/16 byjayw@MA_IAYW
initial checkin

Change 33040 on 2602/06/10 byjayw@MaA_JAYW

several 'admin' type signals
clean and busy
 clocks
removed shadow from queue encoding.

Change 33029 on 2002/06/10 byjacarey@il_jcarey2
 Check In All
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Change 33464 on 2602/06/12 by jusif@jusif1400_win_tur

Updated.

Change 33362 on 2062/06/11 byfrising@ma_frising
Post June 15 1.40 checkpoint.

Change 33349 on 2002/06/11 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
update

Change 33339 on 2002/06/11 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Update to PNQ HOS test.

Change 33329 on 2002/06/11 by mkeliv@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

update, sc point tests.

Change 33299 on 2602/06/11 by jayw@MA_JAYW
more FB and cacheline formats

Change 33282 on 2602/06/11 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to HOStest for single PNT with cubic position and quadratic normal usingcontinuous teascllation.

Change 33275 on 2002/06/11 by tho@itho_1400_win

updated, matrix transform and adjustment ermulation block completed

Change 33219 on 2002/06/11 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated description of TMDS reduction block

Change 33215 on 2002/06/11 byfrivas@PL_FRivas
Update to HOStest of a single PNT with linear interpolation and continuous tessellation.

Change 33201 on 2062/06/11 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to status of HOStest of PNT's with lighting and texturing.
Change 33199 on 2002/06/11 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Update ta HOStests for continuous tessellation of PN'I's
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Change 33023 on 2002/06/10 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4

updated sq top block diagram

Change 33021 un 2603/06/10 by ushisis@l_ 

update
Change 33002 on 2602/06/10 by jacarey@fi jcarcy2

Added RT_GUI_ACTIVE to rbbra_status

Change 32990 on 2062/06/10 by ntuu@nlaw_r400_doclib_cnnb

- update

Change 32988 on 2002/06/10 by jacarey@F_jcarey2

Remove hirqpending from gui_active determination.
Change 32987 on 2602/06/10 by vliu@vliu_r400_cnviiul00_win_evd

Update

Change 32981 on 2062/06/10 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2
Fix typo in sub-blk_prefetch packet.
DWORD count should be 7:0 because the largest size is 128 DWORDs.

Change 32973 on 2002/06/10 by jacarev@tl_jcarey2

Add descriptions of packets for after Junel Sth Milestone.

Change 32963 on 2002/06/10 by caampayo@iflcsampayo_r400

Updated status for the following tests:
r400vat_linelist_OL
r4O0vet_quad_strip

vgt_yuad.|
réd0vet_rectangie_|
r4uUvat_polygon_UL
r400vgt_lineloop 01
rO0vet point
r400vet_line;

 

  
 

  
 vettriangle stripOL
r400vet_trianglewile 
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Change 32965 on 1002/06/10 by tho@tha_r400_win

updated
Change 32947 on 2602/06/10 by chwana@chwang_doc_ri00_win_cvd

Update. Added self ta Icon and Curser for test API

Change 32939 on 2062/06/16byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor
Updated.

 
Change 32935 on 2662/06/16 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 32921 un 2002/06/10 by rvelez@rvelez_1400_win_tur

Updated 6/10

Change 32907 on 2002/06/16by jacarey@fl_jcarey2
Clarification on CMDFIFO Entries in Wait_Until

Change 32903 on 2002/06/16by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 32899 on 7662/06/10 by rhell@rbell_crayola_win_cevd

updated

Change 32897 on 2002/06/10 byimuskatb(@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated

Change 32872 on 2062/06/09 byjimmylanGjimmylau_14100_win_tor
Major update cf DCCG specs after specs review.

Change 32809on 2002/06/07 by efong@efong_1400_win_tar_doc

updated
Changs 32807 on 2002/06/07 byefong@icfong1400_win_tor_doc

updated
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Change 32641 on 2002/06/07 byjacarey@il_jcarey2

Add ID/3D Mode switch assumptions to pscudecode.

Change 32621 un 2002/06/07 by jasi. Gjasif_1400_win_tor 

Updated.
Change 32619 on 2002/06/07 by jacarcy@il jcarcy2

Update CMDFIFO_AVATI. for RBBM_STATUS

Change 32609 on 2002/06/07 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 32606 on 2002/06/07 byjacarey@A"_jcarey2

Update Soft Reset Register Text
Change 32582 on 2602/06/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

 Arbitraryfilter weight description. 

Change 32574 on 2002/06/07 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2
added description for test r400vgt_hos_PNT_dise_cp_qn_14_4_light_texture_stress.cpp

and changed status of (o done) for couple oftests.

Change 32569 on 2002/06/07 by Iseiler@Iseiler_r400_win_raarlboro

Changed $X_RB_mask_type to SX_RB_quad_type, removed RB_SX_ind
text aud SX_RB signals for uew imemory exporl method.

 iex_next, added 

Change 32562 on 2002/06/07 by greas@gregsr400_win_mariboro

removed 3 of the CG_CP RTsignals.
Change 32473 on 2002/06/06 by geurgev@inu_geurgev

First cut.

Changc 32451 on 2602/06/06 by bryans@bryans crayola doc

Update status - add DCCIF enhancement request

Change 32444 on 2002/06/06 by askende@andi_ri00_doce
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Change 32895 un 2002/06/07 by rvelez@rvelez_1400_win_lor

Updated 6/7

Change 32785 on 2002/06/67 byjhouls@MA_JHOULE
Added separable variation, showing it still works.
Weights stored now mean something else (a Little bit)

Change 32749 on 2002/36/07 bydelifton @dclifton_1400
Added description of VTE and VE

Change 32729 on 2002/06/07 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated,
Change 32718 on 2602/06/07 by jucarev@f_joaey2

Added missing signal: CG_CP_pm_enb to external interfaces.

Change 32683 on 2002/06/07 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc
Updated

Change 32679 on 2002/06/07 by jayw@MA_JAYW
new depth blocks

Change 32662 on 2002/06/07 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2
Add note on 2D/3D iransition detection to PFP section.

Change 32653 on 2002/06/07 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2

Document method of determining 27/4P transitions.

Change 32647 on 2002/06/07 bybryans@bryans_crayole_doc
Update with new top level targets:

gen_blocklist
detailed_surmmmary
Add: block Lst.txt description to appendix

Change 32543 on 2002/06/07 bydclifton Mdclitton_r400

Update with increased z precision, latest I/O and register spec.
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updated the RR_SX_i dex interface to include "RR_SX_index_on"

Change 32443 on 2002/06/66 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_evd
Added keyertests

Change 32438 on 2602/06/06 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Update description for [CON and CURSOR width and height registers
Change 32433 on 2662/06/66 by vanel@fl_vgoel2

removed a repeaied test and changed PNLtest to require linear normalinstead of
quadratic normal

Change 32428 on 2002/06/06 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
added statis of HOStest (% done)

Change 32374 on 2002/06/06 byjacarev(@fl_jcarey2
Fix Typo in Section Name

Change 32373 on 2007/06/06 by gregs@zregsr400_Hnux_marlboro

ves compiles.
Change 32369 on 2002/06/06 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2

1. Add Section for 2D Indirect Buffer Contents to 2D Appendix
2. Updated CP Initialization Sequence.

Change 32353 on 2002/06/06 by jacarev@fi_jcarey2

Fix Typein the Trans_Ritbit packet description

Change 32350 on 1002/06/06 by markfi@markfri0G_win_martboro
Updated Status

Change 32334 on 2002/06/06 by semara@isemara_r40Q_win_tor

update for the text section
 Change 32300 on 2602/06/06 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_

update after review

Change 32289 on 2002/06/06 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
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changeddescription of tests for continuous tessellation of PNT, PNQ and PNP

Change 32283 on 2602/06/06 by Iseiler@Iseiler_r100_win_marlboro
Updated pdf to match current MemCtl.doc

Change 32279 on 2062/06/06 by dcliften@dclifton_r400

Connected up some repeng signals
Change 32274 on 2602/06/06 byIseiler@Isciler_r400_win_rmariboro

Javed and renamedto design/chip/memory/R400_Merory*

Change 32272 on 2062/06/06 byIseiler@ilseiler_r400_win_marlboro
oved to design /chip/menury 

Change 32271 or 2002/06/06 byIseiler@iseiler_r400_win_marlboro
 Moved here from design/blecks/me 

Change 32265 on 2002/06/06 by veoel@f_veoel?

Changed discrete tessellation tests.
Changes 32166 on 2602/06/05 by csampayo@tl csampaye r406

Updated stants for the following VOT tests:
r400vet_index_offset_OL
r400vet_index_offset_02
rO0vgt_index_offset_03

Change 32156 on 2002/06/05 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 6/5

Chanec 32143 on 2002/06/05 by csampayoi@tl csampaye r406

Updated status for the Iollowing VGT i
_index_dealloc_paoints_01

index_dealloclinelist_OL
rAOOvet_index_dealloc_triangle_|

bs: 

 
 

Change 32140 on 2602/06/05 by gregs@gregs_1400_linux_marlboro

display section updated for r4ua.
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Change 31878 on 2002/06/04 byIseiler@iseiler_r400_win_maribora

Rev 0.8 Memory Format document with revisions removed

Change 31877 un 2602/06/04 by Iseiler @Iseiler_1400_win_taaribory

MemoryFormat spec: extensive revision, also moved trom the MC block to a chip-levellocation

Change 31859 on 2602/06/04 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 31858 on 2062/06/04 by gregs@sregs_r400_Hnux_marlboro
added parails] ROM muxes ...

Change 31798 on 2002/06/04 by jimmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor

fix the problem that DCCGtop level diagram carmotbe accessed from the DCCGspecs.
add sections 3.1, 3.2 and 33.

Change 31794 on 2002/06/64 byjacarey@ifl_jcarey2
1, Added TOC
2. Added clarification of location for vortex and Pixel! ALU constants for 2D processing.

Change 31779 on 2662/06/04 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 31748 on 2002/06/04 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Entered 4 tests for HOS in Sheet |, section 1.5.1.1.9.6

Change 31740 on 2602/06/04 bybryans@bryens_crayola_doc
Renamed LB_feature_list.doc to LB_: schedule.dec  

Change 31737 or 2002/06/04 byjacarey@iil_jcarey2 
1. Remove Unneeded Booleans

Romove Clamping from ALU
3. Temporary Depth Increase for Microcode RAM 

Change 31738 on 2002/06/04 byjacarey@El_jcarey2
Clarifications to which consiants to write.
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Change 32122 un 2002/06/65 by jucarey@f_jomey2

Add more qualifications to the generation of the destination load
signals.

Change 32114 on 2002/06/05 by tho@tho_1400_win

updated

Change 32097 on 2062/06/05 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Remove queusd_path_busyfrom rbbm_status register.

Change 32080 on 2602/06/68 byjacarev@ifl_jcarey?

Removed Queued_PathBusy from the RBBMSTATUSRegister
Change 32073 on 2002/06/65 by gregs@grex: 1400_win_inarlbore

update

Change 32061 on 2002/06/65 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor
Updated TMDSA section

Change 32053 on 1002/06/05 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

 Added overlay/VP window swap

Change 32046 on 1002/06/05 by vanel@fl_vgoel?

Created descriptions tor HOS tests : PNT (discrete, continucus), PNQ (continuous), PNL
(continuous)

Change 31999 on 2002/06/65 by jacarev@fl_jcarev2

Added CP_NRT BUSY to CP_STATregister

Change 31979 on 2002/06/05 byjacarev@fi jcarcy2

RBBM Spec Updates

Change 31964 on 1002/06/65 by mmantor@mmartor_r400_win
added i: al sc packer code to the sc.v anda test bench forit

Change 31919 on 2602/06/05 by jacarey@fi_jcarey2

Miscellaneous Updates to Diagram to Match the Design.
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Change 31713 on 2002/06/l4 by vaoel@fl_vgoel2

ne change

Change 317LL on 2002/06/64 by trarkfGinwkf1400_wininatbore
nop

Change 31707 on 2002/06/64 by markf@imarkf r40C win martboro
Initial rev

Change 31701 on 2002/06/64 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400

Updated schedule

Change 31695 on 2002/06/04 byjimmylan@jiramylau_r400_win_tor

Initial Revision of DCCG specs with diagrams for R400.
Change 31680 on 2002/06/64 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win

newtests

Change 31674 on 2002/06/04 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win
Update

Change 31662 on 2002/06/64 by efong@efongr400_win_tor_doc

added in another kindge
Change 31607 on 2002/06/63 by fivas@FL_FRivas

Numberoftests written updated.

Change 31592 on 2062/06/03 byjecarey@fi_jcarey2
Checkpoint All Files

Change 31591 on 20: 6/05 by jacarev@tl_jcarey2

Fix Typos for Brush Decode Text

Change 31580 on 2002/06/03 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated hos test description
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Change 31567 on 2002/06/03 by fising@ne_fising

Added post June15 staging version of texture insts’consts.

Change 31560 on 2062/06/03 by gregs@grege_r400_linux_marlbore
vip + most of dvo interfaces.

Change 31543 on 2002/06/03 by omesh@ma_omesh
 Updated top lovel sprcadshcot with latest information about RB Color blending test

information. | was asked to defer the fog related tests to later and Yung had agreedto do the "No
Blend" related tests as they are related to Shader Pipe.

Also addedblending test names and new section on stress testing to my RBC document.

Change 31529 on 2062/06/63 bybryans@brvans_crayela_doc
Initial regression distribution schedule for TO

Change 31506 on 2002/06/03 by gregs@igregsr400_win_marlboro
DVODATAis 24 bits wide.

Change 31476 on 2602/06/03 bydclifton@dclifton_r400

Update to include changes tor Z precision, major changeinI, J, and Wgradient
calculation. Update to /O.
Change 31475 on 2062/06/04 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2

i Removed CP_DMA_Busy as a boolean
2. Result[31:6} is write data tor scratch memory.

Change 31473 on 2002/06/03 byjacareyi@fl_jcarey2

Update DMA Data Path

Change 31465 on 2062/06/03 byjayww@Ma_JAYW
added sx export buffers register
updated several lesser items

Change 31434 on 2002/06/02 byjasii@jasii_r400_win_tor
Updated.

 Change 31453 on 2002/06/03 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
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Change 31228 on 2002/05/31 by the@thor400_win

updated testlist

Change 31210 on 2002/05/31 by csumpayo@ill_csumpayo_14060

Adding Francisco (HOS)
Changc 31194 on 2002/05/31 by gabarca@zabarca crayola win cvd

 Write cambining done by BSkid buffer between BIF and VGAHDP

Change 31169 on 2062/05/31 byjayw@MaA_JAYW
register index uid sun Lommatting

Change 31168 on 2002/05/31 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
re-subroit

Change 31144 on 2602/05/31 by gabarca@gabarca_crayule_win_cvd

Meved write combiming to DCCIF, added skid butter in BIF_VGA doc
Changc 31097 on 2002/05/31 by vliu@viiu 460 cnvliuld0 win cvd

Update

Change 31096 on 2002/05/31 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Updated VGAHDPsection

Change 31082 on 2062/05/31 by rhagley@ihagley_Iixp

Adding Jocelyn's recentrevision.
Change 31076 on 2002/05/31 byjacareyi@fl_jcarev2

Added Source Select to Read Input

Change 31044 on 2002/05/31 by efong@efong_1400_win_tor_doc
Updated

Change 31043 on 2002/05/31 by bryans@pryans_crayala_doc

Update...
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Change 31433 on 2662/06/03 bylefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400

Backup and minor updates.
Change 31432 on 2002/06/03 by tho@tho_1400_win

updated
 Change 31422 on 2002/06/03 byefong@efong_r490_win_tor_doc

Updated

Change 31415 on 2062/06/03 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated status for the following test:
r400vet_hes_cubic_pos_pnt_discrete_01

Change 31409 on 2602/06/03 by chwang @ichwang_dac_r400_win_cvd

Update.
Change 31401 on 2002/06/63 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 31395 on 2062/06/03 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2
Checkpoint Planning Spreadsheets

Change 31384 on 2002/06/03 by gregs@gregs1400win_marlbaro

Updated rom_cik register
Change 31273 on 2002/05/31 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 5/31

Change 31273 on 2002/05/31 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptop
Basic diurrund exit texts...

Change 31262 on 1002/05/31 by gabarca@gaberca_crayola_win_evd
Added GENSIL and GENIC WTtolist od mono/color registers

Change 31248 on 2002/05/31 by jacarey@fl_jcarey2

Misc. Updates te RBIU Diagram
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Change 31034 on 2002/0 ‘21 by jacarey i_jearey2

Make Source Select a Counter which is controlicd by Micro Enginc.

Change 31026 on 2002/05/31 by jusif@jusif1400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 31023 on 2002/05/31 by cfong@cfong 1400 win tor doc

put in another problern

Change 30961 on 2002/03/30 by viiu@viiu_r400_cnviiul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 30959 on 1603/05/30 by jacarev@iti_jcarey2

Add hookto generate real-time microcode...
Change 30953 on 2602/05/30 byjacarev@fi_jcarev2

Fix name of context_done event used for state management.

Change 30934 on 2062/05/20 byjacarev@fl_jcarey2
Fix typo in instr_prefetch packet

Change 30909 on 2002/03/30 by jacarev@ifl_jcarey2

Update for error checking.
Change 30893 un 2002/05/30 by jucarey@li_joaey2

Fix Typos

Change 30886 on 2002/35/20 byjacarev@fi_jcarey2
Updates for Protected Mude Error Checking...

Change 30864 on 20: 5/30 by jacarey@tl_jcarey2

Update for Conditional Continuc Micro Instruction

Change 30854 on 2002/05/30 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
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Change 30853 on 2602/05/36by astistis@lashishs1400_wit

update

Change 30814 on 2002/05/30 by bryans@bryans_craycla_dec
Update for week of May27

Change 30804 on 2002/05/30by gregs@igregsr400_win_marlboro

updated regs.

Change 30750 on 2602/05/29 by viu@viin_r466_cnvliul00_win_evd

Update

Change 30747 on 2002/05/29 by vliu@vliu_r400_cnvliul00_win_evd

Update

Change 30734 on 2002/05/29 by vliu@vlin_r400@_cnvliul00_win_evd
Update

Change 36732 on 2002/05/29 by viiu@vlin_r460_cnvlinl00_win_cvd

Update
Change 30722 on 2602/05/29 bytho@itho_r400_win

test Hst for icon and cursor

Change 30715 on 2062/05/29 by jowang@jowangR40C_win
Includes Vertical Filter control

Change 30713 on 2002/05/29 by roell@rbell_crayola_win_evd

updated

Chung30696 un 2002/05/29 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
Put VGAHDPtests

Chanec 30694 on 2002/05/29 byjacarcyi@il jcarcy2

Added GMCio opcodes for new 2D packets.
JAYW Change 30673 on 2002/03/29 byjavwa@M.
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auto coef cal added

Changc 30401 on 2602/05/28 by cfong@icfong r400 win tor doc

Added in Kaleiduscope Kludge document

Change 30348 on 2002/05/28 by rbell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 30342 on 1062/05/28 byjacarey@"_jcarey2

1, Added 8 more bias scratch registers
2. DMAengine waits for MHto accept last write transaction before raising the interrupt.

Change 30277 on 2002/05/28 by usitistis@l_ustishis1400_wit

update

Change 30191 on 2002/05/27 by gabarca@gabarca crayola win cvd

Added more description to WGAHDP features

Change 30178 on 2002/05/27 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb
Updated

Change 30157 on 2002/05/27 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 5/27

Change 30152 on 2002/05/27 by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Updated Worksheet.

Change 30151 on 2002/05/27 by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd
Updated worsheet

Change 30148 on 2602/05/27 by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Updated VGA modes spreadsheet
Change 30143 on 2002/05/27 byefong@efong_1400_win_tor_dec

Updated

Change 30140 on 2002/05/27 by gabarca@zgabarca_crayola_win_cevd
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for larry's review

Change 30626 on 2003/03/29 byjhouleQ@MA_JHOULE
6.9.12: Updateall the external interfaces.

Change 30615 on 2602/05/29 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 30609 on 2602/05/29 by ebell@rbell_crayola_win_ 

Added Milestone 2 tests

Change 30631 on 2002/05/29 by jayw@MA_JAYW
ROP3 wud Chroma Keying

Change 30595 on 2002/05/29 by gregs@gregs1400_win_marlboro

pm software review.
Change 30588 on 2062/05/29 byIseiler@iseiler_r460_win_marlboro

Memory Format spec: final submission before changing file name and location.
Change 30546 on 2002, (29 by jacarcy@fi jcarcy2

Removereference of "Go" signals from the RRRM Spec
This was a typo.

Change 30592 on 2002/05/29 byjacarev@fl_jcaey2
Change COND_MEM_WRITE TO CONDWRITE

Change 30466 on 2002/03/28 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Updated write modes

Change 30448 on 2002/05/28 by jusif@jusif1400_win_tur

Updated.
 Change 30415 on 2002/03/28 byjacarev@fi joarcy2

Removed CP_CG_2D_Mode signal per power management meeting...
 Change 10406 on 2002/03/28 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r400_win
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updated excel spreadsheet whit modes
 Change 30139 on 2002/05/27 by chwanz@chwang doc r400 win cvd

Update Guolhing listed). 
Change 30089 on 2002/05/25 by jimmyltau@)iramylau_r400_win_tor

Add test cases te verify composite 11 sync and also feature to disable EI sync cutoff insection 5.1.1.
Addsection 5.4 to test dual CRTCs in progressive scanning mode.

Change 30088 on 2003/03/25 by jimmylau@jiramylau_r400_win_tor

Explain the algorithm to generate composite H sync, under section 6.2

Change 30067 on 1607/05/24 by mmang@fl_mmang_r400_win

Updated spec for design review.
Change 30055 on 2002/35/24 by gabarca@gabarca_crayela_win_cvd

Cleaned up, added tables

Change 30020 on 2002/05/24 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Check everything in..

Change 30919 on 2002/05/24 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated TMDS, DVO & HPDsections.
Change 29999 on 1602/03/24 by utkelly@O_ikelly_1400_win_luplop

Update.

Change 29936 on 2002/05/24 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
Updated 5/24

Change 29926 on 2003, (24 byjacarey@ii_jcarey2

Update packet restrictions for Real-Time Processing.

Change 29916 on 1002/05/24 by jacarev@tl_jcareyz

Updates to clarify what to do for real-time stream processing.
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Change 29909 on 1602/05/24 by gregs@grege_1400_win_utaribure

added to PMprogramming guide (still under construction).

Change 29907 on 2002/05/24 by jacarey@fl_jcarey2
Add "invert"to real-time signal conditioning selects.

Change 29884 on 2002/05/24 by rherrick(@ma_rherick_crayola
 Once again, I think I submitted before WORD had actually written the changes te the

disk... Hopefully this itmakes it in correctly... 
a hange 29876 on 2602/05/24 by rhemrick@ima_rheirick_crayola

Update spec to reflect RB_ACCESSTYPE modes implementedin the parser.
Change 29794 on 2602/05/23 by Disieu@ulisien_1400_win_tearibory

UPDATE NAME

Change 29784 on 2062/05/22 by gregs@srege_r400_win_marlboro
programmer's guide- initial

Change 29733 on 2002/05/23 by tho@tho_r4G0_win
updated

Change 29703 on 2002/05/23 byjacareyi@itljearey2

Update Compare Function of CP_RT*Cormmand Register

Change 29691 on 2002/05/23 byjacareyi@tl_jcarey2

Update Status and Planning Documents

Change 29643 on 2002/05/23 byjacarey@il_jcarey2
Document Updates

Change 29613 on 2002/05/22 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su test

Changs 29593 on 2002/05/22 byjimmylau@Jjimmylau_r400_win_tor
Fill in section for CG interface.
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Corrections for 21 GMC Processing.

Change 29358 on 2062/05/21 by Iseiler@seiler_r400_win_tmarlboro
RB Spec: Updated SXsection, other updates in process

 S21 byjacareyi@ifl_jcarey2

Update CP Specs to Reflect AKByte Alignment for Surfaces. 
 Change 29335 on 2062/05/21 byimuskatb@imuskatb_r40G_win_cnimuskatb

updated ere test
Hirst rte register test

Change 29322 on 2002/05/21 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Added +1 to disallow multiple file checkants

Change 29320 on 2002/05/21 by efong@efong1400_win_tor_doc
changed it te +1 te allow for locking byjust one person

Change 29316 on 2002/08/21 by askende@andi_r400_dacs

fixed typo
Change 29305 on 2002/05/21 byjacareyi@il_jcarey2

Clarify compare function for Cond_Mem_Write and Wait_RegMem

Change 29286 on 2062/05/21 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2
Clar
registers.
 lion of signals used by the WaitUntil aid RIS_WAIT_Untl

Change 29275 on 2002/05/21 by rvelez@rvelez_r4100_win_tor
Updated 5/17

Change 29272 on 1662/05/21 by tho@tha_r400_win

updated
Change 29262 on 2062/05/21 by rvelez@rvelez_1400_win_tor

Updated Top-level DCinterface to match source cade $21 

Change 29256 on 2002/05/21 by chwang@chwang_doc_1400_win_cvd
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Chuarge 29577 on 2002/05/22 by imuskatb@imuskatb_r400_witt_cuimuskalb

New Dispoutreg test
Updated CRTC reg test
Updated Dispout xls doc

Change 29563 on 2002/05/22 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 5/22

Change 29558 on 2002/05/22 by mkeliv@A mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update

Change 29553 on 2002/35/22 by jacarev@éil_jcarey2

Checkpoint Validation Plan and To Liest

Change 29506 on 2003/05/22 byjacarev f_jearey2

Clarified that Sub-block Offset is DWORD offset for ME[NTL
Change 29488 on 2002/05/22 by snezana(@snezana_crayola_win_cvd

small update, no real change

Change 29485 on 2062/35/22 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor
race. Updated Macro Interface & [0 In

Change 29484 on 2002/05/22 by gregs@pregs1400_win_marlboro

Core Scik clock PLL connection tadle + miner updates.
Change 29470 on 2002/05/22 byjacarevi@fi_jcarey2

Clarified Swap Controfs

Change 29449 on 2002/05/22 by jacarevG@ii jcarcy2

Added RBBM_STATUS? Register
Added CP_RBRM_rt_enable to RRRM_| ATUSregister

Change 29438 on 2002/35/22 byjecarev@fi_jcarey2
Clarify that DST_TYPE-7net used in R406...since R128

Change 29437 on 2000/05/22 by jacarey¢ carey2 
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Weeiiyupdate

Change 29237 on 2002/05/21 by cfong@cfong 1400 win tor doc

Updatedto bethis saine ay the test plan

Change 29234 on 2002/03/21 by jasit@jasif_r400_win_tor
Updatedstatus.

Change 29231 on 2002/05/21 by jacarev@ti_jcarey2
 Updated compere function bit width for Cond_MemWrite and Wait_RegMem.

Text Updates to MPEGIndex packet
Change 29227 on 2002/03/21 by efong@efong_1400_win_tor_doc

 oochanged from x130 to x132

Change 29223 on 2002/05/21 by efong@efong r400 win tor dec

Updated

Change 29199 on 2002/05/21 by jacarey@étl_jcarey2
Updates to register descriptions and fix typos.

Change 29108 on 2602/03/20 by pmitchel@pmitchel_entire_depot_win

add to depot
 Change 29100 on 2602/05/20 by pmitchel@ipmitchel_entire_depot_win

adding File ta depat

Change 29071 on 2002/05/20 by grege@aregs_1400_win_marlboro
added few gnd/prvrpins for TMDS and DACs.

 Change 29061 on 2662/03/20 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400 
Udated status for the following tes
r4O0vet hos simple lincar PNT discrete 01

  

Change 29012 on 2002/05/20 by kcorrell@kcorrell_r400_docs_marlbore

updated tc interface and display interface
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Change 29003 on 2602/05/26 by gregs@gregy1400_win_uuribure

update

Change 28998 on 2062/05/20 byjacarey@fl_jearey2
Fix Typos in the MFEG_INDEX packet.

Change 28980 on 2002/05/19 by fhsien@ithsien_r400_win_marlboro

Update

Change 28859 on 2002/05/17 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Add LUTbypassing registers. Update LUTregister descriptions

Change 28801 on 2602/05/17 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

SU tests with golds

Change 28787 on 2002/05/17 byjacerey@fl_jcarey2
Updates to:
1. Wait_Reg_Mem
2. CondMem_Write

Change 28768 on 2002/05/17 by kmahler@kmahler_r400_doc_lib
evised Paramtterized Test Case chapterto inlcude changes for qpecifying the Test Caseumberand other enhancements,

Added section "Specit'y Input Arguments to the Test Program".

Change 28720 on 2002/05/17 byjacarey@fl_jcarey2

No Clamping required by the CP for UR &14. compoundindices.

Change 28718 on 2002/05/17 by viiu@vlin_r160_cnvliul93_win_cvd
Update

Change 28711 on 2062/05/17 byjacarevi@il_jcarey2

Remove reference to non-queued path for BIF transaction.
Changs 28679 on 2002/05/17 byfasien@thsien_1400_win_marlboro

Update RBD
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Change 28435 on 2002/05/16 by gregs@iigregsr400_win_marlborc

added interrupt registers.

Change 28429 on 2002/05/16 by viiu@vliu_1400_civliul00_win_evd

Update
Changc 28423 on 2002/05/16 by jacarcy@il jacarcy

Update All

Change 28418 on 2002/05/16 byjacareyi@il_jacarey

Update source clipping equation

Change 28412 on 2002/03/16 byjimmytan@jimmytan_r400_win_tor
 

Fine adjust the parameter values in normal CRTC tesis in section §.1.1
Change 28404 on 2002/05/16 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

update

Change 28392 on 2002/05/16 by omesh@ma_omesh
Added some more comments for the test group levels, to specify the goal of each groupof tests.

Change 28385 on 2002/05/16 by rbeli@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updated

Change 78367 on 2002/05/16 byjasif@jasif_raco_win_tor

Updated after VGA testplan review.
Change 28362 on 2002/05/16 by omesh@ma_omesh

Checking in top-level details of RRC related tests. Document. (doc) links are not yet. in
place, as document toe be linked (RBC doc) is not yet "section labelled”

Changc 28348 on 2002/05/16 by bryans@bryans crayola doc

Weekly DV goals for Video IP (Summary)

Change 28327 on 2002/05/16 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
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Change 28662 un 2002/05/17 by vliu@vliu_1400_cuviiul00_win_evd

Reformat

Change 28651 on 2002/05/17 by vliu@vliu_r400_cnviiul00_win_cvd
Update

Change 28572 on 2007/03/16 by csampayo@itl_csampayo: 

Updated status for the following tests:
r400vget_dma_swap_indx16_01
r400vet_pass_thru_ali 301 

Change 28562 on 2002/03/16 by vitu@vlin_r100_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 28532 on 2002/05/16 by viiu@ivlin_r400_cnvlinl 00_win_cvd

Update
Change 28526 on 2002/05/16 by vliu@vliu_1400_cnviiul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 28512 on 2062/35/16 byjacarey@fi_jcarey2
Max Context resets to 7

Change 28507 on 2002/05/16 by jacarey@fi_jcarey2

Misc Updates
Change 28493 on 2602/05/16 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Chango 28483 on 2662, ‘16 by jacarev@fi jcarcy2
Add Max Context to address

Change 28455 on 2002/03/16 by viiu@ivin_1400_cnviiul00_win_cvd
Update

Change 28437 on 2002/03/16 by vilu@viiu_400_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Update
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Checkpoint Everything

Change 28325 on 2002/05/16 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Microcode Update
Update 2D Appaidix for suurce clipping
Update PM4 spec for Reg-ta-Mem Code

Change 28275 on 2002/05/15 byfhsien @fhsien_1400_win_marlboro
Update RBD part of List

Change 28261 on 2002/03/15 by bryans@bryans_crayola_dec

Change emulation to M1/M2/M3 lineup
Change 28256 on 2002/03/15 by omesi@inraomnes

Made some corrections to misleading wording and added some more information todocument.

Change 28232 on 2602/05/15 by jacarev@il_jacarey

Update Number Formats for the 2D Packets.

Change 18224 on 2002/05/15 by thsien@thsien_r400_win_marlboro
Update RBD testplan

Change 28223 on 2002/05/15 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Fix typo in Width format -- changed to 12:0
Change 28196 on 2002/05/15 by jacurey@f_jacarey

Update Top-Level Diagrams

Change 28149 on 2062/05/15 by grege@aregs_r400_win_mariboro
general update

 Change 28148 on 20) 5/15 by rbeli@rbell_crayoia_win_cvd

Updatedtest plan

Change 28138 on 2002/05/15 by viiu@viiu_r400_cnviiul00_win_cvd

Update
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Chauge 28130 on 2602/05/15 by gabarca@gabarca_crayula_win_cvd
Finished for Milestone 1, in bold

Change 28164 on 2002/05/15 by kmahler@kmahler_r400_doclib
Added more detailed explanation of using RENDER_STATE's low-level interface perCarles’ note.

Change 28098 on 2002/05/15 by jasif@ijasif_1400_win_tor
Added testlist.

Change 28095 on 2002/05/15 by georgew@ima_georgev

Examples added.
Chauge 28092 on 2602/05/15 by csampayoi@tlcsumpayo_r406

Updated status for the following test:
r400vgt_dma_swap_indx32_01

Change 28087 on 2002/05/15 by omesh@ma_omesh

Added some more stuff... Documentstill incomplete with lots cf areas of construction.
Will add test total counts today and update spreadsheet...
Change 28055 on 2002/05/15 by imuskatbh@imuskatb r40C win cnimuskatb

add new crtc test. under debug
updated crte doc

Change 28047 on 2002/05/15 by jacarey@il_jacarey
1. CP Spec : Update Real-Time Register Names
2. PM4 Spec: Updates to MR_Tnit. and Event_Timestamp_Write

Change 28046 on 2002/05/15 by vilu@vliu_riG@_envliul00_win_evd
Update

Change 28011 on 2002/05/14 by kmahler@kmahler_r400_doc_lib

Added documentation for the following:
1) Revised Parameterized Test Cases using input arguments and the

"Set_Default_ValuesO" function.
2) VEDse r: trorn Michael Kelly,
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Change 27914 on 2002/05/14 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Update Local Address Map

Changs 27876 un 2002/05/14 by Iseilar Dseiler_1400_win_tearibory

RB register and architecture overview
Changs 27869 on 2002/05/14 byjacarcyi@fl jacarcy

Baseline CP Validation Plans

Change 27866 on 2002/05/14 byjacareyi@il_jacarey

Added CGMrtr signals backto the RBBM.

Change 27861 on 2002/05/14 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Updated Scratch Memory Connections
Updated Me Debug data Connections

Change 27848 on 2002/05/14 by viiu@vliu_1400_arvliul00_win_evd

Update
Changc 27835 on 2002/05/14 by cfong@icfong 400 win tor doc

changed the h/v_total for 600 and setup some more worksheets for printing

Change 278232 on 2002/05/14 byjacarey@il_jacarey
 ME_Init Shader Base addresses are in Instructions, not DWORDs

Change 27824 on 1602/05/14 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update
Change 27823 on 2602/05/14 by efong@icfong_1400_win_tor_doc

line buffer test description

Change 27822 on 2002/05/14 by gregs@sregs_r400_win_marlbore
update

Change 27818 on 2002/05/14 by vilu@vlin_r400_cnvlinl00_win_cvd

Update
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Change 28006 on 2662/05/14 by imuskatbh@irmuskathr400_win_cnimuskatb

updated
Change 28004 on 2002/05/14 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

tried to finish

Change 28933 on 2002/05/14 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
move dep test plan to design/blocks directory
add test plan forfirst milestone

Change 27980 on 2002/05/14 byjacarev@itl_jacarey
 

Fixed typo on data width for writing to scratch memory.

Change 27974 on 2003/05/14 by viinG@iviin_1400_cnvlint 0_win_cvd

Update.
Change 27956 on 2002/05/14 by jayw@MA_JAYW

added lower precision for majority of DeGamma tableNew dither documentation in blend

Change 27949 on 2002/05/14 by rbcll@rbcll crayola win cvd
small fix

Change 27946 on 2002/05/14 by vliu@vliu_r400_cnviiul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 27945 on 2602/05/14 bv rvele@irveiey_r400_win_tor

Updated May 14
Change 27943 on 2002/05/14 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Added mere tests for Milestone 1

Change 27926 on 2002/05/14 by imuskatb@imuskatb_1100_win_cnimuskatb
updated all crtc test to include DACA_EN

Updaied crte emu features doc
updated display_outto include cre computation
added one debug test for dispout
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Change 27761 on 2002/03/13 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Updated featurcs for milestone 1

Change 27752 on 2602/03/13 by rbell@rbell_crayolu_win_evd

Update
Change 27751 on 2002/03/13 by jayw@MA JAYW

 
updated me interface to eliminate access_subset. and not the
offsetting of the access_address bythe frame buffer offset fornon-external accesses.

Change 27729 on 2002/05/13 byjacarev@ti_jacarey

Changed Naum _Constants to Max_Contexts in the MF_Init Packet.

Change 27717 on 2002/03/13 byHefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_1100
Changed CF opcodes, $Q->SP interface and SP->SQ constant index load interface.

Change 27714 on 2002/05/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
TP corrections

Change 27713 on 2602/05/13 by georgev@ima_georgev
Some extra clarification.

Change 27707 on 2002/03/13 by georgev@ma_georgev
Added sectiuns frumverifcalia spec

Change 27706 on 2002/05/13 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 5/13
Change 27695 on 2002/05/13 by jucarey@ll_jacurey

Update Address Map
Top-Level Diagram Updates

 Change 27679 on 2002/05/13 by jacarevi@fi_jacarey

Update Local Addresses

Change 27673 on 2002/05/13 by jusif@jasif_1400_win_tor
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Updated.

Change 27670 on 2062/05/13 byimuskatb@imusketb_1i0G_win_cnimuskatb
Updated test to 4 active lines
updated crtc test desp

Change 27669 on 2002/05/13 by chwang@chwangdoc_r4U0_win_cvd

Added a fow missing models.

Change 27665 on 2002/05/13 by viu@viiu_r4c0_envliul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 27664 on 2002/05/13 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Graphics/Overlaytests for milestone 1

Change 27658 on 2002/05/13 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETT_LT
Added vertex fetch slide

Change 27657 on 2662/05/14 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Added EXP_ADJUST, pseudo-assemblyfor border color, and fast-path mention
Change 27654 on 2602/05/13 by efong@iefongri00_win_tor_doc

Updated

Change 27653 on 2062/05/13 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor
update the render secation

Change 27651 on 2002/05/13 by mdoggeth@MA_MDOGGET'T LT

Acrged TC slides in

Change 27650 on 2002/05/13 by Uro@turu_1400_win

updated
Change 27648 on 2002/05/13 by mdoggcti@MA MDOGGLTT LT

First version of TC SWreview

Change 27645 on 2002/05/13 byfhoule@MAJHOULE
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Update with new info

Changc 27523 on 2602/05/10 by csampayoi@tl csampaye 406

Updated status for the Tolluwing test:
r400vet_draa_index_rectangle_list_O1 

Change 27510 on 2002/05/16by frising@ma_frising
v1.39
-41-R aligned for all texthres
-Update data formattable to be consi
and replicate YUV format:
-Moveto Larry's convention for endian swapping
-Remove FETCH_VALID_ONLYin vertex instruction and replace with

MUST_BE_ONE
-Start to clean up usage tables. T.ors to do still

 nt with RB, add interpolate 

Change 27502 on 2002/05/16by georgev@ma_georgev
First revision so that everyone else can get it in Perforce.

Change 27499 on 2002/05/16 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated decif model owner.
Change 27488 on 2602/05/10 by rbell@bell_crayola_win_cvd

Updated for milestone 1 GRP/CVL features

Change 27467 on 2002/05/10 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Fix Typo

Change 27463 on 2062/05/10 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

For SW review (unfinished)

Change 27455 on 2002/05/10 by gregs@gregy1400_win_ururibure

update

Changc 27439 on 2002/05/10 by jacarcy@il jacarcy

Update

Change 27431 on 2002/05/16 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
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For merging with Michael

Change 27644 on 2002/05/13 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
Instruction Load packets support leading of the entire instruction
memory.

 Change 27640 on 2002/03/13 by rbell@rbell_crayoia_win_
Added

Change 27634 on 2002/05/13 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

update cp spec.

Change 27623 on 2002/05/13 by chwang @chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd

Smalbupdate

Change 27621 on 2602/35/13 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_It_r400
Updated VGTtests status

Change 27596 on 2002/05/13 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 27592 on 2002/05/13 by ygiangz@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

update

Change 27591 on 2002/05/13 by grege@gregs_r400_sun_mariboro
new model

Change 27589 on 2002/15/13 by thsien@ihsien_r400_win_home_marfboro

Changelittic at home

Cuauge 27588 on 2002/05/13 by smuss@stness 

update

Change 27536 on 2002/05/10 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

update

Change 27525 on 2002/03/10 by thsien@thsien_r400_win_marlboro
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 Th ions Added to Simplify Reading the Micra RAM
Fix ‘l'ypo in the Pseudacade.

Change 27421 on 2602/05/10 by jacarcv@fl jacarcy

Updates for ME_INIT Packet

Change 27415 on 2002/05/10 by jacarev@tl_jacarey
Update for Registers and Toxt Update to the CP Specification.

Change 27406 on 2002/65/10 byjacarev@ti_jacarey

Update to Iniermal Address Map (Comments Only}

Change 27386 on 2602/05/10 byimuskatb@imuskatb_1400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated crte_contortier to handle boundary conditions
golden for the first 4 test of crtc
dispout updated?

 Change 27383 on 2002/05/10 by jacarev@tl_jacarey

Checkpoint Updates to Specification
Update list ofthings to do.

Change 27373 on 2002/05/10 by omesh@ma omesh

Added test cases for Destination Color Blending as derived from Source Color Blending
and also added notes on Source Alpha Blendingteststrategy.

Change 27329 on 2002/03/10 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Changed PREDICATECONDITION io PRED_CONDITION in PRED_SELECT

description:

Change 27325 on 2002/03/10 byHefebvwr@illefebvre_laptop_r100
Presentation forthe 5/13.

 Change 27323 on 2667/05/10 byjhowle@MAJHOULE
138
Instruction changes:
Added PRED_SELECT and PREDCONDITIONfor the sequencer to manage pixelmasks.
Moved FETCHVALIDONLYto bit 19 in TFetch, and added it to VFetch. 

Change 27322 on 2002/05/10 by jucarev@fi_jacarey
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1. Remove CONST_PREFRTCHPacker.
2. Update L seudocode For PEP 

Change 27316 on 2002/05/16byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Optional processing of Type-2 and Tvpe-3 NOPs by ME.

Change 27314 on 2002/05/10 by rherick@ma_rherick_crayola

Not sure what was checked in for last revision since SAMBA wasacting flaky on me...
Rechecking in the changes

Change 27313 on 2002/05/10 by rhemick@ma_rherick_crayola

Fixed ADDRESS documentation to match implementation...
Change 27302 on 2002/05/10 by suurein@simorein_1400

First rewrite of programing guide. Someparts still missing, will go in on monday.

Change 27264 on 2062/05/09 byjowangi@jowang_R400_win
VFControl -- RGB

STQ is now Li4 deep.

Change 27251 on 2002/05/09 byjacarey@iil_jacarey

Update CNT register loading

Change 27241 on 2002/05/09 byjacarsyi@fl_jacarey

Update PMa spec for me_init

Change 27237 on: 2002/05/09 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Updated Picture

Change 27233 on 2002/05/09 by graye@graye_1400_win

describes test bench for cp/rbbm

 Change 27230 on 2602/05/09 by jasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Vga emulator features and test schedule.
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2. Updates to CP Registers
... SHI Not Done Yet...

Change 27042 on 2002/05/08 byimuskath@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated documents
fix latest Ib, fix chunck_size
newcrtc_test with golden

 

Change 27039 on 2602/05/08 by sallen@sallen_r400_win_marlboro

updates

Change 27038 on 2062/05/08 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
Updated schedule for CRTC/DISPOUT

Change 27021 on 2002/05/08 by jimmylau@jimmylau_1400_win_tor

 Hosync and mec polarities are set to different values for normal CRTC and VGACRTCtest cases.
Add a list of CRTC registers Uiat are not ievled in normal CRTC register lest because

they are either read-only or write only

Change 27009 on 2062/05/08 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
Updated May 8

Change 26998 on 2002/05/08 by jacarey@il_jacarey
Add Booleans to Source Select

 Change 26996 un 2602/05/08 by khubbari@dtubburi_r400_win

Ib test plan changes

Change 26991 on 2002/05/08 bytien@ma_spinach
Updated te tp urea page.

Change 26984 on 2002/05/08 by rbagley@ma_rbegley_ltxp

 Updates include a round of revision from Andi Skende, including updates ie the shader
pipe related material.

Change 26978 on 2002/05/08 by yeiang@ygiangr400_win_marlbore_p4
vl
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 Change 27223 on 2002/05/69 by ashisis@fl

update

Change 27221 on 2062/05/09 by grege@grega_r40¢_win_marlboro
updated with YZ5LFO5 info.

 5/09 by omesh@ma_omesh

Added RBC Verification Plan (newfile), currcatly under development, as well as a tinkto it fromthe main RB Verification Plan document.

Change 27208 on 2002/05/69 by chwang@ichwang_doc_r400_win_cvd

Small update.
Change 27188 on 2602/05/69 by jucurey@L_jacarey

Update

Change 27153 on 2062/05/69 byjecarev@fi_jacarey
Checkpoint Partial Update of CF Registers.

Change 27152 on 1002/05/09 by ysiang@ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4
update

Change 27127 on 2602/05/09 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 27064 on 2002/0, ‘68 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Updated register test information

Change 27053 on 2002/05/68 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
subrait

Change 27048 on 2002/05/68 by jacarev@fi_jacarey
Corrections for $ Sub Blocks

Change 27046 on 2602/05/08 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Checkpoint Specifications
1. ME_INIT Packet
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Change 26959 on 2002/05/08 by jacarey@il_jacarey

Update Invalidate State and Subblock Prefetch packets
to support eight sub-blocks.

Change 26949 on 2002/05/68 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Fix typo in robbm_perf_catl register.
Change 26934 on 2002/05/68 by the@tho_1400_win

-name of document changed
-icon/cursor status updated

Change 26928 on 2602/05/08 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r400_win

added the start of line to Ib/dep interface dec

Change 26924on 2002, 5/68 by efong@efongr100_win_tor_doc
moved this file

Change 16923 on 1002/05/08 by efong@jefong_r400_win_tor_doc

moved to bz with the design block.
Change 26922 on 2602/05/68 by nbarbier@nbarbier_1r400_win_tor

Added register test for DCICblock.

Change 26920 on 2002/0. ‘68 by the@the1400win
updated ducutent w/ icon Cursor status

Change 26919 on 2002/03/68 by efong@efongr400_win_tor_dec
istrev of the scaler featurelist for emulator

Change 26901 un 2602/05/68 by jucarey@Ll_jacarey

1. Set_State supports eight sub-blocks
2. Updates to Set_CF_Constant

Change 26886 on 2602/05/68 by jacarevi@Ei_jacarey
 Update name of register that CP writes for the Booleans

Change 26885 on 2002/05/08 by jucarev@fi_jacarey
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1. Set_Stare:
a, Hight Sub-Blecks
b. Sub-Block Size Encoding = (n+1)*8

2. New Packet : Set_CF_Constant

Change 26884 on 2002/05/08 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Sub-block Size Encoding Update
Change 26854 on 2602/05/07 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406

Updated VGTtest status, as well as, limited cther units test status to 99%

Change 26843 on 2002/05/07 by jowangi@jowang_R400_win
Totally out of date.

Change 26842 on 2002/05/07 by imuskatb@imuskatbr40U_win_cnimuskatb

Test and Featurelist. First pass
Change 26841 on 2602/05/07 by jowangi@jowang_R400_win

Initial VF design.
Changes 26839 on 2602/05/07 by jowans@jowang R400 win

renamed ta VF Biock ved

Change 26835 on 2002/05/07 byjowangidjowangR400_win

Initial VF Design

Change 26821 on 2002/65/07 by rveler@rvele7_r406_win_tor

Split up DCCIF and DCCARB documents
Change 26819 on 2602/05/07 bygregs@eregs_r400_sun_marlboro

changed paths to chip directory + revision history + verified that it works.

Change 26808 on: 2002/05/07 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Moving Microcode Source

Change 26798 on 2002/05/07 byjacarey@tl_jacarey
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Add feature to start H and V counter af some even offset other than 0.
Add feature to choose whether to cutoff H syne A/B at when H blank ends.

Change 26638 on 2002/05/06 by vliu@)viiu_r400_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 26627 on 2002/05/06 by Ikang@lkangr400_win_tor
update ontristate h/vsync's in dl, D2 & D3

Change 26614 on 2002/05/06 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Checkpoint Code
Change 26605 on: 2002/05/06 by jacursy@Ujacurey

Update to Micro Instructions

Change 26598 on 2002/05/06 by jacarey@il jacarey

Update to Accevs Juaip Table i RAM

Change 26574 on 2002/05/06 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
Updated May 6/02

Change 26555 on 2002/05/06 by mdoggeti@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

Updates to TP, TPC, MH interfaces, L] Tags, TCO diagram; TCD Padding; L2 cache
pixel formats table; L2 cacheline format conversions table, 2d 12 one lyaer cacheline format

 

Change 26534 un 2002/05/06 by jacursy@il_javarey

MicreCode for Typel packets.

Change 26532 on 2062/05/06 by Ikang@ikangr400_win_tor
Torcutu nillestune #1 schedule

Change 26529 on 2002/05/06 byjimmylan@jirmmylay_r400_win_tor

Change registers DxCRTC [I/V SYNC A END to13 bits, duc to added feature of
testing H/Vcounter wrap around.

Update VGAvertical timing parameters to 11 bits.

Change 26525 on 2002/05/06 byjimmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor
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Updute Revision

Change 2679: 
Added Type-6 Packet Support to Microcede.

Change 26792 on 2002/05/07 by jayw@Ma_JAYW
added netebook

Change 26784 on 2002/03/07 by jayw@MA JAYW

DeGarnma increased precision to avoid
errors when temporarily over 1.0 due toG.055 add.

Change 26779 on 2002/05/07 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Updated 5/7/02

Change 26762 on 2062/05/07 by sregs@aregs_r400_sun_mariboro
This is unchanged R300 file.

Change 26760 on 2602/03/07 byyeiang@vgiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

updated: test list
Change 26759 on 1002/03/67 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Updated as per status meeting

Change 26727 on 2002/05/07 by smoss@smeoss_crayola_win
SUtests

Change 26721 on 2002/03/07 byllefebr@efebvre_laptop_r400

prosentation for the SWmecting (draft)
 Clraige Z67LL on 2002/03/67 by ashisiis@f_avitistisr400_witt

update
Change 26701 on 2002/03/07 by rbcli@rbell crayola win cvd

First draft of DCP feature Hst

Change 26642 on 2002/03 06 byjimmylau@jimmylau_r400_win_tor
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Change register name from DxCRTC_H/V_COUNT_OFFSRTta
DxCRTC_H/V_SYNC_ASTART.

Change test cases for H/V counter wrap around so that H/V_SYNC_A_STARTare even
numbers,

since hardware does not support odd number H/V_SYNC_ASTART.

 
  

Change 26510 on 2002/05/66 by tho@the1400win

updated
Change 26596 on 2662/05/06 by viiu@iviin_1400_cnviiuL00_win_cvd

Renamethefile

Change 26535 on 2002/35/06 by jacarey@fi_jacarey
2D tudirect Buller Inyelidutes Pvinters instead
of the hardware doing this implicitly.

Change 26504 on 2002/05/66 byviiu@vliu_r100_enviiul00_win_cvd
emulation/ simulation feature fist

Change 26500 on 7007/03/06 by nluu@nluu_r400_daclib_ennb

- update
Change 26495 on 2002/35/06 bychwang@ichwang_dec_r400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 26491 on 2002/05/06 by efong@efong_r490_win_tor_doc
Updated

Change 26487 on 2001/05/06 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 26484 on 2602/03/66 by tutantur@unnunter_1r400_witt

update per commenits frorn Doug

Change 26478 on 2002/05/66 by ygiang@yziang 400 win marlboro p4
added: more coments andtests to Hist

Change 26174 on 2002/05/06 by jacarev@fi_jacarey
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Checkpuint Microcuds Befure CPP Updates

Change 26473 on 2002/05/06 by rbell@sbell_crayola_win_evd
Added VeriBench User's Guide

Change 26470 on 2002/05/06 by imuskatbh@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

updated

Change 26465 on 2062/05/06 by rocll@rbell crayola win evd

updated  
Change 26395 on 2002/05/03 by mkelly@H_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update

Change 26388 on 2002/05/63 by mmantor@immantor_r400_win

added state module description
Change 26377 on 2002/05/03 by gregs@grege_r400_win_marlbore

update.

Change 26371 on 2002/05/03 byscroce@scroce_r400_win_marlbore
update

Change 26378 on 2602/05/03 byjayw@MA_IAYW

friday night gammafixed
Change 26364 on 2602/05/03 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Update May3/02

Changs 26354 on 2602/05/03 by hartogs@fl hartogs

Fixed order of selections for VGT_OTUPUT_PATH_CNTLregister

Change 26332 on 2002/05/03 by jacarey@il_jacarey
Checkpoint All Documents and Microcode.

Change 26325 on 2002/05/03 by seorgev@ma_georgev

Changesfor first primlib tests, changestc tg.cpp to support
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Changed ibit baok=<hit> @<address>;
to: jbit @<address>;bool=<bit>;

Changs 26166 on 2002/05/02 by rvclez@rvelez r400 win tor

Split up DCCIF Interface Spec to separate DCCIF aid DCCARB interfaces

Change 26165 on 2002/05/02 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
Split up DCCIF and DCCARD interfaces into two documents

Change 26154 on 2602/05/02 by fhaien@ithsien_r400_win_martbora

Update Depth tests

Change 26152 on 2002/05/02 by viiu@vliu_r4G@_cnvlivl00_win_cvd

Modifythe structure of the test_lib/sre tree

Change 26149 on 2002/08/02 byjayw@Ma_JAYW
more fixes now starting mon 

Change 76138 on 2002/05/62 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

SUtests and golds
Change 26118 on 2002/05/02 by gregs@eregs400_win_marlbore

changed default value of SUBSYS_ID ROMbasedstrap.

Change 26111 on 2662/05/02 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc
Tuidalrevision

Change 26110 of 2002/05/02 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Added examples and a lot of info
Change 26103 un 2602/05/02 by stross@sinoss_crayola_win

SU tests, golds

Changs 26067 on 2602/05/02 by rvclez@rvelez r400 win tor

Updated 3/2

Change 26066 on 2062/05/02 by aashker@il_aashkar
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rages, SX spreadshicet wid verification document, anda ld
that is out. of date, but the goad one is missing

Change 16301 on 2002/05/03 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
1. Baseline Checklist for Post June 15th
2. Microcode Update

a. Main Loop

Change 26292 on 2062/05/03 by grege@sregs_r400_win_marlboro
addedto verification section.

Change 26281 on 2002/05/03 by ysiang@yziang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

updated: comments
Change 26232 on 2602/03/63 by jimmnyluu@jimuylau_r400_win_tor

removed test feat
add test feature:

 es: stereosyne and dual CRIECS
counter tests, CRTC register teats 

Change 26250 on 2002/05/03 by grege@gregs_1400_win_marlboro 

spelling

Change 26242 on 2002/05/03 by jacarey@fi_jacarey
1. REPL command Added to OPERfield.
2. Clarification that SUR* implies "SRCO- SRCI2. MOV instruction is translatedto’

oper=shl immed=0x00006606G;
 

 Change 26237 on 2002/03/03 by jacarey@ 

Tadicate input stage as a repeater.

Change 26229 on 1002/95/63 by ashishs@fl_ashishs160_win
update

Change 26224 on 2002/05/63 by brvans@bryans_crayola_dec

Renamed: R406 VideolP DV Methodology -> VideolP DV Methodology
Moved documcntto simulator/onvironment directory 

Change 26205 on 2002/05/63 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Microcode:
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Removed unused address

Change 26065 on 2002/05/62 by aashker@tl_aeshkar
fixed typo

Change 26087 on 2002/05/62 bylefebur@ilefebvre_laptop_r406
Modification on the Control flowinstructions.

Change 26055 on 2602/05/62 by rhemick(@ma_cherick_crayole

Parser is working... Producing same results as Hard coded version... Documentation
updated to reflect new bytcEnable and Tag inclusion in ADDRESSdirective...

Change 26054 on 2002/05/62 by yeiang@ivgiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4
Adiled: Test list for SP

Change 26046 on 2002/03/02 by khabbari@khabbari_ri00_win
small changes

Change 26037 on 2602/05/02 by aashkar@ifl_aashkar

Added RT_ENABLEto address map
Change 26036 on 1602/05/62 byIsciler@lseiler_r400_win_marlboro

Replaced by the Autoreg generated register description

Change 26035 on 2602/05/62 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Type L Packet Cureciions

Change 26033 on 2002/03/62 by brvans@bryans_crayola_dac 

Update to include emulator diagram/flow with reify
Change 26030 un 2002/03/62 by aastikar@l_aashikar

Added missing Address for Write Confirm LD) FIFO

Change 26028 on 2002/05/02 by jayw@MA JAYW

added example and fixed some gamma bugs

Change 26025 on 1002/05/02 by jacarev@fi_jacarey
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Microcode
1. Typet Packet.2. NOP Packet
3. Reserved Bit Check Routine
4. Invalid Opcode Check Routine

Change 26013 on 2002/05/02 by kcorrell@kcorrell_r400_docs_marlboro

updated TC interface, DC interface and buffering, added auxiliary logic section.
Modified address translation to include HDP_FBSTART and ROM_BASE.
Change 25975 on 2002/05/02 byjacarey@fi_jacarey

Clarified use of the texture constants,

Change 25958 on 2002/05/02 byjacarey@tl_jacarey
Partial Update lo Top-Level Diagram

Change 25957 on 2002/05/02 byjacarey@tl_jacarey

Partial updates for supporting new 2D packets.
Change 25955 on 2002/05/02 byjacareyi@fl_jacarey

Removed signals that no longer exist:
RBBMCP3didleCP RBBM24d idle

Change 25917 on 2602/05/61 by mkelly@.A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 25912 on 2002/05/01 by nbarbierG@nbarbier_r400_win_tor

Made changes Following test. review forfirst milestone 

Change 25896 on 2062/05/01 by Ikang@ikang_r400_win_tor
update on 5/1

Change 25850 on 2002/05/61 byjayvw@MAJAYW

Only Gamma monotinicity lett.
Changs 25824 on 2002/05/01 byjacareyiaifl_jacarey

Update signal names for the memory hub power management.
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added comments on TMDS pwr'gnd recpirements

Change 25652 on 2002/04/30byjayw@MAIAYW
minor update in progress
 Change 25629 on 2002/04/36 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Update Micro Engine Local Addresses
Change 25628 on 2002/04/30 byjacarsyi@il_jacarey

Details to Micro Engine
Local Addresses for Micro Engine

Change 25624 on 2002/04/30byscroce@scroce_r400_win_mariboro
added PLT info

Change 25622 on 2002/04/30by gabarca@zabarca_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 25596 on 2062/04/30 by hartogs@ifl_hartogs
Version 0.93
Added conversion method "VGT GRP TIX 1 23 TO FLOAT" to thelist of spocifiable

conversion methodsin the register VGT_GROUP_VECT_9_FMT_CNTL. This conversion
methodis, at the time of this revision, used solely by the tessellation engine to convert
interpolation weights from fixed point 1.23 format to 32-bit IEEE flcating point.

Added "RETAINORDER" and "RETAIN QUADS" fieldsto the register
VGT_GROUP_PRIM TYPE.

Added description of howthe prim type information flows through the VGT to section

  
  

 

5.24

Change 25586 on 2002/04/30 by efong@iefongr400_win_tor_doc

updated with crtc_en signal
Change 25581 on 2602/04/36by ustristis@llashistis1400_win

update

Changs 25570 on 2002/04/30 by ashishsi@fl ashishs r400 win

update

Change 25561 on 2062/04/30by ashishs@fl_eshishsr100_win
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Chunge 25816 on 2602/03/61 by jhouk@MA_JHOULE

G9 9-09.18:
Inserted complete size r
Wrapping/Clamping de
TP->TCinterface suggestion.

 ion from .xls file
  

Change 25806 on 2002/05/G1 by jacarevé 

Update
Change 25803 on 2002/05/61 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlboro

added another open issue

Change 25834 on 2062/05/61 byjecarey@fi_jacarey
 Micro Engine Detai

Change 25802 on 2002/05/61 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlboro
added another ROM: Y25LF0S

Change 25778 on 2602/05/61 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Renamed MH_CF_coherency_busy to MH_RBBM_coherency_busy
Change 25772 on 2002/05/61 by jacarev@fi jacarcy

Update Docuents with WE detaiis
Q ge 25770 on 1002/05/61 by gregs@oregsr400_win_marlboro

 added default value of MEM_AP_SIZE a3 an open issue.

Change 25763 on 1062/05/61 by jacarey@tl_jacarey

Added RT Enable Flag
Change 25719 on 2002/03/61 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 25694 on 2602/05/61 byjecarey@fi_jacarey
Checkpoint Code

Change 23683 on 2Q0Z/03 /U1 by gregs@gregsr400win_marlboro
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update

Change 25558 on 2002/04/30 by aabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
Finished establisshing features and sub-features te be tested, developed the VGAHDP

section, almuxt Finished the VGA HDF tesi table spreadsheet

Change 25530 on 2002/04/30 by jacarev@tl_jacarey
Checkpoint Micre Engine Documentation

Change 25547 on 2662/04/30 by Ikang@lkang_r400_win_tor

update on 4/30

Change 25540 on 2002/04/30 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

update
 Change 25521 on 2002/04/30 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1160_win

update

Change 25508 on 2002/04/30 by jacarey@fi_jacarey

Update for Local Micro Engine Addresses
Change 25458 on 2002/04/29 by gabarca‘@g abarca_crayela_win_cvd

updated

Change 25457 on 2002/04/29 by gabarca@gabarca_crayela_win_cvd
updated

Change 25450 on 2002/04/29 by csampayo@#l_csampayo_r406

Update status for the following VGTtest
r400vgt_index_size_O1

Change 25418 on 2002/04/29 by shagshaw@ishag shaw

VIP status for chip integration as of April 23rd, 2002
Change 25415 on 2002/04/29 by jayw@MA_JAYW

raust ron

Change 25413 on 2002/04/29 by jucarey@fi_jacarey
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Checkpoint. Specifications

Change 25386 on 2002/04/29 by jasif@ijasif_r100_win_tor
Updated forcible signals section to use prefix "force"forall forcible signal names.

Change 25372 on 2002/04/29 by gabarca@lgabarca_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 25354 on 2602/04/29 byIkang@lkang©400_vin_tor

update on 4/29

Change 25346 on 2002/04/29 byfhsien@fhsien_r400_win_marlboro
Ouly change the format of the template for RB verification

Change 25339 on 2002/04/29 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated
Change 25335 on 2062/04/29 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_evd

updated
Chanec 25334 on 2602/04/29 by gabarca@zabarca crayola win cvd

Put in VGA HDP

Change 25326 on 2002/04/29 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_ennb

- update

Change 25324 on 2062/04/29 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win
 

updated spec for PA_SC
updated se.v and ere:

su interface changesth directories 

Chunge 25305 on 2602/04/29 by efong@icfougr400_win_tur_doc

Updated
Chanec 25304 on 2002/04/29 by chwang@chwang doc r00 win cvd

Update.

Change 25303 on 2002/04/29 by askende@andi_r400_docs
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Added index offset fo VOT section

Change 25187 on 2002/04/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Update...

Change 25148 on 2002/04/26 byashishs@fl_ashistisr400_win

just checked out
Change 25145 on 2002/04/26 byashishsi@fl_ashishs_400_win

update

Change 25135 on 2002/04/26 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro
Added sume new Features and mudified some current features

Change 25134 on 2002/04/26 byjaywiMA_IAYW

minor tweak to the exponent table, adding one to exponent
added + 1.0 bybass in front of degamma.

Change 25105 on 2002/04/26 byjacarey@il_jacarey
i. Remove GE!
 ni § -- Update road return bus

4. Added MASTERINT_SIGNALregister

Change 25075 on 2002/04/26 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Update Documents
Change 25056 on 2602/04/25 by gregs@grege1400_win_utaribure

update

Change 25055 on 2062/04/25 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlboro
updated number of aaalog sipply pine — descriptions.

Change 25046 on 2002/04/25 byjayw@MA_JAYW

added MS gammabicch

Change 25020 on 1002/04/25 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

update
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modifications ta RR-SX interfaces

Change 25296 on 2002/04/29 by omesh@ma_omesh
dust changed the heading/title of document. Nothing else.

Change 25295 on 2002/04/29 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_evd

Cahnged name
Change 25290 on 2602/04/29 byjacarevi@fl_jacarey

No special lagic in the RRBMfor detecting IDCT register transactions. Any logic needed
will be in the CP's micro engine.

Change 25278 on 2002/04/29 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Cahnged name

Change 25277 on 2002/04/29 by tho@tho_1400_win
updated

Change 25275 on 1002/04/29 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_evd

Update
Change 25273 on 2662/04/29 byviiu@iviin_1400_cnvliul 00_win_cvd

Update

Change 25268 on 2002/34/29 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Update Pre-Fetch Parser

Change 25197 on 2002/04/26 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_It_r400
Added status for tt
rA00vgt_index_ oi
H00vgt_iidex_oPset_02
r403vet_index_offset_03

 co following tests:

 

Change 25193 on 2602/34/26 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_[t_ridd
Resubmit previous

Change 25192 on 2002/04/26 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_[t_r400
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Change 25014 on 2602/04/25 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r4c0_win

update
Change 24968 on 2002/04/25 by georgev@ma_georgev

First Rev.

Change 24961 on 2002/04/25 by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r190_win_marlboro
Spec Updates

Change 24941 on 2002/04/25 by jayw@Ma_JAYW

fixed a missing zero in DeGamme example and improved formatting ofthe result.
Change 24919 on 2602/04/25 by rherick@mna_cherick_crayula

Updated spec to reflect two Texture Cache interface clients

Change 24910 on 2002/04/25 by csampayo@#l csampayo 1406

Updated die schedule and the status for the following tests:
roovgt_inde |max_O1
r400vgt_index_rain_max_02

 

Change 24905 on 2002/04/25 byjacarcv@fl jacarcy

Fixed typo of force_mismatch

Change 24904 on 2062/04/25 by Ikeng@ikang_r400_win_tor

update on 4/24

Change 2493? on 2002/04/25 by Ikeng@ilkang_r400_win_tor

update on 4/24
Change 24901 on 1602/04/25 by Ikang@lkang_r400_win_tor

update after spec review

Change 24899 on 2062/04/25 byrherick@ma_therrick_crayola
Improve documentation to reflect implementation (including data-spec definiti 

Change 24888 on 2002/04/25 by jayw@jayw_r406_win_home

Added example of DeGammiato blend doc and
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cuLation added exponent table doc:

Change 24832 on 2002/04/24 by bryans@bryans_crayala_doc

Added general flow diagrams (more to come)
Change 24827 on 2002/04/24 byjayw@MA_IAYW

Added graph around DEBUG

Change 24822 on 2002/04/24 by jayw@Ma JAYW

made debugging a particular x easier

Change 24819 on 2002/04/24 byjayw@MA_JAYW

added debug lines at the end

Change 24807 or 2602/04/24 byjayw@iMaA_TAYW

fixed with no implicit leading one and exponent
bias of +15 as per Paul Vella's request

 

Change 24796 on 2002/04/24 by eregs@gregs_r400_win_maribore

SPLLregisters update.
Changs 24713 on 2002/04/24 by ecorgcv@mea gcorgcv

Opened for edit

Change 24712 on 2002/04/24 bysmoss@smoss_crayola_win

updated su tests

Change 24707 on 2002/04/24 by bryans@brvans_crayola_doc

Update directoryiree (parts_lib) for virage/testchip_vid subdirs
Change 24676 on 2002/04/24 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Added Read Request Ports to the MIU

Change 24675 on 2002/04/24 byjacerey@fl_jacarey
Powerpoiat slides from 2D PM4 Review

Change 24674 on 2002/04/24 byjacareyi@il_jacarey
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24 bit floating point format is HAM20 not ESMIY. No version bump

Changs 24462 on 2002/04/23 by nbarbier@inbarbicr 1400 win tor
Initial Revision.

Change 24445 on 2002/04/23 byjacareyi@il_jacarey
Aisc. Updates to 2D Appendix

Reset Valid” flags on 3D-to-2D Transitions in PEP. 

Change 24416 on 2002/04/22 by csampayo@jfl_csampayo_r4u0

Updated status forthe test
r400vet_rease_depth_point_list_01 

Change 244065 on 2602/04/22 by bryans@bryans_crayala_doc

Update per status meeting
Change 24387 on 2002/04/22 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win

 update te sc dumps and added iast tile 1o walker out dump in sc_walker. Also updated the
standslone exe and the scan converter spec for the new sc=>sq interface
Changs 24385 on 2602/04/22 byerces@igrcg: 1400 win marlboro

update

Change 24353 on 2002/04/22 byIkang@ikangr400_win_tor

vga integration

Change 24352 on 2002/04/22 by Ikang@lkang_r400_win_tor

display integration plan
Change 24266 on 2602/04/22 by chwang@ichwang_doc_r400_win_evd

Addition of RIF Model test plan.

Change 24243 on 2002/04/22 by gabarca@gabarca_crayola_win_cvd
VGAREG_VGA_MEMORY_BASE_ADDRESS [31:25] Represents the start of

the 32 Meg aligned, 32 Meg sized area of memory where the VGA HDP and rendering reads andwri
 

 

Change 24234 on 2002/04/22 by chwang@chwang_doc_r400_win_evd
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Checkpoint All Ducunienis.

Change 24673 on 2002/04/24 by jayw@jayw_r400_win_home
 

missing files added
Change 24539 on 2002/04/23 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_it_roo

Updated status for the followingtests:
r400vgt_reuse_depth_triang!e_list_G1
r400vet rouse depth line Hst OL

Change 24515 on 2602/04/23 byjimmytau@] rmylau_r400_win_tor

move CRTCtest plan documents under doc_lib/design/blockwde/ertc

Change 24604 on 2002/04/23 by grege@zregs_1400_win_marlboro
update

Change 24574 on 2602/04/23 byrbagley@ma_rbagley_ltxp
Some updates (far from complete} to the syntax. More important, the docis reorganized.

Change 2454? on 2002/04/23 by Ikeng@ikangr400_win_tor

update on 4/23
Change 24540 on 2002/04/23 by tien Qma_spinach

Updated TP area estimate

Change 24536 on 2002/04/23 byIkeng@ikangr400_win_tor
update on 4/23

Change 24519 on 2002/04/23 by jayw@Ma_JAYW

changed taz between MC and RB to § bits.

Change 24516 un 2002/04/23 by jayw@MA_JAYW

fixed perl bug, more uselull X's found now.
Change 24489 on 20  2/04/23 by jimmylau@jimmylau r400 win tor

Add crtc_en signal in the SCL-CRTCinterface specs.

Change 24484 on 2002/04/23 byfrising@ma_frising
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 Updated with some implementation details.

Change 24230 on 2602/04/22 byvliu@ivliu 1400 cnviiuldd win cvd

Update

Change 24218 on 2002/04/22 by jasit@jasif_r400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 24209 on 1002/04/27 byefong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated

Change 24195 on 2002/04/22 by chwang@chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 24191 on 2002/04/22 by tho@tho_1400_win
updated

Change 24187 on 7662/04/22 by imuskatb@limuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb

Updated
Change 24173 on 2002/04/22 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 24170 on 2002/04/22 by eregs@gregsr400_win_marlboro
removed ROMse  afta, ue we ure Hol guing lo have any memory in ROM.

Change 24082 on 2002/04/19 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r406

Updated status for following tests
r400vat_reuse_index_triang!e_list_GL
r400vet_reuse_index,:lisi_O1
rd00vpt_rense_index_point_list_07

 
 
  

Change 24050 on 2002/04/19 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
Remove constant flag from MIU logic.

Change 24049 on 2002/04/19 by pmitchel@ipmitchel_r400_win_martbora
add
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Change 24024 on 2002/04/19 by jacarey@iil_jacarey

PM4 Spec Updates for Write Confirmation
Microcode Updates for write confirmation

Change 24008 on 2002/04/19 by eregs@eregs_r400_win_mariboro

update.

Changs 23984 on 2002/04/19 by gcorsev@ma gcorgev

Master and sub documentsfor verification plan

Change 23961 on 2002/04/19 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

added culling

Change 23988 on 2602/04/19 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc
Add macros:

CHIP_EMUARCHS COMPS
CHIP_SIM_ARCHSCONFS
<test>_emu_archs_confs
<test>_sim_archs_conts 

to support specifying pairs of arch/conf within the Makefile.
Note: CHIPARCH= and CHIPCONF= can be used on the cormmand line ta override

Change 23937 on 2002/04/19 by llefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400

The new control flow scheme is now included in v2.0 of the sequencer spec.

Change 23946 on 2002/04/19 by Hlefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r4aa

Last version of the spec with the old control flowscheme
Change 23940 on 2002/04/19 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Updated signal name to CE_CG_2d_made.

Change 23939 on 2002/04/19 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Added CG_CP_2d_modeto real-time streamconnections document.

Change 23926 on 2002/04/19 by mkellv@itl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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Change 23661 on 2602/04/17 by efong@tefong_r400_win_tar_doc

changed from VGA_DISP_d1_rotate_90_deg to VGA_DISP_d?rotate_93_deg
Change 23635 on 2002/04/17 by efong@iefong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updateddue to review as well as new pin (CRTC_SCL_display_read_request_dis}

Change 23617 on 2062/04/17 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
 Checkpoint Micro Engine Diagrams

Micracade inchides the main loop (Packer Dispatch)

Change 23597 on 2002/04/17 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlbore

updated register fields.

Change 23590 on 2602/04/17 byjayw@MaA_TAYW

Max&rr, better error range checking with quatization effects.
Change 23573 on 2062/04/17 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updated due ta review as weil as new spec still have to update the reity file stuff

Change 23566 on 2002/04/17 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlboro
updated MEM_APSIZE encodings + strap readback table.

Change 23535 on 2002/04/16 by csampayo@tl_csampaye_r400g 'y ipay |_csampaye_
 Updated r400vet_provokingvtx_ali_Cl test status

Change 23529 on 2002/04/16 by jacursy@Ul_javarey

Checkpoint Microcade-- A lot of Updates

Change 23525 on 2062/04/16 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win
updated su stuff

Change 23395 on 2002/04/15 by whui@whui_r400_win_tor

Update open issuc

Change 23370 on 2002/04/15 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Baseline Micro Engine Address MapCheck-Point Microcode
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Update

Change 23893 on 20: 4/18 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400
 Updated status for following tests:

r400vet_extint_index_line_loop_01
r400vet_ext2int_index_triangle_srip_01

dex_quad_strip61
ndex_triangle fan01

r400vet_ext2int_i quad_list_@1
rOO0vet cxtlint index polygon 01
r400vgt_ext?int_index_triangle_lst_61

   
  

 

 

Change 23851 on 2002/04/18 by gabarca@igabarca_crayola_win_cvd

Added working version of VGAtest plan
Change 23836 on 1002/04/18 by jacarey@Ul_jacarey

1. Add IBD to RBBMspecfor interrupts
2. Update packets for “write confirmation"

Change 23935 on 2002/04/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update

Change 23767 on 2002/04/18 byjecarey@fi_jacarey
Update Connections to MIU

Change 23726 on 2062/04/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated status for the following tests:
r400vet_ext2int_index_points
r400vet_ext2int_inde: -
rad0vet_ext2int_index_line_strip_61   

Change 23722 on 2002/04/17 byaskende@andi_ri00_docs
newrev. 03 checked in.

Change 23718 on 2062/04/17 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

update iransaction engine
Change 23714 on 2002/04/17 by womaker@MA_VIC_P4

updated SQ memory sizes
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ME_INETpacker for PM4 Spec
Register Updates for Cp Spec

Change 23345 on 2002/04/15 by mkeliv@A mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update

Change 23309 on 2002/04/15 by jacarev@fl_jacarey
Update PIVO sizes and fix placcment of the "rcd"signal.

Change 23307 on 2602/04/15 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Document ati_rborn_intf usagein cp's rbiu
 Change 23302 on 2002/04/15 byefongi@iefong_r4 O_win_tor_doc

Update the date

Change 23300 on 2062/04/15 byimuskatb@imuskatb_1100_win_cnimuskatb
updated

Change 23296 on 2007/04/15 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 23289 on 2002/04/15 by chwang @chwang_doc_r400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 23287 on 2002/04/15 by dwong@cndwong2
xDCTtest plas version 0.1

Only sections 3 (3.1..3.3) and 7 (7.2) contain valid information
 Change 23282 on 2002/04/15 by nluu@nlwu_r400_doclib_cnnb

- update

Change 23262 on 2002/04/15 by viiu@vfit_1400_cnviiul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 23259 on 2002/04/15 by tho@tho_1400_win

updated
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Change 23242 on 2002/04/15 by efoug@icfongr400_win_tur_doc

Updated

Change 23237 on 2002/04/15 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlbore
update.

Change 23234 on 2002/04/15 by gregs@gregsr4v0_win_marlbore

added table of strap output signals

Change 23233 on 2002/04/15 by rbell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd

updated

Change 23227 on 2002/04/15 byjacareyi@il_jacarey

Derails of Tdle and Clean for wait until logic.

Change 23203 on 2002/04/14 byjiezhou@fiezhou_r400_win_tor
i)Change icon read retum data format (POst
to keep the same format with R300.

t from LSB) 

2)Changecursor read return data format (PO start trom LSB)
Changes 23188 on 2002/04/13 by jimmylau@jimmylau 1400 win tor

Tnitial test plan for CRTC

Change 23164 on 2002/04/12 by Ikang@ikangr400_win_tor

overall updating

Change 23163 on 2002/04/12 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_1400

Added description of ri00vgt_index_source_switch_OL
Change 23124 on 2002/04/12 by erezs@ereger400_win_marlbore

removed apad_strength3_3Vstraps.

Change 23112 on 2002/04/12 by khabbari@khabbari_ri00_win
frame controller changesreflecting the review

Change 23075 on 2002/04/12 byjavw@MA_JAYW
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Change 22903 on 2002/04/11 by pregs@igregs1406win_marlbore

typo error fixed.
Change 22894 on 2002/04/11 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

update

Change 22890 on 2602/04/11 bygregs@erege_r100_win_marlboro
added ROM straps and fuse box.

Change 22886 on 2002/04/11 by nbarbier@inbarbier_r400_win_ter

Updated signal names.
Change 22883 on 2602/04/11 by ubarbier@ubarbier_1400_win_ter

Initial revision.

Change 22878 on 2002/04/11 byjacarey@il jacarey

Update addresses for incremental update iests [or consluuts and instucticn inemory.

Change 22868 on 2002/04/11 by csampayowitl_csampayo_r406
Added status of followii
1400su_parallel_orient: =
r400su_parallet_orientation_:
 
 

Change 22867 on 2002/04/11 byjacar iljacarey
Clear the VS and PS valid flags in the PFP if the driver
weites the shader instruction directly. 

Change 22866 on 2602/04/11 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor

adding the pixehwriter
Change 22843 un 2002/04/11 by rbell@rbell_crayula_win_evd

Renamed docfile name

Change 22831 on 2002/04/11 by pmitchel@MA PAULM P4

move to proper place

Change 22818 on 2002/04/11 by georgev@MA_YVALCOUR
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Friday ight check-in

Change 23074 on 2062/04/12 by jayw@MA_JAYW
Initial Gamma and DeGammaderivation code.

Change 23038 on 2002/04/12 by grayc@grayc_r400_win

described generic fifo

Change 23036 on 2002/04/12 by mkelly@f mkelly 1490 win laptop

Update

Change 22989 on 2002/04/12 by gregs@aregs7100_win_marlboro

1. added registers for fuse box for "bad pipes"
2. added support for new devices: W45B512, W4SB012

Change 22966 on 2002/04/11 byjiezhou@ijiezhou_r40_win_tor

ne changing
Change 22965 on 2002/04/11 byjiezhouGijiezhou_r460_win_tor

Update sub-block
“sraphic and overlay alpha blending" -> include GRPH_EN and OVL_ENcontrat
"Window Controller" -> Add more description of surface updating infomation

Updated state machine for graphic and overlay request
Remove "Y shift. | bit" at 32 bpp digital output case and
overlay half resclution ca:

Section 5.1 -> Add signal desciption of1/8 of H-total from CRTC as we don't have
interface spec of DCP-CRTC

 
  

  

"LUT"-> update register name and autofill data value for 8-bit mode. 

Change 22928 on 2002/04/11 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updates

Change 22919 on 2002/04/11 by jinmmyluu@jimuylau_1400_win_tor

Major update on CRTC specs :
remove AUXWIN and related registers
romove VGAtiming and mode registers. Get signals from VGAblock instcad.
major updates oni © fields
updates on CR’ terface mals and subblock interface signals
major updates on section 6 : Data Processing Algorithms
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Old version

Change 22814 on 2002/04/11 by georgev@MA_YVALCOUR
Change propertyagain.

Change 22805 on 2002/04/11 by georgev@MA_YVALCOUR

Changed edit protection to lock.
Change 22800 on 2062/04/11 by gregs@gregs_6406_win_marlboro

munorcorrections

Change 22799 on 2002/04/11 by srege@sregs_r400_win_marlboro
removed the BUSY signals table.

Change 22761 on 2002/04/10 by csampayo@El_csampayo_r400

Added status ofthe following tests
r400vet_dma_index_points_O1 
r400vet_duna_index_line_list_61

 r4O0vat immed index line list 01
r400vet_immed_index_line_strip_01
r400vet_immed_index_line_loop_61

Change 22733 on 2002/04/10 by jiezhou@ijiezhou_r400_win_tor

 Change "DxOVL_MATRIXTRANSFORMEN"
"DxOVL_PWL_TRANSFORM_EN”
"DR COLOR_SURSAMPELR_CRCR_MODE[T:3]"
"Dx COLOR_MATRDCTRANSFORMEN"
from attribute of "double buffered"to “single buffered"

 

Add="DxGRPH_FLIP_MODE"to Graphic group

Move "TxGRPH_FNABLR" fo Graphic group
"DxOVLENABLE”to Overlay group

Some change in LUT group:

Move "DxGRPH_LUT_SEL"to Graphic group
Change "DxLUT_AUTOPILL"te "DC_LUT_AUTOFILL"
Change "DC_LUT_MODE' to "DC_LUT_RW_MODE'with single bufferedattribute
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we "DC_LUT_READb_WRITE_SELECT" to "DC_LUT_RW_SEL"
Change "DC_LUT_TNDEX[TO]"ta "DC_TIT_RW_INDEX!

ge
 

"UCLUE WRITRENMASK[S5:0]" from "double buffered”to "singlebuffered”

Change 22709 on 2002/04/16 byllefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400

Control flow proposal updated

Change 22708 on 2002/04/16byjacarey@#l_jacarey
Remove mention of single ring mode for the instruction memory management.

Change 22700 on 2002/04/10 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Removal of Dual Ring Mode for Instruction Memory
Change 22683 un 2002/04/16 by sregs@gregy1400_win_itarlbure

static screen update

Change 22680 on 2002/04/10 by georgev@MA_YVALCOUR
First revision

Change 22679 on 2002/04/10 by georgev@MA_YVALCOUR
No Change.

Change 22669 on 2002/04/10 by khabt ri@khebbari_r4o0_win
frame controller for scaler released

Change 22628 on 2002/04/10byjacarey@ifl_jacarey

Updates:
i. Synchronization2. Performance Counters

Change 22594 on 2002/04/10 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Update

Change 22589 on 2002/04/16 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Update to Specifications for Synchronization

Change 22577 on 2002/04/09 bybeiwang@bei_mespec
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Fix de configuration to include VIP

Changc 22319 on 2002/04/08 by bblocmer@ma-jazonh

Added DRAMbunk pin nutes, separate frou address pins.

Change 22317 on 2002/04/08 by mkelly@f_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Simple scissor rectangle test...

Change 223165 on 2602/04/68 by Hefebvr@ilefebwre_laptop_r406

The control flow proposal

Change 22313 on 2002/04/08 by jacareyi@il_jacarey

Updates for synchronization

Change 22302 on 2062/04/08 bypregs@arege_r100_win_marlboro
clock names

Change 22293 on 2602/04/68 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1406_win_laptep
 sor rectangle test

Change 22291 on 2002/04/08 by viiu@vlin_r46@_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 22281 on 2062/04/08 by eregs@sregs_r400_win_marlbore
clock nadtes aid spelling

Change 22277 on 2002/04/08 byjowangi@ijowangR400_win
Forfirst milestone

Change 22276 on 2602/04/08 by uluu@ulua_1400_doclib_canb

- update

Change 22275 on 2002/04/08 by jacarsy@fl jacarcy

Checkpoint Specifications

Change 22273 on 2002/04/08 by chwang@chwang_doc_r100_win_cvd
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Updatedto reflect deletion of Address Relum Bus and updates tu RB bus interface

Change 22544 on 20 4/09 by sallen@isallen_r40U0_win_marlboro

Move ferret and rename spec
Change 22510 on 2002/04/69 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Scisser recttests...

Change 22507 on 2002/04/69 by khabbari@ikhabbari r406 win

removed DCP_LBP1_EN from lb/dep interface

Change 22491 on 2002/04/69 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r400_win

added subsample modes signal to both Ib/dep and Ib/scl interface docs

Change 27483 on 2002/04/09 by hartogss@fl_hartogs

Updated draw initiator comments for "INDEX_SIZE" and "SOURCE_SELECT" fieldsbased on behaviors learned from the emulator.

Change 22476 on 2002/04/09 byfrising@ma_frising
v.37
-make surface elignment for 2d/3d linear textures be 4KB.

 Change 22473 on 2002/04/69 byabcaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

documentation for registers and the gfx transaction engine

Change 22450 on 2062/04/09 by georgev@MA_YVALCOUR
First revision.

Change 22443 on 2002/04/09 by kcorrell @kcorrell_r400_docs_marfbore

Next updatc

Change 22393 on 2002/04/68 by kiabbariG@ikdiabbari_c400_witr

Tb/scaler and Ib/dcp interface update
Change 22359 on 2002/04/08 by jasif@jasif 1400 win tor

Updated.

Change 22348 on 2002/04/68 bybryans@bryans_crayola_dec
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Update.

Change 22264 on 2002/04/68 byefong@efong_r190_win_tor_doc
Updated

Change 22261 on 2002/04/68 by tho@tho_1400_win

updated
Change 22260 on 2002/04/68 bygrege@gregs_1400_win_marlboro

updated clock names

Change 22259 on 20  2/04/08 byimuskatb@imuskatb_r400_win_cnimuskatb
updated

Change 22253 on 2007/\M/U8 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro
removed old schedules

Change 22243 on 2002/04/68 by jusil@jusil1400_win_tur

Updated.
Change 22241 on 2002/04/68 byjacarey( | jacarcy”

Updates to diagram.

Change 22239 on 2002/04/08 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Sraall update for config example

Change 22237 on 2002/04/68 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
Change 22231 on 2602/04/08 byjacarevi@fi_jacarey

1. Update ta PRP Pseidocade
2. Diagram for CP-to-Driver Synchronization
3. Checkpoint Micracods
4. Checkpoint RBBMSpecification

Change 22162 on 2002/04/65 byjiezhou@ijiezhou_r400_win_tor

update somefield name to be consistent with verilog registerfile.
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Chunge 22152 on 2602/04/05 by ukelly@f_utkelly_1400_win_luptup

Update...

Change 22149 on 2062/04/05 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Small clarification for everit_timestamp_write packet.

Change 22143 on 2002/04/05 byjacarey@)fl_jacarey

Updated EVENT TIMESTAMP WRITE PM4packet.
Updated countfields for PFP-to-MEintermediate packets.

a hange 22135 on 2662/04/05 by chwang@ichwang_doc1403_win_evd

Minor update about model arguments.
Change 22130 on 2002/04/05 by ciwang@chwangdocr400_win_evd

Added updated Reify spec.

Change 22120 on 2062/04/05 by nluu@nluu_140G_doclib_canb
- add more details to the implementation section

Change 22101 on 2002/04/05 by chwang@chwangdoc_ri00_win_cvd
Update to the Coding Standard.

Change 22094 on 2002/04/05 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Renamed CP_RBBM_rt_idle to CP_RBBMrt_busy

Change 22079 on 2002/04/05 byIkang@lkangr400_vin_tor

display device power management. update

Change 22078 on 2062/04/05 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
adding VGA_DISP_d1/2_rotate_90_deg signals

Change 22068 on 7002/04/65 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor

Updating the interface to use display width/heightto interface to the scalar.
adjust the vertical parameters indexes from [5:0] to [10:0]. 

Change 22067 on 2002/04/05 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Remove Discrete signals for RT streams irom CF Specification.
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Briefdoc on environment variables and standard makefile defines

Change 21870 on 2002/04/04 byaregs@arege_r400_win_marlbore
added inputregisters for RBBM_active and MH_active andpm_en.

Change 21859 on 2002/04/04 by gregs@eregsr400_win_marlboro

moved ROM based straps table
Change 21853 on 2602/04/04 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlbore

reset -> srst

Change 21844 on 2062/04/04 by bhankins@f_bhankinsr400_win
Tidal checkin

Change 21831 on 2002/04/04 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlboro

verilog examples of clock gating

Change 21816 un 2602/04/04 by gregs@igrege1400_win_uaribure

sclk gating example files.
Changc 21798 on 2002/04/04 by jacarcyi@fl jacarcy

Miscellaneous Corrections to PM4 Specification.

Change 21771 on 2002/04/03 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor

small updating

Change 21770 on 2662/04/64 by csampayoi@tl_csampayo_r400

PA Validation Tests Tracking Document  
Change 21733 on 2602/04/03 by nluu@nlue_r400_doclib_cnnb

- changetitle in properties

Change 21719 on 2002/04/04 by nlun@nlue_1400_dociib_cnnb
- add more test cases

Change 21712 on 2002/04/08 by nluu@nluu_r406_doclid_cnnb
- add a no-reset test case
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Change 22066 on 2002/04/05 by jacarev@f_jacarey

Update to reflect "start of frame” counters for Display Engines.
Change 22063 on 2002/04/05 by jacarev@Ei_jacarey

Dacument for Discrete RT stream connections instead
of placing this information in the CP Specification.

  

Change 22056 on 2002/04/65 by llcfebvr@llcfebvre laptop r400

The newcontrol flow proposal.

Change 22037 on 1002/04/65 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Add de_disp configuration

Change 21976 on 1062/04/04 by nlm @ntm_1400_doclib_ennb

- add implementation specs to DCCIF Model.
Change 21973 on 2002/04/64 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated VGT section with tests written,

Change 21964 on 2002/04/04 by grege@gregsr400_win_marlboro
update

Change 21919 on 2602/04/04 by alu@nluu_1463_doclib_ennb

- add bit width to signals in diagrams
Change 21906 on 2602/04/64 by nluu@niwu_r400_doclib_cnnb

- mark don't cares on all relevant signals

Change 21904 on 2602/04/64 by khabbari@ikhabbari r466 win

Ure Ib test plan for phavel

Change 21894 on 2002/04/04 by jiramylau@jiramylau_r400_win_tor
Change SC-CRTCintcrface spces. Add signals to disable display requests for display]

and display2.

Change 21890 on 2002/04/64 by brvans@bryans_crayola_doc
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- change to revision 1.6

Change 21710 on 2002/04/63 by nluu@nlue_r400_doclib_crnb
- Add implementation specs to rbbmif model doc

 
Change 21650 on 2602/04/03 by hartogs@fl_hertegs

changed VGT_SQend_ofvector to VGT_SQ_snd_of_vtx_vect.
changed VGT PAclip p start vectorto VGT PA clip p now vix veet.
fixed stride and shift entries for vector 0 in Major Mode0 table.
Updated the "Active Tssnes" lis
Added the SWAP MODE field to the DMASIZH register.
Changed the implied value ofbit 2 ofthe VGT_MH_ad interface from a zero to a one.

This indicates that the VGTis always doing 256-bit requests.

 

 

Change 21638 on 2602/04/63 by jucareyv@ll_jacarey

Updated Invalidate_State packet to swap VS and PS bit order

Change 21634 on 1602/04/63 by abeaudin@abeaudin 1400 win marlboro

cleaned up documentaion

Change 2162) on 2002/04/03 by jacarey@tl_jacarey
Clarificd that the MIT has a ship FIFO

Change 21519 on 2002/04/63 by grege@eregs1400_win_marlboro

Updated MA section

Change 21589 on 2002/04/63 byjacarev@fl_jacarey
Adied memclk active feedback to MIU.

Change 21586 on 2002/04/63 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
Added CP_MH_reqmemsignal te the CP.

Change 21533 on 2662/04/03 by jacarey@fi_jacarey

Update to All Documents
Change 21517 on 2602/04/62 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

For documenting PA validation environment/processes

Change 21492 on 2002/04/02 by kcorrell @kcorrell_r400_docs_marlboro
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updatedinterfaces

Change 21467 on 2062/04/02 bybryans@bryans_crayola_doc
more updates (openissues)

Change 21423 on 2002/04/02 by jasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 21396 on 2602/04/02 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Update status basedon Lili's changes

Change 21382 on 2002/04/02 by efong@efong_r400_win_ter_doc
prefixed ull the forciab!  signals with foree_

Change 21381 on 2002/04/02 byefong@itefongr400_win_tor_doc

prefixed the forciable signals with force_.
Change 21380 on 2602/04/02 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

changed the names of the forciable signals to be pretixed with force_.
changed the bus_timeout to be 100 from 30 because rbbmifwill timeout after 68 cycles.
fixed up the table with the commands and removed 0x200 from all the write cvelcs
pat down some extra limitations of the model
pat ina small section in the rd File section for timeout

 

Change 21377 on 2002/04/02 by jayw@MA_JAYW

added RB_MH_queuecount
and removed tile_done from RBs.

Change 21366 on 2002/04/02 by jayw@MA_JAYW

complement for RB IIW design spec.doc
area estimates, etc.

Change 21365 on 2002/04/02 byjayw@Ma_JAYW

MH_RBqueuscount_external isnow MH_RBqueuecount
Changs 21349 on 2002/04/62 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updated
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Updated

Changc 21201 on 2602/04/61 byjasif@ijasif r400 win tor

Updated.

Change 21198 on 2002/04/01 by chwang@chwangdoc_r400_win_evd
Update.

Change 21195 on 2602/04/61 bydcliften@dclifton_r4aa

Moved perspective correction of l and} to VEE. Updated the RBIU interface to very
latest concept ofstate variable storage (subject to change again).
Change 21191 on 2602/04/61 by viu@vlia_1400_crvliul00_win_evd

Update

Change 21189 on 2002/04/01 byjasif@jasif r400 win tor

Updated

Change 21182 on 2002/04/01 by jayw@MA_JAYW
Monday morning checkin.
Sometile cache drawings in Visio.

 

Change 21177 on 2062/04/0] by tho@tho14¢0_win

updated
Change 21161 on 2002/04/01 by rbell@rbell_crayula_win_evd

updated

Change 21134 on 2002/03/31 by beiwang@bei_mespec
Deleted text descriptions un Address return bus to be consistent w/ the bus interfacetables

Change 21122 on 2602/03/31 by semaraGisemara_r400_win_tor
updating the address gen section

Change 20941 on 2002/03/28 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Updated de queue text.
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Change 21343 on 2602/04/62 byjacarey@f_jacarey

Inierface Updates for CP.

Change 21314 on 2002/34/61 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
Initial release for dcp test plan

Change 21308 on 2002/04/01 by bryans@bryans_crayola_dac

Post status mecting update

Change 21290 on 2002/04/61 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Modified description oftiming diagram.

Change 21277 on 2002/04/61 by grege@aregs_1400_win_marlboro

added pin_strapDRAM_select

Change 21253 on 2002/04/1 by Ikang@lkangr400_win_tor
Movethefile from devei/dec_lib to doc_lib

Change 21251 on 2602/04/61 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated unterface signal names to match released decif.v top level.
Change 21222 on 2062/04/61 by brvans@bryans_crayola_doc

Update status

Change 21220on 2002/04/C1 by Ikeng@lkangr400_win_tor
nulestones

Change 21216 on 2002/04/61 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Added assumptions section.

Change 21207 on 2062/04/61 by uluu@ulue_1400_doclib_cub

- update status
Change 21206 on 2002/04/01 by jasif@jasif r400 win tor

Updated Error Section.

Change 21204 on 2002/04/01 byetong@etongr400_win_tor_doc 
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Change 20934 on 2002/03/28 by hartogs@ft_hartogs

More clean-up. From this point on, revisions to the spec will be detailed in the revisionsection.

Change 20912 on 2662/03/28 by jacarey@t! 
Added soft reset for VGT to RBBM.
Multipic Updates to CF specs for 2D.

Change 20890 on 2002/03/28 by rherrick@ma_rherrick_crayala
Fixed Table Cf Contenis...

Change 20383 on 2002/03/28 by gregs@gregs_1400_win_marlboro 

added block te block timing

Change 20880 on 2002/03/28 byrherick(@ma_therrick_crayola
Revamped specification to include relative transaction methods (instead of directed vs

putterricthiods)... Also udded client synchronization...

Change 20861 on 2002/03/28 by rbeli@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 20859 on 2002/03/28 by whui@whui_r400_win_tor

updated section 8: power management

Change 20808 on 2002/03/28 byhartogzs@ift_hartegs

Added and deleted several state registers.
Updated interface tables.

Change 20799 on 2002/03/28 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
 Added cluck gating information to Ure CP Spe ion.

Change 20769 on 20: 3/27 by mmantor@mmentor_r400_win

updated for interface integration changes

Change 20739 on 2002/03/27 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Added force prefix for signal names forcible from tests.
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Chuuge 20721 on 2002/03/27 by jayw@MA_JAYW

removed bogus offset x and offset y from detail bus.added eventbit to coarse bus.

Change 20720 on 2002/03/27 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_cnnb
- initial revision of DC  F Model test plan

Change 20718 on 2002/03/27 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlbore
Updated with the global core clock idea,

Change 20715 on 2662/03/27by nluu@nlue_1400_doclib_ennb

- correct links - model documents were re-organized
Change 20711 on 2602/03/27 by bryans@bryans_craygla_doc 

Update the arch/conf spec for simulation

Change 20719 on 2002/03/27 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Update RBEMInterfaces

Change 20699 on 2002/03/27 byjacarey@iil_jacarey
Update Spec for Interfaces

Change 20692 on 2002/03/27 byjayw@MaA_TAYW

fixed a couple of minor signa! names.

Change 20678 on 2602/03/27 by askende@andi_r400_docs

anew revof the shader export. spec

Change 20664 on 2002/03/27 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey
Interface Updates

Change 20641 on 2002/03/27 by jacarey@il_jacarey

Added "Read Combine Disable" to diagraras.
Change 20632 on 2602/03/27 by dglen@dglen_r400_dell

Doing major update. Still not complete.
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Change 20513 on 2002/03/26 by dwong@endwong?

R400 xDCT design review presentation material
Change 20512 on 2602/03/26 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Initial revision.

Change 20171 on 2002/03/26 byriharmmbim@rthembim_1100_win_tor
Added skid buffer stracture diagram.

Change 20444 on 2002/03/25 by rthambim@rthambirn_r400_win_tor

Updated write combining info.
Change 20442 un 2002/03/25 by rihaubin@ribabire_r400_witt_Lor

Added skid buffer timing diagram.

Change 20426 on 2002/03/25 by askende@andi r400 doce
 atow rev (6,

Change 20403 on 2002/03/25 byjacarey@tl_jacarey
Clarifythe fix-to-float is not normalized.

Change 20375 on 2002/03/25 byjayw@MA_JAYW

Weekend updates

Change 20364 on 2602/03/25 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor

small updating

Change 20357 on 2002/03/25 by semaraG@semara_r4100_win_tor
rev 0.6

Change 20347 on 7002/03/25 by viu@viin_r4e0_onvlint 00_win_evd

Update
Change 20339 on 2002/03/25 byjacarsviafl_jacarev

Checkpoint Diagram and Micro Code. 

Change 20335 on 2002/03/25 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc
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Change 20606 un 2002/03/26 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_lor

Latest DUCIF changes  Fixed typos in docs

Change 20631 on 2062/03/26 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Update CP Interfaces

Change 20589 on 2002/03/26 by khabbari@ikhabbari_r400_win

tvout/dispoutinterface doc released

Change 20584 on 2002/03/26 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Sweeping Update to the Interface Signal List.

Change 20580 on 2004/03/26 by jayw@MA_JAYW

Missing file, disappeared mysteriously

Change 20578 on 2062/03/26 by jayw@MA_JAYW
Released to maich rb.v and rev

Change 20574 on 2662/03/26 by jowang@ijowang_R400_win
Action Items 02/07

Change 20573 on 2002/03/26 by jayw@M4_JAYW

Several bus name changes.
Added RB->RC system context bus.

Change 20571 on 2002/03/26 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Changes for Feb 28 Design Review:

Change 20560 on 2002/03/26 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
Interface Update for VIP, BIF reviews

Change 20531 on 2003/03/26 by jasif@jasifr400_win_tor

Updated,
Change 20524 on 2002/03/26 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_cnnb

- update
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updated

Change 20332 on 2602/03/25 by chwans @chwang doc 00 win cvd

Update.

Change 29320 on 2003/03/25 by Hefebwr@llefebwre_laptop1400
Upated the interfaccs and added an cxporting rule section.

Change 20316 on 1003/03/25 by nhm@nimt_r400_daclib_cnnb

- update

Change 20313 on 2002/03/25 by jasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 20399 on 2002/03/25 by tho@tho_1100_win
updated

Change 20308 on 2603/03/25 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updates
Change 20303 on 2002/03/25 by nluu@nles_r400_doclib_ennb

- update

Change 20302 on 2002/03/25 by imuskatb@imuskatb_dv_win_cvd
update

Change 20294 on 2002/03/25 byjiezhou@ijiezhou_r400_win_tor

combine DCP_Controller.doc inte Display_Composite_Pipe.dec
Change 20293 on 2602/03/25 by rbell@rbell_crayula_win_evd

changes

Change 20292 on 2002/03/25 bv jiczhou@ijiczhou r400 win tor

update

Change 20291 on 2002/03/25 by jiezhou@jiezhou_rid0_win_tor
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major release Lo support architecture change:

1) add graphic/overlay alphe blending feature
2) add overlay matrix transformation block
3) add overlay gamma correction block
4) add 512 offset to icon expander
5) add 512 offset to cursor expander
6) add "pick-up" oddpixels in Sub-sampline bleck
7) some precision issues along the data path
8) remove supporting for liear mode
9) remove supporting for onc pipe cnablcdat tiled-mode
10} combine DCP_Centraller.doc inte Display_Composite_Pipe.doc
11) DCF_register_list.doc separate from Display_Composite_Pipe.doc

 

 
   

Change 20289 on 2002/03/25 byjacarey@il_jacarey
clarified the brush offset value format

Change 26288 on 2002/03/25 byjacarey@tl_jacarey

Update cp_interrupt packet to help the micro engine design.
Change 20287 on 2002/03/25 by jacareyi@il_jacarey

Fix Typos in the number formats

Change 20286 on 2002/03/25 byjacarsy@fl_jacarey 
Clar!  tion on Packet Restrictions

Change 26269 on 2062/03/¢ byrthambim@rhambim_1400_win_tor

Updated ROMcycle info.
Change 20268 on 2002/03/24 by rthambim@rthambim_r400_vwia_tor

Updated write combining info.

Changs 20267 on 2002/03/24 by rthambim@rihambim 1400 win tor

Fixed syitlax.

Change 20237 on 2002/03/22 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
Majorupdate for DCPregister list

Change 20234 on 2002/03/22 by rthambim@rthambim_r400_win_tor

Includedstrap table, updated review feedback.
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Miscellaneous corrections to references to VG'T registers

Change 20129 on 2002/03/22 by jacarcy@il jacarcy

Remume vig_index_olfset tu vgt_indx_offxet

Change 20124 on 2002/03/22 byjowangi@jowangR400_win
added signals which arc passed upstream from CRTC

Change 20114 on 2602/03/22 byjayw@Ma_IAYW

Largely formatting.
Revamped MC interface and added RBBM.

Change 20102 on 2002/03/22 by jacurey@Ml_jacarey

Update LDiraw_Indx and Viz_Query Pseudecode.

Change 20098 on 2602/03/22 by jhoule@MA JHCULE

 Changed DST_SEL_* names from XYZW to SRC_X, SRC_Y, SRC_Z, and SRC_W.
Equivalent in SRC_SEL* to GRP_X, GPR_Y, and GPR_W.
Consistent capitalized first letter in fields.Enable/Disable FORCE BC W TO MAX now Enabicd/Disabled.

 
 

Change 20097 on 2002/03/22 by grees@gregs_r400_win_maribore
minor mod.

Change 20094 on 2002/03/22 byjowangi@jowang_R400_win

reviewed and corrected description

Change 20092 on 2002/03/22 byjhoule@h AJHOULE
Rev0.9.8:
Updated $Q aud SP interface fromrespective specs.

Change 20086 on 2002/03/22 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlbore

Updated memoryinterface.

Change 20058 or 2002/03/21 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

new emulator documentation for adding blocks
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Change 20219 on 1662/03/22 by askende@landi_r400_dacs

first cat of the document

Change 20215 on 2002/03/22 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Update Interfacelist

Change 20199 on 2062/03/22 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400
Some minor changes to the $Q interfaces

Change 20194 on 2002/03/22 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Update Interfaces
Change 20192 on 2002/03/22 by umhu@mzhur460_win_tor 

remove support for single DUP pipeline

Change 20189 on 2062/03/22 by grege@gregs 406win_mariboro
things copied from r300 and not yet modified - in red color.

Change 20187 on 2002/03/22 by gregs@gregs 1400_win_marlboro

 Initial version - notes on pins, pad sizes, dic and package

Change 20187 on 2602/03/22 by jacarev@f_jacarey
Baseline CP Microcode
Typos in PM4 Spec

Change 20144 on 2602/03/22 by frising@ma_frising

No version change.
-addedin bit field definitions for texture width/height/depth that we keep forgetting to

adds)

Change 20142 on 2602/03/22 by cumantur@unnenter_r400_witt

updated interface tables to represent actual planned hardware interfaces
Change 20131 on 2002/03/22 by dclifton Mdclifton 1400

Updated drawings and interface to Scan Converter

Change 20130 on 2002/03/22 byjacarev@fi_jacerey
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Change 20018 on 2002/03/21 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Clarifications on Set_state usage.
2D Updates.

Change 20015 on 2602/03/21 by jucarey@SLi_jacarey
Removed Erroneous Note

Change 19995 on 2002/03/21 by bryans@bryans crayola doc

updated

Change 19979 on 2002/03/21 by bryans@bryans_crayole_dec

Realign goals

Change 19960 on 2602/03/21 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Clarification of CO and C1 constant loading from CP for ID
Change 19914 on 2002/03/21 by rhenick@ma_cherick_crayola

First Kelease for general consumption/review... Changes inchide:

More completed requirements documentation (in the form of Configuration Spec File
Documentation}

Configuration File in a loose BISF format

Change 19865 on 2003/03/20 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r490_win_tor
Initial Release

Change 19858 on 2602/03/20 by eforg@efong_r4G0_win_tor_doc

Updated with new BIF-VGArequirements
Change 19843 on 2602/03/20 by abcaudin@abcaudin_r400_win_marlboro

new documentation for emulator

Change 19820 on 2062/03/20 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
Updated Registers Per bik file and Emulator

Change 19728 on 2062/03/20 by gregs@gregsr400_win_marlboro

Initial version - copied (and re-arranged) from R300.
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Change 19718 or 2002/03/20 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Fix equation for load_constent_context packet.
Change 19705 on 2602/03/20 byefong@iefong_r400_win_tor_doc

Updatedrevision stuff

Change 19704 on 2062/03/20 by efong@efongr400_win_tor_doc
removed all the powerstuff.

Change 19656 on 2002/03/19 byjacareyi@fl_jacarey

Clarification for auto-generation ofindices.
Change 19650 on: 2002/03/19 by jacersy@l_javarey

Update to 21} Register Definitions.

Change 19631 on 2002/03/19 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Update interface signais to RCIU.

Change 19629 on 2002/03/19 byjacareyi@il_jacarey
Fix typos on interface signals from CP and If.

Change 19619 on 2002/03/19 by jacarey@ifl_jacarey
 Checkpeint Spec

i. PFP Constant coherency
2. Register Updates

Change 19595 or 2002/03/19 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey

Update POLYLINEinformation.
Update line brush processing.

Change 19590 on 2002/03/19 by scruce@scruce_r400_win_tnarlbore

Updated Table ofContents
Chanec 19568 on 2002/03/19 by jacarcy@il jacarcy

Updated Brush_Offset plan for POLYLINEpacket.

Change 19529 on 2002/03/18 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
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Change 19419 on 2062/03/18 by frising@ma_frising
Initial check-in.

Change 19417 on 2002/03/18 byefong@iefongr400_win_tor_doc

Updated

Change 19415 on: 2002/03/18 byjimmylan@jimmylau_1100_win_tor
Update interface signal list based on CRTC blockspecs.

Change 19413 on 2002/03/18 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_ennb

- update
Change 19409 un 2602/03/18 by cliwang@chwangdoc400_win_evd

Update.

Change 19406 on 2002/03/18 by jacarey@il jacarey

Update to wait_until conditions per e-anail fom D. Glen on
ist and 2nd display/overlay controllers.

Change 19405 on 2062/03/18 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 19389 on 2002/03/18 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Add INDEX_OFFSETto the 3D Draw Packets.
Chane 19369 un 2662/03/18 by tho@lin1460_win

updated

Change 19346 on 2062/03/17 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Tilustrutiog for 2D Surface Colerency

Change 19345 on 2002/03/17 byjacarey@tljacarey

Updates from Reviews

Change 19240 on 2002/03/15 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

updates
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update

 Change 19506 on 1002/03/18 byjiezhou@jiezhou_rid0_win_tor 

feature change to add alpha blending

Change 19503 on 2003/03/18 by lefebur@llefebvre_laptop_r400

Changed the interfacesto reflect the fact that the PCs are now in the SX blocks
Change 19496 on 2602/03/18 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Minor update to MHS section, including the DBR block diagram.

Change 19492 on 2002/03/18 bythsien@thsien_r400_win_marlboro
del for yung

Change 19485 on 2002/03/18 by kcorrell @kcorrellr400_docs_marlboro

added files describing how mhtreats chips addresses, minor tweaksto text
Change 19482 on 2602/03/18 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Checkpoint CP Specification
* Partial Register Updates

- BIOS Scratch Registers
- Push Register Apertures
- Updates to Register Text.

 

Change 19478 on 2002/03/18 by jasit@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 19437 on 2662/03/18 by efong@efong_1400_win_tor_doc

Updated to new crtc spec. Also changed the DE to read_request
Change 19436 on 2002/03/18 by jacarev@tl_jacarey

Update Renderer Backend registers that are written by the CP
during the GLI Master Control handler. This is based on e-mail
from LarrySeiler.

Change 19424 on 2002/03/18 by viiu@vliu_r400_cnvliuL00_win_cvd

Update
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Change 19217 on 2003/03/15 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor

update
Change 19216 on 2002/03/15 by rherricki@jma_rherrick_crayola

More completion of first pass spec

Change 19201 on 2002/03/15 byscroce@scroce_r190_win_marlboro
Added info aboutalias file creation

Change 19156 on 2002/03/15 byfrising@ma_frising

ne version change
-fixed very minor typo on DATA_FORMATpage pointed out by Larry.

Change 19994 on 2602/03/15 by rherrick@ma_cherrick_crayala.

More progress made... Still not complete... Redefined windowsetting directives...
Workedon first pass of Pattern Reads

 

Change 19087 on 2602/03/14 by lkune@tkangr400_win_tor

updated section 6 on power state management
Change 19056 on 2002/03/14 by somara@scmara 1400 win tor

update section 16

Change 19051 on 2002/03/14 by trising@ima_frising

 fields aroundintexture constants to fuciliate 2D.
-add per quad and prer pivel register lod to texture instrnction
-moved SIGNEDRF MODEALL up onebit in vertex instruction.
-cieaned up a few comments.

Change 19034 on 2602/03/14 by nbarbier@inbarbier_1400_win_tor

Updated Taterface

Change 19032 on 2002/03/14 byrherrick@ima_therrick_crayela
Yet another deposit along the way... Not ready for review yet...

Change 18959 on 2602/03/14 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

Memory Formats: minor updates
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Change 18988 on 2002/03/14 by Isefler@ima_iseiler

Render Backend minor updates
Change 18909 on 2062/03/14 by Ikang(@ikang_r400_win_tor

updated power management on pclk domain

Change 18875 on 2002/03/14 byrhemick@nashue_rherrick_crayola
Progres: on Spec.. No mileston 

Change 18834 on 2662/03/13 by nlau@nluw_r400_doctid_canb

- test plan for RBBMIF model
 Chuuge 18697 on 2002/03/13 by uluu@uluu_1400_doclib_cmb

- correct comment about timeout and shared-registers

Change 18690 on 2002/03/12 by rvelez@rvelez_1r400_win_tor
Top Level DC Spec

Change 18682 on 2002/03/12 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_mariboro
Quick comments

Change 18669 or 2002/03/13 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Baseline Overview Presentations
Checkpoint PM4 Specification

Change 18660 on 2602/03/13 by rhemick@ma_rh rick_crayola
Documentation for MC/MH ‘lest Environment

Changs 18629 on 2602/03/12 by j jasif r400 win tor 

Updated arbitration between read aud write requesix, Added open issue of skid buffers.

Change 18616 on 2002/03/12 by nku@niue_r400_doclib_ennb
- forgot te delete one doc in previous submit

 Change 18607 on 2602/03/12 by khabbari@khabbari_r400_win

added fields to the register section of LB arch doc
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Change 18415 an 2002/03/11 by wlawles@wlawless

Levision 0.8 has updates to the calor block cache, and its tag descriptions... Also aRB
full data flow diagram and description was added.

Change 18385 un 2002/03/11 by jasifG@ijasif_1400_win_tor

Updated
Change 18379 on 2002/03/11 by rocll@rbell crayola win evd

update

Change 18376 on 2002/03/11 by khabbari@khabbari_r400_win

added new signals to the lb_dcp interface doc

Change 18357 on 2002/03/11 byjimmylanGjiremylan_r400_win_tor

Finalize CRTC naming convention to CRTC1/CRTC2Remove the notation of internal/estemal overscan in CRTC. Over:
determined by scaler only.

Change the definition of ending lining parameters lo be exclusive.
Add power management signals to CRTC-Scalerinterface.

width is 

Change 18356 on 2062/03/11 by nluu@nluu_r400_dociib_cnnb
- update

Change 18355 on 2002/03/11 by chwang@chwang_doc_rid0_win_evd

Update

Change 18343 on 2602/03/11 by efoug@iefougr400_win_tur_doc

Updated

Change 18342 on 2002/03/11 by tho@tho_r4C0_win
update

Change 18341 on 2002/03/11 by rthambim@irikambim_r400_win_tor

Fixed syntax.

Change 18331 on 2002/03/11 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

R406 Memory Map Diagram
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Change 18594 on 2062/03/12 by nlm @elun_r460_doctib_ennb

- re-org, renamefiles to all lowercase
Change 18582 on 2002/03/12 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor_doc

SYNCA/B and VSYNCto forgot to change some of the names from HSYNCVSYN 

 Change 18564 on 2002/03/12 by khabbari@ikhabbari r400 win

EOL removed from ib_decp interface doc

Change 18552 on 2062/03/12 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
O97:
Added ap packing seherne de
Moved Addressing in a Varia section
Changed some sub-block names.
  iption Qwith images).

Change 18486 on 2062/03/11 by dgelen@dglen_r400_dell
Major update forfirst time in far too long

Change 18483 on 1003/03/11 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
rev 6.3

Change 18487 on 2002/03/11 by bbloerner@ma-jasonh

Updated clock naming convention.

Change 18454 on 2602/03/11 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_ennb

- Legacy => legacy

Change 18450 on 2002/03/11 by nluu@nluu_r100_doclib_ennb
- re-organize model docs.

Change 18437 on 2002/03/11 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Updated Surface Coherence Equations for Lines and Fix Problems
Change 18421 on 2602/03/11 by jacarevi@fi_jacarey

Miscellaneous Updates and Corrections
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Change 18323 on 20 2/03/11 byjacarevGfi_jacarey

Implicit Sync Onlyin CF Pipe
Change 18322 on 2002/03/11 by jacarev@ti_jacarey

Updates fram Comments
Update Surface Coherency Intersect Equation

 

Change 18320 on 2002/03/11 by jacarcv@fl jacarcy
CP Overview
Updates to RBBMSpecification

Change 18318 on 2062/03/10 byrthambim@rthambim_1400_win_tor
Added skid buffer timing diagram.

Change 18317 on 2002/03/10 by rthambim@rthambirn_r400_win_tor

Fixed naming convention in timing diagram.
 Change 18308 on 2002/03/10 by rirambin@rthaubirn1400_win_tur

Fixed the block diagrarn.
Change 18305 on 2002/03/10 by rthambim@rthambim 1400 win tor

Added fifo info, fixed slave implementation diagram.

Change 18292 on 2002/03/09 by frising@ma_trising
v.34
-introduced arbitrary_filter field. A few uther leilds hud to be juggled in lhe process.

Change 18284 on 2002/03/68 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Forgot to update table of contents, etc. Fixed.
Change 18283 on 2002/03/68 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated MHS portion of spec with latest specifications/fixes, including block diagrams.

Change 18280 on 2602/03/08 by rthambim@rthambim r400 win tor
Initial revision.

Change 18263 on 2002/03/08 by jacarev@fi_jacarey
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Update RBEMTop-Level Diagram

Change 18240 on 2002/03/08 by rthambirn@rihambirn_r4U0_win_tor

Modified the RBBM-BIFtiming diagram, address width, RBBMI/F naming.
Change 18216 on 2002/03/08 by jacarey@i_jacarey

Miscellaneous Corrections

Chanec 18211 on 2002/03/08 byjacarcy@ifl jacarcy

Updates for Reviews

Change 18181 on 2002/03/08 by bryans@bryans_crayola_doc

Updated status with decif change

Change 18152 an 2002/03/68 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey

Miscellaneous Updates
Change 18140 on 2002/03/08 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Updated for MKTREE changes

Change 18128 on 2062/03/08 by khabbari@khabbari_r400_win
small fix in Hne buffer arch

Change 18125 on 2002/03/08 byjacareyi@fl_jacarey

Miscellaneous Updates
Change 18109 on 2002/03/08 byjacarcyi@fl_jacarey

Updates

Change 18094 on 2002/03/08 by mdogestt(@MA MDOGGLTT LT

Update TCO section, figure aud subbluck descriptions. Updaled TC top level figure.
Added Li Tag Index toL1 Tag.

Change 18087 on 2002/03/08 byjacareyi@ifl_jacarey
Updates to Pre-Fetch Parser Diagram and Pseudocade.

Change 18082 on 2002/03/08 byjacareyi@il_jacarey
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Clarify Usage of Busy Signals Gut of MIU

Changc 17845 on 2602/03/07 byjasif@ijasif r400 win tor

Changed busy signals ty go tu client instead of PLL model.

Change 17836 on 2002/03/07 byjasif@ijasi?_1400_win_tor
 

Changed request address to start from bit 31 instcad of 29. Added separate clientid's for
read and write ack requests.

Change 17834 on 2002/03/07 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Added open issues: Arbitration between reads and writes, checking whether requestaddress falls within surface information.

Change 17824 on 2002/63/07 by jacarey@"1_jacarey

Update Fetchers
Change 17822 on 2002/03/07 byjacareyi@ifl_jacarey

Update Buses in MIU

Change 17820 on 2002/03/07 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey
Separate Path Through PFP for Real-Time

Change 17773 on 2002/03/06 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey

Checkpoint Spec
 Change 17771 on 2602/03/06 by uluuG@uluu_ri00_d

- forgot to change the path

Change 17770 on 2062/03/06 by nluu@nluu_1400_doclib_ennb
- change Last Updated field to ‘file save date’ instead of curren date

Change 17768 on 2002/03/06 bynlua@niue1400_doclib_canb
- tile => filename in header section

Change 17767 on 2602/03/06 by nluu@niuu_1400_doclib_cnnb

- change Last Updatedfieldto 'file cave date’ from 'current date’
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Update to CP Internal Puckels

3/8 by jacarey@fi_jacarey Change 18077 on 20

Add Input Register Stage
Change 18071 on 2002/03/08 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

DCCIF Architectural Spec

Change 18055 on 2002/03/07 by khabbari@ikhabbari 466 win

added interlace mode and supporting 2 pipe line for 20bpp.

Change 18041 on 2002/03/07 byjacarev@il_jacarey

Updates for Arbitration of Streams to Global register Bus.

Change 18032 on 2002/03/07 by jacarev@fi_facarey

Set_State and Load_Palette are 1D State Packets
Change 18025 on 2002/03/07 byjacarev@ti_jacarey

Update to the CP_STATregister definition.

Change 17930 on 2002/03/07 bykcorrell @kcorrell_r400_docs_marlbore
update of spec

Change 17926 on 2002/03/07by jacarev@ifi_jacarey

Document that the Load_Palette packet may not be needed.
 

Change 17924 on 2002/03/67 by boloemer(@n na-jasoah

Revised signal naming convention to allow for MICVRHE-generated prefix. Also added
clock nameing convention and removed convention for instantiating flip flops.
Change 17922 on 2002/03/07 byjacarev@fi_jacarey

Updates to CP <.-> MHInterface

Change 17859 on 2002/03/07 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
 Update Queue Available Size:

Update CP_STATregister de: ions.

Change 17849 on 2002/03/07 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
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Change 17766 on 2062/03/06 by nlm @ntnu_t400_doclib_ennb

- move rom controller modeltest plan to test_plar. subdirectory
Change 17762 on 2002/03/06 by nluu@niws_r400_doclib_cnnb

- cofrect spelling and typos

Change 17760 on 2002/03/66 by nluu@nluu_r109_doclib_cnnb
- very small spelling correction

Change 17753 on 2002/03/66 by efong@efongr400_win_tor

Added in SCL_CRTC and VGA_DISP model specs
Change 17731 un 2002/03/66 by uluu@uluu_1400_duclib_cunb

- correct typos and stulf

Change 17736 on 2002/03/66 by jacarev@ii jacarey
 Menory Controller 0-3 each hus their own go/active chuck pair.

Change 17706 on 20 3/66 by nluu@nhur400_doclib_cnnb
- move visio drawings te a separate dircctory

Change 17589 on 2002/03/66 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor

changed the pin namesto i and ¢ ter input and output pins io models

Change 17670 on 2602/03/66 byjacarev@fi_jacarey

Update for Command Queue Size Update
* Registers Updated

Change 17658 on 2002/03/06 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
doc apdate

Change 17632 on 2002/03/06 by grege@aregs400_win_marlboro
update

Change 17629 on 2002/03/06 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Renamed doc
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Chuuge 17622 un 2002/03/06 by jucursy@M_jacurey

Update RBBMFIbG depths or: Top-Level Diagram

Change 17621 on 2002/03/06 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey
Stall condition for wait_until.

Change 17583 on 2002/03/05 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor

updats

Change 17582 on 2002/03/05 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Updated pdf file.

Change 17580 on 2602/03/05 by bbloemer@ma-jazonh

Updated the description of the ordering engine to inchide AJR vs C/D
faimess andthe IEXPTUREWINCOUNT

Change 17578 on 2002/03/05 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey
Checkpoint Specification

Change 17575 on 2002/03/05 byjacarey@il_jacarey
Renamed RBBM HE WRTRtoRBBM UT RDY
Added Stage_Inc for repeaters between BIF and RBBM.

Change 17556 on 2062/03/05 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updates after review
Change 17549 on 2002/03/05 by jacareviafl_jacarey

Split the Re-Ordering Queue from the Pre-fetch Parser

Change 17533 on 2002/03/05 by jacarcy@fl jacarcy

Updated Streares by CP for IB2 Packet Restrictions

Change 17523 on 2002/03/05 byjacarey@il_jacarey
Update to Fetcher Diagram

Change 17512 on 2002/03/05 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Bitwise CR
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Change 17424 or 2002/03/05 byjacarey@il_jacarey
Added ROMGo/Active Pair

Change 17422 un 2002/03/05 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tur

Changed address range to start trom bit 31Added Client ID to Write Ack Interface

Change 17405 on 2602/03/04 by whui@whui_r400_win_tor

updated section 10

Change 17404 on 2062/03/04 by nbarbier@nbarbier_1400_win_tor
Updated signal names.

Change 17395 on 2002/03/04 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor

update register ist

 Change 17387 un 2602/03/04 by jiezhou@jieziiou_1400_w

update register ist
Change 17386 on 2002/03/04 by jiczhou@jiczhou 1400 win tor

update register List

Change 17380 on 2002/03/04 by Hefebvr@letebvre_laptop_r406

Newrevision of the sequencer spec.

Change 17351 on 7602/03/64 by bryans@bryans_crayala_doc

Update for 01/03/02
Change 17345 on 2662/03/04 by viiu@vlin_r4C@_cnvliul00_win_cvd

Update

Change 17337 on 2002/03/04 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_cnnb
- update

Change 17321 on 2002/03/04 by tho@tho_r400_win

updated
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Change 17507 on 2602/03/05 byjacarey@fi_jacarey

Update IB_PREFETCH_STARTpacket format
Change 17504 on 2002/03/05 by scroce@)scroce_r400_win_marlboro

many modifications due to changesin the nextrelease of vesbuild pl

Change 17489 on 2002/03/05 by jacarey@fi_jacarey
Remove Ring State Queue

Change 17461 on 2002/03/65 by mdogeet@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

Added L1 Tag formats. Updated TCB section, figure, subblock descriptions.
Change 17452 un 2002/03/65 by sanare@scnrara_r400_win_ltur

update

Change 17450 on 2002/33/65 by brvans@bryans_crayola_doc
Update as per Status meeting

Change 17449 on 2002/03/53 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
rev 6.3

Change 17445 on 2002/03/65 byfhsien@fhsien_r460_win_marlboro

First dratt of RB testbench plan

Change 17437 on 2002/03/65 by nbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_tor
Tnifial Release

Change 17436 on 2002/03/65 byjacarevG@fi_jacarey
2D Scratch Memory Renamed to 2D Defaults Memory

Change 17431 on 2003/03,65 bylseiler@ma_Iseiler

Version 9.7 ofthe Memory Format spec, with address equations, revised 2D and 3D
tiling formats, and 2D mipmap packing.

Change 17427 on 2002/03/05 by rbell@rbell_crayoia_win_cvd

Print warring if linear mode is used.
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Change 17328 on 2002/03/64 by chwang@ichwangdoc_r400_win_cvd

Update

Change 17313 on 2002/03/64 by elong@efong_1400_win_tur

Updated
Change 17313 on 2602/03/04 byjacarcv@ti jacarcy

Update to CP's 2D Appendix

Change 17310 on 2002/03/64 by jasit@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated

Change 17305 on 2002/03/04 by jacarev@ti_jacarey

Update Opcodesfor Packets
Change 17190 on 2002/03/61 byIkang@lkang_r400_win_tor

updated dynamic clacking on SCLK domain

Change 17187 on 2002/03/C1 byfrising@ma_frising
v.b33
removed support for DXVtextures
-updated texture size table for new maxsize restriction with 3Da 1 28bit textures withborders.
-closed openissue about interaction of border color with depthand shaclow textures.

Change 17184 on 2002/03/01 by jayw@IMA_JIAYW
weekend check-in

Change 17182 on 2002/03/G1 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Updates

Change 17169 on 2002/03/01 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
remove support forlinear surface mode

Change 17167 on 2003/03/61 by khabbari@khabbari_r400_win
small corrections to line buffer arch doc
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Change 17166 on 2862/03/01 by mzhu@mzin_r400_win_tor 

remove support for linear surface modeadd more details for FIFO write control

Change 17156 on 2602/03/01 by rbell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd

Changed name of model to LBDCP

Change 17155 on 2062/03/01 by rocll@rbell crayola win evd

Changed name of dec file.

Change 17154 on 2002/03/01 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

update

Change 17158 on 2002/03/01 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Update SRC_X calculation for Small_Text PM4 packet
Change 17149 on 2002/03/01 by jacareyi@il_jacarey

Updated repeater flop usagetext.
STAGE_INC used instead of N_STRAP

Chanec 17122 on 2002/03/61 by jiczhou@ficzhou r400 win tor

change ICONT_X POSta INE_X START
X_POX to IC 2 TART

S$ toICONL_Y_START
OX to [CON2_Y_START

 
  

 
Change 17119 on 2002/03/61 byjowana@jowang_R4C00_win

added description for re-sync FIFO and some more diagrams

Change 17089 on 2002/02/28 by rbcll@rbell crayola win evd
Removed sub-word write enable

Change 17084 on 2002/02/28 byjacarey@il_jacarey
Fix Typo in the IM Load andIM Load Immediate packets

Change 17065 on 2002/02/28 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

i, AddedIM_LOADTMMEDIATE packet.
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Updates to Packets arid Pseudocode for Pre-Fetch Parser

Changc 16878 on 2002/02/27 by mpersaud@impersaud r400 win tor

* Updated link to Figure 1.2-1 VIP DMA Top Level Diagram

Change 16867 on 2002, i02/27 by mpersaud@impersaud_1400_win_tor
* Updated Section 4.1 Pin intorface, added DCIO enable signals
* Updated Appendix for delta between R306 and R406

Change 16859 on 2002/02/27 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

new 3D tile pattemsandinitial 3D equations
Change 16856 un 2002/02/27 by jacursyG@_jacurey

Updates

Change 16850 on 2002/02/27 by jacarey@tl jacarey

Pre-Fetel: Parser Tup-Level State Machine

Change 16849 on 2062/02/17 by khabbari@khabbari_r400_win
correction to read pointer section in linc buffer arch doc

Change 16843 on 2002/02/27 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updates to macro name and pin out

Change 16815 on: 2002/02/27 by markt@markf_r400_win_marlboro

Updated Analog section fo R300 numbers. Fixed quantity cf DIT's for RV400 andR400. Removed LVDS from R400.

Change 16809 on 2062/02/27 by nluuGinluu_r400_doclib_cnnb
+ update

Change 16799 on 2002/02/27 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_ennb

- update

Change 16794 on 2002/02/27 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Updates to 2D Packets
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3. Update tp HOSTDATA_BLT2 aid HOSTDATA_BLT_PNTR puckels.

Change 17053 on 2002/02/28 by jiezhou@ipezhou_r40u_win_tor

update

Change 17016 on 2002/02/28 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Update Interrupt Signals Into RBBM
 3

Change 17010 on 2002/02/28 by rbcli@rbcll crayola win cvd

Initial dratt (and merge trom older docs).

Change 16932 on 2002/02/27 by jowang@jowangR100_win

Block Spec: read buifer, re-sync FIFO, pZs syne, and line controller
diagram + dexcription for read bulfer

Change 16927 on 2002/02/27 byfrising(@ma_frising

Crap! fix cut and paste error. No version change.
Change 16925 on 2062/02/27 byfrising@ma_frising

w.b32
removed TT_CMD from texture instruction.  

Change 16924 on 2002/02/27 bytkeng@lkang_r400_win_tor

Added power state managment. section 6.0

Change 16917 on 2002/02/27 by Ikeng@ikangr400_win_tor
Added 5.2 for dynamic clocking in display clocks

Change 16914 on 2002/02/27 by jiezhou@ijiezhour40d_win_tor

update aiter spec review Feb. 26

Change 16906 on 2002/02/27 by juacarev@Ll_jacarey

Version 0.02 has Pre-Fetch Parser Algorithm Updates
Change 16897 on 2002/02/27 by tho@tho 1400 win

updated with section regarding the IO Model generating Perl Script

Change 16896 on 2002/02/27 by jacarev@fi_jacarey
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Change 16793 on 1003/02/27 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win

updated memory areas based on the memory compilation of memoriesin the following
blocks fer the VGT, PA, SC blocks and updated labeling for current planned blocks

Change 16779 on 2002/02/26 by sanure@senrara_r400_win_tor

update doc

 Change 16778 on 2002, by somara@scmara 1400 win tor

dec updates

Change 16762 on 2064/02/26 by jayw@Ma_JAYW

typo fixes

Change 16734 on 1602/02/26 byjacarey@fi_jacarey

Checkpoint Specifications
Change 16731 on 2602/02/26 byIseiler@ma_Isciler

Spreadsheets of 7D address conversions
 

Change 16730on 2002/02/26 byIseiler@ma_lseiler
Updated 1D and 2D formats and address equations

Change 16718 on 2002/02/26 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor

updated ic spec due to change in deio spec
Change 16710 on 2602/02/26 by jucarey@fi_jacarey

Updates to packets.

Change 16688 on 2002/02/26 by jacarev@fi_jacarey
Update Diagrara

Change 16561 on 2003/02/26 by jacarey |jacarey

Update RTEE Diagram (Gated and Permanent Clocks)

Change 15560 on 2602/02/26 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
First crait of what envwill looklike.
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Chuuge 16658 on 2002/02/26 by mpersaud@inpersaud_r400_witt_Lur
* added Section 4.1 Pin interface
* updated Appendix for delta between R260 and R400
* update Figure 1.2-1 VIP Top Level Diagram to move uvip_robmif te DC level andrename to RBBMIP

Change 16657 on 2662/02/26 by mpersand@impersaud_r400_win_tor

Move uvip_rbbmif to DC level and rename to RBBMIF
Change 16653 on 2062/02/26 byjacarey@il_jacarcy

Update Interfaces to RRBM from BIF and CP
Fix Type on MIU Diagram

Change 16648 on 2002/02/26 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
vi at
Brought back DIM_3L) in case weget rid of dual format 3D texture (ifnoise gets dropped

out).
Meved BORDER*together.
Onlyaffects TFetch Const.

 Change 16646 on 2002/02/26 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win

update
 Change 16632 on 2002/02/26 bynbarbier@nbarbier_r400_win_ter

Updated document after resolving open issnes

Change 16602 on 2002/02/26 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Updated clock name for RBBM

Change 16565 on 2002/02/25 by jiezhou@ijiezhou_r400_win_tor

updatc

Change 16552 on 2602/02/25 by deliNen@dclifton_r400

Updatesto interface, drawings, lines, points, and polymade.
Chanec 16546 on 2002/02/25 by khabbari@khabbari r400 win

added moredetails to the Ib arch doc

Change 16537 on 2002/02/25 by rbell@sbell_crayola_win_cvd
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* renamed tivip_rbbin to nvip_rbbmit
* added ORingofinterrupts

Chango 16488 on 2002/02/25 by vliu@viiu 460 cnvliuld0 win cvd

Update

Change 16484 on 2002/02/25 byrbell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd
updated

Change 16482 on 2602/02/15 by chwang@ichwang_r400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 16470 on 2002/02/25 by tho@tho_r400_win

update

Change 16469 on 2062/02/25 byjasif@ijasif_ri100_win_tor
Updated

Change 16462 on 7002/02/25 by efons@efong_r400_win_tor

Updated
Change 16450 on 2002/02/25 byjacareyi@il_jacarev

Add ROMpins back tc the RBEM Spec.

Change 16412 on 2062/02/22 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_ennb
~ updale

Change 16411 on 2002/02/22 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor

1) add Cverlay Format Expansion biock
2) remove dynamic expansion for Graphic/overlay keyer
3) add hust read/wrile description for LUT palete
4) add ignore_alpha for orephicioverlay keyer
5) update graphic/overlay Mux function
6) add constant format for matrix conversion

 

Change 16407 on 2602/02/22 by Ikang@lkangc400_win_tor

Added dynamic clocking on display clock domain. sec. 5.1

Change 16359 on 2002/02/22 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlboro
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Updates after review

Change 16533 on 2002/32/25 by markf@makf_r406_win_merlboro
Updated @X w/ parameter caches

Change 16521 on 2002/02/25 by rbell@irbell_crayola_win_cvd

update

Change 16505 on 2002/02/25 by jacareyi@fl_jacarey

Checkpoint CP Spec

Change 16593 on 2002/02/25 byjacarev@fi_jacarey
Update Conunand Stream Fetcher Diagran

Change 16499 on 2002/02/25 by jimmytau@jiramylau_r400_win_tor

Add a section on stereoscopic display. Change CRTC naming convention te CRTCO/CRTCi.
 

Change 16495 on 2002/0  (28 by jacarev@il_jacarey

Update Queues on Diagram for PFP
Change 16494 on 2002/02/25 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

added state machine appendix

Change 16493 on 2002/02/25 by mpersaud@mpersaud_1403_win_tor
 update to add uvip_cbba

Change 16492 on 2002/02/25 by mpersaud@impersaud_r400_win_tor

general clean up

Change 16490 on 2602/02/25 by mpersaud@mpersaud_1400_win_tor

* added Appendix - R300 vs. R40 delia
* updated VIP Top Level diagram
* updated structure section

Change 16489 on 1602/02/25 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

* moved uvipdmaregs into uvipdma
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Addedinterface to CG_PM.

Change 16349 on 2002/02/22 bv grege@arcgs 400 win marlboro

daily update

Change 16322 on 2002/02/22 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler
Updated with 1D and 2D access equations

Change 16319 on 2002/02/22 byjacarev@ti_jacarey

Removed ROM's RTRsignals trom RBBMintertace. BIF forwards transactions to the
MH instead of through the RBBM.
Change 16309 un 2602/02/22 by jucurevi@ll_jacarey

Update KBLU to show that read return data is registed on permanentclock.

Change 16304 on 2002/02/22 by jacarev@fl jacarey

1. Updated interrupt signals ty lie RBBM

* Senders ofinterrupts need to do their own combining.
Change 16288 on 2002/02/22 by bryans@bryans crayola dec 

Update VideoIP DV Methodologyto include CRTC configuration

Change 16284 on 1007/02/22 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor

added in sentence for MV_DISABLE and VGA_DISABLEto be heoked up to BIFcdl

Change 16283 on 2002/02/22 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor

fixed up the spec due to the 0.1 version of the power management spec
Change 16217 on 2602/02/21 byfisien@fisien1460_win_imalbore

Added command chart
change runtest ‘untest pl 

  Change 16213 on 2602/02/21 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_
First crait of this

Change 16210 on 2002/02/21 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETTLT
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Updated formats. Added 2dinterlace format and 3d four layer format. Added 1.2 read
synchronisation description

Change 16207 on 2002/02/21 byfrising@ma_frising
v.L36

 Change 16194 on 2002/02/21 by Ikang@ilkangr400_win_tor

Power management spec for DC

Change 16178 on 2002/02/21 by hartogs@f_hartogs

Minor Clearrup

Change 16177 on 2002/02/21 by jacarevi@il_jacarey

No Change

Change 16175 on 2002/02/21 byrbell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd
fore updates since the last reviews

Change 16174 on 2002/02/21 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Checkpoint All Specifications
Change 16170 on 2602/02/21 by hartogsi@fi_hartogs

Fixed up some tessellation stuff.

Change 16147 on 2002/02/21 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro
Some small changes to the dac

Change 16146 on 2002/02/21 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cevd

Updates to both palette modsls

Change 16145 on 2602/02/21 by mpersaud@upersaud_r400_win_tor
Initial Revision

Chanec 16142 on 2602/02/21 by mpersaud@impersaud 1400 win tor

Changed Text Box

Change 16138 on 2002/02/21 byjacareyi@il_jacarey
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Update rect description

Change 15992 on 2002/02/20 byefong@efong_14100_win_tor
changed from dispout inject to scaler inject medel

Change 15972 on 2662/02/16 byjasi jasifr400_win_tor

Partially updated after document review.
Change 15952 on 2002/02/19 byctaylor@t_ctaylor_r400_win_marlboro

Mostoftop-level arch done.

Change 15923 on 2062/02/19 by bryans@bryans_craycla_win_cvd
Add test plan templates for VID cure

Change 15920 on 2002/02/19 by bryans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd

Update for this week

Change 15919 on 2002/02/19 by efongs@iefougr400_win_lor

fixed up the spec due to the review
Changc 15914 on 2002/02/19 by grces@ercgs r400 win marlboro

Update.

Change 15878 on 2002/02/19 by bryans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd

Sourcetree for display core

Change 15862 on 2602/02/19 by efone@efong_1400_win_tor

renamed top level diagram from hdcp disable tohdep_enable
changed the forciable signals section to be more standardized

Change 15860 un 2602/02/19 by yelans@ygiuny1400_win_tearlbory
added: bert Shader Liccs and Test environment cook book

Changc 15851 on 2002/02/19 by cfong@icfong 1400 win tor

updated due to review and some pad changes

Change 15837 on 2002/02/19 by tho@tho_r1G0_win
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Revision of RRBMand CP areas

Change 16199 on 26 '20 by dwong@icndwong?
version 0.4

Change 16106 on 2002/02/20 by nluu@nluu_r400_daclib_ennb

- update
Change 16100 on 2002/02/20 by nluu@nluu_r400_doclib_ennb

 pdate

Change 16095 on 2002/02/20 bythsien@fhsien_r400_win_marlboro
DOCfor Runes. Script

 Change 16483 on 2002/02/20 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Updated CP and RBBMAreas
Change 16079 on 2602/02/20 by grege@areas400_win_mariboro

daily update
Change 16075 on 2602/02/20 by mpersaud@mpersaud r400 win tor

General update andor addition to depot.

Change 16053 on 2002/02/20 by rbeli@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

New spec for R400

Change 16041 on 2662/02/20 by scrace@scroce_r400_win_marlbora

Clearing up some things once again
Change 16033 on 2002/02/20 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated VGT and SUsections and schedule

Change 16909 on 2002/02/20 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro
Trying to clarifythe setup doc

Change 16007 on 2002/02/20 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP41400win
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updated

Change 15828 on 2602/02/19 by nbarbier@nbarbier_1490_win_tor
Initial revision of DCIO Interface.

 Change 15770 on 2002/02/18 by beiwang(@bei_mcspec

deleted CAMand address return queues from meci diagram, modified the cam diagram,
added note on bank ABCD->bank 0,1,2,3

Change 15752 on 2002/02/18 by tho@itho_1400_win

update cursortest plan

Change 15742 on 2002/02/18 by jasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated.

Change L574L on 2002/02/18 by brvans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd
Update status/dates

Change 15727 on 2002/02/18 by vilu@viiu_r460_cnviiul 60_win_cvd

Update the status.
Change 15723 on 2002/02/18 by efong@cfong_1400_win_tor

Updated dates

Change 15720 on 2062/02/18 by chwang@ichwang_1400_win_cvd
Update.

Change 15718 on 2002/02/18 by efong@efongr400_win_tor
after final review ..

Change 15716 on 2002/02/18 by jasif@jasif1400_win_tor

Added new forcible signals table.

Change 15713 on 2002/02/18 byjasif@jasif r400 win tor

Updated Error section. Added open issue on dynamic clocking.

Change LS7LE on 2002/02/18 by tho@tho_1400_win
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update

Change 15709 on 2002/02/18 by roell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd

Changes
Change 15689 on 2002/02/16 byjimmylau@jimmylau_1400_win_tor

Major revision of CRECblock specsafter the first specs review.

Chanec 15679 on 2002/02/15 by jiczhou@jiczhou 1400 win tor
modified state machine

Change 15678 on 2002/02/15 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r100_win_tor

add 32 bpp digital output for graphic request

Change 15676 on 2002/02/15 byjiezhou@ijiezhan_r400_win_tor
Initialrelease

Change 15671 on 2002/02/15 byjacarevi@ifl_jacarey

Checkpoint Specifications

Change 15669 on 2062/02/15 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor
initial version of DMIF block spec

Change 15667 on 2602/02/15 by mzhu@imzm_r400_win_tor

define pixel order for tiling mode with one DCPpipeline enabled
Change 15664 on 2062/02/15 by kcorrell@ikcorrell_r400_docs_marlbare

Updated GARY area in MH

Chanec 15658 on 2002/02/15 by gregs@eregs r400 win marlboro

Added parallel ROMsupport un the DVO inte e.

Change 15627 on 2002/02/15 bygr: sts@gregsr400_win_marlboro 
 
  ROM! DEBUGblocks: increased are by 25%and added 640x8 SRAMarca.

Change 15593 on 2602/02/15 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler

Restored the unrevised text that I deleted for review version 0.4, removed change bars
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Change 15508 on 2002/02/14 by womaker@MAVIC_P4

updated SQ macro arca numbers to those obtained with .13 compiler

Change 15492 on 2602/02/14 by jas if1400_win_tor

Updated with recommendations made during the review.
Change 15455 on 2002/02/14 by rbcll@rbeil crayola win evd

Added openissues, and changes as per He

Change 15450 on 2002/02/14 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Changes after the DMIF design review

Change 15445 on 2062/02/14 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Update Diserams
Change 15418 on 2602/02/13 by csampayoi@fl_csampaye_r406

Updated most of the SUsection

Change 15404 on 2002/02/13 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Checkpoint CP Specifications

Change 15392 on 2002/02/13 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Update Interface to Memory Hub on Diagram
Change 15390 un 2602/02/13 by gregs@grege1400_win_urarlbure

daily update

Change 15387 on 2002/02/12 by gregs@gregs_r400_win_marlbore
daily update

Change 15377 on 2002/02/13 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Update Intermal Register Bus Connections
 Change 15375 on 2002/02/13 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
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Change 15586 on 2662/02/15 by sregs@gregs406_win_marlbora

increased CG area by 50%(an estimate for new power management functionality).
Change 15585 on 2002/02/15 byjacarev@fi_jacarey

Clarify Byte Enable Support Through the RRBM

Change 15570 on 2002/02/15 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
1. Skew Control Upda
2. Update Command FIFO Depth

 

Change 15564 on 2002/02/15 by kcorrell @kcorrell_1400_docs_marlbore

updated MH area

Change 15563 on 26 15 by efong@iefongr460_win_tor

closed some open issues
Change 15562 on 2002/02/15 by efongi@efong_r400_win_tor

updated a ton of things

Change 15544 on 2062/02/14 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
Added more details to the spec

Change 15543 on 2002/02/14 byjasif@jasifr400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 15541 on 2062/02/14 by grege@gregs_r400_win_marlboro

daily changes

Change 15534 on 2002/02/14 by csampayo@fl csampayo 1400

Updated SU section, buth decs
 Change 15533 on 2003/02/14 by beiwang@bei_r400_area

Added some MCskid buffer

Change 15529 on 2002/02/14 by beiwang@bei_r400_area

Added MC changes
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Change 15371 on 2062/02/13 by jacarev@Fi_jacarey

Minor Updates to RBBM.
Change 15369 on 2002/02/13 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Update Diagrams

Change 15358 on 2062/02/13 by gregs@aregs_1100_win_mariboro
daily update

Change 15333 on 2002/02/13 by jacarey@il_jacarey

Updates to RTEE Diagram
Change 15323 on 2602/02/13 by jucarey@ll_jacurey

Update for Review

Change 15304 on 2002/02/12 by tho@tho 400 win

removed MV_DISABLEstrap from dec.

Change 15301 on 2062/02/12 by tho@tho1400_win
Changed strap valuc gencration, updated forcible signal section

 Change 15297 on 2002/02/12 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Incremental Update ic the Spec.

Change 15296 on 2602/02/12 byjacarev@fl_jacarey

Revision 0.06 of RRRMSpec

Change 15295 on 2002/02/12 byhartoge@tl_hartogs
Updated the RBBM interface table.

Change 15281 on 2602/0 12 byjacarey@f_jacarey

Update Diagrams
Change 15279 on 2002/02/12 byjasif(@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated dynamic clocking dacument. Changedfile name from RRBM_model dac to
RBBMIF_model.doc
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Change 15276 on 2002/02/12 by jacursy@M_jacarey

Update connections to command stream fetcher

Change 15273 on 2002/02/12 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Separate RB_RPTR write requests to MIU

Change 15271 on 2002/02/12 byjacareyi@il_jacarey

Updates to Diagram of RBBMTop-Level

Change 15265 on 2002/02/12 by gregs@gregsr400_win_mariboro

new spec- initial version.

Change 15264 on 2002/02/12 by efong@iefong_1400_win_tor 

Fixed up TO model after new review

Change 15222 on 2002/02/12 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
0.9.5:
Added WR_MASK_{XYZW}in $Q<--TPC interface.
Updated TOC and LOF.

Change 15216 on 2062/02/12 by efong@efong1400_win_tor
Updated PLL model because of the review as well as added in GO and BUSYsignals

Change 1521 on 2662/02/12 by efong@iefong_1400_win_tor

put documentation for VIP_DEVICEbeing inverted.
Change 15191 on 2602/02/11 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor

Changed nameof document.

Changs 15198 on 2002/02/11 by jasif@ijasif r400 win tor

Updated.

Change 15188 on 2002/02/11 by bryans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd
Update with focdback from mecting, add model code reviews, weekly issucs

Change 15182 on 2002/02/11 by nlua@niuu_1400_canb

- update
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- update statis

Change 15115 on 2002/02/11 by hartogs@fl_hartogs
Reifreshed carly diagrams and text.

Change 15168 on 2662/02/11 by bryans@pryans_crayala_win_cvd

Update milestone dates
Change 15106 on 2602/02/11 by nluu@nluu_400_canb

- check in so I don’t lose the changes

Change 15100 on 2062/02/11 byjasif@ijasif_1400_win_tor
Updated.

Change 15099 on 2002/02/11 by efong@lefong1400_win_tor

Updated DVstatus

Change 15096 un 2602/02/11 by dglen@dglen_1400_dell

Added section on update and controt of double buttered register fields.
Changc 15095 on 2602/02/11 by viiu@viiu 400 cnvliuld0 win cvd

Updating the dates

Change 15091 on 2002/02/11 by dclitten@dclifton_1400

Changed a few diagrams and equations slightly

Change 15079 on 2002/02/11 by chwang@chwang_r400_win_cvd

Update
Change 15073 on 2602/02/11 by tho@itho_r400_win

updated status report.

Change 15068 on 2602/02/11 by delifton@dclifton_r400
Updated top level block diagram

Change 15067 on 2002/02/11 by rbeli@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd

Updates
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Change 15167 on 2063  2/11 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

 

Added section on avoiding race conditions and behavioural coding styles for
performance.
Change 15166 on 2002/02/11 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Update Waveforms for Slow Clients

Change 15165 on 2002/02/11 by grege@arcgs 1400 win marlboro

Corrected typos.

Change 15164 on 2002/02/11 by khabbari@khabbari_100_win
thefirst released version ofcrtc tvinterface document.
Also added sure details to Hine buffer arch document

Change 15156 on 2002/02/11 by serece@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Added somelittle things about v2htral
Change 15154 on 2002/02/11 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Remove Skew Control Signal Between RBBMand CP
Change 15151 on 2002/02/11 by dclifton @dclifton 1400

Updates to drawings

Change 15139 on 2062/02/11 by ntuu@nhu_r400_cnnb

- update

Change 15133 on 2002/02/11 by nhG@rint_r400_crnb

- update
Change 15126 on 2002/02/11 by nluu@nluu_r400_cnnb

- update

Change 15121 on 2002, ‘LL by csampayo@flcsampayo_lt_ri00
SU updates

Change 15120 on 2002, 1 by nluu@nluu_r400_cnnb
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Change 15066 on 2007/02/11 by wlawless@!wlawless

Nothing major

Change 15018 on 2062/02/68 by jusil@jesif1400_win_tor
Initial revision.

 Change 15017 on 2602/02/68 by rvelez@rvelcz r460 win tor

Added more description for the interface

Change 15016 on 2002/02/08 by gregs@aregs1400_win_marlboro

Updated after David Glen and Juhn Careyreviews.

Change 15902 on 2002/02/68 by jowang@ijowang_R400_win

added 2 column for # of horizontalfilter taps
Change 15001 on 2602/02/68 by jowang@ijowangR4AGO_win

updated with overscan and interlace interface signals

Change 15000 on 2002/02/68 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor
Updated Joveria’s status.

Change 14967 on 2002/02/68 by khabbari@khabbari_400_win

added write/read pointer des to the LB ARCH doc
 Change 14962 on 2602/02/08 by grege@eregs1400_win_imarlboro

ROMspecis readyfor verilog coding phase.

Change 14961 on 2002/02/08 by efong@efong_r430_win_tor
Updated decuntent afer iniial review

Change 14959 on 2002/02/08 by rbell@rbell_crayol!a_win_cvd

Added sample test code.

Change 14955 on 2002/02/08 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Initial draft
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Change 14948 un 2602/02/08 by rbell@ybell crayula_win_cvd

Updates after review

Change 14934 on 2002/02/08 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Updated MHS with mest recent changes and updates.

Change 14912 on 2002/02/07 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r4v0

Added unit/function owners and hyperlinks to the
R400_PA_Functionat_Validation_Approach_Plan document

 Change 14904 on 7002/02/07 by jas Gjasif_r400_win_tor

Modified dynamic clock section.
Change 14895 on 2602/02/07 by hartugs@_hattogs

Completed description of de-stripping, de-Tanning, decomposition of quads and polygons
into triangles, prprovoking vertex(flat shading), andline stipple wireframefill modeissues. 

Change 14883 on 2002/02/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added 32-bit channels blendingDescribed math foundations.
Updated TOC.

Change 14878 on 2002/02/07 by graye@agray 6400_win
initial checkin

Change 14877 on 2062/02/07 by grayc@graye_r400_win
moving files

Change 14861 on 2002/02/07 bygraye@igraye_r400_win
Initial checkin

Chunge 14835 un 2002/02/07 by mdeggetL@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

Updates according to TC spec review and many more discussion. Changes to TCD
figure, L1 and L2 tags, L2 formats, padding and degamma.
Changs 14849 on 2002/02/07 by efong@icfong_400_win_tor

Made some changes due to the review of the strap model.
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Add Running eum_onty. (no build is done).

Change 14694 on 2002/02/05 byjacarey@il_jacarey
Checkpoint 2D Appendix

Change 14681 on 2002/02/05 byjacarevi@ifl_jacarey

Checkpoint REBMSpec
Change 14687 on 2002/02/05 by jacareyi@fl_jacarey

Update C?'s MemoryInterface Unit Diagram

Change 14685 on 2002/02/05 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Update RBBMTop-Level Diagram

1. Slip Buffer Registers
2. Add RBBM_CP_DMADRAW_DECsignal
3. Update Switch to Send Host Data through Non-Queued Path

Change 14677 un 2002/02/05 by hartugs@iil_hartegs

Added more information on the primitive types and provoking vertex.
Change 14674 on 2002/02/05 by rocll@rbell crayola win cvd

initial draft

Change 14667 on 2002/02/05 byjacareyi@il_jacarey

Update

Change 14661 on 2002/62/05 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey

Update PFP to ME Diagram
Remove Diagram for Old F etchers

Change 14643 un 2602/02/05 by khabbari@khebbari_r400_win

added a block diagram for write data path in the line buffer doc

Change 14631 on 2002/02/05 by tho@tho 1460 win

updated Data Processing Algorithms section regarding PLI/CLI usage

Change 14621 on 2062/02/05 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor
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Change 14842 on 2602/02/07 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_evd

Changed CP to DCP

Change 14824 on 2002/02/67 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Forgot the usage tables. Now updated!

Change 14823 on 2002/02/07 by jhouleg/MAJHOLLE

Moved ficlds (VTX FORMAT, EXP ADJUST) from VFctch instr so that they are byte-
aligned.

Change 14818 on 2002/02/67 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOULE
Aesthetic

Chuarge 14817 on 2002/02/67 by jhouk@MAJHOULE

Brought SRC_SEL* in sarne DWORD.

Change 14836 on 2062/02/66 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r40@_win_tor
update window control

Change 14797 on 2003/02/06 by etong@etongr400_win_tor
New version of the IO model with the names fixcd up and some of the issucs closed.

Change 14796 on 2002 206 by jhoule@MAJTHOULE

Changed instruction fields so that they match between VFetch and TFetch.
This helps the SQ (fields are always at the same place).Also added cool macro for bit numbers.
 

Change 14785 on 2662/02/06 by bhloermer@ma-jasonh 
Removed address retum bus and base and coord from RB access bus.

Change 14698 on 2002/02/65 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Checkpoint the CP's PM4 Specification

Change 14697 on 2002/02/05 byjiramylau@jiramylau_ri00_win_tor
Rev 0.3. Decided to keep notation of internal & external overscan.

Change 14696 on 2002, /O3 by thsien@#thsien_r400_win_marlboro
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Updated PLT. model to support stop and go signals

Change 14387 on 2002/02/64 by khabbari@ikhabbari_ri00_win
added some description te data processing algorithm in line buffer arch document

Change 1458? on 2602/02/64 by jasif@jesif_r400_win_tor

Updated finish dates.
 Change 14568 on 2002/02/64 by womaker@MA_VIC_P4

updates
 Change 14551 on 2002/02/04 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 14543 on 2002/02/04 by rbeli@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Final draft

Change 14540 on 2602/02/64 by grege@gregs1400_win_inarlboro

Added/updatedafter implementation analysis and adding parallel PROMsupport.
Change 14528 on 2002/02/C4 by frising@ma frising

v.LI9
-Fixed up how certain texture formats
to guarantee consistency within a text
8§88).

  
go into the L2 cache in order

family (c.g. 8, $_8,

Change 14527 on 2002/02/64 by jusif@jusif_1400_win_tur

Updated.
 Change 14526 on 2002/02/64 byjasif@j

Added section on dynamic clocking.
400win_tor

Change 14509 on 2002/02/04 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated block diagram to maich changes and updates to the MIIS section in the spec.

Change 14500 on 2002/02/64 by ntuu@nluu_r400_canb

- update
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Change 14499 un 2002/02/04 by rbell@rbell_crayula_win_evd

Added assumptions, stubs, model terminology, etc.

Change 14495 on 2062/02/04 byjacarey@tl_jacarey
Updates to RTEE Event Engine Diagram

Change 14492 on 2002/02/04 by wromaker@MA_VIC_P4

updates, newfigures

Change 14481 on 2002/02/04 by chwang@chwang_r400_win_cvd

Update.

Change 14476 on 2002/02/04 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updates

Change 14475 on 2002/02/04 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_evd 

Updates after reviews, added errors warnings and assumpticns.

Change 14474 on 2002/02/04 byjimmylan@jimmylay_1400_win_tor

Revision 0.2 of CRTCblock specs. Rernove notation of external/internal overscan.
Overscan is always outside the active display arca

Change 14472 on 2002/02/04 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.

Change 14470 on 2602/02/64 by tho@tho_r400_win

updated statas report.

Change 14469 on 2062/02/04 by wromaker@MA_VIC_P4
new figures

Change 14468 on 2602/02/04 by efong@iefong1400_win_tor

Updated
Change 14466 on 2602/02/64 byllefebwr@ilefebwre_laptop_r400

Version 1.7 of the Sequencer spec.
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Change 14409 on 2002/02/01 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated
Change 14399 on 2002/02/01 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor

rev 2

Change 14395 on 2002/02/01 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY_LTSP
1.0 (c) Revisions to instructions and miscellaneous corrections.

Change 14379 on 2002/02/01 by nbarbier@inbarbier_r4U0_win_tor
First revision of CRT'C/DISP OUTinterface

Change 14377 on 2002/02/61 by fising@uia_fising

-Change GetBorderColorPercentage to GetBorderColoriraction. “Vhanks
Jocelyn.
-no version change.

Change 14366 un 2002/01/31 by jinmmylau@jitminylay_1400_win_tor
Initial revision

Change 14365 on 2062/01/31 by ine@ma frising
v.L18
-Added 6 newmultimedia texture formats
-remove FetchWhiteTexture, replace with GetBerderColorPercentage
-remove maskoption from DST_SEL_ in texture constant
-move mask eption of DST_SEL in insts from 6to 7-Adduew YCbCr black border colur

 

Change 14363 on 2002/01/31 by wromaker@MA_VIC_P4
new

Change 14362 on 2002/01/31 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4

updates

Changs 14356 on 2002/01/31 by hartogs@fl hartogs

Still in progress.
New block diagrams.
Checked-in for backup. 
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Change 14463 on 2602/02/03 by jiezhou@jiczhour400_win_tor

Add some control management

Change 14464 on 2062/02/03 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4
changes

Change 14444 on 2002/02/01 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated open issucs.

Change 14441 on 1002/02/61 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor

Updated atter spec review.

Change 14440 on 2002/02/C1 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor

Added in TO madel and strap madel

Change 14439 on 2002/02/01 byjasif@jasif_1400_win_tor
Updated

Change 14436 on 2002/02/61 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

change CP to DCP
 Change 14426 on 2002/02/61 by rbagley@MARBAGLEY_LTXP

6.1 (a) Intermediate check-in. Additional comments. The bloat of the container doc hasbeen remedied.

Change 14424 on 2002/02/61 byjacarev@fl_jacarey

Checkpoint Specifications

Change 14416 on 2002/02/61 by khabbari@lchabbari_rid0_win
small fixes

Change 14411 on 2062/02/01 by khabbari@khabbari_r466_win
Thefirst draft of line buffer doc

Change 14402 on 2002/02/01 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Changes some arch/conf names, added BF Mssection
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Change 14339 on 2602/01/31 byjacarev@! jacarey

Update BusySignals on Diagrams
Change 14333 on 2002/01/21 by chwang@chwang_1400_win_cvd

Updated Status.

Change 14313 on 2002/01/31 by efong@efong_r100_win_tor
Fixed up a ton of things from the review meeting

Change 14301 on 2002/01/21 by Ikeng@likangr400_win_tor
new directories

Change 14300 on 2602/01/31 by ikune@tkang1r460_win_tor

‘This directory is for C-MHinterface biock architecture and implementation specs

Change 14299 on 2002/01/31 by wlawless@)wlawiess

This version was updaigd to match the wew Arch spec. The diagrams were updated. The
depthlogic is still old because we are working the color right now

Change 14292 on 2002/01/30 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY_LTXP
1.0 (b) Furtherrevision.

Change 14287 on 2002/01/20 by dwong@icndwong2
xDCTdocument, v0.2

Adding in implementation details as well as updating operis 

Change 14275 on 2002/01/20 by rbeli@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

more changes
Change 14267 on 2062/01/20 by lseiler@iua_lsciler

Version U4: major update of sections 1-3, remaining sections temporarily removed until
they can be fully updated.
Change 14265 on 2002/01/30 byjacarev@fi_jacarey

Streams Processed by CP Diagram

Change 14263 on 2002/01/30 by jucarev@fi_jacarey
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Baseline New Documentsin Perforce

Change 11260 on 2002/01/30 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Checkpoint Specifications

Change 14259 on 2662/01/36 by nluu@ntuu_r406_cnnb

- fix typo
Change 14244 on 2002/01/36 by gregs@gregs_¢400_win_marlboro

Updated with the new CP based power managementideas. Added startup description.

Change 14239 on 2062/01/30 by khabbari@khebbari_r400_win
added sure description in “Hiterface Functional De: ou and Purpose” section 

Change 14238 on 2002/01/30byjasifGijasif_r400_win_tor

Updated.
Change 14237 on 2002/01/30 by askende@andi_r400_docz

new revofthe document.

Chango 14236 on 2062/01/30 by tho@tho r460 win

updated rom controller model test plar:

Change 14212 on 2002/01/30 by nlnu@nlue_1400_canb

- update

Change 14202 on 1602/01/29 bydcliftan@idclifton_raca

Updated with newdiagrams to match pinout, added zoffset info
Change 14198 on 2002/01/29 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor

remove

Change 11197 on 2002/01/29 by jiezhou@jiezhou_ri00_win_tor
to remove CP

 Change 14196 on 2002/01/29 byfiezhou@ijiezhou_r4dd_win_t
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updates as a result of the design review andfurther discussion with designers of MHclients

Changc 14135 on 2002/01/29 byjasif@ijasif 400 win tor

Added InterMudel Bus Interface Spec.

Change 14124 on 2002/01/29 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_mariboro
Some additional touches

Change 14115 on 2602/01/29 by bryans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd

Update for week of Jan 28

Change 14113 on 2602/01/29 by hartogs@fi_hartogs

Updated-- still in progress.

Change 14108 on 2002/01/29 by womaker@MA_VIC_P4
updates, new vsds

Change 14102 on 2002/61/28 byrbagley@MA_RBAGLEY_LTXP

@.1 (a) : partial reorganization and instruction updates.
Change 14098 on 2602/01/28 by semaraGisemara_400_win_tor

correctthe Hinks

Change 14093 on 2002/01/28 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor
TeMmove

Change 14089 on 2002/01/28 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor
initial release

Change 14071 on 2602/01/28 by semara@semura1400_win_lor
remove ved Files

Changc 14068 on 2002/01/28 by scmara@iscmara 1400 win tor

adding vea docs

Change 14057 on 2062/01/28 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
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Change namics CP to DCP

Change 14193 on 2002/01/29 byjasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Initial Revision of DCCIF Model Spec
Change 14184 on 2002/01/29 by mdogget@MaA_MDOGGETTLT

Updated TCL) section. Newtop level diagram. Algorithm for DX'l added.

Change 14183 on 2002/01/29 by rthambim@rthambim 1400 win tor

Modified naming convention and removed SWAPbits.

Change 14180 on 1002/01/29 byIseiler@ma_lseiler

Preliminaryversion, pdf update

Change 14179 on 2602/01/29 byIseiler@ma_Issiler

Preliminary RB spec update
Change 14164 on 2602/01/29 by mpersaud@mpersaud_r400_win_tor

Initial rev

Change 14156 on 2002/31/29 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Added straps

Change 14155 on 2602/01/29 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
First drait.

Change 14143 on 2602/01/29 byIsciler@ma_Isciler

Version 0.6, with depth and color compression formats

Change 14139 on 2002/01/29 by smoss@smoss crayola win

updated su_sc interface

Change 14138 on 2002/01/29 by markt@imarkt_r406_win_mertboro
R400 Arca Dstimate

Change 14136 on 2002/01/29 by kcorrell @kcorrell_1400_docs_marlboro
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Updated registers and finctionality

Change 14955 on 2002/31/28 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Fixed entryfunction names

Change 1405? on 2002/01/28 byjhoule AAJHOULE
Viit
Changed TX PMT * and VIX [MT “toplain FMT *

Change 14068 on 2602/01/28 by bryans@bryans_crayola_win_evd

Initial high level description of DV environment for Video IP (DC)

Change 13999 on 2002/01/28 by or @eregs1400_win_marlboro 

Added current serge control circuits and more info in general

Change 13994 on 1002/01/28 by tho@the_1400_win
updated dv status report

Change 13993 on 2602/01/28 byjasif@jesif_r400_win_tor

Updated Joveria's status.
Change 13979 on 2002/01/28 by efong@efong1400_win_tor

Updated Status

Change 13969 on 2062/01/28 byrbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Changes

Change 13966 on 2602/01/28 by brvans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd

Add C++ test environment documents to depot
Change 13965 on 2002/01/28 by rbell@rbell_crayule_win_evd

Added user model read/write commands

Change 13963 on 2002/01/28 by brvans@bryans crayola win cvd

Update ifgen in schedule

Change 13948 on 2002/01/25 by chwang@chwang_1400_win_cvd
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Added entulation coding standard and updated tulorial

Change 13944 on 2002/01/25 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

Changes based on 1/18 Interface Spec Review
Change 13942 on 2002/01/25 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Aore changes

 Changes 13940 on 2602/01/25 by beiwang@bei mespec

Updated the spec to include issues reselved after the spec review as well as other open
issues. Mast cf the changesare in pink. Also updated the bus interface description.

Updated the visio drawing on address format
 

Change 13939 on 2002/01/25 bytho@itho_r400_win

updated test plan

Change 13933 on 2062/01/25 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro
Added info about Module Compiler support.

Change 13929 on 2662/01/24 by tho@ths1460_win

rom_controiler_model_test_plan rev 0.2
 Change 13890 on 2602/01/25 byjasif@ijasif_r100_win_tor

Updated BIF_RBBMinterface to user new signal names. Added error checking section
Fixed mistakes in top-level diagram.

Change 13884 on 2002/01/25 by wlawless@wlawless

just saving

Change 13860 on 2002/01/25 byrbell@rbe!l_crayola_win_cvd
Final version

Change 13823 on 2002/01/25 byjacareyi@ifl_jacarey

Checkpoint Specification
Change 13817 on 2062/01/24 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEYLTXP

Deleting obsolete version.
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Change 13692 on 2002/01/23 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Changed 8Q te betterreflectit's a separate block.

Change 13699 un 2002/01/23 by jloulke@MAJHOULE
 Drawing representing the texels used inafilter around a samplepoint.

Containt point/bilinear/4x4filters.
Change 13689 on 2002/01/23 by jhoukke@MAJHOULE

Rl figures showing the wraping policies.

Change 13687 on 2062/01/23 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
0.9.3;
Updated interfaces ta match current. specsAdded comments on variousissues.
Described LCD optirnization approach.
Added diagrams.

 

Change 13648 on 2602/01/23 by whawlese@wlawless

new block diagrams
Change 13646 on 2002/01/23 by rocll@rbell crayola win evd

Video IP archs and confs doc

Change 13637 on 2002/01/23 by chwang@chwang_1400_win_cvd
Anotherfix.

Change 13624 on 2002/01/25 by nlu@nhm_r400_canb

update
Change 13623 on 2002/01/23 byjacareyi@il_jacarcy

Clarification on Accessing 1C and Memory-Mappedregisters.‘these must have the same address.

Changc 13617 on 2002/01/23 by nluu@nluu 1400 canb

~ update

Change 13603 on 2062/01/23 by chwang@chwang_1r400_win_ovd
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Change 13816 on 2002/31/24 by rbagkky@MARBAGLEY_LTXP

Intermediate checkin for version 0.1 of newly revised and reorganized shader
programming model doc. The dec had been

correctly renamed, the previous version is here deleted.
Wealso delete the former assembly syntax dec from its deprecatedlocation.

 

Change 13815 on 2002/01/24 by jasif@jasif_r400_win_tor

Updated

Change 13814 on 2003/01/24 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor

bif-vga doc

Change 13312 on 2002/01/24 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4

update

Change 13809 on 2002/01/24 by jayw@MA_JAYW
wrorlg filename is RB_BlendLogic.doc

Change 13808 on 2002/01/24 by jayw@Ma_JAYW

moreinitial writings
Change 13787 on 2002/01/24 by wlawless@wlawless

 just in case

Change 13761 on 2002/01/24 byjesif@jasif_400_win_tor
Updated

Change 13739 on 2002/01/24 by jacarey |_jacarey

Nots added to RBBMspecindicating that tho RBBM CNTL andRBBM SOFT RESET
registers are in the IO and MMR decode spaces.

Change 13709 on 2002/01/23 by efong@efong_1400_win_tor

PLL modelsimulation medel spec
Change 13693 on 2002/01/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Diagrams showing multiple piecewise linear equations for the mipmap weight
optimization suggested.
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Emulation tutorial

Change 13570 on 2002/01/22 bytho@tho_1100_win
cursor & icon docurnents added

Change 13546 on 2002/01/22 by bryans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd

Update status 01/2/02
Change 13534 on 2663/01/22 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

Remove CP_DMUF readstart signal, Add more timing diagrams.
 

Change 13521 on 2602/01/22 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
updated Jan 22

Change 13514 on 2002/01/22 by askende@andi_r400_docs
new rev 1.2

Change 13512 on 2002/01/22 by wkende@andi_r400_ducs
new rev.

Change 13476 on 2002/01/21 by rbcaudin@irbcaudin r400 win marlboro
UPDATED REGRESSION INSTRUCTIONS 

Change 13474 on 2062/01/21 by askende@andi_r400_docs
new rev. LL

Change 13473 on 2002/01/21 byrthambim@irthambirn_r400_win_tor
Initial Revision

Change 13471 on 2002/01/21 by askende@andi_1400_docs

new rev 1.1 of the shader pipe

Change 13465 on 2002/01/21 by askende@andi_r400_decs
first time check-in

Change 13449 on 2002/01/21 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4

update
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Change 13446 on 2002/01/21 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Checkpoint Specifications
Change 13434 on 2002/01/21 byjayw@Ma_JAYW

working documents on the alpha blend data path

Change 13427 on 2002/01/21 byfrising@ma_frising
-Moved Usage tabs towards back. I think this makes the specalittle more manageable

than the interleaved usages.
-no version change

Change 13422 on 2002/01/21 byjiezhou/@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
major updated revision

Change 13421 on 2002/01/21 byjiezhou@ijiezhou_r400_win_tor

spec update
Change 13397 on 2002/01/21 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Update CP_DEBUG and CP_STATregisterfields.
Chanec 13391 on 2002/01/21 by cfong@icfong 1400 win tor

Put in Rif model document as well as the test_control_server andverilog dacument. fram
HW_modelling

Change 13383 on 2062/01/21 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
1. Outputs te VGT for 2D
2. Raster Order Determination for 219 Rectangles

Change 13380 on 2002/01/21 by chwana@chwang_r400_win_cvd
Updated.

Change 13372 on 2602/01/21 by tho@tho_r460_win

upated status report
Changs 13364 on 2602/01/21 byjasi asif_r400_win_tor

Updatedstatus.
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area estimation for Tilt

Change 13281 on 2002/01/18 by khabbari@khabbari_ri00_win
added columnsto see if line buffer has enough bandwidth

Change 13272 on 2602/01/18 by rbeaudin @rbeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

doc update
Change 13268 on 2602/01/18 by rbell@sbell_crayola_win_cvd

Added ati_mempak doc

Change 13263 on 2002/01/18 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor
Rev 1.1

Change 13255 on 2002/01/17 by mdoggeth@MA_MDOGGETT_LY

Finished integrating and cleaning out old L1 spec details.

Change 13238 on: 2002/01/17 by jacarey@Ul_jacarey

Updated Size tor Tag Memory and FIFO
Changc 13235 on 2602/01/17 by askende@andi r400 doce

new rev.

Change 13231 on 2002/01/17 by askende@andi_r400_docz

new shaderrev of the shader spec checkedin

Change 13227 on 2662/01/17 by askende@landi_r400_docs

newrev of the shader spec
Change 13226 on 2602/01/17 by askende@andi_r400_docs

first time check-in

Change 13209 on 2002/01/17 by dglen@dglen_r400_dell
Some updates

Change 13184 on 2002/01/17 by nluu@nluu_r400_conb

- update
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Change 13361 on 2602/01/21 by jucarev@tl_jacarey

Checkpoint Updates to 2D) Appendix

Change 13356 on 2002/01/21 by efong@efong_r400_win_tor
Updated % done

Change 13347 on 2002/0L/21 by rbell@rbell_crayoia_win_evd

update

Change 13333 on 2002/01/18 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Update Open Issues List
Update Go/ Active Assertion Control Register

 

Change 13332 on 2002/01/18 by jacarev@ll_jacarey

Document Louble-Registered Discrete Signals for Better Chip ‘Timing.

Change 13331 on 2062/01/18 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Checkpoint CP Spec

Change 13327 on 2002/01/18 by tho@tho_1400_win
ROMcontroller model test plan

Change 13323 on 2602/01/18 by gregs@pregsm66_win_marlboro

initial version, based on current designs.

Change 13318 on 2602/0L/18 by beiwang@! 

Things noted from the spec review
Spec: Changes are highlighted in pink.
MCCI drawing: reduced the nurnber of lines going into MHread bus mux

Change 13316 on 2002/01/18 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Added info about v2html support and new command line switches

Change 13308 on 2002/01/18 byjasif@jasif_r100_win_tor
Updated signal interfacelist and top level diagram.

Change 13293 on 2Q0Z/UL/18 by jowang@jowangR400win
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Change 13179 on 2002/01/17 by nluu@nhuu_r400_canb

- RBBMIFblock specs,tiring and block diagrams

Change 13167 on 2002/0L/16 by nluu@ulue_1400_cmb
» edit

Change 13160 on 2002/0L/16 by rbcli@rbcll crayola win cvd

Another draft. of the spec

Change 13143 on 2002/01/16 by ntuu@nbiu_r400_canb

- update rbbmif - autorez spec

Change 13137 on 2602/01/16 by rbeaudin@irbeandin_r400_win_martboro

newR100 Emulator Specification
Change 13133 on 2002/01/16 by nluu@nlwu_r400_cnnub

- update action items for RRRMIF

Change 13119 on 2002/01/16 bybryans@bryans_crayola_win_cvd
Update task list for week: 01/14/61

Change 13091 on 2002/01/15 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Changed some features. MKTREEis now disabied bydefault but can be enabled on
Commiand line. Also, incremental compile can now be disabled

Change 13085 on 2002/01/15 byjieyhou@jiezhou_réq6_win_tor
delete

Change 13075 on 2002/01/15 by nluu@niuu_1400_canb

- move interface doc to de/Interface directory

Change 13074 on 2002/01/15 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Added the System Memory medel

Change 13073 on 2602/L/15 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
revision 0.3, as checked in before Christmas
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Change 13069 on 2662/01/18 byjasif@ijasi 400_win_tor
Initialrevision for RBBM Model Document.

Change 13066 on 2002/01/15 by wlawless@wlawless
ok

Change 13059 on 2062/01/15 byjacerey@fl_jacarey
Checkpoint Specifications

Change 13058 on 2662/61/15 by Hefebw@lefebvre_laptop1460

redondant opcodes corrected.
Change 13087 on 2002/01/15 by lefebvi@llelebvre_lapiop1400

‘there was a small errorin the control flow section. Checked in the spec so thai Richardhas a correct version to build the assembler on.

Change 13054 on 2002/01/14 byaskende@andi_r400_docs
added for the first time

Change 13015 on 2062/01/14 byjayw@MaA_IAYW
Fixed visio drawiag. try 2

Change 13613 on 2602/01/14 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler
Version 0.7

Change 13011 on 2602/01/14 by bblocmer@ima-jasonh

Final update for release 0.7

Change 13010 on 2602/01/14 by jayw@MA JAYW

fixed Lype in Figure 7: Pixel Format win2D Mico-Tiles
wrong mimeric bit positions

 

Change 13007 on 2002/01/11 by beiwang@bei_mespec
Mods to MEMCt#and MCProtocol drawings

Change 13006 on 2002/01/14 by beiwang@bei_mespec
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Change 12880 on 2002/01/10 by rvelez@rvelez_r400_win_tor

LB - Composite Pips Interface Spee

Changs 12878 on 2602/01/10 by jiezhou@jiezhou_1400_win_tor
initial release

Changc 12840 on 2002/01/10 byfrising@ma frising

Closed issie 1.) about mapping of signed normalized vertex data
No version change.

Change 12839 on 2002/01/16byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Add diagrant

Change 12827 on 2002/01/1¢by roell@rbell_crayola_win_cevd
Another draft.

Change 12826 un 2602/01/16 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd
Additions

Changc 12824 on 2002/01/10 by jacarsy@ifl jacarcy
Fix Internal Bus Write Transaction

Change 12809 on 2002/01/10 byjacarey@il_jacarey

Update RBBM Spec and Top-Level
1.CPQDATASWAP
2.NQ_WATTUNTIH.

Change 12795 on 2002/01/10 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Diagram Updates

Change 12786 on 2602/01/16 byjasif@ijasif_r400_win_tor
Add Joveria's tasks.

Change 12774 on 2002/01/10byjacarey@fl_jacarcy

Update diagrams

Change 12755 on 2002/01/09 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
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Modifications to gpenissues, wordvalid field of access buy, tilethost queues depth,

synchronization aver valid@allacated bits of read data buffer, etc

Change 12989 on 2002/31/14 byyvalcour@yvalcour_ri00_win_marlboro
fixed format and updated section 4

Change 12984 on 2002/01/12 by beiwang@bei_racspec

- Drawings: Modified MCaddressformat dawing. Slight mod to MCordering. Added
MCdramemd drawing.

- Spec: Modified address format dese:
description to SWdram cmd

 on. Medified description to MCP and added

Change 12983 on 2002/01/11 by nluu@nluu_M00_win

Change 12981 on 2602/08/11 by bolocmer@u ale 
Another step closer to release U.7

Change 12975 on 2002/01/11 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETTLT
More updates on TCR, TCD, TCM, TCO and Formats, including document

reorganisation and out dated sections removed

Change 12973 on 2002/0L/11 byrvelez@irvelez_r400_win_tor
Line Buffer-Scaler Interface Spec

Change 12966 on 2062/0L/11 by scroce@scroce_1490_win_marlbare

Document about the Build script
Change 12960 on 2602/0L/11 by jacarevi@fi_jacarey

Update Tag Memory Size

Change 12949 on 2002/0L/11 by jowang@jowanz R400 win
delete #2

Change 12947 on 1002/01/11 by jowang@jowangR400win
first draft after 1/16/02 review

Change 12905 on 2002/0L/11 by fhoule@MA_JHOULE

Current document is now RACQ_Texture_Pipe.doc
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Checkpoint Specifications

Change 12749 on 2062/01/09 by jhoulcQMA JEIOULE

Put SQ itt bold te indicate « separate block (beurk)

Change 12748 on2002/01/09 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Updated TC interfacesSP<.-TC interface described.
Pre-filter FIFO mare cornpleteMinor corrections here and there.

 

 
Change 12728 on 2062/31/09 by dglen@dzien_r400_del!

Updated OperGL and started section on contrel of display pipe

Change 12723 on 2002/01/69 by mzhu@mzhu_r400_win_tor

DMIF-CPinterface spec

Change 12708 on 2002/0L/69 by Hefebw Gilefebvre_laptup_1406

new revision ofthe sequencer spec v1.6
Change 12704 on 2002/01/09 by rbcli@rbcll crayola win cvd

First draft of the DMIF simulation model spec.

Change 12691 on 2002/01/09 by aluu@nluu_1400_win

- update action items for rbbmif’

Change 12898 on 2002/01/09 by yvalcour@yvalcour_r400_win_marlboro

add me/rah test plan to conrect location.
Change 12689 on 2602/01/69 by nluu@nluu_r400_win

- rename doc

Change 12677 on 2002/0L/69 byjecarey@fi_jacarey
Update CP_RBIU Interfaces

Change 12667 on 2602/01/69 by nluu@ninu_r400_win
- action items for REBMIF
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Change 12661 on 2662/61/69 by rheandin @rheaudin_r400_win_martbora

update golden image release procedure
Change 12657 on 2002/01/09 by rbeaudin Grbeaudin_1400_win_marlbore

added regression information

Change 12631 on 2062/01/09 by rbeaudin @rbeaudin_r400_win_martboro
new doc stuff

Change 12624 on 2662/01/68 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Partial Update for rev 0.6
Change 12621 on 2602/01/08 by rvelez@rvelez_1400_win_tur

DCC interface-Client Spec

Change 12618 on 2062/01/08 by nluu@nluu_r400_win
- fame change

Change 12612 on 2002/01/08 by frising@lma_trising
fixed a spoiling typo

Change 12611 on 2062/01/08 byfrising@ma_ftrising
v6
-remove cubemep opcode and add cubemap to DIM field.
-added a DIM_3D field to select between 3Da and 3Dbsizes.
-replace references to state with constant
-rename hase_offset to hase_address
-rename sec_offset to mip_address

Changs 12604 on 2002/01/08 byjacarcy@il jacarcy

Update Strobes and Data fromm Internal CP Clients to RBIU

Change 12591 on 2002/01/08 by nlue@nluu_400_win
- revised docs

Change 12589 on 2002/01/08 by delenG@dglen_r400_dell

Updated to current plan
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Change 12464 on 2002/01/04 by rthambim@irihambirn_r400_win_tor

Fixed syntax.

Change 12462 on 2002/01/64 by riaubin@rilambinn_r400_witt_Llor
intial release

Change 12459 on 2002/01/04 by womaker@MA VIC P4

added details to gpr allocation section

Change 12458 on 2002/01/04 by rbell@sbell_crayola_win_cvd

ROM Controller mode! spec.

Change 12444 on 2602/01/64 by keorrell@k correll_r400_docs_martboro

afew more details on some of the hardware aspects
Change 12433 on 2002/01/04 by wlawless@wlawless

nothing

Change 12423 on 2002/01/04 byfrising@ma_frising
Fixed a typo

Change 12421 on 2002/01/04 by jroule@MA_JHUULE

Fixed typos (didn't even change version number)
Change 12416 un 2002/01/04 by 

Added features and caveats page. Resolved manyof the open questions.

Change 12412 on 2002/01/04 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETTLT
Added L2 data ready signul, removed TCB to TCMsignal

Change 12406 on 2802/01/04 by mdoggett@MA_f OOGGETP LY

New version of TC spec. Updated discriptions and L1 and L2 access and decompression
diagrams.

Change 12395 on 2002/61/04 byrbell@rbeil_crayola_win_cvd
Added Toronte DVstatus
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Change 12586 on 2002/01/08 by jacarev@ti_jacarey

Checkpoint Updates for Registers
Change 12579 on 2002/0L/68 byjiezhou@ijiezhou_r400_win_tor

initial release

Change 12576 on 2062/31/€8 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
initial release

Change 12568 on 2602/01/67byjiezhou@ijiezhou_rio0_win_tor
Initial release

Change 12560 on 2002/01/07 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4

added info on remapping tables

Change 12557 on 2002/31/07 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Checkpoint Unit Specs

Change 12527 on 2002/01/67 by mmantormmantor_r490
addedvisio files for the [lardware state management docurncat

Change 12509 on 1062/01/67 by nln@intut_r400_win
- initial revision

Change 12488 on 2602/01/07 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Clarify cp_rbiu register read bis.

Change 12486 on 2002/01/07 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Update CP and RBBM Interfaces
RBBMcuti wecess up to 128K Byles in the regivier space.

Change 12481 on 2002/01/07 by jacarev@il_jacarey
Updated Register Fields in CP Spee

Change 12472 on 2002/01/07 byHising@ma_frising

Update with OGL feedback.
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Change 12335 on 2002/01/63 byllefebwr@iilefebvre_laptop_r400
backup ofthe spce

Change 12333 on 2602/01/63 by jucarey@EL_jacarey

Updates: RBIU, RCIU, and RTEE Sub-units
Change 12332 on 2602/01/03 by jacarcv@il jacarcy

Miscellaneous Updates to RTER Diagram

Change 12331 on 2002/01/03 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4

fixed links (hopefully?

Change 12330 on 2602/01/63 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Add Intemal Read Interfaces to RRIU Design
Change 12318 on 2002/01/62 by jacarev@£l_jacarey

Update Memory Interface Unit Diagram

Change 12317 on 2002/01/02 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Update cp_rciu Diagram

Change 12315 on 2002/01/02 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Checkpoint
Change 12313 on 2602/01/62 by seruce@scruce_1400_win_marlbore

Information about dk system
 

Change 12310 on 2002/01/02 by vromaker@MA_VIC_P4
HW Spec

Change 12302 on 2002/01/02 by wlawless@wiawiess

just didn't want to lose myedits

Change 12297 on 2062/01/02 by smcrein@smorein_r400

adding updated docs to finalresting place
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Change 12292 on 2601/12/31 by rbcaudin @rbeaudin1400_win_tuarlbory

Moved ccompliation of mc.cpp to top of DLL so that moduie can use DLL imports and
exports.

Added definitions for exporting Ferret functions.

Change 12291 on 2601/12/31 byjiezhe @Ajiezhou_r400_win_tor

updated
Change 12290 on 2001/12/31 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor

updated

Change 12286 on 2061/12/31 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
nial releuse

Change 12288 on 2001/12/28 by frising@ma_frising

Official v. 1.14. Add tables describing L2 interactions with texture, vertex, gamma,
multicycle. Lots more clean up and clarifications. ted an open questions tab. 

Change 12277 on 2061/12/28 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

documenting partial release procedure
Change 12269 on 2001/12/28 byfrising@ma_frising

another checkpoint

Change 12268 on 2061/12/28 by jiezhou@jiezhou_r400_win_tor
updated

Change 12266 on 2001/12/27 byfrising@ma_frising

This version of 1.14 is a checkpoint.

Change 12239 on 2601/12/27 by jowaus@jowangR400_wit 

test images

Chanec 12256 on 2001/12/27 by rocaudin @irbeaudin 1400 win marlboro
fixed error underlines

Change 12222 on 2001/12/24 by rbell@sbell_crayola_win_cvd
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Change 12073 on 2001/12/19 byfrising@ma_frising

remove this crusty old thing.

Change 12058 on 2001/12/19 by fising@ina_Gising

Added some more notes on alignment constraints + misc cleanup. Removed SADopcodes.

Change 12053 on 2601/12/19 by semaraGisemara_1400_win_tor

update the directory content

Change 12052 on 2001/12/19 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor
update

Change 12047 on 2001/12/19 byjhoule@MAJHUULE

Wrong opcode order in TFetch instruction usage

Change 12044 un 2001/12/19 by jlouk@MAJHOULE

Changed opcode order.
Offsets are now26 bits (64-bytealigned).
Comments added (LOD cqation, DWORD computation)
Footer and common header added to keep track when printing.

Change 12026 om 2001/12/19 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
first release

Change 12025 un 2601/12/19 by semura@semara_1400_win_lor

using # of pix to interface to the display

Change 12024 on 2061/12/19 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
first release

Change 12023 on 2001/12/19 by semara@semara_r400_win_tor
add the files for first relacase

Change 12022 on 2001/12/19 by semara@isemara_r400_win_tor

update the block diagram
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Added Perforce and building libs

Change 12221 on 2001/12/24 by semara@semara_r100_win_tor
adding ffirst release to the VGA display interface document
updating the bif interface documents

 Change 12220on 2001/12/24 by jiezhouGijiezhou_r400_win_tor
Initial reicasc

Change 12219 on 2001/12/24 byjiezhou@jiezhou_r4e¢@_win_tor
Initial release

Change 12218 on 2001/12/24 by jowang@ijowang_R400_win

supports VCbCr and regression testing

Change L2161 on 2061/12/21 byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Check-in for the Holidays

Change 12136 on 2001/12/21 by smorein@smorein_r400
 

addedinitial rom spec
Change 12121 on 2001/12/21 by jacarev@fi_jacarey

Update

Change 12089 on 2661/1 2/20 byIseiler@ma_travel_micro
 Updated micro-tiformats.  ng format and updates to the depth/stencil and multi-sample color

Change 12088 on 2001/12/20 byjacarev@fi_jacerey
Checkpointing Specifications

Change 12085 on 2061/12/20 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Fix Signals on RBBMTop Level diagram
Change 12080 on 2061/12/20 by jhoule@MA_JIHOULE

3bb format: changed max value frora 12 to 11 (saving 1 bit in tag helps 1'C logic to meetarea)
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Change 12016 on 2061/12/19 by semara@)semara_r400_win_tor

update top level diagram 

Change 12014 on 2001/12/19 by semara@)semara_r400_win_tor

vga top level block diagram First release

Change 12012 on 2061/12/19 by jowang@jowang_R4100_win
moved into Scaler directory

Change 12018 on 2001/12/19 by jowang@ijowangR400win
initialrevision

Change 12006 on 2601/12/19 by jowang@jowangR400_win
initial revision

Change 12004 on 2001/12/19 by jowang@jowanz R400 win
 ial design: 1-D separable filters, scaling.

Change 12000 on 2001/12/19 by jowang@jowang_R400_win
initial

Change 11999 on 2661/12/19 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

Fite check-in prior to vacation

Change 11970 on 2001/12/18 by jowang@jowang_R400_win

initial design: 1-1 filters for scaling

Change 11953 on 2001/12/18 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Minorfix.

Change 11952 on 2001/12/18 by panlv@MA_PVELLA

Modifications to MHSto reflect new changes/fixes. Some cther minorfixes throughout
spec (mainly in tables).

Change 11925 on 2001/12/18 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd

Updated doc
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Change 11923 on 200: L/L2/18 by jacurey@il_jacurey

Small Vext Character Mapping Diagram

Change 11921 on 2001/12/18 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Updated block diagram to reflect recent MMH (and MCinterface) changes.

Change LI9L9 on 2001/12/18 by rbell@rbell_crayola_win_cvd 

Added docsfor sirnulation

Change 11915 on 2001/12/18 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_mariboro
chmod the .cshre

 Change 11914 on 2661/12/18 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Remember to set PACLIENTin UNTX setup

Change 11911 on 2061/12/18 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlbero
Reminded people to set SEDITORifthey do notlike wi

Change 11895 on 2001/12/17 by askende@andi_r400_docs

new updates of the spec with regards to ALU instruction werd definition,
scalar opcodelist and the hardware definition of the scalar unit.

Change 11885 or 2001/12/17 byjacarey@ifl_jacarey

Updates to CP MIU Diagram

Change 11854 on 2001/12/17 by jacarevi@il_jacarey
Misc

Change 11839 on 2001/12/17 by jacarey@il_jacarey
Interface Update for RCIU

Change 11833 on 2001/12/17 by lefebwr@ilefebwre| 

backup
Change 11824 on 2001/12/17 byIseller@ma_iseiler

PDF file for rev 0.4a RB register spec
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Change 11747 on 2001/12/14 by mpersand@mpersand_r400_win_tor
Initial Revision

Change 11728 on 2001/12/13 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
 

Register update for review

Change 11686 on 2001/12/13 by keorrell@K CORRELL
update to version 6.3 of Memory Hub.doc

Change 11665 on 2001/12/13 by keorrell@K CORKELL

updated RB - MC and MH - MCinterface tables
Change 11540 on 2001/12/11 by jlroulke@MAJHOULE

Changed filetype (no multiple opens)

Change 11535 on 2001/12/11 by jhoule@MA JHOULE
Now 4 DEGAMMAvalues.
Better DWORD equati
Added BORDER$ for border texels
Moved SIGNED_RF_MODE before NUM_FORMAT.
  

Change 11528 on 2061/12/11 by scroce@)scroce_r400_wia_marlbore

Trying to make Diceasier to follow.

Change 11503 on 2001/12/11 bylefebvr@ilefebvre_lapiep_r400
Version 1.5 of the sequencer spec. See Revision changes of the document for details.

Change 11484 on 2001/12/10 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro
Clarified a few commands

Change 11479 on 2001/12/16 by askende@andi_1400_docy
new revision

Chango 11452 on 2001/12/10 by scroce@scroce 1400 win marlboro

Added the actual command lines to use the client template in UNEX

Change 11443 on 2061/12/16by llefebvr@llefebvre_lapiop_r100
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Chunge 11820 on 2001/12/17 by cbeaudin@rbeaudin_1400_win_tnarlboro

fixed reference to regressiontest

Change 11819 on 2061/12/17 by rbeaudin@rbeaudin_400_win_marlboro
fixed typo

Change LISLO on 2001/12/15 byfrising(@ma_frising

v. LL Lots of misc clean-up, comments, and formatting.

Change 11793 on 2001/12/14 by jhowls@MA_JHOULE

Changed filetype for exclusive check-out.

Change 11792 on 2001/12/14 by jhouls¢ A_JHOULE

Wew diagrams used in the TP spec.

Change 11791 on 2001/12/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Removed duplicate of top-level diagram.
Removed Addressing step (new part of TC).
Changed features.
Added SP_TP diagrarn
Changed filetype to exclusive open.
Rewrote Blending description (now contains Mark's LERPs with precision information).
Added Special Operations section for weird opcodes (Noise/Shadow/SADw/...}

  
  

Change 11790 on 2601/12/14 by fhoule@MA_JHOLLE
     

Changed formats cell height (pri
New SIZE (with DIM in same DWC
Added FETCH_VALID_ONLYforculling invalid pixels fetches (my

dependent. fetches).

Change 11785 on 2001/12/14 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
RB registers with review comments and preliminaryregister names

Change 11754 on 2061/12/14 byrbeaudin@rbeaudin_r400_win_marfboro
fix doc

Change 11752 on 2001/12/14 by wlawless@wlawless

Update Tile Logic section
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hackup. Updated the constant. memory management section by capying stuff fram the
R400 state management document by Mike Mantor

Change LI4LL on 2001/12/07 by kryan@kryan 400 win marlboro

Updated sanity lest instructions to use perf_testepp.

Change 11401 on 2001/12/67 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Minor modifs,

Change 11399 on 2001/12/07 by fhoule@MA_THOULE

Added usage tables.Minor modification
there a problem for 3D hi-col 

g.no more WHICH_DWORD sinceit uses Z instead butisn'ttextures}.

Change 11393 on 2601/12/67 byHefebwrailefebvre_laptap_r400

backup.
Change 11337 on 2001/12/06 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Made corrections/updates to MHS. Added new subsection (L2 Cache invalidate Arbiter).

Change 11336 on 2001/12/66 by pauly@MA_PVELLA
Added Tags(I/O) and Sends (output). Changed buffer sizes. GMB — GRB.

Change 11335 on 2001/12/66 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Changed instances GMB te GRB.
Change 11329 on 2001/12/66 by wlawless@wlawless

new RB to MCinterface

Change 11319 on 2001/12/66 by pauly@MA_PVELLA
Minor modification (iaustly bo DISP funclivnal black}.

Change 11306 on 2001/12/06 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400

New revision of the sequencer spec.

Change 11287 on 2601/12/06 by claylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_win_marlboro

Added Scan Converter Spec to PA
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Chuauge 11271 un 2601/12/06 by mpersaud@inpersaud_1400_win_lor
change tx to tp for consistency

Added to depot - Needs major work
Change 11970 on 2001/12/03 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r100_win_marlboro

Change 11264 on 2001/12/05 by keorrell@K CORRELL
adding directories to depot

updated to include top level description of GART and new MCinterface.
Change 11063 on 2661/12/63 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_martbora

Change 11241 on 2001/12/05 by rbeaudin @rbeaudin_r400_win_marlbore delete
fixed clicnt spec

Change 11061 on 2601/12/63 by pmitchel@ipmitchel_c400_win_marlboro
Change 11229 on 2001/12/05 by fr ine@ma_frising

mv dec_lib/parts to doc_lib/design/blocks
Move TX/VTX consttinstto tp dir.

Change 11086 on 2001/12/03 by wlawless@wilawless
Change 11227 on 2001/12/05 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE version 4

Renamed file for better consistency.  
Change 11055 on 2001/12/63 by jacarev@tl_jacarey

Change 11226 on 2001/12/05 byllefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400
Submit so directory can be moved.

Updated the register spec
Change 11052 on 2001/12/63 by hartogs@fil_harices

Change 11193 on 2661/12/05 by scroce@scroce_1400_win_marlbare Interim check-in tor move.
Fixed Capitalization issues in perforce client names

Change 11049 on 2001/12/63 by kcorreil @KCORRELL
Change 11191 on 2601/12/05 byjacarsy@tl_jacarey

temporary checkin to allow Paul to move things around again
Context Allocation Flags

Change 11048 on 2001/12/63 by Hefebwr@lletebvre_laptop_r400
Change 11185 on 2061/12/04 by rbeaudin @rbeaudin_1400_win_marlbore

submited for Paul to movestuff arcund again.added more emulator documentation
Change 11047 on 2061/1203 by askernde@andi_r400_dacs

Change 11096 on 2001/12/03 by mmantor@immantor_r400
more updates

temp for backup purposes only
Change 11006 on 2601/LL/30 by scrocei@scroce_r400_win_marlboro

Change 11095 on 2601/12/03 by nnmantor@immantor_rd400
Addded some NT gpecific fixes

error in placement
Change 11904 on 2001/11/20 byscroce@scroce_r190_win_marlboro

Change 11093 on 2601/12/03 by mmantor@mmantor 1400 Clarified some of the directions
Preliminary for back up onlyat current time

Change L10U2 on 2001/1 L/30 by pmitchel @ipmitchel_r400_win_marlboro
Change 11072 on 2001/12/03 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_raarlbore
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moving fo r406/parts_tib/
Change 1086 on 2001/11/27 byhartogs@ft_hartogs

Change 10988 on 2601/11/30by semara@isemara_r100_win_tor Check-in for rclocation.
add the vga doc to r400/doc_lib/partsivga

Change LO791 on 2001/11/27 by barlugs@fl_hurlogs
Change 10974 on 2001/11/30 by jacarey@il_jacarey

Requested check-in. The documentis in a interim state.
CP's General Purpose DMA Engine

Change 10784 on 2601/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel r400 win marlboro
Change 10956 on 2661/11/29 by dglen@dglen_r400_dell

mvto dac_lib/parts
Updated templates

Change 10774 on 2001/11/27 by llefebwr@efebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Change 10942 on 2061/11/29 by hartogs@fl_hartogs

opened the files with the wrong client
Updated the section for lie VGT to Shader interfaces.

Change 10773 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_rmartboro
Change 10936 on 2001/11/29 by jacarey@fl_jacarey dlete

Checkpoint CP Specifications
Change 10772 on 2601/11/27 by pmitchel@ipmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

Change 10889 on 2001/11/29 by jacarey@Ml_jucurey
mvto doc_lib/parts

Updates to CP MemoryIntertace Unit Diagram
Change 10771 on 2061/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

Changc 10879 on 2001/11/29 by jacar MAL jacarcy
navto doc_lib/parts

Baseline 2D Appendix for CP Spec (Separate Document}
Change 10770 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

Change 10852 on 2001/11/28 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_marlboro
change filetype to +1

Added some moreinfo on perforce setup
Change 10769 on 2001/11/27 by putitchel@puiitchel_r460_win_tmarlboro

Change 10832 or 2001/11/28 byjacarey@il_jacarey
mvto doc_lib/parts

Diagram of 2D Surface Definitions
Change 10767 on 2061/11/27 by pmitchel@ipm. el_r400_win_marlboro

Change 10810 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore
Hiv to duc_lib/parts

mvto doc_lib/parts/sp
Change 10766 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro 

Change 10809 on 2001/11/27 by askende@andi_r400_docs
mivto dec Hb/parts

new rev of the spec.
Change 10765 on 2061/11/27 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

Change 10807of 2001/11/27 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlboroe
Render Backend: temporary version, not a complete release

ivto doc_lib/parts
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Change 10764 on 2601/11/27 by Iseiler@na_Iseiler

Memory Format v0.4: intermediate form, not a cormplete release

Change 10763 on 2001/11/27 bypmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_martboro
mvto dec_lib/parts

Change 10752 on 2001/11/27 by scroce@iscroce_r4U0_win_maribore

Fixed up some menu issucs
 Change 10745 on 2001/11/27 by ctaylor@fi_ctaylor

Updated SC->SU interface and a few words on performance.

Change 10738 on 2 1/11/27 bypmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_home

creation of spec areas

Change 10736 on 2001/11/27 by Iseiler@ma_!seiler
fultisampie: spec, preliminaryversion that needs lots of changes

Change 10732 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_home

rename into parts'cp & parts/rbbm
Change 10717 on 2001/11/26 byjacareyi@il_jacarey

Check-In for Moving of Document Area

Change 10705 on 2001/11/26 bypmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore
another rename to match 1306

Change 10699 on 2001/11/26 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r4U0_win_marlbore

doing rename properly

Change 10698 on 2001/11/26 by prnitchel @puntchel_1400_win_uarlbore
fix misteke

Chanec 10697 on 2001/11/26 by pmitchel@pmitchcl r400 win marlboro
recover

Change 10695 on 2001/11/26 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_raarlbore
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Checkpoint CP Specifications

Change 10501 on 2001/11/21 by askende@andi_ri00_doce
opcode update

Change 10509 on 2061/11/21 by askende@andi_r400_docs

updated a couple of opcodes
Change 10489 on 2001/11/21 by kcorrell@K CORRELL

update of architectural description

Change 10396 on 2061/11/26by rbeaudin @rbeaudin_r400_win_marlbore
new directions

Change 10365 on 2001/11/20 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore

adding file

Change 10333 un 2001/11/19 by pritchel @puntchel_1400_win_uarlbore
release

Changc 10318 on 2001/11/19 by rbcaudin @rbeaudin r400 win marlboro

more reg release changes

Change 10294 on 2001/11/19 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

checkpoint

Change 10281 on 2001/11/19 by rheaudin @rheandin_r400_win_martbora

more instructions for changing blockfiles
Change 10255 on 2601/11/19 by keorrell@K CORRELL

Initial revision

Change 10254 on 2001/11/19 by keorrelh@CORRELL
AIC block diagraminitial revision

Change 10253 on 2001/11/19 by keorrell@K CORRELL

update
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rename

Change 10693 on 2001/11/26 byllefebw@llefebvre_laptop_1400
closing for Paul to movefiles around

Change 10691 on 2601/11/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

rename "blocks" to “parts_Hb"
Change 10676 on 2001/LL/26 byllefebw@llefebvre_laptop_r400

changed the file type ta binary and locked

Change 10675 on 2001/11/26 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400
Hewspin on the utver documents regarding the sequencer spec

Change 10674 on 2001/11/26 byllefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400

new spin on the sequencer spec
Change 10673 on 2601/11/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

test

Change 10668 on 2001/11/26 by paulv@MA PVELLA

Minor changes/fixes.

Change 10667 on 2001/11/26 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Majorrevision of block diagram.

Change 10666 on 2001/11/26 by serace@scroce_r400_win_marlbora

Added info regarding the toold menu in p4win
Change 10665 on 2001/LL/26 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated and fixed MHSsection.

Change 10644 on 2061/11/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_ri00_win_marlboro
deleting

 Change 10632 on 2001/11/26 by jacarev@iti_jacarey
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Change 10199 on 2Q01/LL/16 by jacarey@fi_jacarey

Checkpoint CP Spees

Change 10197 un 2G01/LL/16 by mdugeek@MA_MDOGGETT

triday checkin
Change 10157 on 2001/LL/16 byjacarey acarcy

RRRMVersion 0.04 Specification Release. 

Change 10156 on 2061/1 L/16 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_home

change filetype

Change 10153 on 2601/11/16 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_home
initiel checkin

 Change LOLSL on 20G1/LL/16 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Update Multi-target Slow Client Diagram

Change 10149 on 2001/LLLé byjacarey@fi_jacarey
Single Slow Client Waveform

Change 10144 on 2061/11/16 by jacarev@il_jacarey

Update RT stream Event Engine Diagram
Change LOLL4 on 2061/1 L/1é by punitchel @pmiitchel_1400_win_inarlboro

changedfile types to disallow muitiple edits

Change 10112 on 2001/11/16 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro
added explicit syuc to release label as part of windows setup

Change 10056 on 2OGH/EL/15 by dalen@daienr400_deli

Top level block diagrams

Change 10035 on 2001/LL/15 by jhouls@MA_JHOULE

Contains instruction filed (both usage in commands, and meanings) as well as constantstorefields.
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Change 16083 or 2001/11/15 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Add RBBMDiagraras to Perforce
Change 10042 on 2001/11/15 by jacareviaifl_jacarey

Checkpoint RBBM Specification

Change 10031 on 2061/11/15 by rbeaudin @rbeaudin_r400_win_martbore
schedules

Change 9926 on 2061/11/15 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Diagram for Real-Time Stream Event Engine.
Chunge 9981 on 2001/11/15 by mdoggei@MA_MDOGCETT

‘TC diagrams

Change 9979 on 2001/11/15 by mdoggett@MAMDOGGETT
major rearrangement and integration of oid texture pipe material.

Change 9967 on 2001/11/15 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGG TE_LT
no changes

Change 9941 on 2067/11/14 by delen@dgien_r400_dell
 First pass on list of required sp: Toronto

Change 9940 on 2001/11/14 by mdoggett @IMAMDOGGETT

First check-in of new TCspec. Rrings together 1.1 acc
plus some additional diagrams and format information.

 from TP spec and ald TD spec,

Changs 9934 on 2001/11/14 by delen@dglen 1400 dell

Updated paths aid added section ou uged part of shured bus

Change 9923 on 2001/11/14 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Changed Wrapping/Clamping to Clamping/Wrapping for subbleck naming issucs.Now at 6.8.9.

Change 9815 on 2001/11/14 byjhowle@MA_JHOULE
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Fixed any grammatical errors found and update of Read Bus Switch, inchiding
completion (V) of ‘lag Sequencer subsection.

Change 9737 on 2001/11/12 by paulvV@MA FVELLA

Updated with latest architeciural changes.

Change 9724 on 2001/11/12 by scroce@scroce_r400_win_maribcro
Clarified some instructions.

Change 9723 on 2061/11/12 by askende@landi_r400_docs
new revision

Change 9720 on 2001/11/12 byscroce@scroce_r400_win_marlbcro

Made setup doc instructions for perforce client more explicit

Change $716 on 2001/11/12 byscroce@scroce_14100_win_maribero
Fixed client spec naming from unixto _sun_

Change 9653 on 2061/11/69 byjhoule@MA_JHGULE
Weekend check-in.
Almost finished stripping out the TC stuff.

Change 9648 on 2001/11/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Caching is dotted line to indicate sharing between the 4 TFs.

Change 9646 on 2001/11/09 byjacarey@tl_jacarey

CP's View of Tastraction Wernory:

Change 9627 on 2001/11/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Isalated TC.
Gelling ready tw strip it vul lo be plugged iu TC (which Michacl will check-inafterwards}

Change 9586 on 2001/11/08 by deliften@dclitton_r4¢0
new specs

Change S561 on 2061/11/08 by scroce@iseroce_r400_win_marlboro

Added some commands to build the emulator once things are set up
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 Blending scheme diagrams.Madifs here and there.

Change 9919 on 2001/LL/14 by delen@daten_r400_dell
Moved from arch/doc to devel/doc_lib/parts

Change 9903 on 2001/11/14 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Update to RBBM Top-Level Diagram (Interfaces)
Change 9896 on 2001/LL/14 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Update RRBMTop-Level Per Interfaces

Change 9885 on 2001/11/14 by dglen@dglen_1400_dell
Moving files ty doc_lib/parts from arcli/dec

Change 9883 on2001/11/14 by jacarey@itt_jacarey

Diagram of CP's Interface to Register Backbone.
Change 9882 on 2001/LL/14 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Update FIFO widths and depths for write interface.
Change 9878 on 2001/LL/14 by jacarcv@fl jacarcy

Update to CP's Memory Trterface Unit CMT) Diagram
1. Added Write Confirm Signai
2. Removedi's and c's trom Interface Signals

 
 

Change 9872 on 2001/11/14 by jacarev@fl_jacarey
 Update CP's View of tnstniction Memory

Checkpoint other CP Specs

Change 9826 on 2061/11/13 by jhoulc@MA ZLIOCLE

Put Sunpling in a separate section Lia Walking, because itis cluser to Wrap;
Safety check-in

 

Change 9739 on 2001/LL/12 by paulw@MA_PVELLA
Initial release.

Change 9738 on 2001/11/12 by pauivw@MA_PVELLA
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Change 9522 on 20Q1/LL/G8 by scroce@scrace_r400_win_marlboro

Document about the new DK * Environment we will bc using for R400

Change 9517 on 2001/11/68 by jacarey@ll_jacarey

Revision 0.03 tor Preliminary Review
Change 9493 on 2001/LL/68 by jacarcv@fi jacarcy

Checkpoint Revision 0.02 of the PM4 Specification

Change 9396 on 2001/LL/G7 by keorrell@KCORRELL

continuation of major update working towards review mid Nov

Change 9393 on 2061/1 L/G7 by kearrell @KCORRELL.

updated diagram
Change 9278 on 2001/LL/G6 byjacarev@il_jacarey

Update to RRRMTop-Level Diagram (Index DMA Request Path)

Change 9277 on 2001/11/66 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Update CP Interface Diagrams.

Change 9214 on 2001/11/65 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Checkpoint Updates to CP Spec and PM4 Spec:
1. Viz Query2. Retauval of Obselete Draw Packets
3. Add DR AW_ITNDX and VIZ_QUERYpackets
4, Add MPEGINDEX packet.
§, Some Updates for RT streams

Change 9194 on 2001/LL/GS by dwong@icndwong2

first. draft. of R406IDCT

Change 9156 on 2001/LL/G5 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
 Updates to CP's Memory Interface Unit Diagram

Change 9105 on 2661/11/62 by ctaylon@fl_ctaytor

First Rev of PA Top Level Spec,
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VGT_Spee
CLIP/VTESpec.

Change 9067 or: 2001/11/02 byjacareyi@fl_jacarey
Checkpoint CP Spec

Change 9045 on 2061/11/02 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Diegram addition of Sheder Instruction Fetch Path through RBBM.
Change 9026 on 2001/11/01 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Checkpoint All RBBMand CP Documents and Diagrams

Change 9022 on 2001/11/61 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Update RCIU

Change 9014 on 2UG1/11/01 by jacareyi@ifl_jacarey

Update CP's MIU diagram per 32-bit interface POR.
Change 9001 on 2001/11/01 by jacarey@fti_jacarey

Rename CP-to-RBBMInierface

Changes $999 on 2001/11/01 by jaca @ti jacarcy 

Diagram of CP-to-RRBM Interface Unit

Change $988 on 2001/11/01 byjacarey@fl_jacarey

Diagram ofIndex DMA Engine in CP for the PA.

Change 8961 on 2061/11/01 by wlawless@wlawless

Change 8932 on 2001/10/31 by kcorrell@KCORRELL

cops this is what was supposed ta be submitted the last time.

Change 8927 on 2001/10/31 by keorrell@KCORRELL
adding some new block diagrams and did a major reorg of the MH document

Change 8597 on 2001/10/26 bypmitchel@pmitchel_iris
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added new block interfaces

Change $256 on 2001/10/23 by paulvV@MA FVELLA

Updated DBR and RIA sections, with updates tu functional and architectural
descriptions, along with updatesto the block diagrams. Also started Tag Sequencer subsection. 

Change 8200 on 2001/10/22 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Someof the changes from the style guide mectings.

Change $170 on 2001/10/22 byjacereyi@tljacarey

Baseline Beginnings of Stream Fetcher Diagram
Chunge 8167 ou 2001/10/22 by puulv@MA_PVELLA

Forgotto fix the LUSP routing. it is done.

Change 8161 on 2001/10/22 by wlawless@wlawless
new File

Change $153 on 2001/10/22 byjacareyi@fl_jacarey
Update CP MemoryInterface Unit Diagram.

Change 8146 on 2001/10/22 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Fixed block diagramto reflect recent tunctional/architectural changes.

Change $114 on 2001/10/19 by keorrell@KCORRELL
Modified connections to ATC interface black (HMR)

Change 8111 on 2001/10/19 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Memory Hub Interface Unit Diagram for CP.

Change 8106 or 2901/10/19 byjaywHiMA_IAYW

Jay's exploration of recip
Change 5056 on 2001/16/18 by jacarey@tl_jacarey

REBMSpecification Version 0.02
Checkpoint CP Specification and PM4 Specification 
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 fixed tabular state machine description

Change $595 on 2001/L0/26 by pmitchel@praitchel_iris

added dff vs always description
Change 8571 on 2001/15/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_iris

changedfiletype to exclusive edit

Change $551 on 2061/10/26 by bblocmer@ma-jasonh

Release with updates from review meetings.

Change $194 on 2001/10/24 by mdoggett(@MA_MDOGGETT
Small interface corrections and additions.

Change 8386 on 2001/10/24 by kcorrell@KCORRELT.

block diagram of MHC and MHA.
Change 8469 on 2001/10/24 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB

moved location of autoreg doc

Change $358 on 2001/1 4 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
Render Backend Registers v0.2: Various changes from one-on-one reviews

Change 8332 on 2061/10/24 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB
more doc info

Change 8286 on 2601/10/23 by jacarev@il_jacarey

Checkpoint CP & KBBMRequirements Matrix

Change 8283 on 2001/10/23 by jacarcev@fi jacarcy

Checkpoint of All CP Specs (Net Complete)

Change 8282 on 2001/10/23 by jacarey@il_jacarey
Checkpoint RBBMSpec:
1. Byte-Enables are now: BE
2. Clarifications on CP "non-queued"date path.

Change 8280 on 2001/10/23 by rbeauding@dMA_RAYB
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Change 8011} on 2001/10/18 by mdoggett@M AMDOGGRTT

2 fewinterface changes
Change 7974 on 2001/10/17 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Refixed block diagram(what I had before last revision was mastly correct)
  Change 7923 on2001/10/17 by jhoule@MAJHOULE

Removed PRINTfield.

 Change 7884 on 2001/10/16 byjhoule:

Added constant store and instructionstore in the interface portion.
Change 7824 cr 2061/10/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Cleaning up ofinterfaces. Removed duplicates.

Change 7809 on 2001/10/15 by paulw@MA PVELLA

Fixed DBR and RRA sections with new [I/O aud lugic adjustinents.

Change 7898 on 2001/10/15 by paulw@MAPVELLA
Updated block diagram to fix I/O and some logic changes.

Change 7806 on 2001/L0/15 by pauiv@MA_PVELLA

Updated block diagram to include AIC address and byte swap 1/Q.

Change 7779 on 2001/10/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Minor corrections here ane there.

Change 7722 on 2001/10/12 by paulw@MA_PVELLA
Minor fix the the RRA block diagram(changed the tag info FIFOto a tag info RAM).

Change 7704 on 2061/10/12 by jacarev@f_jacarey

Update Interrupt Registers in the CP.
Change 7684 on 2001/10/12 by jhoule@IMA_IHOULE

Major reorganization of sections.
Not revi Savvy.
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Chuuge 7683 un 2001/10/12 by juowle@MA_JHOULE

Added Qutput Formatter at the end (regroups inte a quad, and convertsto floats}.

Change 7667 on 2001/10/12 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Checkpoint write-up of interrupt generation.

Change 7645 on 2001/10/11 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Fixed Data Bus Router (IDP client necded to be added).

Change 7631 on 2061/10/11 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

New Block Description (reorganization underway).

Change 7615 on 2001/10/11 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Minorfix.

Change 7611 on 2001/10/11 byIseiler@ma_Iceiler

 First draft of Render Backend register field

Change 7581 on 2001/10/11 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated block diagram:to reflect recent changes (see spec}.
Changs 7580 on 2001/10/11 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated Data Bus Router section.

Change 7554 on 2001/10/10 byjacarey@tl_jacarey
Updated some state PM4 packets -- Checkpoint of document.

Change 7487 on 2001/10/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Accepted all changes.
Various minor tweaks here arid there (notably, issues aren't headings anymore).

Change 7461 on 2061/10/09 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Better add the top-level diagram if | want people to see it...
Change 7460 on 2001/10/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added new top-level diegram.
Description of pipe in features to give a good idea of where we are heading.
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more doc

Change 7242 on 2001/10/03 by rocaudin@MA RAYB

numbers library

Change 7231 on 2001/10/03 byroeaudin@Craycla_NT_Emv
more docs

Change 7224 on 2001/16/03 by rheandin@Ma_RAYR
new doc stuff

Change 7192 on 2001/10/02 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Some minor updates.

Change 7185 on 2001/10/02 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB
corrected documentation

Change 7149 on 2001/10/61 by wlawless@wwlawless

nothing
Change 7102 on 2001/09/28 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Fixed the data bus router's block diagram. Some minor document tweaks.

Change 7088 on 2001/09/28 by mdoggetK@MA_MDOGGETT
More changes.

Change 7050 on 2001/09/27 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

A portion of the ald Read Return Arbiter has become whatis now known as the Data Bus
Router. This is the block diagram

Change 7044 on 2801/09/27 byjhonle@Wa _JHG ULE

Assthetic modifications.
Tableof contents now has correct number si
Thanks to Mike "Vege-mate” Doggett for th

 
ttt Churravt)  

Change 6992 on 2001/09/27 by rbeaudin@@MARAYB
more doc stuff
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Change 7420 on 2061/10/08 by jacarev@.fl_jacarey

Incremental Update
Change 7418 on 2001/L0/05 by paulw@MA_PVELLA

Anotherbig update to RRA Gwith new understanding of subbicck, functionality defined
in much better detail). Also fixed DBR subblock section to reflect removal of BUBPERFULL
flags (now done in RRA)

  Change 7417 on 2061/10,  i by paulw@MAPVELLA

Updated diagram to reflect recent changes/adjusiments.

Change 7411 on 2001/10/68 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Week end check in Giinyr corrections, mestly formatting).

Change 7371 on 20G1/10/65 by mdoggett@MAMDOGGET!

small changes to MCinterfaces
Change 7370 on 2001/10/65 by mdoggeti@MAMDOGGETT

@4 revision, final checkin for major changes
(that's the idea at least)

Change 7361 on 2061/10/65 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Walkers more up-to-date.
Described a bit the samples fetching (pt, bilin, arbi}.
 

Change 7350 on 2061/10/64 by paulw@MA_PVELLA

Wew block diagram for Read Retum Arbitrator (RR A)

Change 7349 on 1001/10/64 by paulw@MA_PVELLA
Added bicck diagrarn to RRA section along with more documentation

Chuctional/nterface)

Change 7335 on 2001/10/04 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
 Updated tho LOD computati

‘This has to update walkers (with diagram), and the clamp logic (sinceit's now in float
around [0.1] with clamp and mirror flags).

Change 7290 on 2001/10/64 by rbeaudin@#Crayola_NT_Emu
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Change 6989 on 2001/09/27 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB
more doc stuff

Change 6970 on 2001/09/26 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Lots of Update on:
1. Real-Time Sircam Algorithm and Description
2. State Management Processing

Updated requirement matrix for CP.

Change 6899 on 2001/09/25 by askende@andi_docs
newest version

Change 6878 on 2001/09/25 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETT

major changes to document structure and content.
progress checkin before version 0.4

Change 6859 on 2001/09/24 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB
more doc stuff

Change 6840 on 2061/09/24 by jacarev@fl_jacarey

Add CP/RBBMRequirements Matrix to Perforce

Change 6839 on 2001/09/24 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Checkpoint Ou-Gi 2 Updates ts Docuricnts.

Change 6833 on2001/09/24 by wlawless@wlawless

updated revision code
Change 6832 on 2001/09/24 by rbeuudin@MARAYB

dec update

Change 6790 on 2001/09/21 by HofebwrMlkcfebvre laptop r400

RE spec backup + HZ stats + SC spec backup

Change 6758 on 2001/09/26 by wlawless@wlawiess
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Slight updue

Change 6757 on 2001/09/20 byjacare |jacarey

CP Spec:
1. Addedregisters for Real-Time Event Engine Control
2. Added some registers for state management control
PMd4 Pec:
1. Updatedtex!
2. Updated toxt

 the state managementpackets.
synchronization packets. 

Change 6739 on 2001/09/26 by roeaudin@MA_RAYB
more documentation

Change 6724 on 2001/09/20 by rocaudin@Crayola_NT_Emu
more documentation

Change 6529 on 2001/09/14 by ccoveney@ichrisc_1400_docs
 Finished this most of the way up.. may still need to correct some thingsbutthis is the

fairly close to final version

Change 6478 on 2001/09/14 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB
new dec

Change 6438 on 2061/09/13 by rheandin@MA_RAYR
emulator documentation

Change 6425 on 2001/09/13 bysallen@ma_sallen

Final update. Needs cons information

Change 6317 on 2001/09/11 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Minor LODBiascorrection in LOD computation pseudo-code.

Change 6274 on 2001/09/16 by ccoveney@chrise_1406_docs

Added description and screenshots of how to change cliznts in perforce
Change 6252 on 2061/09/16 by ccoveney@chrisc_r400_docs

‘this file has a short description ofsome specific details that help cut with running
pertorce integrated with Developer Studio.
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Change 5175 on 2001/08/09 byIseiler@ma_iseiler

Memory Controller, v0.3: removed autotag feature, changed bus/signal names and othorstuff

Change 5141 on 2001/08/08 by pmitchel@pmitchel_test_client
add

Change 5136 on 2001/08/08 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Aore coding guidelines stuff.

Change 5129 on 2001/08/08 by pmitchel@pmitchel_test_client
test

Change 5090 on 2001/08/07 by pmitchel@pmitchel_test_chent
add

Change 5049 on 2001/08/06 by prritchel@pmtitetisl_test_client

additional comments on stvle guide
Changc 5038 on 2001/08/03 by pmitchel@pmitchel 1400 docs

filled paragraphs to get rid of overly long lines

Change 5016 on 2001/08/03 by Lefebvr@lletebvre_lapiop_r400

setup unit revised spec

Change 4986 on 2001/08/01 by Hefebvr@illefebvre_laptap_r460

new spec for SCand RE. Changeda bitthe interface to encompassthe fact that RE is
now using the full precision normalized slopes from the SU becauseit takes the same number of
bits than doing a per tile compression forthe barycentric coordinates and it also simplifies a lotthe SC.

  

Change 4960 on 2001/08/01 by askende@andi_docs
new rev

Change 4929 on 2001/07/31 oy askende@andi_cocs
anew rev
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Change 6251 on 2061/09/16 by ccoveney@ichrisc_r4g0_docs

Th
idepot/r40o!

  the decum entationfile for us:
'verification/param_tes!

ig the new parameterized test library that's found in
 

Change 5091 on 2001/09/68 byjacarev@fl_jacarey
 General Checkpoint of Documentation

 Change 5777 on 2061/08/28 byIsciler@ima Iseilor

Version 0.£a -- fixed typos in the bus interface tables

Change $537 on 1001/08/21 by wlawless@wlawless

RB Hardware Design Spec

Change 5466 on 2001/08/17 by askende@iandi_docs

new revof the spec
Change 5465 on 2001/08/17 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Better LODalgorithm (leaner and better... now uses loz?)

Change 5384 on 2001/08/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Initial checic-in.
This file gives supplemental information on design decisions, notations, algorithms and

various other underlying stuff.
It helps explain more, but reduce the already too big texture spec.

 

Change 5383 on 2001/08/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

File wasn't. saved (sorry).

Change $382 on 2001/08/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added LOD computation Gwith correction), samples walking (trilinear and anistropic),

aud Lexel fetching (with wrapping policy table}in the logic desuription. 

Change 3365 on 2001/08/15 by pmitchel@pmitchel_iris
changed ‘define section

Change $275 on 2001/08/13 bypmitchel@pmitchel_iris
fixed ‘define section
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Change 4919 on 2061/07/31 by bbloemer@ima-jasonh

Added Verilog style guide stuff.
Change 4854 on 2001/07/30 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETT

Updates to most sections

Change 1769 on2001/97/26 by jacarey@fl_jacarey
Update Visio Diagrams
1. Chip Arch with RBRM
2. Kead Data Path Diagram

Change 4756 on 2001/07/26 by pmitchel@pmitchel_iris
vee iJohn Carey gets email

 Change 4736 on 2001/07/26 by jacarey@tl_jacarey

Moved Original CP and RBBM Specs from ../arch/docto ../dec lib/chip/<unit> areas.

Change 4711 on 2061/07/28 by jacarey@fl_jacarey

Visio Diagrarn Used in the RBRMSpecitication
Change 4710 on 2001/07/25 by jacarev@il jacarcy

Sweeping Updates to RBBMSpec:1. Obsolete text deleted or crossed-out.
Questions inserted in document text.rfaces should be correct.

 
4 

“Have Fur | **

Change 4674 on 2001/07/24 by askende@andi_docs
new rev

Change 4597 on 2001/07/26 by jhouleQMAJHOULE

Many minor corrections: some aesthetic, some (hopefully) helpful to understand mare
clearly, others are comments for Steve.
Change 4586 on 2061/07/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Minor changes: changed headerfor cleaner ones as well as Title Field (no mare Top
Level Spec).
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Chunge 4359 on 2001/07/16 by uskende@andi_decs
new rev

Change 4207 on 2001/07/11 by askende@andi_decs
new rev

Change 4206 on 2001/07/11 by askende@andi_decs

fixed a fow typos

Change 4205 on 2001/07/11 byIseiler@ma_lseiler
More v0.2 files

Change 4200 on 2061/07/11 byIseiler@ma_lseiler

Render Rackend: version 0.2 with greatly revised Paramater Ruffer and Tile Logicsections

Change 4162 on 2001/07/10 by askende@andi_docs
new revof the hardware spec

Change 4033 on 2001/07/06 by askende@andi_decs
 update of the 3 

Change 4610 on 2001/07/06 by smorein@smerein_r406

major texture pipe spec update- complete except for addresing logic.
Could use some more editing, and probably more block diagrams.

Change 4001 on 2061/07/05 by Lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400
Jockin is on

Changs 3994 on 2001/07/05 by licfebvr@llefcbvre laptop r400

updated sv SOUVerLeD Spec

Change 3988 on 2001/07/05 byjacarey@fl_jacarey
Initial Bascline from R309 pluslisting of some open items.

Change 3980 on 2001/07/05 byjacarey@tl_jacarey

Baseline PM4 Packet Spec tor CP trom R300 (Khan)
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another rev

Change 3553 on 2001/06/19 byaskende@andi_docs
another rev (rev.03) of the shader spec

Change 3476 on 2601/06/13 by smorein@smorein_r406

Texture pipe update
Change 3446 on 2001/06/12 by smorein@smerein_r400

simple update, need to do a more complete update

Change 3445 on 2001/06/12 by smorein@smorein_r406
added old versionof chip presentation

Change 3428 on 2001/06/11 by smorein@ismorein_r400

Adding a bunch offiles

Change 3371 on 2061/06/08 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laplop_1400

spec backup
Changc 3330 on 2001/06/07 by licfobvr@llefcbvre laptop r400

safety backup

Change 3311 on 2001/06/06 byIseilerq@ma_Iseiler

Memory Controller: version 0.4, added internal interfaces and improved the Ordering
Engine

Change 3141 on 2001/05/29 by smorein@ismorein_r400

added memory hub spec. f am not happy with it, and this block wins the prize for most
likelyto be conpleatly redesigned.

Change 3148 on 2061/08/29 by askende@andi_docs

more updates to the spec
Change 3104 on 2001/05/25 by lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400

new spin on RE, SC, Bary

Change 3020 on 2061/05/21 by askende@andi_docs
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* Note: Entire document may hecame ohsalete or be revised dependingon architecture decisions For the CP ***

Change 3979 on 2001/87/68 by jacarev@fl_jacarey
Baseline K300's CP Test Bus Spec for R400

Change 3975 on 2001/07/05 by jacarey@il_jacarey
 Basclinc RBBMUnit Spec and Test Bus Documentfrom R3GG.

Inciuded sections from the R400 RBBMSpec.dec in the ../arch/chip area.
* Documentis Initial Version ONLY- Lot ofworkis still required **"

   

Change 3908 on 2001/07/63 byIseiler@rna_Iseiler

FrameBuf v0.3: some extra compressed and 3d formats, minor changes

Change 3871 on 2061/67/02 by mdaggett@MA_MDOGGRTT

Minor updates to Memory Hub spec
Change 3689 on 2001/06/25 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

Frame Buffer Format, v0.2: complete rewrite

Change 3588 on 2001/06/21 by smerein@smorein_r400

 
Major update. There are still a bunch

there for people closely associated with the
inconsistancies (and misspellings) but enough

lock fo need to go throughit 

Change 3585 on 2001/06/20 by askende@andi_docs
new rev

Change 3574 on 2061/06/20 by askende@ian di_dacs
new rev

Change 3565 on 2001/06/19 by askende@andi_docs
newrev

Change 3569 on 2001/06/19 byaskende@andi_docs
new rev

Change 3558 on 2001/06/19 by askende@andi_docs
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another revision of the shader spec

Change 3008 on 2001/05/21 by smercin@smorcin 1400

partial update Lo texture spec

Change 2720 on 2001/05/16 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler
MemoryController rev0.3. lots more details, including the external interface

Change 2712 on 2061/05/09 by askende@landi_docs

more updates

Change 2709 on 2001/05/09 by sallen@:ma_sallen

add testenvspec

Change 2709 on 2001/05/69 byaskende@andi_docs
Shader specifications

Change 2679 on 2001/05/09 by ccoveney@chrise_1466

added some possible command descriptions and a sample header from the
ppé blend all param.dat filc

Change 2651 on 2061/03/68 by ccoveney@chrisc_r400

proofread and updates a few things

Change 2650 on 2001/05/08 by ccovency@chrisc_r400

This file contains the proposal for the new parameterized test methodology that will
implemented for R409 verification.

Change 2549 on 2001/05/68 by llefebvr@llefebvre_laptopr400
New version of the scan converter, ready Dor review

Change 2570 on 2001/05/64 by lefebwr@ilefebvre_laptopr400

Spin on some specs, not all complete be checked in for safety

Change 2569 on 2061/05/04 by llefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400

newspin on setup
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Change 2508 cn 2001/05/02 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_1400

about to change the walking algorithm and want to keep the old one...

Change 2358 on 2001/04/26 by Iseiler@ma_lseiler

Render Backendfirst spec version

Change 2240 on 2001/04/17 by Iseiler@ma_lseiler

Memory controller architectural specs and related documents

Change 2107 on 2001/04/09 by Hefebvr@llefebve_r400

revised spees and walker

Change 1716 on 2001/03/14 byIefebwr@lefebvr_1400
 specs for Raster block, SC, SU, HZ + stats for HZ pre:

Change 1551 on 2001/02/27 by Hefobvr@llefobvr 1400

SC and RS specs

Change 1489 on 2001/02/23 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400

specs for the raster engine and scan converter

Change 1461 on 2001/02/22 by Hefebvr@efebvr_1400

SC specs and stats for the raster efficiencies.

Change 871 on 2001/02/02 by smorein@smorein_r400

Added a bunch of new documents, also updated area

Change 400 on 2000/11/01 by pmitchel@_pmitchel

Initial creation of 1400 area under ‘depot
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Change 137161 on 2003/12/12 by lseiler@Isciler_1400_win_uarlborcl

Changed sfloat<> to mfloat<>

Change 125144 on 2003/10/06 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Old CachioSinmodifications

Change 125143 on 2003/10/06 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Old projectfile update

Change 121475 cn 2003/09/16 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer

Newspecs
Chango 118602 on 2003/08/28 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Added stop rendering and a few cther features

Change 118600 cn 2003/08/28 byjasony@ma-jasony-intem
Added some comments
brought back denormsin computegradient

Change 118379 on 2003/08/27 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem
Clean

Change 118378 cn 2003/08/27 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Clean- cornmented out extraneous arid old keytunctions; adapted to large texture sizes
Change 118377 on 2003/08/27 byjasony@ma-jasony-intern

Clean- add + even samples, moved step size calculation to aniso calculation

Change 118376 on 2003/08/27 byjasony@ma-jasony-intem
Clean- Keeping Denormsin Subtract

Change 118373 on 2003/08/27 by jasony@ma-jaso: 

Added a member to QuadDatato faciliate AA Correction. Changed interpolator
precision to 23 mantissa. Shouldn't affect existing code.

Change 118358 on 2003/08/27 byjasony@ma-jasony-intem
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Change 110154 on 2003/07/16 by jasony@ima-jasony-intem

update the readme
Change 110153 on 2003/07/16 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

D3E Anisotropic filtering viewing program.
Uses FilterSim sen and texture files.

Change 108690 on 2003/07/01 by jasony@ma-jasony- intern

Save point before doing Geforce }'X comparison

Change 108689 on 2003/07/01 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem
Added lod currectur

Change 107604 on 2003/06/24 byjasony@ima-jasony-intem

Added LOD corrector (had to edit quaddata.h and walker.cpp by adding anotherfield in
the quad structure so that the subsampie is passed to to the aniso code}

Change 107693 on 2003/06/24 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Added and fixed makeCylinder
Change 106801 on 2003/06/18 by jasony@ma-jasony- intern

LODCorrector from emulator

Change 106614 on 2003/06/17 byjasony@ma-jasony-intern
log? approx with 4 modes - full prec, linear pprun, Sbit and Gbit lable

Change 106522 on 2003/06/17 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Checkin before adding LOD correction for multisampling
Change 105356 cn 2003/06/16 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer

Added Artisan padcells,

Change 106146 on 2003/06/13 byjasony@ma-jasony-intem

addedback old log? approx for testing

Change 106145 on 1003/06/13 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem
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Change 118348 on 2063/08/27 by jasony@ma-jasony-intern

Fixed so that color mep remains constant across texture loads (if same tex size}
Change 118337 on 2003/08/27 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Checkin before final cleanup:

Change 117581 on 2062/08/21 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Update.

Change 116353 on 2002/08/13 by jasony@ma-jasony-intern

Save before playing with Skx8ktextures
Change 116138 on 2003/08/12 by jasony@ura-jasony-intert

Save point- before cleanup and bringing in emulator changes

Change 116323 on 2002/08/12 byjasony@ma-jasony-intem
 Save before playing with precision

Change 115775 on 2003/08/11 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner2_r400_win

modify some simulation parameters

Change 115043 on 2003/08/05 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Added the new optimizations and aniso bias
Change 114558 on 2062/08/01 by jasony@ma-jasony-intorn

Sorta working fix for magnification case

Change 114090 on 1063/07/30 by jasony@ma-jasony-intern
Temp save - Added odd and even samples (not working yet)

Change 111136 on 2003/07/15 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Added pixel shader capability
Change 110188 on 2063/07/10 by jasony@ma-jasonv-intern

cleaned up some cade
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can switch fo full precision with prepracessor REDIUICEPREC define in header

Change 106144 on 2002/06/13 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem
 ¢ changes - should have no effect

Change 106143 on 2003/06/13 by jasony@ima-jasony-intern

added emulator LOD path
Q fi nes

Change 106142 on 2002/06/13 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Added makecircle and make cylinder (need to updatei
Change 105663 on 2063/06/11 by jasony@ina-jasony-intert

Modified so that emulator code will use the log? table

Change 105423 on 2063/06/10 byjasony@ma-jasony-intern

Workingfiitersim incorporating the emulator code

imporient keys are
"W" for R460 emulator aniso

"ifor R406full precision

‘a! for R366full precision
Change 104930 on 2003/06/09 by jasony@ma-jasony-intern

Checkin before hooking in EMU files

Change 104891 on 2003/06/09 byjasony@ma-jasony-intern
Check in before precision experiments

Change 104588 on 2003/06/06 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem

Full precision aniso tests
1) R400: equal weights ve. weight tables [ues ‘y’ aud ‘i’ keys]

2) R300 samples vs. R400 sarapies (equal weight, no determinant) [use 'g' and 'u' keys}

3) R300 vs. R400 (use ‘2’ and'h' keys}
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Change 164346on 2003/06/65 by jasany@ma-jasony-intem
Added R366 aniso

also 'b' changes btweencolor mipmaps

Change 104248 on 2003/06/05 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem
Fixed and added R390 LOD end R400 LOD and Aniso calculations

added Mimap code for colored levels

Change 103884 on 2003/06/03 by jhoule@MaA_IHOULE

Quick submit for Jason

Change 103799 on 2003/06/03 by jasury@ine-jasory-inient
Recover Lieleted

Change 103796 on 2003/06/03 byjasony@ima-jasony-intem
deleting
figuring cut perforce

Change 103793 on 2003/06/03 by jasony@ma-jasony-intem
Anisotropic Filter comparision between the R300 and R400.

The code is a modified filtersim program.

Change 99923 on 2063/05/08 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
kisf

Change 99291 or 2003/05/06 by bbloemer@ima_bbloemer

First GDDR4spec.

Change 97686 un 2003/04/25 by bblocmer@ma_bbluemer

revOS spec
Change 95532 on 2003/04/14 by bblocmer@ima bblocmer

Ori: ally named: JESD79-2_20030404.pdf
Release 1.0; supposedlythe final for JEDEC standard.
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Change 7497on 2003/01/07 by bblcemer@ma_bbloemer
Revi5

Changs 74896 on 2003/01/07 by bbluemer@ma_bbluener

 
 

sComputer

cleaned up pland.1}, saved as 0.72.

Change 72699 on 2002/12/20 by smorein@stephen -moreins-Computer

first netlist 3.0 floorplan

Change 71885 on 1062/12/17 by smorein@stephen -moreing-Computer

adding floorplans
Change 71885 on 2002/12/17 by smorein@stephea-moreins-Computer

Three more floorplans

Change 71853 on 2002/12/17 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Latest update - the special IP is included!

Change 7115S on 2002/12/13 by smorein@stephea -moreins-Computer

two more floorplans
Change 69955 on 2002/12/16 by saturein@slephen-mureins - Coniputer

Added first set of candidate floorplans

Change 67094 on 2062/11/26 by bbloemer@ima_bbloemer
DDR I spec.

Change 64756 on 2002/11/18 by bbloemer@ma_bbioemer
O288E10 drart2 version

Change 58862 on 2002/10/23 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
SGRAM- OLD!
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Change 93434 on 2003/04/02 by bblocmer@ina_bblueuer

Updated 128Mb GLUR2spec.

Added new 256Mb GDDR2 spec.
Change $8396 on 2603/03/64 by bbuchner@il_bbuchner2_r400_win

Cache Perf Modeling -- track marly more statistics.

Change 87661 on 2003/02/28 by jhoulc@MA IOULE
Added R400 rasterization order.

Change 87226 on 2003/02/27 by smorein@stephen-moreins-Computer

correct area version of floorplan 4

Change 865554 on 2603/02/24 by smorein@!stephen-moreins-Computer

fix sp order
Change 86541 on 2003/02/24 by smorcin@stephen-moreins-Computer

first 4.6 floomplan

Change $2506 on 2003/02/06 by smorein@stephen-moreins-Computer
Initial docs for features 500 and DX1G

Change 82306 on 2003/02/65 by ctavlor@f_ctaylor_1490_win_marlbara

still trying
Change $2297 on 2603/02/65 byctaylor@ll_ctaylor_1400_win_marlbore

Added code to share for cache simulaiion

Change 81019 on 2603/01/31 by bblocmer@ma bblocmer
Luter version of 4M x 16 TSOP.

Change 79151 on 2003/01/24 by bblocmer@ma_bbloemer
Rev075 2 from Micron.

Change 75866 on 2003/01/10 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETTLT

small updates
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Change 53651 on 2002/10/07 by bblocmer@ma_bbloemer
DDR ff data sheet.

Change SI7LL on 2002/09/16 by bolocmer@ma_bbloemer

Micron verilog model.

Change 51357 on 2002/09/13 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Info

Change 51347 on 2002/09/13 by bhloemer@ma_bbloemer

First drait. Elpida 4Mx22 0288E16_draft2.pdf
Change 50587 on 2602/09/10 by bulocmer@ina_bblocier

Aslightlylater version, sent 8/12, but still no LP. Rev3 is latest with LP.

Change 50574 on 2002/09/10 by bbloemer@ma bbloemer

Latest version, dated 20020916. They added (RTP.

Change 49008 on 2002/08/30 by jasony@ma_jasony
Shadow Sim instructions

Change 48247 on 2002/08/27 byIseiler@iseiler_r460_win_marlboro2

Supports testing new Zrange format

Change 46146 on 2002/08/14 by bblocmer@ma_bbloemer
GDDR TT Data sheets.

Change 16137 on 2062/38/14 by boloemer@me_bbloemer
Added GDDRII data sheet. Like JEDEC DDRII, but has built in termination.

Change 45642 on 2602/08/13 by jasony@ima_jasony
Final Checkin

Change 45641 on 2602/08/13 by jasony@ma_jasony

Added code to facilitate plane calculations using triangle verticies.
(Doesnot affect previous operations)
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Ifusing ShadowSin: you should commen! out the precision reductionitt Interpolute(}

Change 45637 on 2002/08/13 byjasony@ima_jasony

Added to QuadData and Walkerto facilitate plane calculation using triangle verticies
Change 45635 on 2002/08/14 byjasony@ma_jasony

Final Check In

Chanec 45210 on 2002/08/09 by jasony@ma jasony

Save before code cleanup

Change 4911 on 2062/08/08 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer

Added Samsung spec;it's really the same part as KAD263238A-GC.

New version of GDDRITT spec, but WITHOUT the new TP. Need the previous versionfor that.

Change 44909 on 2002/08/08 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Latest version from Infineon.

Change 44908 on 2002/08/08 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Fixed naming problem.

Change 44904 on 2062/08/08 by bbloemer@ma_bbloemer
Deleted tile under one name and added under a better name

 Change 44669 on 2002/08/07 byjasony@ma_jasony

fixed ta arbitrary shadow buffer size up to 1024

Change 14579 on 2002/08/06 byjascny@ma_jasony
z calc based ontriangle verticies done

nowfixing ctrl-mouse click to display slope cales

Change 44315 on 2062/08/05 byallena@allenascreendiv2
Fixed data gathering problem where stencil compression data was being double countedin some cases...

Change 44309 on 2002/08/05 byjasony@ma_jasony
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Change 42948 on 2602/07/29 byalleng@alleng_screendiv2

Added logic to determineiftile was dirty
| Added dirtyflag to depth cache (2 and S)
+ Add ptr to link tile with entry in depth cache
+ Don't count Gusties when te Z or S caches aren't dirty
Fixed two typos in stencil compression logicDon't count flushes/tills when Z and $ disabled

   

Change 42752 on 2002/07/26by allens@allene scrcendiv2

Added carly ant for tiles w/ zero pixels
Minor change to outpui format
Slight mod to determinationof depthProcEn
Slight change to depth cache flush/fil! data calculations

Change 42688 on 2002/07/26 by alleus@allengscyeendiv2

Added stencil buifer support

Change 42135 on 2002/07/24 by bbloemer@ma-jazonh

Latest rev addy special IP description as un appendix.

Change 41903 on 2002/07/22 by alleng@alleng_screendiv2
 Add alpha d stats

Add scissor functionality

Change 41600 on 2002/07/19 byllefebwr@lletebvre_laptopr400

SQ backup.
Change 41362 on 2602/07/18 by alleug@allengscreendiva

Properly preventz writes when they are masked off

Change 41351 on 2002/07/18 byjasony@ma_jasony
Save Point - mudified precivion coniroly

'( - modify rendering precision
'y - modify shadow map/planeprecision
'<t . reset shadow map/planc precision

re 2 precision
 
 
 

 
 rf pick or

‘left'"right’ - decrease/increase precision

Change 41316 on 2002/07/18 byjasony@me_jasony
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Convereted to calcualtions of planes from triangle verticies

save point - now fixing offset for interpolation
Change 44307 on 2003/08/65 byjasonyi@ma_jasony

Convereted to calcualtions of planes from triangle verticies

save point - now fixing offset for interpolation
Change 44090 on 2002/08/62 by alleng@allengscreendiv2

Add quad mask binning

Change 44965 on 2062/08/62 byjasony@ma_jasony
Working shadow siauluter

save point before figuring out what causesprecision reduction error

Change 43899 on 2062/08/61 byalleng@alleng_screendiv2
Added Z and S pass/fail numbers for quads
Bunch of reformatting to make interpretation less ambiguous

Change 43557 on 2062/07/21 by jasony@ma_jasony
Working in bilenearinterpolation

'y' turn on/off interpolation
‘h' save precision te

Change 43487 on 2002/07/31 byallen@alleng_screendiv2

Fixed blending bug ta correctly determine RMW's
Added stencil function binning

Change 43195 on 2002/07/30 by jasony@ma jasony

Save polit
‘ul increase bias
'i' decrease bias

Change 43090 on 2002/07/30 by alleng@ialleng_screendiv2

Added data gathering for tile, quad, and depth cache counts during the shadow passes
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Save Point - Looking into Precision Calculation
Added:
'a'- load precision values for calculations
‘ increase decrease Shadowfune precision
‘(, )'- increase decrease shadowfincAA precision

a  

Change 11166 on 2002/07/17 byalleng@alleng_screendiv2
Don't update z if depth is disabled
Add tile and quad counters for variousstate settings:
Reformat depth complexity oufput
Moved pkt->InitQ te only be called for valid trame

Change 40917 on 2002/07/16 byalleng@alleng_screendiv2

+ Added pixel courts @edundant but per frame...)
+ Modified depth test to use the actual depth test function; this included beginbkrame

support to clear the depth buffer with the correct value at the conrect time)
+ Fixed calcDepth Cach eFlush/Fill routinesto fall back to expanded mode when number

of zplanes is > 16 and to treat stencil separate from depth

Change 40694 on 2602/07/15 by alleng@alleng_screendiv?

Added total numberoftiles to hz output
Added support for stencil only pass
Split the calcDepth CacheTransfer routine into two, one for flushes and one forfills...

Change 40021 on 2002/07/12 by alleng@allengscreendiv2

Fix frame processing (can now run multiple Doom} frames)
Fixed bug that was mishandling EndOfframeevents
Fixed bug in previous checkin Liat cleared the zbulfer prematurely 

Change 39936 on 2002/07/12 by jasony@ma_jesony

Changed Buffer.cpp and ShadewSim.cpp to allow for arbitrary sized shadow maps
Change 39928 on 2002/07/12 byalleng@ullengscreeudiv2

Convert count/planes() te use 64 bit mask
Added ability to pass in resX (-sx) and resY Csy)}
Many small formatting chnag:
Disabied sample frame initially
Flush depth cache everyframe

 
   

 

Change 39817 on 2002/07/11 by jasony@ma_jasony
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Working Shudow AA - still need ty explain ragged edges

¥e' Turn on and cff highlight of selected point

Change 39544 on 2002/07/10 by alleng@allengscreendiv2
 Significant changes to screendiv, including (but not limited to}:

+ removing testMede
+ use 8x8 tile by default

i rework spitQuads
+ provided mechanismto model depth cache
+ added code to gather stats on depth complexity
+ cleaned up a wholelot
+ fixed bug in countZplanes that changed baseline (breakvs continue)
+ changed countZplane interface
+ isolating individual print routines within respective classes to modularize things and

sihuplify the vatpat

Did test this against a baselevel using d3-combat-1.bin durnofile. ‘Lhe bug fix will force a
new base line butso far the toolis reporting the same info thatit did originally with a whole
bunch more functionality.
Change 39478 on 2002/07/10 byjasony@ma_jasony

Save Point - Sorta working Shadow AA
Changs 39477 on 2002/07/16 by bblocmer@ma-jazonh

Fipida's description of special TP. Cverview only.

Change 39352 on 2002/07/16 by jasony@ma_jasony

Lets you see the multiple shadowplanes in the view shadowplane mode by using the up
and down cursor keys

Change 39155 on 2002/07/09 byjasony@ma_jasony

Save Pont - Rough working Shadowing with AA

-Added '¥ te turn on/off AA for shadowing

Change 39106 on 2002/07/09 byjasony@me_jasony
Save point - Shadowing working in Buffer:RenderAA (moving out to Buffer::;Render}

Change 38811 on 2002/07/08 byjasony@ma_jasony
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Change 34541 on 2002/06/17 by jasony@ma_jasony

Added 3-sample options

Change 34133 on 2062/06/14 by jasony@inu_jasony

removed very old patterns
Change 34132 on 2002/06/14 by jasony@ma jaseny

Changed to allow arbitrary number of samples for anti-aliasing

Change 34129 on 2002/06/14 byjasony@ima_jasony

Recommended sarnpling patterns

Change 33763 on 2602/06/13 by bbloemer@ima-jasonh
M. Litt's Status.

Change 33744 on 2602/06/13 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Added ati GDDR-II spec update and SEC's GDDR-Ispec.

Change 33609 on 2002/06/12 byjasony@ma_jasony
Changed menus

Change 33482 on 2002/06/12 by jasony@ma_jasony

updated loadSamplingPattem to accept arbitrary number ofpoints up to $
Change 33489 on 2062/06/12 by jasony@inu_jasony

Changed makePinWheelto take angle in degrees

Change 33456 on 2002/06/12 byjasony@ma_jasony
fixed steping

Change 33455 on 2002/06/12 by jasony@ma_jaseny

changed monu

Change 33454 on 2002/06/12 byjasony@ma_jasony

changed random generation
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Modified to work wilh ShadowSun Gadded Isle lgte coords tu Vertex aid QuadDuta}

 Change 38810 on 20 7/08 by jasony@ma_jasony

Working shadows
Change 37971 on 2602/07/63 byjasony@ma_jasony

Added mouse code to check points on the image
 Control! mouse click scts a position (can be scen in corresponding light spacc)

shiftt+mouse click will print out screen coordinates (origin is lower leit} 

Change 37825 on 2002/07/03 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added hooksfor cam/Light control.FS: cam view
Fé: light view3: ctrl cam
FS: ctrlfight
b Refresh light map
# Camera mode (old ' functionality)

 

Clamped position in light map to prevent crash (equivalent to clamp to last)

Change 37899 on 2062/07/03 by jasony@ma_jasony
Semi-werking shadowing

Change 37645 on 2603/07/62 by jasony@ma_jasony

save point: semi working plane equation
Change 37436 on 2002/07/61 byjasony@ma_jasony

Save point - before using shadow function

Change 37383 on 2002/07/01 by jasony@ma jasony

Save pole

Change 34813 on 2002/06/18 by jasony@ma_jasony
Newcheck-in of shadow buffor siraulater (basedon filtersira)

Change 34536 on 2002/06/17 by jasony@ma_jasony

sampling pattern candidates
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Change 33190 on 2002/06/11 by alleng@lalleng_screendiv2

Several new functions and somebug fixes (due to new parserlib updates) and logisticalmodifications:

+ Added ‘correct’ depth check for pixels rendered w/ depth lest disabled, required new
routine GetPrimState and some additional back pointers for HZ and ZRUFFER to get back to theRasterizer class

+ Added coverage bins fortiles and quads
| Modificd file I/O to use the ‘standard’ parser lib syntax (sec usage text in main(fordetails

 
 

Change 32959 on 2002/06/10 by jasony(@ma_jasony

fixed bug in updateWalkerS amples
Change 32696 on 2602/06/67 by jusuny@una_jusony

makePinWheel

Change 32695 on 2602/06/C7 byjasony@ma jasony

Added Sampling and imakePinWheel

Change 32650 on 2002/06/67 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Solved a fow multisamplingi
Now uses 8 samples by defai
Can now correctly biend the samples together (ald schemelost prei

values).
Background color is now black by detault.

  
 

ucs.

 sion for small 

Change 326L1 on 2002/06/07 by jasony@ma_jasony

Added (makePinWheelradius number angle}

Change 32610 on 2002/06/07 by jasony@ma_jasony
fixed leading of samples

Change 32592. on 2602/06/07 byjasony@ima_jasony

Added loading of sampling patterns
Change 32383 on 2062/06/66 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Cleaned up for easier usage.
Added sampling pattern load hooks.
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Change 32169 on 2002/06/05 by juscry@miu_jascny

No Discrepancy Function

Change 31840 on 2002/06/04 byjasony@ma_jasony
Changed to work with relative paths

Change 31939 on 2002/06/04 by jasony@ma_jasony
Fixed to work with Driectx 8.1

Change 31757 on 2662/06/04 byjasony@ma_jasony

Relevant sampie patterns
Change 31756 un 2062/06/04 by jasctry@mu_jascny

fixed imageinversion

Change 31753 on 2002/06/04 byjasony@ma_jasony
program to generate fourier transform
required bythe browser

Change 31751 on 2002/06/04 byjasony@ma_jasony
removed libtiff links

Change 31750 on 2062/06/04 byjasony@ma_jasony

Incorporated Tiffreading (this version does not need libtiff)
Change 31712 on 2002/06/04 by jasony@ma_jascny

Added search for divers.exe

Change 31620 on 2002/06/03 by jasony@ma jasony

Changed string cade

Change 31507 on 2002/06/03 byjasony@ima_jasony
Jason's antialiasing browser

Change 30945 on 2002/05/30 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

First GDDR TEE spec.
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Change 26690 on 2002/05/07 by bbloemer@ima-jasonh
Added documents.

Change 25117 on 2002/04/26 by jhoukk@MA_JHOULE

Added many LOD computations schemes.
Also added various length approximations.
Hooked keyboard keys to control those.
Changed camera behaviour.

 

Change 24979 on 2002/04/25 byjhoule@MAJHOULE

Spin wronglyraultiplied angle by 18¢
Change 23311 on 2002/04/15 by bbloenmer@ina-jasontt

Presentations used in telecon.

Change 23151 on 2002/04/12 by mdogeett@MA MDOGGETT

 st version of Address Translate. Uses previous function types, iceds ta be
updated for new version. Onby checking it in so Ken can see it 

Change 22619 on 2062/04/10 by bbleemer@ma-jasonh
Material from April 9/10 face to face.

Change 21863 on 2002/04/04 byIselier@ilseiler_r400_win_mariboro2

Random updates
Change 21661 un 2602/04/03 by Iseiler @SEILER2

Includestile Zrange comparisons

Change 21210 on 2002/04/61 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Added Michael's nutes.

Change 21052 on 2002/03/29 by Iseilier@SEILER?

Updated with 126-bit Zplanc compression ratios 

Change 20653 on 2002/03/27 byfhoule@MAJHOULE

New(hopefully, non-crashing) projectfiles.
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Change 29844 on 2002/05/24 by bbloemer@ima-jasonh

Newspec version. Original file name: JESD90-24May2002 pm pdf
Change 29762 on 2002/05/23 byalleng@alleng_screendiv2

Added emor handler to main loap to caich any errors that the Parser library (et al} may
throw. ‘he lack of a handler was apparently causing a problem when a dmp file with an error
was being read.
Change 29738 on 2002/03/23 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOULE

Added better LOD computation schemes, with runtime control
Added Samplerclass, to control sampling position as well as ROMtable to LOD

correction {plane scheme}.
Changed sampling pattern to something rather good.

Change 29325 on 1002/05/21 byIseiler@lseiler_r400_win_martboro

Removed outmoded code, cleaned up some comments
Change 29309 on 2002/05/21 byIsciler@lseiler_r400_win_marlbero

Fix ing jobs.txt parameter in projectfile
 Change 29270on 26 ‘21 by Iseiler@lseiler_r400_win_marlboro

Updated workspace and projectfiles

Change 29236 on 2062/05/21 byIseiler@lseiler_r400_win_marlboro?

List of dump files to test
Change 29131 on 2602/05/20 byIsciler@lseiler_r400_win_marlboro

Altered to look im /r4UG/parser for PM4tools files

Change 29199 on 2602/05/20 byIsciler@ilsciler 400 win marlboro?

 Updated ScreenDiv2: eliminales Tor ontoParser to use PM4touls directory

Change 29004 on 2002/05/20 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Call notes.

Change 28342 on 2602/05/16 by boloermer@ma-jasonh
Minutes.
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Change 20651 on 2667/03/27 by jhoule@iMA_THOULE

Update with various LOD computation algos.
Change 20650 on 2002/03/27 by jhoule@MA_IHOULE

Uses samejitter table for all pixels of all quads.
 Change 20476 on 2002/03/26 by rbagley@MA_RBAG!

This has been moved to 14.60/doc_libs/design/chip

Change 20066 on 2002/03/25 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh 

Adding history ef Semsung-Elpida-ATI 3-way calls
Change 19442 on 2002/03/18 by bolocmen@n one 

Added new memorymatrix.

Change 19073 on 2003/03/15 by mdoggett@MA MDOGGETT

Removed old L1 Tag cuipure.

Change 18687 on 2002/03/13 by bolocmer@ma-jasonh

 Tlynix presentation of 2/16/62 (not sure when actually given) and Etron data shcot.

Change 18586 on 2002/03/13 by mdogeett@MA_MDOGGETT

Fixed old LI Miss calculation. changed flushL|to set tagaddr to -1 instead of 0

Change 18618 on 2002/03/12 by bblocmer@ima-jasonh

Spec.

Change 18598 on 2002/03/12 by mdoggett(@MA_MDOGGETT
Added simple L1 Tag compare. Fixed bugs in older L1 Tag compare

Change 18597 on 2003/03/12 by mdaggett@iMA_MDOGGETT

added new Iltag compare
Change LSL71 on 2002/03/68 byIseiler@SEILER?

HiZ 2x2 test version

Change 16292 on 2002/02/22 byIseiler@SEILER2
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Updated Hi7. test. results

Change 16291 on 2062/02/22 by Iseiler@SEILER2
Updated for latencytests, streak tests. and cache miss effects

Change 16286 on 7602/02/22 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Spice simulation results for OD driver.
Change 16210 on 2002/02/21 by mdogeett@MAMDOGGETT_LT

Updated formats. Added 2dinterlace format and 3d four layer format. Added L2 read
synchronisation description

Change 16010 on 2602/02/20 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Elpida presentation

Change 16001 on 2002/02/26by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Elpida material for next week's face to face.

Change 14567 on 2662/02/04 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added dynamic filterKemelpass after rendering (only when AA).
Emuintegration (unfinished).

 

Change 14506 on 2602/02/04 byfhowle@?M A_IHQULE

Added emuWrap stutf(absolute path, though)

Change 14412 on 2002/02/01 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Added 18 Jan. 2362 version

Change 14410 on 2002/02/61 by bbloemer@ma-jaconh
Added 10Sep2001 version of spec.

Change 14409 on 2662/02/01 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

The initial 30-Nov2000 spec version.
Change 14300 on 2002/01/31 by Ikang@lkang_©400_win_tor

‘This directoryts for DC-MH interface block architecture and implementation specs
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Change 13066 on 2002/01/15 by wlawless@wlawless
ok

Change 13030 on 2602/01/14 by lefebvi @lisieb we_lapiop_1400

updated the barycentric document
Changs 12990 on 2602/01/14 byIlefcbwr@llcicbwe laptop r400

2 samples nowavailable

Change 12961 on 2002/01/11 by Iseiler@ma_travel_micro

Updates made during vacation (needs to be debugged)

Change 12805 on 2602/01/16by IselierQSEM.ER2

Added table for fully covered pixels end quads
Change 12572 on 2002/01/07 byIsciler@ma_travel_micra

Updated to compute the number of Zplanespertile and per quad

Change 12030 on 2001/12/19 by Iseiler@ima_Iseiler
Spreadsheets added before vacation

Change 12021 on 2001/12/19 by Iseiler@SEILER2

checkins ofspreadsheet resultfiles (prior to vacation)
Change 11800 un 2001/12/14 by rbagkyQ@MA_RBAGLEY_LT

Corrections ts control flow.
Updated control flow syntax.Mise. local corrections.
Format corrections, prior to conversion te Programming, Medel doc

Change 11756 on 2601/12/14 bylefebvr@ilefebvre_laprap_r400

Constant management model simulator for the R40G
Change 11729 on 2601/12/13 byIsei SSEILER2 i 

Update to support variable precision HiZ values

Change 11560 on 2001/12/12 by roagley@MA_RBAGLEYLT
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Change 14161 on 2602/01/29 by bolocmern@u 

DRAMmodel documentation.

Change 14960 on 2002/01/28 byIseiler@SEILER2
Zplane charts and statistics for the 8 benchmark cases

 Change 13938 on 20 1/23 by Iseiler@SEILER?

Updated with MaxMintests

 Change 13902 on 2002/01/25 by boloemer@n

Data from Elpida, Sarnsung, ATI face to face. Moved Elpidatile trom Elpida directoryto here.

Change 13816 un 2602/01/24 by rbagky@MARBAGLEYLTXP

intermediate checkin for version 0.1 of newly revised and reorganized shader
programming model doc. The doc had been

correctly renamed; the previous version is here deleted.
Wealso delete the former assembly syntax doc from its deprecatedlocation.

 

Change 13768 on 2002/01/24 by boloemer@ma-jasonh
Elpida presentation of new IP. 4 new Elynix specs, inc. > 300 MIz.;
Samsung and Narya DRAMs > 300 Mhz.

Change 13295 on 2002/01/18 byIseiler@SEILER?

Updated with 0-, 8-, and 64-entry cache data
Change 13236 on 2002/01/17 byIseiler@ma_Isciler

Update to account for direct mapped caching on thetiles

Change 13123 on 2002/0L/16 by jayw@MA JAYW

Split out SX aud RC on page aud added a FIFO to SX

Change 13096 on 2007/01/15 by rhagley@MA_RBAGLEYLT
Assembly Syntax

Change 13088 on 2002/0L/15 by wlawless@wlawless
New RB estimates
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interrim check-in.

Change 11553 on 2061/12/11 by rbegley@MA RBAGLEY LT
Exteusiog of instruction reference to fetch instruclion
Revision of alu syntax and guide (in progress)Miscellaneous corrections and revisions,

  
 

Change 11538 on 2001/12/11 byIscilere@SEILER2
more screendivi files

Change 11537 on 2001/12/11 by Iseiler@SEILER2
HiZ iest code (Screendivi for R100 and Screendiv? for R200)

Change 11536 on 2001/12/11 by Iseiler@ISEM.ER?

Update
Change 11332 on 2001/12/06 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY_LT

Intermediate check-in.
Midwaythrough updates offetch syntax.
Wealso revised the register indexing.
Several other additions, including a table of resources.

 

Change 11124 on 2001/12/63 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY_LT

Corrections and improvements following Ken's reading of Dec 3.

Change 11013 on 2001/11/30 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEYLT

Corrections to indexing made specification.
 

Change 10869 on 2001/11/28 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEYLT
Indexing modes description, syntax, and examples.
Interrim check-in towards version 6.4

Change 10839 on 2061/11/28 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY| 

Syntax for control flow instructions.
 Began register indexing; in progre:

(nterrim check-in for version 0.4}
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Change 10764 un 2001/11/27 by lseiler@ina_Isciler
Change 10824 on 2001/11/27 by rbagley@IMA_RBAGT 

Memory Format vU.4: intermediate form, not a complete releaseInterim check-in for version 0.4.
Change 10763 on 2661/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

Change 10810 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore
mvto doc_lib/parts

mvto doc_lib/parts/sp
Change 10745 on 2001/11/27 by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor

Change 10807 on 2061/11/27 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore
Updated SC->SU interface and a few words on performance.

uv to doc_lib/parts
Change 10736 on 2061/11/27 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

Change 10806 on 2601/11/27 by hartogs@fl_hartogs
Multisample: spec, preliminary version that needs lots ofchangesCheck-in for relocation.

Change 10704 on 2001/11/26 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY 
Change 10791 on 2001/11/27 by hartogs@fl_hartugs

Correction to export. syntax.
Requested check-in. ‘he documentis in a interim state.

Change 10690 on 2061/11/26 by rbagley¥@MA_RBAGLEY | 
Change 10784 on 2061/11/27 bypmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro

Updated export syntax. We also include a preliminarylook at the
mrvto doc_lib/parts export address mapping.

Change 10772 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_win_marlbore Change 10668 on 2064/11/26 by pauly@MA_PVELLA
mv to doc Lib/parts Minor changes/fixes.

Change 10771 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel @ipmitchel_r400_win_martbora Change 10667 on 2001/11/26 by panlv@IMA_PVELT.A

ivyto doc_lib/parts Major revision of block diagram.

Change 10769 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro Change 10665 on 2001/11/26 by paulV@MA_PVELLA

myto dec_lib/parts Updated and fixed WHSsection

Change 10767 on 2001/11/27 bypmitchel@pmitchel_r100_win_marlboro Change 10635 on 2664/11/26 by lseiler@SEILER2
mvto doc_lib/parts final screendiv update before branching off to a separate source set

Change 10766 on 2001/11/27 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_win_marlboro Change 10803 on 2001/11/21 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

mvto doc_lib/parts Revised summaryof frames used bytile tests
Change 10765 on 2001/11/27 by Iseiler@ma_Iiseiler Change 10531 on 2001/11/21 by askende@andi_r400_docs

Render Backend: temporary version, not a complete release opeade update
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Change 10565 on 2001/11/21 by askende@andi_ra00_dacs Change 10254 on 2061/1119 by kcorrell @KCORRELT.

updated a couple of opcodes AIC block diagram initial revision
Change 10489 on 2001/11/21 by kcorrell@K CORRELL Change 10253 on 2001/11/19 bykcorrell @KCORRELL

update of architectural description update

Change 10164 on 2001/11/21 byIseiler@SEILER2 Change 10203 on 2001/11/16 by rbagley¥@MA_RBAGLEY |
Modified to eliminate pointless warning messages Interim check-in of revision 0.4. In progress.

Change 10431 on 2001/11/20 byrbagley@MA_RBAGLEY LY Change 10197 on 2001/LL/16 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETY

Afirst cut at the export syntax and language guide for version 0.4. friday check in
Change 10416 un 2601/11/26by Iseiler @SEILER2 Change 10184 un 2001/11/16 by Iseiler@SEILER2

Changed depth test from < to <= (second tryat update} various updates

Change 10404 on 2001/11/20 byIseiler@SEILER2 Change 10182 on 2001/11/16 bylseiler@ma_ Iseiler

Depth test changed fran < to <= Tiling code, just before splitting off Ute heir direclury

Change 10348 on 2001/11/19 byrbagley@MA_RBAGLEYLT Change 10172 on 2001/11/16 by Hefebwr@llefebwre_laptop_r400
Interim check-in for version 0.4. Syntax for exports and fetches in progress. chikin in order to move to documents to the new branch

Change 10323 on 2001/11/19 bylseiier@SEILER2 Change 10146 on 2001/LL/16 byjhou! A_IHOULE

Updated to provide more Hiz information baseAddr has mipID and gBaseTexOftset

Change 10322 on 2601/11/19 by Iseiler@SEILER2 Change 10122 on 2001/11/16 by boloemer@ma-jasonh

Updated to report more Hi7. data. (this time for real) Frora Michael 1jtt's far east sip

Change 10289 on 2001/11/19 bylseiler@SEILER2 Change LOLL7 on 2001/LL/1é by bbloemer@ma-} 

Private version of numbers.h and numbers.cpp for screendiv -- need to change overto Updated DDRII spec
using the official versions in devel/cniu_lib

 
 

Change 10035 on 2061/11/15 by jhowle@iMATHOULE
Change 10274 on 2001/11/19 by Isetier@ma_iseiler

Contains instruction filed (both usage in commands, and meanings) as well as constant
update store ficids.

Change 10255 on 2001/11/19 by kcorrell@K CORRELL Change 9981 on 2O01/LL/15 by mdoggett@MAMDOGGETT

Initialrevision TC diagrams
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Chuuge 9979 un 2001/11/15 by udogget@MA_MDOGGETT

major rearrangement and integration of oid texture pipe material.

Change 9967 on 2001/11/15 by mdogget@MA_MDOGGETTLT
no changes

Change 9964 on 2001/11/14 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Extensive clock managerment numbers

FIFO st implemented. 

L2Filter implemented using deque tor FIFOs ofrequests at each cacheline.

Created XYBAddr for easier management(the L1 miss sends the exact same texel
request ty ihe L2 

Uses a static L2Cache to get correcttags, as well as 12Cache numbers,

Change 9963 on 2001/11/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Boolean b is now a signed char (ouc was failing).

faf supported in cache contig file.
Introduction of bascAddr for read commands (same as mipID for now).

Call ofclackQ moved before end_of_prim becauseit uses qQuadPixelCount whichwould otherwise resetto 6.

STATIC_L2 support. 
Change 9962 on 2001/11/14 byjhowle@MA_JHCULE

Uses PRINT DEBLG define instead of #if WL.

Changs 9961 on 2001/11/14 by jhoulo@MA MICULE

Disabled USES_TWO_TAGS.

Change 9940 on 2001/11/14 by mdoggett@iMAMDOGCETT
First check-in of new TC spec. Brings together LI access from TP spec and old TD spec,

plus some additional diagrams and format inform:
 

  

Change 9823on 2001/11/14 byjhoule@MA_IHOULE
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Change $738 on 2061/11/12 by paniv@MA_PVELEA

Fixed any grammatical errors found and update of Read Bus Switch, including
completion (7) of Tag Scquencer subsection.

Chungs 9737 ou 2001/11/12 by paulvV@MA_PVELLA

Updated with latest architectural changes.
Changc 9723 on 2061/11/12 by askonde@iand! r400 docs

new revision

Change S715 on 2001/11/12 by Iseilerq@ma_lseiler

program: to test tiling with heirarchical data

Change 9708 on 2001/11/12 by dglenGidglen_r400_dell

Template for displayrelated interface bus spece
Change 9707 on 2061/11/12 by dglen@idglen_1400_dell

Shouldbe ready for the masses.

Change 9653 on 2001/11/09byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Week end check-in.
Almost finished stripping out the TC stuff.

Change 9648 on 2001/11/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Caching is dotted Line to indicate sharing between the 4 TPs.

Change 9627 on 2061/11/69 byjhoule@/MA_SAGULE
Isolated TC.
Getting ready to strip it out to be plugged in TC Gwhich Michael will check-in

afterwards).

Change 9586 on 2001/11/08 by dcliftan@idclifton_r400
new specs

Change 9513 on 2001/11/08 byjhonle@MA_JHCULE

Started implementing FIFOstalls with clocknotion

Change 9512 on 2001/11/08byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Changed Wrapping/Clanping to Clamping/Wrapping fur subbluck narting issues.Now af 0.3.9

Change 9915 on 2001/LL/14 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Blending scheme diagrams.Modifs here and there.

Change 9910 on 2001/LL/14 by dglen@dglen_r4u0_dell

Moved from arch/doc to devel/doc lib/parts

Change 9908 on 2001/11/14 by jowang@jowang_R400_win

add 1536 line size so that 1289 doesn't use 4 tap

Change 9886 on 2001/LL/14 by dglen@dglen_r400_delt

 
Change 9885 on 2001/LL/14 by dglen@dglen_r400_dell

 Moving to doc_lib/parts from arch/dec

Change 9859 on200 L/LL14 byIseiler@raa_iseiler

Computes % per bin for HiZ deltas
Change 9850 on 2001/LL/14 by Hefebwr@illefebwre_laptop1400

screendivsimulator for HZ. precision

Change 9339 on 2001/11/13 by bbloemer@ma-j 

Materials from M. Litt's trip to the far east.

Change 9826 on 2001/11/13 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOLLE

Put Sampling in a separate soction than Walking, because it is closer te Wrapping.
Safety check-in.

Change 9759 on 200 L/LL‘13 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

numberslibrary, fixed to eliminate warming messages
Change 9739 on 2001/LL/12 by paulw@MA_PVELLA

initial reiease.
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Assert replaced with runtime error message (was crashing because Primbata was NULL).

Change 9511 on 2001/11/68 by jhoule@iMA ZIOULE

Cleaner outpat

Change 9510 on 2001/11/68 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
QUAKE ITACK(similar to R2G0 PARSER) te keep rendering within scissor zonc.

More robust. cache flushing.

Better TAG bits computation(total of 12).

Change 9396 on 2001/LL/07 by keorrel@KCORRELL

continnation of major update working towards review mid Nov

Change 9393 on 2001/LL/G7 by keorrell@KCORRELL
updated diagram

Change 9346 on 2001/11/06 by Hefebwe@iefebvre_laptap_r4d0

sequencer spec backup
Change 9255 on 2061/LL/66 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Single boolean flip hack scheme.

Change 9254 on 2001/11/66 by jhoule@MA_JHOUCLE
Tuvalid tag detectionLor belter Hushing of cache.

Change 9206 on 2001/11/65 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Implement clock(i, with FIFO accounting.
Better flip hack scheme (iu re rubusi, aid skapler le specify)

Change 9204 on 2001/11/03 by jhowle@MAJHOLLE

Support 5 params fa and fa2 (for 2x1 and 2x2 hack of delta 1).
Calls clock(.

Change 9199 on 2061/LL/GS by jhoule@MAJHOULE
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Added second tag

Change $198 on 2001/11/05 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added clock() Function.

Change $197 on 2001/11/05 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added clock(function.

Changes 9194 on 2001/11/05 by dwong@oendwong?2

first draft of R460IDCT

Change 9118 on 2001/11/02 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Reactivated ParseArgs path.

Cleaner support for R200 parser (defined); also considers TP6 bug workaroundfromdriver!

Wrong pkt deletion solved (crashed after last frame read).
Function isOneTexelTriO added to remove weird (and cache helping) L-texel triangles

(same texCoord at 3 vertices)

RENDERPRINTPOLYadded.
Changed output of 0-texturestris from | to @.

Change 9116 on 2001/11/02 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Removed getchar() when verbosing.

Change 9115 on 2061/11/02 byjhonle@MA_SACULE

CACHEVERBOSE camebackto 6... (1)
Change 9105 on 2001/11/02 byctaylo: _ctavlor

First Rev of PA Top Level Spec,
VGT_Spec
CLIP/VTE Spec.

Change 9046 on 2001/11/02 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

AGP 8x spec.
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2) made max VTAP equal fo 4 in in 30RPP

Change 8104 on 2001/10/24 by mdoggeti@MA_MDOGGETT
Small interface corrections and additions.

Change 8386 on 2061/10/24 by kcorrelH@KCORRELL

block diagram of MHC and MHA.
Change $377 on 2001/10/24 by jowang‘@jowang_R4C0_win

just testing

Change $376 on 2001/10/24 byjowang@jowang_R4C0_win
just lesting

Change $371 on 2001/10/24 byjowangs@jowang_R4UU_win

no change

Change 8358 on 2001/10/24 by Iseiler@una_lseiler

Render Backend Registers v0.2: Various changes from one-on-one reviews
Change $326 on 2001/10/24 by jhoule@MA JEOULE

Added $(R490_EMU)to include paths

Change 8325 on 2001/10/24 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Key 'K’ uses emulator wrapper function.

Key '@gel monochromatic mipmaps,

Change 8324 on 2001/10/24byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
6 bits for m. wy

mipmap nearest. 1.013 bias reactived
3 bits LOD correction factors

getLODUsingEmu wrapperfor emulator comparisons

Change 8321 on 2001/10/23 by dglen@idglen_r400_dell

Add more detail to interlaced display modes.
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Change $961 cn 2001/LL/01 by wlawless@wlawiess

Change 8932 on 2001/10/21 by kcorrell@KCORRELL
oops this is what was supposed to be submitted the last time..

Change 8927 on 2001/LU/31 by kcorrell@KCORRELL

adding some new block diagrams and did a major reorg of the MH document

Change S718 on 2001/10/29 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added HACK2x1 for 2x1 cachelines that are etfectively EE..

Change 8717 on 2061/10/29 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Moved CACHE_VFERROSE to AbsCache for global control

Change 8716 on 2001/10/29 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Aesthetic (output, default caches, etc.)

 Change 8687on 2061/10/25 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Uses R200Parser.
Various debug functions and calls.

Change 8675 on 2061/10/29 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE

Uses diags/PM4Toois ParserLibfile

Change 8674 on 2061/10/29 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Changed library for diags/PM4Tools one (requires PM4_TOOT.S environment variable).
RYH for CacheSim.cpp only.

Change 8611 on 2061/10/26 by delen@delen r400 dell
Added MH interface detail

Change 8606 on2001/10/26 by Hefebwr@lefebvre_laptep_r400
Sequencer spec V1.6.

Change 8413 on 2001/10/24 by jowang @jowang_R400_win

1) added some new scaling situalions
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Change 8319 on 2001/1122 by dgien@dglen_r4u0_dell

Top level architectural outline of newdisplay system.

Change 8256 on 2001/10/23 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated DBR and RRA sections, with updates to functional and architectural
descriptions, along with updates to the block diagrams. Also started Taz Sequencer subsection.
Change 8211 on 2061/10/22 by dglen@dglen_r400_dell

Updated revisionhistory

Change 8209 on 2001/13/22 by dslen@dglen_r400_dell
 

Top level outline ofihe froul ond VGA cure unit.

Change 8207 on 2001/10/22 by dgten@dgten_r400_dell

Template for Display Block Architectural Specs
 Change 8206 cu 2061/1 by dglen@dglen_r400_delt

Display output image scaler modes and BW requirements
Change 8175 on 2001/10/22 by lcfebwr@licfebvre laptop r400

 sequencer V1.0 BACKUP ONLYnot yet complete.

Change 8167 on 2001/10/22 by pauiv@MA_PVELLA

Forgot to fix the DISP routing. Itis done.

Change 8161 on 2061/10/22 by wlawless@wlawiess
newfile

Change 8152 on 2061/10/22 by bewang@MA_BEIWANG

Power management related links

Change 8148 on 2001/10/22 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB_LT
moved numbersstuff

Change 8146 on 2061/10/22 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Fixed block diagram to reflect recent functional/architectural changes.
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Change 8114 on 2961/10/19 by keorrel@KCORRELT,
Modified connections ta AIC interface block (HMB)

Change $108 on 2001/10/19 by askende@andi_r400_docs

deleted it was used as a test only

Change £106 on 2301/10/19 byjayw@MA_JAYW
Jay’s exploration ofrecip

Change $105 on 2001/10/19 by askende@andi_r400_docs
test

Change 8081 on 2001/10/19 by Lefebvr@llefebvre_laplop_r400

One before last major architectural revision of the sequencer before the implementation
spec. Control flow is complete and was accepted by SWteam. Remains before freezing 1.external and intemalinterfaces.  

Change $039 on 2061/10/18 byIseiler@ma_lseiler

Movedsized int definitions into standard_typedets.h
Changs $011 on 2001/10/18 by mdogectt@MA MDOGGETT

afew interface changes

Change 7974 on 2001/10/17 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Refixed block diagram (what I had before last revision was mostly correct}. 

Change 7934 on 2001/10/17 by Hefebvr@llefehvre_laptop_r400

diagrams that go with the sequencer spec
Change 7930 on 2001/10/17 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptep_r400

version 6.8 of the sequencer spec. It contains the new control flow porcedure as well as
updated external interfaces.
Change 7923 on 2001/10/17 by jhosle@MA MICULE

Removed PRINT field.

Change 7884 on 2001/10/16 byjheule@MA_JHOULE
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Added Output Formatter at the end (egroupsinto a quad, and convertsto floats}

Change 7645 on 2001/10/11 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
Fixed Data Bus Router (HDPclient nesded to be added).

Change 7631 on 2061/10/11 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

New Block Description (reorganization underway).
Change 7616 on 2001/10/11 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Power management

Change 7615 on 2001/10/11 by pauly@MA_PVELLA
Minor fix.

Change 7611 on 2001/10/11 by Iseiler@ma_tseiler

 First draft of Render Backend register field list 

Chunge 7581 on 2001/10/11 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Updated block diagram to reflect recent changes (see spec}.
Change 7580 on 2001/10/11 by paulv@MA PVELLA

Updated Data Bus Router section.

Change 7572 on 2001/10/11 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
New material

Change 7553 on 2001/10/16 by bhloemer@ma-jasonh

Power management spec.

Change 7487 on 2001/10/09 byjhoule@MaA_JHOULE

Accepted all changes.
Various minor tweaks here and there (notably, issues aren't headings anymore}.

Change 7461 on 2001/10/09 by jhoule@MA JEIGULE

Better add the top-level diagram if I want people to see it...

Change 7460 on 2061/10/09 byjhowle@MA_JHOULE
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Added constant stare and instruction stare in the interface partion.

Change 7859 on 2001/10/16 bylseilerp@SEILER2
Changed int8 etc. to #define constants protected by #ithdef
This avoids an errorif they are defined in anotherfile

Change 7824 on 2001/10/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOLLE

Cleaning up of interfaces. Removed duplicates.

Change 7809 on 2001/10/15 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Fixed DBR and RRAsections with newIO and logic adjustments.

Change 7808 on 2001/10/15 by paulw@MA_PVELLA

Updated block diagram to fix 1/0and some iogic changes

Change 7806 on 2001/10/15 by paus@MA_PVELLA
Updated block diagram to include AIC address and byte swap I/O.

Change 7779 on 2661/10/15 by jhouleQMA_JHOULE
Minor corrections here and there.

Change 7722 on 2061/10/12 by paulw@MA_PVELLA

Minor fix the the RRA block diagram (changed the tag info FIFOto a tag info RAM).

Change 7717 on2601/13/12 by mdoggett@MAMDOGGETT
 irst version of a document describing how shadow map calculations can be performed

onthe R400 using plarie equations.

Change 7705 on 2001/10/12 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEYLT
First version of investigation into worst-case consequences of software features and

hardware attributes [ur shader programs.

Change 7684 on 2001/10/12 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Major rcorganization of sectio
Not revision-savvy.

 

Change 7683 on 20Q1/LV12 by jhouleg@@MA_JHOLLE
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Added new top-level diagram
Description of pipe in features to give a good idea of where we are heading.

Change 7418 on 2061/10/68 by paulw@MA PVELLA

Another big update to RRA (with new under
in muchhetter detail). Also tixed DBR subblecks
flags (now done in RRA}

 auding of subbluck, functionality defined
ato reflect removal of BUPFER_FULL 

Change 7417 on 2061/10/65 by paulw@MA PVELLA

Updated diagram to reflect recent. changes/adjustments.

Change 7416 on 2001/10/08 by pau'w@MA_PVELLA

Nolongervalid. Replaced by MH-RRAvsd.

Change 7411 on 2001/10/64 by jhowle@MA_JHOULE

Week end check in (minor corrections, mostly formatti 
Change 7380 on 2061/10/65 by Hefebwr@illefebwre_laptop_r400

version 0.7 of the sequencer. Interfaces and control managment added

Change 7371 on 2001/1 O/GS by mdogget(@MA_MDGGGETT
small changes to MC interfaces

Change 7370 on 2061/10/65 by mdogget@MA_MDOGGETT

G4 revision, final checkin for major changes
(that's the idea at least)

Change 7361 on 2001/10/08 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE

Walkers more up-to-date.
Described a bit the samplez fetching (pt,bilin, arbi).

Change 7350 on 2001/10/64 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

New block diagram for Read Retum Arbitrator (RRA).

Change 7349 on 2061/10/64 by paulv@MA PVELLA

Added bdiock diagram to RRAsection along with more documentation
(function al/interface)

Change 7335 on 2061/L0/G4 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Updated the LON computation pseude-coade.
‘this has to update walkers Qwith diagram), and the clamp logic (sinceit's now in float

around [6,1] with clamp and mirror flags}.
 

 
Change 7311 on 2001/10/04 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Earlyrevof spec.

Change 7261 on 2001/10/03 by lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop400
backup of the sequencer + register loading diagram

Change 7192 on 2061/10/02 by paulv@MA_PVELLA

Some minor updates.
Chuuge 7149 on 2001/10/01 by wlawless@w lawless

nothing

Change 7113 on 2001/10/01 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Another Elpida spec

Change 7162 on 2001/09/28 by paulv@iMA_PVELLA
Fixed the data bus router's block diagram. Some minor document tweaks.

Change 7088 on 2001/09/28 by mdoggett@MA_MNOGGRTT

More changes.

Change 7080 on 2001/09/28 by Lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400

New sequencer diagram

Change 7050 on 2001/09/27 by paulv@MA_PVELLA
 Ap a of the old Read Return Arbiter has become what is now known as the Data Bus

Router. This is the bluck diagrait

Change 7044 on 2001/09/27byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Acsthetic modifications.
Table of contents now has correct number sizes!!! (hurrav!)
Thanks to Mike "Vege-mate" Doggett for thi

 
 

Change 7027 on 2001/09/27 by bbleemer(@ima-jascnh
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For tonight's call

Change 6561 on 2001/09/17 by Hefebvr@illefebwre_laptop_r100
morestatistical data on HZ

Change 6526 on 2061/09/14 by Iseiler@SEILER2

Added int8 and uint$ ostream operation: now outputs number, net char
Added andVicld, orfichd, and xorPicld functions (old names: and, or, xor}
Added bits and mode fields i r, franc, round. ceil for fixed_hw types vere already

devined for the software types)
 

Change 6317 on 2001/09/11 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Minor LODBiascorrection in LOD computation pseudo-code.

Change 6309 on 2061/09/11 by rhagley@MA_RRAGLEY
Several emendations.

Change 6243 on 2001/09/16 byIseiler@ma_tseiler

Changed to 8x8 tiling to compute EmptvQuadslots for render backend

Change 6200 on 2001/09/07 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

 
Change 6184 on 2001/09/07by Iseiler@SEILERZ

Update to fix compatibility bug with gcc v3.0

Change 6183 on 2001/69/07 by Iseiler@iSFILER2

Fixes a compatiability problem with gcc v3.0
Change 5994 on 2061/08/31 by Hefebvr@lllefebvre_laptop_r400

removed dead cade

Change 5976 on 2001/08/30 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Infineon updates.

Change 5872 on 2661/08/29 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Frequency dumping code added,different clamping scheme.
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Added Chaplin RAM

Change 7098 on 2001/99/27 by paulw@MA_PVELLA
This is the initial checkin of the read return abitrator block diagram.

Change 6931 on 2061/89/26 byIseilepe@SEILER2

This tests printing uintS and int
Change 6889 on 2061/09/25 by askende@andi_docs

newest version

Change 6878 on 2001/09/25 by mdoggett@MAMDOGGETT
riajor changes lo docutient structure and conlent.
progress checkin before version 0.4

Change 6865 cn 2601/09/24 byllefebvr@lefebvre_laptep400
new spec of the Sequencer.

Change 6843 on 2061/09/24 by Iseiler@rna_lseiler
 This version eliminates most templating on thetiling-h classes and eliminates the more

complex caching class isismorc efficiont and makes the code casicr to understand. Now
that we are fixed on 8x8 tiles anda cache with a small numberofsets (maybe just 1, we don't
need the extra complexiry.

 
  

Change 6833 on 2061/09/24 by wlawless@wlawless

updated revision cade.

Change 6790 on 2001/09/21 by Hefebvr@lefebvre_laptop_r460

RE spec backup + HZ stats + SCspec backup
Change 6789 on 2061/09/21 by Hefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400

newdiagramsfor the sequencer

Change 6758 on 2001/09/26 bywlawless@wlawless
Slight update

Change 6722 on 2001/09/26 by boloemer@ma-jasonh
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Change S871 on 2001/08/29 by jhoule@MAJHOLLE

Camera dumping added.

Change 5786 on 2061/08/28 by sallen@devel_sallen

tix compile errors.....
Change 5777 on 2661/08/28 by Isciler@ma Isciler

Version 0 Sa -- fixed typos in the bus interface tables

Change 5776 on 2001/08/28 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Various crap (safety check-in}

Change 5720 on 2001/08/24 by bbloemen@ma-jasonh

366 MHz. Chaplain class parts.
Change S7LE on 2061/08/24 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_c400

new version ofthe registry file allocation mechanism

Change 5702 on 2001/08/24 bybbloemer@mea-jasonh
8/23/61 Samsung Documents

Change 5698 on 2001/08/24 by Hlefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400

version 6.4 of the sequencer
Change 5537 on 2001/08/21 by wlawless@wlawless

RB Hardware Design Spec

Change 5466 on 2001/08/17 by askende@andi_docs
new rev of the spec

Change 5465 on 2001/08/17 byjhowle@MAJHOLLE

Better LOD algorithm (icaner and better... now uses loz?)

Change 5456 on 2061/08/17 by jhoule@MAJHOULE

Converted to log? everywhere for AnisoNew
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Clranige 5448 on: 2001/08/16 by rbugkey@MA_RBAGLEY_LT

Bit formats for preliminary fetch instructions, discussion and
handling of defaults, MOV macros, and miscellanecus corrections.

Change 5433 on 2001/08/16 byjhosle@MA_JHCULE

R4OBAniscNew modified to represent current state of spec.

Change 5387 on 2001/08/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
 Changed R400AnisoNew to an odd numberof

(pretty good looking!!! still got the LGD transition te
 les, with half-weighted endpoints 
 

Change 5384 or: 2001/08/15 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Initial check-in.
This file gives supplemental information on design decisions, notations, algoridiis aad

various other underlying stuff.
it helps explain more, but reduce the alreadytco big texture spec.

 

Change 5383 on 2001/08/15 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
File wasnt saved (sorry).

Change 5382 on 2001/08/15 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added LOD computation (ith correction), samples walki

and texel fetching Gvith wrapping policytable) in the logic descr
(rilincar and anistropic),tion.

 
 

Change 5313 on 2661/08/14 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

New R200 scheme (hopefully more closely matching).
Aslo #if.. #endif correction factors pri 

Change 5289 on 2001/08/13 by Lefebvr@illefebvre_laptopr400

added an cxemple ofregistryfile management

Change 5278 on 2061/08/13 by Lefebyr@ilefebvre_laplop_1400

Amore optimized version without while locps
Chanec 5260 on 2001/08/13 by cfobvr@licfcbwre laptop r400

updated spec for sequencer

Change 5259 on 2001/08/13 by Hetebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400
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Change 5046 on 2001/08/06 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added #if L.. #endif for sclecting 1 jitter/pixel or Lfitter/quad

Change 5045 on 2001/08/06 by Lefebvr@llefebvre_luplup_1400

multiple jlitering patterns for the simulator
Change 5036 on 2001/08/03 by jhosle@MA MICULL

Cleanup of centroid-reiated finctions.

Change 5032 on 2001/08/03 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Newcentroids support (jittered pattern).

Wew anisotropies also

Bool flag for when anisotropy is 1x1 (1200 anise can use trilinear)
Change 5031 on 2001/08/03 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

RGBA in QuadData now is float (ew scheme will support any type).

Newanistropies supported.
Change 5029 on 2061/08/03 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

New sampling pattems implemented.

Change 5028 on 2001/08/03 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Acsthietic

Change 5027 on 2001/08/03 by lefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400

new rasteriser simulator using arealjitter table
Change 5016 on 2001/08/03 by Lefebvr@llelebvre_k Lop_r400

 

setup unit revised spec

Change 5015 on 2001/08/02 by rbagloy@MA RBAGLEY
Clarfication of texture fetch instruction.

Change 1989 on 2001/08/01 by roagley@MA_RBAGLEY
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Reference version for registryfile management. Working but costly.

Change 5249 on 2001/08/16 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop100
project was missing somefiles

Change 5239 on 2001/08/16 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptopr400

working visual simulation of the dynamic allocation of the register file
Change 5197 on 2061/08/09 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY

Updates to scalar ahi and fetch operations, and miscellaneaus correction.

Change 3175 on 2001/08/09 byIseiler@raa_Iseiler
Maeuory Controller, v0.5: removed wutolug fealure, changed bus/sigual nares and otherstuff

Change 3163 on 2001/08/69 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Missed the author field. Fixed also.

Change 5161 on 2061/08, by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Puttitle in a title field.

Change 5159 on 2061/08/69 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Changed the year from 2000 to 2001

Change 5055 on 2601/08/67 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
getLODR{23} 00Corrected disappeared Gvrapped inside the getLODR {23} 06.

Added approxL ength for sqrt(a,b) approximation.

Change 3054 on 2001/08/07 byjhoule@MA ILOULE
Different LODfune sche: (uw has independent control over LOD correction wilh -)

Change 3053 on2001/08/67 by mdogget(@MA_MDOGGETT
Updated table of contents

Change 5052 on 2061/08/07 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETT

Added new visio diagrarns. Updates to mostsections, particularly Logic Descriptions.
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First version of texture instructions and some further emendations

Change 1987 on 2001/08/61 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Seemsto have solved R200 anisotropy (check fortrilinear artifacts).
LOD showsin R406.

Change 1983 on 2001/08/61 by llefebwr@llefebwre_laptopriad
 new spec for SC and RE. Changed a bit the interface to encompassthe fact that RE is

now using the fill precision normalized slopes from the SU becauseit tal fhe same mimber of
bits than doing a per tile compression for the barycentric coordinates andit also simplifies a lotthe SC,

 

Change 4960 on 2001/08/01 by askende@iandi_docs
new rev

Change 1955 on2001/08/61 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Changed R200anise (and it now supports trilinear when aniso —— 1).

Solved bug (fabs was too early, and lost when sign wasdifferent)
Added setColor.

Change 4929 on 2001/07/31 byaskende@andi_docs
anew rev

Change 4922 on 2001/07/31 bylseilerp@SEILER2
Added support for Moaling point aid group exponent ranges stmalier Gran [0..1)
Added an optional parameterto rennd, ceil, atc. that specicies how many low order bits

of destination precision to ignore in the conversion (defaults to zero)

Change 4897 on 2001/07/21 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Non-confidential deseripuicn of IME techmulogy.

Change 4866 on 2001/07/30 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Trilincar anisotropy (R490style).

Change 4854 on 2001/07/36 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETT

Updates to most sections.
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Change 4849 on 2001/07/36 by Iseiler@SEILER2
Added code to find real MIN and MAXfor class number::

Change 4816 on 2001/07/27 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added changeLODFunct delta }

Cleaner switch with anisotropy and others.

Changs 4811 on 2001/07/27 by jhosle@MA MICULL

Added anisotropy support.

'k' resets LOD technique (because aniso breaksit}.

Changs 4810 on 2001/07/27 by jhowle@MA_JHOULE

Working R205 anisotropy implernented.

Added various functions, code is not cleaned up.
Changs 4779 on 2001/07/26 byrbagley@MA_RBAGLEY

Corrections and additions to the export specification.

Change 4736 on 2001/07/26 byjacereyi@tl_jacarey
 Aoved Original CP and RBBMSpecsfrom../arch/doc to ./doc_lib/chip/<unit= areas.

Change 4722 on 2001/07/25 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY

Emendations to the export specification.
Change 4694 on 2061/07/25 by Hefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400

new version of Pnm for better sampling the noise

Changs 4668 on 2001/07/24 byjhoule@MA WICULL

Added @ir ap suppurt (CP).

LODiechnique selection uses increment count(easier add-ins).
Change 4666 on 2001/07/24 byIsciler@SEILER2

added debug printouts for disallowed cases

Change 4659 on 2001/07/24 byjheule@MA_JHOULE
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Minor changes: changed header for cleaner ones as well as Title Field (no more Top
Level Spec}.

Change 4584 on 2001/07/20 byjhoulo@MA MICULE

Titegrated LOD conecuignt

Detault path for scenes and textures.
Quad and Dome creation (for Senfiles).

Added AA support Qwalker variables set for texture)
Print(QuadData} now shows bits for aamask.

Changs 4581 on 2001/07/20 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

LOD correction mostlysolved (requires simple H & V factors to account for width &
height of pixel with samples).

Added LODfunctions Gv or w/o correction) as well as correction functions.

Chane 4542 on 2001/07/19 by Iseiler @SEILERZ

Supports group exponent numbers
Change 4537 on 2001/07/19 by mdogecti@MA MDOGCETT

Fixed headerto not have different odd and even headers.

Change 4517 on 2001/07/18 byjhoule@MAJHCULE

Temp check-in (for old LOD correction}

Change 4431 on 2001/67/17 byIseiler@ima_Iseiler
(shouldn't heve been checked in}

Change 4425 on 2001/07/17 byIseiler@ma_lseiler

automatically generated files that don't need ta be checked in

Change 4424 on: 2001/07/17 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
DirectX shared files

Change 4423 on 2061/07/17 by Iseiler@ma_iseiler

Animation test for multisampling (from R360 team)
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strepy doesn't access NUTT. string as source.

Change 4644 on 2001/07/23 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY
First version of the export specification and additional corrections.

Change 4640 on 2661/07/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added getL ODTheo to distinguish artifacts that are from LODerror in opposition to
multi-sampling ones.

Change 4639 on 2061/07/23 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOULE

Better default directory support(I think this is how it works... anyways, it seems to work
OK).

Change 4529 on 2001/07/23 by Iseiler@SEILER2

Changed narne from ‘Test.h to test.h

Change 4628 on 2601/87/23 byIseilerp@SEILER2
Deleting to change name to lower case

Change 4627 on 2001/07/23 byIseilerp@SEILER2
About to change the name te lower case

Change 4619 or 2001/67/23 by Isefler@/SEILER2

Miner bug fix for comparing integer classes

Change 4598 on 2001/07/20 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Can now decrement. LOD technique (2-way).

Change 1597 on 1001/07/26 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Many miner corrections: some aesthetic, some (hopefully) helpful to understand more

clearly, others are comments Por Steve,

Change 4593 on 2001/07/26 by Iseiler@SEILER2
Fixed rounding/trancation ctc., clirminated minor bugs and warning messages

Change 4586 on 2001/07/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Change 4420 on 2001/07/17 byjhoule@iMA_JHOLLE

Added makcQuad for AAtesting.

Change 4400 on 2001/07/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Anti-aliasing support added.
Change 4399 on 2001/07/16 by jhouleQMA ZLIOULE

Added clamped and convert functions.

Change 4398 on 2001/07/16byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Calls renderAA and endRender at appropriate places.
Removed old makeMovie trace cade.

Change 1397 on 2001/07/16 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Anti-aliasing support added.

Change 4384 on 2061/07/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Starting AA buffer (recoded the renderto iterate from 0 to 3)
Change 4366 on 2001/07/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Depth and color tvpes can be changed.

Change 4322 on 2001/07/14 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Wrongly associated w&h with idts in gelLODRx06 (didn't shuw because of syuure

textures}

(some traces rust be removed)

Change 4310 on 2061/07/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Tast mipmap jevel is now gray instead ofwhite.

Change 4258 cn 2601/07/12 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Mipmap dumping with ‘dl’ key.

Added area LOD computation

Change 4230 on 2001/07/11 by rbagley@MA_RBAGLEY
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A skein af corrections and minor changes have been made. Theversion of the documentremains1.0.

Change 4205 on 2001/07/11 by Iseiler@ma_seiler
Morev0.2 files

Change 4203 on 2001/07/11 byIseiler@ima_lseiler
These flics arc outmoded

Change 4201 on 2061/07/11 byIseiler@ma_lseiler
These files are outmoded

Change 4200 on 2061/07/11 by lseiler@ma_lseiler

Render Rackend: version 0.2 with greathy revised Paramater Ruffer and Tile Logicsections

Change 4179 on 2801/07/11 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Consistent defanit filter values between OpenGL and SWrenderer.

Change 4178 on 2001/07/11 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Color mipmap nowhas white az ond colors.

Change 4173 on 2001/07/16 by rhagley@MA_RRAGLBY

Add first version of a syntax specification for the R400 shader
programming language.

Change 4033 on 2061/07/06 by askende@andi_docs

update of the specs

Change 4020 on 2001/07/06 by jhoule@MA MICULL
RELEASE_04_June/20/01

1. VB reconstruction optimized. Indx_Butter packet implemented but currently not
werking properly.

2. Pm4stats finalized and nowworking properly on pixcl counting
3. Dword-aligned indx_buffer packet support
4, Modified code to avoid WatCom compiling wamings. (Though somelines look

stupid).
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Change 3990 on 2101/07/05 byjhoule@MAJHCULE

Better sercenshot support (moreintelligent prompting)

Change 3987 on 2001/07/05 by prnitchelOputitchel_iis

changedfiletype to strict tacking
Change 3982 on 2001/07/05 by jhoule@MA JHOULE

Pretty versatile animation support (all carrera).

Added loop support, as weil as screen retresh (for previews).

Change 3976 on 2001/07/05 byIseiler@ma_lseiler

Tiling Code: defining MEM_OUT cutpats memoryaccessfiles

Change 3908 on. 2001/07/03 byIseiler@ma_tseiler
FrameBuf v0.3: some extra compressed and 3d formats, minor changes

Change 3905 or: 2061/07/63 byjhoule@/MA_JHCULE

Slightlybetter sampling (thanks to MD)
Change 3901 on 2001/07/03 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

More robustparsing.

Can now save a snapshot of ColorBuffer.
Chungs 3897 on 2001/07/03 by jluoulk@Ma_JHOULE

Cleaner code Casing macro)

Change 3896 on 2001/07/03 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
 Added wad inlegrated superFilter, which makes multiple samples for every pixel.

Change 3988 on 2001/07/03 byjhowle@MA_JHOULE

Removed old commented trilincar code (now works with muliPass2)

Change 3885 on 2061/07/03 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

loadScene supports recursive loads (with loadScene"filename")
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Change 4019 on 2061/07/66 by jhouleQMAJHOULE

New version coming.

Change 4015 on 2001/07/66 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Changed RS_TRACE toLS_TRACE

Change 4010 on 2001/07/06 by smorein@smorein_r400

major texture pipe spec updato- complete except for addresing logic.
Could use some more editing, and probably more block diagrams.

Change 4006 on 2061/07/65 by jhoule@QMA_JHOULE

Fast OpenGL refresh with @ sign.
Chuage 4001 on 2061/07/65 by Hefebwr@ilefebwre_laplup_r400

fockin is on

Change 4003 on 2001/07/65 by lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400
sequencer checkin

Change 3999 on 2001/07/G5 by pmitchel@pmitchel_iris
change file type to lock

Change 3996 on 2061/07/08 by pmitchel@ipmitchel_iris

change filetype to prevent simultaneous open for edit

Change 3995 on 2001/07/65 by pmitchel@; itchel_iris 

change file type to prevent simnltaneaus open for edit

Change 3994 on 1001/97/65 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r1960
updated scan converter spec

Change 3993 on 2061/07/64 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Support for negative or 6 loops.
Change 3991 on 2001/07/65 byIseiler@iraa_iseiler

‘liling: deletes and recreates the RasterMain Class between files -- hopefully this will
keep the virtual memoryrequired from increasing over rmulti-file runs
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Change 3884 on 2061/07/02 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE
Added loadTexture in scenefile.

Change 3832 on 2001/07/62 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Removed forcePerspective.
 Added loadScene with interface hoo!

Change 3879 on 2001/07/62 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Aesthetic

Change 3878 cn 2001/07/62 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added LuGL and createColurMinp (cach level is a different cotur}.

Change 3877 on 2001/07/62 by jhoule@MA_JIHOLLE

Trilinear fully functional.

Change 3871 ci 2061/07/62 by mdoggeb@MAMDOGGETT

Minor updates to Mernory Hub spec
Change 3870 on 2001/07/62 by jhouleG@MA ZIOULE

 Working filter (rain/mag with nearest’ {bi} linear and mipmaps!)

Change 3867 on 2001/07/C2 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Initial check-in.

Change 3866 on 2001/07/02 byjhonle@MA_JHOULE
Removed oldfilter code.

Change 3542 on 2001/06/29 by jhoule@iIMA_JHOULE
GlutviouseRvent added (with other stuff

Change 3841 on 2001/06/29 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Camera is integrated @vith a cool bounding box for OpenGL depths)

Change 3838 on 2661/06/29 by jhouleQMA_JHOULE

Towards camera integration.
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Change 3834 on 2001/06/29 byjhoule@MA_THOULE

Added numL evels and getLevel(int)
Change 3833 on 2001/06/29 byjhosle@MA_JHOULE

emoved trace

Change 3832 on 2001/06/29 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added bilincarFetch.

Distinction between TexCotor(copy, read-write} and TexColor(pointer, read-only)

Change 3830 on 2001/06/29 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
These files don't need RITE

Change 3812 on 2001/06/28 byjhowle@MA_JHOULE

Mipmapfiles added.
Change 3811 on 2061/06/28 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Mipmap integration.
 Added fotcher (for a per pixel basis). Adaed TexColorte clean up interface to GLMap<>.

Change 3816 on 2001/06/28 byjhoule@MA_THOULE

Mipmap integration.

LODlimiting in interface.

Change 3767 on 2001/06/27 by wlawless@wlawless_ws

Updated the stencil area
Change 3764 on 2001/06/27 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Kj

Change 3755 on 2001/06/27 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Missed a 1 for non-square sizes.

Change 3754 on: 2001/06/27 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Change 3663 on 2001/06/22 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Week end check-in.

Precisiunt integration with numerical library

Change 3658 on 2001/06/22 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
For biweeklycall.

Change 3656 on 2001/06/22 byjhowle@MA_JHOULE

dumpRGBis now dumpTIFF (butuseit only for RGB{A} GLMaps.

Change 3652 on 2001/06/22 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Addedtitle support.

Change 3632 on 2001/06/22 by wlawless@wlawless_ws
Added color and depth compress to RB Size

Change 3614 on 2061/06/21 byjhonle@MA_JHCULE

OpenGL matching of supported WRAP and FILTER
Change 3609 on 2001/06/21 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Better printing when necessary.

Change 3608 on 2001/06/21 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
R200rasterizer.
Tile size shontd be 4x4, and even with that, texture coordinates seem to be wrong with

magnification cases.
Project dropped(this is ifwe ever come back to it)

Change 3607 on 2001/06/21 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Removed R260rasterizer.

Change 3606 on 2001/06/21 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added makeDefauitTexture

Support for R200 rasterizer (ta be removed).

Change 3590 on 2001/06/21 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Added copyTe aud nun Channels

Change 3753 on 2001/06/27 by jhowle@MAJHOLLE
Initial Cl.

Creation from GLMap done.

Only accepts power of 2 textures.

Non-square down Sampling not tested (but should work).

Change 3749 on 2061/06/26 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Timing diagram .

Change 3709 on 2061/06/26 by jhoule@iMA_JHOULE

Added mirrorOnce support.

Change 3705 on 2001/06/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Precision-removing code for interpolator weights done by hand.

Change 3697 on 2001/06/25 by belwang@MA_BEIWANG
test

Change 3691 on 2001/06/25 by wlawless@wlawiess_ws
Addeda total block

Change 3681 on 2001/06/25 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler
Superceded by R4C0_FrameBuf.vsd

Change 368i) on 2001/06/25 byiseiler@ma_Iseiler

Frame Buffer Format, v0.2: complete rewrite

Change 3665 on 2001/06/22 by jhoulkk@MA_JHOULE

Added numeric library.
Change 3664 on 2001/06/22 by jhoule@MA EIOULE

Added translateScene and makeMovie.

Uses durap TIFF instead of dumpRGB.
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RELEASE03 june/2Q/Ob

. VB reconstruction for Rage200 implemented cxceptinds buff packe!

. pm4stats finished
» Fixed bugs in cul function atid 3d_draw_inds packet

Addedregisterinitialization function
5, Added more defensive code wamirig the unimplemented packets
6. Added version info in client programs. Parser class release date and version showes in

usage info.

Ree  

Change 3589 on 2061/06/21 by jhowle@MA_JHOULE

New version (3) coming in..

Change 3588 on 2001/06/21 by smerein@smorein_1400

Major update. There are still a bunch of inconsistancies (and misspellings) but enough
there for people closely associated with the biock to need to go throughit.

Change 3585 on 2001/06/26 by askende@andi docs
new rev

Change 3582 on 2001/06/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
FilcDialog integration.

 Added loadTexture and takeSnapshct.
Ditferent makeScene (more versatile once mere}.

Uses 'm, /" for wrapping policy,

Change 3581 on 2601/06/26 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added mirror. Solved bug in repeat (had to oor, not just truncate}.
Manytraces (commented) need te be cleaned up a Dit.

Change 3575 on 2061/06/26 by wlawless@wlawless_ws

Added a new RB page with more detai!
Change 3574 on 2061/06/26 by askende@iandi_docs

newrev

Change 3569 on 2001/06/20 by wlawless@wlawiess_ws
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T4060 area

Change 3568 on 2001/06/19 by askende@andi_docs
new rev

Change 3564 on 2001/06/19 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

560 MHz. presentation
Change 3563 on 2001/06/19 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Clamping functions nowin class (with peinter-to-methadfor easy selection at runtime)

Change 3562 on 2001/06/19 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Tnidal check-in.

Change 3561 on 2001/06/19 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Little more robust loading.
Change 3560 on 2001/05/19 oy askende@andi_docs

new rev

Change 3558 on 2001/06/19 by2 nde@andi docs
another rev

Change 3557 on 2001/06/19 by jhoule@MA_JHCULE

Very minor modifs (was a projectfile preblem}

Change 3556 on 2061/06/19 by jhoule@ Ma _IHOULE
Remade from scratch

Change 3555 on 2001/06/19 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Remade the file from scratch

Change 3553 on 2001/06/19 by askende@andi_docs
another rev (rev.03) of the shader spec

Change 3550on: 2001/06/19 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Imagel.oader and TexUnit added.
2Buffer removed.

Change 3520 on 2001/06/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Other defaut buffer color,

Change 3508 on 2001/06/15 byjhoule@MAJHCULE
Initial check-in.
Nearestfilter works.

Can changefilter at will,
Still quite sore work to do.

Change 3500 on 2001/06/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added renderBuffer which updates Buffer as needed (removes need for reshape, and is
moreefficient).

Added special to activate/deactivate texturing, etc. under OpenGL

Uses ImageLoader instead of TexL oader (better name).
Change 3499 on 2001/06/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added teximageto call gl TexImage2D with correct parameters.

Change 3498 on 2001/06/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
wiFraneBuller is now mColorBulfer,

Default clearColor (biack) added.

Change 3497 on 2001/06/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Tuidal check-in.

Workspretty well for PPM (other not implemented yet).

Changc 3494 on 2061/06/14 by jhoule@MA JEIOULE

Removed unnecessary output.

Uses vertex arrays for rendering.
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uiFrameBulfer is now mColurBuller (dependencies were screwed) 

Change 3549 on 2001/06/19 by jhoule@MA_JHOLLE
Added refreshBufferG.

Interface can now changefiltering in R400 rasterization also.
More versatile scene creation.

Change 3547 on 2061/06/18 by jhoule@QMA EIOULE

Working bilinear with wrapping.

Change 3546 on 2001/06/18byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

New wrapping,all done in integer (stricthy positive).

Rilinearfilter roughly coded.

Change 3537 on 2001/06/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Removed unnecessary wrap.

Change 3536 on 2061/06/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added beginText/endText so that we can more easily distinguish OpenGL/R4 0c.
Changed the scene a bit.

Change 3535 on 2061/06/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Changed default color.
Change 3523 on 2061/06/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added LexLinit, and integrated filtering.

Copied texture params & such from other project.
Cool ascii texture (commented).

Change 3522 on 2001/06/15 by jhoule@MAJHOUCLE
Added wrap and clamp (needs cleaner intorf: 

Change 3521 on 2001/06/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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New scene

Added reshape (which otherwise screweddriver big time).
Partly integrated texture loading.

Change 3488 on 2001/06/14 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
changed color type from int to unsiened char

Change 3483 on 2001/06/14 byIseiler@aSEILER2

Added support for mad, lp, and floor/ceil/trunc/round(thelatter only for sottware mode
fixed point andrf, as yet)
Change 3481 cr 2001/06/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added makeScene, renderscene, renderSceneGL.

Can now compare between GL and R400Raster on screen (simple scheme, no arbitrary
camera yet}.

Change 3480 on 2001/06/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added widthO and heightO retrievers
Change 3476 on 2001/06/13 by smercin@smorein_1400

Texture pipe update

Change 3471 on 2001/06/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Removed 2Bulfer completely: now usex Buller fromframe and depth.

Outputof framebuffer in a GLUT window Qwaming: shrinking window screws display}

Change 3473 on 2601/06/13 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Finished clear ColurBuffer (with default alpha value)

Change 3458 on 2001/06/12 by jhoule@MAJHOLLE

Safcty check-in.

Change 3453 on 2001/06/12 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOULE

Added WITH_PARSER #define for looser coupling.
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Chunge 3452 on 2001/06/12 by jluoulk@MA_JHCULE
Precision turned back to 8 bits instead of the full 23

Change 3451 on 2001/06/12 by liefebvr@Ulefebvre_laptop_r400
changed the delta precision of the interpolators to 8

Change 3450 on 2001/06/12 byIseiler’@SHILER?

Added left and night shift. climinated gnu floating point comparison crrors duc to
compiler bugs

Change 3434 on 2061/06/12 by Iseiler@SEILER?

Numeric library: Quick fix for Laurent
Chuuge 3428 on 2001/06/11 by snorein@ismorcin_r40o

Adding a bunch of files

Change 3414 on 2001/06/11 by Iseiler@SEILER2
Numeric Library with shift instructions and OFFSET macro

Change 3402 on 2001/06/11 by lseilere@SEILER2
Numeric Library: Changed operator return values from scaled to const sealcd &, for

example, to convert copy constructorto a const reference. Gau compiler was somehow
producing an invalid address in the copy constructor

Change 3395 on 2001/06/11 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Samsung sim results.

Change 3392. on 2001/06/11 byHefebw@iflefehvre_laptop_rano

newinterpolation scheme integrated with the parserfiles
Change 3371 on 2001/06/08 by liefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400

spec backup

Change 3370 on 2001/06/08 bypmitchel@pmitchel_r100_docs
added for Alex G.

Change 3360 on 2001/06/08 dyfseiler@ma_lseiler
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Change 3233 on 2001/06/04 byjhowle@MAJHOULE

Somefiles were included, but didn't cxist anymore.
Otherfiles were missing (showed up in dependencies).

Change 3232 on 2061/06/04 by jhoule@MA_JHCULE

Trying to solve an MSDEV-crashing issue Geems to werk}
Change 3225 on 2001/06/04 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

MouseHvent now has correct default initializer
Added displayTexture
printMipmapInfosutility function + min/max LODs limiting
renderExtendedTri now GL_LINEand offset (for neighboring faces}
Removed flipping of TexY (since we use GENERATE_MIPMAPSGIS}
Cleaned some places (removed dead cade and sach).

 
 
 

Change 3222 on: 2001/06/04 by jhoule@MA_JHCULE
Not using PBuffer as texture anvmore (removed the ATIX call}

Change 3193 on 2001/05/36 byIseiler@ima_Iseiler

Numeric package: fixed numerous gnu wamings and errors, added MIN and MAX
parameters to the internal classes as an optimization

Change 3141 on 2001/05/29 by smorein@smerein_r400

added memory hub spec. I am not happywith it, and this block winsihe prize for most
likely to be conpleatly redesigned.
Change 3138 on 2061/05/29 by askende@andi_decs

more updates to the spec

Change 3137 on 2001/05/29 byIseiler@ma_lseiler
 Numeric Library: new teruplate parameter definitions

Change 3105 on 2001/05/25 by Lefebvr@ilefebvre_lapiop_r400

backup sequencer

Change 3104 on 2001/05/25 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400

new spin on RE, SC, Bary
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Numeric Library: Supports big fined poiut numbers

Change 3330 on 2001/06/07 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r40d
 ‘ety backup

Change 3313 on 2061/06/Cé by Iseiler@rna_lseiler

Superceded by R400_MemCtL.vsd

Change 3311 on 2061/06/66 byIsciler@ma Iseilor

MemoryController: version 0.4, added internal interfaces and improved the Ordering
Engine

Change 3285 on 2601/06/65 by jhoule@MAJHOULE

 "Sulved" mipmap generation (come weird bugs, I tll yal).
Retter take a look with the GT. airy... (wher | know who did if)

Change 3271 on 2001/06/65 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler
Numeric Library:  inorfix te aveid gnu problem

Change 3259 on 2001/06/65 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
Nameric Library: This version eliminatesfloat

gli canthandlc them. Asa result, fixed point OFF
eliminates a variety of gnu false warning messages.

  @ point template parameters, since gnu's
T is specified diffcrontly. This version also 

Change 3250 on 2061/06/64 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Pinout and schedule update.
Change 3244 on 2061/06/64 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added Utils (iedug.h, Globals.h, SUL Tricks.)

Change 3242 on 2061/06/04 by jhouleQMA ZLIOULE

Cleauer interface for faster rendering.

Added prevDT and changed default order.
Change 3234 on 2001/06/64 by jhoule@MA ZLOULE

Somehow, previous modifications didn't see the light.
New files are added, and old ones were removed. 
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Change 3101 on2001/05/25 byIseiler@ma_iseiler

Tiling: latest version checks for emptyprimitives
Change 3098 on 2001/05/24 by jhoule@iMA_JHOULE

 Major reorganisation of functions.

Quite a bit a cleanup also.
Still got some problems with edges (sometimes), and automipmap doesn't seemtoallocate all the levels

Change 3091 on 2001/05/24 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler

Updated RB and MC block diagrams

Change 3088 on 2001/65/24 byIseiler@ima_Iseiler

Numeric Library
Change 3075 on 2001/03/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added set(GL function to set Hight parameters

Change 3073 on 2001/05/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

 Amore recent version ofthe file (contains CL_SGIS_generate.

Change 3071 on 2001/05/23 by smorein@smorein_r400

added base and improved area estimate
Change 3066 cn 2061/03/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

TexCoord4d instead of TexCoord2d (this class isn't used anymore)

Change 3065 on 2001/05/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
TexCoord4d instead of 2d (ig need for 3d in this app)

Change 3055 on 2001/05/23 by jhoule@MAJHOLLE

Quad | tri on top | quad on top

Change 3050 on 2001/05/22 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Lightmap issues
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Change 3033 on 2001/05/22 by lseiler@mra_lseiler

Nemeric Library: fixed default constructor problem

Change 3032 on 2001/05/22 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Revision from Samsung

Change 3031 on 2001/05/22 byjhoule@MAJHOULE

Working shadow buffer (with artefacts).

Some functions don't have a prototype yet (need to refactor)

Change 3026 on 2001/05/22 byjnoule@MA_JHOULE
 PBuffer, TexCoord, ATI's gi headers and LMTri added

Change 3625 on 2001/05/22 byjhonle@Ma_IAGULE

Added a great many things, notably a split interface, a PBuffer, bounding box mesh
rendering, and such
Change 3024 on 2001/05/22 by jhowle@MA_JHOULE

Working texture binding (but corrupticns when windowis minimized)
Change 3026 on 2001/05/21 byask nde@andi docs

ancther revision of the shader spec

Change 3011 on 2001/05/21 by Iseiler@dma_Iseiler

Number Libre ajor revision with software mode work!
Newclass names, lots of operations defined, test routine coded.

  

Change 3008 on 2001/05/21 by smorein@smorein_r400

partial update to texture spce

Chuuge 3007 on 2001/05/21 by juoule@Ma_JHOULE

Added width/heightin ctor
Change 3006 on 2001/05/11 byjhoulbe@MA MICULL

Reverted to binding the texture.

Change 3002 on 2001/05/18 by Hetebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400
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Datacol is now float

Change 2971 on 2001/05/18 by jhoulo@MA WICULE

New parser integration Gio skip ApplyTrausform, luads textures, outputs every frame)

Change 2961 on 2001/05/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Parser modifications.
Since a new parser keegsall the attributes, you are nowadvised to usethis one...
Qwill be checked-in soon)

Change 2960 on 2001/05/18 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Update for 5/22/01 call.

Change 2959 on 2001/05/18 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE

Modifications activated (newparser has arrived, so forget these}
Change 2950 on 2001/05/17 by smorein@smorein_r400

updated spec, finally checkedin

Change 2934 on 2001/05/17 by lefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400
HZ. new simulations data

Change 2930 on 2001/05/17by Iseiler@ma_fseiler

NumberLibrary: includes sized base types (int8, uint8) etc.
Chungs 2929 on 2001/05/17 by juowle@MA_JHOULE

Defauti alpha is 1

Change 2914 on 2001/05/16 by beiwang@MA_BEIWANG
 L2P (Level 2 Performance evaluation wol frumToronto, Danicl Wong)

Change 2913 on 2001/05/16 by Lefebvr@llefebvre_lapiopr4v0
there was an crrorin the simulation thesest

accurate data soon.
 verong. They will be replaced by

 Change 2917 on 2001/05/16 by beiwang@MAREIWANG

Cabo Sequencer detailed diagrams. Contains breakdown of R6 sequencerin first chapter.
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stats on vertex grouping Clenght of vectors benween stare changes}

Change 3003 cn 2001/05/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Initial CI

Change 2998 on 2061/05/18 by jhouleQMA_JHOULE

Initial Cl (takenfrom other project)
Gives access to ATI -specific OGL functions/variables/defines.

Change 2994 on 2061/05/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Use TorontoParser for new on... (gow keeps attributes)
Chmge 2991 cu 2001/03/18 by putiichel@FL_ALEXG

added for Alex G.

Change 2990 cn 2001/05/18 by bbloemer@ma-~jasonh
Info from Samsung on DDR H working documents.

Change 2987 on 2001/05/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Newparser.
Keeps(and ¢
Working textures

aitributes, 

Change 2986 on 2001/05/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Cleanslate

Change 2985 on 2061/05/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
These weren't in,it seems.

Change 2934 on 2001/05/18 by jhoule@MAJHOULE

Deleting cld parser (to be replaced by new)

Change 2973 on 2001/05/18 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Integrated recent changes from Laurent(int turned to float, Interpolate, etc.)
texLoad works (but leaks the texture)

 

Change 2972 on 2001/05/18 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Change 2911 on 2001/05/16 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

MC waveformsfrom initial chaplin debug, by Dac Iivun Jun

Change 2901 on 2061/05/15 by IseilerGrua_lseiler

Mameric Package: fixed a compilation bug for Laurent
Change 2900 on 2061/05/15 by bblocmer@ma-jasonh

Tafineon presentation

Change 2898 on 2001/05/15 by jhoule@MAJHOULE

Added printing functions.

Change 2897 on 2061/05/15 by jhouwle@MA_JHOULE
Added Imfaces

Change 2873 on 2061/05/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Initial check-in

Change 2872 cn 2001/05/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Initial check-in

Change 2869 on 2001/05/15 by Iseiler@rna_lseiler

R400 numeric library: class names changed and now supports floor() etc. for fixed point
to floating point

Change 2867 on 2061/03/15 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE

Added IdxTri to project.
Change 2865 on 2061/03/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Changed number ofprobes from 2 1a 4.

Change 2861 on 2001/05/15 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOULE
Integrated IdxTri in the stracture.
Namespace issues solved more clegartiy.

Change 2863 on 2061/05/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Titegration changes.
Defantt constrictor added (for no parameter}
Changed 3 params ctor to accouni for newAdded toGL method.

Change 2857 on 2061/05/15 by efebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400

coarse coverage mask dumps added

Change 2856 on 2001/05/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Old typo

Change 2851 on 2001/05/14 by smorein@smerein_r400

added initial texture decompression spec
Chunge 2830 un 2001/05/14 by juoule@MA_JHOULE

Ready to renderLightMap correctly.

Change 2829 on 2001/05/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added setFrontAndBack.

Added render with skipping offace.
Changs 2828 on 2001/05/14 by jhoule@MA MICULE

Solved gShowWire {F[f}rame discrepency.
Added setFrontAndBack.

Added render with skipping of face.
 Change 2825 on 2661/08/14 by lefebvr@illefebvre_lapiop_r400

backup of RE spec (not Finished yet}
Change 2823 on 2001/05/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added computeRoundingRox

Change 2822 on 2001/05/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added computeBoundingBox.
Removedtraces
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Latest. Samsung roadmap:

Change 2784 on 2001/05/11 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added projectOn

Change 2781 on 2061/05/11 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Solved namespaceissues.
Added ostreamto print as argument

Change 2780 on 2001/05/11 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Solved namespace issues.

 Changed print inethod to enable ustreain: specilication.

Change 2779 on 2001/05/11 by jhoule@MAJHOULE

Solved namezpace issues

Chungs 2778 oz 2001/08/11 by juoulk@MA_JHOULE

Solved namespace issues
Change 2777 on 2001/08/11 by jhoule@MA MICULL

Solved namespace issues

Change 2776 on 2001/05/11 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Solved namespace issues

Change 2775 on 2061/05/11 byjhoule@Ma_SHOULE

Solved namespace issues
Change 2774 on 2001/05/11 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Solved narnespace issnex

Change 2773 on 2001/05/11 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Not using namespace Ad anymore (moved in instead}

Change 2772 on 2001/05/16 by smorein@smorein_r406
added file
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Change 2819 on 2061/05/14 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Solved namespace issues.

Change 2818 on 2001/05/14 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Changed format for GLformat.

Added some specializations.

Change 2817 on 2001/05/14 by jhoule@MA ZIOULE
Alte cleaner GLformatinstread of format.

Nowhas accessor for data (called mData).

Change 2816 on 2001/05/14 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Solved namespacei S

Change 2815 cn 2001/05/14 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Solved namespace issues.

Change 2814 on 2061/03/14 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added bounding box management in sBB (getFrontAndBack — setCamera — loadModel).
Modif derLightMap.

Change 2813 on 2061/03/14 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Solved namespaceissues.
Added bounding box management (getFrontAndBack + setCamera).

Added renderLightMap.

Change 2812 on 2001/05/14 by jhoule@MA TLOULE

 Added BoundingBox to

Change 2796 on 2001/03/11 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
Elpida low cost memory specs and Boris’ message on needed ROX MC changes to

support.

Change 2790 on 2001/05/11 by boloemer@ma-jasonh
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Change 2761 on 2001/05/16 by jhoule@IMAJHOLLE

Added DirLight and GLMap

Change 2760 cn 2001/03/16 by jhoule@QMA_JHOULE
Added NewCam and Ref

Change 2759 on 2001/05/16 by jhoule@MA ZIOULE
Aesthetic

Change 2738 on 2001/05/16 by jhoule@MAJHOULE

Namespace issucz

Change 2757 on 2001/05/16 byjhonle@MA_JHOULE

Namespace issues
Change 2756 on 2001/05/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added a few things (ike drawFrustum)

Towards a working shadowmap.
Change 2755 on 2001/05/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Initial CI

Change 2735 on 2001/05/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
New carmera using Ref and Quat.
Untinished.

Change 2731 on 2001/05/10 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Added luckAt

 Change 2730 on 2001/05/10 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Working lookAt (quite robust, actually}.

W2R. and R2W were a little screwed up.

Change 2729 on 2061/05/16 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
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Some cleaup. Qual(Vec, Veco, Veo} should be removed.

Change 2728 on 2001/05/10 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Some cleanup. Quat(Vec, Vec, Vec) should be removed.
Change 2726 on 2001/05/16 byIseiler@ma_lseiler

R4AUO Numeric Library, initial version
This code compiles, but doesn't yet do anything very useful

Change 2725 on 2001/05/16 by Iseiler@ima_lseiler

R4G0 Nemeric Library,initial version
This code compiles, but doesn't yet do anything very useful

Change 2724 on 2001/05/16 by Iseiler@ma_lseiler

Deleted memorycontrotler files have heen movedta docigfx‘me

Change 2723 on 1001/05/10 bylseiler@ma_lseiler
Deleted memory controller files have been moved to doc/gfx/me

Change 2720 on 2001/05/16 byIseiler@ma_tseiler

Memory Controller rev 0.3: lots more details, including the external interface
Change 2713 on 2061/05/09 by askende@andi_decs

more updates

Change 2712 on 2001/05/09 by askende@andi_decs
more updates

Change 2711 on 2001/05/09 by asicende@andi_docs
modifications to instruction Format for the shaders

Change 2700 on 2061/05/09 by askende@andi_docs

Shader specitications
Change 2697 on 2001/05/09 by jhosle@MA MICULL

Changed oper"( Vec } comparison for > le-5

(notsure if i's valid, though)
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New version ofthe scan corrverter, ready for review:

Change 2637 on 2001/05/07 by markfi@ir100_markf
Initial Revision

Change 2636 on 2001/05/07 by markfi@r400_mark?
file creation

Change 2635 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@Ma_JHOULE

Somewhat working dirLights

Change 2633 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Directivual light class (child of Camera from AdLib)

Change 2632 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Small quad over a larger one

Chungs 2631 ox 2001/05/07 by juoulk@MA_JHOULE

Partially working dirLight tancs
Change 2630 on 2061/05/07 by jhoule@MA JEOULE

Partially working dirLight functionality

Change 2629 on 2001/05/07 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Const-correctitess of retrival methods

Change 2628 on 2001/03/07 byjhoule@MA_IHOULE
Const-correctness ofretrival methods

Change 2626 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added Dirt ight (partially)

Added various draw methods (for Ref/Vec'etc)}

Change 2625 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added DirL ight (partially}
Added various draw methods (for Ref/Vec'etc}
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Change 2695 on 2061/05/09 by jhowle@MA_JHOULE

 Quat->Mat{34}d had wrong signs in manyplaces.
Solved using RTRendering

Change 2676 on 2661/03/69 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Working orbit.
Change 2667 on 2061/03/68 by jhoule@IMA_JHOULE

Added orbit

Now a child of Ref.

Change 2666 on 2061/05/68 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Added orbit

Change 2663 on 2601/05/08 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Initial Cl.
Rotate shouldn't be used,

Otherwise,it seoms rather robust.

Change 2662 on 2061/05/08 by jhoule@JMA_JHOULE

Added constuctor for quat between two vectors (both Vec3d and Vec4d)}.

Weird >= instead of < gave a few warnings.

Change 2661 on 2001/05/08 by jhowle@jMA_JHOULE

Added constructor for quat between two vectors (both Vec3d and Veeid).
Change 2660 on 2001/05/68 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

cross( Vec4d, Vec4d } wasn't in Ad namespace.

Change 2658 on 2001/05/68 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Quaternion transform(i.c. eper*{Quat}) added.

Change 2649 on 2001/05/08 by Hefebw@iilefebwre_laptopr400
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Change 2622 on 2001/05/07 by jhoule@MA_JHOLLE

Added const& for structs (Vce3d and Ft3d)

Removed load protulype

Change 2621 on 2001/03/67 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Added const& for the structs (Vec3d and Pt3d)

Removed load prototype.

Change 2619 on 2001/05/07byjhowle@MA_JHOULE
*ToGL now const

Change 2518 on 2061/05/67 byjhonle@MA_JHOULE
*ToGL now const

Change 2617 on 2061/03/67 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added const toGL member functions

Change 2616 on2601/05/07 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added renderSceneQ)

Change 2615 on 2061/03/67 by jhoule@QMA_JHOULE
Added renderSceneQ

Change 2614 cr 2001/05/07 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Cleaning

Change 2613 on 2001/05/C7 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Cleaning

Change 2612 on 2001/05/07 by jhoule@MAJHOLLE

Source files moved to Source directory.
Added the Scene.m file also.

Change 2611 on 2061/05/67 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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 Removed cld variables (changes show lik

Change 2610 on: 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Better output in case of error (LoadModel}
Change 2609 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Cleaned up LoadiModel function.

Changs 2608 on 2001/05/07 by jhoule@MA MICULE

Removed old objects (from previous project}

Change 2607 on 2001/05/07 by jhoule@MA_SHOULE

Removed old cbjects (from previous project}

Change 2606 on 2061/05/07 by jhowle@VMA_JHCULE

Quad on XZ plane, face +Y
Change 2605 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

A HW-assistedimplementation of shadow buffers using depth maps.

Change 2604 on 2001/05/07 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Ay (dated) numericallibrary, with more evolved stuff that grew in.

Change 2597 on 2001/03/67 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
JEDECdocument

Change 2587 on 2001/05/04 by smorein@ismerein_r400

very minor update

Changs 2571 on 2001/05/04 bylicfcbvr@llefcbvre laptop r400
slats on 4x4 tiles HZ.

Change 2570 on 2001/05/04 by Lefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400
Spin on some specs, not all corplctc be checked in for safety

Change 2569 on 2061/05/04 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400
new spin on setup
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Change 2353 on 2001/04/26 byjhonle@MA_JACULE

Asmall example use of the TorontoParser.
Change 7352 on 2001/04/26 byjhosle@MA_JHOULE

Initial check-in.
It is a crude R400rasterizer.
(only putit up in a library... Laurent didal! the actual coding}

Change 2347 on 2001/04/25 byIseiler@ma_tseiler

Added text about the RB and MC plus descriptions of some KB features

Change 2346 on 2001/04/25 by beiwang@MA_BEIWANG
DDRI Spec from: JEDEC

Change 2325 on 2001/04/24 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added attributes conservation when no clipping occurs.

Chunge 2324 on 2061/04/24 by juowle@Ma_JHOULE

Added CopySelectAttributes() inline method to VERTEX structure (used in
Transform: Apply}

 

 Change 2314 on 2001/04/23 by smorein@smercin_c400

Updated area to new area estimate, post texture path changes
checkedin top level spec for larry to add to it

Change 2307 on 2001/04/23 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Added R200 1/G impedance control documents

Change 2300 on 2001/04/23 by lefebvr@llefebvre_laptop1100
New version of the rasterizer. Fixed a bug where the parameters where interpolated from

the wrong vertices,
 Change 2246 on 2001/04/18 by Lefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r4v0

 extures and sampic point movemcnt. The
movement takes c in or anyotherpoint inside the triangle. Works well for colors but not
for textures. Will experiment now with the real centroid instead.

 

Change 2241 on 2001/04/17 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
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Change 2544 on 2601/08/64 by smorein@smorein_r406

Updated RBBMspec, needs more detail to be final
Added CPneeds to driver CF spec completion

 

Change 2524 on 2061/05/C3 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
‘Iraces: readme file for the standard set of traces and the subset of frames used within

each

Change 2508 on 2061/03/62 by Hefebw@illefebvre_laptop_c400

about to change the walking algorithrn and want to keep the old one.

Change 2482 on 2001/05/61 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
200 MHz. spec

Change 2464 on 2001/05/61 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Samsung's 4/26/01 presentation materials
Change 2364 on 2061/04/26 by jhoule@QMA_JHOULE

Removed unnecessarytraces.
Changed Parscritagc128::TriangleData type to the correct

Parser:idePixelGen3 dPalygons.
 

Change 2359 on 2001/04/26 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400

updated top level spec to match RF and SC specs

Change 1358 on 2001/04/26 byIseiler@ma_iseiler
Render Backend first spec version

Change 2357 on 2601/04/26 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Changed super-sampling to multi-sampling.
Change 2356 on 2001/04/26 by jhouleG@iMA_JHOULE

Asimpte ReadMefile to give some infos about howto use the library.
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Roris updated tQSS to match JEDEC definition

Change 2240 on 2001/04/17 byIseiler@rma_iseiler
Memorycontroller architectural specs and related documents

Change 2238 on 2661/04/17 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added a zeroing constructor (solves clipping bug}
Change 2237 on 2061/04/17 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Lees not skip Applytransform (Ok. except for Quake)

Change 2236 on 1601/04/17 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Solved issues with non-syuare mipniaps.

Some debugging cade added (someasserts, as well as a getchar(} in DEBUG when
fileNotFound)

Change 2228 on 2001/04/17 byIseiler@ma_lseiler
version 0.2

Change 2179 on 2001/04/12 by beiwang@MA_BEIWANG
MC programming guide and interface documents from Boris

Change 2153 on 2001/04/11 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_r4aa

fixed a bug in the z interpolation — new stats on R400 vs R300
Change 2137 cn 2061/04/11 by bbloenmer@ine-jasoule

Some infe on 508 MHz. DRAM

Change 2132 on 2001/04/16 byIlefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400
clean R400 rasterizer

Change 2113 on 2001/04/09 by jhowle@MA_JHOULE

Solved a few files misnamings.

Seems to be some legacy dependencyleit (rodneyparser}

Change 2112 on 2061/04/69 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Added a few Miles...
Usesthe new TorontoFarser

Change 2111 on 2001/04/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added sizeQ for output

Change 2110 on 2001/04/09 byjhoule@MAJHOULE

L2Probe hack integration (with XYAddr class)

Change 2109 on 2061/04/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added L2Probe hack with correct thishing.

Change 2108 on 2001/04/09 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Moved output of gQuadPixelF hush! imit

‘Newparser integration Polygon vs. Triangle)
Ainor memory leaks solved.

No mipmapping when specified @ = 0)

Rectangular texture w/h computation solved.
Change 2107 on 2061/04/09 by Hefebvr@llefebw_r400

revised specs and walker

Change 2097 on 2001/04/06 bybbloemer@ma-jascnh
Added April memory matrix.

Change 2082 on 2001/04/05 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Toronto Parser, task #6452, 2001 -04-04 (retricved by Rodney Andre and copied here on
the 2001-04-05)

Change 2058 on 2061/04/04 byjhowle@MAJHCULE

Values weren't initialized (gave wrons clipping for notcl dumps)
Change 2057 on 2001/04/04 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Non-activated modifs (currently testing wrong clipping)
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Added Micron directory and presentation.

Change 1823 on 2001/03/21 by jhoule@MA WICULL

MultiLevelCuche added (bul probuby won't be used)

Unlimit mipmap reactivated
Change 1822 on 2001/03/21 by jhoulo@MA MICULE

Removed duplicate ontput.

Change 1821 on 2001/03/21 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Moved some printing stuff.

Removed the Multit.evelCache, and hard-coded direclry(this why T changed the print.
from b ACacheto reflect LI/L2 difference)

Change 1820 on 2001/03/21 by jhoule@MA JHCULE

Removed flushing for L2 caches (whenthere is au mParentCache}

Change 1818 on 2001/03/21 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Initial check in

Change 1817 on 2061/03/21 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Added "fai"before "fa" Wor parsing reasons)

Change 1815 on 2001/03/20 byjhosle@MA_JHCULE

Added setParent so that we can send pointers, and change specify the parent later.

Change 1802 on 2001/03/20 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Removed "tex" to insist it is a generic memory model.

Added parent cache (pCache) in constructor (defantt is NUTT)

Change 1801 on 2001/03/20 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Better comments.

Removed every "tex" I found (generic memory model, not just texture).

Added parentCache in constructor.
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Change 195) on 2001/03/36 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added L1L?LNIERACTICNdefinition for flashing issues (see flush(}}

Change 1959 on 2601/03/36 by jhoule@MAJHOUCLE
Added L1_L2_UINTERACTIONpreprocessordefinition for flushing issues.

Changed ULNEMAX to t -HBBEBE bE for flashed tag (out shouldn't matter atter all)
 

Change 1948 on 2061/03/36 by jhoule@MA TIOCLE

Added new mipmap LOD calculation (which comectly changes W and H of level.

test_raster code is more versatile because ofdefault texSize in global pararneters

Change 1919 on 2001/03/25 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added things to solve wrong w/h in mipiD != 6

Change 1882 on 2001/03/27 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Sanity testing code in test_rasterQ)

 Change 1877 on 2061/03/26 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

DDR. 2 Specification
Change 1836 on 2001/03/22 by bbloemer@ma-jas 

Moved files to under me.

 Change 1835 on2001/03/22 bybbloemer@me-j h

Moved Samsung directory from unde R200 Memory to under me.

Change 1834 on 2001/03/21 by bbloemer@jma-jasonh

Hyundai 3/20 road map presentation.

Change 1826 on 2061/03/21 by jhoule@QMA_JHOULE

Gne too marry endl
Change 1825 on 2001/03/21 by jhoule@MA ZIOULE

Was a wrong FACache for LI

Change 1824 on 2001/03/21 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
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Change 1 $00 cn 2001/03/20 by jhoule@MAJIHOLLE
Removed trace

Note: cor << "BY" << flustr;is uctually cen << "BY << AbdCache:flusl: Hence, it printsBl instead of B

Change 1799 on2001/03/20 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
readParent added

Change 1797 on 2001/03/26 by jhoule@/MA_JHOLLE

Added parentCache support (with readParent, which doesn't need to be virtual)
Change 1796 cr 2001/03/26 by jhuule@MA_JHOULE

Aesthetic

Change 1779 on 2061/03/19 by jhoule@MA JHOULE

Arguient faking added.
Differencesin test cade.

Change 1757 on 2061/03/16 by bblocmer@ma-jasonh

Moved to Infineon directory.

Change 1756 on 2001/03/16 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh

Created Infineon directory, moved 128Mspec to it. Added 2 schedules.

Change 1755 on 2001/03/16 byjhonle@MA_JHOULE
Uses an if instead of a modulo...

Will have to test with an unloaded system

Change 1752 on 2001/03/15 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE

Semicolon missing
Change 1751 on 2001/03/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Performance tweaking... (unsuccessful)
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The trodulu sevums dreadfully slow... Is it he P4? Or sinuply too many culls?

‘Tried various inline/int32/.size( keeping to no avail...

Change 1750 on 2001/03/15 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
popNpush doesn't return a value(initial thought was performance, but I'm wrong}

Change 1749 on 2001/03/15 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Integrated CircularPIFO

Change 1748 on 2061/03/15 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Integrated CircularFIFO.

Change 1742 on 2001/03/14 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Added DEFINEsso that we could easily removestatistics computation (but not output,
yet}

 After verification, it accounts for less than 5%.

Change 1741 on 2001/03/15 by smorein@smerein_r400

adding first real version oftop level spec.
Changs 1739 on 2001/03/15 by jhoule@MA TICULE

Removed unnecessaryfunction template

Change 1738 on 2001/03/15 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Fully-associative cache
Add: ingle argument (depth), which will yield direct-mapped caches when at 1

Change 1737 on 2001/03/15 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Solves const-correctness

Change 1736 on 2661/03/15 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Solves const-correctness

Changs 1735 on 2001/03/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Majorcleanup in initCache.
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Removed mipmap conflict workaround (changes less than .5¢6!!! 

Could be tumed back on siraply..

Chunge 1696 ox 2901/03/12 by beiwang@MA_BEIWANG

Aicron Designline: DDR SDRAMFunctionality and Controller Read Data Capture
Change 1694 on 2001/03/12 by beiwang@MA BIIWANG

Winbond info

Change 1690 on 2001/03/12 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Main loop reactivated (was testing caches}

Change 1689 or 2061/03/12 byjhoule@MA_IHOULE

Flushes alter n quads reactivated
Change 1688 on 2001/03/12 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added Mag/Min count

Change 1687 on 2001/03/12 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added findlndex with baseTexAddr

Change 1686 on 2061/03/12 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added findindex with baseTexAddr as paramter choice
Change 1680 on 2001. 13/09 by liefebvr@llelebw_1400

HZprecision simulations

Change 1663 on 2001/03/08 bybeiwang@MA_BEIWANG
Information related te memory controller, memory chips, roadmaps, past generation 1c

specs, etc

Change 1658 on 2001/03/08 byIseiler@ma_lseiler
Wordfiles and pdf files describing the memory controller and the frame buffer formats.

Change 1657 on 2001/03/08 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
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Added readCacheCoufigFile functionto lighten the code.

Change 1734 on 2061/03/15 by jhowle@MAJHOLLE

Added readCacheConfigFile (solves partlythe const correctness, still some work to do)
Inciudes FACache

Change 1733 on 2001/03/15 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Cleaned things up.

Constructor takes no parameter (must call setTag)

Destructor wasn't necessary (uses the compiler's)

match uses getTag (inline = incurs no cost penalty)
Addedclimits header

Change 1732 on 2601/03/15 by bbloemer@ma-jasonh
2M x 16b Hyundai data sheet. Couldn't find a x 32b.

Change 1727 on 2661/03/15 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOULE

Asimple CacheLine cache that simply contains the tag (for now)
Simplifies reading and construction of other constructs.

Change 1726 on 2001/03/15 by jhoule@My JHOULE

Explicit virtual constructor
Change L716 on 2061/03/14 by Hefebwr@llefebwr_1400

specs for Raster block, SC, SL, H¥ + stats for HZ precision

Change 1700 on 2001/03/13 by jhoule@MA ZLOULE

Added UNLIMIT_MIPMAP Hifendif

Change 1699 on 2001/03/13 by jhoule@MAJHOUCLE
Cleaner reading for default valucs of cachetag bits.

Reactivated the UNLIMITthingy

Change 1698 on 2001/03/13 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Viso files with figures for ray R400 documents. These files are divided np by the type of
figure, rather than by the documentthat uses them. ‘he Word documents contain links to thesefiles.

Change 1656 on 2001/03/08 byIseiler@ima_Iseiler
 Updatedtiling test that checks for a wide range of cache sizes, swizzling the cache blocks

to improve the efficiency for a 2-block cache.
Change 1655 on 2001/03/68 by jhoule@MA ZIOCLE

Added another scheme (also does vertical quad spitting)

 Change 1653 on 2001/03/67 by jhouleg@MAJHOCLE

Came back with old output scheme

Change 1552 on 2061/03/67 by jhoule: (OMA_JHOULE

Added a new output scheme (untested, but straitforward)
Change 1651 on 2061/03/67 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Use -fq instead of -fp
Removes Steve's NO-MAG hack

Change 164on 2061/03/07 by pmitchel@pmitchel_400_decs
test

Change 1640 on 2001/03/67 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_dees
test

Change 1639 on 2001/03/67 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_docs

Change 1618 on 2001/03/65 by putitchel@ancs9
submit for Steve M.

Change 1605 on 2061/03/62 by jhoule@QMA ZLIOULE

UINT_MAXused for default flushing limit.

Wrongfully used / instead or\ for specials C characters
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Chunge 1604 on 2001/03/02 by juowle@MA_JHCULE

initCachehas the char* unconst (because of exception ErrFileNotFound)

Change 1603 on 2001/03/02 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
CacheConfig integrated.

Solved a bug that never happened: use multiCache to gCacheStat->add and NOT gCache
(method is overicaded}

Change 1594 on 2001/03/01 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added initCached

Change 1593 on 2001/03/01 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added initCacheQ.
Corrected a few hard-coded caches.

Change 1590 on 2001/03/01 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Output of flush limit (if there is one)

Change 1588 on 2001/03/01 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Correction caches (use a temporary multiCache? to be removed)

Change 1585 on 2001/03/61 by jhoule@/MaA_IAOULE
Inverted two caches (4x4 2x4 and 4x4 4x2)

Change 1584 on 2001/03/01 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_1460

revised the end araph of the spec because of an error

Change 1578 on 2001/02/28 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Alot of cache cleaning.

Added comments on bit settings.

Removed outputin initG.
Change 1577 on 2001/02/28 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Ouiput sent only i CACHEVERBOSE high enough
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Change 1540 on 2001/02/27 by pmitchel@pmitchel_r400_docs

test of cron job for syncing web site

Chung 1536 on 2061/02/27 by jluoulk@MA_JHOULE

Added getMipID
Change 1535 on 2061/02/27 by jhoule@MA JEOULE

Cache sizes selection with DEFINE

Indentation of comments.

Added 512 cachesizesto test.

Change 1534 on 2001/02/27 by jhonle@MA_IHOULE

Cache sizes DEFINEto simplify selection
Change 1533 on 2001/02/27 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE

Fewcorrections here and there (c: erning qpadBucket)

Flushing the cache after every newtexture
Change 1532 on 2001/02/27 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Cleaner output (otal cachesize is easier ta see)

Change 1525 on 2001/02/26 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Reads returms garbage (always ©).

Change 1524 on 2061/02/26 byjhoule@MA_JHGULE
Removed traces

quadpixel has (counuented out) code for skipping compulation
 Change 1. /26 byjhowle@MAJHOULE

Removed and replaced by CachcSim hb (somewhatat least)

Change 1521 on 2061/02/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added MultiCache {Stat} and QuadRearrang er
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Change 1576 on 2061/02/28 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Changed the cachesizes in define (removed 2048, addd back eventually’)

Change 1572 on 2001/02/28 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Added offset textureFeich calls.

integrated FLUSHAH IKKNQUADS scheme to arbitrarily flush the cache alter a
certain numberof pixels.

Better comments.

Added getMipID based on Chaplin (outdated) docs.

Calls getchar() automatically at end of program.
The stncrmp calls now include the \Gut the end (dillerentiate -f -fp}

Change L571 on 2001/02/28 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Added offset parameter to textureFetch.

Added FLUSH_AFTER_N_GQUADSto support arbitrary quadcache flushing

Change 1568 on 2001/02/28 by smorein@smorein_r1400
new document, pre early draft

 Change 1554 on 2001/32/27 bypmitchel@pmi hel_r400_docs
cron test

Change 1553 on 2001/02/27 bypmitchel@pmitchel_r400_decs
cron test

Change 1551 on 2001/02/27 byHefcbwr@ilefcbvr 1400

SC and RS specs
 Change 1544 on 2001/02/27 by pmitchel@lpmitchel_r400_docs
 

last test of cron

Change 1543 on 2001/02/27 by pmitchel@p! itchel_r400_decs
crontest...
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Change 1520 on 2061/02/26 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE

static_casts
Commented unused arguments,

Better info on namespace explicit instantiation bug of VC++

Change 1519 on 2001/02/26 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Majorfunction reorganization.

Should help reading

Change 1518 on 2001/02/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Replaces the weird CacheSinSelup.h (soon Lo be removed?

 Change 1517 on 2001/02/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOLLE

Pragmmaput here (should solve many occurances}

Change 1513 on 2061/02/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Integrated QuadRearranger...
A biggertriangle in test raster

Change 1512 on 2061/02/26 by jhouleQ@MA_JHOULE

Condition in Hushing method (wasn't checking ifthe quad wasvalid).
Some output traces.

Upper-ieft. comer is now updated correctly (regardless of delta size}

Change L511 on2001/02/26 by jhoule@MAJHOULE
Added iostreant

Change 1509 on 2661/02/26 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE
Initial Cl

Change 1499 on 2061/02/23 by Hefeb” 
deletion of obsolete stats

Change 1489 on 2061/02/23 by llefebvr@llefebvr_1400
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specs for the raster engine and scan converter

Change 1488 on 2001/02/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
New,better, fastertests!

Change 1484 on 2661/02/23 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Removed fetch distribution for now

Change 1483 on 2001/02/23 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Different test, no getchar( at end

Change 1482 on 2801/02/23 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
Size of cactic in bits

Change 1476 on 2001/02/23 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
MultiCache {Stats} used.

Added gFramesDone (useful whenskipping)

Cleaner printing scheme.
Chanec 1475 on 2001/02/23 by jhoule@MA JEIOULE

Tnitial CT

Change 1474 on 2001/02/23 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
MultiCacheStat is friend (can now read mCaches}

Change 1473 on 2001/62/23 by jhonle@MA_JHOULE

Added a few headerfiles (and the pragme for Windows damn message!)
Print now also prints the cache info.

Removed legacy code Gvas commented)

Change 1468 on 2001/02/23 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
First insertion...

‘Tested moderately
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Change 1436 on 2001/02/21 byjhoule@MAJHOULE

Commionted the last gctcharO (now that I have a decentshell to work on)

Chung 1431 ou 2001/02/21 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Cleanerinit/term placement.
Integrated now DMCache constructor with print member function.

Change 1430 on 2001/02/21 byjhoule@ Ma _THOULE

Added a print function.

Change 1429 on 2001/02/21 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added new constructor (with all the bits), a str2 TileDef (obsaleted by the constructor) as
well as a print function.

Change 1427 on 2001/02/21 by jhoule@MA JHCULE
Added sur2TileDef (which shouldu't be used)

Added also a new constructor (with all the bits set up).
Finally added a print function.

Change 1425 on 2001/02/21 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400

New stats on GUP efficiency

Change 1422 on 2001/02/21 by Iseiler@ma_lseiler

Supports specifying separate x andy tile sizes

Change 1421 on 2001/02/21 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
Usesleft-right and bottom-top for interpolation.
Comments were erronaus. Some added alsa

Change 1420 on 2001/02/21 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
x and yinitialisation moved after declarations

Change 1419 on 2661/02/21 byjhoule@MA_JHCULE
texXb and texYb weren'tinitialized
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Change 1466 cn 2061/02/23 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Added {unsigned} —inté4 => {U}inted

_WIN32 also used
Change 1455 on 2061/02/23 by jhouleQMA_JHOULE

baseAddr instead of texBaseAddr (could be anything,reaily}

Change 1464 on 1001/02/23 by jhoule@IMA ZILOULE

XY addressing size reduced to 12 bits (4098 max tex size}

Mow catches ErrFileNctF ound exception

Change 1463 on 2001/02, by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

TIO command-line support.

Change 1462 on 2601/02/22 by smorein@smorein_r400
Update area, release changes to raster engine

Change L461 on 2061/02/22 by Hefebw@illefebvr_1400

SC specs andstats for the raster efficiencies...
Change 1453 cn 2061/02/22 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Integrated -cl (cache line arrangerment) and -co (cache line organization}

Added bieckStr2bits function (used for both).
 NOTE:this supposes X&Yaddres ave 16 bits (65536 max tex size)

Change 1452 on 2001/02/22 by jhoule@MA_JHOLLE

Again, some overflow issues (because of the *100)

Change 1438 cr 2061/02/21 by Hefebwr@illefebwr_1400

working scan converter with quad based pipes, and R300 simulation
Change 1437 on 2061/02/21 by jhoule@MA ZLOULE

Solved UInt32 overflow by typecasting to double before multiplying by bandwidthd.

Should now be consistentlygiving the same as: avgPixelMiss"missBandwidth))
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Change 1397 on 2001/02/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOLLE

Bandwidth info corrected (full or ision | typo)

Change 1396 on 2061/02/26 by jhoulk@MA_JHOULE
Better comments.

Legacy code removed.
 Change 1391 on 2061/62/26 by jhouwle@MA_JHOULE

Added tota! bandwidth printing

Change 1399 on 2001/02/20 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

gFrameCourit wasn't incrernented in main loop.

Memorydeallocation of pkt wasn't done for frame pakets.
Changed output for last frame.

Change 1387 on 2061/02/26 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
RTTIin Release

Change 1386 on 2001/02/20 by jhoule@IMA_JHOULE
RITIin Release

Change 1385 on 2001/02/20 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
Aulu Precomp Headers in Release

Change 1381 on 2061/02/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Distributions passed through ostream instead ofprintf (uses temporary strings)
Change 1380 on 2061/02/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE

Skipping frames trace enabled

Change 1375 on 2061/02/16 by jhoule@MA ZLIOULE

Accompanying documentation for the Toronto Parser.

Change 1374 on 2061/02/16 by jhoule@MA_JHOULE
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Exatuples hat came with Ure continuum directory.
Movedhere for clarity.

Change 1373 on 2001/02/16 byjnoule@MA_JHCULE
Toronto Parser (Corrina Lee, Michael Liu et al.}
Code from Continuum (Feb. 2 2001)
Ruilds as a library (see ReadMe file}
Adds _ Texture in VER'LEX (but Apply'lransform scraps infos). 

Change 1372 on 2001/02/16 by jhoule@MA MICULE
 Mark Fowler's rasterizer with QuadData structure put in by Larry Seiler.

The project builds a library (see ReadMe ixtfile)

Change 1371 on 2001/02/16 byjhoule@MA_JHOULE
uidal check-in.
This does some texture cache modeling

Change 1335 on 2001/02/13 by lefebvr@illefebwr_r460
per pixel validity testing

Change 871 on 2001/02/62 by snorein@smorein_r400

Added a bunch of new documents, also updated area
Change $30 on 2001/01/31 bylefebvr@llefebwe_r466

 rasterizer with variable tile size and somepipe statistics gathering + stats on fifo deepness

Change 862 on 2001/01/36 byllefebvr@llefebwr_466
Spreadsheet and graphs on pipe efficiency

Change SQ) on 2001 /U1/30 by Hefebr@tlefebwr_r4cc

working rastcrizer. Not optimized only to be used to gathorstats...

Chunge 761 on 2001/01/26 by Hefebvr@llefebwr_1466

Working full precision block scan converter
Chanec 683 on 2001/01/23 by snorcin@smorcin r400

added new document

Change 655 on 2001/01/19 byHetebvr@lletebvr_r466
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Supports limits on cache size

Change 585 on 2000/12/19 by smorein@smorein_r100
new area estimate and intial re spec.

Change 575 on 2000/12/18 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

Uses class FragCacheto compute cache merging
Change 571 on 2006/12/15 byllefebvr@llefebwe_r4cc

added cachestatistics gathering class

Change 568 on 2000/12/15 by llefebvr@llefebvr_r46
render state cache statistics

Change 537 on 2000/12/13 by Hefebvr(@lefebwr_r4uc
 statistics on render states along with explanatoryreadmefile

Change 528 on 2000/12/12 by Hefebv@llefebwr_1466

 revised statistics on the numberofpixels drawn between state changes and 2x2 raster
stampefficiency. renderpixelsstats.dec is a document explaining how and what was gathered inthe cxcol spreadsheets.

Change 526 on 2006/12/12 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler

ReadMetiles for traces that are available cn \\ma_lseiler\pertorce

Change 506 on 2000/12/11 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler
 These files describe PIM4 traces and show where to find them in the sharable on my lacal

disk. They are not checked in te perforce since theyexist on the Toronto server and because they
are so large.
Change 501 on 2000/12/11 bylefebwr@llefebwe_r466

Useless and obsolete. Do not consider the stats in those files as they are wrang

Change 506 on 2000/12/11 byllefebvr@llefebvr_r40¢
Corrupted numbers do not use...

Change 496 on 2006/12/11 by smorein@smorein_r400

added block descriptions, addedtiling
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updated excel render state sheet. andstats

Change 654 on 2001/01/19 byHefebwr@llefebwr_r100
state changes presentation — crayola template

Change 631 on 2061 /0L'16 by Iseiler@ma_lseiler

Updated toflushed cacheentri 
support direct-mapped caching and to fix bugs in counting the numberof

Change 625 on 2001/OL/LS by Hefebwr@llefebvr_r400

stats on the number ofnewrender states per trame andtotal

Change 619 on 2001/01/12 by Hefebwr@illefebvr_1400

completed stats on efficiency, streaks, and caching. Added an excel sheet on caching in
doc/system.

Change 616 on 2061/01/11 by smorein@smorein_r400
Updates area to include some of the comments from andy gruberin his email ofjanuary2, 2061

Change 614 on 2061/01/16 by Hefebwr@illefebvr_1400

 d shader thelist of possible instructions for the ur

Change 610 on 2061/01/68 byHefebwr@illefebwr_1400

adding data for evolva and proCDRS.
Change 609 on 2001/01/68 byHefebvr@ilefebwr_1400

updating statistics and adding vertex vs pixel worlkload

Change 592 on 2000/12/22 byIscileri@ma lsciler

New files needed for the epdated PM4 parser

Change 391 on 2000/12/22 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler
Version used for data ai 12/22/2000 mecting;
uses new parser and works with quake & ProCDRS.

Change 387 on 20Q0/12/L9 by Iseilergima_Iseiler
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Change 493 on 2000/12/08 byHefebwr@llefebvr_r400

documents cxplaining the stats and new stats

Change 489 on 2606/12/68 by Isciler@uia_lyciler

Program to testtile sizes in RAGO
Change 480 on 2000/12/07 byHefebvr@ilefebvr 1400

new parser
 Change 476 on 2000/12/07 by Hetebwr@llefebvr_1400 

submit befor switch to newpai er

Change 468 on 2600/1 2/G6 byIseiler@ma_Iseiler

quadpixelQ) call now includes the Z slope as part of the prim parameter.
Change 465 on 2000/12/66 by Iseileri@ma_lseiler

rasterization block size is now settable by variables BlockWidth and RiockHeight,
defined in ew.cpp and declared extemal in raster.h. Formerly, the block size was fixed at 32x8.
Change 451 on 2000/12/64 by Hcfebvr@ilefebvr 1400

creating new shadow buifer project

Change 459 on 2000/12'61 by Iseiler@ma_Iseiler

quadpixel) nowtakes object parameters

Change 448 on 2000/11/40 by Hefebwr@ilefebvr_r400

cleanup
Change 447 on 2006/11/36 by Hefebwr@llefebwe_400

new projcet files for perfsim using shared directory

Change 446 on 2000/11/26 byHefebvr@illefebvr_r400
creation of a shared directory

Change 445 on 2000/11/36 by Hefebwr@llefebvr_r400

guard clipping added
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Change 444 on 2000/11/27 by lefebvr@llefebvr_r400

stats with new 2x2 rasterizer for pixel streaks

Change 443 on 2000/1 1/22 by Hefebvr@lleiebvr_r400

stats on quads efficiency for vecters of 48,1632

Change 442 on 2000/11/21 by Hefebve@llefebve_r400
new corrected data

Change 441 on 2000/11/21 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400
old files

Change 439 on 2000/11/21 by lofebvr@llefebvr_r400

added stats for quad efficiency and vectors of 4 quadsefficiency

Change 437 on 2000/11/26 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400
old rasteriser files

Change 436 on 2000/11/20 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400

changed the rastetizer io a 2x2 quad based rasterizer

Change 435 on 2000/11/17 by lefebvr@llefebvr_r400

added pixel_streaksstaty (pixels streaks betweenstate changes) andraw data plus
program tc generate those numbers

Change 431 on 2000/11/16 by Hefebvr@lletebvr_r400

Simulations of the performance of the rasterisers

Change 430 on 2000/11/15 by smozein@smorein_«400

Adding the initial versions of several specs.

Change 417 on 2000/11/09 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400
test

Change 416 on 2000/11/09 by pmitchcl@ma_shusaku.
test
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Change 415 on 2000/11/09 byHefebvr@llefebvr_r400

bit shifts optimisations for the precomputed tables

Change 414 on 2000/11/07 byllefebvr@llefebvr_1400

updated mg and completed documenting the whole thing

Change 413 on 2000/11/07 by Hefebve@llefebvz_r400

documentation about mipmaped noise (optimized version)

Change 412 on 2000/11/07 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400

6 different small gradient tables instead of one identival one

Change 411 on 2000/11/06 byHefebvr@llefebvr_2400

working mipraaping using precomputed tables

Change 410 on 2000/11/06 by pmitchel@ma_shusaku.

test of perforce word plugin

Change 408 on 2000/11/03 by Hefebvr@llefeovr_r400

nothing done

Change 407 on 2000/11/03 byHefebvr@llefebvr_1400

added VC++ project file and removeduseless files

Change 406 on 2000/11/03 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_r400

not needed anymore in this folder

Change 405 on 2000/11/03 by Hefebvr@llefebvr_1400

initial submission ofall the files of the noise project

Change 404 on 2000/11/03 by Hefebvi@llefebvr_1400

Modia files needed by the noise project

Change 400 on 2000/11/01 by pmitchel@_pmitchel

Initial creation cf 1406 area under //depot
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Change 238013 on 2005/10/06 by lyeiler@lseiler_win_|_1400

Delete most unused Crayolatiling formats, which required changing
addrRsxx ArrayToAddr to addrCoordToAddr ta distinguish z and s (abvays z in Xenos)

 
 

Change 210508 on 2005/02/28 byIseiler@lseiler_win_m_r400

Restore some changes made to find ADDR_64 bug

Change 210295 on 2005/02/27 byIseiler@lseiler_linux_r400
Linux gold images with G4-bit device addresses

Change 210279 on 2605/02/27 by Iseiler@iseiler_win_h_r4co

Verify addr_64 to uint32 conversions
 Change 210266 on 2005/02/26 by lseiler@lyeiler_witn_t

Gold images (with 32-bit device addresses} For tests that fail sim with 64-bit deviceaddresses

Change 207027 on 2005/02/04 byIseiler@lseiler_win_m_r400
Eliminate references to addrenum

Change 205811 on 2005/01/28 byIseiler@seiler_win_m_r400
 Pad pitch and height for R5xx tilings

Change 2023171 cn 2005/01/08 byIseiler@Iseiler_win_m_r400

update address library naming convention
Change 201801 on 2005/01/63 byIseiler@seiler_win_m_r400

Changed address Library naming convention

Change 187224 on 2004/09/16 byIseiler@Iseiler_win_m_r400
Changed lo 64-bit device addresses

Change 186463 on 2004/09/02 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linex_marl
Integrated latest cmulator testbench files from Xcnos.

Change 180013 cn 2004/07/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_xp
copy
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Reverse integrating iatest TP/TC emulator code from Xenas in order to eventually get.
going with R600 developement.

Change 162605 on 2004/04/15 byIsciler@lscilor win | 1400

adding a goldenimage to test a failure case

Change 161293 cn 2004/04/09 by Iseiler@lseiler_win_! 

Switch r400 addr library namics to 1600 names

Change 158336 on 2004/03/29 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
edited test.

Change 158300 on 2004/03/29 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
if Test PASSESthen removethe F AIL REASON comment

Change 157701 on 2004/03/24by Iseiler@seiler_win_|_1193
replaced old r400 names with r600 names

Change 157214 on 2004/03/22 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
 swapping the fb backgorund to match xen

Change 157188 on 2004/03/22 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_xenos_xp

integrating the latest changesin r4a0

Change 156636 on 2004/03/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_xenos_xp2 

inlegruling Ube change in 1400

Change 156223 on 2004/03/18 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2

modified vertex shaders which were using uninitialzed GPRs components.
Change 155953 on 2004/03/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_xenos_xp2

integrating the changes from xenos back to r4U0

Change 155877 on 2004/03/17 byashishs@fl ashishs 1460 win

changing the gold path to tixenos\gold_ra660

Change 155287 on 2004/03/15 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win
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Change 180011 on 2004/07/22 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_xp

copy from xenos, need to integ up to pele
Change 180000 on 2004/07/22 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_xp

copy fo 1400 for integ to pele

Change 173946 on 2004/06/16by lseiler@lseiler_linux_r460
Adding gold image for multiwrites test

Change 172559 on 2004/06/09 by Iseiler@iiseiler_win_m_r40o

Breaking RB into RBT, RBD, and RBC
Chuuge 172507 on 2004/06/08 by lseiler@ilseiler_wint_i_1r400

Move KB registers fo RB, RBD, or RBC

Change 172322 on 1604/06/08 byIseiler@lseiler_win_m_r400
Split RB block some more, move RB_FETCHregisters to RBC

Change 171396 on 2004/06/02 byIseiler@ilseiler_win_m_r4d0

RB registers separated into RBT, RBD, and RBC blocks

Change 171053 on 2004/06/01 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_xp

comment out until revised ta work with the new MP IB packet
Change 168831 on 2604/05/19 by jhoule@ fe r400 linux marl 

Integrating tp_checksum and associatedfiles ta verifyregister write path

Change 168643 on 1604/03/18 by flijero@fl_knarfxenos
removed multipass test as it will net be applicable until the test itself & primlib are back

integrated from Xenos,

Change 165023 on 2004/04/29 by vgoeka@tl_vgoel2
 order of acessing verticos was causing t lation factor mismatches

Change 164313 on 2004/04/26 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Ex, 2052 --- R400Testing FH ---foler_history

reverting the tests hack to their RAG0 version and replacing events 25,26 and 27 with 24
as Frank had suggestedthat those events were removed

Change 155244 on 2004/03/15 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

correcting die shaders since lad uainitialised exports

Change 155209 on 2004/03/15 by ashishs@ti_ashistis_xenos_xp2
files from xcnos to R400

Change 155197 on 1604/03/15 by ashishs@P_ashishs_r400_win

changed the script so that we can use the "fail reason" inside the xls

Change 155161 on 2004/03/15 byashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win2

same as Xenos. removing some uninitialised export registers not used so as to avoid
failing in hardware

Change 154507 on 2004/03/11 by ashishs@f ashishs 1400 win?

copying from xenos

Change 154471 on 2004/03/11 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win2

enabling the stress test (still need to add actualtest data, will be done soon}

Change 154182 on 2004/03/10 by csarmpayo@ifl_csampayol_r400_win

Changed background color to displaythe same as Xenos
Change 154181 on 2004/03/10 bycsarapayo@ifl_csampayol_r406_win

Update from Xenos and, change background color to display the same as Xenes.

Change 154932 on 1604/03/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayol_r460_win
Update from Xenos version

Change 153947 on 2004/03/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

update
Change 153946 on 2004/03/10 by utkelly@fLinkelly_1400_win_laptop

update

Change 153944 on 2004/03/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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updare

Change 153511 on 2004/03/08 byashi @ft_eshishsr100_win2
adding loop export tests

Change 153356 on 2004/03/08 by ashishs@H_ashishsr400_win?

adding sq_debug register tests
Change 153078 on 2004/03/65 by csampayo@fl_csampayo4_1400_win

Increased image buffer size to 160 (multiple of both 40 and 32)
  Change 152998 on 2604/03/05 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2

ranoving TCL dump since nol necessary in R400 dumps

Change 152991 on 2004/03/05 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added looped pred_set_pop test checking result register behavior and clamp value
Change 152931 on 2004/03/05 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_winz

adding an imnportant comment
Chanec 152930 on 2004/03/05 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win?

converted from xenos back to R406

Change 152915 on 2004/03/05 bymangeshn@il_mangeshn

added test:executing pred_sete_push in a loop
 Change 152907 on 2004/03/05 by ashishs@fl_ashi

adding tests over from xenos
Change 152834 on 2004/03/05 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2

adding the jumpanid cal! pred tests

Change 152886 on 2004/03/05 byashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win2

 cali pred simple test

Change 152879 on2004/03/05 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win2
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finalizing the test

Changc 152380 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win
ate test tu check the cond cuil 

Change 152363 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs@il_ashishsr406_win
 
 

adding serialize keywordsincefailing in hardware

Change 151676 on 2004/02/27 by csampayow@atl_csarmpayol_r406_win

Addingtests for hardware sanity checking

Change 151660 on 2004/02/27 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

remove real time tests fram regression

Change 151638 on 2004/02/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
removerts test

Change 151547 on 2004/02/27 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win2

adding newshorttests
Change 151544 on 2004/02/27 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win2

adding the shortened versions te r400 also(already aded to xenos)
 Change 151507 on 2004/02/27 by tmartin@tmariin_r400_win

proved test

Change 151484 on 2004/02/27 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

correcting a small error in the script
 Change 150972 on 2004/02/25 by ashistis@l_ushishs1400_win

Adding loop, subroutine, REP, UN'EL combotests

Changs 150971 on 2004/02/25 byashish: @fl ashishs r400 win

removing xenosrelated settings since they were copied from xenos

Change 150893 on 2004/02/24 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1460_win2
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removed u comment

Change 152877 on 2004/03/05 by ashishs shishsr4UQ_win2

adding another jmp pred test
Change 152848 on 2004/03/05 by mmantor@mmantor_xenos_linux_test

<fixed a bug in the loading of aluconst, back integrated removal of realtume space from
aluconst and texconst mems and control logic in rbi and al! hookups,altered sq_regress percarlos test sct>

Change 152790 on 2004/03/04 by ashishs _ashistsr400_win2

adding another jump pred test

Change 152667 on 2004/03/04 by ashishs¢ _ashishs_r400_win2

adding MM_T.OAD in all so thar theydon't fail in hardware

Change 152525 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win2
correcting the shader

Change 152434 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs@ _ashishsr4d0_win

oops...corrected
Change 152483 on 2064/03/03 by ashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win

updating comment

Change 152480 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
simple test to show that the conditional jump doesn't work correctly

Change 152451 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

just to show that the cond jmp docen't work correctly

Change 152438 on 2604/03/03 by ashishs@f_ashists1400_win

adding another cond call test
Change 152431 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

adding another cond call

Change 152404 on 2004/03/03 by ashishs(@t!_ashishsr400_win
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adding fest with nested T.OOP and REP and UNTIHT,

Change 150706 on 1064/02/24byashishs@f!_ashishs_1400_win2
having one outer for loop and 3 inner nested REP loopsand each rep loop usin,

for loop “i
 

Change 159548 on 1004/02/23 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
correcting thetest, i was expecting the wrong answer when the test was gcncrating thocofrect answer

Change 150336 on 2004/02/20 by ashishs@Fi_ashishs_r400_win2
initial checkin for the test

Change 150333 on 2664/02/20 by ashishs@f_ashistsr400_winz

‘The simplest nested LUOP and REP

Change 150304 on 2604/02/20 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

another luup rep test

Change 150285 on 2004/02/20 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win2
correcting the test

Change 150261 on 2004/02/20 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

adding test to show problem

Change 150182 on 2004/02/20 byIseiler@ilseiler_r400_win_marlborol

Change address library ri00 names to r600 nares

Change 149968 on 1004/02/19 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
add pipe 0 to rsp_07,test simd 1, pipes 6 - 15

Change 149850 on 2004/02/18 by csampayo@fLcsampayol_ra6e_win

Adding new mem export test
Change 149524 on 2004/02/18 by mkelly@ifl_mkel 400_win_laptop

more rsp

Change 149823 on 2004/02/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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more rsp coverage

Change 119631 on 2004/02/17 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
changed disp dim

Change 149619 on 2004/02/17 by mkelly@ L_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Changed to 4 cases only, added predication on SIMD/PIPE combination
Change 149496 on 2004/02/17 byashishs@#l_ashishs1400_win2

checkin final test for LCOP REPafter the instruction was fixed

Change 149487 on 2004/02/17 by smessi@smoss_xenos_linux_ort
gel all sp files

Change 149273 on 2004/02/13 by ashishs@il_ashishsr40¢_win?

test to show that the loop rep doesnt work correctly
Change 149238 on 2004/02/13 byashishs@fl_ashishsr40¢_win

removing 2 tesis from depot and test_list
Changes 149195 on 2004/02/13 by ashishs@f ashishs 1400 win

adding "serialize"in the shader to not use assembler clanses

Change 149175 on 2004/02/13 bylletebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emv_montreal

Fixing this test byinsertion of serialize statement.

Change 149129 on 2604/02/13 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_r466_win_laptap

fixed test bug, vertex buffer override
Change 149093 cn 2004/02/13 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop

update

Change 119092 on 2604/02/13 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop
Revised test

Change 149089 on2004/02/13 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win2
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update

Changs 148026 cn 2004/02/08 by mkcllv@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

update

Change 147832 cn 2004/02/06 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
finalize

Change 147734 an 2004/02/06 by csampayo@fl_csampayo?_r400

Add new exporttests (for SX)

Change 147686 on 2004/02/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win?

test having 4 nested loops with the outer 2 loops exiting when pred condition is true

Change 117599 on 2004/02/05 byashishs@fl_ashishs1460_win2
 ex! in nested loop , still need to add more

Change 147532 on 2604/02/05 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win?

renaming tests for better organizatiion
Change 147531 on 2004/02/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

checkpoint

Change 147527 on 2004/02/05 byashishs@fl_ashishsr46¢_win2 

adding luup break test when tie pred condition is false

Change 147434 on 2004/02/05 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win2

updating some comments
Change 147431 on 2004/02/65 by ashistis@fl_ashishs1400_win?

finalising the test with Loop being terminated on condition turning true

Changs 147424 on 2004/02/05 by ashishs@l ashishs r400 win

checkin for pred loop test

Change 117423 on 2004/02/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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lamp checkin for de coud cull lest, need ty correct the syntax fur instruction:

Change 148880 on 2004/02/12 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r40Q_win2
test for LOOP REP

Change 148561 on 2004/02/11 by Jayw@jayw_r400_linux_mariboro3

added regrssé targer and major reduction in db_depth_cache_raddr.v

Change 148482 on 2004/02/16 byashis! @fi ashishs r400 win?

same as loop pred_93 but does the predicate checking fust before the end of the loop. But
also shows that the UNTIL behaves like a loop rather than REPEAT... UNTIL

Change 148470 on 2004/02/10 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win2
correcting Ure Lest

Change 148390 on 2004/02/10 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win2

just simplifying the shader to show the error
 Change 148368 on 2004/02/10 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Updates trom Menes land.
Updated align_display.hto alignto 32 under R409-R606, and to 40 for Xenos.

 Change 148366 on 2004/02/10 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Integrating back from Xenos

Change 148112 on 1664/02/09 by domachi@diotargetxp
~ Prevent the randomselection of a mip filterif the texture format does not support

mipmapping - Bugzilla 3239
- in the uber_rand test, bias the lod bias value so that it will select values closer to U.0more often.

Change 148062 on 2004/02/09 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

adding the missing retain_prevtests to the test_list

Change 1418961 on 2004/02/09 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
currently seems problemsin emulatorregarding the nested loop with exit condition, so

waiting tll this is fixed. The test has yet to be finalised
  

Change 148027 on 2004/02/09 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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checkpoint.

Change 147417 on 2604/02/05 byashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win
removed r400sc_simple_triangle_rts_OL

Change 147249 on 2004/02/04 by a ‘Lashishsr400_win

adding files over from xenos for the newlycreated tests
Change 147151 on 2004/02/04 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy14100_win_laptop

set constant after SQ const resource setup

Change 147146 on 2004/02/04 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro3
raemory address generation fix for auutber ofpipes. heavily commented and greatly

simplified from original. ‘missing’ casses added toa.

Change 146971 on 2004/02/03 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_ri00_win_laptop
Load RT constants after changing eo_rt and ps_const

Change 146976 on 2664/02/03 by Uefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r466_emm

Removed the explicit alloc for the parameters. When doing an explicit alloc you must put
all allocs as explicit which was not donc in this test.

Change 145943 on 2004/02/03 by mkel w@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptep
set constant %4

Change 146942 on 2004/02/03 by mkelly@ifl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
set Constant %4

Change 146641 on 2064/01/31 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
fixing the shaders for the FAILINGtests

Change 146519 on2604/01/36 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linnx_marlhoro
 - this file is written by the test so it must net be under perforce control (or it will be

road-only andthe test will not be able to write it}

Change 145476 on 2004/01/30 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

re-enablingall the tests and sorting
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Chuuge 146460 on 2604/01/36 by ushistisdiilushistsr400_wint

correcting shadersfor the these tests. Re-enabling thetests in the test_list, these tests
were commented out since they didnt generate image after Laurent put the MOVA error
Change 146455 on 2004/01/30 by ashishs@tl_ashishsr400_win

correcting shaders for the these tests. Re-enabling the tests in the test_list, these tests
were commented out since they didnt generate image after Laurent put the MOVAerror

 Changs 146454 on 2004/01/36 byashi Ht ashishs r400 win

correcting tests since the coissue and scalar shader was incorrecily interchanged causing
it to execute scalar twice (needed coissue twice)

 

Change 146456 on 2004/01/26 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
copying over the correct shaders Irom xenos

Change 146427 on 2004/01/30by csampayo@tl_csampaye_r40d

Adding morestreas tests and updated test_list and Teat Tracker accordingly
Change 146423 cn 2004/01/36 by danh@danh_xenos_linax_orl

Added 2 additional ALU constant writes so now 4 ALU constants are written (must be a
mulple of 4)
Change 146255 on 2004/01/29 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400

Sart list and re-enabled the following tests since they got fixed:
1400sq_tlow_conirol_02
r400sq_flow_control_d3

Change 146253 on 2004/01/29 by csampayo@fl_ceampayo2_r400

Update for mova constraints

Change 146237 on 2004/01/29 by csampayo@il ceampayo r40G

Adjust image size to be compatible with Xenus also

Change 146026 on 2004/01/28 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400
Sortedlist

Change 145823 on 2004/01/28 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Squashed a waming
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Added a SERTALIZA; after the vietch fine in the sub buf? routine because the vfetch is
writing r8 and the next instruction uses r8 as a source

Changs 144978 on 2004/01/23 by gcorgev@dovel gcorgcv r400 lin? marlboro tott

Added tests to regression to do 2 by muliisuple.

Change 144967 on 2004/01/23 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
First rev of new tests. They don't work yot.

Change 144907 on 2004/01/23 by danh@darh_xenos_linux_orl

fixed typo (changed SERIALIZE: to SERIALIZE;)

Change 144832 on 2004/01/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

move placement of CP idle

Change 144877 on 2004/01/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
add two more RT constants

 Change 144871 on 2604/01/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

update
Change 144819 on 2004/01/22 by smess@smoss_xenos_linux_ort

added raaovgt_suppress back in after #CL 144813

Change 144818 on 2004/01/22 by smess’@smoss_crayola_win
modified Ukeve from Kevin Ryat's mail lo force IM_LOAD instead of type 0

Change 144802 on 2004/01/22 by csampayo@il_csampaye_r400

Update for R400/Xenos compatibility
Change 144790 cu 2004/01/22 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_tmarfbore3

added msaac and msaadtargets. split off db_depth_cache_flushdata.v

Changc 144782 on 2004/01/22 by gscorgev@devel gcorgcv r400 lin? marlboro tott 

Fixedteat to displayresolved multitexture surface.

Change 141779 on 2004/01/22 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r100
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Change 145759 on 1604/01/27 bycaampayo@itlcsampayo_r406

Remove transform sinceit is not really used because pixels are all beingkilled.
Change 145661 on 2004/01/27 by HefebwiGillefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Fixing bad shader (was writing to r60instead of r48 causing the use of an unintialized
GPR)

Change 145541 on 2004/01/27 by smoss@ismoss xcnos linux orl

new output path

Change 115425 on 2004/01/26 byjayw@jayw_r100_linux_mariboro3

added db_depth_mux8tcl and _muxbus$ for state consolidation and cleanup.
 Change 145327 on 2604/61/26 by jhoule@jnonte_r400_linux_marthoro

Cleaner solution: tp_gi should nowuse {n}s_{wr}x {h} format, where n is the number of
samples, and w and h are the dimension cf the texture.

Samples: 45_42x32

Change 145318 on 2004/01/26 by jhoule@jnouler400_Hnaux_marlboro
Cleanup of the tp 9*tesis.
to_glis bk sample
tp_g2i
tp_s4is
  

 
Change 145316 on 2004/01/26 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Fixing test to NOT do resolve pass by default.
Also killed it from C1 (to avoid compile err

 
 

Change 115299 on 1004/01/26 byjayw@jayw_r100_linux_marlboro3
Added do_depth_state.v

Change 145135 on 2004/01/23 by mamsey@irramsey_xenos_linux_orl
 Update yield_optimizetest so it tests the logic better

Fix cfsm clause boundary detection for yicld optimize and add setting
of exsm_updating to EX_EXECstate whenit is going tg update

Change 143018 on 2004/01/23 by danh@danh_xenos_linux_orl
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Adding tests and updating test list and tracker accordingly

Change 144767 on 2004/01/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
update

Change 144760 on 2004/01/22 by mkelly@flmkelly_r400_win_laptop

update

Change 144731 on 2004/01/22 by mkeliv@fLmkelly_ri00_win_laptop

update

Change 144708 on 1064/01/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Add changes leamed Irom: olker RTS tests, including eo_rt, buse and size writes

Change 144642 on 2004/01/22 by mengeshn@il_mangeshn
edited test

Change 144639 on 2004/01/22 by kryani@kryan_1400_win_tarlborg_XP

Modified test to setup surtace_height and surface_slice registers in
RB. Also removed unnecessary code for allocation.

Change 144581 on 2004/01/22 by mangesin@il_mangeshn
edited test

Change 144477 on 2004/01/22 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

wait !ep_tt_busy before each RT context write of sq inierp control

Change 144382 on 1004/0L/21 by mengeshn@#l_mangeshn
edited tests

Change 144173 on 2004/01/21 by mkelly@if_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
 Export the 16th parameterte the pixel shader, to guarantee gpr 14 i

 Change 144055 on 2004/01/20 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Fixed lowercase vs uppercase clamping mode

Change 143981 on 2004/01/20 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
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edited test.

Change 143915 on 2004/01/26 bycsampayo@il_ccampayo_ridd
Switched loading of shaders to use IM_LOAD packets

Change 143800 cn 2004/01/19 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

changed test for MUL_PREV2 opcode to handle Src X as well as Wconditions
Change 143716 on 2004/01/19 by kevino@kevine_r400_release

Updated tp_multitexture?_pix sp shader pregramsto fix bugs in therm

Change 143697 on 2004/01/19 byjhoule@jhoule1400_linux_mariboro
Fixed tc_simmple_3d tests which are in the tc directory, uot Uke lp.

Change 143645 on 2004/01/19 bytmartin@tmartin466win

updated DIMfield due to texture changes in the emulator
Change 143576 on 2004/01/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

 Adding more mem exporttests.
Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 143469 on 2004/01/16 by tmartin 406win

updated for DIM texture change

Change 143457 on 2004/01/16 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
updated for DEM texture change

Change 143444 on 2004/01/16 bytmarting timartinré400_win

updated to work with the DIMtexture change

Change 143382 on 2004/01/16 by mkellyG@f_mkelly1400_win_lapltop

SQ.8Q_CONTEXTMISCINST_PRED_OPTIMIZE, YEILDOPTIMIZEenabling
Changs 143378 on 2004/01/16 by mkclly@fl mkclly 400 win laptop

SQ_CONTEXT_MISC.YEILD_OPTIMIZE = Ox1, otherwise, same test as
r40Usq_data_dep_pred_1¥.cpp
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Update to use loop index within subroutines catled from inside loop

Change 111965 on 2004/01/69 bycbrennan@cbrennan_r40_release
Try again to fix the miss_stall case in a timing performant way.

Change 141956 on 2004/01/69 by rramsey@rramsey_xenos_linux_arl

Increase DB_TSTATE_SIZE to 2x num constants (64)
Change 141913 on 2004/01/09 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro_reg

Adding new GetWeights testcase to verify flipping situations.

Change 141911 on 2004/01/09 by mearl@meerl_xenos_linux_orl
Updated shader so only valid texture fetches will occur.

Change 141891 on 2004/01/09 by tien@tien_1400_devel_mariboro

Moved DIMtothe right place and added ANISO BIAS

Change 141886 cn 2004/01/69 by meurl@meurlxenos_linux_orl

Updated shader so only valid texture fetches will occur.
Changc 141817 on 2004/01/09 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

disabled some tests which were causing a hang

Change 141811 on 2004/01/09 by amys@amrys_xenos_linux_orl

initial add offiles for sq register write‘read test

Change 141789 on 2604/61/69 by mkellyG@Fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
need this

Change 141653 on 2004/01/68 by mkellv@f_mkellv_ri00_win_laptop
RSP remainder combos

Change 141609 on 2004/01/08 by kevino@kevino_r400_release
Addedfirst set of aniso_bias testcase: and fixed tp_input.vto select aniso_bias from

the correct place.

Change 141593 on 2004/01/08 by tmartin@tmartin_ri6G_win
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Chuarge 143333 on 2004/01/15 by csaupayo@ill_csampuyo_1400

Adding new channel masking test

Change 143323 on 2004/01/15 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
moved the DIMtexture field to dword 5

Change 143279 on 2004/01/15 by jhoule@jhouler400_linux_maribore

Fixed sothat RSP PIPL really driver up to 4b worth.
Added real simd as a third parameter.
Changed scene and texture to ultimatelydrive all 3 simds.

 

Change 143278 on 2004/01/15 by tmartin@tmartin_1100_win

DIMtexture settings was moved to dword $

Change 143069 on 2004/01/14 by jhoule@ajhonle_r460_limbs_martbora

tp_si now compiles
Change 143030 on 2004/01/14 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

disabling some tests which were causing a hang
 Change 142925 on 2004/01/14 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

No changes.

Change 142909 on 2004/01/14 by geargev@devel_zeorgev_r406_lin?_marlboro_tatt

Fix screen sizes for .. maskcheck and...max_addr_2 tests
 

Change 142463 on 2004/01/12 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r406

Updated shaders to be the same as 03

Change 142341 on 2064/01/12 by tmartin@tmartin 400 win

packed vertex curslurits so Ukere are u tolul of 96 constants referenced in the vertexshader

Change 112026 on 2004/01/09 by jhoule@jhoule_r100_linux_martboro
RSPtest

Change 142012 on 2004/UL/09 by csarnpavo@fl_csampayo_r400
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added a vfetch to VS so the index wouldbe initialized for the PS.

Change 141541 on 2004/01/08 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Simplifyto one framebuffer output, instancing PrirLib onlyonce.

Change 141538 on 2004/01/08 by ashishs@¥i_ashishsr4d0_win

removed someiests ternporarily
Change 141537 on 2004/01/08 by cbrennaa@)cbrennan_r400_emu

Reverse integrate rg changes from xenos. onlvreallyhas fixed direciory on smoke rg.

Change 141424 on 1604/01/08 by imartin@tmartin_1400_win
vel r2 in the VS su v6 isn't X's in the PS

Change 141321 on 2004/01/07 by mamsey@rramsey_xenoslinux_orl

increase DB ALUCST SIZE setting to 64

Change 141171 on 2004/01/07 by mkelly@iflmkellyr400_win_laptop

SIMDO, pipes 0-15 EN_RSP
Change 141149 on 2004/01/07 by mkelly@fl mkcliy 1400 win laptop

Write 0 to DISABLEMC included

Change 141090 on 2004/01/07 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
idle added after cache flush

Change 141085 on 1664/01/07 by tmartin@rmartin_r400_win
idle added after cacheflash

Change 141031 on 2004/01/06 by csampavo@ift_csampayo_r400
Adied new counter selects and increased FR size

Change 140975 on 2004/01/06 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro
Adding tp_special test to verify some obscure situations.

First testcase added (aligner_cycle_loop) which tests the 4xEE cycling.

Change 140910 on 1004/01/06 by smoss@smoss_creyola_win
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coverage changes
1) added wait foridle after register writes
2) increased number of registers for debug control
3) increased number of registers for perf

Change 140790 on 2004/01/66 by tmartin@tmartin_r4c0_win

added r40uUve_fetch_addr_range_0S

Changes 140789 on 2004/01/06 by tmartin@tmartin 406 win

changed to program a minimum of 4 constants

Change 140709 on 2004/01/05 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400

Update to refresh addrs reg

Change 140631 on 2604/01/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 140621 on 2004/01/05 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update

Change 140618 on 2004/01/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 140637on 2004/61/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 140605 on 2004/01/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update...

Changs 140603 on 2004/01/05 by mkcllyv@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Update

Change 140590 on 2004/01/05 by kevino@kevine_r400_release
Added a second instroverride aniso case as well as a 3D minmag casc in order to

cover some holes that Tien found in coverage. 

Change 140584 on 2004/01/05 by vromaker@ivromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
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Change 138461 on 2003/12/18 by amys@lamys_xenos_linux_orl
 modifytest such that fifo depths will be programmedto beless than the physical depihs

of the fifos, so test crrors won't occar

Change 138459 cn 2003/12/18 by mkellyG@fimkelly1400_win_laptup

one change.
Changc 138346 on 2003/12/18 by jayw@jayw r400 linux marlboroz

Fix for hiz failure. wrong depth swizzied for updating quad cache

Change 138338 on 2003/12/18 by amys@amys_xenos_linux_orl

updated to include new registers

Change 138106 on 2003/12/17 by csampayo@fi_csampayo_r400

Updating the iest description
Change 136105 on 2603/12/17 by mdesai@imdesai_r400_linux

Resolved all hardware issues on bug 3077Fixed Y & Z overtlow case

Change 138098 on 2003/12/17 by csampayo@fl csampaye r400

Adding vix shader non-sequential mem exports

Change 138093 on 2003/12/17 by csampayo@il_csampaye_r406

Adding pix shader non-sequential mem exports

Change 138077 on 2003/12/17 by amys@lamys_xenos_linux_ort

add/dslete registers as needed to update test
Change 137953 on 2003/12/16 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

updated to program aln constants in gronps of 4
updated to program loop constants when boolean constants are changed

Change 137842 on 2003/12/16 bycsampayo@fl csampayo r400

Adding test with channel masking (VS.PS) and pixel kill

Change 137837 on 2003/12/16 by amys@amys_xenos_linux_orl
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- fixed shader problems

Change 140578 on 2004/01/05 by kevino@kevino_r400_release

Added a couple test cases to smoke.rg that seem to hit sore types offails others

fone Added amultitexture stress test (e.g. 1 tex low lat, low hit, other high lat, high hit)
Change 14054¥ on 2004/UL/05 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

removed an unnecossczarycasc so the SQ docsn't cxport without a fetch

Change 140536 on 2004/01/05 by mkelly@flLmkelly_r400_win_laptep

Fix constant loading..

Change 140284 on 2003/12/30 by delifton@dclifton_xenos_linux_orl

Fixed scalar MOVA_FT.OGR opcade;

Change 139405 on 2663/12/23 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro2
LEDAfixes, format from 3 to 2 bits, fix for zcache invalidate, some signal renames.

Change 139403 on 2003/12/23 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Pipe 0, SimD 0 RSP'd
Change 139275 on 1663/12/23 by smoss@smoss_xenos_linux_orl

removed failing tests

Change 139204 on 2003/12/22 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro2
Sync up to 139017.

Change 138887 on 2003/12/19 by jhoule@jhouler400_linux_martboro

Removed warnings.
Dumping of PPMsis now activated by using ‘setenv tp_cubernap_dump_ppm 1".

Change 138868 on 2603/12/19 by georgev@devel_zeorgev_r406_lin?_marlboro_tott

Updates and newtests.
Change 138580on 2003/12/19 by mkelly@flmkelly400_win_laptop

update RT param writes from Kl to RB
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remove read-only and write-onlyregisters from write/read test.

Change 137799 on 1003/12/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Update.

Change 137728 on 2003/L2/16 by mkelly@flmkelly_r400_win_laptop

update.
Change 137727 on 2063/12/16 by mkellv@fLmkeliy_ri00_win_laptop

Update...

Change 137679 on 1003/12/15 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r40d
Adding new chamnel masking test

Change 137543 on 2003/L2/15 by mkelly@flmkeliyr400_win_laptop

update...

Change 137840 on 2003/12/15 by mkelly@fLinkelly1400_win_laptop

update.
Change 137470 on 2003/12/15 by rmanapat@rmanapat 400 sun marlboro

Changes for TCF, TCR, TCMchicken registers

Change 137469 on 2003/12/15 by cbrennan@)cbrennan_r400_emu

Turn off mipmapping and packing with interlaced textures. Also disallowinterlacedstacks. 

Change 137456 on 2003/12/15 by kryan@kryan_r400_win_raarlbore_XP

Update test to use IM_LOAD packet to load shader programs.
This is to avoid errors found in HWwhen using the Typed:

where the shader programs were not reloadedafterthe first

time they had becn loaded.

Change 137453 on 2003/L2/15 by mkelly@flLmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..
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Change 137441 on 2003/12/15 by mkellyG@fmkelly1400_win_laptop

Add one extra RT param

Change 137394 on 2603/12/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 137390 on 2003/12/15 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 137387 on 2003/12/15 by mkelly@f_mkelky_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 137372 on 2003/12/14 by mkellv@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 137366 on 2003/12/14 by smoss@smoss_xenos_linux_orl
removing two tests that fail hw until theyare resolved

Change 137203 on 2003/12/12 by kevino@kevine_r400_release
 Switchedoverto the low lat in tea, fetch fifo , and ted.

Addod ted ipbuf fifo top.v and switched overe to using 216x141 momsinstead a132x14] mems.
Put latency params in for latency fifo prog depth tesicases

Change 137189 on 2003/12/12 bymangesha@fl_mangeshn

updated test

Change 137179 on 2003/12/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r466_win_laptop

change again
Change 137162 on 2003/12/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Modify 2o_rt write timing

Change 137157 on 2003/12/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
change eo_rt, insert constant 0 to make test match gold

Change 137138 on2003/12/12 by mkellyG@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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set loop constants with each draw command because the boolean constant was alsochanging

Change 136261 cn 2603/12/08 bycbrennan@)cbrennan_r400_release
ing a nice distribution of texture sizes. 

Convert tests to use a commonfunction for generat!

Change 136251 on 2003/12/08 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win2 

Adding tests to test_list and adding anothertest for AND operation

Change 136239 on 2003/12/08 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4UU_emu

Add commonheaderfortc tests which starts with a randor_texsize function for betterdistributions of texture sizes.

Change 136298 on 2003/12/08 by tmartin@imartin_r4ce_win

removed rid0ve_fetch_addrrange05
Change 136205 on 2003/12/08 by tmartin@tmartin_r4cG_win

added r4Q6ve_array_size_03

Change 136202 on 2003/12/68 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win
tests a non-zero buffer size constant that is smaller than the true buffer size. This is

actually illegal programming.
 

Change 136181 on 2003/12/08 bytmartin@tmartinr466_win

updated the description

Change 136168 on 2003/12/68 byashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win?

Adding a CL test which shows the problem in vtx kill flag with "VTX_KILL"in the
CLIP_CNTLregister set to "OR" mode
Change 136157 un 2003/12/68 by buarlin@unuriin_r406_witt

cleaned up the test a little

Changc 136109 on 2003/12/08 by jayw@jayw 400 linux marlboroZ

depth regression

Change 136106 on 2003/12/08 by tmartin@tmartin_ri6G_win
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eu_tt packet type change

Change L37LL1 on 2003/12/12 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
Smiles for Dan

Change 137074 on 2003/L2/11 by mkelly@fiLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Change postion of eo_rt write and packet type

Change 137030 on 2003/L 2/11 by cbrennan@cbrennan 1400 cmu

Flipped nibble order of DXT3A_AS_1111 toreally match dx spec this time.

Change 136941 on 2003/12/11 by csarmpayo@tlcsampayo_ri00

Use IM_LOAD packets to load shaders

Change 136835 on 1003/12/16 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r406

Adding channel write maskwith predicate stress test
Change 136700 on 2003/12/10 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_win_laptop

try this

Change 136697 on 1003/12/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
update

Change 136692 on 7003/12/10 by mamsey@ramsey_xenoslinux_orl

Change eo_rt from RT packet to Ring Buffer directly
Change 136682 on 2063/12/10 by kevino@kevino_r400_release

Added lowlaiericy fifo controllers to some fifos, but have disabled them with ifdefs
until the controller works for all cases. Added programmable depth for latency fifos along with
corresponding test cases

Change 136643 on 2063/12/10 by amnys@amys_xenuslinux_orl

move constant writes to one packet
Change 136496 on 2003/12/09 by imartin@tmartin 400 win

streamlined the loop constant programming

Change 136464 on 2003/12/09 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
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fixed some mistakes,

Change 136094 on 1063/12/08 byjhoule@jhoule_r100_win_It
‘New test to verify cube and stack maps.

 Change 136093 on 2003/E 2/08 by jhoule@jhouler400_wi 

Updated allocate call
Some errors now correctly return crror code

Change 135863 on 2003/12/05 by caarnpavaG@tl_csampaya3

Updated test_list and test tracker status for tests:
_spr_index_05

pr_index_06
r400sy_spr_index_O7
r400sq_gpr_index_08
 

Change 135853 on 1003/12/05 by csampayo@fl_csampayoriod
More GPR indexing tests

Change 135793 on 1003/12/08 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

fixed some typos that were not affecting the final image output
Change 135631 on 1663/12/05 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updating the tests and the tracker for CL_BUSY. commenting out CL_BUSYfrom thetests
 Change 135555 on 2003/12/04 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

Perf counters reg coverage for 5X

Change 135527 on 1603/12/04 by csampayo@fl_csampayoriod
Updated test trackerstatus and addedto test_list the following tests:
r400sy_gpr_index_03
r400sq_gpr_index_04
 

Change 135512 on 2063/12/04 by csampave@tl_csampayo_r40g
Testing pixel shader GPR indexing  ith clamping

Change 135509 on 2003/12/04 by csarmpayo@fl_csampayo_r40¢
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Updated image size lo accomodate butXenoy und R500 and changed background calor
for better visibility

Change 135464 on 2003/12/04 by kevino@kevino_r100_linux_taarlboro
Fixed some .sp files that had not gotten integrated properly.

Change 13545 7 on 2003/12/04 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win?

permuting the registers of SQ_DEBUG_MISC_O
Change 135436 on 2003/12/04 by cbrennan@)cbrennan_r400_emu

Enabling the randomizing mip packing.

Change 135426 on 2003/12/04 by ashishs@#_ashishsr406_win2
  Adding a text in whichthe wltemute pulnts clap on address register. The

SQ_DFRUG_MISC_0.DR_PROR_ON = trie and SQ_DERUG_MISC_9.DR_PROR_BREAK
= false always inside the test

Need to know why the test ahn; Z Z
And also howto read the context register SQ_DEBUG_MISC_0 after wrtiing to it
 

Change 135378 on 2003/12/04 by ashishs@i_ashishsr400_win2

simple testjust setting the DE_PROB_ONinthis test
Change 135353 on 2003/12/04 by mkelly@mkelly_c400_win_orl

Update.

Change 135344 on 2003/12/04 by domachi@diotargetxp
Avoid creating a LD interlaced texture. Bugzilla 3067

Change 135334 on 2003/12/04 by tien@tien_r5d0_emu

Tumedoff crippling on the "not all" cases

Change 135336 on 2003/12/64 by u@subury_r400_linux_marlbore
Fixed the Randomizedtestcase.

Chanec 135306 on 2003/12/04 by mkellyG@mkelly 1409 win orl
Remove one commented test

Change 135297 on 2003/12/04 byashishs@itl_ashishsr400_win2
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by mistake had commented out the wait_gfx_idle, se uncommenting back

Changs 134949 on 2003/12/63 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win?

just switching betweenthe 8 shaders now,earlier was just using 1 shader

Change 134947 on 2003/12/02 by kevino@kevine_r400_release
Added serialize to shader programs under ip/data/pix and vtx

Change 134946 on 2003/12/03 byashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win?

removing loop trom all the shaders

Change 134845 on 2003/12/02 by Ilefebvr@llefebve_1400_emu_montreal

moved np the seting of the VS shader

Change 134837 on 2003/12/02 by kevino@kevino_r400_release
Updated tp shader programfiles to be 2.0 and inserted SERIALIZED directivebetween [etches and ALU commands.
Updated tp_mmuititexture_01 and _02 tests that create their own shader programsto

give them a unique name based on testname, testcase, and seed.
Changc 134831 on 2003/12/62 byashishs@il ashishs r400 win?

checking in all the shaders for the test

Change 134829 on 2003/12/02 by domachi@dioiargetxp

- TConst::ValidateTexDimC must return valse for a CubeMapusing an Interlaced format.
~ Fix t¢_randort aid uber_rand test su Liat Gey never allerpt a CubeMuap-literlaced.texture

 

Change 134782 on 2003/12/02 by jhoule@jhoule_ri90_linux_mariboro
Added support for randomization.
Fixed size-parsing code (wasn't working).

Change 134742 on 2003/12/02 by ashishs@H_ashishsr400_win2

test for SQ DEBUP MISC  ter, currently under revicw:

Change 134732 on 2003/12/02 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

move eo_ri to top
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checkin in again to initalise all the other bits of that register

Change 135283 on 1063/12/04 by kevino@kevino_1400_release
Integrate ofthe .sp files somehowwent wrong,so it lookslike this one was somehow

missed from checkin last time (even though it was updated in myerea and not reported as
opened.}

Change 135281 on 1063/12/04 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
checking the test back in to report problem to Kevin

Change 135270 on 2003/1 2/04 by kevino@ikevino_r400_release

fintél -onlyversion of tp_multitexture_02.cpp
Cleaige 135188 on 2003/12/03 by c  upayo@l_csanpayo3 

initial check in

Change 135146 on 2063/12/03 by kevino@kevino_14.00_release
Updated tc .sp files with serialize between fetches and alu operations
Added fmtél tests to tp_raultitexture_02

Change 135048 on 2063/12/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
 

making the bug case true to show the problem

Change 135046 on 2603/12/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win2

removing the vertex buffer writing and using the index_offset feature of the VGT to
access the nest packet

 Change 135009 on 2003/1 2/03 by jhoule@jnc te_r40_limex_martbora

Removed last failing directed test
Change 134992 on 2003/12/03 by imartin@tmartin_r400_linux

removed some extra spaces at the end ofthe files that were causing compile arors onLinux

Change 134957 on 2003/12/03 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win?
Added the GPR declaration

Change 134950 on 2003/12/03 by ashishs(@t!_ashishsr400_win2
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Change 134674 on 2003/1 2/02 by ashishs@ifi_ashishs_r400_win2

changing sheder....
Change 134668 on 2003/1 2/02 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win2

updating description for perf counters reg coverage test

Change 134607 on 1003/12/01 by ashishs@f!_ashishsr40Q_win2
Finalising the test for GPR management, cannot affect image but we cansec the register

printed out at the end of the test, just ta verity not being cverwritren by anyone else
 

Change 134596 on 2003/12/01 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_It

Updated tp_bigrnaps: now works with mest sizes.

Hadto update the Makefile since this test. uses the address library directly, and must.
therefore be linked againstit.

Change 134580on 2002/12/01 by jhoule@jhoule r406 linux marlboro 

Updated text ty be gray in order Lo distinguish betweenborder and texture when usingeither black or white border color,

Change 134566 on 2002/12/01 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
 removing the GPR declaration fromthe shaders

Change 134532 on 2003/12/01 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlboro

Fixed tp_multitexture tests to force signed_rf_mode to never use NoZero.
Updated tp_simple_02 tests to add 4th vertex for round_point testcases. These tests

can round the index up to 3, requiring le fourth verter.

Change 134466 on 2003/12/01 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

removed r400vc_stress_02 frorn test_list for 403. will be changed and enabled for xenos
Change 134436 on 2063/12/01 by csampayoG@fl_csampuyu_1400

Correctedlist to include tests:
r400sx_multi_chan_pos_param_pred_export_03
r400sx multi chan pos param pred export 04
r400sx_multi_chan_pos_param_pred_expert_05
r400sx_miulti_chan_pos_param_pred_export_06

 

 

Change 134449 on 2003/12/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
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Wuit gfx idle before star ling teal, ie wail Tur couslant writes Lu complete.

Change 134428 on 2003/12/01 by ashishs@#fl_ashishsr400_win2

Adding another render() as suggested by Laurent
Change 134406 on 2003/12/01 by amys@amys_xenos_Inxres_orl

corrected formatfor kille instruction

Changes 134495 on 2003/12/01 by amys@amys xonos Inxres orl
modified alu constant offset to be 6

Change 134238 on 2003/11/26 by csampayo@fl_ceampayo_r406

Added to test_list and updated status on tracker:
¥400sx_anulli_chan_pos_param_pred_export_03
r400sx_muiti_chan_pos_pararm_pred_expart_o4
r4QUsx_multi_chan_pos_param_pred_export_05
r400sx_multi_chan_pos_param_pred_export_06

 
 

Change 134235 on 2003/11/26 by csampayo@fl_csampaye2_r400

Updated for R400/Xenos image size cornpatibility

Change 134234 on 2003/11/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayc2_r400
New SX chan mask aad pred tests

Change 134210 on 2003/11/96byIseil useiler_r400_win_marlbore

Updated slope delta
 Change 134206 on 2003/11/26 by Isciler@Iseiler_r400_win_marlbore

‘Test of Xenos quad depth accuracy

Change 134176 on 2003/11/26 byashishs@fl ashishs 1466 wint

Added new test ty Lest_list

Removed bugs trom the tracker. The bugs were as follows :
In the grandtotal in the tracker sheet E281 was 2 times, E272 and E542 were not present

therbynot giving a correct total and therby net matching the schedulc.Now the trackeris correct and matchesthe schedule total
 

Change 134171 on2003/11/26 by georgew@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?marlboro_coverage_te
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Change 133899 on 2003/11/25 by tmartin@tmartin_400_win

Uses the max number of eal time texture constants in a pixel shader

Change 133884 cn 2003/11/25 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
Adding the ability to sync to top and store the sync numberso that it can be used to

display on emails thereby keeping track. (xenos already has this ability)

Change 133847 on 2003/11/25 byrmanapat@rmanapat_r400_release

Just a updateto the re file

Change 133839 on 2003/11/25 by tmarting@atmartin_r4g0_win

Uses the max number of 256 real time constants in a pixel shader
Change 133817 on 2003/11/25 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

ises real time streams with room for only one constantto be allocated. The pixel shader
reads 2 constant outside of this range. This is invalid programming, butit should still be handled
withoutstalling
Change 133813 cn 2003/L1/25 by amys@anrys_xcnos_Inxrgs_orl

change KILLe to all lower case--otherwise assembler error when run linux

Change 133753 on 2003/11/24 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
added r40Osq_const_iiap_alu_O7, 400sq_coust_inup_fetel_OL,

r400sq_const_mapfetch _92. riddsq_const_map_fetch_07, r400sq_const_man_fetch_6$
  

Change 133751 on 2003/11/24 by tmartin@tmartin_rid0_win
reducedthe size of the texture constant store is redaced in orderto helpstall the loading

of the re-mapping tables. 

Change 133749 on 2003/11/24 bytmartin@tmartin460_win

 re fetch constants in a PS with one vertex fetch constant. Testsall 8
contexts. The constants are reprogrammed for each context to make sure all 160 fetch constantstore locations are used.

 
 

Change 133747 on 2003/11/24 by tmartin@tmartin_r10G_win
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Updated script for tu and tc testbeuches.

Change 134167 on 2003/11/26 by ashishs@f!_ashishsr400_win2

SQ perf register coverage test. Need to know if the HI and LOWregisters can be written
and read the same way as SELregisters

Change 134165 on 2003/1 £/26 by Hefebw@ilefebvr_1400_emm_montreal
 Automatic serialization was seriously broken in this test. 1 changed it to manual and place

the serial points where they made sense.

Change 134132 on 2063/1 1/26 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_emu

updated list ofdirected test failures.

Change 134094 on 1003/11/26 by georgev(@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_coverage

Added to script sa that tc tests don't have to be processed byhand.
 Change 134992 on 2003/11/26 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

small correction for r400

Change 134018 on 2002/1 £/25 by ashishs¢ ashishs_r400_win

Test to check the SQ_GPR_!
overwritten by PRIMLIB logic

 NAGEMENTregister. Currently this register is being

Change 134012 on 2003/1 1/25 by Iseiler@seiler_r400_win_marlbaral

Update atter changing RF16 precision

Change 133998 on 1003/11/25 by jhoule@j ie _1400_linux_marlboro

Forgot the actual test file... PNCOMPLETE]
 Change 133996 on 2003/11/25 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Added sparse texture test to verify very large coordinates without having to generate
huge mups.

The test simply allocates and renders the comers (4 x 64x64 tiles).
1

Change 133903 on 2003/11/25 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

 [ENCOMPLETE!H!
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Uses 31 texture fetch constants in a PS with one vertex fetch constant.

Change 133746 on 1063/LL/24 by imartin@tmartin_14100_win
Stalls the loading of the alu constant re-mapping tables

Change 133738 on 2003/1 1/24 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win2

updating tracker and description for the latest 2 newtests added for RETAINPREV
opcodes

Change 133735 on 2003/1 1/24 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

Adding this weeks test as well as description to the SQ test

Change 133696 on 2003/11/24 by ashis! shishs_r400_win2

testing PREV_RETATN instrection with ali different types of data. Needed ta de mem
export 2 times inside the shader sirice the combination of 2 scalar instructions (ADD and MAX)
does cover the whole of data values input to prev_retain opcode
Change 133695 on 2003/11/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly400_win_laptop

Increase timeout.

Change 133672 on 2003/11/24 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
test all 1280 constant store locations. previously onlytest 1024 locations.

Change 133639 on 2003/1 1/24 by jhoule@jhouier400_linux_marlboro

Used the scalpel: major modification.

 Re
allocate au

 ed the cylinder generation in order u . use fe;
wnatically, use triangles instead of si

  
 

Ive memory overfloy
s (Simpler than to split in

 LeLOLY,
strips}  

Killed non-relevant testcases+functions+variables.

Testcase is nowparsed to determines texture size; this potentially changes the bshaviorof
previous lesicases since they weren’l properly setuing the eight Ccousttuct_teature_hsize’ was
used for both dimensions in the only usefinl buildevel call). Format of the testcase is
'tex_WxH', where W and H can take any valid value for 2b textures.

   
  

 

Change 133613 on 2002/L 1/24 by domachi@.diotargctxp

Ensure cubemap textures using am interlaced format use an even height

Change 133587 on 2003/1 1/24 by ashishs@f1_ashishs_r100_win2
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precision text Por retain_prev instruction

Change 133579 on 2003/11/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix constant loading
Change 133572 on 2003/11/24 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2

‘Test for RE''ALN PREV instruction. Does have retain_prevwith all different types of
instructions thereby stressing the opcode
Change 133461 on 2003/11/21 by kevino@kevine_r400_release

Modified channe! mask tests to put color in register than make sure texture channel
doens't overwrite it when masked out. This way, the exported color has all channels detined.

Change 133455 on 2003/11/21 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

updated and added r400eq_const_map_fetch_Ot and 07

Change 133436 on 2003/11/21 bytmartin@tmartin_r406_win
updated descriptions

Change 133385 on 2003/11/21 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_emu

Cripple formats that crash emuuntil fixed.. Cripple tc random testcases as well forsarc reason.

Change 133328 on 2603/11/21 by kevinoa@kevine_r406_release

Made the tp_simple_02* aniso cases srnaller so they won't take as log to run. Thenon-PC casesstill hit all aniso ratios. Made the tedenorm tests smaller as well.

Change 133290 on 2003/11/21 byjhoule@jhoule_c400_linux_marlboro

Updatedlist with fixes brought bv border colorfix.
Also, the aniso_2D got fixed somewhereas well, but cant figure out the CL.

Change 133217 on 2003/11/26 by kevino@kevine_r400_release

Made randomized test cases smaller by making prims smaller

Change 133206 on 2003/11/26 by kevinc@kevino_r400_release
Changes to make some ofthe tests run a bit faster.

Change 133193 on 2003/11/20 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win
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Notfinalised the test yet. Need to know when we have afi parameters having the same
attributes on all the edges (same asflat shading)itjust uses the parem®coloroffirst vertex to beFLAT.  

Change 133033 on 2003/11/26 by rinunapat@ranapat_400_release

Updated rg file...
Change 133030 on 2603/11/26 byashishs@fl ashishs 1466 win?

same as 2 but keeping another side as constant.

Change 133024 on 2003/11/26 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win?

Testing all 16 parameters with permuting one of the parameter having consatat attributes
on one ofte edge.

Change 133021 on 2003/11/20 by amys@amys_xenos_Inxresorl

add SERIALIZE statment before dependent fetch or operation

Change 133017 on 2003/11/26 by auntys@anrys_xcnos_linux_orl

replace INT_MAX with tex_map_size for pitch
Changs 132956 on 2003/L1/19 by kevino@kevine r400 release

Updateto re file to put in comment about which changelist cubic_2D_MipBaseMap wasfixed in

Change 132955 on 2603/11/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2
changing the shaders audremoving the pred optimization.

Change 132954 on 2003/11/19 by kevino@kevino_r400_release

 Severalfixes for emu errors (mostly timeouts} in tp_multitexture_02_stress.
Change to tcb_fetch_generator to make TP_PIPE1 a wire instead of a parameter.

Apparently syuthesis has some difficulty with characterizing multiple instantiaiivns of the sume
macdcule with different parameters:

 

 Change 132942 on 2603/11/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2
Final checkin for the test. The test does 16 textures while dcing combinations of

switching the constantattrib between parameters over 16 parameters

Change 132919 on 2003/LL/19 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
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Movethe VS and PS base addresses in: Ure constant re-tnapping Lables Lo make sure the

entire range can be used. Every context is used to make sure all 1074 constants are active

Change 133192 on 1063/L1/20 by imartin@tmartin_1i00_win
updated to make sure ail 1024 alu constants are programed

Change 133173 on 2003/1 1/26 by domachi@.diotargetxp
Ensure textures with int laced formats have an even height.

 

Change 133167 on 2003/11/20 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_emu

Crippled border color until it works.

Change 133166 on 2003/11/20 by cbrennan@cbrennan_1400_emu
Shruuk random test size down.

Change 133145 on 2003/11/20 by domachi@.diotargetxp
Addall avaliable texture formats.

Change 133117 on 2003/1 1/20 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_emu

Fixed test to not go above 8192 width textures.
Change 133077 on 2003/11/20 by cbronnan@cbreanan 1400 emu

Fix for siacks with border size set.

Change 133060 on 1003/11/20 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win
disabled realtime streams so context 0 would be tested

Change 133053 on 1603/11/20 by rmanapat@rmanapat_ra0e_release

Removed passing tests from List
Change 133048 on 2003/11/20 by ashishs@ _ashishs_r400_win2

 

adding some 12 more tests in SQ from last week and this week. Also re-enabled
r400sq_auto_wrappingmemories_01
Change 133047 on 2003/11/20 by amys@amys xenos linux orl

Modified ail cpp and shaderfiles to pick up changes rade to vc tests

Change 133041 on 2003/11/20 by ashishs(@t_ashishsr400_win2
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rg file of the tp_muttitexture_02_stress tests failing with ernu errors

Change 132906 on 2003/11/19 by kevino@kevino_1400_release
cubic_2D_MipBaseMap fix is coming soon, so commented this out in the rg file so noone else would work onit, Ibis a test error.

Change 132878 on 2003/11/19 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win
more tests were added to coincide with some cmulator fixes for addressing the upper cad

of memory.

Change 132867 on 2003/1 L/19 by cbrennan@icbrennan_r400_emu

Fixed precision errors on stack maps. Removed redundant code in addresser. Updated rg
file with passing tests. DOWN TO16!

Change 132842 on 2003/1 E19 by chammer@chammer_xenas_linux_orl

Added changes for Xencs, enabled with ‘define XENCS
Includes new rb id, edram copy mode, zplane changes.

 

Change 132816 on 2063/L L/19 by georgev@devel_zeorgev_r400_lin2murlboro_tott

Added iest to cover get weights function.
Change 132793 on 2003/1 L'L9 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

Testing interpolation of | color when 2 or more attributes of triangle are same with
polymode and clipping

Change 132751 on 2063/LL/18 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r40G
Fix bad shader version aid lugic

Change 132743 on 2003/1 1/18 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
initial checkin for the test

Change 132722 on 2063/L 1/18 by ashishs@f_ashists1400_win2 
Added 2 moretests

Change 132709 on 2002/1 L/18 by ashishs@f! ashishs r400 win2

Adding test using the samestructure as before but having clip. Need to know if seperate
shaders need to be input forthis test or the test] shaders would suffice 

Change 132670 on 2003/11/18 by ashishs@f!_ashishs_r400_win2
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test for interpolation of constant. attributes

Change 132661 on 2003/11/18 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r100
Update to predicate processing compoundindices

Change 132621 on 2003/11/18 by georgev@devel_seorgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott

Drew too many triangles that were undefined. This has been corrected.
 Change 132613 on 2003/11/18 by tmartin@tmartin466win

changed images sizes to 160x160 so the dimensionsare divisible by 32 and 20

Change 132610 on 2603/11/18 byrmanapat@rmanapat_r400_reicase
Regressiorfile that tulds all Tailed tests fromlast night regression runs

Change 132596 on 2003/11/18 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4U0_emu

Cripple stacks because they are known to be broken right now.
Change 132505 on 2003/L1/18 by kevino@kevine_r400_release

Change to CUBEinstruction te corrrespond to Hefebr's chanelist 132250: "Changing
emulator and tests to meet with the new cube swizzles wich noware for SRCAzzxy (instead of
zzvx). Also change the assomblor to accept the now swizzle code.". This is a shader program
that was missed in the update.

 
 

 

a hange 132419 on 2003/11/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

Initial checkin for test with GPR management
Change 132417 on 2003/11/17 by kevino@kevine_r400_release

All te*agp5 12 testeases

Change 132401 on 2003/11/17 bytmartin@tmartin M40 win

14O0sq_const_anap_alu_OL
1460sq_const_map_alu_(3
r400sq_const_map_alu_04
r400sq_const_map_aluO05
1400sq const map alu 06
1400sq_const
r400sq_const_map_1 if
#4Q0sq_const_map_fetch_O5
r400sq_const_map_fetch_06
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Changing emulator and tests ta meer with the new cube swi77tes wich now are far SRCA
zeny Uinstead of zzyx). Also change the assempbier to accept the new swizzle code.

Changs 132136 on 2003/11/14 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 wind

test to load shaders at ay chosen location. The shader doesnt weap in lis case as
expected and also need ta allocate sufficient memory for shader before hand. Rut currently
aborts in emu ...need to know why.....

 
  

Change 132103 on 2603/11/14 by ashishs@fi ashishs r406 wind

Finally correcting the test (debugged by Cartas). Now wraps vix and pix shader both. The
vin and pix shader have just | extra slot of memorymorethan their size and thats how they wrap
everytime theytryto load

Change 132054 on 2003/11/14 by ke o@kevine_r400_release

integrate from branch to tott. These changes inchide making several testcases usesmatier textures.

Change 132040 on 2003/11/14 by georgew@devel eeorgev r400 lin? marlboro tott

Went to 4 (rom 8) multisauples per pixel.

Change 132031 on 2003/11/14 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Testing centcr vs. centroid

Change 132006 cn 2003/11/14 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4C0_emu

Randoms don't need to be that big.

Change 131991 on 2003/11/14 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

update to mul_prev2 opcade

Change 131984 on 2003/11/14 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn
updated mul_grev2 opcode in the shader

Change 131980 on 2003/11/14 bymangeshn@ifl_mangeshn

updated opcode for mul_prev2
Change 131977 on 2003/11/14 by tmarting 

fixed ahi constant programming to use groups of 4

Change 131975 cn 1003/11/14 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu
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Change 132400 on 1003/11/17 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

uses the mex nurnber of constants in a VS and PS and stressesall contexts.

Change 132388 on 2003/LL/17 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
ene vfetch constant r400sq_const_mapfetchG4 - Uses 31 tfetch constants in a PS witt

Change 132386 on 2003/LL/17 by kevino@kevino_1400_win_marlboro
TCtests for request size — 51 2bit

Change 132364 on 2003/1 L/17 by Hefebwr@ilefebwr_r403_emu_montreal

The test wasn't exporting to all 4 charmels causing corruption on the input VC bus.
Change 132339 on 2003/LL/17 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win

Reveried back the changesto the original state. Need to talk to Carlos aboutthe tests
since error seems to be something different than what | was thinking.

 Change 132313 on 2003/L L/L7 by ashis! _ashishsr400_win

The shaders had index swizzles which according to me causes problems on hardware.Hencethis checkin fixes the same.

Change 132312 on 2063/LL/L7 by scorgov@devel acorgev 1400 Lin? marlboro tott

Wot finished. Added to keep track of while were looking af the TCtests.

Change 132284 on 1003/11/17 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
removed unused texture constants

Change 132273 on 2063/1 17 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

modified to program 1024 constants even though only $12 are used
Change 132270 on 2003/L L/17 by ashi ashi ishs_r400_win

Changing the swizale for the tests from zzyx -> zzxy on SrcA.

Change 132265 on 1063/LL/17 by tmartin@tmartin_1100_win
checkpoint

Change 132250 on 2003/11/17 by Hefebwri@Uefebwr_r400_linux_marlboro
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Porting shader te 2.0.

Change 131974 on 2062/L L/14 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

Changing the descriptioni
well as whyit is FAILING

 side Le test, to have clear descriplivn of Uke lest intention as

Change 131971 on 2063/LL/14 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_ri0G_emu
porting shader tests to v2.5

Change 131978 on 2003/1 1/14 by ashishs@Fi_ashishs_r40Q_win2

Test to show that currently instruction memory wrapping has some problerms
Change 131963 on 2003/11/14 by lnarlin@bunartin_1400_wit

Move the VS and PS base addresses in the constant re-mapping tables to make sure the
entire range can be used
Change 131930 on 2003/L L/L4 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win

add missing test

Change 131909 on 2003/11/13 by kevino@kevino_1400_release
Added tp loop testcases fer 32, 64, 128BPP

Change 131907 on 2003/11/13 by mangeshn@tl_mangeshn

update - added instructions to the test
Change 131902 on 2003/11/13 by unartin@bnartin_r400_wit

Uses the max of 32 fetch constants ina VS

Change 131896 on 2003/11/13 by rmanapat@rmanapat_r400_release
This test was not doing fnt00 and fni0) ay adverlised it was
sctialhy stack on fmi¢2..problem found thanks ta code coverageNow fixed

Change 131819 on 2002/11/13 by tmartin@tmartin 1400 win

fixed alu constant programming

Change 131773 on 2003/11/13 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
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test foir pix aud vi shader wrapping Logetier

Change 131740 on 2003/11/13 bytmartin@tmartinM460_win

now programs alv constants in groups of 4
Change 131737 on 2003/11/13 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_winz

adding test for pixel shader wrapping

Changs 131719 on 2003/11/13 by kevino@kevine 1400 release

include ofcontralbits in tp_multitexture_01

Change 131678 on 2003/11/12 bytmartin@tmartin_ri6G_win

corrected expected output corament

Change 131676 on 2003/11/13 bytmartin@tmartin_r400_win

ve galds
Change 131675 on 2003/11/12 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

ve golds

Change 131671 on 2003/11/12 bymangeshn@ifi_mangeshn
BP stress test preliminary check in for the fir

Change 131686 on 2003/11/19 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win2

changed the description ofthe test
Change 131658 on 2003/11/12 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win2

removed the simple test as its not needed anymore

Changs 131657 on 2003/11/12 by ashishs@il ashishs r400 win?

initial checkin for memory wrapping Lest for vertex shaders. We can wrap the endire
memory as many number of times as we want by changing the variable N HADERSinside
ihe test. But inorder to run the test fast on the ermulator the test has been shortened and onlywraps the memory once (NUM_SHADERS= 14will start the auto wrapping)

  

Change 131632 on 2003/11/12 bycbrennan@icbrennan_r460_emu

‘Temporarily crippled border until border bugs get cleaned out.
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Change 131212 on 2003/11/11 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

edit - updatig test data to reflect denorms arc now being flushed correctly

Change 131158 on 2003/11/16 by mangestin@lmaagestn

edit - changing order ofadditions during calculation ofthe expected value
Changc 131152 on 2003/11/16 by mangesha@fl manacshn

edit. - changed order of additions in the opeade

Change 131147 on 2003/11/16 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

update - to flush FP_R400_NAN

Change 131133 on 2003/11/16 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

update
Change 131129 on 2003/11/16 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linwx_marlbore

Added *_rep_*testcases just like CL4129941 did for tp_simple_02

Change 131121 on 2003/11/1¢ bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn
update

Change 131126 on 2003/11/16 by chrennan@cbrennan_r460_win_mariboro

Tumed off AS_8, AS_88 and MPEG formats from tp_cubic tests.
Change 131119 on 2003/L1/16 by georgev@devel_georgev_1400_lin? ariborg_tutt

Added extra texture for MaxMagtests.

Change 131114 on 2003/11/16 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4G0_emu
Fix test ty force tiling on with FMT_1 and FMT_1]_ REVERSE.

Change 131110 on 2003/11/10 by ashishs@l_ashishsr40¢_win

adding hz and rom vars

Change 131104 cn 2003/11/16 by mangesin@fl_mangeshn

update
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Change 131636 on2063/11/12 by cbreman@cbraitan_1400_emu

Restricted memory footprint size of voi 3d to prevent blowing out memorywhilecreatingthefills.

Change 131626 on 2003/11/12 by cbrenman@cbrennan_r400_win_marlboro
texture sizes need to be at least 1

Change 131618 on 2003/LL/12 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added pixel shader program for randomizedcase that can handle 1-4 textures, any of

which can be cube mapped (info about which textures are on and which are cube mapped go into
control bits). Also made vertices more contained so smaller prims are produced

 
 

Change 131566 on 2003/11/12 by kevino@kevino+400_win_mariboro
For randumized lest case, make vertices slay within DISP_DIMranges. Mintex size is 1

Cinstead of 0)
 Change 131562 on 2063/11/12 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r406_lin2_marlboro_tott

Added pixelkill tests

Change 131536 on 2003/1 1/12 by rmanapat@rmanapat_r400_release
 Just touching these files...had to do a sync -f to have them come up

even though they were already there...this should fix the EMU problem
for the MaxMagl and @ tests

Change 131522 on 2003/1 1/12 by rmanapat@irmanapat_r400_release

Fixed *rep_*
ran to completion...

 ases For this test they were EMU error now they

Change 131418 on 2004/11/11 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

_const_mapalu_03 - uses all $12 constants ina VS
const map alu all 512 constants ina PS

1 context switching when exerc gthe PS
ust_iap_alu_O6 ~ tests coulext swilching when exercising ie VS:

 
  

Change 131395 on 2003/LL/11 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win2
re-cnabling the vs memory wrap test by Carlos since now it PASSESagain in emulator

Change 131276 on 2003/LL/11 by lefebvr@llefedvre_laptop_r400_emu

These shaders were all broker: because the address register was not refreshed prior to use.
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Change 131162 on 1663/11/10 by margeshn@fl_mangeshn

update
Change 131999 on 2003/1 1/16 byashishs@ _ashishsr400_win2 

changing the description. Also adding a var for bug tracking
 Change 131084 on 2063/11/10 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win2

Adding a simple test for bug tracking

Change 131033 on 2003/1 L/10 by domachi@:diotargetzp

Pick more suitable random range for § & T texcoord on 1/2/3D textures.
Change 131039 on 2003/L 1/10 by mangesin@)mangestin

update

Change 131927 on 2063/11/16 by jhoule@jhoule r400 linux marlboro

Onsecond thuught, this file used: more fiddling han just 4 skuple cupy..

Change 131023 on 2063/1 1/10 by jhoule@jhouler400_linux_marlboro
Adding missing file which prevents r40tc simple register indircct from compiling.
Simply snaiched the one fromthe VC directory. 

Change 131006 on 2003/1 1/10 by domachi@.diotargetzp

Add CubeMaps and StackMaps to tc_randor test.
Change 130837 on 2003/1 L/07 by ashisis@fl_aslrishs1400_win

adding VTX_INST_BASE and PIX_INST_BASE

Change 130819 on 2663/11/07 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
added export tu framebulfer

Change 130810 on 2003/1 L/07 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

using 64 shaders

Change 130802 on 2003/1 L/07 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

update - added export to memory for Nan‘Inf data tracking
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Change 130793 on 2003/11/07 by cbrenuan@cbremany400_cmu

Gol ridof tp_1Dsimpie_Ul test. No need to get rid of it from directed test report.

Change 130792 on 2603/11/07 by kevino@kevino_r400_release
Removed a couple old tests that are no longer used (and new seg fault)

Change 130791 on 2003/11/07 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4UU_emu

Fix test to not ask for 1d tiled texturcs. ilcgal case.

Change 130788 on 2003/11/07 by kevino@kevino_r400_release

Added stress tests which increase the input drive starve from 0%

Change 130774 on 2003/11/07 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

updaredtests

Change 130689 cn 2003/11/07 bymangesha@ifl_mangeshn
update

Change 130686 on 2003/11/07 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_mariboro

Small changefor to Filter validation code for clarity Gunctionalyit should be identical}
Change 130673 on 2003/11/07 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlboro

Copy of tp_mutlitexture_02 for fmt 16

Change 130606 on 2003/11/06 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn
update

Change 130596 on 2003/11/06 bycbrennan@cbrennan_r40_emu

Change ic simple 1d to use dcenormalized coordsso that it could get past a size of 8192.

Change 130591 on 2003/11/66 by cbrenman@cbremian_r400_ente

Un crippled 1d textures.
Change 130580 on 2003/11/06 by ashishs@ii ashishs r406 win

reverted the test back so that it runs (need to add inst wrap which wasput by carlos and
check problem)
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Change 130352 on 2003/11/05 by kevino@kevine_r400_release

Addedtp 1D simpic O1,tp border 62, andtp simple 91 pos,
tp_mipmap_smallprim_02 to tp4_tc_randora.re

Change 130344 on 2003/11/05 by mkellyG@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

pipe disable tests are obsolete
Change 130335 on 2003/11/65 by mangesha@fl_mangeshn

added coissue tests for the SLN and CUS instructions

Change 130307 on 2003/11/05 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
changed how vertex dala was assigned because NaNe were causing a probleron Linux

Change 130299 on 2003/11/05 by eberger@ebergerr400_linux_marlboro

Fixed some more errers in r406rb simple z.cpp.

Change 130296 on 2003/11/05 by eberger@ieberger_1400_linux_tiarlbure
Fixed one more minorerror.

1 r400 linex marlboro Changc 130286 on 2003/11/05 by cborger@cber:

Corrected an error in a call to the DEPTH_SURFACEconstructor.

Change 130281 on 2003/11/05 byllefebvr@!lefebwr_r400_emv_montreal

Fixing SRCC valid GPR valid channel.
Putting the SERIAL unlhe rightline the the cubic pixel shader program.

Change 130280 on 2003/11/05 by eberger@ebergerr400_linux_marlboro

Changed the DEPTHFORMATin onetest.
Change 130269 on 2003/11/65 by eberger@eberger_1400_linux_marlbore

Created a new test verysimilar to Cenos’s bc_simple_z.cpp.

Chango 130228 on 2003/11/65 by kevino@kevine 1400 win marlboro

Version of tp_simple_02 where textures reside in AGP. Vertices & color buffer remainin framebuffer.

Change 130217 on 2003/11/04 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2
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Change 130870 on 2003/11/06 by itungesin@tmangesin

update

Change 130546 on 2003/1 1/06 by kevino@kevino+400_win_mariboro
Ist checkin of incomplete tp_stress test that uses AGP to have long memory latencyto try

to fill up fifo cw

Change 130520 on 2003/11/06 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Made 2D aniso test cases use smaller prims (62.5x62.5 instead of 250x250). Since these

test cases are not mipmapped, and perspective is used to force the aniso ratios, I thinkthis
should leave the functionality the same.

 BEChange 130511 on 2063/11/06 by kevino@kevino_r400_1
Added AGP version of tc_perf2d cpp. Also put in 666 cycle AGP latency Dor ull of

these test. cases inte testCaseParams. pl
 Change 130506 on 2003/1 1/06 by ashishs@fi_ashishs r400_win

changing SIZE_I var to (SIZE_i-1) since with TP_V2=3 needs the same and now since
TP_V2=3 is ON by defulat (TP_Version 2 ..i think.)

 

Change 130420 on 2003/1 L/06 by mkelly@t_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
Move constant writes to onc packet.

Change 130418 on 2003/11/06 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

seiting env var TP_V2=3 in the var file

Change 130408 on 2003/1 L/06 by amys@ 

cade modified so WANs don't cause a discrepancy between windows andlinuxemulations

Change 130381 on 2063/L 1/05 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

correcting a surall error in script

Change 130372 on 2003/1 L/05 by ashishs@t_ashishs_r400_win2
enabling ROMand ITZ blocks in regression scripts

Change 130359 on 2003/11/05 by mengeshn@fl_mangeshn

added coissue test for the MUL_PREV2 instruction
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‘Tests were failing due to a change in verg.cpp (address clamp disable), now have beenfixed

Change 130215 on 2003/L 1/04 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

corrected the syntax errors in the shaders. Nowthekille instruction does recpiire a
destination register
Change 130197 on 2003/1 L/04 by kevino@kevino r400 win marlboro

Tite validateF ilterO retirns false, set volume maps to point, and aniseto disahted,
Previously onlyset min/mag to point, and mip to pointif it was linear (leave basemap

otherwise).

Change 139175 on 2003/1 1/04 by cbrenman@)cbrennan_r400_emu

tirned on uber_rand test for tpa_tc
‘lurned off Id textures in known good version of tc_randorn tp tests.

Change 130153 on 2003/1 1/04 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

changitig the test for TP_V2 with adding cach shader Por its own combination of saruple
location for fetch. Also neededto goldenise the image.

Change 130133 on 2003/1 1/04 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
Changing test for TP_V2. Also needed to add different shader cach fetching the texture

pixel from center/centroid location

Change 130102 on 1003/11/04 bytmartin@tmartin_r400_win
 Tests a high ratio of pixel threads to vertex threads

Change 130101 on 2603/1 1/04 by tmartin@tmartin_s406_win

Tests a high ratio (3.4) of vertex threads to pixel threads
Change 130100 on 2063/11/04 by imartin@itmartin_1400_win

Uses each thread 1more than ones in order ta stress the SQ.

Change 130399 on 1003/11/04 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
delete

Change 130098 on 2003/1 1/04 byt artin@tmartin_r400_win
Overfiows the vertex shader reservationstation
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Change 130097 on 2003/11/04 by tmantin@tmartin_r40G_win
Overflows the pixel shader reservation station 

Change 130093 on 2003/11/04 bytmartin@tmartin_r400_win
delete

Change 130092 on 2603/11/64 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
delete

Change 130084 on 2003/11/04 bytmartin@tmartin_1460_win

attempts to overflows the vertex shader reservation station
Change 130083 on 2003/11/64 by mkellv@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Update test to match Xenos for debugging

Change 130044 on 2003/11/64 byashishs@fl_ashi 1400_win
edited the tests to have BaseMapFilter for TP_V2 =3 also needed to goldenise the tests

Change 129956 on 2003/11/03 by tmartin@ltmartin1406win
Overflows the pixcl shader reservation stations 

Change 129952 on 2603/11/03 bytmanin@itmartin_réda_win

added r400sq_thread_manage_02, r400sq_thread_manage_03,
r40Gsq_thread_manage04
Change 129927 on 2003/11/03 by mangesha@flmangesha

added coissue tests for the max and min instructions

Change 129905 on 2003/11/63 by mangesha@fl mangzcshn

added coissue tosis for the nuve and uieva_Eloor instructions

Change 129902 on 2003/11/03 by ashishs@t_ashishsr400_win
changed for TF V2

Change 129897 on 2003/11/03 by ashishs@ii_ashishsr400_win

change for TP_V2
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 Change 129767 on 2003/11/03 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix test bug where RT constsize is now defined before loading RT const
Change 129766 on 2003/11/03 by mkellv@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop

Fixedtest bug

Change 129691 on 2003/10/31 bytmartin@tmartin_r406_win
added r400sq_thread_manage_OL

Change 129688 on 2003/10/41 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win

Tests that the expected number ofthreads are drawn
Change 129679 on 2003/10/31 by kevinu@kevine_1400_win_uiarlboro

Fixes for getgradients tests. Added 2L) testcase. Make sp normalize gradients to 1 for
display. Add testcasesto re file.
Change 129674 on 2003/10/31 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r406_win

initial checkin for a test using SQ PERF counters

Change 129669 on 2003/10/31 byllefebvr@!lefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
fixing overwrites in mem-export tests.

Change 129623 on 2003/10/21 bymangeshn@ifl_mangeshn

updated test status documents
Change 129606 on 2003/10/31 by mangestin@f_manyesta

added coissue tests for mul_const, add_const and sub_const instractions

Change 129604 on 2003/10/21 by ashishs@il_ashi s1400win
updating test_list and tracker for recent véx and pix index counter tests

Change 129585 on 2003/10/31 bykevinc@kevine_r400_win_taarlboro

Added ID, 2D, and Cubic gotgradicnts tostcascs. Nonc work properly yet.

Change 129581 on 2003/10/31 by mangeshin@fl_mangeshn

added coissue tests for kille, killge,killet, killne and killone instructions
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Change 129865 on 2603/1 1/03 by ashishs@ft_ashishs_r400_win

Need to change gold forthis test too
Change 129864 on 1003/1 1/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

changed the test as per recom from Jocelyn. Also needed to update goldssince the current
images seem to be beiter

 Change 129849 on 2003/L L/03 by ash ashishs r400 win

Changing the test as suggested byJoceiyn fer the TP_V2 change. Also needed to change
the gald image since earlier due to precision isssue wasincorrect and now produces a more better
image now.

Change 129835 on 2003/L 1/03 by kevino@kevine_r400_release

Removed some deug statements | had left in

Change 129833 on 2003/11/03 by kevino@kevino_r400_reiease
Ist cut at fixing interlaced formats. Still get seg faults for tex sizes about 32x32or so

(64x64fails)

Change 129791 on 2003/1 L/03 by mkelly@ftlmkellyr400_win_laptop
Updatert state

Change 129796 on 2003/1 1/03 by ashishs@ifl_ashishs_ra400_win

updating golden Ist tile
 Change 129788 on 2003/1 L/03 by ashishs shishsr400_win

Adding gold for one of the CT. test ta check: under 14 

Change 129785 on 2003/11/03 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Update test arrangement, sizing const and constlocations.

Change 129783 on 7003/1 £03 by ashishs _ashishsr400_win

changing the test so that it PASSES under TP_V2=3
Change 129780on 2003/11/03 by mkelly@fl_mkelly400_win_laptop

Move Kl const sizing before setting const
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Change 129876 on 1604/10/31 by ten@tien_r400_devel_maribora

Backed outlast sim.cfg checkin
Added .re file for block perf stuff

Change 129538 on 2003/10/31 by ashishs@r shishsr400_win2

Changing these 2 tests for output_screen_xy whichare currently failing in emu butthe
change in test doesnt cause anydifference
Change 129534 on 2003/1 0/41 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

Adding OL'TPUTSCKEHN XYto all these tests since they has PARAMGEN as 1.
Verified atter regressing these tests.

Change 129547 on 2003/10/31 by imartin@tmartin_1400_win

added r400sq_fetch_arb_O1 and 02

Change 129536 on 2003/10/31 by amys@amys_xeros_linux_orl
modifytests as per r400vc tests

Change 129498 on 1003/16/36 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win
fetch arbitration tests

Change 129447 on 2063/10/30 by mangeshn@fl_mangesha

added caissuetests for mul_prev, add_prev and sub_prev

Change 129444 on 1662/10/30 by lefebwr@llefebvr_r400_linux_mariboro

 ce module, Fixing dangling wires in Ure sy related Lo perfor
Fixing shader cine to Kil! opcode assembler change
Fixing trakcer problern in the TB_SQSP when autecount vtx is on.

 

Change 129377 on 2003/10/30 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Debug aid

Change 129349 on 2003/10/30 by mkelly@flmkellyriQ0_win_laptop

Comment out RT and rearrange a bit for full chip test.

Change 129319 on 2003/10/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

setting the mipfilter to BaseMap as suggested by Jocelyn for TP_V2=3 to get PASSING
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Change 129313 on 2003/10/29 by ushistis@flastishs1460_wind

 
testing the

incremented (pixst
counter when rendering a triangle. Understanding the way pix counter is

ader hit} when rendering a pixels in2triangle.
Change 129283 on 2003/10/29 by mangesha@fl_mangeshn

changed to scalar

Change 129272 on 2003/10/29 by mangesha@fl_mangeshn
adedd coissue tests for add, sub and mul

 Change 129261 on 2003/10/29 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Smaller test for full chip debugging...
Change 129245 un 2003/10/29 by kevinuo@kev 1400_lnux_iarlbure

Fixed a couple typosthatleft the stack depth > 64 and were causing emu errors.
Added.rg Files for tp4_te and te for the tp_multitexture_02 stack map tests

 

Change 129223 on 2003/10/29 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Change a logic| to an add in addresscalc.

Change 129216 on 2003/10/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_mariboro
Replaced error messages about base and mip maps not being allocated with wamings not

containing the word“error”

Change 129130 cn 2003/10/29 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_rarlbore
 Updated some more of the stackmap testcases to limit the stack depth to 64

Change 129079 on 2603/16/28 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win

updated to work when TP_V2 is 3
Change 129064 on 2003/10/28 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlboro

Removed a couple hacks from tp_mt_tcfunc_stack_clamph that I had been using for
testing.

Change 129061 on 2003/10/26 by gcorgev@dovel gcorgev r400 lin? marlboro tott
First revision.

Change 129060 on2003/10/28 by kevine@kevine_r400_win_marlboro
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Change 128981 on 2003/10/28 by smossigismoss_xenos_linux_ort

updated for primlib filss

Change 128876 cn 2003/10/28 by mkellyG@f_imkelly1400_win_laptup

update...
Changc 128875 on 2003/10/28 by mkclly@fi mkclly 400 win laptop

update

Change 128848 on 2003/L0/27 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin2marlboro_tott

Added two debug registers.

Change 128833 on 2603/10/27 byashisha@fl_ashishs_r400_wind,
 input the reg index in the test. The test doesnt output on higher index values like 4.5,need to know the reason

Change 128771 on 2003/10/27 by mkelly@f_mkelly400_win_laptop

First HZ test, now nzed to migrate it to Kenos...
Changc 128769 on 2003/10/27 by mkclly@fi mkcllv 400 win laptop

Add handling for HZ tests

Change 128768 on 2003/10/27 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlbore

Updates to getcompled and
the emu diflerently if de opcode iz
not expect this difference

getgradients testcases. The lod and gradients come out from
ID versus StackMap. Since R=0.0 for all vertices, L would

 
 

Change 128765 on 2003/10/27 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
 with help from Jocelyn modified the test so

for deze from Jocelyn
works with TP_V2-3. Please sec below

OK,from what 1 could observe, you end uphitting mip level 1 for some quads.
Adding the followinglines right before setting the constants in the render_state solves

  
 

 
#8 BASEMAP filter
poini_texiure_constent®. setMIP_FILTER(TFeichConst:Mip_BaseMap):
poini_texture_constant] setMIP_FILTER(TFeichConst::MipRaseMap};. and SO On
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Fixed up some of the stack filter and clamp tests. Added some new bordersize test. cases.

 Change 129958 on 2003/10/28 by seorgev@devel_georgev_ri0G_lin2_marlboro_tott
Check in for Laurant to lookatit.

Change 129073 on 2003/10/28 by mkelly@ifl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Add sc_req.dmp:
Change 129002 on 2003/10/28 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added caissuetests for sete, setne, setge, setgt and pred_set_restore instructions

Change 128998 on 2003/10/28 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r40Q_win2
Finulising the test wilh "cont seilings, gen vix and pix counters and exporting en

tomemoary. Also toggling between the destination register for the pix counter between rt-ri§
verey 64 points of total 4224 points

 

Change 128979 on 1663/10/28 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
added simple test for kille register export

Change 128964 on 2003/10/28 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
 Added Sti ap testcascs to tp multitcxturc 02 that are replicas of the 4D testcases

Have not yet gone throughthe reaults to make sure that the testcases are behaving as
expected.

Change 128934 on 2003/10/28 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added tp_stack test. Current testcases only test getcomplod and getgradients.

Change 128943 on 1063/16/28 by mkelly@PLmkelly_r400_winlaptop

Remove unnecessary constant write...
Change 128936 on 2003/10/28 by ashishs@ ashishs_r400_win2

Test to export pix index countto all GPR's (only possible ri-rl 5) Using index "i" in pix
shader so that just using ore shader the shader can dynamically change the destination register
whichitis using, therebyjust needing one shader for pix shader as weil as testing indexing on
gpr's as well az outputto all gpr’s

 

Change 128884 on 2063/10/28 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_mariboro

uncommented remove ofppmfiles
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Change 1 28682 on 2603/16/27 by kevino@kevino_r460_win_marlboro

Shader programs for getcomplod and getgrad for texture stacks. New cppfile that uses
them not checked in yet.

Change 128680 on 2063/10/27 by ashishs@f_ashistsr400_win

changedthe test so that st could bve changed easily
Change 128677 on 2003/10/27 by domachi@.diotargctxp

Fix proper range for 1.OD_RTAS. Sef ODRias should be set as a float.

Change 128672 on 2003/10/27 by amys@lamys_xenos_linux_orl 
converted vctests to tc tests

Change 128618 on 2003/16/27 by mkelly@FL_mkelly_r400_winlaptop

Fix syntax error from last update.
Change 128617 on 2003/10/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Fix syntax error from last update

Change 128616 on 1603/10/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Fix wrong CP word type.

 Change 128498 on 2003/10/24 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr40Q_win2

initial checkin for the test. The test uses vsisr_cont with gen vtx and pix counters and
displaying theron framebuffer(currently 4224 poi enerating 4224 vtx count and 4224*4
pixel counts ch point is 242 pixels). Had to j the test frumthe original
test since afer at context. switch 64 pixels are given to outpnt no matter how many are rendered
(pixel vector). So the vertex data had to carry appropriate number of points so that we get a
continous pixe! count. Need to still put the register indexing inside the test

 
    

Change 128491 on 2003/10/24 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added caissue tests for the pred_set_inv and pred_set_pop instructions

Change 128406 on 2002/10/24 by kevino@kevino1400_win_marlboro
 Fixed some ofthe test cases. Prim dimesnions exceeded displaydimensions and were

causing an rb assert. Not sure qute why, though. Mayberaster scissors need to be set up as the
display dimensions.

Change 128395 on 2003/10/24 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
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added coissne tests for pred_sete, pred_setne, pred_setot and pred_setge instructions

Change 128392 on 2003/10/24 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_mariboro
Added several large odd textures with mipmapping to tp_multitexture_02 in

tp_mt_tcfunc_2D_filter.h

Change 128356 on 2003/10/24 bykevinc@kevine_r400_win_marlbore

Added gctcomplod and gctgradicnts testcascs to tp cubic.cpp

Change 128346 cn 2003/10/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Moving and moditying pipe disable tests in sys/rom

Change 128338 on 2003/10/24 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4C0_emu

Add stacks fo te's smoke.tg

Change 128333 on 2603/10/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Add handling for test_lib/sre/chip/sys/rom

Change 128317 on 2603/10/24 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Changed stipple aute reset control to "1" instead of "2", since the BOOL data type
was removed from pa.blk.

Change 128283 on 2603/10/23 byashisha@ifl_ashishs_r46G_win?

finally got the test working pertectly with help trom Carlos. Now just need to have color
same as the previoustest
Change 128261 cn 2003/10/23 by smoss@smoss_xenos_linux_ort

added rom, housekeeping

Changs 128252 on 2003/10/23 by jhoule@jhoule r400 linux marlboro

Added ability tu print inpul and oulput headers.
Cleaned up code to be more consistent across testhenches.

Change 128247 on 2003/10/23 by kevino@kevine_ri00_win_taarlboro
Adding mip packing setting to tp_multitexture_02. Defaulted to enabled.

Change 128213 on 2003/10/24 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn
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Moved WATT_RTS_UNTI. .wait_rt_idie to be immediately after RTS initiator.

Change 128050 on 2003/10/23 by kevino@kevine_1400_win_taarlboro
Fixed test-created sp file so that settexlod is right before the tfetches that use it. If ALuinvt’s ave in betweenthon.

Change 128047 on 2003/10/23 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Added debug register read on test completion.

Change 128041 on 2003/10/23 by kevina@kevine_r466_win_marlboro

Needed by tp_multitextureOL and G2

Change 128031 on 2003/10/23 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

due to s script problem we needto add new line af the end of the test_list.

Change 128017 on 2003/10/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 128016 cn 2003/10/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Adjustments...
Change 128015 on 2603/10/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelty_r400_win_laptop

Adjustments...

Change 128013 on 2003/10/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update comments...

Change 128012 cn 2003/10/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Set size correctly.
Chane 127974 on 2603/10/22 by ushishs@iflashishs1400_win2

Finally got the test working with help from Carlos and Laurent. Hadtest issues 30 just
simplified the test te render as many points as needed without caring about the render packet size
in onc render p:  
Change 127958 on 2003/10/22 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added co-issue tests for recip_sert_clamped, recip_sqrt_ff and recip_sqrt_ieee. UpdatedSPtest list
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added cuissue tests for syrt_iee, Bact, rune aud Moor instructions

Change 128202 on 2003/10/23 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_mariboro_tott

Added tests for non med 32 texture pitches.
Change 128201 on 2003/10/23 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

correcting the test since the test has dounble the number of indices

Change 128193 on 2003/10/23 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

initial checkin for the test with vertex counter, pix counter and the vsisr_cont enabled

Change 128161 on 2003/10/23 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r100_win_laptep

Change texture to work with Jecelyn's changes...

Change 128158 on 2063/16/23 by mkelly@fL_mkelly_r400_winlaptop

Changetexture to work with J hanges...
Change 128128 on 2003/10/23 by mkelly@ifl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Add rts_wait_until

Change 128124 on 1063/10/23 by cbrenman@cbrennan_1400_release
Enabled endian swap and border color randomizations..

Change 128098 on 2003/16/23 by ashishs@ shishsr400_win

updated the descriptions and adddedtestin tracker
 

Change 128090 on 2063/10/23 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win2
  

Adding test to do vertex and pixel countin the sametest. ‘hanksfor the tip from Carlos
the test works correctly
Change 128078 on 2003/10/23 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_ri00_win_laptop

Move RTidle to after initiator

Change 128967 on 2003/10/23 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Remove two tests fromregressions until I fix them...

Change 1 281164 on 2003/10/23 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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Change 127936 on 2003/1 0/22 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Commented out dumpPPMcommands so that the tests wouldn't write out the textures to
ppm files.

Change 127931 on 2003/10/22 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Commented out SaveBaseMap and SaveMipLevels where they were set to true- no need
to dump thom except for when writing the test and making surc the textures come out as
expected.

Change 127911 on 2003/10/22 by mangeshn@iil_mangeshn

modified test data cet and switch offVERBOSE. Updated SP testlist
Change 127901 on 2003/10/22 by utkelly@fLinkelly_1400_win_laptop

More simple texture cases

Change 127891 on 2003/10/22 by imartin@tmartin 400 win

first complete version of Ue lest pending a fix in the emulator

Change 127889 on2002/10/22 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win
cleaned up a couple arcas of the code so they don't cause confusion in the futurc

Change 127887 on 2003/10/22 by domachi@.distargetxp

Add some outputio debug random seed problem

Change 127868 on 2003/10/22 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_mariboro

Adiled getcompliodtests for 11D, 31, and Cubic mans. Tex Stacks still need ta be done.

Change 127867 on 2003/10/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
More RTS texture samples.

Change 127863 on 2003/10/22 by mangeshn@ifl_mangeshn

added coissue test for exp_ieee
Change 127801 on 2063/10/22 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

updated shaders

Change 127778 on 1003/10/22 by mkelly@fl_xenos_regspec
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Update

Change 127770 on 2003/10/22 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update for latest simd arch
 ST on 2003/10/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

VC address clamp disable by default.
Change 127756 on 2003/10/22 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_400_win_laptop

VC Address clamp disable by default

Change 127751 on 2003/10/22 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Address chanp disable by default

 Change 127740 on 2003/10/22 by mkellyG@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Disable address clamping in VC
Change 127675 cn 2003/10/21 by egrayc@graye_xenos_linux_orl

new script to generate a rg tile
Chango 127667 on 2003/10/21 bytmartin@tmartin r400 win

removed some extranzons set fifo depth commands

Change 127653 on 2003/10/21 bytmartin@tmartin460_win

made some texture constant changes

Change 127654 on 2003/10/21 by mangeshn@iil_manseshn

added co-issue tests for log_claraped and log_ieee
Change 127636 on 2003/10/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

 RECTANGLELIST, 4 textures, 64x64

Change 127631 on 2003/10/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
nonRTS, 4 textures, 64x64, using to debug RTS 4 textures...

Change 127627on 2003/10/21 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn
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Change 127456 on 1603/10/26 by ashisha@fl_ashishs_r40q_win2,

Changed the test so that it the
RENDER ENCINE:INDIRECT COMMAND STREAM MODEas recomomded by Kevin
Ryan and Carlos so that these tests PASS in hardware (currently FAILINGin hardware due to
high number of packets}. Need io verify with Dau Cliftonif te same PASS in hardware now 777

 

Change 127429 on 2003/10/26 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win2
Changing the test so that it uses the auto gencrated pixcl shader counter te create an

export address.

Change 127415 on 2003/10/26 byHefebwr@ilefebwe_1400_emu_montreal

updated tp_simple_02 vertex shader to new VS 2.0 with serialize.
Chunge 127409 on 2003/10/20 by Lefebvi@ilefebwe_1400_euu_tuoutreal

changed the x_masktest to use shader version 2 with serialize instead of the old v1.0

Change 127381 on 2003/10/20 bytmartin@tmartin r400 win

added the ve test r460ve_data_format_O1

Change 127380 on 2003/10/26 by mkelly@f! _tkelly1400_win_laptop
Load constants in multiples of 4.

Change 127375 on 2003/10/26 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlboro

Some changes to ip_cubic.cpp to make sure color doesn't go to 0 when one ofthe tex
sizes goes to 1.
Charge 127376 on 2003/10/26 by ushistis@ilushishsr400_wind

Editing the F AILING SPtests. These tests were FAILING due to the predication
optimization put by Laurent. Were valid tests earlier, but the emulator was changed to matchhardware.
 

Change 127359 on 2003/10/26 by cbrenuan@cbremanty400_cute

add cubicrg file.

Chango 127352 on 2003/10/26 by mkclly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Load constants in multiples of 4.

Change 127350 on 2003/10/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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added recip_iece and recip_{fcuissue tests

 Change 127621 on 2003/L0/21 by ashishs@¥fi_ashishs_r4U0_win

Added an option -g to gcldenise the paramtests in PERFORCE, but howeverthis option
doesnt check if the image PASSED. Kept this feature for later and just got the above
functionality working

Change 127618 on 2003/L0/21 by ashishs ashishsr400_win

had some unknownproblera

Change 127613 on 2003/L0/21 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_mariboro

Added several 2D getcomplod iest cases. Still need to add one for each of ID, 3D,
Cubic, and Tex Stack.

Change 127606 on 2063/10/21 by ashishs shistesr400_win

Goldenised the r4U0sc_multi* param tests for AMY after leaming howto goldenise the
param tests from Chris
Change 127558 on 2003/L0/21 by mangesin@fl_mangeshn

added test for - scalar recip_clamp inst tested with all vector inst for coissue

Change 127543 on 2003/10/21 by tien@tien_r400_devel_mariboro

  
ests

1, but as these testsId be able to
Sanity check-in of TP block
Tid not min release_partslib y

are not in regression and are not RTL, 1 3
get away with it

Noother test should be using the 2 shader programs either!!!

  
 

Change 127536 on 2063/10/21 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

Adding 3 newtests to test_list and Test_tracker.

Also updating description inside the tests. Also inside pix chadcr test inercased the countfrom 512 to 16895 as earlier.

Change 127529 on 2003/L0/21 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Corrected textures 0-3 sizes to match gold image alter Chris Brennan's CL 125305.
Change 127505 on 2003/L0/21 by domachi@.diotargetxp

Ensure random shader generation is seeded with the -seed command line argument.
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Displayexported data in framebnifer for test debugging.

Change 127343 on 1003/10/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Load constants in multiples of 4

Change 127346 on 2003/1626 by mkelly@flmkelly_r400_winlaptop

Load constants in multiples of 4
Change 127335 on 2003/10/20 by mkellv@fLmkeliy, 400_win_laptop

Load constants in multiples of 4

Change 127331 on 1662/10/20 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
first gold check in

Change 127330 on 2003/10/20 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win
first checkin

Change 127327 on 2003/10/26 by lnartin@unartin_1400_wit

updated texture constants
 

Change 127176 on 2003/LO0/17 by kevino@kevino 1400 win marlboro

Added large tex cases.

Change 127172 on 2003/10/17 by imartin@tmartin_1400_win

added r400vc_cntl_07

Change 127167 on 2063/10/17 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

a slight twist on the cntlG4 test that stresses the coherency regs
Change 127163 on 2003/10/17 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

cleanedup the code

Change 127151 on 2003/10/17 by ashishs@Fi_ashi 400_win2 
editing the test so now it docs the address export az well as the generated counter value

for pix. Just to show that the address generated is correct and till the pix shader counter value isincorrect,

Change 127107 on 1003/10/17 by cbrennan@cbrennan_1400_emu
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Aesthetic tix,

Change 127101 on 2003/10/17 by tmartin@tmariin_ri00_win
added r400ve_rsp_OL

Change 127097 on 2003/10/17 bytmartin@tmartin_r4c0_win

fixed typo
 Change 127086 on 2003/10/17 by tmartin@tmartin466win

one case was drawn overlapping another. this is fixed

Change 127049 on 2003/10/16 bytien@tien_1400_devel_marlboro
Updated perf texts

Change 127034 on 2003/10/16 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbore
 Updated tp_multitexture_02 randomized case

Change 127032 on 2003/L0/16 by smess@smoss_craycla_win
added ve

Changes 127025 on 2003/10/16 by cbrennan@cbrennan r460 cme

Saving changesto test that. allow me to test to make sure 5 ip faces are flipped properly.

Change 127095 on 2003/L0/16 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

jade teats perspective correct by default.

Change 127054 on 2603/10/16 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win

test the redundant shader pipe functionality
Change 126998 on 2003/10/16 bytmartin@tmartin_r400_win

checkpoint

Change 126989 on 2003/10/16 by cbrennan@cbrennan_14G0_win_branch
Fix shader program to new new new new new new new cube map instruction.

Change 126947 on2003/10/16 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
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The counter can be increased or decrsesed conveniently using the variablein the test as follows:
const uint32 aperture  6895 ; ‘atleast has to be 256 or RENDER PACKETSIZE

Change 126855 cn 2003/10/15 by cbrennan@)cbrennan_r400_release

Tweaks to cache thrash test to hopefully makeit better.

Change 126836 on 2003/10/15 by tmartin@tmartin_r100_win
added the rest of the precision tests to the regression and removed the debug register from

full chip

Change 126819 on 2003/L0/15 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_release
Add a cachethrash test.
edit Lests to turn off back face culling because half of the randoms werent displaying the

image.
Add somerg files i want to keep around.
Add random tests for the cache thrashing and faze crossing to the TC and TP suite.

Change 126899 on 2003/10/15 by kevino@kevine_c400_win_mariboro

Added non-pow? and rectangular test cases. Also added random texture formattests.
Made random tex sized non-pow?2
Changs 126797 on 2003/10/15 by csampay (Ail csampaye r40G

Adding GPR loop indexing tests

Change 126785 on 2003/10/15 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

set the texture constant pitch

Change 126759 on 2663/10/14 by kevina@kevine_r400_win_marlbore

Added wto ip_cubic.cpp. Added perep case which changes wfrom 1.0.
Change 126754 on 2003/10/15 by georgew@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott 

Even more anise t4tat fixes

Change 126746 on 1003/10/15 by tmartin@tmariin_r40@_win
enabled the second case

Change 126728 on 2603/10/15 by geargev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott 

Mere changes for 14tol aniso.
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Gol rid of uld bighlat Lest cases teal were inteuded Lor back when the TC ried Le fet

texture fetches slip past high-latency vix requests

Change 126925 on 2003/L0/16 by tmartin@tmartin_7100_win
added more fifo tests and fixed a calculation error in the spreadsheet

Change 126926 on 1003/16/16 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win
delete

Change 126912 on 2003/10/16 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

addednew tests to vary the 12 fifo depth

Change 126909 on 2003/10/16 bytmartin@tmartin_r400_win
split different fifo depth settings inte separate files bo work will: Ube ve lestbench

Change 126887 on 2003/L0/16 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win
build test list true

Change 125877 on 2003/L0/L5 by csarapayo@il_csampayo3

Updated for the toliewing tests:
r400sq_spr_index_O1
r400sq gpr index 02
 

Change 126864 on 1603/16/15 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win

added a better description

Change 126958 on 2003/L0/15 by cbrennan@)cbrennan_r400_release

Cube mapping should clamp edge texeis to get rid of seams. This is NOT the mip issiethe.

Change 126856 on 2063/L0/15 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

 Text lo geucrate counter using gen_index_vix und ay well ay using the 2 component
vsigr to fetch the data and validatingitto be correct. Currently the counter is
set so that it can counttill 16895 (basically 16895 points/vertices are rendered
in the program). But can be changedto increase and decrease the number of
points’vertices and thereby incrcase/decrease the auto counter generated by
gen_index_vtx. Also the counter has been exported to memory to ses the value
thatit is incremented by is correct. Also since the vtx shader uses dual component
feature ofvsisr, the vertex data as well as indices has been appropriately
evaluated to cause a difference in the image for the same eftect.
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Change 126727 on 2002/LU/L5 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added various random test cases:
randomized random stg, ordered random xy
randun_vix_stq: randow sty, original xy
random_vtx_xy_ordered: original stq, ordered random xv
randem_vtx original stq, random xy
random_vtx_all random stg, random xy

 
 

ordered randomxy meansthat it will drawa tri strip that does not fold back overitself.

Change 126694 on 2003/L0/L5 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4U00_release

Renamed tp_mipcubic to tp_mip_face_cross
Change 126646 on 2003/10/14 by kevino@kevine1400_win_malboro

Updated tp_cubic test that hits the faces correctly. Also, draw multiple rows, each
downscalied from the last ta hit the various mip levels. (mip level is encoded in
 

Change 126644 on 2003/10/14 by unarlin@urartin_r400_witt

updates
Change 126613 on 2063/L0/14 by scorgev@devel zcorgev 1400 Lin? marlboro tott

Changed texture map for L4tol anise debug.

Change 126561 on 1063/10/14 byashishs@ti_ashishs_r400_win2

  
Test to v

correctly, su ¢ date the gen_index_pix counter. The test doesnt seem to produce the counter
tuly under validation.

Change 125551 on 2002/10/14 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Reactivated border fractionand get gradients (new shaders).
Change 125546 on 2003/10/14 by kevino@keving1400_win_malboro

Ist cut at cubic test, but | think | am always getting just one face.

Change 126538 on 1062/10/14 by jhoulc@jhoule r406 linux marlboro reg

Ternporarily adding a simpler version of GetBorderColorFraction for the RTL to test
against

Change 126537 on 1003/10/14 by cbrennan@cbrennan_1400_release
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Tweaked range of random coords.

Change 126523 on 2003/10/14 by domachi@diotargetxp
Fix vertex fetch stride of position shader when using the Random Shader Generator

(RSG)C

Change 126521 on 2003/10/14 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win?

Tests changed duc to Chris Brenan's change #125305 Needed to shift the texture coord
by3 bits. Essentially "SIZE_L" in ail the tests below have been shifted by 3 bits

 

Change 126460 on 2003/10/13 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

correcting the test
 Chuuge 126436 on 2003/10/13 by kevinu@kevine_1400_win_uearlbore

Added new max/min mip clamp tests

Change 126406 cn 2003/10/13 by ashishs@#fl_ashishsr400_win
optimizing

Change 126493 on 2003/10/13 by ashishs@itl_ashishsr400_win
can safclyincrease the number of points to 16384 to be displayed on the sercon

Change 126396 on 2063/16/13 byashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win

Adding test to gen_index_vtx

Change 126360 on 2003/10/13 by kevin jkevino_r400_win_mariboro

Set. volume mag.rnin filter to be linear in the BET. cases

Change 126355 on 2003/10/13 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_taarlboro
 

Jus added a few commented lines Gvhich show varioustietch options of using comp
and/or reg grad)

Change 126351 on 2003/10/13 bykevino@kevino_r400_win_rarlbore
Fixed getsct pradicnt teat to act the grads, squarc them or double thom, and sot back to IT

and V,then lookup texture with new grads.
Changed texture for grad_exp_adjust tests

 

Change 126348 cn 2003/10/13 bytien@tien_1500_emu
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Change 126194 on 2603/10/16 by ashisha@@fl_ashishs_r400_win?

Changing the teste so that they cutput screen XY. The tests had PARAMGEN=1 orPARAM GEN RTS=1 but didnt have OUTPUT SCREEN XY = 6 or
OUTPUT_SCREEN_XY_RTS = 0 because of which it caused problem in hardware, getting
urinil data on CUTPUT_SCREEN_XY

 
 

Change 126090 on 2003/10/16 by ashishs@Mil_ashishsr40¢_win
Changing the shaders for the 1108 adaptive tests so that while doing the mom cxports theca has MULADDinstructionin it otherwise it asserts in SX

Change 126067 on 2003/10/16 by Hefebvr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Swaping no flush fora real gfxidie.
Chunge 126063 on 2003/10/16 by Hefebui@llefebwe_1400_eu_ruontreal

Put the wait in the wrong place... It wasn't doing anything.

Change 126062 on 2003/10/10 byllefebvr@llefebvr 400 emu montreal

userting wail GFX idle to wait for results of pass L before going tu 2.

Change 126025 on 2003/10/16 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_release
Fixed sometest crrors.

Change 125992 on 2003/10/09 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Added § and Q values of0.8.

Change 125990 on 2003/10/09 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win

changing pred optimizations

Change 125987 on 2003/10/09 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win 

changing pred optimization

Change 125983 on 2003/16/09 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr466_win

removing pred optimizations
Change 125973 cn 2003/10/69 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2

correcting the path to the gold (t\r400\gald -> tlxenosigald)

Change 125969 cn 2003/10/09 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
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Changed word connts for lod/caard FIFO ta 32 ta match RAM.
Added ati_difin to tp4_te testbench for IPSQdec
Misc. changesto perf test..

Change 126346 on 2003/L0/13 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlboro

Added grad_expadjust_h and _v testeases:
)adjust _neg169
)adjust_neg81

adjust pos 715
 

 
  

Change 126340 on 2003/10/13 by domachi@.diotargetxp

Fix problem where multiple parameter cache ailocs occured were generated using
random shader generation. The position shader should not export to the parameter cache, outlet
the random shader geusrator do that.

Change 126339 on 2003/10/13 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore

Changes pos testcase te have exp_adj_all of 31, which ismax, not 32
Change 125333 on 2003/10/13 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

added r400vc_fmt_precision_05 and r400ve_tmi_precision_06
Change 126328 on 2062/10/13 by cbrennan@cbronnan r400 win branch

increase random fmt range to hit 64

Change 125323 on 1003/10/13 by jhoule@jhouler400_linux_marlboro

Changed default test

Change 126321 on 2063/1 6/13 by ashis! s_r400_win

setting up constants inside the test since was being used inside the pix shader
Change 126226 on 2003/10/10 by cbrennan@)cbrennan_r400_emu

Release from my emu branch: texture stacks for TP as wellLeda rule tweaks
add more .rg files

Change 126223 on 2003/10/10 byimartin@tmartin_r400_win
stress test 1
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changing the shders for the predication optimiztion

Change 125965 on 2003/L0/09 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux marlboro
 Added 2 and 4 sample specific uns of these tests on Larry's

request. Verified that they compile and run on
 

  
Change 125937 on 1003/10/09 by Hefebw@illefebvr_1409_emu_montreal

Fixing RT test.

Change 125900 on 2003/1 0/09 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_Imn2_marlboro_tott

Partialy complete files. Do not use.
Change 125897 ou 2003/1 0/09 by ashistis@El_avlristesr400_wiu?

changirig the shaders to remove the optimizations for predications by manuallyputting
(P) and (1P) and removing ALL IF's
Change 125803 on 2063/10/09 by Iseiler@ilseiler_:400_win_marlborol

Removed &-sample test from regress_rb

Change 125792 on 1003/L0/09 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
converted vctest to tc test

Change 125730 on 2003/10/08 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

Notuse the optimization bysetting manually (p) or (fp) before each ALUinstruction
(only the ones having address register, as recom by Laurent} andremoveallifs.

Change 125726 on 2063/10/08 by smoss@smoss_xenos_linnx_ort
added ve stuff

Change 125721 on 2663/10/08 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win

Wot use the optimization bysetting manually (p) ar (ip) before each ATU instruction
(only the ones having address register, as recom by Laurent} and removeallifs.

Change 125715 on 2062/10/08 by tmartin@tmartin 1400 win

changed the texture size field to reflect the new packing order

Change 125704 on 2003/10/08 by tmartin@tmartin_r100_win
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commented oul r40Gve_base_addr_raige_pvi_02

Change 125696 on 2003/LO/G8 by geargev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2marlboro_tott

Changed border color to white and changed wrap mode.
Change 125677 on 2003/10/08 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win

added "ME.HDPFBSTART owrite(frame_buffer_start);" to protect against bugs infuture tests that use these as a base

Change 125671 on 2003/10/68 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr406_win

Not use the optimization by setting manually (p) or (tp) before each ALUinstruction
(onlythe ones having address register, as recom by Laurent) and remove all ifs.

 

Change 125656 cn 2003/10/08 by rmanapat@rmanapat_r400_release

Added til_fmtdd_landtil_fmtot_t testcases

Change 125622 on 2003/10/08 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4G0_emu
Integrate code from branch:
Implemented texture stacks in the TC.
integrated somerg files back from TOTT.Tweaked leda rules for tca and tcb
Added texture stacks to nightlytests and randoms.

Change 125613 on 2003/10/08 by Is ‘(@sciler_r400_win_marlboro2

Increase precision of bypass path for 16-bit components, so that 16-bit RF can be
generated accurately

Change 125588 cn 2003/10/08 by ge: rgev@idevel_gzeorgev_r400_I arlboro_tott

Fix test bug with new FMT_1?_1_1_1 format

Change 125569 on 2603/10/08 by kevino@kevino_r100_linux_marlboro
rg file to run someof the dxt formats

Change 125555 on 2003/10/08 by tmartin@tmartinr400_win
removed some urmsed code

Changs 125516 on 2003/10/07 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win
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Reenable linear filtering.

Changs 125305 on 2003/10/07 by cbrennan@cbrennan r460 cmu

Added fint61 tests (ULLIL} and DEN tests thal should have been there anyway.

Had x%@2=0 and x202=1 cases swapped for DXT3A_AS 1 1 1 4
Also didnt have test cases defined for fmt49 in mip_cubic andstack tests.
Changed mip stacks to be multiples of 4 instead of powers of two.

Remove cp*e2 tests from other peoples sanity checks since ‘I Const size tield change
breaks cp microcode.

Added FMT_DXT3A_AS2111 to emu,test lid, and tx_simple_* tests.

Separated 2d and stack size tconst packing, but left both at the same 13 bit fully packed.
Changed tconst size p: ig in HW
Changed testbench to tum on TPC checking more often, Wasignoring manyfields when

it thought they werent used.
Changed tef_no_tpe in tc testbench to just be called tcf to keep waveform .rc

compatibility with (p4_{e testbeuch
Removed tests from ermulator regress_e, release_partslib and daily_regress that failed

with new size packing, but they are e2 tests which are no longer supported and need to havea
microcode change to pass.

 

 

 Added texture stacks to tests, primlib, cmm_lib, and emu.

Change 125302 on 2003/10/07 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

test the cword alignment with strides of 16 to 1 and move the base addressso the stridereachesto the end ofthe cache line

Change 125295 on 2003/10/07 bychrennan@icbrennan_r400_linux_martbaro
Last batch.

Change 125292 on 2003/10/07 by cbrennan@, ennan_r400_linux_marlboro

rg file that is the release_parts_lib lst.

Change 125290 on 2003/10/07 bycbrennan@cbrennan_r4G0_linux_martbero

 Added somerg files.

Change 125276 on 2003/10/07 by tmartin@tmartin_r460_win

initialized boolean constants before drawing points
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added r400ve_dword_alignment_OL, 14G0ve_dword_alignment_02,

r400ve_dword_alignment_03, r400vc_dword_alignment_64, rd00vc_sector_reuse_Ot,
r4G0ve_sector_reuse_U2 

Change 125484 on 2002/10/07 by georgev@devel_zeorgev_r400_li |marlboro_tott
Added someextra code for futuretests,

Change 125468 on 2002/L0/07 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marfboro_tott
First sct of corrections.

Change 125455 on 2003/10/07 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

checks sector functionality and 512 bit request sizes

Change 125451 on 2003/L0/07 by seorgevidevel_gsorgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Changed 1 to 1 Aniso to Disable.
 Change 125443 on 1003/10/07 bygeorgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

First round

Change 125393 on 1603/16/07 by jhoule@jhc  r400_Hnux_marlboro

Added pix_mask
Change 125367 on 2003/L0/07 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_1400_win_laptep

Multi-pass pixel shader data dependent predication, 80% complete

Change 125358 on 1063/10/07 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
fixed a typo with one ofthe texture coordinate fetches

Change 125347 on 2003/10/07 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

test wrapping at the high ond of the 32 bit address range

Change 125346 on 2003/10/07 by unartin@urartin_r400_wit

test clamping at the high end ofthe 32 bit address range
Change 125341 on 2003/10/07 by tmartin@tmartin 400 win

 updated some non-essential code tc make the test more complete

Change 125318 on 2002/10/07 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_emu
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Change 125270 on 2003/10/07 by mkelly@fLmkeliyr400_win_laptop

Update for Xcnos

Change 125262 on 2003/10/07 by unartin@unartin_1400_witt

fixed a typo. reset the case loopstart to 0
Change 125259 on 2062/L0/07 by mkclly@fl mkeliy r400 win laptop

Change for Xenos msaa.

Change 125253 on 2003/L0/07 by mkelly@tl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Change msaa 8 to msaa 4 for Xenos

Change 125174 on 1603/10/06 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

the final dword of memoryis nowgetting accessed
Change 125170 on 2003/10/06 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win

fixed some typos

Change 125161 on 1063/10/06 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_li |marlboro_tott
Changed interlaced formatto 4x4.

Change 125131 on 2003/10/06 by smoss@ismoss_xenos_linux_orl
increased time between bsubs

Change 125057 on 2003/L0/06 by kevino@keving1400_emne

Added this in so it can pick up GetEnvPath from gfxutils

Change 125045 on 2003/10/06 byashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win
Adding Clits Hammer ty the uightly regressions

Change 125024 on 2003/1 0/06 by ashishs@¥i_ashishs_r400_win

Added Mark to nightly regressions so he could gct the SC results

Change 124946 on2063/L0/03 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_release

Forgot to release test change to reduce known broken cases for the time being.
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Change 124916 on 2003/10/63 by mangestm@flmaazesti
added dotZadd inf/nan test to the test list

Change 124915 on 2003/10/03 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win2
making a cp_regress_eroup and adding John, Alex, Frank and Markto it

Change 124912 on 2003/10/02 by ashishs@i_ashishsr400_win2

Adding Mark Earlto the nightlyregressions

Change 124911 on 2003/10/62 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Set num samples io 4msaa

Change 124909 on 2003/10/03 by mangesha@fl_mangeshn

upadting tests

Change 124902 on 2603/10/02 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
added r400vc_fetch_addr_: ige_03

Change 124870 on 2003/16/02 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updating the path for the trackers which were earlier under t:\r400\ and now under‘onas\ 

Change 124848 on 2003/10/03 by geargev@idevel_georgev_r466_lin2_martbora_tott.

Removed FMT_3232_32_FLQATfrom test list.
 Change 124859 cn 2003/10/03 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop

Real Time Stream with max nested subroutines and loops with 4 parameter dependent.
predication.

Change 124851 on 2003/10/03 by llefebvr@ilefcbve 1400 omu montreal

Interpolation precision change lu mest HWand timing.

Change 124830 on 2003/10/03 by mkelly@ti_mkellyr400_win_laptop
remove r400sc template 01

Change 124817 on 2003/10/62 by mangesin@fl_mangeshn

update
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Change 124762 on 1603/10/04 by kevina@kevine_r400_linux_tnartbors

Fixed displaypitch- had notset itto match disp_x_dim for aniso cases
Change 124759 on 2003/10/03 byashishs@ii_ashishsr400_win2

disabling print statements and cleaning up
 Change 124753 on 1003/10/02 by ashishs@fl_eshishsr406_win2

Added trunc vector operation

Change 124728 on 2003/10/03 by ashishs@ii_ashishsr400_win2
inf nan test for scalar tranc

Change 124727 on 2003/10/03 by mangestn@ilianzesti

updated to Final version

Change 124725 on 2003/10/02 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win?

adding veclor instruction
 

Change 124724 on 2003/10/62 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win?
seperating out scalar and vector instruction, submit scalar

Change 124722 on 2003/10/62 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win2

finalising the shader end removingscalar instruction specitic stuf

Change 124691 on 2003/10/02 by kevino@kevine_r400_linux_marloore

Fixed tp_multitexture_Of and _02 aniso tests so that they do the levels they say they do

Change 124677 on 2003/10/02 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
preliminary check in for dot2add inffaan

Change 124672 on 2003/10/62 by tmartin@martin_r400_win
added
-1400ve fit precision 08
- 400ve_fmt_precision_1¢
- 400ve_fetch_addr_range_02

Change 124670 on 2003/10/02 by tmartin@tmartin_ri6G_win
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Change 124815 on 1063/16/03 by mangeshn@if_mangeshn

update
Change 124814 on 2003/10/03 by mangeshn@fi_mangeshn

update

Change 124808 on 2063/10/03 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore
P4 delete of old outdated anise test (that didn't do aniso correctly anyway)

Change 124798 on 2062/16/03 by mangeshn@ifl_mangeshn

updated DOTinf/nan
Change 124794 on 2063/10/03 by ashishs@tl shistes1400_win2

sorting test_list

Change 124793 on 2003/10/03 by mangeshn@#l_mangeshn
updated DOTS inf/nan to new template

Change 124789 on 2003/10/03 by ashishs@ti_ashishs_r400_win2
adding tests

Change 124783 on 1603/10/03 by ashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win2

adding floor scalr instruction

 Change 124777 on 2003/1 0/03 by ashishs@f\_ashishs_r400_win2
added test for vector floor

Change 124767 on 2063/10/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
Added test for floor vector

 Change 124765 on 2603/16/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win?

editing the test to make it scalar onlytest
Change 124764 on 2003/10/03 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

fixed sore bugs
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test when a negative offset. canses the fetch address to be less than 0

Change 124669 on 1003/10/02 byashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win2
adding 'ViUseTc = 6! instead of UseVC= 1!

Change 124655 on 2063/1 0/02 by ashishs L_ashishsr400_win2

Adding the sin-cos tests
Change 124654 on 2003/10/02 by kevino@kevino_:400_linux_marlbore

Updatethe aniso tests to hit the advertised ratios. Ihe *128x128* testcases set max
aniso to 16:1 no matter what and rely on the prim setup to hit the correctratios.

Change 124628 on 2003/10/02 by cbrennani@)cbrennan_r400_linux_mariboro

Cripple teat temporarily From doing things that we know are broken

Change 124598 on 2063/10/02 by mkelly@FL_mk byr400_win_laptop
Checkpoint on RTS parameter dependent predication

Change 124579 on 2003/10/02 by ashishs shishsr400_win?

initial checkin for test to do fract vector operation
Change 124545 on 2003/10/02 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

32 fixed precisiontests

Change 124542 on 1063/10/02 by seorgev@devel_georgev_r40¢@_lin2_marlboro_coverage
First revision. Private use only.

Change 124527 on 2603/16/02 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

Adding Mantor and Randyto the list
Change 124523 on 2003/L0/02 by kevino@keving1400_emnu

Added "USE TC_BORVERTEXPETCHES.”to remaining shader programsfor
tc_vfetch

 Change 124519 on 2003/10/02 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

Changing the test to do just scalar operation (prev was doing vector too). Using export to
inemory and also generating a compare image
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Change 124516 on 2003/10/62 by kevinu@kevine_1400_linux_tiarlbore

Added rg/te_vfetch rg which runsall the test cases in this test.

Change 124436 on 2003/10/01 byashishs@fi_ashishsr460_win2
Adding test for SIN. Currently has some problems which will need to be taken care of.

Change 124430 on 2003/10/01 by tmartin@itmartinr400_win

added r400ve fmt procision int 09, r400vc fint precision 09,
r406ve_fint_precision_int_0$

Change 124412 on 2003/10/01 bymangeshn@fl_manzeshn

update
Change 124401 cn 2003/10/01 by gregm@ihgreg

update

Change 124388 on 2003/10/01 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlboro
Added in 3d anise test cases (4/format)

Change 124376 on 2003/10/01 by ashishs@il_ashishsr406_win?
Adding test for INF-NAN for COS

Change 124353 on 2003/10/01 by mangeshn@ifl_mangeshn

split all scalar and vector combination tests to separate ones. Updaied test list and testiracket to reflect newtests added.

Change 124332 on 2003/10/61 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win 

changed to test when the vertex fetch size constant is U and clamping is enabled.
Previouslyit was thoughtthat setting the size to 0 disabled clampling.
Change 124300 cn 2003/10/01 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add some comments

Change 124299 on 2003/10/01 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_raarlbora
Changed vtx? to have st -1.0. 1.0 (under george’s direction) so the anise test now gets tei6:1

Change 124297 on2003/10/01 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop
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nncommented paints

Change 124205 on 2003/10/01 by tmartin@tmartin_riG@_win
added r40Ove_fmi_precision_int_d7

Change 124146 on 2603/09/30 by mangeshr flmangeshn

adding missing test
Change 124137 on 2003/09/36by tmartin@tmartin 400win

test the precision of the 16161616BLOAT format

Change 124136 on 2003/09/36 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2
test for SIN precision, Found to be very low precision (lost teetching just L mantissa

bit, bur for very lownumbers)

Change 124135 on 2003/09/36 by tmartin@tmartin_riG0_win
added HDP_FB_START and make someother changes to update the test formatting

Change 124121 on 1003/09/30 bymangeshn@ifl_mangeshn

updated tests for tramebuffer dumps
Change 124115 cn 2003/09/36 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linwx_marlbore

Adding endian swap cases

Change 124114 on 2003/09/36 byjhoule@jhoule_1400_linux_marlboro
Added support for ENDIAN_SWAP

Change 124104 on 2003/09/36 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

updated tests te include dumpsto file for additional validation (switched off in the defaultcase}

Change 124079 on 2003/09/36 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

pred_setge_push w default check w/data dep pred secondarydata fetch
Change 124054 on 2003/09/36 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_400_win_laptop

pred_setgt_push default wcheck w/data dep pred and secondary data fetch

Change 124045 on 2003/09/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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data dep pred in Viz Query

Change 124269 on 2003/L0/01 bykevino@kevino_r100_linux_marlboro
A large change to tp_multitexture_02. The testcases are now generatedinaslightly

different way, using a commontelist file instead ofindividual ones for each format. The format
commpis cycled thraigh USBG SBGU BGUS GUSBfor the 4 textures in all cases. A
tfc.validateGammat} call is used te change G to U if the formatis not degammable.

 
 

Updated the te weekly fils to ren formats 7, 10, 11,12. Updated tp4 te wecklyrg
files to run ALL good formats (0, 1, 43-48 not runsince they fail with emu errors.) This adds
~9000 cases to tp4_tc_weeklyre

  shed oft some integer and signed-rfmode tesis.

Change 124267 on 2003/L0/01 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

updating tests for framebuffer dump capability

Change 124266 on 2063/10/01 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win2
PRECISIONtest for COS

Change 124246 on 2603/1601 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests the precision of FMT_32_32buffer.
 33_FLOATwith an unsigned integer frame
 

Change 124244 on 1003/10/01 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

updated te test a finer precision

Change 124231 on 2003/L0/01 by mzini@mzini_crayola_linux_orl
 No longer look at UseVec. VfliseTc in place

Change 124226 on 2063/10/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Update comments

Change 124217 on 2003/L0/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Multi-pass pixel shading, data dep predication on pixel indice for memoryexport with
data dep

pred on color import on second pixel pass.

Change 124207 on 2003/10/01 by tmartin@tmartin_r40_win
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Update test comments

Change 124040 on 2003/09/30 by mkclly@fl mkeliy r00 win laptop

pred_setne_push default w check withdata dep pred fetching

Change 124027 on 2003/09/30 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win
set LIDP FB STARTso the test docan't hang,

Change 124016 on 1063/09/36 by mkelly@FLmkelly_r400_winlaptop

pred_sete_push default mode w/data dep pred and secondary fetching

Change 123999 on 2003/09/30 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

pred_set_inv on W, data dependent secondaryfetching.

Change 123961 on 2063/09/30 by aregm@fl_aream
max min and muladd tests

Change 123866 on 2063/09/29 by mangesin@il_mangeshn

added missing test to SP test_list - thanks for pointing it out Ashish
Change 123955 on 2603/09/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

Adding 2 missing tests

Change 123849 on 2603/09/29 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
 Makes sure drat every select can chuose every performance register type

Change 123838 on 2003/09/29 by mkelly@fl_mkeliyr400_win_laptop

pred_set_inv primary vertex buffer data dependent memoryfetching
froma secondarybuffer, cycling all fetch formats.

Change 123837 on 1003/39/29 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

updating test tracker and sp test list (inserting new tests according to new alpabhetical
sorting}

Change 123829 on 2003/09/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_winz

sorting test_list
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Change 123827 on 2003/09/29 by mangestei@U)mauy cule

added tests for all the PRED* instructions and inl/nan tests for the CND* instructions

Change 123824 on 2603/09/29 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro
Adding 2 simple anisetestfiles

Change 123784 on 2003/09/29 by tmartin@tmartinT4600_win

updated the description

Change 123772 on 2003/09/29 by tmartin@tm: 406win

Tests the precision of FMT_32_32_32_32 with unsignedintegers

Change 123766 on 2003/09/29 by kevino@kevine_r400_linwx_marlboro

Decreased fram mar tex size lo max tez size -1. largetex_05 now hangs in sim, but not
sure why.

Change 123751 on 2003/09/29 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
 Deleting test r400sc_point_j x461

Change 123628 on 2003/09/26 by ctaylor@ictaylor_xenos_linux_orl
Change msaa num sarmpics to limit to 1,2,4 sample for Xenosand disable Rand Shadersfor now.

Change 123616 cn 2003/0996 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

precision and nan/inftest fro PRED_SETEPUSH
Change 123606 on 2003/09/26 by tmarting@tm: tin400win

test precision of 32_32_32_32float

Changes 123602 on 2003/09/26 by mangeshn@fl mangecshn

precision and nan/inf test Lor PRED_SET_CLR.

Change 123691 on 2003/09/26 by mangeshn@il_mangeshn
precision and nan/inftestfor PRED SET RESTORE

Change 123566 on 2003/09/26 by mangestin@fl_mangeshn

added precision and nan/inftests for: PREDSETINV and PREDSETFOP
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Rename
(depot/r4cd/devel/test_lib/srcschip/ef
{depot/r’ G0/develtest_lib/src/chip/afx

  
 crdaidsc line_msaa_$texturedUL pix.sp Po

cri00sc_linemsaa_4_textured_OL_pix.sp
 

 

Change 123490 on 2003/09/26 by eberger@eberger_r400_linux_marlboro

Added several new tests to verify pixel formats when the
interpolated color is exported without clamping. Changed the
test riG0rb_max_pitch.cpp to activate subtests that enable
multisampling with a depth buifer.

 
 

Change 123488 on 2003/09/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

4 msaa changes for Xenos

Change 123487 cn 2003/09/26 by mkellv@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop
8 msaa to 4 for Xenos

Change 123486 on 2003/09/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
S msaa to 4 for Xenos

Change 123484 on2003/09/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
del and rename test

Change 123482 on 2003/09/26 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop
Enable 4 msaa for Xenos

Change 123459 on 2603/09/26 by kevino@kevine_r400_Hnux_tmarlboro
Added ifdeffor fiat_ independent cases se they dun't show up everywhere.

Change 123454 on 2603/09/26 by mkelly@ i_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Temporarily cormment out SIMD testing.
Change 123444 on 2003/09/26 by mkelly@fmkelly400_win_laptop

del some tests
update test_list

 Change 123442 on 2603/09/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Ste 4meaa for Xenos

Change 123435 on 1003/09/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Change 123543 on 2603/09/26 by eberger@cherger_r406_linux_marthara

Created two newtests to verify address calculation with a
varietyofpitch values.

Change 123521 on 2063/09/26 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2

disabling debug prints

Change 123516 on 2003/09/26 by mkclly@fl mkeliy ri00 win laptop

Finalizing transition fromm 8 msaa te 4 for Xencs

Change 123514 on 2003/09/26 byashishs@t!_ashishs_r400_win2

test for SUB_CONST opcode

Change 123516 on 2063/09/26 by margeshn@fl_mangesti

added precision and nan/inf tests for: PRED_SETE, PRED_SETNE, PRED_SETGT,
PRED_SETGE

Change 123509 on 2063/09/26 by mkelly@fLmkelty_r400_win_laptop

Update trom $ io 4 msaa disabled, Xenos
Change 123504 on 2003/09/26 by domachi@diotargetxp

Fixed problem where shaders for tc_randam test only fetched from 7 textures. We naw
fetch from up to 4 seperate texturesif specified bythe test case.

Change 123501 on 1602/09/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
nisaa changes for Xenos

Change 123496 on 2003/09/26 by kevino@levino_r400_linux_marlbore

Needed for tp multitexturc 92 perf

Change 123495 on 1063/09/26 by kevino@keviny_1400_linux_miatlbore

Added a perfcase that does 2 textu s dxtl and 8888. The wavestor this case need
to be hand-checked to verify performance (and were before checkin)

 
 

Change 123494 on 2003/09/26 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
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Addrecip for new SPi requirements on prim type detection

Change 123432 on 2003/09/26 by mkclly@fl mkeclly 1400 win laptop

update disp size un simple Hue Hstdelald test

Change 123428 on 2063/09/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
fix

Change 12338! on 2(03/ 5 by ashishs@¥i_ashishs_r400_win

Adding § moretests
Change 123371 on 2003/09/25 by ashishs@fl_ashists1400_win

Adding test for MLLCONST

Change 123361 on 1063/09/25 by brianf@brianf r460 Linux marlbero

Removed from wavola

Change 123357 on 2003/09/25 by ashishs¢ _ashishsr400_win
Added test forADD CONST

Change 123355 on 2003/09/25 by bri f@briant1400_linux_martbero

Updated include path

Change 123352 on 2003/09/25 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

added some fint_precision tests

Change 123340 on 1003/09/25 by mkelly@fl_mke! 400_win_laptop 

Modify shaders for new Xenos SPI on primtype detection

Change 123336 on 2003/09/25 by brianf@brianf_r400_lnux_maribora

Moved az_tstlibrary tests
Change 123335 on 2063/09/25 by eberger@icberger_r400_linux_marlboro

Initial version of a test to verify the memory export paths.

Change 123334 on 1003/09/25 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
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added SERTATIZR instructions

Change 123326 on 2003/09/25 by ashi @il_ashishs1400_win
PRECISIONtest for SUB_CONST opcode

Change 123323 en 2003/09/25 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Sto 4msaa for Xenos

Change 123326 on 2003/09/25 by ashists@ifl_ashishsr400_win
PRECISIONtest for MU! SNT opcode

 Change 123316 on 2003/09/25 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win
PRECISIONlest four ADD_CCNST cpeude

Change 123313 on 2003/09/25 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Sto 4 msaa for Xenos

Change 123309 on 2003/09/25 by mkellyG@fi_mkelky_r400_win_laptop
Sto 4 MSAAfor xenos

Change 123306 on 2003/09/25 by tmartin@tmariin 466 win

test precision in unsignedinteger mode

Change 123305 on 2003/09/25 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win

 test precision of FMT_16_16_16_16

Change 123364 on 2603/09/25 by tmartin@itmartin_ra06_win

updated to drawall intended points
Change 123277 on 2003/09/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Sto 4maaa for xenos

Change 123273 on 2003/09/25 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
8 to 4 msaa for xenos

Change 123267 on 2003/09/25 by mkellyG@fi_mkellvr400_win_laptop
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Change 123195 on 2003/09/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 123157 on 2003/09/24 by gregm@il_aream

submit

Change 123155 on 2003/09/24 by gregm@flaregm
infNan & precision mul_prev2

Change 123119 on 2003/09/24 by ashishs@ll_ashishsr40¢_win

updated
 Change 123102 on 2003/09/24 by mangestn@lmaageste:

added tests fro nan/inf data for vector adn scalar formsfor the following: KILL GE,KILLGT, KILLNE and KILLONE,
 

Change 123099 on 2003/09/24 byashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win2

changed the script sold path to t\xenas\zaid\

Change 123096 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
xenos update...

Change 123095 on 2003/09/24 by mkellyG@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

xencs update
Change 123060 on 2003/09/24 by ge:  ev@devel_zeorgey_r400_lin? 

Added truncate and roundtests.

Change 123045 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop
Roane

Change 123033 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Rename

‘depot/r4 CO/develtest_lib’src/chip/efx/sc/r400sc_msea_S_simple_triangle_01.cpp Te
‘depovrd CO/devel/test_lib/erc/chip/efx/sor400sc_msaa_4_simple_triarigle_01.cpp 
Change 123032 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Change 123261 on 2002/09/25 by mkelly@flmkellyr400_win_laptop

Change to 4 msaa for xenos
Change 123251 on 2003/09/25 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_mariboro

‘Lp_multitexture_U2 broken into tests with 5 formats each (10 doesn't compile on
windows)

Updated tc nightly and wockly to addd new test cases
Added fint_independent test cases

Change 123239 on 2662/69/25 by mkelly@flmkelly_r400_winlaptop

Xenos change to 4 meaa
Change 123232 on 2063/09/25 by inkelly@fLmkelly_1400_win_laptop

del, renamed to r40Usc_xenos* and modified...

Change 123230 on 2062/09/25 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update msaa for xenos

Change 123229 on 2003/09/25 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlboro
tp mutlitexturc 02 testcasc with 5 formats instcad of 16. (16still fails on windows)

Change 123221 on 2603/09/25 by kevino@/kevino_r466_linux_marlbora

One forgotten tile trom last submit

Change 123220 on 2003/09/25 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore
Added 31D texoffset and tevsize tets
Reworked tp_muititexture_02 to be able te split it into multiple tests (since the 10K.

testcases causes Windows to report igo many exceptions.) The "real" tp_multitexture_02 test
code isin tp multitexture 02 basecede.cpp. This (can bc but) shouldn't be run byitscif as a tost.
The other tp_multitexture_02"cpp tests define which formats they wantto coverthen includethis basecode.

Note that the versions I checked in caver 10 formats each
T also added a format0é -only test which compiles alot taster, which is useful for

testcase development.

 
 

 
 

Change 123206 on 2663/09/25 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

8 MSAA -> 4 MSAAchange
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del for xenos

Change 123029 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Xenos mised,

 Change 123026 on 2602/69/¢ by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_winlaptop
Rename

Hdepot'r400/devel/test lib/sre/chip/gfx/sc/r400ac
Hdepot/r400/devel/test_lib/sre/chip/gfx/se/r400sc_line_expand_width

linc cxpand width msaa 8 0".cpp To
saa_4_0*.cpp

 
   

Change 123020 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@flmkeliy_r400_win_laptop
del non xenos

Change 123018 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fLmkelly1400_win_laptop

Update msaa for xenos

Change 123009 on 1003/09/24 by eberger@ieberger r400 linux marlboro

Tnidal version of u test Lo verily lat the zplaue value is
different from the Z value that gets exported from the shader.

 

Change 122996 on 1062/09/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Add gold

Change 122984 on2003/09/24 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore

Added 2D mip and texture address offset cases. Currentlyavailable for fmt06 only.
Change 122973 on 2003/09/24 by ukelly@fLmkellyr400_win_laptop

del (backed up in sc_r500)

Change 122972 on 2002/09/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Need lu back up these tests for any possibility of R500, since tests are starting lw changefor Xenos,

Change 122957 on 1003/09/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
del

 Change 122953 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_winlaptop

L.regress_e tests added to Makefile for 2 and 4 MSAA
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2. changed nutn_saimples inr400sc_poly_vffset_05 tw 0
3. added 2 and 4 MSAAtests to golden ist

Change 122948 on 2003/09/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Removeimmediately recogizable tests that are> 4 MSAAand will notbe converted for xenos.

Change 122938 on 2003/09/24 by ashishs@il_ashishsr40¢_win2

completed with dumping expected image and also changing VTE settings to offsct the
ai data at a different place HOF

Change 122937 on 2003/09/24 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win2

changing the date set to showthat the overflowin shader causes clamp to MAX_FLOAT
wheras on compiler causes to INF

Change 122936 on 2003/09/23 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr466_win?

created a simple bug case for checking combinations of hex values on the input
Change 122933 on 2003/09/23 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

Added tests: INF/NANfor: SETEGcalar and vector), SETGE¢(scalar and vector},
SETGT(scaiar and vector), SETNE(scaiar and vector}, KILLE saclar and KILLE vector

Change 122907 on 2003/09/23 by tmartin@tmartin M406 win

added more endian swap tests

Change 122905 on 2003/09/23 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win

test endian swap with pci and agp

Change 122898 on 2003/09/23 by ctaylar@fi_ctaylar_r40g_drwin_martbara

Removed 3,6,8 sample MSAA for Xenos. Removed 8-sample regression tests.
Change 122895 on 2003/09/23 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

Added the source cade, updated SP test_list and the test_tracker for the following tests:
Precision MOVA {beth scalar and vector), Int/Nan MOVA(scalar and vector), Precision
Mova_Floor and Inf/Nan Mova_! 

Changs 122887 cn 2003/09/23 by (@smoss_xenos_linux_ort

cornment out fall chip only test
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Changed test io forceit te use the ‘’exture Cache by default

Change 122707 on 2003/09/23 by mkclly@fi mkclly r400 win laptop

Xenus specific 4 MSAArelated test.

Change 122705 on 2003/09/23 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Newtest for 4 msaa

Change 122695 en 2003/09/23 by jhonle@jhoule_r400_win_It

Simple test to verify minimal functionality of opcodes

Change 122688 on 2003/09/23 by kevino@kevine_r400_linwx_marlboro

Roth textures 0 and 1 were set. fo none. Set 0 back to an endian swap.

Change 122685 on 1003/09/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Change from $ Msaa to 4 Msaa

Change 12268? on 2003/09/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

4MSAA CENTERS, CENTROIDS, CENTERSANDCENTROIDS
Change 122656 on 2003/09/22 by georgev@devel_gcorgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott

 

Added masktests for pixel shaders.

Change 122654 cn 2003/09/22 by gregm@il_gregm
subrinit

Change 122652 on 2003/09/22 by gregm@il_aream

mul_prev precision and infNan teats
Change 122646 on 2003/09/22 by georgev@devel_geurgev_r400_lin’ 

Add test names to previous update.

Chango 122643 on 2003/09/22 by ercgm@il arcem
sabmit

Change 122639 on 1003/09/22 by gregm@il_aream
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Change 122826 on 2003/09/23 by mzini@uini1400_win

Removed usel'U flag

Change 122813 on 1663/09/23 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbora
Had mislabeled fmts 57-59 (format number didn't match format name). Fixedthis.

Change 122804 on 2002/09/23 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop

New golds for 2/4 MSAA, Xenos..

Change 122802 on 2003/09/23 by mkelly@flmkelly_r400_win_laptop
del

Change 122797 on 2003/09/23 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlboro

Addedsome usefiti rg files to the rg subdirectory
Added tests to move mip address and added to tc_nightly.raAddedtex offset cases from -8 to -4 and 4 to 7.5

Added unfinished 2d mip cases
Change 122795 on 2003/09/23 by georgev@devel_acorgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Shortened max address tests so that they don't blowout buifers.
This did not work for sx_advanced_test.

Change 122770 on 2063/09/23 by mkellv@fLmkeliy_ri00_win_laptop

fix sp name

Change 122761 on 2003/09/23 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
rename

Change 122760 on 2002/09/23 by mkelly@fLmkeliyr400_win_laptop
New test for xeno3

Change 122754 on 2063/09/23 by itkelly@fLimkellyr400_win_laptop
‘New xenos test

Change 122719 on 2063/09/23 by mkclly@fl mkcliy r400 win laptop
‘New xenos test

Change 122712 on 2003/09/23 by mzini@mainir400_win
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update

Change 122637 on 1003/09/22 by gregm@fl_gream
multests

Change 122636 on 2003/09/22 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r4d0_win
initial checkin for infNan test for CUBE

Change 122635 on 2063/09/22 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

added r4QUvc_debug01

Change 122634 on 2003/09/22 by seorgev@devel_georgev_r400_li 2_mariboro_tott
Odd size texture nraps added.

Change 122633 on 2003/09/22 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

teats the accessability and control ofthe debug registers

Change 122619 on 2003/09/22 by unarlin@buartin_1400_wit

added the expected outputto the test
Change 122598 on 2003/09/22 by tmartin@tmartin 400 win

est precision of FMT_16_16

Change 122532 on 2003/09/22 by rmanapat@rmanapat_r400_release

Some of the 1D functions were not setting there dimension to 1D thus causingamismatch,

Change 122573 on 2003/09/22 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
 Adding test for precision of CUBE instruction. Performing a local CUBEfunction and

calculating the the cube valuesin the testitself and then passing those output valuesto the shader
and comparing with the cutpul of the shader. This Lest is different funn
r400sp_precision_cabe_01 in terms of the dara set on which it checks on. This test has data ser.
ranging overa fargerarea ofthevalid data range.

  
  

Change 122535 on 2002/09/22 by mangcshn@ifl mangcshn

added NAN/INE test for the DST instruction. Added sourcefiles and updatedthe testtracker and the SP testlist

Change 122519 on 2003/09/22 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
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added precision test for the DSTinstruction. Adding source code files, updating the SP
test_list and the test tracker

Change 122494 on 2003/09/22 byllefebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
now waiting for GFX idle between each pass

Change 122488 cn 2003/09/22 bymangestin@fl_mangeshn

updatc

Change 122485 on 2003/09/22 by mangesha@fl_mangeshn

updated SP test list

Change 122479 on 2003/09/22 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_lt

Small fix concerning mumber of argnments passed

Change 122469 on 2003/09/22 bymangesha@fl_mangeshn
updating some old tests

Change 122456 en 2603/09/22 by chammer@ichammer_xenos_inux_ori

Added RB_TILECONTROLregistertolist of SC registers which are randomized.
Change 122455 on 2003/09/22 by ashishs@#_ashishsr406_win

Sorting the test_list and removing 3 duplicate tests which wascausing thet
show up as $2 andtest run as 49

tests ta 

Change 122453 cn 2003/09/22 by mangeshn@il_mangeshn
 pending test. checkins and updatesto test. tracker

Change 122449 on 2003/09/22 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Checkpoint...

Change 122447 on 2003/09/22 bytmartin@tmartin_r460_win

added performance counter tests and some format conversion tests
Changs 122425 on 2003/09/21 by smossi@smoss_xenos_linux_ort

update

Page 101 of SLQ
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Adding test for precison of Cube. Has 512 vectors over whioch the data is checked, Hach 
vector with random x,y.z,w ranging between -1 0000000 to +100000000. Built a function to
calculate cudc valuc before hand and pass that valuc to the shaders for cornparison with the
shader generated value

Change 122332 on 2003/09/19 by mkelly@ ‘_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Save workin progress...
Change 122317 on 2003/09/19 by domachi@idomachi_xenos

Ensure msaa num samplesis not 0 wher msaais enabled. bixes assert in ernulator seenwith this test.

Change 122305 on 2003/09/19 by tmartin@tmartin_rM400_win

added printing of select values and cleared up files

Change 122296 on 2003/09/19 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn
 added INF/NAN data test for the SUB_PREV instruction

Change 122290 on 2003/09/19 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added precision test for the SUB_PREVinstruction
Change 122278 on 2003/09/19 by ashishs@ifi_ashishsr406_win

Also adding the ability to dump data in image, but not actually dumping the data to keep
the iamge same as earlier

Change 122275 cn 2003/09/19 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott
 

Addedextra swizzle case for combination valnes.

Change 122264 on 2003/09/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
just getting the test cases to 512 to support the template and adding dummydataat thecud

Change 122263 on 2003/09/19 by mangeshaiG@ilmangeshn
added test for INF/NANdata for the SUB instruction

Change 122258 on 2003/09/19 by domachi@diotargeixp

Changes to do some TP random testing. Only Fetch Constants have randomized values.
Still need to add support te randomize Fetch Instruction values.
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Change 122417 on 2003/09/20 by zregm@fgregut

submit

Change 122416 on 2002/09/20 by gregm@fl_gregm
add_prev precisiontest

Change 122415 on 2003/09/20 by gregm@il_gregm
submit

Change 122414 on 2003/09/20 by gregm@fl_gream

add_prev intNen

Change 122412 on 2003/09/20 by gregm@fl_sream
update

Change 122411 on 2662/09/20 by gregm@fl_gregm
vector fract infNan

Change 122390 on 2603/09/19 by sregm@fl_sregzm
lar fract nan/inf 

Change 122387 on 2003/09/19 by gregm@fl_sream
update

Change 122385 on 1662/09/19 by gregmi@ifl_gream
update

Change 122384 on 2003/09/19 by sregm@il_gresm
scalar fract inf/nan

Chunge 122382 on 2003/09/19 by gresmm@flgregit

Fixed problem that elfected randorn number generation.
Change 122349 on 2063/09/19 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

adding tests tg test_list

Change 122346 on 2003/09/19 by ashishs(@fi_ashishs_r400_win
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~ Reverted a change where base map mip filtering was tested therebyincreasing test
times. This change should reduce test times.
Change 122255 on 1003/09/19 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

 
Changed the precison cosnt to 2

validated to be ckay.
“2] so the image will changea little bit but has been

Also changed the test to the now template to cause the instruction to work on all the
shader pipes as well as generalising a little bit so that we could just run the case number needed

Change 122240 on 2003/09/19 by mkelly@flmkeliyr4lu_win_laptop

Save workin progress, data dependent vertex fetching...
Change 122187 on 2663/09/19 by simoss@stnoss_Xenos_linux_orl

update for th_ve

Change 122155 on 2003/09/19 by jayw@jayw 400 linux marlboro?
Fix TB

Change 122107 on 1003/09/18 by eberger@eberger_r400_linux_marlboro
Added cade te set theWINDOW SCISSORcorrectly. Added comments.

Change 122070 on 2063/09/18 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

FMTil110

Change 122069 on 2003/09/18 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

FMT_IG4111

Change 122056 on 2003/09/18 by seorgev@devel_georgev_ri0G_lin2_marlboro_tott
Bordertests with and without W forced to max. Formats added to

tp_situple_forat_test. 

Change 122042 on 2002/09/18 by mkelly@flmkellyr400_win_laptop

Update for new SPI.

Change 122040 on 2003/09/18 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Updates to work with newSPI.
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  Change 122638 on 2003/09/18 by tnartin@un: _T400_witt

performance counter tests

Change 122028 on 2603/09/18 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
 

Update to work in the new SPI.

Change 122021 on 2003/09/18 by domachi@domachi_xenos

Checkpoint changes to random tests.

Change 122018 on 2003/09/18 by mkellyG@fi_mkelky_r400_win_laptop

Change tor new SPL.

Change 122015 on 2003/09/18 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

tests precision of fmt_2_10_10_16

Change 122013 on 2003/09/18 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
tests precision of fint_8_8_68

Change 122031 on 2603/09/18 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Change shader to work with new SPI. Add catch in test for debugging help.

 
  Change 121986 on 2003/09/18 bymkell mkelly_:400_win_laptop

Update test to work with new SPI implementation on prim type detection in the pixelshader.

Change 121985 on 2003/09/18 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Increase NUM_CASES= 64 From 9

Change 121976 on 2003/09/18 bytmartin@tmartin_r406_win
set clamp_disabie to 1

 Change 121975 on2003/09/18 by mkellyG@fi_mkellvr400_win_laptop

Data dependent predicated fetch of secondarydata buffer.
Changs 121963 on 2003/09/16 by smossi@smoss_xenos_linux_ort

updated for newtree
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Update for SPL

Change 121709 on 2003/09/17 by tmartin@tmartin M406 win

‘Tihis test fills the Index fifo ty testits bundling of overflows

Change 121796 on 2003/09/17 by mkelly@ti_mkelkyr400_win_laptop
Change for SPI

Change 121785 on 2003/09/17 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Changes for new SPI...

Change 121704 on 2003/09/17 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Add RECTP for faceness/XYdetection in SPT.

Change 121676 on 2003/09/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri00
Adding pixel shader export test
Updated test_list and test acker accordingly

Change 121659 on 2003/09/16 by ashishs@ili_ashishsr406_win2
initial checkin for cube test, simpic data sct covering all of the statements inside the cubinstraction

Change 121657on 2603/09/16 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win

Thistest fills the L2 request fifo to testits handling of overflows
Chane 121637 on 2003/09/16 by domachi@idivlargetxp

Add random shader generation to sc_rand test

Change 121634 on 2603/09/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
SEREALIZE properly...

Change 121632 on 2803/09/16 by Hefebwr@ ‘Tebvre_laptep_r400_ermu

Made the XYs be sentas floating point numbers instcadoffix point so you can use them
directly in the shader. Also modified regress_¢ tests thai this change broke. Also added register
fields for SIMD memerycontrol.

 

Change 121628 on 2003/09/16 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Change 121914 on 2003/09/17 by kevino@k: vino1400_linux_nrarlboru

Fix tp_mutfitexture_U2 to have all formats (have a define in there ta only do fmivé to
inakebuild faster when developing a

Added basemap, tedenorm, and tp_multitexture_02 fmt02tests to regressions.

 

Change 121910 on 2663/09/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

Currently just doing 44 bad test cases

Change 121889 on 2603/09/17 by smoss@ismoss xcnos linux orl

added better failure reporting, new output path
 Change 121885 on 2603/09/17 byashishs@!_ashishs_1100_win

changing the data since had incorrect values

Change 121882 on 2003/09/17 by gregm@ifl_eream

Special infNan test for add instruction and vertex cache.
Change 121881 on 2003/09/17 by sregm@fl_eream

update

Change 121879 on 2003/09/17 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore
Test to put the texture basemap right at the upper edge of memory Gvhere

tc_RaseMapOffset. cantdn't reach)

Change 121878 on 2003/09/17 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore

Updated tp_multitexture_01 and _02 to drawframebuffer correctly. Added tedenorm
tests. Added some newtexture maps to data/tex. Updated a few ofthe 3d testcases

Change 121829 on 2002/09/17 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_Imn2marlboro_tott
New file because last onc had bad format.

Change 121760 on 2003/09/17 by ukelly@fLmkellyr400_win_laptop
Move STATE read data out oftram ebutter.

Change 121729 on 2002/09/17 by mkclly@fl mkelly r400 win laptop

Update for SPI

Change 121723 on 2003/09/17 by mkelly@fLmkelty_r400_win_laptop
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 Properly SERT ATIZ,

Change 121626 on 1002/09/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
SERIALIZEproperly.

Change 121626 on 2003/09/16 by mkelly@EL_mkelly_r400_winlaptop

Add SERIALIZEcorrectly.
Change 121618 on 2003/09/16 by mkelly@fLmkelly_1400_win_laptop

Need SERIALIZE afterall fetch routines before first ALU dependent on fetch.

Change 121615 on 1003/09/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Remove gpr allocation froushaders...

Change 121606 on2002/09/16 by georgev@devel_aeorgev_r40¢_lin2_marlboro_tott

Added extra formats. Began conversion for max Wregisters.

Change 121572 on 2003/09/16 by ukelly@fLmkelly_r00_win_laptop

Windowand screen: scissor set to $192,323 render Ovo points
1 point at X — $190, 1 point at X—- S191.

 

Change 121531 on 2003/09/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

2 vert POINT_LIST test case for scissor BR X= $192, BR Y= 32

Change 121550 on 2062/09/16 by jhoule@jhouie_r406_win_It
Meuringless space to avuid imuke error

Change 121519 on 2002/09/16 by imartin@tmartin_r1400_win
added more float4's to the vfetches

Change 121499 on 2663/09/16 by jloule@jlioule1400_win_lt
Reactivated aniso

Change 121496 on 2063/09/16 by jhoulo@jhoule 1400 win It

New vertex shader program file

Change 121495 on 2063/09/16 by jhoule@jhoule_r100_win_It
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Newtextures (fur anise Lests}

Change 121494 on 2003/09/16 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_ft

Putting simple aniso test files
Change 121418 on 2003/09/15 by tmartin@imartin_r40¢_win

added r40Qvc_simple_register_indirect and r40¢vc_fifo_lireq_01

Change 121417 on 2003/09/15 bytmartin@tmariin r400 win

fixed some typos

Change 121412 on 2003/09/15 by tmartin@itmartinri0@_win

This test fills the L1 request fifo to testits handling of overflows

Change 121405 on 2603/09/15 by eberger@eberser_1400_linux_martbore

Tumed off the depth buffer whenever multisampling is enabled.
Change 121392 on 2003/09/15 bytmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Register Writes/Reads

Change 121384 on 2003/09/15 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
‘Test carrying the () loop index down through nested subroutines. data dependecypredication

Change 121379 on 2003/09/15 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlboro
added SERIALIZE cormmands within the subroutines

Change 121368 on 2603/09/15 byeberger@eherger_r400_linax_marlboro

Addedtile_surfaceDumpQ) and cleaned up some other problerns.
Change 121365 cn 2003/09/15 by mangeshn@il_mangeshn

test updates

Change 121341 on 2603/09/15 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
updated description of some tests. Also still some TBD's left but need to revise the test

after running them and then remove these descriptions. 

Change 121329 on 2003/09/15 by mkelly@fti_mkellv_r400_win_laptop
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Change 121229 on 2003/09/14 by gregm@iil_gregm

updats

Change 121228 on 2003/09/14 by gregm@1greg
scalar add

Change 121225 on 2003/09/14 by ercam@fl arcam

update

Change 121224 on 2003/09/14 by gregm@tl_gregm

r400sp_infNan_add_O1 (vector add)

Change 121095 on 2003/09/12 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn 
added precision test for the SUB instruction 

Change 121089 on 2003/09/12 by mangeshn@il_mangeshn

added precision test for the DCTS instruction

Change 121085 on 2003/09/12 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
 Tests vertex reuse in the VC. A strip is drawn witha trianglelist using indices mulitple

times in the index list. Vertex reuse in the VGTis disabled to ensure the onlyreuse is in the VC

Change 121079 on 2003/09/12 bymangeshn@i_mangeshn

completed version of teh dot4 precision test. points that are red have a bit difference NOT
in ihe LSB. Blue punts have a bit difference in teh LSB. Green pt are exucl inutches 

Change 121049 on 2003/09/12 byIseiler@iseiler_r400_win_marlboro

Fix windows compile bug due to multiply defined for-ioop variable
Change 121045 on 2003/09/12 by eberger@leberger_1400_linux_tiarfbore

Initial version of atest for a frame buffer with maximum pitch.

Changc 121044 on 2003/09/12 by kevino@kevine 1400 linux marlboro

Test with 1 case that pushes the base texture map to 8K before 5
it to S12MB - 4K. Not sere why 32x32 32 bit texture takes > 4k evenif

2MB. Couldn't getis linear
 

 

Change 121025 cn 2003/09/12 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Data dependent predicate pop,inv,restore,clr nested looping and subroutines.

Change 121316 on 2063/09/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Update to correct shader...

Change 121305 on 2003/09/15 by mangeshn@il_mangeshn

added precision test For the DOT2ADDinstruction
Change 121304 on 2003/09/15 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

del unnecessary file

Change 121303 on 2003/09/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update comments in 11
Further Isaping index testing with nested predication and subroutines.

Change 121289 on 2003/09/15 by jhoule@ijhoule_r400_win_It
Adding Setopcodes.
 
- Added inputs (is_set_lod_command, isset_gradcommand, pix_mask, p3xyz}- Updated the parser and testbench program accordingly
TextureP ipe:
- Added overrides for Set Tex1.OD and SaRegGradients in Computel.ODs_V2
- Put placeholder for other opcodes

Change 121275 on 1663/09/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Nested looping with predicated execution, booleancalling subroutines.

Change 121274 on 2003/09/15 by ashishs@i_ashishsr400_win

correcting the FAILING tests. These tests were sending unini
channel due to which initiallyitwas getting clamped to 1
inidialising the alpha of verts lo 1.6

 jalised data thru the alpha
nd now it gets clamped to G. Se 

Change 121235 on 2003/09/14 by gregm@tl_gregm
update

Change 121234 on 2063/09/14 by sregm@fl_sreaem

precision scalar add
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Save work in progress...

Change 121011 on 2003/09/12 by Isciler@ilsciler r400 win marlboro?

New rb-specific tests

Change 121008 on 2603/09/12 byIseiler@ilseiler_r400_win_mariboro2
New rb- specific tests

Change 121004 on 1663/09/12 by kevino@kevino_r4660_linux_marlbora

Varies offset oftexture Basemap from 0 ta just under 51 IMB.

Change 120977 on 2003/09/12 by Iseiler@lseiler_r400_win_marlborol

Update local gold images (regress_rh)

Change 129976 on 2003/09/12 bylseiler@lseiler_ri00_win_mariborol
Update local gold imagelist (regress_rb}

Change 120936 on 2663/09/12 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_linux_or!

new output directories
Change 129901 on 2063/09/12 by mkelly@Fl_mkelly400_win_laptep

Single case, 4th nested loop clamping issue.

Change 120817 on 2003/09/11 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
cleared up the lesis

Change 120813 on 2003/09/11 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

added r430ve_size_Q1
Change 120810 on 2003/09/11 by Lnarlin@unartin_1400_wit

Checksthe cache size and makes sure the cache ways work as expected

Change 120784 on 2062/09/11 by csarnpayo@fl csampayo2 r40c

Cilen up and finalize for pixel exports

Change 120776 on 2003/09/11 by omesh @omesh_r1100_linux_marlboro_tott
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Fixed 4 bug with setling the full device start address fur dhe resolved
surface. Farlier the resolved image sppeared black, as reparied by
Larry, but nowit does produce a non-black pixel.

Change 120768 on 2003/09/11 by csampayo@fi  sampayo_r400 

Initial checkin

Change 120718 on 2003/09/11 by mkelly@: Lmkelly1400_win_laptop
 Changed write from VOT DVENT INITIATORfor VS DONE TSto an

EVENT_WRITE packet} type.

Change 120703 on 2003/09/11 bymangeshni@fl_mangeshn

changedtest to showcase a set of 44 failing points
Change 120667 on 2003/09/11 by mkellyG@fmkelly1400_win_laptop

SET_SLATE,creates state buffers, writes them to framebuffer memory,
then initiates a SET_STATE packet with pointers to the state buffers.

Change 120594 on 2003/09/10 by kevino@kevine_r400_linux_marlbore

Don't write temp sp files to subdirectory- seemed ta sermehow write ta subdir ANDbase dir.

Changs 120591 cn 2003/09/16 by scorgev@devel acorgcv r400 lin? marlboro tott 

Fixed perspective for higher ariisa ratios.

Change 120575 on 2003/09/16 by ashishs@il_ashishsr406_win

adding 2 more tests

Change 120866 on 2003/09/10 by ashishs@ft_ashishs_r460_win

test using 64 shaders with exch shader uniquely exportin a chosen set of parameters and
then using sampling pattern as cctroids on the exported parameters and rest as conters

Change 120554 on 2003/09/16 by ashistisdail_asbistis1406_witt

removing gtxidle_no_flush
Change 120548 on 2003/09/16 by ashishs@fl ashishs 1406 win

test using 64 shaders with each shader uniquely exportin a chosen set of parameters and
then using sampling pattern as centers on the exported parameters and rest as centroids
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Pixel shader conditional predicate execute contained in maximum nested subroutines and
loops.
Change 120344 on 2003/09/09 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

test coherency regs, RT and HOST

Change 120343 on 2003/09/09 by tmartin@tmartin_ri06_win
test coherency regs, RT and HOST

Change 120338 on 2003/09/09 by ashishs@#i_ashishsr400_win.

changing the orientation of the primitive... number of samples to 2 and randomly
switching of sampling_patter in interpolater_cntl 

Change 120326 on 2003/09/09 by tmarting@atmartin_r4GG_win

added tests for VC_CNTL and coherency
Change 120320 on 2003/09/69 by mangesha@ifl_mangeshn

added new tests to SP test_list

Change 120312 on 2003/09/09 by tmartin@tmartin_r40@_win
changed test names

Change 120311 on 2003/09/09 by tmartin@tmartin_r46@_win

changed test names

 Change 120307 on 2003/09/69 by bnartin@unarlinr406_witt

changed the test name

Change 120305 on 2003/09/09 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
permtuting INTERPOLATOR_CNTL.SAMPLING_PATTERN with SC vutput as ceulersand centroids

Change 120299 on 2003/09/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Conditional execute predication in maxinvumnested subroutines using vertex stream

a Exercises ((P} where r400sq_data_dep_pred_OS did (P).
Change 120287 on 2003/09/09 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
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Chunge 120527 on 2003/09/10 by unarlin@bnartin_r400_witt

added tfetches to shaders in order to test gpr_phase

Change 120526 on 1603/09/10 by mangeshn@#tl_mangeshn
added precision test for the DOT4instruction

Change 120523 on 2003/09/10 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlboro

Add sctalphatograyscals to tp multitexture 02 for cases where textures are read from
file (as opposed to build, where alpha does get valid data}

Change 120524 on 2003/09/16 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlboro
 Fortests that create their own pixel shader files, make a unique neme for each

testcase so they won't overwrite eachotehr when multiple testcases are running at once.

Change 120499 on 1603/09/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r406_win
added 2 newtests

Change 120495 on 2003/09/10 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Varypacket size, conditional predicated execution maxsubs and loops.

Change 120470 on 2003/09/10 by omesh @omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_tott
 Fixed resolve tests so that the single renderstate being used to dump

both multisampted as well as resolved surfaces does not. canse incorrect.
header information (and emulator’primlib assertions) from happening. The
tests now run to completion.

 

Change 120435 on 2003/09/10 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added precision test for checking NAN/INF cases for the EXP_TRREinstruction and
updated the tracker

Change 120422 on 2062/09/10 by jhoulo@jhoule 1400 win It

Added support for local Levtsuile with tesicases.

Updated the golden_tc Ist file to support the following test:
r{00rb_stencil_functions-STENCIL_STENCILFUNC_GREATER1S.regress_e

Adding new test should be a matter of adding o CHIP_TESTS_TC and keeping the
golden_tc.st up-to-date (note:if the test is net present in the golden_tc.ist file, it won't run)

   

Change 120409 on 2003/09/10 by mkelly@t1_mkel!y_r400_win_laptop
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added precision test to handle NAN/LNF cases for the LOGCLAMPED instruction. Also
updated the Test Tracker doc
Change 120278 on 2003/09/09 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_win_laptep

 Maximum nestedloops with data dependentpredication execution containedwithin maximum nested subroutines.

Change 120276 on 2003/09/09 by cbrennan@)cbrennan 1400 cmu

Remove restriction of disallowing degarmma of new TXT formats in random_leveld.
Wont actually validate unless #ifdef C1 is defined in tex lib.
Added degammeatest cases for DXN, DXT3a, DXTSa, and CTX1. Dont expect to pass

use unless kinky degammais enabled.
Change 120233 on 2003/09/09 by lseiler@ilseiler_1400_win_marlboruz

Chroma key gold files

Change 120254 on 2063/09/09 by jhoule@ijhoule 400 linux marlboro

Added per-chamel precisionloss in the yp_ch_blend subblock.
Precision out of the bilinear lerps are now 20, 20, 16, and 12.
Output besomes 36, 30, 2 (10 more than the above), beiter in hardware too
Added setPreWsPrecision() method to tp_ch_blend to control precision.

 
  

Modified tp_tt to account for precision loss (calls get3 6bOutputd) on the to_ch_blend).

Created a new parser which has 3 tp_ch_blend, each one with a different precision

Updated the dedicated testhench to use that newparser.
Change 120240 on 2063/09/09 by mungesln@lmaugesin

added precision test for INF/NAIN checking for the LOG_TEEEinstruction

Change 120222 on 2063/09/09 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_It
Added MIN/MAG_ANISC_WALKEsupport in the tp_lud_auisy.
Updated testben ch instonts, as well as tracker outputs.

Change 120221 on 2003/09/09bylseiler@ilseiler_r400_win_mariboro
Depthtest GOLDfiles

 Change 120197on 1603/69/09 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Pixel Shader conditional predicate execute in maximum nested subroutines,
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dependent on puranicters originated Homthe vertex dreain.

Change 120181 on 2003/09/09 bymangeshn@fl_mangeshn
 added precisiontest to handle NAN/INEF cazes for teh RECIP_SQRT_FFinstruction

Change 120148 on 2003/09/69 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
corrected a test name

Changes 120143 on 2003/09/09 byIsciler@Isciler r400 win marlborol
Zpass test

Change 120142 on 2003/09/09 byIseiler@Iseiler_ri00_win_marlborc1]
Stencil Zfail test

Change 120082 on 2063/09/68 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
added someinterface tests

Change 120079 on 2003/09/08 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests CC_FORCE_MISS

Change 120078 on 2003/09/08 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
Tests L2INVALIDATE

Change 120077 on 2003/09/08 by tmartin@tmartinr400_win

Tests the thread id's by performing vfetches in both shader program types
Change 120070 on 2003/09/68 by mangesha@il_mangeshn

addedprecision test to handle INF/NANcases for the RECIPSQRT CLAMPEDinstraction

Change 120059 on 2003/09/08 by mangeshn@il_mangeshn

added precision test to handle INF/NANcases for teh RECIP_SQRT_IEEE instruction

Change 120056 cn 2003/09/08 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
added precision test to handle INF/NAN for teh SORT_IEEEinstruction

Change 120025 on 2003/09/08 byIseiler@Iseiler_r400_win_mariborcl
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added precision test far the KIT F. instruction for VECTOR operations

Change 119863 on 2003/09/06 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
added precision test for the KILLGEinstruction for SCALAR operations

Change 119862 on 2003/09/06 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added precision test for the KILLGTinstruction for the vector operation
Change 119860 on 2003/09/66 by mangeshn@il_mangeshn

addedprecision test for the KILLG' instruction for SCALAR operation

Change 119855 on 2003/09/06 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
adde precision test for KILLE instruction for the VECTOR operation

Change 119854 on 2003/09/06 bymangeshn@ilmangeshn

added precision test for the KILLEinstruction. SCALAR evaluation only

Change 119828 on 2003/09/66 by mangestn@lmanzest

added precision test for the SETNE instruction for both the SCALAR and VECTOR.forms

Change 119826 cn 2003/09/66 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added precision test for the SETGE instruction for both the SCALAR and VECTOR,
operations.

Change 119825 on 2003/09/06 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added precision test for the SETGT Instraction. Handles SCAT. AR and VECTOR
operations

Change 119808 on 2003/09/05 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
mudified lhe SETE test lo check for both SCALAR und VECTORcperations (eact

channelis tested individually}

Change 119782 on 2003/09/05 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win
 

added test r400vc_instr_fields_16 for PRED_SELECT and PRED_CONDITIONinthevfetch instruction

Change 119755 on 2603/09/05 bymangesha@f_mangeshn
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Stencil test guld images

Change 119989 on 2003/09/08 by mkelly@fLmic r400_win_laptop

Conditional execute predication in maximum nested
subroutines using vertex stream data. Exercise (P} as
compare to _O1 that exercises (P).

  

Change 119977 on 2003/09/08 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore
 Same test as tp mutlitexturc OL, but nowall formats arc supported and testcase names

use format numberinstead cf name. This will eventually replace tp_mutiitexture_O1. Not in this
version, interlaced formats do not work.

  

Change 119976 on 1003/09/08 by mkelly@flmkelly_r100_win_laptop

Conditional execute predication in maximum nested subroutines using vertex streamdata.

Change 119958 on 2003/09/08 by mangeshn@f_mangeshn

added new tests to test_lib
Change 119956 on 2063/09/08 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added preciston test for the PRED_SETEinstruction
Change 119925 on 2003/09/08 bykevino@kcvino 1400 linux marlboro

Added setAlphaToGrayscaled to tp_simpleOF and _02

Change 119916 on 2003/09/08 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboroZ

Weekly re-integration. sc has changed, need new one for GC TB

Change 119888 on 2003/09/07 by mangeshn@fl_mangestn

added precision tests for CNDE, CNDGE and CNDGTinstructions
Change 119866 on 2003/09/06 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added precision test for the KILL NEinstruction for VECTOR operations

Change 119865 on 2003/09/06 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
added precision test for the KILLNEinstraction for SCALAR operations

Change 119864 on 2003/09/06 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
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T.AR sete instruction added precision test for the

Change 119723 on 2003/09/05 by mkelly@fl_mk by1400_win_laptop
Save work in progress.

Change 119664 on 2003/09/05 by t artin@tmartin1400_win

Tests PREDSELECT and PREDCONDITION inthe vietch instruction
Change 119660 on 2003/09/05 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

added a precision test for inf/nan handling for the recip_ciamp instruction

Change 119630 on 2003/09/05 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn
changed the old test termplate Lo the new one will $12 points

Change 119587 on 2003/09/04 by mangeshn@tlmangeshn

changed test to new framework and colors to previous tests

Change 119531 on 2003/09/04 by inungesin@lmangesta

changed color scheme of output to match previoustests
Change 119549 on 2062/09/04 by tmartin@tmartin r400 win

added r400ve_insir_fields_07 and 09

Change 119548 on 1003/09/04 by mangeshn@atl_mangeshn

changed colors in result to match earlier tests

Change 119846 on 2003/09/04 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests SRC_GPR_AMand DST_GPR_AM
Change 119539 on 2063/09/04 by vohatia@-vbhatia_r460_linux_marlboro

cube maprelated update to standalone lod_deriv testbench

Change 119523 on 1002/09/04 by mangeshn@{_mangeshn
adding mangesh and greg

Change 119521 on 2003/09/04 by mangeshn@fl_mangeshn

updated
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Change 119565 on 2003/09/64 by mangeshn@ifl_manseshn

Added test with INF and NAN values along with valid range data tests for recip_ffinstraction

Change 119477 cn 2003/09/64 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2

the following tests were failing since they had JSS regisiersetting

Changes 119464 on 2003/09/04 by mkclly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop
Save.

Change 119442 on 2603/09/04 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

Editing the test so that we can create a template test which can be used for ctherinstructions

Change 119424 on 2003/09/4 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Different teats now than before because the random seed has changed
due to removalof jss. It is all random based.

Change 119408 on 2003/09/04 by tmartin@tmartin_r460_win

Tests SIGNED_RF_MODE_ALL

Change 119376 on 2003/09/64 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_eme

Changed tests ta target cube rapping range from 1.0 to 2.0

Change 119314 on 2003/09/02 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
typosin test list, removed jss from rand test

Change 119306 on 2003/09/03 by tmartin@itmartin_r40¢_win
added some instruction ficlds tests

Change 119305 cn 2003/09/63 by jhoule@jlinule_1400_win_lt

Changed variable nameto better behave with Frank Hsien's script
Chanec 119300 on 2003/09/03 by tmartin@tmartin r406 win

ests the range of EXP_ADJUST_ALL(-32 te 31)

Change 119299 on 2003/09/03 by tmarting@itmartin_r400_win
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Change 118842 or 2003/08/29 byjhonle@jhaule_r400_linux_marlbara

Simple test allowing to easily test all formats.
Simpler than the currently oxisting oncs. 

Change 118837 on 2003/08/29 by ashiste@illushistis1406_witt

adding r400sq_mova_01 after it has darted PASSING now:
Changc 119834 on 2003/08/29 by ashishs@fl ashichs r400 win

adding golds to the SQ directoryusing make <test_name> golden

Change 118831 on 2003/08/29 by cbrennan@)cbrennan_r400_emu

compile fix

Change 118836 on 2663/08/29 by chrennan@cbrennan_r400_win_maribara

Added seed of atest to check new cube mapping lod changes.
 Change 118816 on 2003/08/29 bytmartin@tmartia_réC0_win

fixed a typo

Change 118816 on 2003/08/29 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo2_r400
Cleanup shaders

Change 118790 on 2003/08/29 by ashishs@H_ashishsr400_p4D
 updated the test_list to disable r400sq_vs_memory_wrap_91 test since hangs in emulator

Chane 118779 on 2003/08/29 by ushistis@fl_ashishs1400_wint

forgot to enable the option -u in the script

Change 118754 on 2003/08/29byllefebvr@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
Fixing shader

Change 118752 on 2003/08/29 by csampayo@il_csampayo2_r400

Adjus test to removetexture usage in pixel shader

Change 118746 on 2003/08/29 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win

added data_formattests
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Tests the upper 16 valnes for CONST_ITNDEX and all CONST_TNDEX_SRF. values. The

lower 16 values are tested in instr_fields_UI - 04. ‘This test builds on r400vc_instr_fields_01

Change 119292 on 1003/09/03 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win2
updated

 
Change 119282 on 2003/09/03 by ashishs@¥i_ashishsr40Q_win2

updated the test to finalise the template which could be used to test a varicd data rangeforthe instruction

Change 119228 on 2003/09/03 by jhouleg@jhouler400_win_It
 
 

Added regre
before submitting ne

rb target to be used by Larry ts run a more exhaustive emulator regression
codes (sometests are currently failing).

 Tests must be Hsted in the LOCAT,CHIP_TESTSvariable Gvhich deesn't seem ta
support testcases For now).

Uses regress_2_locai target, which is less rb-specific.
Change 119200 on 2003/09/03 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests SRC_SEL in the vertex fetch instruction

Change 119125 on 2062/09/02 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
changing

the shader pipes
 the test so that it renders 128 verts in a packet at atime so thatit exercises all

Change L19L1L9 on 2003/09/02 by imartin@tmartin_1400_win
added tests for constant and instruction fields

Change 119118 on 2063/09/02 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win
Tests GPRsas both source and destination

Change 119103 on 2003/09/02 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win 

initial checkin for the template test to check each instruction for inf,Nan,denorm, special
numbers along with valid data range
Change 119044 on 2003/09/02 by tmartin@tmartin 1400 win

Tests 4 bit patterns in the base_address field. 0x55555554, OXAAAAAAAS,OxGQQU7EEC, OE FF EOQUG
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Change 118737 on 2003/08/29 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

test all vertex data formats andstressall pipes
Change 118716 on 2003/08/29 by scorgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Severely stretched all images.

Change 118698 on 2003/08/29 by jhoule@jhoule_ri00_win_It
Added support for setAlphaToGrayscaie(t

Change 118582 on 2003/08/28 by omesh @omeshr400_linux_maribora_tott

Fixed testeases that expand previously rendered to surfaces that use
ruitisampling. During expands, surface origins must be adjusted to the
top lef corner of the top ell pixel, rather than keeping it at the
center of the top left pixel. (The former resnits in SC generating out.
of bound addresses towards RC/RB). Verified that the specific testcase
that Jay pointed out does notassert any longer.

  
 

Change 118565 on 2003/08/28 by georgev@devel_georgev_r406_lin2_marlboro_tott

Put in more perspective so that aniso would workbetter.

Change 118550 on 1003/08/28 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
Disabling 2 of the jss tests.
 r400sc_point_jss 3X4a1

r400sc_line_jss_3X4_61 

Change 118547 on 2003/08/28 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Omit resolve tests from regress for now until new RR ready.

Change 118521 on 2003/08/28 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Stress the parameter cache with clipped verts and many small triangles...

Change 118466 on 1663/08/27 by csarmpayo@fl_csampayo2_rae

1 Modified constant 0 in both cpp files
2 Purthor cleancd up of 61 cpp and vir

Change 118445 on 2003/08/27 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

finished the remaining formats
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Change 118436 on 2003/08/27 by ushistisdiil_auhtishs1460_wint

adding VS and PS base to the test

 Change 118420 on 2003/08/27 by ashishs@ifl_ashishs r400_win
changing the pix and vix shaders to ver 2.0 and adding alloc for paramteres as well

Change 118355 on 2003/08/27 by csampayo@iil_csampayo2_r4vd
Revert backto latest version, add alloc inst to vtx shader

Change 118349 on 2003/08/27 byashishs@fl_ashishsr40¢_win

setting [M_LOAD inside the tests

Changs 118344 on 2003/08/27 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

changed pixel shaderto revert back to the original shader viz. Evenif vix shader
exporting 3 parameters, pixel shader only fetching the parameter needed

Change 118273 on 2003/08/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Temporarily go back to rev 2 te catch problem sync

Change 118269 on 2003/08/26 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win
the wrong shader was being uscd

Change 118262 an 2603/08/26 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r400

Remove commented blocks and update description

Change 118255 on 2003/08/26 by ashi i_ashishsr400_win

updated the Lest. fo Include TM_LOAD fiction since cansing problem in hardware

Change 118251 cn 2003/08/26 by geongev@devel_ceorgev_1100_lin2taarlboro_tott
Removed illegal gamma cases and added tp_border_02 for forcing w to max.

Change 118224 on 2003/08/26 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_marlboro_tott

Also set color samples, fragments and depth samples and fragments
correctly, before ar: xpand operation. This should REALLYfix the test
bug. (Not yet verified on sinmualation though)

Change 118222 on 2003/08/26 by mkellyG@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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Change 118120 on 2003/08/25 byashishs@i_ashishsr400_win

removing a duplicate test name

Change 118100 on 2003/08/25 by csumpayu@l_ceampayo2_1406
Correct number ofloaded constants.

Chango 118082 on 2003/08/25 byrmanapat@rmanapat 460 sun marlboro

Tests changed so that fmts$8, 59, and 66 do nat use gamma

Change 118067 on 2003/08/25 by ashishsq@il_ashishsr400_win

adding marcos to nightly regressions

Change 118051 on 2003/08/25 byjhoule@jhoule_r460_linnx_mariboro

Changed VB etch format from 32x2+32x1 to 32+32+32 type.
Change 118056 on 2003/08/25 by mkellyG@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Exercise parameter cache indices with LINE_LIST and TRIANGLE_LIST, 16
parameters, manyverts.

Changc 118009 on 2003/08/25 by mkclly@fi mkelly ri00 win laptop

Remainder of POINT_LIST paramater cache testing of the memoryaddressing andindice
generation.

Change 118000 cn 2003/08'25 byashishs@@fi_ashishs1400_win
 

checking in all the ante generated shaderfites by VFD with modification regarding the
exports viz exports should be sequential starting at 0 and if a parameter is exported on higher
exportregister then need to export all the lower registers too or else doesnt work with hardware
Change 117969 on 2003/08/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

PORNT_T TST, 16 params, exercise the full range of PC addresses with
address wrapping.

Change 117876 on 2003/08/22 by csampayo@fl czampayo r400

Partial update

Change 117865 on 2003/08/22 by tmartin@tmartin_r10G_win
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TRIANGLE_LIST streys ievts of exercising pararicter cache indices aad wrapping witlt

params 1 - 16.

Change 118221 on 2003/08/26 by omesh @omesh_1100_linux_marlboro_tott
Fixed a bug with the testcases that use the xpand function (Which was

2 msea before sending an xpand operation). Haven't verifiedfix on simulation
 
 

Change 118220 on 2002/08/26 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
correcting a optimization in the test. No problem with the test just the tests were doing

one extra rendering of 128 vertcies which has been removed now.

Change 118214 on 1603/08/26 by ashishs(@t!_ashishs_1400_win

forgot to remove a print statement...

Change 118212 on 1663/08/26 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r406_win

Forgot to initialise the values of the parameters which was causing an errorin the script...
Change 118175 on 2003/08/26 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Extensive line_list testing of the parameter cache, 1-16 parameters.
Update tracker accordingly.

Change 118155 on 2003/08/26 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

Perl script Updates:

1, Added option -g
With this option we can check the dumps against the gold directoryin each test directory
2. Added option -a
With this option we can update the golds. Currentlyall the gold files will be updated

whichever PASS and for MEW test the gold will be added. Also ifthe test bAILS thenthe
corresonding gold isn't updated

------Necd to know if unchanged files should bc reverted back to minimize the depotcheckins 

 Change 118153 on 2003/08/26 by mkelly@fl_mkkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update expected results comments in test for new constant index behaviour.
 Change 118143 on 2063/08/26 by mkelly@fLmkelty_r4i00_win_laptop

Removeresolve tests until new RB ready.
Fix line tests due to RE assert when msaa = true and samples = 0.
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added ri06ve_addr_ciarmmping_92

Change 117855 on 1063/08/22 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win
corrected the tests since i forgot to use the 4th shader while rendering

Change 117851 on 2603/08/22 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4d0_win

editing all the tests for being able to run any number of cases
Change 117944 on 2003/08/22 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore

Removed some redundant test cases and relabled interlaced formats to INLERLACED
instead od INTERL ACE.

Change 117841 on 2003/08/22 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

edited the test. so that it could be run for any number of cases. For ease in Hardwarevalidation

Change 117921 on 2003/08/22 by tmartin@tmartin 400 win

uiade Ute tesialitte clearer by changing colury and adding betier comments

Change 117808 on 1003/08/22 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win
tests clamp disable

Change 117807 on 2003/08/22 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

updated to test negative clamping

Change 117793 on 2003/08/22 by mkelly@flmkeliy_r400_win_laptop
Remove JSS state control

Change 117783 on 1003/03/22 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
adding 2 movatests which were not there in the test_list somchow

Change 117777 on 2003/08/22. by tmartinG@itmartin_r400_win

r400ve_base_addr_range_pci_02co OL
 
r400ve_stride_s ze02

Change 117774 on 2003/08/22 by caarmpavo@fl_csampayo_ri0d
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Add tests r400sy_const_iidex_0, _06 tu tests Het aad trucker

Change 117766 on 2003/08/22 by csampayo@H_csampaye2rad

Updated shader Functionality, constant setup/data and tests description accordingly
Change 117756 on 2003/08/22 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_mariboro

Added test case files for ip_multitexture based on fmt # instead of name

Change 117747 on 2003/08/22 by tmartin@tmartin 40 win

test powerof 2 stride values

Change 117735 on 2003/08/22 by ashishs@il_ashishs1400_win

edited the test so that it could be run for each single case seperately, easier for hardwarevalidation

Change 117719 on 2003/08/22 by mkellyG@ii_mkellyr40u_win_laptop

Remove test examples, check in update to onetest...
Change 117713 on 2003/08/22 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win

added clamping at the end ofpci space as an extra check
Chanec 117675 on 2003/08/21 byashishs@fl ashishs r400 win?

adding Chris Harmer to regressions

Change 117658 on 2003/08/21 by csampayo@itl_csampaye2_r400

Updatedto better fulfill test intentions

Change 117642 on 2003/08/21 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win

added r400vc_array_size_02
Change 117638 on 2003/08/21 by tmartinG@tmartin_r460_win

added and removed some comments

Change 117637 on 2003/08/21 bytmartin@tmartin_r4G6_win
Sets the vertex fetch size constantto 0 and set the distance between buffers 09 and 1 to

greater than the maxallowed size. If the triangles are drawnthis verifies thai 6 constant
value of 0 effectively disables clamping and allows an extra large address to be calculated
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DST_SET._W sources are SRO_W, 9, 1, Masic

Change 117344 on 2003/08/26 by tmartin@tmartinriG6_win
Tests swizzling
DST_SEL_X sources ae SRC_Y, SRC_Z
DST_SEL_Y sources are SRC_Z, SRC_W>
DST_SEL_Z sources are SRC_X, SRC_W, 0
DST_SEL_Wsources are SRC_M, SRC_Y¥,1

  
   
 

Change 117339 on 2003/08/26by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_c4060

Correct shaders for proper swizzle of KM32 and KM_32_FLOAT vietches

Change 117319 on 2003/08/26by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400
Revise test tu Hit its original intentions.

Change 117313 on 2003/08/26bytmartin@ltmartin_r400_win

changed to only usz x as a write modifier when 32 float is being used.

Change 117276 on 2003/08/20 by inartin@unarlin 1460win 

removed some unused trame butter so the test draws fewer pixels
Changc 117227 on 2003/08/26 by jhoulc@jhoule 1409 linux marlboro

Added ch field to the input of the hicelor block.

Change 117223 on 2003/08/26 by mkelly@ti_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Checkpoint 4, added expected output description.

Change 117222 on 2003/08/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint 3, added initial test description.
Change 117220 on 2003/08/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

and checkpaint, reduced test ta 1 case, set all ATU store values to
zero except for the clamp constant K@.

 

Change 117219 on 2003/08/20 by tmartin@tmartin 406 win

Removed a swizzle which broke the test when a bug in the emulator wasfixed. This way
the test is less likely te fail for non-targeted reasons.

 

Change 117214 on 2003/08/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Change 117628 on 2603/08/21 by ashishs@f_ashists1400_win

adding Brien Buchner to regressions

Change 117617 on 2003/08/21 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
added r400ve_index_rounding_01

Change 117582 on 2003/U8/21 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

updated nowthat spec ficids have been reversed.

Change 117576 on 1063/08/21 by jhoule@jnoule_r400_linux_marlbore
Testberich nowdoes invalid fetches

Change 117469 on 2003/08/21 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

adding Tadd to nightly regressions

Change 117382 on 1662/08/20 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r40¢
Initial checkin

Change 117381 on 2003/08/20 by csarmpayo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Add test r400sq_const_index_06
Change 117373 on 2003/08/20 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r40¢

Correct vfetches when using FMT_32_FLOAT

Change 117364 on 2063/08/20 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
added ewizzling tests

Change 117347 on 2003/08/20 by tmartin@tmartin_r40U_win
DST SEL Xsources are SRC X, SRC W
DST_SEL_Y sources are SRC_X, SRC_Y
DST_SEL_Z sources are SRC_Y, SRC_2. 0
DST_SEL_Wsources are SRC_Z, SRC_W, 1

 

Change 117345 on 2003/08/20 by tmartin@tmartin_1100_win
Tests swizzling.
DST_SEL_Xsources are SRC_X, 0. 1, Mask.
DST SELY sources are SRC_Y, U, 1, Mask
DST_SEL_Z sources are SRC_Z, 0, 1, Mask
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Initial checkpoint for testing closely knit ALU constant addressing and indexing
throughout the $12 ALU constant store.

Change LI7LGL on 2003/08/19 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win

added r400ve_fetch_addr_range_OL

Change LI7LA1 on 2063/03/19 by jhoule@jhoule_r100_win_It
Missing test

Change 117127 on 2003/08/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

adding newtests
Change 117124 on 2063/08/19 by unartin@unartin_1400_wit

changed setAddressRange to Set_Size to reflect the change in primlib

Change 117107 on 2003/08/19 by asi @fi ashishs r400 win

 adding lest for
have the same precision

ig_Clarup instruction. Also verifying whether lugieee und logclamp

Change 117089 on 2063/08/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
 

testing grecision for recip_clamp and recip_{¥ instructions and verifving it to be the same
as recipsq_ieee in the gocd data range

Change 117077 on 2003/08/19 by ashishs@t!_ashishsr400_win

adding tests for precision of recip_clamp and recip_i¥ and verifying whether the precision
for both is the samc us recip_icee instruction in ie good data range

Change 117061 on 2003/08/19 by mkelly@ifl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
Remove JSStests..

Change 117039 on 2003/08/19 by mkelly@f_mbkeliy_r400_win_laplop

Remove JSS from regress_e, back out this changelist to re-introduce JSS if evernecessary.a 

Change 117038 on 2003/08/19 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

test complete

Change 117037 on 1003/08/19 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
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lest complete

Change 116971 on 2003/08/18 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r1G0_emu
Shrunk max prim size in effort to reduce the maximum runtime ofthe test.

Change 116962 on 2603/08/18 by georgev@idevel_seorgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott

More bordertests for different formats, adding formats, and changes to regressions.
Change 116879 on 2003/08/18 by tmartin@tmartin466win

Temporarily modified. The top triangle isrgba and the bottom triangle is bgra. They
should not be equal, but they are.

Change 116797 on 2003/08/15 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win?

cheking precision for tract. instruction.
TBD:if scalar precision and vector precision need to be checked seperately or any one

can be used for precision.
Change 116790 on 2003/08/15 byashishs@tl_ashishsr400_win2

updated

Change 116785 on 2003/08/15 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win
 

added r400ve_fetch_mode_01 and r400vc_array_size_O1 
Change 116780 on 2003/08/14 bytmartin@tmartinr460_win

increased NUM_CASESto 4
Change 116778 on 2003/08/15 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win

support for FM_32_3232'LOAwas added to primlib so the second case wasenabledin this test.

Change 116776 on 2003/08/15 bytmartin@tmartin_r460_win

Sets the maximum valve in the vertex fetch constant size field and puts vertex data up to
the boundary.
Chanec 116743 on 2003/08/15 by scorgew@dovel acorgev r400 lin? marlboro tott

Added split triangle.

Change 116632 on2003/08/14 byjhoule@jhouler400_win_lt
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Change 116358 on 2003/08/13 by mkellyG@f_mkelly_r4g0_win_laptop
Add

Change 116357 on 2003/08/13 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

 Final, test combinations of addressing and indexing the ALUconstant store with
and single issue instructions.
Changc 116319 on 2003/08/13 by mkclly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptop

Checkpoint.

Change 116194 on 2003/08/12 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win

added r40Qvc_endian_swap_61 and r400vc_endian_swap_02

Change 116184 on 2003/08/13 by tmarting@@tmartin_r40_win

updated to test bottom of address space and added moretriangles. 

Change 116174 on 2003/08/12 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests swizzling during vfetch instructions.

Change 116173 on 2003/08/12 by tmartin@tmartin_r4¢0_win
Tests index rounding with vfetch instructions.

Change 116172 on 2003/08/12 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

‘Tests the VC's dynamic range when addressing vertex buffers stored in PCL memory.
This test shows the upper end of the address range is accessible through PCI 

Change 116171 on 2003/08/12 by tmartin@tmartin_rog_win

Tests endian swap modes 2 and 3.
Change 116170 on 2003/08/12 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win

Tests endian swap mades 6 and 1

Change 116157 on 2003/08/12 by omesh@omesh_1460_linux_mariboro_tott
 Added another testcase that fast clears, normal clears then again fast

clears to verify hw synchroni n (2nd fast clear should wait for the
normalclear to finish). Ran it on the emulator but haven't run it on
hiw yet.
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Forgot to add shader program for FRIT_32_32_32_FT.OAT vfetches

Change 116624 on 2063/08/14 by ashi ‘_ashishs1400_win
adding ADD_CONSTtest. Currently ADD_CONST_0,ADD_CONST_1, scalar ADD all

have the same execution code. Also there is a problem with ADD_CONST sinceit doesn't pick
up the right vaiue for the SrcGPR and just initialises to £

Change 116622 on 2003/08/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update comment in ati
Copy _1L to _12 and use 144 vertices per packet
Update test_list and tracker accordingly.

 

Change 116616 on 2003/08/14 by jhoule@ijhoule_r400_win_It
Added support for FM’ 249.32FLOAT

Change 116570 on 2003/08/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

adding new tests
Change 116566 on 2063/08/14 by imartin@tmartin_r400_win

small changesto aid in figuring out the swizzle bug with floats
Change 116416 on 2063/08/13 by ashishs@fi ashisl

 s 400 win

adding test. having generalised settings for rendering number of verts per packet. as well
as controlling number of packets. Also currentlyhaving a problem in which no. of vertices > 43
create a failure for the shader logic

 Change 116400on 1003/08/13 by jhoule@j oule_r400_win_mariboro

Old pixel shaders never submitted

Change 116365 on 1003/08/13 by omesh @omesh_1100_linux_mariboro_tott
Added a few additional testcases to limit the number ofregisters tested.

Change 116364 on 2003/08/13 by mkelly@ifl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 116362 on 2063/08/13 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_release

Forced on mipraapping to hopefully make tests take less time.
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Change 116139 on 2603/08/12 by mkelly@FLmkelly_r400_winlaptop

Checkpoint...
Change 116122 on 2003/08/12 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_maribero_tott

Disabled multisampling for | sample testcases. This fixes emulatorassertions

 Change LISLL2 on 2062/08/12 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux marfbero tott

Overlooked adding the FR base start. address ta color buffer base address. Tt should befine now.

Change 116109 on 2003/08/12 by jhoule@jhouler400_linux_marlboro
Reverting vid Tyronty Mekefile changes which weren't undone tere

Change LI6LUS on 2003/08/12 by mkelly@fl_mkeliyr4lt_win_laptop

Add moredescription in shaders,fix vertex constant on a few cases...

Change 116072 o1 2603/08/12 by ceampayo@fl_csampayo2_r40c

Initialize unused Ri components
Change 116022 on 2003/08/12 by ashishs@fi ashishs 1400 win

updating the test. Shaders with different pred instructions serting the pred reg and clr
instruction clearing out the register as well as checking MAXFLOAT

Change 115943 on 1662/08/11 by omesh @omesh_1400_linux_maribero_tott
Overlooked adding the FB base start address tu color6 buffer base addreys. It strould befine now.

Change 115922 on 2003/08/11 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
initial checkin fer pred_set_clr instruction. Stil doubts regarding the position ofthis

instruction relative to oller pred instruction: ¢ shader
 
 

Change 115907 on 2003/08/11 by omesh@omeshr400_linax_mariboro_tott

 cr DUWtesting andl may have used different data structures to
access register objects. These tests

don't all pass for various reasons: SOmebits are not testable so I have yet to mask rAv
operations on them.

  

Change 115904 on 2003/08/11 by cbrennan@cbrennan_1400_win_marlbore
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Added DXTIA, DXTSA and CTXto testcases and added randam_level4 whichincludes these.

Change 115871 on 2003/08/11 byashishs@fl_ashishsr40¢_win3
test for scalar min instruction

Change 115803 on 2003/08/11 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

test for max scalar instruction, testing on xyzw chamncls with different combination ofdata

Change 115676 on 2003/08/08 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

wasnt using the input vertex for constant indexing
Change 115674 on 2003/08/08 by ushislis@ifl_ashishsr400_wint

wasnt correctlyusing the incoming vertex z value for constant indexing

Change 115673 on 2003/08/08 byashishs@tl_ashishsr400_win
adding 2 more tests

Change 115672 on 2003/08/08 by ashishs@Hl_ashishsr406_win
adding test for MAMA i

predicates fromshader therby
struction. icsting on all pipes as well as input vertex sclocting
lecting constant combination 

Change 115644 on 2003/08/08 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

had incorrect name inside the test_list
Change 115642 on 2003/08/08 by mkelly@f_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Update...

Changs 115641 on 2003/08/08 by mkcllv@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Update but UH asserts

Change 115618 on 2003/08/68 by mkelly@fi_mkellvr400_win_laptop
and not Disable MSAA when number of samples is zore. This allowstestte fini:

assert in RB on depth number of samples being zero when msaa is enabled.
 

Change 115608 on 2003/08/08 by mkellyG@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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Extended exports to span 2 framebuffertiles.

Changs 115368 on 2003/08/07 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win?

performed a test according tu Carlos’s spec to test if dhe add wad sub instruction yeild anydifference/errer

Change 115331 on 2003/08/07 by Hefebvr@ilefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
Conditions were not set correctly (they were swapped).

Change 115328 on 2003/08/07 by Llefebvr@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

The HWhas a 26 bits normilizer se I increased the emulater’s precision te match. This
fixes r400sq_ripple_01.cpp. I had to re-goidenize | test in the regress_e suite.

Change 115364 on 2603/08/06 by csampayo@fl_csampayo?_r406

Fixed color ramp, increased export aperture.
Change 115277 on 2003/08/06 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint, temp save of worksheet as well

Change 115267 on 2003/08/06 by smossi@smoss_crayola_Hnux_orl
changed to initialize gor channels

Change 115266 on 2003/08/06 byashishs@Pfl_ashishsr40e_win

initial checkin for testing sub_previnstruction. Seems to have a precision issue and partof shaders 3 and 4 commented out for now.

Change 115226 on 2.003/08/06 by ashishs@ifl_ashishs_r40q_win
didnt have the correct shaders

Change 115226 on 2003/08/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

adding test. for mul_prev with various combination of instnictions

Change 115188 on 2003/08/06 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
updating the golden Ist file

Change 115187 on 2003/08/06 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win
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Add coust_index tosis...

Change 115607 on 2003/08/08 by mkelly@EL_mk r400_win_laptop

Negative ALU VS constant clamping, negative index clamping with negative stepping
Change 115606 on 2603/08/08 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

 adding test for Li ALL

Change 115587 on 2003/08/08 by mkclly@fl mkeliy 1400 win laptop

Positive constant clamping with negative loop stepping...

Change 115576 on 1003/08/08 by omesh @omesh_1100_linux_marlboro_tott

Added missing depth clear register programming.

Change 115562 on 2003/08/08 by mkelly@rL_mkelly_r40_winlaptop

ALUpositive constant index clamping and constant clamping
Change 115527 on 2003/08/08 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint VS positive constant indexing and clamping
 Change 115503 on 2003/08/07 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Added stress test to make big objects to fill queues.
 Change 1154860 on 2003/08/07 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

First test of series which checkspositive alu constant index clamping
Change 115428 on 2003/08/07 by ashishs@f!_ashishs_r400_win2

adding shaders , one with predicates and sub_previnsertedin an particular order to see
the effect and in the shader_00-4 adding another instruction eg. mova in between the predicateinstructions to sec the effects and the results have been described in the shaders.

rt
Change 115387 ou 2063/08/07 by ashisis@t_avti tis1r400_win2

adding 10 more tests done during last week and the current week
Change 115384 on 2002/08/07 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win2

adding 4 shaders to cover the SUB instruction on all channels

Change 115372 on 2003/08/07 by armpayo(@itlcsarnpayo2r400
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updatedthe image since with the NEW TPusing ‘setenv TP_V2. 3" as suggested by
Jocelwn ihe test produced a different image compared with old environment. But with pix center
as 0 (after test was updated)it produces the same image in old as well as new environment and
keeping all other samc

 

Change 115178 on 2003/08/06 by ashishs@f_ashistsr400_wia  
changirig the pixel centering, since with the NEW TPusing‘ Z_

suggested by Jocelyn the test produced a different image compared environment. But
with pix center as 0 it produces the same image in old as well as new and kecpingall other same. 

Change 115063 on 2003/08/05 by mkelly@FLmkelly_ra0_winlaptop

Check in to save, not complete

Change 115038 on 2003/08/05 by ashis! shishs_r400_win

adding test. for add_previnstruction with different combination of instractions used to get
result in the previousScaiar

Change 114967 on 1603/08/05 by ashishs@fi ashishs 400 win
 madifyi ‘erent areas of the

script for the s:
lig ile seript sitce it was using diferent scarcl strings in= cause 

 
  

Change 114947 on 2002/08/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Change HOS reuse depth

Change 114930 on 2003/08/05 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_aarlboro

Modified tests to set CLAMP_DISABLEbit (second dwerd, bit 30), since theyare
setting a size of 0.

Change 114913 on 1663/08/05 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

forgot to update the test for Write_To_Memoryfunction change
Change 114912 on 2063/08/05 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Madify ta work with non-zero FR start.

Change 114905 on 2003/08/05 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_ori
commentout jss* tests - no longer needed
comment out pipe disable - hardware will change

Change 114832 on 2003/08/04 by csampavo@tl_csampayo3
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Update for Write_To_Memory change,

Change 114825 on 2003/08/04 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4UU_emu

Removed clamp mode from tests since TP_V2 is enabled by default.
Change 114813 on 2003/08/04 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update

Change 114810 on 2603/08/04 by mkelly@ i mkelly 1400 win laptop

Simple triangle with SET_STATE

Change 114898 cn2003/08/04 by omesh@omesh_riG0_linux_marlboro_iott

Corrected some types thal were mixing up testcase names. Also made some
changes Ghat make these tests run without compiler eurs on Windows.

Change 114805 on 2003/08/04 byashishs@l_ashishsr400_win.

adding test for killone instruction checking 1 a3 well as < and > 1 overall the channels
using different shaders as well as overall shader pipes

Change 114791 on 2003/08/04 byIs Useiler_r400_win_marlbore

Sets msaa_enable onlywith >1 sample
Change 114778 cn 2003/08/04 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win

adding test for pred_set_restore instruction

Change 114768 on 2003/08/04byashishs@fil_ashishsr466_win3

adding test for pred_set_pop instruction using 4 shaders to tests each xy.z.wchannel
with different data inputs wrt © =<) 6

Change 114764 on 2003/08/04 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Test Main ne

Change 114757on 2003/08/04 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

‘Test had a problem while running hardware since the c31 which was used in pixel shader
uitialised explicitly, and in cmulatorit ects initialised to O's explicitly wasnt

Change 114743 on 2003/08/04 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Branch
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Change 114282 on 2003/07/31 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win

added r400ve addr spanning O1

Change 114277 on 2003/07/31 by unatin@unarlin406win

Tests that the VC correctly spans address spaces
Chango 114221 on 2003/07/31 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

added shaders for scalar, vector and coisstie instructions

Change 114192 on 2003/07/31 by tien@tien_1400_devel_marlboro

Bug fixes and change in toc_out_fifo width

Change 114148 on 2003/07/91 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win?,

adding a new lineat the end oftest_list since myscript needs a newline at the end of
test list. Later would change myscript

Change 114086 un 2003/07/36by unartin@unarlin_r406_wit

fixed the NUM_CASESloop
Change 114055 on 2003/07/36 byashishs@fl ashishs 1406 win

added shaders for pred_sete with scalar and coissue instructions

Change 114018 on 2003/07/10 bytmartin@tmartin_r466_win
added strides/offsets tests

Change 114604 on 2603/07/36 by tmartin@iimartin_rade_win

Check fetch address calculations and range (including negative results)
Change 114003 on 2003/07/26 by tmartin@tmartin r406_win 

Tests that the VC correctly clamps addresses that. are outside of the constant size

Change 113997 on 2003/07/20 by tmartin@itmartinr406_win
test currently works, but is restricted te a hardcoded range in the address space.

Eventually this restriction will be removed and the test will be modified to span the entire
address range.

Change 113981 on 2003/07/26 by omesh@omesh_1460_linux_marlboro_tott
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Change 114715 on 1663/03/04 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_linux_or!

makefile for vc

Change 114577 on 2003/08/01 by ashishs@f!_ashishs_r400_win

adding test for pred_set_inv. each shader checks unique combination of(+,-,0,1) for
%.y.Z,W channels

Change 114574 on 2063/08/01 by scorgev@idevel georgev 1400 Lin? marlboro tott

Partial complete test.

Change 114560 on 1063/08/01 by ashishs@ ashishs1400_win

corrected an error where the script was counting VC tests as SP tests

Change 114849 on 2003/08/01 by tmartin@itmartin_r400_win

added r400ve_fetch_mode_02
Change 114543 on 2003/08/01 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests mega fetch counts of 0 thre 3

Change 114542 on 2003/08/01 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
Tests mega fetch counts of 4 - 7. Including 1 - 4 dword minifetches.

 Change 114534 on 2003/08/01 by asl ashishs_r4dc_win2

added variables for the new changes done in AUTO_.sync.tcsh file
Change 114454 on 1603/08/01 by ashishs@fi_ashisl 

adding vector scalar and coissueinstractions

Change 114428 on 2063/08/01 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

adding scalar vector and cuissue shaders

Change 114424 on 2003/08/01 byashishs@ti_ashishs_r400_win
had wrong shaders

Change 114343 on 2003/07/31 by csarmpavo@ft_csampayo_r406

Add memory exporttest, update test list and tracker
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Fixed a bug ofnot setting the Z_BASH address correctly (Overlooked adding the FB start
address).

Tests now pass, as verified by John Chen.

Change 113962 on 2063/07/30 by ashishs@f_ashists1400_win

changed the case for "TOTAL"since Joe's script on web was searching for case sensitive"TOTAL"

Change 113896 on 2003/07/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

tried to get the automatic subrait to P4 to work...but somehowthere are issues related to
submit and makes it very complicated io do automatic submit.

 

Change 113874 on 2003/07/29 by ashishs! ashishs_r400_win

increased the length of test names from 50 to 86

Change 113871 on 1003/07/29 by tmartin@tmartin_1100_win
updated to stress all 64 vertex pipes

Change 113869 on 2003/07/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4d0_win

adding option "p"
ifthe script is run with -p then it will update the web as well az tracker
else it will just ugdate the tracker

 

Change 113864 on 2003/07/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated se that the script could be run from anydirectory. Also corrected a minor error
related to the VC page. Also integrated the web script with this script.

Change 113855 on 1003/07/29 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r406_win

updated the changes for running from anydirectory
Change 113850 on 2063/07/29 by ashishs@ ashishs_r400_win

removing 7 files that were duplicated

Change 113S10 on 1003/07/29 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
added more vertices to the scenes to saturate all 64 vertex pipes

 Change 113809 on2603/07/29 by omesh @omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_tott

Made index buffer code less sloppy.
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Change 113795 en 2603/07/29 by omesh@omesh_t400_linux_martboro_tott

Added a testcase "tri3_8x8_replace_Ssamp"that Bill needed. Ran it and
visually inspected/verified the FE dump.

Change 113706 on 2003/07/28byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
  updating a miner error in update tracker script. And formatting the update web script to

have the test numberand serial number as well as block namein the report. Also formatting the
output.

 

Change 113629 on 2003/07/28 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

corrected minor error while printing

Change 113627 on 2003/07/28 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

Upardte far s to update regression tracker
1. Maintain: a seperate worksheet for each emulator block,
2. Add numbering for each page/bloci.
3. Updated paths for the tracker viz put the tracker in t'\r40C\ makingit available for

updating to others

 

Change 113623 cn 2003/07/28 by tien@tien_1400_devel_merlboro

Man it's been a long time coming:-}
formatter fix for TP to output to 1 simd only
drive simd signal from TPC te VC Gwill prolly need to skewit a bit, but that will fall out

from debug)
Clean up get/set logic

Change 113606 on 2003/07/28 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 113594 on 2003/07/28 by mkelly@fi_mkellvr400_win_laptop

Validate upper SIMD1/6 bits for pipe disable

Change 113593 on 2603/07/28 by ashistis@l_aohistis1406_wint

adding Todd to email hst
Chanec 113476 on 2003/07/26 by mkclly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 113444 on2003/07/27 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win.
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Change 113145 on 2003/07/25 by ashishs@Mil_ashishsr400_win
 merging the stics data generated from report with the tracker also sorting records

with test status (PASS/FAIL}

Change 113126 on 2003/07/25 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Validate newstate bit, SC_LINE_CNTL.LASTPIXEL behaviour
Change 113071 on 2603/07/24 bycsampayo@il_csampayo2_r460

Update for non-zero FB start wrt depth buffer setup

Change 113623 on 2003/07/24 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
iniial checkin for suript whicl will get tee TRACKER data and update it on Ube web:

Change 112997 on 2003/07/24 byashishs@i_ashishsr400_win

using a different way to output runTimesin the Excel

Change 112984 on 2003/07/24 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laplop_r400_erau
 Fixing test that wasn't initializing all GPR fields before exporting.

Changc 1129860 on 2003/07/24 by mkclly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Update...

Change 112966 on 2003/07/24 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Extensive round mode testing...

Change 112965 on 2003/07/24 by smess@ismoss_craycla_linnx_orl

removed die, added gold
Change 112950 on 2003/07/24 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_tett

Again, modified the condition nnder which the Tile Ruffer is needed:
When Stencil is Fast Expanded, this is not reflected in the th
Buffer, itis only done in the Tile Buffer, so even when Stencil Expandis
donc, this means the Depth Bufferis not Fully Expanded and hence theTile Buffer is needed.

 

Change 112946 on 2003/07/24 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_tott
Added an additional condition under which the Tile Buffer needs to be
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adding blocks CP_RRRM,VC,BUGS, SANITY STRESS,PERF

Change 113432 on 2003/07/27 byashishs@f!_ashishsri0Q_win
adding option "i" using which the regress_r400 script will use the hardcodedpaths foreach ofthe test

Change 113284 on 2003/07/25 by tmartin@tmartin_r40U_win
addedtests

Change 113282 on 2063/07/25 by csarmpavo@tl_csampayo_r400

Updated status for tests r100sx_vtx_point_size_export_01-04 and added them to test_list

Change 113264 on 2003/07/25 by mkelly@flLmkelly_r400_win_laptop
update:

Change 113261 on 1003/07/25 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
Update Tess level, Hos reuse, dealloc distance, reduce fb size

Change 113226 on 2003/07/25 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.
 Change 113218 on 2603/07/25 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

changing namesfor ovtput files with time stamp

Change 113206 on 2003/07/25 by tmartin@tmartin_-400_win
Tests the VC's stride range when addressing vertex buffers stored in the frame buffer.

Stride range is 0:255
 

Change 113179 on 2003/07/25 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
corrected the time formatting in output

Change 113176 on 2003/07/25 by ashishs _ashishsr400_win

updated to create the statistics page based on the tracker
Change 113154 on 2003/07/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r406

Correct test (11 to use LM_LOAD for loading shaders and, add 3 new test with different
patterns
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dumped (When 7. is NOT Fast expanded but. Stencil 1S, the actual stencil
value does not get written to the Liepth Buffer and hence thetile buffer
isneeded)

Change 112925 on 2003/07/24 by omesh @omesh_r400_linux_maribero_tott

Added Depth Clear register programming. John/Pa:
this problem is nowfixed.

 please verifythat 

Change 112916 on 2003/07/24 by cbrennan@cbrennan 1400 cmu

Added a check for system memory allocation to tests so prevent. malloc failing even when
it would compressinto the frarne buffer just fine.

Change 112898 on 1062/07/24 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
iitilial checkin for script which will update w centralised tracker lucaied at TBD based on

each one's regression rin

Change 112888 on 2003/07/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
PA_SU_VTX_CNTL Round and Quantization variations...

Change 112821 on 1003/07/23 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4co_win 

corrected the scaling on the tests to match 1390
Change 112805 on 2603/07/23 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updating the test_list as according to all othertest lists with a newline at the end for now.
Later on Iwill change my script to handle this.

Change 112792 on 2003/07/23by ashis! ashishs_r400_win

updating the nevlyadded STN / COS tests

Change 112788 on 1063/07/23 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win
adding more sin tests after converting from1390

Change 112784 on 2003/07/23 by csarnpavo@fl_csampayo_r460

Forgot to save updates
 Change 112781 on 2003/07/23 by csampay |csampayo_r400

Add r400vgt_vix_export_verv_very_simple_O5 to _18 tests, sort list

Change 112778 on 2003/07/23 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_1400_win_laptop
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Update.

Change 112777 cn 2003/07/23 byashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win
adding tests converted from 1390

Change 112771 on 2003/07/23 bytmartin@tmartinr460_win

Tests the VC's dynamic range whenaddressing vertex buffers stored in PCI memory.
Change 112764 cn 2003/07/23 byashishs@ifl_ashishs1406_win

changed the frame buf background color to match 1396

Change 112761 on 2003/07/23 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400
Updated fur FB start and added i ng Vix T and pix IE shaders

Change 112714 on 2003/07/23 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr40c_win

adding test for newly added COS opcode. (converted frorm 1390 Carlos's test}
Change 112707 on 2603/07/23 byashishs@ti_ashishs1406_win

Addingtest for newly added SIN opcode in emulator (converted trom Carlos’s r399 test}
Changes 112685 on 2003/07/23 by cbrennan@icbrennan 1400 release 

Fixed test sa that. cubic dimension was properlyloaded inte constant before calling
getAllocationSizeinEytes

Change 112675 on 2003/07/22 byrmanapat@rmanapat_r400_sun_marlboro
Fix should reduce how long the test rans

Change 112654 on 2003/07/23 by csampayo@i_csampayo2_r400
Minimum number  ‘ascs that cause problem

Change 112634 cn 2003/07/23 by mkellyG@fmkelly400_win_laptop

VC is always on, always use variable FB start (non-zero).
Change 112615 on 2003/07/23 by ashishs@ll ashishs 1466 win

Regress r400 script Update :
i. inthe Summary report add Kegression Start ‘lime and Regression Lind time .
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Change 112380 on 2003/07/22  y csampayo@iilcsampayo2r4oo
 

Updated pattem for testing
Change 112356 on 2003/07/22 by jyarasca@jyarasca_r400_win_cvd

Makefile changes: WLOPTS, ULOPTS, LFL AC
need onlybe assigned to 3(DEPTH}/auto/bin

now since .dil and .lib are all copied to that directory

 |WIN, and LELAGS_SUN variables

Change 1123560 on 2003/07/22 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

finalising test

Change 112342 on 2603/07/22 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win2
initial checkin

Change 112339 on 2003/07/22 by mkelly@fi_mkellvr400_win_laptop

Update

Change 112332 on 2003/07/22 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laplop_1400_eniu

Thadthe old output order for cube: ma,taceid,sc,tc. I changed it for the new one:
te,se,ma,faceid.

Change 112322 on 2003/07/22 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_c400_win_laptop

Add sx_rb.dmp comparefor a test, modifyregress script to handleit

Change 112312 on 2003/07/22 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro
Hooking up register read logic. removed durmmy memory fromrb_rbt_fragmment_fifo.v 

Change 112254 on 2003/07/21 by Hefebvr@ilefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

This is the CUBE opcode changethat takes into account the recent HWchange.I also
modified one test case that was wrongfully picking W as the FACEID(it is Y).

Change 112249 on 2003/07/21 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win?

updating shaders and test
 Change 112226 on 2003/07/21 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win

Tests the VC's dynamic range when addressing vertex buffers stored in a 32 ME framebuffer.
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2. In tic Summary report add Total Emulator Elapsed Tine for Each Block. So Each

black will have the time it used for regressions
3. Also in "s" option for the regress_r4U0 script nowit doesn't search for the sync. Lt will

accept the sync_number from parameter cornmand line and then stamp it on the output directory.
Also the code for finding the sync_number,still exists but the "s" option will no longer use thatcode.

4, Option "p" for publishing to the web will work the same way it has been working andthe code has not been touched

 

 

Change 112598 on 1063/07/23 by smoss@ismo: crayola_linux_or!
creating golds for one test

Change 112523 on 2603/07/22 by czampayo@fl_csampayo_r4e0

Add flush before dumping image
Change 112517 on 2003/07/22 by lnartin@unartin_1400_wit

 ‘Tests the VC's address range when addressing vertex buffers stored in AGP memory.

Change 112516 on 2003/07/22 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Add flush before dumping image

Change 112501 on 2002/07/22 by csarmpayo@tl_csampayo2_r40c
Update for non-zero FB start

Change 112476 on 1603/07/22 by mkelly@if_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Invalidate VE

Change 112461 on 2003/07/22 by mkelly if]mkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Qhant mode stepping postion in 1/32 steps, varying quantization

Change 112457 on 1003/07/22 by csarmpavo@fl_csampayo2_ri60
Update for non-zero FB start

Change 112426 on 2003/07/22 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Validate quant modes 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, b
Change 112409 on 2063/07/22 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

added test for seigt instruction with scalar vector and coissue instructions
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Change 112225 on 2003/07/21 by tmantin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests the VC's dynamic range when addressing vertex buffers stored in a 61 ME framebuffer.

Change 112224 on 2003/07/21 by Lnartin@unactin_1400_win

Tests the VC's dynamic range when addressing vertex butters stored in a 128 MB tramebuffer.

Change 112223 on 2003/07/21 by tmartin@tmartin_c400_win

‘Tests the VC's dynamic range when addressing vertex buffers stored in a 256 MR framebuffer.

Change 112221 on 2003/07/21 by tmartin@tmartin_r400_win

Tests the VC's dynamic range when addressing vertex buffers stored in the frame buffer.

Change 112212 on 1003/07/21 by kryan@kryan_1400_win_marlboro_XP
Fix ing : at end ofline in shaders

Change 117197 on 1663/07/21 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Invalidate ve

Change 112177 on 2063/07/21 by mkelly@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Updates, including invalidating the VC and hos reuse depth setting...

Change 112133 on 2003/07/21 by mkelly bfmkellyr400_win_laptop
Update HOSreuse...

Change 112119 on 2003/07/21 by mkelly@ifl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Change vs_export from 4 to 3...
Change 112104 on 2003/07/21 by utkelly@fLinkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 112089 on 2003/07/21 by mkelly@fl mkcliy r400 win laptop

Prim type detection on RT and non-RT update...

Change 112988 on 2003/07/21 by askende@askende_r4G0_linux_marlboro
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updated the cube Lests to comply with te new definition of dhe CUBEinstruction

Change 111988 on 2003/07/18 by csampayo@il_csampayo2_r400

Updated export mode pattern
Change 111979 on 2003/07/18 by ashishs@il_ashishs1406_win

initial checkin

Change 111975 on 2003/07/18 by csampayo@il ceampayo r400

Adding point size expert  node test. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly:

Change 111955 on 2003/07/18 by mkelly@i_mkelly_r100_win_laptop

Update...

Change 111951 on 2603/07/18 by geargev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin2_martbora_tott.

Tests for extra format coverage.
Change 111944 on 2003/07/18 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 111937 on 2003/07/18 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
adding vector, scalar and coissue instructions

Change 111916 cn 2003/07/18 bymkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Revisedtests.

Change 111753 on 2003/07/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win

added shaders for vector, scalar and ooissue instructions using the sametest

Change 111731 on 2003/07/17 by mkclly@fi mkelly +400 win laptop

Coreverted test lo PIM4 and support two pixel siraders..

Change 111723 on 2003/07/17 by jayw@jayw_r400_Hnux_marlboro
Someaddedteats

Change 111726 on 2003/07/17 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_emu

Added utils te calculate allocation sizes of maps in bytes.
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Add more formats for support to getSize_hits and adjust test ta properly deal with DXTsize calculations.

Changc 111539 on 2003/07/16 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

using the same lest without changing Uhe oulput tu render 128 pixels/puints al a lime in a
packet therebyfilling up shader pipes

Change 111511 on 2003/07/16 byjhoule jhoule1490_win_It
Updated example file with new vtx_ fields.

Change 111500 on 2003/07/16 by mkelly@i i_mkellyr40c_win_laptep

Updated simple reference test to work with variable FB start...
Chane 111493 on 2003/07/16 by ashishs@ifl_ashistis1400_win

updated tests sameas previous with scalar, vector and coissue shaders

Change 111490 on 2003/07/16 by mkelly@fl mkelly 400 win laptop

Situple Triangle with POS,COLOR,NORMAL, does u VS_DONE_TS event ut end of
triangle

Change 111459 on 2603/07/16 byashi @tl_ashishsr400_win
added shaders for scalar vector and coissue in the same test

Change 111458 on 2003/07/16 by chrennan@cbrennan_r4G0_emu

Increased ranges to 2kx2kxi1kwhile decreasing size limit to 64meg.
Chane 111431 on 2603/07/16 by ashistis@laobishs1400_wint

noticed that wasnt using w channel in scalar instructions and updated to use w channel aswell

Change 111423 on 2003/07/16 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

adding 3 shaders for the test with each shader being the same except they difter as heing
ceissue or vector or scalar shaders therby covering all types of instructions with KILLG' in a
single test
Change 111376 cn 2003/07/16 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 111375 on 1003/07/16 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Tucreased ranges of most te randoilests.

Change 1116653 on 2002/07/17 by omesh@omeshr400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Since Primiib adds a restriction that surface heights need te be 32 aligned, I hadtoincrease the ZCOUNT address
range from 256 bytes to 256"32 bytes. The tests now don't assert, although we are

dumping unnecessarily larger
chunks of memory. Later, maybe Kevin Ryan could introduce an "overide”bit that

doesn't require surface heights
to be multiples of 32...
Talse fixed a bug in which the correct area of memory was not being identified

(Framebuffer base address was not
being added into the fill device address) 

Change 111661 on 1003/07/17 by ashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win
corrected an error

Change 111638 on 2002/07/17 by ashishs@¥i_ashishsr400_win.

updated se that could do 128 points/pixels per packet therbyfilling up shader pipes
Change 111657 on 2003/07/17 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Changed frame_butfer tor multicontext texture tests.
Change 111655 on 2003/07/17 by mkclly@fl mkecliy r400 win laptop

Added a. separate RT shader for unicne param_gen scenarios when comparing
RTto non-RTtesting.

Change 111634 on 2063/07/17 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
Checkpoint on upgrading this test ...

Change 111636 on 2003/07/17 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r40Q_win
added vector scalar and coissuc shaders

Charge LLIS9L on 2003/07/17 by ukelly@fLinkelly_1400_win_laptop

Change vs_eport trom 4 to 3 on the non-RTS and modity test to work for gpr destinationAinstead
of § for the generated parameter. This allows the non-RTS and RTS pixcl shader to be shari

Change 111546 on 2003/07/16 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_emu
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Fix buffers te work with variable FB

Change 111349 on 2003/07/16 by mkclly@fl mkeliy r400 win laptop

Update Z_BASE to work with variable FB...

Change 111346 on 2003/07/16 by kevino@kevino_1400_emu
Addcd validateTexDimQ) function- tells if tfc dimension is OKfor the data format

Change 111334 on 2003/07/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_wind
 updated tests replacing Write_To_Mermory tunction

Change 111272 on 2003/07/15 by mkelly@flmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix 72_RBASEto work with variable FR

Change 111263 on 2063/07/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Fix Z_BASEfor variable FB

Change 111253 on 2003/07/15 by mkelly@ifil_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix 2_BASE to work with variable FB dart...
Change 111242 on 2603/07/15 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_w. 

Added support for various other interesting primitives...

Change 111240 on 2002/07/15 by tmartin@tmartin_1400_win
added 400vc_addr_alignment01

Change 111235 on 2003/07/15 bytmartin@tmartin_r1400_win

update
Change 111225 ou 1663/07/15 by ashisis@tl shistesr400_win

changed the Write_to_memory function. shouldnt affect test

Change 111212 on 2003/07/15 by asl @fi ashishs 1400 win

replacing Write_To_Memoryfunction with new primlib function. Shouldnt affect test

Change 111210 on 2003/07/15 by kevino@kevino_r100_linux_marlbora
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Added 1D and 3D Lextures,
 Change 111209 on 2003/07/15 by mkellyG@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Fix Z_BASEto work with variable FB
Change 111208 on 2003/07/15 by mkellyG@f_mkelky_r400_win_laptop

Add rbbm_we

Changes 111194 on 2003/07/15 by omesh@omesh r400 linux marlboro only devel

Added RB register Read/Write tests, however, haven't yeti
Read/Write Masks and masks to ignore reserved bits in
information is net easily extractable from Autoreg evenifit dces
exist, so I will add in the maskslater.
Also, I haven't yet incorporated a tracker (if one ex!
interface to the registers, ur found a way ty puly
“test determined pass‘fail made’
‘there are 102 registers which | may trim downlater.
The tests currently don't pass, even though the script callsita"Pass".

 
 
 

ists} for the Host
  

 
 

Change 111165 on 2003/07/15 by hartogs@fl_hartogs?

CHanged the HOS_REUSE_DEFTHto retlect the pipe contiguration.
Chanec 111130 on 2003/07/15 by ashishs@l ashishs r400 win

sorting test_list

Change 111126 on 2003/07/15 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win
added tests

Change 111035 en 2003/07/14 by ashishs@ifl_ashishsr400_win

disabling aute_wrappingmemories test for now
Change 111016 on 2003/07/14 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott

 

Added 128 bit hi color tests andlists for coverage.

Change 110996 on 2003/07/14 by tmartin@tmartin_ri06_win
Tests writing and displaying vertex buffers to all 16 werd alignments ia the VC

Change 110994 on 2003/07/14 by ashishs@H_ashishsr40¢_win
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Change 110991 en 2603/07/14 byashishs@f_ashishs_r466_win

using th ¢ test as killae but making sure that that when SRC A and B have equal
values the pixelisnt killed..

 

Charge 110891 on 2003/07/14 by ashistis@iilashishs1400_wind

updating tesis replacing the new Write_To Memoryfunction with the new primlib
function. Also cleaning out wait_efxidle from inside the loop and adding gfxidle_no_flush if
writc to memory(index buffer ptr) present 

Change 110856 on 2603/07/14 by ashishs@A_ashishs_r460_win

caretullyselecting a set ofpixel to be killed using constants and kill logic in pixel shader

Change 110837 on 2003/07/14 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 110790 on 2003/07/14 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 110685 on 2603/07/12 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

updating test to have the same output as the kille using different set of constanis than kille
test and modifying the pix shader

Change 110600 on 2003/07/11 byashishs@lil_ashishs1406_win
initial checkin

Change 110593 cn 2003/07/11 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_1400_win_laptop

Fix vs_eport

Change 110592 on 2003/07/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Change VS_EXPORTfrom4 to 3 for 4 parameters.

Change 110886 on 2603/07/11 bytmartin@itmartin_r4de_win

Vertex shader for testing address dword alignmentin the Vertex Cache.
 Change 110585 on 2003/07/11 by tmartin@tmartin_r466_win

Pixel shader for testing address cwordalignment in the Vertex Cache

Change 110584 on 2003/07/11 by tmartin@tmartin_r406_win
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updating the remaining failed SU tests aid making sure lbut dhe update ducsul afect the

failed image

Change 110981 on 2062/07/14 by kevino@kevine_1400_linux_marlbora
tp_perf_2d test but with 4 textures. They use the sarne coords, format, etc,

Change 110975 on 2603/07/14 byashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win?

forgot to update this test for write_to_memory Function
Change 110973 on 2063/07/14 by ashishs@f!_ashishs_r400_win

updated test description as well as shaders

Change 110969 on 2063/07/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
updated lest description aud shaders

Change 110931 on 2003/07/14 by csampayo@tt_csarpayo2_r40u

Cleanup cpp, remove co-issue from pix shader,fix vix shadersince, it was using r32
instead of 135 for predicate condition.

 

Change 110946 on 2603/07/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updating test description and shader as well

 Change 110931 on 2063/07/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

removing unwanted code

Change 119929 on 2003/07/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
 

updating test description as well as pix shader to outgut
register

the value produced in the output

Change 110927 on 2063/07/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Add ve_sq.demp

Change 110921 on 2003/07/14 by mkelly@flmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.
Change 110911 on 1063/07/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400winlaptop

Fix to work with variable KB start...
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‘Tests address dword alignment in the Vertex Cache.

Change 110580 on 2003/07/11 by mkclly@fl mkecliy r400 win laptop

Update for FB start variable...

Change 119871 on 1003/07/11 by ashishs@t!_ashishs_1400_win
 updated such that now the shaderkills every other altcrnats 4th pixel outof500 points

Each point is mapped as a pixel with the color register containing data to citherkill or save the
pixel. The 512 consants and the shader have been setup such a waythatit kills 3 pixels and
outputs everyother altemate 4th pixel.

  

Change 110539 on 1003/07/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update.

Change 110523 on 2003/07/11 by Hefebwri@Hefebwr_s400_emu_montreal

Fixing shader. Was using address register wihout doing a move at all!

Change LLOSL3 on 2003/07/11 by ukelly@fLimkelly1400_win_laptop
tesselation level ovveride added...

Change 110505 on 2603/07/11 by tien @tien r400 devel mariboro

to_ied_deriv fix (denorms -> 0 in fp_fast_mult_dno}
formatter fix (1.0 detection for 32- and 16- bit channels)

Change 110502 on 1003/07/11 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_ori
update

Change 11050} on 2002/07/11 by ashishs ashishs_r400_win
addedtests

Change 110468 on 2063/07/11 by ukelly@fLinkelly1400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 110466 on 2003/07/11 by jhoulo@jhoulc r4060 linux marlboro

Set the execute bit in the permission

Change 110445 on 2003/07/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
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Update...

Change 110433 on 2003/07/11 by ashishs@#il_ashishsr400_win

adding 4 cases, one for each frustum corner
Change 110430 on 2003/07/11 by mkellyG@f_mkelky_r400_win_laptop

Update...

Chanec 110412 on 2003/07/11 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

another line polymode frustum clipping perspective test

Change 110411 on 2003/07/11 by ashishs@ii_ashishsr400_win2

updated more than 300 CL/VTE ith a new function that replaces
Write_Te_Memiory function. Alve had to get wait_gfx_idle outside loup and ne_flustinside
loop if write_fo_memoryindex_buffer_ptr

 

Change 110385 cn 2003/07/11 byashishs@fl_ashishsr40¢_win2
added marcosto list

Change 110306 on 2603/07/16 by csampayo@il_csampayo2_r400

Remove accessing same register in co-issue instruction by removing scalar part
Change 110303 on 2003/07/16 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

renaming a test and also adding muttiple cases to clip onall the frastum comers

Change 110284 on 2003/07/16 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4G0_emu
Refix test.

Change 110277 on 2003/07/10 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 110276 on 2003/07/16 by mkelly@fmkelly1400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 110270 on 2003/07/16 by mkelly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop 

Invalidate VC for vertex buffer updating.

Change 110249 on2003/07/16 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win.
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Update for variable iB start.

Chango 110067 cn 2003/07/69 by jhoulc@jhoule 1400 win It

Removed extension; changed formal ly 8888 instead of 2101010 Cwhich can't be filtered
anyways).

Change 110054 on 2003/07/09 byashishs@fl_ashishsri06_win
Iadding chris to the email_list  

Change 110051 on 2003/07/09 by csampayo(@il_csampayo2_r400
 

Forgot to cleanup this one.
Change 110056 on 2003/07/68 by ashistis@il_ashishs1406_win

added test

Change 110048 on 2603/07/09 by csampayo@il ceampayo2 r460

Update fur multiple discrete vertex bufers.

Change 110034 cn 2003/07/09 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win.
test carried out according to Mike Mang and Carlos's requircments that show that the

clipping still fails when polymode Linefill is enabled with 2 vertices of a triangle having the
same w wheras another vertex having a different w.

 

Change 110001 on 2003/07/09 by lletebvr@llefebwr_1400_eme_montreal

Fixing shader, mova and use of mova separated by a clause boundary.

Change 169999 on 2003/07/69 by chrennan@cbrennan_t400_emmn

Width and height needed to be paddedto pitches For randoms.
Change 109972 on 2003/07/0S by mkelly@fi_mkellv_ri00_win_laptop 

Update for FB

Change 109968 on 2003/07/09 byashishs@#fl_ashishsr40@_win
initial checkin for the kille test

Change 109963 on 2003/07/09 by omesh@omesh_r46_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Framebuffer was being set twice (incorrectlythe 2nd time). Fixed the
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another clip polymade line fill persp test with one edge going thrufrustum corer. also

each 2 edges having equal w's to each other

Change 110229 on 2663/07/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Update.

Change 110208 on 2003/07/10 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptop
Delete...

Change 110197 on 2003/07/10 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Had to rebuild the otherfiles trom thetelist file

Change 110196 on 2003/07/10 by mkelly@fl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptep

Updated to work with variable FR start.

Change 110193 on 2063/07/10 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
needed to capitalize FLOATin format

Change 110186 on 2003/07/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayo?_r40c
Disable VCcaches

Change 110182 on2003/07/10 by csampavo |csampayo2r466
Disable VC caches

Change 110171 on 2003/07/10 by kevino@kevino_+400_win_mariboro
added all testcases previously available in fmt8SSS to the rest of the existing formats

Change 110169 on 2003/07/10 by mkelly@flmkellyr400_win_laptop

Update to work with variable FB start... 
Change 110141 on 2063/07/10 by ashishs@f_:  frishsr400_witt

another polymode line_tilled test with difffrusturn settings
Change 110139 on 2063/07/10 by ashishs@fi ashishs 400 win

another polymode enabled line fill test with different frustum settings

Change 110134 on 2003/07/10 by mkelly@i_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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test.

Change 109937 on 2002/07/09 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Update to work with any frame buffer address...

Change 109877on 2003/67/09 by mkeliv@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update offset from FB
Change 109869 on 2003/07/09 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Change test to work with variable frame buffer start...

Change 109813 on 2003/07/08 by Hefebwe@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
Adding a lest case to mova_lesis.cpp.

Change 1 09802 on 2002/07/08 by vgoel@i_vgoel2

fixed for not using uninitialized GPR.

Change 109769 on 2063/07/08 by cbremman@cbrenman_1400_liuux_marlbore

Change tests to write unique filenames and delete them when finished. Fixes random
seg-faults.
Change 109765 on 2063/07/08 by georgeviidevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Support of 16 bit textures and coverage for TC.

Change 109734 on 2603/07/08 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update.

Change 109733 on 2003/07/08 by mkelly@flmkeliyr400_win_laptop

Update.
Change 109731 of: 2003/07/08 by simuss@istnoss_crayola_linex_orl

link all subordinate Files

Change 109727 on 2003/07/08 by mkclly@fl mkeliy r400 win laptop

Update

Change 109722 on 2003/07/08 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
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Update

Change 109695 on 2003/07/08 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 109684 on 2003/07/68 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

 Make new VB each time the VB ts updated, work in progress on a few new tests.

Changs 109600 on 2003/07/07 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

adding PRED_SETGT_PUSHtest (same as SETGEtest with modification to the vix
shader}. Also correcting description in the SETGEtest

Change 109569 on 2003/07/07 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr406_win2
updated lestsasper new funclion put in by kevin ryai in pringlib repucing

Write_To_Memory flinction
 

 Change 109553 on 2603/07/07 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
shrinki 2 more images for faster hardware run

Change 109549 on 2003/07/67 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

shrinking test sizes to run faster in hardware
 Change 109513 on 2003/07/07 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_win_marlboro

Fix 2d random cases from erroring outEnabletiled 2d unit test.

Change 109497 on 2003/07/07 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Update Primt.ib function call to make new VR each packet.

Change 109462 on 2003/07/07 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r4G0_linux_martboro
Tum off dumpPPMs

Change 109388 cn 2003/07/05 by ashishs@dil_ashishsr400_win
minor correction

Changs 109387 on 2003/07/65 by ashishs@i_ashishsr400_win

updated test description
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these tests, hut haven't verified nin time resilis.... Should be the same, as T have followed
all primlio and register

guidelines.
Change 108919 on 2003/07/02 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

 

 Using the same test as in the clipper for line texture problem and disable clipping for SU

Change 108916 on 2603/07/02 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
test samne as line_barycentric_clip_perspective_actualClip_01 but with 2 ucp clippin

planes clipping off portions at desired locations
 

Change 108895 on 2003/07/02 by ashishs@il_ashishsr406_win

added some variabies related to synching top level develdir files and alse to sync the
dk_win dir. Also added the oplivi tu rmuke clean and clobber

Change 108859 on 2003/07/02 by donaldi@donald|_crayola_linux_ort

Added wait efx idle after plex init. Backed out previous change.

Chane 108793 on 2603/07/01 by ashistis@il_ashistis1466_wint

changed the shader to go backto the failed status
Changc 108788 cn 2003/07/01 by scorgev@dovel gcorgev r400 lin? marlboro tott

Added new tests.

Change 108782 on 2003/07/01 by csampayo@itl_csampayo2_r400

Updated SU teat for TP accuracy. Added ME_INT packet to enable RTS in VGTtest

Change 108775 on 2603/07/01 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

created test case according to Carlos's spec to determine problern in Clipper
Change 108758 cn 2003/07/61 by hartogs@fl_hartogs2

Changed vertex rense depth to a legal value.

Change 108755 on 2003/07/61 by omesh@omest 1400_linux_marlboro_cede_cover
 

Fixed a bug related to Framebufferstart address.

Change 108747on 2003/07/01 by Hefebwr@lefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Bad GPRallocation in the shader wasnotallocating enough GPRS...
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Change 109200 on 2003/07/03 by ashishs@f_ashistsr400_wia

using PREDSilPUSH description for PREDSHINEPUSH instruction
 Change 109198 on 2663/07/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win

added much needed description to the teat...

Change 109175 on 2002/07/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win.

updated test list and trackers

Change 109152 on 2003/07/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win
added tests

Change 109134 on 2003/07/03 by georgevidevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

More sapport for larger textures.

Change 109125 on 2003/07/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
 These 2 tests changed after change #98332. I was accessing uninitialised color array

value which started to give error color when the service pack for VC was installed in
dk_win folder. Hence corrected the colar array to correctly have all color values and also kind of
rearranged the colors so that in future could better identity if problem occurs.

  

Change 109105 on 2003/07/03 by cbrennan@cbrennan 1400 cmu

Enable mip packing in ferret.
Enable mip packing in directed tests.
Mip packing bug fixes in HW.

Change 109063 on 2003/07/03 by scorgev@devel_zeorgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Fixed texture offset

Change 109962 on 2003/07/03 by georgev@devel_georgev_r100_li |marlboro_tott
Fixed texture offset.

Change 10901 6 on 2003/07/03 by cbrennan@cbrennan_1400_Hnux_marlboro
Fix testcase name mismatch.

Change 108972 on 2003/07/02 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_code_cover

Modified ail tests to include fill device address into all base address register
programming. Did a simple compile for all 
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Change 108714 on 2002/07/01 by ashis! |ashishsr40Q_win2

changed pix shader to offset recent change in cmulator and also run correctly onhardware
 Change 108767 on 2603/07/01 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_code_cover

Allowed Framebuffer Base address to be relocatable bv addingin the base
inte the cornpicte device address used by Color Buffer registers.
Verified that the framebuffer still dumps correctly. Will do the othertests in batches.

   

Change 108695 on 2003/07/01 by cbrennan@cbrennan_r400_linux_maribore

Removed size multiple of 4 restrictions from DXT.

Change 108688 on 2003/07/01 by cbrennani@cbrennan_t400_win_martbara

Turned on more formats, gamma, and added testcase tril28_tex4_fb32x32
Change 108687 on 2003/07/01 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

 Added the missing SMASK enable prograrnming. In the test, other stencil
related pr depended on it, so they should all work now.
Haven't tested the fix though. Relying on Pau! Vella to try it out.

 
  

Change 108646 on 2663/06/30 by hartogs@il_hartogs2

Reversing my previous check-in. Accidentally overwrote.

Change 108593 on 2003/06/30 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro
Adding 16 bit pixel mask through DB. NOTE: db_stdredks2p8x136cn Lsw0 is now

db_stdrfsdks2pSxt S2cm tsw6

Change 108576 on 2003/06/30 by jhoule@jhoule_14100_linux_marlboro
Now striz g executables...

Change 108559 on 2003/06/30 by amesh@omesh_r400_lim: x_tnartharo_only_devel

Making surfaces compliant with Prirolib's requirement for multiple oftile sized surfaces to handle assertions. [aven't tested this yet but
need to recreate new Perforce client to move to new server. 

 
 

Change 108546 on 2003/06/30 by csarnpavo@itl_: mpayo2_r406

Added DISABLEPERSPECTIVE and DEBUGcontrols and did some cleanup.
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Change 168508 or 2003/06/36 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

limiting num of vertcies to 128 to speed up the test
Change 108425 on 2003/06/27 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Added new tests.

Change 108423 on 2003/06/27 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win 

initial checkin for PRED_SETGE_PUSHteat
 Change 108313 on 2003/06/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop  

Temporarily remove mCOsc_pm4_mp_ib_93 until invalidate VB bit is availablein VC.

Change 108276 on 2003/06/27 bytien@tien_r400_devel_marlbora

Fixed runme seript yet again :-)More formatter fixes

Change 108258 cn 2003/06/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelky_r400_win_laptop

‘reate and use new VB on draw_initiator
Changes 108257 on 2003/06/27 by mkclly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Create and use newvertex buffer on each draw_initiatar,

Change 108248 on 2003/06/27 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Fix case 11, add cormmenis...

Change 108211 on 2003/06/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r4oo

Remove flushes and unnecessary waits between padcets
Change 108197 on 2003/06/26 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

 Changing the vertex shadero:
yield similar results.

€ pres_sete_push to use the same data for comparisons ta

Chanec 108181 on 2003/06/26 by ticn@ticn 1400 devel marlboro
Formatter fixes

Change 108171 on 2003/06/26 by ampayo@ilcsampayo2r406
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 Change 108010 on 2003/06/26 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Debug,

Change 107968 on 2003/06/25 by ushistis@fl_ashists1406_witt

entering COREECTdescription tor CNDCT
Changs 107965 on 2003/06/25 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

entering the CORRECT DESCRIPTIONfarthe fest

Change 107961 on 2003/06/25 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

Added CORRECTdescription for the test

Change 107949 on 2003/06/25 by vbhatia@vbhatia_r400_linnx_marthore

Example usage stirnulusfile for standalone vc_formatter testbench
Change 107926 on 2003/06/25 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

editing constant data in r4d0sq_cnde_Ol ta create the test which has the same test logicto
compare.

Changs 107890 on 2003/06/25 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

initial checkin for the CNDGEtest. same as CNDEtest, but changing the constant data so
that the same logic of CNDEtest could be used for the CNDGEtest as well.

Change 107867 on 2003/06/25 bytien@tien_1400_devel_marlboro
Added back date Lo ouput

Change 107859 on 2003/06/25 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

editing r400sq_const_index_03 for coverage te create const_index_04 with diff being in
vix_shader which uses MAX instead of MOYto putput color

 

Change 107852. on 2003/06/25 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

wasnt multiplying color with the result of comparisons ( only poistion )
Change 107796 on 2003/06/25 by cbrennan@cbrennan_14C0_linux_marlboro

Added 3d ti_frnt!1-12_I back in

Change 107776 cn 1003/06/25 by tien@tien_1400_devel_martboro
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Update to write vertex buffers to nniqne addresses

Change 108163 on 2003/06/26 by rmanapat@rraanapet_r100_sun_mariboro
Changed Clamp Policy for these tests except for the cubic tests which
alreadyhad the clamp_clamptolast policyset on the x and y coords

Change 108156 on 2003/06/26 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4U0Q_win

testing pred sctc push instruction on the predicate valuc as well as the result in the
output of the comparison

Change 108154 on 2003/06/26 by hartogs@il_hartags?

Hopefully fixed VGTalloc/dealloc for multi-SIMD vector sets
Added simd_id fields to vet_sq interface and vet_ccgen interface
Pulpipedisable comments inte several dump files.
Put an "Assertcd)" into the sq_bleck_madel cpp to prevent access violation

 

Change 108122 on 2003/06/26 by mkell ly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Add fmt_10_11_11 case...

Change 108090 on 2003/06/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_ri00_win_lapiop

frnt_10_11_11 on position, although all 3 verts are zero, TP returns non-zero data...
Change 108082 on 2003/06/26 by czampavo@fl_csampayo2_r406

Update to use only the 3 valid indices from VGT

Change 108980 on 1603/06/26 by tien@tien_r490_devel_marlboro
Fixed mini-regress script for release_* area usage
Fixed large unmmomed coord handling (for a cp_e2* test)..for real this time T think }
Misc sp_tp_formatter fixes

Change 108075 on 2003/06/26 by mkclly@ifl mkeliy 1400 win laptop

Get it right Ubis tine

Change 108074 on 1003/06/26 by mkelly@tlmkelbyr400_win_laptop
Changcd narc to kecp consistent with other tests in this directory...

Change 108035 on 2003/06/26 by ashishs _ashishsr400_win

updated descriptionin the shaders
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Updated check method to work for rei area too

Change 107731 on 2003/06/24 byashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

updating test_list

Change 197730 on 2003/06/24 by ashishs@ ashishs1400_win
16 textures and no color displayed on FOLYGONwith clipping disabled/cnabled and

toggling between TRI_FILL and LINE_FILLand also permuting
PA_SU_SC_MODF_CNTT._persp_oorr_dis with primitive setup in perspective view.

Change 107705 on 1063/06/24 by ashishs@f! _ashishsr400_win
combo test having 1 color with 4 cases viz
(LAL pers_corr_dis(false)
tri_fill, pers_corr_dis(true}
lineTill, pers_corr_distfalse}
line_fil, pers_corr_disttrue)

 

 

 

 
same except clipp

1460cl_pulymede_peryp_le:
‘tup completely removed trom
w_comtbo_Ol test.

Change 107703 on 2003/06/24 by ashishs@ti_ashishs_1400_win
‘olor with 4 cases viz

lis(false}
combotest havi
 

  
trh_fiLL, pe
line_1
Ine
 
 

Change 107689 on 2003/06/24 by mdogectt@mdoggett_r400_linux_local

Forgot. ic update the stdout for sector mask 2 change

Change 107688 on 1063/06/24 by mdogeett@m doggett_r400_linux_local
 
 

Changed sector 2 by swapping right half of cacheline 8x2 to dice filter
performance by giving dis filler 4 8x4 instead of te old 8x2 of contiguous pixels tral a
individual bilinear quad request. can hit.

Change 107671 on 1003/06/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Add 1 case for FMT_16_16FLOAT

Change 107668 on 2003/06/24 by ashishs¢ shishs_r400_win
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iniGial checkin for CNDEtest. The test checks $00 xyzw data un all components for cde
instruction with with switching between SRC R and SRC C registers as recpiired by the testconstarinis.

Change 107665 on 2003/06/24 by tien@tizn_1400_devel_marlboro
Added >1.0 mag clamp in formatter
A few bug fixes with normalizer mux
Added somefeatures to tp_formatter regression script
Updated tp4_te mini regression script

Change 107648 on 2003/06/24 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

emoved tiling from 1Dtexturetests.

Change 107612 on 2603/06/24 by geargev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott
Removed shirikage variable, bo make tests larger.

Change 107611 on 2003/06/24 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?marlboro_tott

Removed shrinking variable to bring tests up to full size.
Change 107550 on 2003/06/23 byashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win

testing polymode line_fll with textures
Chanec 107548 on 2003/06/23 byashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

to fest polymode line_till with textures with clipping enabled for primitives.

Change 107498 on 2003/06/23 by omesh@omesh_r4C0_linux_marlboro_only_devel
Added several hundred HiZ/HiStenci! test combos.
Also changed some testcase names from *_zfail_*to *_znever_* and
*gpass_* to *_7alwe *

 

  
Change 107458 on 2003/06/23 by jayw@jayw_r100_linux_marlboro

right queues

Change 107432 on 2003/06/23 byrmanapai@rmanapat_r400_sun_mariboro

Temp changesto these tests that allow only even sized texture maps
Changs 107424 on 2003/06/23 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro

pre move
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 7 Ls to pixel shader.
Switched test back to 246x256 at 0,0

  

Chango 107102 on 2003/06/19 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

removing boxture setup since wastl necessary. Also adding point_list instead of
trianglelist and diplaying >400 points thereby passing enough datato fill up the shaderpipe 

Change 107101 on 2003/06/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r100
Updated for better visualizing clamped addrs reg values

Change 106982 on 2003/06/1¢ by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Initial checkin

Chane 106981 on 2003/06/19 by ushistis@fl_aohistis1406_witt

Adding SHLNE test...

Change 106954 on 2003/06/19 by mkellvG@fi mkelly M00 win laptop

Update test, but still dues't gel pixels in lke RB due Lo many
recent changes.

 

Change 106944 on 2003/06/19 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Add test r400vgt_hos_pm4_01 to regression

Change 106943 on 2003/06/19 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Convert hos test from auto reg unions to shadowregister useage.
Simplified includes further in vc data format O1

Change 106897 on 2003/06/18 by tien@iien_1400_devel_marlbaro

Added mippacked output on tpcAore fixed to formatter

Chane 106894 on 2003/06/18 by ushistis@itlashistis1406_wint

forgot to remove the unused subroutine

Change 106893 on 2003/06/18 by ashishs@ii ashishs 1400 win

updating the test. Now checksall the 512 constants on all the components, generating the
result in a predetermined fashion to detect anyerrors if any.

Change 106748 cn 2003/06/18 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Change 107423 on 2003/06/23 by ashishs@l_ashistsr400_wia

correcting test and making it eq to setne_O1

Change 107419 on 2002/06/23 by ashishs@fi_ashisl 

updating trackers and test_list

Change 107280 on 2003/06/20 by vohatia@vbhatia_r400_linux_marlboro

changes for new tp formattcr and ve formatter standalonc testbenches

Change 107273 on 2063/06/20 by ashishs _ashishsr400_win

forgotto remove some debug statements

Change 107272 on 2003/06/20 by ashishs@¥f!_ashishs_r400_win

updated to change as per Carlos’s requirements and verifying the image with r300 which
doesn't match currently

Change 107267 on 1603/06/20 by tien@tien_r400_devel_marlboro
Added run privs

Change 107257 on 2003/06/20 by tien@tien_r400_devel_mariboro
Complewted first pass and ve part of formatter
Made regression script more thorough

 

Change 107247 on 1003/86/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop 

Checkpoint...
Change 107195 on 2063/06/20 by Hefebwe@llefebwr_s400_cmu_montreal

Forgot to piace back the right exporting register.

Change 107194 on 2003/06/20 by llcfebwr@llefobwr 1400 cmu montreal

Fixing shuder, it was doing ALU operationsina texture clause.

Change 107152 on 2003/06/20 by ashishs@ti_ashishs_r400_win
changing the tost to ouput 560 points instead oftriangle list. Also removing textures from

shaders and tests since wasn't necessary.

Change 107142 on 2003/06/20 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_ltnux_local

Ex, 2082 --- R400 Testing FH ---foler_history

‘lranslate test to use shadowregisters...

Change 106733 on 2003/06/18 by Ucfebw@llefebwr 1400 cmu montreal

changing parameters slightly.

Change 106712 on 1003/06/18 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_lHnux_marlboro
Moving from hicclor to tp hicolor subdircetory.

Change 196708 on 2003/06/18 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlbora

Now strips binaries.
 Change 106694 on 2003/06/18 by jhoule@jht

Wow stripping binaries

Change 196687 on 2003/06/18 by am ismoss_crayola_win 
added to cover min max register

 Change 106686 on 2003/06/18 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_layft

 Minor comment update... Also note previous version, case buffers
were modified te have merc unique vertex and texture data per case.

Change 105635 on 2003/06/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Cleaned up some build warnings by initializing buffers, tumed cif
tiling in dump image.

Change 106647 uu 2003/06/17 by ashisins: shistesr400_win
initial checkin for the sete test

Change 106620 on 2063/06/17 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
First VC test

Change 105619 on 2003/06/17 by mkelly@iflmkellyr400_win_laptep

First release, testing 4 data formats

Change 105606 on 2003/06/17 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Fixed multiconiext texturetests.
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Change 106556 on 2003/06/17 by mkellyG@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 106533 on 2603/06/17 byllefebvr@!lefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
Changing name of test per Mike Kelly's request.

Change 106529 on 2003/06/17 by Hefebwr@ilefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Cylindrical wrap precision test.

Change 105489 on 2003/06/17 by mkellyG@fi_mkelky_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 106484 on 2003/06/17 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add support for VC

Change 106480 on 2003/06/17 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Remove empty line...

Change 106415 on 2003/06/16 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win.

updating the test to perform all combinations ofscalar operationslike precision_mul_01
and also updating the test description

 

 Change 106413 on 2603/06/16 byashisha@fl_ashishs_r466_win

testing precision of MULinstruction. Also testing all combinations ofscalar as well as
vector operation in the sametest.
Change 106389 on 2003/06/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updated test description

Changs 106371 on 2003/06/16 by mkcllyv@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 106333 on 2003/06/16 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Re-cnable 3 tests thet broke with non-zero FL addresses, fincd now.

Change 106332 cn 2003/06/16 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Updates to make tests work with any tramebutter address
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changed x.y to 128

Change 105886 on 2003/06/12 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
testing setgt instruction

Change 105859 on 2003/06/12 byIsei eiler_r400_win_marlbore

Changes GL_XXX blendop names to BLENDXXX
Change 105828 on 2003/06/12 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

testing shader instructions

Change 105818 on 2003/06/12 byashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win

  inilalising 31 explicitly to 0,0,0,0 since the constant waso'l initialised and was being
used in the pixel shader. The VFD tses c31 as colorif it doesn't find anycolor set. in the vertexdata.

 
 

Change 105736 on 2003/06/12 by jhoule@jhoule r400 win It

Changed FMT_32_A588INTERLACEDto use FMT_88 as fauxformat instead ufFMT_8.

Change 105699 on 2003/06/11 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Add compare file

Change 105635 on 2003/06/11 by ashishs@2fl_ashishsr400_win

removing any code which could be the cause ofsuspicion for failure forthetest. Just to
showthat thetest still fails even without the previous suspicious codein the test.

Change 165608 on 2003/06/11 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Ainer comment update...
Change 105696 on 2003/06/11 by mkelly@ f_okelly_r400_win_laptop

VGT HOS PM4 conversion

Change 105512 on 2003/06/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Add more sq dumps

Change 105536 on 2003/06/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add sq_shaders.dmp
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Change 146294 on 1663/06/16 by ashishs@)fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated
Change 106291 on 2003/06/16 by ashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 106288 on 2003/06/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Remove3 tests that break with newframe buffer address

Change 106236 on 2003/06/16 by mkelly@fLmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..
Chuarge 106279 on 2003/06/16 by mkelly@imkelly_r400_win_laplop

Change to work with new FB start, added RYSWALT UNTIL

Change 106278 on 2003/06/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update.

Change 106107 on 1003/06/13 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
testing precision for the add instruction

Change 106103 on 1063/06)13 by mkelly@FL_mkelly_r400_winlaptop

Checkpoint, not ready for test

Change 106093 on 2003/06/13 by Hefebwri@illefebwr_r400_emu_montreal

Emulator now clamps the address register to the range -256...255

Change 106333 on 2002/06/13 bysmoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!
unix outputis $user, and compressed

Change 105938 on 2003/06/12 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

testing Constant memory te output buffers data path. Needed to explicitly allocate
position and parameter in shader. Also needed to reassign the addressregister after positionallloc ?

 

Change 105923 on 2(103/06/12 by smossGismoss_crayola_linux_or!
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Change 105409 on 2002/06/10 by csampavo@til_csampayo2_1400

Fixed problem with Export Base Address being crroncously changedafterfirst pass

Change 105369 on 2003/06/10 by utkelly@finkelly_r400_win_laptop

Setup to regress for VC
Change 105365 on 2063/06/10 by mdogectt@mdeggett r400 linux local

added scissor, doing 2x2 tap lef. quad point sampled

Change 105363 on 2003/06/10 by mkelly@tlmkellyr400_win_laptop

Add UseVc = € to both registery files

Change 105323 on 1003/66/16 by jhoute@  r400_lintwx_martbora

Addingfirst tp_ch_blend binary.Contains border bits as well as xor mask. 

Updated Mukefile to alluw p4_releases.
 Change 105318 on 2003/06/10 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_lt
 Added border color and xor mag

the previous.
Updated example.in file to account for new columns.

. Removed data format ficld, which is deprecated by

Change 105074 on 1003/06/09 by csarnpayo@itl_csampayo_r400

Initialize directory

Change 1.5039 on 2003/06/09 by ashishs@ifi_ashishs_r400_win

updated
Change 105030 on 2003/06/09 by tien@tien_c400_devel_marlboro

CHanged TP_SQ_fetch_stall ta TP_SQ_dec

Change 105019 on 1003/06/09 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
updated description in test

Change 105015 on 2003/06/09 by ashishs@ifi_ashishs_r400_win

same as horz_O1 but with texture offsets of 6.4 and 0.6 respectively
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Change 104999 on 2063/06/09 byashishs@fl_ashishsr466_win

same as vert_01 but with texture offsets of 6.4 and 6.6 respectively
Change 104965 cn 2003/06/09 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

testing texture wrap over T with 64 cases each with a different level of wrapping from 1to 64

Change 104944 on 2003/06/09 by Ilefebvr@llefebvr 1400 cmu montreal
 Modified the emulator to generate the same m

instruction. Cinly the numberofpasses is correct at
er of passes than the HWon a waterfall

point not the write mask. 

Also corrected 2 MOVAtests where the address register wasn't loaded correctly beforeuse.

Change 104937 on 2003/06/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add r400sc_pm4_mp_ib_63
Change 104936 on 2003/06/09 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Add a couple of VCdumps to the regression maintenance

Change 104736 on 2003/06/06 byashishs@ti_ashishs1400_win
updated the tracker and test_list for the newlyadded4 tests

Change 104729 on 2003/06/06 by csampayo@il_csampaye?_r400

Updated for FB start meve
Change 104719 on 2003/06/66 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r406_win

testing texture wrap over S with 64 cases each with a different level of wrapping from 1to 64

Change 104707 on 2003/06/06 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Changed p4_retease dependencies tostrip the executable

Change 104689 on 2003/06/06 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update to makeit easier to see memory management and work
with adjustable frame buffer start.

Change 104595 on 2003/06/06 by ampayo@)ilcsampayo_r406
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Aniso fixes
Aniso step order change

Change 104256 on 2003/06/05 by smoss@smoss crayola linux orl

added picasso Lh copy, nu * he

Change 104246 on 2003/06/05 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_linex_marlboro
Removed countdown when releasing binary

Change 104203 on 2603/06/64 byashishs@fl_ashishsr46d_win

texture coords to 64 and updated texture

Change 104202 on 2603/06/05 by ashi (@fl_ashishsr400_win

simple test. to showthat currently texture wrapping currently has problem

Change 104192 on 2003/06/05 by mkelly@f_mkellv_1400_win_laptop
Update.

Change 104191 on 2003/06/64 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Don't count a test name with sq in the sq categoryif it also is
named r400sp

Change 104157 on 2003/06/64 byashishs@i_ashishsr400_win

updated the test_list fo SQ
 Change 104132 on 2003/06/04 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

lots of mixed instructions. seems fo have problem with texture(caommented instructionsin
the shader}

Change 104057 on 2003/06/04byjhoule@jhoule1400win_It
Dedicated testbeuchfor ep_hiveler
Supports integer, Float, and rf8

Change 104049 on 2003/06/04 byjhoule@jhoule1400win_It
Reactivated NEAREST_CLAMPPOLICYsupport.

Change 104025 on 2003/06/04 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Add FB siart offset at correct place
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Update address for vtx shader load

 Change 104594 on 2063/06/06 by aeorgev@devel_georgev_ri00_lin2_marlboro_tott
Added newtests for TP testing

Change 104449 on 2003/66/05 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win

This test is intended to validate the shader constant memoryusing up 256 constants in the
vertex shader program

Change 104336 on 2003/06/05 by csarapayo@tl_csampayo2_r400

Updates for new FB start

Change 104319 on 2003/06/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
 Emulator rbbra.dmp coverage tool fil info. ta determine test coverage

on register bits. A bit is considered covered if it changesstate fromOtolor ted.

Simple steps to follow:
L.regress_1400
2. perl build regspec.pi -b VGT

3. regcover -r <root path ef regress_r4Q0 test dirs> -t!
4. results can be found in all_regcover txt, regcover_wamings.txt

Change 104315 on 2063/06/05 by Hefebwe@llefebwr_c400_emu_montreal

Nasty GPR allocation GPR errorin the test that was causing the test to break on the HW.

 Change 104312 on 2003/06/05by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win
testing exp instruction. Has problems with texture wrappiag whichis being locked inte

more clasely

Change 104285 on 1003/06/05by ashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win
changing some of the texture coords to showthe difference between 1300 and 1400 fortexture

Change 104279 on 1003/06/05 by jhoule@jhouler400_linux_mariboro
Fixed missing clamp for cut-of-range result of the final subtract in the correction.
Also added Linux binary to parts_lib/sim/gfx/tp.

Change 104271 on 2003/06/05 by tien@tien_r400_devel_mariboro
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Change 103999 on 2002/06/04 by Hefebwi@ilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Missing a constant load (509)

Change 103973 on 2003/06/04 by undugget\@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

Changed to 156 x 256 directly mappedbilinear.
Change 103925 on 2003/06/03 by csampaveG@fl csampayo2 r40c

Update for moving framebuffer

Change 103919 on 1003/06/03 by danh@danh_crayolal_linux_or!

Changed *_SHADER_FILEfile names.

Change 103917 on 1063/06/03 by danh@danh_r406_win

Changed the *SHADER.FILEstrings so they have the correct file names.
Change 103901 on 2663/06/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_c400_win

updated the shader and the .cpp file the way it was supposed to be according to 300. The
shader had some instructions commented out and was exporting the 4th texture directly as it
recieved instead of doing the calculations but now is tumed back on with the samecalculations
as in 1300 and works perfectly.

 

the reason they were cormmmneted oat were thatthat time I had not developed a subrcutine
for LIT instruction which waspresentin r306 but not on 40g

 Change 103896 on 2003/06/03 by ashishs@f!_ashishs_1400_win
changing some instruction they were supposed to be...

Change 103895 on 2003/06/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

test converted from 1300. Haslots of instructions mixed together
Change 103890 on 2003/06/03 by seorgev@idevel_zeorgev_r400_lin?marlboru_tott

New textures for testing.

Change 103853 on 2003/06/03 by Ucfebwe@llefebwr r400 linux marlboro

Making screensize 64x64 instead of 512x212 so test rans faster,

Change 103825 on 2063/06/03 by georgev@devel_georgev_ri00_lin2_marlboro_tott
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Modified for autormatic files,

Change 103782 on 2003/06/03 by ashishs@i_ashishsr400_win

adding comments and extending the shaders for 7th and Sth textures
Change 103779 on 2003/06/03 byashi @fi_ashishsr400_win

loop instruction test with randem loop constants and some of loop "i" registers beingreused,

Change 1037268 on 2003/06/62 by ashishs@#_ashishsr400_win
initial checkin for the test

Change 103725 on 2003/06/02 by ashishs@fl_ashisher400_win2
adding R400ZeroBullerStart lu ihe dumps regisiry script

Change 103688 on 2003/06/02 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?marlboro_tott
Added a few comments.

Change 103685 on 2003/06/62 by gcorgev@devel_georgev_r460_lin2_marlboro_tott
First revision so others could useit.

Change 103660 on 2003/06/02 bypaslv@ipau!v 400 linux marlboro

Changed r400_regression quae to r405_regression_nev.

Change 103627 on 2003/06/02 by omesh@omesh14C0_linux_marlboro
Added another 1152 Stencil Pass 2Fail testcases for Backface Stencil
modes,

Change 103622 on 2003/06/02 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_marlboro
Added another 1152 Stencil Pass 2Pail testeases.

Change 103620 on 2003/06/62 by ashistis@f_ashists1406_win

corrected thefiles. I had exported a level higher than I was supposed to export from the
registry resulting in a lot of other ry own PCrelated data being exported toc. I have fixed that
and now these dumps have just the data which they should have. Sorryfor the inconvenicnee and
anyone using this if breaks please let me know.

 

Change 103614 on 2003/06/02 by mkellyG@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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Change 103186 on 2003/05/2¥ by csampayo@il_csampaye2_r400
Remove coramenied instructions

Change 103173 on 2603/05/29 by ashistis@fl_ashistisr460_witt

Testing constant memory store indexing and addrregisters using various differentswizzles

Change 103116 on 2003/05/29 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_c400_win_laptop

Fix syntax error introduced by script which changed DiSP_BASK

Change 103103 on 2003/05/29 byHefebvr@llefebvr_r40¢_emu_montreal
Fixing Carlos’s bug

Change LU3100 on 2003/05/29 by ashishs@Ml_ashishsr400_win
 testing precision for exp instruction. Found a lot of differences between the Hardware

accurate shader emulator calculations wrt to the C compiler generated exp values. Fot the same
data set the Nou Hardware acurale eraulator (using C corupiler fenctious) generates exactly equal
results (could be used for verification since both the values viz shader as well as the expected
values are generted using the same functions )

  

Changs 103086 on 2003/05/25 by omesh@omesh r400 linux marlboro only devel

Added 24_8FLOATversions of the ZFunction tests (49 testcases)

Change 103066 on 2603/05/29 by csampayo@il_csampaye_r40o

Added max constant memory addrs reg indexing test. Updated test_list and test tracker
accordingly

Change 103039 on 2003/05/29 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r400_win_laptop

Only pigx: ‘wait_rt_idle before frame buffer dump, implementrts_wait_until
 Change 102988 on 2003/05/28 by ashi l_ashists1406_win

 testing precision of logieee instruction to 1/2°*21 Alse found that there is a possible
precisionlo: instruction) between 6 to 1 for values less than 10°-2. Foundthat for
somevalucs the comparison cact between precomputcd and shader computed values and for
somevaluesthere is a difference in even the last 3 bits of the mantissa value. Also testing in the
same test(sameassqrt test) if the instruction executes correctly on all the channels and also if the
result is replicated on all the 4 channels.

  
  

 
 

Change 102944 cn 1003/05/28 by smessi@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
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Fix DISP_BASEtu be offset from Sumebuiler address. If we want Uhese tests to
‘work with the trame_huffer start address, the rb base registers mst he changed
to use frarne butfer start address and net DISP_RASH. Currently, these tests work.
with the registery key RAQOZeroBufferStart=1.

 

 

Change 103566 on 2003/06/02 by mkelly@ifl_mkeliy_r400_win_laptep

Fix syntax error.

Change 103434 on 1063/05/30 by ashishs@ _ashishsr400_win
updated the test_list

Change 103394 on 2003/05/30 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4d0_win

changing the loop increment to match the vap_pvs_iLcop02test in R300 instead of
vap_pvs_loop_02

Change 103359 on 2603/03/36 by ashishs@F_ashishs_r4d0_win

testing constant memoryaddressing with several instruction types and different number
of operands
Change 103335 on 2063/05/30 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Skewed more texture.

Change 103332 on 2062/05/30 by mkelly@ifl mkcliy 400 win laptop

Change hard coded frame bufferstart. to nse method Get_Start0).

Change 103331 on 2003/05/36 by ashishs@ti_ashishs_r400_win

Testing MUL ADDinstraction with multiple accesses to input and constant memories

Change 103303 on 2603/05/36 by llefebvr@itlefebvr_r400_emm_montreal
 Fixing ashish’s test.

Change 103288 on 2003/05/30 by ashishs@ _ashishsr400_win
 

Testing constant memorystore indexing and addr registers and exporting using constant
memory indexed by address registers.

Currcntlythe icst has a problem which has been cxpaincd in the vtx shader ofthetest.
 Change 103277 on 2003/05/30 by tien@tien_r400_devel_marlbcro

Mipmappingfixes
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add sp sx

Change 102941 on 2063/05/28 by smoss@smoss crayola linux eri
add Files

Change 102923 on 2003/05/28 by mkelly@f1_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Implement RTS WAIT UNTIL, minimizing plex:cwait rt idlo{s)

 Change 102912 on 1063/05/28 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4d0_win

updated the description to have more information on the problem cases. Also updated the
VTE Yscale to multiply with the very small constant (1e-038)so that all the points Hie within the
Y dim ofimage  

Change 192897 on 1663/05/28 by jhoule@jhonle_r400_limex_martbora

Fixed early-terminated help string.
Change 102895 on 2003/03/26 by ashishs@f!_ashishs_c400_win

updated the description to have more information on the problem cases. Also updated the
VTE Y scate te multiply with the very small constant (1e-025) so that all the peints he within the
Ydim of image
Change 102836 on 2003/03/28 by ashishs(@fi_ashishs_r400_win

testing precision of recipsg instruction to L/2**21
precision loss (same as sqrt instruction) between 0 te 1 for values less than 10/-2 . Also testing in
the same te ¢ as sort test) if the instruction executes correctlyon all the channels and alse if
the result is replicated on all the 4 channels.

  
 
 

Change 102838 on 1003/05/28 by ashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win

testing precision of sqrt instruction to 1/2°21 Also foundthatthere is a possible precision
lose for values between 0 and 1 (exclusive) having values less then 10°-2. Currently some of
those points are outside the displayarea wrt the precision constant.

 
 

Change 142835 on 1063/05/28 by mkelly@fL_mkelly_r400_winlaptop

Update.
Change 102832 on 2003/05/28 by mkelly@iflmkel 400_win_laptop

Update for debugging.

Change 102821 on 2003/03/28 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Changed test ta use the rhbm WATT_RTS_IDLFEhefore each RTS initiator
and only use plex::wait_rt_idie before the framebuffer dump.

Change 102777 on 2603/05/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 102768 on 2003/05/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 102722 on 2003/05/27 by mkellyG@fi_mkelky_r400_win_laptop

Update display base to start at beginning of frame_butter.Get_Start()

Change 102717 cn 2003/05/27 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Disabled Color Blending. It seems to produce all samples for Alpha =
1.0. Will do some further checkingto find out if some other testcaseslook fine.

Change 102698 cn 2003/05/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Changes 102426 on 2003/05/23 by jhoulc@jhoule r403 linux marlboro

Removed the countdown under p4_release

Change 102399 on 2003/05/23 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Additional tests for MIP mapping and aniso
 Change 162392 on 2003/05/23 by ashishs@ft_ashi

adding test
Change 102391 on 2003/05/23 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

changing the dataset to have more cases. Also changing the constant te 2*.23

Change 102382 on 2003/05/23 byashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win
changing the precision constant to 2°-2:

Change 102363 on 2003/05/23 by ashishs@H_ashishsr40¢_win.
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‘Testing precision of floor instraction
The test uses 509 points in a packet to carry the reciprocal values and visuallyidentifythe

probiom
locations. This test sends predetermined test data as well as random data through the zchanel
of the vertex data, as well as the precomputed FLOOR vahies through the y channel ofthe
vex data. Hex values of the floating point numbers are evalauated and sent to avoid other
rounding issucs. The shader then acts the data on the z channcl and FLOORSit,
cornpares with the precomputed FLOOR valuepassed in the y channel of vtx data,
and plots the RELATIVE difference after multiplying with the PRECISION:

CONSLANI (et to 2**42) on ¥ axis
ofthe image. Alsoto better identity problem points, a color coding schemeis givento the

 
 
 

points
as follows. The point that have difference of "0" between precomputed and shader

computed values
get BLITE color. When the same difference is between 0 and <= 1, the paints get GREEN

 
coler.

Whenthe difference is greater than | which identifies them as problem points, they get
REDcolor. TED : According to me the NAN's and INF's will still be
needed to be checked seperately.

Change 162151 on 2603/05/22 by ashishs@f_ashishsr400_win

changing to pix center as 0
Change 102146 on 2003/05/22 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_ri00_win_laptop

Final, 4 textures on an RT rectangle..

Change 102118 cn 2003/05/22 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
Testing precision of recipives instruction te 1.6f/2°"23

The test uses $00 points in a packetto carry the reciprocal values and visuallyidentify the
problem locatio:

This test sends predetermined test data as well as random date through the z channel
of the vertex data, and the precomputed reciprocals of these values throughthe y channel

 

 of the
vix data. Hex valies of the floating point numbers are evalanated and sent to avoid other
rounding issues. ‘he shader then gets the data on the z channel and reciprocatesit,
compares with the precomputed reciprocal value passed in the y channel of vtx data,
and plots the RELATIVE difference after multiplying with the PRECISION

CONSTANTto getthe difference
between 6 and 1 and therebybe abie to plot on the Yaxis of the image. Also to better

identify
problem peints, a color ceding schemeiz given te the points as foliows.
The point that have difference of "0" between precomputed and shader computed values
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Testing precision of func instruction (ound ty be same as the C compiler generated rune

value}
‘The test uses 500 points in a packet to carry the reciprocai values and visuallyidentify the

 
 

problem
locations. Te oth the vector as well as scalar operation.
This test sends predetermined test data as well as random data through the z channel
of the vertex data, az well as the precoraputed TRUNCvalues through the y channel ofthe
vtx data. Hex values of the ficating point numbers are evalauated andsentto avoid other
rounding issues. The shader then gets the data on the z channel and TRUNCSit,
compares with the precomputcd TRUNC valuc passed in the y channelof vtx data,
and plots the RELATIVE difference after multiplying with the PRECISION

CONSTANT(set to 2°42) on the Y axis
of the image. Also to better identify problem points, a color coding schemeis given to the

points
as follows. The point that have difference of "0" between precomputed and shader

computed valuss
get BLUEcolor. Wherlie same difference is between 0 and <= 1, the points gel GREENcolor
When the difference is greater than | which identifies them as problem points, they getREDcolor.

TBD : Some number combinations donotwork, [ gucss due t
find the exact problernFor now those numbers are commented out

According io me the NAN's and INB's will still be needed to be checkedseperately.

 ding issues. Need to

Change 102274 on 2003/05/23 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win 

removed from SX and pufting it in SP, since by mistake thought them ta be in 8X. Also
updating the test_list for both blocks

Change 102260 on 2003/05/23 by ashishs@ ashishs_1400_win
updated for the new sx precision tests

Change 102240 on 2003/05/23 by mkelly@fLmkeliyr400_win_laptop

Update..

Change 102198 on 2063/03/22 by mduggett@induzgelt_1406_linux_lucal

Changes for testing tc cache.
Change 102171 on 2003/05/22 by ashishs 
 ina scalar as weil as vector floor instraction in the same teat

Change 102166 on 2003/05/22 by ashishs(@t!_ashishsr400_win
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get BLUR. color. When the same difference is between0 and <= 1, the points get GREEN

coer Whenthe difference is greater than 1 which identifies them as problem points, they getREDcolor.
TBD : According to me the NAN’s and INF's will still be needed to be checked

seperately.

Change 102069 on 2003/05/22 by mkelly@t_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Checkpoint.

Change 192048 on 2663/05/22 by Hefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r466_emn

fixing test

Change 102046 on 2003/05/22 by mkelly@flmkeliy_r400_win_laptop

Changed to gouraudshading.

Change 102018 on 2002/03/21 by csarmpave@fl_ceampayo_ri0G
Updated test description, test_list and test tracker

Change 102006 on 2663/ ‘21 by n@tienr460_devel_maribora 

Cleaned up clamping logic
Change 101947 on 2003/03/21 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Break cut pipe disable tests into separate tests...
 Change 101931 on 2003/03/21 by georgew@devel_georgev_r406_lin?_marlboro_tott

Added new MipMap tests.
 Change 10190} on 2003/05/21 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated for 2 new tests. {alse corrected problem with no new line at the end of test_list)
Change 101893 on 2003/03/21 by ukelly@fLimkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix frame buffer start, fix KB asserts on samples

Change 101890 on 2003/05/21 by mkclly@fl mkeliy r400 win laptop

Fix ec_rt in test for HW

Change 101865 on 2003/05/20 by caampavo@#tl_csampayo_ri0d
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Shuple address register constant indexing tests

Change 101845 on 2003/05/20 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 101830 on 2003/05/26 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...

Changes 101786 on 2003/05/26 by mkelly@fi mkelly 400 win laptop

Break out simd cases into separate tests to shorten run time...

Change 101784 on 2003/05/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop

Break out cases for simd into separate tests...

Change 101699 on 2003/08/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Update for coissue (dual) instructions
Change 101675 on 2003/05/19 byashishs@tl_ashishsr400_win

adding scalar as well as vector operation te the shader for checking, and also updating the
-cpp file since the c compiler rounded some of the values
Changes 101653 on 2003/05/19 by ashishs@ii ashichs r400 win

performing scalar as well as vector operation to check both

Change 101648 on 2003/05/19 byashishs@tl_ashishsr406_win
test for the Floor instruction...

Change 101646 on 2663/08/19 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r406_win_laptop

Break out simd cases into separatetests...
Change 101630 on 2003/05/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated for the new perspective tests added.

Change 101629 on 2003/05/19 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1160_win_laptop
Breakout cases for simd testing

Change 101622 on 2003/05/19 by ashishs@H_ashishsr40¢_win
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Change 101259 on 2003/05/15 byashishs@ifl_ashishsr406_win

updated for ridGsq_tranc_01
Change 101258 on 2003/05/15 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

 test for trunc instruction created as directed by Cartas. It shows that it currentlyhas a
problem with scalar tranc operation whereit Fails on -ve integer valueslike -1.0, -2.0.... but
doesnotfail on fractional -ve integers. A part of code missing on the scalar side for the truncoperation.

Change 101137 on 2003/05/13 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Updatedtest status for tests:
1400sq_auto_wrapping_memories_G61
r00sq_vs_memory_wrap_0L
Sorted text_list

 

Change LOLL21 on 2003/05/15 by csampayo@il_csampaye2_r400

Reduce screen size and update description

Change 101092 un 2003/08/14 by csmmpayu@il_crampuyo2_14060

Updated to wrap vertex and pixel shaders
Changc 101048 on 2003/05/14 by jhoule@jhoule r403 linux marlboro

Added strip target to reduce binarysize, as well as p4_™ targets for emu_th release.

Change 101046 cn 2003/03/14 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_linux_marlboro

Added binarytestbench into parts_lib

Change 101022 on 2003/05/14 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_lt

Added address brary te Makefile under Windows.
Cleaned up goldenIst file.- Sorted lests
- Removed duplicates
- Removed r40utc_simple_texture since Mike usesit for personnaltests

Change 100975 on 2003/05/14 byashishs@fl ashishs r466 win

updated the tracker and test_list

Change 100972 on 2003/05/14 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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test with points setup ou 4 comers of user defined frustumn with varying z values.

horizontal as well as vertical clipping applied on all the points using nep planes

Change LOLGL9 on 2003/03/19 by mdogeett@mdoggett_r406_linux_local
Added command fine option to print cacheline and sector at beginning ofline. Command

line option -clinesectorprint must be used to tam on printing.

Change 101616 on 2003/05/19 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

Update.

Change 101609 on 2603/05/19 by mkel @fLmkeliy_1400_win_laptep
Break out simd cases io individual tests...

Change 101598 on 2003/05/19 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Memory violation occurs ar the end of the second packet.

Change 101579 on 2003/05/19 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
test with points in perspective view having different z values and being clipped by ucp

(different ucp clipping modes and setting point size in vtx and su registers}

Change 101419 on 2003/05/16 by tien@tien_r400_devel_mariboro
Moved input flops out of sp tp formatter

Change 101351 on 1063/05/16 by mkelly@ifLmkelly_ra0_winlaptop

Checkpoint

Change 101331 on 2003/05/16 by mkellv@fLmkeliy_r400_win_laptep

Checkpoint.

Change 101327 on 2003/03/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1190_win_laptop
Checkpoint...

Change 101311 on 2003/05/16 by jhoule@jaouler400_win_It

Updated golden images, without randoms.
Change 101316 on 2003/05/16 by jhoule@jhoule_c400_win 

Removed randornness in Set_Default_Values()
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Fix for SIMD

Change 100963 on 1063/03/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r100_win_laptop
Update.

Change 100956 on 2003/05/14 by vbhati: ‘Dhatia_r400_linux_merlboro

Adding skeleton tp_formatter with standalone testbench
Change 100944 on 2063/03/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

testing sqrt function by using 500 points with square root values between U and 2 to plot
the sqrt graph

Change 100932 on 2003/05/14 by mkelly@fLmkelly_ri00_win_laptop

Update eo_const_rt, ps_const. base and size

Change 100900 on 2003/03/14 by csarapayo@tl_csampayo2_r4160
New instruction store wrap test. Updated test_list accordingly.

Change 100896 on 2063/05/14 by mkelly@iflmkelly_r400_win_laptop
Madetest less weird :)

Change L008L1 on 2003/03/13 by ashishs@ ashishs_r400_win

using z and w channels in the shader to do the square root. Need to verifyif the w
channelis selected by default...

Change 100797 on 2003/05/13 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

cleaning up code.

Change 100781 on 1003/05/13 by ygiang@ygiang1400_pv2_marlboro
fixed: gp tests emulation errors

Change 10779 on 1663/05/13 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

correcting an errorin the test
Change 100778 on 2063/05/13 by mkelly  |mkelly_1400_win_laptop

 All kinds of RT constant indexing and clamping, using ali 256 boolbits

Change 100775 on 2003/05/13 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_It
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Changed block name to te Gvas perf}

Change 100760 cn 2003/05/13 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win
another SORTtest. same as r400sq_sqrt_icee_comp_02, but multiplying the vertex daia

with nan and inf data in x channel and then passing the inverse nan_multiplier in z channel to get
the proper vertex data back

Change 100719 on 2003/05/12 byjhoule@jhoule_r4¢ inux_marlboro
Fixed carly-terminated help string.

Change 100715 cn 2003/05/13 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

another sqrt test. plotting the difference in precision between shader and c++ complier for
square root instruction in the image.

Change 100792 on 2003/05/13 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r460

Adjust the SQ_PS_CONST register BASE and SIZEfieldssettings as per RT
requirements
Change 100700 on 2003/05/13 by mkellyGfi_mkelky_1400_win_laptop

Finalize RT constant indexing positive and negative clamping variations
Chanac 100684 on 2003/05/13 by kevino@kevine r400 linux marlboro

Got rid of tit fint 11 end 12 festcases for the 3D tests. These are not valid 3D formats.

Change 100643 on 2003/05/13 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win

testing sqrt instruction

Change 100432 on 2003/05/12 byjhonle@jhaule_r4¢ )jinnx_marlboro

Adding testhench binaryfor tp_addresser.
Updated Makefile's p4 targcts.

Change 100401 cn 2003/05/12 by jhoule@jhoule_1400_ta-jlioule-linnux

Point sampling now sets incr_{x}y} to 0, just like hardware.
Added p1_release target to be used for putting the binary under Perforce.

Change 100397 on 2003/05/12 by mkelly@fi_mkellv_r100_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
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calculation for cach of the two vertices, permuting all possibilities where some of the parameters
are equal to each other.

Change 100136 on 2003/05/05 by ashishs@fl ashishs 1406 win

‘This Lest processes 10 packets of 3 vertices each. The pvs program usey the addresy
register to calculate colord. For each packet the test chang parameter used for the aQ
calculation for each of the three vertices, permuting al! possibilities where someof the
parameters are equal to each other, while the remaider are also equal to each other

  

Change 100126 on 2003/05/08 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win

r4Q0sq_addrsregwaterfail03: ‘This test processes 1U packets of 3 vertices each. The
pvs pregram uses the addr register to calculate color0. For each packetthe test changes the
parameter used for the a0 celculation for each of the three vertices, permuting all possibilities
where someof the parameters are equal to cach other, while the remaider are not equal to cachviher

 

r400sq_addrs_reg_waterfail_02: cleaned ap the test

Change 100120 on 2003/05/09 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1406_win
This test processes 16 packets of4 vertices each. The shader program uses the address

register to calculate color6. For cachpacket die test changes the paranieler used for tie address
calculation for each of the four vertices, permuting all pessibilities where some cf the parameters
are equal to each other, while the remaider are also equal to each other.

 
 

Changs $9995 on 2603/05/08 by mkclly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptep

Checkpoint...

Change 99994 on 2003/05/08 by ashishs@)il_ashishsr400_win

somehowagain there were some incorrect names..

Change 99993 on 2003/65/08 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

somehowthere was a wrongtest name..
Change 99982 on 2663/05/08 byjhoule@jhoule_r403_win_It

Changed opcode_enc from 2 hex to a single one (sinceit’s 3b)

Change 99971 or: 2003/05/08 byHefebvr@lletebvr_r40¢_emu_montreal
test had an error.

Change 99966 on 2603/05/08 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
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Chuarge 100273 on 2063/03/09 by csarupayo@fl_csampayo2_r40c

Initial check in

 Change 100246 on 1603/05/09 by a ishs@fi_ashishs_1400_win
updated the excel tracker sheet and the test_list up-to-date

 Change 100229 on 2003/03/09 by ashishs ashishsr40Q_win
 
 This test proces:

register to calculate color
For each packet the test changes the parameter used for the address calculation randomly,for each of the four vertices
Addressing of constant memoryspanslocations 0 thru 255

112 packets of 4 vertices cach. The pvs program uses the address

Change 100218 on 2003/03/09 by omesh@omesh_r400_| marlboro

Enabled 7MASKfor multisampling rendering, as described in the RR
Register specs.

Change 100215 on 1062/03/09 by omeshi@omesh_r400_linux_mariboro
Enabled ZMASKfor multisarnple rendering, as described in the RB Register
specs.

Change 100214 on 2003/03/09 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Checkpoint...

Change 100209 on 1603/03/09 by omeshi@omesh_1400_t __marlbore

Enabled ZMASKin these tests, as Stencil Compression does require ZMASKto be enabled.

Change 100173 on 2003/05/09 by mkelly@FLmkelty_r4g0_winlaptop

Fix ps_const and eo_rt variables to work in HW.
Change 100143 on 2003/05/09 by ashishs@fi_ashis! 400_win 

This test processes 18 packets of | vertex each. The pvs pragram uses the address
register te calculate colorS. For each packetthe test changes the parameter used for the addresscalculation for each vertex.

Change 100138 on 2003/03/09 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

‘This test processes 6 packets of 2 vertices each. ‘The pvs program uses the address
register te calculate color? For each packet the test changes the parameter used for the address
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Change 99953 on 2003/03/68 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptop

Zero out co rtand ps const registers at test boginning..

Change 99948 on 2003/05/68 by omesdi@omesh_1400_linuxmarlboro
Added 1152 Backtace versionsof the same Multis: ple tests.

Change 99872 on 2603/03/68 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

removing a strall error with the script which madeit ta loop infinitely

Change 99807 on 2003/0. 7 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_It

Added ip_addresser testbench.

tp_types.h
- Added PackedCoord_32, intented to be shared by addresser as well as ‘LP_PC interface

Change 99797 on 2003/03/67 by mdoggett@mdogeett 406 linux local

Removed selling frane buffer to 256M. In altempt to fix emulator assert on tptctestbench.
General clean up offile.

Change 99795 on 2003/0. hishs r400 win 

added variables for the AUTO_R400_REGRESS_getErrorscript. The variables have to
be present while executing that script or else not needed.

Change 99775 on 2003/05/07 by ashishs@fi_: hishs1460_win

  The script will now check the boundary values ifat he end of the seriptif Une test Tail
over the range and then give the user appropriate error message. Changed some formating al
Updated the description for the test in the header.

For more information on thescript pls see the script header.

   
 

Change 99652 on 2003/05/67 by mkeliy@ifl_mkelly1403winlaptop

This should Tix regress_e, T needed to npdate the pix shader to
use kU instead of cl since that is the way| set up the constantstore for RT.

@fl_mkelby1400_win_laptep 
T fixedthe assert by pregramming eo_1 size and base but
now image is not righi, will continue debu;
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Chunge 99593 on 2603/05/07 by mkelly@O_mikelly_1400_win_laptup

Nice Assert, reverted back to originaltest...
 Change 99589 on 2063/05/07 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_marlboro

Changed an earlier enumeration to match a revised emulator ennmeration
Verified that Primlib now supports the _Data function for
inultisample depth correctly and verified that the dumpedfile looks ok.

 

Change 99566 on 2603/05/07 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

sorry ...a bad error due to mymistake

Change 99564 on 2663/05/07 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
 removed sur all errors again relating to curail: ie aly nent oF lugfile with: exeail 

Change 99556 on 2003/05/07 byllefebvr@ilefebvr_r4UU_emu_montreal

fixing the RT assertion.
Change $9551 on 2603/05/07 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

removed some small errors...

Change 99548 on 2063/05/07 by ashishs@fl ashishs 1400 win

logging actions ta a log file as the script progresses.

Change 99547 on 2003/05/07 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Update comments...

Change 99518 on 7003/05/67 by mkellv@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Positive and Negative Constant Index clamping for RT...
Change 99435 on 2003/05/06 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott

Fix some ofthe missing tests.

Change 99385 on 2603/05/06 by mkelly@f_mkelly_14100_win_laptop
Update comments, newtests checking RT Constant indexiag..

 
Change 99375 on 2003/05/06 by yalang@ygiangr4U0_pv2_mariboro
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Change 99136 on 2003/05/05 by mkellv@iii_mkellyr400_win_laptop 

Change reg naming for pipe disable...

Change 99130 on 2603/05/03 by sutuss@stnoss_crayola_linux_orl
added scissor to remove rb asserts

Changc $9117 on 2003/05/05 by mkcllvG@fi mkclly r400 win laptop

Change Rad pipe reg naming

Change 99110 on 2003/03/03 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep 

Change bad pipe reg naming / field naming...

Change $9101 on 2603/05/05 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update nonRT shader names...
Change 99098 on 2003/05/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint.

Change 99082 on 2003/05/05 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
add *h

Change 99068 on 2003/05/05 by mkellv@ifi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

SQ RT constants and flow control testing
 Change 98922 un 2603/05/02 by asttishs@illashistisr400_win

adding few more template variables for the ACTO_R400_REGRESS_geiError script

Change 98921 on 2003/05/02 byashishs@#fl_ashishsr400_win
added to do List

Change 98918 on 2003/05/02 by ashishs@iiashishsr400_win

checkin for initally changing 4
end of the script change the file perm

file pemnissions on somefiles to writable and then at the
ons to read only. 

Change 98917 on 2063/05/62 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r406
New channel masktests
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fixed: VTXs oul side of Dramte buffer problem: for sp tests

Change 99344 on 2003/05/06 by mkelly@tl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update comments on 06, finalized 07
Change 99319 on 2003/05/66 by ashishs@fi 

can new accept commiarid line parameter “Lo Group” to be used as group values while
running the scriptusage

perl AUTO_R406REGRESS_getError [groupl.group2....]

B.S. groups have been defined in the pa_regress/email_list
 Change 99317 on 2003/05/06 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r406_linux_local
 Fixed two layer f sto swizzle x.y in ihe 2nd layer

Change 99286 on 2003/03/66 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 99281 on 2063/05/06 by smoss@smoss_craycla_linux_orl

fixed small error

 Change 99257 on 2003/05/05 byashishs@fi shs 1460 win 

also commenting the print to screen option

Change 99256 on 2003/03/05 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

forgot to change the MIME directory permissions in the script for the email to work..
i Change 99223 on 2003/03/05 bvashishs@ti_ Rs_r400_win

adding time related details to the outputviz start time, end time, elapsed time for each
time the script performs sync-make-rceress . Also the script based on the values gives the sync
numbers on which the test status has changed. (But [ would preferto look at the log of all the
sync neruber runs in Ue email to be sure) 

Change 99195 on 2003/03/65 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_hn2_marlborc_tott
Added now anisotropic tests

Change 99178 on 2003/05/65 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_mariboro

Removed setting of max mip levelto § or 6 to keep tests trom going to the x1 mip level.
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 Change 98YLL on 2003/03/62 by kryan@krvan_r400win_marlboro_XP

chipigfx/tc’ golden images

chiprelx/te/Makefile

Add basic gold files for standard test cases for each of the
tests in the gfx/te branch. This is to aid the regression

of the PrimLib library to make sure id, 2d, and 3d textures

always work.

Tdeallythese golden images shonid be updated by people working

on the TC, but will at least be updated if PrimLib regression
finds a difference in themthat is supposed to be there.

Also updated the tc’Makefile to add the tests so that they
can all bo run with the command make cru.

Thesetests are NOT and sheuld NOTbe added te the Emulator regression.

Change 98908 on 2003/05/02 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_ma-jhoule-linux

Added‘copy’ target to help binaryreleases.

Change 98874 on 2003/05/62 by ashishs@fl_ashishs160_win 

Tnitial checkin for Script used for finding the error sync(sync on whichthe test fails).
Depending onlke range provided (pas: Lrange), it will search: for the syne at which the test
started first failing. This is done using the binary search with the starting range as the PASS
range and the ending range as the F AIL range. Currently, according to my estimates the script
takes an less than an hourto find out the error sync on average, but I guess with more testing andheuristics this should be decreased.

 
  

Please also consider that you haveto take in consideration of the range values while
taking in account time taken for this script. The estimated timeis less than | hour for a range of
1000 sync's(93000..94000 pass..fail range) currently.
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Change 98859 on 2603/05/02 by nnnaaz@umnangcrayola_linex_orl

Fix compile - bad previous merge

Change 98858 on 2063/05/02 by mkelly@fi_mkelly+400_win_laptep
Remap pipe disable

Change 99852 on 2003/05/02 by mkelly@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...

Change $8850 on 2003/05/02 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Remap for newpipe disable registers...

Change 98830 on 2003/05/02 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix test bug where RT prim was going outside of surface

Change 98829 on 2003/05/02 by omesh@omesh_r40¢_linux_marlboro

Removed multiple occurences of ZRange enabling.

Change 98824 on 2003/05/02 by omesh@omesh_r40¢_linux_merlboro
Enabled Z Range, in order to cnable WIZ.

Change 98819 on 2003/05/02 by viviana@iviviana_crayola_linux_ort

Changed the vahies written intoPA_SC_AACONFIG.MSAANUM_SAMPLESto a
legal value.
Change 98815 on 2003/05/02 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_marlboro

Instead ofdisabling Z_ENABLE(this would not allow meaccess to the
s ICILZFALL operation), E cnabled IUZ, so that both ZPass and ZPail ares
possible outcomes, depending on the specific testcase.
 

Change 98804 on 2003/05/62 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Changepipe disable register and fields...
Change 98803 on 2003/05/02 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r406

Update
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Change 98756 on 2003/05/02 by mkelly@ii_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Change badpipe register and ficld names...

Change 98753 on 2003/05/02 by kevino@kevinu_r400linux_marlbore

set max mip Ivel so we never get fo a mip level with a texture width/height of 1. The
emu tp_te has problems with this currently. Remove oncethisis fixed.
Change 98745 on 2603/05/02 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Fix bug in test where Rl prim was written outside of Surface extents in RB

Change 98673 on 2003/05/01 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Fix z buffer problem.

Change 98672 on 2003/05/01 by mdoggeti@mdoggett_r4uu_linux_local

Added RFexpand frorn 13 bit output from DXN to 16 bits.
LD linear for 4x16 expanding formats didn't do correct 1d linear ordering.

Fixed RF expand for 16 16 16 16 EXPAND. It way conunented oul for unknown
 

 reason.

Change 98651 on 2063/05/61 byHefebvr@illetebvr_r400_emu_montreal
minor update... not fixed...

Change 98622 on 2003/05/01 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkclamping on RT loop indexing...
Change 98603 un 2603/05/61 by georgev@devel_georgev_1400_lin?, 

Changed for max loops macra.

Change 98602 on 2063/05/01 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Changed for new rax_loups tacre.

Change 98600 on 2003/05/01 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2?_marlboro_tott

Changed for now max loops variables,

Change 98594 on 2003/05/01 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_mariboro_tott

Removed some mc_motion stuff.
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Change 98800 un 2603/05/62 by csunipayo@lcsampayo2_r400

Position and color channel mask and predicate mask tests

Change 98798 on 2663/05/02 by mkelly@ifl_mkellyr493_win_laptop
Update.

Change 98791 on 2003/03/62 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_it

Changed GRAD EXP ADJUST from 4b (instr) to 5b (const).

Change 98782 on 2003/05/02 byllefebwr@ilefebvr_1400_emu_montreal

Fixing RT read constenttest. Also fixed the eo_rt register to $ bits (max aperture prevents
us io go bigger anyways)

 Change 98777 on 2603/03/62 by ushisiis@ti hisr400_wit 

deleting and buildingtest_list from blocks onlyif respective variables for regressionsis
tumed ON, If sl! of the regression variables are off then bydefualt the script uses the test_list in
the pe_regress directory
Change 98773 on 2063/03/62 by mmang@mmang_creyola_linux_ort

1. Added constant address register valids to validate the
address register data. The valid is set when address register
is written. If valid is not sot, sequencer will not waterfall
these vertices or pixels. This disables waterfalling for
predicated offwrites and improperly initialized cortant
address registers

. Fixed bug in sqs_alu_instr_seq tor phase 3 sncoping of
constant address registers j, this snooping
did not accountfor predication of those registers.

ixed bug where ais_loat its was net hooked up. This
signal disables previous vectar/scalar management which needs
to be turned off during constant waterfalling. With bug,
pyps logic went unknown which caused unknowns to eventually
propagates in and out ofthe gprs.

ixed bug where non-optimized offset was not being determined
operly. uou_opl_offsel is determined by a prierily encuder

ef pC_done, pi_done, p2_done, and p3_done
. With advent of constant address register valids, created
waterfall_active_q te properly init and avoid re-initing of
different pixel and vertex doncbits,

  
 

 
 

 

we
 

on   
 

 

 

 

Change 98758 on 2603/05/62 by kevinc@kevino_r400_linux_maribore

modified for mini regress
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Change 98591 on 2003/05/61 by omesh@omesh_t400_linax_maribara

Adding 55 Alpha to Sample Maskt However, haveto clarify the
expected output for some testcascs from Larry to confirm that the
emulator is dcing the right thing. HAVisn't readyyet, so I'm not
adding theve tests lo the regression.

 

 

Change 98538 on 2003/03/61 by mkelly@iH_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Checkpoint...

Change 98549 on 2003/05/61 by scarter@scarter_emul_r400_lHnux_marlbora

Per George V.

 

Added:
#include <priniib/shader_program/contrel_flow/loup_id>

Changed:
CONTROL_DEFINITION_TABLE::MANLOOPIDto
LOOP_ID: MAX_ID

 Change 98527 on 2602/05/01 by ashishs@fi s_1400_win

updated the regress_r400 script to always write to the email_contents file
Change 98468 on 2003/05/01 by markf@imarkfr40C_Ht_marlboro

Fixed tp_unsigned32_Ol.cpp to dump 1D surfaces correctly.
 Change 98454 on 2002/05/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update.

Change 98433 on 2003/04/30 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

corrected a minor error with the script and also updated the variablesfile to add the naw
variable compare_list which will be used to copy the comparelist fromthe respective directory

Change 98437 on 2603/04/30 byashishs¢ ashishs_r400_win
 adding code tousecompare_list frorn a regression directory based on the value of the

variable sct in auto regress. Lf the variable not sct thon uses the cormparc Hist from the current
directory

 

Change 98354 on 2003/04/30 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_maribero

Fixedthis particular emulator assertion by disabling Color and Alpha
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 blending lor non bleudable color formats. Verified that the particular
seeded random testcase no longer asserts.

Change 98345 on 2003/04/30 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
forgot to put a comment

Change 98338 on 2663/04/30 by georgev@jdevel_seorgev_1400_fin?_marlbore

Added to heip coverage.
Change 98337 on 2603/04/30 by georgev@devel_georgev_r406_lin2?_markboro

Added some cases to cover neg infinity and max negative numbers

Change 98303 on 2003/04/30 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win
Tn the variubles file if Uae sync_nurmber is set to "0" viz.
set sync_ounber="9"
then the script wont perform sync and make but will directly jump to the regressions

 

Change 98281 on 2063/04/30 by Hefebvr@lletebvr_r40G_emu_montreal
Using 4 loops but only setting up one... I have corrected the shader to use only loop ¢.

Change 98273 on 2003/04/30 by mkelly@.f_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Checkpoint...

Change 98264 on 2003/04/36 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Check point..

Change 98258 on 2603/04/30 by ashishsi@ifl_ashish: 
 added variables for SP ancl SX regressions

Change 98255 on 2003/04/30 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
added support for SP and SX regressions

Change 98249 on 2663/04/36 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 98247 on 2603/04/30 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add support for SP and SX regressions...
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Copied in Makefile fromm VGT for consistency andto fix a build problem.

Change 98051 on 2003/04/29 by markfi@markfri00_lt_marlboro
Adding trilinear performancetest

Change 98004 on 2003/04/28 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_ra00
Initial check-in

Change 97980 on 2603/04/28 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_linux_local

Fixed bug in Source Address for 32_AS8INFERLACE 2 tiled.

Change 97908 on 2003/04/28 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_marlboro
Added 30 rrultisample testcases that use color blending (SRC+DEST).

Change 97883 on 2003/04/28 by marki@imarktr4Qd_lt_marlboro

Removed some TC performancetests, added some others.
 Change 97711 on 2003/04/25 by dougd@dougd1400_iinuxmarlboro

chariged the shader programs for ihe *_max_aluconst test cases in order to cause the aluconstant store to be read

Change 97640 on 2003/04/25 by markfi@markf_r460_l_marlboro

Added more full set of formats to 3D map te tests

Change 97602 on 2063/04/25 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_linux_local 
Added DXT234,
Fixed (hopefally)

 4x6.
pp as 2dtiled. 

Change 97596 on 2003/04/25 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
deleting the registry export since can be done throughall dumps off and on

Change 97595 or 2003/04/25 byashishs@tlashishs_r460_win

correcting the TP_NoMipPcintRound valueto the correct key
 Change 97592 on 2603/04/25 by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_1400_win

inputting the registry key for TP_NoMipPointRound

Change 97546 on 2003/04/24 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_marlboro
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Change 98216 on 2003/04/29 by smuss@tness_crayola_linuxeri

update

Change 98292 on 2603/04/29 by csampayo@ilcsampayo2_r40g
Initial check-in

Change 98201 on 2003/04/29 by csampayo@ElLcsampayo2_r40u
 Fine tunedthis test tosi y and add morc failurc detection at output.

Change 98176 on 2603/04/29 by omesii@omesh_1400_linus_marlboro

Added the 1152 Stencil Multisample tests. However, the initialization
for the cil per sample is not correct:
}) Primlib's Fill_Data routine is not populating the e:
Depth buffer (Will file 4 Bugzilla for this soon. Ke
about. this).
2} Haven't completely verified if Larry's Address routine is correctly
addressing each sampte of the Depth Multisample buffer.
Will not add these testcasesto nightly regression yet because of the
above reasons. Also, these 1152 testcases only represent 1/32nd of the
total Stencil Multisample directed testcase possibilities [fa scheme
of cycling testcase groups comes up soon that would be nice, else many
test conditions may go untested.

 
ire multisampled
already knuws

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

Change 98175 on 2003/04/29 by markf@imarkf 1460 It marlboro

Temp change to tc_simple_td.cpp and tc_simple_Zd.epp randorns to onlyuse maps w/ever dimensions. 

Change 98162 on 2003/34/29 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1403win_laptep
Maximumpixel shader nested, control flow subroutines in RTS. with
non-RTSin fron! and back containing simple pixel and vertex shaders

 

Updated SQ doc with RTStests needed.
Change 98121 on 2003/04/29 by ygiane@ygiang_r400_linux_marlbora 

 fixed: test is using indirect buffer now

Change 98097 on 2003/04/29 by markf@markf_r400_It_marlboro
Added 24_Stotc_simple_mip_2d.cpp

Change 98087 on 2003/04/29 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Fixed extent of x, y fan rendering to screen_width_x - 1 and1 in the random number generator.
datlcast 1 of the asserting teste: n the

last nightly regression and it will probably fix all 31 others too 
 
 

Change 97545 on 2003/04/24 by mdoggett@MA_MDOGGETT_LT

Added DXTL_AS4x16 2D Linear.Added DXT2 3/4 5 AS 4x16 - nottested.

Change 97524 on 1603/04/24 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 97517 on 2003/04/24 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r4C0_win
another fit2fix test.

 Change 97504 on 2003/04/24by ashishs@fl_as! a;FAGO_win
cleaned up code

Change 97500 on 2063/04/24 byashish: hishsr400_win

Float to fix conversion for address register loads
Change 97483 on 2003/04/24 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r406_linux_local

Added DXTL_AS4x16 2D tiled,
 hishsr400_winChange 97409 on 2063/04/24 by ashishs@fi

Needed to put scisyor settings for the levis. The tests caused wsyerlivn due lo

Change 96878 byIseiler@iseiler_r400_win_marlboro on 2003/04/22 10:34:50
Asserts if the tile (X,Y) addre: eyond (pitch, height}. 

Change 97246 on 2003/04/23 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r4C0_win

adding lsurent ta the ernail groups

Change 97228 on 2003/04/23 by vaoel@fl_vgoel2
changedtest for loading texture image earlyin the program and changed texture
register to T3 for fetching 

Change 97226 on 2003/04/23 by omesh@omesh_r100_linux_marlboro
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; Added 144 Multisample Z tests. Neat on Utelist is Multisample Stencil tests. These will

nen ‘fonight' regression. Looked at the emulator output of | or 2 testcases, but haven'tcompletely
visually verified most testcases.

Change 97139 on 2003/04/23 by javw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro

updates

Chanec 97113 on 2003/04/23 by jayw@jayw r400 linex marlboro

AB removal and LEDAfixes, fix for 3 and 6 sample MSAA.

Change 97072 on 1003/04/23 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Access full range of GPRs, 32 Booleans, Control Flow, 256 RT Constants
4 levels of uested subroutines, Looping, Maximum pixel shader instructionsize 4096

Change 96993 on 2003/04/22 by ashishsi@il_ashishsr400_win

added the TP_NoMipPointRound=1 to the dumps on and off
Change 96987 on 2003/04/22 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

adding the TP_NoMipP cintRound reg to the all dumps on and off
Changes 96983 on 2003/04/22 byashi @il ashishs 1400 win

needto set this registry key for some of the failing CL/VTE tests,
(r400vie_zfit_62r40dvte_combos_(12,400cl_point_rectangular_vixXport_clip_C1,140

Ocl_point_rectangular_vtxXport_actualClip1)
 Change 96954 on 2003/04/22 by omesh@om: 406_Unux_marlboro

Added 3 and 6 sample testcase ( each) versions for the various trianglesizes.

Changes 96900 on 2003/04/22 by mdogecti@mdoggctt r400 linux local

Added 4x1 6expand.

Change 96787 on 1003/04/21 by csampayoiGitlcsampayo_r400
Initial chacck-in of test using mova floor in vtx shader

Change 96785 on 2603/04/21 by mdoggeti@mdoggett_r400_linux_local

Added basic 64 and 128bpp formats. Also 32bpp that expand to é4bpp.
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Changed 128x128 tests 1¢ be 0 to 127 rather than 0 to 128, as earlier
erroneously typed.

Change 96478 on 2063/04/18 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

extending the test lo $12 constants...

Change 96477 on 2003/04/18 by csampayoi@tlcsampayo3
Some ALU constants rcordering

Change 96462 on 2603/04/18 bygeorgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlbora_tort
Added no blend butfers.

Change 96451 on 2003/04/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

checking in the test so that carlos could farther debug it

Change 96459 on 2003/04/18 byjhoule@jhoule_r409_win_It
Adding dimmed version for degammasanity tests

Change 96433 on 2663/04/18 by mkelly@ii_mkelly1400_win_laptop 

Checkpoint on a simpletest...
Change 96407 on 2063/04/18 byashishs@il_ashishs400_win

added few mysteriously missing tests..

Change 96387 on 2003/04/18 by csampayo@fl_csampayo3
Tuidial check-in

Change 96365 on 2003/04/18 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Enhance the hard code option -w te handle c:/proj/craycla client rect.
Change 96281 on 2003/04/17 by jloule@jlioule_1400_win_lt

Adding tp_ch_blend testbench app code

Change 96264 on 2603/04/17 by mdogectt@imdoggctt r400 linux local
Added formats 45, 46, 47, 48

Change 96221 on 2003/04/17 byjhoule@jhoule_r100_win_It
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Change 96742 on 1663/04/21 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laprop

During Publish = "true" output vectors to t/r100/regress instead of
the ald fl_mkelly2 path...

Change 96738 on 2003/04/21 by mmans@! ang_crayola_linux_ort

Fixed bug in sq_ais_output.v related to address register write and
predication. Fixed a varietyoftests to not use uninitialized gpr
or addrcss registers. 2 tests still fail because of previous vector
scalar swizzle bug, 1 test still fails because of MOVA hardware bug, and
1 test still fails because of predicated address register write causes
XOODON which causes waterfalling te hang.

  

 

Change 96699 on 2003/04/21 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptep
Text all 32 RTS buolewn bits in the pixel shader...

Change 96676 on 2003/04/21 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_r400

Update to version 2.3
Change 96551 on 2603/04/19 by markf@markf_1460_It_marlboro

Disabied mip packing in TCtests.
Change 96522 on 2603/04/18 by csampayo@il csampayo3

Updated to print pixel shader multiplier

Change 96513 on 1003/04/18 by csampayo@#tl_csampayo3

Adjust pix shader constant from 765.1 to 765.01

Change 96512 on 1603/04/18 by mdogeett@imdegeett_r400_linux_local

Updated to corrected decompression and compression code.
Change 96496 on 2003/04/18 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr499_win_laptop

 Checkpoint, first 16 RT boals with contral flow and huge pixel shader

Change 96481 on 2603/04/18 byashishs@fi_ashishs160_win
oops forgot to make total cases — 170

Change 96479 on 2003/04/18 by omesh(@omesh_r400linuxmarlboro
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Added RTL generator for ARCT table.
‘The emulator can nowcompletely generate all tables as well as input index.
Still missing index clamping in RTL generator (for invalid sample IDs}.
Fixed wrong ABCDfisatformat.

 Added missing assignment which gave garbage values wher!
SAMPLELOCATION=Center.
Change 96217 on 2003/04/17 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux marlboro

Added 8 other minor missing testcase scenarios.

Change 96080 on 2003/04/16 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_1400
Added Vineet

Change 96079 on 2603/04/16 by omesh@omesh_t400_linux_maribors
 Added another 12 sib ases to cover non tile aligned clear areas

the combination oftile clear logic as well as non-fully covered
els falling through the shaderpipe. These will showup on the

day aller lonmuorow's nightly regression, as [ just missed tonighi's
regression.
  

Change 96068 on 2003/04/16 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro
Added 13 Stencil Fast Clear and Expand testcases.

Change 96050 on 2003/04/16 by dougd@dougdr400_linux_marlboro

added manytest cases for multi context testing ofeach of the constant stores
Change 95986 on 2003/04/16 by ushislisGti slis_y400_witt 

finalising the script. Ready for use currently.

Change 95970 on 2002/04/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Checkpoint...

Change 95958 on 2003/04/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

updated to have the correct formatting

Change 95957 on 2003/04/16 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro
 

Addeda filler testcase to take the place of an: earlier misnamedtestcase. This new one hasvaluetoo....
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Change 95954 on 2003/04/16 byashishsi@fl_ashishs_r460_win

updated some groups
Change 95913 on 2003/04/16 byashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win 

corrected the usage details for the script

Change 95888 on 2003/04/16 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
script nowreadyfor email with -e option. Please see usage for more details.

Change 95887 on 2663/04/16 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

corrected script to have each line ofthe “email body" on a new line
Chunuge 95874 un 2003/04/16 by unmeshi@ut 400_lnux_turiboro 

Changed the misleading 64x32 testcase names to 32x64 and also fined some
warnings.

Change 95861 on 2003/04/16 byjhoule@ihoule_r400_win_It

Renamed inta example.in

Change 95860 on 2663/04/16 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_It
Renamed bug.in into sxample.in

Change 95848 on 2063/04/16 by ashishs@fl_ashistsr400_win

updated to have correct paths for ail the files (independentofthe user’s machine config,
but depends on r400 environmentconti

 
 

Change 98775 on 2603/04/15 byashishsi@il_ashishs_r460_win

adding the base medule for the email script
Change 95772 on 2003/04/15 by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win

utility for sending emails from other applications, Please review readmeifyou would like
io use it for your own application.
Change 95710 on 2603/04/15 by mkellv@f mkclly 1400 win laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 95665 on 2003/04/15 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop
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Simple texture performancetest

Changs 95208 on 2003/04/11 by csampayoi@tl csampayo2 r460

Updated to use new SX MULTIPASS feature

Change 93194 on 2003/04/11 by ashishsi@fl_ashishsr400_win
removed the unsctting of ony variable sincc being unset in sync.tesh

Change 95191 on 2003/04/11 by ashishs@t_ashishs_r400_win

unsetting the variable...

Change 95189 on 2003/04/11 by javw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro
 Fixed missing ‘not! for Alpha Saturate.

Change 95185 on 2003/04/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Test all 32 booleans in RTS pixel shader...

Change 95168 on 2063/04/11 by mdoggett@mdaggett_r400_linux_local

Fixed 16EXPAND bugs
Sidout debug onlyprinted if -debug flag used on commandline.

Change 95157 on 2603/04/11 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl

update

Change 95154 on 2003/04/11 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl

update

Change 95148 on 2003/04/11 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
revi

Change 95149 on 2003/04/11 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400
Add se

Change 95136 on 2003/04/11 by ashishs@fl_ashists_r406_win

changed file names, hence deleted old

Change 95135 on 2003/04/11 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
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Add option -e for email

Change 95662 on 2003/04/15 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_mariboro
 Split all SMASK accurnulation tests into 2 groups: hier_stencil enabled,

and hier_stencil disabled (r400rb_stencil_compression cpp}. All the Hi
Stencil enabied tests can only run on the GClevel testbench and the Hi
Stencil disabled tests will run on the KBRCtestbench. | will update the
tg nightlyrbre regression file scon....

 
 

Change 95556 on 2003/04/14 by omesi@omesh_c400_linux_marlboro

Changedtest to use an explicit Fragment Data fill operation, recently
addedto Primlib by Kevin. Also used Larry's routine to calculate Slice
Size, which enforces the 4KBslice boundary alignment.I chose netto use the higher level multisam, functions to
preserve clarity of the test Cent aling all rultisample regisiers set,
to make the test. more readable)

 

   

Change 95546 on 2003/04/14 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!
update

Change 95544 on 2063/04/14 by markf@markf_1466_It_marlboro
Made MSAAtest use minimum surface size of 64x64

Change 95539 on 2003/04/14 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!

update

Change 95536 on 2003/04/14 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!
more updates

Change 93520on 2003/04/14 by jayw@jayw_r400_finux_marlboro

Added John's scripts.

Change 95492 on 2003/04/14 by omesdi@omesh_1400_linus_imarlboro 

Changed test to use an explicit Fragment Data Hill operation, recently
added to Primlib by Kevin. Also used Larry's routine to calculate Slice
Sizc, which enforces the AKBslice boundary alignment.
Checked many (but notall) earlier asserting randomtestcases which were
asserting due to the 4KB alignment problem and they now don't assert.

Change 95408 on 2003/04/14 by markt(@imark?_146¢_It_marlboro
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files for anto sync make regression on windows. See readme file for more details

Change 95109 on 2603/04/11 by mkeliy@él mkclly r400 win laptop
Test
in vallest Z offset and scale to produce a discernable difference

e Zbuffer (1 isb}
 

 

Change 95969 on 2003/04/10 byashi @il_ashishs™60_win
updated scripts so that doesnt require any environment variable te be set...

Change 95001 on 2003/04/10 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 94987 on 2603/04/10 by omedi@omesh_1400_linux_inarlbory

Checking in the other 1536 testcases.... | visually verified a fewon the emulator. Some
look wrong on the emulator FB

output. Will file bugs after consultation with Lary
 Chunge 94977 on 2003/04/10 by ashiviis@f_avitistesr400_witt

updated test_hst
Change 94888 on 2003/04/10 byashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

Files added for auto sync, make , regression and emailing results.

Forthese scripts to work the tollowing environment variables have to be set permanently
in the Windows system.AUTO = false // has to be set false all the time

SC_REGRESS= false
SQ_REGRESS= false
VGT_REGRESS=false
SU_REGRESS= false
CL_REGRESS = false
VTE_REGRESS—false
The other env var’s could be sei Le true or false depending on the user's choice.

var's are used only in auto made so the sync.tcshscript isn't affected.

 
 
 

 

 
om Stove Moss :

   

hen run manually will prompt for the blacks whose regression is to be
performed. On setting value of those
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blucks true or false, Uke script will sync Lo lle top of the tree, make build and then
perform the regressions of the blocks that were selected.

When the script is run in auto mode, the script performsthe same task of sync, make and
ons but the only difference being that it performs the regressions of the blocks, whose

et in the environment variable by the user. So please setup the environment variable
accordingly so that everyday onlythose regressions will be performed.

 

  

 Currently the script only sync's the following dir’s : cmm_lib,emu_lib,test_limore could be added. . On request

 
Th is a batchfile for auto sync, make, regress and email the report. This batch file

should be started by the Windows schedulerat the time of your preference, preferablyat night.
Following are the steps thal you need tu carry out for this to work.
1) You will need a sync.tesh in the pa_regress directory. See pa_regress dir in test_lib formore details.
2) Set an environment variable "auto" as "false" using Windows Control Panel, System,Environment Variable.
2) You will also need to modify your .tcshrc file so that , ifthe value of the envvariable

auto is true you can bypass the prompt and source the sync.tcsh as mentioned in step 1

This batchfile is used to start the auto sync, make and regress.
Changes 94879 on 2003/04/10 by mkclly@f mkelly 1400 win laptop

Checkpotm.

Change 94869 on 2003/04/10 by mkelly@_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 94819 on 2663/04/09 by smoss@jsnoss_crayola_linux_ort

added another dump
Change 94813 on 2003/04/09 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint

Change 94664 on 2603/04/09 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r100_linux_local
Added format 43 (Sopp interlace). Fixed inputted txt to have sector address in highbits of 4 bit sector value.

Change 94529 on 2003/04/08 byashishs@ifl_ashishs400_win
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Change 94035 on 2003/04/64 by omesh@omesh_ra66_lnux_martboro

Acompiler error involving enums was not being caught on Linux and this
was causing the cmulator to hang when it was running the test!!Test fixed... and now runs on the emulator.

Change 94020 on 2003/04/04 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_tt
 Fixed missing inputs (register memory}. Appropriately modified the writefnput function

inthe tp led aniso parser.

Added the standalone testbench which was previously missing,

Change 93992 on 2003/04/04 by omesh@omesh_r460_Hinux_marlboro

Added Hi Stencil tests. Finished mostofthe testing logic, just need to
populate extensive lestcases. I uty use a script to generate this.
The "standard" testcase seerns Lo be hanging the ernulator.

  

Change 93962 on 2003/04/04 byjhoule@jhoule_r100_win_It
ty_lod_aniso dedicated testbench

Change 93948 on 2063/04/64 by mdoggeti@mdoggett_r400_linux_local
Added YUV, 3228, 32a88

Change $3940 on 2003/04/04 by markf@markf_r400_linux_marlbora
Fixed random TCtests

Change 93873 on 2603/04/04 byashishs@fl_ashichsr400_win
corrected the shader to a much better simpler algoridima for LIT

Change 93777 on 2003/04/03 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win
 correted vte setup error, also added some documentation insi

Change 93750 un 2003/04/03 by astistisiG@illachishs1400_win

implemented LIT instruction in the shader ( implemented using subroutine can be
reused). still some modifications needed...

Change 93610 on 2603/04/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

testing DST instruction

Change 93593 on 2003/04/02 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_linux_local
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testing address register

Change 91509 on 2003/04/08 by mkelly@Al_mkelly1193_win_laptop
 If only test name exists in test_list_parameterized, then run alk

DEFINE_TEST_CASEtest cases in test cpp file

Change 94460 on 2003/04/08 by omesh@omesh_1400_linuxmarlboro 
 
 Fixed Bugzilla#1664. Tixcd test by us

used earlier fer the r400rb_msaatests. ied that sample#2 of pixel
2,3) was broken before the fix and wasfixed after the fix, as verified

bythe DumpView image prochiced hythe emutator( ing tile buffer
file). This tix also tixed some missing semple#3 pixels.

g¢the man sample dist table, as

 
   

 

Change 94412 on 2003/04/08 by smess@smoss_crayola_linux_orl

update

Change 94360 on 2003/04/07 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_mariboro
 Added 25%of intended testcases. Will add these to regr

Change 94324 on 2003/04/07 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1460_win

testing address register with different set of data
Change 94233 on 2003/04/67 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

testing address instruction

Change 94230 on 2063/04/07 by omesh@omesh_400linuxmarlboro
Fixed a stupid problemwith the test.

Change 94213 on 2003/04/67 by mdoggett@mdeggett_r400_linux_local

Fixed degamma bugs. Degamrma channel bits not sct correctly. (uint8) cast irancateduintié values.

Change 94170 on 2063/04/07 by smess@smoss_crayola_linux_or!

bunch of dumps
Change 94143 on 2603/04/66 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated
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Added cycle to commented input format line.

Change 93589 on 2003/04/03 by mdoggott@imdogectt r406 win platypus
Added DXTL 2D tiled and Hnear.

Change 93550 on 2003/04/02 by markt@imarkt_1466_It_marlboro
Constrained TC randomsto subset of formats for now

Change 93547 on 2602/34/62 by markfG@imarkf_1460_lt_martboro

Added ID tiled [bpp tormat

Change 93478 on 2603/04/02 byllefebw@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

This is yet another case where not enough GPRs were reserved. Vineet please be extra
carefull with these they take forever to debug. it was in the pass 1 vertex shader where10gprs
were alloc. but 16 were used. Rermove the GPRline to allow the assembler to automaticallydetect the number of GPRethis is a lot safer. Test works fine now.   

 Chunge 93463 on 2003/04/62 by ushisiis@tl_astrishsr400_win
 

testing call instruction. test gets position, color and 8 textures data trom the constant
memory, pointer to tant memory is passed to the vertex shader which extracts the data and
cxportsit. Tost has2subroutines, one for fetching the data from the constant momory into the
internal registers and the second is to output the data.

 

   

Change 93483 on 2003/04/62 by markf@imarkf_1460_lt_marlboro
Switchedfilter to bilinear in TC video format tests

Change 93449 on 2603/04/62 by marki@urak?1460_ltmarlboro
Added TCtests for texture formats used in video (ex. interlaced}

 Change 93448 on 2003/04/02 by ashishs@fi_: is460_win
testing call instruction. Tesi will 64 triangle list primpackets, vertex shader with 16 cull

instmictions and each subroutine incrernenting the value of x or y, thereby toggling between the
16 different subroutines to match the r300 image.

Change 93446 on 2003/04/02 byashishs@f! ashishs r400 win
 testing call instruction. Test having 256 triangle_list primitive packets , with the vertex

shader having 16 call instructions and sequentially calling each subroutine in way that the input
is transferred to output unchanged.
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Change 93213 un 2603/04/61 by astristis@llashishs1400_win

‘the test has 16 jump instructions, doing various calculations oninput while jun
through warious addresses but still keeping output data sameas input. The input deta is stored in
the contsant memory and pointer to that is passed to the vertex shader

  

Change 93168 on 2603/04/61 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

testing JMP instruction. vertex shader having 16 jurnps and randomly switching booleans
therebycontrolling jump addresses.
Change 93158 on 2003/04/61 by markf@imarkf1400_H 

TCIbpp formattest

Change 93147 on 2003/04/01 by ashishs@fl_ashishs7406win
added headers to all the shaders

Change 93128 on 2003/04/01 by marki@markfr4Qd_ltmarlboro

Reduced 7 of random formats in tc_random.qpp
Change 93112 on 2003/04/61 by markfi@markf_r460_lt_raarlboro

Updated shaders in TC tests to work w/ random formats
Chanec 93107 on 2603/04/01 by mdogecti@imdogectt 1400 win platypus

example input file for ted standalone testhench

Change 93103 on 2003/04/01 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_win_platypus
TCD standalone erulator executable

Change 93101 cn 2063/04/61 by ashishs@ft_aah  1400win

testing JMP instruction. 256 packets of a simple smalltriangle processed thru the vertex
shader cach time using 16 jump addresses.

Change 93034 un 2003/03/31 by markf@imarkfr460_H_arlbory

Adding TC randoms
Change 92981 on 2063/03/31 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

test for LOOP instruction. the test has 7 loops and fetchesall of the vertex data from the
constant memoryusing pointers to the constant memory address.
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Change 92687 on 2003/03/28 by ygians@ygiangr40_linuz_mariboro

fixed: default params valucs for tests result: min instructions calculation is corrected

Change 92656 on 2603/03/28 by jayw @jayw_r400_linuxmarlboro

New AB fixes for avoiding neg zere out ofblender.
Changs $2646 on 2003/03/28 byashishsi@il ashishs 1400 win

testing loop instruction

Change 92634 on 2003/03/28 by Hefebvr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

In this test Z is exported in Rl from the vertex shader. Pixel shader was incorectly
reading it frum: RO. Hence dhe uisstateh. T fixed the shader and now the test works fine.

Change 92632 on 2003/03/28 by marki@markf_r400_ltmarlboro

Cubic mipmpapped tests for TC

Change 92612 on 2003/03/28 by ukelly@O_uikelly_1400_win_luptop

Checkpoiat.
Changc 92583 on 2003/03/28 by mkclly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptop

Update RT state for pixel shader...

Change 92581 on 2003/03/28 by omesh@omesh_r406_linux_mariboro_oniydevel

 Allowed each ase to customize screen space size, to allow foruininal FB file sizes,

Change 92567 on 2003/03/28 by markfi@markf_r400_lt_marlboro

Added cubic environment map tests for TC
Change 92564 on 2603/03/28 by sioss@sintoss_crayula_linux_orl

added sq stuff

Change 92560 on 2003/03/28 byashishs@fl ashishs r406 win

testing some instructions together

Change 92430 on 2003/03/27 by ygiang@ygiangr400_linux_marlboro
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Chunrge 92956 on 2003/03/31 by markiG@inak?1460_Itmarlboro

Added simple endian test for 1'C

Change 92954 on 2063/03/21 by markf@markf_r406_lt_marlboro
Adding simple Vfetch format tests
 Change 92931 on 2003/03/21 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_ft

uber map.h:

 ‘MapType new kills dimension sizes in order to set correct packing behaviorin
UberChain: packLastLevels.

Added various downsample_* routines (including 3D ones). Still missing odd-sized ones
though.

This should fix 1D/2D/3D mipmap generation, us long as sizes ure ever.

 Changed buildLevel's height from 1 to 0, since this now correctly worksin the UberMap.

Change 92929 on 2603/03/31 by abeandin@abeandin_r400_win_marlboro

The test were writing the texture into the frame buffer twice.
Tremoved the write to the start of the framebuffer where the image
was also being drawn  

Change 92849 on 2663/03/31 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win

updated
Change 92837 on 2603/03/31 byashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win

changed to compile on linux

Change 92823 on 2003/03/31 by mkelly@fl mkelly 1403 win laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 92696 on 2003/03/28 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4C0_win
testing loop instruction

Change 92692 on 2003/03/28 by markt imarkfr400_It_marlboro

More cubic envmap tests
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fixed: random test time out and number of random instructions

Change 92422 on 1003/03/27 by jayw@jayw_ri00_linux_maribore
410

Change 92414 on 2603/03/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Two importanttests for regress_e
Change 92329 on 2003/03/27 by kevine@kevino_r400_win_marlbore

Added formats 2_101010,101111, and LlLt10to check_tfc_overrides code to
tur offHiltering in tp_multitexture_O1.b

Change 92282 on 2003/03/26 by markf@markf_140C_It_marlboro

Added volume map tests

Change 92216 on 2003/03/26 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel
Added othertriangle sizes (quad coverage, multiple quad coverage, etc.)
for 2 aid 4 samples.

Change 92213 on 2003/03/26 by omesh(@@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel
Added somebasic tests for 2 sample and 4 sample modes.

Change 92193 on 2603/03/26 by kryan@krvan_r400_win_marlboro_XP

Edit test to avoid compilation error on Windows since cannot

have auto variable for first index of multi-dimensional array.

Change 92118 on 2603/03/25 by markf@imarkf_1400_U_marlboro

Updated texture_manager.cpp te do gradientfills in the buildlevel function. Added some
utility functions to teonst.cpp / tconst.h. Added severalte tests.

 

 Change 92076 un 2003/03/25 byushisiis@f_asitishsr400_witt

testing SH'I'GE inbstruction

Change 92057 on 2003/03/25 byashishs@fi shs 1460 win 

initial checkin for testing muladd instruction

Change 92049 on 2003/03/25 by yaiena@ygiangri00_linux_marlboro
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fixed: random chaders te

Change 92029 on 2003/03/25 by mark£@imarkt_r400_l_marlboro
Fixed HiZ enable

Change $1967 on 2603/03/25 byfhoule@ihoule_r400_win_it

Added allocate/fillolor/gerCheckerBoardin tp_uber_test.
Added appropriate support functions to UberMap and UberChain.
Updated tp uber test to cnabic specifying these. 

Change $1881 on 2603/03/24 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Update to not use w component ofinput

Change 91839 on 2003/03/24 by omesh@omesh_r46G_Unux_marlboro_onlydevel
Adited several directed color channel mask tests in combo with
swap_lowblne (Apparently this combo was found to be bugged in the random
regressions on the emulator)

Change 91819 on 2003/03/24 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

testing MAX instruction

Change 91814 on 2003/03/24 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
testing MIN instraction

Change $1802 on 2003/03/24 byashishs@#il_ashishsr400_win

testing fract instruction
Change 91633 on 2663/03/21 by ashishs@fl_ashishs:400_win

plotting points to get logarithmic curve

Chanec 91627 on 2603/03/21 byashi Oil ashishs r400 win

plotting putnts Lo gel wn exponential curve

Change 91611 on 2003/03/21 by marktimarktr400_linux_marlbore
Simple texture test for formats

Change 91585 on 2003/03/21 by Llefebvr@lletebvr_r40C_emu_montreal

Fixing wrong aluld numberin arbiter.
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environment:
[HKEYLOCAL MACHINE'SObTWARE\ATI Technologies\Debug}
"pmd MicroL oadDisable"=dword:00000001
This key will allow the CP Microcode to be loaded via a back
door luad rather dian imeny register writes.

Change 91034 on 2003/03/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
Testing RECIPSQ TELE instruction

Change 91028 on 2003/03/19 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_It

Changed VFetch to ready Xl instead of_21 when using FMT_32_FLOAT.
Better test citizen for RTL code, since HiColor channelreplication is not a HW

requirement.

 

Change 90991 on 2003/03/19 by amesh@omesh_r406_Hnux_martboro
 Added freament date surface and initialized it (Gxab.of the color buffer surface. ) within the address space

 

Change 90985 on 2603/03/19 by ustristisG@illashistis1400_win
 

Testing: RECIP instruction
This program moves the reciprocalof the input te the output using the RCP instructionwith swizzle controls and write cnables

Change $0925 on 2003/03/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

 oulput buffers J a Hee ¥S Passing put tunute culpat
Change 90907 on 2003/03/19 by omesh@omesh_r40¢_linus_marlboro

Changed Destination Compare and Color Mask Compare prograraming to be
non-replicating of values (Higher order 0 filled instead), in accordance
with spec change. Haven’! verified Uhatit doesdoes nut assert with
new emulator changes.

 

Change 90898 on 2003/03/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishs r400_win 

 Testing Move input to output with swizzle and write enables . This shader moves the
input to the output using swizzle controls and write enables

Change 90883 on 2003/03/19 by mkelly@fil_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
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Fixing eit exports SUle HLOre.  

Change 91564 on 2003/03/21 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr40U_win
test for LOG INSTRUCTION

 Change 91503 on 2003/03/21 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_ma-jhoule-
Added -Istdc++ to ULLIBS

Change 91486 on 2063/33/21 byIscilor@lsciler 400 win marlboro

Depth buffering was disabled for the pred_ez test case, which exports depth

Change 91479 on 2003/03/21 by markt@markfr40¢_win_martboro
random shader test

Change 91438 on 2003/33/20by csampayo@flcsampayo3

VGToutput path stress tests
Change 91302 on 2003/03/20 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_It

bu d_deriv dedicated testbench modifications

emu_lib/model’tp:
- Added tp lod deriv.{hjepp} andtp lod deriv pars
- Fixed bugsin the tp_lod_corrector (precision loss f- Added RD-ACtera in ABCD ¢
- Cleaned up print routines in the comector
- Added Float_32b, Float_1éb, and Float_24bin tp_types.h (used by Gradienis)

 Ablepp}
ced A into BCD) 

 

 test_lib. hip/gfx/tp/standatene/tp_lod_deriv:
inks statically with gfx_moadel lib in arder to remove exported symbolissiies

- Options parsing enabling dumping of the ABCD terms
 

Note: this subbiock is NOT yetintegrated in tp.cpp.

Change 91276 on 2063/03/20 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_ma-jhoute-linux

Adding simple test to check TP_TC testbench
Change 91174 on 2003/03/20 by mkeliy@tloikelly_1400_win_laptop

Updated based on advise from Harry...
l recommendsetting the registry kev to speed up the validation
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SC debug register coverage.  
Change 90769 on 2003/03/18 byashishs@f shs_r4G0_win 

Testing DOTS instruction using input memory, constant memory and output buffers
This prograin luads the const ertory will matrices anid

constants using the loaded matricesit
rotates the position and textures input

vectors and scales the input color, fog and The results are output
to tic outputbuffers and should be the same as passing input thru te output

  

Change 90744 on 1603/03/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Test para_enable bit, update register coverage...

Change 90741 on 2603/03/18 byashishs@fl_: shs_r460_win

Testing DP4 instraction using input memory, constant memory and output buffers
‘This program loads the constant memorywith

inatrices and constants using the
loaded matricesit rotates the position and textures input

vectors and scales the input color. The results are outputto the output
buffers und should be dhe samie as passing input Unu to output

 
  

Change 90713 on 2003/03/18 by ashishs@!i_ashishsr400_win 

same asr4G0sq add 01 but with different sct of constant data such that the operations lic
within the icee floating point limits

Change 90711 on 2003/03/18 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr40d_win

Thistest is intended to check the ADD instruction. After adding and subtractiong
random constants to the input vertex data it movesthe finalresult te the output buffers,
effectively fet inpuls to cutout

Single triangle with XV7.W,4 colors and6 texmires
The constants are setup in such a way that the register operations go in and out of the

limits of ieze floating paint limits during run time.

   

 

Change 90698 on 2003/03/18 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro

Fixed the test problern involving max,_sample_dist. The test. naw producesthe missing 7th sample (0-7 samples}.  

Change 90685 on 2003/03/18 by mkelly@fl mkelly 1490 win laptep

Update

Change 99673 on 2003/03/18 by jeyw@jayw_r100_linux_marlboro
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Lew regress scripts

Change 90655 on 2003/03/18 by omesh@omesh_r40U_lnux_maribora
 Added a fanl Ssamp_color8888_bug testcase that scissors the rm

sample pixel in question. This will aid the SC people to debug the
symptom better.

 

Change 90613 on 2003/03/17 by csampayoi@tlcsampayo_r4u0

Control flow, predicate and multi-context and multi-prim test. Upfdated test list
accordingly

Change 90525 on 2003/03/17 by markf@markf_r400_lt_marlboro
Added some Hid. tests

Change 90501 on 2603/03/17 by stross@stnoss_crayula_linux_orl

Isf makefile for sq

Change 90475 on 2063/03/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406
Adusted timeout setting in cpp Crsome cleanup), enabled LOOP0in vertex shader and

updated some sub-routines for co-issue instructions 

Change 90373 on 2003/03/15 byygiang@ygiangr400_pv2_marlbore
fixed: cube randomtest
added: vector random tests for sp

Change 90309 on 2003/03/14 by kmeekins@kmeekins1400_win

Clamped the FIFO size to use a minimum depth of 8.

Change 90251 on 2003/03/14 by mkellv@.f _mkelly1406_win_laptop

sc_sp centers/centroids parameters 13, 14, 15
Change 90244 on 2003/03/14 byjhoule@ihoule_r400_win_marlboro

Contains 3 forms of VFetches:
-FMT_32FLOAT
-FMT_3232FLOAT+ FMT32FLOAT- PMT 32 32 32 32 FLOAT

Currentsetto the middle one.

Change 90239 on 2003/03/14 by mkelly@iii_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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The vertex shader program loaded has several loops jumps ard calls. The test processes
16 packets

randomly selecting booleans so thet one or the other set of vertex data is processed and
loop controls

are also randomly set.

Change 90038 on 2663/03/13 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin arlbore_tott
Fix /O error.

Change 90035 on 2603/03/13 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Add dummyfile for script

Change 90033 on 2003/03/13 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
St_Sp Sau ing through interpolators, paraneters 3 - 8

Change 90031 on 2003/03/13 by georgev@devel_georgev_r4Q0_lin?_marlboro_tott

Added new tests to parameterizedlist.

Change $0011 un 2603/03/13 by georgev@devel_georgev_1400_lin 

Changed to do textures only for 1 test. It's faster that way.
Changs 89996 on 2003/03/13 by mkelly@fi mkclly 1400 win laptep

Sampling methods on parameter 3...

Change 89992 on 2003/03/13 byjavw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro
LEDAfixes.

Change 89989 on 2663/63/14 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r460_win_laptep

Sample combinations on 2nd pararaeterin interpolators via sc_sp
Change 89951 on 2603/03/13 by mkelly@.f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

 Prim type detection on gpr pasition 0, and 9- 18

Change $9904 on 2063/03/12 by georgev@idevel_seorgev_r400_lin2?_marlbore_tott
Addedlast tests.

Change 89860 on 2003/03/12 by markf@markfr460_It_marlboro

Fixed depth clear value and stencil clear value for r400rb_zwave
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8 MSAA masked sample | with resalve.

Change 90221 on 2003/03/14 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r106
Update for co-issue instructions

Change 90179 on 2003/03/14 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo2_r406
Sort

Change 90164 on 2603/03/14 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

correctedtexture mapsin the test to match R306 test

Change 90161 on 2063/33/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
sc_sp sample control paraateters $ - 13

Change 90144 on 2003/03/14 by mkeliy@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update..
Change 90081 on 2063/03/13 by georgev@devel_aeorgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Moretexture registers.
Change 90069 on 2003/03/13 by jayw@jayw r400 linux maribere

Mare FEDA

Change 90054 on 2003/03/13 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_hn2_marlborc_tott

Madetexture bigger.

Change 96047 on 2003/03/13 by Hefebur@illefebvr_r400_emnu_montreal

fixing test to use center instead of centroid on p2.
Change 90042 on 2003/03/13 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 90039 on 1003/03/13 byashishs@fi hishs1400_win
 

This test processes a single triangle with input/output vertex data: xyzw6; colors 0-3 andtextures 0-7
‘lwo sets of vertex data are stored in constant memory and only pointers to them are setin vertex butter.
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Change 89829 on 2003/03/12 by ashishs@f shs_r400_win 

added some VS and PS base and size control statements for random changes. commented
for now , the test uses VS and PS loaded at 0 and 256 respectively and similarlyfor constants.

Change 89806 on 2663/03/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1490winlaptop

Primtype detection in the pixel shader, apr positions 2 - 8
Change 89765 on 2003/03/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400win_laptep

Update...

Change 89699 on 2003/03/12 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Check prin type in the shader for parameter gen pox 2

Change 89574 on 2003/03/11 byashish: Lashishsr400_win

changed pix center to better match equivalent1309 test

Change 89570 on 2603/03/11 by ukelly@O_ikelly_1400_win_luplop

Update comments
Change 89569 on 2003/03/11 by mkclly@fl mkelly 1493 win laptop

Check POLY, POENT, LINE prim type detection in SP on parameter 0

Change 89567 on 2003/03/11 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

This testisintended to validate the ALU constant and instruction memory
dule wrapyi nction. The test pre 4 packets each with
one & primitive aie Hst containing 9 vertices with input/outpt,
vertex data: XYZW, 4 colors and 8 textures. For each packetthe test
sendsanew matrix to the constant memoryso that the shader rotates
vertices differently from the others. The shader uses up all 256 entries
of the constant memoryandthe instruction memory size is 256. Also, for

kel the conaslant wad code nmmory offsets are updated will: radon
vahies, as well as, the loading methad is selected between 32/1 28 bits
randomly.
Currentlythe test hasnt been tested with loading shadersat different
offsets and therebychecking the wrapping of memory.

    

 
 

 
  

Change 89553 on 2003/03/11 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Changes for bug 1449. Still not done
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Change $9535 un 2603/03/11 by mkelly@i_uikelly_1400_win_luptup

‘Test XY on parameters 11 - 15 and 0 for sc_sp interface

Change 89507 on 2003/03/11 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Update...

Change $9503 on 2003/03/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

XYposition from SC to SP on paramcters 8 - 10

Change $9471 on 2603/03/11 by mkelly@.i_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Validate XY position from $C to SP, parameters 2 - 7

Changs $9419 on 2003/03/10 byjayvw@jayw_r400_linwx_mariboro

Fixes fir very 16 bit srepeat anc urepeat precision. hang fix, bad state fortiling,
unknownsfor re cache signal

Change 89382 on 2063/03/16by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change $9369 on 2003/03/10 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
 
 

Export pasition as celor 0 to the pix
on an empty parameterstore on a Po:

shader to avoid SQ Deallocation Assert
ion Onlyvertex.

Change 89364 on 2003/03/10 by mkellv@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...
Change $9359 on 2003/03/10 by omesh@omesh_r46G_linux_marlboro_oniy_devei

increased framebutfer size for some larger testcases. Also added
RB_SURFACE_EXTENT (pitch) field programming. Also added some moretestcases.

Change 89343 on 2603/03/16 by ukellyGf_mikelly_1400_win_luptop

Update test based on recoramendation trom Kevin to fix RB assert for pitch
Change 89328 on 2603/03/16 by mkcllv@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

Finish checking all parameters for face bit in pixel shader...

Change $9311 on 2003/03/10 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
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Change 89106 or 2003/03/07 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2?_marlboro_tott

Added some new tests for Vic and Doug.

Chane 89093 un 2063/03/07 by omesti@uineslr406_Unux_marlboro_oulydevel

Added some more basic multisample testcases that stress the fragmentcache.

Change $9060 on 2003/03/07 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl

queue modified ta removeIfes25

Change 89059 on 2003/03/07 by mkelly@fil_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update...

Change 89047 orl 2003/03/07 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott

Fixed back jump labels.

Change 89037 on 2003/03/07 by Hefebvi @llefeb w_1400_ermu_tmontreal

fixing dumps and memory export test
Changs 69032 on 2003/03/07 by csampayo@fl csampayo 400

 Added pass-thru test with large (64 indices) vertex vectors. Updated test_list and test
tracker accordingly

Change $9025 on 2003/03/07 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 89029 on 2003/03/07 by lefebwr@lertebw_r406_emu_montreal
bad GFR alloc on this test

Change 89016 un 2603/03/07 by mkelly@0_uikelly1400_win_luptop

Shader face bit check on parameter 2

Changc 89008 on 2003/03/07 by csampayo@fl csampayo r400

Cleanup

Change $9006 on 2003/03/07 by mkelly@fil_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
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Rack face bit check parameters 3 through &

Change 89297 on 1003/03/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1199_win_laptop
Back face bit check on parameter 2...

Change 89296 on 2603/03/10 by kryan@kryan_1400_win_marlboro XP

- Modified test to generate the correci resolve surface for the case when HEIGHT >
32, specifically:

SURFACEPITCH=128
 

SURFACEHEIGHT = 4

Had ty add lines to the resolve_bulferQ Lunctivnlo set

the RRSURFACHEXTEN''S pitch and height elds.

 iso modified the render_state parameter to pass by reference (&render_state)
rather than byvaluein the

resolve_bufterQ function.

 Thetes /r400sc_msaa_8_resolve_O1.cpp should update its

resolve_bufferQ function to match these new changes.

Change 82289 on 2003/33/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1490_win_laptop
Changed test name. added to emu regressionsince it touches perf regs

Change $9285 on 2003/03/10 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r4u0_win_laptop

Removed separate render state function for resolve and integrated it
into Main part of test using same renderstate throughout.

Change 89120 on 2063/33/07by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r40o

Try and add the right test this time.
Change $9118 on 2003/03/67 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

New test checking single/dual vertex vectors of various sizes. Lpdated test_list and test
tracker accordinaly
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Muilti-Pass Pixel shader, segment 0 color exported to segment1

Change 89001 on 2003/93/07 by seorgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Added new tests, whacked onold ones.

Change 88929 on 2003/03/66 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_raarlboro

fix to CFS that prevents a new thread from entering when the thread ID
in the input pipe stage is different than the thread ID in the output pipe stage;
also changed triangle size to 150 for sq_tests test case pred_eq_vec

 Change $8913 on 2003/03/66 by csampayo@itlcsampayo

Adding mixed VGT 2/1 output vectors tests
si Chunge 88912 on 2003/03/66 by ashisis@f_ashishsr400_win

deleted since added the test r4Q0sq_iétex_flaiShade_combo_allblat_U1L

Change $8911 on 2603/03/06 by ashishs@fi ashishs 400 win

updated

Change 88904 on 2003/03/06 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
Added max GPR multi contexttests.

 Change 88902 on 2003/03/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4C0_win

updated

Change 88901 on 2603/03/06 byashishs@fi shs_r460_win  

flatShading all the parameters with ability to determine exact parameter failing usingdifferent color combinations

Change 88835 on 2063/03/66 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win
updated

Change 88877 on 2003/03/06 by dougd@dougdr40e_linux_marlboro

added " DEFINE TEST CASE NAME(rcg indexing max gpr},"for the newtest ¢: 

Change 88872 on 1603/03/06 by ilefebwr@llefebvr_r400_emu_montreal
fixed shader
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Change $8867 on 2603/03/06 by aslistis@ilashisis1400_win

adding test same as r4CUsq_L6tex_flatShade_combo_first_Q1 with provoking vtx avLAST

Change $8865 on 2003/03/06 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

changed file names bydeleting the old files

Change £8864 on 2063/03/06 byashishs@fl_ashichsr400_win

 
SQ Interpolation test. This tests checks the "param_shade"field ofthe

SG_INTERPGLATOR_CNTLregister. The 16 textures are transferred on 16 different
parameters with the texture comers giving the vertex color. 64 different combinations (out of
2°16 possible) of the 16 bit parara_shade register thereby having combination of flat as well as
gouraud shading on different parameters with first vertex as the provoking vtx. 

 Change 88852 un 2603/03/06 by georgev@devel_georgev_1400_lin Tourg_tult

Newtest for GPR registers. Updates to MCtest.

Change 88770 on 2003/03/06 byashishs@ifl_ashishsr400_win
changed nan retain to defanit(false)

Change $8746on 2003/03/06 by mkelly@ _mkelly1400_win_laptop
 Complctesinitial check of prim type detection in the pixel shader

3 SO PCINT (r400se_sp_sample_cntl_09). SQ LINE
Sp_sample_ent!_71)
and SQ POLY(this checkin}

 
  

Change $8740 on 2063/03/06 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
Finalize test now that emu_lib bugs have been squashed...

Change $8691 on 2003/03/05 by ashishs@ilashishsr400_win

forgot to add Part?

Change $8690 un 2603/03/05 by ushishs@llashist 57400_witt

removed atest error, checked nan_retain bits with CLIPPING DISABLED.
  ifnan cctainisfalse for x,v,z,wthe clipper discards the primitives having infinite data

andthe vie generates a null primitive for each of the discarded primitive, also if the vte generates
infinityman data for the primitive (using scale/offset) primitive is clamped to -4k to 12k (as seen
in ClipGe_alg.dmp)
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Gold for multipass IRs and SC loop signaling...

Changc 88534 on 2003/03/05 by mkclly@fi mkclly 1400 win laptep

MultiPass Indirect Buffer multiple looping...

Change 88518 on 2003/03/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Change a commiont...

Change 88517 or 1003/03/05 by smass@smoss_craycla_linux_orl

update

Change 88515 on 2603/03/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

AultiPass Indirect Ruffer /SCpixel .OOP Interaction / 2 Segment / 2 Pass

Change 88514 on 2003/03/05 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
update

Change 88511 on 2003/03/08 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_marlboro 

Addedall the current changes for multisampling tests recently proved to be pass on b/wvs. emulatorin the
basic multisample testcase.

Change 88568 on 2603/03/05 by mkelly@fi_mketly_r400_win_laptep

POINT primtype detection in the pixel shader...
Change 88503 on 2003/03/05 by mkelly@O_uikelly_1400_win_luptup

Update screen to 128x64 to show resolve Gump bug...

Change 88445 on 2003/03/04 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
More VGTpass-tiru Lests checking grouper data Lypes

Change 88419 on 2003/03/04 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
add Isf makefile

Change $8351 on 2003/03/04 byjhoule@jhoule_r+00_win_maribore
Better colors.
Values are now 0x00, 0x40, 6x0, OxBO, OxFF.
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ifuan_retain is due for x,y.z.w tie clipper retains tre primitives evenif they have

nanJinfinite data in the vertex, and the primitive is clamped in the vie which has nan/infinite data
(nan/inf data passed from the clipper as well as generated bythe vte using scale/offset}

Change 88687 on 2063/03/05 byHefebwr@llefebwr_1400_emu_montreal
Fixing +/-0 bug in emu and typesetting.

Change $8663 on 2003/03/05 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linex_marlbore

reduced default triangle size to 15, reduced multi: context triangle size te 5

Change 88659 on 2003/03/05 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlbera

Bugtix tor missing detine.

Change 88634 on 2003/03/05 by mkeliy@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update shader

Change $8624 on 2003/03/05 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Checkpoint...

Change $8592 on 2603/03/65 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update to demonstrate issue
Change $8588 on 2003/03/65 by mkel @fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Pixel shader primtype LINE detection from SC /SQ/ SP

Change 88584 on 2603/03/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Comment update...

Change $8581 on 2003/03/05 by ygtane@lygiangr400_pw2_marlboro

added: more gp cubetests

Change 88578 on 2003/03/65 by mkelly@f_inkelly_r400_win_lay 

Zero out event initiator value in test betore writing the event field
Change 88575 on 2063/03/05 by csampayo@tl csampayo 1400

Donot index vector w component since, it does not get to SQ.

Change 88533 on 2003/03/65 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
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Change $8358 on 2003/03/04 byjhoule jhouler400_win_mariboro

Addcd support for clipping in frame buffcr block.
Use clip_x, clip_y to specifythe top left corner, and clip_w, clip_h to specify the size of

the clipped area.

Change 88298 on 2003/03/64 by mkelly@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Set scissors te process exactly2 pixel vectors

Change 88293 on 2604/03/64 by smass@ismnoss_crayola_linex_er!

<Orlando Hardware Regression Results >

Change 88290 on 2603/03/64 byllefebwr@llefebwr_s400_emu_montreal

muitiple state setting related issnes with this test.

Change 88211 on 2003/03/03 by ashishs@fi_as! s_rAGO_win
updated

Change 88187 on 2003/03/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

commenstd out r400sq_plane.cpp
Change 88186 on 2603/03/63 byashishs@fi_ashishsr4C0_win

updated to inchide the SQ block,
 Change 88142 on 2003/03/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4¢0_win

checkin Dor regress_e

Change 88123 on 2003/03/63 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora
Fixed test

Change 88118 on 2603/03/63 by mkelly@fl_ikelly_r400_win_laplop

Detect pointinon-point primtype in shader

Change 88104 on 2003/03/63 by kevino@ikcvino 1400 linux marlboro

a couple test fixes

Change 88076 on 2063/93/03 by kevino@kevino_ri00_linux_martboro
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Tests compile (bul uot checked)

Change $8068 on 2003/03/03 by kevino@kevino_r4U0_win_marlboro

Added a couple simple highlat tests
Change $8039 or 2603/03/03 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl

added .h and .sp copy

Changes $8036 on 2003/03/03 by gcorgev@devel gcorgev 1406 lin? marlboro tott

Updated for test name changes.

Change $8028 on 2003/03/03 by omesh@omest .406_linuxmerlboro_onlydeve!

Added background clear color register programming to makesure hwflushes outthe
right color durix

color expansion
 

Change £8003 on 2063/03/03 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2?_marlbore_tott
Changed test names for Vic.

Change 87844 on 2003/02/28 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro

Support for scissoring in frame_buffer block.
Change $7816 on 2003/02/28 by georgew@devel_georgev_r400_lin 

Added Franks test for MCstuff.

Change 87780 on 2003/02/28 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
Aissing texture for clamping tests.

Change $7769 on 2003/02/28 by ashishs@tl_ashistsr400_win

updated to change the texture coords

Change 87765 on 2603/02/28 by ukelly@O_uikelly_1400_win_luptup

You will need this vix shader for the multi-passtest..
Chanec 87764 on 2003/02/28 by smoss@smose crayola win

SUtests

Change 87761 on 2003/02/28 by mkelly@ii_mkelly1400_win_laptop
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Change 87462 on 2003/02/27 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

temporary checkin for test

Change 87440 on 2603/02/27 by nmmane@umnangcrayola_linex_orl

Predicated parameter cache writes.
Changc 87392 on 2003/02/27 by smoss@smos: crayola linux orl

removed timestamp for unix

Change 87280 on 2003/02/27 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400
Sortedlist

Change 87279 on 1063/62/27 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update geometryto black and white pinwheel...
Change 87252 on 2003/02/27 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Namie changes for Steve.

Change 87248 on 2003/02/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Namie changes for Steve...

Change 87247 on 2003/02/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Name changes for Steve...
Change 87175 un 2003/02/26 by coumpayo@tlcseampe o_1400

Update test to use all 8 contexts, update test tracker accordingly

Change 87168 on 2603/02/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Add uew VGTpass-tire tesls 

Change $7165 on 2003/02/26 by ashishsi)flashishsr400_win

initial checkin for flat shading interpolation on ali the 16 parameters cach with a different
texture and blending colorat texture corners for HlatShading

Change 87146 on 2003/02/26 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_linux_orl

update
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Changed scissor so SC has more pixel vectors ta pracess.

Change 87756 on 2003/02/28 by mkelly@fl_mkellyri90_win_laptop
Getting closer on multi-pass IB / SC interaction...

Change 87750 on 2003/02/28 by smess@smoss_crayola_win
added 6x8006 line

Change 87730 on 2603/02/28 byashishs@fl_ashishsr4C0_win

to test the SQ parameter wrapping for para O on & andTbits.
 Thetest has 2 very simple cases with the first case being wrapped on S

and the second case being wrapped on T.
Te demonstrate this 2 cator hand textires(ane vertical and one horizontal colar hand}
are loaded in the texture memory. 2 Shaders are generated using the VEL} such that
in 1 shader texture 0 is fetched using parameter 0 and in the second shader texture
Lis fetched using the same parameter @.
Currently you can see that the texture is being just wrapped in T and the
parameter wrapping in S fails

Change 87727 on 2003/32/28 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_or!
buildtestlist is truce

Change 87688 on 2003,  J28 by smass@smoss_crayola_win

update
Change $7678 on 2603/02/28 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint on multi-pass indirect buffers with SC signaling...

Change 87677 on 2003/02/28 by mkcliy@fl mkelly 1403 win laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 87651 on 2003/02/28 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400
 Renamed all muiti-contexttests

Change 87464 on 2003/02/27 byashishs¢ _ashishsr400_win
initial checkin
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 Change 87056 on 2003/02/26 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..

Change 87031 on 2003/02/26 by mnkel} (@O_ikellyr400_win_laplop
Msaa$ with resolve

Change 87048 on 2003/02/26 by kryan@kryan r400 win marlboro XP

Modified test to initialize background of Fragment. Data partion of the Color Surface with
fragment_background_color.

Change 87045 on 2003/02/26 by ygiana@ygiang_r400_pv2_marlboro
addediey control flow test

Change S7UL8 on 2003/02/26 by georgev@devel_peorgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott

Added fixes for windows loop counter bug.

Change 86896 on 2003/02/25 by siuess@stnoss_crayela_linux_orl

update
Change 86822 on 2003/02/25 byashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

 ch ig flat shading on each respective parameter export, using 16 shaders for each
export, for first as well as last vtx as provoking vx.

 

 Change 86793 on 2003/02/25 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
 Pu 1 Constant regisier writes for Duug.

Change 86782 on 2003/02/25 by markf@markf_1466_linux_marlboro
Added bilinear

Change 86728 on 2003/02/25 by mkelly@f_ikelly_r400_win_luplop

Need Primib to add example useage, thank you.

Change 86721 on 200. a (25 by mkelly@#l mkelly r400 win laptep

Add cp_prip_idl.dmp

Change 86718 on 2003/02/25 by coampayo@ifl_csampayo2_ri0d
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Updated tu change max men to 128M

Change 86713 on 2003/02/25 by ashishs@ii_ashistisr400_win

updated for r40Csq_l6tex_interp_combo_01
Change 86702 on 2003/02/25 byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

added GEX_IDLENO_FLUSH

Change 86695 on 2003/02/25 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

erating 64 shaders, each unique in terms of combination of parametersit expat
iting selected few testcases out of the possible 216 combinations for parame

 
  

 
Change 86686 on 2003/02/25 by mkellyv@Ai_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Fix test bug
 Change 86661 on 2003/02/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep

Simple RTS for Christeen...

Change 86653 on 2003/02/25 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl

update
Change 86622 on 2603/02/24 byjhoule@jhoule_1400_win_marlbore

Added support for including tp_uber_test.

Recipe:
#define INCLUDE_TP_UBER_TEST
include “tg_uber_test.cpp”
void Parse'lestinfot)

#Read TESTENDO structure here
}

Added clampingtest, which parses the TEST_CASE nameto extract filename, clamping
policies, clamping mode, bordersize, and filter type.
Changs 86614 on 2603/02/24 by georgew@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott 

Fixed raulti context tests to run quicker.
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 Change #6072 on 2003/ 1 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl
use root branch

Change 86069 un 2603/02/21 by ukelly@O_uikelly_1400_win_luptop

Update...
Changc 86067 on 2603/02/21 by mkclly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update.

 Change 86064 on 2003/02/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Update gradient on Line RTS...

Change 86036 on 2003/02/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 86035 on 2063/02/21 byjayw@jayw_r400_Jinux_marlbore_rbre

Fix for one pass fog ONLYprecision dewn to 1.5.12

Change $6020 on 2003/02 /21 by omesh@omesh_r40G_linux_marlboro_onlydevel
Changed test to use non symmetrical colors for vertices for more interesting testing

Change 85994 on 2003/02/21 by mkellyéifi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Finish coverage of all x_dir y_dir walk directions for RTS prims
Change 85982 on 2603/02/21 by georgew@devel_georgev_1400_lin 

Made buffers indirect.

Change 85930 on 2003/02/21 by omesh@omesh_1406_Unux_marlboro_only_devei

Fixedbug in test (color buffer was ullucaled AFTER the tile buffer, which reselted in an
wetied that Primlib now produces anon zero and sensible ‘Lile Buffer Base Address.
Change 85917 on 2003/02/21 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

added new tests using flat shading in the oldertests.

Change 85915 on 2003/02/21 byjavw@jayw_r400_linux_marlboro
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Change 86603 on 2603/02/24 by csumpayo@l_csampayo_14060

Adding pass-thra tests with 32 bit indices

Change 86601 on 2002/02/24 by ashishs@fl_ashishs+460_win
correcting the test_list so that there are 21 tests for SQ non parameterised

Change $6593 on 2003/02/24 by csampayo@iil_csampayol_r40u

Remove duplicate test namc

Change 86528 on 2003/02/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Multi-Fass Pixel shading test, needs CP Indirect Buiter Multi-Pass mode

Change 86472 on 2003/02/24 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_marlbore_rbre

Fixed SREPEAT negative vahies rennding

Change 86426 on 2003/02/24 by omesh@omesh_r400_linuxmariboro_only_devel
Added an explicit No Blend prograraming, as emulator was recently
asserting.

Change 86423 on 2003/02/24 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win
updated

Change 86397 on 2603/02/24 by omesh@omesh_1400_Hnux_marihoro_only_devel

Added an explicit No Blend programming, as emulator wasrecently asserting.
 Change 86391 on 2003/02/34 by georgev@devel_asorgev_r400_lin?_marlborc_tott

First. version to build all tests For diag.

Change 86351 on 2003/02/24 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr193_win_laptop
Adding enhancementlist for next project at end of seript

Change 86147 on 2003/02/21 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_maribera

Adding Clamping tests
Change 86146 on 2063/02/21 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro

Modified test to be able te specify texture information in multiple texture{} blocks,
potentially spread across mul
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added DIFF

Change 85891 on 2003/02/21 by ashishs@fi_: shs_r4G0_win
changing test names

Change 85886 on 2003/02/21 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Add Larry's latest RB change control, default to 0
User must set it to 1 to gct old RB blender

Change 85871 on 2603/02/21 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add RB setup, extend timeout...

Change 85868 on 2003/02/21 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400win_laptop
Extend timeout,

Change 85867 on 2003/02/21 by mkelly@fl_mkelly14199_win_laptep
Extendidle timeout, add RB setup for MSAA, disable JSS when MSAA — true,
vel tivad Hur sainples = 0 when JSS = true.

 Change 85774 on 1003/02/20 by csampayo@ifl_csarmpayo_1400
Adding poit ize clamping tests

Change 85752 on 2003/02/20 byIseiler@iseiler_r400_win_marlboro2

Fix RB blender precision problem and release updated golden images for regress_e

Change 857LL on 2003/02/20 by georgev@devel_ecorgev_r400_lin?_marlboro_tott

Added predicated 7. test. (first revision)

Change 85667 on 2003/32/20 by smoss@srnoss_crayola_linux_or!
removed illegal -write tests

Change 85628 on 2003/02/20 by omesh@omesh_1466_lHnire_marihoro_only_devel
 Fixed a typo in thetestthat was causing some testcases to assert. Thisshould fix about 4 assertions.

Change 85526 on 2003/02/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..
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Chunge 85578 on 2603/02/26 by sttuss@srnoss_crayula_win

only loox atrd_r file for read tests

Change 85577 on 20034 2/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update...

 Change $5558 on 2003/02/20 by mkelly@E_mkellyr400_win_laptop

 Increased timeout, taking longer nowthai stipplc is reset at
each primitive.

Change 85502 on 2603/02/26 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

<Orlando Hardwere Regression Reaults >
Change $5500 un 2603/02/20 by ustrists@ll_ashist |400_witt

deleting files
 Change 85499 on 2063/02/26by ashishs@fl_ashishs1406win

now passes with new VFD change (us removed errorneous data from VFD description)
Also removed the shaderfiles since will be generated automatically using the new VFD change.

Change £5495 on 2003/02/26by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
changed the queue

Change 85493 on 2663/02/20 byjhoule@jhoule_r463_win_marlbore
in addres:
st, aswell as removing static library

Removing addrtile and addrenum: Look for the
This reduces the murnberoflibraries to link ag:

dependency issues,   

Under cmn_libysre:
Moved addrenum.{h|c} and addrtile. {b/c} to address directory, removing them for their

old location in the process
- Changed addrtile and addrenum to import/export symbols correctly (using Larry's

defines, ready to be used!).
- Changed malloc prototype with an #inchide <stdlib h>. 

Makefiles:
- Changed to NOT link with the static libraries
Other sourcefiles:
- Changed io iook at directory'address' for addrtile.h or addrenum.h
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- Modifytest to use TM_T.C.AD packet for loading Shader Programs. The defanit is
to use Lype-@ PM4 packets,

and this was causing the test to not behave correctly.

 + Also had to
method. ncrease the timeoutto 2000 after modifying shader program load

Change 85235 on 2063/02/19 by jhoulc@ihoule 1403 win It

Adding FIT_24_8*formats

Change $5026 on 2003/02/18 by mkelly H_mkelly1400_win_leptop

Real Time Stream primitive type = point, intermixed w/non-RT

Change 84987 on 2003/02/18 byashishs@f_ashishs_r460_win

SQ interpolation test generating 16 shaders each shader exporting different number of
paramteres

Change 84986 on 2003/02/18 by vblialia@)vbhatia_r400_linux_rmarlbore 

Deleted to save space
Changc 84984 on 2003/02/18 by vbhatia@vbhatia r400 linux marlboro

Deleted somefiles to save space

Change 84977 on 2003/02/18 by pmitchel @pmitchel_r400_lapiop

moving tp_formatter files to proper place

Change 84974 on 2003/02/18 by georgew@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlbora_tort

Changed names.
Change $4948 on 2003/02/18 byjhoule@jhoule_1400_win_It

Template and common files for Formais4x4 tests

Change £4913 on 2003/02/18 byashishs@#l_ashishsr400_win
wrapping cach of the 16 parameters (16 textures) on either 8, T, or ST (test maybe usedfor hardware verification) 

Change $1899 on 2003/02/18 by mkelly@fil_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
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 This change was tested with full clobber/sanitize of the environment to make sure old

binaries weren't erroneously linked.
Impactshould now be minimal, since programsusing the old static libraries were

alreadyusing the address library.
- Some large modifications might only be tabs-spaces, ortrailing spaces remeval

(changed default editor behavior in the middle cf the process to reduce those).

Change $5491 on 2003/02/20 by mkeliy@H_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update..

Change 85475 on 2003/02/20 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

RTS rectangle walk direction x_dir= 0, y_dir=1

Change 85419 on 2003/02/19 by csampayo@itl_csampayo_r400

Added r400sq_pressure_context_cambo_01 to the list

Change 85377 on 2063/02/19 by smoss@smoss_craycla_linux_or!_regress
lsf test generation

Change 85354 on 2003/02/19 by smess@smoss_craycla_linux_or!_regress

makefiles for test generation
Change 85334 on 2003/02/19 byashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

updated description in the test

  Change 85331 on 2003/32/19 by ishs1460_win
SQ interpolation test generating 16 shaders each shader exporting different number of

paramteres. Thus depending on the number of pararneters exported the image gets correspondingnumber of textures.

Change $5288 on 2003/02/19 byllefcbwr@llefebwr 1400 cmu montreal

  
Adding a coutex! pressure tesl lo the SQ test lost exercices the arbilers Lo make

sure nothreads pass each cther in anycircomstance. rlaping primitives (32) and uses 4
different shaders of difterent lenghts. The overlaping primitives are used to make sure the
primitives are rendered in the right order.

  
  

Change 85275 on 2003/02/19 by kryan@kryan_r400_win_marlboroXP
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Add CP parameterized tests to Full Emmlator Regression and Steve's HW Simulations

Use seript $1100/devel/test_lib/src/chip/gfx/pa_regress/runp to run parameterizedtests.
Editfile $r400/devel/test_lib/sre/chip/sys/cp’test_list_paramterized for controlling
witchtests ure run in the full paramterized emulaiur regression [or Ure non-t option.

Golds tor these test cases should be copied to \H@OfsrO 2\TestVectorsiR4 O0igald
This checked in file is for full regression running locally in the pa regress directorywhich
is one of three options in running the parameterized tests. Just for a reminder, here
are the options to running paramterized tests:
 -h display useage

-c use compare list in pa_regress dir by default
-d maximum della allowed between src and guid image aud still PASS.
-p copy regression results to Orlande R400 Web
-s get current sync and stamp it on output directory name
-t build and use test_list_parameterized from all unit test_list_parameterized files
-2 gzip test outputfiles after compare

 
 

   

1, you can run “ruap”scripl in Wie anit directory and it will use the local file
test_Hst_paramterized

2, you can run "ranp"in the pa_regress directory andit will use the localfile
_List_paramterized

3, you can run “runp"in the pa rogress directory with option -t as described above
tes 

Change 84890 on 1603/02/18 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

32 single quad prims in one packet, each vert with a ditterent color.

Change 84831 on 2003/02/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Change 84553 on 2003/02/14byashishs@fi_ashishs160_win
updated

Change 84550 on 2603/02/14 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated
Change 84526 on 2603/02/14 byashishs@£fl_ashishsr400_win

totest the SQ parameter wrapping 6 and | registers for para 0-15 on S andTbits
Loading 16 shaders with each shader export on its respective parameter export.
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Change 84510 un 2603/02/14 by jloule@jloule_1400_win_iaribore

First try for multiple texture loas with the 1M.

Change 84506 on 2003/02/14 by vgoel@f_vgoel2
added test r400vgt_hos_PNQ_ipstrip_no_proj_01

Change $4505 on 2603/02/14 by mkelly, _mkellyr400_win_laptop
Real Time Stream Linc List Frimitive

Change $4500 on 2003/02/14 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Removetest cases that are not complete or cbsolete

Change $4486 on 2603/02/14 by pauld@pauld_r400_win_marlboro

sync verification and diag files

Change £4481 on 2603/02/14 by pauld@pantd_r400_win_marlboro
sync verification and diagsfiles

Change 84452 on 2663/02/14 by omesh@omesh_146C_linux_marlboro_only_devel

 
 der state for the PIXELSURFACEclass are not implemented.

Change $4441 on 2603/02/14 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Change base color from C1 to C31
Change $4406 on 2603/62/14 by mkelly@f_mkelly_400_win_laptep

32 1 quad prims, random color on each vert, each prim
 Changes $4403 on 2003/02/14 by csampayo@fl csampayo2 r400

Add new lests created by George

Change $4333 on 2003/02/12 by yeiang@ygiangr400_pv2_marlboro
added: mova random vix test case

Change $4293 on 2003/02/13 by mkelly@._mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint
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Change 84118 on 7603/02/13 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Disable polyoffset for non-RT
Change 84112 on 2003/02/13 by mkellv@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Remove some comments in _63
new VIZ Query pixel post hi-z Kill test
newVIZ Querypixel post detail mask kill test

Change $4110 on 2063/62/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

update rb settings...

Change 84106 on 2003/02/13 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Update...

Change 84018 on 2003/02/12 by ashishsi@fl_ashishsr400_win

changed colors for better visibility

Change 84014 un 2003/02/12 by unmeshi@uu 1406_lnux_murdbora_onlydevel

Added a specialtestcase that Paul Vella wanted to check out.
Change 83987 on 2063/02/12 by ashishs@fl ashishs r406 win

rearranged texture coordinates

Change $3978 on 2003/02/12 by omesh@omesh_r40G_hnux_marlboro_onlydevel

Added all tile buffer base address programming. This test should now havetiling
snabled. Will workwilh Kevin lo make sure it produces |

right data for compressed rultisarnpled images to
   

  isplay correctly.

Change $3921 on 2003/02/12 by omesh@omesh_r10G_linux_marlboro_only_devel
Added some moretestcases and alse fixed some.

Change 83889 on 2663/62/12 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r40d_win

enabled clipping
Change 83879 on 2663/02/12 by ashishs@fl_ashishs406_win

removed extra data in VIX

Change 83876 on 2003/02/12 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro_tott
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Change 84290 on 2003/02/13 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r460_win_laprop

RTS intertwined with Hi-Z viz query
Change 84286 on 2603/02/13 by ashishs@fl_asnishs_r400_win

SC 16 texture interpolation test ( changed cl_barycentric_perspectivetests with 16
textures}

Change 84281 on 2003/02/13 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux marlboro only devel

Used thetile surface class instead cf the earlier one and verified that the test dumps a tile
buffer. However, this

probably deesn't contain accurate data as the emulator doesn't do tile butter operations
WhenI run this on b/w, it will

hopefully produce a valid ti
DumpView for an intelligent cou

try that next,

ic buffer dump which can be used by Kevin's code andare, Will  

Change 84276 on 2062/02/13 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_only_devel
Added anothertestcase for Paul Vella (which seemsto assert on the
emulator for no aparent reason). I have contacted Larryaboutthis.

Change 84239 on 2003/02/13 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4C0_win
to test sq interpolation with 16 textures

Change 84235 on 2603/02/13 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...

 Change 84202 on 2003/02/13 by mkel _mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Finalized using RR_TI.LRCONTROT, to mimic Hi-Z culling byreturming zeroed masks

Change 84174 on 2003/02/13 by ashishs@fl shishsrAG0_win
clipping with wrapping texture in S and T for 16 parameters

Change 84167 on 2003/02/13 by geargev@idevel_georgev_r400_lindmarlborc_tott
Added random test.

Change 84162 on 2603/02/13 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

to test the SQ wrapping @ and | registers for para U -15 on S and I bits.
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Change for windows disk.

Change 83870 on 2603/02/12 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

clipping 16 textured trianglelist

Change 83834 on 2003/02/12 by georgev@devel_georgev_1400_hn2_marlboro_tott
Made useful,

Change 83832 on 1603/02/12 by georgev@idevel_zeorgevhw_r400_win_martboro
ne comment

Change 83830 on 2003/02/12 by georgev@ma_georgev

Ternp file for messing about.

Change 83828 on 2003/02/12 byashishs@fi shs 6d_win
 Test to check context switching in SQ using large number of paramters infirst packet and

very less parameters in second packet and swil between the 2 types 
 The test is similar to the r400sq_icol_IStex_interp_01 exceptthat this test

generates 32 packets. Thefirst 16 packets have elternating data as polygon with
15 textures and gouraud shaded triangle. The next 16 packets are randomly
switched between the 2 types of packets.

Change 83815 on 2003/02/12 by georgev@devel_georgevhw_r400_win_marlboro

Took out sleep function so it would compile and run on windows.
 Change 83812 on 2603/02/12 by ashisiis@fastrishsr400_witt

test updated to generate shaders using VFD and deleting the cld shaders

Change 83782 on 2063/02/12 by ashishsG@f! s_r460_win 
uiade gouraud Wigugle lit ouly 4 pixels ( siugle yuad }

Change 83779 on 2003/02/12 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 83765 on 2603/02/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint
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  Change $3761 on 2603/02/12 by mkelly@f_uikelly_1400_win_luptup Change $3583 on 2003/02/11 by geurgev@devel_georgev_1400 iariborg_tett

Add full tracking and reporting of the SQ block. Added multiple context tests.

Change $3731 on 2003/02/11 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win Change 83577 on 2003/32/11 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

adding test list for 8Q tests , Even though there are some assertions I get on the emulator for some of the testcases,I
Change $3730 on 2003/02/11 by ashishs@jfl_ashishsr400_win pete these assertions are invalid. | will clarify this with Larry.

vex and pix shaders for r4003q lcel LS5tex intorp O1 Change $3559 on 2003/02/11 by ashishs@fl ashishs r4C0 win

Change $3727 on 2603/02/11 by ashishs@il_ashishs_r400_win changed test name

Test to check context switching in SQ using large number of paramters in Tirst packet and Change $3551 on 2002/32/11 by mkelly@t_mkelly_r490_win_laptop 
veryless pararneters in second packet.

update RB setup
 Change $3666 un 2003/02/11 by ygiung@ygiuny 1400_win foure_p4ig YY YEMUBGyeyI ~ ID 

Change 83526 on 2603/02/11 by mkelly@iA_mkelly_r460_win_laptop
fixed:pixel vector sizes

update rb setup
Change 83642 on 2003/02/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep

Change $3519 on 2003/02/11 by mkeliv@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Handle only blending of textures in pixel shader. Requires setting
CCINSTANT|at the test level for the first blend stage. update rb setup
See r400sc_tri_16_par_64_dwords_02.cpp for example useage.

 

Change 83511 on 2003/02/11 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptop 
Chanac $3640 on 2603/02/11 by mkelly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptop

Update RB setup
Update gold

Change $3496 on 2603/02/11 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptop
Change $3630 on 2003/02/11 by kryan@ikryan_r400_win_marlboro

Update RB setup for MSAA
- Modifytest to mere closely match r400rb_multisample_fragmented”cpp tests

Change $3490on 2003/02/11 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly1403winlaptop
bysetting the number of samples in the RR_COPLORG_INFO and RR_DEPTH_INFO

Update KB setup for MSAA
registers.

Change 83489 on 2003/02/11 by mkeliy@fl mkelly 1493 win laptop

- Modifyles! to pass RENDERSTATEinte Durmp() function of COLOR_SURFACE D ¢ polyollset in wouRTS,disable stipple iu RTS: 80
Change 83487on 2003/02/11 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_marlbero

that proper headeris generated for DumpView. Addind the PMT * EXPAND formats
Change 83617 on 2063/02/11 byashishs@fl_ashishs400_win

 Change $3483 on 2003/02/11 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win
updated

to test SQ parameter wrapping for $ textures with clipping(initial checkin)
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Change 82921 on 2003/02/07 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r406
Change $3479 on 2003/02/11 by mkellv@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Add back some missing tests
Disable polyofisct in nonRTS packets.

Change 82912 on 2003/02/07 by smoss@smoss_crayola_limux_orl_regress 
Change 83476 on 2603/02/11 by mkelly@l_uikelly_1400_win_luptop

changed unix output directory and hopefully output from stderr
Disable polyctiset in the NON RTS packets.

Change 82997 on 2003/02/07 by yoiana@yaiang100_win_marlboro_p4 
Changc 83423 on 2603/02/16 by yeiang@yeiang r400 win marlboro p4

added: sp dotZadd test with swizzleadded: more movatests
Change 82884 on 2003/02/67 by kryan@kryan_r400\win_marlbore

Change $3406 on 2003/02/10 by yaiang@ygiengr400_win_marlboro_p4
Add PrimLib support for multisample Color Surfaces,

added: another random movatest for sq
SUL in progress.

Change 83335 on 2663/02/16 by mkelly@A_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint... COLOR_SURFACE
Change $3266 on 2603/02/16 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop - Modified Dump( RENDER_STATE&)function to reformat the

Add new dumps. cump for multisarple Color Surfaces so that DumpView can

Change 83233 on 2003/02/16 by mkelly _mkelly1400_win_laptop display them cerrectly.
Use all 4 SQ parameters for RT streams..

PEXEL_SURFACE
Change 83218 on 2603/02/10 byjhoule@jhoule_r4d0_win_marlboro

- Modified FillSolidQ function to take into account
Added a bunch of useful textures; closer to regression suite integration.

the number cf samples for multisample Color Surfaces.
Chane 82977 on 2003/02/07 by markfi@marktc400_Huarlbore

Modified r40rb_zwavetests to use the tile buffer (depth will now be compressed). Please see gfx/rb/r406rb_msaa.cpp
 Change 82948 on 2003/02/07 by vromaker@wromaker_r400_linux_marlboro r400rb_basic_multisemple.cpp

oue pixel vector versivit 14991b_tnullivarnple_fragmented.cqpp

Change $2945 on 2003/02/07 by ygiang@ygiangr4U0_win_maribore_p4
for examples of howto setup your COLOR_SURFACEclass for

add: new sp const opcade tests
multisample Color Surfaces.

Change 82937 on 2603/02/07 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint... gixtbéests
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- Modifyte pass RENDER_STATRinta COLOR_SURFACE::Dumpo routine.

1400_multisamplefragmented_resolve.cpp

- Make sure to durap muitisample Color Surface before modifying

RENDERSTATEfor resolve Color Surface.
Change $2816 on 2603/02/07 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

golds for Bob:
 Change 82814 on 2003/02/07 byvivianai@viviana_crayola_linux_orl

Removed the writeiead of PA_SC_ENHANCE aud PA_SC_WINDOW_OFFSETsincethey
are read by the SU.

Change 82808 on 2603/02/07 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Validate dummyquad deallocation in pixel vecter buffer is good.

Change $2792 on 2003/02/07 by viviana@viviena_craycla_linux_orl
Removed PA SC CNTL STATUS from both tests (read only register). Changed the

“e written ta the PA_SC_FIFO_SIZ.so that the maximum of 84 would not be exceeded
* the PRIMFIFO.
Change 82705 on 2003/02/06 by csampayoi@fl_csampayo_r400

Updatedto include first known fests

Change 82558 on 2003/02/06 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Comment out poly_offset_03/16 until debugged

Change 82518 on 2663/02/06 byjhoule@jhoule_r463_win_marlboro

Added FakeSPTPFormaiter::prepare functionto set things up:- Put old hardwarc-accurate code in thers
- Replaced NaNs with 0, sincethis is what the HW does (that zeroing is donein the

 
 

FSTP)

Changed lcoping code te better match the xyzw_parity.
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Change $2431 on 2003/02/06 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix interpolator selection on shading.

Change 82429 un 2603/02/06 by ukelly@f_iikelly1400_win_luplop

Simplified version of r400sc_rts_12 for regress_e
Changc $2423 on 2603/02/06 byashishs@fl ashishs 1400 win

 converted r400clucp_combas_O1 to write inta the Cl._RNHANC
and Clip Prim Seq Stail} register and monitor any changes. Also read the

(num of Clip SeqBUSYregister  
Change $2420 on 2003/02/06 by kevino@keviner400_win_marlboro

Added 512x512 texture point sunpled to 512x512 square case

Change $2396 on 2003/02/06 by mkelly@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 82392 un 2603/02/06 by mkelly@l_uikelly_1400_win_luptup

Update...
Changc 82391 on 2003/02/06 by mkellv@fi mkelly 1400 win laptop

Update...

Change $2386 on 2003/02/06 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Fix stipple auto reset cntl, lines are now clipped, interpolate p06, not pl

Change 82378 on 2063/02/06 by mkeliv@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Stipple auto reset control = true always now
Change $2230 on 2603/02/05 by mkellv@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Shortened ta assertion

Change $2220 on 2603/02/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Fix stipple auto_reset_catl. enable CL, change line generation method

Change 82191 on 7603/02/05 by csampayo@ifl_csampaye_r400

Forgot to save changes for this one
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TPRiender:
- Added KCS and te localize loop count boundary calculations
- Added mOutputPtr to speed up accesses using pixel and channel IDs
- Changed exponent adjust code to work only on modified channels

  
Change $2516 on 2003/02/06 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Reset line stipple at each primitive

Change 82597 on 2003/02/06 by mkcliy@fl mkelly 1493 win laptep

Initialize stipple state = 0x6

Change $2504 on 1002/02/66 by mkel H_mkeltyr190_win_laptep

Initialize pa_sc_line_stipple_state = 0x0

Change 82503 on 1603/02/66 by markf@imarkf_1400_lnux_maribora

Random pixel shader test
 Change 82494 on 2003/02/66 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Enter some sq sx tests into main test_list_paramterized
 Change $2490on 2002/02/06 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Enable SX aad SQ for regression and gold comparesusing rung 

Change 82474 on 2603/02/66 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Parameterized cases for regressions and gold candidates
Change 82444 on 2003/02/66 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400winlaptop

Update for debug

Change 82441 on 2003/02/66 by licfebwr@llefcbvr 1400 cmu montreal

Hol requesting enuugh GPR»...

Change $2438 on 2003/02/06 by mkeliy@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Update...

Change 82433 on 2603/02/66 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix interpolator selection on shading...
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Change 82184 on 2003/02/05 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Increase max memory size for tests. Update sprcadshect

Change 82178 on 2603/02/65 by uslisiiy: L_astishsr460_wint
te

the previ
 vith various primitive types and edgetlag and ucp clipping. removing textures from
ous tests and using gouraud shading to checkthe interpolation 

Change 82172 on 2003/32/65 by yelang@yelangr400_win_marlboro_p4

fixed: 216 does net support 3232 depth buffer
 Change 82990 on 2002/32/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1403win_laptep

Fix vyutax error introduced in last checkin...

Change 82083 on 2003/02/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix eyntex error from previous checkin.

Change 82082 on 2003/02/05 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_lapiop
ckin. Fix syntax error from previous ch

Change 82081 on 2003/02/65 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptop
 Fixed syntax error preventing build from previous check in by Omesh.

Change 82067 on 2603/02/65 by mkeliy@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Check point...

Change 82043 on 2603/32/05 by Hefebur@illefebvr_r400_emn_montreal

This is a test problem. RO is used whenever the pixel shader is sending front face
information. Thus it is parameter O which shouldbe FLAT shaded NOT parameter | (parameter
1 is the generated one with XYST). I changed line 6¢9 in the test from FFFD to FFFE(flat shade
parant 0 iustead of 1}, Now ihe test works great.

 

Change 82035 on 2003/02/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Flat/Gouraud Shade interpolation bug

Change 81927 on 2003/02/04 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

combination of rectangular points clipped by6 clipping planes
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 Chunge $1889 un 2003/02/04 by cmeshi@umesi:_r406_linux_malboru_onlydevel

Added RR programming related to multisampling so that the RB emulator does not assert
when those changes are put in by Larry. I ran regress_e andthetests seem to work.

Change $1877 on 2003/02/04 by mkellyG@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Fix VED io remove invalid texture feiches which became a problem aftercheck-in #81131.

Fix VFD for vex kill, now fetches x channel instead of z during vfetch.

Change $1853 on 2663/02/04 by yeiang@ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

added: rand addressing for movatest
Change 81843 on 2603/02/04 by yelang@ygiung1400_py_marlbore

added: movatests file

Change 81798 on 2063/02/04 by ashishs@fl_ashishs r400_win
The goai of thetest is to check rectangular points. This test has 64 points with varying

width and height of the point so as to get rectangular points BY setting point size in vix data and
clipping enabled,so that the CL registers for point size are used.

gular points is net possible when the peintsize is
data. Even putting uncqualratios in the X RADIUS and Y RADIUS of

ters, the CL just uses X RADIUSto construct points when the point1€ vertex cata.

  

 

 

size is set fhmt

Change $1791 on 2003/02/04 by mkelly@il_mkelly1400_win_laptop

RIS intertwined with Viz Query and kill_pix_post_detail_mask.

Change 81785 on 2063/02/04 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

RES intertwined with VIZ_QUERYand SC Kill pix post hi z...
Change $1769 on 2003/02/04 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

increased timeout

Change 81731 on 2003/02/04 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_14100_win_laptop
Viz Queryintertwined with RT streams, complete...

 
Change $1672 on 2003/02/03 by yelang@yeiangr4U0winmarlboro_p4
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Updated flavorscript.
Updated formatfiles.

Changc 81178 on 2003/01/31 by jhoulc@jhoule 1400 win marlboro

New sitaple Durmats 4x4 tests

Change $1164 on 2003/01/31 by georgev@idevel_georgevh2_r400_win_marlbora
Fixed bad shader. Missing a  

 Change 81145 an 2663/01/31 by ashishs@t"_ashishs_r400_win

rectangular points using point size in SL registers

Change 81140 on 2003/01/31 by mkellv@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint Viz Query with RTS

Change 81134 on 2003/01/31 by omesh@omesh_ri00_linux_mearlboro_only devel
 

Found the problem with Primlib and in this test, I have worked around that problem by
HUL Using 2 render siates, gud also

not using the equal to (=) assignment operator, as it destroys some data within the source
operand renderstate. Will

file a seperate bug under Primlib for this symptom
 

Change $1122 on 2603/01/31 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint on Viz Querywith RTS..

Change 81116 on 2063/01/31 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
Update to the Fuke_SP_TP_Formiuatter (or FSTF, for short}.

- Added stnucts to the FSTF: allows runtime values to be managed.
- Split parsing code from conversion code.
- Moved swizzles and Nas from TexturePipe to TPBlender.
- Removed misDegamma in TPBlenderas this is no longer needed (formats are split with

_AS4x16 favors}

 

 
Left to do:
- Do rfExpandoutside of convert_hw (removes need for mSkipRFExpandvariable)
- Tix mantissa clamping, ic for 16.16 or 32.0 float conversion (cmulator currently

rounds)
- Verify that the %2 parity works for channels masks

  

Change $0962 on 2003/01/30by yaiang@ygiengr190_pv_marlboro
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fixed: pixel Kill tests

Change $1632 on 2003/02/03 by ysieng@ygiangr400_win_marlbore_p4

fixed: teat for sp
Change $1598 on 2003/02/63 by ygiana@yaiang_r400_win_marlbore_p4

added: more pixel kill tests
 

Change $1590 on 2603/02/63 byllefcbw@llefcbvr 1400 cmu montreal
Interpolation tests.

Change 81553 on 2003/02/63 by mkelly@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Checkpoint on expanding test...

Change 81541 on 1003/52/03 by ysiang@iygiang_r400_win_marlbora_p4

added: pixel kill test
Change 81484 on 2003/02/03 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint, 2 viz querys / | RTS

Change 81453 on 2003/02/03 by Hefebw@illefebvr_1400_emu_montreal
fixing the segmentation fault on Linux.

Change 81426 on 2063/02/03 by ctaylor@ctaytor_crayola_linux_orl

Added PA_SU_POINT_MINMAXdescription at request of driver.
Changed usage of cmdKeyObj in r4003c_rand.cpp to compile
 Change 81412 on 1003/02/63 byashishs@ft_:

updated
Change 81390 on 2003/02/03 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Checkpoint
 Change 81373 on 2002/32/63 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr193_win_laptop

Create vertex buffer to view for debugging

Change SELSi on 2003/01/31 by jhoule@jhoule_r40e8_win_marlbero
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tix 2 sp movatests

Change 80918 on 2003/01/20 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
Adding memoryexporttests to nightly RBRC regression.
Adding 7 tore mova tests ly stress test dhe SQ

Change 80853 on 2003/01/30 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptop
Better clamping for greater ITW range testing inside of LEWboundary

Change 80839 on 2003/01/30 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
 
 

 Enable guard band clipr
Fix bug with indii

ig to avoid exceeding hw boundarywith lines
generation

 Change 80817 on 2003/01/30 by ashiviis@f_asitistesr400_witt

corrected ucp_ps_modes

Change 80809 on 2002/01/20 by omesh@omesh +400 linux marlboro only devel

Another modification of Ure text in whichI use te sane render slale object instead of 2,
but 1] add the 2D ShadowRegister

programming after I "add" the 3D register pregramming. Although this seerns to work
better than when | used 2 seperate

render state objects (I do act some primitives drawn on the screen), the framebu!
still missing most of the

primitives. I will file this comment in addition to the already existing bug.

  
  

Change $0799 on 2003/01/30 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win

to test SU pointsize set in state registers with different ps_ucp_modes. The testhasa
generalised Lest structure where the point size could be tuggled betweentre vertex xport and Ube
SII state registers keeping the onfpat same

 
 

 

Change 80760 on 2003/01/20 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel
Checkedintrial of code that uses an isolated, seperate render_state object for setting 2Dshudow regis
after inheriting an entire render state Gnchiding vertex

render state object.
Sofar,it still doesn't seem to work,so I willredirect Bugzilla ID 1189 te Kevin Ryan for

possible Primlib
bugs.

  nffer parameters) from ancther

 
Change 80739 on 2003/01/30 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4c0_win 
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to lest vertex xpourt puint sizs Unru shaders with diferent ps_ucp_modes. The lest has ¢
generalised test sinictnre where the paint. size could be tagaied between the vertex xport. and the
SL state registers keeping the output same.

Change 80707 on 2003/01/30by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Update comments, RTS with SC quad order enable toggling...

Change $0705 on 2003/01/30 byjhoule@ihouler400_win_marlbora

Adding ternplates to commenta bit what input format the fake sp to formatter takes.

Change $0586 on 2003/01/30 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

RIS and SC FIFO sizing combinations...

Change $0679 on 2003/01/30 by mkellv@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

RTS cambinations with Vix and Pix pipes 0/2. disabled with
SC one quad per clock toggled, shader back pressure,
interpolator shading toggling

Change $0514 on 2003/01/29 by jhoule@ihoule_r400_win_marlboro

Better SP_TP_Formatter testbench support
- Renamed TP_SP_Formatter to SP_TP_Formatter everywhere
- Added rfExpand skipping control in the TPBlender- Added rcadTTs/writcTTs methods to help parsing of the formatter

 
 

Bug fi

Fixed 1 6b signed fixed point conversion (was using a bias of 2.14 instead of 2%15).

  

Fixed gradientprecision loss.
s grad putField(grad getField() instead of grad floorO assignment which only works

in _hw mode
 

Changed L6b float GradicntType from 15 to 17 as third parameter.

Change 80487 on 2003/01/29 by csampayoGlcsanpaye_1400

Add missing write to debug reg cnil select field
Chango 80479 on 2003/01/29 by mkellv@ti mkclly 1400 win laptep

‘Vix and pix pipes 2 and 3 disabled with RTStriangles and rectangles and non-RTS
stipple fines, complete
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Change 80027 on 2003/01/28 byjayw@jayw_r460_linux_martbora

new regression scripts.
Change 79999 on 2003/01/28 by markfi@markf_r400_linux_marlbora

Added resolve test cases

Change 79984 on 2003/01/28 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Polymode RTStest

Change 79923 on 2003/01/28 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 79914 on 2003/01/28 by graye@eltip_regress_orl

changes for new arch

Change 79911 on 2003/01/28 by yeiang@ygiang 1400 py marlboro

more ntova test Dur debug,

Change 79885 on 2003/01/28 by grayc@chip_regress_orl
added variabies

Change 79829 on 2003/01/27 byllefebwr@iletebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Fixing the access violation exeption.
Alse making RealDOT the default setting for the emulator. Emulator should now be100% HWaccurate in the SP.

Change 79826 on 2003/01/27 by yeiang@iygiang_r400_pv_martbare

added: more movatests for debug
Change 79818 on 2603/01/27 by csampayo@iflcsampayo_r4060

Adding new VGT fifo tests

Change 79784 on 2003/01/27 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Checkpoiat.

Change 79715 on 2063/01/27 by geargew@devel_georgev_r406_lin?_marlbore
Extratests for Vic.
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Chunge $0476 on 2003/01/29 by murkf@rnarkf1460_linux_tatboro

Adding basic test for ARKAY 3DSLICE

Change 80442 on 2063/31/29 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_onlydevel
Wholet the dogs out? (Someone clodbered an old changein the test which madeit run

for too long on the all and random testeases). 1
restored my old change.

Change 80398 on 2063/01/29 by csampayo@fl csampayo 7400

Adding new VGTtest for missing reg coverage

Change 80303 on 2003/01/29 by mkeliy@H_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Check stippled line integrity with real time streams, complete.

Change 89299 on 2002/01 /29 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlhora

one pixei vector version
Change 80296 on 2603/01/29 by markf@markt_1400_linux_marlboro

Fixed background color for sub_rect tests

Change 80271 on 2003/31/29 by mkelly@Al_mkellyr403_win_laptop
Update 11, checkpoint on 12

 Change 80061 on 2603/01/28 by @fl_ashishs_r4¢q_win

The test has 110 cases. The value ofthe field "VIX_KILL" in the CLIP_CNTL register
is contsantly toggled randomly as well as in a sequence to generate "OR" or "AND"

modes. Also the vix kill flags in the vtx data are toggled randomly and in sequence to generate
710 cases such thar all different combinations of vertex kill flag with a single triangle list arecovered.

   

Change 80054 on 2003/01/28 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux marlboro only devel

Restored fragment color paramelers. Later will add more comer cases.

Change 80051 on 1003/01/28 by omesh@omesh_1400linux_marlboro_onlydevel
Addcd 2 register ficlds programming for future expansion for R450.
Also added somer ng programming in sometests.
These source files are a bit messy with comments and dead code. Will
clean it up later...
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 Change 79619 on 2003/01/27 by ashishs@Fi_ashishsr400_win 

updated

Change 79613 on 2003/01/27 by ashishis@tl shis_1400_witt

added test description and updated tracker
Change 79610 on 2003/01/27 by kmahler@kmahler r400 win deve! vicws

Added "random_fixel_shader"tast. case code to existing tests to generate aRandom Pixel Shader.

This was donete test the generator and to give people example code of howto
create a random pixel shader.

"random_centers_and_centraids_stais_switching_91"test was taken from

"chip/afx/se/ri00sc_centers_and_centroids_state_switching01".
Change 79593 on 1003/01/27 by mkeliy@tlmkelly_1400_win_laptep

Test bug fix, all verts now have 12 parameters

Change 79489 on 2003/01/25 by markf@imarkf1400_Hnux_marlboro
Fixed numer of samples

Change 79487 on 2603/01/25 by markf@markf_140¢_linux_marlboro

random multi-sample test
Change 79419 un 2663/01/24 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_iarlbera

addedtb to regressS

Change 79415 on 2003/01/24 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
Dedicated sp_tp_formatter testbenchs

Added fake 1P_SP_bormatter.
instanciate it 

 
scs nowgct exported under Windowsin erde:

outside of full chip setups. Some weird issues were encountered (symbol
exported), hopefully, this will work for everyone.  

UNFINISHED
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Change 79393 un 2603/01/24 by asltiskis@lashistis1400_win
 to test the vertex reordering of th

Change 79308 on 2003/01/24 by markf@markfr400_linux_marlbora
Fixed sub_*teats

Change 79288 on 2003/01/24 byjhoule@ihouler4U0_win_mariboro
Someregression tests

Change 79252 on 2003/01/24 byashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

varying sbands with valid data as well as nan and int's to get 100%register coverage

Change 79235 on 2003/01/24 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

RT provoking vertex looking good through interpolator on one parameter.

Change 79207 on 2603/01/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop
 Only compare <test_name>rd_r during fil emu regression on reg read tests

Change 79193 on 2663/01/24 by smoss@smoss_cravola_linux_orl_regress

reverting changes
Change 79174 on 2603/01/24 by mkellvi@fi_mkelly_400_win_laptop

Add modified and shortened version of r400sc_rts_09 (back face check on nonRT vs RT
prints) to regress_e

Change 79162 on 2603/01/24 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop 

Update comments in shader

Change 79161 on 2003/01/24 by mkelly@f_mkelly14100_win_laptop
Final, validating Pixel Shader face bit detection from sc_sp with nonRT and RT primtives

 Change 7914on 2003/01/24 by omesh@omesh_r406_linux_mariboro_only_ devel 

Created a seperate version of the ROP3 tests (renamed) using the 3D
ShadowRegisters. Jay mentioned that we need both versions, 301
seperated them.

Change 79147 on 2003/01/24 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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produce the right result on the verification environment (Magenta triangle)

Change 78867 on 2603/01/23 by ashishs@fl_ashishsri00_win
toggling the xy_nan_retain, z_nan_retain and w_nan_retain randomly from

PA_CL_CLIP_CNTLregister

Change 78855 on 2003/01/23 by csampayo@)tl_csampayo2_r400
Removed LID# 21 since, causing RB to write garbazc to screen

Change 78851 on 2003/01/23 by ormesh@omesh_r400_tinux_marlboro_onty_devel

Added explicit Color Compare Mask to enable all compares. Restored size
of triangles and piacement on screen. The EQ and MEQ seemsto workfor
most cases but not all. I will er investigate.  

Change 78823 on 2063/01/24 by amesh@omesh_r40G_linux_marthoro_onty_devel

Madetriangies larger and fewertriangles per row, for easier debug, fornow.

Change 78797 on 2603/01/23 by sioss@stntoss_crayula_linux_orl_regress

hopetullyit is right now
Changc 78741 on 2003/01/22 by smoss@smos: crayola linux orl emu regross

update

Change 78729 on 2003/01/22 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

change default directoryfor linux:

Change 78608 or 1603/01/22 by geargev@devel_genrgev_r400_lin?_martbara

Lowered long loop counts to smaller values.
Change 78559 on 2603/01/22 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Final fixes to test.

Change 78538 on 2003/01/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Move wait_t_idie to immediatelyafterrt stream reg writes.

Change 78466 on 2003/01/22 by Hefebwr@llefebwr_r400_emu_montreal
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Checkpoint...

Change 79137 on 2002/01/24 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptep

Checkpoint, RTS face bit, detect in Pixel Shader...
Change 79105 on 2003/01/23 by jayw@jayw_r400_linux_maribore

2b) shadow register support almost coraplete. 
Change 79064 on 2003/01/23 by ysiang@yziang 1400 pv2 marlboro 

indirect buffer for constantsin test

Change 79922 on 1603/01/23 by ysiane@ygieng_ri00_pv2_marlbora 
added: indirect buffer to test 

Change 79020 on 2063/01/23 byjayw@ijayw_r406_linux_martbora

jay's regression scripts
Change 79018 on 2003/01/23 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Eliminated even more 2 testcases per test of 16 bit "16_mumber_float”
which are no longervalid.

Change 78986 on 2603/01/23 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux mariboro only devel

Removed all accurences of the color_16_number_tloat testeases which are
no longervalid. Instead color_16_float_number_float is nowthe valid
testcase ofusing 16 bit Hoating point in RB.

 

Change 78960 on 2603/01/23 by omesh(@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Fixed tests so they practice more visnally predictive results
Later, will split the larger testcases so they don't get rejected byLSF.

Change 78876 on 2003/01/23 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Validate face bit in pixel shader for multi-tile coverage prims

Change 78870 on 2002/31/23 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_onlydevel
Added a “dest_alpha_problem”testcase to recreate the problemthat Dan Willhite from

sAwTiled a bug for
(Blue Sourcetriarigle blended with Red Destination triangle using the ALL function),and it seems to
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More memory export tests and bug fixes in the SX Gerapping problern in the export.
buifer for large quantity of exports}

Change 78447 on 2003/01/22 by mkclly@Al mkelly 1493 win laptep

Changed wait_rt_idle te occur before wail_gfidle.

Change 78430 on 1003/01/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Ternporarily isolate problem in test

Change 78418 on 1603/01/22 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Change shader namesto test name and add missing simple shader...

Change 78415 on 2003/01/22 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Add triangle prim type real time stream
 Change 78345 on 2003/01/21 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1160_win

updated

Change 78261 on 2603/01/21 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Changed test to use 2D registers (in a newrender state, addedlater)
instead of the 3D registers related to ROP3. Verified that the test
compiles and runs, but haven't verified thatit produces the same resultas earlier on the emulator or b/w.

  

Change 78240 on 2003/01/21 by ysiane@lygiangr400_pv2_marlboro

added: sq movatest for debug

Change 78143 on 2003/0121 by Hefebwr@illefebur_t400_emu_montreal

New memory export tests that do 2 blocks of export. I striped down Vineet's test so that
they would run faster on the simulator.

 Change 78091 on 2003/01/20 byashisis@f_auttistesr400_witt
initial checkin

Change 78076 on 2003/01/20 by gcorgev@devel goorgcv 1400 lind marlboro

Made eq test triangle smaller.

Change 78961 on 2003/31/20 by kryan@krvan_r400_linux_marlboro
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Fix error in Makefile that causes luk error cn Linux. Cormmented out new code Lu
explicitlylink in addr* libraries on Unix until erroris resolved.

Change 78054 on 2003/01/20 by kryan@kryan_ri00_win_mariboro
Aodified Makefile since r4@rb_tb.cpp needs to use address and addrenum Libraries

on Windows,

Previouslythis test was not linking correctly on Windowssinceit
 cal function from the addrenum library which was not being linked in cn

Windows.

Change 78050 on 2003/01/20 by markfi@markf_r400_win_marlboro

Reset. fast_ciear_enables onlyif doing a subsequent clear or expand.

Change 77933 on 2003/01/20 by markf@markf_r400_win_marlboro
Updated se it doesn't send extra state at the end ofthe test

Change 77921 on 7063/01/26 by omesh@omesh_1466_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Added tests for chrome keving. These are fairly extensive for scurce
Kill, although I still necd to add some more sclect functions. I alsoneed to add randomtestcases.
These display sore emulator bugs, which | am going fo erter on Bugzilla

Change 77918 on 2003/01/20 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_emu_regress
added rts files

Change 77917 on 2603/01/20 by ashishs@ifl_ashish 7406_win

pemnuting edgeflags with different primitve types with LINE FILL , and guard band
clipping

Change 77889 on 2603/01/20 by georgev@devel_seorgev_1400_lin?marlboro

Changed IMP to CALL because that's what's being tested. Now the test works.
Change 77857 on 2003/01/20 by ashishs@f ashishs r400 win

permuting edgeflags for different primitve types with PointFill

Change 77742 on: 2003/01/18 by markt@markt1400_linux_marlbora
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Martuatly set pitch in texture_constant to th_width. Otherwise,it wasieft at 0.

Change 77402 on 2063/01/17 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

test tu determine if die clip guard band works properly aud tral wivial reject worke

Change 77389 on 2003/01/17 by ashishsi@il_ashishsr400_win
uncommented r406cl gband tcl O1

Change 77373 on 2603/01/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r460_win

removed class definitions of Vector3, Vectord and Matrix and changed XDIM YDIM to256

Change 77367 un 2003/01/17 by llefebvi @tlefeb w_1406_erntu_tmuntreal

Dot product random tests

Change 77274 on 2003/01/16 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

updated

Change 77249 on 2003/01/16 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

  
Primitive typestri list.strip, fan, Wflags, quad list, quad strip and polygon respectively

permuting edgeflag combinationsincach ofthe test as well as polymode POINTfill enabled
with the ucp combinations enabling and disabling

Change 77229 on 2003/01/16 by yeiang@ygiargr400_pv_marlboro
fixed: some movatest cases for SQ

Change 77195 on 2603/01/16 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 77187 on 2003/01/16 by mkellv@il_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Still need to add proper edge gradients for triangle

Change 77151 on 2603/01/16 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_linux_local
Updated to new framebuffer setup.

Change 77131 on 2003/01/16 by omesh@omesh_r00_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Added a basic ZPASS_COUNTtest functionality. Currently, the Z2PASS_COUNT
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Defaulted the 7. component of the texture coordinare ta 6.6

Change 77709 on 2003/0L/18 by markf@markf54¢0_linex_marlboro
Disabied blending on the rb_color_formats tests when testsing L6bit integer formats.

Change 77595 on 2003/01/17 by yalane@ygiangr460_pv_marlbora
fixed: alu constants neededfortests.

Change 77582 on 2603/01/17 by omesh@omesh_400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Changed device address passed to the 2PASS_ADDRfield,as it seems to be missing 2
bits, T right

shift the LSBs ta lose the 2 bits, but the emulatorstill doesn't seern to write the correctresult
Lo Temury.

Change 77554 on 2003/01/17 by mkelly@tlmkellyr400_win_laptop

Rectangle and triangle real time stream initial functional
Change 77514 on 2603/01/17 bylefebwrQilefebvr_r400_emu_montreal

Z export ig now in the RED channel (was previously ALPHA).
Change 77596 on 2002/01/17 by mkelly@fl mkelly r400 win laptep

Update.

Change 77493 on 2003/01/17 by ramsey@RRAMSEYP4r400_win

Incorporate RTS dump routines into emulator, don't need to run create_rts_dumps.ptanymore
Fix readback of pa_sc_fifo_size to only return lower 16 bits

Remove call to create_rts_dumps.pl from run_vsim scripts
Fix prints in qdpr_proc/out_compare to have identify correct tracker

Fix a problem with stipple rpt cnt loads in r4G0sc_rand
Add rentime comment to rand_r400se.sh

Change 77479 on 2003/01/17 by ashishs@ti ashishs r400 win

tests guard bandclipping

Change 77432 on 2003/01/17 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
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does not get written ta memory at the address heing pointed to, although
the counter was found to be working correctly by Larry S.

Change 77152 on 2003/01/16 by mkelly@ifl mkelly 1403 win laptep

Update

Change 77100 on 2003/01/16 by mkeliy@#l_mkelly_r490_win_laptep
Update..

Change 77086on 2664/61/16 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr409_win_laptop

12 non real time packets of one triangle, each with 16 rea! time rectangle streams..

Change 77015 on 2003/0L/15 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro

Fixed equal and not equal tests.
 Change 77903 on 2603/3L/15 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr160_win

changed $ textures...

Change 76961 on 2003/61/15 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win

simple triangle sband clipping test
Change 76926 on 2003/0L/15 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4C0_win

gbandpoint cullingtest converted from R309

Change 76890 on 2003/01/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly r400_win_laptop 
 anged Lu PringLib C:  Fixed viewport seltings, aud ollier Surface c 

Change 76888 on 2003/01/15 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

initial checkin (same as inf_nan_1 excepttriangle t insied of point_list)
Change 76878 on 2003/08/15 by vgorl@fL_veoel2

updated viewport offset to align with pixel position

Change 76844 on 2003/01/15 by mkelly@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

RB bug

Change 76795 on 2003/31/15 by seorgev@devel_seorgev_r100_lin2_marlboro
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Added sume new alphe kill tests (ot done yet).

Change 76786 on 2003/01/15 by ashishs@)fl_ashishsr400_win

single packet containing around 175 veris and w0setto true
Change 76715 on 2003/01/14 by ashishs@il_ashishs_1400_win

‘To test DX/OGL Clip space

Change 76636 on 2003/01/14 by omesh@omesh r46G Hnux marlboro only devel

Added tests for using the Export Z path. Iran the “standard” testcase andit didn't seem to
produce

the right result, so I will file a bug on the emulator.

Change 76626 on 2003/01/14 byviviana@viviana_crayola_linux_orl

Changed the test ta do. a GFX_COPY_STATE write between context switching.
 Change 76611 on 2003/01/14 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

tests barycentric proportions generated by the clipper

Change 76570 on 2603/01/14 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

to test barycentrics generated by the clipper
Change 76566 on 2003/01/14 by ashishsi@ifl_ashishs1400_win

to test the braycentrics generated by the clipper

Change 76557 on 2003/01/14 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
OGL Rasterization validation...

Change 76536 on 2003/01/14 by mkelly@il_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Validate OGL rasterization rules...

Chunge 76488 un 2603/01/14 by yeiang@ygiuig1400_py_iarlbore

addedL test for debug
Chanec 76480 on 2603/01/14 by ashishsi@fl ashishs 1400 win

updated comment

Change 76479 on 2003/01/14 byashishs@ifl_ashishs400_win
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Change 76256 on 2003/01/13 by mkelly@H_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Final

Change 76246 un 2603/01/13 by ashistis@ilashishs1400_win

Set MSB ofmultipliers: set all three of XSCALE, x and w to 6.9999998
(don't enable W0_FMT). Repeat for YSCALE, y, and w and ZSCALE,z, and w

Change 76225 on 2003/01/13 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2
added test for 15.Uf tessellation

Change 76185 on 2003/01/13 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Checkpoint...

Change 76144 on 2003/01/13 by viviana@)viviana_crayola_linux_orl

Addad rbbm read back test for every context of the context registers.

Change 76133 un 2603/01/15 by mkelly@fi_utkelly1400_win_luptup

Checkpoiat...
Changc 76120 on 2603/01/15 byashishs@fl ashishs 1400 win

updated

Change 76118 on 2003/01/12 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

updated

Change 76012 on 2803/01/11 by markfi@mark?_r400_limix_marlbora

Fixed fast depth clear
Change 75949 on 2603/01/10 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Adding new VGTtest, updated test_list

Change 75942 on 2003/01/10 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
another vte test

Change 75937 on 2003/01/10 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
vte test
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enabling/disabling the vte contrets for scate/offset as well as changing offsets/scale with

randomised sizes for triangle list packets.

Change 76463 on 2003/01/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1493win_laptep
OGL rasterization rale check, simple test...

Change 76452 on 2003/01/14 by mkeliy@tl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
  

Permutations of r400sc pinwheel OL where thesize,
rotation, and location ofthe irlangles are varied.

Change 76428 on 2663/01/14 by viviana@viviana_crayola_linux_orl

Added the mGQsu_simple_register_indirect.cpp to test all reads/writes for the context
as well as non-~context registers.

Change 76427 on 2603/01/14 by viviana@viviana_crayola_linwx_orl

Tests all the context registers for the pa, as well as non-context registers.
Change 76424 on 2603/01/14 bv mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

DX9 rasterization rules check, simple but necessary to confirm.

Change 76422 on 2003/01/14 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Simple DX rasterization check...

Change 76417 on 2603/01/14 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptep

Simple test, validate DX rasterization rules...
Change 76412 on 2003/01/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep

New...

Change 76286 on 2003/01/13 by veocl@fl veocl2

added test with quadsirip with tessellatien on.

Change 76268 on 1003/01/13 by mkeliy@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptep
Update..

Change 76262 on 2603/01/13 by mkeliy@ftl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update comments...
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 Change 75929 on 2003/01/10 by ashishs@ifi_ashishsr400_win

MSB of vou multiplier output ect (usc X=1.9999, Mscale = 1.9999, and L/W = 1.9999)

Change 75918 on 2603/01/10 by ukelly@el_inkellyr400_win_luplop

Checkpoint...
Change 75891 on 2003/0L/10 by kryan@krvan 1400 win marlboro

This changelist. in Primt.ib which allows the FrameRuffer start
to be set to a non-zero value. There are atew caveats with

this which are explained below. Currently I have left
the FrameRufferstart to be zero

The following code excerpt and commentsis from the file
 lest_lib/avitestchip/chip/init_sucmb.cop which explains sume of the

limitations encountered so far in my testing:

const static uint32 FB_START_ADDRESS — 6x00000009;

const static uint32 FBSIZE = O07FFOO00; // 128M

 h

#! The combination below works for non-zerostarting FR,

// bat a values causing the top of the FB te be above 6{MB
4 does not currently seem to work because of problems possibly

i related to the CP not being able to access memory above 64MR

# according ta an email from Harry Wise at one time.
i

  # Tt also seemsthat ifthe FRSTART_ADDRESS is non-zero,
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#then the size should be aligned ty 16MB thoughthis is

# mot proven yet, but SBSLZR of OxG HFCs did not work

‘with FB_START_ADDRESS 0x02000000eventhoughit did
# satisfy the condition of not creating the top of the FB

above 64MB. ‘This still needs to be investigate, but

# for now will allow a non-zero PD if itis kept small

#with the foliowing known working values:

“FRSTARTADDRESS = 002000600 // 32MB

ff FBSIZE = 0502000000 //32MB

 

# const static uint32 FBSTARTADDRESS = 0x02000006; // 32M
#const static uint32 FB_SIZE = 0x02000060; // 32M.

MHFE_START-write( FB_START_ADDRESS),
MELHDP_FB_START.write( FB_START_ADDRESS },

MH.ROM_START.write(OxF0000000); //Put ROMSTART way up above everythingelse for now

be efxirbr400rb mask color channels.cpp

gfxib1400_multiweites.cpp
In order forall of the Emulatorregressiontests to pass, I had ta modify

a fewofthe tests thatfall into the following categories which will 3) Any test that does not use the Set_Destination_Base() function described above
also hold true for other tests outside of the Emulator suite that start

Anytest that directly sets the RB_COLORx_BASEregisters needs to
failing:
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add the start. of the FrarneRuffer meraoryarea to the offset. in the FRstart address is changed to something non-zero. For example

test so that it is calculating the correct device address for if the FB start is moved to 0x02000000, then all the accesses
this register field. to fill_solid(0,...) will fall outside ofall the known apertures

currently.The code would beas follows:

One waytofix this is to rewrite the plex ::fill*Q routines to
uini32 device_address — frame_buffer.Get_Start + DISP_BASB;

specify the aperture and an offset. or to rewrite the tests to
render_state.set_RBCOLORUBASEcolor0_base( device_address ); retrieve the start ofthe FrameButter and addit to the values

used in the test so theystill fall inside the FrameBuifer
4) Note that this does net take care of the PM4LIB allucaling ils buffers in the whenit is relocated fo a non-zero start valtte.
sare memoryspace(ie. same offset in the KrameBuffer as the PrimLib automatic

memory
Another method would be to rewrite these routinesto directall

management for things like Vertex Buffers, Textures. Shader Programs, etc.)
accesses that Pall oulvide any of dhe apertures lo be treated asThis code stil! needs to be addediater
an offset into the FrameButier. This would probably fix these

The only case that should sce this problora is a PrimLib test that is using almostall tests, but may cause other problems.

of the FrameBuffer fer its surfaces (or which is manuallyallocating memory from the

top of the FrameButfer) which may cause the PM4LIB buffers (which start just below Butatleast this should allow Toronto to start sometesting with a non-zero FrameButter

the top of the FrameBuffer) to be overwritten. Both of these cases should be start as long a3 the guidelines above are followed for the short-term.
rare if non-existent. for now. After the code mentionedin 4) is added, thenthere PM4LIB
should not be a problera when the PMiLIB memory managementis merged with the

PrimLib - Began preliminary ground work for modify PM4LIB code to use the PrimLib

Ho MALPR_ST7R ,rite( mer Tap <<16); // FR Size determined by arch

MH FE_SIZEowrite( FB_SIZE), //Herdcoded for now....don't know whatthis should

aULUIELUC ICLEGTY Hagcient,

5) gfx/sys/ep tests that use plgx::fill*0, durapQ routines

Since almost all of these tests use the plex::fill"O routines which

expect an absolute device address, they will all break when the
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1) Tests using Depth Surfaces

Need to be modified to add the start of the FrameBufferto the

2Z_BASEoffset to calculate the correct device address for the

Depth Surface set in the RBDEPTHINFO register,

Sez the tests below for code examplesin the changelist above.

gtz/sciri00sc_poly_oftset_0S cpp

gfx/scir400sc_poly_offset_fc_02.epp

gfx/sc'r400sc_vbutier_list_rectangle_fe_62.cpp

 2) Tests using multiple color buffers (but reallyall tests)

Alltests should use the following function

RENDER_STATE::  et_DestinationBase(uint32 base, uint32 index)
to property set the base of the Color Surface (taking into account

the start of the memorysuch as FrameBuffer.)

Ses the tests below for code examplesin the changelist above.

gfx/rb/r400rb_mask_color_bits.cpp

aulunialic HieIOTy Ubatlageinent routines, Suill uot implemented, bul began

adding code which will be added to later.

MEMORY_FRAMEBUFFER.

- Created gicbal object to represent FrameButfer memory space to stere all
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HicHicry Hianaged in the FrameBulfer byall PrimLib clients.

FRAMEBUFFERMEMORY

- Modified to just return a pointer to the global FB object so that current

code will always be referencing same FE object

ACP MEMORY

- Modified Set_SizeQfunction to take a uint32 size and then validate

it rather than creating an enum for every possible size.

All_dumnp.cpp

- Replaced direct register access codein fill_data(), Fillsolid(), damp_image()

with appropriate function calls for accessing start, size of AGP memory.

init_merah.cpp
- Use variables for FB start and size values.

- Add comments explaining caveats mentioned at top cf message

in code excerpt

COLOR_SURFACE
PIXET. SURFACE 

 Dump( routinesto use relative addresses from MEMORY_AREA
rather than absolute device addresses for surfaces.

MANAGEDMEMAREA
MANAGED MEM BLOCK

- Add Reset_Free_Space_PointerQ function to initialize free space
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Change 75764 or 2003/01/16 byashishs@il_ashishs_r460_win
initial checkin

Change 75726 on 2003/01/10 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Changetest search bug string from "bug" to "_bug"

Change 75665 on 2603/01/09 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_ri00
Adding another RTS test

Change 75662 on 2003/01/09 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro
Added newtests.

Change 75638 on: 2003/01/09 by markfi@iak!1460_linux_meatlbore
Added some more cases

Changs 75642 on 2603/01/09 by csampayo@fl csampaye r400

Added 1 VGT performance and 1 VGT debug case, updated test_list and trucker
accordingly

Change 75618 on 2063/01/09 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_linux_local
Changed temporary setting of format to 1€_16_16_16 to correct DXTL

 Change 75606 on 2003/01/09 by mkellv@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 75533 on 2003/01/09 by ustistis@ilashist ;F400_witt

added a generalised Matrix classtc the test used to calculate the rotations.

Change 75528 on 2003/01/09 by mkelly@fl_mkelly+400_win_laptep
Finalize counneuts...

Change 75492 on 2003/01/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptop

Update RB sctup using r400rb tb.cpp as an cxamplc...

Change 75450 on 2003/01/09 by mkellv@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update commentsin test...
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if starVsize of MEMORY_AREAis changed.

MEMORYAREA

- Added function Is_Memory_Aperture_Inside_Device_Address_Space(} to
 check if MEMORY_. . is relocated using Set_Sized functionsthatit

is still inside the device address space.

primlib_template_simple_triang!e.cpp

- Begin groundwork for accesing AGP memory. Currently still uses FrameButter.

Thasiks,

Kevin

Change 75875 on 2003/01/10 byviviana@iviviana_crayola_linux_orl

Addedtest r406vgt_simple_register_indirect.cpp
 Change 75861 on 2003/01/10 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_Hn2_marlboro

 

Added stacked call returns.
 

Change 75839 on 2003/0L/1¢ by viviana@viviana_crayola_linux_orl

Added a test to write and read all context registers and changed the vgttbtrk_rbbmrd tohandle
all contexts.

 Change 75820 on 2003/01/10 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
 1 Paint , cycling L: ity'NANS XYZ scalo and Infinity/NANS XYZ offset through all

bits including sign changes
 

Change 75784 on 2003/0L/10 by kevino@keviner466_win_marlboro

Allofthe _on_2x2 cases were actually using 3x3 prims, so fixed.
Change 75772 on 2003/01/10 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r406_linux_local

Updated test structure to use latest version of primlib_tex_tri.
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Change 75439 on 2063/01/09 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_er!_regress

<Orlands Hardware Regression Results >
Change 75384 on 2003/01/08 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

initial checkin

Change 75383 on 2003/01/68 byashishs@fi_ashishs1160_win
initial checkin

Change 75340 on 2003/01/68 by vromaker@vromaker_r4u0_linux_marlboro

tix for NOP in CFS; reducedtriangle size in sq_tests
Change 75334 on 2603/01/68 by omedi@omesh1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Fixed compile time bugs introduced in merge bydiagnostics.

Change 75321 on 2003/01/68 by markf@markf r4C0 linux meriboro

Sineply texture fill rate test

Change 75303 on 2003/01/68 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Nowusing the ncw mul Add function.

Change 75303 on 2003/01/68 by mkeliy@tlmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Stress vix andpix pipe disable combinations with stippled LINE_LIST

Change 75291 on 2003/01/08 by veel @fl_vgoel2

changed maximum allowable tesseilation to 15.0F.

Change 75282 on 1003/01/08 by pauld@pauld_r400_win_marlboro
updates for diagnostic environment

Change 75233 on 2663/01/68 by smass@ismoss_crayola_linux_or!_regress

moved to crayola2
Change 75190 on 2603/01/08 by ashishs@fi_ashishs46¢_win

point with 8 textures. added just for own reference

Change 75173 on 2002/01/08 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400
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Added new VGT pass-thrublock test, npdated test_list andtest tracker accordingly

Change 75168 on 2003/01/08 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
vertex and pixel shaders for r40dcl

point size in vertex export and SU state reg:
oint_size_ucp_combo_O1 tesi{to switch between 
 

Change 75162 on 2003/01/08 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

This test has changed to r400se vtx pipe disabic combos 03

Change 75149 on 2603/01/08 byIseiler@Iseiler_r400_win_mariboro

Blender nowuses hardware precision in most places -- resulted in one pixel difference in
r400rb_color_source
Chunuge 75086 on 2003/01/07 by veocl@h_veoel2

change for modified vertex export

Change 75049 on 2003/01/07 by ygiang@ygiangr400_win_marlbore_p4
modifyied for debugging

Change 75049 on 2003/01/07 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

 increased the xdim and ydim for better ility

Change 75036 on 2663/01/67 byashishs fi_ashistis_r400_win

verify the 64 combinations of ucp contro! bits with quadsirip primitive

Change 75024 on 2003/01/07 by mkellyv@A_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 75017 on 2003/01/07 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
verify the 64 combinations of ucp controlbits with polygon primitive

Change 75003on 2063/01/07 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Temporarily remove msaa.
Change 74999 on 2603/01/07 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

‘Temporarily remove msaa
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Change 74799 on 1003/61/66 by ygiang@ygiang_r400_linux_martbara

fixed: time out problem for random test case
Change 74788 on 2003/01/06 by pauld@pauld_r400_win_mariboro

files updated for diagnostic environment

Change 71785 on 2003/01/06 by pauld@panldr190_win_marlboro
files updated for diagnostic environment

Change 74773 on 2003/01/06 by asl fi_ashishsr400_win
different settin;

planes. Alse the cul
for the cube position than cube_C1.cpp and enabling all the 6 user clipdirection is reversed. 

8

Change 74765 on 2603/01/06 by panld@panild_r460_win_martbara

fix merge errors adding diag environment
Change 74739 on 2063/61/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishs406_win

updated to have exact same settings as on R200 legacy test

Change 74708 on 2603/01/06 by pauld@pauld_r400_win_marlboro
1400rb files updated dor diagnostic environment

Change 74697 on 2003/01/06 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 74667 on 2003/01/66 by vgucl@f_veoel2

simplified further for bug tracing

Change 74665 on 2063/01/06 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2
changed for bug tracing

Change 74644 on 2003/01/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

To test user clip planc in clip space
A cubeis rotated over x and yaxis to get a perspective view of the cube and thenthe

cube is clipped with a UCP plane which is parallel to the XY plane and gces through point
(6,0,0) The UCPthenclips the cube as required. The test also tests the SI MODE_CNTL
register

with tuming ONthe front face culling and tuming OFF the back face culling.
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Chuarge 74925 on 2003/01/07 by csanpayo@ilese upayo?_1400

Updated for latest RB surface definitions

Change 74913 on 2003/01/07 by hartogs@fl_hartogs2
Added VetGrpCut.dmp

Change 74910 on 2003/01/07 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

Temporarily remeved MSAA

Change 74897 on 1003/01/07 by hartog: Togs

Added new tracker file "VgtGrpOut.dmp"

Change 74895 on 2603/01/67 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added mipmap test that. uses smail textures and prims. Added ta tpd_te nightly
regressions as well.

Change 74894 on 2063/31/07 byashis! fi_ashishs1460_win
creating 11/12/L3/14/15 vertices from 8/9/10/11/12 clip planes respectively

Change 74890 on 2003/01/07 byHefebwr@efebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Nes template for the memory exports. This is to include the fact thatARRAY 2D is

invalif for memory exports AND changesthe size of endian to 3 . 

Change 74883 on 2003/01/67 by kevino@kevina_r400_win_marlbora

MaxMipLevei was=0, so never mipmapped. Fixed this and added equivilanttest cases
with the mip filter set to BaseMap.

Change 74873 on 2003/01/07 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r460_win_laptop

Two cases isolated for hw debug assistance...
 Change 74869 on 2603/01/07 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

 modified to use buildievel for 3D textures

Change 74848 on 2003/01/07 byhartoas@fl_hertoas
Added vgt_grouperoutput dump for RTL comparison.
Removed stride==0 as a legitimate value for grouper programming. Use fully

overlapping vectors instead.
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Change 74602 on 2003/01/66 by mkel Hy@i_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Stress vix and pix pipe disable in SC...

Change 74446 on 2603/01/63 by ukelly@tLimkelly_r400_win_laplop

Random pix and vix pipe disable combos...
Change 74426 on 2063/01/03 by mkcliy@fl mkelly 1403 win laptep

VTX and PIX pipe disable combinations

Change 74420 on 2063/01/63 by mkelly@t_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Pixel pipe disable combinations...

Change 74415 on 2003/01/63 by omesh@omesh_1460_linux_marlhoro_only_devel

Fixed the problem with the test which fixed Bugzilla #951. Even though
the pixel center was set to the center of the grid, I was sending down
vertex coordinates as if I were rendering with the pix centerat thetop-lel of the grid.

  

Change 74414 on 1003/01/63 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Update..

Change 74411 on 2003/01/03 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Make Set_VGT_OUT_DEALLOC_CNTL_dealloc_dist =
Set_VGT_VERTEX_REUSEBLOCK_CNTL_vtx_reuse_dlepth 

Change 74401 on 2603/01/63 by mkelly@f_ikellyr400_win_lupiop
Initialize MCdisable field to zero.

 ifi_ashishsr4C0_win Change 74383 on 2063/31/03 byasl
  Point sprite frus ulling. This Lost is intended to validate the shader processing of

point sprite primitives with frustum culling.

Change 74369 on 2063/01/03 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_onlydevel
Fixed a typo. The OnePixel€Fragment case still doesn’t hit the right
samples.

Change 74366 on 2003/01/03 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r190_win_laptop
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Addinitialization uf tie MC disable field.

Change 74357 on 2003/01/03 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

256 points per packet, all 15 legal corabinations of vtx pipe disable
Change 74342 o71 2003/01/03 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

check_tfc_overrides added. If it is a float Yormat,it overrides anylinear filters with point.

Changs 74330 on 2003/01/03 by mkclly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptep

Fix a bug for the case of sequentialtests in test_list which use agp_r for compare.

Change 71323 on 2003/01/03 byashishs@fl_eshishsr400_win
 

Thistest is intended to validate the vertex reuse functionality with actual clipping. The
Lest processes 56 packets cach with eilier one 100 primitive tiangle List or une 150 primitive line
list containing 16 vertices with input vertex data: XYZ.W6, 1 calor, no textires. For each packer.
the test has 3uU indices, making up either 100 or 150 primitives, depending on randomly selected
primitive type, unique indices are randomly selected between 0-12 and 0-15. For each packet six
UCPplanes are set up so that mostof the original verices get clipped.

  
 

Change 74303 on 2603/01/03 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

Test processes 64 packets eachaset of tri-lists, each with 15 triangles using 16 vertices
Changs 74232 on 2603/01/02 by gcorgev@devel gcorgev 1406 lin? marlboro

Added shader program for existing test.

Change 74223 on 2003/01/02 by kryan@ikryan_1400_win_mariboro

Modifytest to align pitch and height of texture dump to 32 pixels to aveid error for

non-power of 2 textures

Change 74184 on 2003/01/02 by ceampayoW@fl_csampayo_It_rio
Updated test and test

deseription/stalus on the le
r4G0vet_real_time_events_|
r400vet_teal_time_events_|
rAGOvet_real_time_events_é

list for test r4O0vgt_real_time_events_06 and updatedacker for tests:
‘4

 
  

 

Change 74176 on 2003/01/02 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r406
Initial check-in
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Forces linear for | Ls textures in LoadDefaultFexture.

Changc 73933 on 2002/12/31 by pmitchel@rogress test r400 linux marlboro

makefile suppor! Lor regressing and releasing paramelerized lesis/lesicases
see ‘make help' from underneath test_lib for details
‘tixes’ bug 741

 
  

Changc 73918 on 2002/12/31 by mkellv@fl mkelly 1400 win laptep

HOS continue flag indices with vix pipe disable combinations

Change 73915 on 2002/12/31 by mkelly¢ _mkelly1400_win_laptop

All vtx pipe disable combos...

Change 73906 on 2602/12/31 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Vertex shader outputs two vectors to PA with vtx pipes 2 and 3 disabled.
Change 73896 on 2602/12/31 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update for new XYhandling.

Change 73891 on 2062/12/31 by smoss@emoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
increased timeout

Change 73882 on 2002/12/31 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Centers and Centroids state switching
Change 73841 on 2002/12/31 by ukelly@f_utkelly1400_win_luptop

Change...

Change 73840 on 2002/12/31 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Tavalid test, delete...

Change 73765 on 2002/12/20 by ashishsi@fl_ashishsr400_win

crror in description. changed the description to as follows. test sctup same as carlicr tests.THE POINT IS RETAINED WHNEVER THE CENTER OF POINTIS INSIDE THE
CLIP PLANE. THE POINT IS THROWN AWAY WHENEVER THE CENTER OF POINT
LIES GUTSIBDE THE CLIP PLANE,

 
  

Change 73764 on 2002/12/30by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
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Change 74146 on 2003/01/02 by viviana@ivivians_cayola_lnux_orl

‘Test to write and read the rbbm/pa registers.

Change 74131 on 2063/31/62 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel
Added some PA programming that might have caused changes in vertex CY
data entering the SC. It turns out that this programming didn't change
bug symptom Bugzilla#951

 

Change 74126 on 2003/01/62 by mkecliy@ifl mkelly 1403 win laptep

Duplicate coverage, removetests...

Change 74122 on 2003/01/62 by mkelly@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Update

Change 74112 on 2003/01/02 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laprop

Vary levels oftin the framebuffer.
 lation, rasterize such that each case can be seen

Change 74101 on 2003/01/62 byviviana@viviana_crayola_linux_orl

Added 400su_rbbm_reg_read to the list
Change 74100 on 2003/01/02 by viviana@viviana crayola Linux orl

Added ragosc_rhbm_reg_read ta the test_tist

Change 74096 on 2003/01/62 byhartogs@itl_hartcgs
Added Viv! ‘s test "r400vgt_rbbm_reg_read""

Change 74092 on 2003/01/02 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laprop
Increased framebuffer size from 61x64 to 156x256.
Rasterize cach case, XY offsct by the VTL to displayall cases. 

Change 74089 on 1003/08/62 by Hefebw @llefebvr_1400_eniu

Changed the test to testMUL_PREV2, was checking MULPREV
Change 73945 on 2002/12/31 by jhoulc@jhoule r400 ma-jhoule-linux

LoadDefaultTexture no longer sends tiled 1D textures

Change 73939 on 2002/12/31 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_ma-jhoule-linux
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SETUP WITH PS UCP MODE = 1 (CULL USING RADIUS BASED DISTANCE) andCULL ONLYDISABLED.
RESULT:WHENEVER THE CLIP PLANE IS ON OR WITHIN THE CULL RADIUS

OF THE POINT, THE POINT IS CULLED. THE POINT IS THROWN AWAY WHENEVERTHE CENTER OF THE POINT LIES OUTSIDE THE CLIP PLANE AND THE DISTANCE
BETWEEN THE CENTER OF THE FOINT AND CLIP PLANE IS GREATER THANTHE
CULL RADIUS OFTHE POINT.

 

Change 73762 on 2002/12/20 byashishs@fi asnishs r460 win 
TEST WITH PS MODE AS 6 AND CULT. DISABLED:
RESULT WHE EROTHE CLIP PLANE IS ON OR WITHIN THE HALF WIDTH

OF THE POINT, THE POINT IS CULLED.THE POINT IS THROWN AWAY WHENEVERTHE CENTER OF THE POINT LIES OUTSIDE THE CLIP PLANE AND THE DISTANCE
BETWEEN THE CENTER OF THE POINT AND CLIP PLANEIS GREATER THAN THE
HALF WIDTH OF THE POINT.

 
 

Change 73754 on 2002/12/30 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
 up same as previous tests with UCP point sprite mode to be 3 (ALWAYS CLIP AND

EXPAND AS TRIFAN) and cull onlydisabled.

Change 73753 on 2002/12/30 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add write to MC_DISABLEfield ~ 6x0
Change 73750 on 2002/12/30 byashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win

 the test has same setup as the previous tests in the category. The difference being that the
point sprite ucp mode is set to 3 Gwith cull only enabled). Hence the only difference betweenthe
the r400ci_point_ucp_clip_mode2_cull_enable andthis test is that the points are abways
expandedin this test. No m: if the clip plane is within the cull radius of the point the point is
always expanded into tifan, Hence tre difference in both tests outputs can be seen on Case 11 ieboth the cases

  

Case 11 of the test: The centero!
the center ofpoint and the

 int Hes INSIDEthe clip plane and distance between
tip plane = radius of the point + delta

 

  Le the puint ix totally inside or doesnt have aty hing Lo do with the clip plane. Hence
when the point. spirts mode is 2 the point isnt. expanded wheras when the point sprite mode is 3
the point is expanded and can be seen with the texture being inverted.

 

Change 73747 on 2002/12/30 by ashi  shs 6400 win agi

 
ar to the

only enabled.
added more number of cases. generalised this test to be

r460el_poi i¢p_clip_made2_cull_disable_O1 cpp test with cu 

Change 73745 on 2002/12/30 by mkelly@fil_mkellyr400_win_laptep
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HOStest. which generates continue flags and coefficient data in the indice stream from
vat to sq

for pipe disable testing...
Change 73744 on 2002/12/30 by krvan@ikrvan_r400_win_marlboro

- Missed thisfile in the check for changelist 73741

- Changed to set height to 6 when dumping LD textures.

Change 73741 on 2002/12/30 by kryan@ikryan_1400_win_marlboro

MEMORY_AREA
- Medify Durapt...) functions tu use leigh t parameter to determine

if surtace is LL, or 2L). ‘Vhis dimension is then passed to the

surface constructor, and will not check height constraints for
@ LD surface such asa 1D texture being dumped.

tp_unsigned_OL.cpp
to_unsigned_O1_stmap.cpp

- Modifytests ta pass height of 6 when dum; ing LDtextures. This

eliminates the error from PrimLib previously becauseit was
 considering all surfaces being dumped to be 2D and therefore

waschecking the height constraint which was 1 for | Li textures.

Change 73721 on 2062/12/30 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

The purpese of dhis teslis lo
UCP Paint Sprite Mode = 2¢

CENTER OF THE PCINT}
with ucp cull only disabled.

st ucp chip for point List willtL USEING RADIUS BASED DISTANCE FROM 

THE RESULT CAN BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS
WHENEVER THE CLIP PLANE IS ON OR WITHIN THE CULL RADIUS OF THE

POLN'T, VHE POINT US EXPANDED. THE POINT ES CLIPPED ON INTERSECTION WITH
THE CLIP PLANE(MBEANING THE POINT IS THROWN CUT IF THE POINT EDGES
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increased timeout.

Change 73220 on 2062/12/23 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_14100_win_laptop
Fix some test bugs,first cut at rts with SC packer optimize...

Change 73127 on 2602/12/23 by mkellv¢ _mkelly1400_win_laptop

SC packer optimize with pipe disable variations...
Change 73123 on 2602/12/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_:400_win_laptop

‘Test alternate bits compare to r4U0se_viz_query_01

Change 72996 on 2602/12/21 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
Support for LOD_BIAS while keeping the old oues (_H/_V)

Change 72946 on 2002/12/20 by kryan@ikryan_r400_win_marlboro
COLOR SURFACE

 - Remove register reads from rd_r file f PrimLib Duripd
function catls,

MEMORY_AREA

- Modify Dumpt..., plax::pixelType, ...} function to go through one

commen function for all pixel types. This way the header
will be Uhe same for all dumps.

chip/afx/tb!
- Update golden images for rd_r files fortwotests since

register reads are no longer sent to this file

DEPTIT SURFACE

- Modify fleid names in headerfile for clarity.

Change 72873 on 2002/12/26 by omesh@ma_omesh
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ieHALF WIDTH ARE OUTSIDE THE CLIP PLANE EVEN IF THE CLIP PLANE IS
WITAEN THE COLT. RADIUS OF THE POINT AND CLIPPED TO PROPER DIMENSIONS
ON ENTBRSECTION OF THE POINT BOUNDARIES WEEH THE CLIP PLANE.)

 

MORE IN TEST DESCRIPTION

Change 73683 on 2002/1 2/30 by markf@markf_r406_win_marlboro  

Addedtest for scalar add

Change 73683 on 2062/12/30 by mkclly@fl mkelly 1493 win laptop

Two Sébit transfers per vert...

Change 73527 on 2002/12/27 by mkelly@il_mkelly_r100_win_laptop

Basic MSAA8test, need to get itto work on GC

Change 73515 on 2002/12/27 by markf@markf_t400_win_marlboro

Added random testing of mul add precison
Change 73502 on 2002/12/27 byllefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emea

Changing the XY importte the SP as per Tom Frinsinger's proposal

Change 73498 on 2002/12/27 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_onlydevel
Added the Degammmatest with 22 testcases. Ran them, but haven't verified
emmistor image output. yet, as DampView wasn't working.

Change 73496 on 2002/12/27 by mkeliy@tlmkelly_r490_win_laptop

Update..

Change 73424 on 2002/12/26 by mkel
 
y@N"_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update tracker...
Change 73417 on 2002/12/26 by mkeliy@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Enable RTS in test

Change 73254 on 2002/12/23 by abeaudin@abcaudin_r190_win_marlboro
fixed hardware precison problem

Change 73241 on 2003/12/23 by smoss@ismoss_crayela_linux_ori_regress
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Marle fix to revision 11 to fix compile error an Windows

Change 72868 on 2062/12/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1490_win_laptep
Complete, stress SC quad packer for coverage, including back pressure
aud specific pattern insertion of Lyd. 4yd, Zud, 4qd, 3yd, dud

Change 72858 on 2002/12/20 by omesh(@@omesh_1400linuxmariboro_only_devel
Added the PA SC AA CONPIG.MAX SAMPLE DIST programming but bug

symptomsstill remain.

Change 72828 on 1002/12/20 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro
Added back test and removed errant instractions.

Change 72775 on 1603/12/20 by georgev@devel_geargev_r400_lin2_martbora

Added siraple jumps (reallythis time).
Change 72710 on 2602/12/20 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win

SU tests

Change 72737 on 2002/12/20 by mkelly@#fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Checkpoint...

Change 72654 on 2002/12/19 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400

Adding 2 new realtime streams tests, updated test_li st accordingly
Change 72649 on 2002/12/19 by mearkf@imak?1400_wininutbore

Added somecases that only do clears w/ no drawing

Change 72609 on 2002/12/19 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
Added support for volume inups aud perspective correction.

Change 72564 on 2002/12/19 by mkeliy@#l_mkeilyr400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...

Change 72545 on 2002/12/19 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4c0_win

updated to have correct mode
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Change 72537 on 2002/12/19 by cineshi@umest:1460_linux_tatiburu_ouly_devel

Changed test to use rectangle primitives instead of quad primitives, tooffer a cleanertest stimulus to the RRC interface for Bill.

Change 72535 on 2002/12/19 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2
simplified the test 

Change 72527 on 2062/12/19 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SUtests

 Change 72474 on 2062/12/19 by emesh@omesh_1406_linux_marlboro_only_deve!

Changed (fixed) factor for numerical range for the SINTEGER and LINTEGERcases to
use the entire range

Change 72451 an 2062/12/19 by csampayo j_esaripayo_lt_rdod
Correct shader file names

Change 72426 on 2002/12/19 by smoss@smosz_crayola_linux_orl_regress

test was programming the fifo to a value larger than designed

Change 72417 on 2002/12/19 by georgev@devel_seorgev_r400_lin?_marlbore
Fixedtests

Change 72387 on 2002/12/19 by mkelly@: _mkelly1400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 72386 on 2002/12/19 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

basic pipe disable configurations matching vtx and pix

Changs 72367 on 2602/12/19 by mkclly@f mkelly 1400 win laptop

Pipe disable vix 0 pix 6

Change 72365 on 2002/12/19 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
 ic triangle as a bascline for some othertests...

Change 72317 on 2002/12/18 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Update to level at csampayo2
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Initial test, disable pix and vix pipe 0

Change 72094 on 2002/12/18 by csampayoOfl_csampayo31100
Delete currently unavailable test r40Ovgt_real_time_events_€4

 Change 72082 on 2062/12/18 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400

Updated test status and test_list for the following tests:
1400cl clip cdgecflags frustum corners 01
r400cl_clip_edgeflags_frustum_corners_02

Change 72075 on 2002/12/18 by mkellv@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Changed to one read at end of viz querytests...
Change 72068 on 2602/12/18 by mkelly@f_mikelly_1400_win_laplep

Test PACLENHANCE, vertex reorder and clip seq random combinations...

Change 71995 on 2002/12/17 byashi Qi ashishs r400 win

initial clieckin for the point sprite mode = 2 (CULL USING RADIUS BASED

 
Change 71988 on 2002/12/17 by ashishs@/fl ashishs 400 win

‘The purposeofthis test is to test uep clip for paint list with UCP Point Sprite Mode =
O(CULL USING DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF THE POINT}

 

‘The test generates 12 textured points in an orderly fashion around the 4 enabled ucp
planes ic (topleftright.bottom gband edge) it generates 3 points on each ucp plane. Out of the 3
B ies eactly on te ucp plane, lhe other 2 points slightly outside and slightly
inside(+ or - 8.000001F with respect fo the uep plane}

WhenClipping is enabled for ucp planes,the test retainsall the points lying ON or
INDISE the ucp planes wherasdiscardsal! the points lying OUTSIDEthe ucp planes.

   

Change 71966 on 2602/12/17 by csampayoi@fl_csampayo_1400

Adding new clippertests checking palymode comer cases

Change 71914 on 2062/12/17 by Iseiler@ilseiler_r400_win_marlboro2
Added new endian modes to dumpview and rb color formattests 

Change 71895 on 2002/12/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
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Change 72295 on 2002/12/18 by csamnayo@Iflcsampayo_lt_r400

Update frame buffer sizes
Change 72250 on 2002/12/18 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Fixed test... Reduced the "all" and "fograndom"testcases exactly bya factor of 16 interms of
number of pixels rendered.

Change 72212 on 2002/12/18 by pauld@pauld_r400_win_marlboro

test modified for Diag Environment, Watcom Compiler

Change 72182 on 2062/12/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4¢0_win
checkpoint Dor lefi wep plane

Change 72161 on 2002/12/18 by graye@chipregress_orl

temp compile script
Change 72149 on 2002/12/18 by smess@smoss_craycla_win

SUtests

Change 72146 on 2002/12/18 by pauld@pauld r400 win marlboro

tests modified for Diag Environment, Warcom Compiler

Change 72144 on 2002/12/18 by mkelly@it_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Test SC FIFOsizing...

Change 72133 on 2002/12/18 by csampayo@tl_csarnpayo3_r460
Uncormmenttests that nowren ok

Change 72132 on 2002/12/18 by markf@markf_1400_win_marlboro

Pass through shaders for a few tests

Change 72130 on 2062/12/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly14199_win_laptop
Update

Change 72128 on 2002/12/18 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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The purpose of this test isto test uep clip For pointlist with TCP Paint Sprite Mode =
(CULL USING RADIUS BASED DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF THE POINT}

‘The test scnerates 28 texturcd peints in an orderlyfashion aroundthe ucp's which arcset
to clip like gbands (using 4 ucp's). i.e (top, leftrightbetteucp edge)

The lesl gonerales 7 points on cach uep plane. Ouloflhe 7 points, L point lies euctly on
the ucp plane,the other 6 vary based on the cases specified in the test

   
 

 The cases are given below (delta = 0.000001f):
Case 1: The center of point lics exactly on the ucp planc.
Case 2: The center of point lies INSIDEthe clip plane and distance between the center of

point and the clip plane = radius ofthe point - delta
he center of point lies INSIDE the clip plane and distance between the center of

point and the clip plane = radiusofthe point
Case 4: The center of paint lies INSIDEthe clip plane and distance betweenthe center of

point and the clip plane = radius of the point + delta
Case 5: The center of point lies OUTSIDEthe clip plane and distance between the ceuler

of point and the clip plane = ractius of the point - delta
Case 6: ‘lhe center of point lies OLUTSLUE the clip plane and distance between the center

of point andthe clip plane = radius ofthe point
Case 7: The center of point lies OUTSIDEthe clip plane and distance betweenthe center

of point and the clip plane — radius of the point + delta

  

 

 
 

 

When Clipping is enabled for ucp's, the test retains all the cases except the case 7
RETAINS THE POINTS WHEN THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTER OF THE

POINT AND THE CLIP PLANE
IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE RADIUSBISCARDS THE POINTS WHEN THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTER OF

THE POINT AND CLIP PLANE IS GREATER THAN THE RADIUS AND THE CENTER OF
THE POINT IS GUTSIDE THE CLIP PLANE

Change 71857 on 2002/12/17 by omesh(@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Using consolidated register write Instead of setting each register field
seperately.

Change 71931 on 20 2/17 byIseiler@lseiler_r400_win_marlboro2
Updated golden files

Change 71825 on 2002, 2/17 byIseiler@iseiler_r400_win_mariboro2

Support two now endian modes SIN64 and SIN128, required new golden imagesfor two
tests that wrote out register values

Change 71819 on 2002/12/17 by smass@smoss_crayala_win
SUtests
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Change 71767 on 2002/12/17 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_martboro_only_deve!
 

Changed test to use quadlists instead of triangle lists to eliminate all rasterization
concern: iated with per pixel multisample rendering. This seems to produceall quad

sample masks
correctly, as verified by Bill, although the tile probes now don't seem to work as

expected

   

Change 71755 on 2002/12/17 byashi  @il_ashish: s1400_win

updated to less number of cases using 3 cases for each plane (exactly on the plane, just
outside the plane and just inside the plane)

Change 71749 on 2002/12/17 by markti@markt100_linux_marlbora

Added standard and standard_z test cases

Change 71734 on 2062/12/17 by omesh@omesh_r460_Sinux_maribora_onty_deve!
 Changed test to use quadslists instead oftrianglelists to eliminate all rasterization

concerns associated with per pixel multisample rendering. This seems to produceall quad
sample masks

correctly, as verified by Bill, although the tile probes now don't seem to work as
expected

Change 71723 on 2002/12/17 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
Robustly check sc_one_quad_per_ciock and quad_order_cnable...

Change 71716 on 2062/12/17 by ashishs@il_ashishsr406_win

updated to less number of cases and decreased the delta for cases that lie inside and
outside the gbands

Change 71676 on 2602/12/17 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r460_vwin_laptop

Robustly check pkr row disable...
Change 71656 on 2002/12/17 by smoss@smos:_crayola_linux_orl_regress

renamed shaderfiles for unix case

Change 71623 on 1002/12/16 by omesh@omesh_r406_linux_marlboro_onlydevel
 ded more goldenresults to list for regress_e. Also added standard testcasesto tests thatg them. were m:

Change 71593 on 2002/12/16 by ygiang@ygiangr400_linux_marlboro
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the muttisarnpling dees not seen to hit the right samples with the right
colors. Will add a Bugzilla bythe end of the dayafter further
investigation.

Change 71468 on 2002/12/16 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Checkpoint. 

Change 71461 on 2602/12/16 by abeaudin@abeeudin_1100_win_mariboro
fixed blender GL_ONEprecision probiem

Change 71454 on 2002/12/16 by ashishs@il_sshishsr4d0_win

The purposeofthis testis to test gband clip for pointlist. The test generates 28 texturedi ight, bottom gband edge) it generatesry cu the gband where:
rermainign 6 point positions vary with 8 pointson the inside and3 paints on the cutside of thegband.

   

When Clipping is enabled for gbands,the test retains all the points
lying ON or INDISEthe gbands wheras discardsall the points lying OU TSIDEthe

gbandsviz performs culling

Change 71348 on 2002/12/16 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop

RealDOT — 1 by default
Change 71174 on 2062/12/14 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r406

Added 3 newtests

Change 71173 on 2002/12/14 by csampayo@il_csampayo2_r400
Adding new SU polyamide culling texts

Change 71144 on 2002/12/13 by marki@markf_r400_win_marlboro

yadda, yadda
Change 71126 un 2602/12/15 by georgev@devel_georgev_1400_lin 

Added new tests.

Chango 71071 on 2002/12/15 byctaylor@fl ctaylor r400 diwin marlboro
Addfunction to RC to allow test-level interface to enable random hi-z kills for random

testing.
Added fuction call to r400sc_rand.cpp
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added: random testing for sp

Change 71588 on 2062/1 2/16 by markf@imarkf_r166_lt_marlboro
New simple test for tile buffer debug

Change 71584 on 2602/12/16 by yslang@ygiangr400_linux_marlbora
fixed: ernu time out

 Change 71579 on 2002/12/16 by georgew@devel_georgev
Added new tests and fixed old ones

Change 71573 on 2002/12/16 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
added stress Lest for los which will use all priutitive and tessellution type. It is nul

complete yet

Change 71593 on 2662/12/16 byashishs@fl 
 The purpose ofthis testisto test frustum clip planes for pointlist.

The test generates 28 textured points in an orderly fashion around the frustum planes. Le
(top.left right,bottom frustum edge) it generates 7 points on each plane. Out of the 7 points, 1
point lies eactly on the frustum plane whereas the remainign 6 point positions vary, with 3 poiats
on the inside and 3 points on the outside of the frustum.

This test generates additionally 6 points for the near and the far planes andthe clip space
is defined ta be OGH. clip space. Out of the 6 points, 3 paints are clase to the near plane wherss 3
points are close ta the far plane. Similarlyout of the 3 points 1 point ies outside, pointlies on
the frustum plane and the 3rd pointlies inside the frustum plane.

 

When Clipping is enabied for frustum,the test retainsall the points|lying ON or INDISEthe frustum wheras discards all the points lying OUTSIDEthefrestum viz performsculling
 

Change 71502 on 2002/12/16 by omesh@omesh1400linusmarlboro_only_devel
Addcd 2 valid teste:

(Not using the PAsample ma:
Even ifTrender subpixel tiaugles, ke SX->RB quad mask waveforms don't show the

right detail masks of the right samples being rendered to
The only 2 valid testcasesin this file are "OnePixelSFragments"and

"OnePixelithFragment".

 using a diffcront way of hitting specific samples in screen space
 

Change 71501 on 2602/12/16 by omesh@omesh_400_linux_mariboro_onlydevel

Added missing texture constant programm ing needed for resalve a few days
age, but fergct to checkthis file in. The resolve seems to work, but
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Added SERTALIZE to VFD utilityto allow aufo-gen tests ta run both faster and more
realistically.

Change 71056 on 2002/12/13 byctaylor@fl ctaylor r400 dowin marlboro

re-enable perf counters

Change 70967 on 2002/12/13 byashishs@tl shishsr400_win 

the problem with the carlior checkin solved using
render_engine.Wait_Gfx_Idle_NoFlush, . Clipping also enabled.

‘The test currently has a problera in which the some clipped points dont get the correct
texture. Need to checkifits an aliaising effect.

Change 70958 on 2002/12/13 by ashishs@fi_: nishsr400_win

‘The test renders 128 paints. 64 points with point size from vertex export and 64 points
with point size from state registers of SU alternating each time. Alsoit varies the point size for
the 64 points with point size from vertex export alternating between 2 different point sizes. The
points are clipped using 6 UCPclip planes viz 64 combinations thereby generating 64 ca:
cach of the point size type viz vertex export 64 cases and SU state registers 64 combinatic   
parameter generation feature.

‘The test currently has a problem in which
size from the vertex cxport which is under reviow.

last row of the points dent vary the point
ippingisdisabled until review.

 
 

Change 70883 on 2002/12/12 by csampayo@tlcsampayo2_r400

Adding new SU pointtest for size in vertex

Change 70838 on 2002/12/12 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro
Adiled new teats.

Change 70753 on 2002/12/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r199_win_laptop
Update.

Change 70742 on 2003/12/12 by mkelly@Al_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

ROMdisable pixel pipes 2 and 3
Change 70739 on 2002/12/12 by mkelly@tloikelly_1400_win_laptep

ROMbad pipe disable 2 & 3 vertex pass

Change 70730 on 2002/12/12 by mkelly@fil_mkellyr400_win_laptep
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PA_SC_ENHANCE.PRR_ROW_WRAP_DISARLF fest

Change 70726 on 2062/12/12 byashishs@fl_ashishs1i06_win
updated comments and description. corrected cull radius in the test. generalised the test

30 that the point size can be entered using state registers in SU as well as vertex expotdata using
a single variable. (there doesn't seem to be problem with the texture as mentioned before
because at low resolution its due to aliasing effect}

Chanec 70720 on 2002/12/12 by mkelly@fi mkclly 1400 win laptop

ROM disabled pipes 2 and 3

Change 70665 on 2002/12/12 byashishsi@il_ashishs1400_win

Sample test showing texture failure with vertex export point size. The texture breaks with
ut sizes of 8, 16 but pay: ih puint size of 32. Also the texture breaks only on vertex export

paint size and not on the SU point size present. (the test has controls to enable/disable the vertex
export point size)

  

Change 70567 on 2062/12/11 by viviana@viviana_crayola_linux_orl
Test to read the rbbm bus reads.

Change 70546 on 2002/12/11 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro
Changed for different picterc on output.

Change 70539 on 2002/12/11 by geargev@idevel_genrgev_r400_lin?_martbora

Added new tesis for predicated mova and sets.

Change 70463 on 2002/12/11 by ashishs@ashishs_crayola_linux_orl

Changed this file to ran on Hnux. The test had problems with the Index buffer been
written te memory multiple tumes unnecessarily.

Changs 70450 on 2002/12/11 by veoclG@fl veocl2

added r400vgi_hos_ti_adaptive_complex test

Change 70448 on 2002/12/11 by vgoel@ti_veoel?
modifed for highortesscllation level and also added texture mapping

Change 70416 on 2002/12/11 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2

changed the input texture file name trom *.bmp to *.BMP
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Change 70088 on 2002/12/16 by omesh@ma_omesh
Reverted backfor the One Pixel

cannot change a register state within the 33featured for this.

 
 

use seperate contexts for each fragment. I
it. as there is no héw synchronization

Change 70053 on 2062/12/16 by omesh@ nesh_140G_linux_marlboro_onlydevel 

 to, at the RBT -> RBC interface. RC -> RB onlysends a single
consolidated packedtile which is probablyexpanded into8tiles.

Change 69948 on 2002/12/10 by rramsey@rramsey_crayola_linux_orl

add usage comments

Change 69945 on 2002/12/16by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_diwin_marlbora

Update SC rand shell for new RTStrackers.
Change 69901 on 2002/12/16 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_ marlboro 

Added simple movetest.

Change 69878 on 2002/12/10 byctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_dtwin_martboro
Small update to SCrands
Fix Perf Counter PA bug with uninitialized select values.

Change 69834 or 2002/12/09 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro

Added predicated kill tests.

Change 69833 on 2002/12/09 by csampayn@ifl_csampayo_r400

Update fortiling
Change 69715 on 2062/12/09 byctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_diwin_marlboro

Add performancetest.

Change 69714 on 2062/12/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Fix print title...

Change 69709 on 2002/12/09 by omesh@omesh_r40C_linux_maribora y_devel 

Added 1 pixel testcases.
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Change 70344 on 2002/12/11 by rramsey@RR AMSEY_P4_ra06_win

fix problem with loading stipple repeat count value
Change 70329 on 2002/12/11 by omesi(@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Checked in a corner case for OnePixel8Fragments with all Red samples for
the one pixel.

Change 70306 on 2002/L2/11 by rramscy@rramecy crayola linux orl

Add randomization for perf countters

Change 70305 on 2002/12/11 by kevinc@kevino_ri00_win_marlboro

Added format comp cases to small prim, as well as 4x4, 8x8, and 16x16
(ARGB8888uly Lor new)

 Change 70246 on 2002/12/10 by graye@chipregress_orl
fixed test name

Change 70236 on 2002/12/10 by markf@markf_tip_r40¢_linux_mariboro

Fixed Initinity and NaN cases
Change 70208 on 2602/12/10 by markf@markf tip r400 linux marlboro

Fixed ta give infinity and NaN equal weight

Change 70169 on 2003/12/10 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlbora
New tests added.

Change 70160 on 1602/12/10 by csampayo@ifl_csampaya?_r40
Renabletests:
r4Gvet cvent handling 03
r400vet_event_handling_04
Add tests:
ra00vgt_real_time_events_03
rAO0vet_real_time_events_04

Change 70151 on 2602/12/10 by mkelly@fl_mikelly1403winlaptop

change to wail_gfxidle_noflush before read back ofstatus regs
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Change 69692 on 2002/12/69 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Enablc clipper vertex reordering bydefault and updatc two test golds for regress ¢ tomatch...

Change 69668 on 2002/12/69 byashishs@a! shs_1460_win
 initial checkin of perspective divide

respectto frastum
ipping tests with differentpri itive positions with

Change 69466 on 2002/12/69 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint on new test...

Change 69640 on 2602/12/69 by omeshi@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Made some changes to make snre the sample mask is set correctly in the
PA, to make sure | render only a single sample within a single 1 for
all 8 frsements. The waveforms don't show the right nuraberoftil
probes coming down, neither does the course sample mask seem correct.

  

Change 69628 un 1602/1 2/69 by csunpayo@flcsampayo2_r4oe

Adjust image size fortiling
Change 69617 on 2002/12/09 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux marlboro only devel

Added some simplified 1 Pixel testcases for Bill Lawiess.

Change 69604 on 2002/12/69 byllefebwr@ilefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu

Backing out the change to the muladd that broke many regression tests.

Change 69570 on 2603/12/09 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update test to dump vertex arrayfor debugging...
Change 69566 on 2002/12/69 by mkelly@fl_oikelly1403win_laptop

Read viz querystatus registers using rdQ0vel_vi7z_qnery_O1 as baseline.
 Change 69422 on 2062/12/66 by markf@markftip_r400_linux_mariboro

Fixed

Change 69362 on 2002/12/66 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Added code to turn off multisampling for the resolve pass. Thisstill
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dida't make Ube resolve produce any colors on Lhe final image.

Change 69311 on 2002/12/06 by omesh@omeshr4@0_bnux_marlboro_oni 

Increased coverage of the test, so that the output image contains an
easilydistinguishable visual result.

Change 69294 on 2062/12/06 by omesh@omesh_1460_linux_marlboro_o 

Aade some test fixes: Movedcenter of sampling area to top left of pixel (where Iintended it to
be). Added some RB registers that were net programmed.

Change 69266 on 2062/12/06 by bbuchner@fl_bbuchner_r466_win

corrected instances where I/O signals were being used.
4

Chunuge 69250 on: 2002/12/06 by emeshi@uu 7400_Hnux_turiboro_only_devel

Added a second seperate surface to test that is meant for the resolved
result. 1 now dump both the multisampled as well as the resolved image.
The resclved image looks wrong. (All black}

Change 69158 on 2002/12/06 byllefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Mere HWprecision fixes for the interpolators. New matches perfectly HWfor regular
cases. Still « problem with verylarge numbers (but theyare not used in the regression yet).

 Change 69153 on 2602/12/06 byIseiier @seiler_r400_win_maribore2

Fixes minor bugs in resolve code and test

Change 69080 on 2002/12/06 by markf@markftip_400_linux_marlboro
Added more test cases

Change 69008 on 2002/12/05 by marki@markt_tipr400_linux_marlboro

Madethe verts of the rectangle more random

Chunge 68976 on 2002/12/05 by vguel@lh_veodl2

moditied test for tracing bug
Change 68960 on 2002/12/05 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

updated

Change 68926 on 2002/12/03 by markt@imarkttip_r400_linux_marlboro
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The test has a bug currently in which the edgeflag setting averrides the potymadelinefill
algorithm thereby showing up and extra edge for the POL YGON(commonedges between the 2
triangles of a POLYGON)
Change 68860 on 2602/12/05 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2?_marlboro

Added predicated exports.
 Change 68844 on 2002/12/05 by csampayo@fl_csampay

Updated linear surfaces deis

Change 68839 on 2002/12/05 by omesh@omes! r4Q0_hnux_mariboro_only_deve!

Added 2 testcases perfile to test SWAP with 128 bit per pixel color, as
Mark told me that this combination showed a bug.

Change 68823 or 7602/12/05 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

‘The test haz a bug currently in which the edgeflag setting overrides the polymede linefilt
algorithm thereby showing up and extra edge for the QUAD STRIP(common edge between the
2 triangles of a QUAD)

 Change 68803 on 2002/12/05 by omesh@omesh_r460_Nnux_martboro_onty_devei 

   
Fixed the opeods I was in the pixel shader (It was wrongearlier,
uscd for regular texture fotch, not multisampled texture fetch).
However, now the Texture Pipe asserts, so I have informed Jocelyn aboutthis.

 
 

Change 68809 on 2002/12/05 by markti@markttipr400_linux_marlboro
Added some more random test cases

Change 68787on 2662/1 2/05 by ashishs@il_ashishs_r406_win

‘The test has a bug currently in which the edgeflag setting overrides the pelymode linefill
algorithm thereby showing up and extra edge for the QUAD_LIST(common edge between the 2
triangles of a QUAD)

Change 687865 on 2002/12/08 by omesh@omesh_1406_Hnox_mearlbora_only_devel

Fixed the FETCH_COLOR_FRAGMENTSfield.
Change 68785 on 2002/12/05 by sallen@sallen_i466_lin_marlboro

ferret: lock for context_done in reg stream to indicate context busy.

Change 68784 on 2002/12/05 by omesh@omesh_r40¢_linux_marlboro_onlydevel
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Tacreased range of vertex positions from 32 ta 64

Change 68996 on 2002/12/05 by vaoel@fl_vaoel2
modified this test to output one object for debugging purpose. 

Change 68878 on 2062/12/65 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4¢0_win
addedtests:
r490ci frustum LR TB Oi

 
r400vie_z_fmt_02
r400vie_z_fint_03
rad0vie_z_fint_04

Change 68870 on 2002/12/65 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win
Features Tested:frastum clipping: LRTB clip cases
Test Purpose:simple LRTBclip c: 9 primitives, each primitive has a different
combination cf clipping contrat set for vertex 2
Expected Results: Theprimitives generated are as follows
1. Noclipping
2. Clipped on left edge of view?
3. Clipped on right of viewing
4. Clipped on tap edge of view
5. Clipped on top‘left comer

  
  

 
 
 

 
 
 viewing frastum

 
6. Clipped ontop/right corner of viewing frustam
7. Clipped on bottom edge of viewing frustum
8. Clipped on bottom/Ieft corner of viewing frastum9. . Clipped on bottom/right comer of viewing frustum

Change 68862 on 2002/12/05 by ashishs@ifl_ashishsr400_win

tests having primitive types as QUAD LIST.QUAD STRIP and POLYGON. Each tost
premuting various edgeflag combinations for the primitive edges. UCP Clipping enabled with 4
planes aud primitve mapped with 8 lexture mz 

Currently all these 3 tests have a problem in which the edgetlag setting overrides the
polymodelinefill algorithm and hence causing extra edges to show show up inside the primitive.
(the extra edges are the edges commonto triangles inside the primitives)

Change 68861 on 2602/12/05 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
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Afirst cut at the multisample texture fetch and resolvetests. bump View
doesn't displaythe output image correctly. Its probablynot ready for
the resolve yet. Will conform with Jocclyn 

Chunge 68768 on 2602/12/65 by ukelly@e_mkelly1400_win_luplop
Fix read back

Change 68742 on 2002/12/05 by markf@markf tip r400 linux marlboro

Limited interpolant range ta 0.0 to 1.6

Change 68683 on 2002/12/65 by marki@imarkf_1400_win_marlboro

Added simple pass thra shader for interpolation tests

Change 68615 on 2002/1 2/04 by omesh@omesh_1400_lintux_marlhara_only_devel

Added 7 testcases to test RB fog blending in COLOR_8 mode.
Change 68612 on 2002/12/64 by markf@imarkf1466_win_marlboro

Simple test for intenpolaters

Change 68577 on 2062/12/04 by abeaudin@abcaudin_r400_win_marlboro
fixed blender precision problem

Change 68542 on 2062/12/04 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Fixed Buzilla bug#886. Color Maskplane bits nowreplicate within 32 bit
word, based on numberof bytes per pixel.

Change 68507 on 2002/1 2/04 byHefebur@iefebvre_laptop_r406_emn

The emulator was off by1 bit in the adder. Need to update golds... Theyshould not
missmatch by more than 1 LSB.
Change 68486 on 2002/12/64 by omedi@omest400_linux_inariburo_only_devel

Fixed bugzilla bug#887, explicitly sending down alpha channelfor alt
vertices, so emulator and hAv don't mismatch. Haven't iested this fix
though.

Change 58425 on 2602/12/64 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add RealDOT dword= to both scripts, must manually set to 1 for test
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Change 68424 un 2602/12/04 by usttistis@ilavhislisr400_win

updated to run on Unix

Change 68421 on 2002/12/04 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
cleaned up unused code

Change 6442on 2002/1 2/04 by llefebvr@ilefebvre_laptopr4U0_emu
  This is a test crror. Sincethetest is using CC to inercase the ran;

you modify PS_BASE vou also madify which constant gets picked fo
should have used KO instead to regardiess of PS_BASEthe same constantitest has been correctedto reflect this

ee nc addresses, whenange increase, You
's always picked. The

  

Change 68413 on 2002/12/04 by rramsey@RRAMSEYP4r400_win
Comstrain stipple_repeat load so that the value is greater thantre curren count

 Remove reset of stipple_state register after a packet with aut
not needed any more dueto the constraint on stipple_repeat loads
)reset= KMEVER, sinceit is

Add randomization for sc_one_quad and quad_order

Change 68383 on 2002/12/04 by markf@markf_r400_linux_maribora
Fixed build error

Change 68368 on 2602/12/64 byashishs@fl_ashishs_1460_win

updated te work on linux

Change 68367 on 2002/12/04 byjhoule@jhoule_r403_win_mariboro
Various updates:
- Supports loading of cube maps
- Support automatic ordering of mip levels (when no levelis specified)
- Support for constants in pixel and vertex shaders (starting at 0 for each}
- Exception trapping
- Static allocation workaround (for old primi issue related to RTTE)

Change 68365 on 2002/12/04 by vivianai@viviana_crayola_linux_orl

Took out the writes and reads of the viz querystatus registers.
Change 68342 on 2602/12/04 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_ marlboro 

Init loop counters in default.
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fixed: wasn't doing the right Hit function before

Change 67962 on 2602/12/02 by vaoel@fl_veoel2
added adaptivetri-patch test

Change 67969 on 2062/12/02 by vgoel@f_vgoel?
and modified these tests added adaptive line patch and rect patch tests to test_li

to export to onc DWORD for onc index ptr.

Change 67932 on 2002/12/62 byashishs@f1_ashistis_r406_win

updated since failing in tiled mode

Change 67910 on 2002/12/02 by mkellvG@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Set. nan_retain in CT. to false.

Change 67896 on 2002/12/02 by vgoel@fl_wzoel2
added adaptive line patchtessellation test

Change 67881 on 2602/12/62 by georgev@jdevel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlbore

Initialized unused loopsfor | op_2 test.
Change 67857 on 2062/12/02 by ygiang@ygiangr400_linex_marlboro

fixed: bugsin test cases

Change 67849 on 2002/12/02 by smess@smose_crayola_linux_orl_regress
modified for Linux

Change 67847 on 2002/12/02 by vgoel@f_vgoel2

stored index pointers to rect patches in one dword
Change 67801 on 2602/12/02 by mkelly@l_uikelly1400_win_luptup

Set R4U0HardwareAccurate to default on in beth scripts.
Set Tiling to default on in both scripts.

Change 67782 on 2002/12/02 by rramsey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_win

temp fix to get rands passing vstb_sc

Change 67779 on 2002/12/02 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
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Change 68273 on 2002/12/63 by yelune@ygiungr400_linux_tuarlbore

fixed: alu constant index

Change 68269 on 2002/1 2/03 by markf@markfr4¢¢_win_merlboro
Simple test for fast color clear and fast color expand.

 Change 68191 on 20: 2/03 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptopr4i00_emu

new implementation of thc DOT product. Currently tumedoffby default. Need to set
RealDOTto 1 in registryfile to turn it on. Changed regular mulladd to reflect implementation
changes as well.

Change 68173 on 2002/12/63 byashishs@fl_ashishsr/00_win

To Test Culling when UCPsare enabled

Change 68154 on 1002/12/03 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlharo_only_devel

Fixed bugzilla#8$1 to program the number formai in RB correctly, basedon the color surface format used.

Change 68126 on 2002/12/03 by ashishs@tl_ashishsr40d_win

Te check Z multiply 1/W using VIX_Z_FM
parameter cache indices is maintained.

 = 0 Texture inchided to assureintegrity of 

Change 68088 on 2602/12/63 by mikel @fl_mkelly1400win_laptep

Remove SC hostest for the time being

Change 68977 on 2002/12/03 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr460_win
fixed texture related problem

Change 68073 on 2002/12/03 by mamsey@RRAMSEYP4r400_win

Enhance se script
Can disable pa sims with ‘nopa' cmd Line arg

ith coverage on linux with ‘cov’ cd line ag
pause regression by touching panse_regression in test directory
 
  

Change 67985 on 2062/1 2/02 by markf@markf_riGG_win_mertboro
Added the test cases

Change 67969 on 2003/12/62 by yglang@ygiang_r400_linux_marlboro
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updated

Change 67778 on 2002/12/62 by markf@markf 1460 It marlboro
Add source file

Change 67739 on 2002/12/62 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
XY multiply VV usin:

parameter cache indices is main
VTX XY IMT=6 Toxture included to assure integrity ofained.

 
 

Change 67756 on 2002/12/01 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win

To check the W6bit in the VTE_CITLregister. primitive mapped with $ textures,
 Change 67748 on 2002/12/61 by ashishs@r shis_1400_witt

vte test: ‘fo check the WU bit in the VIE_CNIL register

Change 67548 on 2002/11/29 by smess@smoss crayola linux orl regress
increaved timeout

 Change 67318 on 2002/11/27 by ysieng@ygiangr400_linux_maribora
added:more mova tests

Change 57302 on 2002/11/27 by yglane@ygiang_r400_linux_marlboro
more sp tests

Change 67285 on 2002/11/27 by ygiane@ivgiang_r400_linux_marlboroe
fixed: test cases

 Change 67277 on 1002/11/27 by seorgev@devel_seorgev_1400_lin2_marlboro
 

Added and fixedtests
 

Change 67273 on 2002/11/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r460_win_laptop

Verify SU_SC_MODEpersp corr disable
 Change 67256 on 2002/LL/27 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_linux_:

edit for Linux

Change 67255 on 2002/LL/27 by mkelly@fil_mkellyr400_win_laptep
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Updlate test to pass at GC level, inclading alloc TIT.E memoryandserting CMASK

Change 67254 on 2002/11/27 byjhoule@jhoule_r109_win_marlboro
Updated SET_TEX_LOD code generator for new syntax.

 Change 67244 on 2662/11/27 by mkelly@8_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update.
Change 67170 on 2002/11/27 by bwise@tl_hwise_r40¢_win

Test clean up

Change 67133 on 2062/11/26 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SU TESTS

Change 67131 on 2002/11/26 by ygiang@ygiangr400_linuz_mariboro

added: sp movatests
Change 67101 on 2002/11/26 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

This is a sample test to verity the barvcentric coordinates. The test generates a color band
texture of8 colors with each cclor varying from the lowest intensity to the highest intensity(0-
255). The teat v ispiay size of 256X256 so that cach row in the framcBuiferDump has a
different intensity for each color band. The primitve is then clipped with guard bands
and6 clipping planes and the result is verified with unclipped image(same test with clip disable}

df the HWaccurate mode isnt on then the image will have the center rows 128 and 129
with the samecolor intensities but the preblem disappears when HWacourate modeis turned on)

  
 
  

Change 67081 on 2002/11/26 by veoel@fi_vzgoel2

modified to incinde prim_order and pixel shacler is modified

Change 67061 on 2002/11/26 by ashishs@#fl_ashishs_r400_win
updated

Change 67056 on 2602/11/26 by georgew@ldevel_georgev_1400_lin?_marlbore

Ooops. Made negative.

 Change 67055 on 2002/11/26 by georgew@idevel_georgev_r400_lin
Added new tesis.
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Newtest to test the reads from the rbbm - sc black.

Change 66683 on 2002/11/28 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
More &C EWcoordstesting...
Fix regress_1400 lo unzip framebul with option z

Change 66678 on 2002/11/28 by vgoel(at!_vgoel?
added test ra0Gvet hos PNT adaptive complexte test list
changed r400vgt_hos_PNQ_adaptive_complex.cpp to include prim_order

Change 66605 on 2002/11/25 by ashishs@)fl_ashistsr400_win

updated comments
Change 66584 on 2002/11/25 by mkellyG@f_mikelly_1400_win_luptup

SC HWcoordsextremity testing...

Change 66576 on 2002/11/25 by mkellv@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

Baryceulric lest ou SC HWcoords extranes

Change 66543 on 2002/11/24 by ygiang@ygiangr400_linuz_mariboro
added: fog and other sp tests

Change 66537 on 2002/11/24 by mmantor@mmantor_r400_win

increased timeout_mex in test for Pipe disable testing

Change 66505 on 2602/11/23 by smoss@smosz_crayola_linux_orl_regress

<Orlando Hardware Regression Results >

Change 66401 on 2062/11/22 byyoiang@ygiangr100_win_marlbore_p4
changes for hardware accurate mode

Change 66374 on 2002/11/22 by ygiang@ygiang_r400_limmx_marlbora
added: tests with new names

Change 66373 on 2002/11/22 byygiang@ygiangr400_linux_maribore
deleted: ald test name

Change 66372 on 2002/11/22 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2?_marlboro
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Change 66906 on 2602/11/26 by omedi@omesh400_linux_imariburo_onlydevel

increased emulator timeout some more, as 2 of the testcases(ail and
fog_random failed last night's regression due to the timeout)

 

Change 66905 on 2002/11/26 by omesh(@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Changedtheother tests that used the memoryfill fiction to do a seperate allocate andJoad for all sets of
vertex data,

Change 66878 on 2002/LL/25 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
 

This is a sample test to verify the perspective divide feature of the VTE along
with clipping. Primitve Type : TRIANGLE LIST with 2 triangles torming a rectangle texture
inapped with & textures. Clipping enabled with horizonat! and vertical guard bands and 6 ucp clip
planes.

(ound differeuces in clipped and uuclipped images. under review)

 

Change 66869 on 2002/11/25 by csampayo@Htl_csampayo2_r400

Adjust non-RTS rect and RTS rect sizes
Change 66868 on 1602/11/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r406

Added new RTS test

Change 66841 on 2602/LL/25 by goorgew@devel goorgcv 1406 lin? marlboro
New fests added.

Change 66797 on 2002/11/25 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlbora
Added new tests.

Change 66771 on 2602/11/25 by vesel@flvgoel2

added prim_order and correct few cpp files.
Change 66770 on 2002/LL/25 by omesh(@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Added load vertex code within the render loop to allocate different sections of memoryinstead of
reusing the same section. (This dces not require the wait_efx_idleQ call to synchronizebetween various
passes of memorywrites). If this works, Iwill change all the otherfiles for John Chen.

Change 66727 on 2002/11/25 by viviana@iviviana_crayola_linux_orl
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Added newtests.

Change 66367 on 2062/11/22 by csampayo@#il csampayo 7400

Updated test list wud test tracker for le following tests:
r400vgt_real_time_evenis_O1
r400vet_real_time_evenis_02

  

Change 66361 on 2002/11/22 by csampayo@fl csampayo? r40c
Add new RTS test

Change 66360on 2002/11/22 by csampayo@#tl_csampayo2_r40d

Fix initialization of context 0 and general cleanup

Change 56343 on 2002/11/22 by yalang@ygiang_r400_linex_martbora
added: shader mova test

Change 66300 on 2602/11/22 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Removed the wait_gfx_idieQ call within loops. There's now just one atthe endof the test. 1 must have overlooked these tests when I did the
others. Also compiled them to checkthat they all compile.

 

Change 66265 on 2002/11/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1403winlaptop

Test baryc interpelation of a single line -4k to (12k-1) range in X major

Change 66169 on 2002/11/22 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Ouly unzip a framebul file if that file is to be compared...

Change 66111 on 2002/11/21 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 66093 on 2002/11/21 by yeiune@ygiung1400_linex_marlbore

fixed: alt constant reg in test

Change 66025 on 2002/LL/21 by goorgew@devel gcorgcv 1400 Lin? marlboro
Added new tests.

Change 66098 on 2002/11/21 by omesh@omesh_r100_linux_marlboro_onlydevel
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 Added tile buffer initialized v sof the Depil lests that use
Larry's tile buffer data wardinitialization routines from addrenur (Ch
and .c)

Change 65995 on 2062/11/21 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_emu_regress
increased timeout

Change 65994 on 2002/11/21 by rramsey@RKAMSEYP4r400_win

to sc.v - Put in new methodfor context managementto fix failing vizq test
Add DISABLE_RBBM_FILTERparameter so we caa test with all rbbmdata

flowing

rand_r400sc.ch - Add some commenting to rtt sim report files

Change 65987 on 2002/11/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 65973 on 2002/11/21 byllefebvr@llefebvr_r40C_linux_marlboro
fixing constant setup bug in the test

Change 65888 on 2062/11/21 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_maribore
 

Added ten_loops.
Change 65854 on 2002/11/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep

Update

Change 65847 on 2062/11/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly+400_win_laptep
Update...

Change 65842 on 2002/11/21 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

removed the dump file compares

Change 653832 on 2002/11/21 by mkelly@f_uikelly_1400_win_laptop

Fix agp_r handling cause I brokeit with previous check-in :}
Chanec 65830 on 2002/11/21 by gcorgev@devel gcorgev r400 lin? marlboro

Added more looptests.

Change 65828 on 2002/11/21 by mkelly@ii_mkelly1400_win_laptop
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updated to compare frameRufferDump, VapV300, ClipGa_alg arid SuScan

Change 65511 on 2002/11/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
add anothertricky poly offset quick test to regress_e...

Change 65509 on 2602/11/20 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

changed frameBufferDump in multiples of 32
Change 65503 on 2602/11/26byashishs@il_ashishs_1400_win

updated the irameRufterLDumpin raultiples of 32

Change 65487 on 2002/11/20by mkelly@fil_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Update...

Change 65481 on 2002/11/20 by mkelly@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 65477 on 2602/11/20 by sutuss@stnose_crayola_linux_orl_regress

added rom_sc.dmp
Change 65420 on 2062/11/19 by ashishs@fl ashishs 400 win

updated for texture related problem.
for each texture added

point_texture_constant.setMIP_FILTER(TFeichConst::Mip_BaseMap);

Change 68410 on 2602/11/19 byashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win

ucp clipping oftriangle strip mapped with 8 textures with edgeflag combinations
Change 65395 on 2002/11/19 byashishs@fl_ashishs400_win

edgefise clipping with 8 textures. (primitive types: Triangle with WFT.AGS &
TRIANGLE BAN?

Changc 65369 on 2002/11/19 by gcorgev@devel gcorgev r400 lin? marlboro
Consolidated SQ tests.

Change 65367 on 2062/1 1/19 by Hlefebvr@llefebwre_lapiop_r100_emu
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* Added option -w, where the user can define the Ssrc_path, this will

allow regre QU script to run when Perforce is down. The user
needs to hardcode his $sre_path in regress_r400, Search on variable
Suse_default_root and edit $src_path in the else clause.  

 

» Fixed bug when reading in multiple cormpare arguments in test_list

Change 65827 on 2U0Z/1 1/21 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_hn2_maribora

Buttoned up test because we'rs not using it amymore.

Change 65768 on 2602/LL/20 by ygiane@yeiangr400_linex_marlbora

added: move w/ max alu constant regs use

Change 65751 on 2002/11/20 by veosl@fi_veoel2

changed it back ta displaying 28 objects

Change 65745 on 2002/11/20 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlbore
XPLATformatof variable deciaration.
Cleanup of variables and flags; still some left, but should be easier now.

Flag -vonly happens under UNIX.
Change 65630 on 2602/11/20 by mkeliy@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

Fix uninitialized W.

Change 65610 on 2007/11/20 by ygiane@ygiangr400_linux_maribora

fixed: triangle sizes for debug

Change 65584 on 1603/11/20 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

regression files
Change 65538 on 2002/LL/20 by abeaudi: @abeaudin_ri00_win_marlboro 

adding rb tests

Change 65533 on 2002/11/20 by vaoel@Fl_vgoel2
changed test temporarily to output one Line curve

Change 65527 on 2002/11/20 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr400_win
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This wasn't hung. Jnst took a lot of time. | reducedthe loop count fo something mare
reasonable. Also charged the R400_NAN to FRCOOCOR,

Change 65318 on 2002/LL/19 by omesh@ma omesh

Added anexplicit static cast for a couversion fromint->cuunt. These lexis should also
now compile on Windows,as I verified

Change 65282 on 2002/11/19 by vaoel@fl_vgoel2
added r400vgt_hos_pnl_adaptive_complex to geld

Change 65279 on 2002/11/19 by mkeliy@H_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update
Change 65249 on 2002/11/19 by utkelly@f_imkellyr400_win_luplop

‘Test which shows an interpolator bug..

Change 65239 on 2062/11/19 by csampayo@fl caampayo2 1406

Updated for proper liming between packets

Change 65234 on 2002/11/19 by csampayo@itl_csampayo_1400
Added 3 new VGT tosts and updated test list and test tracker accordingly

Change 55219 on 2002/LL/19 by mkeliv@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

regress_e face bit check...

Change 65199 on 2002/LL/19 by Llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

There were two problems with this test:
J) Thefirst pass pixel shader wasn't exporting anything thus the SX wasn't sending

anything to the RBs hence the hang. You should never have a dummypixel shader if there are
pixel generated.2) The time allowed to the test was too short. I incremented it to 16000 (was 1000).

 

T tank the apportinity to de seme code cleannp as well. Rerun other memoryexport. fests
to make sure ! did not break anything.

Change 65189 on 2002/LL/19 by mkeliy@fl mkclly 1400 win laptop

Regress_e test to check XY position with combinations of CENTERs, CENTROIDs

Change 65181 on 2002/LL/19 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r190_win_laptop
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Short test for regress_e...

Change 63189 on 2002/1 1/19 by mkelly( _mkelly1400_win_laptop

Fix cull direction nowthat face bit detection is shader is working properly.
Change 65168 on 2602/11/19 by mkelly@t_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Fix cull direction to CW, now passes with interpolators face bit fix, change 64957.

Change 65161 on 2662/11/19 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

cleaned up code

Change 65056 on 2002/11/18 by ashishs@il_ashisis1400_win

redisgnedthis test since failing in tiled mode. Now the test passes the old linear dump as
well as the Tiled dump compare.

Change 65043 on 2002/11/18 by ygiang@ygiangr400_linuz_mariboro
 fixed: plex time outfor large triangle

Change 65005 on 2002/11/18 by omesh@omesh_r40G_linux_marlboro_oniydevel

Increased detault emulator timeoutof tests (809), to ensure they den't
timeout during nightly regressions. Don't know whythe sametests
factors of more craulator cycles.

  

Change 65002 on 2602/11/18 by georgew@ldevel_genrgev_r400_lin?_martbara

Changes to make

Change 64926 on 2002/11/18 by vgoel@f_vgoel2

added vgt_erp_prim_order type

Change 64906 on 2002/11/18 by ygiang@ygiangr100_linux_marlboro
modified: output channels

Change 64270 on 2062/11/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Fix for 2°23 bias...

Change 64863 on 2002/11/18 by csampayo@ifl_csampaye_lt_400
 ‘Temporarily coramentoutte:

r400vet_event_handling03
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Added the 7 test narnes for which | have generated golden images, to be
used with the "make rearess_e" target. Will add morelater.

Change 64542 on 2002/11/15 by omesh@omesh_r466_linux_mariboro_oniy_devel 

 Checking in golden result images for7 testcases which I can predict the image of
(otthand). The other

testcases, I would have to spend more timeto visuallyverify. Also checking in the magic
golden.Ist

file that supposedly keepstrack of tests marked as having goldenreaults.

Change 64525 on 2002/11/15 by mkell _mkelly1400_win_laptop

Golds for Frank Hsien's regression...
Change 64504 on 2002/11/15 by jloule@jhoule_1400_win_marlbore

Updated shader programs to new SET _* syntax.

Change 64501 on 2062/11/15 by omesh@omesh 466 linux marlboro only devel

Added “staadard”testcases for tests dat we wart tu include in dhe RB mini regression
These happen to

correspond to some bugs testcases which Alicia is probably working on. Forall future
golden images, we will

wait on trying to froeze the crulatorte be hardware accurate to 12 bits of blending andalso wait on Paul's
make target that would support testcase based galdenfile creation / regression.

Change 64455 on 2002/11/15 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
test case files for 32as8 and 32as88

Change 64425 on 2602/11/15 by abeaudin@labeandin_s400_win_marlboro

added fog test
Change 64399 on 2602/11/15 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_400_win

updatedfor texture related problem
for each texture added

point_textere_constant.setMIP_FILTER(TFetchConst:. Mip_BaseMap),

Change 64383 on 2062/11/14 by omesh@omesh_r406_linux_mariboro y_devel 
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r400vet_event_handling04

 Change 64858 on 20) L/LY by mkelly@ifl_mkellyr400_win_laptep 
Update same changelist 61027, 2°23 bias

Change 54848 on 2002/LL/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updated to change the framebufferLDump size

Change 64837 on 2002/LL/18 bv mkeliy@A mkelly r400 win laptop
 Add negative window offset to regress_e... 

Change 64829 on 2002/11/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr1G0_win

added triangies with edgeflags and texture test to the tracker

Change 64795 on 2002/11/18 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

*sqblockmodel.cpp was not adding the buffer offset for centriods whencenters andcentriods are sent.
* fixed gold for r400sc_msaa_8_primtypes_O1
* add r40osc_sp_sample_cntl_01 to SC regress_e to lock in this test and help minimize

future debugging efforts.

 
  

Change 64760 on 2002/LL/18 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Correct golds...

Change 64652 on 2002/LL/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Added wait without flush between packets
Change 64564 on 2002/LL/15 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

 

tests updated (vertex buffer not set properly causing tests to FALL, also added
render_engine.Wait_Gfx_IdleNo_Flush(}

 Change 64563 on 2002/LL/15 by ygiange@yeiang_1400_linux_marlbora

added: absolute alu constant registers test

Change 64562 on 2002/LL/15 byashishs@fl_ashishs160_win
ests updated (vertex buffer not set properly causing tests to FAIL, also added

render_engine.Wait_Gfx_Idle_No_Flush(;}

Change 64533 on 2002/11/15 by omesh(@omesh_1400linux_marlbero_onlydevel
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Increased emulator timeout for these tests. For some reason they worked earlier, but some
change in the emulator might have caused

these tests to take more "emulator cycles"than before. Verified that these teats don't
timcoui assert anymore, so they should pass

correctly with the next nightly regression.
 Change 64260 on 2062/11/15 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_marlbora

Modified test program to prevent sending TILED 1D textures.
Change 64354 on 2002/11/15 by ygiang@yeiangr400_linux_marlboro

fixed: for debug

Change 64310 on 2002/LL/15 by ramsey@iramsey_crayola_linux_ori
shell script Cor running emulator sc rands (works on linux wid win}
nuns pa and se testhenches

Change 64284 on 2002/LL/15 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r199_win_laptop
Update.

Change 64207 on 2002/LL/14 by veoel@fl_vgoela

added r400vgt_hosPNQ_adaptive_complex
Change 64205 on 2002/11/14 by vgosl@fi_vgocl2

modified reuse number and level of tessellation

Change 64200 on 2602/LL/14 byygiang@ygiangr400_linux_marlboro

 added: pixel cube test

Change 64162 on 2002/1L/14 by vesel@fl_vgoel2

added wait cycles after first pass
Change 64148 on 2002/LL/14 by rransey@RRAMSEY_P4_1400_witt

move flush back to end of test, add perfcounter setup/reads

Change 64125 on 2002/LL/14 byashishsGfi shs 1400 win

This test is intended to validate the clippper processing of the edge flags for the triangle
list primitive type

Clipping with 4 UCPs is enabled and actual clipping takes place
The edge flags for each primitive are permuted accrossall packets
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Each: pritilive has position, 2 colors and 8 textures.

 Change 64118 on 2002/11/14 by vgoel@tl_vgoel2

updated for not writing unknown value to expert memory. Also updated is gold.
 

Change 64086 on 2002/11/14 by veoel@f_veoel2
deleted these files

Changes 64082 on 2002/11/14 by veocl@fi veocl?

changed r403_local_tonemapping to MOGvet_local_tonemapping

Change 64068 on 2002/11/14 by mkelly@H_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Add if statement te avoid annoying message about canno! unzip an agp_rfile...

Change 64060 on 2002/11/14 by georgew@devel_genrgev_1400_lin?_marlbara

Fix bed regressions and putin tests for yung to use.
Change 64024 on 2002/11/14 by yeiang@veiangr400_linux_marlboro

fixed: else statement for random test case

Change 64023 on 2002/11/14 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update...

Change 64022 on 2662/11/14 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Add textured line to regress_e
Change 64017 on 2002/11/14 by mkellv@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update test to behave identically to syncs prior to 60942

Chanac 63973 on 2002/11/14 by kevino@kevino 1400 win raarlbore
 Removes nun-exisivit fet 32_as8float aud fint_32_as_8_8Moai 

Change 63954 on 2002/11/14 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_raaribora
Was missing a scmi-colon at the end of some ofthc muladd commandsin the ercated spfiles.

Change 63954 on 2002/11/14 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
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gald

Change 63728 on 2002/11/13 by srayc@chip_recress_orl
golds for chip sims

Change 63698 on 2662/11/13 by grayc@chip_regress_orl

gold checking
Change 63660 on 2602/11/13 by llefebvr@llefebwre_laptopr400_emu

New non constant fog test.

Change 63616 on 2062/11/13 by omesh@omesh_r40G_lnux_marlboro_onlydevel
Checked in a Lemporury lest Iain working on. Will rename later.

Change 63602 on 2002/11/13 by rramsey@RKAMSEYb4r4d0_win

change rands so we only wait afk idle once per case

Change 63599 un 2602/11/13 by mkellyG@i_uikelly_1400_win_luptup

To debug color change issue...
Changc 63595 on 2002/11/15 by mkclly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptep

Uncommenttest...

Change 63588 on 2002/11/13 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Comment out aborting test for the time being...

Change 63552. on 2002/11/12 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_It_r4o0

Updated test_list and test tracker for the following tests:ro0vet_mu! hader_O7
r4O0vet_multi_pass_pix_shader_08  

Change 63547 on 2002/11/12 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

Adding 2 new VGTroulti-pass pixel! shader tests with quad_order_enable bit on.
narlbore Change 63466 on 2062/11/12 by georgev@devel_georgew_r400_li

Changed comments, verifyinfinity works

Change 63464 on 2002/11/12 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
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fixed pitch select [ur texture durap te be rin of 32.

 Change 63928 on 20: 1/14 by mkelly@i_mkellyr400_win_faptep

Change gold path back to gold and not gold_tile_enabled!
Change 63927 on 2002/LL/14 by mkelly@fil_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Support for “agpr management and compare...

Change 63862 on 2002/11/13 by rmanapat@irmanapat r400 sun marlboro

Updated test so that ATLMEMPAKerror does not occur

Change 63859 on 2002/11/13 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_ri00

Added wait between passes to allow memory export to complete

Change 63852 on 2002/11/13 by yelane@ygiang_r466_linux_marlbora
fixed:unknowa value For vector

Change 63846 on 2002/11/13 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Updates for 8G counter update
 Change 63783 on 2002/11/13 byas @il_ashishsr460_win

sample texture tests for customization

Change 63768 on 2002/1 L/13 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added static render state because primlib can't seem to deal with dynamic onesall ofa sudden.

Change 63750 on 1602/11/13 by kevino@ikevino_r400_win_martbora

Fix pitch to min 32
Change 63739 on 2002/LL/13 by grayc@chip_regress_orl

golds for chip sims

Change 63733 on 2002/LL/13 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1193_win_laptop
Support <test_name>.agprin regress_r400

Change 63729 on 2002/11/13 by graye@chip_regress_orl
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sorted test_list

Change 63458 on 2002/LL/12 by ashishs@fl asnishs r400 win

update

Change 63441 on 2002/11/12 by Hlefebwr@Hetebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Adding movastress tests for the SQ.

Change 63435 on 2003/11/12 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..

Change 63359 on 2002/LL/12 by mkeliv@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Switch to tiling.

Change 63349 on 2002/11/12 by kevino@kevino_r100_linux_marlboro
Needed for smiallprim tests

Change 63333 on 2003/11/12 by smess@smoss_crayola_win

update golds
Change 63325 on 2002/11/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1403winlaptop

Modify for tiling...

Change 63313 on 2002/LL/12 by omesh@omesh_rt400_linux_mariboro_only_devel
Added ihe color_2_16_10_20_numiber_gatumta as upto 12 bit gana is now supported.

Change 63271 on 2007/LL/L1 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_r40c

Added explicit initialization of the quad_order_enable bit in PA_SU_SC_MODE_CNTL
register

Change 63233 on 2002/11/11 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win
 

edited comment

 Change 63232 on 2002/LL/11 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

Te: ard band clipping(TRIANGLE_WITH_WFLAGS}
6 priraitives in each of 4 quadrants.
Top Left Quadrant, gouraud shading
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Top Right Quadrant, FLAT SHADING with STARTvertex as provoking vix
T.awer Right Quadrant, FL.AT SHADING with END vertex as proveking vtx
Lower Left Quadrant, SLX TEXTURES, with COLORG astransparent
Expected Results: 6 primitives in each of four quadrants, guard band clipped

Change 63229 on 2002/11/11 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin?_mariboro
Added more random cases.

Change 63217 on 2002/11/11 byLefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu
 Fixing an error with loops in the SQ that caused

more predication tests.
0 loop indefinitely. Also adding some

 
Change 63182 on 2002/11/11 by mkelly@i_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

ASAA Primtypes SC for regress_¢

Change 63186 on 2602/11/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_t460_win_laptop

Multi-textures, big vertex for regress_¢
Change 63173 on 2002/11/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Add tast to regress_e, SCsample control XY positions

Change 63168 on 2062/11/11 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
update golds

Change 63143 on 2062/11/11 by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_dtwin_marlboro 

Changed randsto insert wait_efxidle between each packet to get around (temporarily)RBEBMissues.

Change 63113 on 2602/11/11 byHefebw@ilefebwre_laptap_ra66_ema

Submiting an example of how to use the SQ generated counters.
Change 63109 on 2002/11/11 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin?_marlboro

Fix seg fault,

Change 63101 on 2002/11/11 by hwise@fl_hwise_r460_win
Removed blank sapce at end of line which broke the:

exporl REGRESSDIFF_OPTIONS =IGNORE_DUMP_HEADERS

Change 63109 on 2002/11/11 byashishsi@ifl_ashish: :400win
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 Change 62748 on 2602/11/08 by ashishs@Jfl_ashishs_460_win

update
Change 62746 on 2002/11/08 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

adding more frastum clipping tests

Change 62733 on 2002/11/08 by vgoel@fi_veoel2
correctedthis test

Change 62731 on 2002/11/08 by csampayo@iil_csampayo2_r400

Update to RTS data
Change 62711 on 2602/11/08 by ashislis@llashishs1400_win

updated for last 3 vte tests viz r40Uvie_pos_neg_combos_(1/02/03

Change 62687 on 2002/11/68 by kevino@kevino r400 win marlboro
 Added texture dumps (pin and frammebuly

Change 62588 on 2002/11/07 by ceampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400
Initial check in of first RTS test

Change 62542 on 2002/11/07 by omesh@omest _T460_Linux_marlbero_oniy_devel

Added 11 more extensive fog with color blending tests. These tests are
the same asthe plain fog tests, except that they render half the colorsaturation value as before and write them to the destination. In the
secoud pass, dey re-reuder the same Widngles aud combine the earlier
half saturation from destination using color blending.

 

Change 62534 on 2002/11/07 by vgoel@fi_vaoel2
added rect adaptive tessellation test : still problem with tessellation Factors

Change 62568 on 2062/11/07 by georgev@ldevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marthara
 Added mul_prev? te

Change 62486 on 2602/11/07 by Lefebvr@llefebwre_laz prd00ema

New SQ predication tests.

Change 62456 on 2002/11/07 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
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 Tests gard band clipping(POT YGON}

4 primitives in 4 quadrants.
Top Left Quadrant, gouraud shading
Top Right Quadrant, FLAT SHADING with START vertex as provoking vtx
Lower Right Quadrant, FLAT SHADING with END vertex as provoking vtx
Lower Left Quadrant, SIX TEXTURES, with COLORS astransparent

Expected Results: 1 polygon in each of four quadrants, guard band clipped

Change 63071 on 2002/LL/11 by smoss@smoss crayola win
allowed vte to do L/w rather than su

Change 62910 on 2002/11/08 by csampayo@ilcsampayo_It_ri0d

Updated status in test tracker and added to test_list: r400vgt_real_time_events_01

Change 62841 on 2002/11/68 by omesh@omesh_1460_lHnux_marlhoro_onty_devel

Added another series of 4 multibuffer golden imagesto test if the golden release process
works for multibuffer dump testcases.
Change 62832 on 2002/LL/68 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Addedafirst gclden image to get familiar with the process and also verity that the golden
image release process is working
Change 62817 on 2602/11/68 by omesh@omesh_400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

 Added empty list
checking in golden images.

images marked as "golden"to start using Paul's gold_pl script ta start

 Change 62791 on 2002/LL/68 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro

Test. mova including rounding.

Change 62783 on 2002/11/68 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_ri00
Update to properly init RTS context

Change 62786 on 2002/1 1/68 by subad@subad_r400_win_marlboro

Updated
Change 62776 on 2002/LL/08 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly1400winlaptop

Add two new registery settings for bad pipe and SC packer optimize
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Switch from linear to tiling...

Change 62455 on 2002/11/67 by omesh@omesh 1400 linux marlboro only devel

Added LL more extensive fog tests. The emulator resulis of the random testcase
(fog_random) look strange and are ibly incorrect. Mil wait for the
first regression run beforeI file any bug. May add more testcases to
this file later this evening or tommorow.

 
 

Change 62419 on 2002/11/07 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep

Update for tiling...

Change 62411 on 2002/11/07 by grayc@chip_regress_orl
new Lest lists

Change 62398 on 2002/11/67 by mkeliy@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update for tiling...

Change 62315 on 1603/11/67 by ukelly@fl_inkelly_r400_win_luplop

Update to work with COLOR:SURF ACEclass and tiling mode
Change 62290 on 2002/11/07 by ramscy@RRAMSEYP4 1400 win

add to depet

Change 62276 on 1002/11/67 by georgev@idevel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlbora

Added mova_ficor tests to list.

Change 62258 on 2002/11/07 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.
Change 62238 on 2602/LL/66 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4C0_win

to show nan kill Por points
 Change 62168 on 2002/11/06 by georgev@idevel_seorgev_r400_Hn2_marlborc

 

Newtests for mova_fleor,

Change 62144 on 2002/11/66 by vasel@fl_vgoel?

added compex adaptive tessellation test for PNG and added some more cool images
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Change 62143 on 1062/11/66 by vgoel@fi_vgoel?

modified test For exporting to off-screen fram buffer
Change 62116 on 2002/11/06 by omesh@omesh_r46G_linux_marlboro_oniy_devel

Fixed a bugrelated to the 2nd pass of blending over the same triangles,
related to bringing out the effects of the Alpha channel using Color.

hed off the "MAKEVISUAL"option used to bring out Alpha using
is will reduce the number of render states sent te the CF ring

buffer and hopefully be within the limit of 7 renderstate sets.
Please note that the haw interface dump files will change and so will
the Color channel of the Framebufier. The Alpha channelof the
framebutfer should remain unchanged.

 

Change 62103 on 2602/11/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

VTEtest: prim type- Point, cycling 7. scale and 7. offset. through all bits inchiding sign
changes

Change 62079 on 2002/11/06 by ashishe@fl_ashishs r400_win
VTEtest: prim type- Point, cycling Y scale and Yoffset through al! bits including sign

changes

Change 62056 on 2602/11/06 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Make frame buffer dump multiple of 32 in DISP_X_DIMand DISP_Y_DIMfortiling

Change 62050 on 2602/11/06 by ashishsi@i_ashishsr400_win

VTEtest: prim type- Point, cycling X scale and X offset throughall bits including sign
changes

Change 62012 on 1002/11/06 by kevino@kevino_r400_linuwx_marlboro

Added test cases for simple2D_2x2 with a bunch of formats
Change 61904 on 2002/11/06 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Change dump boudaries to multiple of 32 so we can switchto tiling.

Change 61749 on 2002/11/05 by georgev@devel_georgev_r100_lin2_marlboro
Added a NULL check to see if the seg faultis fixed.

Change 61716 on 2002/11/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop
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new path for output

Change 61198 on 2002/11/01 by omesh@omesh r46G Unux marlboro only devel

Completed the Various Format testcases in which each color buffer iy
programmed tc have a different (or random) color format. Also introduced
6 more random testcases. Visually veritied theresults, except atleast
CCLOR_8A which doesn't render correctly in any buffer. There's already
a bugfiled for this symptom (Bugzilla Bug 1.D. 407)

Change 61166 on 2602/11/61 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 61161 on 2002/11/01 byashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win

updated

Change 61156 on 2002/11/01 by ashishs@fl_eshishs1400_win
to test vie control register and also varving displaydimesions for texture mappedprimitive,

Change 61142 on 2062/11/01 by ashishs@itl_ashisis1400win
VTEperformance test

Change 61132 on 2002/11/61 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Removed events trom within partial packets

Change 61106 on 2002/11/01 by omesh@omesh_r40G_linux_marlboro_oniy_devel
Added overflow/underflaw versions of the RB format Lests ta test RB
clamping. As of now,the emulator seems to have a clamping bug. It does
not seem to be doing any clamping, so I will file a Bugzilla onit.Here's another 89 testcases.

Change 61099 on 2002/11/61 by mkeliv@t_mkelly_1400_win_luptop

Clamp bottom right XY scissor io DISP_X_DIM and DISP_Y_DIM.

Changc 61079 on 2002/11/61 by veocl@il veocl2

added r400vgi_hos_PNT_adaptive

Change 61076 on 2002/11/01 by vgoel@fi_vgoel2
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Counnent out texture fills tu the tiled ramebulfer...

Change 61715 on 2002/11/05 by mkel @tL_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Commentoutfilling framebuffer with texture date to look correct in tiled mode...
Change 61556 on 2002/LL/65 by mkeliy@l_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Possible SQ interpolation bug...

Change 61492 on 2602/LL/64 by gcorgev@dovel gcorgcv 1406 lind marlboro

Test using the new register sets.

Change 61483 on 2002/1L/C4 by yaiane@ygiangr400_linux_marlbora

added: co-issue and direct scalar export test
 Change 61403 on 2002/11/64 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated
Change 61401 on 2002/11/04 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

added another vte performancetest

Change 61372 on 26  2/LL/4 by omesh@omesh1400linux_marlboro_only_devel
Removed all multiple occurences of Wait_Gfx_IdleQ, except the last one, as hiw

automatically synchronizes between multiple render states
Keeping the Wait_Gfx_IdleQ between each change of render siate wouldkeep the hiw

Pipeline trom being completely tull, thus notstressing it
completely.

 

Change 61356 on 2602/L1/64 byashishs@ ashishs_r400_win 

another V Lb performancetest

Change 61335 on 2602/LL/64 by omesh@iomesh 1400 linux marlboro only devel

Removed sume commented code and sume dead/junk code. Tested the ted
test for color_8_888number_urepeat and it seemed to work, so I'm
marking the bug as resolved.

Change 61313 on 2002/11/04 by mkclly@fl mkelly 1430 win laptop
Commented out texture data write to framebuffer for tiled mode

Change 61234 on 2002/11/02 by smoss¢ismoss_craycla_linux_orl_emu_regress
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added tone ampping and RTT. tests

Change 61969 on 2002/LL/G1 by vaoel@fl_vaoel2
RIL extended to render 228 objects

Change 61067 on 2002/1 L/GL by vgoel@fl_vgoel2?

reduced the image size to 128 x 128
Change 61043 on 2062/11/01 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro

Update tests so they match changes to z buffer.

Change 61027on 2062/LL/O1 byHefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu
Flipped GPR_MANAGEMENT fields to match CP.Removedfloat to fix on the XYload.
Modified tests that used the feature accordingly.

Change 61018 on 2602/LL/G1 by ashishs@fi asiishs r4i00 win

adding core frustum tiaagle clipping texts.

Change 60993 on 2002/11/61 by jhoule@jhouler400_win_marlboro
Changed ACrYCbBlack to ACDYCrBlack and ACrCbYBlack io ACbCrYBlack.
In other words, swapped Cr and Cb.
This was changed in version 1.57 ofthe Instr/Const.

  

Change 60949 on 1002/LL/GL by mkelly@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Kill param test...

Change 60937 on 2002/1 /OT by mkelly@tl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Breken out line list cases fromm parameterized test
Update tracker

Change 60841 on 2002/10/31 by bouchner@ill_bbuchner_r400_witt

updated memory allocations

Change 60826 on 2002/10/31 by veocl@fl veocl2

added new PNT complex adaptive test

Change 60810 on 2002/10/31 by caampayo@fl_csampayo_ri00
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Added new SU test, updated tesi_list aud Lest tracker accordingly

Change 60764 on 2002/10/31 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

another newpath for linux
Change 60758 on 2602/10/31 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Changing test r4U0sc_parameterized_fine_list_U1
from parameterized to single case per test

 Change 60740 on 2602/10/31 by bbuchaer@fl_bbuchner_r400_wi
subdivision facet test and vtx shader

Change 60731 on 2002/10/31 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress
update enix vector pall

Change 60671 on 2002/10/31 by ashishs@i_ashishsr4e0_win

added render_engine.Wait_Gfx_Idle_No_Flush( 

Change 60663 or 2002/10/31 by kevino@kevino_r400_linex_mariboro

Updated to accept multiple input values, and a scale value
Chanec 60654 on 2602/10/31 by mkellv@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

Update fest to ensure msaa_nnm_samples is not. set. to 4 or 6
Fix runp dui ff paths 

Change 60644 on 2002/10/31 by kevino@kevine_r400_linux_mariboro
Converts unsigned in version of float to floai and shows value * 255 in hex anddecimat

Change 60628 on 2002/10/31 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 60622 on 2062/1631 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Updated to 16/31 results
Change 60600 on 2602/10/31 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Comment out test r4UUcl_gbandtcl_01 until we resolve the hang issue
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Change 60110 on 2002/1W/29 by vgoel@itl_veoel2

updatcd to to rect patches tesscllation of 11.5

Change 60086 on 2002/10/29 by asttisis@lasbistis1400_witr

updated
Change 60076 on 2002/10/29 by mkelly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptep

*ranp: clean intermediate files, add -v (dumpdiff) option
* finish multi-prim scissor para test
* update test_list_parameterized for newiest cases

Change 60074 on 2602/10/29 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_1r400_win

To test the VTE. control register
Cycles all perrautations of the VIE contra! register
Currently this test has slight(very miner) matching problem with the
corresponding R200 test when 1 texture is enabled.(under review)

 

Change 60062 on 2002/10/29 by kevino@kevinu_r400_win_iearlbory

addedtfc print
Changc 60058 on 2002/10/29 by kevino@ikevine r400 win marlboro

Got rid of randomize base seed- Paul Mitchel said it shouldn'tbe intests.

Change 60020 on 2002/10/29 by omesh@omesh_r40¢_linux_marlboro_onlydevel

Fixed a typo.

Change 60014 on 2002/10/29 byfrivas@FT._FRivas

Fixed a fewbugs with test. It nowalternates fully between RPatch, TPatch, and LPatch
rendering.
Change 60008 on 2602/10/29 by ukelly@O_mikelly1400_win_luptop

Checkpoint...

Changs 59928 on 2002/10/29 by omesh@omesh 400 Unux marlboro only devel

Removed all occurences of randomizing the Base Seed withina test, as
this can be done at the Makefile level or runtime, when the test is run.
This aliows for the Base Seed to be iogged and the results can be
reproduced.
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Change 60528 on 2002/10/30 by veorl@fl_vgoel2

corrected shader to compute correct tessellation factor and added support to export totwe different base addresses.

Change 60516 on 2602/10/30 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro

Fix Range to RangeF conversion

 Change 60469 on 2602/10/20 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1460_win
 Totest the VTE control reg

Cycles unique permutations of the VTE contro! register
Condensed test which rans (vap_vte_06 - vap_vte_09 of R206)in onetest

Change 60439 on 2662/10/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1493win_laptep
Remove ALL binary and duinp files fromprevious run before uext ru.

Change 60448 on 2002/10/20 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
 New test for SC window s

Change 60347 on 2002/10/30 by georgev@devel_georgev_r400_lin2_marlboro

Fix unrepeatable random bug.
Change 60270 on 2002/10/40 by frivas@PL PRivas

Update to test. to correctly determine DMAsize.

Change 69260 on 2002/10/30 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added tex size setting tp tp_all testcase files. Added tp_unsigned32_01_stmap that uses
tex coords in map.

Change 60253 on 2002/10/20 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update compare list with new dumps
Modify clean_previous_test_ran() to work with pararneterized tests 

Change 60234 on 2062/16/20 by smess@smoss_crayela_linux_orl_emu_regress

gold path for unix
Change 60124 on 2063/10/29 by vesel@tl_vgoel2

changed rendering of image to floating point pixel rendering and modified scene data
to float type.
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Change $9927 on 2002/10/29 by veoel@fl_vgoel2

modified for multipic objects and multiple spot lights

Change 59920 on 1602/10/29 by omesdi@omesh1400linux_marlburo_only_devel

Added PA_SC_AACONFIGmax_sarmple_dist pregramming of 0x8 needed for
debug of the sample mask bug for the basic multisamp!e testcase.

Change 59912 on 1602/10/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Dumptexture to ppm and at end

Change 59853 on 2062/10/28 by vgoel@fl_veoel2
updated le display 28 objects

Change S9810 on 2002/10/28 by frivas@PL_HRivas

Initial check-in of HOS RTL t Test switches between Rect, Tri, and Line patches. It
implements texture mapping, lighting, and varies tessellation and reuse 1-14.5 and 4-6,
respectively. This test is nul yet ready tu be used in any regression.

  
 
  

   

Change $9787 on 2002/10/28 by omesh@Qomesh_1400linuxmariboro_onlydevel
Added the basic multisample test that Bill Lawless is working with. This is so that the
people handling the Quad Mask bug can trythis test against which the Bugzilla report is
probablyfiled, by Bill.

 

Change 59746 on 2062/10/28 by hwise@t_hwise1400win

Add inchide paths to primlib files so the test would compile

Change $9724 on 2602/10/28 by mkelly@fL_mkelly_1400_winlaptop

Added -v option for using dumpdiff instead of byte compare for fraraebuf’
Change 59686 on 2002/10/28 by smoss@regress_crayola_linux_orl_emu_regress

test

Change 59685 on 2002/10/28 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_only_devel
Added ROP3 tests (29) to rbre and gc testbenches.Re-enabled Z tests in the rbrc testbench.
Ran some ROP3tests, although not all and the results looked goodon the emulator.
Changed formatoftests to 888$ to get greater coverage.
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Change 59667 on 2002/10/28 by struss@regress_crayola_linux_orl_eme_regress
test

Change 59663 on 2002/10/28 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_mariboro
Same test as tp_simple_02, but uses buildLevel to generate map thai has coords in map

Change 59668 on 2002/10/28 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Checkpoint...

 
 

Change 59592 on 2002/10/27 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_It_400

 
_bass_pi _
j|_pass_pix_shader_04

:Shader|

Change 59564 on 2002/10/27 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

temp file

Change 59478 on 2002/10/25 by ceampayo@il_csampayo2r40g
Add new multi-pass pixel shadertest

Change 59476 on 2002/10/25 by csampayo@il_csampevo?_r406

Increased fraraebuifer size and general cleanup
 Change 59437 on 2602/10/25 byashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

 

update

Chango 59428 on 2002/10/25 by vromaker@vromaker 1400 linux marlboro

updates

Change 59426 on 2002/10/25 by ashishsi@tlashishsr400_win
 Adding morc guard bandtests. primitive n triangle strip, quadlist, and qua

Each test has 4 quadrants with cach quadrant havingits primitive clipped or discarded according
ts guardband settings. Ist quadrant the primitive is gourarad shaded, 2nd and 3rd quadrant the
primitive is flat shaded with start and end vertex as provoking vertex respectively and the 4th
quadrant hasthe primitive mapped with 6 texture maps.
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shading and 1. AST vtx as the provoking vix and 4th primitive with 6 textures. Fach fest has a
different setting of the Guard bands and also differ in type viz Triangle SURIP or ‘Triangle AN 

Changs 59157 on 2002/10/24 by mkellv@fl mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update with new SC para tests...

Change 59109 on 2002/10/24 by ashishsi@ifl_ashishsr400_win
updatc

Change 59095 on 2002/10/24 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

Test Purpose: Tests guard band clipping (LINE STRIP)

Change 59094 on 2602/10/24 by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win

‘Test. Purpose: Tests guard band clipping (INE LIST)

Change 59093 on 2002/10/24 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
Test Purpose: Tests guard band clipping (POINT LIST)

Change 59090 on 2602/10/24 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win

Description: Tests guard band clipping (TRIANGLE_LIST)
Method:places vertices at var combinations of positions
relative te the discard guard band and the clip guard band. The positions are assignedvariable namesas follows:
Position 6: outside the window, but w/in the discard guard band
Position 1: outside the discard band, but w/in the clipping guard band
Position 2: outside the clipping guard band

 

 
 

Expected Results: The test should have polygons with the vertices in the following
positions:Vertex

Position
OoL
002
Oro
O1L
O12 Vertex 2 clipped to guard band
020 Vertex | clipped to guard band
O21 Vertex 1 clipped to guard band
O22 Vertex 1 & 2 clipped to guard band
060 No clipping101
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Change $9381 on 2602/10/25 by kevina@kevino_r400_win_marlbara

updated LD test reason and tp_unsisned32_01
Change 59355 on 2002/10/25 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Updated 1Dfaihire reason andtp_unsigned22_01 hang info

Change 39344 on 2062/10/25 by tien@ma_spinach
Updated for clamp cases tp_simple_O1

Change 59318 on 2062/16/25 by frivas@FL_FRivas
 Update to Matrix_Class definition to allow test to compile under Linux.

Change 59313 un 2002/10/25 by csampayo@flcsampayo2_1406

* Updated the framebuffer size to accomodate allocated buffers
* Changedtexture base address
* Revised muiti-pass control event placement* Revised PVcalculation

 

Change 59310 on 2603/10/25 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

update 1D tp_simple_O1 to emu_fail
Change 59303 on 2002/10/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Adjusted framebuffer size to accomodate allocated buffers. Moved texture base address

Change 59300 on 2002/10/25 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
more gband tests...

Change 59228 on 2002/10/24 by tien@ma_spinach

Updated tp simplc 01 stmap status

Change 59211 on 2002/10/24 by ashisis@l sis_1400_witt

update
Change 59207 on 2002/10/24 byashishs@ti ashishs r400 win 

Gband tests. 4 primitives, each in one of the 4 quadrants. primitive 1 with gourard
shading, primitive 2 with fiat shading with start vertex as provoking vtx and primitve 3 with flat
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2 2. Vertex 2. clipped to guard band
Q Ne chipping

Discard polygon
Discard polygon

0 Vertex 1 clipped te euard band1 Dis

L
iL
12
2
2

  2
2 Vertex 0 & 2 clipped to guard band
O Vertex @ cligpedte guard band

Discard polygon
Discard polygon
Vertex 0 & 1 chipped to guard band
Discard polygon
Discard polygon

1
L
L
L
L
L
L
2
201
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 WeeeR we

we
Change $9077 on 2662/10/24 by Hefebw@itefebwre_laptop_ra6d_enm

Fixing a preblem in the SQ RS management wherethe call return address wasn't save
correctly in some cages. Fixes the advanced test.

Change 59053 on 1002/10/24 by ukelly@l_mnkelly_r400_win_laplop
 C Clip Re sts, LINELOOP, STIPFLE, FSAA permutations...

Change 58992 on 2002/10/23 by csampayo@#fl csampayo 1400

Adding multi-pass pixel shader with SC processing enabled

Change 58990 on 2002/10/23 by tien @ma_spinach

Just added something I was looking at

Change 58987 on 2002/10/23 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Adding another multi-pass pixelshader test
Change 58981 on 2602/10/23 by veoel@fl_vgocl2

changed the vertex format register for vec_1 in pass 2

Change $8970 on 2002/10/23 by ashishs@f_ashishsr4G0_win
Tests guard band clipping
4p ives in 4 quadrant
Each primitive has 6 vertices and first vert on vertical guard band
  

Top Left Quadrant, gouraud shading
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Top Right Quadrant, FLAT SHADING wilh START vertex us provoking vix
Lower Right Quadrant, FLAT SHADING with END vertex as provoking vix
Lower Left Quadrant, SLX TEX TL RES, with COLOROas transparent

Method: 6 Vert Strip, first vert on vertical guard band
Expected Results: 4 primitives, four quadrants, no clipping. ne discarding

Change 58927 on 2002/10/23 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Checkpoint...
Change 58893 on 2602/10/23 by abeaudin@iabeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

fixed program. so thatit does not abort

Change 58815 on 2002/10/24 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
All 16 pertiutatiuns of CLIP RECTStested...

Change 58813 on 2002/10/23 by vgoel@fi_veoel2

inadz changesto incorprate aperture for memory export and adding offsets
Change 58735 or 2002/10/22 by veoel@f_veoel2

added texture map with spot light
Changes 58719 on 2002/10/22 by veoclGfi vgocl2

Gi changes, inchides texture mapping

Change 58705 on 2602/10/22 by subad@eubad_r4C0_win_marlboro

looking at standard testcase

Change 58697 or 2002/10/22 by smass@ismass_crayala_win
su tests

Change 58693 on 2002/10/22 by vgoel@h_veoel2
modified scene data

Change 58678 on 2002/10/22 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri06
Some clean up and im nor updates

Change 58636 on 2002/10/22 by vgoel@itl_veoel2
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Memoryexport architectural change to get rid of the normalize in the SX (and doif in the
SP}.

Changc 58355 on 2002/10/21 by mkellv@ti mkelly 1400 win laptop

Checkpoint un load sharing lest emulation scripts...

Change 58333 on 2002/10/21 by llefebvr@iletebwre_lapiopr400_emu
Fixing multi-pass shadertest.

Change 58315 on 2662/10/21 by ygiang@ygiang_r400_win_marlbore_p4
fixed: random test case for GPRS.

Change 58314 on 2002/10/21 by georgev@devel_georgevirw_r400_lin_mariboro

Fixed cut of range loop increment (126 instead of 127

Change 58319 on 2002/10/21 by kryan@kryan_r400_win_marlboro
test_lib/sre/chipigfx/.../Makefile

test_lib/sre/chip/sys/cp/Makefile

test_lib/src/chip'perf/Makefile

test_lib/scripts/results_diff pt

- Added REGRESS_DIFF_OPTIONSvariable in results_diff.pl that controls whether
 or rol Ure dumpfile headers are cormpared. [tis set in tie Makefile un a

per directory basis for the Marlborough and Orlando test directories.

export REGRESSDIFF_OPTIONS —- IGNOREDUMPHEADERS

‘this will not affect ‘l'oronto tests since they do not use Priralib for

ercating dumpfilcs, and this variable wasnot sct in the Toroate
test suite directories.
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changed vix daia type to flout from double

Change $8634 on 2002/10/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop 
Checkpoint on clip rect permutations...

Change 58614 on 1602/10/22 by yglane@ygiang_r400_win_mariboro_p4

added: new opcode sp tests and testcases for existing tests

Change 58609 on 2602/10/22 by kevino@kovino r400 win marlboro

Added fmt2101010 to tp_multitexture_01

Change $8571 on 2002/10/22 by vgoel@tl_vgoel2
addedtest scens for GI

Change 58557 on 1002/10/27 by Hefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r4g0_emn

resetting the wrong count.
Change 58548 on 2002/10/22 by csampayo@tlcsampayo2_r400

Adding enother multi-pass pixel shader test

Change $8541 on 2002/10/22 by subad@subad_1400_win_marlboro
updated.

Change $8516 on 2002/10/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update scripts for LSF
Change 58431 on 2602/10/21 by csampayo@itlcsampayo2_r400

Update per last memory export scheme

Change 58423 on 2002/10/21 by csampayo@tl csampayo2 1400

Update per latest mieutory export scheme

Change $8396 on 2003/10/21 by kevinc@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added tra proparottfc)to test

Change 58381 on 2602/10/21 byllefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
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fill_durnp.epp

- Fixed get_FB_startQ),get_FB_size(), get_AGP_start(}, get_AGP_size)
functions to correctly read registers and retum the values. Previously

they were using the register spec from previous  s which required

additional operations to determine the correct value.

DFEPTH_SURFACE

- Begin work on DEPTHSURFACE class to handle fill/durnp cf Depth Surfaces.

Work in progress.

/cmn_likvtools/autoreg/gen_testcli/gen_ar_test_render_registers.cpp
RENDER REGISTERS

- Added copy constructor and assignment constructor (uperator=) Lor this class.

This will copy all memberdata (ie. register values trom source objectto the
current object.

RENDER_REGISTER_STAT.

- Added copyconstructor and assignment constructor (operator) for this class.
Theis will copy all member data, allo new copies [or dynamically allocated 

memory when necessary. This will update the register_map to include any

registers that have been modified forthis object.

The incremental register stream is nat. copied since this is built when

the Get_Incremental_Register_Stream() functioniscalled. 

- Added Set_Destination_Base(uint32 memory_area_offset, uint32 color_surface_index,

MEMORY_AREA& memory_area) function that will default
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to CulorSurfaced, und the FrameBulfer us the memory area. Tt will add the offset

to the base address of the memory aperture to determine the final full device

address for the RB_COLORn_BASEregister. It will also make sure that the
base addressis aligned property.

RENDERSTATE

- Work on copy constructor and assignment constructor (operator—}. Since

it is not complete, theow error if someone usesit

Change 58307 on 2062/10/21 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_It_roo
Cleaned up tests, added 1 new VGT Lest to test_list wad updated Ute test tracker

accardingly

Change 58295 on 2062/10/21 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_It_r400
Updated test description

Change 58294 on 2662/16/21 by kevino@kevino_1400_win_marlbare

Added texture dump function
Change 58292 on 2602/10/21 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r406

Updated comments

Change 58278 on 2002/10/21 by caampayo@fl_csampayo2_r40G
Adding new multi pass pixe! shadertest

Change 58275 on 2002/1W/21 by csampayoi@tlcsampayo2_r400

Update test description and clean up shaders

Change 58245 on 2002/10/21 by kevino@kevinu_1400_win_tearlbure

updated based on 10/21 regressions
Change 58105 on 2602/10/18 by kevino@kevine r400 win marlboro

Updated test case MipMinMag_BaseMapLinearLinear_4x4_LL

Change 58103 on 2002/10/18 by tien@ma_spinach
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teorst:
Added MiPPACKING field
tutils:
Changed getMipPitch behavior te honororiginal 0.
This solves 1D mipmap offset calculation probleus in is TC.

 texel_position:
Changed texelPosition when border is setto stricty stay within texture dimension.
Bordersize supportstill works since it is solely based on the wrap count.

 

ip:
Added support for mip offset, when appropriate
texture_manager:
Added mip packingcall
Added prepare(tic) far

memory.
Added address printing calls, #ifdef'd with PRINT ALDRESS.

 
 ut Which must be called once anid only vice prior writing lo

tp uber test:
Supports MIP_PACKING, TRE_JUICE.
Can specify frame buffer size.

Also updated tp regression tests to call prepare(ttc) prior to writing in memory.
Changs 58046 on 2002/10/18 by mkclly@il mkelly 1400 win laptop

Perl script which runs one r406 and behaves like the script "regress_1400"
This will be used for full regressions with LSF
A master script will call this script for each test in "test_list" and tallystatistics

  
 

Change 58034 on 2002/10/18 by Llefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added aperture checks.

Change 58005 on 2062/10/18 byHefebvr@ilefebvre_laptopri00_emu
Fixing r400vgt_vtx_export_very_very_simple_04 memoryexport test.

Change 57989 ar2002/10/18 by veael@t_veael?

modifed files for recent vertex export changes
Change 57971 on 2002/10/18 by vgocl@i_veoel2

New vertex export test exporting to 2 different buffers

Change 57962 on 2002/10/18 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
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Added a description for one of the tests

Change 38100 on 2602/10/18 by ceampayo@flcsampayo2_ri0d
Update for export memoryaperture. Expand on shader comments

Change $8099 on 1002/10/18 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel
Added the modified ROP3 tests (29 testcases) to Perforce. However, the emulator nowseems to
assert for the FMT_4_444 format (WhichI thinkit shouldn't). 1 amalso filing a

Bugzilla
report on this. Aiso added a madified Makefile. Some ofthe tests inchided in the

Makefile only exist in
my own workspace, but this should not hurt any builds’runsofeither the emulatoror theother
tests,

Change $8892 on 2002/10/18 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo2_r40u

Update some comments
Change 58089 on 2002/10/18 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400

Updated second export butler index offset
Change 58084 on 2002/10/18 by csampayo@fl csampayo2 r400

Fixed typo

Change 38071 on 2002/10/18 by csampayo@!il_csampayo_1400

Updated for export memoryaperture

Change $8063 on 2007/16/18 by kevina@kevino_r400_win_martbara
Initial checkin

Change 58049 on 2002/10/18 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlbore

Added full mip packing support.

raip_packing:
Added C libraryto be shared by driver people.
enumi_conv:
Added support for MIP_PACKING field.
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New vtx export case

Change 57939 on 2002/10/18 by ashishs@fi ashishs r4C0 win

updated lest_list aud Tracker for the correspording ciange in file name viz
r460cl_gabnd_04 to r403cl_gband06

 

 Change 57935 on 2002/10/18 byashishs@fl_ashishe160_win
Deleted test60cl_gband_04 and renamed it to r400cl_gband_06. Also updated the

Validation_Approach_plan doc sinceithad some errors with tests name and numberings. 

Change 57896 on 2002/10/18 by mkelly@t_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Update version #

Change 57816 on 1002/10/17 by csarmpayo@ifl_csampayo_1400

Update proves that SQ generated indices workbut, pixel exports may not be working
correctly

Change 57803 on 2602/10/17 by vgosl@lLvgodl2

added shader tor spot ight for GE
Change 57801 on 2602/10/17 by ysiane@ygiane r400 win marlboro p4

added: ; to sp command

Change 57800 on 2002/10/17 by ygiang@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4
resubmit

Change $7797 on 1002/10/17 by yaiane@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

more sp boundaryand fixed for frame buffer image
Change 57790 on 2602/10/17 by ysiang@yeiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

addec: more sp boundarytests

Change 57780 on 2062/10/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Simplified to just 1 case

Change $7760 on 2602/10/17 by kevina@kevino_r406_win_marlbora

Added 3D map clamptests
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Change 57754 an 2002/10/17 by mkelly@t!_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Add ability to define files to compare against gold on a per-test
basis. Sze test_list file in test_lib/sro/chip/sys/cp for an example.

Change 57752 on 2002/10/17 by yelang@valengr400_win_marlboro_p4
fixed:atu const var

Chanec 57731 on 2002/10/17 by vgock@f veocl2
added GItestfiles

Change 57705 on 2002/10/17 by yatang@ygiangr190_win_marlboro_p4
fixed:comments

Change 57703 on 2662/16/17 by yeiang@iygiang_r400_win_marlbore_pa

added: boundaryabs opcodetest
Change 57692 on 2002/10/17 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Addedan additional triangle to testcase to demonsirate fog not working
to Alicia, for fog factor = 1.0. T still get a fully togged triangle.

Chanec 57678 on 2002/10/17 by kevino@kevino 400 win marlboro 
Same as tp_simple_61, but. uses ST coords in map w/tra's bullfunction

 dT .evel_STmap_8888

Change 57652 on 2002/10/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Fix texture base address and add missing vertex shader

Change 57602 on 2602/1U/16 by csampaysi@flcsampayo_r400

Initial chock in for multi-pass pixc! shader test

Change 57522 on 2602/10/16 by sutuss@stnoss_crayula_linux_orlregress
all tests so far

Chanec 57510 on 2602/10/16 by csampayo@fl csampayo r400

Added 1 new HOS with index reset test, updated test_list and test tracker

Change 57478 on 2002/10/16 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Added 5 new VGTindex reset tests and updated test_list andtest tracker

Change 57222 on 2002/10/18 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
updated

 
Change 57202 on 2602/10/15 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo1400

Updated test_list and test tracker for the following VGTtests:
r400vet vix cxport very very simple 01
r400vgt_vtx_export_very_very_simple_02
r4Q0vet_vtx_export_very_very_simple_03

 
 

Change 57208 on 2002/10/15 byashishs@tl_ashishs1400_win

updated

Change 57193 on 2002/10/15 by csampayovatlcsarnpayo?_r460

Update description and framebuffer size
Change 57179 on 2062/10/15 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Locate manyofeach primtype randomly through all of hardware space in 12
TEST_CASEs

Clipping enabled and Scissor clipping te window.
Change 57149 on 2002/10/15 byllefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

only writing to EMO now

Change 57143 on 2002/10/15 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400
Updated vix export tests and added anew case

Change S7121 on 2002/10/15 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_rnarlboro

Added simpie 3D test case, 3x3x3 volume mapis read from texture files
volumemap_3: pom.

Mapped only 9x3 rectangle. T gocz Olu 1. § gues 0 to 3 and R gues 0 lo 1, su
should see each layer of map

 

Change 57107 on 2062/10/15 by kevino@kevine1400_win_mariboro
Updated golden files. Old ones had info in rd_r for some reason.

Change 57093 on 2002/10/15 by ashishs@jfl_ashishsr400_win

update
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Addfinding and statistics handling for CP tests which begin with "e2*

Change 57477 on 2062/10/16 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 57468 on 7603/10/16 byashishst ashishsr400_win

updated
Change 57446 on 2602/10/16 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Parameterized LINELIST, random combinations of PA settings

Change 57445 on 2002/10/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4¢0_win
adding more CL UCP combos tesis

 Change $7425 on 2002/10/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr40U_win 

updated
Change 57415 on 2602/10/16 by ashishs@tl_ashishsr400_win

test edited to include more combinations

Change 57318 on 2602/10/16 by mkeliy@l mkelly r400 win laptop

Update shader filenames.

Change $7313 on 2062/10/16 by mkelly@itLmkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 37310 on 2002/10/16 by mkelly@Al_mkelly_r400_win_lanrap
Reduce numberofindicesin tests from 1024 to 256.

Change 57257 on 2002/10/15 by omesi@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_release

Changed test ta match latest RB register specs eliminating the higher 32 bit mask for an
originally 64 bit mask.

Also removed all references to any format > 32 bits per pixel. Removed a total of 12
testeases. Regrcasion nightly run

list has already been updated with these 12 test cases removed.

Change 37247 on 2002/10/15 by csampayo@iil_csampayo_r400
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Change 57076 on 2002/10/15 by llefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Wasrotating the mask in SX and shouldn't (memory cxporis)

Change 56983 on 2002/10/14 by kevinu@kevine_r400_win_iatbor

get rid of tex map curnp
Change 56984 on 2002/10/14 by smoss@ismoss crayola win

muiti-context. phase TT

Change 56977 on 2003/10/14 by ashishs@t hishsr4¢0_win

update

Change 56974 on 2002/10/14 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

Features Tested:frustum clipping; LFT rotated to each of 8 corners
Test Purpose:LFT rotated to each of 8 comers of clipping frastum
- 518 polygons
Expected Results ed, overlapping Wiaugles forming polygous in cach ordinal
direction (E, W, S, N, NW, NE,etc.); several overlapping triangles (forming polygons) in

center ofumage

 

Change 56957 on 2602/10/14 by kevinc@kcvino r400 win marlboro

Update golden files.

Change $6943 on 2002/10/14 by kevinc@kevine_r400_win_marlbora

Added more golden images

Change 56936 on 2602/10/14 by csampayo@tfl_csampayo1400

Added 3 new VGTtests, updated test_list and test tracker
Change 56932 on 2602/10/14 bylefebwQllefebvre_laptop_c406_emu

Fixing addressing errors in tests and SX block for memoryexports.

Change 56930 on 2002/10/14 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Update.

Change $6927 on 2002/16/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1490_win_laptop

Update..
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Change 56915 on 2002/10/14 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1460_vwin_laptop

Expand SC parameterized general random
Change 56892 on 2002/10/14 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

SCparameterized random tests

Change 56889 on 2002/10/14 by csampayo@flcsampaye_It_r400
Updated for proper event write mode

Change 56879 on 2062/10/14 by kevino@kevine_r406_win_marlboro

Changes for buildLevel (instead of reaLevel} to generate texture map
Chauge 56878 un 2002/10/14 by kevino@kevinu_1r400_win_tearlbury

Generated by make tp_simple_Ul.golden

Change 56876 on 2002/10/14 by kevino@kevine_400_win_marlbore
Golden images from erau for tp_simple_O1 standard case

Change 56855 on 2002/10/14 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 56834 on 2002/10/14 by mkelly@.A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Comment out a print

Change 56723 on 2002/10/11 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Update test for new event writing mode and remove from uncommented list

Change 56707 on 2002/10/11 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri00
Update for new event writing mode

Change 56676 on 2602/10/11 by ashishsi@ifl_ashishsr400_win

 Test Purpose:te test LPT comerclips - 51 polygons
Expected Results: 4 sets of clipped gourand-shaded polygons in each comer of the
viewport
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«) boat pigx-wait_cp_tt_isie_timeant(void)
3) Increased PCI clocking from U to $0 clocksat end of the

function void ple | dma_idle(void)
4) Incrcased MAX RB BUP SIZE to 1048576 dwords (4 MB) which

is used to define maximum size for the ring and indirect
buffers used by the CP. The default are sul 4dKB.

5) By default Promo4Lib: init) wil initialize the CP with
Real-Time Streams enabled and send ME_TNIT packets to
both the Non-Real- Time and Real-Time Microengines

5) Added ro; y key switch to allow usorto disable the
Real-Time Stream in the Non-Real_time ME_INIT packet(debug
use only) "HEEY_TOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWAREMATE Technologies.
\Debugipm4Real'/imelnitLiisable”

6) Both irace_prad_packets=="yes”or pm4Verbcse'=0 will enable
the PM4 stream debug trace tc be sent to console (used to
onlybe able te activate this with trace_pm4_packets=="yes")

 
  

  

  

 

regress_¢ Golden Files Updated
* Updated golds since the *rd_r files no ionger contain the
register reads introduced by functions in the memory_area.cpp
file andthe*mem framebuf r header defines changed once
real-time streams were enabled bydefault

  

Change 56555 on 2062/10/11 by Hlefebw@iltefebwre_laptop_r4g0_ema 

Fixing the export format in export test.
Change 56547 on 2002/10/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

non-parameterized checkpoint...
 Change 56487 on 2002/10/10 by csampayo@tlcsampay:

Adding 32bit fluat vertex export test

Change 56485 on 2002/10/10 by csampayo@tlcsampayo2_r400
Makethis test caze into a useful test

Change 56483 on 2002/10/10 by anesti@inu_onmest

Changed back te the older shader to export vertex colors in different orders for all buffers
(2 in this case). TI weferable, as apart from only testing the write to different buffers, I also
want to chockif the cxports to cach buffer arc unique for cach channcl. The swizzle achicvesthis.

 

Change 56455 on 2062/L0/10 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlbore

Sameas tp_simple_01.cpp, but using PerfectGradient_4x4.ppm as texture.
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Change 56658 on 2002/10/11 by geurgev@devel_georgeviiw_1400_lin_marlboro

Addition of new tests that don't work.

Change 56635 on 2002/L0/11 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Full PACCL/VTE/SU/SC)control via parameterized template

Change 56619 on 2002/10/11 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

ubcr map- in pack function, if nll=0, sct nfl te 1 eso ge through loop once.
(tm. buildLevel causes

to_simple_01 - set up 1D test cases az well as ones where S or T constant and the other
ranges from 6-1 or 6-0.$

 

Change 56602 on 2002/10/11 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r40G
Updated to export meaningful Moats

Change 36561 on 2002/1W/11 by hwise@fl_hwise_r400@_win

CP Emulator Updates (for Real-Time Streams)
1) Added register read/write support for these registers:

a) CP_RT BASE
b) CP_RT_BUFSZ
¢) CP_RTSTBASE
d) CERTSTBUFSZ

2) Added logic te Pre-Petch Parser to do real-time fetches
and send fetched data to appropriate Re-Ordering Queus

43) Updated CP Microengine for better debugability of the
real-time instance (tile)

4) Fixed bug in CP Microengineforsetting the
“incremental_update" boolean

5) Added logic to correctly set the "rt_enabled" boolean
(was alwaysset to zero}

6) Fixedbug in the Real-Time Event Engine for dis-arming
and event at the correct cycle

7) Fixed bug in the Real-Time Event Engine "Compare Function"
tercturn the "poll valid" input signal when compare is
successfal (was abways returning "trae"}

 

 

 

Priml ib / Promo4Lib Updates
1) Changed <BLK>.<REG>.read() to <BLK> <REG> read_nochkQ)

in memory_area.cpp so these register reads are not considered
for comparison

2) Added Real-Time wait functions to plex mamespace
) void plex: wait_efx_rt_idle(void)

etx _rt_idletimeout(void)
‘wait_cprt_idle(veid)
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Change 56438 on 2002/10/10 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro 
Moresizes...
R=x position
G=y position

 

Change $6423 on 2007/10/10 by georgev@devel_georgevhw_r400_lin_marlboro
Added nowsq tests for simple conditional dcbug.

Change 36420 on 2062/16/10 by jhoule@jhoule_r496_win_marlboro

; Texture where data correspond to texels, meaning that pixel (L0, 13) has i0in R and 13

nB Useful for cache testing.
Change 56415 on 2602/10/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

checkpoint...
Change 56409 on 2602/10/10 by vromaker@vromaker_r400_linux_marlbore

update to cond exec

Change 56367 on 2062/10/10 by Hefebw@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Simple memory exports are now working.

Change 56299 on 2002/10/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added bugtest case
Change 56233 on 2602/10/69 by csamipayo@ilcsumpayo_1400

Updated for multi-context

Change 56171 on 2662/10/69 by csampayo@#l_csampayo_™00
. Updated tests e400vgt_index_mtia_inax_O1 and _62 for mult-context

Added new VGTtests ré00vgt_index_min_max_03 and _04
. Updated test_list and the test tracker

 

we
Change 56168 on 2602/10/69 by ygiane@ygiang 400 win marlboro p4

added: shader src and dst modifiers tests

Change 56142 on 2062/10/09 by vromaker@vromaker_ri00_linux_marlboro
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- Tix for tp_done/ais_pop collision- added conditional execution ta CFS

Change 56114 on 2662/10/09 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
No outstanding bugs in this directory...

Change 56108 on 2602/10/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Cleaning up cld bugs, keeping some as valid tests in related block...
Change 56104 on 2602/10/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_400_win_laptop

Movea test from bug status to good blocktest for the SC.

Change 56099 on 2062/10/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Movefrom bugs to permatient test in CL block

Change 56097 on 2002/1U/09 by mkelly@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Move nen kill test to CL block

Change 56078 on 2602/10/09 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Each triangle should hit 4 horizontal quads.ata time in X and
casing ¥. Por cach primitive, 4 quads arc hit in onc tile and the

fourth quad hits the next consecutivetile.
 
  

Change 56071 on 2062/10/09 by mkelly@if!_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Change Wait_Ghx_IdleQ) to Wait_Gfx_Idle_NoFlush(insideofiterative loops.
Add Wait_s die before frame buffer dump. 

All new tests should contain the Walt_Gfx_TdleQ call antside of the test case
generation loop, preferably just before the framebuffer durnp. Iffor some reason,
you are reusing the index and/or vertex buffers in DMA indexing mode, then,
you nced to use Wait Gfx Idle No FlushQ within and, Wait Gfx [dlcQ outside the

 

 

loop.
Also, as you are updating ur generating derivative Lewy, pleave, update lie rvuttests as well

Change 56042 on 2002/10/09 by yaiang@ygiangr100_win_marlbore_p4
fixed: missing test case definition

Change 56035 on 2002/10/09 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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update

Changc 55941 on 2002/10/08 byashishs@fl ashishs 1400 win

Adding Frustum Line aid iiangle teats

Change 55938 on 2002/10/08 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_rnariboro
Ooops-- the original was actually a 64x32. This is a 96x32

Change 55914 on 2062/10/68 by gearsew@devel_genrgeviww_r400_lin_marihare
Some fixes and some new.

Change 55897 on 2002/10/08 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint.

Change 55892 on 2602/10/08 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Change Wait_Gfx_Idle() to Wait_Gfx_Idle_No_Flush(} inside ofiterative loops.
Add Wait_Gix_IdleO before frame buffer dump.

All newtests should contain the Wait_Gfx_Idle() call outside ofthe test case
generation loop, preferably just before the framebuffer dump. If for some reason,
you are reusing the index and/or vertex buffers in DMA indcxing mods, then,
you need to use Wait_Gfx_IdleNo_FlushQ) within and, Wait_Gfx_[dleQ outside the

  
 

  

‘oor. Also, as you are updating or generating derivative tests, please, update the roottests as well.

Change 55872 on 2602/10/08 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
incorrecttest. names

Change 55869 on 2002/10/08 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 55863 on 2002/10/68 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Change Wait_Gfx_IdleQ te Wait_Gfx_Idle_NoFlushinsideofiterative loops.
Add Wait Gfx [dicO before frame buffor dump.

All new tests should contain the Wait_Gfx_IdisQ call outside ofthe test case
generation loap, preferably just before the framebuffer durnp. Iffor some reason,
you are reusing the index and/or vertex buffers in DMA indexing mode, then,
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Uncortetented auto shader generation

Change 56033 on 2002/10/09 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r4Q0_win_laptop

Packed color example usage for VFD
Change 55024 on 2002/10/09 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

modifications for Linux, getting extra path stuff

Change 56018 on 2602/10/69 by mkeliy@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

Missed update foridle.

Change 56017 on 2002/10/69 by mkel!y@#_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Change Wait_Gtx_Idle() to Wait_Gix_Idle_No_Flush0) inside ofiterative loops.
Add Wait_Gfx_IdieQ before frame buffer dump.

 

All new tests should contain the Wait_Gfx_ldleQ) call outside ofthe test case
generation loop, preferably just before the iramebuffer dump. Iffer some reason,
you are reusing the index and/or vertex buffers in DMA indexing mode, then,
you need to use Wait_Gfx_Idie_No_FlushQ within and, Wait_Gfx_Idle) outside the

loop.
Also, as you are updating or generating derivative tests, please, update the roottests as well.

 

Change 56008 on 2002/10/69 by mkelly@fl mkclly r400 win laptop

* Rasterize 256 triangles, | packet. Fachtriangle shontd hit 4 quads.
The test moves the triangle 2 quads at a time in X and
2 quadsin increasing Y.

* Update test_Hst
* Update test documentationin test tracker

Change 56004 on 2602/10/09 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r460_win_laptop

When -z (zip) option is selected, zip all files except *.mem_framebuf_r
Change 55961 on 2002/10/68 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

small prims/textures

Change $5953 on 2002/10/68 byyaisne@yeiangri00_win_marlboro_p1
added: boundray values test for sp
fixed: image for standard test

Change $5945 on 2004/10/68 by ashishs(it!_ashishsr460_win
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you need to nse Wail_Gtx_Tdie_No_FhishQ within and, Wait_Gfx_TdleQ ontside the
loop.

Also, as you are updating or generating derivative tests, please, update the roottests as well.

Change 55847 on 2602/10/68 by omedi@onesl_1400_linux_marlburo_ouly_devel

Although Alicia checked in a "no_clamp"version ofthe pixel shader, itmayhave been
accidentally

the same old versions of the files checked in. I actually removed the clamp from the pixelshader
and also modified the tests. However, although “uinteger" seems fixed, “sinteger"still

displays the
bug. Also "srepeat"looks incorrect.

Change 55344 on 2602/10/68 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Change Wait_Gfx_TdleQ) to Wait_Gfx_Tdie_No_FlushOinside ofiterative loops
Add Wait_Gfx_Idle() before frame buffer dump. 

All new tests should contain the Wait Gfx IdleQ call outside ofthe test case
generation loop, preferablyjust before the framebutfer dump. Lf for some reason,
you are reusing the index and/or vertex buffers in DMAindexingmode, then,
you need te use Wait_Gix_Idie_No_FlushQ within and, Wait_Gtx_IdleQ outside the

leap.
Also, as you are updating or generating derivativetests, please, update the recttests as well.

     

Change 55797 on 2602/10/68 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Change Wait_GixIdle(} to Wait_Gix_Idie_NoFlush() inside ofiterative loops.
Add Wait_Gfk_IdleO before frame buffer dump. 
 All new ls ould contain the Wait_Grx_Idled call outside of the test case

generation loop, preferablyjust before the framebutfer dump. tier same reason,
you are reusing the index and/or vertex buffers in DMAinde:
you need to use Wait_Gf:_Idie NeFlish() within and, Wait_GfxIdleQ outside the

loop.

  

Also, as you are updating or generating derivative tests, please. update the reat
tests as well. The goal is lo have as inairy tests miudified as we catt, ay suun as possible. 

Change 55793 on 2002/10/08 by smess@smoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 55794 on 2602/10/68 by llefebwr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Added range check.
Also the test was clamping the values to infinities where clampedpriorto the interface.
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Change 55790 on 2002/10/68 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_martbora

Texture created bybuildlevel
Change 55775 on 2602/10/08 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Change Wait_Gfx _IdleQ to Wait_Gfx_Idie_No_Flush() inside ofiterative loops
Add Wait_Gix_IdleO before frame buffer dump.

All newtests should contain the Wait Gfx Idlcd call outside ofthe test case
generation loop, preferably just before the framebuffer dump. If for some reason,
you are reusing the index and/or veriex buffers in DMAindexing mode, then,
you need to use Wait_Gfx_Idle_No_FlushQ within and, Wait_GfxIdleQ outside the

  

‘oor: Also, as you are updating or generating derivative tests, please, update the roottests aswell. The goal isto have as manytesis modified as we can, as soon as pessible.

Change 55736 on 1602/10/07 by csampayo@sfl_csampayo1400

Added high memoryaddressing bug
Change 55727 on 2602/10/07 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Added VGTindex size test and updated test_list and test tracker

Change 55676 on 2062/10/07 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win
update for multi-context phase 2

a sange 55654 on 2662/10/07 by smoss@jsmoss_crayola_win

regress_e passes on windows
Change 55613 on 2002/10/07 by smoss@smoss_crayola_linux_orl_regress

or not

Changs 55612 on 2602/10/07 by smoss@smosz crayola linux orl rogrcss

taking su offline while I wy to get Linux to pass

Change 55604 on 1002/10/07 by mkelly@i_mkelly1r400_win_laptop
Movepara tests to test list parametcrized

Change 55592 on 2002/10/07 by yelang@vyeleng1400_win_marlboro_p4

fixed: const alpha value in test
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Change 55512 on 2002/10/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

updatc

Change 55511 un 2002/10/06 by asttishis@illavbistisr400_wit

Adding new frustum line tests
Change 55510 on 2062/10/06 by ashishs@ifl ashishs r406 win

updated for multicontexr.

Change 55414 on 2002/10/04 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400

Comment out tests that do not ren correctly des to bugs

Change 55404 on 1602/1 0/64 by yeiang@ygiang_1400_win_marlbore_p4
added: vector write mask tests

Change 55376 on 2662/10/04 by ashishs@fl_ashishs400_win

updated for multi context

Change 55371 on 2002/10/04 by kevino@kevine400_win_marlboro
3D filter tests (need a lot of work)

Change 55365 on 2002/16/04 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_rnarlboro
Added 3d level testeazes, but commented out read3DLevel function call since it isnot

checked inte primlib's TM yet

Change 55355 on 2602/10/04 by mkellv@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update multi-chip tests to run test07 as standard, enable SC in para regression script
Change 55350 on 2002/10/04 by kevino@kevino_1400_win_marlbore

Added 1D filter _TITUU testcase so can seperate 11D problems from signed mode
problems.

Change 55346 on 2002/10/04 by kevino@ikevino r400 win marlboro 

multiply S and T by VQ

Change 55345 on 2062/10/04 byjhoule@jhoule_r100_win_marlboro
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Change 55576 on 2007/10/07 by mkelly@A_mkelly_140_winlaptop

Automaticallyfind path where test is located, properly calc. statistics
Change 55575 on 2002/10/07 bv abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

new shader

Change 55567 on 2062/10/07 by smcss@smoss_craycla_win
try this again

Change 55556 on 2603/10/67 by smess@smoss_crayola_win

try again
Change 55549 on 2002/10/67 by sess@stnoss_craycla_linux_orl_regress

update golds for regress_e¢

Change 55548 on 2002/10/07 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
update for multi-context

Change $5533 on 1002/10/07 by mdoggett@m deggett_r400_linux_local
Addcd update for corrected RG swap in RB.

Change $5529 on 1002/10/07 by Hefebur@llefebvre_laptop_r4g0_ermn

The masksent to the RB for memory exports was always 0. This sends the correct maskdown.

Change 55528 on 2602/10/07 byjhoule@jhoule_1400_win_marlbore

ED gradient

Change 55527 on 2002/10/67 by smoss@smess crayola win
SU tests

Change 55514 on 2004/10/66 by ashishs@ti_ashishs1460_win
reverting back these files for an accidental change made to them

Change $5513 on 2002/10/66 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4C0_win

update
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Sizes were wrong (8x8instead of 4x4, 2x2, 1Created them ail for each color.  

Change 55338 on 2002/10/64 by kevinc@kevino 400 win marlboro
test fuuclivus

Change 55333 on 2002/10/64 by mkelly@tl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Notes

Change 55323 on 2002/10/04 by kevina@kevino_r460_win_martbora

Changed default mip filter to BaseMap

Change 55312 on 2002/10/04 byashishs@fl_ashishs_r400_win

test_list updated

Change 55304 on 2002/10/64 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1499_win_laptep
Add new dumpfile to regression VetCcg.dmp for test bench support

Change 55282 on 7002/10/64 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

SC performance test #1
Change 55281 on 2602/10/64 by ygiang@ygiang_1400_win_marlboro_p4

added: boundray and write/read mask tests
removed : unsupported shader opcode

 
Change 55269 on 2002/1 0/64 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlbore

 Added Gimeeded) tex projection test case as well as get/set aradients test.
Updateds scene_data.h to have XYZW_ARGB_STOQR4in case every want Q and R.

Change 55200 on 2062/10/63 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400
Updated for mtu lli-context

Change 55199 on 2002/10/03 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_1400

Added 4 new DMAswap tests and updaicd test list and the test tracker

Change 55196 on 2002/10/63 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Fixed emulator testcases to scaie color and alpha channels according to
the range allowed, as decided by the COLOR*NUMBERregisterseiting.
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Lor still doesn't seem le produce the right resultHowever, the emulai

(Produces a. non-i dilated black and gray triangle for the
NUMBERUINTEGER and NUMBERSINTEGER modes, respectively.

Change 55126 on 2062/10/03 byllefebvr@ilefebwre_lapiop_r400_emu
multiple fixes for memoryexports.

Change 55093 on 2002/10/03 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

fixed background pointer

Change 55079 on 2002/10/03 by vgoel@f_veoel2

added calculation for global ambient

Change 55069 on 2002/10/03 by mkellv@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update rinp to summarize PASSE ATT.
Begin to support block level envoking of ranp

Change 55053 on 2002/10/03 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlboro
Moved EC exports to different ALU staternents in shader program. Removed ecta

waitforidle in epp file.

Change 55048 on 2002/10/03 by kevino@keving_r430_win_tmarlboro
Updated to use texture scale and offset in shader pipe, and use the TM muladd function to

create appropriate dara far the various foomp values.

Change 55006 on 2002/10/03 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
 Get's compute: ID value and returns as reg value

Change 55005 on 2002/10/04 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_martbora

Basic tmult (before scale/offset change)
Change 54970 on 2002/10/03 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Move p4_root determination out of get_sync(} so it is always done

Change 54892 on 2062/10/02 byHefebvr@iletebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
Fixed some memory export bugs.

Change 54874 on 2002/10/02 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_r400
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first cut in Gi shaders

Changc 54635 on 2002/10/01 by smoss@smose crayola win

forgot one.

Change 54634 on 2002/10/01 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

Change 54625 on 2002/10/01 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Ch ckpoint on SC template for stress testing...

Change 54600 on 2002/10/01 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_merlboro_release

Added an explicit specification of "NUMBERFLOA?for floating point
color Formats, as h/wis also gcing te change accordingly.
Changed the testnam per test series to include the explicit
“number_float”in the testname. Also changed nightly regressionlists tothe new Lestraries.

 
 

Change 54582 on 2002/10/01 by ygiang@ygiengr400_win_marlboro_p4
added: shader dots tests

Change 54579 on 2002/10/01 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Stipple permutations...

Change 54543 on 2002/10/01 by csampayoi@fl_csampaye_r400

Renamed vertex shader export. test.

Change 51541 on 2002/10/01 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_rid0
Renaming these tests

Change 54538 on 2002/10/01 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r460_win_laptop

Complste coverage on stipple repeat count values 0to 7. 

  
Repeat Count Valuc Tost Name

6 r400sc_li ipple_02
L _stipple_@1
2!stipple_1S
3 1i00sc_poly_offset_09
4 1400sc_line_stipple_16
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Updated Mush location

Change 54861 on 2002/10/02 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Perl script to run parameterized tests, first p:
Checkpoint on sc ternplate test to be used for stress testing.

 

Change $4839 on 2602/10/62 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Updated test case script to specify all 4 channel's format_comp's. Moved vertex bufferinto a clase in order to allow
multiple contexts later on ifnecessary,

Change $4830 on 2602/16/62 by yeieng@yziang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

added:test for debug
Change 54825 on 2002/10/02 by omedi@onesh1400_linux_marlboro_release

Added RBSURFACHSLICH programming that was missing for multisample
tests, as pointed out by Bill Lawless. Compiled test to make sureit
compiles and runs.

Change 54803 on 2002/10/62 by vgoel@fl_veosi2

changed the test to non-tiled mode
Change 54802 on 2602/10/62 by csampayo@fl csampayo 1406

Added 3 new VGTtests with negative index offsets and updated test_Hst and the test.tracker

Change 54797 on 2002/10/62 by vgoel@Fl_vgoel2
modified vertex shader and .cpp for perspective projection, and z-buffering

Change 34751 on 2002/10/62 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptop
 Changed indentation to more casily read a few Lincs 

Chrage 54681 on 2002/10/61 by csampayo@tl_csarnpayo_1400 

Updated for better test case coverage
 Change 54672 on 2602/10/01 by vaocl@fl veocl2

changed the frame buifer size to 800 x 608

Change $4653 on 2007/10/01 by vgoel@H1_vgoel2
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r4odsc_line_strip_stipple_ot
r4Q0se_linestippte_17
ri00se_line_stipple_18WO

Change 54512 on 2002/L0/GL by mkeliy@tlmkelly_r400_win_laptep

Varying combinations of Positive and Negative vix window offsets

Change 54596 on 2002/10/61 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1190_win_laptop
Negative vix windowoffset in X and ¥

Change 54488 on 2002/10/01 by mkeliy@Eil_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Comment cut SC_CHECKfor double pixel hits until
primlib utility parser is updated ta
latest se_yuad_pair_proc_out.drip file

Change 54443 on 2002/09/20 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added vertex export simple test

Change 54435 on 2602/09/30 by yeiuig@ygiang400_win_iealboro_p4

added: new opcadetests
Change 54432 on 2002/09/30 by gcorgev@devel gcorgeviw 1400 lin marlboro

Changes to support enumerated types in random tests.

Change $4422 on 2002/09/30 by omesh(@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_release

Removed testcazes that used gammacorrection fer components larger than
needed, will reriove mote gata correctiun aLeL,

2 on whats supported. Removed a total cf 6 testcases from eachtest series = 12 tests removed.  
Change 34395 on 2002/39/20 by omesh@omesh_1400linuxmarlboro_release

Removed invalid Color Formats (Any color cumponenis not 16 or 32 bis} using te
WNUMRER_FTOAT representionRemoved a total of 13 testcases from each of 2 test series = 26

testcases removed.

Change 54357 on 2602/09/30 by ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

add: ieee boundary test
removed: unsupported sp tests
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Change 54308 un 2602/09/30 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Update to "MatrixClass" definition to allow code to compile under Linux.

Change 54302 on 2062/09/36by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Add two super tile tests which will only ran standard case at this point

Change 54288 on 2002/09/30by mkelly( _mkelly1400_win_laptop

Overload VED to handle specification of vertex buffer address constant in parameter
Usage example can be found in r40Gsanity_vid_texture_sample_OL.cpp

Change 54285 on 2602/09/30 by mkellv@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Change .sp filenameto test narae
Chauge 54275 on 2002/09/30 by veuel@f_veoedl2

chariged the input file name to "r4UG_local_tonemapping hdr"

Change 54274 on 2002/09/30by vgoel@f_vgoel2
changed the frame.dumpO and size of frame

Change 54253 on 2002/09/29 by csampayow@ifl_csampaye_r406
New VOGT index offsettests

Change S41 71 on 2002/09/27 by vgoel@f_veoel?

fixed several bugs in tone mapping shader and .cppfile.

Change 54139 on 2002/09/27 byygiang jangr400_win_marlboro_p4

added: 3 constant. alu register muladd operation

Change 51111 on 2002/09/27 byygiana@ygiangr100_win_raarlbore_p4
fixed: # of args in the set opcode to matched new instraction in the assembler

Change 53973 on 2662/09/26 by yeiang@ygiang1400_win_rarlboro_p4

fired: number of aras in shader tests cause changesfrom the parserBes

Changs 53964 on 2002/09/26 by omesh@omesh_140G_Hnux_mariboro_only_devel 

Changed atleast 2 tests to match Kevin Ryan's new memory dump routine
interface. (Added an extra parameter). The tests now continue to run,
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Change 53713 on 2002/09/25 by omesh@omeshr40G_linux_mariboro_oniy_devel

Added20 testeases which cover most cases of testing fragment based
multisampling. These tests are geared towards probing the fragmentbuller and color cache with oulbinations of CMASK values und Max
Fragment coverage per pixel regressed. Another 4 testcasestest the
fragment butter overflow condition and 2 random tests randornize color.
Thave yet to addaseries of testcases to test uniniti amples.
Also, T have run thesc 20 tests on Linux but could not sco the output as
DumpView is not ready to display multisampled images yet.

 ke
 

 
 

Change 53659 on 2002/09/25 by kevino@kevino_r4iid_win_marlboro
Just wannalookat thera with xv thendelete them

Change 53637 un 2002/09/25 by kevinu@kevinu_1r400_win_iearlbury

ist step oftriangle_vertex_buffer replacement.

Change 53607 on 2002/09/25 by mkelly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptop

Poly offset /scale tests

Change 53579 on 2002/09/25 by hartogs@l_hartogs
Modificationsfor to fix quads and Line-loops for multi-prim reset functionality.

Change 53571 on 2002/09/25 by omesh@omesh_r40G_linux_mariboro_only_devel

Fixed some syntax errors, and some wamings and veritied that the test
runs. Could not verify the output image, es DumpViewisn't ready to
displayfragment based multisampled images yet.
 

Change 53565 on 2062/09/25 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_martbara

Added getcomplod test
Change 53535 on 2062/09/25 by kevino@kevine_c400_win_marlbore

Addedline thar ontpaits texture base offset.

Change 53532 on 2062/09/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
Commented out test hanging the emulator: r400vgt_suppress_cop_05

Change 53562 on 2002/09/24 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Log potential bug
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but I haven't (e)verified the output.

Change 53954 on 2002/09/26 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SUtest

Change 53953 on 2002/09/26 by smess@smoss_crayela_win
SU tests

Change 53941 on 2002/09/26 by hwisc@tl hwiss r400 win

Adding test for debugging Primlib memoryallec overlap
problem. (The Index Buffer is overlapping the Ring Buffer)

Change 53940on 2002/09/26 by ygiang@ygiang_r460_test_martboro
 added: more test

Change 53938 on 2002/09/26 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo2_r40u

Updated flush location
Change 53931 on 2602/09/26 by kevinc@kevino_r400_win_mariboro

Explicetly set texture dimension
Change 53807 on 2002/09/26 by kevino@kevino 400 win marlboro

Test case files

Change 33801 on 1002/09/26 by vecel@fl_vgoel2

updated adaptive tessellation test

Change 53780 on 2602/09/26 by csampayo@tlcsampaya2_r460
Uncommentedtests that should run now:
r4O0vet hos simple lincar PNT discrete 01
r400vet_hos_TPatch_O1
r400vgt_hes_TPalch_02

Qhange $3770 on 2002/09/26 by kevine@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Get rid of savemipchain ppm's

Change 53738 on 2602/09/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r40e

Commented out test not running: r400vgt_evert_handling01
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Change $3499 on 2002/09/25 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Poly Offsct combinations...

Change 53470 on 2002/09/24 by geurgew@devel_georgeviiw_1400_lin_marlbore
Done Fixed some badtests,

Change 53451 on 2062/39/24 by csampayo@fl csampayo 400

Adied new VGT test. Updated test_list andtest tracker

Change $3442 on 2003/09/24 by ysiang@ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

fixed: random test case, using large random number now

Change 53414 on 2602/09/24 by omesh@omesh_1460_lintix_marihora_release
 Added the major case of the multivample tests. Need to split this up

inte several testcases to simplify possible debugging. It uses Kevin
Ryan's new COLOR_SURFACEclass that supports multisampled Color Buffer
6, including the Dump.
Thave not yet nin this test or tested the result (Dr
ready to display mulisampled Color Butters yet).
Need to add: 1) Random testcases to this. 2) Corner cases: Fragment
buffer overflow and unassigned samples teat cases.

 
 

View may not be 
  

Change 53409 on 1602/09/24 by ygiana@yalang_r00_test_mariboro

added:interpolator test

Change 53385 on 2002/09/24 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Palymode polyoffset, front/nack face, MSAA, sample control permutations

Change 53342 on 2002/09/24 byfrivas@PL_FRivas
Finished Line Patch test. Readers 4 line patches, each with 4 control points. Tessellationvaries 1-14.5 aud reuse varies 4-16.

Change 53281 on 20    2/09/24 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptep

Temporarily remove test which changes cut-of-context state

 Change 53200 on 2002/09/23 by csampayo@tlcsampayo.

Added new VGTindex reset test. Updated test_list and test tracker
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Change 53185 un 2602/09/23 by ygluns@yxiug1490_test_marlboro

changed: runtest to bruntest

Change 53183 on 2002/09/23 byygiang@ygiang_r400_test_marlboro
added: sp regression test

Change 53182 on 2002/09/23 by csampayo@itlcsampay 

Changed buffers used to | and Inserted flushes between packets

Change 53154 on 1002/09/23 by yelang@ygiangr490_test_marlboro

update

Change 53116 on 2602/09/23 by yelang@yaiangr490_test_mariboro

sp mini regress script

Change 53107 on 2662/09/23 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Include history file with PASS/F AIL for auto depot submit

Change 53025 on 2002/09/23 by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_dtwin_marlboro

Modified Viz Query test to make begin eventthe cvent uses renderstate.
ceur after the renderstate definition since 

Change 536019 on 2902/09/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptap

Poly Offset, 8 MSAA, HOS

Change 53015 on 2002/09/23 by veoel@fi_veoel2

changed tessellation level fo 14.9 to match with previous version of test,

Change 52934 on 2002/09/21 byygiang@ygiang7100_win_marlbore_p4
moded: testcases

uyChange 52275 on 2662/09/20 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo1400

Updated number of buffers used
Change 52866 on 2602/09/20 by csampayoi@tlcsamp: 

Added 2 new VGI tests and updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly
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- Implemented code to store textures as bytes rather than wint32s.

 texture utility.n/.cpp

- Added comments‘formatting.

- Added uint8* version of Load_Texture_And_Write_To_Memory(uint8*)

SURFACE

- Add depth member and access functions

- Add number of samples member and access functions
- For dump file generation:

- Add Add_DefineQ), AddComment), Add_Property_Defines() functions

- Add Get Surface Typed) function to return string for Surface Type.
Default to "GENERIC".

PEXELSURFACE
- Add depth member and access functions

- Added Fill_Solid{ color) function that w! se default pitch,height
values of surface.

COLOR_SCURF ACE

- Work on class with specific Add_Property_Defines( function

results_diff'p!

- Modify diff_e target through diff function to ignore

all hcader information in dumpfiles for Marlboro and
Orlandesites.
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Chunge 52808 on 2002/09/20 by omedi@omesh1400linux_tmariboro_release

Modified linear tests to also use the old FRAMBBUBHERMEMORY class with
ths FMT_* enumerations for SurfaceF ormat. Also added explic
Fill and Dumproutines in Primlibtotell it if the fraraebuffer
or net, so when the image is brought up on DumpView,it reads the right
information encoded in the header and brings up the image in the rightmode.

   

Change 52799 on 2002/09/20 byygiang@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4
added. test name in makefile

Change $2798 on 2002/09/20 by kryan@kryan_1400_win_marlbara

MEMORY_AREA
- Begin work on new DurpQ function that takes an cuumerated type

for the type of Surface being dumped.

- Add enumerated types for surface types: CB0,CB1,CB2,CB3,ZB,TB

memory_utility.cpp
- Changed Writs To Memorv(TEXTURE BUITER) to use format specified

in TEXTURE_RBUFFER when calling other functions.

TEXTUREBUFFER
- Modified code to use SurfaceFormat information to calculate

bits per sample rather than bps value passed in through functions.

This also allowed the climination of bps parameterto all the

 functions.

- Added code for all functions including constructor to have the
ability to usc uint@™ in addition to uint32™ for storing’

manipulating texture data.
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REGISTER_WRITE_MANAGER

- Add codeto initialize pl3d: ‘Type with value based upon mode of
(PM4or PEO) ofconstructor call.

test_lib/sre/chip/pert/chip/varioustests
- Updated various tests using the PEXEL SURFACEclassto add the

now required depth parameter.

- Also removed the pitch,height parameters from the

PIXEL_SURFACE: FillSolidfcolor) function since they default to
use the dimensions of the surfaceitself.

test lib/sre/chip/perf’primlib tex tri

- Update primlib_tex_tri.qpp test to reflect new Dumpfile format and

content for multisample ColorSurfaced.
Change 52797 on 2002/09/20 by ygiang@ygiang1400_win_marlbora

added: default alpha fetch value

Change 52786 on 20 2/99/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Moved Dormer bug intu regular testing regression.

Change $2783 on 2002/09/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Move test to SC for baryc validation
Change 52725 un 2602/09/20 by kevinu@kevine_1400_win_ialbore

Some more textures (1D}

 Change 52724 on 2002/09/20 by kevino@kovino r400 win marlboro

Assortmentoffiles I forgot to check in
gen_rg- generates re files Gw’o header!) by looking for test case defines in the

cpp andit's includes
aniso, clamp test cases.
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Change 52723 on 2062/09/20 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_martboro

Updated alu_const_arraystuff
Added bi for functions to put tscale and toffstes into alu const regs 4-7, 8-11.
Shader pipe needs to multiply these. Used te shift all the various number formats

back into 0-1 range
for color export.

   

Change 52706 on 2062/09/26by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update to ch 

 

nes inside HW boundary of +-Sk

_inkellyr400_win_laptep

Add test to regression since bug is fixed, re: change 49961, last item
Change 52672 un 2002/09/19 by omesti@s .1400_linux_tnarlboro_release

Switched back to using the old FRAMHRUBFERMEMORYclass for Primlib fill
and dump routines and they seem to work for the most part except for
about 8 modes that don't dump and another 3 that dumpincorrect images.
Thave filed Bugzilla bugs for Kevin Ryan to look at.
Also, fixed a bug with the iests to program it for tiled mode of
operation. Still haven't validated the output images of these tests due
to Dump View's automatic nature ofscaling all color channels to full
precision even for modes in which ether channels do not exit (example
COLOR 8 or FMT & which looksa little wierd on DumpView).

 
 

 

 

Change 52648 on 2002/09/19 by csampayo@fl_csammpayo_r400

Added | new VGT event handling test and updatedthe tesi_list andtest tracker
accordingly
Change 52630 on 2602/09/19 byabeaudin@abeaudin_r400_wia_marlboro

changed program and vertex shaderto get a solid red and a solid green triangle

Chanec 52594 on 2002/09/19 by gcorgev@idevel gcorgevinw r400 lin mariboro

Ovops. Fixed dina32 test.

Change 52592 on 2002/09/19 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
tp uber test:
- updated programs to have cleaner names
- removed RGB from vertex arrays
- now sets LIM field for loads, since the LEXTUREMANAGERrequires that
- heners DIMtield tor the same reason (defaults to 2D, though)
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_ SAMPLR_CNTH. permutations with all primbypes
192 packets 

Changs 52498 on 2002/09/19 by mkellv@fl mkclly r400 win laptop

Another example Dur bugzilla 461

Change 52486 on 2002/09/19 by kevino@keving_r400_win_marlboro
1D texture that alternates color and black/ercy

Change 52482 on 1602/09/19 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptap

Primitive should be gouraud shaded,it is flat shaded.
Related to PARAM_GEN ~true, CENTERSONLY, and SAMPLECENTER
IHfPARAM_GEN=false, gouraud shading works az expected. 

Change 52464 on 2602/09/19 by mkelly@F_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Changed PA to TOTAL
Change 52463 on 2002/09/19 by mkelly@fi_mkelly400_win_laptop

Rename MISC to PERF

Change 52442 on 2602/09/18 byygiang@ygiangr400_win_marlbore_p4
fixed: test case random, nowusing large random number system and not TG

Change 52439 on 2002/09/18 by georgev@devel_georgevine_r400_lin_mariboro
Fixed2tests.

Change 52429 un 2002/09/18 by coumpayo@ilLcsampayo_r400

Added 5 new VGTprim tests and updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 52417 on 2062/09/18 byygiang@ygiangr400_test_marlboro
changed: abs code,it's 3 iustead of &

Change 52355 on 2002/09/18 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Updated so that it runs with latest Primlib

Change 52354 on 2002/09/18 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added 1D texture clamp cases based on 2D cases.
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Change 52583 on 2002/09/19 by vaoel@fl_vgoel2

changed z-buffer
changed frame.dumpd

Change 52579 on 2602/09/19 by veosl@fl_veosi2

changed z-buffer
changed frame.dumpQ

Change 52574 on 1602/09/19 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Update to properly order draws/flushes/reads/ and writes.

Change 52569 on 2062/09/19 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
changed z-bufer
changed frame.campo
added compute_dma_size()

Change 52560 on 2062/09/19 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2
changed z-buffer
changed frame dumpO
added compute_dma_size()

 

Change 52556 on 2602/09/19 by veocl@fl veoci2

changed to display only one T-patch object.
changed z-buffer
changed trame.dumpO function
added compute_dma_size

Change 52541 on 2002/09/19 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Enable GBclipping, adjust W to preventlines falling exactly on HW
boundaryand width meking them extend beyond HWboundary.

Change 52535 on 2002/09/19 by veoel@fl_vgocl2

changed z-buffer and frame.dumpd

Change $2533 on 2062/09/19 by seorgev@devel_georgevhw_r490_lin_marlboro
No changes.

Change 32506 on 2002/09/19 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Change $2340 on 1607/09/18 by mielly@Al_mkelly_r400_win_laprop

Re-enable r400sc_point_list_06 to regression now it mysteriously works.
Change 52336 on 2002/09/18 bv mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Enable regression of fixed bugs

Change 52300 on 2002/99/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1199win_laptop
Cycle primitive types through all MSAA and JSS modes.

Change 52286 on 2002/09/18 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added GetBorderCeloFractiontest,

updated lod test to hit instr bias, const bias, comp, and reg_lod.

Change $2259 on 2003/09/18 by frivas@FT_FRivas

Update
Change 52286 on 2002/09/18 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to matrix code to allow it to wark under Linux.
 Change 52216 on 2002/99/18 by mkelly@ii_mkellyr400_win_laptep
 

Add flush between packets but assert still occurs...

Change $2204 on 2002/09/18 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

RB asserts when polygon with MSAA — 0,1,2,3 followed
bypoint list MSAA = 5. If polygon MSAA=5 or7 the
test completers as expected.

 

$vr4. 00/devel/test_list/sre/chip’gfkx/pa/bugs

make r00sc_sp_sample_cntl_08_bug.emu  
Assertion failed: (coverage&errmask)
/eb_color_model.cpp, line 334
make[2]: [run_emu] Error 3 Ggnored}

= 0, file /././/eru_lib/model/gfirb

Change 52180 on 2002/09/17 by csampayo@fl csampayo 400

Added 4 new VGTprim tests and updated teat_list and the test tracker accordingly.

Change 52168 on 2002/09/17 by omesh@omesh_r100_linux_mariboro_release
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Changed size of display frumebulfer aud tiangles yo that DumpView cat
display the images faster, on Alicia's request.

Change 52133 on 2062/09/17 by georgev@idevel_georgevhw_r100_lin_mariboro
Regression fixes.

Change 52131 on 2002/09/17 by yelang@ygiangr400_win_raarlboro_p4

added: rb swap color channels register
Change 52045 on 2002/09/17 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbore

tcfax for texture offsets (sample shift

Change 52041 on 2002/09/17 by omesh@omesh_r406_Unux_merlboro_release
Removed Color Formal modes (ion blendable} Utat don't support Cular
Mask ing, froma the random test case. Split 64 bit .OG_PARAMEBTRR call into
2¥32 bit LOG_PARAME'TERcalls so that the linker on Windows doesn't
complain (On Linux this seems to work with no problern)

 

Change 52022 on 2002/09/17 by kryan@ikryan_r400_win_marlboro

Modified top-level catch bleck of test to replace throw statement

with e retum 1; so that the teat will exit gracefully withouta
dialog box if an error occurs.

Change 52004 on 2002/09/17 by mkellvG@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Fix percent calculations for cp and rbbm
Change 51992 on 2602/09/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Added a muiti-prim HOS testto thelist.

Chanec 51986 on 2002/09/17 by mkellv@fi mkclly 1400 win laptep

Update comment...

Change 51984 on 2002/09/17 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Publish Orlando full rearcesion results to //depot/r4 00Aveb wien "-p" option is truc.

Change 51963 on 2002/09/17 by mkelly@.i_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

regress1400
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Update

Changc 51747 on 2002/09/16 by mkellv@fl mkclly 1400 win laptop

Check back face bit carries frou sc_sp to shader export to RB, louking good...

Change 51723 on 2002/09/16 by kevino@ikevino_r400_win_marlboro
Don't tryto delete ptr if null

Change 51539 on 1602/09/13 by georgev@idevel_georgeviww_r400_lin_marihare

Changes for CP.

Change 51527 on 2002/09/13 by pmitchel @pmitchel_entire_depot_win

only delete ptr if pir f= NUTT,

Change 51516 on 2002/09/13 by ygiang@yaiang1100_win_marlbore_p4
added: override Shader Instraction Loading

Change 51504 on 2002/09/14 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbore

Added cubic testcase and support.
Fixed deallocate to check if the ptr ism cforcit tries to delete it and only deletesitif itis aot.

Change 51499 on 2002/09/13 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_lt_r400
 Addedto test_list and updated status for test:

rAGOvet_miulti_prim_reset_index_all_O1
 

Change 51483 on 2662/09/14 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ra06

Adding new VGT mul-prim index reset test
Change 51468 on 2662/09/13 by ygiang@ygiang1400_win_marlbore

Changed: buffers and triangles size for harcware testing

Change 51451 on 2002/09/13 by kevino@kevine_400_win_marlbore
needed for tp_simple_02/complex_shadertestcase

Change 51446 on 2662/09/13 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update for Randyto try
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Change ST9ET on 2002/09/16 by yaiang@yelang_r400_win_marlbora_p4

fixed: image for tests
Change 51897 on 2002/09/16 by csampayo(@fl_csampayo_r400

Added 3 new VGTprim tests and updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly.

Change 51874 on 2002/39/16 by georgev@devel_georgevnw_r400_lin_marlbore
Fixed bad screen size bug.

Change 51873 on 2662/09/16 by omesh@omesh_1406_linux_marlboro_release

Added another 216 test cases. Most of them don't display correctly on DumpViewand
many don't dump correctly with

Primlib yet. The output image is yet lo be verified fur these tesis.

Change 31868 on 2002/09/16 by ygiane@ygiangr400_win_maribore_p4

removed: position clamping from vertex shader tests
Change 51851 on 2602/09/16 by ygieng@ygiang_r400_win_mariboro_p4

added: temp golden images cause golden does not support test cases yet.
Change 51838 on 2002/09/16 by ysiane@ygiang r00 test marlboro

added: simple passthrongh test for debug

Change 31812 on 2002/09/16 by ysiang@ygiangr400_win_mearlbore_p4
fixed: tri size

Change 51763 on 2602/09/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r460_win_laprop
More extensive back face bit checks

Change 51753 on 2002/09/16 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Addition to multi prim test to allow it to work with quads.

Change $1752 on 2002/09/16 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Update. This test now altemates between drawing lines, triangles and quads (PNL, PNT,

PNQ). Cubic position and quadratic nonmals are used.

Change $1748 on 2002/09/16 by mkeliy@)il_mkelty_r490_win_laptop
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Change 51428 on 2002/09/13 by omesh@omesh1400linuxmaribero_release

Added code for random sclection of Color and Surface format. Currently hardcoded
the Color/Surface format, to trap a specific dump that doesn't work in
Primfib (Alsu filed a Bugzilla bug (Bug [D 271) onthis.

Change $1386 on 2002/09/13 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_1400
Update for ncw DMA SIZE calculation

Change 51354 on 1602/09/13 by yeiang@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

changed:tri-size tor hardware testing

Change 51317 on 2002/09/13 by mkeliy@tlmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Enable GR clipping te ensure verts don't extend beyond HW boundary

Change 51311 on 2002/09/13 by mkelly@Al_mkelly1199_win_laptep
Add CP and RBBMblocksto parse, search, make, and reporting routines

Change 51272 on 2003/09/12 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo?_r40d

Commented out tests not working
Change 51261 on 2602/09/12 by csampayo@itlcsampayo_1406

Updated for new dma size calculation

Change 51215 on 2002/09/12 by omesh@omesh_r400_linux_mariboro_release

Checking in the 14 muitiwrite (multiple ren cer target) tests.
The 3 and 4 exports->bufifers tests seem to timeout on the emulator and the 2 exports-

>buffers tests seem te preducethe
wrong result. [ will file a Bugzilla bug.

Change 51201 on 2602/09/12 by csampayo@tlcsanpayo_1400

1. Added 5 new VG' provoking vtxtests
2. Updated test_list and test tracker

 

Change 51137 on 2662/09/12 by vgoel@fl_vgoel2

changedthe input primitive type to 3D pointfor adaptive tessellation and added
draw_command.Calculate_Dma_Size (render_statel ),
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Change 51128 on 2602/09/12 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Minorupdate to all HUS tests that adds the line
"dravr_command.Calculate_Dma_Size(render_statel):"
Change 51089 on 2002/09/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

8c een XYoutput tests

Change 50987 on 2062/09/12 by ygiang@ygiang1400win_marlbore_p4
changed: irlangles size for hardware testing

Change 50984 on 2002/09/12 by mkelly@ifil_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Finalized SC screen CY/ centers / centroids initial test, correctresults are obtained through the RB when in hardware accurate mode
otherwise, resurt to sp_sx.diap ty coufini

 
 

Change 50933 on 2002/09/11 by kmahler@kmahler_r4it._win_devel_views

Fixed setting of DMA_SIZEfieid in the DRAW_INDX packet for major mode 1.
Below is how to programPrimlib to automatically have the RENDER_ENGINEsetthe

correct VGT_DMA_SIZEin the DRAW_INDXpacket
 

When thetestinitializes the DRAW_COMMAND....
Hane
Hf Set. up for Major made 1 (NORMA.NO_VERTEX_RREUSE)a
# CalculateDmaSizeQ) should only be invoked when major mode 1 is enabled and
/ after setting the numberofindicesin the draw_command.Hane
draw_command.Set_Major_Mode¢

DRAW_COMMAND: (NORMAT.NO_VERTEX_REUSE),

 

 

draw _conmnand. Set_Nuetber_ladices ( Nurm_tndx );
draw_command CalculateDma_Sizetrender_state),

FOUREAIIR CYB  
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 vat\ro0ve! _cubic_pos_pnt_diserete_91 cpn(494):
vatieiadvet_hossimple_linear_PN'L"discrete O1 cpp(4gc)
vat\ri00vet_pessthra_all_prims01cpp(485): 

Change 50932 on 2002/09/11 by fhsien@fhsien_r400_linux_marlboro

Update for smaller images

Change 50829 on 2602/09/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Checkpoint, test  Imost complete...

Change SO815 on 2002/09/11 by ctaylor@fl_ctavior_r400_diwin_marlboro
 

Meved 6-Sample MSAA Sample #2 location fromm ULC-rel2,5 to 1,5 to alleviate degen
tri in texture lod computations. (HW and EMU andfixed 1 test).

Change 50794 on 2662/09/11 by thaien@thsien_r400_linux_martbora

Update for smaller images
Change 50707 on 2602/09/11 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Simple triangle, polvmode back face tri Fill

Change 50761 on 2002/09/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
Add sq dumps to regression house keeping

Change 50676 on 2002/09/11 by omesh@omesh_r406_linux_mariboro_release

Added code to program Surface¥ ormat registers as well as detemine the
number of bytes per pixel, based on the ColorFormat. instead of having
cach test case ypecily them. Most color formats siill don't display
correctly with DumpView (hug filed) and the SurfaceFormat. class doesn't
seem to dump any color formatcorrectly, as yet.Also added code for random test cases.

  

Change 50645 on 2002/09/16 by kevino@kevino_1400_win_rmarlbore

Worked on reglod test. (but use_reg_lod is a boolin tfetch_instraction.cpp and an erm in
tinstr.h)

Got offset tests working and added pos and neg cases te cover the whole range.
 Change 50623 on 2002/09/10 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

sutests

Change 50588 on 2002/09/10by kevino@keving_r400_win_marlbore
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There ae several

madified in order to work.

sq\r400sq_bell cpp(
aqw400sq_plane.
eqh400sq_plane_:
eqir400sq_shell epp(S30):
sqrt00sq_simple
sqi400sq_simpl
 
eqhi00sq sphero
eq\400sq_spher   
  etr400steree

vetirt00vet|hos|
vetrd400vet_hos

  
 
 
 

¥at'r400vat|hosvetird0vet_hos
vatirtd0vet_ho:

Ovet_hos
400vet_hos

 

 
 

0 velpes
400vet_hos

oeoeche{bOvgthos

 ighrdulvet|phos|
vetrtO0vet|hosyetir400vet hos
vatir4G0vat_hos
vgtr400vet_hos

400vet_hos
vgtrd00vet_hos
vetrtO0vat|Phos”
vatrd0vet hos.
vatvt00vet_hos.
vatrdO0vet_hos_i

Uvet_hos
veedOOveEhos|

  

 

Fixed border size test- ‘I'M now sets texture size correctly (1 per side for border}Added TFetchIn:

Change 50581 on 2002/
Commented out

Change 50569 on 2002/1
Fix name spelling

Change 50497 on 20:
Narrowed down

Change 50491 un 2002/1

Updating registry files in pa_regress to choose the CP Microengine
configuration rather than the 'C’ implementation

Change 50486 on 1002/

log a potential bug

Change 50454 on 2002/1
Added support for BORDER_SIZE specification.Added sometextures and test Files.
Updated formais.tst, and the shader programs.

Change 50428 on 2002/1
For SC sample coulrol #2

Change $0427 on 2002/

SC sample contr:
Change 50408 un 2002/

Check parameter 0 for SC center/centroid sampling control

Change 50375 on 2002/

Update with smaller images

Change 50347 on 2002/1

(e400sq_sphere.ci

 

  
Ovet_hos_]

 

  
 
   

;PNT_Ip_cont_no_projection_O1L.cpp(784):

2/B9/L0 by mkelly@i_mkeltyr400_win_laptep

/99/10 by mkelly@il_mkellyr400_win_laptep

 ESQ aud VGTtests hat set nrajur mude 1. These tests imay have to be

 
oppts13):
eny_map.cpp(563):

e_obj.cppSi 5):
e_obj_env_map.cpp(556):

AD: 
oS chy map.cppiSé4)
¢_less.cpp(530)}

LINE_cp.cpp(443):
LPatch_GL.cppt445):By  

on_OL.cpp(798}:

ight_textnre_O} cpp(8osy
“bNGQvep_an_cont ight_texture_(12.cpp(sds):NQ_cp_qn_cont_ne_prejection_01 cpp(s

PNQIp_cont_no_projection_O1. cpt9)NTOL_cp_qn_cont_stress_01
NT_adaptive.cpp(393)

PNT_cont_cp_gh_complex_01 opp(@se):

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
  

NTop qa 3cont light texture 01
PNT_cp_qn_cent_light_texture_02.
PNT_cp_gn_cont_light_fexmre 03 cpn¢

T_cp_gn_cont_moving_normals OL cpo(738):
{_no_projection_01 .cpp(782)

1404_lit_tex_proi_OL.cpp(677):
complex_(1.cpp(85

ght_texture_O1 .cpp(799):
jection_O1 epp(782):

PNE “discepqn_precision_0! .cpp(76¥):
:PNT_dist precision_02.cpp(763):

PNT“edec: detection 01 cpp?! 2)

 
 

 
 

 

 RPaich_02.cy J
|RPaich_cp_012.cpp(63a):

RPaichIp02 .cpp(é37)
_TPatch_01 .cpp(696):
“TPatchO24cpp(é96):
;TRI_cp.cpp{5é3)

anto_index_line_list_Ol.cpp(427}:
auto_index_quad_list_Gl .cpp(452):
auto!index|trianglelist_OL.cpp(468}:
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st override of mip, minmag, and aniso in const
‘09/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400 

tests that hang regression.

39/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r190_win_laptop

the bug to polymodetri fill in the SC
09/10 by Lwise@il_bwise_r4d0_win

‘09/10 byjhoule@jhouie_r400_win_marlbore

09/10 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

‘09/10 by mkelly@bfl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
 ‘ol centers, centroids and Screen XY

‘09/10 by utkelly@f_tmkelly_1400_win_lapicp

‘99/09 bythsicn@fhsien 1400 linux marlboro

‘08/69 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri 90
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i, Added SU mulii-context test
2. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 50335 on 2002/09/09 by omesh@omesh_r/4G0_linux_marlboro_rele: 3€

Added 28 moretests. Either the dump() routines don't dumpcorrectly,
or DumpView does not display 16_16_16_16 and 8_88_8 formats correcily.
Seems morelikely that the Gump routines don't work correctly

Change 50325 on 2062/09/09 byygiang@ygiangr400_test_marlboro
changed: temp vertex buffer to uint32 for hex format

weChange 56272 on 2662/09/09 by smoss@smoss_cravola_linux_orl_regress
New VGTfile

Chung 50250 on 2002/09/09 by mikelly@O_mikelly_1400_win_luptup

AddScott's new dumpto regressionRenametest

Change 50212 on 2602/09/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Added two new sc dumps to regress comparelist

Change 50206 on 2002/09/09 by smess@smeoss_crayola_win
su tests

Change 56196 on 7002/09/09 by kevino@ikevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added 1st cut at RegLad test.
Change 50187 on 2062/09/09 byygiang@ygiang1400win_marlbore_p4

changed: test case

Changs 50176 on 2002/09/09 by kevino@kevino r400 win marlboro

Added tedenortn non-power? case.

Change 50172 on 2002/09/09 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added TPctchInst dst and src sel operations as well as tx coord denorm testcase

Change 50168 on 2002/09/09 by omesh@omesh_r460_linux_mariboro_release

Changed the "Range"type of random number generator to "Range"so it
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 RRESENHAM CONTROL. verified fa match R206 in following tests
For W9X, use 0x55, for W2K use Ux53

Changc 49968 on 2602/09/06 by abcaudin@abcaudin 1400 win marlboro

nore new guldeus

Change 49938 on 2002/09/06 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r406
Updated Viz Query controls. Updated test status

Change 49937 on 1002/09/06 by frivas@FT._FRivas

this test has alot of bugs. It will be replaced soon.

Change 49930 on 2002/09/06 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added dstsel, rriprange, and bardercolor tests and fmt565 files
RY (repeating fraction) tests are there, but not yet working.

Change 49901 on 2002/09/06 by mkellv@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

Missed checking in lis oue yesterday...

Change 49899 on 2002/09/06 by mkelly@_mkelly1400_win_laptep
First pass of complex pinwheel

Change 49880 on 2002/09/05 by omesh@om: _17406_linux_mariboro_release

Added some more testcases, fixed MAKEVISUALtestcases (lestcases involving “only*
the alpha channel, which are

color blended with Red in the end, to bring outtheir visual result).
Thave visually verified sone more lestcases on le emulator, including ite 3 newlyadded ones.

Change 19844 on 2002/09/05 by cmesh@omesh_r100_linux_merlboro_release
Explicitly set the COLOR*_SW£APfield for each of the Color Buffers in the

RB_COLOR_INFO register.
The ermilator's default. setting for all 4 Color Buffers was not the same, which was

resulting in swapping ofthe Red and Blue channels
Also added more testcases, including random testcases and added post render Destination

Alphablend, te bring
out the effects of the final Destination Alpha (using Red color) if needed.
Thaven't vet checked ail the visual results ofall the testcases, but I think they should be

   

fine.
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reluris the right kind (Goat) of daia structure. Default behavior was
changed by George a while aga, which was resulting in 0 valued returns.

Change 50143 on 2002/09/69 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_release
Changed the "Range"type of random number generator to "RangeF" se it
returns the right kind float) of data structure. Default behavior was
recently changed by George, which wasresulting in 6 vahied returns.
Fi change this soon forall earlier random tests as well. 

Change 50121 on 2002/09/69 by mkcliy@fl mkeliy r400 win laptop

Fix tests to update all GB RAM registers between state change

Change 50050 on 2002/09/06 byHlefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_r100_emu

 
Fixed SWAP errorthat caused mismatches with
Added count reset bility in the SQ for multi .
Added better comments for the PAR AM_SH ARE registerfield.
Fixed some HWaccurate bugs.Added new MOVAwrite back to GPRs feature.

   

Change 50033 on 2002/09/66 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

tetunc file for endian swap tests

Change 50031 on 2002/09/06 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added trijuice

Change $0814 on 2062/09/06 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Initial check of sc sample control for centers and centroids in the sc_sp
Change 50001 on 2602/09/06 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1403win_laptep

Change ScLimplevel to 3

Change 49995 on 2002/09/06 by mkclly@fl mkelly 1493 win laptep

Stipple tests where lines are sinall, aid repeat count aud
pattern are changed between state

Change 49977 on 2002/09/06 by abeaudin@abcaudin_r190_win_marlboro
more golden  Bes

Change 49975 on 2007/09/06 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Change 49847 on 2002/09/65 by smass@ismoss_crayola_win

housekeeping
Change 49822 on 2002/09/05 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

1. Added t new VGT test for event handling
2. Updated test_list and test er accordingly 

Change 49804 on 2002/09/65 byfrivas@PL TFRivas
Added one HOS Tri-Patch test to the list

Change 49796 on 2002/09/05 bytrivas@PL_FRivas
 Initial checkin of HOS Tri-Paich test. Isolates just two patches (cach with 10 control

points} tu see if here are any stams or inconsistancies un the boundry between patches.
Taplements lighting and textnring

 

Change 19790 on 1662/09/65 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1199_win_laptop
124,68 MSAArectangle list with zbuffering, all vertex ordering and verts falling on
pixel center ud uon-pixel centers

Change 49781 on 2002/09/63 by mkelly@tlL_mkellyr400_win_laptop
1,2,3,4 MSAArectanglelist, all vertex orders

Change 49752 on 2602/09/65 by mkeliv@ll_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update comments, add 6 MSAArectangle list tests

Change 49749 on 2602/09/05 by omesh@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_release
 Added NUM_MULTIWRITES programming (=3) to enable rendering fo all 4 Color

Buffers from 1 SC Color Export,
using the Color Channel Masks. Verified that the color masking does occurin theemulatorin all 4 buffers,
visually, but this also uncovered a bug (Bugzilla Bug #334) with vertex color sequence

being gut der in
reference to vertex positions
 for Calor Buffer0. 

Change 49730on 2002/39/05 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
8 MSAArectanglelist, all vertex orders

Change 49723 on 2062/09/65 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Added two new HOSteststa the list.
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Change 49715 on 2002/09/65 byfrivas@FT._FRivas

Initial check in of HOS Line-Patch. This test will be updated soon.
Change 49706 on 2602/09/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

 FF when MSAA and ISS
at the sc_quad_pair_proc_out.dmp level

 ’ test, check pixel mask is either OxOS or
are disabled and MSAA NUMSAMPLES  

 

Changs 49705 on 2602/09/05 by abcaudin@abcaudin 1400 win marlboro

made ecc hardware accurate - swapped red and bh  - made new golden images 
Change 19704 on 2002/09/05 by mkelly@_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Logalocal sc bug

Change 49685 on 2062/09/05 by frivas@FT._FRivas

Initial checkin of HOS Tri-Patch test. There are $ patches with 10 control points each
Implements lighting and texturing:
Change 49559 on 2002/09/05 by yelane@iyeiangr400_win_tarlboro_p4

fixed: triangles size for hardware
Changs 49618 on 2002/09/05 by kmahicr@kmahicr 1400 win devel vicws

Fixed processing of VS_PROGR AM_CTRI's VS_EXPORT_MODRin renderstate.

Also, fixed pixelfile namein test.

Change 49595 on 2002/09/04 by csampayo@flcsampayo_r400

1. Added bug test case
2. Updated bug# 43 on Bug ‘Lracker

Change 49580 on 2062/09/04 by omesh@ma omesh

Added code to fi aud dump all 4 color bulfers instead ofjust le default (color buffer).I still use the framebuffer class in Primlib as it rts the features I need. Besides the calor
surface class isn't ready to be used for multiple color buffers yet.

The emulator visual outcome is as yet untested for these multiwrite testcases.

   
  

Changs 49574 on 2002/09/04 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SU test
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Change 49272 on 2002/09/03 by trivas: ‘L_FRivas

Update. There was atypoin the spelling ofthe datafile that the test reads

Change 49259 on 2002/09/03 by kevino@keviny_1400_sun_marlbore
Fix texture name, add 1024x1024 size

Changs 49255 on 2002/09/03 by jhoulc@ihoule 400 win marlboro

Changedall .compare(.j Lo substr(..) == string(te help T.imux execution
Added support for specified miplevel whenloading image.
Corrected erroneous error message.

Change 49250 on 2002/09/03 by kevino@ikevino_r490_sun_marlbore
1524x1624 textnre

Change 49171 on 2002/08/31 byashishs@fl_ashishsr100_win
update

Change 49176 on 2662/68/31 by ashishs@f_ashishsr406_win
CLtest:
The functionalityis identical io r400cl frustum 00with the exception thatit intentionally

cycles a postion through all 27 possible clip zones, validating clip operation at each zone.
The clip zone possibilities are:
No Clipping, Right [RJ], Left{L], Far[F], Near[N], Top[T], Bottom)
RI, RB, RF, RET, RFB. RN, RNT, RNB, LT, LB, LF, LFT, LFB, LN, LNT,
LNB, NT, NB, FT, FB

 
 

 Change 49164 un 2602/08/31 by ustistis@llashistis 1400_win
CLtest:
The functionality is identical to ri00cl_trustum_00 with the exception thatit intentionally

cycles a postion through all 27 possible clip zones, validating clip operation at each zone.
The clip zone possibilities are:
No Clipping, Right [R]. LeRfL]. Fa (FL Nea[N]. Top[T] Beton
RT, RR, RF, RFT, RFB. RN, RNT, RNB, 1.7,1B, LF, LFT, LFR, EN, LNT,
LNB, NL, NB, BT, BB

 

 

Changs 49069 on 2002/08/30 by mkelly@fi mkelly 1400 win laptop

Enabling/Disabling control of tp_sq.dmpfile for validation

Change 19068 on 2062/08/30by mkelly@fil_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
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Change 49532 on 2002/09/64 by kevinu@kevine_r400_win_iearlboru

Added border size case, butit isn't right yet.
Added exp_adjust_all cases ranging from -32 to 32. 

Change 49525 on 2602/09/04 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Change test name, update tracker

Change 49517 on 2002/09/04 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Textured line, $ MSAA,various orientations

Change 49474 on 2003/09/64 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Added force_bc_w_to_max testcases, and shader program that puts A in R channe! so
can see results easily.

Change 49482 on 2602/09/04 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update second setting of repeat count
Change 49375 on 2002/09/63 by kevine@) vino_400_win_marlbore

 Added testcases that tum offtiling for rectangular and non-rectanguiar textures

Change 49364 on 2002/09/03 by kevine@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added testcases:

morefilter cases
2D Anisa
Nearest_ClampPolicy OGL modetest

Change 49354 on 2002/09/63 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop 
Initial check of MSA A centermost determination

Change 19353 on 2002/09/03 by HefebwrGillefebvre_laptop_rt00_emu
Added Idle0 and Idiel_7 functions for SQ idle status repert.

Change 4935? on 2002/09/63 by omesh@omesh1400linux_marlboro_release

Changed background color to black so visual result of color masking is evident. Alicia
pointed out that maskingissupposed

to occurin the operation of: Destination Color — Destination Color & ~COLCR_MASK)
+ (Source Color & COLOR_MASK), not as Destination

Color=Source Color & COLUOK_MASK.So, the results of the emulator were correct,
hence this bugis invalid.
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Update fest to pass HW, but waiting on Prim?.ib implementation for othertests.

Change 19041 on 2002/08/30 byysiene@ygieng_r460_test_mertboro
package type changed

Change 49034 on 2002/08/20 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

1. Added 4 new VGTtests for suppress eop function
2. Updated test list accordingly

Change 49027 on 2603/08/30 by kevino@ikevina_r400_win_martbora

64x64 map

 Change 49021 on 2002/08/30 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Added smaller dilbert textures (created with dumpPPM function in uber_map.cpp)

Change 18991 on 2002/08/30 by kevino@kevino_r100_win_marlboro
Made colors different than checker_32x32

Change 48986 on 2602/08/30 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Changed tex size field to 16x16
Change 48985 on 2062/38/30 by kevine@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

16x16 color checker pattern

Change 48981 on 2062/08/20 by kevinc@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Tried to fix checkerboard

Change 48979 on 2602/08/30 by kevinc@kevino_r400_win_marlbora
Checkerboard texture

Change 48960 on 2602/08/30 by ukelly@el_iukelly_r400_win_luplop
‘Textured linelist

Change 48959 on 2002/08/30 by mkcliy@ifl mkelly 1493 win laptep

Match SC spec (repeat count -1)

Change 18958 on 2062/08/30 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr190_win_laptop
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Change stipple repeat count to (count - 1) to match SC spec.

Change 48922 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevinc_r4U0_win_raarlbore

cleaned up sp filenames, go to only sending 1 tex coordin sp file when needed.
Change 48919 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added set dest height command.

Chanac 48905 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevine r400 win marlboro

Tests for multibuffer assert and seg-fault problem

Change 18889 on 2002/08/29 by omesh@ma_omesh

Tweaked the TRIANGLE COVERAGE (now = 1.0) parameter in these tests to recreate
ihe old large Wiangle parallel testcases (Lo be used to lest swainiping RB, [ suppose). 

Change 48876 or 2002/08/29 by kevino@keving_r4i0_win_marlboro
Fixed tex clause numberforlast2 tex fetches

Change 48865 on 2002/08/29 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
* Basic multi-texture tests

* 16 parameter, 64 dword texture test
* Expand VFDto handle up to 16 textures,

see r400sc_tri_16_par_64_dwords_1.cpp for example useage

 

 Change 48847 on 2662/08/29 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update to match SC range of 0 - 255, previously1 - 256
Change 48818 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbore

fixe num of fb's to be -1 in multiwrite

Chanac 48813 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino 1400 win marlboro

added rb_assert Leut case.

Change 48804 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Updated tri juice to usc cnum, not float.

Change 48803 on 2002/08/29 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Added two RECTpatchteststo the test list.
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num_multivrites shontd be base 0, so for 4 multivrites, this should be set to 3

Change 18693 on 2002/08/28 by omesh@ma_omesh
Added another 30 testcases for Color Channel based maskingtests. The tests compile on

the emulator, but dunt produce the r sults on the enmulator (uuthing renders). Will debugLater.   

Change 48673 on 2002/08/28 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_ri00
Updated number of cases

Change 48638 on 2002/08/28 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
Golds

Change 48645 on 2002/08/28 by kevine@kevinie_1r400_win_arlbore

Added basic foundations for perl-generation oftestcase lists
Added basics for 4 color buffers, but if try to export in the shader program,it asserts.

Change 48639 on 2002/08/28 by vgoel@i_vgoel2

deisted r406vgt_hos_rpatch_02_pix and _vtx shaders

Change 48638 on 2002/08/28 by vgoel@f_veoel2
 added few more tests (hos and tone mapping, stereo vision)

Change 48606 on 2002/08/28 by georgev@devel_georgevine_r400_lin_mariboro

Added more support for random stuff.
Change 48572 un 2002/08/28 by mikelly@l_uikelly1400_win_luptop

Update comments

Change 48541 on 2002/08/28 by omesh@ma_omesh
Split anetlier 10 testcases.

verified visual resuli (4_444 format)
 led and ran then ou tie aulalor, ikcughhaven't yet

Change 48537 on 2662/08/28 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
JSS 4x4 simple triangle

Change 48535 on 2002/08/28 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

golds
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Change 48802 on 2002/08/29 by frivas@FI._FRivas

 Deleting these two tests because there was a change in their names and descriptions
inside the scurce code. Basically, they've just been renamed.
Change 48798 on 2002/08/29 by frivas@FL_FRivas

  
initial check-in of two HOS RECTPatch tests. th

using Bezier interpolation for the patches, and the other us
infinite lighting, texturing, and a tcssellation ievel of 14.9.

render the Utah Teapet. One
¢ bi-linear interpolation. Both use
 

 

Change 48790 on 2602/08/29 by veosl@fl_veoel2

added PNT adaptive tessellation test using vertex export

Change 48785 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Added file which is needed by tp_muititexture_o1 cpp

Change 48781 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
Added 2D clamp mede tests and support textures

par: ne number of framebuffers
branch 4 color buffer shader pipe program from the original
reset the standard test results te 1 texture, 1 color buffer

 
 

Change 48769 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino r400 sun marlboro

2x2 went to 104x104 wherT savedit after expanding the image,so fixed back to 2x2

Change 48763 on 2002/08/29 by smoss@jsmoss_crayola_win
Golds with tile enabled

Change 48755 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_sun_marlbora

Cleaned up smalitex textures
Change 48750 on 2002/08/29 by kevinc@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Smail textures for use with clamp made tests

Change 48735 on 2002/08/29 by ygiana@ygieng_460_test_marlboro
changed:buffersize

Change 48730 on 2002/08/29 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
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Change 48501 on 2002/08/28 byfrivas@iFLRivas

Initial check-in of a Rect Patch test. It generates a teapot.

Change 48487 un 2002/08/28 by ustisiisG@l_: sis_1460_witt

CLtests: adding more UCP combotests and updating tracker.
Change 48480 on 2002/08/28 by kevino@kcvino 400 win marlboro

Moved fictions to header file

Change 48479 on 1002/08/28 by kevino@kevine_r400_win_marlboro

Added fimctions to create pix shader programs on the fly so can parameterize TFetchinstroverride values
Added 2 simple tesecases for this as well

 

Change 18474 on 2002/08/28 by kevino@kevino_r100_win_marlboro
New names for shader pipe programs for ip_miultitexture_01

Change 48448 on 2603/08/27 by smass@smoss_crayola_win

Add test for regress_e
Change 45435 on 2002/08/27 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Comment out r400s¢e_point_list_6é until bug fixed

Change 48434 on 2002/08/27 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptep
Update for new MSAA satnples

Change 48430 on 2002/08/27 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update to new MSAA saraple selects
Change 48402 on 2002/08/27 by csampayo@tlesainpayo_14060

1. Updated test VED tor sourcing tex coord from vertex
2. Updated Bug Tracker accordingly

Change 48393 on 2002/08/27 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly1400win_laptep

Update for ISS sample 3 - 4 swap

Change 49355 on 2002/08/27 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
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For sarne reason,the test. was using the zw coordinates to fetch the texture. They should
have used the xy coordinates as the vertex shader only exporis those coordinates.

Change 48352 on 2002/08/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
JSS Update for sample 3 and 4 swap

Change 48344 on 2002/08/27 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr4U0_win_laptop

Update to add test to regros: crd400se jas 4x4 fe 02

Change 48339 on 2002/08/27 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Another quick test needed for SC regress_e

Change 48329 on 2002/08/27 by yeiang@yeiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

changect buffer size

Change 48328 on 2002/08/27 byygiang@ygiangr400_win_marlbore_p4
changed: buffer size

Change 48327 on 2062/08/27by yeiang@lygiangr400_win_marlbore_p4

added: more sp tests
Change 48322 on 2002/08/27 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_:400_win

update

Change 48320 on 2662/08/27 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr406_win
CLtest: adding more UCP conbotests

Change 48304 on 2002/08/27 by thsien@ithsien_r4v0_linax_rnariboro

Update tests with testcases for smalicr fram cbuffor/imag os

Chung 48291 un 2602/08/27 by csumpayoGitlcsampayo_r406

Moving bug case to proper place
Chanec 48264 on 2602/08/27 by csampayo@fl csampaye 406

Bug test case

Change 48259 on 2002/08/27 by csampayo@ifl_csampaye_r406
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Change 48088 on 2002/08/26 by llefebwr@ilefebvre_laptopr4ud_emu

There was an indexing problern with the writting of the STs in the GPRa.

Change 48071 on 2002/08/26 by kevino@kevinu_r400_win_marlbure

Cleaned up, added tormat_2101010.
Change 48054 on 2662/08/26 by jhoulc@ihoule 1400 win marlboro

Setting both MIN/MAG filters

Change 48046 on 2002/08/26 by ashishs@)fl_ashishsr400_win

update to testlist

Change 48039 on 2002/08/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Aemory crash when shaderfile doesn't exist.
Change 48026 on 2002/08/26 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbore

added format_56§ case

Change 48022 on 2002/08/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly+400_win_laptep
Archiv ng potential bug in SG ST determination.

Change 48021 on 2002/08/26 by mkelly@ifi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Textured line where ST are exported directly to RGBAto visulize texture coordinates
in color. Current there is a bug in the LLC quad pixel ST value when theprimitiveis
not quad-aligned.

Change 47986 on 2002/08/26 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added load_vertex functionto makeit easier.
Change 47980 on 2002/08/26 by kevinu@kevinu_1400_win_iearlbure

cleaned up baee and mip offset code

Changc 47967 on 2602/08/25 by csampayoi@fl csampaye 1400

1, Added 1 new SU point sprite tests
2. Updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly

 

Change 47946 on 2002/08/24 by tho@tho_r460_win
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1. Added | newSI] point sprite test,
2. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 48245 on 2062/38/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1493win_laptep
 

Update .sp name to 02

Change 48229 on 20:  2/08/27 by fhsien @fhsien_r400_linux_marlbore

Update with small image test cases

Change 48186 on 2002/08/26 byclaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_win_marlboro

Change Barycentric logic to correct 3-input adder carry-in problem.
Added rounding to BarycBackmuitiplier for more accuracy on directed tests.
Updated golds for 2 8C, 2 VGT and 2 SUtests which were affected by above changes.
Added dumps for quad covered aad cleaned up some dump file headers.
Fixed zmin/zmax poly offset. cade for sign extend bug
Changed 6 and $ Sample AA sample locations for new 6-sarmple grid.
Added 2 and 3 sample AA sample Locations.
Fixed .cpp of two regression SC tests affected by AA sample location changes.

 
 
 

  

Change 48173 on 2002/08/26 by veoel@fl_veoel2

added datatile for tri-patches
Change 48171 on 2602/08/26 by veocl@fl vgeoci2

added tri-patch displaying an object.

Change 48107 on 2007/08/26 by mkelly@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptep

tile control registryfiles

Change 48104 on 2002/08/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Re-included SC stipple test
Change 48098 on 2002/08/26 by omesi@omesh_1400_linux_mariboro_release

Changed CC'VERAGEsettings to render smaller triangles in scalable tests, to reducesimulation time
; and storage space requirements for resulis. Made moa ofthe triangles about 1/Léth theirsize.

Change 48091 on 2002/08/26 byjhoule@jhouie_r400_win_marlboro

New TRIJUICE specification

Ex, 2082 --- R400 Testing FH ---foler_history

Changed MEMRASE and BIOSBASEsetting in bif_init-cpp in chip library.
Take out one failing test (not sure howto fix the test) from regression.
Updated goldenimages- all the mom framebuf r arc modificd bya script, ailthord r

files are done manully.
Hope Udy subriit won't break in tie middle.

 

 

Change 47918 on 1002/08/23 byashishs@  shishsr400_win
pointlist tost, with § textures and 1 color. texture currentlydisabied through VED,will be

incorporated soon.

Change 47900 on 2002/08/23 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update test so it will compile, bug still exists...
Change 47899 on 2002/08/23 by smuss@tnoss_craygla_linux_ri_regress

update

Change 47895 on 2602/08/23 by mkeliy@ifl mkelly r400 win laptop

* Lime list, start verlex ul -8196 in HWspace, clipped ut -4096 Screen Space
* Line list, textured

Change 47891 on 2062/08/23 by kevinc@kevino_r400_win_marlbore
generalize tp_miultitexture_O1 to parameterize all of the TPetchConstfields

Change 47789 on 1602/08/23 by mkelly@l_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..
Change 47788 on 2002/08/23 by mkelly@_ikellyr400_win_layj 

Bug caused byprimlib/render_state/render_register_state.cppi42

Change 47756 on 2002/08/23 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
PrimLib bug

Change 47731 on 2007/08/23 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r400_linux_local

Updated dxtc test to work with changed texture constant. Also changed image from
window to boards as boards shows the compressionartifacts of dxtcl.

 

Change 47729 on 2002/08/23 by veoel@fl_vgoe!?

added simple line patch test
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Change 47728 on 2002/08/23 by veoel@h_wveoelt

added complex teapottest for rect patches
Change 47717 on 2002/08/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Simple single line list

Change 47623 on 2002/08/22 byLefebvr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu
using resize instead of pushback

Change 47622 on 2062/08/22 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Added a couple more testcases to tp_aniso
Added default anise field to tp_unsigned32_01 and tp_multitexture_0

Change 47607 on 2062/68/22 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_martboro

ist cut at aniso test. Not sure if it is working in emu yet.
Change 47575 on 2602/08/22 by georgev@devel_georgevinw_r400_lin_marlboro

Fixed frame buffer size.

Change 47534 on 2062/08/22 by georgew@idevel_georgevhw_r400_lin_maribore
More changes.

Change 47531 on 2002/08/22 by kevino@kevino_1400_sun_marlbara

Texture that showstext (nice for aniso}

Change 47522 on 1602/08/22 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
i. Added 10 new VGmuit:-contexttests
2. Updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly

Change 47507 on 2002/08/22 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Change to anonymous struct definition in "Matrix_Class"to allow compiling underLinux.

Chanec 47506 on 2002/08/22 by kevino@kevine r400 win marlboro

added f to float values so dont get doubie to float warnings

Change 47493 on 2002/08/22 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop
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Change 47380 on 2002/08/21 by kevino@kevino_r4U0_finux_mariboro
Added a random texture case wherethe vertices are left alone

Change 47378 on 2002/08/21 by mkelly@f_uikelly_1400_win_luptop

DEPTH16 and DISP_Y_DIM = 64
Changc 47377 on 2602/08/21 by mkellvG@fi mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update to inchide R400Hardware Accurate = 6

Change 47376 on 2002/08/21 by mkelly( _mkelly1400_win_laptop

Update tests DISP_Y_DIM te 64 to work around Primlid issue. Does not
alfect functional part of test bul permits HW simulationto continue
 

Change 47369 on 2002/08/21 by kevino@kevine_r4U0_win_tnariboro

Added several basic 1-4 text testcases and a shader program which doesn't blend in thecolor

Change 47362 on 2662/08/21 byHefebwr@lefebwre_laptop_r400_ema

Dumplib now supports : FMT_S, FMT_8888,FMT_5_€5,FMT4444,FMT 2 16 16 16,PMT 1 5 5 5,PMT 16 16, PMT 32 32 32 32 FLOAT,
FMT_16_16_1616, DEPTH16, DEPTH248, DEPTH24§FLOAT.

Change 47340 on 2002/08/21 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

ist simple testcase files for to_multitexture_O1
Change 47338 on 2002/08/21 by kevino@kevinie_1r400_win_marlboru

Created XYZW_RGBA_STQ4 data structure w/ 4 STO coords
Set up roultitexture test to draw 1-4 textures. (Need more pix.sp files for more than

that}

Change 47333 on 2602/08/21 by frivas@FL_FRivas

update

Changc 47330 on 2002/08/21 by frivasGiTL FRivas

Change to aimonyrnous struct definition in "Matrix_Class"to allow compiling in Linux

Change 17328 on 2062/08/21 by abeaudin@abeaudin_1100_win_marlboro
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Finalized secondpolyoffset. test.

Change 47491 on 2002/08/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1190win_laptop
Add twotest descriptions, update comments in test

Change 47454 on 2602/08/21 by ashishs@fl_ashishs14¢0_win

CL test:r400ci_uep_pointlist_O1
64 point sprites with 6 textures and 6 ucp’s cnabled with point sizo sct in PA SU state

register and also in PA_CL_POINTregisters for clipping. Point Sprite UCP mode set to '3' viz.
always expand and clip.

  

Change 17443 on 1002/08/21 by mkelly@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
One moretime..

Change 47438 on 2602/08/21 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r460_win_laptep

Try again...
Change 47437 on 2002/08/21 by mkeliy@l_mkelly_r400_win_laptep 

Update

Change 47431 on 2003/08/21 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
del

Change 47429 on 2003/08/21 by mkel (@H_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

golds...
Change 47423 on 1602/08/21 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Add to SCregress_e

Change 47414 on 2602/08/21 by mkcliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptep

Fix a typo, changed bool to uint2 on MAXDISTANCELor aa

Change 47406 on 1003/08/21 by mkelly@H_mkelly_r490_win_laptep
Update

Change 47404 on 2002/08/21 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Incre: ig SC regress_e with seme very quicktests to give more coverage,
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fixed ptich problem

Change 17325 on 2002/08/21 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Change to anonymous struct definition in "Matrix_Class"to allow compiling on Linux.

Change 47318 on 2002/08/21 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Change to annonymousstract definition in "Matrix_Class"to allow compling underLinex.

Change 47308 on 2062/08/21 byfrivas@)FT_FRivas

Change to anncnymonsstruct in "Matrix_Class"to allow compiling under Linux.

Change 47302 on 2002/08/21 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Change to annenymonsstruct defined in "Matrix_Class" to allow compiling under T.inux

Change 17331 on 2002/38/21 by vgoel@fl_vaoel2
added first iri-patch test

Change 47281 on 2007/08/21 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Changed annonymous struct definition in "Matrix_Class"to allow compling under Linux.
Change 47269 on 1002/08/21 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Change to annonymousstruct definition in "Matrix_Class" to allow compilation underLinux.

Change 47177 on 2002/08/20 by csampayo@tl_csampayo2_r400

Updates for surface height constraint.

Change 47167 on 2002/08/20 by mkelly@f1_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Update test to ran several 12 seg concentric circles.

Change 47163 on 2602/08/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laprop

Count double hit pixels if more than one occurs in a quad.
Change 47146 on 2602/08/20 by kevino@kevine_c400_win_marlbore

cast (*¢fcftexaump to TRETCH_CONSTANT_REGISTERbefore sendingit to
gRenderState->SetC)
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Change 47130 on 2002/08/20 by lefebvi @ileieb we_laplop_1400_eru

Now retuming vectors of strings

Change 47128 on 2062/08/26by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update commentsin test...

Change 47127 on 2002/08/20by mkelly( _mkellyr400_win_laptop
Linelist concentric circle, o width increased to sco double hit pixcls

Change 47117 on 2002/08/20 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Cleaned up, added more debug into. Works on Linux, but not windows.

Change 47106 on 2002/08/20 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

IMultitexture test. Rev? compiles, but has a pointer error with gRenderState->SeiC
*“fcftexnum] };

Change 47098 on 2662/08/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Added object for keeping track of multi-processed pixels in the SC.

modified test to display multi-hit pixels

Change 47024 on 2002/08/26by kevino@kevine400_win_marlboro
Add basemap to randemize_FILTERfunction. Also set parameters for miptint functions.

Change 47022 on 2062/08/26 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbaro

Added Mip_BaseMap to several testcases
Change 46991 on 2002/08/26 by kevino@kevino_400_win_marlbore

Added point and linear mipmap modes

Chango 46914 on 2002/08/19 by csampayoi@tl csampaye 400

i. Added 2 new VGTtest for multi context coverage
2. Updated test_list and the test iracker appropriately 

Change 16895 on 2062/08/19 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
Primlib utility to check for double hit pixels in sc_quad_pair_proc_out.dmp

Concentric circle test to do a preliminary check on the newutility
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using the naw Surface format class ofprimlib that supports fff end
dump of the 4444 format. Still haven't seen the visual effects of dither
(Dumpview comes up too slowlyon a fully loaded Imcs* or Imet* machine
today! D.

Change 46518 on 2602/08/16 by georgev@devel_georgeviw_1400_lin_murlbore

Change to new format.
Changs 46515 on 2002/08/16 by gcorgev@devel gcorgevinw 1400 lin mariboro

Put in missing semi-colon

Change 46505 on 2002/08/16 by jhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlbora

Added support for (MINIMAX} MIPLEVEL andLODBIAS{HIV}.
Added generateMipmapChain( function.

Change 46391 on 2002/08/15 by mkelly@_mkelly1r400_win_laptop
 Possible interpolator bug...

Charize 46353 on 2002/08/15 by kevinu@keviny1400_linex_marlborg_releuse

Changed maxmiplevel to 9 since the texture is $12x512
Changs 46349 on 2002/08/15 by veoclG@f veocl2

changed the tessellation level to cne

Change 46347 on 2002/08/15 by kevino@keving_r400_win_rnarlbora

Set the maxmiplevel to 10

Change 46257 on 1662/08/14 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Modified SC regre;
five tests}. In general, |

functional / oper

 tests to reduce emulate time by 66%(rom 1:41 to 0:47 total for
aes are tested but specificational checkstill occurs.
   

Change 46255 on 2602/08/15 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r400 

i. Added 3 new SU tests
2. Updated tost list and the test tracker accordingly

Change 46245 on 2002/08/15 by abeaudin@abeaudin_1400_win_marlboro

fixed dither bug - rounding wasnot being done
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Change 46866 on 2002/08/19 by kevinu@kevinw_r400_win_iarlboro 

New testcases for tp_unsigned32_U1.cpp

Change 46857 on 2062/08/19 by kevinc@kevino_400_win_marlbore
Added non-rectangular testcases
Cleaned up sorae oduble->float wamings byspecifying floats with 1 .Of instead of 1.0Addedtint fimntion to testcases
expanded texture_mariagertintarrayto be 15x4 to cover up to 16K 1D textures

 

Change 46823 on 2062/08/19 by smess@smoss_crayola_win

removed duplicate case

Change 46777 on 2062/38/19 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_1400
 1. Added 4 new SU polymode degenerate tests

2. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 46753 on 2002/08/19 by kevinc@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore
Added EstesPark images (mostly non-square}

Change 46729 on 2002/08/19 by kevino@kevino1406_win_marlbora

define prim size to make changing it easter
Change 46695 on 2002/08/18 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_400

1. Added 8 newSUI palymade tests
2. Updated test_list and the test tracker accordingly

Change 46633 on 2002/08/16 by kevino@ikevino_r400_win_marlboro

Fixed some maxmip values, pot in commented ont tintMipChain call

Change 16598 on 2002/08/16 by kevino@kevino_r100_win_marlboro
Added some nen-power? texture cases with variousfiltering

Change 46586 on 7003/08/16 by kevine@kevino_r400_linux_marlbora

Non-powerl sized textures
Change 46572 on 1602/08/16 by omesi@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_only_devel

Changed formatof render and destination to 4444 instead of 8883, sothat visual effects ofthe dither tests can be seen. Also switched to
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Change 46186 on 1602/08/14 by georgev@devel_aeargeviw_r400_lin_marltbora

Changed predicate tests. Began serialize test.
Change 46124 on 2002/08/14 by omesh(@omesh_1400_linux_marlboro_release

Fixed some bugs related to placementof gecmetry on screen andalsa add
some more random testcases. I tried running the testcases on linux and
they seem to execute, although the emulator doesn't producethe rightresult.

Change 461 20 on 2602/08/14 by kevinc@kevino_r400_linnx_marlbara

dilbert texture in ppm ascii format to make sure windows raw fix doesn't break asciimode

Change 46109 on 2002/08/14 by ukelly@el_imkelly_1400_win_laplop

Update

Change 46106 on 2002/08/14 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptop
More bres control tests.

Change 46915 on 2002/08/14 by omesh@ma_omesh
 Added special testcases for LUT based color dither, for more extensive testing, Compiled

and run on Windows. Not yet checked on Linux.

Change 45945 on 2002/08/14 byjhoule@jhouler400_win_marlbero

Converted dilbert_128x128.ppm into ascii PPMformat.
Change 45899 on 2602/08/14 by mkelly@ilmkellyr400_win_luplop

LineStrip stipple packet switching in progress...
 

Change 45816 on 2062/08/13 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_M400
size Update to properly set X aud Y radius [or per vertex poi:

Change 45815 on 2002/08/13 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
£0%done...

Change 45788 on 2602/08/13 by omesh@ma_omesh

Added Alpha Dither testcases (5). They compile and run on Windows. Haven't checked
them on Linux yet.
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Change 45761 on 2002/08/13 by omesh@amesh_r400_linux_martbaro_release

Fixed a bug with calculating colors to be rendered to bring out dither
effects. Ran the test on Linux and verified that the test is doing what
it should be, even though the emulator doesn't producethe right result.

Change 45748 on 2002/08/13 by omesh@ma_omesh
Added extensive testcases for TRUNC and ROUND cases of colerdither. There are $

testcases Gincluding 3 random). I have run them on Windows and have yet to run them on Linux.
 

Change 45736 on 2002/08/13 by csamnpayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Updates tor latest primlib surface change

Change 45684 on 2002/08/13 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Add bug case

Change 45673 on 2062/08/13 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Expand line width basic functionality...

Change 45643 on 2002/08/13 byfrivas@iFL_FRivas

Update to output image size (32-bit alligned) and Z-Buffer set up (new R400
DepthF ommat cnums).

Change 45633 on 2602/08/13 by ashishs@ifl_ashishs_r460_win

cormmented out a test for further investigation
 Change 45631 on 2002/08/13 by ashishs@fl_ashishs _r400_win

changed to latest register spec

Change 45591 on 2002/08/12 byygiang@ygieng7100_win_marlbore_p4
modified for ken mahler to debug

Change 45588 on 2062/08/12 by omesh@omesh_r406_linux_marlboro_release

Fixed a compiler error on linux. The test, however,still doeam't show
dither to be working.

Change 45577 on 2002/08/12 by omesh@ma_omesh
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- Added new PIXELSURHACH object that represents the color surface

- Initialize this object with the FillSolid command.

- Call member function Dump0to dump the memory occupied by
by this object. This simplifics the Fill’Dump calls.

- Modified call to LoadVexture_Butfer_And_Write_ToMemory function

to disable downsampled mipmap generation, and force Fills to be
tiled whieuthe texture is written to micicry.

- Modified the test to set the appropriate field in the Texture Fetch
Constant registertelling whetherthe texture is tiled in memory
oF not

gfx/pa/CL tests

- Update golden imagesto include new R400 header intormation,

and since ColorSurfaced is nowtiled by default.

r400cl_clip_space_dx_oglOl.cpp
  - modified code to calculate visibie portion of framebuffer to use

DISP_PITCHinstead of DISP_X_DIMsince DISP_PITCH » DISP_X_DIM

‘This will correctly calculate the actual dimensions of the color
surface that will be rendered to.

- Updated Dumpcall to use DESP_PITCH as width of memoryto be
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 Made a basic dither test tat tests all 3 medes for Color’Alptes dither. The lest compiles

on Windows, but T haven't yet. checkedif it is running on Linus.

Change 15496 on 1062/08/12 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
Added vet dma dump files

Change 45495 on 2602/08/12 by omesh@ma_omesh

Fixed a typo that was keeping the test from compiling.
Change 45486 on 2002/08/12 by ysiangz@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

added: more SP opcode tests

Change 45485 on 2002/08/12 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_maribore
Resubritted goldenitnuys, changing type te binary (Windows regression was broken

otherwise).

Change 45456 on 2002/08/12 by kryen@kryan_r400_win_mariboro
Updating all golden images in the R400 Emulatorregression suite

except these under the test_lib/sre/chip/quickemu/ directory.

Modifying chip/perf! tests:

- Update golden images te inchde new R400 headerinformation,

and since ColorSurfaceS is now tiled by default.

primlib_teraplate_simple_triangle.cpp

Modified to forceit ta always usetiled FillSolid, tiled ColorSurface,
and tell the Durnp()function that the ColorSurfaceis tiled.

primlib_tex_tri.cpp

- Modified to use new SurfaceF ormat FMT_8_8_8§8 for ColorSurface instead

of old plex: pixel! ype.
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dumped so that the whole color surface will be dumped into the
 durnpfile. This is necessary so that the viewer can properly

detile the surface.

gtx’pa/SU tests

- Update golden images te include new R400 headerinformation,

and since ColorSurface) is nowtiled by default.

gfx/pa/VTEtests

- Update golden images tc include new R400 headerinformation,

and since ColorSurfaced is nowtiled by default.

gfk/SCtests

- Update golden images te include now R400 header information,

and since ColorSurfaced is now tiled by default.

chip/gix/VGT tests

- Update golden images to include new R400 headerinformation,

and since ColorSurfaced is nowtiled by default.

r400vgt_hosPNT_op_qu_disc_i4_04_Httex_proj_Cl.cpp

- Modified to forcefills to be tiled.

- Set field in texture constant register to indicate

the texture is tiled in memory.
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 chip/sys'CP tests

- Update golden images to include new R400 header information

cp_simple_triangle.cpp

- Modified test to tell Durnp(O) that ColorSurfaccd is nottiled.

Change 45432 on 2002/08/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 45408 on 2002/08/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 45399 on 2002/08/12 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update

Change 45365 on 2662/08/11 by yeiang@ygiang1400_win_marlboro_p4

added: new shader tests with some of new opcode
Change 45364 on 2002/08/11 by ygiang@ygiang1400win_marlbore_p4

added: dot3 and dot4 shadertests

Change 45362 on 2002/08/11 by omesh@ma_omesh
Split some more testcases.

Change 45368 on 2002/08/11 by omesh@omesh_r4G_linux_marlboro_release

Fixed some bugs related to constant color/alpha blending programming.
Also re-verified all results visually.

Change 45326 on 2662/08/09 by kryan@ikryan_1400_win_maribore

Orlands texture tests not in regression suite

r400vie_xy_fmt_O1.cpp
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Change 45167 on 2002/08/09 byTrivas@#ELRivas

Update. Changed name ofinput data file to
"r40Gvgt_hos_PNT_edge_detection_001.bmp"

Change 45164 on 7602/08/09 byllefebvr@iletebvre_laptopr400_emu 
Corrected one SPtest.

Change 45161 on 2662/08/09 by ygiang@ygiang400win_marlbore_p4

added: vertex pass through with alpha fetch.

Change 45160 on 2062/08/09 byygiang@ygiangr400_win_marlbore_p4
added: tests w/bugs tu fix

Change 45142 on 2002/08/09 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_mariboro

New test program wherethings are specified through a test file.
Supports:

- vertex array
- index array (fri arid quadlists)
- vertex and pixel shaderfile specification
- texture (ppm filename, most constants}

 

Added default files, plus format manipulationtest file.

Change 45045 on 2002/08/08 by ashishsi@il_ashishsr400_win
CL test:
Ateal to determine if the

update to test. tracker and test list.
 lip guard band works properly and Ural Wivial reject works.

Change 45049 on 2062/08/08 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Update...

Change 45038 an 2662/08/08 by frivas@FT._FRivas
 Update. Added edge detectortest to testlist.

Change 45010 on 2602/08/08 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Initial check in of Canny Edge detector using the pixel shader to implement the
algorithm. Also fed through the HOS engineatlevel0 discrete tessellation.
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- Changed dirsensions of dump file so that it will detile properly
when cofor buffer is tiled.

Change 45316 on 2002/38/09 by csampayo@#tl_csampayo_1400
1. Updated image size for tests: r4d0su_point_sprite_OL and 02

Added 4 more SUpoint sprite tests
2. Updated test_list and test tracker accordingly

Change 45246 on 2602/08/69 by gcorgev@devel gcorgeviw 1400 lin marlboro
Maretests.

Change 45245 on 2002/08/69 by mkelly@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Enhance comments in test, initialize all clip rects to zero

Change 45242 on 2602/08/09 by yslang@ygiang_r400_win_martbora_p4

more for debug
Change 45239 on 2002/08/09 by yeiane@vziang_r400_win_marlboro_p4 

new for debug

Change 45236 on 2662/08/09 by ysiane@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4
added: test for debug

Change 45233 on 2002/08/69 by smess@smoss_crayola_win

Updated for new code
Change 45230 on 2602/08/69 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Polyoffset 100 packets, varying offset from +0.5 to -0.5

Change 45220 on 2602/08/09 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptop

Nanretain/kill on 2 vector exports fromshader bug...

Change 45169 on 1002/08/69 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Initial check in of input data image for "r4GOvet hos PNT cdge detection 01"test.

Change 45168 on 2002/08/69 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Deleted tile trom Perforce because there is a new input file with a different name
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Change 44986 on 26 38/08 by frivas@FT_FRivas

Update. Took out 1 HOStest and added 4 others.
Change 44982 on 2602/08/08 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

 Initial check in of HOSprecision

Change 14980on 2002/08/08 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Deleted because there is anothertest that does the same thing witha slightlydiffereatname

Change 44954 on 2007/08/68 by omesh(@omesh_ri00linuxmarlboro_release

Added a comment about the expected outcome of a working test (Green Triangle} or a
possible nut working text (Yelluw uiangle)

Change 44952 on 2002/08/68 by omesh@omesh0clinuxmarlboro_release

 Mads a basic fog test that uses a constant fog factor {1
and exportsit for use to the RB.

The tes! HL work right now because ite euiulator duesn't support the bit backing
associated wit iting fog factor. Laurent will inform me when he implements the bit
packing in the emulator, so that Alicia can test the RB Ernulator functioning offog biending.

: Max) in the SP (Pixel Shader)

  

Change 44939 on 2602/08/68 by kevino@kcvino 1400 linux marlboro release

Just another texture map..

Change 44907 on 2002/08/68 by csampayo@itl_csampayo_1400

1. Initial check in of Bug Tracker
2. Added bug Lest case

Change 44906 on 2002/08/68 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlbore_release
  Construct: put dependency on ferret) ctrl.v

SQ_TEP_interface.v: emu send single request over 4 cycles (with different pix mask
and fetch_addr, ele}, not 1 cycle/command
ip_simple_O2: changed to 7x7 primitive instead of 100x100

 

Change 44896 on 2002/08/08 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Update to tessellation level.

Change 44201 on 2662/08/67 by georgev@idevel_georgevhw_r400_lin_maribora

Calls aren't working, so 1 signedit in for debug.
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Change 44797 on 2002/08/07 byfrivas@FT_FRivas

Updateto tessellation level (changed to 1.0).
Change 44773 on 2002/08/07 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

fog implementation complete

Change 44761 on 2002/08/07 by omesh@omesh_r400_windowsXp_marlborc_1_
Split some testcases and created new tests. For some reason they don't work on Windows

(crash), but they seern to work on Li 90 T'll test these on Linux exclusively.
Fixed some types in r400rb_alpha_source as well as some bugs.

 

Change 44734 on 2062/08/07 by kevino@keving_r400_linux_marlboro_release
Combined tp  se, tp_2d_clamp. (_2d_lod_bias, (p_id_ ete to 1 Lest wiihtesticases
thetrick is to break up the testeases (DEFINETEST CASE)into includefites
with corresponding testcasename files (DEFINE_TEST_CASENAME)so they are

manageable.
Change 44731 on 2602/08/07 by kevino@keving_r400_linuz_marlboro_release

changed texture_filename to char* so it would work properly
Chanec 44726 on 2602/08/07 by mkellv@fi mkelly r400 win laptop

Update, this test. currently hangs.

Change 44699 on 2002/08/07 by mdoggeti@mdoggett_r400_linux_local

Updated for newtexture fetch constant pitch which is now indicates the number of 32elements.
Also added a makefile for TCtests,

Change 44675 on 2062/08/07 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
Update...

Change 44636 on 2062/08/07by mkelly _mkelly1400_win_laptop

Acre JSS coverage...
 Change 44616 on 2062/08/07 by kevino@kevine_r400_linux_marlbore_release

ist cut at random
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ist LOD test

Change 44350 on 2002/08/06 by Ilefebvr@llcicbwre laptop r400 emu

There was a bug in the SQ that madethe |This is now fixed
 iterationof a loop read invalid luup indexes.

Change 41318 on 2062/08/05 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Update to work correctly with MOD3 operation..

Change 44303 on 2002/08/05 by omesh@omesh_r4G6_linux_marlboro_release

Removed comments from lines of code that maintain the destination alpha.
I will file a Bugzilla bug for the emulator for this. Already spoken to
Alicia about tie beg.

Change 44292 on 2002/08/05 by fhsien@fhsien_r4v0_linux_marlboro
ADD Stencil ZFAIL test

Change 44273 un 2002/08/05 by geurgev@inu_geurgev

Changed loop variables for windoze compatability.
Change 44265 on 2062/08/05 by kevino@kevine 1400 linux marlboro relcase

modified dilbert.ppm that uses forced colors in image to identify mip level (ie.¢.
image size level}

Change 44246 on 2062/08/05 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update to work in PrinLib...

Change 44167 on 2602/08/05 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

JSS 3x4 unique sampie sel testing...
Change 44165 on 2602/08/05 by Disien@fhsien_1400_linux_teartbure

ADL StencilPASStest.

Changs 44096 on 2002/08/02 by mkellv@fi mkclly 1400 win laptep

* Tmplement vertex Kill in the VED for vertex buffer and constant
* Create a new class called PRIMITIVE_AA for AA dumpfile analysis
* Update tracker/test list
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Change 44586 on 1002/08/66 by csunipayo@llcsumpayo2_r466

Updated for SQ pararn gen new feature and associated VFL support

Change 44553 on 2002/08/66 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Initial check-in of HOS PNT tests that use a complex model (human-like head) and

tessellates 190triangles ta a level of 14.0 (in discrete case) and 14.99 (in continuous case)
implements perspeciive projeciton, lighting, and texturing.

 

Change 44514 on 2002/08/06 by kevino@kovine r00 linux marlboro release
 Includes some morei de directories (taken from the sq directory?

also includes the -v eptions, which I believe dump some more infoThis will not work on Windows.

Change 44512 on 2602/08/66 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Textured pixel shader anti-aliased line example with VFD support.

Change 44501 on 2002/08/66 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4¢0_win
changed to latest includes

 Change 44495 on 2062/08/66 by ashishs@if!_ashishs1460_win 

corrected error (reverted backto the previous version, accidently changed while testing)
Change 44479 on 2602/08/66 byashishs@fl_ashishsr4C0_win

changed for latest "inchides"

Change 44475 on 2002/08/66 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr4¢0_win
changedto latest "includes"

Change 44458 on 2002/08/06 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr40U_win

update

 Change 44450 on 2602/08/06 byushishisd! shy1460_witt

CLtest: to test clip disable feature
Change 44421 on 2062/08/06 by mkelly@fl mkelly 1493 win laptop

Update.

Change 44377 on 2002/08/06 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlborc_release
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Change 44963 on 2602/08/62 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r450_win_laprop

Simple Poly offset check, needs SC fix to work...

 Change 44044 on 2002/08/02 by georgev@zcorgev_r400

Added loop tests and modifications to roll and deal to go faster and eliminate a bug.

Change 13966 on 2002/08/02 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1193_win_laptop
Runline and point prints through JSS and MSAA...

Change 43934 on 2002/08/62 by kevinc@kevine_r400_linux_mariboro

Garbage file- never meant to be checked in
Change 43932 on 2602/08/62 by kevinu@kevino_1400_linux_murlboru

New textures (i
New LD test ear step in color in X,Y, but with DC offset so can see them)

irst cut)
 
 

Change 43912 on 2002/08/62 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

updated the pointer to shaderfiles

Change 43845 on 2002/08/61 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Update to HOS precision tests to clamp the mipmaplevel of detail at 1.

Change 43776 on 2002/08/61 by mkeliy@f_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Bres Cutl test...

Change 43773 on 1002/08/61 by ukelly@_ikelly_1400_win_luplop
Bresenham Control, converted R20¢test...

Change 43766 on 2062/38/61 by kevino@kevino_400_linux_marlboro
Ist Cuntedted) cul at a LD Lexture test

Change 43754 on 2007/08/01 byfrivas@bL_HRivas

Update. Added two ILOStests for a complex model.

Change 43716 on 2002/08/61 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Added HOS auto index quad list test.
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Change 43712 un 2002/08/01 by fivas@FL_FRivas

Initial check-in of HOS auto indexed quad ist. L ses continuous tessellation at level
14.99 on 16 different objects. Each object is composedof approximately$ primitives. 

Change 43679 on 2002/08/01 by ygiang@ygiang_r400_win_marlbore_p4

added: Simple vertex shader tests

Change 43650 on 2002/08/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update

Change 43646 on 2002/08/01 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop
‘New...

Change 43645 on 2602/08/61 by mkelly@O_mikelly_1400_win_leptup

Update

Change 43638 on 2062/08/01 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop
J8S 3x4 simple triangle

Change 43613 on 2002/07/31 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

 added chromakeying feature

Change 43560 on 2002/67/31 by abeandin@abeandin_r400_win_marlbora

new chroma_test

Change 43550 on 2002/07/31 by thsien@fhsien_r400_linux_marlboro

Update for more tests

 Change 43546 on 2002/07/31 by csampayo@flcsampay
i. Added VGTtestfor provoking vertex and edgefigas validation
2. Updated test_list

Change 43549 on 2002/07/31 by kevino@keving_r400_sun_marlboro
Added texture mapsofvarious sizos. Each point has a unique valuc
The X coord ofthe texture is in G[3:01, [7:6].
The Y coord is in RE7:0], G[7:4]

Change 43498 on 2002/07/31 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro
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Change 43413 on 2002/07/31 by efong@lefongcrayola_linux_cvd

switched from chip/test regs. to ar testtest regsh

Change 43412 on 2602/07/31 by efong@iefougcrayula_linux_evd

changed trom chip’test_regs.h to ar_test/test_regs.h
Changc 43411 on 2002/07/31 by cfong@icfong crayola linux cvd

switched from chip/test_regs.h to ar_test/iest_reas hh

Change 43419 on 2002/07/31 by efong@iefongcrayola_linux_cvd

changedfrom chip’test_regs.h to ar_test‘test_regs.h

Change 43408 on 2002/07/31 by efong@iefong_crayola_linux_cvd

switched from chipAest_regs.h to ar_test/iest_regsh
Change 43407 on 2602/07/31 by efong@icfongcrayola_linux_cvd

switched from chip/test_regs.h to ar_test/test_ressh

Change 43406 on 2062/07/31 by efong@efongcrayola_linux_ovd
changed fromchis'test_regs.h to ar_test/test_regs.h

Change 43408 on 2002/07/31 by efong@iefongcrayola_linus_cvd

changed from chipitest_regs.h to ar_test/test_regs.h
Change 43403 on 2002/07/31 by efoug@efougcrayula_linux_cvd

 changed from chip’test_regs.h to ar_test/test_regs.h

Change 43401 on 2002/07/31 by kevino@kevine1400_win_marlbore
Added different texture sizes (128, 256, and 512)
Added clamping mode,but doesn't appear fo warkyet

Change 43398 on 2062/07/31 by efong@efongcrayola_linux_ovd
changed fromchip'test_regs.h to ar_test/test_regs.h

Change 43348 on 2002/07/31 by kevino@kevino_r400_sun_maribora
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Branched off clamping cases in tp_simple_02 totp_2D_clamp_0t

hvery combination of S and‘I’ clamping is done in a test case. (Add random XY for
each of these later)

  

Change 43493 on 2002/07/21 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

Testinglots of SCfeatures with stipple enabled

Change 43486 on 2002/07/21 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptop
For record keeping.

Change 43475 on 2002/07/31 by ystane@ygiang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

added: last opcode for pixe! shader tests
Change 43444 on 2002/07/31 by kevinu@kevinw_1400_linux_marlbore

Goback to the older test_reg include for new. (New one is commented out}

Change 43438 on 2062/07/21 by kevinc@kevino_c400_win_marlbore
Added several additional clamp cases, and some cases with S and T clampsaredifferent
Loading of ditferent texture sizesstill is not fixed.

 Change 43433 on 2002/07/31 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

update for latest register specs

Change 43422 on 2002/07/31 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

Temporary fix- force tex to be dilbert_128x128 sinceit is having trouble converting the
string to char* in Linux.

Cleaned up the exta filter and clamping emumerated ryped, and use the ones directlyfrom teonst.h

 

Change 43418 on 2002/07/31 by cfong@cfong crayola linux evd

changed fromm chip/est_regs.i te ai_leslest_reg: 

Change 43415 on 2002/07/31 byefong@etong_crayola_linux_cvd
changed from chip/test regsh te ar testitest regs.

 Change 43414 on 2002/07/31 by efong@efong_crayola_linux_cvd

changed frorn chip/test_regs.h to ar_test/test_regs.h
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Resized images of the dilbert ppm (1 28x1 28) to have larger texture maps ta workwith

Change 43283 on 2002/07/30 by abcaudin@abcaudin 1400 win marlboro

uiultisample and jitter stuff

Change 43263 on 2002/07/30 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r4990_win_marlboro
newtest for jitter

Change 43239 on 2002/07/30 by georgev@iazorgev_r466_Hnnx_maribora

Fixed depth pixel problem. 
Change 43230 on 2002/07/30 by mkeliy@l_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update.

Change 13229 on 2002/07/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_ri90_win_laptop
Line stipple variations...

Change 43200 on 2002/07/30 by ygiang@ygiang_r40e_win_marlbora_p4

fixed: SP pixel shader tests name and test cases.
Change 43153 on 2002/07/20 by Hefebwr@llefebvre_laptop_c400_emu

Tests for ifs, loops andrelative addressing

Change 43093 on 2002/07/30 by smess@smoss_crayola_win
SU tests

Change 42949 on 2002/07/29 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

128 packets, one triangle per packet, each hitting a subsample
in one 88. 1. For each JSS_SAMPLE_SEL,each of 16 JSS
ary Lesled. JSS_SAMPLESEL sled from from @ is 8
ensures the tested ISS, SAMPIE_SET. is aunique value when comparedto all non-tested JSS SAMPLESELs.

   
 

Change 42888 on 2662/07/29 byfhsicn@fhsien 1400 linux marlboro

Set Alphato 1.0

Change 12887 on 2002/07/29 by frivas@PL_FRivas
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Update to screen uifset position and spacing betweenpolygons.

 Change 42882 on 2002/07/29 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptop

Update tests now that zbuffer functionality is working in the RB...
Change 42825 on 2002/07/28 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

start of changes for doing muitisampling

Changes 42788 on 2002/07/26 by csampayoi@tl csampayo r400
1, Added 2 newSU tests
2. Updated test_list and tracker, accordingly

 Change 42770 on 2002/07/26 by fhsien@ithsien2_1400_win_marlboro
Update Steucil fail texts

Change 42657 on 2002/07/26 by georgev@georgev_r400_linux_marlboro

Added loop tests and support.
Change 42631 on 2002/07/26 by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_diwin_maribore

Changed MSAA_NUM_SAMPLESto be a 3-bitfield (instead of4).
Fix bug in ample_mask_in dump for ample_sel field
Fix bug in sc samplomask test bench for
Update sc tests which set num_samples to 8.   

Change 42562 on 2002/07/25 by omesh@ma_omesh

Seperated some test conditions for testing.
Change 42530 on 2002/07/25 byashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

CL TESTS:testing guard band clipping of edgeflags.

Chanec 42512 on 2002/07/25 byfrivasG@IL FRivas

Added two HOS tesls for precision. 

Change 42510 on 2002/07/25 by trivas@FL_FRivas
Initial check in of IIOS precision tests. Tesscllation and rouse vary from 1-14 and 4-16,

respectively.

Change 42505 on 2002/07/25 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop
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Change 42134 on 2002/07/24 by mkelly@ti_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 42121 on 2002/07/24 by ukellv@f_utkelly1400_win_luptop
delete

Change 42081 on 2002/07/23 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

update

Change 42052 on 2002/07/23 by trivas@iIFL_FRivas

Update. Removed call to "Set_VGT_INDEX_GFFSET_index_offset"from code
because Uf un update Co Une register set.

Change 42030 on 2882/07/23 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r4ce

Removed function Set VGT INDEX OFFSET index offset,as per, latest Primlib
change

Change 42021 on 2002/07/24 by csampayo@fl_csampayo?race

Reverted change made for setting INDX_OFFSET
Change 42017 on 2062/07/23 by mkelly@fl_mkelly400_win_laptop

AAMASK and MAXSAMPLE_DISTANCEbasic functionality

Change 42015 on 2002/07/23 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
original test 400cL_frustur_edgeflugsOL having all combination of rectumplane

clipping for edgeflags remaved.
Made individualtests for each frusturn plane (total 6 tesis) clipping edgeflagcombinations.

Change 42010 on 2002/07/23 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

update

Change 42005 on 2002/07/24 by abeaudin@abeaudin_1400_win_marlboro
new rb test for multisampling

Change 41986 on 2002/07/23 by geargev@georgzev_r400_linux_marlboro

No Change.
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tests...

Change 42499 on 2002/07/25 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
 Basic MSAAFunctionality teat

Change 42340 on 2002/07/25 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Added two HOS auto index tests (line list and triangle List).

Change 42322 on 2002/07/25 by smoss@smoss crayola win

Modified for Unix - watch out for test output path!

Change 42253 on 2002/07/24 by ysiane@ygiang_ri00_win_marlboro_p4
 removed: Changing tests name..

Change 42251 on 2602/07/24 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Reversed the time stamp on the output directory name
to help reading multiple directories by eye easier

Change 42248 on 1002/07/24 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Initial check-in of HOS auto index tests.

Change 42247 on 2002/07/24 by yziang@ygiang 400 win marlboro p4
fixed: const VAR

Change 42234 on 1007/07/24 by mkeliy@H_mkellyr490_win_laptop

* Update to JSS tests* New MS AA testve:
* Update tracker
* Lipdate SU test_list

 ag all S subsamples in basic hit tests

Change 42207 on 2062/07/24 by thsicn@thsion? 400 win marlboro
ADD steucil fail tests

Change 42202 on 2001/07/24 by thsien@thsien2_1400_win_mariboro
Add color tiling

Change 42137 on 2002/07/24 by mkeliy@ftl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update..
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Change 41984 on 2002/07/23 by georgev@ma_georgev

No change for build test.

Change 41983 un 2002/07/23 by smuss@tness_craygla_wit
SUtests

Change 41939 on 2002/07/23 by ashishs@fl ashishs r400 win

To test. guard hand clipning for edgeflags
‘The test divides the display area in four equal planes(top,bottom,right, left)
Each plane has a specified number packets and each packet has a ditferent setting in

accordance to edgeflag and indexing. The numberoftest cases in a plane can be modified and
also the display area for cach case is equally divided.

Test parameters that cau be easily contrelled are ¢
1. DISP_X_DIM and DISP_V_DIM2, NUMBER OF PLANES IN X AND Y DIRECTION
3. NUMBER OF TEST CASES IN EACH PLANE

Change 41905 on 2002/07/23 byashishs@fi_ashishsr4C0_win

update

Change 41898 on 2002/07/23 by smcess@smoss_craycla_win
shortened tests

Change 41849 on 2002/07/22 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win

To test frustum clipping for edgeflags
des the display area in six equal planes(near.far,top otto:

a specified number packets and each packel has a diferent
accordance ta edgeflag and indexing. The numberoftest. ca:
also the display area for each case is equally divided.

Test parameters that can be easily controlled are :
1. DISP_X_DIM and DISP_Y_DIM2. NUMBER OF PLANES IN X AND Y DIRECTION
3. NUMBER OF TEST CASES IN EACH PLANE

    
   

Change 41822 on 2002/07/22 by mkeliy@H_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

* Basic JSS functional coverage
* Update test list
* Update tracker
* Added Plan vs. Actual graph to tracker sheet "schedule"

 

Change 41820 on 2002/07/22 by georgev@gzorgev_r460_linux_marlboro
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Partial changes.

Change 41739 on 2602/07/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Improve test description and conveyance of test purpose in the image

Change 41701 on 2602/07/21 by smoss@smoss_cravola_win

update golds
Change 41624 on 2002/07/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Golds for updated image size

Change 41622 on 2002/07/19 by mkelly@f_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Update.

Change 41620 on 2002/07/19 by mkellv@i_mkelly1r400_win_laptep

1. Re-wrote JSS test to match latest SC spec.
2. Update test_list
3. Update tracker

 

Change 41606 on 2002/07/19 by trivas@iIFL_FRivas
update to framebutfer size

Change 41595on 2602/07/19 byHefebwr@ilefebwre_laptop_r406_emn

Corrected the VGT->SQ event interface. Corrected the GFX_COPY_STATEproblem.

Change 41591 on 2602/07/19 byfhsien@thsien2_r400_win_marlbore

working Stencil tests

Change 11590 on 2002/07/19 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_rid0
Updated the following 2 tests for: switch case selector and image size respectively

Change 41570 on 2002/07/19 byfrivas@iFL_FRivas

Update to size of output image.
Change 41563 on 2002/07/19 by trivas@FL_FRivas

Adjusted size of output image and spacing of objects inside the image.
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Change Z buffer size to 32

Changc 41250 on 2002/07/18 by gcorgev@georgev 400 linux marlboro
Tumed z buffer down.

Change 41205 on 2002/07/18 by mkelly@.f_mkelly1400_win
PA dumpson/off control for full regression scripting...

Change 41261 on 2662/07/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1406_win_laptop

 
When .mem_trameb
a bit for bit corapare tak

age is enabled for compare,
es place. The headers are ignored.

Tolerance adjustinent is un yplion. Defuulls tu zeru lulerance.

Useage: regress_r400 -d <0-255>

Ifthe differenceis greater than the tolerance, then comparefails.

I tulerauce is exceeded, difference is reported to “compare.log”
at the output destination root directory, "4/r466_regress‘<user_timestamp>"

Change 41183 on 2002/07/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
i. Added 2 newtests to SU

Updated SUtest_list
3. Updated test tracker accordingly 

Change 41146 on 2002/07/17 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Test it progress...

Change 41139 on 2002/07/17 by georgev@georgev_r400_linux_marlbore
Added new features.

Change 41112 un 2002/07/17 by struss@stioss_crayola_win
SU Tests

Changc 41092 on 2002/07/17 by yeiang@yeiang r400 win marlboro p4

added: sp test for hardware testing(add opcode)

Change 41083 on 2062/07/17 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
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Change 41550 on 2062/07/19 by smicss@stnoss_crayula_wit

newx,ydim

400_win_marlboro Change 41547 on 2002/07/19 by thsien@thsien2
 

Update Stencil test

Change 41545 on 2002/07/19 by Frivas@bL_HRivas

Decreased the size of the output image from 226x256 to 126x128 and adjusted the
spacing of the objects being drawn.

Change 41488 on 2603/07/19 by mkelly@El_mkellyr490_win

Enable Window Offset Enable functionality in VTE
Change 41449 on 2602/07/19 by veosl@fLveudl2

test file narnes are changesand hence oldfiles are deleted

Change 41446 on 2002/07/19 by thsien@thsien2_r400_win_mariboro
minor typo

Change 41405 on 2002/07/18 by thsien@thsien2_:400_win_mariboro
Update to support the newformat for dump Z buffer

Change 41401 on 2062/37/18 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

1. Added 4 newSU edgetlag tests
2. Updated framebuffer size for 2 tests

dated test_list and test tracker accordingly
 
 

Change 41369 on 2002/07/18 byfhsien@fisien2_r400_win_marlbora

still trying to debug
Change 41367 on 2002/07/18 by kevino@kevino_r400_linux_marlboroe

Changed to onlydraw 64 pixels from (0,0) to (7,7) since SSQ can't do more than that
yet.

Change 41278 on 2002/07/18 by mkeliy@fl mkelly 1493 win laptop

Update to SU SC spec.

Change 41263 on 2002/07/18 bythsien@thsien2_1400_win_marlboro
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update

Change 11967 on 2602/07/17 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1/60_win
This test is intended to validate the clippper processing of the edge flags for the triangle

list primitive type.
Clipping with 4 UCPs is enabled and actual clipping takes place
The edge flags for each primitive are permuted accross all packets
 

 Change 41051 on 2002/07/17 by ashishs@fi ashishs r4C0 win

CL. tests updated for latest spec changes

Change 41036 on 2002/07/17 bythsien@thsien_r400_linux_marlbora
For RBDtests

Change 41035 on 2603/07/17 by fhsien @fhsien_r400_limux_martbora

ADD Ist try of Stencil test
Change 41034 on 2002/07/17 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

VTE test updated according to latest reg spec

Change 41033 on 2002/07/17 by csampayo@#l_csampayo_r40G
Restore list

Change 40950 on 2002/07/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406
1. Added 2 newtests to SU
2. Updated test_list and test tracker

h Change 40946 on 2002/07/16 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r4dq_win

VTE tests updated according to latest register specs
Change 40939 on 2602/07/16 by ashishs@fl_ashishs_460_win

C1. tests changed according to latest register specs

Change 40916 on 2002/07/16 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Update to auto index hos tests. Still aren't done yet.

Change 40911 on 2602/07/16 by smass@smoss_crayala_win
more converted tests
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Change 40907 on 2062/67/16 by ypiang@lysiang_r400_win_martbore_pa

added: pixel mask tests and removedunrelated test cases from existing tests
Change 40884 on 2002/07/16 by mkelly@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Added control to reset stipple pattern at beginning of each primitive in LINE_LIST

Change 40882 on 2062/07/16 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
 Changes to polymode register and removal of serial_proc_enable

Change 40870 on 2662/07/16 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Force useage of DK_ROOT?bin"take".
 ‘sh.exe to guarantee sh.exe from depotis used for

Report. "REGRESS: ERROR, failed to execute make command"if "make"is nat
succesful, but continue to nexttest.

Change 40869 on 2062/07/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
1. Updated, as per, latest register spec
2. Adjusted image size 

Change 40852 on 2062/07/16 by thsien@thsien_r400_linux_marlbore
Update tests

Change 40848 on 2002/07/16 by yalang@ygiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

added: needs to be debug. sp test "maskne"
Change 40845 on 2002/07/16 byIseilerBiseiler_r400_win_marlbore2

Changed 4 from 5.0 to 8

Changes 40844 on 2602/07/16 by mkelly@fi mkelly r400 win laptop

bugs te debugily

Change 40843 on 2002/07/16 by csampayo@#lcsampaye_r400
Updated packet scometrics

Change 40841 on 2002/07/16 by mkelly@._mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update
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Spec. Update..

Changc 40625 on 2002/07/15 by frivasGTL FRivas

updated shaders to versivn 2.6

Change 40579 on 2002/07/15 by mkelly@i_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Update with now pa dump control

Change 40581 on 2602/07/15 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update to latest spec.

Change 40477 on 2002/07/14 by thsien@fhsien_r400_linux_marlboro

Update for save keaping

Change 10222 on 2002/07/12 by ctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_win_mariboro
Fix bug in SC with RECTANGLE_LISTreference vertex assignment
Change line_slipple aulo_reset_enable field tu 2-bit auto_reset_cull field,
Regaldenize r40ovet sizeG1 results as RECTANGLELISTfix affected thistest's results.  

Change 40149 on 2002/07/12 by csampayo@fl csampayo2 1400

Updated per latest register spec

Change 40123 on 2002/07/12 by trivas@FL_FRivas

Changed digplaysize ofimage to 256x256.

Change 40107 on 2002/07/17 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Updated per latest register spec
Change 40162 on 2002/07/12 by csampayo@fl_csampay: 400

Updated for swap correction

Change 40095 on 2002/07/12 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Update due to spec. change...

Change 40076 on 2002/07/12 by lefebwr@ilefebwre_tai 

again some Z related fixes in SQ tests
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Change 40792 on 2002/07/15 byfhsien @fhsien_r460_limux_martbora

24bit version of the z function test.

Change 40771 on 2002/07/15 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

 

1. Added SUtestto validate provoking vertex
2. Updated SU‘ accordingly
3. Updated the VGT test r400vet_provokingvtx_all_O1
4, Updated test tracker with status for the test: ré00su provoking vix rectanale OL 

Change 40743 on 1002/07/15 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Initial check in oftests that do tessellation on auto-index primitives.

Change 40707 on 2002/97/15 bv thsien@thsien_r400_linux_marlbora

Change r400rb_z_fanctions te r400rb_z16_functions

Change 40705 on 2002/07/15 by thsien@fhsien_r400_linux_marlbora
TkP4 - RENAME

Change 40704 on 2002/07/15 by thsien@thsien_r406_linux_marlbora
Ist release version of the basic 16 bit Z function test

Change 40703 on 2002/07/15 by mkel @f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop 
Update for new spec.

Change 40791 on 2062/07/15 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptep
Update for new spec.

Change 40699 on 2002/07/15 by mkeliy@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update to new spec.

Change 40677 on 2602/07/15 by abeau  @abeaudin_ri00_win_iaribore

added rop3 and color format support to the RB
Change 40663 on 2602/07/15 by mkelly@fl mkelly 1493 win laptop

Spec. Update...

Change 40649 on 2003/07/15 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
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Change 40073 on 2002/07/12 by Frivas@bLRivas

Updates to code to reflect charigcs made to the PA/SU/SCregistersets.

Change 40081 on 2002/07/12 by ukelly@f_mkellyr400_win_luplop

Update due to spec. change...
Change 40031 on 2002/37/12 by csampayo@ifl csampayo? 140d

Updated ta correct swap modes

Change 40030 on 2003/07/12 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlbora

Only have w !=1.0 at one corner

Change 40027 on 2002/07/12 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_martbora

Just another try at PC
Change 40012 on 2602/07/12 byllefebwrDllefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

corrected sq tests to enable z writes

Change 40008 on 2002/37/12 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptep
Update for new spec. change

Change 40003 on 2002/07/12 by kevino@kevino_r400_win_marlboro

make shader filenames sirings throughout.
update shader program to (hopefully) mult ST by 1/W

Change 39999 on 2602/07/12 by kevino@kevine_r406_win_marlbora

Updated the test to include a couple ofbasic mip tesis and a Lsi attempt at a perspcorrection teat.
Added shader progs for these

Change 39986 on 2002/07/12 byHefeburZitlefebvre_laptop_r406_emn
enable z write enable...

Change 39957 on 2602/07/12 bylefebwGilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

newsimple objects for SQ testing.

Change 39944 on 2002/07/12 by Hefebvr@llefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
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corrected tests to inchnde Orlarida's changes to the PA/SC registers.

Change 39867 on 2002/07/11 by kryan@kryan_r400_win_mariboro
- Fixed typo in CHANNEL_B_SHIFTforlittle endian platforms

causing compilation error on these platforms.

- Also movedall platform specific constants to top offile

in one place.

- Updated PrimL ib headerincludefiles to use new
priniib_test_include.b file.

Change 39864 on 2002/07/11 by kryan@ikryan_r40G_sun_mariboro
 Madeedits to test to try to ive the differences betweenthe golden

images and the new dumpfiles created.

Made changes to platform dependent values based on endianess of
plattorm architecture. Namely this was the texture color uint32 definitions,
the channel maskdefinitions, and the channelshift values which depend
on the platform architecturs.
** Note this resolved most of the differences hetweer the new Fsoulator

s and the golden images. But there are still some small differences
of +/. 2 in serne ofthe channels for afew pixels. Iwill leavethis to the
original test author to further debug these small differences which mightbe easierif sore of the features of the test can be disabled.

   

 

Change 39835 an 2002/07/11 by emesh@ma_omesh

Added 11 testcases for the Color Combination testing. Visually verified the resuli of 5
teatcases (non random cascs}

Also corrected a typo in a commentin the earlier Color Destination tests.
 

Change 39796 on 2062/07/11 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_It_r40o

Updated perlatest register definitions
Changs 39792 on 2002/07/11 by omesh@ima_omesh
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added: shaddertest needs to be debug

Changs 39699 on 2602/07/11 by Ilefebwr@llcicbwre laptop r400 emu

sinple obj is not rendering anything. 

Change 39688 on 2002/07/11 by abeandin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro
new pixel shaderfor unsigned 8 bit int

Change 39681 on 2662/07/11 by Hefebw@iilefebwre_laptop_r400_ema

corrected some ofthe SQ tests to use Zbuttering

Change 39669 on 2002/07/11 by scorzev@me_georgev

Fixed changedregisters

Change 39666 on 2002/07/11 by georgev@georgev_14100_linux_martboro
Fixed bad changed RB registers

Change 39638 or 2002/07/11 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win
‘Newtests

Change 39577 on 2602/07/16 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

changed xy

Change 39559 on 2002/07/10 byctaylor@fl_ctaylor_r400_win_marlboro

  
‘ollows:

Ss been mace to the R400 PA/SL/SC register set in
Changed PA/SU/SC register se!
A substantial number of changes

response to
i) Requested additions of functionality (2nd scissorrect, c!

window_offset_enable, etc}
2) Rearrangementofregisterfields for better driver usage
3) Architecture changes to the Andaliasing POR fur R400

 rect enable,
 

‘the register changesare as follows:
The cases where there are new or deleted registers are highlighted in baid.
REMOVED PA SC MSAA 2X2 OFFSETasthis functionality ne lenge:

under new R400 AA plan.
REMOVED PASC_AAOPFSET_TBL_0-3 asthis fimctionality has changed under

new R400 AA plan
ADDED PA_SC_AAJSS_SAMPLESEL6 & 1 as this functionality has changed

under new R406 AAplan.

  
 supported
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Added the Colour Destination path tests which ure almost a udrror of the Color Source

path tests, These are another 31 testcases, 16 of which are randomized versions. | have visually
verified the results of the non-randomized testcases (15 testcases!.

Also made a minor bug fix to the earlier Color Source path tests to include Alpha
blending programming ofthe destination path (Destination Alpheis also used in some Color
Source blending modes)

Also cleaned up code and added comments.

 

 Change 39781 on 2002/07/11 by mkelly@fl_mkeily_r400_win_laptep

Update for new SC/SU bikchanges

Change 39777 on 2002/07/11 byjhoule@jhouie_r400_win_mariboro
Moved finctions into a TUtil class (1
Updated Crayel to have utility functions for setting conversion functions (easier than

specifying all the field stuff}.
Updated Makefile (ew files added, old files removed).
Added TPRlenderclass to isolate blending operations.
Modified LexturePipe class te use it @vorkarcund for weird dynamic alloc of TPBlender,

ended up using compiler-allocated instance instead of using new).

 

 

 
r400tp_test.cpp: easier texture load modif, activated bilin mag by default.

Change 39764 on 2002/07/11 by geargev@ma_georgev

Fixedregisters.
Change 39741 on 2602/07/11 by abeaudin@abcaudin_r400_win_marlboro

new tests for color blending

Change 39738 on 2062/07/11 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro
blender format tests

Change 39738 on 2002/07/11 by llefer@ilefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Fixed the endetest to acheive the correct behaviour.

Change 39724 on 2002/07/11 by geurgev@georgev_1400 ux_Tnariboro

Added negated predicates.
Change 39723 on 2602/07/11 by abcaudin@abcaudin 1490 win marlboro

blender formattest for uint8

Change 19719 on 2003/07/11 by ygiang@ygiang_r40¢_win_marlbore_p4
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Remaved PATTERNSTARTfield fam PA_SC_I.INR_STIPPLFas this is redundant
with CURRENT PTRinPASC LINESTIPPLESTATE

Moved PA_SC_LINESTIPPLESTATE outside of GFXDEC spaceas this isnew a
non-context register (requires flush to readAvrite).

Removed DRAW_ZERO_ LENGTHLINEfield from PA_SC_LINECNTLasthis was
added lo support what las since been determined to be « bug in R1G0-R300.REMOVED FA_SC r fi

Moved FA_SC ‘L OUTPUT _SCREENXY to SQCONTEXTMISCregister.
Moved 2-bit FROVOKING _VTXfield from SQ_PROVOKING_VTX to 1-bit FIRST

vs. LAST) ficldin PA SU SC MODE CNTL
REMOVED SQ_PROVOKINGVTasthe sole field in the register was moved.
REMOVAD PA_SU_POTY_OFFSET_ENABLE, PA_SU_POLY_MODR,

PASU_CULLMODB,all fields moved to PA_SU SCMODECNEL
ADDED PA SU_SC_MODE_CNTLas above.
Moved PERSP CORR_DIS field from PA_SU_VTX_CNTL to

PA_SU_SC_MODE_CNTL
Moved MSAA_ENABLEfrou PA_SC_AACONFIG to PA_SU_SC_MODE_CNTL es

itmay be more frequently changing.
Removed Line_AA_Enable and Point_AAEnable fields from PA_SC_AACUNFIG as

this can be controlled via MSAAENABLEfield.
BOUNDARY EDGE FLAG ENA marked as unused,but preserved pending further

investigation.
Remuved SERIAL_PROC_ENAfunctional
Added VTX_KILL_ORfield to PA_CL_CLIP_CNTEregister for Vertex Shader Export

Kill Flag Contrel.Moved LINE STIPPLE ENABLE from PA SC CNTLtoFA SU SC MCDE CNTL
Removed SCISSOR_ENABLEasthescissors can be disabled by setting xmin.ymin to 0

and Xmax,ymax to &K.
Added VTX_WINDCW_OFFSET_ENABLE, and CLIPRECT_ENABLEto

PASUSC_MODE_CNTL
ADDED PA_SC_SCREENSCISSOR_TL / BR registers. Moved

PA_SC_CLIPRECT_* down in address space to accomedate in SubBlock B
Renuued PASC_SCISSOR_* tu PA_SC_WINDOW_SCISSORaythis

have window offset. conditionally added
Added WINDOW_OFFSET_DISABLE to PA_SC_WINDOW_SCISSORregister toallow non. et scissor,
Moved EXPANDLINEWIDTHfield from PA_SC_AACONFIG to

PA_SC_LINECNTL.

 

 
 

 

bit from PACLVTE_CNTL ustitls bit no longer
 

  
 sor will

 

Change 39555 on 2602/07/10 by omesh@ima_omesh
Added the random test cases for each stendard test case and also added an overall random

case for the entire scrics in thisfile.

Change 39512 on 2002/07/10 by yaiene@yzlang_r400_win_marlboro_p4

fixed: gp test name
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Change 39508 on 2602/07/10 by yeians@yxiaig1400_win_iearlbore_p4

added: pixel shadertests

Change 39504 on 2002/07/16 by omesh@ma_omesh

Added the limit testing version of the Color Source biending tests. Visually verifiedresults ofall L5 tests. Gne ofthe modes, GL_ONE_M DST_COLOR seems to rendera
suspiciouslycolored triangle, but | will later confirm if the result is wrong. 

In thesetesty, needto:
1) Clean up and comment code.
2) Add randomized test case versions of these tests, to yield another 15 test cases.

Change 39467 on 2002/07/16 by mkellv@f_mkelly_1400_win

Update with dumps for clock sim

Change 39446on 2662/07/10 by georgev@peorgev_r400_limex_martbora

Followed newsyntax of predicate "P —"to register.
Change 39435 on 2002/07/10 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Re-wrote test to include texture

Change 39379 on 2002/07/16by georgev@ma_georgev
First revision in new directory.

Change 39376 on 2002/07/10 by georgew@ima_geargev

No change
Change 39375 on 2002/07/16 by georgew@ma_georgev

Before changes.

Changs 39373 on 2002/07/10 by gcorgcev@ma gcorgev

Moved to a new directory.

Change 39347 on 2002/07/10 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SUtests

Change 39331 on 2002/07/16 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
SU Tests
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updated gold

Changc 38786 on 2002/07/08 by csampayoi@fl csampayo 406

 
1. Adding 3 SU provoking vertex tests.
2. Update test_list accordingly 

Change 38762 on 2062/07/08 by trivas@FL_FRivas
Update to starting tessellation level (changed from 6.99 to 1.99)

Change 38753 on 2002/07/08 by abeandin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

added 28 rop3 functions to blender
Change 38653 un 2602/07/08 by mkelly@f_uikelly_1400_win_luptop

Update to sanity tests for including in full regression...

Change 38646 on 2602/07/08 by mkelly@fl mkelly r400 win laptop

VED Edge Flag implenientation example.

Change 38415 on 2062/07/05 by omesh@ma_omesh

 
Added the sameoriginal vertex and pixel shader

zinally existed, so Frank can use this in his Z tests antests.
at decsn't process alpha} that

ignore all alpha related programming 
 in

Change 38347 on 2002/07/05 by mkelly@ii_mkelly1400_win_laptop

VED edge flag support and example, note: waiting on bug fix in cegen.cpp to be checkedin.

Change 38260 on 2002/07/05 bydclifton@dclifton_race

Added clippabc.dmp
Change 38247 un 2002/07/05 by ukellv@fi_utkelly1400_wit

SU test list

Changc 37893 on 2602/07/03 by mkclly@f mkelly 1400 win laptep

Enable a third triangle...

Change 37892 on 2062/07/03 by mkelly@fil_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
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Change 39299 on 2602/07/10 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Log for investigation...
Change 39220 on 2602/07/09 by csampayo@#tl_csampayo_r400

1. Added | test to SUsuite
Updated test_list accordingly

3. Updated relevantstatus on the test tracker 

Change 39160on 2002/07/69 byfhsien@fhsien_r460_linux_marlbora

Add the 400rb_zfunctions

Change 39158 on 2002/37/69 byfhsien@fhsien_r400_linux_marlboro
Second version of te test

Change 39124 on 2002/07/69 by ygiane@ygiang_r400_win_maribora_p4

added: shader test for debug
Change 39084 on 2602/07/69 by csampayo@fil_csampayo_r400

1. Added 7 new VGTedgeflags tests
2. Updated test_list accordingly

Change 39379 on 2002/07/09 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Update to starting tessellation level (changed from @ to 1).

Change 39062 on 2002/07/69 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptop
 VED Edge flag support for Constant to EX1 operation wi test.

Change 39807 on 2002/07/09 by mkelly@il_mkelly_r400_win

Update

Chunge 39006 on 2002/07/69 by mkelly@f_ikelly_r400_win

Update with latest tests
Change 38991 on 2602/07/69 by smossG@ismess crayola win

SU Gelds

Change 18987 on 2002/07/69 by smosstismoss_crayola_win
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Add -7 option for zipping ontpat when compare is complete, this is
really only useful for full regressions.

Change 37886 on 2002/07/63 by kevine@kevino 400 win marlboro

Basic texture les! ly Hit different filtering cases.

Change 37877 on 2002/07/03 by kevinc@kevine_r400_linux_maribora
Just another ppm to play around with as a texture

Change 37866 on 1002/07/63 by omesh@ma_omesh

Since destination (cclor/alpha) programming tests are a mirror ofthe source (coler/alpha)
programming tests, forgot to also mirror the input numbers to the muxes corresponding to the
mirrored blending modes. Fixed this in these tests and verified result visually with the emulator.

 

Change 37852 on 2602/07/63 by mkelly@tlmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Good test for basic checks of sequence/scan conversion/shader operation...
Change 37824 on 2002/07/63 by smoss@ismoss_crayola_win

SUGolds

Change 37814 on 2002/07/03 by mdoggett@mdoggett_r406_linux_martboro
Texture Cache simple texture and dxtc! tests

Change 37783 on 2602/07/63 by mkeliy@l_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update comments
Change 37782 on 2602/07/63 by ukelly@fl_kelly_r400_win_luplop

SCBaryctests...

Change 37753 on 2002/07/62 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r40d
1. Changed vertex data su, itet, each: verlea lias a different color
2. Changed displaysettings

Change 37742 on 2062/07/02 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r1400
Updates:
1. Updated description/statusfor the following tests inthe tracker:

r4cdvgt_provoking_vtx_all_01 r400vet_hos_cubic_pos_pnt_discrete_O1
2. Sorted test_l 
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Change 37703 un 2002/07/02 by csanmpayuGilesumpuye2_r400

Updatedtest as follows:
1, Changed tesvellation range to 1 thre 14
2. Changed number of cases to 14
3. Change packet scale androtation

Change 37615 on 2002/07/02 byashishsi@ifl_ashishsr400_win

updated for pitch¢<32
Change 37611 on 2602/07/02 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Added two new HOS PNLtests

Change 37604 on 2062/07/02 by frivas@FL_FRivas
 Update to number of registers vertex shader uses.

Change 37575 on 2602/07/02 by mkelly@ii_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
 Added option -3 which will find your current syne and stampit on the output directory.

Bydefault, it will not determine your latest client sync.
 
 

In the default mode, the output directory will be stamped byuser name in the format
<user>_<time_stamp>.

Hf-sis uscd, the output directorywill be in the format <syncff <time stamp>.

Script will die in full regression made if test_list does not exist

Format output Hles slightly different to work with Internal web scripts

Change 37553 on 2002/07/02 by thsien@fhsien_r400_linux_marlboro
First rev. of the 7. tests

Change 37502 on 2002/07/01 byjhoule@jhoule_r109_win_marlboro
Simple interface to texture loading problem.
Created TEXTURE_MANAGERclass for Primlib.
Update r400tp_test.cpp to call the new routinesAdded deallocate te UberChain.
Changed default format from INT to RF in TFetchConst.
NOTE: delayed change oftiling for now (bi regression).

 

  

Change 37479 on 2602/07/61 by csampayo@tlcsampaye_r400

Deleted test since, no longer valid
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Update

Change 37396 on 2002/07/01 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1100_win_laptop
del

Change 37387 on 2002/07/61 by hartogsi@fi_hartogs

Modification to cause the VGT to check for required renderstate before using it,
If the required renderstatc has never been written, then the VGT prints a messagetostderr and asserts.
Added regnired renderstate ta two tests:

r40Uvet_hosPNT cpqndisc1404fit tex
and r40Qvet_hes_cubic_pos_pnt_discret
Added required renderstate

VGT.VGI_VERTEXREUSE_BLOCK_CNTL.VTX_REUSE_DEPTHtotheinit routine of
plgx.cpp.

  

Change 37377 on 2002/07/01 by mkelly@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update...

Change 37373 on 2002/07/01 by csampayo@tlcsumpeye2_1400

update
Changc 37372 on 2002/07/61 by mkclly@fi mkclly r400 win laptep

Update commentsin test.

Change 37352 on 2002/07/01 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

Changed to 32x32

Change 37336 on 2062/07/61 byashishs@f_ashishs_r400_win

Update for pitch®32
Change 37333 on 2602/06/36byashishs@fl_ashishs_1400_win

Update for pitchon32

Change 37197 on 2002/06/28 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400
Updates. Some had bad index counts, others bad pix/vtx shader names, cthers beth

Change 37181 on 2602/06/28 by csampayo@flcsampayo_r406

Various updates
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Change 37477 on 2602/07/01 by csampayo@l_csarnpaya_r40o

1. Updatedthe display size, test description and other minor test f
followingte:

r40Gvat_dma_swap_indx16_0L.cpp
r4e0vet_dma_swap_indx32_91.cpp

 mat changes for the 

2. Updated the tests descriptions on the test tracker for above tests

3. Deleted the following test from the test tracker and adjusted
Schedule accordingly:
rég0vet_hos_PNQ_IpIn_cont_13_16_texture_lightingprojection.cpp

 

Change 37466 on 2002/07/61 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Regoldenizetest since, tessellation level had to be changed to be between 1 and 15
inclusive. Alse, adjusted packet scaling (SCALEXSCALE_Y)

Change 37447 on 2002/07/61 by hartogs@itl_hartogs?

Added required renderstate VGT_GRP_VECT_l_CNTLtothesetests
Change 37444 on 2002/07/61 by hartogs@fl_hartogs2

Changed test ta use discrete range trom 1 to 14 instead of Gto 14.
Change 37437 on 2662/07/01 by mkcliy@fl mkelly 1490 win laptop

Temporarily cormmm ent out. zbuffer tests

Change 37435 on 2002/07/61 by mkelly@il_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

Comment out ucp combos temporarily...

Change 37434 on 2603/07/61 by mkel
 
y@N"_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update
Change 37429 on 2002/07/C1 by ashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

update

Change 37425 on 2002/07/01 byashishs@fi_: hishe1400_win
VTE test te validate the VIX_WO_FMT controlregister

Change 37397 on 2002/07/61 by mkeliy@Efl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Change 37174 on 2002/06/28 by csampayo@ifl_csarnpayo: 

Added the following new VGCT teats and updatedtest tracker and test list.

Change 37136 on 2002/06/28 by umnedi@inaumes

Included a higher level primlib headertile instead ofthe lowerlevel ones, to clean upcode.

Change 37100 on 2602/06/28 by omesh@ma_omesh

‘These shaders are no longer used by KB tests, as the vertex shader does not pass through
alpha.... So, all RB tests are assumed to use a shader that passes through alpha, and hence these
shaders are no longer needed,sc I'm deleting them (after verifying that none of the *.cpp test
files in this rb directory use them). The correct vertex/pixel shader pairto use is
"rb_blender_eniu* sp”

 
 

Change 37089 on 2002/06/28 by omesh(@ma_omesh

Changed shader (vertex) to also pass through alpha for these te:
Atthis point 1 have tested almost all of the 70testcases with the RB en
visually correct.

  
 s. Also fixed some bugs.lator and the results look 

 Change 36953 on 16 6/27 by omesh(@ma_omesh
  Added aipha programming to vertex buffer, This is obviouslyneededforcoler/alpha

blending tests, but I had overlooked it earlier. I also need to modify the vertex/pixel shaders to
export (an through) alpha from triangle vertices. The current vertex/pixel shaders only pass
through R,G,B.
  

Change 36943 on 2002/06/27 by abeaudin@abcaudin_r400_win_marlbore
T changed the blender and Urere were accountable one bit differences in gulden images

Change 36941 on 2002/06/27 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro

added color and alpha blending functionsto the rb
Change 36860 on 2002/06/27 by kryan@kryan_1400_win_iuarlbure

SURBACK

- Created newclass SUR'ACTthatis a scneric surface to contain

all the properties associated with a surface such as pitch, height.
SurfacePormat, etc.
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PIXET. SURFACE 

- Created newclass PIXELSURFACEtorepresent surfaces that store
data on per-pixe! basis. This has the necessary knowledge of how to
calculate the element size and datasize for this surface needed to

call Larry's address routines. Still in progress.

MEMORY_AREA

- Moditied old FillData() function to call newtiled Fill functions

bydefault in LINEAR mode (only for ARGB8888pixelTypes). This

is the first step in converting tests to nse the newtiled functions

and have the ernulator and hardware bothoperate in tiled mode by
default. For new the Emulator will default to LINEAR mode, and the

FillDatad routines will call the new tiled fill routines in
LINEAR mode.

- Added fegacy_mode argument to old Fill_Datat... baal legacy_mode = false}

to support cp_simple_triangle.cpp test that uses the Fill_Data() function

to write the VertexBuffers to memory.

chip’gfx/cp/ep_simple_test.cpp

- Modified to usc legacy mode of old Fill Datat) routine: since itwas

decided ihut in having the old FillData clions call the new 

tiling HH routines, this would only be supported for ARGBSSS3.
Chanec 36838 on 2002/06/27 by csampayo@fl csampaye 406

Update

Change 36837 on 2002/06/27 by csampayo@iil_csampaye_r406
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newshaders for blenders

Changc 36369 on 2002/06/26 by smoss@smos: crayola win

SU Tests and guld updates

Change 36305 on 2002/06/25 by csampayo@!l_csampayo_r406
Update

Change 36363 on 2062/06/25 by csampayn@ifl_csampayo_1406
Added new VGTtests

Change 36274 on 2002/06/25 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win

update

Change 36267 on 2062/06/25 by ashishs@fl_eshishs1400_win
CLtests: Converted frem R200
Vertex position combinations tested against fiustum clipping for lines.

Change 36165 on 2002/06/25 byjhoule@jhoule_r400_win_marlboro
SurfaccF ommat changed to ColorF ormat.

Change 36116 on 2002/06/25 by frivas@FL_FRivas
Added more HOSteststo test list

Change 36081 on 2002/06/25 by mkellv@8_mkelly_1400_win

Update

Change 36080 on 2062/06/25 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_14100_win
Bugzilla #242

Change 35956 on 2002/06/24 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Update
Change 35945 on 2602/06/24 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_1400

Adding new VGTtests

Change 35828 on 2002/06/24 by frivas@FL_FRivas
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Added new VT tests

Change 36836on 20  2/06/27 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Perspective-Correct baryceniric coordinate interpolation simple tests verifying combos ofref v0 locations.

Change 36611 on 2002/06/26 by csampayo@flcsampayo2_r400

Update

Change 36509 on 2602/06/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400 

New VGTtest

Change 36580 on 2002/06/26 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

Update for pitch%32

Change 36577 on 2062/06/26 by smess@smoss_craycla_win
SU tests and galds

Change 36576 on 2003/06/26 by hartogs@fl_hartogs?

Added iwo VGT DMA dumpfiles.
Change 36563 on 2002/06/26 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

deleted test because itis redundant now. there are other tests that are more complete

Change 36541 on 2002/06/26 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_r400
Updated for pitch®032

Change 36540on 2002/36/26 by csampayo@itlcsampayo2_r400

Updated andsorted.

Change 36528 un 2002/06/26 by frivas@FL_FRivas

no change
Change 36491 on 2002/06/26 by ygiang@ygiane r400 win marlboro p4

updated: Makefile for sp tests

Change 16489 on 2002/06/26 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r490_win_marlboro
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initial check in cf HOS PNQG test with a single PNQ using continuous tessellation varying
between 1.0-14.0 with reuse 4-16. Lighting is implemented.
Change 35827 on 2002/96/24 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Updated descriptionsin the corn: nents and model's offset from the origin

Change 35819 on 2002/06/24 byfrivas@PFL_FRivas
Initial check in of HOS PNGtest. Has 4 PNQ's that are computed withlighting and

textiring using orthagraphic projection. Tessellation level varies between 1.99-14.99 andrensevaries between 4-16.

Change 35808 on 2002/06/24 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Initial check in cf HOS PNG lest. Has 4 PNQ'sthat have lighting and lexturing with

orthographic projection. Tesselation varies from 1 6-14.60 and reuse varies fram 4-16.

Change 35741 on 2602/06/24 by mkelly@Al_mkellyr199_win_laptop
Added more dumps

Change 35645 on 2002/06/21 by ashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win

update to test_list for CL
Change 35640 on 2002/06/21 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Update

Change 35638 on 2002/06/21 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
CLtests: Vertex position combinations tested uzainst frestum clipping,

Change 35618 on 2002/06/21 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Initial check in of HOS PNQthat
14.6 and reuse 4-16 with orthograg!  
Change 35617 on 2602/06/21 byfrivas@FI._FRivas

update to HOS PNTtests
Change 35540 on 2602/06/21 by mkell @fl_mkelby1400win_laptop

UCP combos on polymodeline and line stippie

Change 35523 on 2002/06/21 by abeaudin@abcaudin_r400_win_marlbore
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rename test

Change 35521 on 2002/06/21 by abeaudin@abeeudin_1100_win_marlboro
blendertest for ermu

Change 35518 on 2002/06/21 by csampayo@ifl_csampavo?raed

Updates
Change 35508 on 2002/06/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Simple CLtest

Change 35503 on 2002/06/21 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400
Update

Change 35498 on 2002/06/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptop

Submit for investigation...
Change 35484 on 2602/06/21 by Llefebvr@ilefebwre_laptop_r400_emu

Predication optimization problem fixed in Sq.
Chanec 35483 on 2002/06/21 by omesh@ma omesh

Removed all the #incinde "mem_class.h"lines. |ookslike that header file doesn't exist.
anymore and was absorbed into some other headerfile, as the test code compiles and runs evenwithoutthis.

 Change 35474 on 2002/06/21 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
Fix inchides so it will build

Change 35358 on 2002/06/20by mkellv@f_mkelly1400_win
Update, removed "debug"text from emulate time displayed at each test interval. Enabled

extra options for web publishing.

Change 35337 on 1602/06/20 by ashishsi@il_ashishs1400_win
update to test list file for CL and VTE

Change 35317 on 2002/06/20 by mkellyG@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Basic stipple triangle and polygon tests
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Removed cldtexture loading finctions.

Change 35149 on 2002/06/20 byjhoule@jhoule_r100_win_mariboro
 Skeleton for texturetests.

tured uuad.
raplate_*, but split in functions. 

Change 35105 on 2002/06/20 by Hefebvr@ilefebvre_laptop_r100_emu
 corrected the sq tests to use the new pri include.

Change 35078 on 2002/06/14 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2r40e

Corrected numberofindices to always be at least 2.
Change 35076 on 2002/06/19 by csumpayo@il_esampaye_r400

Added new LIMA specitic VG'I tests. Updated test_list carrespondinly.

Change 35065 on 2002/06/19 by omesh@ma omesh

Adding my locally existing (for many days!) alpha source/destination blending basic teststo the server.
Thesetests are 15 tests each which are mirrortests, just like the color blendingte:

With source and destination alpha pregraraming interchanged in the 2 seis. When Alicia finish
the alpha blending c cmulator, I have asked her to inform me, so] can run these tests.

 
    

Change 34998 on 2002/06/19 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 34953 on 2602/06/19 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update to inclide control of 7WRITE_ENARLE and 7FIINC... awaiting suppart.
updates to RB emu_lib...

Change 34779 on 2002/06/18 by mkelly@f_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Update

Change 34719 on 2002/06/18 by mkellv@E_mkelly14U0_win_laptop

More zbuffortests, although still nced to bc revisted when there is higer confidence in
zbuffer functionality

Change 34713 on 2002/06/18 by frivas@EL_FRivas
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Change 35313 on 2002/06/20 byHefebvr@lefebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Environement map tests...
Change 35288 on 2002/06/20 byashishs@fi_ashishs_r400_win

corrected comment

Change 35245 on 2602/36/20 byashishs@fi_ashishs1460_win
CLtests Converted from R209.
‘Vertex position combinations tested against frustum clipping.

Change 35242 on 1002/06/20 by mkelly@f_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

adding potential bug for record

Change 35203 on 2003/06/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update gold for clamped color export
Change 35193 on 2002/36/20 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Updateper last VFLchange

Change 35177 on 2002/06/20 by omesh@ma_omesh  
Added some more color/alpha combinationtests that were Lying around on my client.
Will later clean up all the extraneous and generic comments and acd my own, morefocussed functional comments.
Still have to verify that all these basictests
1) Program only the parameters being tested which change the output.
2) Don't leave any registers which affect the cutput (not being tested) to be

uninitialized... This would produce a mismatch betweenthe simul: and emulator even for
ontpits we don't care about and world waste time in debugging.Also included these 2 test files in the Makefile.

 

 

Change 35162 on 2002/06/20 by ashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

updated comment

Change 35154 on 2002/06/20 byashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win
Features Texted: clip planss
Test Purpose:creates 10 vertices from 7 clip planes

Change 33150 on 2007/06/20 by jhoule@jhoule_r40e8_win_marlbero
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Thitial check in of HOS PNI. tests for 4 PNE's using bath cubic andlinear position with
orthographic projection.

Change 34712 on 2002/06/18 by frivas@PL FRivas
delete

Change 34711 on 2002/06/18 by frivas@FL_FRivas
deleted

Change 34716 on 2663/06/18 byfrivas@/FT._FRivas

updates

Change 34663 on 2002/06/18 by smoss@ismmoss_crayola_win
fixed build error

Change 34658 on 2002/06/18 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1193_win_laptop
SC zbuffer (RCC)interface tests

Change 34589 on 2602/06/17 by omesh@ma_omesh

Added a mirror (symmetrical test case) of r400rb_basic_color_source.cpp
Simply interchanged source and destination color‘alpha programming and cxpectingmirrored results,

Change 34574 on 2002/06/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas

Minor update to scaling.
Change 34544 on 2002/06/17 by omedi@ura_omesh 

Added atypical structure of a basic color blending test I have heen playing around with
for several days (andits corresponding inclusionin the Makefile). This uses 2 triangles rendered
one on top ofthe other. The first triangle programs the destination buffer color and the second
oneis the real test, which programs the source triangle color (and is supposed te blend withthe
previous one in a specified way). T reuse must of Ute pointers aid reuder stale sellingLor the Did
triangle fram the 1st.

 
 

Change 34537 on 2002/06/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Initial check in cof HOS PNL test. Uses 4 PNL's and does continuoustessellation at levels

varying between 1.0-14.0 with reuse 4-16.

Change 34529 on 2002/06/17 by frivas@PL_FRivas
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uidal check in of HOS PNL test. Uses continuouslessellation of 4 PNL's. Uses cubic
position and Hnear normal

Change 31520 on 1002/06/17 byashishs@Hl_ashists14100_win
updated the pixel centers in the test

Change 34516 on 2662/06/17by frivas@FL_FRivas

Initial checkin of HOS PNTthat uses discrete tessellation and cubic postion and
quadratic normalinterpolation. Renders multi PNT’: with lighting and texturing using
orthographic projection

 

Change 34510 on 2062/06/17 by frivas@IEL_FRivas
Initial check in of HOS PNTte:

1-14 and reuse 4-16. Uses orthograp!
 ith single PNT using discrete tessellation varying from

projection. 

Change 34561 on 2062/06/17 byfrivas@FT._FRivas
 

Initial check in of HOS PNT test with single PNT using cubic position and quadratic
normalinterpolation with tessellation level varying between 1.0-16.¢ and reuse varying between
4-16. Uses orthographic projection and lighting.

 

hange 34498 on 2002/06/17 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptopa

Test SC rectangle list vertex order interpretation...
Change 34492 on 1602/06/17 by frivas@FL_FRivas
 Initial check in of HC at uses only a single PNT in wireframe mode.

Impelements lighting. Tessellation 1.0-14.0 and reuse 4-16. Uses orthographic projection.

 Change 34486 on 2602/06/17 by frivasG@iFL_FRivas

Tnitial check in of 2 HOS mutti PNTtest with lighting, texturing and the ability to togele
between orthographic and perspective projection. ‘essellation level varies between L.1-14.1 andreuse varies between 4-16.

Changs 34480 on 2002/06/17 byfrivas@FL_FRivas  
Initial check in for continuous tesselltaion PNT HOStest using lighting, and texturing

with orthographic projection. Uses cubic position and quadratic norma! interplation. You car:
toggle between orthographic and perspective projection. Tessllation ranges from 1.99-14.99 andreuse from 4-16.

Change 34455 on 2002/06/17 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Initial check in of HOS PNT test that changes the orientation of normals.
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Change 33912 on 2002/06/13 by kmahlerG@kmahler_r400_win_devel_views

New Mid-Level Shader Assembler Syntax - Phase 1
TEST DEVELCFERS, PLEASE READ!

 With the help of Steve Allen, this GNU 9++ compiler error (inconsistency?) was veritied
using a simple "foo" program. After further investigation using "google" searches, it was
determined that this crror has alse been scen by others. Un: nately, the work-aroundis to
rename CYUK)the directories to names other than “utility* and "memory".

 
 

Changing the "primlib/mernory"directory to "primlib/memory_access"is a relatively
easytask (PLA), butall test program Maketiles will need to be changed and/or test program.
source files (see methods below).

 

 
  T changed al! of Uke praulib header/source files tu use relative file naresinall primlib

inchide staternents. Thus, Primlib's Makefile will only specify "-1 $C(TESTCHIP}/primlib" to
access primlib headerfiles.

I changed ali of the Makefiles that make up the regressiontests: perf sys/cp gfx/sc afxivat
gix/pa/su efx/pa/cl gfx/pa/vte.

 If you have tests in directorie
te fix the tests is to change the Maketil
ISCPRIMLIBDIR)memory_access”.

her than the ones specified above, then the simplest way
line "-IS(PRIMLIBDIR}/memary"to "-   

For the Tests/Makefile in the "perf" directory, [ did the longer more preferred method
which consists of deleting all of the "-I" options that ase Primlib relative paths (keeping just "-I
(SPRIMLIB_DIR)"),deleting ail of the existing primlib include statements in the test program,
and then inchiding the new "primlib_test_inchides.h" file (
"perfiprimlib_template_simple_triangle.cpp"for details)

 
 

All NEW Makeliles aud lest programs should use lis preferred method. You caicut-
and-paste this inclide file From “primlib_template_simple_triangle.cpp”

 

As for the “test_lib/src/testchip/utility" directory. This directory contains
"drand48.[h cpp]" anda Makefile. I did a search in the TOT and could notfind anyreference to
it. I changed the directory to “utility_lib”. If anyoneis using this code, [ apologize for any
inconveniouce Utils may cause you (send complaints to "gec.gnu.urg").

  
 

All tests pass the regression on both Winblows and Linux with the exception of
"r400vet_hosPNT_cp_qn_disc_1404lit_tex_prej_61" on Linux which is a known failure.

Good Luck :)

Change 33873 on 2602/06/13 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

back out change
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Change 34449 on 2662/06/17 by frivas@FT._FRivas

HOStest with multi PNT's that does lighting and texturing while varying beth
ellation level (1.0-14.0) and reuse level (4-16). continuous tessellation, cubic position

and quadratic normal with orthographic projection. Perspective projection may be toggled on
  

 Change 34368 on 2602/06/16 by ashishst  hishsr4¢0_win 

VTE Test:
Update (XYZ}SCALE without updatine (XYZ)OFFSET betercen packets and vice-versa, 

Change 3434? on 1602/06/15 by ashishs@f!_ shs_r460_win

Enable (XY2Z)SCALE without enabling (CYZ)OFFSET and vice-versa.
‘The test sends 2 packets, each packet with 2 vertex date for checking

VPORT_{X/¥ Z}_SCALE_ENAregisters and VPORT_{X|Y]Z}_OFFSET_ENAregisters.
 

Change 34267 on 1603/06/14 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update
Change 34266 on 2002/06/14 by mkeliy@l_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

First line stipple tests.

Change 34201 on 2002/06/14 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win
Update

Change 34175 on 2002/06/14 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

 Change 34164 on 2062/06/14 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo.

Golds for updated test

Change 34162 on 2062/06/14 by csampayo@fl csampayo m00

Update

Change 34070 on 2002/06/14 by mkelly@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Update.

Change 34064 on 2002/06/14 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update..
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Change 33870 on 2002/06/13 by mkeliy@tl_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 33869 on 2002/06/13 by mkelly@tukellyr400_win_lapiop

Update, removeextraline trom cl/test_list (even though it is ok, but just to be consistent)
Change 33842 on 2062/06/13 by csampayo@ifl csampayo? r40d

Update

Change 33782 on 2003/06/13 by mkelly@tl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update.

Change 33779 on 2002/06/14 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

VED,clamp final color in pixel shader, support user programmability to texture fetch
constant or default to using 1-8.

 Change 33729 on 2602/06/13 by ashisiis@!_asitistisr400_witt
test list for cl

Change 33725 on 2002/06/13 byashishs@fi ashishs r400 win
test list for vie

Change 33720 on 2002/06/13 by mkeliy@H_mkellyr490_win_laptop

Update.

Change 33718 on 2602/06/13 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r400_win

Update
Change 33573 on 2002/06/12 by mkeliv@flmkelly_1400_win_lagtop

checkpoint.

Change 33529 on 2003/06/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Update

Change 33526 on 2002/06/12 by kryan@kryan_1400_win_marlbore
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 file in chip/Terret aud chip/ytx/sp se that memory_area.ht can find
crayola_enum hi

Change 33485 on 2002/06/12 by Hefebvr@llefebwre_laptop_ri00_emu
Implemented most of the remaining vector opcodes. Including pixel kills. The pred_set

are still not implemented since theyare still changing.

Change 33474 on 2002/06/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 33471 on 2002/06/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

bug

Change 33466 on 2002/06/12 by mkellv@f_mkelly_1400_win

Update

Change 33458 on 2602/06/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
update comment

 Change 33436 on 2662/06/12 by kryan@kryan_1400_win_maribore

Update Makefiles to include r400/devel directory in -I include path
so that full paths can be used in include files. Memory_area.huses

the cmn_lib/lib/address/address.h file and needs to specify the

full path.
Change 33418 on 2602/06/12 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Fix endian bug or: unix clip regress_e

Changes 33350 on 2002/06/11 by ashishsi@fl ashishs 1400 win

update

Change 32345 on 1002/06/11 by ashishsi@il_ashishsr400_win

 
 eck the VIT-X_WO_FMTcontrol register
If ON, the VTE will perform the reciprocaltcget 1/W0
else indicates that the incoming W8is not L/WO.
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Update, se tests.

Change 33016 on 2062/06/16byashishs@fl_ashistsri00_win

 
 XY mulliply 1/Wusing V0X_XY_PMT = 3
To calculate c-ordinates from the clip coordinates andverify:-> see the R400 CLIP/VTE SPEC 

Changc 32971 on 2002/06/10 by csampayo@fl csampaye 406

Update

Change 32884 on 2602/06/16 by mkelly@ti_mkelly_1400_win

Update

Change 32825 on 1662/06/07 by csampayn@ifl_csampayo_r400

Adding new VGTtests
Change 32808 on 2602/06/07 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update
 Change 32766 on 2062/06/07 by ashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win

To validate the vte control register by sending different numberofvertices(packets) and
for a set of cases change the vte control register settings and check the results.

Change 32736 on 2002/06/07 by llefebvr@lletebvre_laptop_r400_emu

Various SX->RB interface fixes. Also removed the MSB of the PSEXPORT_MODE
field since it is not needed anymore.

Change 32434 on 2002/06/06 byllefebvr@illetebvre_laptop_r400_emu

corrected dolphin test.
 Change 32429 on 2002/06/06 by Hefebvi@lleiebwre_laplopr400_ernu 

fixed the wedege test

Change 32382 on 2002/06/06 byIlcfcbwr@illcicbwre laptop r400 cmu

the wedge modeltest for the $Q.

Change 32287 on 2062/06/06 by frivas@FL_FRivas
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 Also fills zap in the VADL coverage ofand vertex data ne VTEby its unique combination of settings 

Change 33329 on 2002/06/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1199_win_laptop
update, sc point tesis....

Change 33217 on 2002/06/11 byllefebvr@illefebvre_laptop_r400_emu
Some more stress tests for the $@..

Change 33181 on 2602/06/11 by csampayo@ifl_csa 

Udated test description 
 Change 33164 on 2002/06/11 by csampayo@#fl_csampayc

Removed .cpp front tests manics

Change 33159 on 2002/06/11 by ashishs@fi_ashishsr4CU_win

update

Change 33123 on 2002/06/10 byashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
VTE Test:
To check Z multiply 1/}V usingVIX_Z_FMT-6 To calculate

the sereen co-ordinates from the clip coordinates and verify:-» see the R400 CLIP/VTE SPEC
  

Change 33101 on 2002/06/10 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo2_r406

Update
Change 33035 on 2003/36/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r40d

Update to add the following VG'I test for regress_¢
r00vat_hosPNT_cp_qn_disc_14_04_lit_tex_proj_O1

 

Change 33081 on 2002/06/10 by csampayo@fl_csampayo2_r400

Update

Change 33080 on 2002/06/10 by csampayo@itlcsampayo2_ri0d
Adding VGT Tesselatortests

 Change 33054 on 2002/06/10 by mkeliy@Efl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Initial check-in. HOS tests of 4 PNY's. Tessellation level = 13 and reuse level = 4

Change 32285 on 2002/06/66 byfrivas@FL_FRivas
Deleted these two tests because they have been replaced bybetter ones.

Change 32267 on 2602/06/66 by frivas@FL_FRivas
 Initial check-in. Test for HOS

Tessellation level = 14 and reuse level ing 2 PNT's with lighting, texturing, and projection.
 

Change 32261 on 2063, (06 by frivas@FT._PRivas
Test has been deleted because a newer and better test has been created.

Change 32251 on 2002/06/06 by frivas@FL_FRivas

Updated VTRsettings to nse new constant definitions instead of raw mmbers.

Change 32250 on 2002/06/66 by mkelly@Al_mkelly_r199_win_laptop
Update

Change 322335 on 2002/06/06 by smess@smoss_crayola_win

update golds
Change 32230 on 2602/06/66 by mkelly@H_mkelly_1400_win

Add back in frustum clipping to regress_e now that it passes :)

Change 32228 on 2002/06/66 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win
Update

Change 32163 on 2001/06/65 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

Updates
Change 32187 on 1002/06/05 by ttkelly@f_inkelly_1400_win_luplop

regressr4U0

Change 32126 on 2002/06/05 by czampayo@#il csampayo 400

Updates

Change 32197 on 2002/06/05 by czampayo@fl_csampayo_r100
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Updates

Change 32078 on 2002/06/05 by Llefebvr@llefebvre_laptopr400_emu

Dolphin test
Change 32024 on 2602/06/05 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400

Updated tess levi from 1U to 14

Chanec 32022 on 2602/06/05 by csampayo@ifl csampayo 1400

Adding VGTtests

Change 31974 on 2002/06/05 by yeiang@ygiangr100_win_marlboro_p4

added: pixel shader programs (scalar mul,rmin max)
 Change 31899 on 2602/06/04 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_1400

Updated per changer 31760
Change 31885 on 2002/06/04 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Updated per change# 31760

Change 31831 on 2002/06/04 by bhankins@i_bhankinsr400_win
added files

Change 3168! on 2062/06/04 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win 

Update
Change 31677 on 2602/06/04 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

SU tests

Changs 31604 on 2602/06/03 byfrivas@TL FRivas

Update to test description in source code.

Change 31603 on 2002/06/03 by trivas@FL_FRivas
Update to test description in the source code. Nothing changcdin the shader.

Change 31548 on 2002/06/03 by omesh@ma_omesh
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HOStest. of PNE, with ressellation leve 14 using contimions tessellarion. There are
problems with tessellation beyond level 13 (time out issues and shaderartifacts).

Changc 31136 on 2602/05/31 byIlefebvr@ilcicbwre laptop r400 emu

enabled Z bulcring

Change 31129 on 2002/05/21 by trivas@FL_FRivas
HOS test of PNLcontinuoustessellation at level 13 using cubic position and lincar

normal interpolation. There seem to be problemsat tessellation leveis > 13 in that there are scanconverter and time out issites.

Change 31116 on 2062/05/31 by ilefebvr@letebwre_lapiop_r400_emu

Added safety checks in the sq vertex processing

Change 31069 on 2002/05/31 bytrivas@FT._FRivas

HOStest of tvo PNT’s at a discrete tessellation level of 8.0. Implements texturing,
lighting, and projection.

Change 31058 un 2602/08/31 by fivas@FL_FRivas

VGT HOStests added, moditied iest_list
Changc 31054 on 2002/05/31 by mkellv@fi mkclly r400 win laptep

Bugzilla Bug 238, RB color clamping problem

Change 309665 on 2002/05/30 by omesh@ma_omesh

Cleaned up some junk code and used newscheme for number generation based on the
seperaliviof the TG class frumthe sid:vectur dai wclure.  

Change 30942 on 2002/05/30 byllefebwr@iletebvre_lapiop_r400_emu

updated the VGT->SQ interface (and corresponding blocks) to match HWin name andsize anc add the Eventfield.

Change 30904 an 2062/05/30 by amesh@ma_omesh

Just a basic "my own template" which is not vet a complete test. Decided on using this
specific gcometry for the basic teats. Will have to rethink the scometryfor stress tests for
maximum screen coverage of colors.

Was simply playing around with these tests and am only submiting it to Perforce to keep
track ofwhat I was playing around with.

 
 

Change 30880 on 2002/05/30by ashishs@fl_ashichsr400_win
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 Latest version of the 7 constant color texts. They corp

tests" as the emnlater deesn't implement color blending yet
Larn still cleaning up the code for the other tests and will check them into Perforce assoor: as | do that.
Thave updated the Makefile to include this test too.

fly wad run, but I can't “test the

Change 31538 on 2602/06/03 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Basic x-major, y-major line verification for the SC

Change 31462 on 2002/06/63 by mkeliy@fl mkelly r400 win laptep

Backout test until bug is fixed.

Change 31390 on 2002/06/03 by mkelly@tL_mkelty_r190_win

Add clip frustum to regress_e

Change 31299 on 2602/05/31 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Adding tesssellator test
Change 31282 on 2002/05/31 by csampayo@fl_csampayo 

Update

Change 31276 on 2062/05/21 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400
Adding golds for regress_e

Change 31274 on 2663/03/31 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400

Added the following tessellator test:
r400vat_hes_cubic_pos_pnt_discrete_61

Change 31273 on 2003/05/31 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r460_win_laptop
Basic diamond exittests...

Change 31270 on 2002/05/31 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_1400

Adding the following Tessellator test:

Change 31247 on 2662/05/31 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1490_win_laptop
 Test two lines in one packet, confirming hit and nao hit pixels are valid.

Change 31148 on 2002/03/31 by frivas@bL_bRivas
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corrected errors

Change 30852 on 2002/03/30 bylicfebwr@llefebvre laptop r400 cmu

parser for the obi Tumut

Change 30849 on 2002/03/30 by ashishs@ti_ashishsr400_win
This test is intended to validate the vertex reusefunctionality with actual clipping. The

test processes 56 packets each with one 84 primitive triangle list containing 16 vertices with
input vertex data: XVZWO, | calor , na textires For each packet the testhasthe 252 indices
making up 84 primitives, unique incices are randomly selected between 0-12 and 0-15. For each
packet six UCP planesare set up so that most ofthe original verices get clipped.

 
 
 

Change 30726 on 2002/05/29 by mkeliy@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
 Mave all files in comparelist to output directory irregardless of #, print warning if P4 isdown.

Change 30707 on 2002/05/29 by csampayo@#tl csampayo 06

Adding 1400_regress script dependency files:

Change 30683 on 2002/03/29 by mkelly@iH_mkellyr490_win_laptop
Widen coverage of regress ¢

Change 30665 on 2002/03/29 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update

Change 30663 on 2002/05/29 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptep

Update

Change 30661 on 2002/03/29 by mkelly@Al_mkellyr199_win_laptop
Update

Change 30576 on 1602/05/29 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r403_win

Update to fix Randomlibrary link error...
Change 30547 on 1602/05/29 by mkel @i_mkelky_1400_win

Update to regress_e, ADDS 4 more SCtests

Change 30538 on 2002/05/29 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win
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SC golds for regress_s

Change 30535 on 2062/05/29 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win
Update to fix random brarybuild error.

Change 30533 on 2062/05/29 by mkelly@fi _mkelly1400_win_laptop

Added support for HOS Cubic Fosition PNT with exarap!e useagein file
r400vid vs hos cubic pos pat OL

Change 30531 on 2602/05/29 by mkelly@t_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update to remove const of INDEXBUFFERclass...

Change 30460 on 2002/05/28 by smoss@)smos:_crayola_win

SU tests for regress_e

Change 30264 on 2062/05/28 by ashishs@fl_ashichsr400_win
Tests Culling Only when UCPs are enabled, The UCPS donotclip, onlycull.

Change 30248 on 2002/05/28 byashishs@il_ashishsr400_win
 Features Tested ruser clip planes

Test Purpose:verify the 64 combinations of ucp control bits
Method: test has 64 polygons arranged in a grid of 8x8. Each polygon has a

different. combination of icp enable bitsset.
the upper left being G, counting down the

columnsfirst, then across
Expected Results: Srows of & primitives (64 total primitives), each clipped using
different coi ations ofthe user-defined clip planes

 

 
 
 

Change 36054 on 2062/05/24 by mkelly@f_mkelly_460_vwin_laptop

Update to find tests on the client much faster...
Change 29980 on 2002/05/24 by yaiang@vyeiangr400_win_marlboro_p4

 max, mui"added: sp alu scalar opcode "add, m:

Change 29976 on 2062/05/24 by mkelly@fil_mkelly_1400_win_laptep
SC tests to validate triangle coarse walk, quad evaluation, and detail pixeldetermination...

Change 29927 on 2002/05/24 by smesssmoss_crayola_win
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Update checkpoint

Change 29399 on 2602/05/21 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Example of perspective projection using the shader.

 59 on 2002/05/21 by omesh@ma_omesh

Added the Makefile and shader pipe programming files needed to compile and mn RB
tests. The shader pipe programming files CSP) arc taken from the simpletriangic examples.

Change 29299 on 2002/05/21 by smoss@smoss_craycla_win

update to gold duz to 1 bit color ditference

Change 29273 on 2002/05/21 by ashishs@ifl_ashishsr400_win
corrected vertex buffer data

Change 29134 on 2062/05/20by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Checkpoiat

Change 79082 on 2602/05/20 by mkellv@fl_mkelly1400_win

Update script to repert build errors.
Change 29069 on 2002/05/20 by csampayo@iflcsampayo_r400

Addint VGT Tessellator test

Change 29053 on 2002/05/20 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win
Updates...

Change 28908 on 2002/05/17 by mkellv@f_mkelly1400_win

Update
Change 28905 on 2002/05/17 by ukelly@f_uikelly_1400_win_laptop

* Modified to only work with files in uncommented in compare_list.
* Anyfile name and extension can be added to cornpare_tist and will be used in

regression for comparison to gol
* Sync stamp on output directory is now exclusive of test_lib/src/chip/efx

 
 

Change 28885 on 2002/05/17 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update
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Adiled randam libs

Change 29855 on 2002/05/24 byysiane@ygiang_4100_win_marlboro_p4
fixed: random lib link

Change 29846 on 2602/05/24 by smass@smoss_crayola_win
incorrecttest name

Change 29763 on 2602/05/23 by ysiang@ygiang_r400_win_marlbora

cut and paste changes

Change 29764 on 2002/95/23 by smosa@ismoss_crayola_win
extraneous characters it makefile

Change 29757 on 2002/05/23 by ygiang@ygiangr400_win_marlbora

 ore tests andfail List 

add: color clamp test...Clamping doesn't work yet
Change 29700 on 2602/05/23 by ysiang@ygiang 400 win marlboro p4

sp test files:

Change 29586 on 1002/03/23 by georgev@ma_georgev

Back integrate from devel_primlib.

Change 29613 on 1603 5/23 by smassGismoss_crayola_win
su test

Change 29592 on 2002/05/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win

Update

Change 29538 on 2062/05/22 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1193_win_laptop
Test complete.

Change 29396 on 2002/03/21 by mkeliy@Efl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop
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Change 2881 on 2002/03/17 by smess@smoss_crayola_win

SU tests with golds

Change 28782 on 2002/03/17 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laplop

VED,supportfor linear posticn interpolation.
Change 28756 on 2002/05/17 by mkeliy@fl mkelly 1493 win laptep

update

Change 28733 on 1002/03/17 by mkel!y@fl_mkelly_r490_win_laptop

update

Change 28569 on 1602/05/16 by csampayo@fl_csampayo1400

Adding the following VGTtests
Change 28556 on 2002/05/16 by mkeliv@tlmkelly_1400_win_laptep

Update

Change 28551 on 2002/05/16 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptop
Update gold

Change 28537 on 2002/03/16 by omesh@ma_omesh

Cops! Added the file with the wrong extension, So cimply deleted the old file and added
anew one with the right extension.

Here is the alder comment (incase if didn't catch it from the revision history of the old
file):

Addedin a placeholderso that Frank and me knowwhereto put RB tests. This is justthe
simple triangle test copied and pasted here.
Change 28530 on 1002/05/16 by omedi@ma_omesl

Added in a placeholder so that brank and me know where to put RB tests. his is just the
simple triangle test copied and pasted here.

 Change 28397 on 2002/05/16 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win

Converted from R200, 225 gourand shaded, clipped triangk
Vertex position combinations tested against frustur clipping.
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Change 28241 on 2002/08/15 by hwise@ill_hwise_r460_witt

CP Updates:
i) Updated CP blockfiles
2) Updated Emulator to match block file changes
3) Commented out guts of DEVICE: Init_CP() function

because it was reading the CP_STATE_IM_CNTL
register which is now uninitialized at power up
and the data being read was not being used anyway

4) Updated bminit() functionin file
devel/test_ lib/sre/testchip/busmaster/busmaster cpp
because the CP interrupt is no longer on a shared

er (here should not be any shared register in
R400 now)

5) Updated gold tiles because the CP_STATE_IM_CNTLregister
read longer in the *.rd_r and *.log files for the
tests that use the priralib DEVICEclass

 
 

 

 

Change 28018 on 2602/65/14 by csampayn@ifl_csampayo_1400

Adding VGTtest
Change 27976 on 2002/05/14 by Llefebwr@lletebwre_laptop_r400_emu

New SQ register map.
Added EXEC_END,CEXECEND, CPEXEC_END. Removed the END instruction.

Changes 27962 on 2602/05/14 by mkelly@f mkelly 1400 win laptep

Update

Change 27837 on 2002/05/14 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

added dump files

Change 27853 on 2002/05/14 by mkellv@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptap

Checkpoint for adding HOS support to VFD. This version supports:
a. VED_V$_HOSCUB POS_GUADNORMPNT
b. VFD_VS_XFORM_0
¢. VFD_VS_HOSLINEARPNL

In this specific VFD described order. See riGOvid_hos_example_91.cpp for useage.
Change 27680 on 2062/05/13 by abeaudin@abeaudin_400_wia_marlboro

added include path fortiling address calculations
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Change 26845 on 2002/05/07 by csampayo@iilcsampayo2r400

Updates

Change 26838 un 2602/05/07 by ukelly@O_iikelly_1400_win_laptop

Checkpoint on MSAAtest which validates URC, LLC, and LRC ctisets trom LLC
subsample points. 96% complete.
Change 26727 on 2002/05/07 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

SU tests

Change 26707 on 2002/05/07 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr400_win
144 sets of gourand-shaded clipped lines are drawn. all combinations of frustun clipcades w/ vertices 273 have been tested,

Change 26709 on 2662/05/07 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_14100_win_laptop
Update

Change 26568 on 7002/05/06 by mkelly@8_mkelly_1400_win_laptop

Update
Change 26567 on 2602/05/06 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

Update of Golds

Change 26550 on 2062/05/06 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
Missing 3 fur thee tests 

Change 26461 on 2602/05/06 by ashishs@il_ashishsr400_win

changed : unpacking of colors added
Change 26391 uu 2002/05/03 by mkelly@f_uikelly1400_win_luplop

Multi Sample Anti-Aliasing, ¥ subsample, single subsample test on ULC.

Changc 26369 on 2602/05/03 by smoss@smose crayola win
su makefile

Change 26368 on 2062/05/03 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win
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Change 27500 on 2602/05/10 by csunipayo@fl_csumpayo2_r40e

Adding VGTtest

Change 27333 on 2662/05/10 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1403win_laptop
* Renamed vid_sanity.cpp to r400vid_sanity_01 cpp
* Checkpoint on vfd for hos in r4g0vfd_hos_O1 cpp

Change 27215 on 2002/05/09 byashishs@f ishs_r460_win
2 tests done,still texture and shading functions to be added.

test # L: r400cl_gband_04 cpp
Guard Band Chipping test.(right now justall triangles gouraud shaded and not texture

mapped)
VERTEX_DATA - TRIANGLE_STRIP, Top Left Quadrant, gouraud shading
INDEXES - TRIANGLESTRIP, Top Right Quadrant, Mal shudin:
VERTEX_LIST - TRIANGLE_STRIP, Lower Right Quadrant, flat. shading 1
VERTEXDATA~TRIANGLESTRIP, Lower Left Quadrant, six textures, flat shacing

  

Method: 6 Vert Strip
Expected Results: 4 triangles, four quadrants

 ace definition.
The D3D spaceischecked with the Z positions. As nas the
primitive enters the -ve z positions in the D3D space the
primitive gets clipped but doesnt get clipped in the OpenGL gpace.
This is shown using 4 triangies. Te? top and bottom correspond toa D3D space whereas

the right top end bottom traingtes whichare not clipped correspond to GpenGL space

  
 

Change 27161 on 2002/05/69 by csampayo@#fl_csampayo_400
Updates

Change 27017 on 2002/03/08 by mkelly@E_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptop

Update test description, will need to update again for subpixe! mask and new state control
for sampling.

Change 26999 on 2602/05/68 by mkelly@f_mkelly_1400_win_laptop 
Enhance VED to support vertex pointsize in the shader import and export. See test

r4o0vte simple point CL.cpp

Change 26932 on 2002/05/68 by csampayo@tlcsampayo2_r466

Updates
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Galds

Change 26365 on 2002/03/03 by Hefebw@ilefebvre_laptop_ri00_emu
This is the new control flow sequencer. Expect things to be a bit unstable while this

major ch uke L regressionlest (400vgt_indexsizeOL) bul Ute
integration tank so ong that I decided to check the changein anyways andfix the problem from
the TOTT. Sorry ror the inconvenience.
  

   

Change 26223 on 2002/05/03 byashishs@fi ashishs r400 win

Description:]egacy ICP clip test converted to R406Prim!.ib,Former test name:
tcLucp_combes_ 00 (RIUG,R2U0,.R300)

Total of 720 triangles. Each triangle is stepped on the Y axis trom -259.5 to +339.5
X values remain constant forall 720 triangles.W = 360
AILUCPS are vertically defined.
UCP definitions intersect. each triangle at varying X locations.
UCP locations are cycled through 720 combinations of order on the X axis which is 6!

(SHAPED,
Each of the 64 ucp combostests has an incrementallydiffer

217 to +224,in 7 integer unit steps with UCPs adjusted accordingly.
Clipping enabled, all UCPs enabled
VTE performs 1/Wreciprocal, X * LAW, ¥ * L/W, 2 * 1/W
VTE pertorms citset and scale of 260
Guard Band Clipping is at 1.0f for vertical end horizontal adjusi/discard.

 
  

 
  iriangle X location from -

Expected Results:720 small, clipped triangles from y — -360 to -y -- +360 (theyappear
towards middie of viewport along an imaginary edge and jut out to right) colorsrange from
green-blue on the left hand side ofthe triangle “bar”to bright orange

Change 26138 on 2062/03/02 by smess@smoss_craycla_win
SU tes aud gulds

Change 26103 on 2002/03/02 by smess@smoss_craycla_win

SUtesta, golds
 Change 26044 on 2602/03/62 by ashisiis@f_asitistisr400_witt

nothing has been changed

Change 25986 on 2062/05/02 by mkelly@fl mkelly 1490 win laptep

Updatetest...

Change 25979 on 1002/03/02 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr190_win_laptop
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Update

Change 25916 on 2002/05/01 by csampayo@tlcsampayo_r400

Updated Makefiles for added VGT test
Change 25910 or 2002/05/61 by csampayo@il_csampayo_r400

  
Adding golds for vgi test 

Chanec 25894 on 2002/05/61 by mkellv@fi mkclly 1400 win laptop

Jittered Super Sampling 2x1 2 pixel

Change 25818 on 2002/05/01 byashishsi@flashishsr400_win

nothing has been changed

Change 25775 on 2602/05/01 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update...
Change 25576 on 2002/04/30by ashishsi@fl_ashishs_r400_win

186 gourand shaded, clipped triangles. Vertex position combinationstested against
frusturn clipping.
Change 25569 on 2002/04/30 byashishs@fl ashishs 1400 win

180 gourand shaded, clipped triangles. Vertex pasition combinations tested against.
Frastum clipping

Change 25557 on 2062/04/36byashishs@fl_ashis r400_win
i44 gouraud shaded, clipped triangles.Vertex position combinations tested against

Frostum clipping

Change 25539 on 2062/04/36byashishs@fl_ashishs1400_win
255 gouraud shaded,clipped triangles.Vertex position combinations tested against

Trostuns clipping.

Change 25514 on 1002/04/30by ashishsi@il_ashishsr400_win
change made duc to uperade in cmulator

Change 25454 on 2002/04/29 by csampayo@fl_csampaye_r400

Adding VGTindex size test
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Jitter testing in progress...

Changc 24712 on 2602/04/24 by smoss@smos: crayola win

updated su tests

Change 24645 on 2002/04/23 by csampayoiGflcsampayo_r400
Adding VGT reuse depth tests

Change 24556 on 2602/04/23 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Checkpoint, test authoring in progress...

Change 24092 on 2602/04/19 by csampayoi@tl_csampayo_r400

Various VGTtests. Note: most. of these test have problems ninning due ta emulatorproblems

Change 23955 on 2002/04/19 by smoss@smose crayola win

su test for culling

Change 23919 on 2002/04/19 by mkelly@ti_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Specialtriangle clip test where W=0
‘Vix O= -0.50, -0.25, 0.00, 1.60
Vix L = 0.25, -6.50, 6.09, 1.00
Vtx 2= 0.30, 0.56, 6.08, 6.00

 

VTE out = ((/WPYXHOFFSET, (L/W)Y)}+Y_OFFSET,((L'W)*Z)-Z_OFFSET

Change 23831 on 2602/04/18 by mkelly@.A_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

update
Change 23828 on 2662/04/18 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptep

Legacy Clipping UCP combos test converted to R406.

Change 23711 on 2062/04/17 byjohnchen@johnchen_r140¢_win_marlboro
fix precision probelmfor color and depth

Change 23521 on 2602/04/16 by smoss@smoss_crayola_win

setup unit tests
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Change 25417 on 2002/04/29 by mkelly@A_mkelly_r460_win_laprop

 2 pixel jss, short test which works and L test which produces the belowoutput:
ERROR:base class tcl_fife write when full condition
Assertion failed, ../.._/./emu_libémodel/efx/pa/pasu/tel_fifo.cpp@53: 0

Change 25196 on 2002/04/26 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_1400

Adding VCT index offsct tests

Change 25186 on 2602/04/26 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Jitter Super Sample Test, currentlytimes out and waiting on debug trom Clay.

Change 25140 on 2002/04/26 by ashishs@ti_ashishs_r400_win

r406cl_frustrum_03 test, Converted from R200. 180 gonrand shaded, clippedtriangles.

 Change 25029 on 2002/04/25 byashishs hishsr400_win
test file to see the working of perforce

Change 25027 on 2602/04/25 byashishs@fi_ashishs1400_win

test file to see the working ofperforce
Change 25026 on 2002/04/25 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_1400

 Updated for proper TRIANGLE_WITH_WFLAt dling

Change 25000 on 2062/04/25 by ashishs@fl_ashishsr460_win
Test 1406 frestrumclip test, converted from £200

Change 24934 on 2002/04/25 by csampayo@ifl_csampayo_r400

Adding VCT index min/max clamping tests

Change 24896 on 1602/04/25 by ukelly@f_imkelly_r400_win_lapiep

Update gold image. color changed by 1 bit in the blue channel for some reason...
Change 24894 on 2062/04/25 by mkelly@f mkelly 1493 win laptop

Remove const from INDEX_BUFFERinstance...

Change 24806 on 2002/04/24 by mkeliy@il_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
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Change 23474 on 2002/04/16 by mkeliy@H_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Update

Change 23333 on 2002/04/15 by ukelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_luplop

Converted legacy trustum clip test io demonsirate conversion methodologyofan R266
clip test to R400.
Change 23165 on 2062/04/12 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r406

Added VGTtests...

Change 23122 on 2002/04/12 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep
Update

Change 23091 on 2003/04/12 by csampayo@tl_csampayo_r400

VGTtest stressing primitive type vs ind source

Change 23069 un 2602/04/12 by mkelly@_mkelly_r400_win_laplop

Update to handle when comparelist is empty, so only outputisgenerated. 

Change 23036 on 2062/04/12 by mkeliy@fl mkelly 1493 win laptep

Update

Change 23033 on 2002/04/12 by mkelly@il_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Simple VTE checi for scale and offset

Change 22997 on 1002/04/12 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r460_win_laptop

Update total PA validation test list...
Change 22996 on 2602/04/12 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400win_laptep

Update W2K registry settings for crap enables.

Change 22995 on 2002/34/12 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptep
Simple window offset test...

Change 22916 on 2002/04/11 by csampayo@fl_csampayo: 

Added Makefile and SU parallelogram orientation tests
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Change 22892 on 2662/04/11 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r406_win_laprop
 Simpleclip tes!

Change 22872 on 2002/04/11 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr400_win_laptep

Basic clip rectangle checks.

Change 22861 on 2002/04/11 by mkelly@fi_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Clip rectangle 0 control, 64 permutations...

Change 22813 on 2002/04/11 by mkellv@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop

72 triangle mesh, 1 packet, scissortest...
Chunge 22609 on 2002/04/16 by mkelly@f_mkelly1400_win_laplop

Update test to use the PrimLib DRAWCOMMANLD)LUAL) class, but still waiting on
RBIU backpressure valve forthis test to complete.

 

Change 22510 on 2602/04/09 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptep
Scisser recttests.

Change 22317 on 2002/04/08 by mkelly@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptep
Simple scissor rectangle test...

Change 22293 on 2062/04/08 by mkelly@#_mkelly1400_win_laptop 

SC scissor rectangle test
Change 22156 on 2602/04/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_400_win_laptop

Clip enabled, no clipping, test currentlyfails...

Changs 22155 on 2002/04/05 by mkcllv@fl mkclly 1400 win laptop

Renaruing iu assure unique test names in test_lib...

Change 22145 on 2002/04/05 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
TOP edge fill rule te: 

Change 22045 on 2002/04/05 by csampayo@fl_csampayo_r400
New VGTtests
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Change 21376 on 2002/04/02 by mkellv@fi_mkelly_r4U0_win_laptop

Update support in regress 1400 for scveral more dumps including VGT, and reciprocal...

Change 21337 on 2002/04/02 by mkelly@O_mikelly_1400_win_luptop

Update PA regress1400 script to include comparison support for pm4RBDump.txtfile
is generated when W2K registery kevword pm4RBDumpis trae. This dump is helpful to
if Prim ib data is valid before CP processing.

  
   
 

Change 21256 an 2062/04/01 by mkelly@f!_mkelly_r406_win_laptop
 Reterence Bugzilla, bug 22.

Change 21065 on 2602/03/29 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Sync ta this and UNTX will work

Change 20968 on 2062/03/28 by mkellv@fl_mkelly1400_win_laptop
erface includes which arc Enabling 2 PrimLib tests in regress_e, removed user_chip_in

nu longer required.

Change 20838 on 2002/03/28 by mkellv@f_mkelly1400_win_laptop
Add SC fill test for regress oc...

Change 20820 on 2602/03/28 by mkellyG@fi_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Changepitch in test...

Change 20816 on 2002/03/28 by mkelly@fl_mkelly_r400_win_laptop

Update tests due to change in Primlib setting.

Change 20507 on 2002/03/26 by mkelly@fi_mkelly_1400_win_laptop
Fixed the PA regression script to work with the acwlyrelocated validationtree structure.

Renamed die script.

Change 20506 on 2002/03/26 by mkellv@fi_mkellyr400_win_laptop

Fixed ali of the validation make files. The Depth value must bc modificd ta maich the
directory depth from test_lib.

Change 20479 on 2662/03/26 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r406_win_marlbora

more movingoftest files
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Change 22924 on 2002/04/05 by mkelly@ifl_mkelly_r460_win_laptop

Update tests to allocate additional memory during run...
Change 21761 on 2002/04/63 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptep

Multi-packetstesting raster filling

Change 21758 on 2062/04/03 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr403_win_laptep
Test case te demonstrate potential bug...

Change 21658 on 2602/04/63 by mkeliy@fl_mkellyr490_win_laptop

Stamp the output log file with the sync thatthe test was run against.
Change 21655 on 2002/04/63 by ukelly@_ikelly_1400_win_laplop

SC tests...

Change 21632 on 2002/04/63 by mkelly@fl_mkellyr493_win_laptep
 a 

Generate 625 packets, 1250 triangles - checking basic SC functionality...

Change 21608 on 2002/04/03 by mkell @H_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
"regress 1400"

- inclide sync # on output regression directory
omatically find the root directory on the client and send cutput to a directory called

"Sroot/regress400"
 

This script "regress_r400"is intendedfor use bythe validation teamonly.
 All emuand Prira? ib code writers are to continue using “make regress_e"at the

test_lib/sre/chip level for SAN} Y before checking in code.

Change 21535 on 2002/34/63 by mkeclly@fl mkelly 1400 win laptop

W2K registry sellings for debug dump control...

Change 21417 on 2002/04/62 by mkelly@iH_mkelly_r490_win_laptop
Update description.

Change 21379 on 2002/04/62 by mkelly@fl_tmkelly_r400_win_laptop

Reterence Bugzilla Bug 225...
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Change 204753 on 2002/03/26 by abeaudin@abeaudin_r400_win_marlboro
 move test libysre/svs to test lib/sre’chin/sys

move test_lib/sre/gfx to test_lib/sre/chip/gfx

Change 29473 on 2662/03/26 by abeaudin@abeaudin_1403_win_marlbore

moving test directories round
Change 12489 on 1602/01/67 by rbeaudin@irbeandin_14660_win_marlboro

removed unused tests in sanity

Change 11682 on 2001/12/13 by rbeaudin@rbeandin_400_win_marlboro
remeved ray best

Change 9709 on 2001/11/12 bysallen@sallen_r400_unix_marlboro
new ferret emuh
pipeline points to new place (notfinal place, though}

Change 9315 on 2001/LL/66 by kmahler@kmahler

Changes to support Shader program testcase, "onetri_vshader.cpp".
Change 9080 on 2061/11/62 by sallen@devel_sallen

  

make sure "NO_FERRET"switch removesall ferret
(sof can track down namespace problems...)

Change 9039 on 2001/LL/OL by rbeaudin@ma_raybl

fixed nnix segment. error

Change 8839 on2001/10/26 bysallen@devel_sailen
ferret updates
- add test_l
- update building for unit andblock testing
- add memory pipe data structure to ferret (& comparitor) - though not hooked up vet

 
 

Change 8547 on 2001/10/26 by hwise@fi hwisc

Adding Ray's modified onetri_index_pigx test (under new name)

Change 8541 on 2061/10/26 by hwise@fi_hwise
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 Updated R400 with latest R300 emulator baseline.

Change 6308 on 2001/09/11 by rbeaudin@MARAYB
Affected block files: BIF, CP, VIP

 
 

change to khanMise:
1) Updated BIF, CP, MC, and VIP functionality with R300 mods Change $828 on 2001/08/28 bytyronch@devel_tyronch
2) Added pmdcapture library (used for dumping pm4 streams for debug}
3) Renamedthesanitytest onetri_indexes_plgx.epp to <corrected a makefile syntax emer that would resultin an error on. the UNIXside, but

onetri_indexes_plgx_ray.cpp sinceit contains block level testing pase on the windowsside.
staff. -lmodel, instead of "- Imodel">

4) Removed block leveltesting stuff from onetri_indexesplgx.cpp
5) Updated plex pm4 functions to match updated CP regisier spec Change 5827 on 2001/€8/28 bytyroneh@devei_tyroneh

and added some bug fixes done for R300
<added a search path for the model directory>

Change 8280 on 2001/10/23 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB
Change 5560 on 2001/C8/21 by rbeaudin@MARAYBadded new block interfaces

old working program
Change 7744 on 2001/10/15 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB

Change 5331] on 2001/C8/L4 by rbeaudin@MARAYBnow tost
test no gfx

Change 7700 on 2001/10/12 bysallen@devel_salien.
Change 5164 on 2001/08/09 by rbeaudn@MA_RAYB

make compile on NT & Unix block A works
Change 7686 on 2001/10/12 by sallen@ma_sallen

Change 5067 on 2001/C8/07 by rbeaudin@MA_RAYB
add ferret targets for windows uiterface staff

Change 7561 on 2001/10/10 by sallen@devel_salien
Change 4670 on 2001/07/24 by hwise@fl_hwise2

merge all the ferret code in
Write to new register

Change 7528 on 2001/10/10 by sallen@devel_sallen
Change 4664 on 2001/07/24 by hwise@il_hwise2

merge in first round of ferret. changes Add basic test
Change 6719 on 2001/09/20 by rbeandin@MA_RAYB

changing location of interfaces

Change 6714 on 2001/09/19 by rbeandin@ MA_RAYB

emu compiles but test program does not

Change 6638 on 2001/09/18 by rboandin@MA_RAYB

more crayola name changes
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